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PREFACE

This book belongs to a series of online books summarizing the recent state Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD) and its applications. TGD can be regarded as a unified theory of fundamental
interactions but is not the kind of unified theory as so called GUTs constructed by graduate students at seventies and eighties using detailed recipes for how to reduce everything to group theory.
Nowadays this activity has been completely computerized and it probably takes only a few hours
to print out the predictions of this kind of unified theory as an article in the desired format. TGD
is something different and I am not ashamed to confess that I have devoted the last 37 years of
my life to this enterprise and am still unable to write The Rules.
If I remember correctly, I got the basic idea of Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD) during
autumn 1977, perhaps it was October. What I realized was that the representability of physical
space-times as 4-dimensional surfaces of some higher-dimensional space-time obtained by replacing
the points of Minkowski space with some very small compact internal space could resolve the conceptual difficulties of general relativity related to the definition of the notion of energy. This belief
was too optimistic and only with the advent of what I call zero energy ontology the understanding
of the notion of Poincare invariance has become satisfactory. This required also the understanding
of the relationship to General Relativity.
It soon became clear that the approach leads to a generalization of the notion of space-time
with particles being represented by space-time surfaces with finite size so that TGD could be also
seen as a generalization of the string model. Much later it became clear that this generalization is
consistent with conformal invariance only if space-time is 4-dimensional and the Minkowski space
factor of imbedding space is 4-dimensional. During last year it became clear that 4-D Minkowski
space and 4-D complex projective space CP2 are completely unique in the sense that they allow
twistor space with Kähler structure.
It took some time to discover that also the geometrization of also gauge interactions and
elementary particle quantum numbers could be possible in this framework: it took two years to
find the unique internal space (CP2 ) providing this geometrization involving also the realization
that family replication phenomenon for fermions has a natural topological explanation in TGD
framework and that the symmetries of the standard model symmetries are much more profound
than pragmatic TOE builders have believed them to be. If TGD is correct, main stream particle
physics chose the wrong track leading to the recent deep crisis when people decided that quarks
and leptons belong to same multiplet of the gauge group implying instability of proton.
There have been also longstanding problems.
• Gravitational energy is well-defined in cosmological models but is not conserved. Hence
the conservation of the inertial energy does not seem to be consistent with the Equivalence
Principle. Furthermore, the imbeddings of Robertson-Walker cosmologies turned out to
be vacuum extremals with respect to the inertial energy. About 25 years was needed to
realize that the sign of the inertial energy can be also negative and in cosmological scales the
density of inertial energy vanishes: physically acceptable universes are creatable from vacuum.
Eventually this led to the notion of zero energy ontology (ZEO) which deviates dramatically
from the standard ontology being however consistent with the crossing symmetry of quantum
field theories. In this framework the quantum numbers are assigned with zero energy states
located at the boundaries of so called causal diamonds defined as intersections of future and
past directed light-cones. The notion of energy-momentum becomes length scale dependent
since one has a scale hierarchy for causal diamonds. This allows to understand the nonconservation of energy as apparent.
Equivalence Principle as it is expressed by Einstein’s equations follows from Poincare invariance once it is realized that GRT space-time is obtained from the many-sheeted space-time of
TGD by lumping together the space-time sheets to a regionof Minkowski space and endowing
it with an effective metric given as a sum of Minkowski metric and deviations of the metrices
of space-time sheets from Minkowski metric. Similar description relates classical gauge potentials identified as components of induced spinor connection to Yang-Mills gauge potentials
in GRT space-time. Various topological inhomogenities below resolution scale identified as
particles are described using energy momentum tensor and gauge currents.
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• From the beginning it was clear that the theory predicts the presence of long ranged classical
electro-weak and color gauge fields and that these fields necessarily accompany classical
electromagnetic fields.
It took about 26 years to gain the maturity to admit the obvious: these fields are classical
correlates for long range color and weak interactions assignable to dark matter. The only
possible conclusion is that TGD physics is a fractal consisting of an entire hierarchy of fractal
copies of standard model physics. Also the understanding of electro-weak massivation and
screening of weak charges has been a long standing problem, and 32 years was needed to
discover that what I call weak form of electric-magnetic duality gives a satisfactory solution
of the problem and provides also surprisingly powerful insights to the mathematical structure
of quantum TGD.
The latest development was the realization that the well- definedness of electromagnetic
charge as quantum number for the modes of the induced spinors field requires that the CP2
projection of the region in which they are non-vanishing carries vanishing W boson field and
is 2-D. This implies in the generic case their localization to 2-D surfaces: string world sheets
and possibly also partonic 2-surfaces. This localization applies to all modes except covariantly
constant right handed neutrino generating supersymmetry and mplies that string model in
4-D space-time is part of TGD. Localization is possible only for Kähler-Dirac assigned with
Kähler action defining the dynamics of space-time surfaces. One must however leave open the
question whether W field might vanish for the space-time of GRT if related to many-sheeted
space-time in the proposed manner even when they do not vanish for space-time sheets.
I started the serious attempts to construct quantum TGD after my thesis around 1982. The
original optimistic hope was that path integral formalism or canonical quantization might be
enough to construct the quantum theory but the first discovery made already during first year of
TGD was that these formalisms might be useless due to the extreme non-linearity and enormous
vacuum degeneracy of the theory. This turned out to be the case.
• It took some years to discover that the only working approach is based on the generalization of
Einstein’s program. Quantum physics involves the geometrization of the infinite-dimensional
“world of classical worlds” (WCW) identified as 3-dimensional surfaces. Still few years had
to pass before I understood that general coordinate invariance leads to a more or less unique
solution of the problem and in positive energyontology implies that space-time surfaces are
analogous to Bohr orbits. This in positive energy ontology in which space-like 3-surface is
basic object. It is not clear whether Bohr orbitology is necessary also in ZEO in which spacetime surfaces connect space-like 3-surfaces at the light-like boundaries of causal diamond CD
obtained as intersection of future and past directed light-cones (with CP2 factor included).
The reason is that the pair of 3-surfaces replaces the boundary conditions at single 3-surface
involving also time derivatives. If one assumes Bohr orbitology then strong correlations
between the 3-surfaces at the ends of CD follow. Still a couple of years and I discovered that
quantum states of the Universe can be identified as classical spinor fields in WCW. Only
quantum jump remains the genuinely quantal aspect of quantum physics.
• During these years TGD led to a rather profound generalization of the space-time concept.
Quite general properties of the theory led to the notion of many-sheeted space-time with
sheets representing physical subsystems of various sizes. At the beginning of 90s I became
dimly aware of the importance of p-adic number fields and soon ended up with the idea that
p-adic thermodynamics for a conformally invariant system allows to understand elementary
particle massivation with amazingly few input assumptions. The attempts to understand padicity from basic principles led gradually to the vision about physics as a generalized number
theory as an approach complementary to the physics as an infinite-dimensional spinor geometry of WCW approach. One of its elements was a generalization of the number concept
obtained by fusing real numbers and various p-adic numbers along common rationals. The
number theoretical trinity involves besides p-adic number fields also quaternions and octonions and the notion of infinite prime.
• TGD inspired theory of consciousness entered the scheme after 1995 as I started to write
a book about consciousness. Gradually it became difficult to say where physics ends and
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consciousness theory begins since consciousness theory could be seen as a generalization of
quantum measurement theory by identifying quantum jump as a moment of consciousness
and by replacing the observer with the notion of self identified as a system which is conscious
as long as it can avoid entanglement with environment. The somewhat cryptic statement
“Everything is conscious and consciousness can be only lost” summarizes the basic philosophy
neatly.
The idea about p-adic physics as physics of cognition and intentionality emerged also rather
naturally and implies perhaps the most dramatic generalization of the space-time concept in
which most points of p-adic space-time sheets are infinite in real sense and the projection
to the real imbedding space consists of discrete set of points. One of the most fascinating
outcomes was the observation that the entropy based on p-adic norm can be negative. This
observation led to the vision that life can be regarded as something in the intersection of real
and p-adic worlds. Negentropic entanglement has interpretation as a correlate for various
positively colored aspects of conscious experience and means also the possibility of strongly
correlated states stable under state function reduction and different from the conventional
bound states and perhaps playing key role in the energy metabolism of living matter.
If one requires consistency of Negentropy Mazimization Pronciple with standard measurement theory, negentropic entanglement defined in terms of number theoretic negentropy is
necessarily associated with a density matrix proportional to unit matrix and is maximal and
is characterized by the dimension n of the unit matrix. Negentropy is positive and maximal
for a p-adic unique prime dividing n.
• One of the latest threads in the evolution of ideas is not more than nine years old. Learning
about the paper of Laurent Nottale about the possibility to identify planetary orbits as Bohr
orbits with a gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant made once again possible to see
the obvious. Dynamical quantized Planck constant is strongly suggested by quantum classical
correspondence and the fact that space-time sheets identifiable as quantum coherence regions
can have arbitrarily large sizes. Second motivation for the hierarchy of Planck constants
comes from bio-electromagnetism suggesting that in living systems Planck constant could
have large values making macroscopic quantum coherence possible. The interpretation of
dark matter as a hierarchy of phases of ordinary matter characterized by the value of Planck
constant is very natural.
During summer 2010 several new insights about the mathematical structure and interpretation of TGD emerged. One of these insights was the realization that the postulated hierarchy
of Planck constants might follow from the basic structure of quantum TGD. The point is that
due to the extreme non-linearity of the classical action principle the correspondence between
canonical momentum densities and time derivatives of the imbedding space coordinates is
one-to-many and the natural description of the situation is in terms of local singular covering
spaces of the imbedding space. One could speak about effective value of Planck constant
hef f = n × h coming as a multiple of minimal value of Planck constant. Quite recently it
became clear that the non-determinism of Kähler action is indeed the fundamental justification for the hierarchy: the integer n can be also interpreted as the integer characterizing
the dimension of unit matrix characterizing negentropic entanglement made possible by the
many-sheeted character of the space-time surface.
Due to conformal invariance acting as gauge symmetry the n degenerate space-time sheets
must be replaced with conformal equivalence classes of space-time sheets and conformal
transformations correspond to quantum critical deformations leaving the ends of space-time
surfaces invariant. Conformal invariance would be broken: only the sub-algebra for which
conformal weights are divisible by n act as gauge symmetries. Thus deep connections between conformal invariance related to quantum criticality, hierarchy of Planck constants,
negentropic entanglement, effective p-adic topology, and non-determinism of Kähler action
perhaps reflecting p-adic non-determinism emerges.
The implications of the hierarchy of Planck constants are extremely far reaching so that the
significance of the reduction of this hierarchy to the basic mathematical structure distinguishing between TGD and competing theories cannot be under-estimated.
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From the point of view of particle physics the ultimate goal is of course a practical construction
recipe for the S-matrix of the theory. I have myself regarded this dream as quite too ambitious
taking into account how far reaching re-structuring and generalization of the basic mathematical
structure of quantum physics is required. It has indeed turned out that the dream about explicit
formula is unrealistic before one has understood what happens in quantum jump. Symmetries
and general physical principles have turned out to be the proper guide line here. To give some
impressions about what is required some highlights are in order.
• With the emergence of ZEO the notion of S-matrix was replaced with M-matrix defined
between positive and negative energy parts of zero energy states. M-matrix can be interpreted
as a complex square root of density matrix representable as a diagonal and positive square
root of density matrix and unitary S-matrix so that quantum theory in ZEO can be said to
define a square root of thermodynamics at least formally. M-matrices in turn bombine to
form the rows of unitary U-matrix defined between zero energy states.
• A decisive step was the strengthening of the General Coordinate Invariance to the requirement
that the formulations of the theory in terms of light-like 3-surfaces identified as 3-surfaces
at which the induced metric of space-time surfaces changes its signature and in terms of
space-like 3-surfaces are equivalent. This means effective 2-dimensionality in the sense that
partonic 2-surfaces defined as intersections of these two kinds of surfaces plus 4-D tangent
space data at partonic 2-surfaces code for the physics. Quantum classical correspondence
requires the coding of the quantum numbers characterizing quantum states assigned to the
partonic 2-surfaces to the geometry of space-time surface. This is achieved by adding to the
modified Dirac action a measurement interaction term assigned with light-like 3-surfaces.
• The replacement of strings with light-like 3-surfaces equivalent to space-like 3-surfaces means
enormous generalization of the super conformal symmetries of string models. A further generalization of these symmetries to non-local Yangian symmetries generalizing the recently
discovered Yangian symmetry of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories is highly suggestive. Here the replacement of point like particles with partonic 2-surfaces means the
replacement of conformal symmetry of Minkowski space with infinite-dimensional superconformal algebras. Yangian symmetry provides also a further refinement to the notion of
conserved quantum numbers allowing to define them for bound states using non-local energy
conserved currents.
• A further attractive idea is that quantum TGD reduces to almost topological quantum field
theory. This is possible if the Kähler action for the preferred extremals defining WCW
Kähler function reduces to a 3-D boundary term. This takes place if the conserved currents
are so called Beltrami fields with the defining property that the coordinates associated with
flow lines extend to single global coordinate variable. This ansatz together with the weak
form of electric-magnetic duality reduces the Kähler action to Chern-Simons term with the
condition that the 3-surfaces are extremals of Chern-Simons action subject to the constraint
force defined by the weak form of electric magnetic duality. It is the latter constraint which
prevents the trivialization of the theory to a topological quantum field theory. Also the
identification of the Kähler function of WCW as Dirac determinant finds support as well as
the description of the scattering amplitudes in terms of braids with interpretation in terms of
finite measurement resolution coded to the basic structure of the solutions of field equations.
• In standard QFT Feynman diagrams provide the description of scattering amplitudes. The
beauty of Feynman diagrams is that they realize unitarity automatically via the so called
Cutkosky rules. In contrast to Feynman’s original beliefs, Feynman diagrams and virtual
particles are taken only as a convenient mathematical tool in quantum field theories. QFT
approach is however plagued by UV and IR divergences and one must keep mind open for
the possibility that a genuine progress might mean opening of the black box of the virtual
particle.
In TGD framework this generalization of Feynman diagrams indeed emerges unavoidably.
Light-like 3-surfaces replace the lines of Feynman diagrams and vertices are replaced by 2-D
partonic 2-surfaces. Zero energy ontology and the interpretation of parton orbits as light-like
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“wormhole throats” suggests that virtual particle do not differ from on mass shell particles
only in that the four- and three- momenta of wormhole throats fail to be parallel. The two
throats of the wormhole contact defining virtual particle would contact carry on mass shell
quantum numbers but for virtual particles the four-momenta need not be parallel and can
also have opposite signs of energy.
The localization of the nodes of induced spinor fields to 2-D string world sheets (and possibly
also to partonic 2-surfaces) implies a stringy formulation of the theory analogous to stringy
variant of twistor formalism with string world sheets having interpretation as 2-braids. In
TGD framework fermionic variant of twistor Grassmann formalism leads to a stringy variant
of twistor diagrammatics in which basic fermions can be said to be on mass-shell but carry
non-physical helicities in the internal lines. This suggests the generalization of the Yangian
symmetry to infinite-dimensional super-conformal algebras.
What I have said above is strongly biased view about the recent situation in quantum TGD. This
vision is single man’s view and doomed to contain unrealistic elements as I know from experience.
My dream is that young critical readers could take this vision seriously enough to try to demonstrate
that some of its basic premises are wrong or to develop an alternative based on these or better
premises. I must be however honest and tell that 32 years of TGD is a really vast bundle of
thoughts and quite a challenge for anyone who is not able to cheat himself by taking the attitude
of a blind believer or a light-hearted debunker trusting on the power of easy rhetoric tricks.
Karkkila, October, 30, Finland
Matti Pitkänen
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Basic Ideas Of Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD)

Standard model describes rather successfully both electroweak and strong interactions but sees
them as totally separate and contains a large number of parameters which it is not able to predict.
For about four decades ago unified theories known as Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) trying to
understand electroweak interactions and strong interactions as aspects of the same fundamental
gauge interaction assignable to a larger symmetry group emerged. Later superstring models trying
to unify even gravitation and strong and weak interactions emerged. The shortcomings of both
GUTs and superstring models are now well-known. If TGD - whose basic idea emerged 37 years
ago - would emerge now it would be seen as an attempt trying to solve the difficulties of these
approaches to unification.
The basic physical picture behind TGD corresponds to a fusion of two rather disparate
approaches: namely TGD as a Poincare invariant theory of gravitation and TGD as a generalization
of the old-fashioned string model.

1.1.1

Basic Vision Very Briefly

T(opological) G(eometro)D(ynamics) is one of the many attempts to find a unified description of
basic interactions. The development of the basic ideas of TGD to a relatively stable form took
time of about half decade [K1].
The basic vision and its relationship to existing theories is now rather well understood.
1. Space-times are representable as 4-surfaces in the 8-dimensional embedding space H = M 4 ×
CP2 , where M 4 is 4-dimensional (4-D) Minkowski space and CP2 is 4-D complex projective
space (see Appendix).
2. Induction procedure (a standard procedure in fiber bundle theory, see Appendix) allows to
geometrize various fields. Space-time metric characterizing gravitational fields corresponds to
the induced metric obtained by projecting the metric tensor of H to the space-time surface.
Electroweak gauge potentials are identified as projections of the components of CP2 spinor
connection to the space-time surface, and color gauge potentials as projections of CP2 Killing
vector fields representing color symmetries. Also spinor structure can be induced: induced
spinor gamma matrices are projections of gamma matrices of H and induced spinor fields
just H spinor fields restricted to space-time surface. Spinor connection is also projected.
The interpretation is that distances are measured in embedding space metric and parallel
translation using spinor connection of embedding space.
The induction procedure applies to octonionic structure and the conjecture is that for preferred extremals the induced octonionic structure is quaternionic: again one just projects
the octonion units. I have proposed that one can lift space-time surfaces in H to the Cartesian product of the twistor spaces of M 4 and CP2 , which are the only 4-manifolds allowing
twistor space with Kähler structure [A11]. Now the twistor structure would be induced in
some sense, and should co-incide with that associated with the induced metric. Clearly, the
1
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2-spheres defining the fibers of twistor spaces of M 4 and CP2 must allow identification: this
2-sphere defines the S 2 fiber of the twistor space of space-time surface. This poses constraint
on the imbedding of the twistor space of space-time surfaces as sub-manifold in the Cartesian
product of twistor spaces.
3. Geometrization of quantum numbers is achieved. The isometry group of the geometry of
CP2 codes for the color gauge symmetries of strong interactions. Vierbein group codes
for electroweak symmetries, and explains their breaking in terms of CP2 geometry so that
standard model gauge group results. There are also important deviations from standard
model: color quantum numbers are not spin-like but analogous to orbital angular momentum:
this difference is expected to be seen only in CP2 scale. In contrast to GUTs, quark and
lepton numbers are separately conserved and family replication has a topological explanation
in terms of topology of the partonic 2-surface carrying fermionic quantum numbers.
M 4 and CP2 are unique choices for many other reasons. For instance, they are the unique 4D space-times allowing twistor space with Kähler structure. M 4 light-cone boundary allows
a huge extension of 2-D conformal symmetries. Imbedding space H has a number theoretic
interpretation as 8-D space allowing octonionic tangent space structure. M 4 and CP2 allow quaternionic structures. Therefore standard model symmetries have number theoretic
meaning.
4. Induced gauge potentials are expressible in terms of embedding space coordinates and their
gradients and general coordinate invariance implies that there are only 4 field like variables
locally. Situation is thus extremely simple mathematically. The objection is that one loses
linear superposition of fields. The resolution of the problem comes from the generalization
of the concepts of particle and space-time.
Space-time surfaces can be also particle like having thus finite size. In particular, space-time
regions with Euclidian signature of the induced metric (temporal and spatial dimensions in
the same role) emerge and have interpretation as lines of generalized Feynman diagrams.
Particle in space-time can be identified as a topological inhomogenuity in background spacetime surface which looks like the space-time of general relativity in long length scales.
One ends up with a generalization of space-time surface to many-sheeted space-time with
space-time sheets having extremely small distance of about 104 Planck lengths (CP2 size).
As one adds a particle to this kind of structure, it touches various space-time sheets and
thus interacts with the associated classical fields. Their effects superpose linearly in good
approximation and linear superposition of fields is replaced with that for their effects.
This resolves the basic objection. It also leads to the understanding of how the space-time
of general relativity and quantum field theories emerges from TGD space-time as effective
space-time when the sheets of many-sheeted space-time are lumped together to form a region of Minkowski space with metric replaced with a metric identified as the sum of empty
Minkowski metric and deviations of the metrics of sheets from empty Minkowski metric.
Gauge potentials are identified as sums of the induced gauge potentials. TGD is therefore
a microscopic theory from which standard model and general relativity follow as a topological simplification however forcing to increase dramatically the number of fundamental field
variables.
5. A further objection is that classical weak fields identified as induced gauge fields are long
ranged and should cause large parity breaking effects due to weak interactions. These effects
are indeed observed but only in living matter. A possible resolution of problem is implied by
the condition that the modes of the induced spinor fields have well-defined electromagnetic
charge. This forces their localization to 2-D string world sheets in the generic case having
vanishing weak gauge fields so that parity breaking effects emerge just as they do in standard
model. Also string model like picture emerges from TGD and one ends up with a rather
concrete view about generalized Feynman diagrammatics. A possible objection is that the
Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices do not define an integrable distribution of 2-planes defining
string world sheet.
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An even strong condition would be that the induced classical gauge fields at string world sheet
vanish: this condition is allowed by the topological description of particles. The CP2 projection of string world sheet would be 1-dimensional. Also the number theoretical condition
that octonionic and ordinary spinor structures are equivalent guaranteeing that fermionic
dynamics is associative leads to the vanishing of induced gauge fields.
The natural action would be given by string world sheet area, which is present only in the
space-time regions with Minkowskian signature. Gravitational constant would be present
as a fundamental constant in string action and the ratio ~/G/R2 would be determined by
quantum criticality condition. The hierarchy of Planck constants hef f /h = n assigned to
dark matter in TGD framework would allow to circumvent the objection that only objects of
length of order Planck length are possible since string tension given by T = 1/~ef f G apart
from numerical factor could be arbitrary small. This would make possible gravitational
bound states as partonic 2-surfaces as structures connected by strings and solve the basic
problem of super string theories. This option allows the natural interpretation of M 4 type
vacuum extremals with CP2 projection, which is Lagrange manifold as good approximations
for space-time sheets at macroscopic length scales. String area does not contribute to the
Kähler function at all.
Whether also induced spinor fields associated with Kähler-Dirac action and de-localized inside entire space-time surface should be allowed remains an open question: super-conformal
symmetry strongly suggests their presence. A possible interpretation for the corresponding
spinor modes could be in terms of dark matter, sparticles, and hierarchy of Planck constants.
It is perhaps useful to make clear what TGD is not and also what new TGD can give to
physics.
1. TGD is not just General Relativity made concrete by using imbeddings: the 4-surface property is absolutely essential for unifying standard model physics with gravitation and to circumvent the incurable conceptual problems of General Relativity. The many-sheeted spacetime of TGD gives rise only at macroscopic limit to GRT space-time as a slightly curved
Minkowski space. TGD is not a Kaluza-Klein theory although color gauge potentials are
analogous to gauge potentials in these theories.
TGD space-time is 4-D and its dimension is due to completely unique conformal properties of
light-cone boundary and 3-D light-like surfaces implying enormous extension of the ordinary
conformal symmetries. Light-like 3-surfaces represent orbits of partonic 2-surfaces and carry
fundamental fermions at 1-D boundaries of string world sheets. TGD is not obtained by
performing Poincare gauging of space-time to introduce gravitation and plagued by profound
conceptual problems.
2. TGD is not a particular string model although string world sheets emerge in TGD very
naturally as loci for spinor modes: their 2-dimensionality makes among other things possible
quantum deformation of quantization known to be physically realized in condensed matter,
and conjectured in TGD framework to be crucial for understanding the notion of finite
measurement resolution. Hierarchy of objects of dimension up to 4 emerge from TGD: this
obviously means analogy with branes of super-string models.
TGD is not one more item in the collection of string models of quantum gravitation relying
on Planck length mystics. Dark matter becomes an essential element of quantum gravitation
and quantum coherence in astrophysical scales is predicted just from the assumption that
strings connecting partonic 2-surfaces serve are responsible for gravitational bound states.
TGD is not a particular string model although AdS/CFT duality of super-string models
generalizes due to the huge extension of conformal symmetries and by the identification
of WCW gamma matrices as Noether super-charges of super-symplectic algebra having a
natural conformal structure.
3. TGD is not a gauge theory. In TGD framework the counterparts of also ordinary gauge
symmetries are assigned to super-symplectic algebra (and its Yangian [A2] [B6, B4, B5]),
which is a generalization of Kac-Moody algebras rather than gauge algebra and suffers a
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fractal hierarchy of symmetry breakings defining hierarchy of criticalities. TGD is not one
more quantum field theory like structure based on path integral formalism: path integral
is replaced with functional integral over 3-surfaces, and the notion of classical space-time
becomes exact part of the theory. Quantum theory becomes formally a purely classical
theory of WCW spinor fields: only state function reduction is something genuinely quantal.
4. TGD view about spinor fields is not the standard one. Spinor fields appear at three levels.
Spinor modes of the embedding space are analogs of spinor modes charactering incoming
and outgoing states in quantum field theories. Induced second quantized spinor fields at
space-time level are analogs of stringy spinor fields. Their modes are localized by the welldefinedness of electro-magnetic charge and by number theoretic arguments at string world
sheets. Kähler-Dirac action is fixed by supersymmetry implying that ordinary gamma matrices are replaced by what I call Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices - this something new. WCW
spinor fields, which are classical in the sense that they are not second quantized, serve as
analogs of fields of string field theory and imply a geometrization of quantum theory.
5. TGD is in some sense an extremely conservative geometrization of entire quantum physics:
no additional structures such as gauge fields as independent dynamical degrees of freedom
are introduced: Kähler geometry and associated spinor structure are enough. “Topological”
in TGD should not be understood as an attempt to reduce physics to torsion (see for instance
[B3]) or something similar. Rather, TGD space-time is topologically non-trivial in all scales
and even the visible structures of everyday world represent non-trivial topology of space-time
in TGD Universe.
6. Twistor space - or rather, a generalization of twistor approach replacing masslessness in 4-D
sense with masslessness in 8-D sense and thus allowing description of also massive particles
- emerged originally as a technical tool, and its Kähler structure is possible only for H =
M 4 × CP2 . It however turned out that much more than a technical tool is in question. What
is genuinely new is the infinite-dimensional character of the Kähler geometry making it highly
unique, and its generalization to p-adic number fields to describe correlates of cognition. Also
the hierarchies of Planck constants hef f = n × h reducing to the quantum criticality of TGD
Universe and p-adic length scales and Zero Energy Ontology represent something genuinely
new.
The great challenge is to construct a mathematical theory around these physically very
attractive ideas and I have devoted the last41 years for the realization of this dream and this
has resulted 24 online books about TGD and nine online books about TGD inspired theory of
consciousness and of quantum biology.

1.1.2

Two Visions About TGD And Their Fusion

As already mentioned, TGD can be interpreted both as a modification of general relativity and
generalization of string models.
TGD as a Poincare invariant theory of gravitation
The first approach was born as an attempt to construct a Poincare invariant theory of gravitation.
Space-time, rather than being an abstract manifold endowed with a pseudo-Riemannian structure,
4
is regarded as a surface in the 8-dimensional space H = M×
CP2 , where M 4 denotes Minkowski
space and CP2 = SU (3)/U (2) is the complex projective space of two complex dimensions [A7,
A10, A4, A9].
The identification of the space-time as a sub-manifold [A8, A13] of M 4 × CP2 leads to an
exact Poincare invariance and solves the conceptual difficulties related to the definition of the
energy-momentum in General Relativity.
It soon however turned out that sub-manifold geometry, being considerably richer in structure than the abstract manifold geometry, leads to a geometrization of all basic interactions. First,
the geometrization of the elementary particle quantum numbers is achieved. The geometry of
CP2 explains electro-weak and color quantum numbers. The different H-chiralities of H-spinors
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correspond to the conserved baryon and lepton numbers. Secondly, the geometrization of the field
concept results. The projections of the CP2 spinor connection, Killing vector fields of CP2 and of
H-metric to four-surface define classical electro-weak, color gauge fields and metric in X 4 .
The choice of H is unique from the condition that TGD has standard model symmetries.
Also number theoretical vision selects H = M 4 × CP2 uniquely. M 4 and CP2 are also unique
spaces allowing twistor space with Kähler structure.
TGD as a generalization of the hadronic string model
The second approach was based on the generalization of the mesonic string model describing mesons
as strings with quarks attached to the ends of the string. In the 3-dimensional generalization 3surfaces correspond to free particles and the boundaries of the 3- surface correspond to partons
in the sense that the quantum numbers of the elementary particles reside on the boundaries.
Various boundary topologies (number of handles) correspond to various fermion families so that
one obtains an explanation for the known elementary particle quantum numbers. This approach
leads also to a natural topological description of the particle reactions as topology changes: for
instance, two-particle decay corresponds to a decay of a 3-surface to two disjoint 3-surfaces.
This decay vertex does not however correspond to a direct generalization of trouser vertex of
string models. Indeed, the important difference between TGD and string models is that the analogs
of string world sheet diagrams do not describe particle decays but the propagation of particles via
different routes. Particle reactions are described by generalized Feynman diagrams for which 3-D
light-like surface describing particle propagating join along their ends at vertices. As 4-manifolds
the space-time surfaces are therefore singular like Feynman diagrams as 1-manifolds.
Quite recently, it has turned out that fermionic strings inside space-time surfaces define an
exact part of quantum TGD and that this is essential for understanding gravitation in long length
scales. Also the analog of AdS/CFT duality emerges in that the Kähler metric can be defined
either in terms of Kähler function identifiable as Kähler action assignable to Euclidian space-time
regions or Kähler action + string action assignable to Minkowskian regions.
The recent view about construction of scattering amplitudes is very “stringy”. By strong
form of holography string world sheets and partonic 2-surfaces provide the data needed to construct scattering amplitudes. Space-time surfaces are however needed to realize quantum-classical
correspondence necessary to understand the classical correlates of quantum measurement. There
is a huge generalization of the duality symmetry of hadronic string models. Scattering amplitudes
can be regarded as sequences of computational operations for the Yangian of super-symplectic algebra. Product and co-product define the basic vertices and realized geometrically as partonic
2-surfaces and algebraically as multiplication for the elements of Yangian identified as supersymplectic Noether charges assignable to strings. Any computational sequences connecting given
collections of algebraic objects at the opposite boundaries of causal diamond (CD) produce identical
scattering amplitudes.
Fusion of the two approaches via a generalization of the space-time concept
The problem is that the two approaches to TGD seem to be mutually exclusive since the orbit of a
particle like 3-surface defines 4-dimensional surface, which differs drastically from the topologically
trivial macroscopic space-time of General Relativity. The unification of these approaches forces a
considerable generalization of the conventional space-time concept. First, the topologically trivial
3-space of General Relativity is replaced with a “topological condensate” containing matter as
particle like 3-surfaces “glued” to the topologically trivial background 3-space by connected sum
operation. Secondly, the assumption about connectedness of the 3-space is given up. Besides the
“topological condensate” there could be “vapor phase” that is a “gas” of particle like 3-surfaces
and string like objects (counterpart of the “baby universes” of GRT) and the non-conservation of
energy in GRT corresponds to the transfer of energy between different sheets of the space-time
and possibly existence vapour phase.
What one obtains is what I have christened as many-sheeted space-time (see Fig. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/manysheeted.jpg or Fig. ?? in the appendix of this book). One
particular aspect is topological field quantization meaning that various classical fields assignable to
a physical system correspond to space-time sheets representing the classical fields to that particular
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system. One can speak of the field body of a particular physical system. Field body consists of
topological light rays, and electric and magnetic flux quanta. In Maxwell’s theory system does not
possess this kind of field identity. The notion of magnetic body is one of the key players in TGD
inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology.
This picture became more detailed with the advent of zero energy ontology (ZEO). The
basic notion of ZEO is causal diamond (CD) identified as the Cartesian product of CP2 and of the
intersection of future and past directed light-cones and having scale coming as an integer multiple
of CP2 size is fundamental. CDs form a fractal hierarchy and zero energy states decompose to
products of positive and negative energy parts assignable to the opposite boundaries of CD defining
the ends of the space-time surface. The counterpart of zero energy state in positive energy ontology
is the pair of initial and final states of a physical event, say particle reaction.
At space-time level ZEO means that 3-surfaces are pairs of space-like 3-surfaces at the
opposite light-like boundaries of CD. Since the extremals of Kähler action connect these, one can
say that by holography the basic dynamical objects are the space-time surface connecting these
3-surfaces. This changes totally the vision about notions like self-organization: self-organization
by quantum jumps does not take for a 3-D system but for the entire 4-D field pattern associated
with it.
General Coordinate Invariance (GCI) allows to identify the basic dynamical objects as spacelike 3-surfaces at the ends of space-time surface at boundaries of CD: this means that spacetime surface is analogous to Bohr orbit. An alternative identification is as light-like 3-surfaces at
which the signature of the induced metric changes from Minkowskian to Euclidian and interpreted
as lines of generalized Feynman diagrams. Also the Euclidian 4-D regions would have similar
interpretation. The requirement that the two interpretations are equivalent, leads to a strong
form of General Coordinate Invariance. The outcome is effective 2-dimensionality stating that
the partonic 2-surfaces identified as intersections of the space-like ends of space-time surface and
light-like wormhole throats are the fundamental objects. That only effective 2-dimensionality is in
question is due to the effects caused by the failure of strict determinism of Kähler action. In finite
length scale resolution these effects can be neglected below UV cutoff and above IR cutoff. One
can also speak about strong form of holography.

1.1.3

Basic Objections

Objections are the most powerful tool in theory building. The strongest objection against TGD
is the observation that all classical gauge fields are expressible in terms of four embedding space
coordinates only- essentially CP2 coordinates. The linear superposition of classical gauge fields
taking place independently for all gauge fields is lost. This would be a catastrophe without manysheeted space-time. Instead of gauge fields, only the effects such as gauge forces are superposed.
Particle topologically condenses to several space-time sheets simultaneously and experiences the
sum of gauge forces. This transforms the weakness to extreme economy: in a typical unified theory
the number of primary field variables is countered in hundreds if not thousands, now it is just four.
Second objection is that TGD space-time is quite too simple as compared to GRT spacetime due to the imbeddability to 8-D embedding space. One can also argue that Poincare invariant
theory of gravitation cannot be consistent with General Relativity. The above interpretation allows
to understand the relationship to GRT space-time and how Equivalence Principle (EP) follows
from Poincare invariance of TGD. The interpretation of GRT space-time is as effective spacetime obtained by replacing many-sheeted space-time with Minkowski space with effective metric
determined as a sum of Minkowski metric and sum over the deviations of the induced metrices of
space-time sheets from Minkowski metric. Poincare invariance suggests strongly classical EP for
the GRT limit in long length scales at least. One can consider also other kinds of limits such as the
analog of GRT limit for Euclidian space-time regions assignable to elementary particles. In this case
deformations of CP2 metric define a natural starting point and CP2 indeed defines a gravitational
instanton with very large cosmological constant in Einstein-Maxwell theory. Also gauge potentials
of standard model correspond classically to superpositions of induced gauge potentials over spacetime sheets.
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Topological field quantization
Topological field quantization distinguishes between TGD based and more standard - say Maxwellian
- notion of field. In Maxwell’s fields created by separate systems superpose and one cannot tell
which part of field comes from which system except theoretically. In TGD these fields correspond
to different space-time sheets and only their effects on test particle superpose. Hence physical
systems have well-defined field identifies - field bodies - in particular magnetic bodies.
The notion of magnetic body carrying dark matter with non-standard large value of Planck
constant has become central concept in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and living matter,
and by starting from various anomalies of biology one ends up to a rather detailed view about the
role of magnetic body as intentional agent receiving sensory input from the biological body and
controlling it using EEG and its various scaled up variants as a communication tool. Among other
thins this leads to models for cell membrane, nerve pulse, and EEG.

1.1.4

P-Adic Variants Of Space-Time Surfaces

There is a further generalization of the space-time concept inspired by p-adic physics forcing a
generalization of the number concept through the fusion of real numbers and various p-adic number
fields. One might say that TGD space-time is adelic. Also the hierarchy of Planck constants forces
a generalization of the notion of space-time but this generalization can be understood in terms of
the failure of strict determinism for Kähler action defining the fundamental variational principle
behind the dynamics of space-time surfaces.
A very concise manner to express how TGD differs from Special and General Relativities
could be following. Relativity Principle (Poincare Invariance), General Coordinate Invariance, and
Equivalence Principle remain true. What is new is the notion of sub-manifold geometry: this allows
to realize Poincare Invariance and geometrize gravitation simultaneously. This notion also allows
a geometrization of known fundamental interactions and is an essential element of all applications
of TGD ranging from Planck length to cosmological scales. Sub-manifold geometry is also crucial
in the applications of TGD to biology and consciousness theory.

1.1.5

The Threads In The Development Of Quantum TGD

The development of TGD has involved several strongly interacting threads: physics as infinitedimensional geometry; TGD as a generalized number theory, the hierarchy of Planck constants
interpreted in terms of dark matter hierarchy, and TGD inspired theory of consciousness. In the
following these threads are briefly described.
The theoretical framework involves several threads.
1. Quantum T(opological) G(eometro)D(ynamics) as a classical spinor geometry for infinitedimensional WCW, p-adic numbers and quantum TGD, and TGD inspired theory of consciousness and of quantum biology have been for last decade of the second millenium the
basic three strongly interacting threads in the tapestry of quantum TGD.
2. The discussions with Tony Smith initiated a fourth thread which deserves the name “TGD as
a generalized number theory”. The basic observation was that classical number fields might
allow a deeper formulation of quantum TGD. The work with Riemann hypothesis made time
ripe for realization that the notion of infinite primes could provide, not only a reformulation,
but a deep generalization of quantum TGD. This led to a thorough and extremely fruitful
revision of the basic views about what the final form and physical content of quantum TGD
might be. Together with the vision about the fusion of p-adic and real physics to a larger
coherent structure these sub-threads fused to the “physics as generalized number theory”
thread.
3. A further thread emerged from the realization that by quantum classical correspondence TGD
predicts an infinite hierarchy of macroscopic quantum systems with increasing sizes, that it is
not at all clear whether standard quantum mechanics can accommodate this hierarchy, and
that a dynamical quantized Planck constant might be necessary and strongly suggested by
the failure of strict determinism for the fundamental variational principle. The identification
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of hierarchy of Planck constants labelling phases of dark matter would be natural. This also
led to a solution of a long standing puzzle: what is the proper interpretation of the predicted
fractal hierarchy of long ranged classical electro-weak and color gauge fields. Quantum classical correspondences allows only single answer: there is infinite hierarchy of p-adically scaled
up variants of standard model physics and for each of them also dark hierarchy. Thus TGD
Universe would be fractal in very abstract and deep sense.
The chronology based identification of the threads is quite natural but not logical and it is
much more logical to see p-adic physics, the ideas related to classical number fields, and infinite
primes as sub-threads of a thread which might be called “physics as a generalized number theory”.
In the following I adopt this view. This reduces the number of threads to four.
TGD forces the generalization of physics to a quantum theory of consciousness, and represent
TGD as a generalized number theory vision leads naturally to the emergence of p-adic physics as
physics of cognitive representations. The eight online books [K56, K47, K34, K67, K51, K66,
K65, K50] about TGD and nine online books about TGD inspired theory of consciousness and of
quantum biology [K53, K8, K38, K6, K17, K24, K28, K49, K62] are warmly recommended to the
interested reader.
Quantum TGD as spinor geometry of World of Classical Worlds
A turning point in the attempts to formulate a mathematical theory was reached after seven years
from the birth of TGD. The great insight was “Do not quantize”. The basic ingredients to the new
approach have served as the basic philosophy for the attempt to construct Quantum TGD since
then and have been the following ones:
1. Quantum theory for extended particles is free(!), classical(!) field theory for a generalized
Schrödinger amplitude in the configuration space CH (“world of classical worlds”, WCW)
consisting of all possible 3-surfaces in H. “All possible” means that surfaces with arbitrary
many disjoint components and with arbitrary internal topology and also singular surfaces
topologically intermediate between two different manifold topologies are included. Particle
reactions are identified as topology changes [A12, A14, A16]. For instance, the decay of a
3-surface to two 3-surfaces corresponds to the decay A → B + C. Classically this corresponds
to a path of WCW leading from 1-particle sector to 2-particle sector. At quantum level this
corresponds to the dispersion of the generalized Schrödinger amplitude localized to 1-particle
sector to two-particle sector. All coupling constants should result as predictions of the theory
since no nonlinearities are introduced.
2. During years this naı̈ve and very rough vision has of course developed a lot and is not
anymore quite equivalent with the original insight. In particular, the space-time correlates of
Feynman graphs have emerged from theory as Euclidian space-time regions and the strong
form of General Coordinate Invariance has led to a rather detailed and in many respects unexpected visions. This picture forces to give up the idea about smooth space-time surfaces
and replace space-time surface with a generalization of Feynman diagram in which vertices
represent the failure of manifold property. I have also introduced the word “world of classical
worlds” (WCW) instead of rather formal “configuration space”. I hope that “WCW” does
not induce despair in the reader having tendency to think about the technicalities involved!
3. WCW is endowed with metric and spinor structure so that one can define various metric
related differential operators, say Dirac operator, appearing in the field equations of the
theory 1
4. WCW Dirac operator appearing in Super-Virasoro conditions, embedding space Dirac operator whose modes define the ground states of Super-Virasoro representations, Kähler-Dirac
operator at space-time surfaces, and the algebraic variant of M 4 Dirac operator appearing in
1 There

are four kinds of Dirac operators in TGD. The geometrization of quantum theory requires Kähler metric
definable either in terms of Kähler function identified as Kähler action for Euclidian space-time regions or as anticommutators for WCW gamma matrices identified as conformal Noether super-charges associated with the second
quantized modified Dirac action consisting of string world sheet term and possibly also Kähler Dirac action in
Minkowskian space-time regions. These two possible definitions reflect a duality analogous to AdS/CFT duality.
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propagators. The most ambitious dream is that zero energy states correspond to a complete
solution basis for the Dirac operator of WCW so that this classical free field theory would
dictate M-matrices defined between positive and negative energy parts of zero energy states
which form orthonormal rows of what I call U-matrix as a matrix defined between zero energy
states. Given M-matrix in turn would decompose to a product of a hermitian square root of
density matrix and unitary S-matrix.
M-matrix would define time-like entanglement coefficients between positive and negative energy parts of zero energy states (all net quantum numbers vanish for them) and can be
regarded as a hermitian square root of density matrix multiplied by a unitary S-matrix.
Quantum theory would be in well-defined sense a square root of thermodynamics. The orthogonality and hermiticity of the M-matrices commuting with S-matrix means that they
span infinite-dimensional Lie algebra acting as symmetries of the S-matrix. Therefore quantum TGD would reduce to group theory in well-defined sense.
In fact the Lie algebra of Hermitian M-matrices extends to Kac-Moody type algebra obtained
by multiplying hermitian square roots of density matrices with powers of the S-matrix. Also
the analog of Yangian algebra involving only non-negative powers of S-matrix is possible and
would correspond to a hierarchy of CDs with the temporal distances between tips coming as
integer multiples of the CP2 time.
The M-matrices associated with CDs are obtained by a discrete scaling from the minimal
CD and characterized by integer n are naturally proportional to a representation matrix of
scaling: S(n) = S n , where S is unitary S-matrix associated with the minimal CD [K59]. This
conforms with the idea about unitary time evolution as exponent of Hamiltonian discretized
to integer power of S and represented as scaling with respect to the logarithm of the proper
time distance between the tips of CD.
U-matrix elements between M-matrices for various CDs are proportional to the inner products
T r[S −n1 ◦ H i H j ◦ S n2 λ], where λ represents unitarily the discrete Lorentz boost relating the
moduli of the active boundary of CD and H i form an orthonormal basis of Hermitian square
roots of density matrices. ◦ tells that S acts at the active boundary of CD only. It turns out
possible to construct a general representation for the U-matrix reducing its construction to
that of S-matrix. S-matrix has interpretation as exponential of the Virasoro generator L−1
of the Virasoro algebra associated with super-symplectic algebra.
5. By quantum classical correspondence the construction of WCW spinor structure reduces to
the second quantization of the induced spinor fields at space-time surface. The basic action
is so called modified Dirac action (or Kähler-Dirac action) in which gamma matrices are
replaced with the modified (Kähler-Dirac) gamma matrices defined as contractions of the
canonical momentum currents with the embedding space gamma matrices. In this manner
one achieves super-conformal symmetry and conservation of fermionic currents among other
things and consistent Dirac equation. The Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices define as anticommutators effective metric, which might provide geometrization for some basic observables
of condensed matter physics. One might also talk about bosonic emergence in accordance
with the prediction that the gauge bosons and graviton are expressible in terms of bound
states of fermion and anti-fermion.
6. An important result relates to the notion of induced spinor connection. If one requires
that spinor modes have well-defined em charge, one must assume that the modes in the
generic situation are localized at 2-D surfaces - string world sheets or perhaps also partonic
2-surfaces - at which classical W boson fields vanish. Covariantly constant right handed
neutrino generating super-symmetries forms an exception. The vanishing of also Z 0 field is
possible for Kähler-Dirac action and should hold true at least above weak length scales. This
implies that string model in 4-D space-time becomes part of TGD. Without these conditions
classical weak fields can vanish above weak scale only for the GRT limit of TGD for which
gauge potentials are sums over those for space-time sheets.
The localization simplifies enormously the mathematics and one can solve exactly the KählerDirac equation for the modes of the induced spinor field just like in super string models.
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At the light-like 3-surfaces at which the signature of the induced metric changes from Eu√
clidian to Minkowskian so that g4 vanishes one can pose the condition that the algebraic
analog of massless Dirac equation is satisfied by the nodes so that Kähler-Dirac action gives
massless Dirac propagator localizable at the boundaries of the string world sheets.
The evolution of these basic ideas has been rather slow but has gradually led to a rather
beautiful vision. One of the key problems has been the definition of Kähler function. Kähler
function is Kähler action for a preferred extremal assignable to a given 3-surface but what this
preferred extremal is? The obvious first guess was as absolute minimum of Kähler action but
could not be proven to be right or wrong. One big step in the progress was boosted by the idea
that TGD should reduce to almost topological QFT in which braids would replace 3-surfaces in
finite measurement resolution, which could be inherent property of the theory itself and imply
discretization at partonic 2-surfaces with discrete points carrying fermion number.
It took long time to realize that there is no discretization in 4-D sense - this would lead to
difficulties with basic symmetries. Rather, the discretization occurs for the parameters characterizing co-dimension 2 objects representing the information about space-time surface so that they
belong to some algebraic extension of rationals. These 2-surfaces - string world sheets and partonic
2-surfaces - are genuine physical objects rather than a computational approximation. Physics itself
approximates itself, one might say! This is of course nothing but strong form of holography.
1. TGD as almost topological QFT vision suggests that Kähler action for preferred extremals
reduces to Chern-Simons term assigned with space-like 3-surfaces at the ends of space-time
(recall the notion of causal diamond (CD)) and with the light-like 3-surfaces at which the
signature of the induced metric changes from Minkowskian to Euclidian. Minkowskian and
Euclidian regions would give at wormhole throats the same contribution apart from coeffi√
cients and in Minkowskian regions the g4 factorc coming from metric would be imaginary
so that one would obtain sum of real term identifiable as Kähler function and imaginary
term identifiable as the ordinary Minkowskian action giving rise to interference effects and
stationary phase approximation central in both classical and quantum field theory.
Imaginary contribution - the presence of which I realized only after 33 years of TGD - could
also have topological interpretation as a Morse function. On physical side the emergence of
Euclidian space-time regions is something completely new and leads to a dramatic modification of the ideas about black hole interior.
2. The manner to achieve the reduction to Chern-Simons terms is simple. The vanishing of
Coulomb contribution to Kähler action is required and is true for all known extremals if one
makes a general ansatz about the form of classical conserved currents. The so called weak
form of electric-magnetic duality defines a boundary condition reducing the resulting 3-D
terms to Chern-Simons terms. In this manner almost topological QFT results. But only
“almost” since the Lagrange multiplier term forcing electric-magnetic duality implies that
Chern-Simons action for preferred extremals depends on metric.
TGD as a generalized number theory
Quantum T(opological)D(ynamics) as a classical spinor geometry for infinite-dimensional configuration space (“world of classical worlds”, WCW), p-adic numbers and quantum TGD, and TGD
inspired theory of consciousness, have been for last ten years the basic three strongly interacting
threads in the tapestry of quantum TGD. The fourth thread deserves the name “TGD as a generalized number theory”. It involves three separate threads: the fusion of real and various p-adic
physics to a single coherent whole by requiring number theoretic universality discussed already, the
formulation of quantum TGD in terms of hyper-counterparts of classical number fields identified
as sub-spaces of complexified classical number fields with Minkowskian signature of the metric
defined by the complexified inner product, and the notion of infinite prime.
1. p-Adic TGD and fusion of real and p-adic physics to single coherent whole
The p-adic thread emerged for roughly ten years ago as a dim hunch that p-adic numbers
might be important for TGD. Experimentation with p-adic numbers led to the notion of canonical
identification mapping reals to p-adics and vice versa. The breakthrough came with the successful
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p-adic mass calculations using p-adic thermodynamics for Super-Virasoro representations with the
super-Kac-Moody algebra associated with a Lie-group containing standard model gauge group.
Although the details of the calculations have varied from year to year, it was clear that p-adic
physics reduces not only the ratio of proton and Planck mass, the great mystery number of physics,
but all elementary particle mass scales, to number theory if one assumes that primes near prime
powers of two are in a physically favored position. Why this is the case, became one of the key
puzzles and led to a number of arguments with a common gist: evolution is present already at
the elementary particle level and the primes allowed by the p-adic length scale hypothesis are the
fittest ones.
It became very soon clear that p-adic topology is not something emerging in Planck length
scale as often believed, but that there is an infinite hierarchy of p-adic physics characterized by
p-adic length scales varying to even cosmological length scales. The idea about the connection of
p-adics with cognition motivated already the first attempts to understand the role of the p-adics
and inspired “Universe as Computer” vision but time was not ripe to develop this idea to anything
concrete (p-adic numbers are however in a central role in TGD inspired theory of consciousness). It
became however obvious that the p-adic length scale hierarchy somehow corresponds to a hierarchy
of intelligences and that p-adic prime serves as a kind of intelligence quotient. Ironically, the
almost obvious idea about p-adic regions as cognitive regions of space-time providing cognitive
representations for real regions had to wait for almost a decade for the access into my consciousness.
In string model context one tries to reduces the physics to Planck scale. The price is the
inability to say anything about physics in long length scales. In TGD p-adic physics takes care of
this shortcoming by predicting the physics also in long length scales.
There were many interpretational and technical questions crying for a definite answer.
1. What is the relationship of p-adic non-determinism to the classical non-determinism of the
basic field equations of TGD? Are the p-adic space-time region genuinely p-adic or does p-adic
topology only serve as an effective topology? If p-adic physics is direct image of real physics,
how the mapping relating them is constructed so that it respects various symmetries? Is the
basic physics p-adic or real (also real TGD seems to be free of divergences) or both? If it is
both, how should one glue the physics in different number field together to get the Physics?
Should one perform p-adicization also at the level of the WCW? Certainly the p-adicization
at the level of super-conformal representation is necessary for the p-adic mass calculations.
2. Perhaps the most basic and most irritating technical problem was how to precisely define padic definite integral which is a crucial element of any variational principle based formulation
of the field equations. Here the frustration was not due to the lack of solution but due to
the too large number of solutions to the problem, a clear symptom for the sad fact that
clever inventions rather than real discoveries might be in question. Quite recently I however
learned that the problem of making sense about p-adic integration has been for decades
central problem in the frontier of mathematics and a lot of profound work has been done
along same intuitive lines as I have proceeded in TGD framework. The basic idea is certainly
the notion of algebraic continuation from the world of rationals belonging to the intersection
of real world and various p-adic worlds.
Despite various uncertainties, the number of the applications of the poorly defined p-adic
physics has grown steadily and the applications turned out to be relatively stable so that it was
clear that the solution to these problems must exist. It became only gradually clear that the
solution of the problems might require going down to a deeper level than that represented by reals
and p-adics.
The key challenge is to fuse various p-adic physics and real physics to single larger structures.
This has inspired a proposal for a generalization of the notion of number field by fusing real numbers
and various p-adic number fields and their extensions along rationals and possible common algebraic
numbers. This leads to a generalization of the notions of embedding space and space-time concept
and one can speak about real and p-adic space-time sheets. One can talk about adelic space-time,
embedding space, and WCW.
The notion of p-adic manifold [K113] identified as p-adic space-time surface solving p-adic
analogs of field equations and having real space-time sheet as chart map provided a possible
solution of the basic challenge of relating real and p-adic classical physics. One can also speak of
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real space-time surfaces having p-adic space-time surfaces as chart maps (cognitive maps, “thought
bubbles” ). Discretization required having interpretation in terms of finite measurement resolution
is unavoidable in this approach and this leads to problems with symmetries: canonical identification
does not commute with symmetries.
It is now clear that much more elegant approach based on abstraction exists [K111]. The
map of real preferred extremals to p-adic ones is not induced from a local correspondence between
points but is global. Discretization occurs only for the parameters characterizing string world sheets
and partonic 2-surfaces so that they belong to some algebraic extension of rationals. Restriction to
these 2-surfaces is possible by strong form of holography. Adelization providing number theoretical
universality reduces to algebraic continuation for the amplitudes from this intersection of reality
and various p-adicities - analogous to a back of a book - to various number fields. There are no
problems with symmetries but canonical identification is needed: various group invariant of the
amplitude are mapped by canonical identification to various p-adic number fields. This is nothing
but a generalization of the mapping of the p-adic mass squared to its real counterpart in p-adic
mass calculations.
This leads to surprisingly detailed predictions and far reaching conjectures. For instance,
the number theoretic generalization of entropy concept allows negentropic entanglement central for
the applications to living matter (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or Fig.
10.6 in the appendix of this book). One can also understand how preferred p-adic primes could
emerge as so called ramified primes of algebraic extension of rationals in question and characterizing
string world sheets and partonic 2-surfaces. Preferred p-adic primes would be ramified primes for
extensions for which the number of p-adic continuations of two-surfaces to space-time surfaces
(imaginations) allowing also real continuation (realization of imagination) would be especially
large. These ramifications would be winners in the fight for number theoretical survival. Also a
generalization of p-adic length scale hypothesis emerges from NMP [K30].
The characteristic non-determinism of the p-adic differential equations suggests strongly that
p-adic regions correspond to “mind stuff”, the regions of space-time where cognitive representations
reside. This interpretation implies that p-adic physics is physics of cognition. Since Nature is
probably a brilliant simulator of Nature, the natural idea is to study the p-adic physics of the
cognitive representations to derive information about the real physics. This view encouraged by
TGD inspired theory of consciousness clarifies difficult interpretational issues and provides a clear
interpretation for the predictions of p-adic physics.
2. The role of classical number fields
The vision about the physical role of the classical number fields relies on certain speculative
questions inspired by the idea that space-time dynamics could be reduced to associativity or coassociativity condition. Associativity means here associativity of tangent spaces of space-time
region and co-associativity associativity of normal spaces of space-time region.
1. Could space-time surfaces X 4 be regarded as associative or co-associative (“quaternionic” is
equivalent with “associative” ) surfaces of H endowed with octonionic structure in the sense
that tangent space of space-time surface would be associative (co-associative with normal
space associative) sub-space of octonions at each point of X 4 [K103]. This is certainly
possible and an interesting conjecture is that the preferred extremals of Kähler action include
associative and co-associative space-time regions.
2. Could the notion of compactification generalize to that of number theoretic compactification
in the sense that one can map associative (co-associative) surfaces of M 8 regarded as octonionic linear space to surfaces in M 4 × CP2 [K103] ? This conjecture - M 8 − H duality
- would give for M 4 × CP2 deep number theoretic meaning. CP2 would parametrize associative planes of octonion space containing fixed complex plane M 2 ⊂ M 8 and CP2 point
would thus characterize the tangent space of X 4 ⊂ M 8 . The point of M 4 would be obtained
by projecting the point of X 4 ⊂ M 8 to a point of M 4 identified as tangent space of X 4 .
This would guarantee that the dimension of space-time surface in H would be four. The
conjecture is that the preferred extremals of Kähler action include these surfaces.
3. M 8 −H duality can be generalized to a duality H → H if the images of the associative surface
in M 8 is associative surface in H. One can start from associative surface of H and assume
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that it contains the preferred M 2 tangent plane in 8-D tangent space of H or integrable
distribution M 2 (x) of them, and its points to H by mapping M 4 projection of H point to
itself and associative tangent space to CP2 point. This point need not be the original one! If
the resulting surface is also associative, one can iterate the process indefinitely. WCW would
be a category with one object.
4. G2 defines the automorphism group of octonions, and one might hope that the maps of
octonions to octonions such that the action of Jacobian in the tangent space of associative
or co-associative surface reduces to that of G2 could produce new associative/co-associative
surfaces. The action of G2 would be analogous to that of gauge group.
5. One can also ask whether the notions of commutativity and co-commutativity could have
physical meaning. The well-definedness of em charge as quantum number for the modes of
the induced spinor field requires their localization to 2-D surfaces (right-handed neutrino is
an exception) - string world sheets and partonic 2-surfaces. This can be possible only for
Kähler action and could have commutativity and co-commutativity as a number theoretic
counterpart. The basic vision would be that the dynamics of Kähler action realizes number
theoretical geometrical notions like associativity and commutativity and their co-notions.
The notion of number theoretic compactification stating that space-time surfaces can be
regarded as surfaces of either M 8 or M 4 × CP2 . As surfaces of M 8 identifiable as a sub-space of
complexified octonions (addition of commuting imaginary unit i) their tangent space or normal
space is quaternionic- and thus maximally associative or co-associative. These surfaces can be
mapped in natural manner to surfaces in M 4 × CP2 [K103] provided one can assign to each point
of tangent space a hyper-complex plane M 2 (x) ⊂ M 4 ⊂ M 8 . One can also speak about M 8 − H
duality.
This vision has very strong predictive power. It predicts that the preferred extremals of
Kähler action correspond to either quaternionic or co-quaternionic surfaces such that one can
assign to tangent space at each point of space-time surface a hyper-complex plane M 2 (x) ⊂ M 4 .
As a consequence, the M 4 projection of space-time surface at each point contains M 2 (x) and its
orthogonal complement. These distributions are integrable implying that space-time surface allows
dual slicings defined by string world sheets Y 2 and partonic 2-surfaces X 2 . The existence of this
kind of slicing was earlier deduced from the study of extremals of Kähler action and christened as
Hamilton-Jacobi structure. The physical interpretation of M 2 (x) is as the space of non-physical
polarizations and the plane of local 4-momentum.
Number theoretical compactification has inspired large number of conjectures. This includes
dual formulations of TGD as Minkowskian and Euclidian string model type theories, the precise
identification of preferred extremals of Kähler action as extremals for which second variation vanishes (at least for deformations representing dynamical symmetries) and thus providing space-time
correlate for quantum criticality, the notion of number theoretic braid implied by the basic dynamics of Kähler action and crucial for precise construction of quantum TGD as almost-topological
QFT, the construction of WCW metric and spinor structure in terms of second quantized induced
spinor fields with modified Dirac action defined by Kähler action realizing the notion of finite
measurement resolution and a connection with inclusions of hyper-finite factors of type II1 about
which Clifford algebra of WCW represents an example.
The two most important number theoretic conjectures relate to the preferred extremals of
Kähler action. The general idea is that classical dynamics for the preferred extremals of Kähler
action should reduce to number theory: space-time surfaces should be either associative or coassociative in some sense.
Associativity (co-associativity) would be that tangent (normal) spaces of space-time surfaces
associative (co-associative) in some sense and thus quaternionic (co-quaternionic). This can be
formulated in two manners.
1. One can introduce octonionic tangent space basis by assigning to the “free” gamma matrices octonion basis or in terms of octonionic representation of the embedding space gamma
matrices possible in dimension D = 8.
2. Associativity (quaternionicity) would state that the projections of octonionic basic vectors or
induced gamma matrices basis to the space-time surface generates associative (quaternionic)
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sub-algebra at each space-time point. Co-associativity is defined in analogous manner and
can be expressed in terms of the components of second fundamental form.
3. For gamma matrix option induced rather than Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices must be in
question since Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices can span lower than 4-dimensional space and
are not parallel to the space-time surfaces as embedding space vectors.
3. Infinite primes
The discovery of the hierarchy of infinite primes and their correspondence with a hierarchy
defined by a repeatedly second quantized arithmetic quantum field theory gave a further boost for
the speculations about TGD as a generalized number theory.
After the realization that infinite primes can be mapped to polynomials possibly representable as surfaces geometrically, it was clear how TGD might be formulated as a generalized
number theory with infinite primes forming the bridge between classical and quantum such that
real numbers, p-adic numbers, and various generalizations of p-adics emerge dynamically from algebraic physics as various completions of the algebraic extensions of rational (hyper-)quaternions and
(hyper-)octonions. Complete algebraic, topological and dimensional democracy would characterize
the theory.
The infinite primes at the first level of hierarchy, which represent analogs of bound states,
can be mapped to irreducible polynomials, which in turn characterize the algebraic extensions of
rationals defining a hierarchy of algebraic physics continuable to real and p-adic number fields.
The products of infinite primes in turn define more general algebraic extensions of rationals. The
interesting question concerns the physical interpretation of the higher levels in the hierarchy of
infinite primes and integers mappable to polynomials of n > 1 variables.

1.1.6

Hierarchy Of Planck Constants And Dark Matter Hierarchy

By quantum classical correspondence space-time sheets can be identified as quantum coherence
regions. Hence the fact that they have all possible size scales more or less unavoidably implies that
Planck constant must be quantized and have arbitrarily large values. If one accepts this then also
the idea about dark matter as a macroscopic quantum phase characterized by an arbitrarily large
value of Planck constant emerges naturally as does also the interpretation for the long ranged
classical electro-weak and color fields predicted by TGD. Rather seldom the evolution of ideas
follows simple linear logic, and this was the case also now. In any case, this vision represents the
fifth, relatively new thread in the evolution of TGD and the ideas involved are still evolving.
Dark matter as large ~ phases
D. Da Rocha and Laurent Nottale [E14] have proposed that Schrödinger equation with Planck
(~ = c =
constant ~ replaced with what might be called gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GmM
v0
1). v0 is a velocity parameter having the value v0 = 144.7 ± .7 km/s giving v0 /c = 4.6 × 10−4 .
This is rather near to the peak orbital velocity of stars in galactic halos. Also subharmonics and
harmonics of v0 seem to appear. The support for the hypothesis coming from empirical data is
impressive.
Nottale and Da Rocha believe that their Schrödinger equation results from a fractal hydrodynamics. Many-sheeted space-time however suggests that astrophysical systems are at some
levels of the hierarchy of space-time sheets macroscopic quantum systems. The space-time sheets
in question would carry dark matter.
Nottale’s hypothesis would predict a gigantic value of hgr . Equivalence Principle and the
independence of gravitational Compton length on mass m implies however that one can restrict
the values of mass m to masses of microscopic objects so that hgr would be much smaller. Large
hgr could provide a solution of the black hole collapse (IR catastrophe) problem encountered at
the classical level. The resolution of the problem inspired by TGD inspired theory of living matter
is that it is the dark matter at larger space-time sheets which is quantum coherent in the required
time scale [K98].
It is natural to assign the values of Planck constants postulated by Nottale to the space-time
sheets mediating gravitational interaction and identifiable as magnetic flux tubes (quanta) possibly
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carrying monopole flux and identifiable as remnants of cosmic string phase of primordial cosmology.
The magnetic energy of these flux quanta would correspond to dark energy and magnetic tension
would give rise to negative “pressure” forcing accelerate cosmological expansion. This leads to a
rather detailed vision about the evolution of stars and galaxies identified as bubbles of ordinary
and dark matter inside magnetic flux tubes identifiable as dark energy.
Certain experimental findings suggest the identification hef f = n× = hgr . The large value
of hgr can be seen as a manner to reduce the string tension of fermionic strings so that gravitational
(in fact all!) bound states can be described in terms of strings connecting the partonic 2-surfaces
defining particles (analogous to AdS/CFT description). The values hef f /h = n can be interpreted
in terms of a hierarchy of breakings of super-conformal symmetry in which the super-conformal
generators act as gauge symmetries only for a sub-algebras with conformal weights coming as
multiples of n. Macroscopic quantum coherence in astrophysical scales is implied. If also KählerDirac action is present, part of the interior degrees of freedom associated with the Kähler-Dirac
part of conformal algebra become physical. A possible is that tfermionic oscillator operators
generate super-symmetries and sparticles correspond almost by definition to dark matter with
hef f /h = n > 1. One implication would be that at least part if not all gravitons would be dark and
be observed only through their decays to ordinary high frequency graviton (E = hfhigh = hef f flow )
of bunch of n low energy gravitons.
Hierarchy of Planck constants from the anomalies of neuroscience and biology
The quantal ELF effects of ELF em fields on vertebrate brain have been known since seventies.
ELF em fields at frequencies identifiable as cyclotron frequencies in magnetic field whose intensity
is about 2/5 times that of Earth for biologically important ions have physiological effects and
affect also behavior. What is intriguing that the effects are found only in vertebrates (to my best
knowledge). The energies for the photons of ELF em fields are extremely low - about 10−10 times
lower than thermal energy at physiological temperatures- so that quantal effects are impossible
in the framework of standard quantum theory. The values of Planck constant would be in these
situations large but not gigantic.
This inspired the hypothesis that these photons correspond to so large a value of Planck
constant that the energy of photons is above the thermal energy. The proposed interpretation was
as dark photons and the general hypothesis was that dark matter corresponds to ordinary matter
with non-standard value of Planck constant. If only particles with the same value of Planck
constant can appear in the same vertex of Feynman diagram, the phases with different value of
Planck constant are dark relative to each other. The phase transitions changing Planck constant
can however make possible interactions between phases with different Planck constant but these
interactions do not manifest themselves in particle physics. Also the interactions mediated by
classical fields should be possible. Dark matter would not be so dark as we have used to believe.
The hypothesis hef f = hgr - at least for microscopic particles - implies that cyclotron
energies of charged particles do not depend on the mass of the particle and their spectrum is thus
universal although corresponding frequencies depend on mass. In bio-applications this spectrum
would correspond to the energy spectrum of bio-photons assumed to result from dark photons by
hef f reducing phase transition and the energies of bio-photons would be in visible and UV range
associated with the excitations of bio-molecules.
Also the anomalies of biology (see for instance [K39, K40, K60] ) support the view that dark
matter might be a key player in living matter.
Does the hierarchy of Planck constants reduce to the vacuum degeneracy of Kähler
action?
This starting point led gradually to the recent picture in which the hierarchy of Planck constants
is postulated to come as integer multiples of the standard value of Planck constant. Given integer
multiple ~ = n~0 of the ordinary Planck constant ~0 is assigned with a multiple singular covering
of the embedding space [K88]. One ends up to an identification of dark matter as phases with
non-standard value of Planck constant having geometric interpretation in terms of these coverings
providing generalized embedding space with a book like structure with pages labelled by Planck
constants or integers characterizing Planck constant. The phase transitions changing the value of
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Planck constant would correspond to leakage between different sectors of the extended embedding
space. The question is whether these coverings must be postulated separately or whether they are
only a convenient auxiliary tool.
The simplest option is that the hierarchy of coverings of embedding space is only effective.
Many-sheeted coverings of the embedding space indeed emerge naturally in TGD framework. The
huge vacuum degeneracy of Kähler action implies that the relationship between gradients of the
embedding space coordinates and canonical momentum currents is many-to-one: this was the very
fact forcing to give up all the standard quantization recipes and leading to the idea about physics
as geometry of the “world of classical worlds”. If one allows space-time surfaces for which all sheets
corresponding to the same values of the canonical momentum currents are present, one obtains
effectively many-sheeted covering of the embedding space and the contributions from sheets to the
Kähler action are identical. If all sheets are treated effectively as one and the same sheet, the value
of Planck constant is an integer multiple of the ordinary one. A natural boundary condition would
be that at the ends of space-time at future and past boundaries of causal diamond containing the
space-time surface, various branches co-incide. This would raise the ends of space-time surface in
special physical role.
A more precise formulation is in terms of presence of large number of space-time sheets
connecting given space-like 3-surfaces at the opposite boundaries of causal diamond. Quantum
criticality presence of vanishing second variations of Kähler action and identified in terms of conformal invariance broken down to to sub-algebras of super-conformal algebras with conformal weights
divisible by integer n is highly suggestive notion and would imply that n sheets of the effective
covering are actually conformal equivalence classes of space-time sheets with same Kähler action
and same values of conserved classical charges (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
planckhierarchy.jpg or Fig. ?? the appendix of this book). n would naturally correspond the
value of hef f and its factors negentropic entanglement with unit density matrix would be between
the n sheets of two coverings of this kind. p-Adic prime would be largest prime power factor of n.
Dark matter as a source of long ranged weak and color fields
Long ranged classical electro-weak and color gauge fields are unavoidable in TGD framework. The
smallness of the parity breaking effects in hadronic, nuclear, and atomic length scales does not
however seem to allow long ranged electro-weak gauge fields. The problem disappears if long
range classical electro-weak gauge fields are identified as space-time correlates for massless gauge
fields created by dark matter. Also scaled up variants of ordinary electro-weak particle spectra
are possible. The identification explains chiral selection in living matter and unbroken U (2)ew
invariance and free color in bio length scales become characteristics of living matter and of biochemistry and bio-nuclear physics.
The recent view about the solutions of Kähler- Dirac action assumes that the modes have a
well-defined em charge and this implies that localization of the modes to 2-D surfaces (right-handed
neutrino is an exception). Classical W boson fields vanish at these surfaces and also classical Z 0
field can vanish. The latter would guarantee the absence of large parity breaking effects above
intermediate boson scale scaling like hef f .

1.1.7

Twistors in TGD and connection with Veneziano duality

The twistorialization of TGD has two aspects. The attempt to generalize twistor Grassmannian
approach emerged first. It was however followed by the realization that also the twistor lift of TGD
at classical space-time level is needed. It turned out that the progress in the understanding of the
classical twistor lift has been much faster - probably this is due to my rather limited technical QFT
skills.
Twistor lift at space-time level
8-dimensional generalization of ordinary twistors is highly attractive approach to TGD [K107].
The reason is that M 4 and CP2 are completely exceptional in the sense that they are the only 4-D
manifolds allowing twistor space with Kähler structure [A11]. The twistor space of M 4 × CP2 is
Cartesian product of those of M 4 and CP2 . The obvious idea is that space-time surfaces allowing
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twistor structure if they are orientable are representable as surfaces in H such that the properly
induced twistor structure co-incides with the twistor structure defined by the induced metric.
In fact, it is enough to generalize the induction of spinor structure to that of twistor structure
so that the induced twistor structure need not be identical with the ordinary twistor structure
possibly assignable to the space-time surface. The induction procedure reduces to a dimensional
reduction of 6-D Kähler action giving rise to 6-D surfaces having bundle structure with twistor
sphere as fiber and space-time as base. The twistor sphere of this bundle is imbedded as sphere in
the product of twistor spheres of twistor spaces of M 4 and CP2 .
This condition would define the dynamics, and the original conjecture was that this dynamics
is equivalent with the identification of space-time surfaces as preferred extremals of Kähler action.
The dynamics of space-time surfaces would be lifted to the dynamics of twistor spaces, which
are sphere bundles over space-time surfaces. What is remarkable that the powerful machinery of
complex analysis becomes available.
It however turned out that twistor lift of TGD is much more than a mere technical tool.
First of all, the dimensionally reduction of 6-D Kähler action contained besides 4-D Kähler action
also a volume term having interpretation in terms of cosmological constant. This need not bring
anything new, since all known extremals of Kähler action with non-vanishing induced Kähler form
are minimal surfaces. There is however a large number of imbeddings of twistor sphere of spacetime surface to the product of twistor spheres. Cosmological constant has spectrum and depends on
length scale, and the proposal is that coupling constant evolution reduces to that for cosmological
constant playing the role of cutoff length. That cosmological constant could transform from a mere
nuisance to a key element of fundamental physics was something totally new and unexpected.
1. The twistor lift of TGD at space-time level forces to replace 4-D Kähler action with 6-D
dimensionally reduced Kähler action for 6-D surface in the 12-D Cartesian product of 6-D
twistor spaces of M 4 and CP2 . The 6-D surface has bundle structure with twistor sphere as
fiber and space-time surface as base.
Twistor structure is obtained by inducing the twistor structure of 12-D twistor space using
dimensional reduction. The dimensionally reduced 6-D Kähler action is sum of 4-D Kähler
action and volume term having interpretation in terms of a dynamical cosmological constant
depending on the size scale of space-time surface (or of causal diamond CD in zero energy
ontology (ZEO)) and determined by the representation of twistor sphere of space-time surface
in the Cartesian product of the twistor spheres of M 4 and CP2 .
2. The preferred extremal property as a representation of quantum criticality would naturally
correspond to minimal surface property meaning that the space-time surface is separately
an extremal of both Kähler action and volume term almost everywhere so that there is no
coupling between them. This is the case for all known extremals of Kähler action with
non-vanishing induced Kähler form.
Minimal surface property could however fail at 2-D string world sheets, their boundaries and
perhaps also at partonic 2-surfaces. The failure is realized in minimal sense if the 3-surface
has 1-D edges/folds (strings) and 4-surface 2-D edges/folds (string world sheets) at which
some partial derivatives of the embedding space coordinates are discontinuous but canonical
momentum densities for the entire action are continuous.
There would be no flow of canonical momentum between interior and string world sheet and
minimal surface equations would be satisfied for the string world sheet, whose 4-D counterpart
in twistor bundle is determined by the analog of 4-D Kähler action. These conditions allow
the transfer of canonical momenta between Kähler- and volume degrees of freedom at string
world sheets. These no-flow conditions could hold true at least asymptotically (near the
boundaries of CD).
M 8 − H duality suggests that string world sheets (partonic 2-surfaces) correspond to images
of complex 2-sub-manifolds of M 8 (having tangent (normal) space which is complex 2-plane
of octonionic M 8 ).
3. Cosmological constant would depend on p-adic length scales and one ends up to a concrete
model for the evolution of cosmological constant as a function of p-adic length scale and
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other number theoretic parameters (such as Planck constant as the order of Galois group):
this conforms with the earlier picture.
Inflation is replaced with its TGD counterpart in which the thickening of cosmic strings to
flux tubes leads to a transformation of Kähler magnetic energy to ordinary and dark matter.
Since the increase of volume increases volume energy, this leads rapidly to energy minimum
at some flux tube thickness. The reduction of cosmological constant by a phase transition
however leads to a new expansion phase. These jerks would replace smooth cosmic expansion
of GRT. The discrete coupling constant evolution predicted by the number theoretical vision
could be understood as being induced by that of cosmological constant taking the role of
cutoff parameter in QFT picture [L45].
Twistor lift at the level of scattering amplitudes and connection with Veneziano duality
The classical part of twistor lift of TGD is rather well-understood. Concerning the twistorialization
at the level of scattering amplitudes the situation is much more difficult conceptually - I already
mentioned my limited QFT skills.
1. From the classical picture described above it is clear that one should construct the 8-D
twistorial counterpart of theory involving space-time surfaces, string world sheets and their
boundaries, plus partonic 2-surfaces and that this should lead to concrete expressions for the
scattering amplitudes.
The light-like boundaries of string world sheets as carriers of fermion numbers would correspond to twistors as they appear in twistor Grassmann approach and define the analog
for the massless sector of string theories. The attempts to understand twistorialization have
been restricted to this sector.
2. The beautiful basic prediction would be that particles massless in 8-D sense can be massive
in 4-D sense. Also the infrared cutoff problematic in twistor approach emerges naturally and
reduces basically to the dynamical cosmological constant provided by classical twistor lift.
One can assign 4-momentum both to the spinor harmonics of the embedding space representing ground states of super-conformal representations and to light-like boundaries of string
world sheets at the orbits of partonic 2-surfaces. The two four-momenta should be identical
by quantum classical correspondence: this could be seen as a concretization of Equivalence
Principle. Also a connection with string model emerges.
3. As far as symmetries are considered, the picture looks rather clear. Ordinary twistor Grassmannian approach boils down to the construction of scattering amplitudes in terms of Yangian
invariants for conformal group of M 4 . Therefore a generalization of super-symplectic symmetries to their Yangian counterpart seems necessary. These symmetries would be gigantic
but how to deduce their implications?
4. The notion of positive Grassmannian is central in the twistor approach to the scattering amplitudes in calN = 4 SUSYs. TGD provides a possible generalization and number theoretic
interpretation of this notion. TGD generalizes the observation that scattering amplitudes in
twistor Grassmann approach correspond to representations for permutations. Since 2-vertex
is the only fermionic vertex in TGD, OZI rules for fermions generalizes, and scattering amplitudes are representations for braidings.
Braid interpretation encourages the conjecture that non-planar diagrams can be reduced to
ordinary ones by a procedure analogous to the construction of braid (knot) invariants by
gradual un-braiding (un-knotting).
This is however not the only vision about a solution of non-planarity. Quantum criticality
provides different view leading to a totally unexpected connection with string models, actually
with the Veneziano duality, which was the starting point of dual resonance model in turn leading
via dual resonance models to super string models.
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1. Quantum criticality in TGD framework means that coupling constant evolution is discrete
in the sense that coupling constants are piecewise constant functions of length scale replaced
by dynamical cosmological constant. Loop corrections would vanish identically and the
recursion formulas for the scattering amplitudes (allowing only planar diagrams) deduced in
twistor Grassmann would involve no loop corrections. In particular, cuts would be replaced
by sequences of poles mimicking them like sequences of point charge mimic line charges. In
momentum discretization this picture follows automatically.
2. This would make sense in finite measurement resolution realized in number theoretical vision by number-theoretic discretization of the space-time surface (cognitive representation)
as points with coordinates in the extension of rationals defining the adele [L34]. Similar discretization would take place for momenta. Loops would vanish at the level of discretization
but what would happen at the possibly existing continuum limit: does the sequence of poles
integrate to cuts? Or is representation as sum of resonances something much deeper?
3. Maybe it is! The basic idea of behind the original Veneziano amplitudes (see http://
tinyurl.com/yyhwvbqb) was Veneziano duality. This 4-particle amplitude was generalized
by Yoshiro Nambu, Holber-Beck Nielsen, and Leonard Susskind to N-particle amplitude (see
http://tinyurl.com/yyvkx7as) based on string picture, and the resulting model was called
dual resonance model. The model was forgotten as QCD emerged. Later came superstring
models and led to M-theory. Now it has become clear that something went wrong, and it
seems that one must return to the roots. Could the return to the roots mean a careful
reconsideration of the dual resonance model?
4. Recall that Veneziano duality (1968) was deduced by assuming that scattering amplitude can
be described as sum over s-channel resonances or t-channel Regge exchanges and Veneziano
duality stated that hadronic scattering amplitudes have representation as sums over s- or tchannel resonance poles identified as excitations of strings. The sum over exchanges defined
by t-channel resonances indeed reduces at larger values of s to Regge form.
The resonances had zero width, which was not consistent with unitarity. Further, there
were no counterparts for the sum of s-, t-, and u-channel diagrams with continuous cuts
in the kinematical regions encountered in QFT approach. What puts bells ringing is the uchannel diagrams would be non-planar and non-planarity is the problem of twistor Grassmann
approach.
5. Veneziano duality is true only for s- and t- channels but not been s- and u-channel. Stringy
description makes t-channel and s-channel pictures equivalent. Could it be that in fundamental description u-channels diagrams cannot be distinguished from s-channel diagrams or
t-channel diagrams? Could the stringy representation of the scattering diagrams make uchannel twist somehow trivial if handles of string world sheet representing stringy loops in
turn representing the analog of non-planarity of Feynman diagrams are absent? The permutation of external momenta for tree diagram in absence of loops in planar representation
would be a twist of π in the representation of planar diagram as string world sheet and would
not change the topology of the string world sheet and would not involve non-trivial world
sheet topology.
For string world sheets loops would correspond to handles. The presence of handle would
give an edge with a loop at the level of 3-surface (self energy correction in QFT). Handles
are not allowed if the induced metric for the string world sheet has Minkowskian signature.
If the stringy counterparts of loops are absent, also the loops in scattering amplitudes should
be absent.
This argument applies only inside the Minkowskian space-time regions. If string world sheets
are present also in Euclidian regions, they might have handles and loop corrections could
emerge in this manner. In TGD framework strings (string world sheets) are identified to 1D edges/folds of 3-surface at which minimal surface property and topological QFT property
fails (minimal surfaces as calibrations). Could the interpretation of edge/fold as discontinuity
of some partial derivatives exclude loopy edges: perhaps the branching points would be too
singular?
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A reduction to a sum over s-channel resonances is what the vanishing of loops would suggest.
Could the presence of string world sheets make possible the vanishing of continuous cuts even at
the continuum limit so that continuum cuts would emerge only in the approximation as the density
of resonances is high enough?
The replacement of continuous cut with a sum of infinitely narrow resonances is certainly an
approximation. Could it be that the stringy representation as a sum of resonances with finite width
is an essential aspect of quantum physics allowing to get rid of infinities necessarily accompanying
loops? Consider now the arguments against this idea.
1. How to get rid of the problems with unitarity caused by the zero width of resonances? Could
finite resonance widths make unitarity possible? Ordinary twistor Grassmannian approach
predicts that the virtual momenta are light-like but complex: obviously, the imaginary part
of the energy in rest frame would have interpretation as resonance with.
In TGD framework this generalizes for 8-D momenta. By quantum-classical correspondence
(QCC) the classical Noether charges are equal to the eigenvalues of the fermionic charges
in Cartan algebrable (maximal set of mutually commuting observables) and classical TGD
indeed predicts complex momenta (Kähler coupling strength is naturally complex). QCC
thus supports this proposal.
2. Sum over resonances/exchanges picture is in conflict with QFT picture about scattering of
particles. Could finite resonance widths due to the complex momenta give rise to the QFT
type scattering amplitudes as one develops the amplitudes in Taylor series with respect to
the resonance width? Unitarity condition indeed gives the first estimate for the resonance
width.
QFT amplitudes should emerge in an approximation obtained by replacing the discrete set of
finite width resonances with a cut as the distance between poles is shorter than the resolution
for mass squared.
In superstring models string tension has single very large value and one cannot obtain QFT
type behavior at low energies (for instance, scattering amplitudes in hadronic string model
are concentrated in forward direction). TGD however predicts an entire hierarchy of padic length scales with varying string tension. The hierarchy of mass scales corresponding
roughly to the lengths and thickness of magnetic flux tubes as thickened cosmic strings and
characterized by the value of cosmological constant predicted by twistor lift of TGD. Could
this give rise to continuous QCT type cuts at the limit when measurement resolution cannot
distinguish between resonances?
The dominating term in the sum over sums of resonances in t-channel gives near forward
direction approximately the lowest mass resonance for strings with the smallest string tension.
This gives the behavior 1/(t − m2min ), where mmin corresponds to the longest mass scale
involved (the largest space-time sheet involved), approximating the 1/t-behavior of massless
theories. This also brings in IR cutoff, the lack of which is a problem of gauge theories.
This should give rise to continuous QFT type cuts at the limit when measurement resolution
cannot distinguish between resonances.

1.2

Bird’s Eye of View about the Topics of the Book

The topics of this book could be called fringe physics involving claimed phenomena which do not
have explanation in terms of standard physics and are usually regarded as non-existing solely on
this ground and by the fact that the proposed theories rather rarely satisfy the strict conceptual
and technical standards of mathematical physics.
Many-sheeted space-time with p-adic length scale hierarchy, the predicted dark matter hierarchy with levels partially characterized by quantized dynamical Planck constant, and the prediction of long ranged color and weak forces, alone predict a vast variety of new physics effects.
Zero energy ontology predicts that energy can have both signs. The dual view about time predicts
that classical signals can also propagate in reversed time direction at negative energy space-time
sheets and a highly attractive identification for negative energy signals would be as generalizations
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of phase conjugate laser beams. This vision leads to a coherent vision about metabolism, memory, and biocontrol and it is natural to ask whether the reported anomalies might after all reflect
genuinely new physics which is also behind the proposed phenomena explaining the mother of all
anomalies, the behavior of living matter.
1. The first class of effects involves coin words like antigravity, strong gravity, and electrogravity.
This motivates the discussion of possible anomalous effects related to long range weak fields
and many-sheeted gravitation. The strange effects associated with rotating magnetic systems,
such as the dependence of the direction of generated radial electric field and corresponding
charge density on direction of rotation (large parity breaking) observed already by Faraday,
spontaneous acceleration, over unity energy production, and generation of plasma phase, and
magnetic flux walls, are reported repeatedly and TGD indeed leads to a many-sheeted model
for this involving also the notions of magnetic body and dark matter.
2. Tesla has become a god like character in free energy circles. One basis of his experimental
experience Tesla did not believe that Maxwell’s theory was an exhaustive description of
electromagnetism. He claimed that experimental findings related to pulsed systems require
the assumption of what he called scalar waves not allowed by Maxwell’s electrodynamics.
It seems that scalar waves are not possible as single sheeted structures in TGD framework.
Many-sheeted space-time could however allow effective scalar waves as two-sheeted structures
as a pair of massless extremals (MEs) representing waves of opposite polarization propagating
in the same direction. From the point of view of test particles the effect of MEs is indeed
like that of scalar wave so that Tesla might be right. In the chapter considering scalar waves
I have discussed earlier model scalar waves which I do not believe to be consistent with the
recent view about TGD.
The dropping of particles to larger space-time sheets liberating metabolic energy, transformation of ordinary charged matter to dark matter and vice versa, dark photons, etc... might
be needed to really explain Tesla’s findings. Also phase conjugate, possibly dark, photons
making possible communications with geometric past might be involved. Zero energy ontology (ZEO) that emerged years after the emergence of these ideas provides a more rigorous
formulation for these visions.
3. The reports about UFOs represent a further application for TGD based view about Universe.
The presence of infinite self hierarchy represented by dark matter hierarchy makes it almost
obvious that higher civilizations are here, there, and everywhere, and that their relationship
to us is like that of our brain to its neurons, so that the well-known Fermi paradox (Where
are they all?) would disappear. Although the space travel as we understand it might be quite
too primitive idea for the civilizations at higher levels of hierarchy one can still consider the
possibility whether the ufos might be real objects and represent more advanced technology
rather than plasmoid like life forms serving as mediums in telepathic communications.

1.2.1

Organization of the “TGD and Fringe Physics”

I have divided the book to 3 parts: the division is admittedly somewhat artificial.
1. The 1st part of the book is devoted to free energy - not as a thermodynamical notion but
as a concept introduced by non-mainstream researchers claiming various anomalous effects
related to energy. The question is whether TGD could allow to justify and understand the
claims. First part begins with a chapter about classical Z 0 force, which could relate to several
anomalies, in particular claimed gravitational anomalies. TGD predicts that classical weak
forces are possible in long scales and they could indeed explain large parity breaking effects
in biology. The status of classical Z 0 force has however remained uncertain. At elementary
particle level the structure of particles is such that the forces associated with weak isospin
disappear in scales longer than the Compton size of weak bosons. It could be that long
range weak forces are possible only for dark matter consisting of ordinary particles with
non-standard value hef f = nh0 of Planck constant.
Two chapters discuss the notion of free energy from TGD point of view. I have also added
a chapter about “cold fusion” as I see it in TGD framework.
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2. 2nd part contains a chapter discussing the anomalies claimed to occur in rotating magnetic
systems and a chapter asking whether these anomalies could be a key to the understanding
of morphogenesis. The reason why TGD could say something interesting about these claims
is that TGD based notion of magnetic field differs in several respects from its Maxwellian
counterpart.
3. The 3rd part discusses anomalies related to time. The discussion relies on zero energy ontology (ZEO) in which both arrows of time are possible but at the time of the first writing I had
however not yet developed the notion of ZEO. Two chapters are devoted to Tesla’s findings
involving new view about time. Third chapter is about UFOs: here the connection with time
anomalies comes from the possibility of remote sensory perception based on signalling forth
and back in time direction.

1.3

Sources

The eight online books about TGD [K56, K47, K67, K51, K34, K66, K65, K50] and nine online
books about TGD inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology [K53, K8, K38, K6, K17,
K24, K28, K49, K62] are warmly recommended for the reader willing to get overall view about
what is involved.
My homepage (http://tinyurl.com/ybv8dt4n) contains a lot of material about TGD. In
particular, a TGD glossary at http://tinyurl.com/yd6jf3o7).
I have published articles about TGD and its applications to consciousness and living matter in Journal of Non-Locality (http://tinyurl.com/ycyrxj4o founded by Lian Sidorov and in
Prespacetime Journal (http://tinyurl.com/ycvktjhn), Journal of Consciousness Research and
Exploration (http://tinyurl.com/yba4f672), and DNA Decipher Journal (http://tinyurl.
com/y9z52khg), all of them founded by Huping Hu. One can find the list about the articles published at http://tinyurl.com/ybv8dt4n. I am grateful for these far-sighted people for providing
a communication channel, whose importance one cannot overestimate.

1.4
1.4.1

The contents of the book
PART I: FREE ENERGY IN TGD FRAMEWORK

Anomalies related to the classical Z 0 force and gravitation
TGD based concept of space-time predicts several new effects.
1. The dark matter associated with rotating macroscopic objects could generate classical Z 0
magnetic fields and this suggests that the behavior of rotating objects could exhibit anomalies. A special signature of effects of this kind is parity breaking caused by the parity breaking
couplings of the classical Z 0 field to dark matter. The Z 0 electric fields generated by astrophysical bodies are predicted to be completely negligible as compared to gravitational fields
but the topological light rays carrying Z 0 fields could induce interactions over astrophysical distances. Z 0 fields in length scale below cell size are predicted to be quite strong as
compared to gravitation.
2. The recent view about fermionic fields [?] leads to the view that the well-definedness of em
charge for spinor modes requires that the modes are localized at 2-D surfaces in the generic
situation. It is quite possible that this localization is consistent with Kähler-Dirac equation
only in the Minkowskian regions where the effective metric defined by Kähler-Dirac gamma
matrices can be effectively 2-dimensional and parallel to string world sheet. A natural further
assumption is that also classical Z 0 field vanishes at these 2-surfaces above weak scale at least.
This would exclude classical Z 0 fields effectively since fermions would not couple to classical
electroweak fields above weak scale. If the hierarchy of dark matter is realized, the weak
scale could be however arbitrary long and situation would change. The large parity breaking
effects in living matter suggest that this might be the case. This gives motivation for this
chapter.
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3. The mere rotation of a 3-surface carrying magnetic or Z 0 magnetic fields should induce
electric or Z 0 electric fields whose divergence gives rise to vacuum charge density. Charge
conservation suggests that this gauge flux must flow to a second space-time sheet carrying
opposite net charge.
4. In TGD the time orientation of given space-time sheet need not be the standard one and
this allows the possibility of negative classical energies. If this kind of space-time sheets are
created, energy production with apparent efficiency greater than unity becomes possible. At
the space-time sheets with negative time orientations classical fields should propagate from
future to past making in principle possible to see to the geometric future of, say, astrophysical
objects. Amazingly, the highly science fictive notion of negative energy space-time sheet finds
support from the basic classical physics. The total energy associated with the topological field
quanta emitted by particle a condensed to larger space-time sheets is the natural geometric
correlate of potential energy. Potential energy can be negative only if one allows also negative
energy space-time sheets.
With the advent of zero energy ontology (ZEO) the notion of negative energy space-time
sheet has become more well-defined. For instance, phase conjugate laser beams could have
description as negative energy space-time sheets for which the arrow of time would be nonstandard at quantum level.
5. A further TGD based element is related to the fact that 3-surface can be regarded as a
generalization of point like particle. This means that 3-surface behaves like single coherent
whole: in particular, classical fields oscillating coherently in arbitrary long length scales are
possible and can give rise to an apparent propagation of effects with infinite velocity. The
notion of pair creation from vacuum generalizes. For instance, pairs of space-time sheets with
vanishing total classical energy can be created from vacuum.
1. Some gravitational anomalies
1. TGD predicts the possibility of anomalously large time dilation effects due to the warping
of space-time surfaces, and the experimental findings of Russian physicist Chernobrov about
anomalous changes in the rate of flow of time provide indirect support for this prediction.
2. There are quite puzzling observations related to the behavior of rotating stars. These observations are in a dramatic conflict with the standard wisdom about finite propagation velocity
of signals and with the idea that classical fields propagate in future direction only. The possibility of space-time sheets with negative time orientation and classical fields propagating from
geometric future to geometric past plus the possibility that 3-surfaces of even astrophysical
size can behave like particle like objects, could explain these mysterious effects.
2. Anomalies possibly related to Z 0 force in astrophysical length scales
1. Allais observed that the oscillation plane of Foucault pendulum changes during solar eclipse.
NASA performed the same experiment during 1999 eclipse but the processing of the data
is still going on. The presence of moon could cause a modification of dark Z 0 laser beams
emitted by Sun as synchrotron radiation and modify the contribution of Z 0 electric field to
Z 0 force experienced by dark matter component of the pendulum. The effect is predicted to
be observed only in the shadow of Moon created by Sun. Allais has observed also 24 and
25 hour periodicities in the oscillation of Foucault pendulum can be understood in terms of
Earth’s modification and the lengthening of the period associated with the Moon’s screening
due to the rotational motion of Moon around Earth.
2. Shnoll has shown that the rate distributions for radio active decays and chemical and biochemical processes do not converge to single bell curve but to distributions which have several
pronounced peaks. The shapes of the rate curves seem to be similar for widely different reactions (radio-active decays, chemical and biochemical processes) but they fluctuate with time
and fluctuation periods correspond to various astrophysical periods: day, month, year,...
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These anomalies might be understood if astrophysical objects emit Z 0 topological light rays
interacting with ordinary matter (recall that already nuclei involve dark matter component).
3. p-Adic fractality predicts that dark Z 0 force could become comparable with the gravitational
force in cell length scale. Tests of the Newtonian form of gravitational force are recently
carried out in length scales 100 µm. There are anomalously large differences related to the
measured values of gravitational constant using Cavendish type experiments or their variants.
In the classical Cavendish experiment Z 0 force is effectively eliminated so that most of these
discrepancies could be caused by the redistribution of the gravitational flux between spacetime sheets.
The notion of free energy and many-sheeted space-time
In this chapter a general vision about new energy technologies provided by the new ontology forced
by TGD is discussed, some evidence for the new ontology is considered, and models explaining
some “free energy” anomalies are discussed.
There are close connections to the basic mechanisms of energy metabolism in living matter in TGD Universe and one cannot avoid even reference to TGD inspired quantum theory of
consciousness. The point is that so called time mirror mechanism defines a mechanism of remote
metabolism as sucking of energy from remote energy storage, a mechanism of memory as communications with geometric past, and mechanism of intentional action initiating neural activity in
geometric past. At the level of technology time mirror mechanism would define a mechanism of
energy transfer, communication, and remote quantum control.
1. The new ontology
The ontology of TGD Universe involves several new elements. The notion of many-sheeted
space-time means that each physical system corresponds to a space-time sheet, its own sub-universe
in geometric sense, and glued to a larger space-time sheet and containing subsystems as smaller
space-time sheets glued to it. Many-sheeted space-time leads to the notion of field body distinguishing between TGD and Maxwell’s electrodynamics. One can assign to each physical system
a field body (or magnetic body) and in case of living matter it acts as intentional agent using
biological body as a sensory receptor and motor instrument.
Zero energy ontology states that any physical system has a vanishing net energy so that everything is creatable from vacuum. Zero energy states decompose into positive and negative energy
parts. The possibility of negative energy signals is one important implication and a considerable
modification of thermodynamics is forced by the fact that different signs of energy correspond to
different arrows of geometric time.
Negative energy signals propagating to the geometric past inspire a new vision about communications, energy technology, and remote control. The implications are especially important for
the understanding of living matter where both time directions manifest themselves. In neuroscience
a radically new view about memory based on the notion of 4-D brain emerges.
The hierarchy of Planck constants implies a generalization of the notions of embedding space
and space-time and macroscopic quantum coherence in all length and time scales at high enough
levels of dark matter hierarchy assigned to the hierarchy of Planck constant. The consequences of
this hypothesis are powerful: entire cosmos should be in a well-defined sense a living system with
dark matter representing higher level conscious entities.
The original motivation for the p-adic physics were the highly successful calculations of
elementary particle masses based on p-adic thermodynamics and conformal invariance. The only
sensible interpretation of p-adic physics seems to be as physics of cognition and intentionality
meaning that cognition is present even at elementary particle level. This implies a profound
generalization of space-time concept implying that cognition and intentionality are literally cosmic
phenomena but having experimentally measurable correlates in real physics.
2. The new view about energy
The basic idea is that quantum biology could teach us a lot about energy technology. The
necessity to carry fuel is one of the drawback of standard energy technologies. Remote metabolism
based on sucking of energy by sending negative energy signals to energy storage analogous to a
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population inverted laser defines what might be called quantum credit card. This is the basic
metabolic mechanism of TGD inspired quantum biology. The mechanism could make sense also
as an energy technology.
In biological systems the fuel serves as an energy storage and is recycled. Animal cells burn
the fuel and plant cells reconstruct it using sunlight as an energy source. Similar recycling of the
fuel could make it un-necessary to carry large amounts of fuel. The systems doing the recycling
could be seen as primitive life forms and plasmoids are an excellent candidate in this respect. Fuel
could be practically any quantum system with two or more states with different energies.
Large Planck constant phases would make it possible to communicate short wave length
photons over long distances: say photons with energy of visible photon but having wavelength
of EEG photon. This might help to achieve a lossless energy transfer. Topological light rays
(“massless extremals”) would be in a key role in making possible precisely targeted, dispersion-free
and lossless energy and information transfer. They are ideal also for quantum control.
3. Evidence for the new ontology
There are surprisingly many well established anomalies supporting the new ontology and
these anomalies have been a strong guiding line in attempts to construct a general theoretical
framework.
1. There is a considerable support for the notion many-sheeted space-time quantified in terms
of p-adic length scale hypothesis. One example is the radiation from interstellar dust having
no generally accepted interpretation in terms of molecular transitions. The interpretation
in terms of metabolic energy quanta liberated in dropping of electrons or protons to larger
space-time sheets makes sense quantitatively.
2. The Bohr quantization of radii of planetary orbits and quantal effects of ELF em fields on
vertebrate brain helped considerably to develop the ideas about the hierarchy of Planck
constants. Later a lot of further anomalies have emerged supporting the quantization of
Planck constant.
3. Living matter is a gigantic bundle of anomalies from the point of view of recent day physics
and the notion of field body combined with p-adic length scale hypothesis allows to develop
detailed models for how magnetic body controls biological body and receives sensory input
from it. The notion of field body leads also to a concrete model for pre-biotic life based
on the notion of plasmoid involving magnetic body controlling plasma phase. Recently a
considerable empirical support for this notion has emerged.
4. Podkletnov- and Modanese-Podkletnov effects
The explanation of Modanese-Podkletnov effect shares many common elements with the
model of Podkletnov effect and actually led to the correct track allowing to eliminate competing
models.
The “dropping” of electrons to the space-time sheets of topological light rays emitted by
a critical system would be the key mechanism besides rotation induced charging. During the
discharge of the capacitor (Modanese-Podkletnov effect) this mechanism would induce the motion
of test penduli. In the case of a super-conductor making repeatedly a transition to a non-superconducting state (Podkletnov effect) this mechanism would induce the motion of air above super
conductor and apparent loss of weight of test particles. Biefeld-Brown effect associated with
lifters and corona wind can be explained by the same mechanism as Modanese-Podkletnov effect.
Podkletnov effect is enhanced by the em and Z 0 charging induced by rotation and thus involves
also the em ad Z 0 variants of Searl effect.
5. Over unity effects
Over-unity effects are the basic claim of free energy research community. TGD indeed
allows temporary over-unity effects: the basic mechanism is the dropping of particles on larger
space-time sheets liberating zero point kinetic energy appearing as a basic metabolic mechanism in
TGD inspired theory of living systems. This mechanism does not allow a perpetuum mobile: the
particles must be kicked back to the smaller space-time sheets and in the ordinary living matter
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solar radiation takes care of this. There are also anomalies associated with the dissociation of
water and hydrogen molecules. The hydrino atom concept of Mills is also closely related to these
anomalies and TGD based justification for the notion is discussed in this chapter.
Summary of TGD Inspired Ideas about Free Energy
A summary of the work done in an attempt to understand free energy phenomena in TGD framework is provided: this includes some slightly updated chapters from the book “p-Adic length scale
hypothesis and dark matter hierarchy”. Some new ideas ideas and devices related to free energy
are discussed.
The ZPE approach is compared with the TGD approach identifying dark matter as a hierarchy of phases of ordinary matter characterized by non-standard value of Planck constant hef f = nh.
The general ideas behind anomalous hydrolysis of water are introduced, and a TGD inspired model
for Brown’s gas explaining its anomalous properties is formulated. This inspires a vision about
how metabolism in living matter could utilize the mechanisms explaining the behavior of Brown’s
gas.
Cold fusion Agan
During years I have developed two models of cold fusion and in this article these models are
combined together. The basic idea of TGD based model of cold is that cold fusion occurs in two
steps. First dark nuclei (large hef f = n × h) with much lower binding energy than ordinary nuclei
are formed at magnetic flux tubes possibly carrying monopole flux. These nuclei can leak out the
system along magnetic flux tubes. Under some circumstances these dark nuclei can transform to
ordinary nuclei and give rise to detectable fusion products.
An essential additional condition is that the dark protons can decay to neutrons rapidly
enough by exchanges of dark weak bosons effectively massless below atomic length scale. Also
beta decays in which dark W boson decays to dark electron and neutrino can be considered. This
allows to overcome the Coulomb wall and explains why final state nuclei are stable and the decay
to ordinary nuclei does not yield only protons. Thus it seems that this model combined with the
TGD variant of Widom-Larsen model could explain nicely the existing data.
In this chapter I will describe the steps leading to the TGD inspired model for cold fusion
combining the earlier TGD variant of Widom-Larsen modelwith the model inspired by the TGD
inspired model of Pollack’s fourth phase of water using as input data findings from laser pulse
induced cold fusion discovered by Leif Holmlid and collaborators. I consider briefly also alternative
options (models assuming surface plasma polariton and heavy electron). After that I apply TGD
inspired model in some cases (Pons-Fleischman effect, bubble fusion, and LeClair effect). The
model explains the strange findings about cold fusion - in particular the fact that only stable nuclei
are produced - and suggests that also ordinary nuclear reactions might have more fundamental
description in terms of similar model.

1.4.2

PART II: ANOMALIES IN ROTATING MAGNETIC SYSTEMS

About strange effects related to rotating magnetic systems
In this chapter the anomalies claimed to be associated with rotating magnetic system are discussed
in TGD based conceptual framework.
1. The anomalies associated with rotating magnetic systems
In the beginning of the year 2002 I learned about strange effects related to rotating magnetic
systems, and the model for these effects has evolved (and is still evolving) gradually during the
year 2002 via trial and error process. Several new physics effects seem to be involved.
1. The rotating magnetic system develops em and Z 0 charges and experiences the classical em
and Z 0 electric forces created by Earth so that the effective weight is reduced or increases
(depending on the direction of rotation) as much as 35 per cent. The charging is due to the
flow of electrons and possibly also neutrinos from the rolling magnets to the surrounding air
induced by the radial electric and Z 0 electric fields generated by the Faraday effect inducing
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vacuum charge density (not possible in Maxwell’s electrodynamics). The fact that critical
frequencies are different for clockwise and counter clockwise spontaneous rotation implies
that classical Z 0 force and neutrino currents must be present.
2. The spontaneous accelerating rotation above critical frequency can be understood as being
to a Lorentz torque acting on the radial Ohmic em and Z 0 currents in rollers and roller ring.
Above the critical frequency the Lorentz torque, which is proportional to rotation frequency,
becomes larger than frictional torque, and spontaneous accelerating rotation becomes possible due to the positive feedback. Energetic constraints imply negative feed back and the
modelling of this “back reaction” leads to a model of the system based on butterfly catastrophe in Thom’s classification of elementary catastrophes and allowing also to understand the
effect of the load. Rather precise estimates for the parameters result and allow to quantify
the role of the classical Z 0 force.
3. The radial ohmic current of electrons leaking from the atomic space-time sheets of rollers
to the space-time sheet of environment could explain the presence of plasma around the
system. This is not the only mechanism that one can imagnine: also the phase transition
increasing p-adic prime of the space-time sheet could liberate energy. The phase transitions
liberating cyclogtron energy could be also considered. Also the spontaneous magnetization of
the magnetic body with large value of hef f could liberate the magnetic binding energy. The
ionization of the molecules is caused by the electrons from rollers gaining keV energy as they
drop from atomic space-time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheets of the environment.
4. The zero point kinetic energy liberated in the dropping of electrons serves as the energy
source making the system an energy source. For instance, the emitted photon carrying zero
point kinetic energy can be absorbed by the atom in the uppermost layer. This allows also
to transfer the angular momentum gained by the conduction electron current to the roller
so that accelerated rotation results. A remote metabolism based on the emission of negative
energy (phase conjugate) dark microwave photons absorbed by the dropping electrons is the
simplest mechanism providing energy for the magnetic walls and for electrons in collective
cyclotron states. Also the remote transfer of angular momentum and remote spontaneous
magnetization can be considered.
5. The latest progress relates to the understanding of the role of material decomposition of
the Searl device (layered Nd-nylon-Fe-Ti structure. The model the current flow equilibrium
for the 4-layered cylindrical structure gives detailed quantitative picture about how charge
accumulates in the interiors of layers and to the layer-layer boundaries emerges. The key
finding is that the small electrical conductivity of air requires in the flow equilibrium that
the electric field at the outer boundary of titanium layer is amplified by a factor of order
108 to a field which is by a factor of order 103 higher than the critical field inducing dielectric breakdown in air so that the simple model fails. The huge increase of the electric
field requires an accumulation of positive charge at Ti-air boundary and explains why the air
must be ionized but not its mechanism based on the dropping of electrons to larger space-time
sheets.
The four-layered structure is used also for the stator: this can be understood if the magnetic
field of stator also rotates as is suggested by the fact that its return flux goes through the
rollers. The rotation of the stator magnetic field leads to a simple model for the classical
behavior of the roller system as a dynamical equilibrium in which the electrostatic torque
generated by the rotation of the stator and roller charge distributions induced by Lorentz
torque on conduction electrons vanishes as rollers rotate with the same velocity as the charge
distribution in the stator.
6. The formation of the magnetic walls means the emergence of long length scale fluctuations
with coherence length much longer than the size of the system. Hence a quantum critical
phenomenon seems to be in question and this could explain why the replication of the experimental findings has turned out to be so difficult. There are indeed many conditions to be
satisfied. The distance between magnetic walls must correspond to the radius of the stator in
resonance. This length scale also corresponds to the wavelength of dark microwave photons
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emitted in cyclotron transitions and the energy of these photons must also correspond to a
zero point kinetic energy liberated as electron drops to larger space-time sheet. The requirement that liberated zero point kinetic energy in the dropping of electron corresponds to the
ionization energy of titanium atom for n = 3 valence electron makes also the phenomenon
quantum critical.
The developments in quantum TGD have led to a better understanding why just rotating
systems could be special. The key idea is that phases with large value of Planck constant identifiable
as dark matter are developed at the magnetic body of the system making the system macroscopic
quantum system in some aspects. The recent picture allows also to make quantitative estimates
about the value of Planck constant hef f = n × h.
2. Other anomalies involving Searl effect
The functioning of Tewari’s space-energy generator and N-machine of DePalma can be understood as being based on same principles as the functioning of Searl device. Also other anomalies
associated with spinning systems could be understood along similar lines so that the model for
Searl device might have catched something essential if the effects considered are indeed real.
The anomalies in rotating magnetic systems as a key to the understanding of morphogenesis?
During almost two decades I have returned repeatedly to the fascinating but unfortunately unrecognized work of Roschin and Godin about rotating magnetic systems. With the recent advances
in TGD it has become clear that the reported strange effects such as the change of weight proportional to the rotation velocity of rollers taking place above 3.3 Hz rotation frequency and rapid
acceleration above 9.2 Hz up to frequency 10 Hz could provide clues for developing a general vision
about morphogenesis of magnetic body, whose flux quanta can carry Bose-Einstein condensates of
dark charged ions with given mass and charge if the hypothesis hef f = n × h = hgr identifying
dark matter as phases with non-standard value of Planck constant holds true.
The generalization of Chladni mechanism would provide a general model for how magnetic
flux tubes carrying charged particles with given mass at given flux tube drift to the nodal surfaces
giving rise to magnetic walls in the field of standing or even propagating waves assignable to “topological light rays” (MEs). Ordinary matter would in turn condense around these dark magnetic
structures so that Chladni mechanism would serve as a general mechanism of morphogenesis. This
mechanism could be universal and work even in astrophysical systems (formation of planets).
The change of weight correlating with the direction of rotation (parity breaking) and rapid
acceleration could be understood in terms of momentum and angular momentum transfer by dark
photons liberated in the quantum phase transition of many-particle states of dark charged particles to from cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates giving rise to analogs of superconductivity and
spontaneous magnetization.
There is also evidence that the presence of light source below massive object affects its
weight by about .1 per cent. This effect could be explained along the same lines. Zero Energy
Ontology and the proposed mechanism remote metabolism at the level of dark matter is however
needed and this would force to modify dramatically the views about basic interactions at the level
of dark matter.
An increase of weight ∆g/g ' 2×10−4 is observed for electrets: this number has appeared in
TGD already earlier and in TGD framework could have interpretatation in terms of dark matter
layer with mass M D ' 2 × 10−4 ME at distance of Moon. More generally, any living system
could be accompanied by a magnetic body with this mass fraction and lose it in biological death.
Amusingly, this change of weight happens to consistent with the ”weight of soul” claimed to be 21
g.

1.4.3

PART III: ANOMALIES RELATED TO TIME

Did Tesla discover the mechanism changing the arrow of time?
Negative energy topological light (phase conjugate laser waves) rays provide the fundamental control mechanism in the TGD based model of living matter and appears in practically every mech-
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anism of consciousness as a basic step. Zero energy ontology provides the theoretical justification
for the notion of negative energy particles. This is however not yet the whole story. One should
also identify mechanisms allowing to control the generation of the negative energy topological light
rays: direct transformation of p-adic MEs to negative energy MEs is probably not enough.
A possible solution of the problem came from an quite unexpected direction. It was the
attempt to understand the physics behind the visions of Tesla which led to an identification of a
very general mechanism of this kind. I had already earlier proposed that Tesla’s scalar wave pulses
might be described in terms of solutions of field equations in TGD framework but the physical
interpretation had remained obscure.
In this chapter the general vision possibly allowing to understand the findings of Tesla and
others relating to binary coils and Tesla transformers are discussed. The basic idea is that the
rapid acceleration of charges induced by scalar wave pulses induces generation of negative energy
topological light rays as time reversed counterpart of brehmstrahlung. Candidates for the solutions
of field equations describing Tesla’s scalar wave pulses are discussed first. Various strange findings
of Tesla are discussed at a general level using the resulting over all picture. The solution ansatz is
however approximate and need not be a preferred extremal of Kähler action. Another model for the
scalar waves is as massive photon like states which correspond to MEs with opposite 3-momenta
and same helicity and therefore non-vanishing rest energy and vanishing spin. The Lorentz boosts
of this solution give scalar photons.
The chapter ends with the model for the causal anomalies observed in the tunnelling of
photons through potential barriers.
About Concrete Realization of Remote Metabolism
The idea of “remote metabolism” (or quantum credit card, as I have also called it) emerged more
than a decade ago - and zero energy ontology (ZEO) provides the justification for it. The idea
is that the system needing energy sends negative energy to a system able to receive the negative
energy and make a transition to a lower energy state. This kind of mechanism would be ideal
for biology, where rapid reactions to a changing environment are essential for survival. Originally
this article was intended to summarize a more detailed model of remote metabolism but the article
expanded to a considerably more detailed view about TGD inspired biology than the earlier vision.
It is shown that the basic notions of the theory of Ling about cell metabolism inspired by
various anomalies have natural counterparts in TGD based model relying on the notion of magnetic
body. Remote metabolism can be considered as a universal metabolic mechanism with magnetic
body of ATP, or system containing it, carrying the metabolic energy required by the biological
user. In particular, the role of ATP is discussed in Ling’s theory and from the point of view of
TGD-inspired theory of consciousness.
It is easy to imagine new technologies relying on negative energy signals propagating to the
geometric past and ZEO justifies these speculations. Remote metabolism could make possible a
new kind of energy technology. The discoveries of Tesla made more than a century ago plus various
free energy anomalies provide excellent material for developing these ideas, and one ends up with
a concrete proposal for how dark photons and dark matter could be produced in capacitor-like
systems analogous to cell membranes and acting as Josephson junctions and how energy could be
extracted from “large” magnetic bodies.
The model identifies Josephson frequency with the subharmonic of the frequency characterizing the periodicity of a periodic voltage perturbation assumed to correspond to cyclotron
frequency in biological applications. Together with quantization conditions for charge and effective Planck constant it leads to precise quantitative predictions for capacitor-like systems acting
as dark capacitors. Also a relationship between the magnetic field at the magnetic body of the
system and the voltage of the capacitor-like Josephson junction emerges.
The predictions allow new quantitative insights about biological evolution as emergence of
Josephson junctions realized as capacitor-like systems both at the level of cell, DNA and proteins,
and brain. hef f can be related to Josephson frequency and cyclotron frequency and thus to
measurable parameters. hef f serves as a kind of intelligence quotient and its maximization requires
the maximization of both the voltage and area of the membrane-like capacitor system involved.
This is what has happened during evolution. Indeed, the internal cell membranes, cortical layers
and DNA double strand in chromosomes are strongly folded, and the value of membrane electric
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field is roughly twice the value of the electric field for which di-electric breakdown occurs in air.
Even 40 Hz thalamocortical resonance frequency can be understood in the framework of the model.
The claimed properties of Tesla’s “cold electricity” strongly suggest interpretation in terms
of dark matter in TGD sense. This leads to a proposal that a transition to dark phase occurs when
the value of voltage equals the rest mass of charged particle involved. This criterion generalizes to
the case of cell membrane and relates the values of hef f , p-adic prime p, and threshold potential for
various charged particles to each other. The idea that nerve pulse corresponds to the breakdown
of super-conductivity as a transition from dark to ordinary phase receives additional support. The
resulting picture conforms surprisingly well with the earlier speculations involving dark matter and
p-adically scaled variants of weak and color interactions in biologically relevant length scales. An
extremely simple mechanism producing ATP involving only the kicking of two protonic Cooper
pairs through the cell membrane by Josephson photon as a basic step is proposed. Also the proposal
that neutrino Cooper pairs could be highly relevant not only for cognition and but also metabolism
finds support.
Ufos, aliens, and the new physics
The TGD based view about space-time, time and consciousness allows also to develop ideas about
UFOs and aliens, in particular about possible manners by which highly developed civilizations could
receive information about remote parts of the Universe and to get contact with other civilizations.
Time mirror mechanism is a basic mechanism in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and
it has also technological applications including instantaneous remote sensing of geometric past,
communications with geometric past, and instantaneous remote utilization of energy, and perhaps
even remote induction of simple life forms, about which simplest are perhaps plasmoids. The
intelligent looking light balls reported repeatedly by UFO experiencers are indeed identifiable as
plasmoids and quite recent experimental findings demonstrate that plasmoids satisfy the basic
criteria justifying their identification as simple life forms.
The resulting vision about highly developed life forms and about how they could study the
Cosmos allows to resolve Fermi paradox summarized by the simple question “Where are they all?”,
and reflecting in excellent manner our misguided view about life, consciousness, and physics.
TGD suggests also a mechanism making possible to reduce gravitational and inertial masses
of space-ships so that they would behave like very light system as observations indeed suggest.
Plasmoids could be living space-ships able to draw their energy from environment by the time
mirror mechanism. It however seems that the highly developed civilizations would probably not
see the trouble to travel to distant galaxies since it is un-necessary, and the finiteness of light
velocity in any case would pose very strong limitations on what they could achieve in this manner.
Chilbolton and Crabwood crop circles can be interpreted as messages telling basic facts
about the civilization responsible for their construction. Chilbolton message is constructed using
the same format as Arecibo message and tells that both Earth, Mars, and Jupiter are colonialized.
These crop circles suggest strongly the existence of intra-terrestrial life and this inspired a model for
pre-biotic evolution allowing also a model for the evolution of genetic code. The highly advanced
civilization could be identified as either intelligent intra-terrestrials or as ourselves in the geometric
future using a technology based on time mirror mechanism to construct crop circles and using less
intelligent intra-terrestrial plasmoids to construct the crop circles. Sun is depicted to have a smaller
size as in Arecibo message, and Crabwood message came one year and one day after the Chilbolton
message: these hints allow to make estimate about the temporal distance of this civilization of the
geometric future from us.
The “sacred geometry” of crop circles involving ratios of simple rational numbers, simple
algebraic numbers (in particular Golden Mean), and π, could be an attempt to tell us about
the crucial importance of rational numbers and finite-dimensional extensions of p-adic numbers
for cognition. If entanglement probabilities belong to an extension of rationals defining a finitedimensional extension of p-adic numbers, one can assign to entanglement a positive information
measure as a number theoretic modification of Shannon’s entropy, and the interpretation as bound
state entanglement crucial for macro-temporal quantum coherence is possible.

Part I

Free energy in TGD framework
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Chapter 2

Anomalies Possibly Related to the
Classical Z 0 Force and Gravitation
2.1

Introduction

The topic of this chapter are new physics effects related to long ranged Z 0 force, more generally
weak forces, and gravitation in TGD Universe. Before summarizing these effects it is useful to sum
up the basic interpretation of long ranged weak fields as space-time correlates of dark matter.

2.1.1

TGD Based View About Dark Matter

TGD suggests an explanation of dark matter as a macroscopically quantum coherent phase residing
at larger space-time sheets [K85].
1. TGD suggests that ~ is dynamical and possesses a spectrum expressible as integer multiples
of the ordinary Planck constant. For large values of ~ macroscopic quantum phases are
possible. The criterion for transition to large ~ phase is the failure of perturbative expansion
so that Mother Nature takes care of the problems of theoretician. A good guess is that the
criticality condition reads as Q1 Q2 α ' 1 where Qi are gauge charges and α gauge coupling
strength. This leads to universal properties of the large ~ phase. For instance, ~ is scaled in
the transition to dark phase by a harmonic or subharmonic of parameter 1/v0 ' 211 which
is essentially the ratio of CP2 length scale and Planck length [K98, K85]. The criticality
condition can be applied also to dark matter itself and entire hierarchy of dark matters is
predicted corresponding to the spectrum of values of ~.
2. An infinite hierarchy of dark matters is predicted [K88]. Direct interactions occur only
between the particles characterized by integers having common p-adic prime factors characterizing the p-adic length scales of bosons exchanged in the interaction. The algebraic
extensions of p-adic numbers define an additional hierarchy. Also the notion of darkness
must be refined by attributes partial and relative.
3. From the point of view of nuclear physics application of this hypothesis is to QCD. The
prediction is that the electromagnetic Compton sizes of dark quarks are scaled from Le (107)
to about 211 Le (107) = Le (129) = 2Le (127), which is larger than the p-adic electromagnetic
size of electron! The classical scattering cross sections are not changed but changes the
geometric sizes of dark quarks, hadrons, and nuclei. The original hypothesis that ordinary
valence quarks are dark whereas sea quarks correspond to ordinary value of ~ is taken as a
starting point. In accordance with the earlier model, nucleons in atomic nuclei are assumed
to be accompanied by color bonds connecting exotic quark and anti-quark characterized padic length scale Le (127) with ordinary value of ~ and having thus scaled down mass of order
MeV. The strong binding would be due the color bonds having exotic quark and anti-quark
at their ends.
33
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4. Quantum classical correspondence suggests that classical long ranged electro-weak gauge
fields serve as classical space-time correlates for dark electro-weak gauge bosons, which are
massless below the appropriate weak length scale Lw . This hypothesis could explain the special properties of bio-matter, in particular the chiral selection as resulting from the coupling
to dark Z 0 quanta. Long range weak forces present in TGD counterpart of Higgs=0 phase
should allow to understand the differences between biochemistry and the chemistry of dead
matter.
5. For ordinary condensed matter quarks and leptons Z 0 charge are screened in electro-weak
length scale whereas in dark matter k = 89 electro-weak space-time sheet have suffered
a phase transition to a p-adic topology with a larger value of k. Gaussian Mersennes, in
particular those associated with k = 113, 151, 157, 163, 167 are excellent candidates in this
respect. The particles of this exotic phase of matter would have complex conformal weights
closely related to the zeros of Riemann Zeta. The simplest possibility is that they correspond
to a single non-trivial zero of Zeta and there is infinite hierarchy of particles of this kind.
In dark matter phase weak gauge fluxes could be feeded to say k = kZ = 169 space-time
sheet corresponding to neutrino Compton length and having size of cell. For this scenario to
make sense it is essential that p-adic thermodynamics predicts for dark quarks and leptons
essentially the same masses as for their ordinary counterparts [K27].

2.1.2

New Physics Effects Related To The New Space-Time Concept

TGD based concept of space-time predicts several new effects.
1. The dark matter associated with rotating macroscopic objects should generate Z 0 magnetic
fields and this suggests that the behavior of rotating objects should exhibit anomalies. A
special signature of effects of this kind is parity breaking caused by the parity breaking
couplings of the classical Z 0 field to dark matter. The Z 0 electric fields generated by astrophysical bodies are predicted to be completely negligible as compared to gravitational fields
but the topological light rays carrying Z 0 fields could induce interactions over astrophysical distances. Z 0 fields in length scale below cell size are predicted to be quite strong as
compared to gravitation.
2. The mere rotation of a 3-surface carrying magnetic or Z 0 magnetic fields should induce
electric or Z 0 electric fields whose divergence gives rise to vacuum charge density. Charge
conservation suggests that this gauge flux must flow to a second space-time sheet carrying
opposite net charge.
3. In TGD the time orientation of given space-time sheet need not be the standard one and
this allows the possibility of negative classical energies. If this kind of space-time sheets
are created, energy production with apparent efficiency greater than unity becomes possible
by time mirror mechanism [K54]. At the space-time sheets with negative time orientations
classical fields should propagate from future to past making in principle possible to see to the
geometric future of, say, astrophysical objects. Amazingly, the highly science fictive notion
of negative energy space-time sheet finds support from the basic classical physics. The total
energy associated with the topological field quanta emitted by particle and condensed to
larger space-time sheets is the natural geometric correlate of potential energy. Potential
energy can be negative only if one allows also negative energy space-time sheets.
4. A further TGD based element is related to the fact that 3-surface can be regarded as a
generalization of a point like particle. This means that 3-surface behaves like single coherent
whole: in particular, classical fields oscillating coherently in arbitrary long length scales are
possible and can give rise to an apparent propagation of effects with infinite velocity. The
notion of pair creation from vacuum generalizes. For instance, pairs of space-time sheets with
vanishing total classical energy can be created from vacuum.
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Some Gravitational Anomalies

1. TGD predicts the possibility of anomalously large time dilation effects due to the warping
of space-time surfaces, and the experimental findings of Russian physicist Chernobrov about
anomalous changes in the rate of flow of time [J27, J9] provide indirect support for this
prediction.
2. There are quite puzzling observations related to the behavior of rotating stars [H40]. These
observations are in a dramatic conflict with the standard wisdom about finite propagation
velocity of signals and with the idea that classical fields propagate in future direction only.
The possibility of space-time sheets with negative time orientation and classical fields propagating from geometric future to geometric past plus the possibility that 3-surfaces of even
astrophysical size can behave like particle like objects, could explain these mysterious effects.

2.1.4

Anomalies Related To Z 0 Force In Astrophysical Length Scales

Allais [E4, E25, E29, E30] observed that the oscillation plane of paraconic pendulum changes
during solar eclipse. NASA performed the same experiment during 1999 eclipse but the processing
of the data is still going on. The presence of moon could cause a modification of dark Z 0 laser
beams emitted by Sun as synchrotron radiation and modify the contribution of Z 0 electric field
to Z 0 force experienced by dark matter component of the pendulum. The effect is predicted to
be observed only in the shadow of Moon created by Sun. Allais has observed also 24 and 25
hour periodicities in the oscillation of Foucault pendulum can be understood in terms of Earth’s
modification and the lengthening of the period associated with the Moon’s screening due to the
rotational motion of Moon around Earth.
Shnoll [E21]. [E21] has demonstrated that the rate distributions for radio active decays
and chemical and biochemical processes do not converge to single bell curve as suggested by
quantum randomness plus standard model but to distributions which have several pronounced
peaks. The shapes of the rate curves seem to be similar for widely different reactions (radio-active
decays, chemical and biochemical processes) but they fluctuate with time and fluctuation periods
correspond to various astrophysical periods: day, month, year,... These anomalies can be also
understood if astrophysical objects emit Z 0 topological light rays interacting with ordinary matter
(recall that already nuclei involve dark matter component).
p-Adic fractality predicts that dark Z 0 force should become comparable with the gravitational force in cell length scale. Tests of the Newtonian form of gravitational force are recently
carried out in length scales 100 µm. There are anomalously large differences related to the measured values of gravitational constant using Cavendish type experiments or their variants. In the
classical Cavendish experiment Z 0 force is effectively eliminated so that most of these discrepancies
could be caused by the redistribution of the gravitational flux between space-time sheets.

2.1.5

Anomalies Related To Rotating Systems

If ordinary condensed matter involves a dark matter component generating long range Z 0 fields, one
expects that rotating systems generate Z 0 magnetic fields. Spinning systems represent a spectrum
of anomalies involving parity breaking. Hence the natural guess is that long ranged weak magnetic
fields might be an essential aspect of the phenomenon. Rotating magnetic systems (Searl device)
[H51]. the N-machine of DePalma [H15] and the space-energy generator of [H6] [H6]. Podkletnov
effect [H47]. and Modanese-Podkletnov effect [H46] represent examples about situations in which
long range Z 0 forces seem to be of importance. Since also other key mechanisms are involved, the
discussion of these effects is left to the chapter “The Notion of Free Energy and Many-Sheeted
Space-Time Concept” [K54].
I have emphasized that this and the two next chapters reflect the development of ideas and
are a collection of pages of a lab notebook rather than a final summary. After the revolution induced
by the ideas about dark matter and interpretation of long ranged electro-weak and color gauge fields
a dramatic convergence has however occurred: the latest updating reduced the number of pages
roughly by a factor of two and most alternative new physics explanations for various effects could
be dropped from consideration. To my humble opinion, also the continual cumulation of anomalies
understood in TGD framework gives convincing support for the TGD view. In view of the potential
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technological implications it is highly regrettable that the academic community has missed the boat
so completely. There is however some light at the end of tunnel. The number of people working
with competing theories of quantum gravitation and admitting that these approaches are in grave
difficulties is steadily increasing.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations.
Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http://tgdtheory.
fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

2.2

The New View About Inertial And Gravitational Energy

TGD predicts the possibility of negative energy space-time sheets and phase conjugate photons
can be identified as negative energy photons. If photons with negative energies are allowed, it is
difficult to deny the possibility of fermions with negative energies. The possibility of having both
signs of energy suggests an elegant solution to the problem of matter-antimatter asymmetry and
a powerful new energy technology.
1. The standard second quantization of Dirac spinors postulates that ground state is annihilated by annihilation operators for fermions and anti-fermions. One can construct explicitly
the state annihilated by annihilation operators. Suppose that there is state which is not
annihilated by any annihilation operator and apply the product of all annihilation operators
to this state. Electrons and positrons represent holes in this sea and are created by applying
creation operators. The states have positive energy with respect to the ground state. The
aesthetic problem of this quantization is that ground state has an infinitely high negative
energy.
2. In TGD framework one could change the role of creation and annihilation operators so that
the ground state would be obtained by applying the product of all creation operators to
vacuum. This state would have infinite positive energy. Fermions and anti-fermions would
be holes in Dirac sea of positive energy and behave as negative energy quanta. One might
expect that these two quantizations correspond to two different time orientations for the
space-time surface.

2.2.1

Two Manners To Circumvent The Infinite Vacuum Energy

The infinite vacuum energy is definitely something very unsatisfactory, and one should overcome
this problem somehow. The most elegant and predictive variant of TGD inspired cosmology
assumes that the net energy of the Universe vanishes so that the universe could have been created
intentionally from vacuum (and be created again and again in each quantum jump). The vanishing
of the total energy follows automatically if one poses the condition that the energy flow through
4
the light cone boundary (H = M+
× CP2 ) vanishes. This requires that also fermionic vacuum
energies cancel each other. There are two manners to achieve the cancellation.
1. If positive and negative energy space-time sheets are always created in a pairwise manner
their vacuum energies could compensate each other, at least so if some additional conditions
are satisfied. The success of elementary particle physics requires that this mechanism is at
work in elementary particle length scales.
2. Vacuum energies could also cancel each other for each space-time sheet separately. This
is achieved if the roles of creation and annihilation operators for either fermions or antifermions are exchanged. This implies automatically matter antimatter asymmetry since
either fermions or anti-fermions would have negative energies. This option could be realized
in long length scales and explain the absence of antimatter from the Universe as absence
of positive energy antimatter. It would thus seem that all four ground states states are in
principle possible and that the ground state characterizes the phase of matter.
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Zero Energy Vacuum Is Matter-Antimatter Asymmetric

Consider now in more detail the latter option 2) assuming for definiteness that it is anti-fermions
for which the roles of creation and annihilation operators are exchanged. The ground state is
obtained by applying the product of all fermion annihilation operators and anti-fermion creation
operators to vacuum. Fermions represent holes in a completely filled negative energy Dirac sea
and have positive energy. Anti-fermions represent holes in positive energy Dirac sea and have thus
negative energy. In this ground state annihilation of photon pair is possible only to an fermion
with positive and anti-fermion with negative energy.
Obviously the state is matter-antimatter asymmetric since anti-fermions cannot appear as
positive energy holes. Negative energy antimatter could be present but could have remained
invisible. For instance, Pauli Exclusion Principle would make the scattering of negative energy
anti-fermions impossible in the case that there are not sufficiently many holes in the sea. The same
occurs for condensed matter electrons below the surface of the Fermi sphere. Even in the case that
negative energy anti-fermions are present abundantly, they might have escaped detection. Due to
the prevailing dogmas, no-one has tried to detect signatures for the scattering of negative energy
anti-fermions or two photon annihilation to a pair of positive energy fermion and negative energy
anti-fermion.

2.2.3

Creation Of Matter From Vacuum By Annihilation Of Laser Waves
And Their Phase Conjugates?

The possibility of negative energy anti-fermions suggests a new energy technology. Photons and
their phase conjugates with opposite energies could only annihilate to a pair of positive energy
fermion and negative energy anti-fermion. Vacuum could effectively serve as an unlimited source
of positive energy and make creation of matter from nothing literally possible. The idea could
be tested by allowing laser beams and their phase conjugates to interact and by looking whether
fermions pop out via two-photon annihilation. Fermion-anti-fermion pairs with arbitrarily large
fermion masses could be generated by utilizing photons of arbitrarily low energy. The energies of
the final state fermion is completely fixed from conservation laws so that it should be relatively easy
to check whether the process really occurs. Generalized Feynman rules predict the cross section
for the process and it should behave as σ ∝ α2 /m2 , where m is the mass of the fermion so that
annihilation to electrons is the best candidate for study. Bio-systems might have already invented
intentional generation of matter in this manner. Certainly the possible new energy technology
should be applied with some caution in order to not to build a new quasar!

2.2.4

Re-Interpretation Of TGD Inspired Cosmology

The proposed hypothesis challenges the basic interpretation of the TGD based cosmology [K82,
K99] is derived from the consistency with General Relativity. The basic interpretational problem of TGD inspired cosmology has been that Robertson-Walker cosmologies represent vacuum
extremals of the Kähler action. Einstein’s equations are used to define the energy density of the
cosmology. This is admittedly somewhat ad hoc procedure but forced by the Equivalence Principle
and positivity of inertial masses.
The possibility of negative inertial masses leads to a profoundly new kind of interpretation
of cosmology based on the hypothesis that gravitational mass is the absolute value of the inertial
mass.
1. Vacuum property of R-W cosmologies means that negative and positive inertial energy densities cancel each other in the cosmological length scales. Gravitational mass represents the
absolute value of the inertial mass so that Einstein tensor corresponds to the difference of the
positive energy momentum current associated with matter and the negative energy momentum current antimatter (in the phase in which anti-fermions have negative energies). These
currents are indeed uniquely defined in TGD Universe. The basic equations of the standard
cosmology survive as such. If gravitational mass had the sign of the inertial mass, there
would be a repulsion between matter and antimatter and the basic equations for cosmology
would be altered dramatically: this looks implausible.
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2. The fact that Einstein tensor is a tensor quantity whereas inertial mass density is a component of a vector field, favors strongly the new interpretation. The strong non-conservation of
gravitational mass during early cosmology is not anymore inconsistent with Poincare invariance. Although the explanation for the non-conservation of the inertial mass in terms of a
mass transfer between different space-time sheet becomes obsolete, the models for asymptotic
cosmology and asymptotic evolution of star still make sense. The interpretation in terms of
the conservation of gravitational mass resulting from the separate conservation of matter and
antimatter energy densities since the annihilation of matter and antimatter and the reverse
of this process do not occur appreciably anymore.
3. The mysterious vacuum extremals quite generally represent matter-antimatter symmetric
states whereas non-vacuum extremals are by definition matter-antimatter asymmetric with
the density of Kähler field energy identifiable as the net inertial energy density. This gives very
strong grasp to the interpretation and technological application of the theory. In particular,
highly curved vacuum extremals represent high energy densities of matter and antimatter,
and the generation of this kind of space-time sheets followed by a generation of Kähler
fields represent a creation of matter and antimatter from vacuum followed by the emission
of particles or anti particles inducing the Kähler field. This would make possible a genuine
engineering of the Universe.
The new view changes dramatically the interpretation of the early periods of cosmology
although the basic equations for the density of gravitational mass are not changed.
1. Since cosmic strings are not vacuum extremals, they could represent a phase in which fermions
and positrons have the same sign of energy, that is the phase of standard quantum field
theories. The creation of the Universe from vacuum would mean generation of cosmic strings
of opposite time orientations from vacuum during the first moments of cosmology. I have used
the notion of “wormhole magnetic field” about pairs of space-time sheets carrying magnetic
fields in opposite directions and having opposite time orientations [K58]. This terminology
would be appropriate also now.
2. The topological condensation of cosmic strings to the background space-time sheets would
induce a phase transition in which positive energy antimatter falls into negative energy states
by emitting the difference energy as ordinary particles of positive or negative energy depending on the sign of time orientation. This process would replace the decay of the ends of split
cosmic strings to elementary particles as a source of ordinary matter. Since Kähler magnetic
flux is conserved in the process of thickening of the flux tubes, the magnetic energy density
per unit length for topologically condensed cosmic strings decreases like 1/S (S is the area of
cross section) in the process, and they become gradually magnetic or Z 0 magnetic flux tubes
serving as templates for various structures. The emitted particles topologically condense
at the background space-time and possess vanishing average inertial energy density in the
length scales where cosmology applies.
Critical cosmology naturally represents this phase transition, and the breaking of Lorentz
symmetry can be interpreted as being caused by the seed of the phase transition located at
r = 0. With the conventional interpretation for the Einstein tensor, the recent cosmology of
course poses strong lower bounds on the sizes of these regions but with the new interpretation
the separation of matter and antimatter corresponds to the breaking of the Cosmological
Principle (Lorentz invariance) due to the presence of non-vanishing Kähler fields.
3. The obvious question is whether there is some scale in which the induced Kähler fields vanish
or possibly an entire hierarchy of these scales corresponding to p-adic length scale hierarchy.
The model for large voids involves a “big” cosmic string at the center of the void carrying a
non-vanishing and very high density of Kähler magnetic energy and Kähler charge whereas
the cosmic strings at the boundaries of void would carry opposite Kähler charge. Could
these two kinds of cosmic strings represent remnants of a primordial pair of cosmic strings
with opposite time orientation? If this were the case, there would be a genuine separation of
matter and antimatter in the scale of large voids.
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4. The option for which gravitational masses have both signs, looks at first attractive because
the gravitational repulsion between particles having gravitational masses of opposite sign
could automatically lead to the separation of matter and antimatter containing regions. On
the other hand, an antiparticle surrounded by matter would experience vanishing average
acceleration so that the vanishing of energy density could occur in relatively short length
scales.
One might even try to explain the observed acceleration of cosmic expansion in terms of this
repulsion. p-Adic fractality however suggests an explanation as an apparent acceleration due to the
fact that the average density of gravitational mass at larger space-time sheets representing longer padic length scales is lower, and the expansion occurs faster due to the weakening of the gravitational
force. The notion of fractal energy density is somewhat questionable for a conserved inertial energy
density in the presence of isotropy but makes sense for the density of the gravitational energy.

2.3

Some Gravitational Anomalies

In this section some exotic gravitational effects predicted by TGD are discussed. An infinite family
of warped imbeddings of say Scwartschild metric predicts the possibility of anomalous time dilation
much larger than ordinary gravitational time dilation. There is indeed evidence for this kind of
phenomenon [J27]. Second exotic effect would be antigravity effects due to the redistribution of
the gravitational flux fed by system to larger space-time sheets. A third dramatic effect would be
signals propagating in the direction of geometric past as negative energy signals. There is empirical
evidence also for this effect [J20].

2.3.1

Anomalous Time Dilation Effects Due ToWarping As Basic Distinction Between TGD And GRT

TGD predicts the possibility of large anomalous time dilation effects due to the warping of spacetime surfaces, and the experimental findings of Russian physicist Chernobrov about anomalous
changes in the rate of flow of time [J27, J9] provide indirect support for this prediction.
Anomalous time dilation effect due to the warping
Consider first the ordinary gravitational time dilation predicted by GRT. For simplicity consider
a stationary spherically symmetric metric ds2 = gtt dt2 − grr dr2 − r2 dΩ2 in spherical coordinates.
√
The time dilation is characterized by the difference ∆ = gtt − 1. In the weak field approximation
one has gtt = 1 + 2Φgr , where Φgr is gravitational potential. The ordinary time dilation is given
√
by ∆ = gtt − 1 ' 2Φgr . At the Earth’s surface the gravitational potential of the Earth is about
Φgr = GM/RE ' 10−9 .
Consider next the situation for space-time surfaces. There exists an infinite number of
warped imbeddings of M 4 to M 4 × CP2 given by sk = sk (m0 ), which are metrically equivalent
with the canonical imbedding with CP2 coordinates constant. New M 4 time coordinate is related
by a diffeomorphism to the standard one. By restricting the imbedding to M 4 × S 1 , where S 1 a
geodesic circle with radius R/2 (using the chosen convention for the definition CP2 radius), the
time component of the induced metric is gm0 m0 = 1−R2 ω 2 /4. The identification of M 4 coordinates
as the preferred natural standard coordinate frame allows to overcome the difficulties related to
the identification of the preferred time coordinate in general relativity in the case the
pmetric does
not approach asymptotically flat metric. For this choice an anomalous time dilation 1 − R2 ω 2 /4
due to the warping results even when gravitational fields are absent. Moreover, the dilation can
be large.
The study of the imbeddings of Scwhartshild metric as vacuum extremals [K109] demonstrates that this vacuum warping is also seen as the degeneracy of the imbeddings of stationary
4
spherically symmetric metrics. Denote the coordinates of M+
by (m0 , rM , θ, φ) and those of X 4
by (t, rM , θ, φ). The expression for the Reissner-Nordström metric reads as
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The imbedding is given by the expression
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is homologically trivial geodesic sphere sef f reduces to the metric ds = R dΩ /4 of standard S 2 .
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resulting from the requirement gtrM = 0 and from the expression for grM rM = −B:
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The condition gtt = 1 at infinite distance implies the condition

λ2

−

R2 ω12 ef f
sΦΦ (∞) = 1 .
4
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This condition fixes only the ratio λ/ω1 so that a one-parameter family of analogs of warped
imbeddings results.
If m0 is used as a time coordinate, anomalous time dilation is obtained also at rM → ∞
and is given by
√

gm0 m0

=

1
λ

.

(2.3.6)

This time dilation is seen only if the clocks to be compared are at different space-time sheets. The
anomalous time dilation can be quite large since the order of magnitude for the parameter ωR is
naturally of order one for the imbeddings of R-N metrics [K109].
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Mechanisms producing anomalous time dilation
Anomalous time dilation could result in many manners.
1. An adiabatic variation of the parameters λ and ω1 of the space-time sheet containing the
clock could be induced by some physical mechanism. For instance, Xc4 could move “over”
a large space-time sheet X 4 and gradually form # and #B contacts with it. Topological
light rays (MEs) define a good candidate for X 4 . The parameter values λ and ω could
change quasi-continuously if Xc4 gradually generates CP2 sized wormhole contacts or join
along boundaries bonds/flux tubes connecting it to X 4 . This process would not affect the
gravitational flux fed to Xc4 .
For instance, if X 4 is at rest with respect to Earth, this motion would result from the rotation
of Earth and the effect should appear periodically from day to day. If it is at rest with respect
to Sun, the effect should appear once a year.
4
The generation of vacuum extremals Xvac
(not gravitational vacua), which is in principle
possible even by intentional action since conservation laws are not broken, could induce
anomalous time dilation by this mechanism.

2. A phase transition increasing the value of ~ increases the size of the space-time sheet in the
same proportion. This transition could quite well affect also the parameter λ. If this phase
transition occurs for the space-time sheet Xc4 at which the clock feeds its gravitational flux,
this mechanism could provide a feasible manner to induce an anomalous time dilation.
3. The system containing the clock could suffer a temporary topological condensation to a
smaller space-time sheet and thus feed its gravitational flux to this space-time sheet. This
would require coherently occurring splitting of # contacts and their regeneration. It is not
possible to say anything definite about the probability of this kind of process except that it
does not look very feasible.
The findings of Chernobrov
The findings claimed by Russian researcher V. Chernobrov support anomalous time dilation effect
[J27, J9]. Chernobrov has studied anomalies in the rate of time flow defined operationally by
comparing the readings of clocks enclosed inside a spherical volume with the readings of clocks
outside this volume. The experimental apparatus involves a complex Russian doll like structure of
electromagnets.
Chernobrov reports a slowing down of time by about 30 seconds per hour inside his experimental apparatus [J27] so that the average dilation factor during hour would be about ∆ = 1/120.
If the dilation is present all the time, the anomalous contribution to the gravitational potential
would be by a factor ∼ 107 larger than that of Earth’s gravitational potential and huge gravitational
perturbations would be required to produce this kind of effect.
The slowing of the time flow is reported to occur gradually whereas the increase for the rate
of time flow is reported to occur discontinuously. Time dilation effects were observed in connection
with the cycles of moon, diurnal fluctuations, and even the presence of operator.
Consider now the explanation of the basic qualitative findings of Chernobrov.
1. The gradual slowing of the time flow suggests that the parameter values of λ and ω change
adiabatically. This favors option 1) since the formation of # contacts occurs with some finite
rate.
2. Also the sudden increase of the rate of time flow is consistent with option 1) since the splitting
of # contacts occurs immediately when the sheets Xc4 and X 4 are not “over” each other.
3. The occurrence of the effect in connection with the cycles of moon, diurnal fluctuations, and
in the presence of operator support this interpretation. The last observation would support
the view that intentional generation of almost vacuum space-time sheets is indeed possible.
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Vacuum extremals as means of generating time dilation effects intentionally?
Field equations allow a gigantic family of vacuum extremals: any 4-surface having CP2 projection,
which belongs to a 2-dimensional Legendre manifold with a vanishing induced Kähler form, is a
vacuum extremal. Canonical transformations and diffeomorphisms of CP2 produce new vacuum
extremals. Vacuum extremals carry non-vanishing classical electro-weak and color fields which
are reduced to some U (1) subgroup of the full gauge group and also classical gravitational field.
Although the vacuum extremals are not absolute minima, their small deformations could define
4
such. These vacuum extremals, call them Xvac
for brevity, could be generated by intentional action.
In the first quantum jump the p-adic variant of the vacuum extremal representing an intention to
4
create Xvac
would appear and in some subsequent quantum jump it would be transformed to a
real space-time sheet.
The creation of these almost vacuum extremals could generate time dilation effects. The
material system would gradually generate CP2 sized wormhole contacts and/or join along bound4
aries/flux tubes connecting its space-time sheet to Xvac
and this could change the values of the
vacuum parameters λ, ω.

2.3.2

Anomalies Related To Spinning Astrophysical Objects

Kozyrev [H39] has conducted astronomical observations using a receiving system of a new type.
These observations have been replicated later by other groups [H23].
1. When a telescope was directed at a certain star, the detector positioned within the telescope
registered the incoming signal even if the main mirror of the telescope was shieded by metal
screens. This indicated that electromagnetic waves were accompanied by some waves not
shielded by the metal screens.
2. When the telescope was directed to the true position, the signal became stronger. As if there
had been almost instantaneous propagation of signal with velocity billions times greater than
the velocity of light.
3. When the telescope was directed to a position symmetrical with respect to visible position,
again signal was detected: the imaginative interpretation was that the signal came from
future position of the star!
Leaving aside the objections of a typical sceptic and the question whether the effect is real
or not, one can ask whether the concepts of many-sheeted space-time concept and classical Z 0 field
could somehow give rise to this kind of effect in strong conflict with conventional wisdom.
1. Very light dark gluons and electro-weak bosons (extremely tiny CP2 type vacuum extremals
glued to macroscopic space-time sheet) could have the propagating classical color and weak
gauge fields, in particular Z 0 field, as a space-time correlate. This field can be said to cause
the effect in the detector.
2. The strong signal from the true position could have explanation in terms of a coherent
classical Z 0 field of astronomical size. This kind of coherence is forced by the imbeddability
requirement and was coined as topological field quantization in [K91]. One can intuitively
understand it as follows. In TGD elementary particle is replaced with 3-surface, which can
have arbitrarily large size and absolution minimization of Kähler action forces 3-surface to
behave coherently like single particle (in case that it does not so, it decomposes into disjoint
components!).
The results of Kozyrev are not the only evidence for this kind of behavior. Total eclipses
of the Sun by the Moon reach maximum eclipse about 40 seconds before Sun’s and Moon’s
gravitational forces on Earth align [H57]. If gravity is a propagating force, this 3-body test
implies that gravity propagates at least 20 times faster than light. The result is consistent
with the assumption that the acceleration of Earth is towards the true instantaneous direction
of the Sun now, rather than being parallel to the direction of the arriving solar photons
now. TGD based explanation is that the changes of the classical gravitational field are not
propagating effects but that the classical gravitational field behaves like single coherent whole
(it could of course contain also small propagating part).
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3. The signal in the symmetric position could come from geometric future. Only classical
gauge fields can carry this kind of signal. One possibility is that classical fields generated
by astronomical object propagate in both future and past. A more attractive possibility is
that classical Z 0 field propagated along space-time sheet with negative time orientation: for
negative time orientation the propagation is expected to occur backwards in time.
This picture is in accordance with the TGD based explanation for the poorly understood
observations of Faraday, for the functioning of Searl machine [H51], and for the claim that the efficiency of DePalma generator [H15] and space energy generator of Tewari [H6] could be apparently
larger than one. Thus a general pattern behind the anomalies seems to emerge.
1. The basic idea is that space-time sheets with negative time orientation have negative sign of
classical energy: this follows solely from the assumption that space-time is 4-surface.
2. The rotating 3-surface associated with the rotating conductor carries vacuum charge density
and charge conservation requires the presence of a space-time sheet with opposite sign of
charge density. If the time orientation of this space-time sheet is negative, it has negative
classical energy and energy conservation requires that material space-time sheet has correspondingly larger energy, which in principle makes possible energy production with apparent
efficiency larger than one. The actual mechanism of energy gain would be however time
mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig.
10.9 in the appendix of this book). The system generates negative energy bosons (phase
conjugate laser beams having topological light rays as space-time correlates) received by another system analogous to a population inverted laser. A phase transition like transition to
the round state is thus induced and strong beam of positive energy bosons is emitted and
received by the sender of the negative energy signal. This mechanism is discussed in detail
in the chapter “The Notion of Free Energy and Many-Sheeted Space-Time Concept” [K54].
3. Stars are rapidly rotating objects carrying magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields and somewhat
like scaled up versions of Searl machine and this suggests that vacuum charge density and
space-time sheet with negative time orientation are generated also in this case.

2.4

Is Electro-Gravity Possible In TGD Framework?

The interpretation of the classical gravitational fields has been one of the messy parts of TGD.
1. When I started to develop TGD, the only reasonable guess was that they really correspond to
the measured gravitational fields. There is however an objection against this interpretation.
First of all, only a very limited repertoire of space-time metrics can be imbedded as induced
4
metrics in H = M+
× CP2 . Already rotating black-hole metrics are impossible to imbed and
imbedding would require hundreds of embedding space dimensions in the general case.
2. Much later it became clear that all elementary particles, with gravitons included, correspond
to CP2 type extremals which are the TGD counterparts of strings (TGD of course allows also
cosmic strings). The exchange of these gravitons gives rise to the gravitational interactions.
The space-time metric of Einstein’s general relativity is only the effective metric associated
with coherent states of gravitons. Thus the classical gravitational field, and also classical
gauge fields, seem to be something completely new, not encountered in theories in which
particles are point like objects or strings. This interpretation resolves nicely the objection
related to the imbeddability constraints.
3. A further step of progress came when I learned about the work of R. Y. Chiao about superconductors as transducers and antennas for gravitational and electromagnetic radiation [?].
The realization was that the non-relativistic limit for gravitational fields allowing to interpret
Riemann connection as a Maxwellian field provides surprisingly good under understanding of
the classical gravitation in TGD Universe and allows also a new model for Podkletnov effect.
This work encouraged to take seriously the hypothesis that classical Kähler fields couples to
classical gravitational field with a strength which is about R2 /G ∼ 107 times stronger than
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ordinary gravitational coupling constant strength (R is CP2 size). Skeptic would of course
argue that the results represents a fatal internal inconsistency of the theory: CP2 size must
be given by Planck length. This however leads to non-sensible predictions. Now I agree with
the skeptic.
4. The understanding of how GRT emerges from TGD as effective theory leads to the resolution
of various mysteries revolving around the notion of energy and gravitational mass. GRT limit
of TGD can be obtained as effective theory in which M 4 is endowed with an effective metric
defined as sum of flat Minkowski metric and sum over the deviations of the effective metrics
of various space-time sheets from flat metric. Similar description applies to various gauge
fields. Classical form of Equivalence Principle reduces to its formulation in GRT. Newton’s
constant and cosmological constant follow as predictions.
In particular, the puzzle of too large gravitational constant for non-vacuum imbedding of
Reissner Nordstr¨m metric (not preferred extremal) disappears since there is no reason to
identify the effective metric as induced metric. If space-time becomes in asymptotic spacetime regions single sheeted vacuum extremal having say R-N metric, it might make sense to
identify the effective metric identified as induced metric.

2.4.1

Classical Gravitational Fields For Space-Time Surfaces For Which
CP2 Projection Corresponds To A Homologically Non-Trivial Geodesic
Sphere

In the previous picture the genuinely classical gravitational fields represent a completely new form
of gravitational interaction and it is obviously highly interesting to try to understand something
about the character or this interaction.
4
× S 2 , S 2 geodesic sphere of
1. The space-time surfaces representable as sub-manifolds of M+
CP2 , are excellent testing ground for ideas. There are two kinds of geodesic spheres: the
first one is homologically trivial and corresponds to a vacuum extremal for which induced
Kähler form vanishes. Of course, any Legendre manifold Y 2 of CP2 is as good as S 2 and the
canonical transformations of CP2 give an infinite variety of these manifolds. The second S 2
one is homologically nontrivial and for this induced Kähler form is non-vanishing. In both
cases induced Abelian gauge fields are present and color rotations act as symmetries mixing
classical em and Z 0 fields.

2. An especially interesting solution ansatz for S 2 is stationary solution ansatz. Standard linear
M 4 coordinates (m0 , mi ) are the proper coordinates for X 4 in this case. For this ansatz the
phase angle Φ of S 2 complex coordinate is linear in the time coordinate so that the induced
metric and gauge fields do not depend on M 4 time m0 .
Φ = ωm0 + f (mi ) , Θ = Θ(mi ) .
By explicitly writing out the expressions for the components of the induced metric and gauge
field involving time as index one has

g00 = 1 − (R2 /4)sin2 (Θ)ω 2 ,

g0i = (R2 /4)sin2 (Θ)ω∂i f .
(2.4.1)

F0i = ksin(Θ)ω∂i Θ .
Here k is some numerical constant of order unity depending on the imbedding (gauge field
can be in any direction in the gauge algebra of electro-weak gauge group and only Kähler
field is invariant in color rotations).
If the spatial gradients of CP2 coordinates satisfy the conditions |∇Θ| << ω and |∇Φ| << ω,
the deviations of gij from the flat 3-metric are small as compared to the components g0α , and
one has what can be identified as a non-relativistic limit of the theory. Also the components
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of the magnetic field are small in consistency with the notion that magnetic fields are of order
O(v/c) as compared to electric fields in the non-relativistic limit.
Of course, the solutions form an extremely restricted set: for instance, electric and magnetic
field are orthogonal to each other. On the other hand, criticality of the preferred extremals
of Kähler action in the sense of having an infinite number of deformations for which the
second variation of Kähler action vanishes, is expected to select very limited set of field
configurations and highly symmetric ones with electric field dominating are the favored ones.
Preferred extremals is nothing but the analog of Bohr orbits in wave mechanism. The study
of this limit is especially revealing concerning the interpretation of the classical gravitational
fields.
3. In the non-relativistic limit Einstein’s theory reduces effectively to a Maxwellian theory with
g00 ≡ Φg taking the role of the scalar potential of the gravito-electric field and gti ≡ Ai
taking the role of the components of the vector potential. Christoffel symbols represent
gravitoelectric and gravito-magnetic fields and the components (G00 , G0i ) ≡ (Jg0 , Jgi ) of the
Einstein tensor represent four current (charge density and 3-current). This interpretation
provides a very attractive phenomenological manner to understand the non-relativistic limit
of the theory. The natural interpretation is as a dimensional reduction in which the theory
reduces to a 3-dimensional gravitational theory coupled to gravito-Maxwell field so that the
energy momentum current (Jg0 , Jgi ) becomes a gauge current. If the interpretation is correct,
then three-dimensional Einstein equations should be satisfied in the sense that Gij can be
interpreted as the canonical energy momentum tensor for the gravito-Maxwellian field. The
fact that this tensor is quadratic in ∇Θ is consistent with this.
4. One can calculate explicitly gravito-Maxwellian field and one finds

Eg,i = ∇i g00 = (R2 ω 2 /2)cos(Θ)∇i cos(Θ) ,
(2.4.2)
Bg,ij = (R2 ω/2)cos(Θ) [∇i cos(Θ)∇j f − (i ↔ j)] .
One can write the components of gravito-Maxwell fields in terms of the gauge potential
components alone by noticing that the gauge potential (Fµν = ∇ν Aµ −∇µ Aν ) for the ordinary
U (1) gauge field is given by

A0 = [−cos(Θ0 ) + cos(Θ)] ω ,

Ai = [−cos(Θ0 ) + cos(Θ)] ∇i f .

(2.4.3)

Here cos(Θ0 ) = −1 holds true for a potential which is well defined around the south pole of
S 2 and cos(Θ0 ) = 1 for a potential well-defined around the north pole (monopole field is in
question). cos(Θ0 ) = 0 holds true for a potential defined in the region outside the northern
and southern poles. The gravito-Maxwell fields are given by the expression

Eg,i = (R2 /2) [A0 + cos(Θ0 )ω] Ei ,
(2.4.4)
Bg,ij = (R2 /2) [A0 + cos(Θ0 )ω] Bij .
The beautiful result is that gravito-Maxwell fields is related to the Maxwell field with a
proportionality factor expressible in terms of the scalar potential. This finding gives strong
support to the ideas about electro-gravity stating that classical electromagnetic fields are
accompanied by strong gravitational fields. Note however that this result involves the assumption about coherence. If coherence is absent classical gauge fields and gravitational field
can reside at different space-time sheets.
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2.4.2

TGD Does Not Predict Anomalously Large Coupling Of Gravitation To Classical Gauge Fields

The explicit calculation of the components of the Einstein tensor in the non-relativistic approximation (charge density and 3-current associated with Eg and Gg ) gives a very nice result. (G00 , G0i )
are proportional to the corresponding components of the canonical energy momentum tensor of
the Maxwell field plus the interaction term with four current in case that E and B give rise to
non-vanishing vacuum charge density and current: this is quite possible in TGD framework. A
good guess is that the divergence of Gij gives rise to the spatial components of the Maxwellian
energy momentum tensor and that Maxwell-Einstein equations are identically satisfied.
The calculation of the Einstein tensor also demonstrates that under the assumption that
Equivalence Principle holds true the value of the gravitational constant is given by
Gcl = R2 g 2 = R2 × 4π × α

(2.4.5)

where α = g 2 /4π represents the effective gauge coupling of the U (1) gauge field in question. This
coupling enters because the induced gauge potential is gAµ rather than Aµ by definition so that
energy momentum density is proportional to 1/g 2 . p-Adic mass calculations fix the value of R2
from electron mass scale and also a reasonable value for the string tension of cosmic strings implies
R2 ∼ 108 G. Hence the value of Gcl is roughly Gcl ∼ 107 G in electromagnetic case and seven orders
of magnitude stronger than the gravitational coupling associated with the graviton exchange.
The resolution of the puzzling result has been already described. R-N metric does not allow
imbedding as non-vacuum extremal and the effective metric for M 4 defining the GRT limit of TGD
in long length scales need not be equal to the induced metric. One cannot however exclude the
possibility that the effective metric co-incides with the induced metric for vacuum extremal: in
this case the gravitational constant remains free parameter.
Although the result as such kills the idea about strong gravity associated with the classical
gauge fields, the implications of the result that classical fields are related to gravitational field
in a very simple manner could be non-trivial. If TGD indeed predicts correctly the gravitational
coupling associated with the exchange of CP2 type extremals, then classical gauge fields associated
with the physical systems can give additional very strong contribution to the gravitational field
generated by the body. If one assumes that the classical gauge fields have as their sources ordinary
matter (purely vacuum charge densities are not excluded), highly charged objects are expected
to exhibit gravitational anomalies. Not only electro-gravity but also Z 0 gravity are possible: any
U (1) gauge field can define vacuum gravity. There are two basic situations: non-vacuum situation
in which Kähler form is the natural gauge field and identifiable as being associated with the U (1)
factor of electro-weak gauge group and vacuum situation in which gauge field in is SU (2)L algebra.
In the latter case the extremization does not pose any limitations to the imbedding but criticality
is expected to select small deformations of some extremals.
Also the general solutions of the field equations representable as maps from M 4 to CP2 give
additional contribution to the gravitational interaction. In this case it is however not clear whether
the Einstein tensor allows a solution of Einstein’s equations for some simple system.

2.4.3

Gravito-Maxwell Field Associated With A Dipole Field

A little explicit calculation modelling the Maxwell field as a dipole field demonstrates that the
gravitational field has quadrupole character and that the additional mass associated with the disk
is positive. This involves two delicate facts. Dipole gauge potential A0 ∝ p · r/r3 vanishes at the
equator. One has

A0 = [cos(Θ) + cos(Θ0 )] ω =

1 p·r
.
4π r3

Gravito-Maxwell field is obtained from the dipole field by multiplying it with A0 -factor.
1. For cos(θ0 ) = 0 one obtains

(2.4.6)
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R2
R2 p2
1
cos(θ) × [ez − 3cos(θ)er ] 5 .
A0 × E =
2
2
2 16π
r

Note that θ refers to the angle variable o M 4 spherical coordinates. Since A0 -factor vanishes
at the equator and has opposite sign above and below equator, one obtains quadrupole
type gravito-Maxwell field and it is easy to verify that it can be interpreted as attractive
gravitational field generated by the super-conductor. Note that the sign of the gravitoMaxwell field does not depend on the sign of the dipole moment nor on the sign of the
frequency ω. The field in question behaves as 1/r5 so that the gravitational anomaly is only
felt in the region near to the non-rotating super-conductor.
2. For cos(θ0 ) = ±1 on opposite sides of the hemisphere one has

A0 = cos(Θ)ω = ω +

1 p·r
.
4π r3

(2.4.7)

The requirement that the potential is imbeddable for r > d (cos(Θ) ≤ 1), where d characterizes the source region (super-conductor), implies

|ω|

≥ ωmin =

|p|
.
4πd2

(2.4.8)

In this case one has

Eg

=



R2 p
pcos(θ)
1
ω +
× [ez − 3cos(θ)er ] 3 .
2
2 4π
4πr
r

(2.4.9)

For r2 >> p/(4πω) cos(Θ) is effective constant and the behavior of the gravito-Maxwell field
is in a good approximation

Eg '

R2 p
1
ω × [ez − 3cos(θ)er ] 3 .
2 4π
r

(2.4.10)

The gravito-Maxwell field decreases as 1/r3 asymptotically for all values of θ. What is remarkable that even in the nearby region not too near to north and south pole it is possible
to have a situation in which the constant term is much larger than the dipole term in the
potential. The field changes sign at the equator: this is consistent with the fact that gravitational field cannot be a dipole field and expresses the fact that equator effectively acts as a
charged sheet carrying gravito-Maxwell charge density. It must be emphasized that the singular behavior is actually due to the monopole character of the gauge field in turn reflecting
itself in the monopole character of Riemann connection and thus also of the gravito-Maxwell
scalar potential.
Order of magnitude estimate using the acceleration in Earth’s gravitational field as a comparison standard is in order.
1. Consider first di-electric. Let the size of the system be d and dipole strength p = αN d3 ,
N = Nn xa, Nn is the density of nuclei, Nn the density of polarizable charge and xa the
distance between polarized charges in nucleus expressed using atomic radius as a unit.
This gives the order of magnitude estimate
α2 2 2 R2 a2 c2 2 6
Eg c2
∼
 x
Nn d .
g
2
gL5

(2.4.11)
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2. In the case of conducting sphere of radius r with dipole moment p ∼ Qd, σ ∼ Nn xad2 , with
xa denoting the thickness of surface charge layer on obtains the following estimate:

α2 2 2 R2 a2 c2 2 6
Eg c2
Nn d .
∼
 x
g
2
gL5

(2.4.12)

1030
3
A /m ,
−14 2 2
2

The orders of magnitude are same. For L = 1 m, d = .1 m, a = 10−10 m, Nn =
2

−30

atomic number and using g = 10 m /s, R ∼ 10
the effect on the gravitational field is very weak.

2.5
2.5.1

m, one has

Eg c 2
g

∼ 10

A

 x /A . Hence

Allais Effect And TGD
Introduction

Allais effect [E2, E31] is a fascinating gravitational anomaly associated with solar eclipses. It was
discovered originally by M. Allais, a Nobelist in the field of economy, and has been reproduced in
several experiments but not as a rule. The experimental arrangement uses so called paraconical
pendulum, which differs from the Foucault pendulum in that the oscillation plane of the pendulum
can rotate in certain limits so that the motion occurs effectively at the surface of sphere.
Experimental findings
Consider first a brief summary of the findings of Allais and others [E31].
1. In the ideal situation (that is in the absence of any other forces than gravitation of Earth)
paraconical pendulum should behave like a Foucault pendulum. The oscillation plane of the
paraconical pendulum however begins to rotate.
2. Allais concludes from his experimental studies that the orbital plane approach always asymptotically to a limiting plane and the effect is only particularly spectacular during the eclipse.
During solar eclipse the limiting plane contains the line connecting Earth, Moon, and Sun.
Allais explains this in terms of what he calls the anisotropy of space.
3. Some experiments carried out during eclipse have reproduced the findings of Allais, some
experiments not. In the experiment carried out by Jeverdan and collaborators in Romania
it was found that the period of oscillation of the pendulum decreases by ∆f /f ' 5 × 10−4
[E2, E26] which happens to correspond to the constant v0 = 2−11 appearing in the formula of
the gravitational Planck constant. It must be however emphasized that the overall magnitude
of ∆f /f varies by five orders of magnitude. Even the sign of ∆f /f varies from experiment
to experiment.
4. There is also quite recent finding by Popescu and Olenici, which they interpret as a quantization of the plane of oscillation of paraconical oscillator during solar eclipse [E33].
TGD based models for Allais effect
I have already earlier proposed an explanation of the effect in terms of classical Z 0 force. If the Z 0
charge to mass ratio of pendulum varies and if Earth and Moon are Z 0 conductors, the resulting
model is quite flexible and one might hope it could explain the high variation of the experimental
results.
The rapid variation of the effect during the eclipse is however a problem for this approach
and suggests that gravitational screening or some more general interference effect might be present.
Gravitational screening alone cannot however explain Allais effect. Also the combination of gravitational screening and Z 0 force assuming Z 0 conducting structures causing screening fails to explain
the discontinuous behavior when massive objects are collinear.
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A model based on the idea that gravitational interaction is mediated by topological light
rays (MEs) and that gravitons correspond to a gigantic value of the gravitational Planck constant
however explains the Allais effect as an interference effect made possible by macroscopic quantum
coherence in astrophysical length scales. Equivalence Principle fixes the model to a high degree and
one ends up with an explicit formula for the anomalous gravitational acceleration and the general
order of magnitude and the large variation of the frequency change as being due to the variation of
the distance ratio rS,P /rM,P (S, M , and P refer to Sun, Moon, and pendulum respectively). One
can say that the pendulum acts as an interferometer.

2.5.2

Could Gravitational Screening Explain Allais Effect

The basic idea of the screening model is that Moon absorbs some fraction of the gravitational
momentum flow of Sun and in this manner partially screens the gravitational force of Sun in a disk
like region having the size of Moon’s cross subsection. The screening is expected to be strongest
in the center of the disk. Screening model happens to explain the findings of Jevardan but fails in
the general case. Despite this screening model serves as a useful exercise.
Constant external force as the cause of the effect
The conclusions of Allais motivate the assumption that quite generally there can be additional
constant forces affecting the motion of the paraconical pendulum besides Earth’s gravitation. This
means the replacement g → g +∆g of the acceleration g due to Earth’s gravitation. ∆g can depend
on time.
The system obeys still the same simple equations of motion as in the initial situation, the
only change being that the direction and magnitude of effective Earth’s acceleration have changed
so that the definition of vertical is modified. If ∆g is not parallel to the oscillation plane in the
original situation, a torque is induced and the oscillation plane begins to rotate. This picture
requires that the friction in the rotational degree of freedom is considerably stronger than in
oscillatory degree of freedom: unfortunately I do not know what the situation is.
The behavior of the system in absence of friction can be deduced from the conservation laws
of energy and angular momentum in the direction of g + ∆g. The explicit formulas are given by

E

=

Lz

=

ml2 dΘ 2
dΦ
(
) + sin2 (Θ)( )2 + mglcos(Θ) ,
2 dt
dt
dΦ
2
2
ml sin (Θ)
.
dt

(2.5.1)

and allow to integrate Θ and Φ from given initial values.
What causes the effect in normal situations?
The gravitational accelerations caused by Sun and Moon come first in mind as causes of the effect.
Equivalence Principle implies that only relative accelerations causing analogs of tidal forces can be
in question. In GRT picture these accelerations correspond to a geodesic deviation between the
surface of Earth and its center. The general form of the tidal acceleration would thus the difference
of gravitational accelerations at these points:

∆g

= −2GM [

∆r
r · ∆rr
−3
] .
3
r
r5

(2.5.2)

Here r denotes the relative position of the pendulum with respect to Sun or Moon. ∆r denotes the
position vector of the pendulum measured with respect to the center of Earth defining the geodesic
deviation. The contribution in the direction of ∆r does not affect the direction of the Earth’s
acceleration and therefore does not contribute to the torque. Second contribution corresponds to
an acceleration in the direction of r connecting the pendulum to Moon or Sun. The direction of
this vector changes slowly.
This would suggest that in the normal situation the tidal effect of Moon causes gradually
changing force m∆g creating a torque, which induces a rotation of the oscillation plane. Together
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with dissipation this leads to a situation in which the orbital plane contains the vector ∆g so that
no torque is experienced. The limiting oscillation plane should rotate with same period as Moon
around Earth. Of course, if effect is due to some other force than gravitational forces of Sun and
Earth, paraconical oscillator would provide a manner to make this force visible and quantify its
effects.
What would happen during the solar eclipse?
During the solar eclipse something exceptional must happen in order to account for the size of
effect. The finding of Allais that the limiting oscillation plane contains the line connecting Earth,
Moon, and Sun implies that the anomalous acceleration ∆|g should be parallel to this line during
the solar eclipse.
The simplest hypothesis is based on TGD based view about gravitational force as a flow of
gravitational momentum in the radial direction.
1. For stationary states the field equations of TGD for vacuum extremals state that the gravitational momentum flow of this momentum. Newton’s equations suggest that planets and
moon absorb a fraction of gravitational momentum flow meeting them. The view that gravitation is mediated by gravitons which correspond to enormous values of gravitational Planck
constant in turn supports Feynman diagrammatic view in which description as momentum
exchange makes sense and is consistent with the idea about absorption. If Moon absorbs
part of this momentum, the region of Earth screened by Moon receives reduced amount of
gravitational momentum and the gravitational force of Sun on pendulum is reduced in the
shadow.
2. Unless the Moon as a coherent whole acts as the absorber of gravitational four momentum,
one expects that the screening depends on the distance travelled by the gravitational flux
inside Moon. Hence the effect should be strongest in the center of the shadow and weaken
as one approaches its boundaries.
3. The opening angle for the shadow cone is given in a good approximation by ∆Θ = RM /RE .
Since the distances of Moon and Earth from Sun differ so little, the size of the screened region
has same size as Moon. This corresponds roughly to a disk with radius .27 × RE .
The corresponding area is 7.3 per cent of total transverse area of Earth. If total absorption
occurs in the entire area the total radial gravitational momentum received by Earth is in
good approximation 92.7 per cent of normal during the eclipse and the natural question is
whether this effective repulsive radial force increases the orbital radius of Earth during the
eclipse.
More precisely, the deviation of the total amount of gravitational momentum absorbed during
solar eclipse from its standard value is an integral of the flux of momentum over time:

Z

k
∆Pgr

=

k
∆Pgr
(S(t))
dt

=

k
∆Pgr
(S(t))dt ,
dt

Z

k
Jgr
(t)dS .

(2.5.3)

S(t)

This prediction could kill the model in classical form at least. If one takes seriously the
quantum model for astrophysical systems predicting that planetary orbits correspond to Bohr
orbits with gravitational Planck constant equal to ~gr = GM m/v0 , v0 = 2−11 , there should
be not effect on the orbital radius. The anomalous radial gravitational four-momentum could
go to some other degrees of freedom at the surface of Earth.
4. The rotation of the oscillation plane is largest if the plane of oscillation in the initial situation
is as orthogonal as possible to the line connecting Moon, Earth and Sun. The effect vanishes
when this line is in the initial plane of oscillation. This testable prediction might explain
why some experiments have failed to reproduce the effect.
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5. The change of |g| to |g + ∆g| induces a change of oscillation frequency given by

∆f
f

=

g · ∆g
∆g
=
cos(θ) .
g2
g

(2.5.4)

If the gravitational force of the Sun is screened, one has |g + ∆g| > g and the oscillation
frequency should increase. The upper bound for the effect corresponds to vertical direction
is obtained from the gravitational acceleration of Sun at the surface of Earth:

|∆f |
f

≤

∆g
v2
= E ' 6.0 × 10−4 .
g
rE

(2.5.5)

6. One should explain also the recent finding by Popescu and Olenici, which they interpret
as a quantization of the plane of oscillation of paraconical oscillator during solar eclipse
[E33]. A possible TGD based explanation would be in terms of quantization of ∆g and
thus of the limiting oscillation plane. This quantization should reflect the quantization of
the gravitational momentum flux receiving Earth. The flux would be reduced in a stepwise
manner during the solar eclipse as the distance traversed by the flux through Moon increases
and reduced in a similar manner after the maximum of the eclipse.
What kind of tidal effects are predicted?
If the model applies also in the case of Earth itself, new kind of tidal effects are predicted due
to the screening of the gravitational effects of Sun and Moon inside Earth. At the night-side the
paraconical pendulum should experience the gravitation of Sun as screened. Same would apply to
the “night-side” of Earth with respect to Moon.
Consider first the differences of accelerations in the direction of the line connecting Earth
to Sun/Moon: these effects are not essential for tidal effects. The estimate for the ratio for the
orders of magnitudes of the these accelerations is given by
|∆g ⊥ (M oon)|
|∆g ⊥ (Sun)|

=

MS rM 3
(
) ' 2.17 .
MM rE

(2.5.6)

The order or magnitude follows from r(M oon) = .0026 AU and MM /MS = 3.7 × 10−8 . These
effects are of same order of magnitude and can be compensated by a variation of the pressure
gradients of atmosphere and sea water. The effects caused by Sun are two times stronger. These
effects are of same order of magnitude and can be compensated by a variation of the pressure
gradients of atmosphere and sea water.
The tangential accelerations are essential for tidal effects. They decompose as


1
r
∆r
−
3|∆r|cos(Θ)
.
r3
r
π/4 ≤ Θ ≤ π/2 is the angle between ∆r and r. The above estimate for the ratio of the contributions
of Sun and Moon holds true also now and the tidal effects caused by Sun are stronger by a factor
of two.
Consider now the new tidal effects caused by the screening.
1. Tangential effects on day-side of Earth are not affected (night-time and night-side are of course
different notions in the case of Moon and Sun). At the night-side screening is predicted to
reduce tidal effects with a maximum reduction at the equator.
2. Second class of new effects relate to the change of the normal component of the forces and
these effects would be compensated by pressure changes corresponding to the change of
the effective gravitational acceleration. The night-day variation of the atmospheric and sea
pressures would be considerably larger than in Newtonian model.
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MM /MS
3.0 × 10−6
RE /dE−S
4.27 × 10−5

ME /MS
3.69 × 10−8
RE /dE−M
01.7 × 10−7

RM /RE
.273
gS /g
6.1 × 10−4

dE−S /AU
1
gM /g
2.8 × 10−4

dE−M /AU
.00257

Table 2.1: Table gives basic data relevant for tidal effects. The subscript E, S, M refers to Earth,
Sun, Moon; R refers to radius; dX−Y refers to the distance between X and Y gS and gM refer to
accelerations induced by Sun and Moon at Earth surface. g = 9.8 m/s2 refers to the acceleration
of gravity at surface of Earth. One has also MS = 1.99 × 1030 kg and AU = 1.49 × 1011 m,
RE = 6.34 × 106 m.

The intuitive expectation is that the screening is maximum when the gravitational momentum flux travels longest path in the Earth’s interior. The maximal difference of radial accelerations
associated with opposite sides of Earth along the line of sight to Moon/Sun provides a convenient
manner to distinguish between Newtonian and TGD based models:

|∆g ⊥,N | =
|∆g ⊥,T GD | =

RE
,
r3
1
4GM × 2 .
r
4GM ×

(2.5.7)

The ratio of the effects predicted by TGD and Newtonian models would be

|∆g ⊥,T GD |
|∆g ⊥,N |
rM
RE

=

r
,
RE

=

60.2 ,

rS
= 2.34 × 104 .
RE

(2.5.8)

The amplitude for the oscillatory variation of the pressure gradient caused by Sun would be
∆|∇pS | =

2
vE
' 6.1 × 10−4 g
rE

and the pressure gradient would be reduced during night-time. The corresponding amplitude in
the case of Moon is given by
∆|∇ps |
MS
rM 3
=
×(
) ' 2.17 .
∆|∇pM |
MM
rS
∆|∇pM is in a good approximation smaller by a factor of 1/2 and given by ∆|∇pM | = 2.8 × 10−4 g.
Thus the contributions are of same order of magnitude.
One can imagine two simple qualitative killer predictions assuming maximal gravitational
screening.
1. Solar eclipse should induce anomalous tidal effects induced by the screening in the shadow
of the Moon.
2. The comparison of solar and moon eclipses might kill the scenario. The screening would
imply that inside the shadow the tidal effects are of same order of magnitude at both sides
of Earth for Sun-Earth-Moon configuration but weaker at night-side for Sun-Moon-Earth
situation.
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An interesting co-incidence
The value of ∆f /f = 5 × 10−4 in experiment of Jeverdan is exactly equal to v0 = 2−11 , which
appears in the formula ~gr = GM m/v0 for the favored values of the gravitational Planck constant.
The predictions are ∆f /f ≤ ∆p/p ' 3 × 10−4 . Powers of 1/v0 appear also as favored scalings of
Planck constant in the TGD inspired quantum model of bio-systems based on dark matter [K14].
This co-incidence would suggest the quantization formula
gE
gS

=

MS
R2
× 2E = v0
ME
rE

(2.5.9)

for the ratio of the gravitational accelerations caused by Earth and Sun on an object at the surface
of Earth.
It must be however admitted that the larger variation in the magnitude and even sign of
the effect does not favor this kind of interpretation.
Summary of the predicted new effects
Let us sum up the basic predictions of the model assuming maximal gravitational screening.
1. The first prediction is the gradual increase of the oscillation frequency of the conical pendulum
by ∆f /f ≤ 3 × 10−4 to maximum and back during night-time in case that the pendulum has
vanishing Z 0 charge. Also a periodic variation of the frequency and a periodic rotation of the
oscillation plane with period co-inciding with Moon’s rotation period is predicted. Already
Allais observed both 24 hour cycle and cycle which is slightly longer and due to the fact that
Moon rates around Earth.
2. A paraconical pendulum with initial position, which corresponds to the resting position in the
normal situation should begin to oscillate during solar eclipse. This effect is testable by fixing
the pendulum to the resting position and releasing it during the eclipse. The amplitude of
the oscillation corresponds to the angle between g and g + ∆g given in a good approximation
by

sin[Θ(g, g + ∆g)]

=

∆g
sin[Θ(g, ∆g)] .
g

(2.5.10)

An upper bound for the amplitude would be Θ ≤ 3×10−4 , which corresponds to.015 degrees.
Z 0 charge of the pendulum would modify this simple picture.
3. Gravitational screening should cause a reduction of tidal effects at the “night-side” of Moon/Sun.
The reduction should be maximum at “midnight”. This reduction together with the fact that
the tidal effects of Moon and Sun at the day side are of same order of magnitude could explain
some anomalies know to be associated with the tidal effects [F5]. A further prediction is the
day-night variation of the atmospheric and sea pressure gradients with amplitude which is
for Sun 3 × 10−4 g and for Moon 1.3 × 10−3 g.
To sum up, the predicted anomalous tidal effects and the explanation of the limiting oscillation plane in terms of stronger dissipation in rotational degree of freedom could kill the model
assuming only gravitational screening.
Comparison with experimental results
The experimental results look mutually contradictory in the context provided by the model assuming only screening. Some experiments find no anomaly at all as one learns from [E2]. There are
also measurements supporting the existence of an effect but with varying sign and quite different
orders of magnitude. Either the experimental determinations cannot be trusted or the model is
too simple.
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1. The increase (!) of the frequency observed by Jeverdan and collaborators reported in
Wikipedia article [E2] for Foucault pendulum is ∆f /f ' 5 × 10−4 would support the model
even quantitatively since this value is only by a factor 5/3 higher than the maximal effect
allowed by the screening model. Unfortunately, I do not have an access to the paper of Jeverdan et al to find out the value of cos(Θ) in the experimental arrangement and whether there
is indeed a decrease of the period as claimed in Wikipedia article. In [E19] two experiments
supporting an effect ∆g/g = x × 10−4 , x = 1.5 or 2.6 but the sign of the effect is different in
these experiments.
2. Allais reported an anomaly ∆g/g ∼ 5×10−6 during 1954 eclipse [E5]. According to measurements by authors of [E19] the period of oscillation increases and one has ∆g/g ∼ 5 × 10−6 .
Popescu and Olenici report a decrease of the oscillation period by (∆g/g)cos(Θ) ' 1.4×10−5 .
3. In [E24] a reduction of vertical gravitational acceleration ∆g/g = (7.0±2.7)×10−9 is reported:
this is by a factor 10−5 smaller than the result of Jeverdan.
4. Small pressure waves with ∆p/p = 2 × 10−5 are registered by some micro-barometers [E5]
and might relate to the effect since pressure gradient and gravitational acceleration should
compensate each other. ∆gcos(Θ)/g would be about 7 per cent of its maximum value for
Earth-Sun system in this case. The knowledge of the sign of pressure variation would tell
whether effective gravitational force is screened or amplified by Moon.

2.5.3

Allais Effect As Evidence For Large Values Of Gravitational Planck
Constant?

One can represent rather general counter arguments against the models based on Z 0 conductivity
and gravitational screening if one takes seriously the puzzling experimental findings concerning
frequency change.
1. Allais effect identified as a rotation of oscillation plane seems to be established and seems
to be present always and can be understood in terms of torque implying limiting oscillation
plane.
2. During solar eclipses Allais effect however becomes much stronger. According to Olenici’s
experimental work the effect appears always when massive objects form collinear structures.
3. The behavior of the change of oscillation frequency seems puzzling. The sign of the frequency
increment varies from experiment to experiment and its magnitude varies within five orders
of magnitude.
What one an conclude about general pattern for ∆f /f ?
The above findings allow to make some important conclusions about the nature of Allais effect.
1. Some genuinely new dynamical effect should take place when the objects are collinear. If
gravitational screening would cause the effect the frequency would always grow but this is
not the case.
2. If stellar objects and also ring like dark matter structures possibly assignable to their orbits
are Z 0 conductors, one obtains screening effect by polarization and for the ring like structure
the resulting effectively 2-D dipole field behaves as 1/ρ2 so that there are hopes of obtaining
large screening effects and if the Z 0 charge of pendulum is allow to have both signs, one
might hope of being to able to explain the effect. It is however difficult to understand why
this effect should become so strong in the collinear case.
3. The apparent randomness of the frequency change suggests that interference effect made
possible by the gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant is in question. On the other
hand, the dependence of ∆g/g on pendulum suggests a breaking of Equivalence Principle.
It however turns out that the variation of the distances of the pendulum to Sun and Moon
can explain the experimental findings since the pendulum turns out to act as a sensitive
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gravitational interferometer. An apparent breaking of Equivalence Principle could result if
the effect is partially caused by genuine gauge forces, say dark classical Z 0 force, which can
have arbitrarily long range in TGD Universe.
4. If topological light rays (MEs) provide a microscopic description for gravitation and other
gauge interactions one can envision these interactions in terms of MEs extending from
Sun/Moon radially to pendulum system. What comes in mind that in a collinear configuration the signals along S-P MEs and M-P MEs superpose linearly so that amplitudes are
summed and interference terms give rise to an anomalous effect with a very sensitive dependence on the difference of S-P and M-P distances and possible other parameters of the
problem. One can imagine several detailed variants of the mechanism. It is possible that
signal from Sun combines with a signal from Earth and propagates along Moon-Earth ME
or that the interferences of these signals occurs at Earth and pendulum.
5. Interference suggests macroscopic quantum effect in astrophysical length scales and thus
gravitational Planck constants given by ~gr = GM m/v0 , where v0 = 2−11 is the favored
value, should appear in the model. Since ~gr = GM m/v0 depends on both masses this could
give also a sensitive dependence on mass of the pendulum. One expects that the anomalous
force is proportional to ~gr and is therefore gigantic as compared to the effect predicted for
the ordinary value of Planck constant.
Model for interaction via gravitational MEs with large Planck constant
Restricting the consideration for simplicity only gravitational MEs, a concrete model for the situation would be as follows.
1. The picture based on topological light rays suggests that the gravitational force between two
objects M and m has the following expression

FM,m

=

p(λ)

=

Z
GM m
=
|S(λ, r)|2 p(λ)dλ
r2
GM m
hgr (M, m)2π
, ~gr =
.
λ
v0 (M, m)

(2.5.11)

p(λ) denotes the momentum of the gravitational wave propagating along ME. v0 can depend on (M, m) pair. The interpretation is that |S(λ, r)|2 gives the rate for the emission of
gravitational waves propagating along ME connecting the masses, having wave length λ, and
being absorbed by m at distance r.
2. Assume that S(λ, r) has the decomposition

S(λ, r)
exp [ik(λ)r]
R(λ)

exp [ik(λ)r]
,
r
= exp [ip(λ)r/~gr (M, m)] ,

= R(λ)exp [iΦ(λ)]
= |S(λ, r)| .

(2.5.12)

The phases exp(iΦ(λ)) might be interpreted in terms of scattering matrix. The simplest
assumption is Φ(λ) = 0 turns out to be consistent with the experimental findings. The
substitution of this expression to the above formula gives the condition

Z

|R(λ)|2

dλ
λ

=

v0 .

Consider now a model for the Allais effect based on this picture.

(2.5.13)
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1. In the non-collinear case one obtains just the standard Newtonian prediction for the net forces
caused by Sun and Moon on the pendulum since ZS,P and ZM,P correspond to non-parallel
MEs and there is no interference.
2. In the collinear case the interference takes place. If interference occurs for identical momenta,
the interfering wavelengths are related by the condition

p(λS,P )

=

p(λM,P .

(2.5.14)

This gives

λM,P
λS,P

=

~M,P
~S,P

=

MM v0 (S, P )
.
MS v0 (M, P )

(2.5.15)

3. The net gravitational force is given by

Z
Fgr

∆Fgr
x

=

|Z(λ, rS,P ) + Z(λ/x, rM,P )|2 p(λ)dλ

= Fgr (S, P ) + Fgr (M, P ) + ∆Fgr ,
Z
 ~gr (S, P )2π

dλ ,
= 2 Re S(λ, rS,P )S(λ/x, rM,P ))
λ
~S,P
MS v0 (M, P )
=
.
=
~M,P
MM v0 (S, P )

(2.5.16)

Here rM,P is the distance between Moon and pendulum. The anomalous term ∆Fgr would
be responsible for the Allais effect and change of the frequency of the oscillator.
4. The anomalous gravitational acceleration can be written explicitly as

∆agr

=

I

=

yM

=

GMS
1
2
×I ,
rS rM v0 (S, P )


Z
(yS rS − xyM rM ) dλ
R(λ)R(λ/x)cos Φ(λ) − Φ(λ/x) + 2π
,
lambda
λ
rM,P
rS,P
, yS =
.
rM
rS

(2.5.17)

Here the parameter yM (yS ) is used express the distance rM,P (rS,P ) between pendulum
and Moon (Sun) in terms of the semi-major axis rM (rS )) of Moon’s (Earth’s) orbit. The
interference term is sensitive to the ratio 2π(yS rS − xyM rM )/λ. For short wave lengths the
integral is expected to not give a considerable contribution so that the main contribution
should come from long wave lengths. The gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant
and its dependence on the masses implies that the anomalous force has correct form and can
also be large enough.
5. If one poses no boundary conditions on MEs the full continuum of wavelengths is allowed.
For very long wave lengths the sign of the cosine terms oscillates so that the value of the
integral is very sensitive to the values of various parameters appearing in it. This could
explain random looking outcome of experiments measuring ∆f /f . One can also consider
the possibility that MEs satisfy periodic boundary conditions so that only wave lengths
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λn = 2rS /n are allowed: this implies sin(2πyS rS /λ) = 0. Assuming this, one can write the
magnitude of the anomalous gravitational acceleration as

∆agr

=

I

=

GMS
1
×
×I ,
rS,P rM,P
v0 (S, P )


∞
X
2rS,P
xyM rM
2rS,P
)R(
)(−1)n cos Φ(n) − Φ(xn) + nπ
.
R(
n
nx
yS rS
n=1

2

(2.5.18)
If R(λ) decreases as λk , k > 0, at short wavelengths, the dominating contribution corresponds
to the lowest harmonics. In all terms except cosine terms one can approximate rS,P resp.
rM,P with rS resp. rM .
6. The presence of the alternating sum gives hopes for explaining the strong dependence of the
anomaly term on the experimental arrangement. The reason is that the value of xyrM /rS
appearing in the argument of cosine is rather large:
yM
yM MS rM v0 (M, P )
v0 (M, P )
xyM rM
' 6.95671837 × 104 ×
.
=
×
yS rS
yS MM rS v0 (S, P )
yS
v0 (S, P )
The values of cosine terms are very sensitive to the exact value of the factor MS rM /MM rS
and the above expression is probably not quite accurate value. As a consequence, the values
)
and signs of the cosine terms are very sensitive to the values of yM /yS and vv00(M,P
(S,P ) .
The value of yM /yS varies from experiment to experiment and this alone could explain
the high variability of ∆f /f . The experimental arrangement would act like interferometer
measuring the distance ratio rM,P /rS,P . Hence it seems that the condition

v0 (S, P )
v0 (M, P )

6= const.

(2.5.19)

implying breaking of Equivalence Principle is not necessary to explain the variation of the
sign of ∆f /f and one can assume v0 (S, P ) = v0 (M, P ) ≡ v0 . One can also assume Φ(n) = 0.
Scaling law
The assumption of the scaling law

R(λ)

=

R0 (

λ k
)
λ0

(2.5.20)

is very natural in light of conformal invariance and masslessness of gravitons and allows to make
the model more explicit. With the choice λ0 = rS the anomaly term can be expressed in the form

∆agr
K

∞
X
GMS 22k+1 MM k
(−1)n
(
) R0 (S, P )R0 (M, P ) ×
cos [Φ(n) − Φ(xn) + nπK] ,
rS rM v0
MS
n2k
n=1
rM
yM
= x×
×
.
rS
yS
(2.5.21)

'

The normalization condition of Eq. 6.3.42 reads in this case as
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k
∆g
gcos(Θ)

1
1.1 × 10−9

1/2
4.3 × 10−6

1/4
1.97 × 10−4

Table 2.2: Table gives overall magnitudes of the effect for k = 1, 2/2 and 1/4 as predicted by the
model.

R02

v0 ×

=

2π

P

v0
1
1 2k+1 = πζ(2k + 1) .
(
)
n n

(2.5.22)

Note the shorthand v0 (S/M, P ) = v0 . The anomalous gravitational acceleration is given by
s
∆agr

=

X

=

Y

=

∞

X (−1)n
v0 (M, P ) GMS
× XY ×
cos [Φ(n) − Φ(xn) + nπK] ,
2
v0 (S, P ) rS
n2k
n=1

rS
MM k
×(
) ,
rM
MS
1
1
P
.
=
πζ(2k + 1)
π n ( n1 )2k+1

22k ×

(2.5.23)

It is clear that a reasonable order of magnitude for the effect can be obtained if k is small enough
and that this is essentially due to the gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant.
The simplest model consistent with experimental findings assumes v0 (M, P ) = v0 (S, P ) and
Φ(n) = 0 and gives
∆agr
gcos(Θ)
X
Y
K

∞

=

X (−1)n
GMS
× XY ×
cos(nπK) ,
2
rS g
n2k
n=1

rS
MM k
×(
) ,
rM
MS
1
1
P
=
,
=
πζ(2k + 1)
π n ( n1 )2k+1
rM
yM
MS
= x×
×
, x=
.
rS
yS
MM
=

22k ×

(2.5.24)

Numerical estimates
To get a numerical grasp to the situation one can use MS /MM ' 2.71 × 107 , rS /rM ' 389.1, and
(MS rM /MM rS ) ' 1.74 × 104 . The overall order of magnitude of the effect would be
∆g
GMS
∼ XY × 2 cos(Θ) ,
g
RS g
GMS
RS2 g

' 6 × 10−4 .

(2.5.25)

The overall magnitude of the effect is determined by the factor XY .
1. For k = 0 the normalization factor is proportional to 1/ζ(1) and diverges and it seems that
this option cannot work.
2. Table 2.2 gives the predicted overall magnitudes of the effect for k = 1, 2/2 and 1/4.
For k = 1 the effect is too small to explain even the findings of [E24] since there is also a
kinematic reduction factor coming from cos(Θ). Therefore k < 1 suggesting fractal behavior
is required. For k = 1/2 the effect is of same order of magnitude as observed by Allais. The
alternating sum equals in a good approximation to -.693 for yS /yM = 1 so that it is not
possible to explain the finding ∆f /f ' 5 × 10−4 of Jeverdan.
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3. For k = 1/4 the expression for ∆agr reads as

∞
X
(−1)n
cos(nπK)
n1/2
n=1

∆agr
gcos(Θ)

'

1.97 × 10−4

K

=

yM
MS rM
u , u=
' 6.95671837 × 104 .
yS
MM rS

,
(2.5.26)

The sensitivity of cosine terms to the precise value of yM /yS gives good hopes of explaining
the strong variation of ∆f /f and also the findings of Jeverdan. Numerical experimentation
indeed shows that the sign of the cosine sum alternates and its value increases as yM /yS
increases in the range [1, 2].
The eccentricities of the orbits of Moon resp. Earth are eM = .0549 resp. eE √= .017.
Denoting semimajor and semiminor axes by a and b one has ∆ = (a − b)/a = 1 − 1 − e2 .
∆M = 15×10−4 resp. ∆E = 1.4×10−4 characterizes the variation of yM resp. yM due to the
non-circularity of the orbits of Moon resp. Earth. The ratio RE /rM = .0166 characterizes
the range of the variation ∆yM = ∆rM,P /rM ≤ RE /rM due to the variation of the position of
the laboratory. All these numbers are large enough to imply large variation of the argument
of cosine term even for n = 1 and the variation due to the position at the surface of Earth is
especially large.
The duration of full eclipse is of order
p 8 minutes which corresponds to angle φ2= 2π/902 and
2 + R2 sin2 (π/90) − r )/r
at equator roughly to a ∆yN = ( rM
M
M ' (π/90) RE /2rM '
E
−7
1.7 × 10 . Thus the change of argument of n = 1 cosine term during full eclipse is of order
∆Φ = .012π at equator. The duration of the eclipse itself is of order two 2 hours giving
∆yM ' 3.4 × 10−5 and the change ∆Φ = 2.4π of the argument of n = 1 cosine term.

2.5.4

Could Z 0 Force Be Present?

One can understand the experimental results without a breaking of Equivalence Principle if the
pendulum acts as a quantum gravitational interferometer. One cannot exclude the possibility that
there is also a dependence on pendulum. In this case one would have a breaking of Equivalence
Principle, which could be tested using several penduli in the same experimental arrangement.
The presence of Z 0 force could induce an apparent breaking of Equivalence Principle. The most
plausible option is Z 0 MEs with large Planck constant. One can consider also an alternative purely
classical option, which does not involve large values of Planck constant.
Could purely classical Z 0 force allow to understand the variation of ∆f /f ?
In the earlier model of the Allais effect (see Appendix) I proposed that the classical Z 0 force could
be responsible for the effect. TGD indeed predicts that any object with gravitational mass must
have non-vanishing em and Z 0 charges but leaves their magnitude and sign open.
1. If both Sun, Earth, and pendulum have Z 0 charges, one might even hope of understanding why the sign of the outcome of the experiment varies since he ratio of Z 0 charge to
gravitational mass and even the sign of Z 0 charge of the pendulum might vary. Constant
charge-to-mass ratio is of course the simplest hypothesis so that only an effective scaling of
gravitational constant would be in question. A possible test is to use several penduli in the
same experiment and find whether they give rise to same effect or not.
2. If Moon and Earth are Z 0 conductors, a Z 0 surface charge cancelling the tangential component of Z 0 force at the surface of Earth is generated and affects the vertical component of the
force experienced by the pendulum. The vertical component of Z 0 force is 2FZ cos(θ) and
thus proportional to cos(Θ) as also the effective screening force below the shadow of Moon
during solar eclipse. When Sun is in a vertical direction, the induced dipole contribution
doubles the radial Z 0 force near surface and the effect due to the gravitational screening
would be maximal. For Sun in horizon there would be no Z 0 force and gravitational tidal
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effect of Sun would vanish in the first order so that over all anomalous effect would be smallest possible: for a full screening ∆f /f ' ∆g 2 /4g 2 ' 4.5 × 10−8 would be predicted. One
might hope that the opposite sign of gravitational and Z 0 contributions could be enough to
explain the varying sign of the overall effect.
3. It seems necessary to have a screening effect associated with gravitational force in order to
understand the rapid variation of the effect during the eclipse. The fact that the maximum
effect corresponds to a maximum gravitational screening suggests that it is present and
determines the general scale of variation for the effect. If the maximal Z 0 charge of the
pendulum is such that Z 0 force is of the same order of magnitude as the maximal screening of
the gravitational force and of opposite sign (that is attractive), one could perhaps understand
the varying sign of the effect but the effect would develop continuously and begin before the
main eclipse. If the sign of Z 0 charge of pendulum can vary, there is no difficulty in explaining
the varying sign of the effect. An interesting possibility is that Moon, Sun and Earth have
dark matter halos so that also gravitational screening could begin before the eclipse. The real
test for the effect would come from tidal effects unless one can guarantee that the pendulum
is Z 0 neutral or its Z 0 charge/mass ratio is always the same.
4. As noticed also by Allais, Newtonian theory does not give a satisfactory account of the tidal
forces and there is possibility that tides give a quantitative grasp on situation. If Earth
is Z 0 conductor tidal effects should be determined mainly by the gravitational force and
modified by its screening whereas Z 0 force would contribute mainly to the pressure waves
accompanying the shadows of Moon and Sun. The sign and magnitude of pressure waves
below Sun and Moon could give a quantitative grasp of Z 0 forces of Sun and Moon. Z 0 surface
charge would have opposite signs at the opposite sides of Earth along the line connecting
Earth to Moon resp. Sun and depending on sign of Z 0 force the screening and Z 0 force would
tend to amplify or cancel the net anomalous effect on pressure.
5. A strong counter argument against the model based on Z 0 force is that collinear configurations are reached in continuous manner from non-collinear ones in the case of Z 0 force and the
fact that gravitational screening does not conform with the varying sign of the discontinuous
effect occurring during the eclipse. It would seem that the effect in question is more general
than screening and perhaps more like quantum mechanical interference effect in astrophysical
length scale.
Could Z 0 MEs with large Planck constant be present?
The previous line of arguments for gravitational MEs generalizes in a straightforward manner to
the case of Z 0 force. Generalizing the expression for the gravitational Planck constant one has
2
~Z 0 = gZ
QZ (M )QZ (m)/v0 . Assuming proportionality of Z 0 charge to gravitational mass one
obtains formally similar expression for the Z 0 force as in previous case. If QZ /M ratio is constant,
Equivalence Principle holds true for the effective gravitational interaction if the sign of Z 0 charge
is fixed. The breaking of Equivalence Principle would come naturally from the non-constancy
of the v0 (S, P )/v0 (M, P ) ratio also in the recent case. The variation of the sign of ∆f /f would
be explained in a trivial manner by the variation of the sign of Z 0 charge of pendulum but this
explanation is not favored by Occam’s razor.

2.6

Dark Z 0 Force In Astrophysical Length Scales

The findings of Shnoll give support for the predicted importance of dark Z 0 force in astrophysical
length scales.

2.6.1

The Regularities In Radio Active Decay Rates Linked To Astrophysical Cycles

Russian scientists have discovered regularities in the rates of radio active, chemical and biochemical
processes linked to astrophysical periodicities. The observations of Shnoll and his collaborators
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summarizing work of forty years, were published for a couple years ago in a respected Russian
science journal [E21], [E21], but have been greeted with silence in media. It took two years before
I learned from the discovery (I am grateful for Prof. Adrian Klein for informing me about the
work). This silence strengthens further my impression that theoretical physicists have concluded
that superstrings provide the final truth about everything above and below Planck length scale, and
have therefore decided to turn their back to the empirical science. Also the fact that the discovery
of Shnoll and his collaborators is in strong a conflict with the basic dogma of reductionism which is
a basic tenet of standard physics including superstring models, might explain the peculiar silence.
Certainly, at the times of Einstein empirical discovery of this caliber would have been a major
scientific event.
Dark Z 0 force as explanation of the observations
The observations of Shnoll and collaborators can be summarized by two statements.
1. The rate distributions for radio active decays and chemical and biochemical processes do not
converge to single bell curve as suggested by quantum randomness plus standard model but
to distributions which have several pronounced peaks.
2. The shapes of the rate curves seem to be similar to widely different reactions (radio-active
decays, chemical and biochemical processes) but they fluctuate with time and fluctuation
periods correspond to various astrophysical periods: day, month, year, ...
The latter observation suggests strongly that there is an astrophysical factor, presumably
some unidentified long range force, involved. In standard physics gravitational force is the only
candidate but the effects caused by the gravitational force are quite too weak. In TGD situation
is different and the observations of Shnoll provide and additional piece to the picture constructed
during the last decade.
1. TGD predicts that all massive bodies necessarily generate long range Coulombic dark Z 0
force. This is mathematical necessity: only the strength of this force can vary. This interaction is instantaneous: entire system behaves like single coherent whole, a comparison
with a biological organism might not be far fetched. This force is however extremely weak
in astrophysical length scales. TGD predicts also “massless extremals” (MEs), which can
also carry classical Z 0 fields. Classical signals propagating with light velocity over cosmic
distances would be in question now. There is no attenuation since essentially a radiation
propagating in a wave guide is in question. Since these signals propagate along their own
space-time sheets, the interaction with the cosmic microwave background does not attenuate
them. The absence of dispersion means that information is preserved during the propagation
of the classical field. The nondeterminism of the light-like vacuum current associated with
ME at a given point of ME allows arbitrary pulse shapes and makes MEs optimal for the
coding of information. These and some other properties of MEs explain with MEs are in key
role in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and life [K16].
2. p-Adic fractality suggests [K86] that the dark Z 0 charge of a macroscopic object per volume
defined by the p-adic length scale is essentially same irrespective of its size. This means
that small objects have the highest Z 0 charge per mass ratio and respond to the classical Z 0
fields most intensely. The objects in the meter scale still have Z 0 charge densities making
possible small effects. For astrophysical objects like Earth Z 0 charge is so small that it has no
appreciable effects on the motion of Earth in Z 0 field of Sun. Somewhat surprisingly, dark Z 0
force is predicted to become important already in nuclear physics length scale. Dark Z 0 force
is expected to be especially important in the length scale range 10 nm-2.5 µm containing the
p-adic length scales of four Gaussian Mersennes.
3. Classical Z 0 force predicts variations in the rates of the radio active decays since it ultimately
couples with exotic quarks of atomic nuclei at the long color bonds connecting different
nucleons. This happens if the color bond is charged and thus also possesses weak gauge
charge. Thus the coupling of matter to astrophysical Z 0 MEs could explain the observations
of Shnoll and collaborators just as it explains the findings of Allais.
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It has been already earlier found that the beta decay of tritium (neutron decays to proton+
electron+ antineutrino) exhibits anomaly when the energy of the neutrino is very small
[K100]. Also this decay exhibits periodic variations with several periods: one of them is year.
This inspired the assumption that Earth’s orbit is surrounded by a dark neutrino belt which
has density which is not constant along the orbit and causes the effects.
4. The fluctuation of also chemical and biochemical reaction rates with the astrophysical periods
lends a strong support for the hypothesis that Z 0 force is a crucial element in chemical and
biological systems. For instance, classical Z 0 force explains chirality selection which is a
mystery in standard physics since huge parity breaking effect is in question [K86]. In TGD
inspired theory of consciousness Z 0 force is in a key role: perhaps ZEG might be some day
regarded as a basic carrier of information about contents of of consciousness besides EEG.
I have proposed that the quantum physics behind hearing could involves what I have used
to call “cognitive neutrino pairs” and dark Z 0 force in the length scale of the cell membrane
[K45]. Two decades later the idea about cognitive neutrino pairs looks unrealistic. Also dark
neutrino super conductivity could define an important piece in the jigsaw of consciousness.
Atoms and ions of condensed matter with anomalous weak charges can also behave as Z 0
super conductors and Z 0 magnetic cyclotron frequencies could represent important ZEG
frequencies.
5. One must notice that also the spectrum for Planck constants could give a spectrum of rates
due to the fact that higher order corrections to the decay rates depend on Planck constant
assuming that lowest order term corresponds to ~0 , the classical approximation.
Several process rates and many-sheeted space-time
How to explain the fact that there are several average process rates leading to the replacement
of bell curve with a many-peaked curve? One can imagine several explanations. The essential
element of explanation is that classical Z 0 forces of both local and astrophysical origin affect the
rates and that Z 0 field has different strengths in different parts of the system.
The first possibility is that the internal Z 0 forces vary in different parts of system. Second
possibility is that external Z 0 force has effectively several strengths: this is quite possible in the
many-sheeted space-time. The space-time sheets at which processes occur, can be “glued” by
topological sum operation to a larger space-time sheet. If this larger space-time sheet is not always
the same, the external Z 0 force varies according to which sheet the topological condensation occurs
on. This gives rise to many-peaked rate curve. This many-peaked structure would be universal and
highly independent of a type of process studied. Besides the p-adic length scale Le (k = 169), which
corresponds to the space-time sheet of neutrinos √
usually, the space-time sheets characterized by
the scaled up electron Compton lengths Le (k) = 5L(k), k = 151, 157, 163, 167, varying between
10 nanometers and 2.6 micrometers, are especially interesting in this respect since they correspond
to the counterparts of Mersenne primes for Gaussian primes (having the form (1 + i)k − 1) and are
predicted to be fundamental biological length scales. Note also that the “cognitive antineutrinos”
are assumed to be associated with k = 151 space-time sheet in TGD inspired quantum model
of hearing. Note that these four p-adic length scales might correlate directly with qualitatively
different levels in the evolution of life.
Bio-control over cosmic distances?
What is interesting is that classical Z 0 force might make possible bio-control over cosmic distances.
The p-adic length scales associated with Gaussian Mersennes are in length scale 10 nm-2.5 µm suggests that objects with cell size have the highest Z 0 charge per mass ratio. Coherently changing
cosmic Z 0 fields could simultaneously induce effects on bio-matter in cosmic scales: erratic interpretation of these effects as signals would lead to a conclusion that signals have propagated with
super-luminal velocity. Massless extremals (MEs) accompanied by classical Z 0 fields might make
possible communication and control. Cell size objects (or possibly objets with sizes between cell
membrane thickness and cell size) would serve as optimal receivers. One can also speculate with
the possible connection between the ubiquitous 1/f noise and classical Z 0 fields associated with
MEs of possibly cosmic size [K37, K36]. The work done to detect signals sent by extra-terrestrial
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civilizations has not yielded positive results hitherto. A possible explanation is that electromagnetic signals are not used for communication purposes by advanced civilizations. One can consider
also the possibility that these signals are coded into classical Z 0 fields propagating along MEs and
that the mysterious 1/f noise contains these signals.

2.6.2

Torsion Fields Or Z 0 Fields

Torsion fields have been used to explain the anomalous effects related to spinning systems, in
particular breaking of parity. In general relativity framework the coupling of torsion fields is quite
too weak to explain these anomalies. Long ranged weak fields created by dark matter, in particular
Z 0 field, can however explain these effects.
The concept of torsion field
The common denominator of most anomalous effects is the presence of spinning objects. This
naturally led to the idea that the so called torsion field coupling to spin density could provide an
explanation for the anomalous effects. In order to avoid confusion it is useful to notice that the
concept of torsion has several meanings.
1. The concept of torsion and its connection with spin was introduced already by E. Cartan. It
is possible to introduce torsion into Einstein’s theory of gravitation as a dynamical pseudo
vector field defined as the tensor dual for the antisymmetrized Christoffel symbols for nonmetric connection [H56, H21, H58, H13, H24]. This however requires generaling Einstein’s
theory of gravitation based on metric connection having vanishing torsion. It turns that
spin-torsion interaction is practically a spin-spin contact interaction and that torsion fields
do not propagate in this theory. The coupling between torsion and spin is extremely weak:
about 27 orders of magnitude weaker than the constant of gravitational interactions. Also
a large number of nonlinear torsion theories have appeared: for instance, the torsion theory
of [H28] in which the coupling constant of spin torsion interactions is of order 10−5 − 10−6 .
In TGD framework torsion in this sense is not possible since TGD relies on metric geometry.
2. Topological torsion can be defined as a topological current defined by the inner product
E · B of electric and magnetic fields (“instanton density”) proportional to the divergence
of the axial vector density T µ = µαβγ Aα Fβγ [B11]. The integral of this quantity over a
closed 3-surface is topological invariant of em field. Topological torsion is obviously not an
independent dynamical degree of freedom. In TGD the vanishing of the invariant implies
that E and B are nonorthogonal in the interior of the integration volume and this in turn
means that classical Z 0 field accompanies em field and also that parity breaking occurs due
to the axial couplings of Z 0 field to fermions. The reason for this is very simple: induced
gauge field is Abelian only if the CP2 projection of the space-time surface is 2-dimensional.
This in turn automatically implies that E and B are orthogonal for all induced gauge fields
so that instanton density vanishes. Thus torsion becomes a signature for the presence of
classical Z 0 fields in TGD framework.
The effects attributed to torsion fields can be explained in terms of classical Z 0 fields
Various experimental methods to detect torsion fields and even communication methods based on
the effects of torsion fields on matter are reported [H40]. There is also a claims for evidence about
nontrivial effects of torsion fields on living matter, admittedly some of them sound rather bizarre
and must be taken with a big grain of salt. The experimental characteristics described in [H40] are
consistent with the identification of the torsion fields with classical Z 0 fields. Z 0 classical fields are
indeed in key role in TGD inspired theory of consciousness. Therefore one should be open minded
in judging the reality of the claimed effects of torsion on living matter.
1. Torsion fields are generated by classical spin. If material object spins in stationary manner,
torsion field is static. Same is true for the Z 0 magnetic field. Also the description of [H40]
for the topology of the torsion field generated by spinning object resembles dipole magnetic
field and nontrivial gyroscopic effects result when object spins in non-stationary manner.
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This is true also for Z 0 fields: nonstationary rotation generates by Faraday’s induction law
rotational Z 0 electric fields. In TGD large gravitational effects are possible since induced
metric and classical gauge fields can both expressed in terms of CP2 coordinates and the
4
constraint of being imbeddable to M+
× CP2 generates strong constraint forces.
2. According to [H40], some materials are known to serve as shields against torsion fields. In
the similar manner Z 0 diamagnets serve as shields against Z 0 magnetic fields. The shielding
is expected to occur in the space-time sheet labelled by the p-adic prime p ' 2k , k = 169,
which according to TGD inspired model of condensed matter, is neutrino super conductor
of type I. Note that this space-time sheet corresponds to the space-time sheet of epithelial
sheets consisting of two cell layers and is fundamental in TGD based theory of consciousness.
3. Torsion fields are predicted to be generated by any spinning material structure [H40]. For
Z 0 magnetic fields in condensed matter would occur if nuclei of condensed matter carry
anomalous Z 0 charges due to the charging of color bonds having exotic quarks at their ends.
The quarks would couple to scaled down copies of weak bosons with weak length scale of
order atomic radius.
4. Spin polarization creates torsion fields [H40] and torsion fields affect spin structure of matter.
This is suggested to explain the “magnetization of water” [H40], that is the effect of ordinary
magnet on biological activity of distilled water, which is diamagnetic substance. As already
noticed “torsion fields” are reported to have biological effects (for references see [H40]. According to the model of [K86] water the anomalous properties of water are essentially to the
dark nuclear Z 0 force and it would not be surprising if this kind of effects would occur.
5. One should have a good explanation for why classical Z 0 fields have not been observed until
during last decades. That dark matter generates these fields, is certainly such an explanation.
6. Faraday’s law of induction holds true for the classical Z 0 fields and effects revealing nonelectromagnetic induction effect give support for the TGD based picture. One effect of
this kind relates to a configuration involving two parallel conducting disks on top of each
other [H29]. The lower disk rotates. If the angular velocity of the lower disk is gradually
increased, the disk above it begins to rotate in opposite direction so that friction cannot
cause this effect.
A possible explanation is based on Faraday’s induction law. When the rotation velocity
increases, the static Z 0 magnetic field changes and gives rise to rotational Z 0 electric field,
the flow lines of which circulate around the rotation axis. This in turn implies classical Z 0
Coulomb force on nuclei of the disk (assumed to have dark weak charge) accelerating them
in opposite directions. The rotation of nucleons is perceived as macroscopic rotation. By the
principle of least action the direction of rotation must be such that it generates Z 0 magnetic
field in direction opposite to that of the original field and this means that upper disk begins
to rotate in direction opposite to that of the lower disk. It is not clear whether torsion field
picture could explain this effect.
7. The weight loss of a spinning gyroscope involves strong parity breaking effect and the parity
breaking couplings of the classical Z 0 field readily explain the symmetry breaking. To explain
the effect in picture based on torsion fields would require ad hoc assumptions about the
coupling of torsion field to classical spin.

2.7

How To Test The Presence Of The Z 0 Force In Micrometermillimeter Length Scale Range?

p-Adic fractality suggests that the density of dark Z 0 charge scales as 1/L3p . The model for atomic
nuclei predicts that the density of dark Z 0 charge is few units per atomic volume in condensed
matter. This predicts that the Z 0 force is comparable to the gravitational force below length scale
of order 2-20 µm.
In general, the values of G determined using Cavendish experiment have unexpectedly large
range of variation although the accuracies of individual experiments are rather high. Variations of
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k
Lp /m
k
Lp /m
k
Lp /m

127
2.04E − 12
151
8.33E − 9
179
1.37E − 4

131
8.19E − 12
157
6.69E − 8
181
2.74E − 4

137
6.53E − 11
163
5.34E − 7
191
8.85E − 3

139
1.31E − 10
167
2.13E − 6
193
1.75E − 2

Table 2.3: p-Adic length scales Lp = 2k−127 L127 , p ' 2k , L127 ≡
possibly relevant to condensed matter physics.

√
π 5+Y
me

149
4.18E − 9
173
1.71E − 5

, Y = .0317, k prime,

.01 − 1 per cent are present [E3]. There is also Cavendish experiment performed by Kruse [E27]
determining gravitational constant using small rigidly connected metal spheres forming torsion
pendulum. The measured value of the gravitational constant was found to be 89 per cent of the
standard value! Since Z 0 force between small masses is effectively eliminated in classical Cavendish
experiment, Z 0 force cannot explain these anomalies. TGD based explanation for discrepancies
could be based on some other mechanism, perhaps on the redistribution of the gravitational flux
of the big masses leading to effective change of the gravitational mass.
Wuppertal group [E3] has determined gravitational constant by measuring the distance
between two gravitational penduli. This experiment is sensitive to classical Z 0 force between the
small test masses and two variants of this experiment able to test the presence of the classical Z 0
force are discussed.
One can also consider much simpler experiment determining directly the effective gravitational force between two gravitational penduli. In the first stage of the experiment the distance
from a fixed reference point to the gravitational pendulum is measured. Then second identical
gravitational pendulum is introduced on the line connecting the reference point and the first pendulum and the distance is measured again. The difference of these distances allows to deduce the
value of the effective gravitational constant.

2.7.1

Scaling Law For Dark Z 0 Charges

p-Adic length scale hypothesis
p-Adic length scale hypothesis states that p-adic primes which correspond to with p ' 2k , k power
of prime are physically preferred ones. Table 2.3 gives the list of p-adic length scales relevant for
condensed matter physics. Note that the length scales are determined only up to some numerical
constant. The fixing of Le (151) to be the thickness of cell membrane about 10−8 meters is promising
physically sensical manner to fix the overall scale factor uniquely.
Scaling hypothesis provides a quantitative model for the density of dark matter at various
p-adic length scales and follows naturally from p-adic fractality hypothesis.
p Scaling hypothesis
states that the net Z 0 charge to nuclear Z 0 charge ratio denoted by 1/ Z (p) scales as 1/L3p ,
where Lp is the p-adic length scale associated with the massive object and related to the size of
the massive object by some numerical coefficient not too far from one.
Modification of the effective gravitational constant
The scaling law for Z 0 charge implies definite prediction for the effective gravitational force between
two sufficiently small objects. Z 0 repulsion leads to the reduction of the effective gravitational force
between small test masses. The value of the effective gravitational constant for the interaction
between small test particles is

Gef f

=

(1 −

FZ
)G .
FG

(2.7.1)

where FZ and FG denote Z 0 and gravitational forces between test masses. Define Lw , as the
p-adic length scale associated with nuclear exotic weak bosons. According to [K100], one has
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Lw = nLe (113)/v0 ' xnLe (135), x ∈ [1, 2]. For n = 1 this length scale is in the range 1-2
Angstrom and for n = 3 in the range 3-6 Angstrom (this option seems to hold true in water and
living matter).
Using this input one obtains an explicit formula for FZ /FG as

FZ
FG

= αZ Q2Z (n)

1 N 2 Lw 6
(
) ,
Gm2p A2 Lp

αem QZ (n)2
,
sin(θW )cos(θW )
1
+ sin2 (θ)W ' 1/2 ,
QZ (n) =
4
sin2 (θW ) ' 0.23 .

αZ Q2Z (n)

=

(2.7.2)

Gm2p ' 10−38 is the ratio of proton mass squared to Planck mass squared (units ~ = 1, c = 1 are
used). αZ is Z 0 coupling constant strength, α ' 1/137 is fine structure constant and θW denotes
Weinberg angle, mp is proton mass and A denotes mass per atomic volume a of atom or molecule in
question. N × a3 /L3 (k) is the nuclear anomalous weak isospin per atomic volume using neutron’s
weak isospin QZ (n) as a unit and assuming p-adic fractality. 0 ≤ N << A is expected to hold
true since nuclear anomalous charge corresponds to weakly charged color bonds carrying N = ±2
units of neutrino weak isospin. The dependence of the force ratio is very sensitive to Lp : a scaling
by a factor of 2 implies a reduction by a factor 2−6 .
This gives an estimate for the length scale Lcr at which Z 0 -and gravitational forces have
same strength.

Lcr

=

1/6

N2 1
Lw .
αZ Q2Z (n) 2
A Gm2p

(2.7.3)

Numerical estimate gives

Lcr

' .07 × (

Lw
N 1/3
) ×
mm .
A
Le (139)

(2.7.4)

Consider Fe (A = 56) as an example. For N = 1 (just an ad hoc assumption) and n = 1 giving
Lw = xLe (135), the length scale in question would be Lcr = 4.85x µm for so that cell length
scale would be the critical length scale. For n = 3 one would have Lcr = 14.5x µm. By p-adic
length scale hypothesis the nearest physically favored p-adic length scale above Lcr corresponds to
Le (169) = 5 µm for n = 1, x = 1 and the nearest p-adic length scale below to Le (167) = 2.5 µm and
corresponds to the largest Gaussian Mersenne in the sequence of Gaussian Mersennes (1 + i)k − 1
labelled by k = 151, 157, 163, 167. Thus Gaussian Mersennes would correspond to length scales
for which the dark weak force wins the gravitational force. The change of the sign of the effective
gravitational coupling constant is so dramatic effect that it should certainly reveal the presence of
the new force.
The critical length scale is not very sensitive to N/A. For water with A = 18 and n = 3 one
would obtain using the same parameter values the result Lcr = 21.2 µm which is slightly above
Le (173) = 20 µm.
Interestingly, there is a little bit more than rumor that Eötwos group [E11] has found below
100 microns evidence for a deviation of the strength of gravitational force from the Newtonian
prediction at 4 sigma confidence level. The group is still performing additional tests before publishing the result. The effect is weakening of gravitational force and could thus be explained in
terms of dark Z 0 force. What is also interesting that M-theory inspired models tend to predict
that gravitational force gets stronger at these distances [E12].
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How To Directly Test The Presence Of Classical Z 0 Force?

2.7.2

Standard Cavendish experiment [E3] is based on the measurement of the torsion angle of a torsion
pendulum. Small test masses m are connected by a bar and this structure hinges from the middle
point of the bar by a thread. The introduction of the large masses located symmetrically with
respect to the origin causes a torque and the value of the gravitational constant can be deduced
from the value of the torsion angle. This experiment does not reveal the classical Z 0 force since
small masses are connected by bar fixing their mutual distance and thus effectively eliminating
classical Z 0 force.
To reveal the presence of the classical Z 0 force, one should use free gravitational penduli
and measure precisely the distance between them in equilibrium position with and without external masses to see whether the classical Z 0 interaction between the small test masses is present.
Wuppertal group [E3] has applied this method to determine the value of gravitational constant.
Thus it seems that the technology making possible to test TGD predictions might already exist.
One can consider two variants of the Wuppertal experiment [E3].
1. Large masses are located symmetrically on the opposite sides of the plane of penduli on the
line bisecting the line connecting the penduli. Therefore the net gravitational force caused by
them is parallel to the axis connecting the small masses and tends to bring the small masses
closer to each other.
2. Large masses are located on the line connecting small masses and the gravitational force
tends to pull small masses apart from each other.
One can however consider much simpler experiment. In the initial situation there is only
single pendulum and the distance from a fixed reference point to pendulum is measured. Then
second identical pendulum is introduced on the axis connecting reference point and the first pendulum and the distance to the first pendulum is measured again. From the change of the distance
the value of the effective gravitational constant is deduced. The sign of the distance increment
tells also whether the force between the penduli is attractive or repulsive. A practical manner to
perform the experiment is perhaps following.
1. Constraint the second pendulum to the configuration θ = −π so that the pendulum points
upwards where its interaction with the first pendulum is much weaker than in equilibrium
position.
2. Remove the constraint and allow the pendulum to go to the equilibrium position θ ' 0.
Direct measurement of the classical Z 0 force
Let z-axis be in the direction of Earth’s gravitational field. Let the two gravitational penduli
have length l and mass m. Assume that the suspension points have transversal distance d. It is
convenient to choose the coordinates in such a manner that penduli are at x-axis and that the
x-coordinates for the points of suspension are x = −d/2 and x = d/2. In the first situation there
is only one pendulum at x = d/2 and distance to it is measured from some point of x-axis with
coordinate X > d/2. The second pendulum is introduced at −d/2 and the change of the distance
of the first pendulum to a fixed reference point is measured.
The penduli are affected only by Earth’s gravitational force and possibly also by classical
Z 0 force which only renormalizes the effective gravitational coupling constant: G → XG. The
potential energy is thus given by

V
r12

Gm2
+ mgl [cos(θ1 ) + cos(θ2 )] ,
r12
= d + l(sin(θ1 ) + sinθ2 )) .

= −X

(2.7.5)

θi denote the deviations of the penduli from the vertical direction defined by the direction of g.
Equilibrium position corresponds to symmetric configuration θ1 = θ2 and the requirement that
potential is minimum determines the values of θi . Since extremely small deviations from θi = 0
are in question, one can linearize with respect to θi . The result is
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θ10

=

G1

=

w

=

XG1
,
1 + 4G1 w
2
g1
m RE
,
=
2
g
ME d
l
.
d

(2.7.6)

If one can directly measure the distance of the first pendulum from a point of x-axis both
in absence and presence of the second pendulum, it is possible to deduce the value of θ1 from the
relation
∆x = lθ10 ,
and from this to deduce the value of the parameter X. In excellent approximation θ1 is given by
θ1 ' Xg1 /g = X

2
m
RE
.
2
d ME

Here RE ' 6.6 × 106 meters is the radius of Earth and ME ' 6 × 1024 kg is the mass of Earth. For
d = .1 meters and m = 10−2 kg this gives θ1 ∼ 6 × 10−9 radians. If one can make the length l of
the pendulum large, the value of ∆x could perhaps be made so large that it becomes detectable.
For l = 1 m the deviation would be 10−8 meters for X = 1. Note that the value of θ1 does not
depend on the mass of the pendulum.
If classical Z 0 force is present and obeys scaling law, the value of θ1 can change its sign
and, behaving as 1/L6 as a function of the size L of the test mass, can increase dramatically for
very small test mass sizes. Also this could make the experiment feasible. The mere decrease of
the distance would immediately tell that the net force is repulsive. One must however consider the
possibility that the p-adic prime characterizing the pendulum is not determined by the size of the
mass blob but by the size of the entire pendulum and could thus be much larger. In this case no
dramatic effects are to be expected.
Introduction of the large masses
The initial situation of the experiment corresponds to the presence of two gravitational penduli on
x-axis at points x = −d/2 and x = d/2. This situation was already treated. Larger masses M are
introduced. There are two manners to introduce them.
1. Cm coordinates of the large masses are on the plane determined by penduli. The coordinates
for their positions are either

(x, y, z)

=

(x1 , 0, h) ,

(x, y, z)

=

(−x1 , 0, h) .

(2.7.7)

2. Cm coordinates of the large masses are on y-axis and symmetrically related to the plane of
the penduli

(x, y, z)

=

(0, h, 0) ,

(x, y, z)

=

(0, −h, 0) .

(2.7.8)

p
The distance of the large mass from nearby small mass is r = h2 + (x − d/2)2 and the difference
for x-coordinates of M and m is rx = x − d/2. The parameters l, d, rx and h characterize the
geometry of the arrangement. Convenient dimensionless parameters are following
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u ≡ cos(ψ) =

rx
r

,

v≡

l
r

,

r=

p

h2

w=

l
d

,
(2.7.9)

rx = x − d/2 ,

+ (x −

d/2)2

.

There are two parameters, G1 and G2 characterizing gravitational forces experienced by
small mass m. G1 characterizes the acceleration caused by second small mass m and G2 characterizes the acceleration caused by the nearest big mass M . These parameters are given by

G1
G2
r

2
g1
m RE
,
=
g
ME d 2
2
g2
M RE
=
,
=
g
ME r 2
p
=
h2 + (x − d/2)2 .

=

(2.7.10)

The deviations of the gravitational force between small test masses caused by the classical
Z 0 force could affect the measured value of G only if the gravitational force between the small is
sufficiently large. The parameter which turns out to measure the importance of the gravitational
force between small masses is given by
G1
,
G2 u
rx
u ≡
≡ cos(ψ) .
(2.7.11)
r
Here ψ is the direction angle of the position of large mass M . It is convenient to characterize the
effective gravitational force between small test particles by the parameter
p

≡

Gef f (m, m)
.
G
This reduction of gravitational force between small test masses causes change of the gravitational
constant as given by Wuppertal experiment. The change is not necessarily large. The ratio
X=

Gmeas
G
between the measured and actual gravitational constants is a convenient experimental parameter
to describe the effect of Z 0 force. The intention is to derive the formulas relating to each other the
parameters X and Y .
Y =

The two variants of the Wuppertal experiment
Consider now the situation when big masses are brought near the small masses in the two manners
corresponding to two versions of the Wuppertal experiment. The potential energy V of the previous
case is replaced with V + Vint , where Vint is ordinary gravitational potential energy to which Z 0
force does not contribute if the size of the test masses is large enough.
1. For the first variant of Wuppertal experiment one has

r1a

GmM
GmM
−
,
= −
r1a
r2a
p
=
h2 + (rx − lsin(θ1 ))2 ,

r1b

=

rx

= x − d/2 .

Vint

p

h2 + (rx − lsin(θ2 ))2 ,
(2.7.12)

The interaction energy of small mass with the second large mass is neglected for simplicity.
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2. For the second variant of Wuppertal experiment one has

r1a

GmM
GmM
GmM
GmM
−
−
−
,
r1a
r1b
r2a
r2b
p
= r1b = h2 + (rx − lsin(θ1 ))2 ,

r2a

= r2b

Vint

rx

= −

p

h2 + (rx − lsin(θ2 ))2 ,

(2.7.13)

= −d/2 .

(2.7.14)

The new equilibrium position corresponds to θ1 = θ2 with
θ11 =

XG1 −kG2 u
1+4XG1 w+kG2 f

,

f ≡ (1 − 3u2 )v ,
(2.7.15)

u ≡ cos(ψ) =

rx
r

,

v≡

l
r

,

w=

l
d

.

The parameter k specifies the Wuppertal experiment. k = 1 for arrangement 1) in the approximation that force between small mass and second large mass can be neglected. k = 2 for the
arrangement b) since gravitational force between small mass and large masses is doubled.
The change of the equilibrium position of pendulum when large masses are brought in, is
characterized by the difference ∆θ = θ11 − θ10 and given by
∆θ

=

θ11 − θ10

=

XG1 − kG2 u
XG1
−
.
1 + 4XG1 w + kG2 f
1 + 4G1 w

(2.7.16)

Note that version 2) of the Wuppertal experiment is obtained from version 1) by the replacements
G2 → 2G2 and rx = x − d/2 → −d/2.
How the measured value of G is affected by Z 0 force in Wuppertal experiments?
Consider now how the value of G is effected by the presence of the classical Z 0 force. If one does
not take into account the presence of the Z 0 force, one obtains for ∆θ the expression with G
replaced by Gef f = Y G:
∆θ

=
=

Y

=

θ11 − θ10
Y G1 − Y kG2 u
Y G1
−
,
1 + 4Y G1 w + Y kG2 f
1 + 4Y G1 w
Gmeas
.
G

(2.7.17)

One can solve Y in terms of X explicitly by equating the two expressions for ∆θ from the resulting
second order polynomial equation.
Y 2 A2 + Y A1 h+ A0 = 0 ,

i
G1
A2 = G1 kG2 4(wu + f ) − ∆θ(4w kG
+
f
)
,
h
i2
1w
A1 = kG2 u + ∆θ(4 G
,
kG2 + 4w + f )
A0 = ∆θ .

(2.7.18)

Because of the numerical instabilities (∆θ is difference of two very nearly identical quantities
which are sums over quantities with hugely different orders of magnitude it is however better to
solve Y iteratively. One can write ∆Θ in the two forms
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f
Y
G1
2
∆θ(Y ) ' −kG2 u
+Y
,
1 + Y (B1 − kG2 f )
(1 + Y B1 )2 u


1
f
G1 X
∆θ(X) ' −kG2 u
+
.
1 + X(B1 − kG2 f ) (1 + XB1 )2 u
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(2.7.19)

∆θ(Y ) = ∆θ(X) gives equation for Y :
Y = A(B + C + D) ,
1
1+X(B1−kG2 f )

A = 1 + Y (B1 − kG2 f ) ,

B=

D = −Y 2 (1+YG1B1 )2 uf ,

B1 = 4G1 w .

,

C=

f
G1 X
(1+XB1 )2 u

,

(2.7.20)

One can solve this iteratively by substituting Y (n) to the righthand side to obtain Y (n + 1).
Numerical experimentation show that Y is rather stable against variations of X. Reduction
of X makes Y larger than one in both cases. It seems that deviations of G from its standard value
caused by classical Z 0 force are rather small.
1. For the variant 1) of the Wuppertal experiment, the calculation using m = .005 kg, M = .10
kg, l = .3 meters, d = .001 meters, h = .5 meters and x = .1 meters gives only 4.2 percent
increase of the measured G for X = −103 !
2. For the variant 2) of Wuppertal experiment with same parameter valued (x = 0), one obtains
6.5 per cent increase of the gravitational constant.

2.8

Appendix: Allais Effect As Manifestation Of Classical
Z 0 Force?

Although it seems now clear that Allais effect can be understood as gravitational effect, it makes
sense to keep the earlier model explaining Allais effect as a manifestation of classical Z 0 force.
In 1954 Allais performed experiments in which he studied the behavior of paraconic pendulum by releasing the pendulum every 14 minutes and determining the normal of the plane of
oscillation [E4, E25, E29, E30]. Earth’s rotation causes (apparent) rotation of this plane with
velocity of.19 degrees per minute. The experiment happened to overlap 1954 solar eclipse. During
the eclipse the pendulum took an unexpected turn, changing the angle θ defining the plane of
oscillation by θ about 13.5 degrees. Allais repeated the experiments in 1959 and found similar
result. The anistropy of g implied by the result is about ∆g/g ' 3 × 10−6 , which looks very small
as compared to the large value of θ. The explanation of apparent discrepancy is that Foucault
pendulum amplifies very effectively small anisotropies for g for small values of oscillation amplitude
and is therefore ideal for detecting these anomalies. During the last total eclipse August 11 1999
NASA repeated the experiment but the processing of the data is still going on. Allais observed
also anomalies with periods of 24 and 25 hours in the behavior of oscillating paraconic pendulum.

2.8.1

Screening Of Dark Z 0 MEs Emitted By Sun As An Explanation
Of Allais Effect?

In TGD framework one can imagine a possible explanation for the effect claimed by Allais in terms
of classical Z 0 force and partial channelling of Z 0 electric gauge flux from “standard” space-time
sheet to some other space-time sheets.
1. According to the TGD based models of atomic nuclei and condensed matter [K100, K86] a
Foucault pendulum could have have dark Z 0 charge. The modification of the Z 0 interaction
of Foucault pendulum with Sun caused by the location of Moon between Sun and Earth could
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perhaps explain Allais effect. Dark neutrino cloud surrounding Sun is one possible source of
Z 0 force. It seems that Z 0 Coulomb force, although present, is quite too weak. It is however
possible that the interaction is mediated by Z 0 MEs, which carry Bose Einstein condensates
of essentially massless dark Z 0 bosons behaving like laser beams so that the Z 0 field does not
suffer 1/r2 decay. What would happen that the direction of the effective gravitational force
on the surface of Earth changes due to Z 0 force of Sun so that also the direction of the plane
of oscillation is changed. Since the effect becomes visible only during eclipse, screening of the
Z 0 beam by absorption or is most probably involved but one cannot exclude the possibility
that Moon acts amplifies the beam via induced emission.
2. If the Z 0 electric field of ME induces the effect the direction of force is orthogonal to the
line connecting Earth to Sun. If the rotational motion of Sun causes the emission of Z 0
MEs and the resulting Z 0 field depends on the direction of Z 0 current of Sun in the same
manner as in ordinary electrodynamics, the Z 0 electric field given bey the time derivative of
Z 0 vector potential is proportional to the Z 0 current at the surface of the emitting region
and thus tangential to the plane of the orbit of Earth around Sun. Hence Z 0 electric field
is in the orbital plane and induces a force which is tangential to Earth’s surface and almost
orthogonal to the Earth’s gravitational field (the tilting of Earth’s rotating axis induces small
non-orthogonality). No effect is predicted if the rotation plane of the pendulum is in EastWest direction and maximal effect results when the pendulum is in North-South direction.
3. The oscillation frequency of the pendulum and oscillation plane should exhibit day-night
variation since also Earth modifies Z 0 beam and Earth’s gravitational field are opposite at
opposite sides of Earth. In fact, Allais has detected periodic variations with period of 24
and 25 hours in the behavior of the Foucault pendulum [E29, E30]. 24 hour period would be
naturally due to the modification of Z 0 beam by Earth and the 25 hour period could be due
to the rotation of moon which means that the Sun at moon are at same line with a period
which is slightly longer than 24 hours. Instead of 2π Earth must rotate the angle 2π + ∆Φ,
12
∆Φ ∼ 2π
30 = 12 degrees and thus the period is T + ∆T , ∆T = 360 × 24 = 4/5 hours.

2.8.2

Quantitative Picture

Consider now a more quantitative formulation of the model.
1. The force experienced by the pendulum is

F
fZ

=



mg + f Z ⊥ ,

= fZ .

(2.8.1)

where f Z refers to the net Z 0 force caused by Sun. The subscript “⊥” refers to the projection
to the plane orthogonal to the direction of the pendulum.
2. If the screening caused by Moon by the absorption of Z 0 MEs, Moon effectively creates a
shadow, whose size at the surface of Earth is essentially the shadow of Moon to Earth created
by light from Sun. This means that effect is seen only during solar eclipse. The modification caused by Moon does not affect the direction of f Z , which is fixed completely by the
geometry of the Z 0 beam and the proposed mechanism generating it. The modification can
be parameterized using coefficient  characterizing the reduction/increase of the magnitude
of f Z :
f Z → (1 − )f Z .
For absorption  is positive and negative for amplification.
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3. Let t denote the unit vector in the direction of the vector connecting the point of suspension
for the pendulum and the point at which pendulum is released. Let n denote the direction
of F . The normal for the plane of oscillation is given in the direction of e = n × t. When
Moon is on the line of sight connecting Sun and Moon, the modification of f Z is largest. The
change of the normal of the oscillation plane can be found from the change of the vector e:

e →
∆e

=

e1 = e + ∆e ,
∆n × t .

(2.8.2)

∆n can be calculated from a detailed model for the screening of the Z 0 field of the neutrino
cloud caused by the presence of the Moon. The value of the angle θ is given by

sin(θ)

=

|e1 × e|
.
|e1 ||e|

(2.8.3)

The upper bound for sin(θ) is

|sin(θ)|

≤

|∆g × t|
.
|g||t|

(2.8.4)

From this upper bound it is clear that if the release angle for pendulum is small so that the
cross product |g × t| is small, gravitational anisotropy is amplified dramatically and Foucault
pendulum is thus ideal method for detecting gravitational or other anomalies.
According to the experiments of Allais [E29, E30] the following estimate holds true:
fZ
mg

' 3 × 10−6 .

(2.8.5)

For MEs the f Z is approximately orthogonal to g so that the strength of gravitational field effectively increases in the absence of screening. Since the change of the effective gravitational force of
Earth is −fZ (Sun), effective g is predicted to increase if  is positive as it is for screening.
The value of the parameter  can be estimated by studying the time dependence of δg/g
explaining the anomalous behavior of Foucault period with a period of 24 hours observed by
Allais [E29, E30]. The dependence of the size of the effect on the size and physical properties of
the pendulum makes it possible to test further the model.

Chapter 3

The Notion of Free Energy and
Many-Sheeted Space-Time
Concept
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter a T(opological) G(eometro)D(ynamics) based vision about new energy technologies
is discussed. There are close connections to the basic mechanisms of energy metabolism in living
matter in TGD Universe and one cannot avoid reference to TGD inspired quantum theory of
consciousness.

3.1.1

Basic New Elements Of TGD Ontology

The ontology of TGD Universe involves several new elements. The assumption that space-times
are 4-surfaces in 8-dimensional embedding space M 4 × CP2 leads to the notion of many-sheeted
space-time meaning that each physical system can be said to correspond to space-time sheet, its
own sub-universe in the geometric sense, and glued to a larger space-time sheet and containing
subsystems as smaller space-time sheets glued to it. p-Adic length scale hypothesis quantifies this
notion.
Many-sheeted space-time leads to the notion of field body [K86, K4, K25] distinguishing
between TGD and Maxwell’s electrodynamics. One can assign to each physical system a field body
(or magnetic body) and in the case of living matter it acts as intentional agent using biological
body as a sensory receptor and motor instrument. This profoundly changes the view about what
we ourselves are.
Zero energy ontology [K81] states that any physical system has a vanishing net energy so
that everything is creatable from vacuum. Zero energy states decompose into positive and negative
energy parts and positive energy ontology results in certain limit in a good approximation. The
possibility of negative energy signals is one important implication and a considerable modification
of thermodynamics is forced by the fact that different signs of energy correspond to different arrows
of geometric time.
Negative energy signals propagating to the geometric past inspire a new vision about communications and energy technology. The implications are especially important for the understanding
of living matter where both time directions manifest themselves. In neuroscience a radically new
view about memory based on the notion of 4-D brain emerges.
The hierarchy of Planck constants [K88] implies a generalization of the notions of imbedding space and space-time and macroscopic quantum coherence in all length and time scales at
high enough levels of dark matter hierarchy assigned to the hierarchy of Planck constants. The
consequences of this hypothesis are powerful: entire cosmos should be in a well-defined sense a
living system with dark matter representing higher level conscious entities.
The original motivation for the p-adic physics [K102] were the highly successful calculations
of elementary particle masses based on p-adic thermodynamics and conformal invariance [K27].
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The model explained not only the ratio of proton and Planck masses but also masses of particles
with an excellent accuracy. The only sensible interpretation of p-adic physics seems to be as physics
of cognition meaning that cognition is present even at elementary particle level.
The necessity to fuse p-adic physics corresponding to different primes p forces a generalization of the notion of number by gluing different number fields together along common rationals and
algebraics. This leads to a further generalization of the notions of embedding space and space-time.
The basic idea is that p-adic space-time sheets are representations for intentions and cognitions and
their transformation to real ones in quantum jumps corresponds to the transformation of intention
to action. Zero energy ontology is absolutely essential for this interpretation to make sense. p-Adic
space-time sheets have literally infinite size in the real sense which means that cognition and intentionality are cosmic phenomena whereas cognitive representations defined by discrete intersections
of real and p-adic space-time sheets obeying same algebraic equations have finite size.

3.1.2

Could Living Systems Teach Us Something About Energy Technology?

One of the basic problems in energy technology is the necessity to carry fuel. This defines the most
serious restriction to space travel.
Biological systems have resolved this problem by using sunlight as an energy source. The
basic idea is very simple: solar radiation induces a dissociation of molecules to atoms which then
re-associate and liberate metabolic energy. The hydrocarbons serving as fuel are recycled and there
is a division of labor: animals cells burn the hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and plants regenerate
the hydrocarbons in photosynthesis.
Most or our energy technologies lack this kind of recycling. For instance, fuel in cars is
burned to carbon dioxide and various wastes. If recycling were possible and if the density of
potential energy sources in space were high enough, the amount of fuel would not depend on the
distance traveled. This observation suggests self-organizing and perhaps in some primitive sense
living technology and thus a connection with a fundamental problem of understanding how life has
evolved. TGD provides a quantum model of both ordinary and pre-biotic life [K4, K89] and one
can hope that this might help to develop a vision about “living” energy technology.
The recycling need not resolve completely the problems related to the fuel. The optimal
solution would be “No fuel at all” with fuel serving only as an energy reserve. The system should be
able to suck the energy from a system able to provide it. This is possible in TGD Universe [K4, K21].
Zero energy ontology implies that systems can get energy by sending negative energy signals
to a system serving as an energy storage. Population inverted laser like system is the simplest
system that one can imagine. Negative energy signals have interpretation as phase conjugate laser
light. By the analog of stimulated emission negative energy quanta can also induce a cascade in
population inverted laser like system so that system could send positive energy signal to the receiver.
“Quantum credit card” is indeed the basic metabolic mechanism in TGD inspired quantum biology
making possible instantaneous metabolic energy gain. The mechanism is also extremely flexible,
which is a definite evolutionary advantage “in jungle”.
The quantization of metabolic currencies is essential in living matter and this engineering
principle is realized in TGD Universe at the fundamental level [K4]. The energies liberated in
the dropping of particles to larger space-time sheets correspond to the increments of zero point
kinetic energy (forgetting the interaction energy with matter) and by p-adic length scale hypothesis
they are quantized. The basic metabolic energy currency of living matter, which is about.5 eV,
corresponds to the dropping of proton from space-time sheet having atomic size scale.
One can also worry about how to transfer the positive quanta of radiation energy over large
distances since also other systems than receiver could do it. Also negative energy signals intended to
be amplified to much larger positive energy signals in population reverted laser might be absorbed
during their travel. Here the quantization of Planck constant might come in rescue. For instance,
if photons with energies equal to those of visible or UV photons or even of gamma rays, are
transformed to dark photons with much longer wavelength, one can hope that only systems able to
transform this radiation into ordinary photons can absorb it. It might well be that water, which is
the basic element of living matter, is exceptional in the sense that it can induce the transformation
to dark photons and back. The transformation of large Planck constant photons to ordinary ones
makes also possible control of shorter length and time scales by much longer ones.
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3.1.3

Various Anomalies As Support For The Picture

There are surprisingly many well established anomalies supporting the new ontology and these
anomalies have been a strong guiding line in attempts to construct a general theoretical framework.
1. There is a considerable support for many-sheeted space-time quantified by p-adic length
scale hypothesis. Quite recently I learned about an anomalous radiation from interstellar
dust having no generally accepted interpretation in terms of molecular transitions. The
interpretation in terms of metabolic energy quanta liberated in dropping of electrons or
protons to larger space-time sheets makes sense. A characteristic fractal spectrum involving
period doubling is predicted.
2. The Bohr quantization of radii of planetary orbits [K98, K94]. [E14] and quantal effects of
ELF em fields on vertebrate brain [K14] helped considerably to develop the ideas about the
hierarchy of Planck constants. Later a lot of further anomalies have emerged supporting the
quantization of Planck constant. For instance, in gravitational sector Allais effect [K109].
[E2] and accelerating cosmic expansion [K99] support the view about quantum coherence
and quantum transitions in astrophysical and even cosmic scales [K98, K94]. Inflationary
cosmology is replaced by quantum critical cosmology in TGD framework [K99].
3. Living matter is one gigantic bundle of anomalies of recent day physics and the notion of field
body combined with p-adic length scale hypothesis allows to develop detailed models for how
magnetic body controls biological body and receives sensory input from it [K4]. In particular,
a successful model for EEG results [K14] and involves hierarchy of Planck constants in an
essential manner. One can say that field body applies remote mental interactions to biological
body and the so called paranormal phenomena [K43, K52] differ in no essential manner from
those encountered in bio-control. The notion of field body leads also to a concrete model
for pre-biotic life [K89] based on the notion of plasmoid involving magnetic body controlling
plasma phase [K4, K25].
4. The so called “free energy” phenomena have as bad reputation as cold fusion and homeopathy
among most physics professionals: ironically all these disputed anomalies seem to find a
natural place in TGD based world order [L3, K54, K19]. [L3]. which suggest that theoreticians
should take experimentalists much more seriously. Typically “free energy people” make
claims about over-unity production of energy but more or less as a rule the results fail not
been reproducible.
Over-unity effects are the basic claim of free energy community. TGD indeed allows temporary
over-unity effects [K54]: one possible mechanism is dropping of particles on larger space-time sheets
liberating zero point kinetic energy. One can however argue that the topological condensation
occurs at all space-time sheets having projection in same region of M 4 . A modification of this
mechanism relies on a phase transition increasing the p-adic scale of the space-time sheet. Also
phase transitions changing hef f inducing liberation of cycloron energy of dark charged particles
are possible. TGD inspired theory of living systems.
These mechanisms does not allow a perpetuum mobile: the particles must be kicked back to
smaller space-time sheets and in ordinary living matter solar radiation takes care of this. Rotating
magnetic systems [H51] define one especially interesting and complex case discussed thoroughly
in [K3].

3.1.4

Free Energy Anomalies

The models for “free energy” phenomena developed much before the recent overall view summarized
above had emerged. I know quite well that the reality of these phenomena is debatable and the
poor quality of data makes models speculative. I however feel that these models might serve as
good theoretical exercises.
1. Podkletnov- and Modanese-Podkletnov effects
The explanation of Modanese-Podkletnov effect [H46] shares many common elements with
the model of Podkletnov effect and actually led to the correct track allowing to eliminate competing
models.
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The “dropping” of electrons to the space-time sheets of topological light rays emitted by a
critical system would be the key mechanism besides rotation induced charging. During discharge
of the capacitor during discharge (Modanese-Podkletnov effect) this mechanism would induce the
motion of test penduli. In the case of a super-conductor making repeatedly a transition to a nonsuper-conducting state (Podkletnov effect) this mechanism would induce the motion of air above
super conductor and apparent loss of weight of test particles. Biefeld-Brown effect associated with
lifters and corona wind can be explained by the same mechanism as Modanese-Podkletnov effect.
Podkletnov effect is enhanced by the em and Z 0 charging induced by rotation and thus involvse
also the em ad Z 0 variants of Searl effect [K3].
5. Over unity effects
Over-unity effects are the basic claim of free energy research community. TGD indeed allows
temporary over-unity effects: the basic mechanism is dropping of particles on larger space-time
sheets liberating zero point kinetic energy appearing as basic metabolic mechanism in TGD inspired
theory of living systems. This mechanism does not allow a perpetuum mobile: the particles must
be kicked back to smaller space-time sheets and in ordinary living matter solar radiation takes
care of this. There are also anomalies associated with the dissociation of water and hydrogen
molecules. The hydrino atom concept of Mills is also closely related to these anomalies and TGD
based justification for the notion is discussed in this chapter.
Since consciousness (memory and intentional action in particular), biology, and new views
about energy, communication, and control are tightly related in TGD framework, I will discuss all
these topics as a single coherent whole in the following in the hope of demonstrating the unifying
power of this conceptualization.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations.
Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http://tgdtheory.
fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

3.2

Basic Ontology Of TGD

TGD leads to an ontology which is new in many respects. The notion of space-time generalizes in
several manners. One ends up to the so called zero energy ontology, which means that negative
energies are possible and all possible universes are creatable from vacuum. Planck constant, which
in the standard quantum theory is a genuine constant, has a discrete spectrum of values and the
values can be arbitrarily large [K88, K4]. This means that Universe is a macroscopic quantum
system in all scales.
Dark matter could be identified as ordinary matter for which Planck constant differs from its
ordinary value so that the interactions with ordinary matter differ in their character from ordinary
interactions. Note that TGD predicts also new forms of matter completely dark with respect to
electro-weak interactions qastro, padmass3.
Dark matter with a large Planck constant is in a key role in the TGD based model of living
matter [K38]. Because the new ontology is so central from the point of view of TGD inspired theory
of consciousness and living matter, I will represent the basic ideas of TGD using applications to
quantum biology to concretize their implications.

3.2.1

T(opological) G(eometro)D(ynamics) Very Briefly

TGD is a unified theory of fundamental interactions which has developed during 28 years [K56]
and at the same time expanded to a theory of consciousness providing a model of quantum biology.
The key ideas of TGD are following.
1. TGD can be seen as a generalization of either hadronic string model or super-string model
(M-theory). The 1-dimensional (1-D) strings moving in 10- or 11-dimensional space are
replaced with 3-D surfaces moving in 8-D space. This means that the 2-D orbits of strings are
replaced with 4-D surfaces identified as our 4-D space-time but in a widely generalized sense.
A further assumption is that these 3-surfaces are “light-like”. This assumption bringing in
mind esoteric teachings has a purely geometric meaning, and makes it possible to generalize
and extend the conformal symmetries responsible for the miraculous mathematical properties
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of super-string models. These symmetries are in a central role in the formulation of quantum
TGD.
2. Another manner to end up with TGD is via a search for a modification of general relativity
solving the so called energy problem of general relativity. In general relativity the notions
of energy and momentum are not well-defined since the translational symmetries responsible
for their existence are lost as space-time becomes curved. If one assumes that 4-dimensional
space-time is a 4-D surface in a higher-D space obtained by replacing the points of the empty
space-time of special relativity (Minkowski space) with certain internal space- call it S- having
a very small size, the basic symmetries of Minkowski space become those of higher-D space
and energy and momentum continue to be well-defined and one obtains a description of
gravitation in terms of space-time curvature.
3. The surprise was that this leads to a unified theory for all known interactions - electromagnetic, weak, strong, and gravitational - if one chooses the space S suitably. The proper choice
is S = CP2 = SU (3)/U (2), the complex projective space of 2 complex dimensions.

3.2.2

Many-Sheeted Space-Time And The Notion Of Field Body

Many-sheeted space-time (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/manysheeted.jpg or Fig.
9 in the appendix of this book) is one of the basic implications of TGD.
1. Both 3-space and 4-D space-time consists of sheets forming a hierarchical structure ordered
with respect to the size of the sheet. Each sheet can be identified as a subsystem, which can
correspond to any object of our nearby environment, astrophysical object, cell level system,
atom, etc... My own body defines my own private space-time sheet. Quite generally, the
topology of space-time codes for various physical structures.
2. Every system is accompanied by various kinds of fields such as electromagnetic and gravitational fields. These fields cannot be assigned to any particular subsystem in standard physics.
In TGD the situation is different: one can assign to each system a “field body” consisting of
field quanta. For instance, magnetic body consists of quanta of magnetic flux (tubes, sheets,
..) realized as space-time sheets much larger than the system. One can also speak about field
bodies which mediate interactions and connect “field bodies” ).
3. In TGD inspired magnetic body is “intentional agent”, which receives sensory information
from the biological body and utilizes it as a motor instrument. The finding of Libet passive
that our sensory data has age which is a fraction of second could be understood in terms
of time lapse resulting from the communication of sensory data to the magnetic body using
EEG. From Uncertainty Principle one can conclude that in the EEG the size scale of magnetic
body is of order of size of Earth. As a matter fact, magnetic body is predicted to have onionlike fractal structure and communications to various layers of the onion would take place
using fractal variants of EEG. The existence of fractally scaled variants of some parts of
EEG (alpha band and its harmonics in particular) is a testable prediction of the model.
4. What is also new and highly non-trivial is that field body and biological body are essentially
four-dimensional structures. The brain and body of geometric past still exist as mental images
which we experience as memories. Biological death means only the arrival of a particular
wave of consciousness to the time-like boundary of a 4-D body. Consciousness at the level of
4-D body does not cease: our past lives.
5. Many-sheeted space-time leads also to a generalization of the notion of subsystem which in
TGD inspired theory of consciousness corresponds to a subself experienced by self (system)
as a mental image. What is new is the paradoxical sounding prediction that even in the
case that two systems are unentangled, subsystems can entangle. Entanglement of subselves can be interpreted as giving rise to sharing and fusion of mental stereo consciousness
(stereovision would be one example of this). Consciousness would not be completely private
and there would exist a pool of shared and fused mental images making for instance possible
to assign universal meaning to the symbols of language. This new view about entanglement
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was originally motivated by the observation that two space-time sheets condensed at larger
space-time sheets can be connected by bonds while the larger space-time sheets can remain
unconnected (see Figure 3). By quantum classical correspondence the bonding of the spacetime sheets serves as a space-time correlate for entanglement. Much later (only a couple years
ago) the generalization of quantum measurement finite measurement resolution allowed to
mathematicize this concept [K112, K88]. Entanglement is always defined with respect to a
resolution characterizing the system and the entanglement of subsystems in not visible in the
resolution characterizing the system. The notions of quantum groups and non-commutative
geometry emerge naturally in the description of finite measurement

3.2.3

The Hierarchy Of Planck Constants And Of Dark Matter

The hierarchy of Planck constants is a relatively new element of TGD. The idea emerged as I
constructed a model of topological quantum computation [K70] and after learning about the work
of Nottale [E14] I realized that the notion is more or less forced by quantum classical correspondence
implying that space-time sheets define regions of macroscopic quantum coherence and by the fact
that they can have arbitrarily large size.
Physical motivations for introducing the hierarchy of Planck constants
There are several reasons to consider the possibility that Planck constant ~ is actually not a
constant but can have a set of quantized values which can be arbitrarily large.
1. One observation is the quantization of the radii of planetary orbits (also those of exo-planets)
in the same manner as in the case of hydrogen atom [E14]: now however the value of Planck
constant is gigantic: hgr /h = GM m/v0 , where M and m are the masses of Sun and planet,
G is Newton’s constant and v0 is a dimensionless constant (in units c = 1), whose favored
value is v0 = 2−11 . Also other values are possible. In TGD based model [K98, K94] the
gravitational Planck constant is assigned with the “relative field bodies” connecting Sun and
planet and mediating gravitational interaction between them. The interpretation is that
gravitational Planck constant is associated with dark matter, which is macroscopic quantum
phase in astrophysical scales. Visible matter condensed around dark matter would reflect the
quantal properties of dark matter.
2. Second motivation comes from the observed effects of ELF radiation on vertebrate brain [J8],
which can be both physiological and affect behavior. These effects appear at harmonics of
cyclotron frequencies of biologically important ions (in particular Ca++ ion) in a magnetic
field of B = .2 Gauss (the nominal value of Earth’s magnetic field is .5 Gauss) and are
very quantal. These frequencies are in EEG range (harmonics of 15 Hz for Calcium ion).
Standard quantum mechanics does not allow quantal effects since the energy of EEG photons
is extremely low and much below the thermal energy at body temperature. If the value of ~
is large enough, the effects of ELF photons are not masked by thermal noise, and the effect
can be understood [K14] .
3. If EEG consists of photons with large Planck constant, one can understand the correlation of
EEG with the state of brain and contents of consciousness [K14]. In particular, temperature
ceases to be a restriction for life: for sufficiently large Planck constant even the interiors
of planets and Sun could serve as seats of life of some kind. This kills a central counter
argument against the claim of a Romanian group of physicists that since the plasmoids
created in electric circuits possess some features assigned usually to life, they indeed represent
primitive life forms [I41].
4. The mathematization for the notion of Planck constant hierarchy [K88] involves a further
generalization of the space-time concept discussed in the Appendix. The basic prediction
is that Planck constant corresponds to a discrete subgroup of rotation group acting as the
symmetries of the field body of the dark matter system. A hierarchy of favored values of
Planck constant and symmetry groups emerges from simple number theoretic arguments.
For instance, h = nh0 , n = 5, 6, correspond to the favored values of Planck constant. In this
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case the symmetry group would correspond to the symmetries of 5- and 6-cycles appearing
in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [I3, I16] known to be important for life. Examples are
the cycles appearing in DNA, in some amino-acids, in most hallucinogens except alcohol, and
PAHs in the interstellar space [I3, I16] believed to result via photosynthesis and believed to
be amino-acids and other bio-molecules.
5. The basic prediction is that large values of Planck constant correspond to discrete symmetries: typically discrete group of symmetries acting as rotations around a fixed symmetry
axes. These symmetries acted as symmetries of dark field body. In the original view about
generalized embedding space (Appendix) these symmetries would be almost continuous symmetries for larger values of Planck constant. The breaking of these symmetries at the level
of visible matter condensed around dark matter could lead to much smaller subgroups of
these symmetry groups and structures analogous to those appearing in molecular physics
could be the outcome. The further generalization of embedding space (Appendix) allows
also discrete symmetry groups Zn for dark matter with small value of n and also genuinely
three-dimensional symmetry groups (tetrahedral, octahedral, icosahedral, and octahedral).
There is evidence for this kind of symmetries. For instance, there is a strange hexagonal
structure appearing at the North pole of [E8] [E7] . Planetary rings is second example and
some of them even contain helical structures analogous to DNA double strand rings.
6. Large Planck constant photons at radio frequencies could interact strongly with living matter
and it would become possible to communicate with living matter over very long distances.
This mechanism would involve a de-coherence of large Planck constant photons to ordinary
ones with same energy or a bundle of ordinary photons with much smaller energy. This brings
in mind the recent discovery that the irradiation of salt water by radio waves at harmonics
of frequency 13.4 Ghz makes it “burn” that is emit burning gases. A possible explanation is
that radio wave photons are transformed in water to photons of same frequency but much
larger Planck constant and in de-coherence to ordinary photons with same energy microwave
photons which excite rotational excitations of NaCl (in equilibrium with Na+ and Cl− ions)
and in this manner heat it just like microwave oven does [K86]. The required value of Planck
constant would be by a factor 210 = 1024 larger than normal Planck constant. This value is
one of the number theoretically simple values defined as ratios of integers defining polygons
constructible using only ruler and compass [K88]. For water molecules the needed value
of Planck constant is obtained from the microwave oven frequency 2.45 GHz and would be
with.1 per cent accuracy equal to h/h0 = n = 187 = 11 × 17: n does not belong to the set of
number theoretically simple values of n but one cannot of course exclude it.
The notion of field body and dark matter
The conclusion would be that each physical system is accompanied by a field body with a fractal,
onion-like, structure formed by field bodies. This leads to the following vision about the nature of
living matter.
1. Each layer of the onion is characterized by the value of Planck constant telling its position
in the hierarchy of dark matter.
2. At the surface of the onion the value of Planck constant is largest and in some sense defines
the “IQ” of the system. At the level of molecules one expects rather low values of Planck
constants. For instance, the magnetic body assignable to the ordinary EEG as has of order
Earth size and the lifetime of human (say 70 years) would correspond to a layer with size of
order light-life (70 light years). Even higher layers might be present: transpersonal states of
consciousness would indeed naturally correspond to these layers.
Field body receives information from the biological body and quantum controls it.
1. In the case of ordinary living matter field body would naturally receive information from
cell membranes, which are full of receptors monitoring the state of environment. This cell
membranes are Josephson junctions and that Josephson currents code this information and
communicate it to some layer in the onion formed by magnetic bodies. Dark matter hierarchy
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suggests even the existence of fractally scaled up counterparts of cell membrane and the TGD
based model of EEG relies on this assumption. What is encouraging that the model predicts
correctly the decomposition of EEG into bands, in particular alpha band, explains why high
arousal correspond to chaotic looking activity in beta band, and predicts also correctly the
positions of narrow sub-bands in beta and theta bands [J21] . The strange findings challenging
pump-channel paradigm [I32] ( ionic currents seem to be quantal and same even for artificial
membranes; currents continue to flow in absence of metabolism) support superconductivity
hypothesis and Ohmic currents are only for the purposes of measuring the concentrations of
various ions in cellular environment and that metabolic energy goes to the communications
to the magnetic body using generalized EEG.
2. Magnetic body controls biological body through the genome. This inspires the hypothesis
that magnetic flux sheets go through DNA strands and genes form what could be regarded
as text lines at the page of book defined by the flux sheet. The quantization of magnetic flux
with unit proportional to Planck constant implies that for large values of ~ the flux sheets are
very wide and can go through a large genomes. One ends up with the notion of super genome
meaning that coherent collective gene expression becomes possible in the scale of organ and
organism. Hyper genome would in turn fuse the super-genomes to a larger structure making
possible coherent collective gene expression at the level of species and population [K18, K14].
This would bring to the theory of evolution completely new “synergetic aspect” and evolution
would be much more than fight for survival.
3. The interaction between field body and biological body is essentially remote mental interaction so that paranormal phenomena would differ from normal biological basic interactions
only in that field body uses external biological body to remote viewing or psychokinesis.
There are good reasons to assume that field bodies have developed magnetic immune systems
to prevent the use of their private biological bodies by alien field bodies. Hypnosis would be example
of this kind of possession by a foreign field body. This immune system can be compared to fire
wall in computer world (assuming that we have created computers as our own images).
1. The height of the fire wall depends on individual. For very sensitive persons it is very low
and these people are very sensitive to suggestions, hypnosis, spiritual experiences, and even
encounters of ETs. Very high fire wall makes it impossible to receive even useful information
and the fire wall of skeptic might be too high.
2. In the case of computers viruses and cookies are very simple programs making possible for an
external computer to partially “possess” the computer via web. Their role is to serve as kind
of mediums or couriers. In the case of field body viruses and cookies would correspond to very
simple life forms to which immune system does not bite: plasmoids are natural candidates
in this respect. This would suggest that anomalous light phenomena (“UFOs” ) are actually
plasmoids (unidentified moving processes rather than objects).
Plasmoids could quantum entangle the brains of the sensitive person to some conscious
entity at some higher level of hierarchy and the person would fall in a trance like state able to
share mental images of this entity. Patterns of magnetic pulses can be used to generate alternative
states of consciousness [J19] and the patterned motion of the magnetic body of plasmoids (kind
of dance like motor expression!) consisting of flux tubes and sheets with respect to the observer
could generate this kind of pulse patterns.
It has been observed that some moving light balls indeed involve magnetic pulses with
maximal field strength of about.3 Gauss and typical strength which is 10 times weaker [H20]. The
prediction is that the durations of pulses should be inversely proportional to the velocity of motion
of the light balls. Also the motion of a magnetometer with respect to living system might course
similar pulses.

3.2.4

Zero Energy Ontology

In standard physics the sign of energy is positive. This leads to philosophical problems. The
problematic question is what are the values of the conserved quantities of the universe (energy,
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em charge, quark and lepton number). An additional difficulty is caused by the fact that they are
very naturally infinite in positive energy ontology. These questions cannot be answered with the
framework of standard physics. On the other hand, TGD inspired cosmology led to a different
interpretational problem: the density of non-conserved gravitational mass was non-vanishing as in
inertial energy vanishes [K99]. The construction of quantum TGD [K81] finally led to so called
zero energy ontology which resolves this problem and also the problems due to the positive energy
ontology.
1. All quantum states possess vanishing net values of conserved quantum numbers such as an
energy. Or stating it otherwise: every physical state is creatable by intentional action from
vacuum.
2. Zero energy states decompose into positive and negative energy states such that negative
energy state is in the geometric future. If the temporal distance between positive and negative
energy states is long as compared to the time scale of perception, the usual positive energy
ontology works well. In the opposite case the zero energy state can be interpreted as a
quantum fluctuation having no importance for the world as we perceive it.
Zero energy ontology and unification of the notions of S-matrix and density matrix
Zero energy ontology states that physical states have vanishing net conserved quantum numbers
and states decompose into positive and negative energy state and that the latter one can be said
to be located in the geometric future of the positive energy state at the time-like boundary of the
space-time sheet representing the system. It is possible to speak about energy of the system if one
identifies it as the average positive energy for the positive energy part of the system.
The matrix (“M-matrix” ) representing time-like entanglement coefficients between positive and negative energy states unifies the notions of S-matrix and density matrix since it can
be regarded as a density matrix expressible as a product of real squared of density matrix and
unitary S-matrix. Essentially matrix valued Schrödinger amplitude is in question with S-matrix
representing its “phase”. An open question is how universal S-matrix is. The system can be also
in thermal equilibrium so that thermodynamics becomes a genuine part of quantum theory and
thermodynamical ensembles cease to be practical fictions of the theorist. In this case M-matrix
represents a zero energy states for which positive energy state has thermal density matrix.
1. If the positive energy parts of zero energy states appearing in the superposition have only
single value of energy, the notion of remote metabolism is certainly well-defined. Even in
the case that the system is thermalized remote metabolism makes sense since average energy
can be increased by remote metabolism. One can even imagine a statistical variant of the
process in which the temperature increases.
2. The critical question is whether crossing symmetry prevails in the sense that the positive
energy signal propagating to the geometric future is equivalent to a negative energy signal
propagating to geometric past.
Time mirror mechanism
Zero energy ontology gives justification for the time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.
fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book), which is the fundamental mechanism of TGD inspired model of quantum biology. To avoid confusion one must
distinguish between two times: geometric and subjective time. The latter corresponds to a sequence of quantum jumps giving rise to the conscious sensation of flow of time [K53, K104, K55].
Geometric time corresponds to the time of physicist identified as the fourth space-time coordinate.
These times are only loosely related and their identification is only approximate and makes sense
only in some states of consciousness. Indeed, subjective time is irreversible and no geometric time
is reversible and both future and past exist.
1. Symbolic (declarative) memories can be understood as communications of some onion layer
of magnetic body with the brain of the geometric past [K46]. A signal consisting of negative
energy phase photons (identifiable as phase conjugate photons in nonlinear optics) with larger
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Planck constant represents a question to the brain of the geometric past which responds
automatically by sending a positive energy signal to the magnetic body in the geometric
future. Episodal memories which correspond to literal re-experiences result by time-like
quantum entanglement for subsystems mental images.
2. Time mirror mechanism makes possible to realize intentions by sending negative energy
signals to the brain of the geometric past and inducing neural activity leading to a motor
response in the brain of geometric future [K29, K4]. This kind of mechanism allows more
or less instantaneous reaction and provides an evolutionary advantage in “jungle”. The
mechanism explains Libet’s finding [J5] that neural activity is initiated in brain already before
the conscious decision. In the usual ontology the interpretation would be that free will is
only apparent. In the recent context “before” refers to the geometric rather than subjective
time, so that free will is possible quantum jump identified as a moment of consciousness.
Dark matter hierarchy implies infinite hierarchy of moments of consciousness with moments
of consciousness giving rise to the analog of dark matter hierarchy at the level of conscious
entities.
3. The system can receive positive energy as a recoil energy by sending negative energy to a
system of geometric past able to receive it. A system analogous to a population inverted laser
having more particles in a state of higher energy, is ideal provider of energy. The resulting
quantum credit card makes it possible to react very rapidly in situations encountered in
“jungle”. I have christened this mechanism remote metabolism and magnetic body could
use it to suck metabolic energy from brain or body to its own purposes by sending phase
conjugate dark (generalized) EEG photons to the biological body. In the case of declarative
memories the excited state of the laser like system would naturally correspond to bit 1 and
ground state to bit 0 [K46]. Metabolic energy would be needed to restore the mental image
since the process of memory recall would tend to reduce the population of excited states.
Note that remote metabolism would be tailor made for say space travel “UFOs” exist they
might apply this kind of energy technology.
4. Many-sheeted space-time provides a concrete realization of the laser like systems as manysheeted lasers. The “dropping” of particles from smaller to larger space-time sheets liberates
zero point kinetic energy [K4]. If the interaction energy with the matter at the space-time
sheet can be neglected, p-adic length scale hypothesis makes precise predictions about the
maximal liberated energies. The standard metabolic energy currency of about.5 eV of living
matter corresponds to the dropping of proton from a space-time sheet of atomic size. Actually
a fractal hierarchy of universal metabolic currencies is predicted and should be present already
during the pre-biotic evolution so that the chemical storage of energy is not necessary for a
primitive metabolism [K89].
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated.
The transitions corresponding to the dropping of particles should be visible in astrophysics
and there are indeed exist three kinds of narrow bands of radiation in both visible and infrared
range without identification in terms of known molecular transitions (see discussion below).
The energies of the photons in question are consistent with p-adic length scale hypothesis
and allow an interpretation in terms of proposed transitions assuming that there is some
binding energy with the matter at the smaller space-time sheet [I1].
More detailed view about time mirror mechanism in zero energy ontology
The notion of negative energy signals and time mirror mechanism emerged before zero energy
ontology. Since the mechanisms of remote metabolism, of memory, and of intentional action rely
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on time mirror mechanism, one should check that this mechanism is indeed consistent with zero
energy ontology. Zero energy ontology could also yield new insights to these mechanisms.
1. Is zero energy ontology consistent with time mirror mechanism?
Energy conservation and geometric arrow of time poses strong conditions on the mechanism.
If positive energy part of state sends negative energy signal, then negative energy part of state
must send a compensating positive energy signal. Furthermore, positive (negative) energy signals
propagate towards geometric future (past).
4
1. If only single space-time sheet is involved, either negative energy signal S− : X−
→ Y−4 or
4
4
positive energy signal S+ : X+ → Y− is possible. The energy of both states is reduced in
magnitude. For instance, this process tends to reduce destroy long term memories represented
as bit sequences with bit represented by population inverted laser system.

2. Second possibility is that X 4 are Y 4 are disjoint and X 4 is in the geometric future of Y 4 .
4
4
The first possibility is S+ : X+
→ Y−4 and negative energy signal S− : X−
→ Y−4 : the energy
4
4
of both X and Y is reduced in this case.
4
4
Second possibility is S− : X+
→ Y+4 and S+ : Y−4 → X−
. X 4 would suck energy from Y 4 in
the geometric past. This option could correspond to both remote metabolism, memory recall,
and intentional action. The presence of topological light ray connecting two systems would
be also a correlate for time-like quantum entanglement making possible sharing and fusion
of mental images and creating a sensation about flow of time just like it creates sensation of
depth in stereo vision by fusion of right and left visual fields. Depending on the sign of the
energy of the signal one would have memory or precognition. Precognition would require use
of metabolic energy and this might be one reason for why it is rather rare.

3. Suppose next that the zero energy space-time sheet, call it X 4 , is inside larger space-time
4
→ Y+4 accompanied by S+ :
sheet, call it Y 4 : X 4 ⊂ Y 4 . In this case one can have S− : X+
4
4
4
4
4
X− → Y− . X ⊂ Y would suck energy from a larger system Y . It is of course possible to
replace signals with signals of opposite energy in opposite time direction.
A possible interpretation is as a metabolic charging of smaller space-time sheets by sucking
energy from longer scales or by active pumping of energy to shorter scales. The transformation of long wavelength photons with large Planck constant to short wavelength photons
with smaller Planck constant is an analogous process and might realize metabolic charging
in biology. For instance, Sun-Earth system could correspond to Y 4 and biosphere to X 4 .
To sum up, zero energy ontology completes the picture in the sense that it also provides a
process making possible metabolic charging.
2. Thermodynamical considerations
It is not at all obvious whether the proposed picture is consistent with the standard thermodynamics. The transfer of energy from long to shorter length scales making possible to gain
metabolic energy and realize the mechanism of long term memory indeed seems a genuinely new
element. This process resembles dissipation in the sense that energy is transferred from long to
short length scales. In an approach to thermal equilibrium temperature gradients are however
reduced whereas remote metabolism favors the active generation of “hot spots”.
These considerations relate closely to the notions of entropy and syntropy by Italian mathematician Luigi Fantappie [J17] assigned with the two arrows of time. I learned from the work of
Fantappie in SSE conference held in Röros from Antonella Vannini [J4] and Ulisse Di [J26] [J26].The
discovery of Fantappie was that in living systems entropic processes seem to be accompanied by
syntropic processes which seem to be finalistic. He assigned these processes to the advanced solutions of wave equations.
It would seem that entropy and syntropy do not relate directly to the notion of remote
metabolism.
1. Syntropy growth would indeed be entropy growth associated with negative energy mirror
image of positive energy dynamics. This dynamics could be seen as sequences of downwards
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scalings leading from long time scale to short time scale. This sequence would define time
sequences proceeding in opposite directions of time for positive and negative energy parts of
states. Thus entropy growth would be accompanied by syntropy growth.
2. Syntropy growth could be also seen as a consequence of generalized second law applying
with respect to subjective time syntropy would be growth of entropy but manifesting itself
at space-time level in reversed direction of geometric time. For instance, the spontaneous
assembly of bio-molecules from their parts could be seen as a decay process in the reverse
direction of geometric time controlled by phase conjugate control signals.
3. Remote metabolism as generation of “hot spots” does not seem to reduce to these notions
and might represent a genuine breaking of standard thermodynamical view about the world.
One must also distinguish the notions of entropy and syntropy from the notion of number theoretic entanglement negentropy N entanglement with algebraic entanglement probabilities [K30].
1. N is defined as the maximum of the p-adic entanglement negentropy N (p) as a function of
the p-adic prime p and thus assigns to an entangled system a unique prime pmax . N (p) is
obtained by replacing in the definition of the Shannon entropy the argument of logarithm with
its p-adic norm. N is in general positive and thus defines a genuine measure of information.
2. The non-negative negentropy defined in this manner characterizes entanglement as a carrier
of information rather than the state of either of systems and has nothing to do with the
ordinary (non-positive) entropy characterizing the lack of knowledge about the state of either
subsystem. Negentropy Maximization Principle [K30] favors the increase of the number
theoretic negentropy and thus formation of entanglement quantum systems and generation of
quantum coherence. Depending on the character of entanglement negentropic entanglement
(see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or Fig. 10.6 in the appendix of this
book) might be interpreted as a correlate for some conscious experience with positive content:
say experience of understanding (time-like entanglement implying causal structure), of love
(space-like entanglement), etc...
It is not obvious to me whether the remote metabolism as a manner to build hot spots and
diversity could be reduced to NMP or whether it should be regarded as something completely
independent.

3.2.5

P-Adic Physics As Physics Of Cognition

p-Adic number fields are completions of rationals to a continuum as are also ordinary real numbers.
In the case of real numbers one adds to the rationals algebraic numbers and transcendentals like
e and π. In the case of p-adic numbers one adds numbers, which are infinite as real numbers. To
every prime p=2, 3, 5, 7, ... one can assign a p-adic number field and an infinite number of its
extensions.
1. One can assign also to p-adic numbers physics (what this physics is far from obvious). The
basic motivation for p-adics in the case of TGD was that p-adic thermodynamics makes
possible to understand elementary particle masses and reduces the fundamental mystery
number defined by the ratio of Planck mass to proton mass to [K11, K27, K32, K31]. It
took a long time to get convinced that p-adic physics can be interpreted as the physics of
cognition and that p-adic physics can be seen as a simulation of real physics.
2. The challenge is to “glue” real physics and various p-adic physics to single coherent whole.
To achieve this it is necessary to generalize the notion of number by “glueing” together real
numbers and various p-adic number fields by glueing along common rationals (and possibly
also common algebraics) [K102] (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/book.jpg or
Fig. 10.4 in the appendix of this book). Also the notions of space, manifold, and spacetime generalize. It becomes possible to speak about p-adic space-time sheets as correlates for
intentions and cognitions [K33]: this would be the geometric counterpart for the “mind stuff”
of Descartes. Note however that space-time and quantum states are zombies: consciousness
is in the quantum jump.
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3. Rather remarkably, every p-adic space-time sheet would have literally infinite size in the sense
of the real topology. This means that cognition and intentionality are cosmic phenomena and
cannot be localized to brain or even field body. The intersections of field bodies and p-adic
space-time sheets consist of discrete sets of points and provide material representations for
cognitions and intentions. The larger the size of field body (the larger the value of Planck
constant), the larger the number of points in this intersection, and the better the cognitive
representations and the more precise the intentional grasp on the material world. Thus the
evolution of cognition involves growth of the largest Planck constant associated with the
system characterizing also the time scale of long term memories and planned action.
4. The theory is testable. The p-adic topology should reflect itself as an effective p-adic topology
of real space-time sheets serving as correlates for matter and p-adic continuity means p-adic
fractality with characteristic long range correlations combined with local chaos in the real
topology. The success of p-adic mass calculations supports this view and suggests that cognition are present already in elementary particle scales. Also the successes of the applications
to biology and even cosmology support the theory.
5. The essential ingredient of the theory is p-adic length scale hypothesis: primes which are
near powers of two are physically preferred. In particular, prime powers of two and Mersenne
primes Mn = 2n − 1 and their complex analogs (Gaussian Mersennes) are especially favored.
For instance, most important elementary particles correspond to Mersenne primes and a
number theoretical miracle occurs in biologically important length scale range: in the length
scale range between cell membrane thickness (10 nm) and size of cell nucleus (2.5 µm) there
are as many as 4 Gaussian Mersennes [K4]!

3.3

Many-Sheeted Space-Time, Universal Metabolic Quanta,
And Plasmoids As Primitive Life Forms

In this section evidence for many-sheeted space-time represented together with development of
more concrete ideas about plasmoids as primitive life forms. Recall that might form the basis of
new energy technology able to recycle the fuel.

3.3.1

Evidence For Many-Sheeted Space-Time

The dropping of particle to a larger space-time sheet liberates energy which is the difference of the
energies of the particle at two space-time sheets.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having
projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the boundaries
of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the size of the spacetime sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to the reduction of zero
point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of magnetic flux tube portion
to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly also of Planck constant hef f so
that cyclotron energy would be liberated. In the following only the “dropping” option is discussed.
If the interaction energy of the particle with the matter at space-time sheet can be neglected
the energy is just the difference of zero point kinetic energies. This energy depends on the details of
the geometry of the space-time sheet. Assuming p-adic length scale hypothesis the general formula
for the zero point kinetic energy can be written as
E(k) = x × E0 (k) , E0 (k) =

3 π2
.
2 mL2 (k)

Here x is a numerical factor taking into account the geometry of the space-time sheet and equals
to x = 1 for cubic geometry.
The liberated zero point kinetic energy in the case that the particle drops to a space-time
sheet labeled by kf = k + ∆k with same value of x is
∆E(k, ∆k) = x × E0 (k) × (1 − 2−∆k ) .
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λ/nm
3300
6200
11300
11300

E/.5eV
.7515
.4000
.2195
.2195

k
137
138
139
139+11=150

∆k
∼∞
3
3
3

∆E(k, ∆k)/E
1.002
1.067
0.878
1.076
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p/e
e
e
p
e

Table 3.1: Table gives the best fit for UIBs assuming that they result from dropping of proton or
electron to a larger space-time sheet and one has E0 (148, e) = .5 eV. The fourth column the table
gives the ratio of predicted photon energy to the energy characterizing the band and assuming
x = 1. e/p tells whether electron or proton is in question.

The transitions are seen as discrete lines for some resolution ∆k ≤ ∆kmax . At the limit k → ∞
transitions give rise to a quasi-continuous band. The photon energy for k → ∞ transition is same
as the energy from k − 1 → k transition, which brings in additional option to the model building.
For a proton dropping from the atomic space-time sheet k = 137 to very large space-time
sheet (∆k → ∞) one has ∆E(k) = E(k) ∼ x × .5 eV. Since the ratio of electron and proton masses
is mp /me ' .94 × 211 , the dropping of electron from space-time sheet ke = kp + 11 liberates zero
point kinetic energy which is by is by a factor.9196 smaller. For kp = 137 one would have ke = 148.
This energy corresponds to the metabolic energy currency of living systems and the idea is that
the differences of zero point kinetic energies define universal metabolic energy currencies present
already in the metabolism of pre-biotic systems. In the following fit electron’s zero point kinetic
energy will be taken to be E0 (148) = .5 eV so that for proton the zero point kinetic energy would
be E0 (137) = .544 eV.
The hypothesis predicts the existence of anomalous lines in the spectrum of infrared photons.
Also fractally scaled up and scaled down variants of these lines obtained by scaling by powers of
2 are predicted. The wavelength corresponding to.5 eV photon would be λ = 2.48 µm. These
lines should be detectable both in laboratory and astrophysical systems and might even serve as
a signature for a primitive metabolism. One can also consider dropping of Cooper pairs in which
case zero point kinetic energy is scaled down by a factor of 1/2.
Interestingly, the spectrum of diffuse interstellar medium exhibits three poorly understood
structures [I4]: Unidentified Infrared Bands (UIBs), Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIBs) [I2], and
Extended Red Emission (ERE) [I48] allowing an interpretation in terms of dropping of protons
or electrons (or their Cooper pairs) to larger space-time sheets. The model also suggests the
interpretation of bio-photons in terms of generalizes EREs.
Unidentified Infrared Bands
Unidentified infrared bands (UIBs) contain strong bands at λ = 3.3, 6.2, 11.3 microns [I4]. The
best fit for the values of k and ∆k assuming dropping of either electron or proton are given by
Table 3.1. The last row of the table gives the ratio of predicted photon energy to the energy
characterizing the band and assuming x = 1 and E0 (148, e) = .5 eV. Discrepancies are below 8 per
cent. Also the dropping of protonic Cooper pair from k = 137 space-time sheet could reproduce
the line ∆E = .2 eV. The fit is quite satisfactory although there is of course the uncertainty related
to the geometric parameter x.
According to [I4], UIBs are detected along a large number of interstellar sight-lines covering
a wide range of excitation conditions. Recent laboratory IR spectra of neutral and positively
charged poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) has been successfully used by Allamandola
[I16] to model the observed UIBs. It is believed that PAHs are produced in reactions involving
photosynthesis and are regarded as precedessors of biotic life [I3]. This would conform with the
presence of metabolic energy quanta.
DNA sugar bone, some amino-acids, and various hallucinogens involve 5- and 6-cycles and
the proposal is that these cycles involve free electron pairs, which possess Planck constant ~ = n~0 ,
n = 5, 6. These free electron pairs would explain the anomalous conductivity of DNA and would
be an essential characteristic of living matter. The emergence of n = 5, 6 levels could be seen as
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λ/nm
628.4
661.4
443.0
578.0
579.7

E/.5eV
3.947
3.750
5.598
4.291
4.278

k
135 = 33 × 5
135 + 11 = 2 × 73
134 = 2 × 67
135 + 11 = 2 × 73
135 + 11 = 2 × 73

∆k
∼∞
3
2
∼∞
∼∞

∆E(k, ∆k)/E
0.987
0.985
0.933
0.986
0.984

p/e
p
e
p
e
e

Table 3.2: Table gives the best fit for DIBs assuming that they result from dropping of proton
or electron to a larger space-time sheet. Notations are same as in Table 3.1.

the first step in the pre-biotic evolution.
Diffuse Interstellar Bands
There are diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) at wavelengths 578.0 and 579.7 nanometers and also at
628.4, 661.4 and 443.0 nm. The 443.0 nm DIB is particularly broad at about 1.2 nm across - typical
intrinsic stellar absorption features are 0.1 nm [I4]. Table 3.2 proposes a possible identification
of these lines in terms of differences of zero point kinetic energies. Also now the best fit has errors
below 7 per cent.
The peak wavelengths in chlorophyll and photosynthesis are around 650 nm and 450 nm
and would correspond to second and third row of the table.
The Extended Red Emission
The Extended Red Emission (ERE) [I4, I48] is a broad unstructured emission band with width
about 80 nm and located between 540 and 900 nm. The large variety of peak wavelength of the
band is its characteristic feature. In majority of cases the peak is observed in the range 650-750
nm but also the range 610-750 nm appears. ERE has been observed in a wide variety of dusty
astronomical environments. The necessary conditions for its appearance is illumination by UV
photons with energies E ≥ 7.25 eV from source with T ≥ 104 K. The position of the peak depends
on the distance from the source [I48].
According to [I4] the current interpretation attributes ERE to a luminescence originating
from some dust component of the ISM, powered by UV/visible photons. Various carbonaceous
compounds seem to provide a good fit to the observational constraints. However, the real nature
of ERE is still unknown since most candidates seem to be unable to simultaneously match the
spectral distribution of ERE and the required photon conversion efficiency.
1. Consider first the band 650-750 nm appearing in the majority of cases. The most natural
interpretation is that the lower end of the band corresponds to the zero point kinetic energy
of electron at k = 135 + 11 = 146 = 2 × 73 space-time sheet. This would mean that the lines
would accumulate near 650 nm and obey the period doubling formula
λ(k) − λ(∞)
2−k
=
.
λ(∞)
1 − 2−k
By the estimate of Table 2 the lower end should correspond to λ = 628.4 nm with a correction
factor x < 1 reducing the zero point kinetic energy. The reduction would be smaller than 4
per cent. ∆k = 3 transition would correspond to 744 nm quite near to the upper end of the
band. For ∆k = 2 transition one has λ = 867 nm not to far from the upper end 900 nm.
∆k = 1 corresponds to 1.3 µm.
2. For proton with k = 135 = 146 the energy band would shift by the factor 211 me /mp ' 1.0874
giving the range (598, 690) nm.
3. The variation for the position of the peak can be understood if the charged particles at the
smaller space-time sheet can have excess energy liberated in the dropping to the larger space-
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time sheet. This excess energy would determine the position of the lower end of the band in
the range (540, 650) nm.
4. One should also understand the role of UV photons with energy larger than 7.25 eV. For
proton the energy would be 8.76 eV. For proton the energy would be 8.76 eV. UV photon
with energy E ≥ 8 eV could kick electrons from large space-time sheets to k = 144 = 146 − 4
space-time sheet where they have zero point kinetic energy of 8 eV plus possible additional
energy (for proton the energy would be 8.76 eV). One possibility is that these electrons drop
first to k = 145 by the emission of ∼ 4 eV UV photon and then to k = 144 by the emission
∼ 2 eV photon corresponding to 650 nm line. The further dropping to larger space-time
sheets would produce besides this line also the lines with longer wavelengths in the band.
The energy of UV photons brings in mind the bond energy 7.36 eV of N2 molecule and
the possibility of metabolic mechanism using UV light as metabolic energy and based on
the dissociation of N2 followed by re-association liberating metabolic energy kicking protons
or electrons to a smaller space-time sheet. For the k → k + 3 transition of electron the
energy would be 7 eV which suggests that this transition defines important metabolic energy
quantum for living interstellar dust using dissociation and its reversal as basic metabolic
mechanism.

3.3.2

Laboratory Evidence ForPlasmoids As Life Forms

Accepting the notion of magnetic body one is naturally led to the idea about plasmoids as primitive
life forms quantum controlled by the dark matter at the magnetic body of the plasma ball. Magnetic
body itself would contain Bose-Einstein condensates of ions and electrons and could be seen as
a quantum plasmoid. Plasmoids would be very simple systems able to recycled metabolism and
therefore highly interesting from the point of new energy technologies. Magnetic body of the
plasmoid could also be responsible for a continual feed of charge keeping plasma ball charged
(DNA strands are negatively charged in bio-matter).
From dust to dust
The article From Plasma crystals and helical structures towards inorganic living matter of Tsytovich
et al in August issue of New Journal of Physics provides new empirical support for plasmoids as
living life forms. The results of the article suggest that interstellar dust could behave like living
matter in some respects: it could even have variant of genetic code. This is a really shattering
finding and with single blow destroys the standard dogma about life as something purely chemical.
It should also give also some headaches for those influential colleagues who have decided that it is
necessary to accept the anthropic principle. Here is little popularization of the result.
SCIENTISTS have discovered that inorganic material can take on the characteristics of
living organisms in space, a development that could transform views of alien life.
An international panel from the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Max Planck institute
in Germany and the University of Sydney found that galactic dust could form spontaneously into
helixes and double helixes and that the inorganic creations had memory and the power to reproduce
themselves.
A similar rethinking of prospective alien life is being undertaken by the National Research
Council, an advisory body to the US government. It says Nasa should start a search for what it
describes as “weird life” - organisms that lack DNA or other molecules found in life on Earth.
The new research, to be published this week in the New Journal of Physics, found nonorganic
dust, when held in the form of plasma in zero gravity, formed the helical structures found in DNA.
The particles are held together by electromagnetic forces that the scientists say could contain a code
comparable to the genetic information held in organic matter. It appeared that this code could be
transferred to the next generation.
Professor Greg Morfill, of the Max Planck institute of extra-terrestrial physics, said:
Going by our current narrow definitions of what life is, it qualifies. The question now is to
see if it can evolve to become intelligent. It’s a little bit like science fiction at the moment. The
potential level of complexity we are looking at is of an amoeba or a plant. I do not believe that the
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systems we are talking about are life as we know it. We need to define the criteria for what we
think of as life much more clearly.
It may be that science is starting to study territory already explored by science fiction. The
television series The X-Files, for example, has featured life in the form of a silicon-based parasitic
spore. The Max Planck experiments were conducted in zero gravity conditions in Germany and on
the International Space Station 200 miles above earth.
The findings have provoked speculation that the helix could be a common structure that
underpins all life, organic and nonorganic.
To sum up the essentials, plasma phase is involved and the dust life is able to construct
analogs of DNA double helices and this has been achieved also in laboratory. “From dust to dust”
seems to have a very deep side meaning!
Here is a more quantitative summary of the results reported in [I28].
1. The scale of the dust balls seems to be few micrometers. It is essential that the system is
open in the sense that there is both metabolic energy feed and continual feed of plasma to
negatively charged dust particles to preserve their charges. Authors speak about effective
“gravitational” instability as a mechanism leading to the formation of the helices and identify
effective gravitational coupling (the formula contains a trivial typo) as a function of charge
and mass of the particle plus dimensionless parameter characterizing the modification of
Debye model implied by the fact that dust particles are not electrically closed systems.
Authors give a long list of life-like properties possessed by the helical structures.
2. Helical structures are generated spontaneously and possess negative charges. The repulsion
of the helical structures transforms to attraction at some critical distance interval due to
the fact that the large electrostatic self energy depends on the distance between helices and
this makes possible double helices (authors speak about over-screening in the formal model).
Similar mechanism might work also in the case of ordinary DNA double helices whose stability
is poorly understood since also in this case the large negative charge could be preserved by
continual feed of charge.
3. The twist angle of the helix makes bifurcations as a function of radius of helix and the values
of twist angle could define the letters of genetic code. Also a mechanism for how the twist
angle is communicated to neighboring helix is proposed. Also dust vortices are observed and
might be those which one can occasionally observe during hot summer days.
4. Authors do not mention magnetic fields but my guess is that the helical structures reflect
directly the geometry of the helical magnetic flux tubes, and that dark electron pairs with
large Planck constant at these tubes might be the quantal aspect of the system. These
currents might relate closely to the plasma current, which charges the dust particles. Also
DNA, which is insulator, is known to be able to act as conductor, and here the free electron
pairs associated with aromatic rings having ~ = n × ~0 , n = 5 or 6, could make conduction
possible since their Compton size would be n-fold.
Elephant trunks in astrophysics
TGD Universe is fractal and this means that the visible structures are formed around magnetic
flux quanta containing dark matter with large ~ appear in all length scales and have geometric
patterns reflecting the exact discrete symmetries of dark matter acting as rotational symmetries
of the field body and at the level of visible matter giving rise to broken symmetries typical for
molecular structures. The helical structures found from the rings of some planets could be one
example of fractal life.
For some time ago I learned about “elephant trunks” found by Hubble (I am grateful for
Miika Väisälä telling about the trunks and for giving references to the papers about the finding).
They appear in very wide range of length scales: at least from 1000 au to 1 pc. They are found in
close connection with molecular clouds and HII regions excite by one or more young hot stars (a
“metabolic connection” with the above mentioned unidentified bands and lines and PAHs present
only if there is also UV source present does not look like a bad guess). In general the trunks are
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∆k
∆E(144, ∆k)/eV
λ/nm

1
4
310(UVB)

2
6
207(UVB)

≥3
≥7
≤ 177 (VUV)
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∞
8
155 (VUV)

Table 3.3: The lines corresponding to the dropping of electron from k = 144 space time sheet
defining a candidate for UV light inducing generation of ERE in the interstellar dust.

Another important finding supporting TGD view about Universe which might be seen as a
fractally scaled variant of above helices pointing like fingers to the hot stars. Here is abstract of
the paper by P. Carlquist, G. F. Gahm, and H. Kristen [I18].
Using the 2.6 m Nordic Optical Telescope we have observed a large number of elephant trunks
in several regions. Here, we present a small selection of this material consisting of a few large,
well-developed trunks, and some smaller ones. We find that: (i) the well-developed trunks are
made up of dark filaments and knots which show evidence of twisted structures, (ii) the trunks
are connected with essentially two filamentary legs running in V-shape, and (iii) all trunks have
the maximum extinction in their heads. We advance a theory of twisted elephant trunks which is
based on the presence of magnetic flux ropes in molecular clouds where hot OB stars are formed.
If the rope contains a local condensation it may adopt a V-shape as the region around the hot stars
expands. If, in addition, the magnetic field in the rope is sufficiently twisted, the rope may form a
double helix at the apex of the V. The double helix is identified with the twisted elephant trunks. In
order to illustrate the mechanisms behind the double helix we have constructed a mechanical analogy
model of the magnetic flux rope in which the rope has been replaced by a bundle of elastic strings
loaded by a weight. Experiments with the model clearly show that part of the bundle will transform
into a double helix when the twist of the bundle is sufficiently large. We have also worked out a
simple theoretical model of a mass-loaded magnetic flux rope. Numerical calculations show that a
double helix will indeed form when the twist of the rope exceeds a certain critical limit. Numerical
model calculations are applied to both the analogy model experiments and one of the well-developed
elephant trunks. On the basis of our model we also suggest a new interpretation of the so called
EGGs.
The double helix mechanism is quite general, and should be active also in other suitable
environments. One such environment may be the shell of supernova remnants. Another example
is the expanding bubble outlined by the North Celestial Pole Loop.
For fractally thinking physicist consisting mostly of dark matter with large Planck constant
this does not leave many options: life and even intelligent life is everywhere and in all length scales.
This provides also a new view about Fermi paradox.

3.3.3

Universal Metabolic Quanta

The basic prediction following from the p-adic length scales hypothesis is that universal metabolic
energy quanta come as octaves of p-adic energy scale. The natural expectation is that the evolution
of life has proceeded from high to low energy quanta and that also the high energy quanta might
be seen even at the level of organic life.
Could UV photons have some metabolic role?
The correlation between UV photons and ERE brings in mind the vision that high temperature
plasmoids are primitive life-forms possibly having universal metabolic energy quanta in UV range.
One can imagine that the development of chemical energy storage mechanisms has made it possible
to use visible light from Sun as a source of metabolic energy and get rid of UV quanta having
disastrous biological effects. Ozone layer shields out most of UV light and also air absorbs the UV
light below wavelength 200 nm, which justifies the term vacuum UV (VUV) for this range.
From Table 3 one finds that ∆k > 2 electronic transitions cascading to 8 eV (155 nm) by
period doubling) belong to vacuum UV (VUV) absorbed by air. The lines 310 nm and 207 nm
corresponding to ∆k = 1 and ∆k = 2 could however define frequency windows since these lines
need not correspond to any atomic or molecular electronic transitions.
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Molecule
ED /eV

H2
4.48

O2
5.08

N2
7.37

CO
11.11

NO
5.2

Table 3.4: Dissociation energies of some simple moleculs.
In the solar photosphere the temperature is about 5800 K, roughly half of the minimum
temperature 104 K needed to generate the UV radiation inducing ERE in interstellar dust. Solar
corona however has temperature of about 106 K, which corresponds to a thermal energy of order
100 eV and the UV radiation from corona at above mentioned discrete frequencies resulting in
dropping of electrons could serve as a metabolic energy source for pre-biotics in the interstellar
space. This raises obvious questions. Should the stellar sources inducing ERE possess also corona?
Could 4 eV and 6 eV UV photons from the solar corona serve as a source of metabolic energy for
some primitive organisms like blue algae?
A simple model for the metabolism of plasmoids
Extended Red Emissions (EREs) are associated with the interstellar dust in presence of UV light
with energies above 7.25 eV and source with temperature not below 104 K (maximum of wave length
distribution of black body radiation corresponds to the energy 4.97 eV at this temperature). This
suggests that plasmoids using UV photons as metabolic energy are involved.
1. Since the bond energies of molecules vary in few eV range and their formation typically
liberates photons in UV range, the natural hypothesis is that the metabolic cycle is based on
the formation of some molecule liberating UV photon kicking electron/proton to a smaller
space-time sheet. UV photons from energy source would in turn induce dissociation of the
molecule and thus drive the process. The process as a whole would involve several p-adic
length scales and several metabolic currencies.
2. This situation is of course encountered also in the ordinary biology but with highly developed
sharing of labor. Biosphere would burn hydrocarbons in animal cells with carbon dioxide
as the eventual outcome. Carbon dioxide would in turn be used by plants to regenerate
the hydrocarbons. Note that in the recent day technology the loop is open: hydrocarbons
are burned but there is no process regenerating them: perhaps photons with large Planck
constant might some day used to regenerate the fuel and give rise to “living” and perhaps
tidier technology.
3. It is believed that complex organic molecules like amino-acids can form in the interstellar
dust and the spontaneous formation of amino-acids is known to be possible in the interstellar
ice under UV radiation. Hence at least N2 and perhaps also CO can be expected to be
present. Table 3.4 gives dissociation energies of some simple molecules.
1. N2 has bond energy 7.37 eV is slightly above the UV threshold 7.26 eV for ERE, which
strongly suggests that N2 is one of the molecules involved with the metabolism of interstellar
plasmoids.
2. If ice is present then carbon monoxide CO would be an excellent candidate for a metabolic
molecule since its bond energy is as high as 11.11 eV. The exceptionally large bond energy
would naturally relate to the fact that carbon and oxygen are the key molecules of life.
Anomalous light phenomena as plasmoids
TGD suggests that anomalous light phenomena (ALPs, or light balls, or UFOs depending on
one’s tastes and assumptions) are identifiable as plasmoids behaving as primitive life forms. In
the conference held in Röros Björn Gitle-Hauge told about the determination of the spectrum of
visible light emitted by some light balls observed in Hessdalen [H16] (“Hessdalen phenomenon” is
the term used).
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1. The spectrum is a band in the interval 500-600 nm whereas the typical ERE [I48] is concentrated in the interval 650-750 nm. The peak is in the interval 540-900 nm, the width of the
band is also now 100 nm, and there are no sharp peaks. Therefore the interpretation as ERE
can be considered.
2. Because Hessdalen is an old mining district, authors propose that the light ball could consist
of burning dust containing some metals. Author proposes that the burning of Titanium and
Scandium (encountered only in Scandinavia) might provide the energy for the light ball. Sc
reacts vigorously with acids and air (burning in oxygen gives Sc2 O3 as end product). T i
burns in oxygen and is the only element that burns in nitrogen. T i is used in fireworks since
it produces spectacular fires.
Author notices that the emission lines of N + , Al++ , resp. Sc+ at 528.02 nm, 528.2 nm, resp.
528.576 nm might contribute to the band. This might be the case but the explanation of the
band solely in terms of molecular transitions is not favored by its smoothness.
3. The bond energies of T iO and T iN are 6.9 eV and 5.23 eV so that the radiation resulting
in their formation is in UV range and could provide part of the metabolic energy. I do not
know about bond energy of Scandium oxide.
4. T iO2 is known to catalyze photolysis in the presence of UV light [I7, I8], which in turn
is basic step in [I9] [I9], the basic step of which in TGD Universe would be the kicking of
electrons/protons to smaller space-time sheets. Therefore the UV photons liberated in the
formation of molecules containing T i could catalyze photosynthesis like process.

3.3.4

Life As A Symbiosis Of Plasmoids And Biological Life

If evolution has discovered something it usually keeps it so that plasmoids and UV metabolism
should be still there. This suggests that plasmoids are still in ionosphere. What could this mean?
There also also other questions and I am grateful for Sampo Vesterinen for some of them. The key
questions are perhaps the following ones. Do plasmoids and biological life forms live in symbiosis in
some sense? If this is the case, what plasmoids can give to us and what we can give to plasmoids?
1. Magnetic bodies as quantum plasmoids and plasmoids in magnetosphere
One must make clear what one means with plasmoid. One can consider a plasma made
of ordinary visible matter and also large ~ quantum plasma at magnetic bodies in a form of
Bose-Einstein condensates of charged particles. The symbiosis of plasmoids and biomatter could
correspond to the symbiosis of magnetic body and biological body.
One can imagine also the possibility that visible matter plasmoids and bio-matter are in
symbiosis via the mediation of magnetic bodies. Note that DNA strands are negatively charged
so that there is a resemblance with a plasma like state. One aspect of symbiosis would be that
magnetic body would feed charged particles to DNA.
2. Some basic facts about magnetosphere
Magnetosphere would be a natural environment for plasmoid population. If one restricts
plasmoids to visible matter, then ionosphere, plasma sphere and plasma sheet are the most interesting objects of interest.
1. The temperature in the highest F layer of the ionosphere (extending from 150 km to 1500
km depending on source) is about 1200-1300 K: the photon energy is about .6-.65 eV at
the maximum wavelength of thermal distribution. Hence F layer plasmoids might receive
metabolic energy in the form of.5 eV metabolic energy quanta via thermal photons. Selforganization occurs in transition layers and especially interesting is the transition region
85-300 km from mesosphere to ionosphere at which temperature increases 300 K to about
1200 K.
2. Inner magnetosphere is a torus-like structure whose extension varies between 4RE (day side)
and 8RE (night side) and shielded from solar wind. In the inner magnetosphere the typical
density is about 1 ion per cubic centimeter. Inner magnetosphere is bounded by a transition
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layer of thickness of ∼ R (magneto-pause). In this region the density of the ions drops
rapidly.
Inner magnetosphere contains plasma sphere whose radius varies in the range 2RE − 4RE
at day side and 2RE − 6RE at night side. Plasma has a ionospheric origin. The density of
the cold plasma consisting mainly of protons sphere varies in the range 10 − 103 ions/cm3 ,
whereas the temperature is ∼ 5×103 K, which corresponds to metabolic energy quantum of.5
eV. Note however that the energy of photon at maximum of thermal distribution is about
2.5 eV which suggests 2 eV metabolic quantum.
The cold, dense plasma of plasma sphere is frozen around magnetic flux lines which co-rotate
with Earth. In TGD framework this means that flux tubes co-rotate and thus change shape.
In the equitorial plane the density of the plasma sphere drops sharply down to ∼ 1 ion/cm3
at r = 4R. This transition region is known as a plasma pause. During magnetic storms the
outer radius decreases since the pressure of the solar wind compresses the plasma sphere. The
day-night variation of the shape of the plasma sphere is rather small. Within this region the
magnetic field has in a reasonable approximation dipole shape with radiation belts forming
an exception.
The surface temperature of Sun is 6×103 K. This temperature is roughly half of the minimum
temperature 104 K needed for EREs from interstellar dust [I48]. This corresponds to photon
energy of 3 eV at the maximum of thermal distribution and cannot induce dissociation of N2
and other simple diatomic molecules. There is also solar corona but its temperature is about
106 K (102 eV) so that the flux of thermal photons at UV energies is very low.
Taking seriously the finding that T ≥ 104 K for source is necessary for EREs, one might ask
whether the plasmoids at the day side are able to receive enough metabolic energy from UV
radiation of Sun. If course, there is is no need to assume that dissociation of N2 molecules is
key element in metabolic mechanism. The temperatures in both F layer and plasma sphere
allow kicking of protons and electrons to smaller space-time sheets and this might save the
situation. Hence metabolism is not a problem for the plasmoids except perhaps during
night-time when the plasma cools down somewhat.
3. The plasma sheet [K25], [F6] at the night side of Earth dark is the most prominent feature
of the outer magnetosphere. It has a thickness about Earth radius RE and extends beyond
Moon’s orbit (with radius 103 RE ). The average densities of charged particles are very low
and same order of magnitude as in plasma sphere: about.4-2 per cm3 for both protons and
electrons and correlates with solar wind density.
The temperature is very high: the thermal energy of electrons is in keV range and ionic
temperatures are even higher. The high temperature is due to the leakage of matter from
solar wind. Note that up to the distance d ∼ 102 RE equator region of outer magnetosphere
at the night side of Earth experiences a continual solar eclipse so that this region does not
receive radiation energy from Sun: the high temperature of plasma sheet solves this metabolic
problem.
The presence of keV photons would destroy molecules at plasma sheet and induce a high
degree of ionization so that plasmoid life must be based on ions and electrons. The energy
needed to kick an electron to an atomic space-time sheet is about keV from me /mp ∼ 2−11 :
hence the dropping of electrons from atomic space-time sheets would be the natural metabolic
mechanism for plasmoid life at plasma sheet.
One of the original motivations for the plasmoid hypothesis was the strange finding that
plasma sheet at the equator at the dark side of Earth is highly self-organized structure and the
velocity distributions of electrons present patterns like “flowers”, “eyes”, “butterflies” [K25].
3. What plasmoids could give to us and what we could give to plasmoids?
An attractive general motivation for the symbiosis would be that magnetic bodies would
give us ability to think and we would give them ability to sense.
1. The model of cognitive representations relies on the intersections of magnetic bodies with
corresponding p-adic space-time sheets possessing literally infinite size in the real sense. The
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larger the magnetic body, the better the representations. Magnetic bodies could thus provide
us with cognitive representations and an interesting question is whether and how this relates
to the strange self-organization patterns at plasma sheet.
2. We could provide for magnetic bodies sensory input and serve as their motor instruments.
These magnetic bodies might be also associated with plasma sheet and the plasmoids of
ionosphere and plasma sphere and could also use plasmoids of visible matter as a sensory
receptors and perhaps even primitive motor instruments.
One can imagine also more concrete motivations for the symbiosis.
1. Plasmoids in the day-side ionosphere could shield biosphere from UV light by “eating” the
incoming UV light. Magnetic bodies could also feed negative electronic charge from the
plasmoids of magnetosphere to DNA double strands.
2. Plasmoids are not in a need of metabolic energy unless it happens that the temperature in F
layer cools too much during night time from T ∼ 0.12 eV. One might imagine that plasmoids
suck metabolic energy from the biosphere during sleep (say brains which remain active):
this would be a possible explanation for why we sleep. One can even imagine that during
sleep magnetospheric collective levels of consciousness take command and life forms in the
biosphere entangle to form kind of stereo consciousness providing a collective view what is
to be human, member of species, or a part of biosphere.
4. About the interpretation of bio-photons?
Also the wave lengths of bio-photons are in the range of visible photons. Their spectrum is
claimed to be featureless, which would suggest that identification in terms of photons resulting in
dropping of electrons and protons to larger space-time sheets might not make sense. The variation
of the geometric shape of space-time sheets, the possibility of surplus energy, and the clustering
of the transition lines around the lower end of wave length spectrum might however give rise to
effectively featureless spectrum.
Suppose that bio-photons correspond to superposition of ERE bands and thus reflect the
presence of UV energy feed. Unless biological body is not able to generate the needed UV photons,
they must arrive from Sun. Bio-photons or their dark counterparts with much longer wavelengths
could indeed live at the flux quanta of the magnetic bodies and observed visible bio-photons could
represent some kind of leakage.
5. Gariaev’s experiments
Gariaev’s experiments [I24] involved the irradiation of DNA using visible laser light with
photon energy 1.9595 eV. The irradiation induced emission of radio waves with same polarization
with frequencies above kHz. Radio waves induced growth of potatoes. A possible interpretation is
that 2 eV photons kicked electrons to a smaller space-time sheet and thus gave metabolic energy to
DNA. The radio waves possibly resulting in the dropping of electrons back to the larger space-time
sheets could have consisted of dark photons with same or smaller energy and could have been
used as a metabolic energy by the potatoes. That the dropping can occur to several space-time
sheets would explain why several radio wave frequencies were observed. The prediction would be
sum of period doubling spectra discussed earlier since sequences of droppings are possible. The
radio-wave signal would result from the de-coherence of dark radio-wave photons to a bundle of
ordinary radio-wave photons.
6. Earth’s interior as a living system?
For years ago I developed in detail the working hypothesis that entire magnetosphere is a
living system. Even Earth’s interior (and also solar surface) could contain plasmoid life [K89, K25].
The temperature below the mantle of Earth does not differ too much from the surface temperature
of Sun and metabolic energy could come from the radioactive decays from the interior of Earth.
There would be UV shielding by Earth: UV light has energies above 3.1 eV whereas the temperature
at the mantle-core boundary is 4300 K which corresponds to energy 2.2 eV energy at the maximum
of thermal distribution. Metabolic energy quantum of 2 eV would be highly suggestive and might
be directly used to kick protons and electrons to smaller space-time sheet.
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The metabolism would not probably involve energy quantum of.5 eV. Magnetic flux tubes
could also mediate metabolic energy from the biosphere and possibly also ionosphere and the
plasmoid life in question could be at an evolutionary level not tolerating UV light and involve
molecules in essential manner.

3.4

Podletnov Effect And Modanese-Podkletnov Effect

The name of Podkletnov is associated with two effects for which the simplest explanation seems
to based on the same idea. The older experiment [H47] reports a few per cent effective reduction
of strength of Earth’s gravitational field above rotating and levitating super-conductor subjected
to 1 MHz AC current generated magnetic field. [H32] [H32] reports a similar effect in rotating
super-conductor during a phase transition from super-conducting to non-super-conducting phase.
In Modanese-Podkletnov effect [H46] the electric discharges of a capacitor for which the
second plate is super-conductor are reported to generate a pulse of unidentified radiation inducing
the oscillation of test penduli. What is strange that the beam of radiation does not seem to be
attenuated.
I have considered several alternative explanations for the Podkletnov effect but only after
having realized the correct interpretation of predicted long ranged electro-weak and color gauge
fields in terms of dark matter hierarchy it became obvious that the common denominator of these
experiments is phase transition like phenomenon, either (possibly) repeated transition from superconducting to super-conducting state or dielectric discharge of the super-conductor. This leads to
a model implying also a close connection with Searl device.
The most recent model is a variant of this model introduced in the beginning of 2015 relies
on various developments in the general understanding of TGD [K88, K95]. In particular, the
hierarchy of Planck constants identified as a hierarchy of phases of ordinary matter identifiable as
dark matter plays a key role in the model.

3.4.1

Modanese-Podkletnov Effect

E. Podkletnov and G. Modanese have constructed a device [H46] in which a super-conducting
ceramic catode and a copper anode cause electrical discharges in low pressure gases, at temperatures
between 50 and 70 K. The voltage used is 2 MV. Peak currents are of order 104 A. catode and anode
have radii of 10 cm and their distance varies between 15 and 40 cm. There is also a magnetic field
of.9 Tesla present inside the cylindrical chamber to concentrate the discharge to a smaller area. In
discharges at voltage above.5 MV two new phenomena were observed. First, discharge does not
look like a spark but like a flat, glowing discharge originating from the whole surface of the superconductor. Secondly, a radiation pulse is emitted at the discharge which propagates orthogonally
to the catode, towards the anode and beyond it, in a collimated beam, apparently without an
attention. Radiation pulse carries away an energy of 10−3 J at least. It is concluded that the
radiation in question cannot be ordinary electromagnetic radiation.
The anomalous radiation was measured using various penduli at the line connecting the
centers of catode and electrode and hanging from a cotton string inside glass cylinders under
vacuum. The radii of spheres were 10-25 mm and located at distances 6 m and 150 m from the
installation. Various materials for the spheres were used: metal, glass, ceramics, wood, rubber,
plastic. It was found that the impact on pendulum did not depend on the material but only on
the mass of the pendulum which was in the range 10-50 g. Pendulum did not show any signs of
heating. Measurements of the impulse taken at close distance (3-6 m) and large distance (150 m)
gave identical results. The pulses where not absorbed by the media or at least, the losses of energy
were negligible. The force beam does not seem to diverge and its borders are clear-cut and the
width of the beam is that of the super-conducting emitter. If the pulse propagates in air, some
energy should be depleted from it and lead to the weakening of the pulse. The observations of the
air in the path of pulse only show that brief forward and backward movement of particles occurs.
The radiation appears to propagate through brick walls and metal plates without a noticeable
absorption but this is not due to weak coupling with matter. Ordinary electromagnetic radiation
cannot be in question. The assumptions that the radiation satisfies E = cp dispersion relation and
that the pulse given to the penduli is due to the absorption of energy and momentum of radiation
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leads to a contradiction. For a pendulum of 18.5 g, the kinetic energy of the pendulum was of the
order of 10−4 J whereas the momentum was of the order of 10−3 kg m/s. If this momentum had to
be imparted from the beam, its total energy should be larger than the total energy available in the
discharge, 106 J in maximum. The conclusion made in [H46] is that the radiation does not obey
the dispersion relation of massless particles. On the other hand, if the net energy and momentum
of the pendulum correspond to the total energy and momentum for quanta of radiation absorbed
by the pendulum, the quanta must be tachyonic since one has E = 10−4 J  pc = 3 × 105 J, which
suggests that absorption is not the mechanism. Also the fact that radiation does not weaken with
distance with a detectable manner suggests the same.
The force is proportional to the mass of the pendulum sphere but the interpretation as a
gravitational force is excluded already because of the strength of the effect. Equivalence Principle
states also that the gravitational force depends only on the gravitational mass of the particle, not
its particular state. The force is also repulsive.
The TGD based explanation for the effect relies on the model of Tesla coil [K63] (see http:
//tinyurl.com/y8j8h6dg), which assumes that a phase transition of electrons to Cooper pairs of
dark electrons takes place about critical voltage Vcr = me in presence of oscillating external AC
voltage.
1. There is a very strong analogy with the model for what happens in the secondary coil of Tesla
transformer [K63]. The critical voltage V = .5 MV above which the Modanese-Podkletnov
effect appears corresponds to an electrostatic energy equal to the rest energy of electron, and
therefore to the proposed value of eVcr = me = .5 MeV for which ohmic current through
a Tesla coil transforms to supra current of dark electrons along its surface. This would
suggest that ordinary local dielectric breakdown transformed to global a super-conducting
dielectric breakdown involving the flow of supra current of dark electronic Cooper pairs from
the superconducting disk to the non-superconducting disk. Also a beam of dark photons
are generated but at this time they would not be visible. This could be understood if their
energies are not equal to those of visible photons or if the beam is concentrated very strongly
in the forward direction so that the dark photons do not reach retina of observed not in the
path of the beam. Similar global dielectric breakdown as supra current between secondary of
the Tesla coil and ground in the case of Tesla’s experiments would correspond to the white
light filling the room [K63].
2. The radiation could correspond to a massless extremal (ME, “topological light ray” ) or
possibly existing TGD counterpart of the longitudinal scalar waves of Tesla. The classical
field involved could be either electromagnetic or Z 0 type. MEs are space-time correlates
for completely collimated radiation propagating with light velocity with pulse shape being
arbitrary and preserved. The possibly existing Tesla wave represents longitudinal pulse of
electric or Z 0 electric) field propagating with light velocity. At least Z 0 type and perhaps also
dark em MEs and scalar waves do not care about Faraday cages: the classical radiation is
simply at another space-time sheet. This fits with the observation that the pulse of radiation
goes through various obstacles without absorption.
3. One can argue that electromagnetic Tesla’s scalar waves are favored because their emission
could be interpreted as a decay of the electric field of the capacitor by the emission of scalar
waves carrying away pieces of space-time containing a constant electric field with intensity
equal to the local intensity of the electric field between the capacitor plates. For the scalar
wave pulses the quantization of the electric flux analogous to that of magnetic flux suggests
that the condition
eV L = eEL2 = n × 2π ,
n integer,
is satisfied (~ = c = 1), so that the length of the scalar wave pulse would be
p
L = n2π/eE. For an electric field having a magnitude of order E ∼ 104 kV /m (a voltage
of 104 kV over a distance of 10 cm) and for n = 1 the scalar wave pulse would have a length
of about one micrometer.
4. What might cause the repulsive force proportional to the mass of the object? E = pc
relationship does not hold for the energy transfer: rather momentum is much larger than this
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would allow. Thus an absorption of massless quanta is certainly not in question. Rather, the
relationship suggests an ordinary non-relativistic dispersion relation between kinetic energy
and momentum for a massive particle. The total mass of these particles is from numbers
∆E = 10−4 J and ∆p = 10−3 kgm/s equals to about 50 grams. The actual mass mentioned
in the example was 18.5 grams. This makes perfect sense since only order of magnitude
estimate is in question.
5. Many-sheeted space-time suggests a different explanation for the effect consistent with E = cp
relationship. The effect would be actually a special case of anomalies which are very abundant
and explained by the many-sheeted space-time concept.
(a) The space-time sheet of the pulse would act as a temporary bridge between two spacetime sheets, say an atomic space-time sheet of the test object and a super-conducting
magnetic flux tube of the Earth’s magnetic field or its dark counterpart [K14]. Some
particles from the atomic space-time sheets of the test object leak along this bridge to
a larger space-time sheet or vice versa. The presence of the leaking particles at the
bridge would make it temporarily massive and stop the motion of ME/scalar wave pulse
for a moment. Since absorption does not occur considerably this should occur only
temporarily. In case of the scalar wave pulse the longitudinal electric field would define
a force field and induce ionic currents of opposite sign between the space-time sheets.
(b) If the particles leak to the direction of the emitter first, as is natural since the flux tubes
are first formed to this direction, then effective repulsive force results as a recoil effect
by conservation of total momentum holding in many-sheeted space-time but not for
single space-time sheet anymore. Recoil momentum is indeed non-vanishing since the
zero point kinetic energy of particles at atomic space-time sheets is non-vanishing and
is transformed to the kinetic energy of the particles at the larger space-time sheet. An
order of magnitude estimate is obtained by assuming that the “dropping” particles are
electrons, and that the zero point kinetic energy is E = π 2 /2me L2 ' 1 keV resulting,
when the size L of the atomic space-time sheet is one Angstrom. This gives for the
fraction  of electrons in the pendulum transferred to the beam space-time sheet the
estimate  ' 1.8 × 10−10 .
(c) If the probability for leakage is same for all particles independent of the material, the
recoil momentum of the object resulting from the leakage of particle to another spacetime sheet is proportional to the mass of the object as observed.
A possible test for this effect is following one. The object should lose some mass via the
leakage, at least temporarily. The loss of mass is predicted to be small, a fraction of order 10−13
about the mass of the pendulum. One could also look whether the pendulum becomes charged in
the process. The leakage of the super-conducting ions from the magnetic flux tubes of say Earth
to the atomic space-time sheets is a fundamental mechanism of breaking of super-conductivity
in TGD universe. The quantum theory of bio-systems relies on this mechanism as well as TGD
based explanations for certain free energy phenomena like Brown’s gas [K21]. The “miraculous”
appearance of ions or atoms to system originally not containing them by supra current leakage
from magnetic flux tube space-time sheets (say) is the basic testable prediction.

3.4.2

Scalar Waves Of Tesla In TGD Framework

The scalar waves or so called non-Hertzian waves of Nikola Tesla belong to the fringe region of
science. Many proponents of free energy believe that scalar waves might provide a basis for a
new energy and communication technologies. Tesla himself was isolated from the official science
and found no place in text books because his hypothesis about scalar waves did not fit within the
framework of the Maxwell’s electrodynamics. Personally I justified my personal prejudices against
scalar waves by the observation that the formulations for the notion of scalar waves that I had seen
seemed to be in a conflict with the cherished gauge invariance of gauge theories. The discussions
with a Finnish free energy enthusiast Juha Hartikka however led me to reconsider the status of the
scalar waves.
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The surprise was that the non-Hertzian waves of Tesla might be possible in TGD framework.
The most plausible explanation relies on many-sheeted space-time whereas the oritinal singlesheeted model for scalar waves is too formal to be taken seriously.
1. TGD allows so called massless extremals (MEs, topological light rays) as non-linear generalization of Maxwellian plane waves. They are characterized by light-like wave vector and
polarization vector orthogonal to it and these vectors can also depend on space-time position [K77]. The most general wave is a pulse with arbitrary profile moving along ME with
light-velocity along them and preserving its shape.
Since TGD space-time is many-sheeted one can take two waves of this kind on top of each
other in the sense that their M 4 projections intersect in some region of M 4 . The effective
space-time is defined by a piece of Minkowski space with effective metric which is sum of M 4
metric and deviations of the metrics of sheets from M 4 metric. Effective gauge potentials
are sums of the induced gauge potentials. For two MEs the potentials at the two sheets
and if the wave vectors can be chosen to be in opposite direction in which case one obtains
an effective standing wave with non-vanishing net energy but vanishing 3-momentum and
classical spin. Since MEs can carry light-like charge current the resulting system carries
non-vanishing charge density and vanishing current Fourier transforms of the pair give rise
to massive spinless states having identification as scalar waves possibly carrying em charge.
In TGD framework classical gauge boson fields of standard model correspond two-sheeted
structures - perhaps pairs of MEs connected by wormhole contact pairs having interpretation
as gauge boson. One can consider the possibility that the classical space-time correlate for
gauge bosons massivation at the level of MEs is this kind of pair of spacetime sheets. For
massive gauge bosons the wave vector directions of the two sheets would be opposite in the
rest system and spin would be vanishing.
2. The original proposal could have been inspired by the electric-magnetic duality of TGD
suggesting a large number of solutions of field equations representing constant energy density
configurations of electric field assignable to bio-electrets, which would be in a well-defined
sense dual to the magnetic flux tube structures with analogous properties. Also classical
gravitational fields generated by classical field energy could be important in the living matter.
One must however take this proposal with a big grain of salt since there is no proof for the
actual existence of this kind of solutions. Furthermore, one can obtain TGD counterparts of
scalar waves as pairs of MEs.

3.4.3

Podkletnov Effect

Podkletnov discovered his effect while working in Tampere University. The report created quite a
furor forcing Podkletnov to leave Finland.
Observations
The observations of Podkletnov et al [H47] (http://tinyurl.com/ybyuh49f ) are summarized
nicely in [H26].
1. The effect is observed with double layered toroidal disks, which are high Tc super-conductors.
The lower layer is in non-super-conducting state whereas the upper layer is in super-conducting
state. Super conductivity is essential for the effect. Two-layered structure is known to be
essential prerequisite for the effect: for single super-conducting disk the effect is not observed.
2. The disk is levitating in a vertical magnetic field B created by AC currents in solenoids
along the rim of the super-conductor with frequencies of order MHz. Disk also rotates with
a rotation velocity of 5000 rpm. Rotation velocities correspond to velocities of order 10 m/s
at the boundaries of the disk. The effect of the addition of non-rotating radial magnets to
the rim of the rotating disk creating a vertical magnetic field BR rotating with respect to
the superconductor is also studied.
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3. Effective shielding of the gravitational field of Earth by about one per cent is reported. g is
reduced in a cylindrical region above the disk but not below it. The best shielding is achieved
with frequencies of order 1 MHz. The effect disappears shortly after the turning off of the
AC current but not instantaneously. Periodic time variation seems to be essential for the
effect, which seems to be largest when heating of the super-conductor is largest. The weight
loss is reported to be.05 per cent near rim and .3 per cent at center. The presence of the
rotating magnetic field BR enhances the effect to 2.1 per cent in the center.
What Schnurer [H32] observed was a slight reduction (or order one per cent) of the weight of
the test mass above super-conducting disk levitating in a static magnetic field. High temperature
super conductor was used also now but it did not possess two-layered structure. Super-conducting
disk was not rotating. The effect was observed only during the super-conducting to non-superconducting phase transition.
TGD based explanation of Podkletnov effect
The common denominator of experiments of Podkletnov and Schnurer could be the occurrence of a
phase transition like phenomenon, repeatedly in Podkletnov’s experiment or just once in Schuner’s
experiment.
1. The conservative assumption is that no anti-gravitational effect is involved. Rather, kinetic
energy and momentum in vertical direction is pumped to the air from super-conductor somehow.
2. This pumping must relate to the time variation of the AC magnetic field used for levitation.
In the first approximation the levitating force can be thought as being caused by the vertical
gradient of the negative of the magnetic energy contained by the volume of super-conductor.
Since AC magnetic field is in question this energy varies between zero and maximum value.
Hence the also the magnitude of the force varies periodically and induces a small oscillation
of the vertical position of the disk with frequency of order MHz. Already this implies that
momentum in vertical direction is pumped to the environment but Schnurer’s experiment
suggests that situation is not so simple. This model also fails to explain why only the air
only above the disk begins to move. Maybe a partial phase transition to non-superconducting
phase could make possible the energy to air above the disk.
3. If a partial phase transition to non-superconducting phase occurs by leakage of the magnetic flux tubes to super-conducting layer, it also reduces superconducting volume and the
magnetic energy assignable to it. If the Cooper pairs of the high Tc superconductor are
in a phase with large value of effective Planck constant hef f , they could leak out from the
super-conductor as dark supra currents and later transform to ordinary electrons, and in
this manner transfer vertical momentum only to the air above the disk. This would imply
effective weakening of the gravitational acceleration.
4. The value of hef f /h should be expressible as a ratio of two natural frequencies associated with
the system. The AC frequency fAC associated with the magnetic field is certainly a natural
candidate in this respect. The rotation frequency frot = 83 Hz of the disk is second natural
frequency. Their ratio would give for fAC = 1 MHz hef f /h ' 106 /83 ' 12048. Electron’s
Compton length λc = 2.4 × 10−12 would scale up to 29 nm. Also dark radio wave photons
with energy corresponding to that for ordinary photon with frequency fAC and frequency
frot = 83 Hz would be generated but the rate of energy transfer in this manner wold be very
low.

3.4.4

Biefeld-Brown Effect, Lifters, Corona Wind, And Modanese-Podkletnov
Effect

The so called lifters (see the free energy home page of Jean Louis Naudin [H9] ) might one day
symbolize the deepness of the crisis of recent day reductionistic physics. M-theory cosmologists are
studying what possibly happened before big bang (they can say very little about what happened
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after the big bang). At the same time school boys are doing new experimental physics by building and studying lifters. Perhaps experimental physics is experiencing a new renessaince outside
academic Big Science suffering of intellectual paralysis. Of course, this process is made possible
only by the internet allowing to circumvent the censorship of the academic bullies. Lifters rely on
Biefeld-Brown effect, which is poorly understood in standard physics context. Since high voltages,
corona discharges and corona wind are involved, the obvious guess is that Modanese-Podkletnov
effect could be involved with lifter mechanism. This indeed might be the case although the first
guess for the lifter mechanism turned out to be wrong.
Biefeld-Brown effect
For long time ago T. T. Brown observed [H10, H25, H35] that when capacitor plates are loaded
with opposite charges by coupling the capacitor to a voltage source, it jumps to the direction of
the second plate. The magnitude of the effect depends on the voltage and begins to decrease
above some critical voltage and eventually changes its sign. What is strange is that neither energy
nor momentum conservation do not seem to hold true if one assumes that only electric energy is
liberated: momentum and energy simply seem to appear from nowhere.
The physics of Biefeld-Brown effect is not understood. Thus one might think that an equipment which can be build by school boys would have been built by some physicist long ago. Also one
might imagine that some theoretical physicist might have written an article or even two about the
phenomenon during this half century which led to TOEs (Theories Of Everything, often regarded
as the end of physics!). The fact is that there is only a quite recent article by Thomas Bahler and
Chris Fazi of US Army Laboratory about the phenomenon [H17]. These researchers checked that
the phenomenon is real, and by doing a little calculation demonstrated that the standard physics
explanation in terms of ionic wind predicts roughly 105 times too small an effect.
In Wikipedia one finds the following explanation of the Biefeld-Brown effect (see http:
//tinyurl.com/7nc83vo) (http://tinyurl.com/7nc83vo ).
The effect is generally believed to rely on corona discharge, which allows air molecules to
become ionized near sharp points and edges. Usually, two electrodes are used with a high voltage
between them, ranging from a few kilovolts and up to megavolt levels, where one electrode is small
or sharp, and the other larger and smoother. The most effective distance between electrodes occurs
at an electric potential gradient of about 10 kV/cm, which is just below the nominal breakdown
voltage of air between two sharp points, at a current density level usually referred to as the saturated
corona current condition. This creates a high field gradient around the smaller, positively charged
electrode. Around this electrode, ionization occurs, that is, electrons are stripped from the atoms
in the surrounding medium; they are literally pulled right off by the electrode’s charge.
This leaves a cloud of positively charged ions in the medium, which are attracted to the
negative smooth electrode by Coulomb’s Law, where they are neutralized again. This produces an
equally scaled opposing force in the lower electrode. This effect can be used for propulsion (see EHD
thruster), fluid pumps and recently also in EHD cooling systems. The velocity achievable by such
setups is limited by the momentum achievable by the ionized air, which is reduced by ion impact
with neutral air. A theoretical derivation of this force has been proposed (see the external links
below).
However, this effect works using either polarity for the electrodes: the small or thin electrode
can be either positive or negative, and the larger electrode must have the opposite polarity. On
many experimental sites it is reported that the thrust effect of a lifter is actually a bit stronger
when the small electrode is the positive one. This is possibly an effect of the differences between
the ionization energy and electron affinity energy of the constituent parts of air; thus the ease of
which ions are created at the “sharp” electrode.
According to this explanation the forces on the plates would be due to the electrons and ions
rushing on them from the dielectric between the plates and would tend to increase the distance
of the plates. The effect however changes sign at high voltages suggesting that additional and
stronger contributions are involved as suggested also by the calculations of Bahler and Fazi. The
following TGD inspired model would explain why the plates are effectively attracted to each other
at high voltages.
1. Perhaps the simplest TGD inspired interpretation assumes that above critical voltage eVcr =
me [K63] some portion of the current giving rise to the loading of the capacitor is realized
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as a supra current consisting of dark electron pairs. As in the case of Tesla coil, the supra
phase would result as the electrons rush from the DC source and generate constant negative
charge density to the wire leading to that plate of the capacitor that becomes negatively
charged. This would generate super-conducting phase and supra current and the wire would
be in constant Josephson potential VJ with respect to Earth. The second wire would carry
holes from the opposite plate to the DC source and there would no superconductivity in this
case. Recoil effect would result also now.
2. The model for Tesla coil discussed in [K63] suggests that the phenomenon occurs only when
the voltage along the wire connecting DC source and negative capacitor plate is above some
critical voltage Vc r. The highest voltages involved are measured in MeVs and the proposed
value of critical voltage is eVcr = me = .5 MeV. What makes eVcr = me special is that the
interaction energy with electric field becomes larger than electron mass for this energy and
this can lead to the change of the sign of net energy. Support for this hypothesis comes from
Modanese-Podkletnov effect which ocurs above Vcr [K63].
3. The absence of dissipation means that the energy and momentum of dark electronic Cooper
pairs is higher than usually. For super-conducting Cooper pairs the energy gain is ZeV so
that they can become relativistic. As the Cooper pairs enter the capacitor plate they become
ordinary conduction electrons and give their momentum to center of mass degrees of freedom
of the plate as crystal momentum. This would cause unexpectedly large recoil momentum
and energy. Same kind of recoil effect takes place when the electronic holes leave the opposite
plate. An analogous effect is also observed for lifters [H8] and similar explanation might apply.
What lifters are?
Lifter (see the free energy home page of Jean Louis [H9] [H9] ) has an extremely simple structure:
asymmetric pair of oppositely charged electrodes. The first electrode could be a planar foil and
second electrode just a conducing wire somehow fixed to the larger electrode using some insulating
material. When this capacitor is charged to a voltage about 30 kV it lifts to air. The force is
in the direction of the smaller electrode. The presence of a small discharge current between the
electrodes could be essential for the effect.
The Biefeld-Brown effect [H10, H25, H35] might be behind the lifter effect. The proposed
model [K21] for the Biefeld-Brown effect is based on the leakage of the ions from the space-time
sheets of the capacitor plates to a larger space-time sheet resulting in a recoil effect. This kind
of effect can occur during the charging of the capacitor since there are ionic currents running to
the plates. The different masses for ions of opposite charge would cause the effect even in the case
that capacitor plates are identical. In this case the direction of the force would depend on the sign
of the voltage. Brown reported that there is a correlation of the effect with the sign of the charge
but that the motion is always in the direction of the smaller electrode.
On the other hand, the lifter experiments have shown that the sign of the voltage does not
have a detectable effect. The effect is possible also for a constant voltage. Some of the ions of the
leakage current flowing between the plates through the di-electric could leak to a larger space-time
sheet as they enter the second electrode but this would predict the dependence of the effect on the
sign of voltage.
The obvious question is whether the mechanism explaining the finding of Modanese and
Podkletnov [H46] described in previous section might also be involved the lifter effect, and thus
provide a further support for the view that either MEs or the scalar waves of Tesla, discovered
for a century ago and completely neglected by the academic physicists, are involved. Also the so
called corona wind, which has been used for centuries for entertainment purposes and explained
fluently as an amusing curiosity caused by ionic wind could involve MEs or Tesla’s scalar waves.
What causes the lifter effect?
Juha Hartikka [H8] has constructed a lifter consisting of two equilateral triangles on top of each
other. The upper triangle consists of a copper wire with radius r(small) = .03 mm, and the low
triangle of straws with an aluminium folio around them, and having radius r(big) = 1.5 mm. The
length of the side of the triangle is L = 2.11 cm (this not of significance now), and the distance
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between the electrodes is D = 2.4 cm. The total mass of the system is .854 g. The contribution
of the copper wire to the mass is M (small) = .45 g in the approximation that the density is one
atom per Angstrom3 so that the masses of the electrodes are roughly the same.
The most important general findings are following. There is a considerable power expenditure, up to 8 Watts. According to the standard physics expectation this power would be needed
to maintain the airflow and to the motion of the lifter. Corona discharge at the wire electrode accompanies the effect, and when corona flow appears at the larger electrode, the effect gets weaker.
This suggests a recoil effect appearing only, when the corona discharge is present. Critical voltage
is required and sharp edges help to achieve this. The effect is also accompanied by a generation
of sounds. The thin electrode is also oscillating in an irregular manner and is curved outside as if
experiencing an upwards directed recoil force. Also radio wave emission has been detected.
What could cause the lifter effect?
1. The scalar waves of Tesla could cause the motion of the air by the Modanese-Podkletnov
effect. If they cause also the motion of the lifter, both electrodes must emit scalar waves
and the small electrode must experience a stronger force. The correlation with the corona
discharge however suggests that there is no emission of the scalar waves from the larger
electrode, and that the presence of the emission weakens the effect. This would suggest that
only the motion of air can be due to the scalar waves.
2. Could the recoil effect be due to the emission of Tesla’s scalar waves, when corona discharge
is present? In this case the effect would not depend on the sign of the voltage. If the scalar
wave pulses leave the lifter with light velocity, the requirement that the gravitational force
mg is compensated by the recoil momentum feed, would give mg = W/c. For m ∼ 1 g this
would require a power feed W ∼ 106 W. W is found to be below 8 W in the experiments of
Juha Hartikka [H8]. Therefore this option is definitely excluded.
3. If one substitutes sound velocity v ' 10−6 c for c,

mg =

W
,
v

one obtains W ∼ 3 Watts for m = 1 g for the needed power feed and this is below the total
power feed. Sound wave emission has been observed. Could the recoil effect be associated
with the sparks responsible for the plasma discharge? The sparks would be lightning like
exploding plasma regions generated by the ionizing charge flow and generating spherical
shock waves during their travel. These shock waves in turn kick the smaller electrode. Since
the number of ions in the plasma discharge is much larger than the net charge, there is no
dependence on the sign of the voltage.
Does this option make sense? W = 1 Watts corresponds to a power of 120 decibels (the
formula P = 10 × log10 (W/W0 ), W0 = 10−12 Watt, gives the power in decibels). The power
from Walkman radio to single ear can be as high as 80 decibels. The power to single ear in
this case would be a fraction of roughly S/4πr2 of total power, where r is the distance from
the corona discharge and S is the active receptor area of ear. S = cm2 and r = 1 m would
give factor of order 10−5 so that the power to single ear would be something like 70 decibels
which sounds too high.
4. The independence of the effect on the sign of the voltage does not support the idea that the
recoil would be due to the ions leaving the wire. One can however consider the possibility
that the sparks are small plasmoid like structures analogous to ball lightnings. They would
emanate from the plasma cloud surrounding the wire electrode and give rise to the recoil
effect. The relatively large mass of the plasmoid helps to maximize the strength of the recoil
effect. The numbers of the positive and negative ions in the spark would be much larger
than the net charge so that there would be no dependence on the sign of the voltage. This
option differs from the option 3) for which sparks are not objects travelling through the air
but tracks caused by the ions leaking to the larger electrode.
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This alternative is encouraged by the crucial role of the plasmoid like structures in TGD
inspired theory of consciousness [K23]. Plasmoid like structures are often accompanied by microwave radiation and Juha Hartikka has indeed detected also the presence of radio wave noise
in his experiments [H8]. The emission of the scalar wave pulses would accompany the emission
of plasmoids. Note that also in the experiments of Modanese and Podkletnov a coherent leakage
current from super conductor having perhaps plasmoid interpretation is observed [H46].
Plasmoids correspond to many-sheeted structures involving super-conducting magnetic flux
tubes and atomic space-time sheets with a transfer of ions between various space-time sheets
giving rise to and induced by the electromagnetic radiation. The frequency of photons involved
corresponds to the difference of the zero point kinetic energies at the space-time sheets involved.
For instance, corona glow and radio waves could result in this manner. A considerable part of the
leakage current could flow as a supra current, and the recoil effect would result, when a blob of ions
from the plasma layer around the thin electrode drops from the atomic space-time sheets to the
magnetic flux tubes. This model would actually modify the original model for the Biefeld-Brown
effect by replacing ions with blobs of plasma. The same mechanism could also explain why ball
lightnings are so stable, that is why their dissipation rate is so low.
General model for the emission of scalar waves
Consider a situation in which one has a planar electrode and a wire electrode above it, both
square-shaped, and such that the wires of the wire electrode are parallel to the sides of the planar
electrode. One could allow the electrodes to have different sizes.
1. Modanese and Podkletnov study a full discharge at low temperature from a super-conducting
electrode whereas now only a small leakage current appears. One can assume that MEs or
the TGD counterparts of the Tesla scalar wave pulses are only above the threshold value Ecr
of the electric field above which also corona discharge occurs. MEs/scalar wave pulses are
expected to have a much smaller transversal size since the leakage current is not coherent
in the length scale of entire electrodes. The power spent by the system would go to the
emission of the scalar waves and to the energy dissipated by the plasma discharge, and the
power needed to maintain the motion of air and electrodes could be much higher than this
power. This obviously provides a crucial test for the model.
2. One could interpret the scalar wave pulse as a quantum of constant electric field analogous
to magnetic flux quantum and escaping the system with light velocity. The power goes to
the re-building of the electric field. This argument favours scalar wave pulses instead of MEs.
In the case of scalar wave pulses the quantization
p of the electric flux analogous to that of
magnetic flux suggests that the condition L = n2π/eE, n integer, is satisfied (~ = c = 1).
For an electric field having a magnitude of order E ∼ kV /m (a voltage of 10 kV over a
distance of 10 cm) and for n = 1scalar wave pulse would has a length of 9 micrometers. The
emission of this quantum would accompany the generation of the plasmoid like structure and
Modanese effect could be the mechanism giving rise to the leakage of the ions to the magnetic
flux tubes of the plasmoid.
3. If the pulses propagate past any object, temporary bridges between the atomic space-time
sheet of the object and some larger space-time sheet are formed, and the ions or atoms from
the object leak to the latter. This creates a recoil effect giving rise to a repulsive force. In
the case of scalar wave pulses the temporary bridge would carry electric field, which could
induce ionic currents of opposite sign between the space-time sheets. In this case the effect
could depend on the sign of the voltage unless the leaking matter is dominantly neutral.
For MEs there would be no such dependence. It would seem that MEs/scalar waves must
spend some time in the state in which they act as bridges but must continue their travel after
the delay: otherwise absorption would occur. The delay could be due to the fact that the
particles moving along the ME/scalar wave bridge make it temporarily a massive particle so
that its motion slows down and almost stops for a while.
4. Also the molecules of the air suffer the same effect and this might be the fundamental cause
of the corona wind in neutral air. According to the observations of Juha Hartikka [H8], the
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air between the electrodes is indeed set into fan like motion from the wire electrode to planar
electrode and the flow is non-vanishing also at the surface of the bigger electrode. This
downwards flow could indeed be due to the scalar waves emitted from the corona discharge
initiated from the wire electrode and affecting also neutral air molecules. The direction of
the airflow and its velocity should not depend strongly on the sign of the voltage. One could
test whether the effect obeys the same regularities as the effect found by Modanese and
Podkletnov. For instance, air-flow should become stronger, when the strength of the electric
field at the small electrode increases, and depend only weakly of at all on the distance between
the electrodes. If the effect occurs for large distances between planar and wire electrodes,
ionic wind as an explanation of the effect can be excluded. Any sharp edge or corner would
generate the air flow effect.
5. Since scalar waves seem to be emitted only from the wire electrode where plasma discharge
occurs, one can conclude that Modanese- Podkletnov effect can only reduce the lifter effect
by direct force to the larger electrode and by the force caused by the airflow.
The simplest assumption is that scalar wave pulses are emitted in the direction of the field
lines at the surface of the electrode when plasma discharges occur. Above the threshold the
2
intensity of the scalar wave pulse beam is most naturally proportional to E 2 − Ecr
, where Ecr is
the field value above which the corona discharge begins and E is the field at the surface of the
electrode. For a planar electrode this means that the beam of the scalar wave pulses is in the
vertical direction and has a constant intensity. For the wire electrode the intensity is inversely
proportional to the radial distance from the wire.
In the vicinity of the wire electrode the radial field is very strong and at the surface has the
magnitude E = σw (φ), where σ(φ) is surface charge density, which depends on the azimutal angle
φ in the plane orthogonal to the wire, φ can be chosen to be zero in the direction pointing to the
planar electrode. The intensity of the scalar wave pulses created by the small electrode is in the
radial direction and given by
2
I(φ) = k(E 2 − Ecr
)(φ) ×

rw
.
ρ

The intensity is stronger in directions pointing to the larger electrode. The force experienced by a
small test object of mass m is given by
F = mI
and is in the direction of the scalar wave beam. A test for the hypothesis is whether the local
direction of air flow is determined by the directions of field lines at the surface of the electrode or
whether the air flow tends to be in the direction of the local electric field.

3.4.5

Could Podkletnov Effect Be Understood Using HGr = hef f hypothesis?

Podkletnov discovered his effect around 1982. There are funny co-incidences involved. I got my
PhD. Podkletnov was kicked out from Tampere University and I was soon to find that it is impossible to find any funding for my work: situation is still the same! God can forgive but not
colleagues. I have considered possible models for Pokletnov effect
citebfrPodkletnov, Schnurer, Modanese in TGD framework for years ago assuming that the propagation of gravitons along topological light rays attached to magnetic flux tubes mediate gravitational interaction. A lot of progress has taken since then. Therefore reconsideration is wellmotivated.
The effect itself looks rather complex. The experiment involves a levitating disk above a
toroidal magnet. Solenoids generating AC fields with frequency in the range 50 − 106 Hz are used
to rotate the disk. Above the disk at height of 15 mm is a sample of silicon with weight of 5.47834
g. The claim is that both the rotating disk and sample lose part of their weight: the estimate varies
from.3 per cent to few per cent. The effect was resonance like above frequency 105 Hz: below this
the weight fluctuates. The size of the effect increases with rotation frequency.
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Some background
It is best to start by introducing some background.
1. The first thing to notice is that f = 6 × 105 Hz is cyclotron frequency of electrons in the
magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss introduced to explain the quantal effects of ELF em fields
on brain which appear at multiples of cyclotron frequencies of biologically important ions.
The recent model for bio-photons as decay products of dark protons predicts that their
spectrum correspond to a spectrum of Bend . Could it be that the magnetic fields at the flux
tubes involved has spectrum of Bend and resonant transfer of energy in the frequency range
containing f = 6 × 105 Hz takes place?
2. The hypothesis hef f = hgr = GMD m/v0 , where MD is the dark mass assignable with
large system (Earth now) and v0 is velocity parameter [K95] is relatively new piece of TGD
inspired quantum biology. One obtains a rough estimate MD /M ' 2. × 10−4 for the fraction
of dark matter in the case of Earth and assignable to the dark magnetic body of Earth. One
implication of hgr = hef f hypothesis at gravitation mediating flux tubes is that cyclotron
frequencies of particles do not depend on the mass of the particle and cyclotron energy
spectrum of dark photons is universal and identifiable as that associated with bio-photons.
Second implication is that each charged particle corresponds to particular value of Planck
constant so that in many-sheeted space-time they populate different flux tubes: this could
be very relevant for biology since cell would not be anymore a random soup of molecules.
The model for the Pioneer and Flyby anomalies leads to the estimate MD /M ' 1.3 × 10−4
consistent with the above estimate.
3. I have considered recently a model for the fountain effect of superfluidity [K84] considering
the possibility that dark phases of matter in TGD sense might be associated with all critical
situations - both ordinary critical and quantum critical phase transitions - in which long
range fluctuations correlations explained in terms of generation of dark matter are present.
The superfluid is able to climb from vessel along its walls apparently defying gravitation. The
TGD explanation is in terms of large Planck constant hgr = hef f hypothesis. The large value
of hgr implies macroscopic quantum gravitational coherence and that the quantum states in
gravitational field for dark 4 He atoms have macroscopic size. In particular, the flow along
walls is effectively free flow.
The anomaly in the measurement of Cooper pair mass in rotating superconductors
One has discovered an anomalous outcome in the mass measurements of Cooper pairs in the case
of rotating superconductors [E23]. The measured mass of Cooper pair in rotating super conductor
is slightly larger than the mass of the pair which must be slightly below the sum of the masses.
Tajmar et al [E37, E22] try to explain the anomaly is in terms of a gigantic gravimagnetic London
effect associated with a rotating superconductor.
1. Recall that in in the ordinary London effect a magnetic field proportional to the negative of
rotation frequency is generated inside super-conductor: usually the magnetic field is expelled.
London magnetic field corresponds to a magnetic dipole proportional the negative of the
rotation frequency (this follows from the negative sign of the charge carriers). The natural
expectation is that this gives rise to a dipole field outside the superconductor. The dipole
moment would be generated by electron current at the surface of the superconductor.
2. The idea is to introduce gravitational superconductivity for which all kinds of particles participate in the flow which would be analogous to super-fluidity. One can also speak about
gravitational Meissner effect and massivation of graviton as analog of massivation of photons
in the ordinary Meissner effect. Also the notion of London magnetic field might generalizes
and gives rise to a dipole like gravimagnetic field outside the super-conductor. Now however
negative charge is replaced by mass, which is positive so that the sign of the effect changes.
The predicted effect is however completely negligible using the existing estimates for the
mass of the graviton.
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3. The crazy proposal of Tajmar et al is that a gravimagnetic field larger than that predicted by
GRT by a factor of order 1024 is associated with the rotating super-conductor and combines
and produces the slight deviation of the measured mass of the Cooper pair from real when
this since the Cooper pair couples also to gravimagnetic field besides magnetic field. The
reason is that the effective magnetic field contains a small contribution of gravimagnetic field
so that the measurement gives too large a result for the mass of the Cooper pair.
In standard model plus GRT this kind of effect is impossible. In TGD framework the
hierarchy of Planck constants suggests two alternative explanations.
1. The London magnetic field (also gravimagnetic) is a purely quantal effect and proportional
to the square h2 of Planck constant. If h is replaced with say hef f = hgr ' 1012 h the effect is
enormous as compared to that predicted by GRT! There is however an objection: one cannot
perform this replacement for ordinary London field! Why?
2. Many-sheeted space-time allows to consider also alternative model in which the change of
mass is due to a generation of the analog of dark London magnetic field at dark magnetic
flux tubes: electron would couple to the sum of these fields since it would have topological
sum contacts to both space-time sheets This magnetic field is proportional to dark matter
density and ρD /ρ = MD /M ' 2 × 10−4 would give a correct order of magnitude estimate.
3. Since gravimagnetic and magnetic fields are expressible in terms of CP2 coordinates and their
gradients, one can wonder whether the two explanations are actually equivalent.
What about Podkletnov effect?
Also Pokdletknov effect is associated with a rotating superconductor and one can ask whether the
above ideas apply also to it.
1. The vision that dark variants of elementary particles are associated with all critical phenomena suggest that a critical phenomenon is in question also now and part of the matter - at
least part of Cooper pairs - are in dark phase at magnetic flux tubes satisfying hef f = hgr .
Could large hef f = hgr be involved also with Podkletnov’s effect? Could the reported loss
of the weight of the (not necessarily) rotating disk and of the sample by.3 per cent be due
to the transformation of part of Cooper pairs to large hef f = hgr phase de-localized to the
magnetic flux tubes along which gravitational force is mediated in a scale considerably larger
than that of the sample and disk? Also the air above the rotating superconductor was reported to start to rise. Could this be that also air molecules lost some of their electrons to
the dark flux tubes in this manner? Since electron mass is about 2−11 fraction of proton
mass, also protons and heavier particles should leak to the dark phase to achieve weight loss
of order per cent. This effect would be present already for the non-rotating superconductor
and would be much like the fountain effect in superfluidity according to TGD [K84].
2. As the frequency of AC fields is increased, the weight of the sample fluctuates but above
105 Hz it stabilizes and is resonant like. Levitation is essentially due to the gradient of the
magnetic energy associated with AC fields. Could part of AC photons transform to dark
photons and could the large energy of dark photons - in visible and UV range - mean much
larger excluded magnetic energy in the volume of the gravi-superconducting sample and
rotating superconducting disk and in this manner induce stronger levitating effect becoming
stronges at cyclotron resonance energies. Resonance absorption would take place when the
frequency is in the region of electron cyclotron frequencies for the flux tubes. Also coherence
would be achieved thanks to the presence of Bose-Einstein condensates of electronic Cooper
pairs.
3. One should explain also the increase of the reported loss of the weight with the rotation
velocity of the superconducting disk. Rotation generating the mass current should generate
dipolar gravimagnetic field with strength proportional to the rotation frequency (and accompanied by ordinary magnetic fields). The increasing strength of the gravimagnetic field
would mean increase in the number of flux quanta or increase of the field strength at the
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flux tubes. At least in the first case more particles could end up to the dark phase leading to
the reduction of effective weight of the sample and rotating disk. This gravimagnetic dipole
field would naturally correspond to the gravimagnetic London field continued outside the
superconducting rotating disk acting as a magnetic dipole.

3.5

New Hydrogen Technologies And New Physics

The anomalies related to energy technologies involving the burning of hydrogen to oxygen are
known for decades. In fact, the anomaly related to the thermal dissociation of hydrogen was
discovered by the Nobel chemist Irving Langmuir for century ago. For some reason these anomalies
are not payed any attention in standard chemistry.

3.5.1

Anomalies Related To The Dissociation Of Water And HydrogenMolecules

The burning of hydrogen to water liberates energy. Because the process does not seem to produce
chemical pollution, hydrogen provides one of the most promising energy sources. The basic problem
is that the storage and transport of hydrogen is very expensive. A possible solution to the problem
is to produce the hydrogen by the dissociation of water at the location where the energy is used.
If this goal is achieved, an outcome is an energy source able to compete with other energy sources
most of which will be depleted in any case.
The theoretical problem related to various methods producing hydrogen by dissociation of
water is in the nutshell that the dissociation of water requires less energy than one might think
knowing the bond energies of O-H bonds [D33, D38]. Concerning the basic goal this is of course
not a problem. Also the energy needed to dissociate hydrogen thermally is smaller than the
binding energy of the hydrogen molecule. This was observed already by Nobel chemist Langmuir
for century ago [D25]. For some reason this observation has not received the recognition it would
have deserved. Energy flows to the system in both situations and one should understand the origin
of this energy.
The zero point kinetic energy of vacuum (ZPE) [D24] has been proposed as a solution the
problem. Unfortunately, ZPE theories are not very well defined and far form practically applicable.
My intention in the following is to find whether the new physics predicted by TGD might allow to
understand the origin of the above mentioned anomalies.
A good guideline is the observation that very many free energy systems involve sharp pulse
sequences. Often bi-filar coils invented by Tesla [H37] are involved. The liberation of the zero
point kinetic energy when particles drop to a larger space-time sheet is a universal liberation of
mechanism of energy justifying the notion of free energy. The time mirror mechanism makes possible the control of this process. Either the system needing the energy or controlling the liberation
of energy generates negative energy topological light rays accompanied by negative energy photons
(generated by a light like vacuum 4-current possibly associated with the topological light ray).
Scalar wave pulses could in turn make possible higher level control by inducing the generation
of negative energy topological light rays and photons as time reversed version of brehmstrahlung
when charged particles are accelerated in the strong electric field of the scalar wave pulse without
dissipation.
These ingredients lead to a concrete model for how the origin of the energy liberated in
the dissociation of water and to a proposal how this method could be made more effective. If
the proposed explanation is correct, the dissociation of water molecules could be induced also by
the irradiation of water by phase conjugate laser light, whose frequencies could be fine tuned to
correspond to the needed frequencies. This could mean considerable energy savings.
In the following the model explaining the anomalies related to the dissociation of water and
hydrogen is discussed. Also a TGD based justification for the notion of hydrino-atom introduced
by Randell Mills [D20] is proposed.
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The Anomalies Associated With The Dissociation Of Water Molecules

In the sequel the general ideas about time mirror mechanism and many-sheeted lasers is applied
to the anomalies observed in the dissociation of water.
Constraints on the model of anomalies found in the electrolysis and plasma electrolysis
of water
The general theory leaves a lot of freedom for the building of a detailed model. There are however
several facts, which provide constraints on the imagination.
1. In plasma electrolysis a pulsed electronic current is an essential part of the process. The
natural guess is that the dropping of electrons to larger space-time sheets could excite O-H
bonds or O and H atoms to higher energy states. This could happen during the dissociation
of the water molecule or already before it. Prof. Kanarev has proposed that the O-H bonds of
water molecule are indeed excited before the process. Kanarev has also suggested a separate
mechanism in which two electrons join to the water molecule during the dissociation. This
mechanism is not needed if the sole role of the electronic current is excitation of the O-H
bonds.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated. In the following
only the “dropping” option is discussed.
2. In very many free energy phenomena a pulsed voltage/current seem to induce the generation
of negative energy topological light rays (photons). They in turn would serve as a control
signal inducing the generation of positive energy topological light rays (photons) as population inverted many-sheeted laser returns to the ground state. The mechanism generating the
phase transition is the same as in the induced emission. This would support the model of
Prof. Kanarev: the positive energy photons (analogous to laser beam) would excite the O-H
bonds or O and H atoms of the water molecules. Electrons have both thermal and ordered
kinetic energy. This means that the energy liberated in the dropping process varies and that
the liberated energy can be larger than the zero point kinetic energy. An energy continuum
results and makes it possible to excite O and H atoms having a sharply defined transition
energies. One can also imagine that so called seesaw mechanism is at work. Negative energy
topological light rays would be created in a transition which is the reversal for that producing
positive energy topological light rays. Fine tuning would be automatic now. This mechanism
might be a central part of bio-control.
3. If the amplification of negative energy signal is based on the mechanism of induced emission,
the particles involved must be bosons. Only the Cooper pairs of electrons come into consideration now. In the case of fermions one might think that the dropping of fermions from
a given space-time sheet creates free vacancies and makes possible the dropping of fermions
to this space-time sheet from smaller space-time sheets. This could induce kind of a chain
reaction proceeding from long to short p-adic length scales.
4. The second option is that water molecule emits negative energy photons when it dissociates
so that the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of O-H bonds are excited to a higher energy state.
This option does not allow to understand the role of the pulse current serving as external
controller of the process.
Zero point kinetic energies
If the kinetic energy of the dropping electrons can be neglected, the spectrum for the energy quanta
liberated in the dropping process is universal since zero point kinetic energies are fixed by p-adic
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length scale hypothesis apart from a numerical factor near unity characterizing the shape of the
space-time sheet. The formula for the zero point kinetic energy in the non-relativistic case reads
as

π2
,
2mL(k)2

E0 (k)

=

n×

L(k)

=

2(k−151)/2 × L(151) , L(151) ' 10 nm .

(3.5.1)

Here m denotes the mass of the particle and n is a numerical constant near one.
Atomic space-time sheet k = 137 corresponds in the case of proton to an energy of about.4
eV, which is the basic energy currency of metabolism. This inspires the idea that the basic function
of the ADP-ATP system is to drive protons from larger space-time sheets to the atomic space-time
sheets by utilizing the chemically stored energy. From this space-time sheet they drop back to
the larger space-time sheets liberating the zero point kinetic energy Ep (137) ' .4 eV. An entire
hierarchy of metabolic currencies is actually predicted [K55, K21].
Also electrons and their Cooper pairs can drop to larger space-time sheets and in this case
the liberated zero point kinetic energy is larger by a factor mp /me ' 211 . The zero point kinetic
energy at k = 137 space-time sheet ∼ .4 − .5 eV is a convenient unit, in terms of which one can
express the zero point kinetic energies of proton, electron, electronic and protonic Cooper pair.

Ep (k)

=

2137−k × .5 eV ,

E2p (k)

=

2137−k−1 × .5 eV ,

Ee (k)

=

2148−k × .5 eV ,

E2e (k)

=

2147−k × .5 eV .

(3.5.2)

Here the nominal value of .5 eV for Ep (137) is used.
Consistency conditions
√
A natural consistency condition is that the thermal de Broglie wave length λdB = π/ 2M T , where
M denotes the mass of the heaviest particle at particular space-time sheet, is of the same order
of magnitude as the p-adic length scale characterizing the size scale for the space-time sheet from
which the particle drops.

λdB = √

π
∼ L(k) .
2M T

(3.5.3)

On the other hand, super conductivity requires that thermal energy is smaller than the zero point
kinetic energy defining the basic energy unit. This gives the condition

λdB > L(k) .

(3.5.4)

Here one must however require that there is no allowed p-adic length scale between λdB and L(k).
What “allowed” means is quite not obvious. The first extreme corresponds to the situation in
which all values of the integer k are possible so that p-adic length scales come in half octaves and
that all n-ary p-adic length scales are possible. The second extreme corresponds to the situation in
which k is prime. At least secondary p-adic length scales (k is two times prime) are allowed, and
the model of EEG suggests that all values of k are possible but that those values which correspond
to highest cognitive level are the most important ones (every prime factor k− i in the decomposition
of k to a product of primes defines a ki -bit cognitivecode [K45] ).
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Experimental data
The experimental values for the reduction of the binding energy of water allow to estimate the
integer k characterizing the space-time sheets from which electrons or their Cooper pairs drop.
1. In the ordinary electrolysis the energy needed to dissociate O-H bond has been found to be
only 1/3 of the binding energy Ew ∼ 10 eV of the water molecule. The reduction of the
binding energy is ∆Ew ' 6.66 eV.
2. In the plasma electrolysis of Prof. Kanarev the energy needed to dissociate water molecule
is only ∼ .5 eV and the effective reduction of the binding energy is as high as ∆EB ∼ 9.5 eV.
A rough approximation for the energy needed would be 8 eV in both cases. This energy is
24 = 16 higher than the zero point kinetic energy of proton at k = 137 space-time sheet. In
plasma electrolysis the temperature is in the interval .5 × 104 - 104 C and around 103 C in
the ordinary electrolysis.
The four options
One can distinguish between four different models depending on what the reaction mechanism is
and whether the energy is donated by electron or electronic Cooper pair.
1. The energy is donated to O-H bond. The ratio r is predicted to be r = 3.33 and r = 4.75
corresponding to ordinary and plasma electrolysis. The rough estimate is r = 4.
2. The energy is donated to the entire water molecule. In this case the ratio of the donated
energy to the zero point kinetic energy is r = 6.66 in the usual electrolysis and r = 9.5 in
plasma electrolysis. The rough estimate is r = 8.
Furthermore, one can distinguish between two cases according to whether the energy is donated
by i) electronic Cooper pairs or ii) electrons. The first option is supported by quantum coherence
implying that reaction rate would be proportional to the square of the number of the dropped
electronic Cooper pairs. Also the mechanism of the induced emission works for Cooper pairs
unlike in the electronic case. It is however better to keep mind open for both options at this stage.
Analysis and conclusions
The following represents the analysis of the four options.
1. Energy is used to excite only single O-H bond
1. For electronic Cooper pairs the condition r = 4 gives k = 142 = 2 × 71 corresponding
to the secondary p-adic length scale L(2, 71) = .56 nm. The estimate for the thermal deBroglie wave length in plasma electrolysis is .7 − 1 nm. In the ordinary electrolysis de-Broglie
wavelength is roughly 2 times longer. In both cases the thermal de Broglie wavelength is
longer than the p-adic length scale so that the necessary condition for super-conductivity is
satisfied.
2. In the electronic case the condition r = 4 gives for the p-adic length scale the estimate
k = 143 = 11 × 13 ' .8 nm. This length scale corresponds to the prime p ' 213 and would
represent a very low information content unlike k = 142, which corresponds to rather large
prime p ' 271 . The ratio λdB /L(k) is same as in the first case.
¡2. The energy is used to excite the entire water molecule
1. In the case of electronic Cooper pairs the condition r = 8 gives k = 141 = 3×47 corresponding
to the tertiary p-adic length scale L(3, 47) ' .4 nm.
2. In the case of electrons one has k = 142 = 2 × 71. √
In both cases the ratio λdB /L(k) grows by a factor 2 from the value in the preceding case
so that the resulting model is poorer.
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As a summary one can state the following.
1. The ratio of the thermal de-Broglie wave length to the p-adic length scale is same for both
electron and Cooper pair options since the p-adic length
√ scales are L(k) for electron and
L(k − 1) for the Cooper pair and differ by a factor of 2 from each other.
2. For all options de Broglie wavelength in the case of ordinary electrolysis is at least by a factor
of two too large and this forces to question the de Broglie wave length criterion. Of course,
one can think that the production of positive energy photons generates temporary hot spots
so that de Broglie conditions holds true after all.
3. The dropping of two electronic Cooper pairs per water molecule from k = 2 × 71 space-time
sheet is the most promising option, since in this case the mechanism of induced emission is
possible and a satisfactory consistency with de Broglie criterion is achieved. The secondary
p-adic length scale is also very natural.
Could phase transition to dark matter reduce the energy of OH bonds
An alternative explanation for the findings of Kanarev is that the energy scale of some OH bonds
is reduced by some new physics mechanism. No excitation would thus be involved. Dark matter
hierarchy [K88] provides a candidate for this kind of mechanism.
There is evidence for the occurrence of cold nuclear reactions in Kanarev’s plasma electrolysis
using KOH and NaOH in water environment [D28]. The TGD based model [L3] , [L3] assuming the
presence of dark analogs of Li nuclei modelled as nuclear strings and also longer nuclei obtained
by fusing Li nuclear strings can explain the presence of the observed nuclei in the F e catode as
resulting in cold nuclear reactions. The model is consistent with the TGD based description of
cold fusion observed in deuterium systems [L3], [L3], and provides also a possible solution to the
so called lithium problem of cosmology [E13] and H1.5 O anomaly of water [D31, D26, D34, D21].
H1.5 O anomaly suggests that 1/4 of protons of water are dark in atto-second time scale [K86]
and one can imagine that both protons of water molecule can become dark under conditions defined
by plasma electrolysis. Also the atomic space-time sheets and electron associated with OH bonds
could become dark. The model of cold fusion assumes that the nuclear space-time sheets of Li
nuclei become dark in plasma electrolysis so that also their size is scaled up. The phase transition of
Li to its dark variant (there would be some kinetic equilibrium) could explain why the abundance
of Li predicted by standard Big Bang cosmology is by a factor of 2.5 higher than the measured
abundance.
Atomic binding energies transform as 1/~2 and are scaled down. If the energy of hydrogen
bond transforms like Coulombic interaction energy as given by the perturbative calculation, it is
scaled down as 1/~ since the length of the bond scales up like ~. Effectively αem ∝ 1/~ is replaced
by its scaled down value. For ~ → 24 ~0 the energy would scale from 8 eV to.5 eV and the standard
metabolic energy quantum could induce the splitting of the dark OH bond. If 24 is the scale factor
of ~ for dark nuclear space-time sheets, their size would be of order 10−3 meters. A scaling up to
the size of even atomic size is considered in [L3], [L3].
The fact that the energy of hydrogen bonds [D4] is typically around.5 eV forces to ask what
distinguishes hydrogen bond from dark OH bond. Could it be that the two bonds are one and
the same thing so that dark OH bonds would form standard part of the standard chemistry and
molecular biology? In hydrogen bond same hydrogen would be shared by the oxygen atoms of the
neighboring atoms. For the first O the bond would be ordinary OH bond and for the second O its
dark variant with scaled down Coulomb energy. In plasma electrolysis both bonds would become
dark. The variation of the hydrogen bond energy could reflect the variation of the scaling factor
of ~. The concentration of the spectrum of bond energies on integer multiples of fundamental
energy scale - or even better, on powers of 2 - would provide support for the identification. There
is evidence for two kinds of hydrogen bonds with bond energies in ratio 1: 2 [?, D30]: the TGD
based model is discussed in [K86]. The energy needed to transform the bond to dark bond could
come from remote metabolism from the dropping of dark protons from a dark variant of some
sub-atomic space-time sheet with size not smaller than the size of the atomic space-time sheet to
a larger space-time sheet.
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The Anomaly Related To The Thermal Dissociation Of Molecular
Hydrogen

Already the Nobel-chemist Langmuir found, that thermal dissociation in a temperature range
extending up to the temperature of T = 2200 K, led to a much higher dissociation rate than one
might expect on basis of thermodynamical considerations. The binding energy of the hydrogen
molecule is 4.52 eV. If one requires that the ratio of the dissociated molecules to that of nondissociated molecules is given as by the Boltzmann exponent exp(−Eb /kT ), a discrepancy of order
108 results. If one assumes that the effective binding energy is ' .44 eV, a correct result is obtained.
This suggests that also now the dissociating hydrogen molecule receives energy from some
source and that the energy is ∼ 4 eV. Dissociation mechanism could be based either on the selfexcitation of the hydrogen molecule by the emission of negative energy photons. Also some other
system could emit negative energy photons and induce a cascade of positive energy photons. One
has two options.
1. The dropping of an electronic Cooper pair from k = 142 = 2 × 71 space-time sheet is involved
as in the case of the optimal mechanism for the dissociation of water.
2. The dropping of an electron from k = 143 space-time sheet is an alternative option.

3.5.4

Could Q-Laguerre Equation Relate To The Claimed Fractionation
Of The Principal Quantum Number For Hydrogen Atom?

The so called hydrino atom concept of Randell Mills [D20] represents one of the notions related to
free energy research not taken seriously by the community of university physicists. What is claimed
that hydrogen atom can exists as scaled down variants for which binding energies are much higher
than usually due to the large Coulomb energy. The claim is that the quantum number n having
integer values n = 0, 1, 2, 3.. and characterizing partially the energy levels of the hydrogen atom
can have also inverse integer values n = 1/2, 1/3, ..... The claim of Mills is that the laboratory
BlackLight Inc. led by him can produce a plasma state in which transitions to these exotic bound
states can occur and liberate as a by-product usable energy.
The National Aeronautic and Space Administration has dispatched mechanical engineering
professor Anthony Marchese from Rowan University to BlackLight’s labs in Cranbury, NJ, to
investigate whether energy plasmas-hot, charged gases- produced by Mills might be harnessed
for a new generation of rockets. Marchese reported back to his sponsor, the NASA Institute
for Advanced Concepts, that indeed the plasma was so far unexplainably energetic. An article
about the findings of Mills and collaborators have been accepted for publication in Journal of
Applied Physics so that there are reasons to take seriously the experimental findings of Mills and
collaborators even if one does not take seriously the theoretical explanations.
The fractionized principal quantum number n claimed by Mills [D20] is reported to have
at least the values n = 1/k, k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10. First explanation would be in terms of Plack
constant having also values smaller than ~0 possible if singular factor spaces of causal diamond CD
and CP2 are allowed. q-Deformations of ordinary quantum mechanics are suggested strongly by the
hierarchy of Jones inclusion associated with the hyper-finite factor of type II1 about which WCW
spinors are a basic example. This motivates the attempt to understand the claimed fractionization
in terms of q-analog of hydrogen atom. The safest interpretation for them would be as states which
can exist in ordinary embedding space (and also in other branches)
The Laguerre polynomials appearing in the solution of Schrödinger equation for hydrogen
atom possess quantum variant, so called q-Laguerre polynomials [A5], and one might hope that
they would allow to realize this semiclassical picture at the level of solutions of appropriately
modified Schrödinger equation and perhaps also resolve the difficulty associated with n = 1/2.
Unfortunately, the polynomials discussed in [A5] correspond to 0 < q ≤ 1 rather than complex
values of q = exp(iπ/m) on circle and the extrapolation of the formulas for energy eigenvalues
gives complex energies.
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q-Laquerre equation for q = exp(iπ/m)
The most obvious modification of the Laguerre equation for S-wave sates (which are the most
interesting by semiclassical argument) in the complex case is based on the replacement

∂x

→

∂xq) f

=

q

=

1 q)
(∂ + ∂xq) )
2 x
f (qx) − f (x)
,
(q − 1)x
exp(iπ/m)

(3.5.5)

to guarantee hermiticity. When applied to the Laguerre equation

x

d2 Ln
dLn
+ (1 − x)
= nLn ,
dx2
dx

(3.5.6)

and expanding Ln into Taylor series
Ln (x)

=

X

ln xn ,

(3.5.7)

n≥0

one obtains difference equation

an+1 ln+1
an+1
bn
Rn

+ bn ln = 0 ,
1
1
[R2n+1 − R2n + 2Rn+1 R1 + 3R1 )] +
[Rn+1 + R1 ]
=
4R12
2R1
1
Rn
− nq) +
,
=
2R1
2
= 2cos [(n − 1)π/m] − 2cos [nπ/m] .

(3.5.8)

Here nq) is the fractionized principal quantum number determining the energy of the q-hydrogen
atom. One cannot pose the difference equation on l0 since this together with the absence of negative
powers of x would imply the vanishing of the entire solution. This is natural since for first order
difference equations lowest term in the series should be chosen freely.
Polynomial solutions of q-Laquerre equation
The condition that the solution reduces to a polynomial reads as

bn

=

0

(3.5.9)

and gives

nq)

=

1
Rn
+
,
2 2R1

(3.5.10)

For n = 1 one has nq) = 1 so that the ground state energy is not affected. At the limit N → ∞ one
obtains nq) → n so that spectrum reduces to that for hydrogen atom. The periodicity Rn+2N k =
Rn reflects the corresponding periodicity of the difference equation which suggests that only the
values n ≤ 2m − 1 belong to the spectrum. Spectrum is actually symmetric with respect to the
middle point [N/2] which suggests that only n < [m/2] corresponds to the physical spectrum. An
analogous phenomenon occurs for representations of quantum groups [K76]. When m increases
the spectrum approaches integer valued spectrum and one has n > 1 so that no fractionization in
the desired sense occurs for polynomial solutions.
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Non-polynomial solutions of q-Laquerre equation
One might hope that non-polynomial solutions associated with some fractional values of nq) near
to those claimed by Mills might be possible. Since the coefficients an and bn are periodic, one can
express the solution ansatz as

Ln (x)

=

Pa2m) (x)

X

ak x2mk = Pa2m) (x)

k

Pa2m) (x)

=

2m−1
X

1
,
1 − ax2m

lk x k ,

k=0

a =

l2m
,
l0

(3.5.11)

This solution behaves as 1/x asymptotically but has pole at x∞ = (1/a)1/2m for a > 0.
The expression for l2m /l0 = a is

a

2m
Y
b2m−k
.
a2m−k+1

=

(3.5.12)

k=1

This can be written more explicitly as

a

=

(2R1 )2m

2m
Y

Xk ,

k=1

Xk

=

R2m−k + (−2nq) + 1)R1
,
R4m−2k+1 − R4m−2k + 4R2m−k+1 R1 + 2R12 + 3R1

Rn

=

2cos [(n − 1)π/m] − 2cos [nπ/m] .

(3.5.13)

This formula is a specialization of a more general formula for n = 2m and resulting ratios ln /l0
2m)
2m)
with normalization Pa (0) = 1.
can be used to construct Pa
Results of numerical calculations
Numerical calculations demonstrate following.
1. For odd values of m one has a < 0 so that a a continuous spectrum of energies seems to
result without any further conditions.
2. For even values of m a has a positive sign so that a pole results.
2m)

For even value of m it could happen that the polynomial Pa (x) has a compensating zero
at x∞ so that the solution would become square integrable. The condition for reads explicitly

Pa2m)
2m)



1 1
( ) 2m
a


=

0 .

(3.5.14)

If Pa (x) has zeros there are hopes of finding energy eigen values satisfying the required conditions.
Laguerre polynomials and also q-Laguerre polynomials must posses maximal number of real zeros
by their orthogonality implied by the hermiticity of the difference equation defining them. This
2m)
suggests that also Pa (x) possesses them if a does not deviate too much from zero. Numerical
calculations demonstrate that this is the case for nq) < 1.
For ordinary Laguerre polynomials the naı̈ve estimate for the position of the most distant
zero in the units used is larger than n but not too much so. The naı̈ve expectation is that L2m
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m
18
20
22
24
26
28

q)

1/n'
3
4
5
5
6
7

1/nq)
2.7568
3.6748
4.5103
5.3062
6.0781
6.8330

m
30
32
34
36
38

q)

1/n'
8
8
9
10
10

1/nq)
7.5762
8.3086
9.0342
9.7529
10.4668

Table 3.5: Table gives the approximations 1/nq )' = 1/k and corresponding exact values 1/nq ) in
2m)
the range k = 3, ..., 10 for which Pa (x∞ ) is nearest to zero. The corresponding values of m = 2k
vary in the range, k = 18, ..., 38. For odd values of m the value of the parameter a is negative so
q)
that there is no pole. Boldface marks for the best approximation by 1/n' = k.
has largest zero somewhat above x = 2m and that same holds true a small deformation of L2m
considered now since the value of the parameter a is indeed very small for nq) < 1. The ratio
x∞ /2m is below .2 for m ≤ 10 so that this argument gives good hopes about zeros of desired kind.
One can check directly whether x∞ is near to zero for the experimentally suggested candidates for nq) . Table 4.5 summarizes the results of numerical calculations.
1. Table 4.5 gives the exact eigenvalues 1/nq) with a 4-decimal accuracy and corresponding
q)

approximations 1/n' = k for k = 3, ..., 10. For a given value of m only single eigenvalue nq) <
1 exists. If the observed anomalous spectral lines correspond to single electron transitions,
the values of m for them must be different. The value of m for which nq) ' 1/k approximation
is optimal is given with boldface. The value of k increases as m increases. The lowest value
of m allowing the desired kind of zero of P 2m) is m = 18 and for k ∈ {3, 10} the allowed
values are in range 18, .., 38.
2. nq) = 1/2 does not appear as an approximate eigenvalue so that for even values of m quantum
calculation produces same disappointing result as the classical argument. Below it will be
however found that nq) = 1/2 is a universal eigenvalue for odd values of m.

How to obtain nq) = 1/2 state?
For odd values of m the quantization recipe fails and physical intuition tells that there must be
some manner to carry out quantization also now. The following observations give a hunch about
the desired condition.
1. For the representations of quantum groups only the first m spins are realized [K76]. This
suggests that there should exist a symmetry relating the coefficients ln and ln+m and implying
nq) = 1/2 for odd values of m. This symmetry would remove also the double degeneracy
associated with the almost integer eigenvalues of nq) . Also other fractional states are expected
on basis of physical intuition.
2. For nq) = 1/2 the recursion formula for the coefficients ln involves only the coefficients Rm .
3. The coefficients Rk have symmetries Rk = Rk+2m and Rk+m = −Rm .
There is indeed this kind of symmetry. From the formula

ln
l0

=

Xk

=

n

(2R1 )

n
Y

Xk ,

k=1

Rn−k + (−2nq) + 1)R1
[R2n−2k+1 − Rn−2k + 4Rn−k+1 R1 + 2R12 + 3R1

(3.5.15)
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one finds that for nq) = 1/2 the formula giving ln+m in terms of ln changes sign when n increases
by one unit
An+1

=

An

=

(−1)m An ,
m
Y
bn+m−k
k=1

=

an+m−k+1

m
Y

(2R1 )m

k=1

m
Y

Xk+n .

k=1

(3.5.16)
The change of sign is essentially due to the symmetries an+m = −an and bn+m = bn . This means
that the action of translations on An in the space of indices n are represented by group Z2 .
This symmetry implies a = l2m /l0 = −(lm )(l0 )2 so that for nq) = 1/2 the polynomial in
question has a special form
Pa2m)
A

= Pam) (1 − Axm ) ,
= A0 .

(3.5.17)

The relationship a = −A2 implies that the solution reduces to a form containing the product of
mth (rather than (2m)th ) order polynomial with a geometric series in xm (rather than x2m ):
m)

L1/2 (x)

=

Pa (x)
.
1 + Axm

(3.5.18)

Hence the n first terms indeed determine the solution completely. For even values of m one obtains
similar result for nq) = 1/2 but now A is negative so that the solution is excluded. This result
also motivates the hypothesis that for the counterparts of ordinary solutions of Laguerre equation
sum (even m) or difference (odd m) of solutions corresponding to n and 2m − n must be formed
to remove the non-physical degeneracy.
This argument does not exclude the possibility that there are also other fractional values of
n allowing this kind of symmetry. The condition for symmetry would read as
m
Y

(Rk + R1 )

=

k=1

m
Y

(Rk − R1 ) ,

k=1



=

(2nq) − 1 .

(3.5.19)

The condition states that the odd part of the polynomial in question vanishes. Both  and −
solutions so that nq) and 1 − nq) are solutions. If one requires that the condition holds true for
all values of m then the comparison of constant terms in these polynomials allows to conclude
that  = 0 is the only universal solution. Since  is free parameter, it is clear that the m: th
order polynomial in question has at most m solutions which could correspond to other fractionized
eigenvalues expected to be present on basis of physical intuition.
This picture generalizes also to the case of even n so that also now solutions of the form of
Eq. 4.4.14 are possible. In this case the condition is
m
Y

(Rk + R1 )

k=1

= −

m
Y

(Rk − R1 ) .

(3.5.20)

k=1

Obviously  = 0 and thus n = 1/2 fails to be a solution to the eigenvalue equation in this case.
Also now one has the spectral symmetry n± = 1/2 ± .
The symmetry Rn = (−1)m Rn+m−1 = (−1)m Rn−m−1 = (−1)m Rm−n+1 can be applied to
show that the polynomials associated with  and − contain both the terms Rn −  and Rn +  as
factors except for odd m for n = (m + 1)/2. Hence the values of n can be written for even values
of m as
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nq) (n)

1
Rn
m
±
, n = 1, ...,
,
2 2R1
2

=

(3.5.21)

and for odd values of m as
q)

n± (n)

=

nq)

=

Rn
m+1
1
±
, n = 1, ...,
−1 ,
2 2R1
2
1/2 .

(3.5.22)

Plus sign obviously corresponds to the solutions which reduce to polynomials and to nq) ' n for
large m. The explicit expression for nq) reads as

q)

n± (n)

1 (sin2 (π(n − 1)/2m) − sin2 (πn/2m))
±
.
2
2sin2 (π/2m)

=

(3.5.23)

At the limit of large m one has
q)

n+ (n) '

q)

n , n− (n) ' 1 − n .

(3.5.24)

so that the fractionization n ' 1/k claimed by Mills is not obtained at this limit. The minimum
for |nq) | satisfies |nq) | < 1 and its smallest value |nq) | = .7071 corresponds to m = 4. Thus these
zeros cannot correspond to nq) ' 1/k yielded by the numerical computation for even values of m
based on the requirement that the zero of P 2m) cancels the pole of the geometric series.
Some comments
Some closing comments are in order.
2m)

1. An open question is whether there are also zeros |nq) | > 1 satisfying Pa
for even values of m.

((1/a)1/2m ) = 0

2. The treatment above is not completely general since only s-waves are discussed. The generalization is however a rather trivial replacement (1 − x)d/dx → (l + 1 − x)d/dx in the Laguerre
equation to get associated Laguerre equation. This modifies only the formula for an+1 in the
recursion for ln so that expression for nq) , which depends on bn : s only, is not affected. Also
the product of numerators in the formula for the parameter a = l2m /l0 remains invariant so
that the general spectrum has the spectral symmetry nq) → 1 − nq) . The only change to the
spectrum occurs for even values of m and is due to the dependence of x∞ = (1/a)1/2m on
l and can be understood in the semiclassical picture. It might happen that the value of l is
modified to its q counterpart corresponding to q-Legendre functions.
3. The model could partially explain the findings of Mills and nq) ' 1/k for k > 2 also fixes the
value of corresponding m to a very high degree so that one would have direct experimental
contact with generalized embedding space, spectrum of Planck constants, and dark matter.
The fact that the fractionization is only approximately correct suggests that the states in
question could be possible for all sectors of embedding space appear as intermediate states
into sectors in which the spectrum of hydrogen atom is scaled by nb /na = k = 2, 3, .....
4. The obvious question is whether q-counterparts of angular momentum eigenstates (idfm /dφ =
mfm ) are needed and whether they make sense. The basic idea of construction is that the
phase transition changing ~ does not involve any other modifications except fractionization of
angular momentum eigenvalues and momentum eigenvalues having purely geometric origin.
One can however ask whether it is possible to identify q-plane waves as ordinary plane
waves. Using the definition Lz = 1/2(∂uq + ∂uq ), u = exp(iφ), one obtains fn = exp(inφ) and
eigenvalues as nq) = Rn /R1 → n for m → ∞. Similar construction applies in the case of
momentum components.
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3.5.5

Free Energy From Atomic Hydrogen

The anomalies reported by free energy researchers such as over unity energy production in devices
involving repeated formation and dissociation of H2 molecules based on the original discovery of
Nobelist Irwing Langmuir [D25] (see for instance [H31] ) suggest that part of H atoms might end
up to dark matter phase liberating energy.
An especially interesting device tested and described in detail by Naudin [H31] is MAHG
(Möller’s Atomic Hydrogen Generator). The system behaves as an over-unity device producing
energy from atomic hydrogen by a repeated dissociation and recombination of hydrogen atoms.
MAHG tube contains a vacuum tube filled with hydrogen at 0.1 atm and cooled by water. The main
part of the MAHG is a tungsten filament (0.25 mm diameter) placed in the center. Dissociation
requires a heating of the tungsten filament to a temperature of about 2000 K.
A possible explanation of over-unity effect is inspired by the model of water as a partially
dark matter in which one fourth of hydrogen atoms are in a dark phase forming linear super-nuclei
with the distance between protons connected by color bonds being few Angstroms [K86]. The overunity energy production could be due to a gradual transformation of hydrogen to dark hydrogen
in the same state as in water. This transformation would compete with recombination and be
responsible for the over unity energy production even if the liberated energy is smaller than in
recombination since the resulting dark hydrogen would not dissociate anymore. The process could
not continue indefinitely since the amount of ordinary hydrogen would be gradually reduced.
Also the dropping of some hydrogen atoms to larger space-time sheets accompanied by
liberation of zero point kinetic energy of order.5 eV could be involved and have similar implications
since the heating (thermal energy is about.2 eV) is not quite enough to kick all dropped protons
back to the atomic space-time sheets.

3.6

Appendix: A Generalization Of The Notion Of Imbedding Space Inspired By Hierarchy Of Planck Constants

The hypothesis that Planck constant is quantized having in principle all possible rational values
but with some preferred values implying algebraically simple quantum phases has been one of
the main ideas of TGD during last years. The mathematical realization of this idea leads to
a profound generalization of the notion of embedding space obtained by gluing together infinite
number of copies of embedding space along common 4-dimensional intersection. The hope was
that this generalization could explain charge fractionization but this does not seem to be the case.
This problem led to a further generalization of the embedding space and this is what I want to
discussed below.

3.6.1

The Original View About Generalized Imbedding Space

The original generalization of embedding space was basically following. Take embedding space
H = M 4 × CP2 . Choose sub-manifold M 2 × S 2 , where S 2 is homologically non-trivial geodesic
sub-manifold of CP2 . The motivation is that for a given choice of Cartan algebra of Poincare
algebra (translations in time direction and spin quantization axis plus rotations in plane orthogonal
to this plane plus color hypercharge and isospin) this sub-manifold remains invariant under the
transformations leaving the quantization axes invariant.
ˆ 2 = CP2 \S 2 and their Cartesian product. Both spaces
Form spaces M̂ 4 = M 4 \M 2 and CP
have a hole of co-dimension 2 so that the first homotopy group is Z. From these spaces one can
ˆ 2 /Gb , where Ga is a discrete group
construct an infinite hierarchy of factor spaces M̂ 4 /Ga and CP
of SU(2) leaving quantization axis invariant. In case of Minkowski factor this means that the group
in question acts essentially as a combination reflection and to rotations around quantization axes
of angular momentum. The generalized embedding space is obtained by gluing all these spaces
together along M 2 × S 2 .
The hypothesis is that Planck constant is given by the ratio ~/hbar0 = (n/ nb ), where ni is
the order of maximal cyclic subgroups of Gi . The hypothesis states also that the covariant metric
of the Minkowski factor is scaled by the factor (na /nb )2 . One must take care of this in the gluing
procedure. One can assign to the field bodies describing both self interactions and interactions
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between physical systems definite sector of generalized embedding space characterized partially by
the Planck constant. The phase transitions changing Planck constant correspond to tunnelling
between different sectors of the embedding space.

3.6.2

Fractionization Of Quantum Numbers Is Not Possible If Only Factor Spaces Are Allowed

The original idea was that the proposed modification of the imbedding space could explain naturally phenomena like quantum Hall effect involving fractionization of quantum numbers like spin
and charge. This does not however seem to be the case. Ga × Gb implies just the opposite if these
quantum numbers are assigned with the symmetries of the embedding space. For instance, quantization unit for orbital angular momentum becomes na where Zna is the maximal cyclic subgroup
of Ga .
One can however imagine of obtaining fractionization at the level of embedding space for
space-time sheets, which are analogous to multi-sheeted Riemann surfaces (say Riemann surfaces
associated with z 1/n since the rotation by 2π understood as a homotopy of M 4 lifted to the spacetime sheet is a non-closed curve. Continuity requirement indeed allows fractionization of the orbital
quantum numbers and color in this kind of situation.

3.6.3

Both Covering Spaces And Factor SpacesAre Possible

The observation above stimulates the question whether it might be possible in some sense to replace
H or its factors by their multiple coverings.
1. This is certainly not possible for M 4 , CP2 , or H since their fundamental groups are trivial.
On the other hand, the fixing of quantization axes implies a selection of the sub-space H4 =
ˆ 2=
M 2 × S 2 ⊂ M 4 × CP2 , where S 2 is a geodesic sphere of CP2 . M̂ 4 = M 4 \M 2 and CP
2
CP2 \S have fundamental group Z since the codimension of the excluded sub-manifold is
equal to two and homotopically the situation is like that for a punctured plane. The exclusion
of these sub-manifolds defined by the choice of quantization axes could naturally give rise to
the desired situation.
2. H4 represents a straight cosmic string. Quantum field theory phase corresponds to Jones
inclusions with Jones index M : N < 4. Stringy phase would by previous arguments correspond to M : N = 4. Also these Jones inclusions are labelled by finite subgroups of SO(3)
and thus by Zn identified as a maximal Abelian subgroup.
One can argue that cosmic strings are not allowed in QFT phase. This would encourage the
ˆ 2 implying that surfaces in M 4 × S 2 and M 2 × CP2 are not allowed. In
replacement M̂ 4 × CP
particular, cosmic strings and CP2 type extremals with M 4 projection in M 2 and thus lightlike geodesic without zitterwebegung essential for massivation are forbidden. This brings in
mind instability of Higgs=0 phase.
ˆ 2n of
3. The covering spaces in question would correspond to the Cartesian products M̂ 4 na × CP
b
4
ˆ
the covering spaces of M̂ and CP2 by Zna and Znb with fundamental group is Zna ×Znb . One
can also consider extension by replacing M 2 and S 2 with its orbit under Ga (say tetrahedral,
ˆ a resp.
octahedral, or icosahedral group). The resulting space will be denoted by M̂ 4 ×G
ˆ 2 ×G
ˆ b.
CP
4. One expects the discrete subgroups of SU (2) emerge naturally in this framework if one allows
the action of these groups on the singular sub-manifolds M 2 or S 2 . This would replace the
singular manifold with a set of its rotated copies in the case that the subgroups have genuinely
3-dimensional action (the subgroups which corresponds to exceptional groups in the ADE
correspondence). For instance, in the case of M 2 the quantization axes for angular momentum
would be replaced by the set of quantization axes going through the vertices of tetrahedron,
octahedron, or icosahedron. This would bring non-commutative homotopy groups into the
picture in a natural manner.
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ˆ 2 /Gb can be allowed as also the spaces M̂ 4 /Ga × (CP
ˆ 2 ×G
ˆ b)
Also the orbifolds M̂ 4 /Ga × CP
4
ˆ
ˆ
and (M̂ ×Ga ) × CP2 /Gb . Hence the previous framework would generalize considerably by
the allowance of both coset spaces and covering spaces.

3.6.4

Do Factor Spaces And Coverings Correspond To The Two Kinds
Of Jones Inclusions?

What could be the interpretation of these two kinds of spaces?
1. Jones inclusions appear in two varieties corresponding to M : N < 4 and M : N = 4 and one
can assign a hierarchy of subgroups of SU (2) with both of them. In particular, their maximal
Abelian subgroups Zn label these inclusions. The interpretation of Zn as invariance group is
natural for M : N < 4 and it naturally corresponds to the coset spaces. For M : N = 4 the
interpretation of Zn has remained open. Obviously the interpretation of Zn as the homology
group defining covering would be natural.
2. M : N = 4 should correspond to the allowance of cosmic strings and other analogous objects. Does the introduction of the covering spaces bring in cosmic strings in some controlled
manner? Formally the subgroup of SU (2) defining the inclusion is SU (2) would mean that
states are SU (2) singlets which is something non-physical. For covering spaces one would
however obtain the degrees of freedom associated with the discrete fiber and the degrees
of freedom in question would not disappear completely and would be characterized by the
discrete subgroup of SU (2).
For anyons the non-trivial homotopy of plane brings in non-trivial connection with a flat
curvature and the non-trivial dynamics of topological QFTs. Also now one might expect
ˆ 2 ×G
ˆ a and CP
ˆ b.
similar non-trivial contribution to appear in the spinor connection of M̂ 2 ×G
In conformal field theory models non-trivial monodromy would correspond to the presence
of punctures in plane.
3. For factor spaces the unit for quantum numbers like orbital angular momentum is multiplied
by na resp. nb and for coverings it is divided by this number. These two kind of spaces are
in a well defined sense obtained by multiplying and dividing the factors of Ĥ by Ga resp. Gb
and multiplication and division are expected to relate to Jones inclusions with M : N < 4
and M : N = 4, which both are labelled by a subset of discrete subgroups of SU(2).
4. The discrete subgroups of SU (2) with fixed quantization axes possess a well defined multiplication with product defined as the group generated by forming all possible products of group
elements as elements of SU (2). This product is commutative and all elements are idempotent and thus analogous to projectors. Trivial group G1 , two-element group G2 consisting
of reflection and identity, the cyclic groups Zp , p prime, and tetrahedral, octahedral, and
icosahedral groups are the generators of this algebra.
By commutativity one can regard this algebra as an 11-dimensional module having natural
numbers as coefficients (“rig” ). The trivial group G1 , two-element group G2 ¡ generated by
reflection, and tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral groups define 5 generating elements
for this algebra. The products of groups other than trivial group define 10 units for this
algebra so that there are 11 units altogether. The groups Zp generate a structure analogous
to natural numbers acting as analog of coefficients of this structure. Clearly, one has effectively 11-dimensional commutative algebra in 1-1 correspondence with the 11-dimensional
“half-lattice” N 11 (N denotes natural numbers). Leaving away reflections, one obtains N 7 .
The projector representation suggests a connection with Jones inclusions. An interesting
question concerns the possible Jones inclusions assignable to the subgroups containing infinitely manner elements. Reader has of course already asked whether dimensions 11, 7 and
their difference 4 might relate somehow to the mathematical structures of M-theory with 7
compactified dimensions.
5. How do the Planck constants associated with factors and coverings relate? One might argue
that Planck constant defines a homomorphism respecting the multiplication and division
(when possible) by Gi . If so, then Planck constant in units of ~0 would be equal to na /nb for
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ˆ
Ĥ/Ga × Gb option and nb /na for Ĥ times(G
a × Gb ) with obvious formulas for hybrid cases.
This option would put M 4 and CP2 in a very symmetric role and allow much more flexibility
in the identification of symmetries associated with large Planck constant phases.

3.6.5

Fractional Quantum Hall Effect

The generalization of the embedding space allows to understand fractional quantum Hall effect [D3].
The formula for the quantized Hall conductance is given by

σ

= ν×

ν

=

e2
,
h

n
.
m

(3.6.1)

Series of fractions in ν = 1/3, 2/5, 3/7, 4/9, 5/11, 6/13, 7/15..., 2/3, 3/5, 4/7, 5/9, 6/11, 7/13..., 5/3, 8/5, 11/7, 14/9...4/3, 7/5,
1/5, 2/9, 3/13..., 2/7, 3/11..., 1/7.... with odd denominator have been observed as are also ν = 1/2
and ν = 5/2 states with even denominator [D3].
The model of Laughlin [D32, D35] cannot explain all aspects of FQHE. The best existing
model proposed originally by Jain is based on composite fermions resulting as bound states of
electron and even number of magnetic flux quanta [D27]. Electrons remain integer charged but
due to the effective magnetic field electrons appear to have fractional charges. Composite fermion
picture predicts all the observed fractions and also their relative intensities and the order in which
they appear as the quality of sample improves.
In [K70] I have proposed a possible TGD based model of FQHE not involving hierarchy of
Planck constants. The generalization of the notion of embedding space suggests also the possibility
to interpret these states in terms of fractionized charge and electron number.
1. The easiest manner to understand the observed fractions is by assuming that both M 4
and CP2 correspond to covering spaces so that both spin and electric charge and fermion
number are quantized. With this assumption the expression for the Planck constant becomes
~/~0 = nb /na and charge and spin units are equal to 1/nb and 1/na respectively. This gives
ν = nna /n2b . The values m = 2, 3, 5, 7, .. are observed. Planck constant can have arbitrarily
large values. There are general arguments stating that also spin is fractionized in FQHE and
for na = knb required by the observed values of ν charge fractionization occurs in units of
k/nb and forces also spin fractionization. For factor space option in M 4 degrees of freedom
one would have ν = n/na n2b .
2. The appearance of nb = 2 would suggest that also Z2 appears as the homotopy group of
the covering space: filling fraction 1/2 corresponds in the composite fermion model and also
experimentally to the limit of zero magnetic field [D27]. Also ν = 5/2 has been observed
[D19].
3. A possible problematic aspect of the TGD based model is the experimental absence of even
values of nb except nb = 2. A possible explanation is that by some symmetry condition possibly related to fermionic statistics kn/nb must reduce to a rational with an odd denominator
for nb > 2. In other words, one has k ∝ 2r , where 2r the largest power of 2 divisor of nb
smaller than nb .
4. Large values of nb emerge as B increases. This can be understood from flux quantization.
One has eBS = n~ = n(nb /na )~0 . The interpretation is that each of the nb sheets contributes
n/na units to the flux. As B increases also the flux increases for a fixed value of na and
area S. Note that the value of magnetic field in given sheet is not affected so that the
build-up of multiple covering seems to keep magnetic field strength below critical value. For
na = knb one obtains eBS/~0 = n/k so that a fractionization of magnetic flux results and
each sheet contributes 1/knb units to the flux. ν = 1/2 corresponds to k = 1, nb = 2 and to
non-vanishing magnetic flux unlike in the case of composite fermion model.

3.6. Appendix: A Generalization Of The Notion Of Imbedding Space Inspired By
Hierarchy Of Planck Constants
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5. The understanding of the thermal stability is not trivial. The original FQHE was observed
in 80 mK temperature corresponding roughly to a thermal energy of T ∼ 10−5 eV. For
graphene the effect is observed at room temperature. Cyclotron energy for electron is (from
fe = 6 × 105 Hz at B = .2 Gauss) of order thermal energy at room temperature in a magnetic
field varying in the range 1-10 Tesla. This raises the question why the original FQHE requires
so low temperature. The magnetic energy of a flux tube of length L is by flux quantization
roughly e2 B 2 S ∼ Ec (e)me L (~0 = c = 1) and exceeds cyclotron roughly by a factor L/Le ,
Le electron Compton length so that thermal stability of magnetic flux quanta is not the
explanation. A possible explanation is that since FQHE involves several values of Planck
constant, it is quantum critical phenomenon and is characterized by a critical temperature.
The differences of the energies associated with the phase with ordinary Planck constant and
phases with different Planck constant would characterize the transition temperature.

Chapter 4

Summary of TGD Inspired Ideas
about Free Energy
4.1

Introduction

The study of free energy phenomena has evolved to the level at which commercial applications
are seriously developed despite the refusal of main stream science to admit the reality of these
phenomena. TGD predicts numerous new physics phenomena. These might explain the claimed
free energy phenomena such as over unity energy production without identifiable energy source in
electrolysis of water, the strange properties of Brown’s gas resulting in this process and the claimed
cold fusion associated with electrolysis and also the energy production in sonoluminescence claimed
to be due to cold fusion reactions. Second class of strange phenomena relate to rotating magnetic
systems with Yildiz magnetic motor being the most dramatic example in this respect.
The first sections represent a summary about TGD views concerning cold fusion and related
topics: the material comes from three chapters of the online book “p-Adic length scale hypothesis
and dark matter hierarchy” [K66]. The summary demonstrates the evolution of ideas occurred
during roughly two decades and thus reflects also the evolution of TGD.
The input from the chapters [K100] and [L3] represents the development of what I have
christened nuclear string model. This model relies on the fractally natural assumption that atomic
nuclei are analogous to proteins in the sense that they correspond to highly folded string like objects
(possibly several of them) consisting of sequences of nucleons connected by color bonds having
quark and antiquark at their ends. If the color bonds are neutral one obtains the counterparts
of ordinary nuclei. The input from chapter [K86] includes discussion of Rossi’s reactor and the
reported selection rules and section about sonoluminescence.
Color bonds can also have charge ±1 corresponding to ud and du type quark pairs. This
predicts large number of exotic nuclei. The guess for the energy scale of the exotic excitations of
ordinary nuclei is around keV from an explanation for the finding that X rays from Sun induces
effective variation in the rates of nuclear reaction rates: the variation would be explained in terms of
excitations of creating exotic nuclei which cannot be distinguished from ordinary nuclei chemically.
Exotic nuclei represent new nuclear physics and this raises the question about their relevance
for low energy nuclear reactions.
1. Could cold fusion involve a mechanism generating exotic nuclei by generating charged color
bonds and in this manner help to get rid of Coulomb wall? Dark variant of weak interactions
are necessary to achieve this since otherwise the rates are extremely low. Since W boson is
effectively massless below the scaled up weak length scale, which should be of the order of
atomic length scale, weak interaction rate would be enhanced so that they are of same order
of magnitude as for electromagnetic interactions. Clearly rather large value of hef f ∼ 107 h
is required.
For instance, could the exchange of a dark variant of W + boson between incoming proton
and target nucleus (say D) transform dark proton to dark neutron and increase the charge
of target nucleus by one unit (say transforming it to pseudo Helium isotope with charge 2).
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This would eliminate Coulomb wall and might relate to the fact that neutrons and gamma
rays are not emitted in H-D cold fusion. Dark W + could also be exchanged between electron
and p inside D and neutralize D to effective di-neutron state.
2. Could the nuclei resulting from the low energy nuclear reactions be also exotic? This would
help to explain the non-standard selection rules.
Second mechanism relies on darkness alone. If incoming proton and its quarks are dark
having Compton size scale of order atomic size, the target nucleus would be much smaller than
quarks and one can imagine target nucleus enters the Coulomb field of negatively charged n-quark
so that Coulomb wall changes sign and the reaction can proceed.
In this chapter I represent first earlier ideas and models related to free energy and after than
some new material is discussed.
1. The topics from [K100] represents a vision about cold fusion based on Trojan horse mechanism
allowing to circumvent Coulomb wall. All mechanisms discussed later are variants of this
mechanisms.
2. The topics from [L3] contains a lot of material. For instance, included are a discussion of
findings of Kanarev and Mizuno related to electrolysis of water, the H1.5 O anomaly of water
suggesting that water contains dark component, a discussion of a model of electrolysis and
plasma-electrolysis, and a short discussion of the biological transmutations. The possibility of
cold fusion in interstellar space could produce heavy elements so that solar interior would not
be the only place where they are produced during the cosmic evolution. For instance, the wellknown Lithium anomaly of cosmology could be explained in terms of cold fusion. Besides
producing energy cold fusion could also make possible both spontaneous and artificially
induced generation of metals and other heavier elements from light ones.
The basic new physics element in TGD based model of electrolysis is the phase transition
increasing the value of hef f for the space-time sheet at which water is topologically condensed
and inducing “electric expansion of water”. This would occur in strong local electric fields
inducing di-electric breakdown. The reversal of this phase transition would explain the
observed spontaneous implosion. The third phase transition would reduce hef f but increase
p-adic prime p in such a manner that volume remains unaffected. This phase transition
liberates zero point kinetic energy (ZPKE). This energy could be behind several anomalies
related to the electrolysis of water and also provide basic mechanism of the liberation of
metabolic energy in living matter. The reverse transition could be induced by irradiation by
light and could take place routinely in photosynthesis and be part of ADP-ATP transition.
Strong local electric fields would induce the hef f increasing phase transitions and these fields
indeed are present being associated with rough electrode surfaces. Strong electric fields
appear also in cell membranes and in plasmoids proposed to define prebiotic life forms in
TGD Universe. Lightnings and ball lightnings would be examples of plasmoids generating
their metabolic energy by the proposed phase transition.
3. The input from [K86] includes discussion of Rossi’s reactor and the reported selection rules
and section about sonoluminescence with slight updatings. Also a model for the hydrino
atom of Rossi based on so called q-Laguerre equation is discussed.
In last sections some new ideas and devices related to free energy are discussed. The ZPE
approach is compared with the TGD approach identifying dark matter as a hierarchy of phases of
ordinary matter characterized by non-standard value of Planck constant hef f = nh. The general
ideas behind anomalous hydrolysis of water are introduced, and a possible model for Brown’s gas
explaining its anomalous properties is formulated. This inspires a vision about how metabolism
in living matter could utilize the mechanisms explaining the behavior of Brown’s gas. Also cold
fusion and sonoluminescence are briefly discussed with references to a more extensive summary
about TGD inspired vision about these phenomena. The last section is devoted to Yildiz magnetic
motor and relates closely to the model for rotating magnetic systems [K3] devices to explain the
claims of Godin and Roschin [H51].
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The material represents a development of ideas and TGD itself. Experimental data allow to
consider several options so that a complete internal consistency of the ideas discussed is too much
to hope for.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations.
Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http://tgdtheory.
fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

4.2

Cold Fusion And Trojan Horse Mechanism

The model for cold fusion has developed gradually as the understanding of quantum TGD and
many-sheeted space-time has developed. Trojan horse mechanism has served as the connecting
thread between various models. The last step of progress relates to the new vision about nuclear
physics but it is still impossible to fix the model completely unless one poses the condition of
minimality and the requirement that single mechanism is behind various anomalies.

4.2.1

Exotic Quarks And Charged Color Bonds As A Common Denominator Of Anomalous Phenomena

There should exist a common denominator for anomalous behavior of water, cold fusion, the
findings of Ditmire suggesting cold fusion, sono-fusion, exotic chemistries, strange properties of
living matter including chiral selection, and also phenomena like low compressibility of condensed
matter which standard physicist would not be worried about.
It seems that compression inducing the generation of charged color bonds between nucleons
and leading to a formation of super-nuclei with atomic distances between building blocks might
be the sought for common denominator. For super nuclei the repulsive weak interactions between
exotic quark and anti-quark belonging to the two bonded nuclei would compensate the attractive
color force so that a stable configuration of atomic size would result. Note that the weak coupling
strength would be actually strong by the general criterion for transition to the large ~ phase.
The charging of color bonds would occur via W boson exchange between exotic and valence
quarks with exotic W boson transforming to ordinary W via mixing.
The alternative option is a phase transition of nuclei transforming k = 113 em space-time
sheets of valence quarks to em dark space-time sheets with a large value of ~ suggested for heavier
nuclei by the general criteria. This phase transition could be avoided if the criticality forces surplus
protons to transfer the electromagnetic charge of valence quarks to color bonds so that the situation
reduces to the first option. In this picture standard nuclear physics would remain almost untouched
and nothing new expect exotic quarks and charged color bonds is introduced.
The following examples suggest that this general picture indeed might unify a large class of
phenomena.
1. The super-nuclei formed by the dark protons of water would be a basic example about this
phenomenon. The occurrence of the process is plausible if also nucleons possess or can
generate closed loops with exotic quark and anti-quark at the ends of the loop belonging
to the same nucleon. The fact that these protons are dark with respect to electromagnetic
interactions suggests that the charge of protons is transferred to the color bonds so that
the outcome is a nuclear string formed from neutrons connected by positively charged color
bonds. Darkness with respect to weak interactions suggests that valence quarks are doubly
dark. This would mean that the p-adic length scale of color bonds would correspond to
kef f = 107 + 2 × 22 = 151 for ~s = n2 ~/v02 , n = 1. This corresponds to the thickness
of cell membrane so that the structure of water would contain information about the basic
biological length scale.
2. In condensed matter the super-nuclei would form at some critical pressure when weakly
charged color bonds between neighboring nuclei become possible and compensate the attractive color force. This would explain the low compressibility of condensed matter.
3. Bio-polymers in vivo might correspond to super-nuclei connected by charged color bonds
whose weak charges would explain the large parity breaking involve with chiral selection.
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Hydrogen bond might be a basic example of a charged color bond. It could be that the value
of integer n in ~s = n~/v0 is n = 3 in living matter and n = 1 in ordinary condensed matter.
Trojan horse mechanism might work also at the level of chemistry making possible to circumvent electronic Coulomb wall and might be an essential characteristic of the catalytic
action. Note that Pd is also a powerful catalyst. n = 1 might however distinguish it from
bio-catalysts. In separate context I have dubbed this mechanism as “Houdini effect”.
The reported occurrence of nuclear transmutations [C18, C52] such as 23 N a +16 O →39 K
in living matter allowing growing cells to regenerate elements K, Mg, Ca, or Fe, could be
understood as fusion of neighboring nuclei connected by charged color bond which becomes
neutral by W emission so that collapse to single nucleus results in absence of the repulsive
weak force. Perhaps it is someday possible to produce metabolic energy by bio-fusion or
perhaps Nature has already discovered the trick!
4. In cold fusion the nuclei of target D and Pd would combine to form super-nuclei connected
by charged color bonds. This would explain why the heavy loading of Pd nuclei with D
(for a review of loading process see [C19] ) does not generate enormous pressures. Cold
fusion would occur in some critical interval of loadings allowing ordinary and exotic nuclei to
transform to each other. The transfer of the em charge of D to the color bond connecting D
and Pd would make D effectively nn state. Together with the fact that the color bond would
have length of order atomic radius would mean that the Coulomb wall of Pd and D is not
felt by beam nuclei and Trojan horse mechanism would become possible. The prediction is
that Coulomb wall disappears only only when deuterium or tritium target is used. If nuclei
can transform to dark em phase cold fusion could occur for arbitrary target nuclei. That it
is observed only for D and possibly H does not support this option.
If valence quarks are doubly dark, their magnetic bodies have size of order L(151) = 10
nm, which is also the size scale of the nano-scaled Pd particles, color force would become
long ranged. In sono-luminescence and son-fusion and also in nuclear transmutations similar
formation of super-nuclei would occur and the collapse of super-nucleus to single nucleus
could occur by the proposed mechanism.
5. In the experiments of Ditmire et al laser pulse induces very dense phase of Xenon atoms
having Z = 54 which is heated to energies in which electron energies extend to MeV region
and expands rapidly. Z = 54 means that Xe satisfies the most stringent condition of criticality
for the transition to electromagnetic large ~ phase. This transition does not occur if protons
feed the surplus em charge to the color bonds so that Xe nuclei also weakly charged. Assume
that some fraction of Xe is in this kind of phase. The compression of Xe gas by laser pulse
compresses Xe super-nuclei. If the connecting charged color bonds emit their em and weak
charge by emission of W boson the super-nuclei collapse to single nucleus and nuclear fusion
reactions become possible. The repulsive weak force becoming manifest in the compression
generates brehmstrahlung heating the system and induces a violent explosion much like in
sono-fusion.
In the sequel the experiments Ditmire et al and cold fusion are discussed in detail using this model.

4.3

Cold Fusion, Plasma Electrolysis, Biological Transmutations,And Burning Salt Water

The article of Kanarev and Mizuno [D28] reports findings supporting the occurrence of cold fusion
in NaOH and KOH hydrolysis. The situation is different from standard cold fusion where heavy
water D2 O is used instead of H2 O.
One can understand the cold fusion reactions reported by Mizuno as nuclear reactions in
which part of what I call dark proton string having negatively charged color bonds (essentially a
zoomed up variant of ordinary nucleus with large Planck constant) suffers a phase transition to
ordinary matter and experiences ordinary strong interactions with the nuclei at the catode. In
the simplest model the final state would contain only ordinary nuclear matter. The generation of
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KOH
NaOH

M (H2 O)/kg
.272
.445

V (gas)/m3
8.75
12.66

V (gas)
V (H2 O)

[V (gas)/V (H2 O)]
r(gas)

3.2 × 104
2.8 × 104

17.4
15.2

Table 4.1: The weight of water used in the electrolysis and the total volume of gas produced for
KOH and NaOH electrolysis. r(gas) denotes the naı̈ve prediction for the total volume of gas per water volume appearing in previous table. For KOH resp. NaOH the volume ratio [V (gas)/V (H2 O)]
is by a factor r = 17.4 resp. r = 15.2 higher than the naı̈ve estimate.
plasma in plasma electrolysis can be seen as a process analogous to the positive feedback loop in
ordinary nuclear reactions.
Rather encouragingly, the model allows to understand also deuterium cold fusion and leads
to a solution of several other anomalies.
1. The so called lithium problem of cosmology (the observed abundance of lithium is by a
factor 2.5 lower than predicted by standard cosmology [E13] ) can be resolved if lithium
nuclei transform partially to dark lithium nuclei.
2. The so called H1.5 O anomaly of water [D31, D26, D34, D21] can be understood if 1/4 of
protons of water forms dark lithium nuclei or heavier dark nuclei formed as sequences of
these just as ordinary nuclei are constructed as sequences of 4 He and lighter nuclei in nuclear
string model. The results force to consider the possibility that nuclear isotopes unstable as
ordinary matter can be stable dark matter.
3. The mysterious behavior burning salt water [D1] can be also understood in the same framework.
4. The model explains the nuclear transmutations observed in Kanarev’s plasma electrolysis.
Intriguingly, several biologically important ions belong to the reaction products in the case
of NaOH electrolysis. This raises the question whether cold nuclear reactions occur in living
matter and are responsible for generation of biologically most important ions.

4.3.1

The Data

Findings of Kanarev
Kanarev has found that the volume of produced H2 and O2 gases is much larger than the volume
resulting in the electrolysis of the water used in the process. If one knows the values of p and T
one can estimate the volumes of H2 and O2 using the equation of state V = nT /p of ideal gas.
This gives
V (H2 ; p, T ) =

M (H2 0)
1 M (H2 0) T
A(H2 )
×
=
×
.
A(H2 O)
mp
9 mp
p

Here M (H2 0) is the total mass of the water (.272 kg for KOH and.445 kg for NaOH).
In the situation considered one should be able to produce from one liter of water 1220 liters
of hydrogen and 622 liters of oxygen giving
V (H2 )/V (H2 O) = 1.220 × 103 ,

V (O2 )/V (H2 O) = .622 × 103 ,

r(gas) = V (H2 + O2 )/V (H2 O) = 1.844 × 103 ,

V (H2 )/V (O2 )) ' 1.96 .

V (H2 )/V (O2 ) ' 1.96 is 4 per cent smaller than the prediction V (H2 )/V (O2 ) = 2 of the ideal gas
approximation.
The volumes of O2 and H2 are not reported separately. The table gives the total volumes
of gas produced and ratios to the volume of water used.
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KOH
Element(Z, N)

Al(13, 27)

Element(Z, N)

Ca(20, 20)

NaOH
Element(Z, N)
Element(Z, N)

Al(13, 27)
1.10
Ca(20, 20)
0.40

Si(14, 28)
0.94
Cr(24, 28))
1.90

Cl(17, 18)
Fe(26, 29)
93.0

K(19, 20)
4.50
Cu(29, 34)
0.45

Si(14, 28)
0.55
Cr(24, 28))
1.60

Cl(17, 18)
0.20
Fe(26, 29)
94.0

K(19, 20)
0.60
Cu(29, 34)
0.65

Table 4.2: The per cent of various nuclei in catode for KOH and NaOH electrolysis.

Findings of Mizuno
Mizuno in turn found that the Fe catode contains Si, K, Cr, Fe, Cu for both KOH and NaOH
electrolysis and in case of NaOH also Al, Sl, Ca. The fraction of these nuclei is of order one per
cent. Table 4.2 gives the fractions for both KOH and NaOH.
The results supports the view that nuclear reactions involving new nuclear physics are
involved and that part of H2 and O2 could be produced by nuclear reactions at the catode.
1. For Si, K, Cr, F e, and Cu the mechanism could be common for both N aOH and KOH
electrolysis and presumably involve fission of F e nuclei. The percent of K in KOH is
considerably larger than in N aOH case and this is presumably due to the absorption of K +
ions by the catode.
2. For Al, Si, and Ca the reaction occurring only for N a should involve N a ions absorbed by
the catode and suffering cold fusion with some particles -call them just X - to be identified.
3. Cu is the only element heavier than F e and is expected to be produced by fusion with X.
Quite generally, the fractions are of order one per cent.
4. The authors suggests that the extra volume of H2 and O2 molecules is due to nuclear reactions
in the catode. A test for this hypothesis would be the ratio of H2 and O2 volumes. Large
deviation from value 2 would support the hypothesis. The value near 2 would in turn support
the hypothesis that the water produced by electrolysis is considerably denser than ordinary
water.

4.3.2

H1.5 O Anomaly And Nuclear String Model

It would seem that some exotic nuclei, perhaps consisting of protons, should be involved with the
cold fusion. Concerning the identification of these exotic particles there are several guidelines.
H1.5 O anomaly, anomalous production of e+ e− pairs in heavy ion collisions, and nuclear string
model.
H1.5 O anomaly and anomalous production of electron-positron pairs in heavy ion collisions
There exists an anomaly which could be explained in terms of long open nuclear strings. The
explanation of H1,5 O anomaly [D31, D26, D34, D21] discussed in [K86] as a manifestation of dark
protons was one of the first applications of TGD based ideas about dark matter. The proposed
explanation is that the fraction of 1/4 of protons is in atto-second time scale dark and invisible in
electron scattering and neutron diffraction. Note that atto-second time scale corresponds to the
time during which light travels a length of order atomic size.
A natural identification of the dark protons would be in terms of protonic strings behaving
like nuclei having anomalously large size, which would be due to the anomalously large value of
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Planck constant. A partial neutralization by negatively charge color bonds would make these states
stable.
The TGD based explanation of anomalous production of electron-positron pairs in the collisions of heavy nuclei just above the Coulomb wall [K108] is in terms of lepto-pions consisting of
pairs of color octet electron and positron allowed by TGD and having mass slightly below 2me ' 1
MeV. The strong electromagnetic fields created in collision create coherent state of lepto-pions
decaying into electron positron pairs.
Nuclear string model
The nuclear string model describes nuclei as string like structures with nucleons connected by
color magnetic flux tubes whose length is of order electron Compton length about 10−12 meters
and even longer and thus much longer than the size scale of nuclei themselves which is below 10−14
meters. Color magnetic flux tubes define the color magnetic body of nucleus and each flux tube
has colored fermion and anti-fermion at its ends. The net color of pair is non-vanishing so that
color confinement binds the nucleons to the nuclear string. Nuclei can be visualized as structures
analogous to plants with nucleus taking the role of seed and color magnetic body of much larger
size taking the role of plant with color flux tubes however returning back to another nucleon inside
nucleus.
One can imagine two basic identifications of the fermions.
1. For the first option fermions are identified as quarks. The color flux tube can have three
charge states q = +1, 0, −1 according to whether it corresponds to ud, uu + dd, or ud type
state for quarks. This predicts a rich spectrum of exotic nuclei in which neutrons consist
actually of proton plus negatively charged flux tube. The small mass difference between
neutron and proton and small mass of the quarks (of order MeV) could quite well mean that
these exotic nuclei are identified as ordinary nuclei. The findings of [C16] [C16] support the
identification as quarks.
2. Lepto-hadron hypothesis [K108] encourages to consider also the possibility that color bonds
have color octet electrons at their ends. This would make it easier to understand why leptopions are produced in the collisions of heavy nuclei.
3. One can also consider the possibility that the color bonds are superpositions of quarkantiquark pairs and colored electron-positron pairs.
Two options
One can consider two options for protonic strings. Either their correspond to open strings connected
by color magnetic flux tubes or protons are dark so that giant nuclei are in question.
1. Protonic strings as open strings?
Color flux tubes connecting nucleons are long and one can ask whether it might be possible
also open nuclear strings with long color flux tubes connecting widely separate nucleons even at
atomic distance. These kind of structures would be favored if the ends of nuclear string are charged.
Even without assumption of large values of Planck constant for the color magnetic body
and quarks the net length of flux tubes could be of the order of atomic size. Large value ~ would
imply an additional scaling.
The simplest giant nuclei constructible in this manner would consist of protons connected
by color magnetic flux tubes to from an open string. Stability suggest that the charge per length
is not too high so that some minimum fraction of the color bonds would be negatively charged.
One could speak of exotic counterparts of ordinary nuclei differing from them only in the sense
that size scale is much larger. A natural assumption is that the distance between charged protonic
space-time sheets along string is constant.
In the sequel the notation X(z, n) will be is used for the protonic string containing net
charge z and n negatively charged bonds. a = z + n will denote the number of protons. z, n and a
are analogous to nuclear charge Z, neutron number N , and mass number A. For open strings the
charge is z ≥ 1 and for closed strings z ≥ 0 holds true.
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This option has however problem. It is difficult imagine how the nuclear reactions could
take place. One can imagine ordinary stringy diagrams in which touching of strings means that
proton of protonic string and ordinary nucleus interact strongly in ordinary sense of the word.
It is however difficult to imagine how entire protonic string could be absorbed into the ordinary
nucleus.
2. Are protons of the protonic string dark?
Second option is that protonic strings consist of dark protons so that nuclear space-timesheet has scale up size, perhaps of order atomic size. This means that fermionic charge is distributed
in much larger volume and possibly also the fermions associated with color magnetic flux tubes
have scaled up sized. The value ~ = 211 ~0 would predict Compton length of order 10−12 m for
nucleon and upper size of order 10−11 for nuclei.
Cold nuclear reactions require a transformation of dark protons to ordinary ones and this
requires leakage to the sector of the imbedding space in which the ordinary nuclei reside (here the
book metaphor for embedding space is very useful). This process can take place for a neutral part
of protonic string and involves a reduction of proton and fermion sizes to normal ones. The phase
transition could occur first only for a neutral piece of the protonic string having charges at its ends
and initiate the nuclear reaction. Part of protonic string could remain dark and remaining part
could be “eaten” by the ordinary nucleus or dark protonic string could “eat” part of the ordinary
nuclear string. If the leakage occurs for the entire dark proton string, the nuclear reaction itself is
just ordinary nuclear reaction and is expected to give out ordinary nuclei. What is important that
apart from the crucial phase transition steps in the beginning and perhaps also in the end of the
reaction, the model reduces to ordinary nuclear physics and is in principle testable.
The basic question is how plasma phase resulting in electrolysis leads to the formation of
dark protons. The proposal [K88] that the transition takes place with perturbative description of
the plasma phase fails, might be more or less correct. Later a more detailed nuclear physics picture
about the situation emerges.
3. What happens to electrons in the formation of protonic strings?
One should answer two questions.
1. What happens to the electrons of hydrogen atoms in the formation of dark protonic strings?
2. In plasma electrolysis the increase of the input voltage implies a mysterious reduction of
the electron current with the simultaneous increase of the size of the plasma region near
the catode [C28]. This means reduction of conductance with voltage and thus non-linear
behavior. Where does electronic charge go?
Obviously the negatively charged color bond created by adding one proton to a protonic
string could take the charge of electron and transform electrons as charge carriers to color bonds of
dark Li isotopes which charge Z = 3 by gluing to existing protons sequence proton and negatively
charged color bond. If the proton comes from H2 O OH − replaces electron as a charge carrier. This
would reduced the conductivity since OH − is much heavier than electron. This kind of process
and its reversal would take place in the transformation of hydrogen atoms to dark proton strings
and back in atto-second time scale.
The color bond could be either ud pair or e8 ν 8 pair or quantum superposition of these. The
basic vertex would involve the exchange of color octet super-symplectic bosons and their neutrino
counterparts. Lepton number conservation requires creation of color singlet states formed of color
octet neutrinos which ar bosons and carrying lepton number -2. One color confined neutrino pair
would be created for each electron pair consumed in the process and might escape the system:
if this happens, the process is not reversible above the time scale defined by colored neutrino
mass scale of order.1 eV which happens to be of order.1 atto-seconds for ordinary neutrinos. Also
ordinary nuclei could consist of nucleons connected by identical neutral color bonds (mostly).
The exchange of light counterparts of charged ρ mesons having mass of order MeV could
lead to the transformation of neutral color bonds to charged ones. In deuterium cold fusion the
exchange of charged ρ mesons between D and P d nuclei could transform D nuclei to states behaving
like di-neutrons so that cold fusion for D could take place. In the earlier proposal exchange of W +
boson of scaled variant of weak interactions was proposed as a mechanism.
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The formation of charged color bonds binding new dark protons to existing protonic nuclear
strings or giving rise to the formation of completely new protonic strings would also increase of
the rates of cold nuclear reactions.
Note that this picture leaves open the question whether the fermions associated with color
bonds are quarks or electrons.
Nuclei and their dark variants must have same binding energy scale at nuclear quantum criticality
The basic question is what happens to the scale of binding energy of nuclei in the zooming up of
nuclear space-time sheet. Quantum criticality requires that the binding energies scales must be
same.
1. Consider first the binding energy of the nuclear strings. The highly non-trivial prediction of
the nuclear string model is that the contributions of strong contact interactions at nuclear
space-time sheet (having size L < 10−14 m) to the binding energy vanish in good approximation for ground states with vanishing strong isospin. This means that the binding energy
comes from the binding energy assignable to color bonds connecting nucleons together.
2. Suppose that this holds true in a good approximation also for dark nuclei for which the
distances of nucleons at zoomed up nuclear space-time sheet (having originally size below
10−14 meters) are scaled up. As a matter fact, since the scale of binding energy for contact
interactions is expected to reduce, the situation is expected to improve. Suppose that color
bonds with length of order 10−12 m preserve their lengths. Under these assumptions the
nuclear binding energy scale is not affected appreciably and one can have nuclear quantum
criticality. Note that the length for the color bonds poses upper limit of order 100 for the
scaling of Planck constant.
It is essential that the length of color bonds is not changed and only the size of the nuclear spacetime sheet changes. If also the length and thickness of color bonds is scaled up then a naı̈ve scaling
argument assuming that color binding energy related to the interaction of transforms as color
Coulombic binding energy would predict that the energy scales like 1/~. The binding energies of
dark nuclei would be much smaller and transformation of ordinary nuclei to dark nuclei would not
take place spontaneously. Quantum criticality would not hold true and the argument explaining
the transformation of ordinary Li to its dark counterpart and the model for the deuterium cold
fusion would be lost.

4.3.3

A Model For The Observations Of Mizuno

The basic objection against cold nuclear reactions is that Coulomb wall makes it impossible for
the incoming nuclei to reach the range of strong interactions. In order that the particle gets to the
catode from electrolyte it should be positively charged. Positive charge however implies Coulomb
wall which cannot be overcome with the low energies involved.
These two contradictory conditions can be satisfied if the electrolysis produces exotic phase
of water satisfying the chemical formula H1.5 O with 1/4 of protons in the form of almost neutral
protonic strings can possess only few neutral color bonds. The neutral portions of the protonic
string, which have suffered phase transition to a phase with ordinary Planck constant could get
very near to the target nucleus since the charges of proton can be neutralized in the size scale of
proton by the charges u and d quarks or e and ν associated with the two bonds connecting proton
to the two neighboring protons. This could make possible cold nuclear reactions.
It turns out that the model fixes protonic strings to isotopes of dark Lithium (with neutrons
replaced with proton plus negatively charged color bond). What is intriguing is that the biologically
most important ions (besides N a+ ) Cl− , K + , and Ca++ appear at the catode in Kanarev’s plasma
electrolysis actually result as outcomes of cold nuclear reactions between dark Li and N a+ .
General assumptions of the model
The general assumptions of the model are following.
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1. Ordinary nuclei are nuclear strings, which can contain besides neutrons also “pseudo-neutrons”
consisting of pairs of protons and negatively charged color bonds. The model for D cold fusion
requires that the P d nuclei contain also “pseudo-neutrons”.
2. Reaction products resulting in the fusion of exotic protonic string transforming partially
to ordinary nuclear matter (if originally in dark phase) consist of the nuclei detected in the
catode plus possibly also nuclei which form gases or noble gases and leak out from the catode.
3. Si, K, Cr, and Cu are produced by the same mechanism in both KOH and NaOH electrolysis.
4. Al, Cl, and Ca is produced by a mechanism which must involve cold nuclear reaction between
protonic string and Na ions condensed on the catode.
5. Cu(Z, N ) = Cu(29, 34) is the only product nucleus heavier than F e(26, 29). If no other
nuclei are involved and Cu is produced by cold fusion
X(z, n) + F e(26, 29) → Cu(29, 34) ,
the anatomy of protonic string must be
X(z, n) = X(3, 5)
so that dark variant Li(3, 5) having charge 3 and mass number 8 would be in question.
X(3, 5) would have 2 neutral color bonds and 5 negatively charged color bonds. To minimize
Coulomb interaction the neutral color bonds must reside at the ends of the string. For quark
option one would have charge 1 + 2/3 at the first end and 1 + 1/3 at the second end and
charges of all protons between them would be neutralized. For color octet lepton color bond
one would have charge 2 at the other end and zero at the other end.
For quark option the net protonic charge at the ends of the string causing repulsive interaction
between the ends could make protonic string unstable against transition to dark phase in
which the distance between ends is much longer even if the ends are closed within scaled up
variant of the nuclear volume.
Arbitrarily long strings X(3, n) having neutral bonds only at their ends are possible and
their fusions lead to neutron rich isotopes of Cu nucleus decaying to the stable isotope. Hence the
prediction that only Cu is produced is very general.
The simplest dark protonic strings X(3, n) have quantum numbers of Li(3, n). One of the
hard problems of Big Bang cosmology is that the measured abundance of lithium is by a factor of
about 2.5 lower than the predicted abundance [E13]. The spontaneous transformation of Li(3, n)
isotopes to their dark variants could explain the discrepancy. Just by passign notice that Li has
mood stabilizing effect [C2]: the spontaneous transformation of Li+ to its dark variant might relate
to this effect.
Production mechanisms for the light nuclei common to N a and K
.
These nuclei must be produced by a fission of F e nuclei.
1. For Si(14, 14) production the mechanism would be cold fission of F e nucleus to two parts in
the collision with the protonic string:
X(3, 5) + F e(26, 29) → Si(14, 14) + Al(13, 14) + X(2, 6) .
X(2, 6) represent dark or ordinary He(2, 6). As a noble gas He isotope would leave the
catode.
Note that arbitrarily long proton strings with two neutral bonds at their ends give neutron
rich isotope of Si and exotic or ordinary isotope of He so that again the prediction is very
general.
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2. K(19, 20) is produced much more in KOH which most probably means that part of K + is
absorbed from the electrolyte. In this case the reaction could proceed as follows:
X(3, 5) + F e(26, 29) → K(19, 20) + N e(7, 7) + X(3, 7) .
Note that the neutron number could be distributed in many manners between final states.
For arbitrarily long proton string with two neutral bonds at ends higher neutron rich isotopes
of K and N e are produced. As noble gas N e would leak out from the catode.
Ordinary Li(3, 7) would decay by neutron emission to stable isotopes of Li. The temperature
of the system determines whether Li boils out (1615 K under normal pressure). Li is not
reported to appear in the catode. In plasma electrolysis the temperature is in the interval
.5 × 104 - 104 C and around 103 C in the ordinary electrolysis so that the high temperature
might explain the absence of Li. Also the in-stability of Li isotopes against transition to
dark Li in electrolyte would imply the absence of Li.
3. For Cr(24, 28) production the simplest reaction would be
X(3, 5) + F e(26, 29) → Cr(24, 28) + He(2, 2) + X(3, 4) .
Helium would leak out as noble gas. Proton string would shorten by one unit and keep its
charge. X(3, 4) would represent the stable isotope Li(3, 4) or its dark counterpart and what
has been said in 2) applies also now.
How to understand the difference between KOH and NOH?
One should understand why Al, Cl, and Ca are not detected in the case of KOH electrolysis.
Al, Cl, and Ca would be created in the fusion of protonic strings with N a(11, 12) nuclei
absorbed by the catode. With this assumption the rates are expected to be of same order of
magnitude for all these processes as suggested by the one per cent order of magnitude for all
fractions.
One can imagine two reaction mechanisms.
I: One could understand the production assuming only X(3, 5) protonic strings if the number
of X(3, 5) strings absorbed by single N a nucleus can be k = 1, 2, 3 and that nuclear fission can take
place after each step with a rate which is slow as compared to the rate of absorptions involving
also the phase transition to dark matter. This is however highly implausible since ordinary nuclear
interactions are in question.
II: Second possibility is that the protonic strings appearing with the highest probability
are obtained by fusing copies of the basic string X(3, 5) by using neutral color bond between the
strings. The minimization of electrostatic energy requires that neutral color bonds are equally
spaced so that there are three completely neutralized protons between non-neutralized protons.
One would have thus at least the strings X(3, 5), X(6, 10), and X(9, 15), which correspond
to dark Li(3, 5) and dark variants of the unstable isotopes C(6, 10) and F (9, 15). In nuclear string
model also ordinary nuclei are constructed from He(2, 2) strings and lighter strings in completely
analogous manner, and one could perhaps see the dark nuclei constructed from Li(3, 5) as the next
level of hierarchy realized only at the level of dark matter.
The charge per nucleon would be 3/8 and the length of the string would be a multiple of 8.
Interestingly, the numbers 3, 5, and 8 are subsequent Fibonacci numbers appearing very frequently
also in biology (micro-tubules, sunflower patterns). The model predicts also the occurrence of cold
fusions X(z = 3k, n = 5k) + F e(26, 29) → (Z, N ) = (26 + 3k, 29 + 5k). For k = 2 this would give
Ge(32, 39) which is stable isotope of Ge. For k = 3 one would have (Z, N ) = (35, 44) which is
stable isotope of Br [C46, C4].
Consider now detailed description of the reactions explaining the nuclei detected in the
catode.
1. Al(13, 14) would be produced in the reaction
X(3, 5) + N a(11, 12) → Al(13, 14) + X(1, 3) .
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H(1, 3) or its dark variant could be in question. Also the reaction X(3, 5) + N a(11, 12) →
Al(13, 17) + p, where Al(12, 17) is an unstable isotope of Al is possible.
The full absorption of protonic string would yield Si(14, 17) beta-decaying to P (15, 16),
which is stable. Either P leaks out from the catode or full absorption does not take place
appreciably.
2. Cl(17, 18) would be produced by the sequence
I1 : 2X(3, 5) + N a(11, 12)
I2 : X(6, 10) + N a(11, 12)

→ Cl(17, 18) + X(0, 4) ,
→ Cl(17, 18) + X(0, 4) .

X(0, 4) represents ordinary or dark tetra-neutron [C38, C27, C12]. The instability of the
transformation of tetra-neutron to dark matter could explain why its existence has remained
controversial.
If the protonic string were absorbed completely, the resulting Cl(17, 22) - if equivalent to
ordinary nucleus - would transform via beta-decays to A(18, 23) and then to K(19, 22), which
is stable and detected in the target.
3. Ca(20, 20) would be produced in the reaction
I1 : 3X(3, 5) + N a(11, 12) →
I2 : X(9, 15) + N a(11, 12) →

Ca(20, 20) + X(0, 7) ,
Ca(20, 20) + X(0, 7) .

X(0, 7) would be dark counterpart of “septa-neutron”. The complete absorption of nuclear
string would produce Ca(20, 27), which (if ordinary nucleus) transforms via beta decays to
Sc(21, 26) and then to T i(22, 25), which is stable.

4.3.4

Comparison With The Model Of Deuterium Cold Fusion

It is interesting to compare the model with the model for cold fusion [C37, C1] reported using
deuterium target and D2 O instead of water.
Earlier model
1. The model is based on the assumption that D nuclei in the target suffer a phase transition
to a state in which D nuclei become neutral so that the color bond between neutron and
proton becomes negatively charged: one has effectively di-neutrons.
2. The mechanism of charging of color bond must either involve weak interactions or exchange
of lepto-ρ mesons already discussed briefly. The proposal is that the exchange of W bosons
of scaled up version of weak physics is involved with the range of interactions given by atomic
length scale. The exchange of W + bosons was assumed to take place between P d and D
nuclei. This mechanism could lead to the formation of negatively charged color bonds in also
ordinary nuclei.
3. The neutrality of exotic D nuclei allows to overcome Coulomb wall. One can understand the
reported selection rules: in particular the absence of Helium isotopes (only isotopes of H are
detected). The absence of gamma rays can be understood if the resulting gamma rays are
dark and leak out before a transformation to ordinary gamma rays.
Are D nuclei in P d target dark or not?
The question whether the exotic D nuclei are dark was left pending. The recent model suggests
that the answer is affirmative.
1. The basic difference between the two experiments would be that in Kanarev’s experiments
incoming nuclei are dark whereas in D fusion catode contains the dark nuclei and cold nuclear
reactions occur at the “dark side” and is preceded by ordinary-to-dark phase transition for
incoming D.
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2. D cold fusion occurs for a very restricted range of parameters characterizing target: the first
parameter is doping ratio: essentially one D nucleus per one P d nucleus is needed which
would fit with the assumption that scaled up size is of the order of atom size. Temperature
is second parameter. This and the fact that the situation is highly sensitive to perturbations
conforms with the interpretation as a phase transition to dark matter occurring at quantum
criticality.
3. The model for Kanarev’s findings forces to consider the possibility that dark D nuclei combine
to form longer strings and can also give rise to dark Li(3, 5) explaining the observed nuclear
transmutations in the target.
4. In cold nuclear reactions incoming nuclei would transform to dark nuclei (the picture as a
leakage between different pages of a book like structure defined by the generalized embedding
space is helpful). The reaction would take place for dark nuclei in zoomed up nuclear physics
and the reaction products would be unstable against phase transition to ordinary nuclei.
5. Is it then necessary to assume that target D nuclei are transformed to neutral ones (dineutrons effectively) in order to have cold nuclear reactions? Nuclear space-time sheets are
scaled up. If nucleon space-time sheets are not scaled up, p and n are connected by color
magnetic flux tubes of same length as in the case of ordinary nuclei but located at much
larger nuclear space-time sheet. The classical analog for the quantal distribution of nucleon
charges is even charge distribution in a sphere or radius R defined by the charge of the scaled
up nucleus. The height of the Coulomb wall is Ec = e2 /R. If R = a, a the atomic radius,
one has Ec ∼ .1 keV. The wall is by a factor 10−4 lower than in ordinary nuclear collision so
that the incoming D nucleus might overcome the Coulomb wall.
If Coulomb wall can be overcome, all dark variants of D + D reaction are possible. Helium nuclei have not been however detected, which supports the view that D in target is
transformed to its neutral variant. Gamma rays would be dark and could leak out without
detection which would explain the absence of gamma rays.
Nuclear quantum criticality is essential
A note about the energetics of cold nuclear reactions is in order. The nuclear quantum criticality
deriving from the cancelation of the contact interaction energies between nucleons for isospin
singlets and scaling up of only nuclear space-time sheet is an absolutely essential assumption.
Otherwise dark D would have much smaller binding energy scale than the visible one, and ordinary
D in the P d target could not transform to dark “di-neutron” state. Also the transformation of
incoming D to its dark variant D at catode could not take place.

4.3.5

What Happens To Oh Bonds In Plasma Electrolysis?

For an innocent novice one strange aspect of hydrolysis is how the OH bonds having energies of
order 8 eV can be split in temperatures corresponding to photon energies of order.5 eV. Kanarev
has suggested his own theory for how this could happen [D33]. TGD suggests that OH bonds
are transformed to their dark variants with scaled down bond energy and that there might be no
essential difference between OH bond and hydrogen bond.
The reduction of energy of OH bonds in plasma electrolysis
Kanarev has found that in plasma electrolysis the energy of OH bonds is reduced from roughly 8
eV to about.5 eV, which corresponds to the fundamental metabolic energy quantum identifiable
as the zero point kinetic energy liberate as proton drops from k = 137 space-time sheet to much
larger space-time sheet. In pyrolysis [D6] similar reduction could occur since the pyrolysis occurs
above temperature about 4000 C conforming with the energy scale of hydrogen bond.
The explanation discussed in [K54] is that there is some mechanism exciting the bonds to
a state with much lower bond energy. Dark matter hierarchy [K88] suggests that the excitation
corresponds to the transformation of OH bond to dark bond so that the energy scale of the state
is reduced.
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Also in the ordinary electrolysis of water [D2] the energy of OH bonds is reduced to about 3.3
eV meaning a reduction factor of order 2. The simplest interpretation would be as a transformation
of OH bonds to dark OH bond with ~ → 2~ (the scaling could be also by some other integer or
even rational). The energy needed to transform the bond to dark bond could come from remote
metabolism via the dropping of dark protons from a dark variant of some sub-atomic space-time
sheet with size not smaller than the size of the atomic space-time sheet to a larger space-time
sheet.
In many-sheeted space-time (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/manysheeted.
jpg or Fig. 9 in the appendix of this book) particles topologically condense at all space-time
sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near
the boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to the
reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of magnetic
flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly also of Planck
constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated.
H1.5 O anomaly suggests that 1/4 of protons of water are dark in atto-second time scale [K86]
and one can imagine that both protons of water molecule can become dark under conditions defined
by plasma electrolysis. Also the atomic space-time sheets and electron associated with OH bonds
could become dark.
Atomic binding energies transform as 1/~2 . If the energy of hydrogen bond transforms like
Coulombic interaction energy as given by the perturbative calculation, it is scaled down as 1/~
since the length of the bond scales up like ~. Effectively αem ∝ 1/~ is replaced by its scaled down
value. For ~ → 24 ~0 the energy would scale from 8 eV to.5 eV and the standard metabolic energy
quantum could induce the splitting of the dark OH bond. If 24 is the scale factor of ~ for dark
nuclear space-time sheets, their size would be of order 10−3 meters. The model for cold fusion is
consistent with this since what matters is different value of Planck constant for the dark nuclear
space-time sheets.
There is an objection against the reduction of OH bond energy. The bonds could be split
by a process in which dark nuclear reactions kick protons to k = 133 dark space-time sheet. In
this case the maximal zero point kinetic energy liberated in the dropping back would be 8 eV and
could induce breaking of OH bond. For ~/~0 ≥ 4 the size of k = 133 dark space-time sheet would
be larger than the size of k = 137 atomic space-time sheet.
Are hydrogen bonds dark OH bonds?
The fact that the energy of hydrogen bonds [D4] is typically around.5 eV forces to ask what
distinguishes hydrogen bond from dark OH bond. Could it be that the two bonds are one and
the same thing so that dark OH bonds would form standard part of the standard chemistry and
molecular biology? In hydrogen bond same hydrogen would be shared by the oxygen atoms of the
neighboring atoms. For the first O the bond would be ordinary OH bond and for the second O its
dark variant with scaled down Coulomb energy. Under conditions making possible pyrolysis and
plasma electrolysis both bonds would become dark. The variation of the hydrogen bond energy
could reflect the variation of the scaling factor of ~.
The concentration of the spectrum of bond energies on integer multiples of fundamental
energy scale - or even better, on powers of 2 - would provide support for the identification. There
is evidence for two kinds of hydrogen bonds with bond energies in ratio 1: 2 [D30] : the TGD
based model is discussed in [K86].
Mechanism transforming OH bonds to their dark counterparts
The transformation of OH bonds to dark bonds would occur both in ordinary and plasma electrolysis and only the change of Planck constant would distinguish between the two situations.
1. Whatever the mechanism transforming OH bonds to their dark counterparts is, metabolic
energy is needed to achieve this. Kanarev also claims over-unity energy production [D33].
Cold fusion researchers make the same claim about ordinary electrolysis. Cold nuclear reactions between N a+ (K + ) and dark protons and dark Li could obviously serve as the primary
energy source. This would provide the fundamental reason for why N aOH or KOH must
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be present. Cold nuclear reactions would thus occur also in the ordinary electrolysis of water
and provide the energy inducing the transition of OH bonds to dark ones by (say) ~ → 2~
transition.
2. One can imagine several metabolic mechanisms for the visible-to-dark transformation of
HO bonds. The energy spectrum of cold nuclear reactions forms a continuum whereas the
energies needed to transform OH bonds to their dark variants presumably are in narrow
bands. Therefore the energy liberated in cold nuclear reactions is not probably used as
such. It is more plausible that standard metabolic energy quanta liberated in the dropping
of protons (most naturally) to larger space-time sheets are utilized. The most important
metabolic energy quanta for the dropping of proton come as Ek = 2k−137 kE0 : E0 = .5
eV is liberated in the dropping of proton from atomic space-time sheet (k = 137) to much
larger space-time sheet (the discrete spectrum of increments of the vacuum energy in the
dropping approaches this energy [K94] ). The energy liberated in the dark nuclear reactions
would “load metabolic batteries” by kicking the dark protons to the dark variants of k < 137
space-time sheet (the size of dark atomic space-time sheet scales like ~). Their dropping to
larger space-time sheets would liberate photons with energies near to those transforming OH
bonds to hydrogen bonds.
3. A signature for the standard metabolic energy quanta would be visible light at 2eV and also
discrete lines below it accumulating to 2eV . Kanarev’s indeed reports the presence of red
light [D33] as a signature for the occurrence of process.

4.3.6

A Model For Plasma Electrolysis

Kanarev’s experiments involve also other strange aspects which lead to the view that cold nuclear
reactions and dark matter physics are essential aspects of not only plasma electrolysis of Kanarev
but also of ordinary electrolysis and responsible for the claimed over unity energy production.
Biologically important ions are produced in reactions of dark Li and N a+ and there is very strong
electric voltage over the cell membrane. This inspires the question whether cold nuclear reactions
serve as a metabolic energy source in living cell and are also responsible for production of ions
heavier than N a+ .
Brief description of plasma electrolysis
Electrolysis [D2], pyrolysis [D6] , and plasma electrolysis [C28], [D33] of water are methods of
producing free hydrogen. In pyrolysis the temperature above 4000 C leads to hydrogen and oxygen
production. Oxygen production occurs also at catode and hydrogen yield is higher than given by
Faraday law for ordinary electrolysis [D2].
The article of Mizuno and collaborators [C28] about hydrogen production by plasma electrolysis contains a brief description of plasma electrolysis. A glow discharge occurs as the input
voltage used in electrolysis is above a critical value and plasma is formed near catode. In the
arrangement of [C28] plasma state is easily achieved above 140 V. If the values of temperature and
current density are right, hydrogen generation in excess of Faraday’s law as well as a production
of oxygen at catode (not possible in ideal electrolysis) are observed. Above 350 V the control of
the process becomes difficult.
What really happens in electrolysis and plasma electrolysis?
1. Ordinary electrolysis
To understand what might happen in the plasma electrolysis consider first the ordinary
electrolysis of water.
1. The arrangement involves typically the electrolyte consisting of water plus N aOH or KOH
without which hydrolysis is impossible for thermodynamical reasons.
2. Electronic current flows from the anode to catode along a wire. In electrolyte there is a current
of positively charged ions form anode to catode. At the catode the reaction 2H2 O + 2e− →
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2H2 + 2OH − yields hydrogen molecules seen as bubbles in water. At the anode the reaction
2H2 O → O2 + 4H + + 4e− is followed by the reaction 2H + + 2e− → H2 and the flow of 2e−
to the catode along wire. The net outcome is hydrolysis: H2 O → 2H2 + 2O2 . Note that O2
is produced only at anode and H2 at both anode and catode.
2. What happens in plasma electrolysis?
In plasma electrolysis something different might happen.
1. Cold nuclear reactions should take place at catode in presence of N a+ ions plus dark Li and
should be in equilibrium under ordinary conditions and contribute mainly to the formation
of dark OH bonds. The rate of cold nuclear reactions increases with input voltage V since
the currents of N a+ and dark Li to the catode increase. Obviously the increased rate of
energy yield from dark nuclear reactions could be the real reason for the formation of plasma
phase above critical voltage.
2. By previous considerations the reduction of electron current above critical voltage has interpretation as a transition in which electronic charge is transferred to negative charge of
color bonds of dark proton strings. Existing protonic strings could grow longer and also
new strings could be created from the ionized hydrogen resulting in the electrolysis of water.
The increase of the size of the dark nuclei would mean increase of the cross sections for cold
nuclear reactions. The liberated energy would ionized hydrogen atoms and give rise to a
positive feedback loop somewhat like in ordinary nuclear reactions.
3. The increased energy yield in cold nuclear reactions suggests that OH bonds are transformed
very effectively to dark OH bonds in the plasma region. This means that the thermal
radiation can split the hydrogen bonds and induce the splitting of two water molecules to
4H and 2O and therefore production of 2H2 + O2 everywhere in this kind of region. The
temperature used by Kanarev corresponds to energy between .5-1 eV [D33] which conforms
with the fact that OH bond energy is reduced to about.5 eV. Note that the presence of anode
and catode is not absolutely necessary if cold nuclear reactions can take place in the entire
electrolyte volume and generate plasma phase by positive feedback loop.
4. The prediction is that Faraday’s law for hydrogen production does not hold true. O/H ratio
has the value r = O/H = 0 for the ordinary electrolysis at catode. r = 1/2 holds true if local
dissociation of water molecules dominates. According to [C28] r increases from electrolysis
value r = .066 above V = 140 V achieving the value r = .45 for V = 350 V where the system
becomes unstable. Also cold nuclear reactions could contribute to hydrogen and oxygen
production and affect the value of r as suggested by the large volume of gas produced in
Kanarev’s experiments [D28].
Over-unity energy production?
Over-unity energy production with output power 2- or even 3-fold as compared with input power
has been reported from plasma electrolysis. The effectiveness is deduced from the heating of of the
system. Note that Mizuno reports in [C28] that 10 per cent effectiveness but this is for the storage
of energy to hydrogen and does not take into account the energy going to the heating of water.
The formation of higher isotopes of Li by fusing dark protons to existing dark proton strings
is a good candidate for the dominant energy production mechanism. An estimate for the energy
liberate in single process Li(3, n) + mp + e → Li(3, n + 1) + 2ν8 is obtained by using energy
conservation. Here 2ν8 denotes color singlet bound state of two color octet excitations of neutrino.
Since e8 and ν8 are analogous to u and d quarks one expects that their masses are very
nearly the same. This gives as the first guess mν8 = me and since lepto-pion (color bound state
of color octet electrons, [K108] ) has mass m = 2me a good guess is m(2ν8 ) = 2mν8 = 2me . The
energy conservation would give

m(Li(3, n)) + mp

= m(Li(3, n + 1)) + me + T (2ν8 ) + E(γ) .

(4.3.1)
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Here T (2ν8 ) is the kinetic energy of 2ν8 state and Eγ is the energy of photon possibly also emitted
in the process.
The process is kinematically possible if the condition

∆m

=

m(Li(3, n)) + mp − m(Li(3, n + 1) ≥ me .

(4.3.2)

is satisfied. All incoming particles are approximated to be at rest, which is a good approximation
taking into account that chemical energy scales are much lower than nuclear ones. For the left
hand side one obtains from the mass difference of Li(3, n = 4) and Li(3, 5) isotopes the estimate
∆m = 1.2312 MeV for the liberated binding energy which is considerably larger than me = .51
MeV. Hence the process is kinematically possible and 2ν8 would move with a relativistic velocity
v = .81c and presumably leave the system without interacting with it.
The process can involve also the emission of photons and the maximal amount of energy
that photon can carry out corresponds to E = ∆m = 1.2312 MeV. Let us denote by hEi < ∆m
the average photonic energy emitted in the process and express it as

hEi = z∆m , z < 1.

(4.3.3)

One obtains an estimate for the production rate of photon energy (only this heats the
system) from the incoming electron current I. If a fraction x(V ) of the current is transformed to
negatively charged color bonds the rate for energy production becomes by a little manipulation

P/kW
I/A

=

x(V )z × 3.5945 .

(4.3.4)

This formula allows to estimate the value of the parameter x(V )z from experimental data. Since
simplest Feynman graph producing also photons is obtained by adding photon line to the basic
graph, one expects that z is of order fine structure constant:

z

∼ αem = 1/137 .

(4.3.5)

The ratios of the excess power for a pair of (V, I) values should satisfy the condition

P (V1 )I(V2 )
P (V2 )I(V1 )

=

x(V1 )
.
x(V2 )

(4.3.6)

x(V ) should be deducible as a function of voltage using these formulas if the model is correct.
These formulae allow to compare the predictions of the model with the experimental results
of Naudin for Mizuno-Omori Cold Fusion reactor [C6]. Table 4.3 gives the values of  = x(V )z
and ratios x(V (n))/x(V (n1 ) deduced from the data tabulated by Naudin [C36] for the various
series of experiments using the formulae above.
1. Most values of x(V )z are in the range .03 − .12. z = 1/137 would give x(V )z ≤ 1/137 so
that order of magnitude is predicted correctly. One cannot over-emphasize this result.
2. Apart from some exceptions the values look rather reasonable and do not vary too much.
If one neglects the exceptional values, ones has xmax (V )/xmin (V ) < 4. n = 1, 5, 8, 9, 29
correspond to exceptionally small values of x(V ). Perhaps cold fusion is not present for some
reason. The output power is smaller than input power for n = 9 and n = 29.
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n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

V oltage/V
185
147
215
220
145
213
236
148
148
221
279
200
199
215
207
247
260
257
195
198
182
212
259
260
209
230
231
233
155
220
256
211
201

Current/A
8.56
2.45
2.10
9.32
1.06
1.40
1.73
.83
1.01
1.31
3.03
8.58
7.03
9.78
8.34
2.19
2.20
2.08
2.95
2.62
2.40
2.27
2.13
4.83
3.53
4.99
5.46
5.16
4.60
4.44
5.25
3.68
3.82

x(V )z
0.005
0.036
0.046
0.044
0.001
0.05
0.08
0.01
-0.00
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.09
0.10
-0.00
0.11
0.05
0.03
0.04

x(V (n))/x(V (2))
.145
1.00
1.30
1.22
.03
1.34
2.18
.21
-0.008
.87
1.46
0.89
1.91
1.07
0.74
1.69
0.55
0.71
1.59
1.98
1.26
1.74
3.22
1.05
1.16
2.79
2.53
2.85
-0.04
2.95
1.36
.97
1.06

Table 4.3: The values of x(V )z and x(V (n))/x(V (1)) deduced from the data of Cold Fusion reaction-Experimental test results on June 25, 2003 by JL Naudin at http://tinyurl.com/
y8llbyj6.
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Has living matter invented cold nuclear physics?
Intriguingly, the ions N a+ , Cl− , K + , Ca++ detected by Mizuno in the catode in Kanarev’s experiments [D28] correspond to the most important biological ions. There is also a considerable
evidence for the occurrence of nuclear transmutations in living matter [C18, C52]. For instance,
Kervran claims that it is not possible to understand where the Ca needed to form the shells of
eggs comes from. A possible explanation is that dark nuclear reactions between N a+ and dark
Litium produced the needed Ca.
There is extremely strong electric field through cell membrane (resting voltage is about.06
V). The acceleration of electrons in this field could generate plasma phase and creation of dark
Li nuclei via a positive feedback loop. This could mean that cold nuclear reactions serve also in
living cell as a basic metabolic energy source (possibly in the dark sector) and that also biologically
important ions result as products of cold nuclear reactions.

4.3.7

Tests And Improvements

Test for the hypothesis about new physics of water
The model involves hypothesis about new physics and chemistry related to water.
1. The identification of hydrogen bond as dark OH bond could be tested. One could check
whether the qualitative properties of bonds are consistent with each. One could try to find
evidence for quantization of bond energies as integer multiples of same energy (possible power
of two multiples).
2. H1.5 O formula in atto-second scale should be tested further and one could look whether
similar formula holds true for heavy water so that sequences of dark protons might be replaced
with sequences of dark deuterons.
3. One could find whether plasma electrolysis takes place in heavy water.
Testing of the nuclear physics predictions
The model in its simplest form assumes that only dark Li, C, F , etc. are present in water. This
predicts quite specific nuclear reactions in electrolyte and target and reaction product. For both
target and electrolyte isotopes of nuclei with atomic number Z + k3 are predicted to result in cold
fusion reactions if energetically possible. For a target heavier than F e also fission reactions might
take place.
The estimates for the liberated energies are obtained assuming that dark nuclei have same
binding energies as ordinary ones. In some cases the liberated energy is estimated using the binding
energy per nucleon for a lighter isotope. Ordinary nuclei with maximal binding energy correspond
to nuclear strings having 4 He or its variants containing negatively charged color bonds as a basic
structural unit. One could argue that gluing nLi(3, 5) or its isotope does not give rise to a ground
state so that the actual energy liberated in the process is reduced so that process might be even
impossible energetically. This could explain the absence of Ge from F e catode and the absence of
T i, M n, and N i in KOH plasma electrolysis [D28].
catode: For catode F e and W have been used. For F e the fusions F e + Li → Cu +
28.84 M eV and F e + C → Ge + 21.64 M eV are possible energetically. Mizuno does not report
the presence of Ge in F e target. The reduction of the binding energy of dark C(6, 10) by 21.64
MeV (1.35 MeV per nucleon) would make second reaction impossible but would still allow Li + C
and N a + C fusion. Second possibility is that Ge containing negatively charged color bonds has
smaller binding energy per nucleon than ordinary Ge. W + Li → Ir would liberate 8.7 MeV if
binding energy of dark Li is same as of ordinary Li.
Electrolyte: Consider electrolytes containing ions X + with atomic number Z. If X is
lighter than F e, the isotopes of nuclei with atomic number Z + 3k might be produced in fusion
reactions nLi + X. X = Li, K, N a has one electron at s-shell whereas B, Al, Cr, ... has one electron
at p-shell.
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Reaction
E/M eV
E/M eV
E/M eV

Li + Li → C
27.1
Li + N a → Si
34.4
Li + K → T i
32.2

C + Li → F
24.0
C + N a → Cl
30.5
C + K → Mn
33.6

F + Li → M g
31.5
F + N a → Ca
33.7
F + K → Ni
32.7

Table 4.4: The estimates for the energies liberated in fusions of dark nuclei of water and the ion
of electrolyte. Boldface refers to dark nuclei Li(3, 5), C(6, 10), and F (9, 15).

Relationship to the model of Widom and Larsen and further tests
W. Guglinski kindly informed me about the theory of cold fusion by Widom and Larsen [C55].
This theory relies on standard nuclear physics. The theory is reported to explain cold fusion
reaction products nicely in terms of the transformation of electrons and protons to very low energy
neutrons which can overcome the Coulomb barrier. The problem of the theory is that very high
energy electrons are required since one has Q = .78 MeV for e + p → n and Q = −3.0 MeV for
e + D → n + n. It is difficult to understand how so energetic electrons could result in ordinary
condensed matter.
Since proton plus color bond is from the point of view of nuclear physics neutron and the
fusion reactions would obey ordinary nuclear physics rules, the predictions of TGD are not expected
to deviate too much from those of the model of Widom and Larsen.
An important class of predictions relate to ordinary nuclear physics. Tetra-neutron could be
alpha particle with two negatively charged color bonds and neutron halos could consist of protons
connected to nucleus by negatively charged color bonds. This could reduce the binding energy
considerably.
Cold nuclear fusion might also provide an in situ mechanism for the formation of ores.
Nuclear ores in places where they should not exist but involving remnants of organic matter would
be the prediction. Cold fusion has a potential for a technology allowing to generate some metals
artificially.
How to optimize the energy production?
The proposed model for the plasma electrolysis suggests following improvements to the experimental arrangement.
The production of energy in process is due to three reactions: 1) Li + p in plasma. 2)
Li + F e/W... in target, and 3) Li + N a/K... in plasma. The model suggests that 1) dominates so
that basic process would occur in plasma rather than catode.
1. Since W does not evaporate so easily, it is better material for catode if the production of
dark Li dominates energy production.
2. catode could be replaced with a planar electrode with fractal peaky structure generating the
required strong electric fields. This could increase the effectiveness of the energy production
by increasing the effective area used.
3. Since H2 O → OH − + p is required by the generation of dark Li sequences. The energy feed
must be able to follow the rapidly growing energy needs of this reaction which seems to occur
as bursts.
4. The prediction is that the output power is proportional to electron current rather than input
power. This suggests minimization of input power by minimizing voltage. This requires
maximization of electron conductivity. Unfortunately, the transformation of electrons to
OH − ions as charge carriers reduces conductivity.
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4.4

Anomalies Possibly Related To Electrolysis Of Water
And Cold Fusion

4.4.1

Burning Salt Water By Radio-Waves And Cold Fusion By Plasma
Electrolysis

John Kanzius has made a strange discovery [D1]: salt water in the test tube radiated by radio waves
at harmonics of a frequency f=13.56 MHz burns. Temperatures about 1500 C, which correspond
to.17 eV energy have been reported. One can radiate also hand but nothing happens. The original
discovery of Kanzius was the finding that radio waves could be used to cure cancer by destroying
the cancer cells. The proposal is that this effect might provide new energy source by liberating
chemical energy in an exceptionally effective manner. The power is about 200 W so that the
power used could explain the effect if it is absorbed in resonance like manner by salt water. In the
following it is proposed that the cold nuclear reactions are the source of the energy.
Do radio waves of large Planck constant transform to microwave photons or visible
photons in the process?
The energies of photons involved are very small, multiples of 5.6×10−8 eV and their effect should be
very small since it is difficult to imagine what resonant molecular transition could cause the effect.
This leads to the question whether the radio wave beam could contain a considerable fraction of
dark photons for which Planck constant is larger so that the energy of photons is much larger. The
underlying mechanism would be phase transition of dark photons with large Planck constant to
ordinary photons with shorter wavelength coupling resonantly to some molecular degrees of freedom
and inducing the heating. Microwave oven of course comes in mind immediately. The fact that
photosynthesis means burning of water and the fact that visible light is emitted in turn suggests
that the radio wave photons are transformed to visible or nearly visible photons corresponding to
the energy scale of photons involved with photosynthesis.
The original argument inspired by the analogy with microwave oven is discussed below. The
generalization to the case of visible photons is rather straightforward and is discussed in [K86].
1. The fact that the effects occur at harmonics of the fundamental frequency suggests that
rotational states of molecules are in question as in microwave heating. The formula for the
rotational energies [D7] is
E(l) = E0 × (l(l + 1) , E0 = ~20 /2µR2 , µ = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 ) .
Here R is molecular radius which by definition is deduced from the rotational energy spectrum. The energy inducing the transition l → l + 1 is ∆E(l) = 2E0 × (l + 1).
2. N aCl molecules crystallize to solid so that the rotational heating of N aCl molecules cannot
be in question.
3. The microwave frequency used in microwave ovens is 2.45 GHz giving for the Planck constant
the estimate 180.67 equal to 180 with error of.4 per cent. The values of Planck constants for
ˆ 2 ×G
ˆ b option (factor space of M 4 and covering space of CP2 maximizing Planck
(M̂ 4 /Ga )×CP
constant for given Ga and Gb ) are given by ~/~0 = na nb . na nb = 4 × 9 × 5 = 180 can result
from the number theoretically simple values of quantum phases exp(i2π/ni ) corresponding to
polygons constructible using only ruler and compass. For instance, one could have na = 2 × 3
and nb = 2 × 3 × 5.
Connection with plasma electrolysis?
The burning of salt water involves also the production of O2 and H2 gases. Usually this happens
in the electrolysis of water [D2]. The arrangement involves typically electrolyte consisting of water
plus N aOH or KOH present also now but anode, catode and electronic current absent. The
proposed mechanism of electrolysis involving cold nuclear reactions however allows the splitting of
water molecules to H2 and O2 even without these prerequisites.
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The thermal radiation from the plasma created in the process has temperature about 1500
C which correspond to energy about.17 eV: this is not enough for splitting of bonds with energy.5
eV. The temperature in salt water could be however considerably higher.
The presence of visible light suggests that plasma phase is created as in plasma electrolysis.
Dark nuclear reactions would provide the energy leading to ionization of hydrogen atoms and
subsequent transformation of the electronic charge to that of charged color bonds in protonic
strings. This in turn would increase the rate of cold nuclear reactions and the liberated energy
would ionize more hydrogen atoms so that a positive feedback loop would result.
Cold nuclear reactions should provide the energy transforming hydrogen bonds to dark bonds
with energy scaled down by a factor of about 2−6 from say 8 eV to.125 eV if T = 1500C is accepted
as temperature of water. If Planck constant is scaled up by the factor r = 180 suggested by the
interpretation in terms of microwave heating, the scaling of the Planck constant would reduce the
energy of OH bonds to about.04 eV, which happens to be slightly below the energy assignable to
the cell membrane resting potential. The scaling of the size of nuclear space-time sheets of D by
factor r = 180 is consistent with the length of color bonds of order 10−12 m. The role of microwave
heating would be to preserve this temperature so that the electrolysis of water can continue. Note
that the energy from cold nuclear reactions could partially escape as dark photons.
There are some questions to be answered.
1. Are the radio wave photons dark or does water - which is a very special kind of liquid - induce
the transformation of ordinary radio wave photons to dark photons by fusing 180 radio wave
massless extremals (MEs) to single ME. Does this transformation occur for all frequencies?
This kind of transformation might play a key role in transforming ordinary EEG photons to
dark photons and partially explain the special role of water in living systems.
2. Why the radiation does not induce a spontaneous combustion of living matter which also
contains N a+ and other ions. A possible reason is that ~ corresponds to Planck constant
of dark Li which is much higher in living water. Hence the energies of dark photons do not
induce microwave heating.
3. The visible light generated in the process has yellow color. The mundane explanation is
that the introduction N a or its compounds into flame yields bright yellow color due to so
called sodium D-lines [D17] at 588.9950 and 589.5924 nm emitted in transition from 3p to 3s
level. Visible light could result as dark photons from the dropping of dark protons from dark
space-time sheets of size at least atomic size to larger dark space-time sheets or to ordinary
space-time sheets of same size and de-cohere to ordinary light. In many-sheeted space-time
particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of
space-time so that this option makes sense only near the boundaries of space-time sheet of a
given system.
Yellow light corresponds roughly to the rather narrow energy range.96-2.1 eV (.59−.63 µm).
The metabolic quanta correspond to jumps to space-time sheets of increasing size give rise
to the fractal series E/eV = 2 × (1 − 2−n ) for transitions k = 135 → 135 + n, n = 1, 2, ...
[K94]. For n = 3, 4, 5 the lines have energies 1.74, 1.87, 1.93 eV and are in the visible red
(λ/µm = .71, .66, .64). For n > 5 the color is yellow. In Kanarev’s experiments the color is
red which would mean the dominance of n < 6 lines: this color is regarded as a signature of
the plasma electrolysis. In the burning of salt water the light is yellow [D1], which allows to
consider the possibility that yellow light is partially due to n > 5 lines. Yellow color could
also result from the dropping k = 134 → 135 (n = 1).

4.4.2

Could Q-Laguerre Equation Relate To The Claimed Fractionation
Of The Principal Quantum Number For Hydrogen Atom?

The so called hydrino atom concept of Randell Mills [D20] represents one of the notions related to
free energy research not taken seriously by the community of university physicists. What is claimed
that hydrogen atom can exists as scaled down variants for which binding energies are much higher
than usually due to the large Coulomb energy. The claim is that the quantum number n having
integer values n = 0, 1, 2, 3.. and characterizing partially the energy levels of the hydrogen atom
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can have also inverse integer values n = 1/2, 1/3, ..... The claim of Mills is that the laboratory
BlackLight Inc. led by him can produce a plasma state in which transitions to these exotic bound
states can occur and liberate as a by-product usable energy.
The National Aeronautic and Space Administration has dispatched mechanical engineering
professor Anthony Marchese from Rowan University to BlackLight’s labs in Cranbury, NJ, to
investigate whether energy plasmas-hot, charged gases- produced by Mills might be harnessed
for a new generation of rockets. Marchese reported back to his sponsor, the NASA Institute
for Advanced Concepts, that indeed the plasma was so far unexplainably energetic. An article
about the findings of Mills and collaborators have been accepted for publication in Journal of
Applied Physics so that there are reasons to take seriously the experimental findings of Mills and
collaborators even if one does not take seriously the theoretical explanations.
The fractionized principal quantum number n claimed by Mills [D20] is reported to have
at least the values n = 1/k, k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10. First explanation would be in terms of Plack
constant having also values smaller than ~0 possible if singular factor spaces of causal diamond CD
and CP2 are allowed. q-Deformations of ordinary quantum mechanics are suggested strongly by the
hierarchy of Jones inclusion associated with the hyper-finite factor of type II1 about which WCW
spinors are a basic example. This motivates the attempt to understand the claimed fractionization
in terms of q-analog of hydrogen atom. The safest interpretation for them would be as states which
can exist in ordinary embedding space (and also in other branches)
The Laguerre polynomials appearing in the solution of Schrödinger equation for hydrogen
atom possess quantum variant, so called q-Laguerre polynomials [A5], and one might hope that
they would allow to realize this semiclassical picture at the level of solutions of appropriately
modified Schrödinger equation and perhaps also resolve the difficulty associated with n = 1/2.
Unfortunately, the polynomials discussed in [A5] correspond to 0 < q ≤ 1 rather than complex
values of q = exp(iπ/m) on circle and the extrapolation of the formulas for energy eigenvalues
gives complex energies.
q-Laquerre equation for q = exp(iπ/m)
The most obvious modification of the Laguerre equation for S-wave sates (which are the most
interesting by semiclassical argument) in the complex case is based on the replacement
∂x

→

∂xq) f

=

q

=

1 q)
(∂ + ∂xq) )
2 x
f (qx) − f (x)
,
(q − 1)x
exp(iπ/m)

(4.4.1)

to guarantee hermiticity. When applied to the Laguerre equation

x

d2 Ln
dLn
+ (1 − x)
= nLn ,
dx2
dx

(4.4.2)

and expanding Ln into Taylor series
Ln (x)

=

X

ln xn ,

(4.4.3)

n≥0

one obtains difference equation
an+1 ln+1
an+1
bn
Rn

+ bn ln = 0 ,
1
1
=
[R2n+1 − R2n + 2Rn+1 R1 + 3R1 )] +
[Rn+1 + R1 ]
2
4R1
2R1
Rn
1
=
− nq) +
,
2R1
2
= 2cos [(n − 1)π/m] − 2cos [nπ/m] .

(4.4.4)
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Here nq) is the fractionized principal quantum number determining the energy of the q-hydrogen
atom. One cannot pose the difference equation on l0 since this together with the absence of negative
powers of x would imply the vanishing of the entire solution. This is natural since for first order
difference equations lowest term in the series should be chosen freely.
Polynomial solutions of q-Laquerre equation
The condition that the solution reduces to a polynomial reads as
bn

=

0

(4.4.5)

and gives
nq)

Rn
1
+
,
2 2R1

=

(4.4.6)

For n = 1 one has nq) = 1 so that the ground state energy is not affected. At the limit N → ∞ one
obtains nq) → n so that spectrum reduces to that for hydrogen atom. The periodicity Rn+2N k =
Rn reflects the corresponding periodicity of the difference equation which suggests that only the
values n ≤ 2m − 1 belong to the spectrum. Spectrum is actually symmetric with respect to the
middle point [N/2] which suggests that only n < [m/2] corresponds to the physical spectrum. An
analogous phenomenon occurs for representations of quantum groups [K76]. When m increases
the spectrum approaches integer valued spectrum and one has n > 1 so that no fractionization in
the desired sense occurs for polynomial solutions.
Non-polynomial solutions of q-Laquerre equation
One might hope that non-polynomial solutions associated with some fractional values of nq) near
to those claimed by Mills might be possible. Since the coefficients an and bn are periodic, one can
express the solution ansatz as
Ln (x)

=

Pa2m) (x)

X

ak x2mk = Pa2m) (x)

k

Pa2m) (x)

=

2m−1
X

1
,
1 − ax2m

lk x k ,

k=0

a =

l2m
,
l0

(4.4.7)

This solution behaves as 1/x asymptotically but has pole at x∞ = (1/a)1/2m for a > 0.
The expression for l2m /l0 = a is

a

2m
Y
b2m−k
.
a2m−k+1

=

(4.4.8)

k=1

This can be written more explicitly as

a

=

(2R1 )2m

2m
Y

Xk ,

k=1

Xk

=

R2m−k + (−2nq) + 1)R1
,
R4m−2k+1 − R4m−2k + 4R2m−k+1 R1 + 2R12 + 3R1

Rn

=

2cos [(n − 1)π/m] − 2cos [nπ/m] .

(4.4.9)

This formula is a specialization of a more general formula for n = 2m and resulting ratios ln /l0
2m)
2m)
can be used to construct Pa
with normalization Pa (0) = 1.
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m
18
20
22
24
26
28

q)

1/n'
3
4
5
5
6
7

1/nq)
2.7568
3.6748
4.5103
5.3062
6.0781
6.8330

m
30
32
34
36
38

q)

1/n'
8
8
9
10
10

1/nq)
7.5762
8.3086
9.0342
9.7529
10.4668

Table 4.5: Table gives the approximations 1/nq )' = 1/k and corresponding exact values 1/nq ) in
2m)
the range k = 3, ..., 10 for which Pa (x∞ ) is nearest to zero. The corresponding values of m = 2k
vary in the range, k = 18, ..., 38. For odd values of m the value of the parameter a is negative so
q)
that there is no pole. Boldface marks for the best approximation by 1/n' = k.
Results of numerical calculations
Numerical calculations demonstrate following.
1. For odd values of m one has a < 0 so that a a continuous spectrum of energies seems to
result without any further conditions.
2. For even values of m a has a positive sign so that a pole results.
2m)

For even value of m it could happen that the polynomial Pa (x) has a compensating zero
at x∞ so that the solution would become square integrable. The condition for reads explicitly

Pa2m)



1 1
2m
( )
=
a

0 .

(4.4.10)

2m)

If Pa (x) has zeros there are hopes of finding energy eigen values satisfying the required conditions.
Laguerre polynomials and also q-Laguerre polynomials must posses maximal number of real zeros
by their orthogonality implied by the hermiticity of the difference equation defining them. This
2m)
suggests that also Pa (x) possesses them if a does not deviate too much from zero. Numerical
calculations demonstrate that this is the case for nq) < 1.
For ordinary Laguerre polynomials the naı̈ve estimate for the position of the most distant
zero in the units used is larger than n but not too much so. The naı̈ve expectation is that L2m
has largest zero somewhat above x = 2m and that same holds true a small deformation of L2m
considered now since the value of the parameter a is indeed very small for nq) < 1. The ratio
x∞ /2m is below .2 for m ≤ 10 so that this argument gives good hopes about zeros of desired kind.
One can check directly whether x∞ is near to zero for the experimentally suggested candidates for nq) . Table 4.5 summarizes the results of numerical calculations.
1. Table 4.5 gives the exact eigenvalues 1/nq) with a 4-decimal accuracy and corresponding
q)

approximations 1/n' = k for k = 3, ..., 10. For a given value of m only single eigenvalue nq) <
1 exists. If the observed anomalous spectral lines correspond to single electron transitions,
the values of m for them must be different. The value of m for which nq) ' 1/k approximation
is optimal is given with boldface. The value of k increases as m increases. The lowest value
of m allowing the desired kind of zero of P 2m) is m = 18 and for k ∈ {3, 10} the allowed
values are in range 18, .., 38.
2. nq) = 1/2 does not appear as an approximate eigenvalue so that for even values of m quantum
calculation produces same disappointing result as the classical argument. Below it will be
however found that nq) = 1/2 is a universal eigenvalue for odd values of m.
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How to obtain nq) = 1/2 state?
For odd values of m the quantization recipe fails and physical intuition tells that there must be
some manner to carry out quantization also now. The following observations give a hunch about
the desired condition.
1. For the representations of quantum groups only the first m spins are realized [K76]. This
suggests that there should exist a symmetry relating the coefficients ln and ln+m and implying
nq) = 1/2 for odd values of m. This symmetry would remove also the double degeneracy
associated with the almost integer eigenvalues of nq) . Also other fractional states are expected
on basis of physical intuition.
2. For nq) = 1/2 the recursion formula for the coefficients ln involves only the coefficients Rm .
3. The coefficients Rk have symmetries Rk = Rk+2m and Rk+m = −Rm .
There is indeed this kind of symmetry. From the formula

ln
l0

=

Xk

=

(2R1 )n

n
Y

Xk ,

k=1

Rn−k + (−2nq) + 1)R1
[R2n−2k+1 − Rn−2k + 4Rn−k+1 R1 + 2R12 + 3R1

(4.4.11)

one finds that for nq) = 1/2 the formula giving ln+m in terms of ln changes sign when n increases
by one unit

An+1

=

An

=

(−1)m An ,
m
Y
bn+m−k
k=1

an+m−k+1

=

m
Y

(2R1 )m

k=1

m
Y

Xk+n .

k=1

(4.4.12)
The change of sign is essentially due to the symmetries an+m = −an and bn+m = bn . This means
that the action of translations on An in the space of indices n are represented by group Z2 .
This symmetry implies a = l2m /l0 = −(lm )(l0 )2 so that for nq) = 1/2 the polynomial in
question has a special form

Pa2m)
A

= Pam) (1 − Axm ) ,
= A0 .

(4.4.13)

The relationship a = −A2 implies that the solution reduces to a form containing the product of
mth (rather than (2m)th ) order polynomial with a geometric series in xm (rather than x2m ):
m)

L1/2 (x)

=

Pa (x)
.
1 + Axm

(4.4.14)

Hence the n first terms indeed determine the solution completely. For even values of m one obtains
similar result for nq) = 1/2 but now A is negative so that the solution is excluded. This result
also motivates the hypothesis that for the counterparts of ordinary solutions of Laguerre equation
sum (even m) or difference (odd m) of solutions corresponding to n and 2m − n must be formed
to remove the non-physical degeneracy.
This argument does not exclude the possibility that there are also other fractional values of
n allowing this kind of symmetry. The condition for symmetry would read as
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=
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The condition states that the odd part of the polynomial in question vanishes. Both  and −
solutions so that nq) and 1 − nq) are solutions. If one requires that the condition holds true for
all values of m then the comparison of constant terms in these polynomials allows to conclude
that  = 0 is the only universal solution. Since  is free parameter, it is clear that the m: th
order polynomial in question has at most m solutions which could correspond to other fractionized
eigenvalues expected to be present on basis of physical intuition.
This picture generalizes also to the case of even n so that also now solutions of the form of
Eq. 4.4.14 are possible. In this case the condition is

m
Y

(Rk + R1 )

= −

k=1

m
Y

(Rk − R1 ) .
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k=1

Obviously  = 0 and thus n = 1/2 fails to be a solution to the eigenvalue equation in this case.
Also now one has the spectral symmetry n± = 1/2 ± .
The symmetry Rn = (−1)m Rn+m−1 = (−1)m Rn−m−1 = (−1)m Rm−n+1 can be applied to
show that the polynomials associated with  and − contain both the terms Rn −  and Rn +  as
factors except for odd m for n = (m + 1)/2. Hence the values of n can be written for even values
of m as

nq) (n)

=

Rn
m
1
±
,
, n = 1, ...,
2 2R1
2
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and for odd values of m as

q)

n± (n)
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nq)

=

1
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±
, n = 1, ...,
−1 ,
2 2R1
2
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Plus sign obviously corresponds to the solutions which reduce to polynomials and to nq) ' n for
large m. The explicit expression for nq) reads as

q)

n± (n)

=

1 (sin2 (π(n − 1)/2m) − sin2 (πn/2m))
±
.
2
2sin2 (π/2m)

(4.4.19)

At the limit of large m one has

q)

n+ (n) '

q)

n , n− (n) ' 1 − n .

(4.4.20)

so that the fractionization n ' 1/k claimed by Mills is not obtained at this limit. The minimum
for |nq) | satisfies |nq) | < 1 and its smallest value |nq) | = .7071 corresponds to m = 4. Thus these
zeros cannot correspond to nq) ' 1/k yielded by the numerical computation for even values of m
based on the requirement that the zero of P 2m) cancels the pole of the geometric series.
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Some comments
Some closing comments are in order.
2m)

1. An open question is whether there are also zeros |nq) | > 1 satisfying Pa
for even values of m.

((1/a)1/2m ) = 0

2. The treatment above is not completely general since only s-waves are discussed. The generalization is however a rather trivial replacement (1 − x)d/dx → (l + 1 − x)d/dx in the Laguerre
equation to get associated Laguerre equation. This modifies only the formula for an+1 in the
recursion for ln so that expression for nq) , which depends on bn : s only, is not affected. Also
the product of numerators in the formula for the parameter a = l2m /l0 remains invariant so
that the general spectrum has the spectral symmetry nq) → 1 − nq) . The only change to the
spectrum occurs for even values of m and is due to the dependence of x∞ = (1/a)1/2m on
l and can be understood in the semiclassical picture. It might happen that the value of l is
modified to its q counterpart corresponding to q-Legendre functions.
3. The model could partially explain the findings of Mills and nq) ' 1/k for k > 2 also fixes the
value of corresponding m to a very high degree so that one would have direct experimental
contact with generalized embedding space, spectrum of Planck constants, and dark matter.
The fact that the fractionization is only approximately correct suggests that the states in
question could be possible for all sectors of embedding space appear as intermediate states
into sectors in which the spectrum of hydrogen atom is scaled by nb /na = k = 2, 3, .....
4. The obvious question is whether q-counterparts of angular momentum eigenstates (idfm /dφ =
mfm ) are needed and whether they make sense. The basic idea of construction is that the
phase transition changing ~ does not involve any other modifications except fractionization of
angular momentum eigenvalues and momentum eigenvalues having purely geometric origin.
One can however ask whether it is possible to identify q-plane waves as ordinary plane
waves. Using the definition Lz = 1/2(∂uq + ∂uq ), u = exp(iφ), one obtains fn = exp(inφ) and
eigenvalues as nq) = Rn /R1 → n for m → ∞. Similar construction applies in the case of
momentum components.

4.4.3

Comparison With The Reports About Biological Transmutations

Kervran’s book “Biological Transmutations” [C18] contains a surprisingly detailed summary about
his work with biological transmutations and it is interesting to find whether the proposed model
could explain the findings of Kervran. TGD suggests two general mechanisms.
1. The nuclear reactions involving dark Li, C, and F predicted to be present in living matter.
2. Nuclear fusions made possible by a temporary transformation of ordinary nuclear space-time
sheets to dark ones with much larger size so that Coulomb wall is reduced considerably. The
nuclear reaction might proceed if it is energetically possible. Almost any reaction A + B → C
is possible via this mechanism unless the nuclei are not too heavy.
Fortuitous observations
In his childhood Kervran started to wonder why hens living in a limestone poor region containing
thus very little calcium in ground and receiving no calcium in their nutrition could develop the
calcium required by eggs and by their own bones. He noticed that hens had the habit of eating mica,
which contains silicon. Later this led to the idea that Si could somehow transmute to Ca in living
matter. In the proposed model this could correspond to fusion of Si(14, 14)+C(6, 6) → Ca(20, 20)
which occurs spontaneously.
Second fortuitous observation were the mysterious CO poisonings by welders working in
factory. After careful studies Kervran concluded that CO must be produced endogenously and
proposed that the inhaled air which had been in contact with incandescent iron induces the transformation N2 → CO conserving both neuron and neutron number. This transformation might be
understood in TGD context if the nuclear space-time sheets are part of time in dark with much
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larger size so that a direct contact becomes possible for nuclear space-time sheets and Coulomb
wall is reduced so that the reaction can proceed with some probability if energetically possible.
The thermal energy received from hot iron might help to overcome the Coulomb barrier. The mass
difference m(2N ) − m(O) − m(C) = 10.45 MeV allows this reaction to occur spontaneously.
Examples of various anomalies
Kervran discusses several plant anomalies. The ashes of plants growing in Si rich soil contain more
Ca than they should: this transmutation has been already discussed. The ashes of a plant growing
on Cu fibres contain no copper but 17 per cent of iron oxides in addition to other elements which
could not have come from the rain water. The reaction Cu(58) + Li(3, 4) → F e(26, 32) + C(6, 6)
would liberate energy of 11.5 MeV.
There are several mineral anomalies.
1. Dolomite rock is formed inside limestone rocks which would suggest the transmutation of
Ca(20, 20) into M g(12, 12). The nuclear reaction Ca(20, 20) + Li(3, 4) → M g(12, 12) +
N a(11, 12) would liberate energy of 3.46 MeV. Ca emerges from Si in soil and in what
Kervran refers to a “sickness of stone”. The candidate reaction has been already discussed.
2. Graphite is found in siliceous rocks. Kervran proposes the reaction Si → C + O. m(Si) −
m(C) − M (O) = −16.798 MeV does not allow this reaction to proceed spontaneously but
the reaction Si + Li → C + N a liberates the energy 2.8880 MeV.
3. Kervran mentions the reaction O + O → S as a manner to produce sulphur from oxygen.
This reaction is obviously energetically favored.
Kervran discusses the transmutations N a → K and N a → Ca occurring also in plasma
electrolysis and explained by TGD based model. Further transmutations are N a → M g and M g →
Ca. N a → M g could correspond to the reaction N a(11, 12) + Li(3, 2) → M g(12, 12) + He(2, 2)
favored by the high binding energy per nucleon for 4 He (7.072 MeV). M g → Ca would correspond
to the reaction M g + O → Ca, which obviously liberates energy.

4.4.4

Are The Abundances Of Heavier Elements Determined By Cold
Fusion In Interstellar Medium?

According to the standard model, elements not heavier than Li were created in Big Bang. Heavier
elements were produced in stars by nuclear fusion and ended up to the interstellar space in supernova explosions and were gradually enriched in this process. Lithium problem forces to take this
theoretical framework with a grain of salt.
The work of Kervran [C18] suggests that cold nuclear reactions are occurring with considerable rates, not only in living matter but also in non-organic matter. Kervran indeed proposes that
also the abundances of elements at Earth and planets are to high degree determined by nuclear
transmutations and discusses some examples. For instance, new mechanisms for generation of
O and Si would change dramatically the existing views about evolution of planets and prebiotic
evolution of Earth.
Where did the Lithium go?
Ulla - one of the commentators in my blog - sent an interesting link concerning Lithium problem
to an article by Elisabetta Caffau et al (see http://tinyurl.com/oys6a5v) titled “An extremely
primitive halo star” [E16].
What has been found is a star which is extremely poor on metallic elements: (“metallic”
refers to elements heavier than Li). The mystery is that not only elements heavier than Li but
also Li itself, whose average abundance is believed to be determined by cosmological rather than
stellar nucleosynthesis, is very scarcely present in these stars.
This finding can be coupled with too other observations about anomalies in Li abundance.
1. The average abundance of Li (see http://tinyurl.com/m79tcg) in Cosmos is lower than
predicted by standard cosmology by a factor between 2 and 3 [E10].
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H(1, 0)
Li(3, 4)
Na(11, 12)
K(19, 20)

Be(4, 5)
Mg(12, 12)
Ca(20, 20)

B(5, 6)
Al(13, 14)

C(6, 6)
Si(14, 14)

N(7, 7)
P(15, 16)

O(8, 8)
S(16, 16)

F(9, 10)
Cl(17, 18)
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He(2, 2)
Ne(10, 10)
A(18, 22)

Table 4.6: Table gives the most abundant isotopes of stable nuclei.
2. Also Sun has too low Li abundance (see http://tinyurl.com/ycuxntst) [E9].
Authors think that some process could have created very high temperature destroying the
Li in this kind of stars: maybe dark matter annihilation might have caused this. This looks rather
artificial to me and would not explain too low Li abundance for other stars and for interstellar
medium.
The transformation of Li to dark matter (ordinary Lithium in a phase with larger value of
Planck constant) would mean its effective disappearance. This process would have occurred both
in interstellar medium and in stars so that all three Li problems would be solved at once. Many
question marks remain. What about the rate for the phase transition to dark matter? Also lighter
elements should be able to transform to dark form. Why the cosmological abundances for them
are however essentially those predicted by the standard model of primordial nucleosynthesis? Is
the reason that Li their fusion to Li was much faster than transformation to dark matter during
primordial nucleosynthesis whereas Li fused very slowly and had time to transform to dark Li?
Li problem would rather sharply distinguish between two very different views about dark
matter: dark matter as some exotic elementary particles on one hand and dark matter as phases
of ordinary matter implied by generalization of quantum theory on the other hand.
Are heavier nuclei produced in the interstellar space?
TGD based model is consistent with the findings of Kervran and encourages to a consider a simple
model for the generation of heavier elements in interstellar medium. The assumptions are following.
1. Dark nuclei X(3k, n), that is nuclear strings of form Li(3, n), C(6, n), F (9, n), M g(12, n),
P (15, n), A(18, n), etc..., form as a fusion of Li strings. n = Z is the most plausible value
of n. There is also 4 He present but as a noble gas it need not play an important role in
condensed matter phase (say interstellar dust). The presence of water necessitates that of
Li(3, n) if one accepts the proposed model as such.
2. The resulting nuclei are in general stable against spontaneous fission by energy conservation. The binding energy of He(2, 2) is however exceptionally high so that alpha decay can
occur in dark nuclear reactions between X(3k, n) allowed by the considerable reduction of
the Coulomb wall. The induced fissions X(3k, n) → X(3k − 2, n − 2) + He(2, 2) produces
nuclei with atomic number Z mod 3 = 1 such as Be(4, 5), N (7, 7), N e(10, 10), Al(13, 14),
S(16, 16), K(19, 20), ... Similar nuclear reactions make possible a further alpha decay of
Z mod 3 = 1 nuclei to give nuclei with Z mod 2 such as B(5, 6), O(8, 8), N a(11, 12),
Si(14, 14), Cl(17, 18), Ca(20, 20), ... so that most stable isotopes of light nuclei could result
in these fissions.
3. The dark nuclear fusions of already existing nuclei can create also heavier F e. Only the gradual decrease of the binding energy per nucleon for nuclei heavier than F e poses restrictions
on this process.
Table 4.6 allows the reader to build a more concrete view about how the heavier nuclei
might be generated via the proposed mechanisms.
The abundances of nuclei in interstellar space should not depend on time
The basic prediction of TGD inspired model is that the abundances of the nuclei in the interstellar
space should not depend on time if the rates are so high that equilibrium situation is reached
rapidly. The ~ increasing phase transformation of the nuclear space-time sheet determines the time
scale in which equilibrium sets on. Standard model makes different prediction: the abundances of
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the heavier nuclei should gradually increase as the nuclei are repeatedly re-processed in stars and
blown out to the interstellar space in super-nova explosion.
Amazingly, there is empirical support for this highly non-trivial prediction [E34]. Quite surprisingly, the 25 measured elemental abundances (elements up to Sn(50, 70) (tin) and P b(82, 124)
(lead)) of a 12 billion years old galaxy turned out to be very nearly the same as those for Sun.
For instance, oxygen abundance was 1/3 from that from that estimated for Sun. Standard model
would predict that the abundances should be.01-.1 from that for Sun as measured for stars in our
galaxy. The conjecture was that there must be some unknown law guaranteeing that the distribution of stars of various masses is time independent. The alternative conclusion would be that
heavier elements are created mostly in interstellar gas and dust.
Could also “ordinary” nuclei consist of protons and negatively charged color bonds?
The model would strongly suggest that also ordinary stable nuclei consist of protons with proton
and negatively charged color bond behaving effectively like neutron. Note however that I have also
consider the possibility that neutron halo consists of protons connected by negatively charged color
bonds to main nucleus. The smaller mass of proton would favor it as a fundamental building block
of nucleus and negatively charged color bonds would be a natural manner to minimizes Coulomb
energy. The fact that neutron does not suffer a beta decay to proton in nuclear environment
provided by stable nuclei would also find an explanation.
1. Ordinary shell model of nucleus would make sense in length scales in which proton plus
negatively charged color bond looks like neutron.
2. The strictly nucleonic strong nuclear isospin is not vanishing for the ground state nuclei if
all nucleons are protons. This assumption of the nuclear string model is crucial for quantum
criticality since it implies that binding energies are not changed in the scaling of ~ if the length
of the color bonds is not changed. The quarks of charged color bond however give rise to a
compensating strong isospin and color bond plus proton behaves in a good approximation
like neutron.
3. beta decays might pose a problem for this model. The electrons resulting in beta decays
of this kind nuclei consisting of protons should come from the beta decay of the d-quark
neutralizing negatively charged color bond. The nuclei generated in high energy nuclear
reactions would presumably contain genuine neutrons and suffer beta decay in which d quark
is nucleonic quark. The question is whether how much the rates for these two kinds of beta
decays differ and whether existing facts about beta decays could kill the model.

4.5
4.5.1

Cold Fusion And Sonoluminescence
Basic Ideas About Cold Fusion

The basic prediction of TGD is a hierarchy of fractally scaled variants of QCD like theories and that
color dynamics is fundamental even for our sensory qualia (visual colors identified as increments
of color quantum numbers in quantum jump). The model for ORMEs suggest that exotic protons
obey QCD like theory in the size scale of atom. If this identification is correct, QCD like dynamics
might be studied some day experimentally in atomic or even macroscopic length scales of order
cell size and there would be no need for ultra expensive accelerators!
What makes possible cold fusion?
I have proposed that cold fusion might be based on Trojan horse mechanism in which incoming
and target nuclei feed their em gauge fluxes to different space-time sheets so that electromagnetic
Coulomb wall disappears [K100]. If part of Palladium nuclei are “partially dark”, this is achieved.
Another mechanism could be the de-localization of protons to a larger volume than nuclear volume
induced by the increase of hef f meaning that reaction environment would differ dramatically from
that appearing in the usual nuclear reactions and the standard objections against cold fusion would
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not apply anymore [K100]: this de-localization could correspond to the darkness of electromagnetic
and perhaps also electroweak field bodies of protons.
A third proposal is perhaps the most elegant and relies on the nuclear string model [L3]
predicting a large number of exotic nuclei obtained by allowing the color bonds connecting nucleons
to have all possible em charges 1, 0, 1. Many ordinary heavy nuclei would be exotic in the sense
that some protons would correspond to protons plus negatively charged color bonds. The exchange
of an exotic weak boson between D and P d nuclei transforming D nuclei to exotic neutral D nuclei
would occur. The range of the exotic weak interaction correspond to atomic length scale meaning
that it behaves as massless particle below this length scale. For instance, W boson could be r = 224
dark variant of k = 113 weak boson for which the dark variant of p-adic scale would correspond
to the atomic scale k = 137 but also other options are possible.
How standard objections against cold fusion can be circumvented?
The following arguments against cold fusion are from an excellent review article by Storms [C20].
1. Coulomb wall requires an application of higher energy. Now electromagnetic Coulomb wall
disappears in both models.
2. If a nuclear reaction should occur, the immediate release of energy can not be communicated
to the lattice in the time available. In the recent case the time scale is however multiplied
by the factor r = na and the situation obviously changes. For na = 224 the time scale
corresponding to MeV energy becomes that corresponding to keV energy which is atomic
time scale.
3. When such an energy is released under normal conditions, energetic particles are emitted
along with various kinds of radiation, only a few of which are seen by various CANR (Chemically Assisted Nuclear Reactions) studies. In addition, gamma emission must accompany
helium, and production of neutrons and tritium, in equal amounts, must result from any
fusion reaction. None of these conditions is observed during the claimed CANR effect, no
matter how carefully or how often they have been sought. The large value of ~(M 4 ) implying
large Compton lengths for protons making possible geometric coupling of gamma rays to
condensed matter would imply that gamma rays do not leave the system. If only protons
form the quantum coherent state then fusion reactions do not involve the protons of the
catode at all and production of 3 He and thus of neutrons in the fusion of D and exotic D.
4. The claimed nuclear transmutation reactions (reported to occur also in living matter [C17] )
are very difficult to understand in standard nuclear physics framework.
(a) The model of [K100] allows them since protons of different nuclei can re-arrange in many
different manners when the dark matter state decays back to normal.
(b) Nuclear string model [L3] allows transmutations too. For instance, neutral exotic tritium
produced in the reactions can fuse with P d and other nuclei.
5. Many attempts to calculate fusion rates based on conventional models fail to support the
claimed rates within PdD (Palladium-Deuterium). The atoms are simply too far apart. This
objections also fails for obvious reasons.
Mechanisms of cold fusion
In TGD framework exotic nuclei are needed to explain the selection rules which do not conform
with standard nuclear physics. There are several options for what exotic nuclei could be.
1. Nuclei might be partially dark with some nucleons in dark state with Compton length of
order atomic length scale.
2. Nuclei can also be exotic in the sense that some neutral color bonds have transformed to
charged ones by exchange of dark W bosons effectively massless below atomic length scale.
This could transform D nuclei to neutral ones and eliminate Coulomb wall. The presence
of two oppositely charged bonds by (possibly dark) W exchange could give rise to a nucleus
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with same em charge as the original but different mass: presumably mass difference would
be of order keV.
3. Also the emitted em radiation - say gamma rays - and particles - say protons or neutrons could be dark and could remain undetected using standard means.
From this it is clear that it easy to invent models consistent with observations: careful
consideration of data might however allow to fix the model to a high degree. One can try to
deduce a more detailed model for cold fusion from observations, which are discussed systematically
in [C20] and in the references discussed therein.
1. A critical phenomenon is in question. The average D/P d ratio must be in the interval
(.85, .90). The current must be over-critical and must flow a time longer than a critical time.
The effect occurs in a small fraction of samples. D at the surface of the catode is found to
be important and activity tends to concentrate in patches. The generation of fractures leads
to the loss of the anomalous energy production. Even the shaking of the sample can have
the same effect. The addition of even a small amount of H2 O to the electrolyte (protons to
the catode) stops the anomalous energy production.
(a) These findings are consistent the view that patches correspond to a macroscopic quantum phase involving de-localized nuclear protons. The added ordinary protons and fractures could serve as a seed for a phase transition leading to the ordinary phase [K100].
(b) An alternative interpretation is in terms of the formation of neutral exotic D and exotic
P d via exchange of exotic, possibly dark, W bosons massless below atomic length scale
[L3].
2. When D2 O is used as an electrolyte, the process occurs when P dD acts as a catode but does
not seem to occur when it is used as anode. This suggests that the basic reaction is between
the ordinary deuterium D = pn of electrolyte with the exotic nucleus of the catode. Denote
by p̂ the exotic proton and by D̂ = np̂ exotic deuterium at the catode.
For ordinary nuclei fusions to tritium and 3 He occur with approximately identical rates. The
first reaction produces neutron and 3 He via D + D → n +3 He, whereas second reaction
produces proton and tritium by 3H via D + D → p +3 H. The prediction is that one neutron
per each tritium nucleus should be produced. Tritium can be observed by its beta decay
to 3 He and neutron flux is several orders of magnitude smaller than tritium flux as found
for instance by Tadahiko Mizuno and his collaborators (Mizuno describes the experimental
process leading to this discovery in his book [C28] ). Hence the reaction producing 3 He
cannot occur significantly in cold fusion which means a conflict with the basic predictions of
the standard nuclear physics.
(a) The explanation discussed in [K100] does not involve exotic nuclei with charged color
bonds. The assumption is that the proton in the target deuterium D̂ is in the exotic
state with large Compton length and the production of 3 He occurs very slowly since p̂
and p correspond to different space-time sheets. Since neutrons and the proton of the
D from the electrolyte are in the ordinary state, Coulomb barrier is absent and tritium
production can occur. The mechanism also explains why the cold fusion producing 3 He
and neutrons does not occur using water instead of heavy water.
(b) Nuclear string model [L3] model with charged color bonds predicts that only neutral
exotic tritium is produced considerably when incoming deuterium interacts with neutral
exotic deuterium in the target. This requires that in target D nuclei exchange large ~
W boson with electron or Pd or other D nucleus. In the latter case the outcome is two
exotic nuclei looking chemically like di-neutron and 3 He.
3. The production of 4 He has been reported although the characteristic gamma rays have not
been detected.
(a) 4 He can be produced in reactions such as D + D̂ →4 He or its exotic counterpart in
the model of [K100].
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(b) Nuclear string model [K100] does not allow direct production of 4 He in D-D collisions.
4. Also more complex reactions between D and P d for which protons are in exotic state, can
occur. These can lead to the reactions transforming the nuclear charge of P d and thus to
nuclear transmutations.
Both models allow nuclear transmutations. In nuclear string model [K100] the resulting
exotic tritium can fuse with P d and other nuclei and produce nuclear transmutations.
The reported occurrence of nuclear transmutation such as 23 N a+16 O →39 K in living matter
[C17] allowing growing cells to regenerate elements K, Mg, Ca, or Fe, could be understood
in nuclear string model if also neutral exotic charge states are possible for nuclei in living
matter. The experimental signature for the exotic ions would be cyclotron energy spectrum
containing besides the standard lines also lines with ions with anomalous mass number. This
could be seen as a splitting of lines. For instance, exotic variants of ions such N a+ , K + ,
Cl− , Ca++ with anomalous mass numbers should exist. It would be easy to mis-interpret
the situation unless the actual strength of the magnetic field is not checked.
5. Gamma rays, which should be produced in most nuclear reactions such as 4 He production
to guarantee momentum conservation are not observed.
(a) The explanation of the model of [K100] is that the recoil momentum goes to the macroscopic quantum phase and eventually heats the electrolyte system. This provides obviously the mechanism by which the liberated nuclear energy is transferred to the electrolyte difficult to imagine in standard nuclear physics framework. The emitted gamma
rays could be also dark and observed only if they transform to ordinary ones.
(b) In nuclear string model [L3] 4 He is not produced at all.
6. Both models explain why neutrons are not produced in amounts consistent with the anomalous energy production. The addition of water to the electrolyte is however reported to
induce neutron bursts.
(a) In the model of [K100] (no charged color bonds) a possible mechanism is the production
of neutrons in the phase transition p̂ → p. D̂ → p + n could occur as the proton
contracts back to the ordinary size in such a manner that it misses the neutron. This
however requires energy of 2.23 MeV if the rest masses of D̂ and D are same. Also
D̂ + D̂ → n +3 He could be induced by the phase transition to ordinary matter when
p̂ transformed to p does not combine with its previous neutron partner to form D but
ˆ →3 He so that a free neutron is left.
recombines with D̂ to form 3 He
(b) Nuclear string model [L3] would suggest that the collisions of protons of water with
exotic neutral D with negatively charged color bond produce neutron and ordinary D.
This requires the transformation of negatively charged color bond between p and n of
target D to a neutral color bond between incoming p and neutron of target.
A cautious conclusion is that nuclear string model with exotic color bonds and dark weak
bosons is the more natural option. Also dark protons suggested strongly by the model for the dark
portion of water can be considered but partial darkness of nuclei is perhaps an artificial idea. Note
that all nuclei might appear as dark variants with size scale of molecules and analogous to folded
proteins. This intriguing similarity creates the question whether the physics of linear biomolecules
mimics nuclear physics and whether dark nuclei are involved with this mimicry natural in the
fractal Universe of TGD.

4.5.2

Does Rossi’s Reactor Give Rise To Cold Fusion?

Lubos Motl has been raging several times about the cold fusion gadget of Andrea Rossi and I
decided to write the following response as he returned to the topic again (see http://tinyurl.
com/ot5kfok). The claim of Rossi and physicist Fogardi [C34] is that the cold fusion reaction of
H and Ni producing Cu takes place in the presence of some “additives” (Palladium catalyst as in
may cold fusion experiments gathering at its surface Ni?).
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Objections claiming that the evaporation of water does not actually take place
Lubos Motl of course “knows” before hand that the gadget cannot work: Coulomb barrier. Since
Lubos Motl is true believer in naı̈ve text book wisdom, he simply refuses to consider the possibility
that the physics that we learned during student days might not be quite right. Personally I do not
believe or disbelieve cold fusion: I just take it seriously as any person calling himself scientist should
do. I have been developing for more than 15 years ideas about possible explanation of cold fusion in
TGD framework. The most convincing idea is that large value of Planck constant associated with
nuclei could be involved scaling up the range of weak interactions from 10−17 meters to atomic size
scale and also scaling up the size of nucleus to atomic size scale so that nucleus and even quarks
would like constant charge densities instead of point like charge. Therefore Coulomb potential
would be smoothed and the wall would become much lower [K100, L3].
One must say in honor of Lubos Motl that at this time he had detailed arguments about
what goes wrong with the reactor of Rossi: this is in complete contrast with the usual arguments
of skeptics which as a rule purposefully avoid saying anything about the actual content and concentrate on ridiculing the target. The reason is of course that standard skeptic is just a soldier
who has got the list of targets to be destroyed and as a good soldier does his best to achieve the
goal. Thinking is not what a good soldier is expected to do since the professors in the consultive
board take care of this and give orders to those doing the dirty job.
As a theoretician I have learned the standard arguments used to debunk TGD: logic is
circular, text is mere world salad, everything is just cheap numerology, too many self references,
colleagues have not recognized my work, the work has not been published in respected journals,
and so on. The additional killer arguments state that I have used certain words which are taboos
and already for this reason am a complete crackpot. Examples of bad words are “water memory”,
“homeopathy”, “cold fusion”, “crop circles”, “quantum biology”, “quantum consciousness”. There
is of course no mention about the fact that I have always emphasized that I am skeptic, not a
believer or disbeliever, and only make the question “What if....” and try to answer it in TGD
framework. Intellectual honesty does not belong to the virtues of skeptics who are for modern
science what jesuits were for the catholic church. Indeed, as Loyola said: the purpose sanctifies
the deeds.
Lubos Motl has real arguments but they suffer from the strong negative emotional background coloring so that one cannot be trust the rationality of the reasoning. The core of the
arguments of Lubos Motl is following.
1. The water inside reactor is heated to a temperature of 100.1 C. This is slightly above 100 C
defining the nominal value of the boiling point temperature at normal pressure. The problem
is that if the pressure is somewhat higher, the boiling point increases and the it could happen
that the no evaporation of the water takes place. If this is the case, the whole energy fed
into the reactor could go to the heating of the water. The input power is indeed somewhat
higher than the power needed to heat the water to this temperature without boiling so that
this possibility must be taken seriously and the question is whether the water is indeed
evaporated.
Comments:
(a) This looks really dangerous. Rossi uses water only as a passive agent gathering the
energy assumed to be produced in the fusion of hydrogen and nickel to copper. This
would allow to assume that the water fed in is at lower temperature and also the water
at outlet is below boiling boiling. Just by measuring the temperature at the outlet one
can check whether the outgoing water has temperature higher than it would be if all
input energy goes to its heating.
(b) This is only one particular demonstration and it might be that there are other demonstrations in which the situation is this. As a matter fact, from an excellent video
interview of Nobelist Brian Josephson (see http://tinyurl.com/ya2n6mbd) one learns
that there are also demonstrations in which water is only heated so that the argument
of Lubos Motl does not bite here. The gadget of Rossi is already used to heat university building. The reason why the evaporation is probably that this provides an
effective manner to collect the produced energy. Also by reading the Nyteknik report
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(see http://tinyurl.com/ohal8cd) [C34] one learns that the energy production is directly measured rather than being based on the assumption that evaporation occurs.
2. Is the water evaporated or not? This is the question posed by Lubos Motl. The demonstration
shows explicitly that there is a flow of vapor from the outlet. As Rossi explains there is some
condensation. Lubos Motl claims that the flow of about 2 liters of vapor per second resulting
from the evaporation 2 ml of water per second should produce much more dramatic visual
effect. More vapor and with a faster flow velocity. Lubos Motl claims that water just drops
from the tube and part of it spontaneously evaporates. This is what Lubos Motl wants to
see and I have no doubt that he is seeing it. Strong belief can move mountains! Or at least
can make possible the impression that they are moving!
Comments:
(a) I do not see what Lubos Motl sees but I am not able to tell how many liters of vapor
per second comes out. Therefore the visual demonstration as such is not enough.
(b) I wonder why Rossi has not added flow meter measuring the amount of vapor going
through the tube. Second possibility is to allow the vapor condense back to water in the
tube by using heat exchanger. This would allow to calculate the energy gain without
making the assumption that all that comes out is vapor. It might be that in some
experiments this is done.
3. But why would Rossi use this kind of questionable arrangement susceptible to accusations
about fraud? Why not use lower temperature in which evaporation does not take place
(Josephson reports that this has been done in some demonstrations)? The presence of dark
matter phase is essential in TGD based model for cold fusion by proton absorption, and
TGD vision about the generation of dark matter allows to image a possible good reason for
working near thermodynamical criticality.
The phases with large value of Planck constant are associated with quantum criticality involving long range quantum fluctuations, and large scale quantum coherence is assignable
to a large value of hef f . To generate dark matter one must create quantum criticality. If
thermodynamical criticality is accompanied by quantum criticality at the deeper level, cold
fusion would be most effective near thermodynamical criticality. In the similar manner, the
doping ratio of Palladium by deuterium in p + D cold fusion must be critical.
A possible concrete model relies on the generation of large hef f variants of weak bosons
effectively massless below the dark weak scale, which relates to the weak scale by a factor
hef f /h or (hef f /h)1/2 (depending on whether the p-adic length scale is proportional to hef f
as suggested by the definition of Compton length or to (hef f /h)1/2 as suggested by p-adic
mass calculations). In any case case, the weak scale would be scaled down from about 10−17
meters to atomic length scale 10−10 meters. This would make weak interactions as strong as
em interaction below dark weak scale and proton could exchange dark W boson with target
nucleus transforming therefore to neutron experiencing no Coulomb wall. Dark weak boson
would be absorbed by color bond between nuclei of nuclear string [L3].
To sum up, Lubos Motl in his eagerness to debunk forgets that he is concentrating on single
demonstration and forgetting other demonstrations altogether and also the published report [C34]
to which his argument do not apply. I remain however skeptic (I mean real skeptic, the skepticism
of Lubos Motl and -sad to say- of quite too many skeptics- has nothing to do with a real skeptic
attitude). Rossi should give information about the details of his invention and quantitative tests
really measuring the heat produced should be carried out and published. Presumably the financial
aspects related to the invention explain the secrecy in a situation in which patenting is difficult.
Objections from nuclear physics
The reading of Rossi’s paper and Wikipedia article led me to consider in more detail also various
nuclear physics based objections (see http://tinyurl.com/yd8wka4w) against Rossi’s reactor [C7].
Coulomb barrier, the lack of gamma rays, the lack of explanation for the origin of the extra energy,
the lack of the expected radioactivity after fusing a proton with 58 Ni (production of neutrino and
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positron in beta decay of 59 Cu), the unexplained occurrence of 11 per cent iron in the spent fuel,
the 10 per cent copper in the spent fuel strangely having the same isotopic ratios as natural copper,
and the lack of any unstable copper isotopes in the spent fuel as if the reactor only produced stable
isotopes.
1. Could natural isotope ratios be determined by cold fusion?
The presence of Cu in natural isotope ratios and the absence of unstable copper isotopes
of course raise the question whether the copper is just added there. Also the presence of iron is
strange. Could one have an alternative explanation for these strange co-incidences?
1. Whether unstable isotopes of Cu are present or not, depends on how fast A Cu, A < 63 decays
by neutron emission: this decay is expected to be fast since it proceeds by strong interactions.
I do not know enough about the detailed decay rates to be able to say anything about this.
2. Why the isotope ratios would be the same as for naturally occurring copper isotopes? The
simplest explanation would be that the fusion cascades of two stable Ni isotopes determine
the ratio of naturally occurring Cu isotopes so that cold fusion would be responsible for
their production. As a matter fact, TGD based model combined with what is claimed about
bio-fusion led to the proposal that stable isotopes are produced in interstellar space by cold
fusion and that this process might even dominate over the production in stellar interiors.
This wold solve among other things also the well-known Lithium problem. The implications
of the ability to produce technologically important elements artificially at low temperatures
are obvious.
If the reaction rate does not depend on isotope of Ni, the ratio 63 Cu/ 65 Cu= 69.1/30.9=2.23
should be equal to 62 Ni/64 Ni= 3.66/1.16=3.15. This is not the case if the isotope ratios are
natural.
3. The presence of only stable isotopes is a further serious objection. Why the unstable isotopes
would not be created in the process. Ni has several stable isotopes with mass numbers 58,
60, 61, 62, 64 with abundances 67.8, 26.23, 1.25, 3.66, 1.16 per cent. The stable isotopes of
Cu have mass numbers 63,65. Isotopes with mass number 59, 61, 62, 63(stable), 65 (stable)
should be created. 59 Cu is very shortlived. 61 Cu and 62 Cu have half-lifes of 3.33 h and
9.80 min. Their absence could be understood if the isotope ratios are determined after long
enough time, say next day.
2. Could standard nuclear physics view about cold fusion allow to overcome the objections?
Consider now whether one could answer the objections in standard nuclear physics framework as a model for cold fusion processes.
1. By inspecting stable nuclides (see http://tinyurl.com/2etfs4m) one learns that there are
two fusion cascades. In the first cascade the isotopes of copper would be produced in a
cascade starting from with 58 N i + n →59 Cu and stopping at 63 Cu. All isotopes A Cu,
A ∈ {55, 62} are unstable with lifetime shorter than one day. The second fusion cascade
begins from 63 N i and stops at 65 Cu.
2. The first cascade involves five cold fusions and 4 weak decays of Cu. Second cascade involves
two cold fusions and one weak decay of Cu. The time taken by the cascade would be same
if there is single slow step involved having same duration. The only candidates for the slow
step would be the fusion of the stable Ni isotope with the neutron or the fusion producing
the stable Cu isotope. If the fusion time is long and same irrespective of the neutron number
of the stable isotope, one could understand the result. Of course, this kind of co-incidence
does not look plausible.
3.

A−5

F e could be produced via alpha decay A Cu →A−4 Co+α followed by A−4 Co →A−5 F e+p.

3. Could TGD view about cold fusion allow to overcome the objections?
The claimed absence of positrons from beta decays and the absence of gamma rays are strong
objections against the assumption that standard nuclear physics is enough. In TGD framework
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it is possible to ask whether the postulated fusion cascades really occur and whether instead
of it weak interactions in dark phase of nuclear matter with range of order atomic length scale
are responsible for the process because weak bosons would be effectively massless below atomic
length scale. For TGD inspired model of cold fusion see http://tinyurl.com/y73ydac9 and
hhttp://tinyurl.com/zofj62f [K100, L3].
1. The nuclear string model assumes that nucleons for nuclear strings with nucleons connected
with color bonds having quark and antiquark at their ends. Color bonds could be also charged
and this predicts new kind of internal structure for nuclei. Suppose that the space-time sheets
mediating weak interactions between the color bonds and nucleons correspond to so large
value of Planck constant that weak interaction length scale is scaled up to atomic length scale.
The generalization of this hypothesis combined with the p-adic length scale hypothesis is
actually standard piece of TGD inspired quantum biology (http://tinyurl.com/y9mmqzk2
) [K85].
2. The energy scale of the excitations of color bond excitations of the exotic nuclei would be
measured in keVs. One could even consider the possibility that the energy liberated in cold
fusion would correspond to this energy scale. In particular, the photons emitted would be
in keV range corresponding to wavelength of order atomic length sale rather than in MeV
range. This would resolve gamma ray objection.
3. Could the fusion process 58 N i + n actually lead to a generation of Ni nucleus 59 N i with one
additional positively charged color bond? Could the fusion cascade only generate exotic Ni
nuclei with charged color bonds, which would transform to stable Cu by internal dark W boson exchange transferring the positive charge of color bond to neutron and thus transforming
it to neutron? This would not produce any positrons. This cascade might dominate over
the one suggested by standard nuclear physics since the rates for beta decays could be much
slower than the rate for direct generation of Ni isotopes with positively charged color bonds.
4. In this case also the direct alpha decay of Ni with charged color bond to Fe with charged color
bond decaying to ordinary Fe by positron emission can be imagined besides the proposed
mechanism producing Fe.
5. If one assumes that this process is responsible for producing the natural isotope ratios, one
could overcome the basic objections against Rossi’s reactor.
The presence of em radiation in keV range would be a testable basic signature of the new
nuclear physics as also effects of X-ray irradiation on measured nuclear decay and reaction rates
due to the fact that color bonds are excited. As a matter fact, it is known that X-ray bursts from
Sun in keV range has effects on the measured nuclear decay rates and I have proposed that the
proposed exotic nuclear physics in keV range is responsible for the effect. Quite generally, the
excitations of color bonds would couple nuclear physics with atomic physics and I have proposed
that the anomalies of water could involve classical Z 0 force in atomic length scales. Also the low
compressibility of condensed matter phase could involve classical Z 0 force. The possible connections
with sono-luminescence and claimed sonofusion are also obvious (http://tinyurl.com/ycofa7jx
) [K86].
More recent results concerning heat production in Rossi’s reactor
According to the article “Indication of anomalous heat energy production in a reactor device
containing hydrogen loaded nickel powder” [H34] (http://tinyurl.com/l22dxgk ) cold fusion has
been demonstrated quite convincingly so that “indication” in the title can be take as a humorous
understatement.
The studied system is the E-Cat HT of Rossi containing Ni power plus unknown catalyst
under hydrogen pressure. The durations of test runs were about 100 hours. Heat cameras were
used to measure the temperature at the upper surface of the cylinder. The lower bound for the
heat power estimated theoretically from the temperature distribution using estimates for radiation
power, very small conduction power through the contacts with environment, and from estimate
convection power through the surrounding air. In one of the runs the input power was 360 W and
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output power 2034 W giving COP ' 5.6. The run took 96 hours and the weight of Ni cylinder
was.236 kg. On basis of this the heat energy per weight is higher than.68 MJ/kg which is higher
than for any conventional energy source. This is a lower bound since only the heat energy produced
during the test run is included.
To my opinion, it seems safe to conclude that low energy nuclear reactions can be regarded
as an established fact and the commercialization is indeed in full swing. It is a pity that at the same
time academic theoretical physics after the results from LHC has reached dead end basically due to
the sticking to the reductionistic dogma, which does not allow any new physics above elementary
particle length scale - and if we believe string theorists- above Planck length length scale.

4.5.3

Sono-Luminescence, Classical Z 0 Force, And Hydrodynamic Hierarchy Of P-Adic Length Scales

Sono-luminescence [D14], [D14] is a peculiar phenomenon, which might provide an application for
the hydrodynamical hierarchy. The radiation pressure of a resonant sound field in a liquid can
trap a small gas bubble at a velocity node. At a sufficiently high sound intensity the pulsations
of the bubble are large enough to prevent its contents from dissolving in the surrounding liquid.
For an air bubble in water, a still further increase in intensity causes the phenomenon of sonoluminescence above certain threshold for the sound intensity. What happens is that the minimum
and maximum radii of the bubble decrease at the threshold and picosecond flash of broad band
light extending well into ultraviolet is emitted. Rather remarkably, the emitted frequencies are
emitted simultaneously during very short time shorter than 50 picoseconds, which suggests that
the mechanism involves formation of coherent states of photons. The transition is very sensitive
to external parameters such as temperature and sound field amplitude.
A plausible explanation for the sono-luminescence is in terms of the heating caused by
shock waves launched from the boundary of the adiabatically contracting bubble [D14], [D14] .
The temperature jump across a strong shock is proportional to the square of Mach number and
increases with decreasing bubble radius. After the reflection from the minimum radius Rs (min)
the outgoing shock moves into the gas previously heated by the incoming shock and the increase
of the temperature after focusing is approximately given by T /T0 = M 4 , where M is Mach number
at focusing and T0 ∼ 300 K is the temperature of the ambient liquid. The observed spectrum
of sono-luminescence is explained as a brehmstrahlung radiation emitted by plasma at minimum
temperature T ∼ 105 K. There is a fascinating possibility that sono-luminescence relates directly
to the classical Z 0 force.
Even standard model reproduces nicely the time development of the bubble and sonoluminescence spectrum and explains sensitivity to the external parameters [D14], [D14]. The
problem is to understand how the length scales are generated and explain the jump-wise transition to sono-luminescence and the decrease of the bubble radius at sono-luminescence: ordinary
hydrodynamics predicts continuous increase of the bubble radius. The length scales are the ambient radius R0 (radius of the bubble, when gas is in pressure of 1 atm) and the minimum radius
Rs (min) of the shock wave determining the temperature reached in shock wave heating. Zero
radius is certainly not reached since shock front is susceptible to instabilities.
p-Adic length scale hypothesis and the length scales of sono-luminescence
Since p-adic length scale hypothesis introduces a hierarchy of hydrodynamics with each hydrodynamics characterized by a p-adic cutoff length scale there are good hopes of achieving a better
understanding of these length scales in TGD. The change in bubble size in turn could be understood
as a change in the “primary” condensation level of the bubble.
1. The bubble of air is characterized by its primary condensation level k. The minimum
size of
√
the bubble at level k must be larger than the electron Compton scale Le (k) = 5L(k). This
suggests that the transition to photo-luminescence corresponds to the change in the primary
condensation level of the air bubble. In the absence of photo-luminescence the level can be
assumed to be k = 163 with Le (163) ∼ .76 µm in accordance with the fact that the minimum
bubble radius is above Le (163). After the transition the primary condensation level of the
air bubble one would have k = 157 with Le (157) ∼ .07 µm. In the transition the minimum
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radius of the bubble decreases below Le (163) but should not decrease below Le (157): this
hypothesis is consistent with the experimental data [D14], [D14].
2. The particles of hydrodynamics at level k have minimum size L(kprev ). For k = 163 one has
kprev = 157 and for k = 157 kprev = 151 with Le (151) ∼ 11.8 nm. It is natural to assume
that the minimum size of the particle at level k gives also the minimum radius for the
spherical shock wave since hydrodynamic approximation fails below this length scale. This
means that the minimum radius of the shock wave decreases from Rs (min, 163) = Le (157)
to Rs (min, 157) = Le (151) in the transition to sono-luminescence. The resulting minimum
radius is 11 nm and much smaller than the radius .1 µ m needed to explain the observed
radiation if it is emitted by plasma.
A quantitative estimate goes along lines described in [D14], [D14].
1. The radius of the spherical shock is given by

Rs

= Atα ,

(4.5.1)

where t is the time to the moment of focusing and α depends on the equation of state (for
water one has α ∼ .7).
2. The collapse rate of the adiabatically compressing bubble obeys

dR
dt

= c0 (

2 ρ0 Rm 3 1/2
(
) )
,
3γ ρ R0

(4.5.2)

where c0 is the sound velocity in gas, γ is the heat capacity ratio and ρ0 /ρ is the ratio of
densities of the ambient gas and the liquid.
3. Assuming that the shock is moving with velocity c0 of sound in gas, when the radius of the
bubble is equal to the ambient radius R0 one obtains from previous equations for the Mach
number M and for the radius of the shock wave

M
Rs
t0

dRs
dt

= (t0 /t)α−1 ,
c0
= R0 (t/t0 )α ,
αR0
=
.
c0

=

(4.5.3)

where t0 is the time that elapses between the moment, when the bubble radius is R0 and
the instant, when the shock would focus to zero radius in the ideal case. For R0 = Le (167)
(order of magnitude is this) and for Rs (min) = Le (151) one obtains R0 /Rs (min) = 256 and
M ' 10.8 at the minimum shock radius.
4. The increase of the temperature immediately after the focusing is approximately given by

T
T0

'

M4 = (

R0 4(1−α)
) α ' 1.3 · 104 .
Rs
(4.5.4)

For T0 = 300 K this gives T ' 4 · 106 K: the temperature is far below the temperature
needed for fusion.
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In principle the further increase of the temperature can lead to further transitions. The next
transition would correspond to the transition k = 157 → k = 151 with the minimum size of
particle changing as Le (kprev ) → Le (149). The next transition corresponds to the transition to
k = 149 and Le (kprev ) → Le (141). The values of the temperatures reached depend on the ratio
of the ambient size R0 of the bubble and the minimum radius of the shock wave. The fact that
R0 is expected to be of the order of Le (knext ) suggests that the temperatures achieved are not
sufficiently high for nuclear fusion to take place.
Could sonoluminescence involve the formation of a phase near vacuum extremals?
In TGD inspired model of cell membrane [K42] a key role is played by almost vacuum extremals
for which the induced Kähler field is very small. Vacuum extremals are accompanied by a strong
classical Z 0 field proportional to classical electromagnetic field and given by Z 0 = −2γ/p, p =
sin2 (θW ). One could also imagine that em field is vanishing in which case Z 0 field is proportional
to Kähler field and also strong because of Z 0 = 6J/p, p = sin2 (θW ) proportionality. In this case
also classical color fields are present. It is however not clear whether these fields can be realized
as preferred extremals of Kähler action.
The classical Z 0 field should have a source and the vacuum polarization in the sense that flux
tubes are generated with many fermion state and its conjugate at its opposite ends would generate
it. The Compton scale of weak bosons must correspond to Le (157) so that either dark variants
of ordinary weak bosons or their light variants would be in question. Both would be effectively
massless below Le (157). The simplest situation corresponds to many-neutrino state for vacuum
extremals but also many quark states are possible when em field for the flux tube vanishes.
The length scales involved correspond to Gaussian Mersennes MG,k = (1 + i)k − 1 and
together with k = 151 and k = 167 define biologically important length scales [K42]. The padically scaled up variants and dark variants of of QCD and weak physics have been conjectured
to play key role in biology between length scales 10 nm (cell membrane thickness) and 2.5 µm (the
size scale of nucleus). This motivates the question whether a nearly vacuum extremal phase (as
far as induced gauge fields are considered) accompanies the transition changing the p-adic length
scale associated with the bubble from k = 163 to k = 157. The acceleration in the strong Z 0
field associated with the flux tubes could generate the visible light as brehmstrahlung radiation,
perhaps also Z 0 and W bremstrahlung could be generated and would decay to photons and charged
particles and generate a plasma in this manner. If the weak scale is given by kW = 157, the mass
scale of weak bosons is 2−31 ' 10−9 /2 times smaller than that of ordinary weak bosons (about
50 eV which corresponds to a temperature of 5 × 105 K). A further transition to k = 151 would
correspond to gauge boson mass scale 400 eV and temperature or order 4 × 106 K.
Could phase transitions increasing Planck constant and p-adic prime accompany sonoluminescence
In sonoluminescence external sound source induces oscillation of the radius of a bubble of water
containing noble gas atoms. The unexpected observation is generation of radiation even at gamma
ray energies and it is proposed that nuclear fusion might take place.
A possible new element in the model is hef f increasing phase transition of the space-time
sheet containing the water vapour and other atoms to dark phase during the expansion phase and
reduction back to the ordinary value during implosion period now forced by the sound wave. If
implosion actually takes place spontaneously then the energy of sound wave could be liberated as
luminescence. If also dark hydrogen atoms are generated, dark protons could be able to circumvent
the Coulomb wall so that low energy nuclear reactions could occur. On the other hand, if the phase
transition reducing the Planck constant and increasing p-adic length scale takes place for the water
space-time sheet in such a manner that the two scale changes compensate each other (this requires
hef f = 2k h and p → 22k p (this in excellent approximation), zero point kinetic energy (ZPKE)
is liberated and could heat the bubble and induce high energy radiation and perhaps even the
proposed ordinary fusion. Cold fusion however seems more elegant alternative. The fact that
neutron yield has not been observed in sonoluminescence suggests that ordinary hot fusion is not
involved.
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I have earlier considered the possibility that classical long ranged Z 0 fields predicted by
TGD might be involved and give rise to a new interaction possibly related to sonoluminescence.
I have proposed that classical Z 0 fields could play a role in the physics of cell membrane. The
speculative proposal is that cell membrane could be in two possible states: the first (“ordinary”
) state would correspond to far from vacuum extremal for which electric field dominates. Second
state would be near to vacuum extremal: in this case classical Z 0 field would dominate and give
rise to rather radical modification of the model for cell membrane since Z 0 membrane potential
would replace the ordinary one. Neurons serving as sensory receptors might correspond to this
phase.
This model remains very speculative as also the possible role of classical Z 0 fields in sonofusion. Note however that the phase transition increasing hef f implies a dilution to vapour like
phase (“electrically expanded water” )and means that the state is near vacuum. By quantum
classical correspondence classical Z 0 fields might become important. In the case of cell membrane
Z 0 Coulomb energy defined by Z 0 potential is much stronger than its electronic counterpart and
corresponds to voltage of order few eV and therefore to visible photon energies roughly 50 times
higher than the energies assignable to the ordinary membrane potential of about.06 eV. One can
wonder whether similar effect could appear also in electrolysis where also strong local electric fields
appear.

4.6

The TGD Variant Of The Model Of Widom And Larsen
For Cold Fusion

Widom and Larsen (for articles see the Widom Larsen LENR Theory Portal [C5] (see http:
//tinyurl.com/boq2u2z) have proposed a theory of cold fusion (LENR) (see http://tinyurl.
com/y8ejwxom) [C3], which claims to predict correctly the various isotope ratios observed in cold
fusion and accompanying nuclear transmutations. The ability to predict correctly the isotope ratios
suggests that the model is on the right track. A further finding is that the predicted isotope ratios
correspond to those appearing in Nature which suggests that LENR is perhaps more important
than hot fusion in solar interior as far as nuclear abundances are considered. TGD leads to the
same proposal and Lithium anomaly could be understood as one implication of LENR [L3]. The
basic step of the reaction would rely on weak interactions: the proton of hydrogen atom would
transform to neutron by capturing the electron and therefore would overcome the Coulomb barrier.

4.6.1

Challenges Of The Model

The model has to meet several challenges.
1. The electron capture reaction p + e → n + ν is not possible for ordinary atom since the
mass difference of neutron is 1.3 MeV and larger than electron mass.5 MeV (electron has
too small kinetic energy). The proposal is that strong electric fields at the catalyst surface
imply renormalization effects for the plasmon phase at the surface of the catalyst increasing
electron mass so that it has width of few MeVs [C54]. Physically this would mean that
strong em radiation helps to overcome the kinematical threshold for the reaction. This
assumption [C35]: the claim is that the mass renormalization is much smaller than claimed
by Widom and Larsen.
2. Second problem is that weak interactions are indeed very weak. The rate is proportional
to 1/m4W , mW ∼ 100 GeV whereas for the exchange of photon with energy E it would be
proportional to 1/E 4 . For E ∼ 1 keV the ratio of the rates would be of the order of 10−48 !
This problem could be circumvented if the transition from proton to neutron occurs coherently for large enough surface patch. This would give rate proportional to N 2 , where N is
the number electrons involved. Another mechanism hoped to help to get high enough reaction rate is based on the assumption that the neutron created by the capture process has
ultra-low momentum. This is the case if the mass renormalization of electron is such that the
energies of the neutrons produced in the reaction are just above the kinematical threshold.
Note however that this reduces the electron capture cross section. The argument is that the
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absorption rate for neutron by target nucleus is by very general arguments proportional to
1/vn , vn the velocity of neutron. Together these two mechanisms are hoped to give high
enough rate for cold fusion.
3. The model must also explain why gamma radiation is not observed and why neutrons are
produced much less than expected. Concerning gamma rays one must assume that the heavy
electrons of the plasmon phase assigned to the surface of the catalyst absorb the gamma
rays and re-emit them as infrared light emitted to environment as heat. Ordinary electrons
cannot absorb gamma rays but heavy electrons can [C53], and the claim is that they do
transform gamma rays to infrared photons. If the neutrons created in LENR have ultra-low
energies their capture cross sections are enormous and the claim is that they do not get out
of the system.
The assumption that electron mass is renormalized so that the capture reaction can occur
but occurs only very near threshold so that the resulting neutrons are ultraslow has been criticized
[C35].

4.6.2

TGD Variant Of The Model

TGD allows to consider two basic approaches to the LENR.
1. Option I involves only dark nucleons and dark quarks. In this case, one can imagine that
the large Compton length of dark proton - at least of order atomic scale - implies that it
overlaps target nucleus, which can see the negatively charged d quark of the proton so that
instead of Coulomb wall one has Coulomb well.
2. Option II involves involves both dark weak bosons and possibly also dark nucleons and
dark electrons. The TGD inspired model for living matter - in particular, the model for cell
membrane involving also Z 0 membrane potential in the case of sensory receptor neurons [K85]
- favors the model involving both dark weak bosons, nucleons, and even electrons. Chiral
selection for biomolecules is extremely difficult to understand in standard model but could
be understood in terms of weak length scale of order atomic length scale at least: below
this scale dark weak bosons would be effectively massless and weak interactions would be
as strong as em interactions. The model for electrolysis based on plasmoids identified as
primitive life forms supports also this option. The presence of dark electrons is suggested by
Tesla’s cold currents and by the model of cell membrane.
This option is fixed quantitatively by the condition that the Compton length of dark weak
bosons is of the order of atomic size scale at least. The ratio of the corresponding p-adic size
scales is of order 107 and therefore one has hef f ∼ 1014 . The condition that hef f /h = 2k
guarantees that the phase transition reducing hef f to h and increasing p-adic prime p by
about 2k and p-adic length scale by 2k/2 does not change the size scale of the space-time
sheet and liberates cyclotron magnetic energy En (1 − 2−k ) ' En .
Consider next Option II by requiring that the Coulomb wall is overcome via the transformation of proton to neutron. This would guarantee correct isotope ratios for nuclear transmutations.
There are two options to consider depending on whether a) the W boson is exchanged between
proton nucleus (this option is not possible in standard model) or b) between electron and proton
(the model of Widom and Larsen relying on the critical massivation of electron).
1. Option II.1. Proton transforms to neutron by exchanging W boson with the target nucleus.
(a) In this case kinematics poses no obvious constraints on the process. There are two
options depending on whether the neutron of the target nucleus or quark in the neutral
color bond receives the W boson.
(b) If electron and proton are dark with hef f /h = n = 2k in the range [1012 , 1014 ] the situation can change since W boson has its usual mass from the point of view of electron and
proton. ~4 /m4W factor in differential cross section for 2-to-2 scattering by W exchange
is scaled up by n4 (see the appendix of [B9] so that effectively mW would be of order
10 keV for ordinary ~.
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(c) One can argue that in the volume defined by proton Compton length λp ' 2−11 λe ∈
[1.2, 12] nm one has a superposition of amplitudes for the absorption of dark proton by
nucleus. If there are N nuclei in this volume, the rate is proportional to N 2 . One can
expect at most N ∈ [103 , 106 ] target nuclei in this volume. This would give a factor in
the range 109 − 1012 .
2. Option II.2: Electron capture by proton is the Widom-Larsen candidate for the reaction in
question. As noticed, this process cannot occur unless one assumes that the mass of electron
is renormalized to have a value in a range of few MeV. If dark electrons are heavier than
ordinary, the process could be mediated by W boson exchange and if the electron and proton
have their normal sizes the process occurs with same rate as em processes.
If electron and proton are dark with hef f /h = n ∈ [1012 , 1014 ] the situation can change since
W boson has its usual mass from the point of view of electron and proton. 2-to-2 cross section
is proportional to ~4 and is scaled up by n4 . One the other hand, the naı̈ve expectation is
that |Ψ(0)|2 ∝ m3e /h3ef f ∝ 1/n−3 for electron is scaled by n−3 so that the rate is increased by
a factor of order n ∈ [1012 , 1014 ] (electron Compton length is of order cell size scale! instead
of Angstrom) from its ordinary value. This is not enough.
On the other hand, one can argue in the volume defined by proton Compton size one has a
superposition of amplitudes for the absorption of electron. If there are N dark electrons in
this volume, the rate is proportional to N 2 . One can expect at most 106 dark electrons in
the volume of scale 10 nm so that this could give a factor 1012 . This would give amplification
factor 1026 to the weak rate so that it would be only by two orders of magnitude smaller
than the rate for massless weak bosons.
There are also other strange features to be understood.
1. The absence of gamma radiation could be due to the fact that the produced gamma rays
are dark. For hef f /h ∈ [1012 , 1014 ] the energy frequency of 1 MeV dark gamma ray would
correspond to that of photon with energy of [1, .1] µeV and thus to radio wave photon with
wavelength of order 1 m and frequency of order 3 × 108 Hz. In Widom-Larsen model the
photons would be infrared photons. The decay of the dark gamma ray to a bunch of ordinary
radio wave photons should be observed as radio noise. Note that Gariaev has observed
transformation of laser light scattered from DNA to radio wave photons with frequencies
down to 1 kHz at least.
2. The absence of the neutrons could be understood if they are dark and simply do not interact with visible matter before phase transition to ordinary neutrons. One can imagine an
alternative interpretation allowing the interaction and assuming that nuclei are dark in the
reaction volume. The large Compton wavelength implies that dark neutrons are absorbed by
dark nuclei coherently in a volume of order 1.2-12 nm so that an additional amplification factor N 2 ∈ [109 , 1012 ] would be obtained. The absorption cross section for neutrons should be
proportional to ~2 giving a huge amplification factor in the range [1024 , 1048 ]. Effectively this
corresponds to the assumption of Widom and Larsen stating that neutrons have ultra-low
momentum.
The natural question is why hef f us such that the resulting scale as photon wavelength
corresponds to energy in scale 10-100 keV. The explanation could relate to the predicted exotic
nuclei obtained by replacing some neutral color bonds connecting nucleons with charged ones and
exchange of weak boson would affect this replacement. Could the weak physics associated with
hef f ∈ [1012 , 1014 ] be associated with dark color bonds? The reported annual variations of the
nuclear reaction rates correlating with the distance of Earth from Sun suggest that these variations
are induced by solar X rays [C25].

4.7

Does ZPE Have TGD Counterpart?

The attempts to understand Brown’s gas and related phenomena involve the notion of zero point
energy (ZPE). This notion can be criticized as mathematically unacceptable and also physical
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objections against it can be found. In TGD framework dark matter and dark energy are realized
in non-conventional manner. Many-sheeted space-time concept (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/manysheeted.jpg or Fig. 9 in the appendix of this book) implies also the notion
of zero point kinetic energy (ZPKE) as zero point kinetic energy of a particle localized inside
space-time sheet: p-adic length scale hypothesis allows to quantify this notion. These notions
replace the ZPE but do not provide any magic energy source. Even more science fictive option
can be imagined: zero energy ontology (ZEO) makes possible effectively the creation of matter
from vacuum without breaking conservation laws. In the following I compare ZPE and TGD based
approach to make it easier to understand the TGD inspired model for Brown’s gas.

4.7.1

Moddell And ZPE

Garret Moddell has written an excellent popular article about ZPE (http://tinyurl.com/y6w4fwwu
). Moddell and Haisch have proposed a model for how one might be able to utilize ZPE. Moddell
mentions the proposal at the end of the article.
The article represents some basic physical objections against ZPE. The most serious mathematical objection against ZPE is that in QED vacuum energy density assignable to virtual photons
and fermion pairs is strictly infinite or zero: depending on whether one performs so called normal ordering which is mathematically acceptable but not elegant. One can perform a cutoff in
frequencies at say Planck frequency to get finite vacuum energy. This however breaks Lorentz
symmetry.
In supersymmetric theories ZPE vanishes identically. This conforms with the physical view
about vacuum energy as energy due to the closing of the system to a finite volume: Uncertainty
Principle implies ZPE for all particles including photon. As the size of the volume becomes infinite,
ZPE should vanish. One can imagine also forms of vacuum energy for which the density is finite.
In particular, energy density of Higgs field for a state with non-vanishing vacuum expectation value
can be non-vanishing and finite. Usually ZPE does not however mean this.
The basic physical objections discussed by Moddell are following. Moddell considers objections against two ideas for extracting ZPE and then represents the proposal by him and Haisch.
1. Standard physics argument is that a system able to extract ZPE would be Maxwell demon
and thus break second law of thermodynamics. A very plausible sounding objection to this
is that one could use diode which allows current only in second direction. Electrons absorb
virtual photons of ZPE and are gradually transferred to another electrode so that their energy
is transformed to electrostatic energy. In fact any noise can produce this kind of effect and
one can indeed realize this situation (see below). Moddell actually leaves open whether this
kind of process should happen or not.
The fact is however that the charging does not happen without some artificial background
noise: the straightforward conclusion would be that ZPE vanishes so that the argument pro
ZPE turns against ZPE.
The so called ratchet principle (http://tinyurl.com/y7g2gtmr ) is a generalization of the
diode idea to any system in which change of dynamical variable can be only in one direction due to the presence of constraints. The ratchet can be also mechanical and is used
in machinery. That background noise can be transformed to mechanical work is demonstrated experimentally (http://tinyurl.com/aw623ax ). The claim of the article that this
demonstrates also Maxwell demon at work is to my opinion wrong. This experiment however
suggest that if ZPE is there it should in principle make itself visible in diode like systems. It
does not.
Stochastic resonance is a phenomenon analogous to what happens in ratchet: here random
noise amplifies oscillations of bistable oscillator (two equilibrium positions) if the oscillation
frequency is suitable related to the frequency like parameter characterizing the noise. For
instance, brains use stochastic resonance to amplify weak signals.
2. One can ask whether it could be possible to transfer energy from the frequency distribution
of the vacuum energy to a frequency range where it can be used. In recent electronics only
radio frequencies can be used and the photon energies proportional to frequency are very
small. Could it be possible to transform low frequency photons to higher frequency ones, say
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visible photons. This does not work according to an argument developed by Einstein: induce
and spontaneous emissions guarantee that the energy transfers occur in both directions and
compensate each other.
In fact, TGD predicts the desired mechanism although the motivations was not this. For large
value of Planck constant hef f = nh the energy of dark photon is given by E = hef f f and
therefore low frequency photons, say EEG photons with extremely low energy much below
physiological thermal threshold, can become very energetic. This makes quantum coherence
possible in long length scales. TGD based model of living matter relies on this mechanism.
Tesla’s cold currents could consist of dark electrons.
3. The third trial is based on Casimir cavities. For Casimir cavities the notion of ZPE is
physically well-motivated and experimentally verified as a force between the conductor sheets
of the cavity. This does not however provide infinite energy source. The reason is that the
force is conservative. If one manages to get continually work from the system one must do
the compensating work to return the system to the original state.
4. Moddel and Haisch propose a modification based on ZPE. One brings into the cavity atoms
and assumes that they have lower ground state energy than outside the cavity. The atoms
go to the lower ground state and radiate energy which can be used. After than the atoms
are brought out and they return to the ordinary ground state by extracting ZPE.
The basic objection is that the ground state energy of atoms is expected to be higher inside
the cavity than outside. The zero point energy due to the closure of atomic to the cavity
increases its energy and also the zero point energy of virtual photons is inside cavity is
expected to be higher than outside by Uncertainty Principle. Therefore one would not gain
energy.
If the energy is indeed lower inside the cavity (for instance, one might argue that this could
be due to the phenomenon replacing that principal quantum number n of hydrogen atom
by 1/n as claimed by Randell Mills). Of course, if ZPE vanishes it requires work to get the
atoms out of the cavity.
The proposal of Moddell and Haisch have been tested in the laboratory led by Moddell. Olgar
Dimitrieva has made a thesis about the heat production in LENR (cold fusion) believed to take
place in cold fusion (http://tinyurl.com/y8qe46ys ) [C44]. The thesis contains an Appendix
which is about the testing of the proposal of Moddell and Haisch and not directly related to the
content of the thesis.
The conclusion of the abstract of the Appendix is that conventional models for the thermodynamics of Casimir cavity do not explain the findings completely. Photon emissions in IR range
are observed. From the text one however learns that the ZPE predictions for gas in Casimir cavity
are not consistent with what was observed.
In more detail the argument goes as follows.
1. Stochastic electrodynamics (not standard QED) is the starting point. ZPE photons are
absorbed and emitted and equilibrium situation prevails. Electrons emit Larmor radiation
changing the spin direction of electron “down” in absence of absorption of ZPE. In equilibrium
the energies should shift: effect would be Lamb+Casimir that is Lamb in finite cavity. The
hope is that energies shift downwards. This is not proven. Above just the opposite is argued
to happen.
2. The walls of Casimir cavity should be conducting. This is guaranteed by gold coated filter
through which gas flows to the cavity and out of it. Several gases have been tested and also
non-coated filters for which Casimir effect should be absent.
3. IR emission was observed. Contrary to expectations He gas produces highest emission and
it does not matter whether coating is present or not so that Lamb+Casimir does not explain
the finding.
The thesis proper demonstrates that anomalous heat production takes place in H-D cold
fusion. The hypothesis that certain chemical reaction could explain the heat production is studied.
This model is not excluded but it is noticed that it does not work in more general cold fusion: say
when D is replaced with Ni.
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To What ZPE Corresponds In TGD Universe?

The comparison of ZPE based explanations of claimed free energy phenomena demonstrates correspondence between ZPE and certain TGD based notions. Dark matter as large hef f phases
magnetic bodies whose magnetic energy corresponds to dark energy seems to take the role of ZPE
to some extent. A third important piece is p-adic length scale hypothesis and the proposal that
zero point kinetic energies (ZPKE as opposed to ZPE) for particles topologically condensed on
space-time sheets define a hierarchy of metabolic energy quanta.
Both hydrinos, hydrolysis and strange properties of Brown’s gas, cold fusion, Tesla’s cold
currents, the phenomena related to rotating magnetic systems (Yildiz magnetic motor) have models
involving these concepts. Also the characteristic features of living matter are modelled using
same notions. Even remote mental interactions would rely on same universal mechanism involved
magnetic body and dark matter in TGD sense.
This generality is what encourages to take seriously this approach and the details of particular model are bound to vary as more data emerges.
A further element is zero energy ontology (ZEO), which makes possible to literally create
worlds from vacuum meaning apparent breaking of conservation laws.
1. The reason is that quantum states correspond to physical events in ordinary ontology: pairs
of positive and negative energy state corresponding to the initial and final state of physical
event. The usual positive energy ontology can be seen as an erratic extrapolation assuming
much more than observations actually allow to assume. Conservation laws and symmetries
are not broken in the re-creation process associated with the quantum jump leading to state
function reduction.
2. Conservation laws hold always only in scale defined by the causal diamond (CD) defined
as intersection of two light-cones in opposite time directions). Positive and negative energy
parts of the states reside at opposite boundaries of given CD and CDs form a fractal scale
hierarchy. This is actually anything terribly new. The notion of renormalization group has
been part of quantum field theories from the beginning. What is new that one gives up the
notion of positive energy state as a fundamental notion.
3. The connection with positive energy ontology is that the observer which is small as compared
to the CD in question sees either the positive or negative energy part of the state and therefore
uses positive energy ontology (sign of energy is of course convention). If CD is much smaller
than observer, observer sees the zero energy states as quantum fluctuation.
There are actually indications for necessity of ZEO already in existing physics.
1. In the model of superconductivity coherent states are essential. Coherent state is quantum
superposition with all possible boson numbers. In superconductivity bosons are fermion pairs.
Therefore the super-selection rule that the fermion number of quantum state is well-defined
is broken and in principle fermion number non-conservation becomes possible. In ZEO this
problem disappears.
2. In cosmology energy is not conserved in cosmic scales but is conserved in laboratory scales
(Poincare invariance of particle physics). The resolution of the problem is that the relevant
ZEOs have totally different size scales in cosmology and particle physics.
3. The basic prediction of quantum measurement theory based on ZEO is that the direction
of thermodynamical arrow of time alternates in the sequence of state function reductions
taking place to the two boundaries of given CD. The reason is that the resulting zero energy
states have definite and opposite arrow of geometric time reflecting itself also at the spacetime geometry and topology by quantum classical correspondence. Fantappie was an Italian
theoretical physicist who observed already at thirties that in living matter the arrow of
thermodynamical time seems to be variable and introduced the notion of syntropy which
could be identified as entropy with non-standard time direction. Also phase conjugate laser
rays obey second law in wrong direction of time.
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4. In free energy phenomena cooling of environment is often reported suggesting non-standard
arrow of geometric time and transformation of heat to work temporarily not allowed by the
standard form of second law, which generalizes in ZEO.
I wrote about the relationship of ZEO and ZPE a blog article (http://tinyurl.com/
y7ppc3ey ). The basic point is that the idea about creation essential for the “God theory” of
Haisch - leads to difficulties with conservation laws. ZPE is the proposed solution. To my opinion it is not since XPE breaks the Lorentz invariance of the theory and forces to make ad hoc
assumption about the interaction of matter with ZPE.
Creation (or re-creation) as quantum jump in positive energy ontology would break the laws
of physics. In ZEO this is not the case. Quantum jumps replaces quantum superposition of worlds
obeying laws of physics with a new one. Conservation laws are not broken.
I have not applied the idea about re-creation to explain any anomalies: just to avoid irritating
colleagues too much.
ZPKE as analog of ZPE?
ZPE has also ZPKE (zero point kinetic energy) of particle topological condensed at given spacetime sheet as TGD analog.
1. Space-time sheets have finite size. This implies zero point kinetic energy (ZPKE) for all
particles. Even for photons in the same way as in wave guide. It is easy to estimate the
value of ZPKE if one can assume that kinetic energy dominates and one has non-relativistic
situation. For a particle of mass m inside a space-time sheet of size L one has apart from a
numerical factor
E0 ∝

~2 π 2
.
2mL2

E0 does not depend on hef f replacing h in general case since L scales like hef f .
2. p-Adic length scale hypothesis inspired by p-adic mass calculations replaced L by a a hierarchy of p-adic length scales Lp with p-adic primes satisfying p ' 2k and p < 2k . Especially favored are Mersenne primes p = Mn = 2n − 1 and their complex counterparts.
p-Adic length scales can be expressed in excellent approximation in the form Lp ≡ L(k) =
2( (k − 151)/2) × L(151), L(151) = 10 nm, which happens to be the thickness of cell membrane. The numerical factor in E0 does not depend on p if p-adic fractality is assumed. This
makes possible to make rather precise predictions.
3. ZPKE is clearly analogous to Casimir effect. Now the cavity containing photons is replaced
with space-time sheet and virtual photons inside cavity are replaced with real particles. In
fact, the analog of Casimir effect is expected since the total energy of particle system depends
on the size of the space-time sheet.
It turns out that for proton the ZEPK for condensation at k = 137 space-time sheet equals
(note that k = 137 is inverse of fine structure constant) is about.5 eV and corresponds to the
nominal value of metabolic energy quantum. The ZPKE is same for electron condensed at k = 149
space-time sheet since the masses of electron and proton relate approximately by a factor 2−11 .
L(149) corresponds to the thickness of the lipid layer of cell membrane. The proposal is that
metabolic energy quanta (at least those above thermal energy) form a fractal hierarchy.
One can imagine two mechanisms by which zero point kinetic energies can serve as metabolic
energy quanta.
1. Option I (the original proposal). Particles at given space-time sheet can drop to a larger
space-time sheet leading to a liberation of ZPKE. The dropping of k = 137 proton or k = 149
electron to a larger space-time sheet would lead to a liberation of a metabolic energy quantum.
On the other hand, if particles are driven to smaller space-time sheet they gain zero point
kinetic energy.
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2. Option II (the new one). Phase transitions changing the p-adic prime of the space-time
sheets containing the particles are possible. Dropping is therefore not necessary! These phase
transitions can increase the value of p-adic prime and reduce ZPKE leading to a liberation
of ZPKE as usable energy. This system indeed serves as the analog of population reversed
laser since all particles experience the reduction of ZPKE simultaneously, and can liberate
large amounts of energy in a quantum coherent phase transition like manner.

4.7.3

Hierarchy Of Planck Constants

Background
1. The observations about effects of radiation at ELF frequencies on vertebrate brain was the
first motivation for the hierarchy of Planck constant identified in terms of phases of matter
behaving like dark matter locally. What was found were quantal effects assignable to cyclotron transitions in magnetic field of magnitude B = .2 Gauss which is 2/5 of the Earth’s
magnetic field and identified as endogenous magnetic field. Cyclotron energies in field of this
strength are how extremely and quantum effects should be totally masked by the thermal
noise. The attempts to understand why EEG manages to correlate so strongly with the state
of brain and what is the function of EEG meet the same problem. If hef f = nh is assumed
the situation changes and E = hef f f allows to have photon energies above thermal threshold
even for ELF frequencies if hef f is large enough. It is known that dark matter accounts most
of the matter and also that dark energy is also present. The natural hypothesis is that dark
matter corresponds to large hef f = nh phases at magnetic flux quanta and dark energy to
the magnetic energy of the flux quanta carrying magnetic monopole fluxes.
2. The observation that the stoichiometry of water is H1.5 O in atto second time scales (in ZEO
this statement makes sense) led to the conclusion that every fourth proton is dark in the
sense that it is not visible in neutron diffraction and electron scattering. The presence of dark
protons and even dark nuclei formed as string like structures formed by them and possibly
forming analogs of atoms involving also dark electrons, could relate to the thermodynamical
anomalies of water.
A possible model for dark particles
The proposed model involving only phase transitions for the space-time sheet at which particles of
water are topologically condensed, is certainly the simplest one but not the only possible option
for darkness. For instance, one can consider dark variants of proton and electron and in the model
of living matter they play a key role.
1. A model for dark electrons (http://tinyurl.com/y9fgotn3, [K63] ) assignable to neuronal
cell membrane combines increase of effective Planck constant and increase of p-adic prime
characterizing the partcle and the idea about fractionized particle as n-particle state of 1/nfractionized particles with quantum numbers scaled down by 1/n-factor. These states are
obtained by a phase transition increasing hef f = nh, n = 2k . This induces fractionization of
the particle to n-sheeted structure. p-adic length assignable to the n space-time sheets of the
dark particle is scaled to p-adic prime ' 2k p so that mass at given sheet is scaled down by
1/n factor for each fractional particle at each sheet. Since there are n sheets mass remains
unchanged. Same applies to all quantum numbers.
2. One can consider several variants of dark proton. The space-time sheet associated with
proton with size scale of proton Compton length can become dark but quarks remain as
such. One would have n = 2k 1/n-fractional protons at n sheets of the covering with total
quantum numbers same as for ordinary proton and p-adic length scale scaled up by a factor
2k . Also the quarks inside proton can become dark and their size therefore can increase. This
could give rise to the proposed dark protons possibly explaining the strange stoichiometry of
water at atto-second time scale and also various anomalies of water.
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Applications in biology
Magnetic body whose flux quanta carry dark particles as cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates
is basic element of TGD inspired view about living matter [K63]. The “motor actions” of the
magnetic body have key role in the model.
1. Inside cell phase transitions increasing or reducing the volume of cytoplasm are general
(“electric expansions” and implosions in Brown’s gas). The proposal is that these phase
transitions are induced by hef f changing phase transitions for magnetic flux tubes inducing
the corresponding change of their length. The same mechanism could also bring together
distant molecules connected by flux tubes in very selective manner: this would make possible
for molecules to find each other in the molecular crowd of cytoplasm.
2. Reconnection of flux tubes in turn makes it possible to build flux tube connections with
other molecules by controlling the thickness of the flux tube and therefore the value of the
local magnetic field, which must be same for two reconnecting flux tubes. This implies
also that cyclotron frequencies are same. This makes possible a mechanism of directed
attention and sense of presence at molecular level since molecule can generate negentropic
entanglement with another one by this mechanism. In fact, the basic task of ATP would be to
build reconnections between molecules and build at the same time negentropic entanglement.
Metabolic energy as such would not be fundamental: conscious experience made possible
by the negentropic entanglement (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or
Fig. 10.6 in the appendix of this book) would be more fundamental. Later a more precise
view about what happens when metabolic energy is used will be considered.
3. An observation which came as a complete surprise was that in a simple model for dark proton
the states can be classified in such a manner that they correspond to DNA, RNA, tRNA and
amino-acids. Also vertebrate genetic code had natural realization as mapping between DNA
type states and amino-acid type states [K19]. This generated the idea that genetic code and
counterparts of fundamental biomolecules are realized already at the level of dark nuclear
physics. This would of course revolutionize the views about biology. What we seen in
biochemistry would be only shadows on the wall of Plato’s cave. Dark biomolecules would
also make possible R&D at the level of biology since dark biology would make possible kind
of virtual biology: experimentation is done first using dark biomolecules and if something
working is found, transcription to ordinary biomolecules is carried out. Water memory,
homeopathy, basic mechanism of immune system, and cell membrane containing copy of
DNA as dark DNA realized as dark proton sequences are ensuing proposals [K19]. Water
would be living: genetic code for water clusters would be realized as sequences of dark
protons.

4.7.4

How P-Adic Length Scale Hypothesis And Hierarchy Of Planck
Constants Are Related?

p-Adic length scale hypothesis and the hypothesis about hierarchy of metabolic energy quanta are
corner stones of TGD inspired view about living matter. Also the hierarchy of Planck constants
plays a crucial role and one expects a connection between the two notions. I have not been able
to integrate these ideas together in a really convincing manner.
The attempt to achieve this integration in the general model for free energy anomalies
however led to a small modification of the existing view about how zero point kinetic energy could
be liberated as metabolic energy quanta could allow to fuse this notion with that of hierarchy of
Planck constants: the scaling of h to nhef f for n = 2k for space-time sheet containing particle
followed by the reverse scaling and p-adic phase transition increasing p by factor n = 2k (in
excellent approximation would reduce ZPKE and therefore liberate zero point kinetic energy as
usable energy.
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TGD Inspired Model Of Brown’s Gas And Related Phenomena

Many claimed free energy phenomena relate to the electrolysis of water (hydrolysis) induced by
various manners (usually by a current running between electrodes) with two water molecules producing 2H2 and O2 . If water splitting involves only standard chemistry, it would require energy.
Experimenters however report that the reaction liberates energy. Electrolysis without power feed
is the ultimate test for the concept and closed loop electrolysis has been reported by two groups
of Steven Eaton and Jeff Sokol and Oliver and Valentin mentioned in the lectures of Moray B.
King [H36] (http://tinyurl.com/ycz82lh9 ). The notion of hydrino atom as scaled down hydrogen atom with fractionization of the principal quantum number n (Mills suggests n → 1/n [D20]
but also n → n/m, m = 2, 3, ... can be considered) is related also to hydrolysis.
Also cold fusion for which evidence is growing involves electrolysis. Coulomb wall makes cold
fusion impossible in standard physics framework so that academic community as a rule refuses to
take the cold fusion claims seriously. There might be a connection between the energy production
in hydrolysis and cold fusion: for instance, Kanarev, who has studied hydrolysis and cold fusion
expert Mizuno have indeed reported the occurrence of cold fusion in hydrolysis.
The general strategy concerning the understanding of free energy relies on the assumption
that a very large class of anomalous phenomena rely on same basic mechanism. This includes
life as a phenomenon, water memory and homeopathy, free energy phenomena involving overunity phenomena related to the dissociation of water, lightning and ball lightning, anomalous
effects associated with rotating magnetic systems, phenomena related to UFOs (light balls), even
remote mental interactions. One must have unified explanation for all these phenomena based on
a real theory. This excludes zero point energy (ZPE) type models based on ad hoc solution of a
mathematical problem with no hints about how ZPE would interact with matter.
Plasmoid as primitive life form would the underlying connecting thread between these phenomena so that all the listed phenomena would involve life and prebiotic (or possibly postbiotic!)
life. This gives very strong constraints on the model. Plasmoid should consists of the analogs
of linear biomolecules, it should metabolize and communicate, in TGD Universe it should have
magnetic body, and even genetic code might be realized. In particular, the simplified analog of
biological metabolism would be at work. In living matter photosynthesis relies on the splitting
of water whereas cell respiration relies on the reversal of this process producing carbon di-oxide
and water. Something very similar should happen in free energy systems involving electrolysis,
and the fact that water splitting occurs also in several free energy phenomena suggests that these
processes are analogous to photosynthesis and store energy to “molecules” analogous to various
linear biomolecules, in particular sugars. Even the counterpart of ADP-ATP process might be
realized.
In the sequel I will consider a TGD inspired model based on the notion of dark matter
identified as hierarchy of quantum coherent phases with non-standard value of Planck constant
given by hef f = n × h. The basic proposal - motivated originally by quite different experimental
anomalies - is that water contains a dark component consisting of dark proton strings representing
dark nuclei in nuclear string model [K88, K86, L3]. The plasmoids would consist of ring like
structures formed by exotic water molecules for which second H is dark: these dark protons would
combine by color bonds to from ring like dark nucleus. One cannot exclude the possibility that also
other than water molecules contain dark protons: the signature would be the presence of apparently
unallowed covalent bonds due to the fact the dark proton is not visible. In the following I will discuss
the basic principles involved. For instance, the -H and O-H groups of carbohydrates might contain
dark protons. Free energy phenomena would in this framework basically correspond to a generation
of prebiotic lifeforms predicted already in the model of water memory and homeopathy [K19].

4.8.1

Brown’s Gas

Beloved child has many names and so does also Brown’s gas. Stoichiometric mixture of H2 and
O2 , HHO gas (atomic hydrogen and oxygen), hydroxy, oxy-hydrogen, electrically expanded water,
charged water clusters. These names give some idea about assumptions about what might be
involved.
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Brown’s gas is what is created in the hydrolysis identified now as splitting of water molecules
(somewhat confusingly, in biology it corresponds to splitting of molecules liberating water). It
might be involved also with phenomena like steam electricity, waterfall ionization, thunder could
separation, and sonoluminescence: all these phenomena involving charge separation in macroscopic
scales and this phenomenon is not well understood. The lecture notes of Moray B. King (http:
//tinyurl.com/ycz82lh9 ) provide a good overall view about Brown’s gas and one can also find
references.
1. Brown’s gas does not behave exactly like mono-atomic or diatomic hydrogen and looks like
gaseous water with excess electrons. The Brown’s gas flame resulting in hydrolysis is cool: the
temperature is around 130 C. The flame is however able to melt metals which have roughly
10 times higher melting temperature. The flame sublimates tungsten with vaporization
tempature of 5555 C, and cuts cleanly through wood, metal and ceramics. The flame does
not boil water although its temperature is higher than boiling point of water.
2. The flame induces electric shock suggesting that charge or their separation in long enough
scales is present. This observation brings in mind the reports of Tesla about the physiological
effects caused by what he called dark currents.
3. Usual gas tends to expand but Brown’s gas implodes. What this phase transition like phenomenon means is not understood but it suggests that Brown’s gas is not usual hydrogen
but that also second component is present. Simple but ingenious experiments manage to
separate this component and it turns out that it is than ordinary hydrogen gas.
4. Brown’s gas is reported to affect radio-actvity. For instance, neutralization of radioactive
wastes is reported. Low energy nuclear reactions (cold fusion) and nuclear transmutations
are also associated with Brown’s gas. This suggests a direct connection with low energy
nuclear reactions (LENR, cold fusion).
5. Brown’s gas involves unknown component. This can be demonstrated in several manners.
(a) Fill balloon with the Brown’s gas and waiting it to fall to ground as hydrogen leaks out.
What remains still exhibits balloon torch.
(b) Fill paper bag with the gas. Seal bag shut. Wait 12 hours for hydrogen to vent away.
Open the bag. A gains heavier than air remains and can be ignited.
(c) Glass pouring test. Gas is heavier than air and can be poured from glass to another
one. Ignite the gas at the bottom of the glass.
6. George Wiseman has observed that Brown’s gas burns downward in an imploding ring. This
has probably motivated the term “Electrically Expanded Water”.
Charged water clusters forming vapour is one proposed identification of the Brown’s gas.
The motivation comes from the fact that laboratory analysis finds only little hydrogen in the flame.
What remains is proposed to consist of gaseous charged water clusters. Charged water cluster have
been noticed to be analogous to plasma cluster and microscopic ball lightning. The charged water
clusters would behave like Rydberg matter (http://tinyurl.com/y9cuyrv9 ) involving core ions
and de-localized electrons at circular orbits with large value of the principal quantum number n
known as Rydberg orbits.
There is analogy of charged water clusters with two poorly understood phenomena: steam
electricity [H55] (http://tinyurl.com/y977k2es ) and waterfall ionization. Also thunder cloud
charge separation and sonoluminescence might involve the formation of charged water clusters.
According to Moray B. King [H36] charged water clusters are formed in the cavitation of
water. Cavitation can be induced either mechanically or by electric pulsing using strong electric
field having interpretation as a modulation of carrier frequency by the pulse frequency. King [H3]
(http://tinyurl.com/y7fw3ah3 ) has discussed the possibility that charged water clusters are
plasmoids, whose basic units are linear closed ring like structures consisting of sequences...-O-H-O..... From the view point of chemistry the problem is that the bonds do not have interpretation as
covalent bonds. The stoichiometry would be also HO rather than H2 O, which leads to ask where
the second H resides.
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In TGD framework it would be highly desirable to assign to plasmoids dipole magnetic
field and corresponding magnetic body but the proposed structure does not suggest any obvious
identification of the needed ring current. The hint comes from the observation that 1/4: th
of protons of water in atto-second time scale are dark in the sense that they are not visible in
electron scattering and neutron diffraction. Maybe the rings are actually sequences of exotic water
molecules for which the second proton is dark in some sense.
An alternative possibility is that - in accordance with the original model for H1.5O stochiometry of water [K19] - these sequences are just dark proton sequences at the magnetic flux
tubes associated with the exotic blob of water carrying negative charge. The protons would be
outside the blob at magnetic flux tubes so that charge separation would result. This picture is
forced by the findings of the group led by Gerald Pollack [L9].
To summarize: Brown’s gas seems to involve two components. The other one is ordinary
hydrogen and second one something heavier than air and responsible for the strange properties of
Brown’s gas. The basic properties of Brown’s gas to be explained are electric expansion, implosion,
over unity energy production, low temperature contra ability to melt metal, and the presence of a
component heavier than air.

4.8.2

Pollack’s Findings About Fourth Phase Of Water

What is described above was the view about Brown’s gas before I received a link to a Youtube
lecture by Gerald Pollack about fourth gel like phase of water (see http://tinyurl.com/oyhstc2
) [L9]. Listening this lecture provided considerable support for this picture and led to a much more
detailed and also simplified view.
The discovery of negatively charged exclusion zone formed in water bounded by gel phase
was the motivation for Pollack to propose the notion of gel like fourth phase of water. Below I
discuss this notion from TGD point of view.
The proposal will be that the fourth phase corresponds to negatively charged regions exclusion zones - with size up to 100-200 microns generated when energy is fed into the water - say
as radiation, in particular solar radiation. The stoichiometry of the exclusion zone is H1.5 O and
can be understood if every fourth proton is dark proton residing at the flux tubes of the magnetic
body assignable to the exclusion zone and outside it. This leads to a model for prebiotic cell as
exclusion zone. Dark protons are proposed to fork dark nuclei whose states can be grouped to
groups corresponding to DNA, RNA, amino-acids, and tRNA and for which vertebrate genetic
code is realized in a natural manner [K19, L3]. The voltage associated with the system defines the
analog of membrane potential, and serves as a source of metabolic energy as in the case of ordinary
metabolism. The energy is liberated in a reverse phase transition in which dark protons transform
to ordinary ones. Dark proton strings serve as analogs of basic biopolymers, and one can imagine
analog of bio-catalysis with enzymes replaced with their dark analogs. The recent discovery that
metabolic cycles emerge spontaneously in absence of cell support this view.
The findings
One can find a biographical sketch [I10] (http://tinyurl.com/ycqtuchp ) giving a list of publications containing items related to the notions of exclusion zone and fourth phase of water discussed
in the talk. I list below some basic experimental findings about fourth gel like phase of water made
in the laboratory led by Gerald Pollack [L9].
1. In water bounded by a gel a layer of thickness up to 100-200 microns is formed. All impurities
in this layer are taken outside the layer. This motivates the term “exclusion zone”. The layer
consists of layers of molecular thickness and in these layers the stoichiometry is H1.5 O. The
layer is negatively charged. The outside region carries compensating positive charge. This
kind of blobs are formed in living matter. Also in the splitting of water producing Brown’s
gas negatively charged regions are reported to emerge [H36, H3].
2. The process requires energy and irradiation by visible light or thermal radiation generates
the layer. Even the radiation on skin can induce the phase transition. For instance, the
blood flow in narrow surface veins requires metabolic energy and irradiation forces the blood
to flow.
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3. The layer can serve as a battery: Pollack talks about a form of free energy deriving basically
from solar radiation. The particles in the layer are taken to the outside region, and this
makes possible disinfection and separation of salt from sea water. One can even understand
how clouds are formed and mysteries related to the surface tension of water as being due the
presence of the layer formed by H1.5 O.
4. In the splitting of water producing Brown’s gas [H36, H3] having a natural identification as
Pollack’s fourth phase of water the needed energy can come from several alternative sources:
cavitation, electric field, etc...
Dark nuclei and Pollack’s findings
While listening the lecture of Pollack I realized that a model for dark water in term of dark proton
sequences is enough to explain the properties of the exotic water according to experiments done
in the laboratory of Pollack. There is no need to assume sequences of half-dark water molecules
containing one dark proton each.
1. The dark proton sequences with dark proton having size of order atomic nucleus would reside
at the flux tubes of dark magnetic field which is dipole like field in the first approximation
and defines the magnetic body of the negatively charged water blob. This explains the charge
separation if the flux tubes have length considerably longer than the size scale of the blob
which is given by size of small cell. In the model inspired by Moray B. King’s lectures charge
separation is poorly understood.
2. An interesting question is whether the magnetic body is created by the electronic currents or
whether it consists of flux tubes carrying monopole flux: in the latter case no currents would
be needed. This is obviously purely TGD based possibility and due to the topology of CP2 .
3. This means that in the model inspired by the lectures of Moray B. King discussed above, one
just replaces the sequences of partially dark water molecules with sequences of dark protons
at the magnetic body of the H1.5O blob. The model for the proto-variants of photosynthesis
and metabolism remain as such. Also now genetic code would be realized.
These primitive forms of photosynthesis and metabolism form could be key parts of their
higher level chemical variants. Photosynthesis by irradiation would induce a phase transition
generating dark magnetic flux tubes (or transforming ordinary flux tubes to dark ones) and
the dark proton sequences at them. Metabolism would mean burning of the resulting blobs
of dark water to ordinary water leading to the loss of charge separation. This process would
be analogous to the catabolism of organic polymers liberating energy. Also organic polymers
in living matter carry their metabolic energy as dark proton sequences: the layer could also
prevent their hydration. That these molecules are typically negatively charged would conform
with the idea that dark protons at magnetic flux tubes carry the metabolic energy.
The liberation of energy would involve increase of the p-adic prime characterizing the flux
tubes and reduction of Planck constant so that the thickness of the flux tubes remains the
same but the intensity of the magnetic field is reduced. The cyclotron energy of dark protons
is liberated in coherent fashion and in good approximation the frequencies of the radiation
corresponds to multiplies of cyclotron frequency: this prediction is consistent with that in
the original model for the findings of Blackman and others [J8].
The phase transition generating dark magnetic flux tubes containing dark proton sequences
would be the fundamental step transforming inanimate matter to living matter and the
fundamental purpose of metabolism would be to make this possible.
Minimal metabolic energy consumption and the value of membrane potential
This picture raises a question relating to the possible problems with physiological temperature.
1. The Josephson radiation generated by cell membrane has photon energies coming as multiples
of ZeV , where V is membrane potential about.06 V and Z = 2 is the charge of electron
Cooper pair. This gives E = .12 eV.
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2. There is a danger that thermal radiation masks Josephson radiation. The energy for photons
at the maximum of the energy density of blackbody radiation as function of frequency is
given as the maximum of function x3 /(ex − 1), x = E/T given by e−x + x/3 − 1 = 0. The
maximum is given approximately by x = 3 and thus Emax ' 3T (in units c = 1, kB = 1).
At physiological temperature T = 310 K (37 C) this gives .1 eV, which is slightly below
Josephson energy: living matter seems to have minimized the value of Josephson energy presumably to minimize metabolic costs. Note however that for the thermal energy density
as function of wavelength the maximum is at E ' 5T corresponding to 1.55 eV which is
larger than Josephson energy. The situation is clearly critical.
3. One can ask whether also a local reduction of temperature around cell membrane in the
fourth phase of water is needed.
“Electric expansion” of water giving rise to charge separation and presumably creating
fourth phase of water is reported to occur [H36, H3].
(b) Could the electric expansion/phase transition to dark phase be adiabatic involving therefore no heat transfer between the expanding water and environment? If so, it would
transform some thermal energy of expanding water to work and reduce its temperature. The formula for the adiabatic expansion of ideal gas with f degrees of freedom for particle (f = 3 if there are no other than translational degrees of freedom) is
(T /T0 ) = (V /V0 )−γ , γ = (f + 2)/f . This gives some idea about how large reduction
of temperature might be involved. If p-adic scaling for water volume by a power of
two takes place, the reduction of temperature can be quite large and it does not look
realistic.
(c) The electric expansion of water need not however involve the increase of Planck constant
for water volume. Only the Planck constant for flux tubes must increase and would allow
the formation of dark proton sequences and the generation of cyclotron Bose-Einstein
condensates or their dark analog in which fermions (electrons in particular) effectively
behave as bosons (the anti-symmetrization of wave function would occur in dark degrees
of freedom corresponding to multi-sheeted covering formed in the process).
Fourth phase of water and pre-biotic life in TGD Universe
If the fourth phase of water defines pre-biotic life form then the phase transition generating fourth
phase of water and its reversal are expected to be fundamental elements of the ordinary metabolism,
which would have developed from the pre-biotic metabolism. The following argument conforms
with this expectation.
1. Cell interiors, in particular the interior of the inner mitochondrial membrane are negatively
charged as the regions formed in Pollack’s experiments. Furthermore, the citric acid cycle,
(http://tinyurl.com/y8ubjgnc ), which forms the basic element of both photosynthesis
(http://tinyurl.com/yauwzkho ) and cellular respiration http://tinyurl.com/ybeefxmb,
involves electron transport chain (http://tinyurl.com/yat3m4vk ) in which electron loses
gradually its energy via production of NADP and proton at given step. Protons are pumped
to the other side of the membrane and generates proton gradient serving as metabolic energy
storage just like battery. The interpretation for the electron transport chain in terms of
Pollack’s experiment would be in terms of generation of dark protons at the other side of the
membrane.
2. When ATP is generated from ADP three protons per ATP flow back along the channel formed
by the ATP synthase molecule (http://tinyurl.com/yd5ndcyk ) (perhaps Josephson junction) and rotate the shaft of a “motor” acting as a catalyst generating three ATP molecules
per turn by phosphorylating ADP. The TGD based interpretation is that dark protons are
transformed back to ordinary ones and possible negentropic entanglement is lost.
3. ATP is generated also in glycolysis (http://tinyurl.com/ybzgdgve ), which is ten-step
process occurring in cytosol so that membrane like structure need not be involved. Glycolysis involves also generation of two NADH molecules and protons. An open question
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(to me) is whether the protons are transferred through an endoplasmic reticulum or from a
region of ordered water (fourth phase of water) to its exterior so that it would contribute
to potential gradient and could go to magnetic flux tubes as dark proton. This would be
natural since glycolysis is realized for nearly all organisms and electron transport chain is
preceded by glycolysis and uses as input the output of glycolysis (two pyruvate molecules
(http://tinyurl.com/y8v7aq9s )).
4. Biopolymers - including DNA and ATP - are typically negatively charged. They could thus be
surrounded by fourth phase of water and neutralizing protons would reside at the magnetic
bodies. This kind of picture would conform with the idea that the fourth phase (as also
magnetic body) is fractal like. In phosphorylation the metabolic energy stored to a potential
difference is transferred to shorter length scales (from cell membrane scale to molecular scale).
In glycolysis (http://tinyurl.com/ybzgdgve ) the net reaction C6 H12 O6 +6O2 → 6CO2 (g)+
6H2 O(l)+heat takes place. The Gibbs free energy change is ∆G = −2880 kJ per mole of C6 H12 O6
and is negative so that the process takes place spontaneously. Single glucose molecule is theoretized
to produce N = 38 ATP molecules in optimal situation but there are various energy losses involved
and the actual value is estimated to be 29-30. From Joule = 6.84 × 1018 eV and mol = 6.02 × 1023
and for N = 38 one would obtain the energy yield.86 eV per single ATP. The nominal value that
I have used.5 eV. This is roughly 5 to 8 times higher than E = ZeV, Z = 2, which varies in the
range.1-.16 eV so that the metabolic energy gain cannot be solely due to the electrostatic energy
which would actually give only a small contribution.
In the thermodynamical approach to metabolism the additional contribution would be due
to the difference of the chemical potential µ for cell exterior and interior, which is added to the
membrane potential as effective potential energy. The discrepancy is however rather large and this
forces the question the feasibility of the model. This forces to reconsider the model of osmosis in
the light of Pollack’s findings.
Pollack’s findings in relation to osmosis and model for cell membrane and EEG
Osmosis (http://tinyurl.com/yc5dbtzv ) has remained to me poorly understood phenomenon.
Osmosis means that solvent molecules move through a semipermeable membrane to another side
of the membrane if the concentration of solute is higher at that side. Solute can be water or more
general liquid, supercritical liquid, and even gas.
Osmosis is not diffusion: it can occur also towards a higher concentration of water. Water
molecules are not attracted by solute molecules. A force is required and the Wikipedia explanation
is that solute molecules approaching pores from outside experience repulsion and gain momentum
which is transferred to the water molecules.
The findings of Pollack inspire the question whether the formation of exclusion zone could
relate to osmosis and be understood in terms of the fourth phase of water using genuine quantal
description.
In the thermodynamical model for ionic concentrations one adds to the membrane resting
potential a contribution from the difference of chemical potentials µi at the two sides of the
membrane. Chemical potentials for the ions parametrize the properties of the cell membrane
reducing basically to the properties of the channels and pumps (free diffusion and membrane
potential do not entirely determine the outcome).
If the transfer of ions - now protons - through cell membrane is quantal process and through
Josephson junctions defined by transmembrane proteins, then the thermodynamical model can at
best be a phenomenological parameterization of the situation. One should find the quantum counterpart of thermodynamical description, and here the identification of quantum TGD as square
root of thermodynamics in Zero Energy Ontology (ZEO) suggests itself. In this approach thermodynamical distributions are replaced by probability amplitudes at single particle level such that
their moduli squared give Boltzmann weights.
1. Simplest Josephson junction model for cell membrane
The first guess is that quantum description is achieved by a generalization of the Josephson
junction model allowing different values of Planck constant at magnetic flux tubes carrying dark
matter.
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1. Josephson junctions correspond microscopically to transmembrane proteins defining channels
and pumps. In rougher description entire cell membrane is described as Josephson junction.
2. The magnetic field strength at flux tube can differ at the opposite side of the membrane
and even the values of hef f could in principle be different. The earlier modelling attempts
suggest that hef f /h = n = 2k A, where A is the atomic weight of ion, is a starting assumption
deserving testing. This would mean that each ion resides at its own flux tubes.
The phase transitions changing the value of hef f could induce ionic flows through cell membrane, say that occurring during nerve pulse since the energy difference defining the ratio of
square roots of Boltzmann weights at the two sides of the membrane would change. Also the
change of the local value of the magnetic field could do the same.
Consider first the simplest model taking into account only membrane potential.
1. The simplest model for Josephson junction defined by the transmembrane protein is as a two
state system (Ψ1 , Ψ2 ) obeying Schrödinger equation.
1
i~1 ∂Ψ
∂t = ZeV Ψ1 + k1 Ψ2 ,
2
i~2 ∂Ψ
∂t = k2 Ψ2 .

One can use the decomposition Ψi = Ri exp(iΦ(t) to express the equations in a more concrete
form. The basic condition is that the total probability defined as sum of moduli squared
equals to one: R12 + R22 = 1. This is guaranteed if the hermiticity condition k1 /~1 = k2 ~2
holds true. Equations reduce to those for an ordinary Josephson junction except that the
frequency for the oscillating Josephson current is scaled down by 1/hef f .
2. One can solve for R2 assuming Φ1 = eV t/~ef f . This gives
R2 (t) = sin(Φ0 ) +

eV t
k1
sin(
) .
~1
~1

R2 oscillates around sin(Φ0 ) and the concentration difference is coded by Φ0 taking the role
of chemical potential as a phenomenological parameter.
3. The counterparts of Boltzmann weights would be apart from a phase factor square roots of
ordinary Boltzmann weights defined by the exponent of Coulomb energy:
R = sin(φ0 ) = exp(

ZeV (t)
) .
2T

Temperature would appear as a parameter in single particle wave function and the interpretation would be that thermodynamical distribution is replaced by its square root in quantum
theory. In ZEO density matrix is replaced by its hermitian square root multiplied by density
matrix.
2. The counterpart of chemical potential in TGD description
This model is not as such physically realistic since the counterpart of chemical potential is
lacking. The most straightforward generalization of the thermodynamical model is obtained by the
addition of an ion dependent chemical potential term to the membrane potential: ZeV → ZeV +µI .
This would however require a concrete physical interpretation.
1. The most obvious possibility is that also the chemical potential actually correspond to an
interaction energy - most naturally the cyclotron energy Ec = ~ef f ZeBend /m of ion - in this
case proton - at the magnetic flux tube. Cyclotron energy is proportional to hef f and can
be rather large as assumed in the model for the effects of ELF em fields on brain.
2. This model would predict the dependence of the effective chemical potential on the mass and
charge of ion for a fixed value of on hef f and Bend . The scales of ionic chemical potential
and ion concentrations would also depend on value of hef f .
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3. The model would provide a different interpretation for the energy scale of bio-photons, which
is in visible range rather than infrared as suggested by the value of membrane potential.
The earlier proposal [K16] was that cell membrane can be in near vacuum extremal configuration in which classical Z 0 field contributes to the membrane potential and gives a large
contribution for ions. The problematic aspect of the model was the necessity to assume
Weinberg angle in this phase to have much smaller value than usually. Furthermore, for
proton the Z 0 contribution is negligible in good approximation so that this model does not
explain the high value of the metabolic energy currency.
4. The simplest model the communications to magnetic body rely on Josephson radiation whose
fundamental frequency fJ is at resonance identical with the cyclotron frequency fc (M B) at
particular part of the flux tube of the magnetic body: (fc (M B) = fJ . fc (M B) corresponds
to EEG frequency in the case of brain and biophotons are produced from dark EEG photons
as ordinary photons in phase transition reducing hef f = n × h to h.
In the modified model the sum fc + fJ,n (fJ,n = EJ /n × h) of hef f -independent cyclotron
frequency and Josephson frequency proportional to 1/hef f equals to cyclotron frequency
fc (M B) at “personal” magnetic body varying slowly along the flux tube: fc +fJ,n = fc (M B).
If also the variation of fJ assignable to the action potential is included, the total variation
of membrane potential gives rise to a frequency band with width roughly
2fJ,n
2fJ,1
∆f
'
=
.
f
fc + fJ,n
nfc + fJ,1
If dark photons correspond to biophotons the energy is of cyclotron photon is in visible and
UV range one has nfc = Ebio and
2ZeV
∆f
'
.
f
Ebio + ZeV
The prediction is scale invariant and same for all ions and also electron unless Ebio depends
on ion. For eV = .05 eV, Z = 1, and Ebio = 2 eV (f ' 5 × 1014 Hz) one has ∆f /f ∼ .1
giving 10 per cent width for EEG bands assumed in the simpler model.
If this vision is on the correct track, the fundamental description of osmosis would be in terms
of a phase transition to the fourth phase of water involving generation of dark matter transferred
to the magnetic flux tubes. For instance, the swelling of cell by an in-flow of water in presence of
higher concentration inside cell could be interpreted as a phase transition extending exclusion zone
as a process accompanied by a phase transition increasing the value of hef f so that the lengths
of the flux tube portions inside the cell increase and the size of the exclusion zone increases. In
general case the phase transitions changing hef f and Bend by power of two factor are possible.
This description should bring magnetic body as part of bio-chemistry and allow understanding of
both equilibriumion distributions, generation of nerve pulse, and basic metabolic processes leading
to the generation of ATP.
Why would charge separation generate large hef f ?
The basic question is whether and how the separation of electron and proton charges generates
large hef f ? A possible mechanism emerged from a model [K101] explaining anomalously large
gravimagnetic effect claimed by Tajmar et al [E22, E37] to explain the well-established anomaly
related to the mass of Cooper pairs in rotating super-conduction. The mass is too large by fraction
of order 10−4 and the proposal is that gravimagnetism changes slightly the effective Thomson
magnetic field associated with the rotating super-conductor leading to wrong value of Cooper
pairs mass when only ordinary Thomson field is assumed to be present. The needed gravimagnetic
field is however gigantic: 28 orders larger than that predicted by GRT. Gravimagnetic field is
proportional h2ef f in TGD and if one uses hgr for electron-Earth system one obtains correct order
of magnitude.
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Nottale’s finding that planetary orbits seem to correspond to Bohr orbits in gravitational
potential with gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant is the basic input leading to the
model of gravimagnetic anomaly.
1. By Equivalence Principle hgr has the general form hgr = GM m/v0 , where M and m are the
interacting masses and v0 is a parameter with dimensions of velocity. For 4 inner planets one
has v0 /c ' 2−11 .
2. The notion of hgr generalizes to that for other interactions. For instance, in electromagnetic
case the formation of strong em fields implying charge separation leads to systems in which
hem = Z1 Z2 e2 /v0 is large. Pollack’s exclusion zone and its complement define this kind of
systems and is identified as prebiotic life form.
3. Since the natural expansion parameter of perturbative expansion is the g 2 /4π~, one can say
that transition to dark matter phase make the situation perturbative. Mother Nature is
theoretician friendly.
hem might be large in the exclusion zones (EZ) appearing in the water bounded by gel and
their variants could play central role in living matter.
1. EZ carries very large negative charge with positive charge outside the exclusion zone.
2. TGD interpretation is in terms of H1.5 O phase of water formed when every 4: th proton is
transferred to magnetic body as dark particle with large value of hef f . The proposal is that
primitive life form is in question.
3. The pair formed by EZ and its complement could have large value of hef f = hem = Z 2 e2 /v0 .
4. The velocity parameter v0 should correspond to some natural rotation velocity. What comes
in mind is that complement refers to Earth and v0 is the rotation velocity at the surface of
Earth. The prediction for hef f would be of order hem /h = 4παZ 2 × .645 × 106 ' 5.9 × 104 Z 2 .
5. Cell membrane involves also large charge separation due to very strong electric field over the
cell membrane. Also now dark phases with large hem or hgr could be formed.
I have proposed that metabolic machinery generates large hef f phase somehow. hef f = hem
hypothesis allows to develop this hypothesis in more detail.
1. I have speculated earlier [K22] that the rotating shaft of a molecular motor associated with
ATP synthase plays a key role in generating dark matter phase. What comes in mind is that
charge separation takes place associating exclusion zone with the shaft and the rotational
velocity v0 of the shaft appears in the formula for hem . Of course, some numerical constant not
far from unity could be present. The electric field over the mitochondrial membrane generates
charge separation. One can imagine several identifications for the product of charges. The
charge Z associated with the complement would be naturally associated with single dark flux
tube containing dark nucleon consisting of dark protons. For instance, the charge associated
with the exclusion zone could be the charge of the electronic Cooper pair giving hem =
2e × Z/v0 .
2. The value of v0 /c is expected to be of order 10−14 from the angular rotation rate of ADP
synthase about few hundred revolutions per second. The order of magnitude for hem could
be same as for hgr associated with Earth-particle system.
hef f (AT P synthase) = hgr (2e, Earth) would make possible reconnection of electromagnetic
flux tubes with gravimagnetic flux tubes [K40].
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Is time reversal involved with Pollack effect?
EZs have the very strange property that the impurities are spontaneously removed from them.
This seems to be in conflict with the second law of thermodynamics according to which both
temperature and concentration gradients should tend to disappear. Could one understand this as
being due to a reversal of the arrow of time?
Indeed, TGD inspired theory of consciousness relying on zero energy ontology (ZEO) predicts
the possibility of time reversed selves [L36]. When conscious entity - self - dies, it reincarnates as
a self with opposite arrow of geometric time.
1. In ZEO zero energy states replace ordinary quantum states assigned with time=constant
snapshots of time evolution in space-time. Zero energy states are pairs of ordinary quantum
states at opposite light-like boundaries of causal diamond (CD) identifiable as counterparts
of initial and finals states of a physical event. Conservation quantum numbers translates
to a mathematical statement that the quantum numbers associated with the members of
pairs are opposite. One can also say that zero energy state is analogous to a deterministic
computer program or a behavioral mode. The act of free will replaces this program/behavior
with a new one so that one avoids the paradox between the non-determinism of free will and
determinism of physics.
2. Causal diamond (CD) defines the embedding space correlate of self. One can assign to
the opposite light-like boundaries the attributes active and passive. During the sequence
of analogs of “small” state function reductions analogous to weak quantum measurements
(resembling classical measurements) the passive boundary remains unaffected as also the
members of state pairs defining zero energy states associated with it. Active boundary
recedes farther away from the passive boundary and the members of state pairs at it change.
The size of CD thus increases and gives rise flow of geometric time as an increase of the
temporal distance between the tips of CD.
3. Eventually the first state function reduction to the opposite boundary of CD must occur,
and active and passive boundary change their roles. Self dies and re-incarnates as a self with
opposite arrow of geometric time: the formerly passive boundary of CD becomes now active
and moves in opposite time direction reduction by reduction. In the next re-incarnation self
continues almost from the moment of geometric time at which it died. It might be that we
die repeatedly without noticing it at all!
4. The many-sheeted space-time approximated with slightly curved regions of Minkowski space
would certainly tend to mask the time reversals in given length scale. In elementary particle
length scales the state function reductions would indeed change the arrow of time but this
would occur so often that there would be no arrow of time in statistical sense: one would
speak of microscopic reversibility. In time scales considerably longer than those of human
consciousness the observed arrow of time would correspond to that associated with selves
with very large CDs and with lifetime much longer than ours. The change of the arrow of
time could be detectable in time scales relevant to living matter and human consciousness
and just these scales are the scales where the anomalies occur!
Could the ghostly space-time regions - time reversed selves - have some physical signatures
making possible to prove their existence empirically?
1. Second law would still hold true but in opposite direction of geometric time for the spacetime sheets with non-standard arrow of time. The effects implied by second law would be
present as their reversals. The observer with standard direction of geometric time would
see temperature and density gradients to develop spontaneously. Also parameters describing
dissipation rates such as Ohmic resistance and viscosity could have in some situations negative
values.
This indeed seems to take place in living matter. For instance, the building bricks of molecules
spontaneously arrange to molecules: DNA replication, transcription and translation of RNA
to proteins are basic examples about this. The development of concentration gradients is
also clear in the strange ability of EZs to get rid of impurities. Also the charge separation
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creating EZs could be seen as disappearence of charged separatio in reversed direction of
time. Healing of living organism could be a basic example of the process in which the arrow
of time changes temporarily at some level of hierarchy of space-time sheets.
2. The generation of temperature gradients would be a clear signature for the reversal of the
arrow of time. Water is the basic stuff of life, and the thermodynamics of water involves
numerous anomalies summarized at Martin Chaplin’s homepage “Water structure and science” (see http://tinyurl.com/ye77f7d). TGD based explanation could be naturally in
terms of dark variants of protons at magnetic flux tubes and possible change of the arrow of
geometric time.
3. There is a lot of anecdotal evidence for the effects challenging our beliefs about standard
arrow of time. A spontaneous generation of temperature differences is basic example. There
is a nice popular document about this boundary region of science by Phie Ambo (see http:
//tinyurl.com/yaog8h39), which even skeptic might enjoy as art experience.
It was a great surprise for me that one of the key personalities in the document is Holger B
Nielsen, one of the pioneers of string models. I have had the honor to have intense discussions
with him in past: he is one of the very few colleagues who has shown keen interest on the
basic ideas of TGD. The document discusses strange phenomena associated with the physics
of water possibly having interpretation in terms of time reversal and formation of EZs. From
the document one also learns that in Denmark physics professionals are beginning to take
these anomalies seriously.
Unfortunately, the people who claim having discovered this kind of effects - often not science
professionals - are labelled as crackpots. The laws of science also tell what we are allowed to
observe (and think), at least if we want to be called scientists!
4. The ghost stories might also reflect something real - this real need of course not be ghost but
something deep about consciousness. Could it be that it is sometimes possible to consciously
experience the presence of a space-time region - self - with an opposite arrow of geometric
time? Ghost stories typically involve a claim about the reduction of temperature of environment in presence of ghost: could this be something real and a signature for the reversal
of time at some level of dark matter hierarchy affecting also dark matter? As a matter of
fact, in TGD Universe our conscious experience could involve routinely sub-selves (mental
images) with non-standard arrow of time [L36]: motor actions could be identified as sensory
mental images with opposite arrow of time.
Which came first: metabolism or cell membrane?
One of the basic questions of biology is whether metabolism preceded basic biopolymers or vice
versa. RNA world scenario assumes that RNA and perhaps also genetic code was first.
1. The above view suggests that both approaches are correct to some degree in TGD Universe. Both metabolism and genetic code realized in terms of dark proton sequences would
have emerged simultaneously and bio-chemistry self-organized around them. Dark proton
sequences defining analogs of amino-acid sequences could have defined analogs of protein
catalysts and played a key role in the evolution of the metabolic pathways from the primitive
pathways involving only the phase transition between ordinary water and fourth phase of
water.
2. There is very interesting article (see http://tinyurl.com/ycdhd4fd) [I11] reporting that
complex metabolic pathways are generated spontaneously in laboratory environments mimicking hot thermal vents. Glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathway were detected. The
proposal is that these pathways are catalyzed by metals rather than protein catalysts.
3. In standard biology these findings would mean that these metabolic pathways emerged before
basic biopolymers and that genetic code is not needed to code for the metabolic pathways
during this period. In TGD framework dark genetic code [K19, L3] would be there, and
could code for the dark pathways. Dark proton strings in one-one correspondence with the
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amino-acid sequences could be responsible for catalysts appearing in the pathways. Only
later these catalysts would have transformed to their chemical counterparts and might be
accompanied by their dark templates. One cannot even exclude the possibility that the
chemical realization of the DNA-amino-acid correspondence involves its dark analog in an
essential manner.

4.8.3

A Model For Brown’s Gas

The simplest TGD inspired model for the Brown’s gas combines three phase transitions taking place
for the space-time sheet at which particle has suffered topological condensation. The first is the
increase of Planck constant by factor 2n and second its reverse (electric expansion and implosion).
The third phase transition is reduction of Planck constant combined with a compensating increase
of the p-adic length scale so (liberation of ZPKE or its magnetic analog) as usable energy.
Both expansion and implosion happen. Expansion could correspond to hef f increasing phase
transition for water or some protons of water giving rise to strings made of dark protons in TGD
inspired model of dark matter. Implosion could correspond to the inverse of this phase transition.
These transitions would preserve ZPKE or its analog. The liberation of ZPKE or its analog could
take place in a phase transition reducing hef f = 2k h back to h but increasing the p-adic scale for
the space-time sheet by factor 2k/2 (in excellent approximation) so that the size of the space-time
sheet would not be affected but vacuum energy would be reduced.
Three possible models for liberation of metabolic energy
One can imagine three different models for the liberation of metabolic energy.
1. The simplest TGD based model is as a phase transition increasing the value of p-adic prime
p assignable to the space-time sheet at which particle is topologically condensed:
(a) Particle drops to a larger space-time sheet with larger p-adic prime p1 with p1 /p ' 2k .
The problem is that different particles need not drop simultaneously so that coherent
liberation of energy is difficult to achieve.
(b) The space-time sheet itself suffers a phase transition increasing its p-adic length scale.
The energies are scaled down by factor 2−k and the difference is liberated as usable
energy. Coherent liberation of energy is achieved automatically. If the particle insider
the space-time sheet is free in good approximation a model as particle in box applies
and if the expansion of the space-time sheet takes place adiabatically the quantum
numbers characterizing the state of the
As
P particle do not change in the transition.
√
a consequence, the energy E{ni } = k i n2i ~2 /2mL2p is reduced as Lp ∝ p increases
to Lp1 , where p1 /p ' 2k holds true. The difference of vacuum energies is liberated as
usable energy in coherent manner: this is of special significance in living systems.
2. The space-time sheet could also carry magnetic energy and particles are expected to be in
cyclotron states and perhaps form a cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate. In this case the
phase transition reduces the value of B but preservers the magnetic flux so that B → B/2k ,
p1 /p ' 2k , takes place. This scales down the energies of cyclotron states by the same scaling
factor 2−k as in the case of free particle. The liberated energy is in good approximation just
the cyclotron energy for large enough values of k. Coherence is achieved automatically.
3. The earlier model for the liberation of cyclotron energy was based on the assumption that the
value of B is not changed but that the value of magnetic quantum number n changed. If n is
reduced one achieves liberation of energy. Coherence of the transition might produce problems now. Both models can explain the observations of Blackman and others concerning the
effects of ELF radiation on vertebrate brain since the spectrum of photons energies inducing
effects correspond to cyclotron energies for the latter option and in excellent approximation
to it for the previous model. The mechanism is however quite different.
This phase transition for the larger space-time sheet can take place in two steps.
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1. First a phase transition increasing hef f of the background space-time sheet by n = 2k
occurs. This leaves ZPKE invariant but scales up the size of the space-time sheet by 2k/2 .
The interpretation would be as “electric expansion” of Brown’s gas. No energy transfer takes
place since both kinetic and magnetic energies are invariant under the scaling of ~. Note
however than in the original situation the magnetic field can be very strong so that zooming
up from microscopic scales can happen.
2. After this a phase transition reducing Planck constant back to h but increasing p-adic length
scale by 2k occurs. The size scale of the background space-time sheet is not affected but
the zero point kinetic energy is reduced by factor 2−k and liberated as usable energy. This
phase transition would take place for the dark component of Brown’s gas in the melting of
the metal and other similar phenomena. Also the liberation of metabolic energy in living
matter could correspond to this phase transition.
This model for electric expansion, implosion, and energy liberation assumes nothing about
the particles involved since dark particle means ordinary particle topologically condensed on dark
space-time sheet and having wave function de-localized in the n-sheeted structure. For instance,
water can be dark in this sense. One could indeed consider the possibility that the vapour phase
3
or protons and elecidentified as charged water cluster is just water containing positive ions H+
trons and that phase transition to large ~ phase expands the space-time sheet at which water is
topologically condensed at evaporates the water. Ordinary liquid to gas transition could proceed in
the same manner and involve liberation of ZPKE at the second step of the process. In the general
case the binding energy involved with the formation of the denser phase could compensate for the
energy gain in the increase of the p-adic prime so that the melting would require energy feed.
Model for the building bricks of plasmoids
I have already earlier discussed a model for dark proton sequences as primitive life forms. The
observation discussed by Moray B. King inspired a more detailed formulation of the model of
plasmoids identified as primitive life forms in TGD framework.
1. The key observation was that the model for dark nuclei [L3, K19], in particular dark proton,
predicts counterparts of DNA, RNA, tRNA, and amino-acids and also vertebrate genetic code
follows naturally. This together with nuclear string model led to the vision that life appears
already at the level of dark variants of nuclei. The observed anomalous H1.5 O stoichiometry
of water in atto-second scale supports the view that dark protons appear in ordinary water.
2. This model was first introduced to explain water memory and homeopathy. The basic idea
was that the process creating homeopathic remedy induces the analog of molecular evolution for the dark proton sequences, which in turn provide representations for the molecules
appearing in environment. These representations would be fundamental also for the functioning of immune system of living matter. The dark life could provide R&D laboratory for
living matter allowing to test say various gene candidates and transcribe them to ordinary
biological DNAs if they are successful in the virtual model world. Evolution would not be
random but directed just as evolution of technologies.
3. The latest step in the process [K79] was the proposal that cell membranes involve dark proton
sequences providing a representation of dark DNA and connected by magnetic flux tubes to
the units of DNA in genome. These two DNA representations would be identical. Quite
generally, dark and ordinary biomolecules might be connected by magnetic flux tubes.
This picture does not yet provide model for the metabolism of the building bricks of plasmoids. Something very much analogous to the splitting of sugars to carbon di-oxide and water
is however expected. Since carbon is not present now, this leaves only the option that the linear
dark structures are nothing but exotic form of water for which the proton of one hydrogen atom
of each water molecule is dark. These dark protons would combine by strong interactions to a
nuclear string and O-H groups would be attached to them. The cyclic analog of DNA, RNA,
or amino-acid realizing genetic code would be the outcome. The stoichiometry H1.5 O observed
in atto-second time scale would be achieved in average sense if the portions of exotic and dark
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water are same. The prediction is that dark water is heavier than ordinary water: the molecular
weight would correspond to average length of the dark water cycle. This is consistent with the
observations about Brown’s gas.
Plasmoid should also possess a magnetic body. This requires a currents rotating along the
cyclic structures. The obvious identification of the current is as dark supra currents assignable
to dark protons so that the building bricks of plasmoid would be analogous to super-conducting
rings.
Model for the metabolism of plasmoids
The proposed dark analogs of basic biomolecules would be created through the analog of photosynthesis involving the splitting of water to H + OH followed by H → Hdark and by recombination
to a sequence of dark water molecules. The process would be analogous to translation of mRNA
to amino-acids and could proceed by an analogous mechanism. The process would be spontaneous
since the energy of cyclotron states would not change in h → hef f = 2k × h.
Metabolic energy would be liberated in the decay of the exotic water back to water with
hef f = h and p-adic prime scaled by about 2k . This process is completely analogous to the
splitting of various linear biomolecules in metabolism in order to obtain metabolic energy. This
process would explain the ability of cool Brown’s gas to melt metal for instance. When fossil fuels
are used, the outcome is carbon di-oxide and water. Now only water is obtained so that this form
of free energy might not contribute to the warming of environment.
The process differs from ZPE in that it does not provide any endless source of energy. Since
water is in practice an unlimited natural resource, this shold not be a problem. A closed cycle at
the level of visible matter is obtained only if the reverse phase transition transforming the water
with hef f = h and p-adic prime p1 ' 2k/2 p to that with hef f = 2k × h and p-adic prime p takes
place spontaneously.
The irradiation with carrier frequency fh and modulation frequency fl such that one has
fl /fh = 2k is one possibility which I have proposed. Dark solar radiation at magnetic flux tubes
with magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss (guess from the experiments of Blackman [J13] ; also many
other values can be considered) could provide automatically the needed pulsed radiation inducing
the phase transition. The most optimistic option is that this transition occurs even in the case of
closed system in which water circulates.
Before attempting to identify reasonable candidates for fl and fh it is useful to consider
estimates for hef f /h = 2k . Note that this assumption might be too strong: the vision about
evolution as emergence of number theoretical complexity suggests that so called Fermat integers defining polygons, which are constructible using ruler and compass, define favored values
of hef f /h = n [K88]. These integers are expressible as products of different Fermat primes
k
Fn = 22 + 1 and power of 2. The known Fermat primes correspond to k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and
are 3, 5, 17, 257, 65537. Only the two lowest ones√differ significantly
from
√
√ power of two.This raises
the question whether also the scale hierarchies 3L(k), 5L(k), and 15L(k) are important besides p-adic length scale hierarchy L(k) √
= 2k/2 R√
CP2 . They could be associated with the algebraic
extensions of p-adic numbers involving 3 and 5.
1. The condition that cold nuclear fusion is possible via the TGD based mechanism requires
dark variant of weak interactions corresponds to scaled up p-adic length scale of order atomic
size. The condition that weak bosons are effectively massless in atomic length scale gives
one estimate for hef f /h. The condition that weak scale characterized by M89 is increased to
that characterized by M127 gives hef f /h = 248 ' 2.8 × 1014 .
2. Second estimate for hef f /h follows from the condition that cyclotron energy for given charged
particle is of the order of metabolic energy quantum. For proton Bend = .2 Gauss gives
fc = 300 Hz. The energy is about.5 eV for hef f /h = 1.37 × 1014 rather near to hef f /h = 247
which is by a factor of 1/2 smaller than the previous estimate. It is however clear that the
estimates are internally consistent: skeptic would see this as a pure accident and some-one
taking anthropic principle seriously as an outcome of evolution in very general sense. Note
that for electron the metabolic energy quantum would be about 938 eV suggesting that keV
energy scale assignable to the dark weak interactions has its own metabolic energy quantum.
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For ion of mass number A and ionization z the value producing the same value of metabolic
quantum is A/z × 1.37 × 1014 . An alternative assumption is a hierarchy of metabolic quanta
coming as z/A multiples of the fundamental metabolic energy quantum for a fixed value of
hef f /h. The condition that the metabolic energy quantum is above thermal energy of photon
at physiological temperature for which peak wavelength for blackbody radiation corresponds
to energy of .13 eV. This gives A/z ≤ .5/.13 = 3.84. The estimate is too stringent since
Ca++ with A/z = 20 should allow metabolic energy quantum above the thermal energy.
This suggests that hef f /h characterizes given ion and that its multiples coming as power of
two are allowed.
3. For hef f /h = n = 2kdark withkdark ∈ {47, 48} dark electron would have p-adic length scale
L(k), k = 127 + ddark ∈ {174, 175}. This corresponds to a Compton length lc ∈ {28, 40} µm.
That this corresponds to the size scale of cell gives additional support for the vision. Note also
that for electron the size scale of CD identified as secondary p-adic time scale associated with
M127 = 2127 − 1 corresponds to.1 seconds, which defines a fundamental biorhythm. Proton
Compton length would be scaled to the range [15, 21] nm (10 nm defines the thickness of the
cell membrane) and light current quarks with energy of 5-20 MeV to the size scale of cell
nucleus.
A reasonable guess is that the candidates for fh and fl should satisfy the condition fh /fl =
2k , k = 47 or k = 48. fh can be deduced from the estimate for hef f .
1. Schumann frequency 7.8 Hz is the first candidate for the modulating frequency. This would
give UV frequency fh ' 1.1 × 1015 Hz corresponding to energy of 9.7 eV for k = 47, which
corresponds to the energy scale for covalent bonds. The energy scale of hydrogen atom is
13.6 eV.
2. For the cyclotron frequency of DNA (which depends only weakly on the length of the DNA
sequence due to the constant charge density per unit length) of about 1 Hz (the frequency of
heart beat) one would obtain fh = 1.4 × 1014 Hz for k = 47, which corresponds to energy of
1.4 √
eV and√is just below
√ the visible range starting around 1.65 eV. The scaling of this energy
by 3/2, 5/4, and 15/4 By multiplying the For k = 48 the energy would be to 3.3 eV,
which is quite near to the UV end 3.36 eV of visible portion of spectrum. Again one can ask
whether just accidents are in question.
Allowing the generalization of the p-adic length scale hypothesis
obtainsp
7 photon
p one p
p energies
p
√
√
in the visible range corresponding to the scalings of 1.4 eV by [ 3/2, 5/4, 5/2, , 15/4, 3, 2, 15/8, 5]
giving E/eV = [1.71, 1.57, 2.21, 1.91, 2.42, 2.71, 2.80, 3.13]. Note that 2 eV corresponds to red
light and metabolic energy quantum of.50 eV to k = 51. An interesting question is whether
these special frequencies relate to the peak wave lengths for color vision.
A macroscopic variant of photosynthesis using the possibly existing dark photons at the
flux tubes of Bend = .2 Gauss [J13] can be imagined. The flux tubes of Bend could correspond to
those of BE with nominal value.5 Gauss if a weakening of the field value takes place inside living
matter. Note that in case of hef f /h ∼ 1014 this field value would correspond to about 1010 Tesla
for the ordinary value of ~ (a field strengths assignable to supernovas!) and assignable to electron
Compton scale.
The sequences of these two phase transitions involved with dark metabolism would be very
much analogous to..-ATP-ADP-ATP-... “Karma’s cycle”. There is also a strong analogy with
breathing and even sleep-wake-up cycle and longer bio-rhythms. p-Adic fractality forces to ask
whether all these rhythms involve the same dark metabolic cycle but in different scales. Increase
of hef f indeed corresponds to an increase of “IQ” in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and its
reduction to its lowering. This could quite concretely correspond the experience of becoming tired.
There is also a close analogy with the state function reduction sequence in ZEO. State function
reductions occur alternatively at the opposite boundaries of causal diamond (CD) of given scale
and I have proposed an interpretation in terms of generalized sleep-awake cycles.
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About Implications Of The New View About What Happens In
Water Splitting

The standard goal in the attempts to demonstrate free energy concept is to produce over unity
effect: this applies also to water splitting. If Brown’s gas is analogous to a fuel carrying energy,
successful water splitting must burn Brown’s gas. Rather literally, the child is thrown out with
the bath water. If the TGD based interpretation is correct, the storage of Brown’s gas would the
correct thing to do. One should also convincingly demonstrate that Brown’s gas indeed contains
something else than water vapour and hydrogen, and according to Moray B. King this kind of
demonstrations have been carried out.
There is an objection against the interpretation of Brown’s gas as fuel. The storage of energy
requires energy liberation mechanisms. One can imagine several solutions.
1. The observations about H1.5 O stoichiometry in electron scattering and neutron diffraction
indicate that the exotic water-polymers containg one dark proton per water molecule are
present in water normally and their life-time is of order atto-second. If the value of hef f for
these water polymers increases in water splitting, the lifetime of water-polymer is expected
to grow. Indeed, the simplest expectation is that the lifetime is proportional to hef f . This
would mean that the polymers and therefore the fuel can become stable even in human time
scales. For hef f ' 1015 h suggested by cold fusion and observations of Blackman about the
effects of ELF radiation on vertebrate brain, the lifetime would be around millisecond, which
happens to define fundamental biorhythm (kHz synchrony in brain).
2. The polymers are created in water electrolysis and energy is therefore needed. The process
would be analogous to what happens in the storage of metabolic energy to biopolymers
involving also splitting of water (photosynthesis is the simplest example). Cold fusion, which
involves also electrolysis, is one natural canddiate for the process liberating the energy.
3. Another posssible energy source are the magnetic bodies of plasmoids identified in TGD
framework as candidates for primitive life forms. Plasmoids have been reported to be an
outcome of the water splitting and correspond to charged water clusters. Plasmoids are
typically modelled as tori and the structure of dipole magnetic field is essentially that of
torus so that a connection with the notion of magnetic body emerges. Magnetic body of the
system serves as a natural fuel tank in TGD inspired energy technology allowing the energy
to flow to the system from larger magnetic bodies. The energy itself could originate from
Sun - either as photons or as charged particles transforming to dark phase with large Planck
constant at the magnetic bodies. There would be a strong analogy with photosynthesis.

4.8.5

Lightings And Life

One expects that the phase transition h → hef f takes place as plasma phase is generated. Also the
formation of plasma clusters could correspond to this of phase transitions. Ball lightnings could
be seen as plasmoids for which this phase transition occurs continually as they move in air.
Lightning itself could be seen as a plasmoid travelling downwards as a di-electric breakdown
near the outer surface of plasmoid, where the electric field is above the critical value for di-electric
breakdown. In di-electric breakdown dark phase of matter would be generated and transform
to ordinary phase with scaled up p-adic length scale so that ZPKE would be liberated and the
plasmoid would preserve its high temperature. The plasmoid would propagate along path with
average length of L = 45 m after which it would become unstable against decay producing one
or more baby plasmoids. The branching tree represents a sequence or generations of plasmoids
replicating in the node of this tree.
This picture conforms with the proposal that life involves in an essential manner dark matter
realised as large hef f phases. The phase transition reducing hef f back to h and increasing p-adic
prime would provide metabolic energy for primordial life forms. Solar radiation should induce the
reduction of the p-adic prime p characterizing the resulting space-time sheet to its normal value.
If the transition liberating ZPKE occurs routinely in living matter as basic step of metabolism,
also the reverse phase transition must take place. The simplest possibility is that solar radiation
with preferred frequency induces the transition increasing n = 2k back to its original value and
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reducing the p-adic prime by factor 2−k . The ADP→ AT P process could involve this process.
Therefore the fundamental role of the metabolic energy feed would be to bring back the system
back to the large ~ state with smaller value of p so that its size is not changed.

4.8.6

Could Electrolysis Alone Produce Energy?

The obvious question is whether this process can be used to produce energy continually by recycling
the water. This is possible if water can be returned to its original state without feeding energy. This
is not the case. The point is that the scaling up of the size of the p-adic space-time sheet carrying
water clusters must be undone and this requires compression and therefore energy. Believers in
ZPE would suggest that the return to the original state takes place spontaneously by extraction
of vacuum energy. One can however imagine an open system in which the water that comes in is
not circulated and takes the role of fuel.
The formation nuclei formed in cold fusion has been reported in electrolysis and one can
also imagine the possibility that the formation of dark phase of matter makes possible cold fusion.
The proposed phase transition alone does not provide any obvious mechanism of cold fusion. One
however expects more general phase transitions to dark matter be present already in water.
1. For instance, the phase transition increasing the value of hef f for the electroweak field body
of nucleus could increase the weak length scale fro 10−17 meters to about atomic length scale
and below this scale weak bosons would be effectively massless and weak interactions would
become strong. This together with nuclear string model inspires a possible model for how
cold fusion could proceed [L3].
2. An alternative option is based on the formation dark protons with Compton length or order
atomic length scale. In [L3] a more detailed quark level mechanism for how this could allow
to overcome Coulomb wall in H-D cold fusion is considered. The idea is simple: increase of
Planck constant zooms the space-time sheets of proton and quarks to atomic size so that the
target deuteron finds itself in the interior of dark proton or one of quarks. Also anomalous
selection rules explaining the absence of high energy neutrons and gamma rays are considered.

4.8.7

Comment About Hydrinos

Randell Mills [D20] has claimed on basis of published experimental findings that hydrogen atom
allows what he calls hydrino states. For these states the principal quantum number n characterizing
the energy of the state completely is replaced with its inverse n → 1/n. This implies that the
binding energy spectrum E ∝ 1/n2 is reverted to E ∝ n2 . A more general hypothesis is that
scaling En ∝ 1/n2 → m2 /n2 takes place. The most probable reason for not taking the claim
seriously is that neither Schrödinger equation or Dirac equation allows this kind of states.
Could non-standard value of Planck constant explain the claim of Mills?
1. The naı̈ve approach would just replaced h with hef f = mh in the formula for the binding
energies. The proportionality 1 ∝ 1/h2 would imply the reduction of the binding energies
by factor 1/m2 rather than its increase by factor m2 . This naı̈ve modification of the basic
formulas is however not consistent with the fact that the formula for the binding energy is
non-perturbative as the fact that binding energy becomes infinite at the limit h → 0. One
must modify Schrödinger equation itself rather than only the quantum numbers appearing
in it.
2. I have considered the possibility that the introduction of large Planck constant hef f = mh
corresponds to 1/m-fractionization for quantum numbers and that anyons for which this
fractionization takes place could be understood in TGD framework. One could start from
fractionization for the angular momentum and the radial “momentum” n. Replacing n by
n/m one indeed obtains formula En → m2 En more general than but consistent with that of
Mills. One might hope that a modification of Schrödinger equation gives this result at least
approximately.
3. One can indeed consider a modification of the Laguerre equation for the radial part of the
electron’s wave function in hydrogen atom with quantum Laguerre (q-Laguerre) equation.
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This is well-motivated if hef f = mh corresponds to 1/m-fractionization for quantum numbers
and this is one of the basic ideas related to the interpretation of hef f hierarchy. I have
studied q-Laguerre numerically for years ago [K54](see http://tinyurl.com/ydag2o5h).
The formula of Mills can be produced approximately fr m > 2 but nor for m = 2. Hence the
scaling of the ground state binding energy by 4 cannot be understood unless one assumes
that it is produced from n = 2 state for m = 4.
The connection with hierarchy of Planck constants and fractionization of quantum numbers
is far from being well understood so that q-Laguerre equation could be also seen as an independent
hypothesis. q-Laguerre equation is application of quantum group concept closely related to von
Neuman algebras known as hyper-finite factors of type II1 (HFFs) providing alternative mathematical framework for quantum theory. In TGD framework [K112] these algebras relate naturally
to the notion of finite measurement resolution. The question is whether there really is a connection
between finite measurement resolution realized in terms quantum group concept and inclusions of
HFFs and hierarchy of Planck constants.
At the level of numbers the correspondence would mean that quantum group characterized
by quantum phase q = exp(i2π/n), n = 3, 4, 5, ... corresponds to hef f = nh and to a discretization
of angle variables so that only the phases q k = exp(i2πk/n) appear in the phase resolution used
(in purely p-adic context only the phases make sense, not angles). Note that n = 2 is not in the
series of the allowed quantum phases: therefore it is not surprising that m = 2 is problematic in
q-Laquerre equation.
A strong objection against this proposal is that all previous arguments suggest rather large
values of hef f /h: now the values would be rather small. My personal guess is that the electrolysis
effects found by Mills can be explained by the general model already discussed without hydrino
hypothesis.

4.8.8

Does Dark Biology Represent Pre- Or Post-Biotic Evolution?

The discovery of dark proton realization of genetic codons [L3, K19] was an accident and I am still
puzzled about whether the vertebrate genetic code can really emerge from dark nuclear physics
or is it only a curiousity or self deception. The first interpretation for the dark code is as a code
associated with prebiotic evolution [K89]. This is suggested by the enormous simplicity for the
analogs of counterparts of linear biomolecules, and the fact that the utilization of metabolic energy
means that these “molecules” decay to ordinary water. In this view life would have migrated
from dark space-time sheets to visible space-time sheets. This higher level life would be gradually
migrating to lower levels in the hierarchy and taking visible matter to its control and that biological
evolution represents a step in this process.
There are however some objections against this view. The dark code corresponds to vertebrate code, which can be seen as an outcome of along genetic evolution. There are also other
codes, which are less perfect (thes are discussed in [K83] representing a number theoretic approach
to genetic code). For instance, the meaning of the codeword is context dependent for some codons
and Peter Gariaev has proposed that this context dependence is a more general phenomenon. One
would expect that prebiotic code is much simpler than genetic code and I have considered a model
for how genetic code might have emerged from more primitive codes with 4 and 16 code words as
a “product code” [K83, K89].
These objections inspire the question whether life could migrate from lower to higher scales.
The dark genetic code would in this framework correspond to the emergence of a new level in
evolution - perhaps identifiable as cultural evolution. This would explain why dark variant of the
genetic code corresponds to vertebrate code. One could also solve Fermi paradox [K57] due to
the fact that no signs of intelligent life have been observed in cosmos and probabilistic estimate
suggests that cosmos is full of life. The answer could be very simple: in some stage the civilization
transforms to dark matter invisible to us! The civilizations are there but living on magnetic flux
quanta and probably communicate with us telepathically. The higher evolutionary level would
also conform with the fact that the spatial and temporal scales of consciousness are much longer
than for the consciousness assignable to visible manner. This could allow also to understand also
the mystery of crop circles. To my opinion many of them are genuine, and the interpretation as
some kind of cognitive representations analogous to those realized in brain is highly suggestive.
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Certainly these representations would represent mental images of conscious entities, which are at
higher evolutionary level than us [K12, K13].
Many great leaps in evolution have occurred via crisis periods involving extinction. Could
it be that gradual transition to dark matter based life could be begin as a response to the recent
crises of human kind? The gradual transition of life to the dark matter level would indeed solve
the energy problem by coupling us to the energy sources assignable to the dark matter hierarchy
at various magnetic bodies. It would also solve the problem caused by the climate warming if it
is indeed is due to the liberation of CO2 as fossil fuels are used. The dark matter “molecules” as
analogs of biomolecules and hydrocarbons would produce only water when used.
What has been bothering me somewhat are the messianic elements of free energy movement:
something totally new is believed to be emerging even at the level of consciousness and ethics and
moral rules. Skeptic scientist finds it difficult to accept the idea that new form of energy could
have so wide implications: the fundamental problems of the society relate to ethics and moral. On
the other hand, if one interprets free energy phenomena as manifestations of post-biotic life forms
realizing genetic code at the level of dark matter, it becomes possible to defend the messianic view
about free energy. The transition to dark matter dominated world would mean also leap in the
level of consciousness.
The belief in ZEP has also some features that worry me. I believe that there is some great
intuition behind this view but to me its realisation in terms of ZEP is wrong thing to do: the
existing mathematical physics simply fails to provide the needed language and concepts. My own
proposal is zero energy ontology (ZEO) in which physical states are replaced with physical events
and continual re-creation becomes possible without giving up the symmetries and laws of physics.
I find it also alarming that some advocates of free energy also have a hostile attitude towards
science. This is easy to understand as a reaction to the arrogant attitude of the academic world
towards free energy and actually all visions challenging the basic dogmas of the standard science.
Christianity emerged as the Roman Empire collapsed and something similar seems to happening
now: at this time free energy movement might take the role of Christianity. It would be a pity if
also now blind beliefs would replace rational thinking for almost two millenia.

4.9

The “impossible” EM drive

NASA’s impossible EM drive has appeared in Facebook again and again (see http://tinyurl.
com/hq7vd3a as an example), and I finally lost my patience and decided to learn what it is involved.
The Wikipedia article (see http://tinyurl.com/zkwoehe) describes the EM drive and gives a lot
of references. The original skepticism by mainstream is probably changing to a real curiosity after
several replications.

4.9.1

Basic facts about EM drive

First some raw data from the Wikipedia article.
1. According to Wikipedia article, Roger Shawyer, who is behind the concept of EM drive, has
claimed that the prototype produces a total thrust about .02 Newtons using the power by
850 W magnetron. To get some perspective note that in order to move 1 kg weight with the
velocity of 1 m/s in the gravitational field g= 10 m/s2 , a power of 10 W is required so that
the construction might be scalable. The device could operate only few dozen seconds after
the magnetron failed due to overheating. Therefore the hypes abut travels to Moon within
few hours should be taken cautiously!
2. There would be no fuel in the conventional sense of the word. Basic conservation laws
of momentum and energy however require that if system gains momentum there must be
another system gaining opposite momentum. For ordinary rocket this would be exhaust
fuel. No exhaust has been observed and this is thought to make the drive “impossible”. For
instance, NASA researchers talk about “quantum vacuum virtual plasma” as the system with
which the momentum would be exchanged. Also energy is needed. The magnetron would
provide this energy.
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The theory of Shawyer for EM drive can be found at http://tinyurl.com/zkwoehe. The
basic idea is very simple.
1. Consider first an ordinary rocket. The fuel explodes and liberates chemical energy and part
of exhaust products are allowed to leave the rocket, which experiences the reaction force and
gains momentum. One can also modify this rocket a little bit. This is not practical but
serves a noble pedagogical purpose. Allow the fuel leak out in opposite directions but in such
a manner that the leakage is smaller in the second direction. Rocket accelerates also now
since the two forces due to the leakage do not cancel each other.
2. Next do some abstraction. What matters are conservation laws are energy and momentum,
not the medium which carries them. Replace fuel with microwaves in a microwave cavity
reflecting forth and back and having energy but no net momentum. Replace the fuel tank
by magnetron producing the radiation.
Arrange the situation so that the leakage of momentum is realized as radiation pressure,
which is different at the ends of cavity. For the ordinary fuel this is not a problem and it is
difficult to see why it should be so for em fuel. This em fuel would be produced by magnetron
in cyclotron transitions with cyclotron transition frequencies equal to resonance frequencies
of the microwave cavity. This requres tuning of of the strengths of magnetic field and length
of cavity. System would be critical in this sense.
3. The asymmetry between ends realized somehow would create a net force on the system as
difference of the forces at the ends of the cavity. One could interpret this also by saying that
the reaction force forces the system to move. The needed momentum exchange would be
between radiation field and rocket. Microwave energy and also a net momentum leaves the
system just like momentum carrying fuel from ordinary rocket. The dimensionless Q value
characterized the flow of energy out of the system. Also the flow of momentum at the ends
of the cavity would be proportional to Q.
4. The claim of Shawyer (see http://tinyurl.com/zkwoehe) indeed is that the net forces
(pressure times area) at the two ends are different. This would be due to the different group
velocities assignable to classical em field at the two ends of the cavity and also due to different
area. The argument is that at the smaller end (disk) the group velocity of wave is lower due
to the fact that the reflections from the walls of the cavity occur more often so that paths
of photons become more zigzagged and the net propagation for energy becomes slower. This
argument makes sense to me. Of course, to really understand whether this is the case, would
require a detailed modelling of the situation.

4.9.2

The problem and its solution in TGD Universe

What is then the problem?
1. It is argued that the construction breaks momentum conservation. If microwave photons leak
out they should heat the cavity and the energy and momentum would leak out as thermal
radiation. Is it that this radiation is not observed or is the heating theoretically so small
that it cannot be observed? There is however the heating of magnetron, which forces to
stop the experiment. As if the energy and momentum would go to the magnetron! Could
this microwave energy be enough to achieve the heating of magnetron? Microwaves are
indeed used for heating and they might be able to do this. But how the leaking energy and
momentum could end up back to the magnetron?
2. Recall that in the experiments of Russian physicists in which magnetic motor was claimed
to start spontaneously acccelerate in in its rotational motion similar breakdown was the
problem [K3]. Similar breakdown plagues also Yildiz motor [K3]. I have proposed for both
systems a TGD based model involving the magnetic body (MB) of the motor and dark
photons and particles. What could cause this breakdown? Could it be that energy and
momentum that should have left the system is actually feeded to the magnetron via its MB
consisting of flux tubes serving as channels?
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Magnetron
To understand what might be involved consider what magnetron is (see http://tinyurl.com/
cmlg9gf).
1. Magnetron produces the microwave radiation and serves obviously as the energy producer.
The operation principle of magnetron is as follows. One has two electrodes - the negatively
charged catode and the positively charged anode - at the opposite ends of a cavity (not the
microwave cavity) with some length L. Constant electric field is generated between elecrodes.
Electrons flow from catode to anode in this electric field. One adds a magnetic field orthogonal
to the plane of the motion for electrons. This fields forces electrons orbits to curve in the
plane orthogonal to the magnetic field.
2. There is a critical value of magnetic field for which electrons just reach the anode. For
stronger magnetic field they turn backwards before reaching the anode. Magnetron operates
using this critical field. Note that resonance condition defines second criticality condition.
Cyclotron photons created in magnetron have frequency, which corresponds to a resonance
frequency f = nc/L (c = 1 in the sequel) of the cavity and standard quantum theory tells
that their energy is given by E = hf . This is very small energy and it is not at all clear
whether photons with this energy can cause heating of the magnetron.
Notions of dark matter and magnetic body
Next the TGD view about dark matter is needed [K88, K84, K98, K94].
1. Dark matter, also dark photons, has non-standard value of Planck constant hef f = n × h
is generated in TGD Universe in quantum critical systems, which can appear in all scales.
The process can be regarded as a quantum phase transition. One experimental motivation
for the hierarchy of Planck constants were the strange quantal looking effects radiation in
EEG range (ELF) on vertebrate brain. The eplanation was in terms of dark hef f = n × h
cyclotron photons. Dark cyclotron photons have energies and therefore also momenta much
larger than they should have by E = h × f →= n × h × f .
2. These dark photons can transform to ordinary photons and vice versa but do not appear in
the same interaction vertices with particles with different value of hef f - hence darkness for
practical purposes. Biophotons would be example of ordinary photons produced from dark
photons in this phase transition like process.
3. The associated notion is magnetic body (MB) consisting of flux tubes and flux sheets and
carrying these dark protons. MB can be identified as intentional agent in biosystems and
receives sensory input from biological body as dark photon signals and controls it by dark
photon signals.
Is magnetron a quantum critical system generating dark cyclotron photons?
Could it be that magnetron is quantum critical system and generates dark cyclotron photons with
large value of Planck constant?
1. Could the criticality of magnetron imply that part of the cyclotron photons created by the
magnetron are actually dark and have much larger energies and momenta than ordinary
photons. Could the MB of magnetron be in contact with the second microwave cavity and
could the dark cyclotron photons leaking from the ends of the cavity end up to MB and from
MB back to magnetron and heat it?
2. The system is claimed to not produce any visible exhaust products - that is ordinary microwave photons. Could the leaking exhaust product be dark microwave photons and thus
not visible and having very large energies? Could the dark photon exhaust products end up
to the magnetron by the above mechanism. Here they would partially transform to ordinary
high energy photons and heat the cyclotron inducing the failure of its operation.
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3. Magnetron produces high energy dark photons, maybe with energies in visible range if the
model for biosystems is taken as starting point. One can argue that the description in terms
of classical fields gives a realistic estimate for the total power irrespective of the value of
hef f . Thus the net power would not matter. Microwaves have extremely tiny energies (for 1
meter wavelength a fraction about 10−6 about the energy 1 eV photon, which is just below
the visible range). The dark photons transformed to say ordinary high energy photons with
energy of visible photons would interact with the condensed matter by inducing molecular
transitions and the heating effect could be much more effective than for ordinary microwave
photons. Thus one would have the primary heating of magnetron plus the heating caused by
the dark photons from the microwave cavity.
4. Any owner of microwave oven can however argue that microwaves are very efficient heaters.
Why dark photons would be needed? Now I cannot silence the heretic inside me. Do we really
know what is happening inside our own microwave ovens? Could also this microwave heating
involve dark photons with energies, which correspond to molecular transition energies? Could
this be the reason for the unreasonable effectiveness of microwave ovens? Microwave ovens
involve also another strange phenomenon - small but visible ball lightnings [K68]. Could
the visible and UV photons resulting from dark microwave photons heat the air to form
a plasma producing the visible radiation? Microwave radiation can also induce “burning”
of water involving flame of visible light [K61]. I have proposed explanations of also these
phenomena in terms of dark photons transforming to the analogs of bio-photons with energies
in the range of molecular transition energies.
If the microwave energy and also momentum returns back to magnetron as dark microwave
photons, the magnetron would receive - not only part of the energy - and also part of the momentum
opposite to that obtained by the system minus magnetron. If all momentum returns to magnetron,
the recoil momentum would not actually leave the system: space-flight might not succeed!

4.9.3

TGD view about the standing waves in wave guide

It has been proposed that the paired photons with sum of electromagnetic fields equal to zero
in microwave guide should make possible the leakage of the radiation (see http://tinyurl.com/
z5quluy. I find it difficult to make sense of this argument. This article however inspired to look
the situation using TGD based view about em fields.
In photon picture photons would be reflected from the ends of the cavity and also from
the side walls if the cavity is a cone cut from its ends. In reflection energy is conserved by a
momentum which is twice the projection of momentum in orthogonal direction is lost. If the net
losses occurring at opposite ends are different, thrust results, even if Q value is vanishing. Only
in special case the wave vectors are quantized the net momentum current at the ends of cavity
vanishes (discrete translational symmetry). These situations correspond classically standing waves.
In Maxwellian theory em fields should correspond to standing waves with opposite wave
vectors. Standing waves in TGD framework are not possible at single space-time sheet. Maxwellian
linear superposition fails. The basic solutions are “massless extremals” describing propagation of
arbitrary pulses in single direction, left or right, with maximal signal velocity preserving pulse
shape [K77, K74]. Linear superposition for the pulses travelling in the same direction makes sense.
This represents precisely targeted communication.
How to obtain something analogous to standing waves in TGD?
1. One can have two parallel space-time sheets in which the propagations occur in opposite
directions. Tests particle (small 3-surface) touching both sheets experiences the sum of
forces created by the classical fields, and this corresponds to that created by a standing
wave. More generally, one can have set theoretic unions of MEs and these effective represent
linear superposition of waves (actually only of their effects). This is the manner how manysheeted space-time give rise to the space-time of standard model and GRT.
2. Suppose the cross section fo wave guide is constant. If only standing waves, that is pairs of
MEs carrying momentum of same magnitude, are present, they can disappear from the wave
guide only in pairs. The net value of lost momentum vanishes for each lost ME pair and it
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would seem that one cannot have asymmetry in the case of a wave guide with a constant
cross section.
3. If the members of ME pairs have different wave vector components along wave guide the loss
of ME pair means a net momentum loss. Could the reflections of MEs at the ends and walls
be such that the magnitude of the momentum component in the normal direction not only
changes sign but is also reduced so that also energy of photon is reduced. This could be the
counterpart for the non-vanishing Q-value.
The first ME would correspond so a sum of pulse, 2 times reflected reflected pulse, 4 times
reflected pulse, etc... The second ME would correspond to sum of 2n + 1 reflected pulses and
loss of ME pair would mean a net loss of momentum but it could go the walls of the cavity.
4. In cylindrical geometry the condition that one has standing waves implies k = n2π/L so
that the value of n would change in the reflection which would be like quantum transition.
The lost 4-momentum would be ∆p4 = (∆p, 2∆p) = (p, 2p),  < 1 and tachyonic. This
momentum could go to the wall of the microwave cavity as a whole. One can also imagine
that only part of momentum is lost in this manner and that the momentum splits to part
p1 = (p, p) leaking out as dark photon and p2 = (0, p) absorbed by the wall of cavity.
This contribution would correspond to radiation pressure. Also more general momentum
splittings are possible.
5. Could the lost photon with 4-momentum (k, k) go to a magnetic flux tube of magnetron as
dark photon? In the general case light-like momentum (k, k) should be parallel to the flux
tube and the rest of momentum difference ∆p4 would go to the wall of cavity. If flux tube of
the magnetic field of magnetron is parallel to the wall of the cavity, this is not possible. If
the flux tubes are parallel to the ends of the cavity, they should absorb the entire ∆p4 . This
suggests that flux tubes should be nearly orthogonal to either end of the wave guide.
Armed with this picture one can try to answer the question whether one obtain net acceleration lasting the desired time.
1. Whether one can obtain a net momentum transfer to the MB of the system, depends both the
shape of cavity and on the direction distribution of flux tubes and their density at surfaces
orthogonal to the average magnetic field. This density is proportional to the average magnetic
field. The magnetic field of magnetron is dipole field in the first approximation and the flux
tubes form closed loops.
A good position for the wave guide is such that magnetic field lines meet the second end
of the wave-guide nearly orthogonally. The magnetron could be from left or right from the
wave guide, maybe nearer to the end with larger area to maximize the number of flux tubes
meeting the end. One would obtain dark photons at the magnetic flux tubes leading to the
magnetron and - if not else - at least an explanation for why magnetron heats up so fast!
2. Is it really possible to obtain accelerated motion in long time scale? System plus its MB
does not accelerate unless MB is able to transfer its momentum somewhere, say to a larger
MB. This probably poses limits on the distance which the system can move since one naı̈vely
expects that system and its MB tend to move in opposite directions so that MB would stretch.
One expects, that MB can store only a limited amount of momentum to say Bose-Einstein
condensate of dark photons.
The momentum transfer (as dark photons) to a larger MB would require reconnections with
it. Reconnection is a standard mechanism in TGD based quantum biology [K61] relying
strongly on the dynamics (“motor actions”) of MB (braiding making possible topological
quantum computation, reconnection making possible dynamical flux tube networks, hef f
changing phase transitions changing the length and the thickness of flux tubes as scales
proportional to hef f , ..).
What criticisms and other variants of the general idea - exchange of momentum with MB one can consider?
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1. The model of authors proposes that the classical em waves/photons are reflected from the
walls of em-drives and in this process the longitudinal momentum is reduced in the direction
in which the cavity gets narrower. This is an attractive idea intuitively.
As the photon is reflected from the wall of the cavity it loses momentum and some energy. Modes are quantized by boundary conditions and the energy of mode decreases
slightly. Where does the lost energy go? Since the change of energy is small and change
of momentum large, the energy must go to energy of some massive particle with mass M :
∆E = (2kN )2 /2M = 2(kN /M )kN so that the fraction of energy lost is smaller than 2(k/M )
and very small. Lattice oscillations are a natural identification. The energy would be transformed to heat.
2. If part of the photons leak out at walls and ends of the cavity as dark photons the magnetic
flux tubes, a net force is generated. If the magnetic field of cyclotron is vertical it can be
parallel to em drive only in regions where the direction of flu tubes becomes horizontal. This
might be a real problem.
(a) Cavity could have its own dark magnetic body with dipole axis naturally parallel to the
cavity. Also the electrons in magnetron turning around could send part of cyclotron
photons as dark photons to the flux tubes of dark MB parallel to magnetron.
(b) Suppose that MB - whatever it is - carries dark matter. In TGD inspired quantum
biology MBs have the role of intentional agent and MB is able to self-organize in optimal
shape to control the biosystem. In particular, MB soaks up metabolic energy from
biological body. One can speak of symbiosis.
Could a primitive living system form also now in such a manner that the MB of magnetron organizes in such a manner that flux tubes become parallel to the cavity at its
ends? The metabolic energy could come from magnetron, which in turn could get its
energy from surrounding space by some technology (the point is that no fuel is needed).
In the model of rotating magnetic systems [L28] a self-organization of the flux tubes
of the magnetic field generated by the magnetic system to dark magnetic flux walls is
indeed assumed. The MB formed in this manner would soak up metabolic energy from
the em drive.
(c) Could the magnetic field BE = .5 Gauss of Earth or the endogenous dark magnetic
field Bend = 2BE /5 playing a key role in TGD inspired quantum model of biology be
involved [L19]? If the direction of Bend is that of BE , the functioning of em drive
depends on the orientation of the em drive unless the flux tubes of Bend self-organize
so that they are parallel to the cavity symmetry axis.
(d) Also the flux tubes of the magnetic field - call in Bgal having strength of order 1 nT assigned to the intergalactic magnetic field are proposed to be fundamental for living matter: the corresponding cyclotron frequencies for ions would correspond to biorhythms
longer than those of EEG up to circadian rhythm [L19]. Could the flux tubes of Bgal
self-organize themselves parallel to the cavity?

4.10

Hydrinos again

I have a habit of returning to TGD explanation of various anomalies to see whether progress in
TGD could allow new insights. At this time the question about whether hydrinos might be real,
served as an inspiration. This led a to consider a possible connection with cold fusion and a new
TGD inspired model for hydrinos. I have discussed this topic earlier at [K54, K86].
Randell Mills as written a book and numerous articles about hydrino concept and many of
them are published in respected journals [D20]. The company of Mills has a homepage containing
besides commercial side also list of the abstracts with links to the corresponding articles related
to the experimental aspects of the hydrino concept giving a brief summary about what is known
about hydrinos (see http://tinyurl.com/hajyqo6).
The proposal is that hydrogen atoms allows besides the states labelled by integer n also
states labelled by inverse integer 1/n. Ordinary states would have size proportional to n2 and
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binding energy proportional to 1/n2 . Hydrino would have sizes proportional to 1/n2 and binding
energies proportional to n2 . There would be strange duality between binding energy and size of
the orbit and it is difficult to imagine a modification of hydrogen atom making this possible. Not
surprisingly, mainstream physicists do not accept the notion since it challenges the existing atomic
model.
The most straightforward proof of the concept would be observation of a radiation emitted as
ordinary hydrogen atom goes from ground state to hydrino state and emits radiation with energy
En ' n2 E1 , where E1 is the ground state energy E1 ' 13.6 eV. The natural limit for binding
energies corresponds to n = 137: in this case binding energy becomes larger than electron mass.
Also more general transitions 1/n1 → 1/n2 are predicted. (see for the table of transition energies
http://tinyurl.com/zmfma79).
These transitions are not however observed. The explanation is that they are non-radiative
transitions occurring as the catalyst molecule having energy level with same energy absorbs the
emitted UV photon. The proposal is that the energy from the transition 1/n → 1/(n + 1) and
given by (2n + 1)E1 goes to a many-particle state formed by n hydrogen atoms and is eventually
liberated as a continuum EUV radiation (see http://tinyurl.com/glf975u).
Skeptic can argue that if these transitions are possible, they should occur even spontaneously,
and that if catalyst is indeed necessary there must be some good explanation for why this is the
case. Hence the experimental support for the hypothesis is indirect and one can consider also
alternative explanations.
In any case, the articles are published in refereed journals such as European Physics Journal
and the claim is that energy is produced and the technology is claimed to already exist. The energy
production is explained in terms of hydrino atom.
The article Mechanism of Soft X-ray Continuum Radiation from Low-Energy Pinch Discharges of Hydrogen and Ultra-low Field Ignition of Solid Fuels (see http://tinyurl.com/hdzu9np)
gives an idea about the experimental side.
The article reports EUV radiation in the wavelength range 10-20 nm (62 eV-124 eV) assigned
with the transition 1/n = 1/3 → 1/4 of hydrino atom for which the energy of the emitted quantum
would be 94.2 eV. Emission in this wavelength range was observed for electrodes containing metal
oxides favorable to undergo reduction to HOH (water) catalysts so that HOH catalyst would play
a significant role. A low voltage high current was passed through a solid fuel comprising a source
of H and HOH catalyst to produce explosive plasma and similar EUV radiation was detected. This
kind EUV radiation cannot be explained in terms of any chemical reaction.

4.10.1

Is there a connection with TGD based model for cold fusion?

The experiment brings in mind the experiments of the group led by Prof. Holmlid (see the popular
article at http://tinyurl.com/nbephxb) and the slides of the talk by Sweinn Olaffsson at http:
//tinyurl.com/j3csy53) related to cold fusion (or low energy nuclear reactions (LENR). This
work is taken rather seriously by the community and the status of cold fusion has changed. Also
in this case one considers electrolyte and water is in key role. Also Coulomb explosion producing
plasma is involved and claimed to produce what is interpreted asa very dense phase of condensed
matter consisting of string like structure with distance between hydrogen atoms given essentially
by the Compton wavelength of electron.
1. In TGD framework the atomic strings of Holmlid are replaced by nuclear strings [L12] and
interpreted as dark nuclei with large value of hef f meaning that the Compton length of
proton is scaled up to that of electron by a factor about hef f /h = 211 .
Could the findings of Mills et al relate to the same phenomenon as the findings of Holmlid?
The effective radius of the dark nucleus is 2.4 × 10−12 meters. The radius of n = 4 hydrino
would be 3.3 × 10−12 m so that the two phenomena might have common origin.
2. Dark nuclear binding energy is liberated as dark photons as dark protons fuse to a dark
nuclear string. The naı̈ve scaling of the nuclear binding energy per nucleon would mean that
it is proportional to the Compton length of nucleus and thus to h/hef f = 2−11 . If nuclear
binding energy is taken to be of order 1 MeV one has binding energy scale 500 eV, which is
about 5-10 times higher than the energies in the energy range of EUV radiation. This would
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suggests that hydrino does not reduce to same physical effect as cold fusion. One must be
however cautious and ready to challenge both the idea about low energy nuclear reactions
and about hydrino atom as such.
3. One could however consider also other values of hef f /h. Assume that they come as powers
of 2. If one has h/hef f = 2−14 the Compton length is 2.84 × 10−11 m to be compared with
Bohr radius 5.3 × 10−11 m. For h/hef f = 2−13 the binding energy would be about 63 eV
which corresponds to the lower boundary of the energy interval. In this case the size of dark
nucleus would be 4 times longer than electron Compton length. Could the phase transition
take in two steps or could one have quantum criticality in TGD sense meaning that phases
with several values of hef f are present? Or could the experiments of Mills and Holmlid differ
in that Mills detects hef f /h = 213 case and Holmlid hef f /h = 211 case.
4. The formation of dark proton string would give rise to emission of dark photons with nucleon
binding energies of the nuclear string and its excited states formed in this manner. These
dark photons are observed only if they transform to ordinary photons in the measurement
volume. Their wavelength would be anomalously long - by a factor of order 213 longer than
the wavelength of ordinary EUV photon in wavelength range 10-20 nm and therefore in the
length scale range 80 - 160 µm assignable to living cells. The transformation to ordinary
photons could be by the transition hef f /h → 1 and absorbtion by a complex of n hydrogen
atoms transforming it to continuum radiation.
5. The dark nuclei would decay eventually to ordinary nuclei and liberate ordinary nuclear
binding energy. There is experimental evidence for the occurrence of this process. It is
however quite possible that most of the dark nuclei leak out of the system and that the
energy could be liberated in metal targets.
This if of course only a one possible model for the effect observed by Mills and TGD allows
to consider also a model of hydrino based on the TGD based view about dark matter.

4.10.2

Hydrino as dark atom?

I have considered several models for hydrino in TGD context. One of them corresponds to a
quantum group analog of Laguerre equation giving fractional spectrum for the principal quantum
number n [K54, K86]. The spectrum would be more general than that proposed by Mills since one
would have n → n/m rather than n → 1/n.
The following considerations are inspired by the heretic proposal that hydrogen atom might
not actually correspond to the smallest possible value of hef f /h = n. This idea has popped into
my mind repeatedly but I have dismissed it since I have felt that hef f /h = n hypothesis is already
enough to irritate colleagues beyond the border. The phase transition n → n1 < n scales up the
binding energy spectrum by factor n/n1 and is the simplest proposal found hitherto.
The model should explain why hydrino states are generated spontaneously but require the
presence of catalyst and why the photons associated to the hydrino transitions are not detected
directly but only as a continuum radiation.
1. The first guess would be that hydrino corresponds to hydrogen atom with non-standard value
of Planck constant hef f /h = nh . The problem is that the formal substitution h → hef f =
nh × h in hydrogen atom scales down the energies by En → En /n2h so that they decrease
instead of increasing.
One can however make a heretic question. Does ordinary hydrogen atom really correspond to
the smallest possible value of hef f /h = nef f with nef f = 1 and thus of αef f = e2 /4π~ef f ?
Should one take this as a purely experimental question and remember also that in perturbative approach Planck constant does not appear in the scattering rates except in loop
corrections. Therefore in the lowest order the value of hef f could vary. In TGD loop corrections vanish by quantum criticality and coupling constant evolution is discretized and it
could be difficult to detect the variation of hef f .
2. Could the ordinary hydrogen atom actually correspond to hef f /h = nH > 1 and therefore
to αef f = αR /nH = e2R /4π~nH (”R” for“real”) so that one would have αR = nH α? The
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convergence of the perturbation theory would dictate the value of nH and in only special
situations smaller values of nH would be possible. This would explain why hydrogen atom
does not make a spontaneous transition to the hydrino state.
The maximal value of nH would be nH,max = 137 (the binding energy becomes larger than
the electron mass) implying αR ' 1 for hef f,R = h/137. For hydrino atom made possible
by the presence of catalyst, the value of hef f would be reduced so that the energy would be
scaled up by a factor x2 : x = hef f,H /hef f,h = nH /nh : here ”h” is for “hydrino”. The energy
spectrum would transform as En /E1 → (nH /nh )×(En /E1 ) rather than En /E1 = 1/n2 → n2
as in the model of Mills. The scaling would be fractional.
3. Could this model explain why the transition to hydrino state is non-radiative? Dark photon
with hef f /h = nh < nH it would have shorter wave length by factor 1/nh in the range
λ/nH , λ ∈ [10, 20] nm and would be observed only when transformed to ordinary photon.
If the photon emitted in the transition is dark it could leak out of the system, or could be
absorbed by the catalyst if the catalyst has also dark hydrogen atoms with the same value
of hef f /h = nh . The catalyst would serve as a seed of nH → nh phase transitions.
4. How to understand the observed spectrum in the EUV range [10,20] nm? The transition
energies for the transitions from the ground state of hydrogen atom to hydrino state would
be of form
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For the transitions between hydrino states with principal quantum numbers n1 and n2 one
would have
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If one allows fractional values nH /nh , it is rather easy to explain the effective continuum
spectrum. One can also consider the option that the transitions are such that nh is a divisor
of nH and more generally nh2 divides nh1 in the transitions of hydrinos. If only the range of
EUV energies spanning one octave is assumed, additional conditions follow.
Here one must notice that single photon transition between ground states n = 1 with different
values of hef f is not possible without spin flip for electron so that the minimum change of n
for ground state transitions without spin flip is n = 1 → 2. Spin flip allows also transitions
n = 1 → 1. The photon emitted in nH → nh transition would define the EUV analog of
hydrogen 21 cm line.
The simplest option corresponds to nH = 6.
(a) This option satisfies also the natural constraint that Bohr radius for nh = 2 hydrino is
larger than electron Compton length. There are also more complex options to consider
(such as nH = 12 and nH = 24 = 16) but this option seems rather unique.
(b) Spin-non-flip transition n = 1 → 2 has the energy ∆E/E1 = 5E1 /4 with ∆E/eV =
17.0. Primary spin-flip transitions n = 1 → 1 have energies ∆E/E1 ∈ [8, 3] with
E/eV ∈ [108.8, 40.8]. Secondary spin-flip transition has energy ∆E/E1 = 5 giving
∆E/eV = 60.0. Only 17 eV transition is outside the EUV energy range considered by
Mills.
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(c) This would however force to modify the conjecture that the imaginary parts for the
zeros of Riemann Zeta correspond to the values of 1/αK assigned with electroweak U(1)
hypercharge at p-adic length scales correspond to p-adic primes near prime powers of
two [K87]. The prediction for αR would be 1/αR = 22.8. The minimal critical values
of 1/αK would become 6-ples of the imaginary parts. Hydrino would correspond to
a phase with an anomalously large value of 1/αK with the existence of perturbation
theory possible only in special situations.
The model suggests a universal catalyst action. Among other things catalyst action requires
that the reacting molecule gets energy to overcome the potential barrier making reaction
very slow. If an atom - say (dark) hydrogen - in catalyst suffers a phase transition to hydrino
(hydrogen with smaller value of hef f /h), it liberates binding energy, and if one of the reactant
molecules receives it it can overcome the barrier. After the reaction the energy can be sent
back and catalyst hydrino returns to the ordinary hydrogen state. The condition that the
dark binding energy is above the thermal energy gives a condition on the value of hef f /h = n
as n ≤ 32. The size scale of the dark largest allowed dark atom would be about 100 nm, 10
times the thickness of the cell membrane.
The notion of high energy phosphate bond is somewhat mysterious concept and manifests as
the ability provide energy in ATP to ADP transition. There are claims that there is no such
bond. I have spent considerable amount of time to ponder this problem. Could phosphate
contain (dark) hydrogen atom able to go to the hydrino state (state with smaller value of
hef f /h) and liberate the binding energy? Could the decay ATP to ADP produce the original
possibly dark hydrogen? Metabolic energy would be needed to kick it back to ordinary bond
in ATP.
One could turn the situation upside down and ask whether the cold fusion effects could
correspond to the formation of hydrino atoms in the proposed sense.
(a) hef f would be reduced rather than increase in the presence of a catalyst inducing a phase
transition reducing hef f,H . In particular, could the formation of string of dark nuclei
with size of electron be replaced with the formation of strings of dark hydrinos with
the same size but with smaller Planck constant as for ordinary hydrogen atom? This
picture would be more in spirit with that proposed by Holmlid but forces to challenge
the hypothesis that cold fusion followed by the decay of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei
is responsible for the anomalous energy production.
(b) Holmlid however reports evidence for superconductivity. The reduction of the value of
Planck constant and thus of Compton scale of electron does not support superconductivity.
(c) Of course, both phenomena could be involved. Hydrogen with nH = 6 and hydrinos
with hef f /h = nh ∈ {2, 3]} for electrons would have dark nuclei with hef f /h = 211 .
The scaled down Bohr radius for nh = 2 would be 5.9 × 10−12 m and dark proton size
would be electron Compton length 2.4 × 10−12 m. For other options the Bohr radius
could be smaller than the size of dark proton so that nH = 6 option would be unique.

Chapter 5

Cold Fusion Again
5.1

Introduction

Despite the fact that NASA is funding cold fusion research, cold fusion research is still
regarded as almost criminal activity amongst people enjoying monthly salary as research
professionals. The impossibility to communicate with so called respected scientists implies
that cold fusion researchers do not receive healthy criticism. It is only human that cold fusion
researchers tend to act reactively in this kind of situation. Defensive and reactive attitudes
also imply that the research standards cannot be as high as they could be.
Cold fusion research is often carried out by companies with the goal of developing a commercial product. Funding is essential for achieving this and the reports about achievements
tend to look like commercials. For an outsider it is very difficult to get information about
what has been really achieved.
A serious problem is that a real theory of cold fusion is lacking and the standards of the
theorizing carried out by experimenters are not too high. Fashionable pseudo-scientific notions like zero point energy (ZPE) having no mathematical justification and lacking real
explanatory power plague the theorizing.
Before joining to the crowd labelling cold fusion researchers bad boys of science, one should
realize that the battle for getting funding is merciless. Hot fusion research is an instutionalized
branch of science but has failed to achieve its goal and there are a lot of researchers who
want their funding to continue and fight desperately to prevent outsiders from entering their
territory. The last 30 years of superstring hegemony is an excellent example of the same
phenomenon.
Why I am writing about cold fusion? If I were standard career builder, I would of course
dismiss the cold fusion research altogether since anything positive that I say about this kind
of topics can be used against me. The new physics implied by TGD could however make
possible phenomena explaining cold fusion and my research ethics does not allow me to make
the standard choice concerning my attitudes to cold fusion. I have already earlier discussed
cold fusion [K100, L3, K86, K85, L14].
This particular work was inspired by a comment to my blog article (see http://tinyurl.
com/zvqfqkt) providing very interesting links to cold fusion related work that I was not
aware of (thanks to Axil!). Reading this material led to much more precise formulation of
one of the models for cold fusion that I had proposed in [L14] with inspiration coming from
the model of fourth phase of water discovered by Pollack’s. I also became finally convinced
that cold fusion is real science.
The basic idea of TGD based model is that cold fusion occurs in two steps. First dark nuclei
(large hef f = n × h) with much lower binding energy than ordinary nuclei are formed at
magnetic flux tubes possibly carrying monopole flux. These nuclei can leak out the system
along magnetic flux tubes. Under some circumstances these dark nuclei can transform to
ordinary nuclei and give rise to detectable fusion products. An essential additional condition
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is that the dark protons can decay to neutrons rapidly enough by exchanges of dark weak
bosons effectively massless below atomic length scale. Also beta decays in which dark W
boson decays to dark electron and neutrino can be considered. This allows to overcome the
Coulomb wall and explains why final state nuclei are stable and the decay to ordinary nuclei
does not yield only protons. Thus it seems that this model combined with the TGD variant
of Widom-Larsen model [K86] could explain nicely the existing data.
Before continuing it is good the sharpen the view about what the loose term cold fusion
means as a term (see http://coldfusionnow.org/what-is-cold-fusion/). According to
this reference:
Cold fusion describes a form of energy generated when hydrogen interacts with various metals like nickel and palladium. Cold fusion is a field of condensed matter nuclear science
CMNS, and is also called low-energy nuclear reactions LENR, lattice-assisted nuclear reactions LANR, low energy nanoscale reactions LENR, among others. Cold fusion is also
referred to as the Anomalous Heat Effect AHE, reflecting the fact that there is no definitive
theory of the elusive reaction.
Beloved child is said to have many names but the many names does not imply being beloved!
One can find an article about cold fusion in Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cold_fusion). Although cold fusion has become legitimate science and cold fusion researchers are no more treated as criminals, the hostile tone of the article has not changed.
The article even forgets to mention at all that NASA is one of the prestigious organizations
studying cold fusion. This tells about the ethical and intellectual standards of the academic
science nowadays.
Many non-standard mechanisms claimed to lead to nuclear fusion have been proposed and
not all of them can be regarded as cold fusion. In the following I will describe the steps leading to the TGD inspired model for cold fusion combining the earlier TGD variant [K86]
of Widom-Larsen model [C5] (http://newenergytimes.com/v2/sr/WL/WLTheory.shtml)
with the model [L14] inspired by the TGD inspired model of Pollack’s fourth phase of water [L9] using as input data findings from laser pulse induced cold fusion discovered by Leif
Holmlid and collaborators [C11] (see popular article http://tinyurl.com/nbephxb). I consider briefly also alternative options (models assuming surface plasma polariton and heavy
electron). After that I apply TGD inspired model in some cases (Pons-Fleischman effect,
bubble fusion, and LeClair effect (see https://nanospireinc.com/Fusion.html)).

5.2 TGD Inspired Proposal For The Mechanism Of Cold
Fusion
In TGD inspired model of cold fusion the basic new physics elements are following.
(a) p-Adic length scale hypothesis [K66, K27] allowing to consider the possibility that given
particle can exists in several phases with the p-adic prime p ' 2k and having mass
scale proportional to 2−k/2 . For instance, electron having usually k = 127 could exist
in phase k = 113 assignable to atomic nuclei or even k = 107 assignable to hadrons.
(b) Hierarchy of Planck constants hef f /h = n labelling the phase of dark matter with
magnetic flux tubes possibly carrying monopole fluxes identified as as carriers of dark
matter. Key idea is that dark protons and even dark deuteriums and even heavier nuclei
can form dark variants of nuclei with appropriately scaled down binding energy. This
step could be present also in the ordinary hot nuclear fusion.
The basic challenges of any model of cold fusion (LENR) are very demanding.
(a) One must understand how Coulomb wall can be overcome. If LENR is in question, it
seems that new physics is unavoidable.
(b) The isotope ratios and also the composition of nuclei should be near to those appearing
in natural environment.
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(c) In the original cold fusion experiments neither neutrons and gamma rays were detected
and there were also other deviations from standard nuclear physics. One should also
understand why the energy yield is so small and why the production rate of the nuclei
is so modest.
(d) There is evidence that only stable isotopes (at least stable with respect to weak decays)
are produced or at least detected.
There are three basic models, which could satisfying the constraints.
(a) Dark scaled up variants of weak bosons can make weak interactions as strong as em
interactions below atomic scale. The transformation of protons to neutrons by exchange
of dark weak boson or by dark weak decay allows to overcome Coulomb wall and explain
why only nuclei stable against beta decays are produced.
(b) p-Adically scaled up variant of electron considerably heavier than electron is possible and
leads to the analog of muon-catalyzed fusion. This could help to overcome Coulomb
wall but fails to explain how neutron containing nuclei could be obtained from dark
proton sequences and why the final state nuclei seem to be stable.
(c) Dark fusion could be the fundamental process and take place at magnetic flux tubes and
leads to dark nuclei, which under some circumstances can transform to ordinary nuclei
liberating nuclear binding energy. The leakage of the produced dark nuclei from system
along magnetic flux tubes explains why the production rates of nuclei and energy are so
modest and why gamma rays, neutrons and other nuclei are not detected. Also ordinary
hot nuclear fusion would rely on this mechanism and the high temperature in Sun would
be generated by the transformation to ordinary nuclei - perhaps in the collisions of dark
nucleus beams leaking out of the system along magnetic flux tubes with dense targets.
Universal abundances and isotope ratios are predicted. This model combined with the
generalization of Widom-Larsen model is strongly favored.
The combination of first and third mechanisms satisfies the basic conditions if also hot fusion
proceeds by this mechanism. Thus dark variants of nuclei and weak interactions would
become an essential part of nuclear physics.

5.2.1

TGD Variant Of Widom-Larsen Model

Widom and Larsen (for articles see the Widom Larsen LENR Theory Portal [C5] (see http://
tinyurl.com/boq2u2z) have proposed a theory of cold fusion (LENR) (see http://tinyurl.
com/y8ejwxom) [C3], which claims to predict correctly the various isotope ratios observed in
cold fusion and accompanying nuclear transmutations. The ability to predict correctly the
isotope ratios suggests that the model is on the right track. A further finding is that the
predicted isotope ratios correspond to those appearing in Nature which suggests that LENR
is perhaps more important than hot fusion in solar interior as far as nuclear abundances are
considered. TGD leads to the same proposal and Lithium anomaly could be understood as
one implication of LENR [L3]. The basic step of the reaction would rely on weak interactions:
the proton of hydrogen atom would transform to neutron by capturing the electron and
therefore would overcome the Coulomb barrier.
It is difficult to understand how this step could be fast enough and this is certainly the weak
point of Widom-Larsen model. The TGD inspired solution of the problem [K86] could be that
weak interactions are mediated by dark variants of weak bosons such that weak scale is scaled
up to L(k) by scaling with hef f /h. k = 137 would correspond to atomic length scale and
k = 127 to electron’s p-adic length scale. The latter option is suggested by the superdense
matter proposal of Holmlid. Weak bosons would behave like massless bosons below L(k).
This would make weak interactions as strong as electromagnetic interactions and the crucial
weak interaction step could proceed swiftly.The dark variant of weak interactions would apply
below L(k) and make weak gauge bosons effectively massless below L(k) characterizing the
flux tube (electronic p-adic length scale in the model considered). Only exchanges of W
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bosons and dark beta decays (if possible) make this happen fast: ordinary beta decays would
be as slow as in standard model since W bosons would be massive above L(k).
This makes possible the exchange of effectively massless dark W bosons between dark protons
at flux tube and dark nuclei at second flux tube. This exchange allows to get rid of Coulomb
wall by transforming proton to neutrons and the formation of dark nuclei can proceed. Exchange of dark W bosons also leads to a rapid decay of dark nuclei to nuclei stable with
respect to weak interactions: observed final state nuclei are indeed stable. Dark beta decay
makes possible simpler transformation to beta-stable dark nuclei.

5.2.2 Could TGD Allow Heavy Electron As Exotic State Of Electron?
There exists evidence that neutrino mass scale can vary. TGD explanation is that the p-adic
mass scale associated characterized by p ' 2k , can vary. There would be several values of k
and the value of k would depend on the environment of neutrino. resides.
This allows to play with the possibility large effective mass of electron used routinely in
condensed matter models in some situations corresponds to a real mass. The p-adic mass scale
L(k) ∝ 2k/2 assignable to Mersenne prime p = M127 = 2127 − 1 with k = 127 characterizing
electron would be reduced from that associated with k = 127 to some smaller value of
k. One possibility is the scale L(k = 113) associated the Gaussian Mersenne p = MG,113 =
(1 + i)113 − 1 characterizing the size scale of atomic nuclei. Second possibility is the Mersenne
prime 2107 − 1 characterizing nucleons so that electron mass is scaled up by 2(127−k)/2 .
For k = 127 → k = 107, mass (size) would be scaled up (down) by a factor 210 = 1024
(2−10 = 1/1024). For k = 127 → k = 113, mass (size) would be scaled up (down) by a factor
27 = 128 (2−7 = 1/128).
This option can be considered as a manner to overcome Coulomb wall but it does not explain
why only stable nuclei are produced in cold fusion.

5.2.3 Cold Fusion Of Dark Protons To Dark Nuclei At Dark Magnetic Flux Tubes Followed By Transformation To Ordinary Nuclei
The TGD inspired quantum model for living matter in terms of magnetic flux tubes (magnetic
bodies) carrying dark matter as large hef f phases leads to the model of dark cold fusion
suggesting in turn a model for cold fusion [L14].
(a) Pollack’s exclusion zones (EZs) [L9] are negatively charged regions of water giving rise
to what Pollack calls the fourth phase of water. In TGD inspired model [K39, K40,
K85] [L9] it is assumed that water molecules form inside EZs a phase with effective
stoichiometry H1.5 O with each hydrogen bonded pair of water molecules losing one
proton, which becomes dark proton at magnetic flux tube. The dark protons can form
string like objects at flux tubes identifiable as dark nuclei. The simplest assumption is
that the binding energy of dark nuclei scales as 1/hef f and would be much lower than
ordinary nuclear binding energy. In biological applications it has been assumed that
this energy is in the range of bio-photon energies covering visible and UV energies. The
distance between dark protons would be about 1 nm.
Dark nuclear binding energy would be liberated in the formation of dark nuclei and
the emitted dark photons with energy of order O-H bond energy about 5 eV would
kick protons from further water molecules. Dark cold fusion would proceed as a chain
reaction much like the ordinary fusion. This could happen also for dark variants of
deuterons since deuterons could be regarded as elementary particle like entities corresponding to p-adic prime k = 109 whereas protons would correspond to k = 107. Even
nuclei could appear as building bricks of nuclei made from nuclei. Mathematician would
unashamedly generalize this to a fractal hierarchy of nuclei formed from nuclei formed
from...
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(b) Could dark nuclei transform to ordinary ones? If they do so, large energies in the range
1-7 MeV per nucleon are liberated and the system ends up to a high temperature. This
could make possible ordinary nuclear fusion and I have proposed that biofusion - for
which evidence exists - is preceded by dark cold fusion [L14].
One can wonder whether also the ordinary fusion involves dark cold fusionas as the first
step. Or could all nuclei be produced via dark fusion of protons to light dark nuclei,
which in turn coud fuse to heavier dark nuclei followed by beta decays and whether the
distributions of elements are determined already at this level? High temperature could
be seen as a consequence of the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei rather
than a prerequisite of hot fusion. This would predict universal composition present also
in natural environment and suggested by the cold fusion experiments.
(c) The mechanism leading to cold fusion would be very general. Charge separation in
which protons are transformed to dark protons at magnetic flux tubes would be enough.
This could take be achieved by irradiation by visible or IR light as in Pollack’s experiments. Oscillating water bubble, cavitation, laser pulses inducing Coulomb explosion,
and strong electric fields used in electrolysis could induce charge separation and dark
fusion inducing ordinary fusion might take place in all these situations.
This kind of charge separation occurs also in rotating magnetic systems as was observed
already by Faraday and these systems indeed exhibit free energy anomalies not easy
to understand in standard physics. The space-energy generator of Tewari [H6] is an
example of this kind of system [L15] [K3]. The rotating F0 machine analogous to the
generator of electric power plant and transforming ADP to ATP in mitochondria might
use dark nuclear fusion as power source in some situations and could be behind the
reported biofusion. The transformation of large hef f /h ∼ 106 dark nuclei with size of
about 10 nm to ordinary nuclei could be of course quite too slow.

5.2.4 Fusion Induced By Coulomb Explosions As A Manner To Fix
The Details Of TGD Inspired Model
Leif Holmlid has introduced the notion of fusion induced by Coulomb explosion of ultradense
deuterium (see popular article http://tinyurl.com/nbephxb). The slides of the talk by
Sweinn Olaffsson (see http://tinyurl.com/j3csy53) give a more technical representation
about the subject. Also ultradense variant of hydrogen can be considered. The article
Laser-driven nuclear fusion D+D in ultra-dense deuterium: MeV particles formed without
ignition (see http://tinyurl.com/pm56kk3) gives a more detailed representation about the
idea [C11].
The abstract of article provides a summary of the idea.
The short D-D distance of 2.3 pm in the condensed material ultra-dense deuterium means that
it is possible that only a small disturbance is required to give D+D fusion. This disturbance
could be an intense laser pulse. The high excess kinetic energy of several hundred eV given to
the deuterons by laser induced Coulomb explosions in the material increases the probability
of spontaneous fusion without the need for a high plasma temperature. The temperature
calculated from the normal kinetic energy of the deuterons of 630 eV from the Coulomb
explosions is 7 MK, maybe a factor of 10 lower than required for ignition. We now report
on experiments where several types of high-energy particles from laser impact on ultra-dense
deuterium are detected by plastic scintillators. Fast particles with energy up to 2 MeV are
detected at a time-of-flight as short as 60 ns, while neutrons are detected at 50 ns time-offlight after passage through a steel plate. A strong signal peaking at 22.6 keV u1 is interpreted
as due to mainly T retarded by collisions with H atoms in the surrounding cloud of dense
atomic hydrogen.
What is important that fusion products assignable to Coulomb explosions have been indeed
observed. Also kaons, pion, muons, and their decay products have been detected. It is
amusing that Coulomb explosion could occur in the explosive reaction of alkali metals with
water familiar from school days (see http://tinyurl.com/ybxbfoo2).
One can of course challenge the notion of superdense hydrogen/deuterium.
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(a) The kinetic temperature assignable to the average kinetic energy of 630 eV of deuterium
atoms resulting in Coulomb explosion is about one order of magnitude lower than the
temperature T = 107 K ' 1 keV in the solar core and one can argue that ordinary
fusion is impossible. Even the solar fusion proceeds very slowly.
(b) Laser beam is assumed to generate ultradense deuterium with density which is about
million times higher than the density of normal deuterium phase. The distance between
deuterium atoms would be 2.3 pm and about 100 times shorter than than the distance
between ordinary deuterium atoms (which should be 2.3 Angstroms). Charge separation
occurs since the electric field of laser beam strips of electrons and the highly charged
superdense deuterium explodes and produces very energetic deuterium ions. The average energy is measured to be about 630 eV and equating this energy with the repulsing
Coulomb interaction energy of deuteron atoms one obtains the estimate for the distance
between deuteron atoms. The Coulombic energy generated by the compression should
come from the laser pulse.
TGD suggests a one-dimensional variant of this model in which the compression occurs only
in the direction of laser beam and generates a string of dark deuterium nuclei at magnetic flux
tube. Deuterium nuclei themselves would be unchanged: only their Compton lengths scale
up by hef f /h = 210 and they would form dark analogs of ordinary nuclear strings formed
from D-D units. Similar model applies to dark proton strings.
(a) The momentum given by the laser pulse to the nuclei forces compression in the normal
direction and for large enough compression a new phase consisting of dark nucleons at
magnetic flux tubes parallel to the laser beam is formed. For this phase large Coulomb
energy would be compensated by scaled up variant of nuclear binding energy if it behaves
like 1/hef f . The scaling of the p-adic length scale L(107) of nucleon to effective padic length scale L(127) is an attractive guess gives a scaling by factor 103 in normal
direction. Nuclear binding energy scale 1 MeV scales down to of 1 keV. By the effective
1-dimensionality density would increase by factor 103 rather than 106 as assumed by
Holmlid and collaborators [C11].
(b) What is remarkable that in Sun the nuclear fusion takes place at temperature of 1.5 keV
although the rate is extremely slow. This is thought to be made possible by tunnelling.
The notion of tunneling in potential is of course an effective description based on the use
of non-relativistic potential model treating nuclei as point-like objects. TGD suggests
that tunneling should be replaced by two steps. In the first a phase transition forming
dark nuclei with hef f /h = 210 and nuclear size L(k = 127) ' 2.5 pm rather near to
the claimed D-D distance 2.3 pm. At the second step a phase transition to ordinary
nucleons with standard value of hef f /h = 1 or to ordinary bound state of nucleons
would occur as the counterpart of tunnelling.
(c) Dark nuclear binding energy should not only compensate the dark Coulomb energy but
also liberate energy contributing to the kinetic energy of nuclei produced in Coulomb
explosion. Coulomb explosion involves both the decay to back ordinary nucleons and
nuclear strings representing heavier nuclei [L3]. This process would liberate energy of
order nuclear binding energy per nucleon: for nuclei heavier than D this is around 7
MeV. The energy gain would be much higher than in hot fusion.
(d) One can estimate the lower bound for the Coulomb interaction energy in the first approximation as sum of interaction energies with the nearest neighbors divided by two.
For flux dark proton strings along flux tube parallel to laser beam one would have
2 neighbours. This would give Ec > α~/r. Distance of L(137) = 1/1.28 Angstrom
corresponds to Coulomb energy Ec = α(~/r), giving Ec > 92 eV.
For k = 127 (electron’s p-adic length scale) instead of k = 137 Coulomb energy would
be by a factor 32 higher and the lower bound for Coulomb energy is about Ec = 3 keV
which happens to correspond to the temperature in solar core. Taking into account
the interactions with all neighbors along the nuclear flux tube gives coefficient x =
(1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + ...). There is some maximal value of deuterium nuclei for which the
Coulombic energy can be compensated by scaled up nuclear binding energy per nucleon.
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For dark alpha particle one has x = 1. The value of 6.3 keV of average kinetic energy is
higher than the estimate for Coulomb energy and suggests that liberated dark nuclear
binding energy contributes to the kinetic energy of deuteron atoms in the final state.
For Helium formed as D-D composite the average binding energy per nucleon is 7 MeV
scaling down to 7 keV. Hence the Coulomb energy is more than compensated by nuclear
binding energy for dark k = 127 D-D but for heavier nuclei nuclear binding energy wins
Coulombic interaction energy. In solar interior the temperature is about 1.5 keV and
the reactions so slow that hot fusion at these temperatures is not practical at Earth
(see http://tinyurl.com/ceu7yxn). The formation of dark nuclei could increase the
fusion rate since the reactants would spend a longer time near each other.
Coulomb potential transforms from infinite high potential to triangular potential in 1D case and nucleon size is of order of their mutual distance during this period. This
could favor the occurrence of reactions at quark level. In D-D dark cold fusion only
decomposable to ordinary deuteron nuclei and having Z=N are formed and beta decays
can lead to other nuclei. Since deuteron is stable, this could allow to understand why
neutrons are not observed in the experiments. A more convincing explanation is that
they are dark and leak out from the system along dark magnetic flux tubes.
The nuclei formed by fusing dark variants deuterium nuclei are very special and cold fusion
experiments suggests that all nuclei an be produced. Hence on must consider also the formation of dark nuclei for which the initial state consists of a sequence of dark protons: this
nuclear string can decay only to ordinary protons unless some protons can be transformed
to neutrons in fast enough manner. Ordinary weak interactions are too slow to allow this.
(a) For deuterium the average binding energy per nucleon is 1 MeV scaling down to 1 keV
assuming 1/hef f scaling so that the total binding energy is 2 keV. The estimate for
Coulomb energy is 3 keV and higher than the total binding energy of dark deuteron.
Therefore it seems that the basic step in dark fusion is impossible! For higher nuclei
however the binding energy wins unless the proton string is not too long (Coulomb energy depends non-linearly on the number of strings). Dark proton string would however
decay to protons rather than ordinary nuclei containing always neutrons. Same must
be true for dark nuclei.
The problem is that ordinary weak interactions are too slow to transform dark nuclei to
ordinary ones by beta decays or W exchanges with neutron containing nuclei possibly
at other strings consisting of nuclei or with neutron strings.
(b) The only solution of the problem is based on the combination of the model with the
TGD variant of Widom-Larsen modeling in which dark W exchange or dark beta decay
allows to transform incoming proton to neutron to overcome Coulomb wall. The model
assumes that weak bosons are dark and therefore effectively massless below p-adic length
scale L(r ≡ 2k + 89) = (hef f /h)L(89), hef f = 2k , where p-adic length scale L(r)
must be equal or longer than atomic length scale L(k = 137). Weak exchanges would
proceed as fast as electromagnetic interactions below L(r). For r = 137 corresponding
to atomic length scale this requires hef f /h = 2137−89)/2 = 224 ' 1.6 × 107 . For r = 127
corresponding to electron’s p-adic length scales predicting the density of dark protons
to be roughly the density reported by Holmlid one would have hef f /h = 2127−89)/2 =
219 ' .5 × 106 .
Dark weak boson exchanges and dark beta decays occur fast and allow to transform
protons to neutrons and vice versa by weak boson exchange between proton of protonic
dark nuclear string with dark nuclear string consisting of nuclei containing neutrons.
Dark nuclei would also decay rapidly to nuclei stable with respect to weak interactions.
The selection rules for the formation of stable nuclei would be simple. If the dark
nucleus candidate contains two neighboring protons they cannot belong to the same
final state nucleus. This implies that the neutron number of finals state nuclei tends to
be large than proton number and that stable nuclear strings tend to consist of neutron
sequences with single proton between them. This selection rule specifies the decay
products of given given dark nucleon sequence.
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A variant of this picture is inspired by the model for both ordinary and dark nuclear
strings, which assumes that they consist of nucleons connected by color bonds having
quark and antiquark at their ends [L3]. Four different quark pairs with em charges
+1 (ud, -1 (ud), and 0 (ud and dd) are possible. The beta decay of quark at the end
of color bond reducing the charge by one unit u → d + W + or d → du reduces the
charge of dark proton sequence by one unit and effectively corresponds to the ordinary
weak decay p → n. The dark weak boson W + can decay to dark pair e+ νe which then
transforms to ordinary e+ νe pair: the time scale of this transformation does not matter.
The final state nucleus would have proton number larger than its charge. Also some
ordinary nuclei could be like this. This kind of decays anomalous from the point of view
of ordinary nuclear physics has been recently observed for ordinary nuclei [C22] (see also
http://tinyurl.com/jaqrmdx). The neutrino energies are around 5 MeV. For TGD
inspired model see [L26].
There is experimental support for this picture. In heavy electron induced fusion performed ib NASA (see http://tinyurl.com/6qku783) the system was bombarded with
neutrons. This made possible to achieve production of stable nuclei. The interpretation
is that the exchange of dark W bosons with added neutrons allowed to transform dark
protons to dark neutrons by dark weak exchanges and dark beta decays to overcome
the Coulomb wall and achieve beta stability.
(c) There is an interesting connection with biology. I have proposed dark variants of weak
interactions as an explanation for the large parity breaking effects in living matter
implying chiral selection of biomolecules, and the proposed mechanism makes the model
quantitative. Indeed, DNA would be accompanied by dark proton sequences with dark
proton size of order 1 nm. The amazing observation made years ago was that the states
of dark nucleons are in 1-1 correspondence with the DNA, RNA, amino-acids, and tRNA
and realize genetic code at the level of dark nuclei [L3, K19]. In this framework it would
seem that genes could correspond to dark nuclear strings consisting of neutron sequences
having single proton between them. If two dark protons follow each other the gene ends
or begins.
The rate for the phase transition to ordinary nuclei is an important factor.
(a) If this rate is low, dark nuclei could escape the system along dark magnetic flux tubes
and the reaction yield would be small as also the energy yield. One might hope that
the attachment of the dark magnetic flux tubes to some target could lead to collisions
with ordinary nuclei inducing the decay of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei.
(b) Gamma rays produced in ordinary nuclear fusion would be replaced by dark X rays
with energies in few keV range produced in dark nuclear reactions and could leak out
of the system along the dark magnetic flux tubes and remain undetected. In the phase
transition transforming dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei ordinary gamma rays or bunches
of dark X rays could be produced. The fact that the observed gamma ray yield is small
suggests that if dark nuclei decay rapidly to ordinary ones, the emission of bunches of
dark X rays dominates in this process.

5.2.5 Phase transition temperatures of 405-725 K in superfluid ultradense hydrogen clusters on metal surfaces
I received very helpful comment to my blog posting (see http://tinyurl.com/j6nn4xz)
telling about the work of Prof. Leif Holmlid related to cold fusion [C11] (the relation of
TGD based model of cold fusion to Holmlid’s work is discussed in this chapter and also in
the article [L12]). The basis idea of Holmlid is that cold fusion is preceided by a formation
of ultradense protonium or deuterium matter for which distance between protons/deuterium
nuclei is about 2.3 pm, which is of the same order of magnitude electron Compton length
2.42 pm.
This helped to find a new article of Holmlid and Kotzias with title “Phase transition temperatures of 405-725 K in superfluid ultra-dense hydrogen clusters on metal surfaces” published
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towards the end of April [L27] (see http://tinyurl.com/hxbvfc7). The article provides
very valuable information about the superdense phase of hydrogen/deuterium that he postulates to be crucial for cold fusion.
The postulated supra dense phase would have properties surprisingly similar to the phase
postulated to be formed by dark magnetic flux tubes carrying dark proton sequences generating dark beta stable nuclei by dark weak interactions. My original intuition was that this
phase is not superdense but has a density nearer to ordinary condensed matter density. The
density however depends on the value of Planck constant and with Planck constant of order
mp /m' 211 = 2000 times the ordinary one one obtains the density reported by Holmlid so
that the models become surprisingly similar. The earlier representation were mostly based
on the assumption that the distance between dark protons is in Angstrom range rather than
picometer range and thus by a factor 32 longer. The modification of the model is straightforward: one prediction is that radiation with energy scale of 1 − 10 keV should accompany
the formation of dark nuclei.
In fact, there are also similarities about which I did not know of!
(a) The article tells that the structures formed from hydrogen/deuterium atoms are linear string like structures: this was completely new to me. The support comes from
the detection of what is interpreted as decay products of these structures resulting in
fragmentation in the central regions of these structures. What is detected is the timeof-flight distribution for the fragments. In TGD inspired model magnetic flux tubes
carrying dark proton/D sequences giving rise to dark nuclei are also linear structures.
(b) The reported superfluid (superconductor) property and the detection of Meissner effect
for the structures were also big news to me and conforms with TGD picture allowing dark
supraphases at flux tubes. Superfluid/superconductor property requires that protons
form Cooper pairs. The proposal of Holmlid and Kotzias that Cooper pairs are pairs
of protons orthogonal to the string like structure corresponds to the model of high
Tc superconductivity in TGD inspired model of quantum biology assuming a pair of
flux tubes with tubes containing the members of the Cooper pairs. High Tc would
be due to the non-standard value of hef f = n × h. This finding would be a rather
direct experimental proof for the basic assumption of TGD inspired quantum biology
[K39, K40].
(c) In TGD model it is assumed that the density of protons at dark magnetic flux tube is
determined by the value of hef f . Also ordinary nuclei are identified as nuclear strings
[L3] and the density of protons would be the linear density protons for ordinary nuclear
strings scaled down by the inverse of hef f - that is by factor h/hef f = 1/n.
If one assumes that single proton in ordinary nuclear string occupies length given by
proton Compton length equal to (me /mp ) time proton Compton length and if the
volume occupied by dark proton is 2.3 pm very nearly equal to electron Compton length
2.4 pm in the ultra-dense phase of Holmlid, the value of n must be rather near n '
mp /me ' 211 ' 2000 as the ratio of Compton lengths of electron and proton. The
physical interpretation would be that the p-adic length scale of proton is scaled up to
essentially that of electron which from p-adic mass calculations corresponds to p-adic
prime M127 = 2127 − 1 [K27]. The ultra dense phase of Holmlid would correspond to
dark nuclei with hef f /h ' 211 .
My earlier intuition was that the density is of the order of the ordinary condensed matter
density. If the nuclear binding energy scales as 1/hef f (scaling like Coulomb interaction
energy) as assumed in the TGD model, the nuclear binding energy per nucleon would
scale down from about 7 MeV to about 3.5 keV for k = 127. This energy scale is same
as that for Coulomb interaction energy for distance of 2.3 pm in Holmlid’s model (about
5 keV). It must be emphasized that larger values of hef f are possible in TGD framework
and indeed suggested by TGD inspired quantum biology. Amusingly, my original too
restricted hypothesis was that the values of n comes as powers of 211 .
(d) In TGD based model scaled down dark nuclear binding energy would (more than)
compensate for the Coulomb repulsion and laser pulse would induce the phase transition
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increasing the density of protons and increasing also Planck constant making protons
dark and leading from the state of free protons to that consisting of dark purely protonic
nuclei in turn transforming by dark weak interactions to beta stable nuclei and finally
to ordinary nuclei liberating essentially ordinary nuclear binding energy. In TGD based
model the phase transition would give rise to charge separation and the transition would
be highly analogous to that occurring in Pollack’s experiments [L9] [L9].
It seems that the model of Holmlid and TGD based model are very similar and Holmlid’s
experimental findings support the vision about hierarchy of dark matter as phases of the
ordinary matter labelled by the value of hef f /h = n. There are also other anomalies that
might find explanation in terms of dark nuclei with n ' 211 . The X rays from Sun have
been found to induce a yearly variation of nuclear decay rates correlating with the distance
of Earth from Sun [C25, C39, E21].
(a) One possible TGD based explanation relies the nuclear string model [L3]. Nucleons
are assumed to be connected by color flux tubes, which are usually neutral but can be
also charged. For instance, proton plus negative charged flux tube connecting it to the
neighboring nucleon behaves effectively as neutron. This predicts exotic nuclei with the
same chemical properties as ordinary nuclei but with possibly different statistics. X
rays from Sun could induce transitions between ordinary and exotic nuclei affecting the
measured nuclear reaction rates which are averages of all states of nuclei. A scaled down
variant of gamma ray spectroscopy of ordinary nuclei would provide an experimental
proof of TGD based model.
(b) The fact that the energy scale is around 3 keV suggests that X rays could generate
transitions of dark nuclei. If so, the transformations of dark nuclei to ordinary ones
would affect the measured nuclear transition rates. There are also other anomalies such
as those reported by Rolfs et al [C29, C30], which might find explanation in terms of
presence of dark variants of nuclei ordinary nuclei.

5.2.6 Do All Variants Of Cold Fusion Reduce To Dark Bubble Fusion?
During years I have many times tried to understand what happens in electrolysis and every
time I have been forced to to admit that I do not! Very embarrassing observation. I have
tried to gain wisdom from an old chemistry book with 1000 pages again and again but always
in vain. This is especially embarrassing because a unified theory builder to be taken seriously
is expected to build brave new brane worlds in 11 or 12 dimensions to possibly explain a
possible detected particle at mass 750 GeV at LHC instead of trying to understand age old
little problems solved aeons ago. The wau-coefficient of chemistry is zero as compared to the
awesome 10500 of M-theory.
Energetics has been my personal problem (besides funding). I learn from chemistry book
that an electric field - say voltage of 2 V per 1 mm splits molecules to ions. The bond energies
of molecules are in few eV range. For instance, O-H bond has 5 eV energy. V = 2V/mm
electric field corresponds to electrostatic energy E = eV d ∼ 2−10 eV energy gain for a unit
charge moving from the end of the bond to the other one. This is incredibly small energy
and to my understanding should have absolutely no effect to the state molecule. Except that
it has!
A heretic thought: could it be that chemists have just accepted this fact (very reasonable!)
and built their models as mathematical parameterizations without any attempt to understand
what really happens? Could the infinite vanity of theoretical physicists have prevented them
from lowering themselves to the intellectual level of chemists and prevented them from seeing
that electrolysis is not at all understood?
In order that this kind of energy would have so drastic effect as splitting molecule to pieces,
the system molecule + yet unidentified “something” must be in critical state. Something at
the top of hill so that even slightest perturbation makes it fall down. The technical term is
criticality or even quantum criticality.
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(a) Biological systems are critical systems extremely sensitive to small changes. Criticality
means criticality against molecular ionization - charge separation basically. Also in
electrolysis this criticality is present. Both DNA and cell are negatively charged. Inside
cells there are various kinds of ions. In TGD Universe all matter is quantum critical.
(b) Charge separation occurs also in Pollack’s experiments [L9] in which the fourth phase of
water is generated. This phase contains negatively charged regions with effective H1.5 O
stoichiometry (hydrogen bonded state of two water molecules which has lost proton).
Positive charge associated with lost protons has gone outside these regions.
What produces quantum criticality against charge separation? What is this unidentified
“something” besides the system? Magnetic body carrying dark matter! This is the answer in
TGD Universe. The TGD inspired model [L14] assumes that the protons transform to dark
protons at dark magnetic flux tubes possibly carrying monopole flux. If these protons form
dark nuclei the liberated dark nuclear energy can split further O-H bonds and transform
protons to dark phase. The energy needed is about 5 eV and is in the nuclear binding energy
scale scaling as 1/hef f (like distance) if the size scale of dark protons proportional to hef f /h
is 1 nm. One would have hef f /h ' 106 : the size scale of DNA codons - not an accident in
TGD Universe [L3, K19]. The liberated dark nuclear energy can ionize other molecules such
as KOH, NaOH, HCl, Ca(OH)2 , CaO,... Entire spectrum of values of hef f /h is possible.
For laser pulse induced fusion assumed to induce longitudinal compression one would have
hef f /h ' 103 . Dark nuclear physics with non-standard values of Planck constant would be a
crucial element of electrolysis. Condensed matter physics and nuclear physics would not live
in totally separate compartments and dark matter an ordinary matter would interact! How
humiliating for theoreticians! I do not hear the derisive laughter of superstring theoreticians
anymore!
Ordinary electrolysis would thus produce dark nuclei. The problem is that most of them
would leak out from the system along dark flux tubes and potentially available nuclear energy
is lost! As also various elements so badly needed by modern techno-society! For instance, in
the splitting of water to hydrogen, the flux tubes assignable to the beam containing hydrogen
would take the dark nuclei away. Could one transform dark nuclei to ordinary ones?
(a) If this beam collides with say metal target, some fraction of the dark nuclei could
however transform to ordinary nuclei and liberate really huge energy: the difference
between nuclear binding energies of initial and finals state would be essentially that of
the final state unlike in ordinary nuclear fusion.
(b) In particular, electrodes could induce transformation of the dark nuclei to ordinary ones.
Even in the experiments of Pons and Fleichman [C33] the role of porous Pd target could
be secondary: it would be only a target allowing the dark nuclei produced by bubble
fusion to transform to ordinary nuclei and the large surface area would help in this
respect. Same applies to Rossi’s E-Cat [C34].
(c) So called Brown’s gas (see http://tinyurl.com/gotxwa8) generated in the splitting of
water is claimed to be able to melt metals although its temperature is relatively lowaround 100 Celsius. The claims is of course taken not seriously by a “serious” scientists
as the Wikipedia article so clearly demonstrates. It could be however understood if the
melting is caused the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary ones. The corrosion of
the metallic surface in the presence of cavitating water would be also due to the dark
nuclear energy. Not all of the energy would be used to produce corrosive effects, and I
have in some discussions been told that in electric plants an anomalous production of
energy assignable to corrosive effects in turbine has been observed. Electric plants could
have served secretly as dark nuclear plants! Unfortunately, I do not have reference to
this claim. LeClair effect to be discussed later affects aluminium disks inside cavitating
water corrosively: LeClair might have reinvented Brown’s gas!
But why metals? The surface of metal in external electric field carries negative charge
density of conduction electrons. Could it be that they attract the positively charged
dark nuclei from the magnetic flux tubes back to the visible world, and help them
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to tranform back to ordinary nuclei? Conductors in electric fields would thus help to
transform dark nuclei to ordinary matter.
(d) Brown’s gas is reported to have no effect on living matter? Why? If living matter uses
dark nuclear physics as a basic tool, it should have developed tools to avoid the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei in uncontrollable manner. What aspect of
quantum biophysics could make this possible? Negentropy Maximization Principle [K30]
defining the basic variational principle of TGD inspired theory of consciousness could be
the general reason preventing this transformation [L14]. The negentropy characterizing
negentropic entanglement serving as a measure for potentially conscious information
assignable to non-standard values of hef f would be reduced if hef f is reduced. But
how to understand this at a more detailed level? Could the fact that bio-molecules are
mostly insulators rather than electronic conductors explain this?
One can imagine also an alternative and simpler mechanism transforming dark nuclei to
ordinary ones. The dark nuclei are attracted from magnetic flux tubes to the negatively
charged EZ from the magnetic flux tube and transform to ordinary nuclei. The bubbles in
the electrolyte near the catode would serve as seats of the dark nuclei and flux tubes could
entere to the negatively charged catode. The large surface area of Pd would make it as ideal
target for the ends of the magnetic flux tubes.

5.2.7

Surface Plasmon Polaritons And Cold Fusion

It has been proposed that so called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs, see http://tinyurl.
com/y7attmf7) are important for cold fusion. In TGD framework the question is whether
they are important for dark nuclear fusion or for the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary
ones.
(a) SPPs involve localized surface plasmons - electron waves localized near the interface
of two phases (now surface of pores of Pd target) - accompanied by polaritons, which
are electromagnetic waves concentrated near the interface surface. The density of electrons varies periodically in the direction of the propagating wave. At low frequencies
the dispersion relation is the linear dispersion relation for photons with light velocity
determined by di-electric constant whose real part changes sign at the surface between
two phases. At large wave vectors dispersion relation approaches to
ω=

√ ωP
1 +2

,

ωP =

p

ne e2 /mef f
(5.2.1)

ωP is the bulk plasma frequency for  = 1 characterizing also 3-D plasma waves. The
wave vector dependent part coming from large wave vectors in the dispersion relation is
inversely proportional to the effective mass of electron, and it it is large the frequency
is essentially constant and the time dependence and spatial dependence separate into a
product and no propagation happens. The wave consists of constant rapidly spatially
varying part and slowly spatially varying part for which frequencies are not constant.
(b) SPPs could either help formation of dark nuclei at Pd surface or their transformation to
ordinary nuclei. It is difficult to see how SPPs could help to compress Pd nuclei to much
denser Pd strings at flux tubes: bubble collapse and formation of EZs would allow to
achieve this. Dark weak physics allows to overcome Coulomb wall and to explain why
only stable final state nuclei are produced so that SPPs are not promising candidates
for dark fusion.
(c) If bubble fusion is responsible for the production of dark nuclei, SPPs at Pd surface could
facilitate the transformation of dark nuclei arriving at them along flux tubes to ordinary
nuclei. Pd is a conductor and generates in electric field electronic surface charge density,
whose sign is determined by the sign of the normal component of the field. Polariton
would provide the electric field. SPP is a wave involving both electric field and electric
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charge density induced by it on the surface of Pd target and varying periodically along
the Pd surface and making it locally positively or negatively charged. Strong negative
charge density could draw the positively charged dark nuclei from magnetic flux tubes
and in this manner transform them to ordinary nuclei.

5.2.8 Heavy Electron Induced Cold Fusion Is Not Promising In
TGD Framework
Muon-catalyzed fusion (http://tinyurl.com/n7sbo5o) was predicted by A Sakharov and
F. C. Frank before 1950. L. Alvarez et al observed observed muon-catalyze fusion. Muoncatalyzed fusion takes place at temperatures considerably lower than needed for ordinary
fusion. The isotope ratios are same as for hot fusion since muonium atoms acting as analogs
of hydrogen atoms act as catalysts only. For instance, in muon-catalyzed D-T fusion muonium and D, and T nuclei form a D-muonium-T molecule, whose size is smaller than the
size of D-H-T molecule by a factor me /mµ ' 1/207 of electron and muon masses. This
makes the Coulomb wall narrower and tunneling makes it easier to achieve nuclear fusion.
Unfortunately, muon-catalyzed fusion is not of practical value. Muons are not stableandmust
be produced and muons get stuck to the outgoing nucleus produced in nuclear fusion.
Heavy electron catalyzed fusion can be seen as a variant of muon-catalyzed fusion. In condensed matter physics one introduces the notion of effective electron mass, which can be
considerably larger than the mass of free electron and one speaks of heavy electrons (see
http://tinyurl.com/j5vnvqu). The mass can become even thousand times larger than
electron mass. This effective mass allows a phenomenological description of the effects of
the condensed matter environment on electron’s interactions. If effective mass is large, the
interactions with lattice make the response of the electron to external forces slower.
If it makes sense to speak of atoms formed from nuclei and heavy electrons, it might be
possible to speak also about the heavy analog of hydrogen atom Hheavy . In this case interactions with lattice would make the response of heavy electron to the Coulomb force of
nucleus slower. The size of this heavy analog of hydrogen atom, call it Hheavy would be
proportional to me,heavy . For me /me,heavy = 103 the size of the Hheavy would be about
10−14 meters, the size scale of nucleus. The small size would make Coulomb wall between
exotic atoms of this kind narrower and make cold fusion easier. One can also consider the
analog of D-Hheavy -T molecule and the analog of muon-catalyzed fusion. I am not enough
condensed matter physicist to tell whether this idea is realistic. Certainly the role of the
condensed matter environment would be crucial for the process.
Around 2012 NASA published a video (see http://tinyurl.com/6qku783). It was told that
NASA has applied patent for a method producing heavy electrons. Zawodny, who works as
senior researcher tells that it has demonstrated ability to produce excess amounts of energy
cleanly without hazardous ionizing radiation without producing nasty waste. In the video
Zawodny stated that NASA’s method for enhancement of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
(see http://tinyurl.com/y7attmf7) to initiate and sustain LENR releases energy by adding
neutrons. When enough neutrons are added they spontaneously decay into something of the
same mass but another element.
No details were revealed but the announcement suggest that the mechanism assumed to make
possible LENR is based on this mechanism. As already explained, the role of SPPs would
be same as in muon-catalyzed fusion. If the effective mass of electrons is high enough this
could make possible heavy electron catalyzed fusion by creating analogs of atoms with small
size forcing the deuterium nuclei nearer to each other and making possible formation of dark
deuterium strings.
In TGD framework this mechanism could be also realized if it is possible to change the padic length scale of electron and if the heavy electron is stable enough. This option however
fails to explain why the produced final state nuclei are stable and how some protons of dark
proton sequence would transform to neutrons. One can wonder about the role neutrons in
the experiment. In the model based on dark weak physics their role is easy to understand.

5.3. Examples About Cold Fusion Like Processes
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Examples About Cold Fusion Like Processes

In the following examples of claimed cold fusion like processes are discussed in TGD framework. The discussion of fusion induced by Coulomb explosions allowed to identify the
most plausible TGD inspired model of cold fusion. The model assumes the formation of
dark nuclei with hef f /h = 29 scaling nucleon size scale from L(107) to the length scale
L(127) = 210 L(107) of electron and temperature scale T ∼ 1 keV near to the temperature
1.5 keV prevailing in Sun with dark weak bosons in atomic length scale allowing to transform
protons to neutrons to overcome the Coulomb wall to build dark nuclei. Second possibility
would be nuclear length scale L(113) involving hef f /h = 23 giving temperature T = 128 keV
making possible hot fusion in earthly conditions requiring temperature in the range 10 − 102
keV. All these scales correspond to Mersenne primes or Gaussian Mersennes assigned to
charged leptons, hadron physics, and nuclear physics. Weak bosons are assumed to be dark
and massless below atomic length scale L(137) or longer p-adic length scale and are essential
for getting neutron containing final state nuclei and to explain why only stable final state
nuclei are produced.

5.3.1

Pons-Fleichman Effect

Pons and Fleichman announced 1989 [C33] the production of heat of with unknown origin
in an electrolytic system using palladium metal as catode immersed in heavy water (D2 O).
The heat production was assigned to cold fusion. The prevailing interpretation has been that
electrolysis brings deuterium to the porous surface of Palladium and at some critical doping
ratio near to 1:1 cold fusion at Pd target becomes possible.
The E-Cat of Andrea Rossi [C34] can be also classified as cold fusion device although the
mechanism of the claimed fusion is still unknown. Several objections against Rossi’s E-Cat
are represented: I have discussed the objections from TGD viewpoint in [K86]. For instance,
isotope ratios for Cu produced in the process are same as the natural isotope ratios and that
only stable isotopes are present. This has been interpreted by skeptics in an easy-to-guess
manner: the Cu isotopes are added by hand. This requires that cold fusion mechanism is
very similar to the standard nuclear fusion or behind it.
Criticality could be a prerequisite for both the generation of dark variants of particles and
their transformation to ordinary nuclei. At critical doping fraction either a transformation of
deuterium to dark deuterium or of the dark nuclei generated in dark bubble fusion to ordinary
ones in electrolyte could take place. Therefore TGD allows to consider two alternative models
and also their hybrid in these situations.
(a) The earlier arguments suggest that the critical doping fraction makes it possible for the
incoming dark nuclei generated in the bubble fusion in the electrolyte to transform to
ordinary nuclei in especially effective manner. The dark bubble fusion near Pd surface
or inside pores of the Pd target could dominate and give rise to dark sequences of D
nuclei (heavy water was used by Pons and Fleichman). Large fraction of the dark nuclei
from the electrolyte far from electrodes could leak out from the system.
As already explained, SPPs would help to generate strong negative local charge density
at the surface of Pd attracting the positively charged dark nuclei and inducing their
transformation to ordinary nuclei.
(b) Second option is that dark fusion occurs mostly at the pores of Pd surface at critical
doping fraction. It is not however not easy to identify for this any other mechanism
than bubble collapse in the pore. Pd catalyst could make dark bubble fusion especially
effective by forcing also the Pd nuclei at Pd surface to the compressed dark phase. SPPs
at the surface of Pd catalyst could in turn attract the dark nuclei and force them to
transform to ordinary ones. Criticality would act in both directions.
i. It is known that deuterium nuclei are gradually adsorbed at the surface of Palladium
catalyst, where they have a high mobility. Bubble collapse could draw these highly
mobile Pd nuclei to the dark nuclei at flux tubes.
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ii. The larger the density of deuterons at Pd surface, the better the changes to achieve
the generation of dark nuclei. It takes quite a long time before heat production
begins, which suggests that the critical doping fraction implies quantum criticality
making possible effective beneration of dark nuclei and their transformation back
to ordinary nuclei. This argument makes sense also when bubble collapse in pores
induces the dark fusion.
iii. If only the production of dark nuclei takes place at Pd surface, heat production
could be due to the emission of keV dark photons transforming to ordinary X rays.
The dark nuclei could leak out of the system and remain undetected. Dark nuclei
could also remain in the Palladium or Nickel target and be rather long-lived against
transformation to ordinary nuclei so that their presence would eventually prevent
the generation of new dark nuclei. It would be also easy to understand why dark
nuclei do not leak out out so easily in cold fusion with Pd and Nickel targets as in
say bubble fusion. The production of heat is indeed observed to occur periodically.
The dead times between heat production periods give idea about the lifetime of
dark nuclei.
iv. SPPs could also attract dark nuclei and transform them to ordinary nuclei and
enhance production of heat and ordinary nuclei.
The cautious conclusion would be following. The production of dark nuclei occurs always
as dark bubble fusion but the dark nuclei generated in electrolyte tend to leak out from
the system. Metal surfaces in electric fields inducing negative charge density could help
to transform dark nuclei to ordinary ones. Mobile D-nuclei at the surface of Pd electrode
could make dark fusion more effective in the pores. SPPs at Pd surface cold also make the
transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei more effective.

5.3.2

Solution Of The Ni62 Mystery Of Rossi’s E-Cat

In my blog (see http://tinyurl.com/zvqfqkt) a reader calling himself Axil made a highly
interesting comment. He told that in the cold fusion ashes from Rossi’s E-Cat there is 100
micrometer sized block containing almost pure Ni62 isotope. This is one of Ni isotopes
but not the lightest Ni58, whose isotope fraction 67.8 per cent. Axil gave a link providing
additional information (see http://tinyurl.com/zsv8jfe) and I dare to take the freedom
to attach it here.
Ni62 finding looks really mysterious. One interesting finding is that the size 100 micrometers
of the Ni62 block corresponds to the secondary p-adic length scale for W bosons. Something
deep? Let us however forget this clue.
One can imagine all kinds of exotic solutions but I guess that it is the reaction kinetics “dark
fusion + subsequent ordinary fusion repeated again and again”, which leads to a fixed point,
which is enrichment of Ni62 isotope. This is like iteration. This guess seems to work!
(a) The reaction kinematics in the simplest case involves three elements.
i. The addition of protons to stable isotopes of Ni. One can add N = 1, 2, ... protons
to the stable isotope of Ni to get dark nuclear string NiX+N protons. As such these
are not stable by Coulomb repulsion.
ii. The allowed additional stabilising reactions are dark weak decays and dark W boson exchanges, which transfer charge between separate dark nuclear strings at flux
tubes. Ordinary beta decays are very slow processes since outgoing W boson decaying to electron and neutrino is very massive. One can forget them.
iii. The generation of dark nuclei and their transformation to ordinary nuclei occurs
repeatedly. Decay products serve as starting point at the next round. One starts
from stable isotopes of NiX, X = 58, 60, 61, 62, 64 and adds protons some of which
can by dark W exchange transform to neutrons. The process produces from isotope
NiX heavier isotopes NiY, Y = X + 1, X + 2, .. plus isotopes of Zn with Z = 30
instead of Z = 28, which are stable against ordinary beta decays in the time scale
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considered. They can however decay by dark beta decay to a possibly stable isotope
of Ni.
(b) The key observation is that this iterative kinematics increases necessarily mass number!!
The first guess is that starting from say X = 58 one unavoidably ends up to the most
massive stable isotope of Ni! The problem is however that Ni62 is not the heaviest
stable isotope of Ni: it is Ni64!! Why the sequence does not continue up to Ni64?
The problem can be solved. The step Ni62 → Ni62+p leads to Cu63, which is the
lightest stable isotope of Copper. No W exchanges or beta decays anymore and the
iteration stops! It works!
(c) But how so huge pieces of Ni62 are possible? If dark W bosons are effectively massless
only below atomic length scale - the minimal requirement - , one cannot expect pieces
to be much larger than atomic length scale. Situation changes if the Planck constant
for dark weak interactions is so large that the scaled up weak scale corresponds to
secondary p-adic length scale. This requires hef f /h ∼ 245 ' 3.2 × 1013 . The values
of Planck constant in living matter are of this order of magnitude and imply that 10
Hz EEG photons have energies in visible and UV range and can transform to ordinary
photons identifiable as bio-photons ideal for the control of bimolecular transitions! 100
micrometers in turn is the size scale of large neuron! So large value of hef f /h would also
help to understand why large breaking of parity symmetry realized as chiral selection
is possible in cellular length scales.
Clearly, this kind of fixed point dynamics is the unique feature of the proposed dark fusion
dynamics and provides an easily testable prediction of TGD based model. Natural isotope
fractions are not produced. Rather, the heaviest stable isotope dominates unless there is
lighter stable isotope which gives rise to stable isotope by addition of proton.

5.3.3

Sonofusion

In sonoluminescence (see http://tinyurl.com/pqwovda) external sound source induces oscillation of the radius of a bubble of water containing possibly noble gas atoms. The unexpected observation is generation of radiation even at gamma ray energies and it is proposed
that nuclear fusion might take place.
The term sonofusion or bubble fusion is used about this effect (http://tinyurl.com/n6kms75).
Taleyarkhan and collaborators [C32] claimed of having observed sonofusion and also neutrons
expected to be emitted in the process in 2002 but the experiments could not be replicated.
The claim was met with allegations ranging from experimental error to academic fraud, and
Taleyarkhan lost his professorship. It is very difficult for an academic outsider to tell what
the truth is since the tone of Wikipedia article is extremely hostile.
In standard physics framework one could try to understand sonofusion in terms of very dense
phase resulting in bubble collapse making possible high local temperature and the analog of
hot fusion. In the master dissertation of M. C. Ramsey spherically symmetric cavitation is
modelled using hydrodynamics and also studied experimentally (see http://tinyurl.com/
hspj78t). The conclusion is that temperatures higher than 104 K can be achieved but there
is no evidence for extreme temperatures of order 107 K required to initiate thermonuclear
fusion reactions in Sun (proceeding extremely slowly!).
In TGD framework the low temperature need not be a problem.
(a) Also now the model based on dark nuclei at magnetic flux tubes looks natural. Flux
tubes would be now radial flux tubes and probably carry monopole flux so that they
should return along some axis and thus form the TGD analog of Dirac monopole possible
also in Maxwell’s electrodynamics albeit asa singular object. In the case of water dark
hydrogen strings and even dark oxygen strings can be considered.
(b) Dark nucleus phase would be formed during the contraction of the bubble. Since the
dark nuclei receive momentum in radial direction, one expects that they continue to
travel along the magnetic flux tubes and leak out from the system: a collision with a
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target might change the situation. The transformation of the nuclei to a string of dark
nuclei would involve emission of dark photons with energies corresponding to scaled
down binding energies which are in keV range for k = 127 and transforming to ordinary
photons heating the system. The transformation to ordinary nuclei could generate
gamma rays. If the lifetimes of dark nuclei are relatively long as suggested by the
observations of cold fusion in Pd target, the observation of reaction products inside
bubbles would be difficult.

5.3.4

Leclair Effect

The original idea of cavitation induced fusion differs from bubble induced fusion in that the
bubbles are not assumed to be completely spherical and the expansion is like explosion producing jets. Asymmetric cavitation leads to a situation in which the expansion of the bubble
takes place in asymmetric manner and jets are created. Microjets are a real phenomenon
(see http://tinyurl.com/oopu3p2), they accompany cavitation, and are proposed as an
explanation of the corrosive effects produced by cavitation to metal surfaces. The physical
mechanism causing the effects remains however open. Also cold fusion experimenters report
similar effects. The interpretation would be as effects caused by the energy liberated in cold
fusion: in TGD framework the fusion could have produced dark nuclei and their collisions
with the target could have transformed them to ordinary nuclei liberating large energies and
leading to corrosion.
LeClair has studied the possibility that microjets associated with cavitation of water could
lead to cold fusion (see http://tinyurl.com/y786gy89). What would be remarkable the
simplicity of the approach. Only water would be needed to build all elements and also
produce nuclear energy. In [L14] I considered this possibility in the framework of TGD based
model for the Pollack’s fourth phase of water involving charge separation (negatively charged
exclusion zones). Also LeClair reports charge separation and also the geometry of the cross
section of jets resembles that of the EZs .
Consider first the claimed findings.
(a) Three separate independent scanning electron microscope elemental analysis of the
transmuted material were carried out. Also analysis known as XPS and SEM were performed. According to these analysis, the nuclei of almost all elements were produced.
The composition transmuted materials followed the same patter as supernova nucleosynthesis, mostly carbon and oxygen with decreasing amounts of the heavier elements.
The elemental distribution followed the saw-tooth shaped astronomers’s odd-even rule,
elements because of the dominance of alpha particle fusion.
All rare earth metals, precious metals, and many other key elements are reported to be
produced in high concentrations, greater than typically seen in the naturally occurring
ores. The surface of the reactor was covered with diamonds. These claims sound like
commercials and it is difficult to take them seriously.
Some cold fusion researchers have commented the data and say that the reports about
production of heavier nuclei can be true but that they would not try to replicate the
experiments. What raises doubts that despite the claimed dramatic successes LeClair
did not continue the experimentation (see http://tinyurl.com/q3fzrzq). Since public
documents are missing, skeptics consider even the possibility of fraud.
In TGD framework the claim about production of all nuclei could be challenged. If
dark nuclei consist of protons and if beta decays of dark protons are not fast enough
(they could be rather stable, and neutron containing nuclei would be produced only in
the collision with the reaction core leading to the decay of unstable nuclei consisting of
protons either decaying to protons. Of course, also dark nuclei containing only protons
could be unstable. Dark nuclei could however stabilize themselves rather rapidly by
dark beta decays of protons to neutrons if weak bosons are dark and thus effectively
massless in the scale L(127).
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(b) Detailed claims about the shape of jets are made and told to resemble bacteriophages(!)
(see http://tinyurl.com/kl9t2hx) with head and tail. Head is reported to be positively charged and tail negatively charged. The cylindrical structure is reported to
have a cross section consisting of triangles forming hexagons. Inside the negatively
charged exclusion zones (EZs) associated with the fourth phase of water discovered by
Pollack [L9] obeys effective stoichiometry H3/2 O and consists of layers having hexagonal
structure. Could jets represent fourth phase of water discovered by Pollack. Personally
I would take these claims very cautiously but I am not experimentalist.
(c) There are also claims about a corrosion like effects in the nearby environment. These
claims sound outlandish but if the dark nuclei indeed transform to ordinary one liberating large nuclear binding energy in collisions with say walls, this could happen. LeClair
also tells about radiation sickness: also this claim could make sense after all.
Unfortunately, the situation is not improved by the fact that the theoretical claims of LeClair
do not make much sense. Experimentalists should avoid theorizing as too risky business and
leave it to theoreticians who are allowed to be wrong (it would be nice if they would be
allowed to be also right!).
(a) LeClair interprets the jets as crystal like particle moving with supersonic velocities accelerating to relativistic velocities at which Coulomb wall can be overcome and ordinary
nuclear reactions become possible in collisions with aluminium sheets forming the core
of the fusion reactor. The reported trenches in the sheet would be due to the collision
of jets with the sheet and if the collision is not orthogonal to the sheet a trench is
produced.
The model of bubble fusion involving dark nuclei leaking out from the bubble would
allow to interpret the jets as dark matter. They could move with super-sonic velocities
since the scale for kinetic energiespwould be k = 127 in the proposed model. The
velocities would be of order v/c = 2E/mc2 ∼ 10−3 for kinetic energy scale E ∼ keV.
In TGD framework the dark nuclear fusions would have occurred in the bubble and only
the decays to ordinary nuclei would occur at the target. The target would be heated
but probably and one cannot exclude that ordinary nuclear fusions occur also in the
target.
The claim about relativistic velocities is non-sensical since the energy needed to achieve
them would be a considerable fraction of the mass of the crystal. If the crystal has size
of order 1 µm the energy would be about 10 Joules and about thousand times larger
than the energy liberated in cold fusion if all the protons in this volume fuse to heavier
nuclei.
(b) LeClair introduces also ZPE as the source of energy and says that nuclear fusion is
actually un-necessary. Also Casimir effect is introduced as interaction between the
shock bow and jet with Coulomb attraction somehow giving rise to the acceleration of
the jet. This s does not make sense to me.
(c) LeClair talks about bow shock associated with the moving crystal and carrying negative
charges. The geometry of the crystal would resemble bacteriophage having positively
charged tail and negatively charged tail. I cannot comment these claims since I do not
know about the possibilities to make so detailed conclusions and do not really understand
what is meant. The motivation of LeClair probably comes from nuclear fusion believed
to occur in the shock wave zones of supernovas and he claims that the situation is scaled
down variant of this situation.
The idea about the role of shock waves could make sense in TGD framework: shock
wave would create in the direction of propagation of shock wave k = 127 dark nuclei at
flux tubes in its propagation direction. In the recent case it does not seem to make sense
since the dark nuclei would be generated during the contraction phase of the bubble.
As already noticed, the TGD inspires proposal electrolysis reduces to bubble fusion would
suggest that LeClair has rediscovered Brown’s gas and its effects on metals having interpretation as a transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary ones (see http://tinyurl.com/gotxwa8)
.
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The conclusion of skeptic on basis of these objections would be rather obvious. However,
in TGD framework the cavitation induced fusion is essentially identical with the bubble
fusion except that the reactor core of LeClair might make possible the transformation of the
produced dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei so that they would not leak out from the system. If
the results of LeClair survive his arrangement allows to transform the dark nuclei generated
in bubble fusion and to ordinary nuclei and liberate also large energy. This would be an
enormous technological breakthrough.

5.3.5

Is cold fusion becoming a new technology?

The progress in cold fusion research has been really fast during last years and the most recent
news might well mean the final breakthrough concerning practical applications which would
include not only wasteless energy production but maybe also the production of elements
such as metals. The popular article titled “Cold Fusion Real, Revolutionary, and Ready
Says Leading Scandinavian Newspaper” (see http://tinyurl.com/huqc34y) tells about the
work of Prof. Leif Holmlid and his student Sinder-Zeiner Gundersen. For more details about
the work of Holmlid et al see http://tinyurl.com/nbephxb and http://tinyurl.com/
j3csy53, http://tinyurl.com/pm56kk3 and [C11].
Gundersen revealed the details of an operating cold fusion reactor in Norway reported to
generate 20 times more energy than required to activate it. The estimate of Holmlid is
that Norway would need 100 kg of deuterium per year to satisfy its energy needs (this would
suggest that the amount of fusion products is rather small to be practical except in situations,
where the amounts needed are really small). The amusing co-incidence is that I constructed
towards the end of the last year a detailed TGD based model of cold fusion and the findings
of Leif Holmlid already discussed served as an important guideline although the proposed
mechanism is different.
Histories are cruel, and the cruel history of cold fusion begins in 1989, when Pons and Fleichmann reported anomalous heat production involving palladiums target and electrolysis in
heavy water (deuterium replacing hydrogen). The reaction is impossible in the world governed by text book physics since Coulomb barrier makes it impossible for positively charged
nuclei to get close enough. If ordinary fusion is in question, reaction products should involve
gamma rays and neutrons and these have not been observed.
The community preferred text books over observations and labelled Pons and Fleichman
and their followers as crackpots and it became impossible to publish anything in so called
respected journals. The pioneers have however continued to work with cold fusion and for
few years ago American Chemical Society had to admit that there might be something in it
and cold fusion researchers got a status of respectable researcher. There have been several
proposals for working reactors such as Rossi’s E-Cat and NASA is performing research in cold
fusion. In countries like Finland cold fusion is still a cursed subject and will probably remain
so until cold fusion becomes the main energy source in heating of also physics department.
The model of Holmlid for cold fusion
Leif Holmlid is a professor emeritus in chemistry at the University of Gothemburg. He has
quite recently published a work on Rydberg matter in the prestigious journals of APS and is
now invited to tell about his work on cold fusion to a meeting of American Physical Society.
(a) Holmlid regards Rydberg matter (see http://tinyurl.com/y7jxfnup) as a probable
precursor of cold fusion. Rydberg atoms have some electrons at very high orbitals with
large radius. Therefore the nuclei plus core electrons look for them like a point nucleus,
which charge equal to nuclear charge plus that of core electrons. Rydberg matter forms
layer-like structures with hexagonal lattice structure.
(b) Cold fusion would involve the formation of what Holmlid calls ultra-dense deuterium
having Rydberg matter as precursor. If I have understood correctly, the laser pulse hitting Rydberg matter would induce the formation of the ultra-dense phase of deuterium
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by contracting it strongly in the direction of the pulse. The ultra-dense phase would
then suffer Coulomb explosion. The compression seems to be assumed to happen in all
directions. To me the natural assumption would be that it occurs only in the direction
of laser pulse defining the direction of force acting on the system.
(c) The ultra-dense deuterium would have density about .13 × 106 kg/m3 , which is 1.3 × 103
times that of ordinary water. The nuclei would be so close to each other that only a
small perturbation would make possible to overcome the Coulomb wall and cold fusion
can proceed. Critical system would be in question. It would be hard to predict the
outcome of individual experiment. This would explain why the cold fusion experiments
have been so hard to replicate. The existence of ultra-dense deuterium has not been
proven but cold fusion seems takes place.
Rydberg matter, which should not be confused with the ultra-dense phase would be
the precursor of the process. I am not sure whether Rydberg matter exists before the
process or whether it would be created by the laser pulse. Cold fusion would occur in
the observed microscopic fracture zones of solid metal substances.
Issues not so well-understood
The process has some poorly understood aspects.
(a) Muons as also of mesons like pion and kaon are detected in the outgoing beam generated
by the laser pulse. Muons with mass about 106 MeV could be decay products of pions
with mass of 140 MeV and kaons but how these particles with masses much larger than
scale of nuclear binding energy per nucleon of about 7-8 MeV for ligher nuclei could be
produced even if low energy nuclear reactions are involved? Pions appear as mediators of
strong interaction in the old-fashioned model of nuclear interactions but the production
on mass shell pions seems very implausible in low energy nuclear collisions. Something
very strange seems to be occurring.
(b) What is even stranger that muons produced even when laser pulse is not used to initiate
the reaction. Holmlid suggests that there are two reaction pathways for cold fusion: with
and without the laser pulse. This forces to ask whether the creation of Rydberg matter
or something analogous to it is alone enough to induce cold fusion and whether the
laser beam actually provides the energy needed for this so that ultra-dense phase of
deuterium would not be needed at all. Coulomb wall problem would be solve in some
other manner.
(c) The amount of gamma radiation and neurons is small so that ordinary cold fusion
does not seem to be in question as would be implied by the proposed mechanism of
overcoming the Coulomb wall. Muon production would suggest muon catalyzed fusion
as a mechanism of cold fusion but also this mechanism should produce gammas and
neutrons.
TGD inspired model of cold fusion
It seems that Holmlid’s experiments realize cold fusion and that cold fusion might be soon
a well-established technology. A real theoretical understanding is however missing. New
physics is definitely required and TGD could provide it.
(a) TGD based model of cold fusion relies on TGD based view about dark matter. Dark
matter would correspond to phases of ordinary matter with non-standard value of Planck
constant hef f = n × h implying that the Compton sizes of elementary particles and
atomic nuclei are scaled up by n and can be rather large - of atomic size or even larger.
Also weak interactions can become dark: this means that weak boson Compton lengths
are scaled up so that they are effectively massless below Compton length and weak
interactions become as strong as electromagnetic interactions. If this happens, then
weak interactions can lead to rapid beta decay of dark protons transforming them to
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neutrons (or effectively neutrons as it turns out). For instance, one can imagine that
proton or deuteron approaching nucleus transforms rapidly to neutral state by exchange
of dark W bosons and can overcome the Coulomb wall in this manner: this was my
original proposal for the mechanism of cold fusion.
(b) The model assumes that electrolysis leads to a formation of so called fourth phase of
water discovered by Pollack. For instance, irradiation by infrared light can induce the
formation of negatively charged exclusion zones (EZs) of Pollack. Maybe also the laser
beam used in the experiments of Holmlid could do this so that compression to ultradense phase would not be needed. The fourth phase of water forms layered structures
consisting of 2-D hexagonal lattices with stoichiometry H1.5 O and carrying therefore a
strong electric charge. Also Rydberg matter forms this kind of lattices, which suggests
a connection with the experiments of Holmlid.
Protons must go somewhere from the EZ and the interpretation is that one proton per
hydrogen bonded pair of water molecules goes to a flux tube of the magnetic body of
the system as dark proton with non-standard value of Planck constant hef f = n × h
and forms sequence of dark protons forming dark nucleus. If the binding energy of
dark nucleus scales like 1/hef f (1/size) the binding energy of dark nucleus is much
smaller than that for ordinary nucleus. The liberated dark nuclear binding energy in
the formation would generate further EZs and one would have a kind of chain reaction.
In fact, this picture leads to the proposal that even old and boring ordinary electrolysis
involves new physics. Hard to confess, but I have had grave difficulties in understanding
why ionization should occur at all in electrolysis! The external electric field between
the electrodes is extremely weak in atomic scales and it is difficult to understand how
it induce ionization needed to load the electric battery!
(c) The dark proton sequences need not be stable - the TGD counterpart for the Coulomb
barrier problem. More than half of the nucleons of ordinary nuclei are neutrons and
similar situation is the first expectation now. Dark weak boson (W) emission could lead
to dark beta decay transforming proton to neutron or what looks like neutron (what
this cryptic statement means would requires explanation about nuclear string model).
This would stabilize the dark nuclei.
An important prediction is that dark nuclei are beta stable since dark weak interactions
are so fast. This is one of the predictions of the theory. Second important prediction is
that gamma rays and neutrons are not produced at this stage. The analogs of gamma
rays would have energies of order dark nuclear binding energy, which is ordinary nuclear
energy scale scaled down by 1/n. Radiation at lower energies would be produced. I have
a vague memory that X rays in keV range have been detected in cold fusion experiments.
This would correspond to atomic size scale for dark nuclei.
(d) How the ordinary nuclei are then produced? The dark nuclei could return back to
negatively charged EZ (Coulomb attraction) or leave the system along magnetic flux
tubes and collide with some target and transform to ordinary nuclei by phase transition
reducing the value of hef f . It would seem that metallic targets such as Pd are favorites
in this respect. A possible reason is that metallic target can have negative surface charge
densities (electron charge density waves are believed by some workers in the field to be
important for cold fusion) and attract the positively charged dark nuclei at magnetic
flux tubes.
Essentially all of the nuclear binding energy would be liberated - not only the difference
of binding energies for the reacting nuclei as in hot fusion. At this stage also ultra-dense
regions of deuterium might be created since huge binding energy is liberated and could
induce also ordinary fusion reactions. This process would create fractures in the metal
target.
This would also explain the claimed strange effects of so called Brown’s gas generated
in electrolysis on metals: it is claimed that Brown’s gas (one piece of physics, which
serious academic physicists enjoying monthly salary refuse to consider seriously) can
melt metals although its temperature is not much more than 100 degrees Celsius.
(e) This model would predict the formation of beta stable nuclei as dark proton sequences
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transform to ordinary nuclei. This process would be analogous to that believed to occur
in supernova explosions and used to explain the synthesis of nuclei heavier than iron.
This process could also replace the hypothesis about super-nova nucleosynthesis: indeed,
SN1987A did not provide support for this hypothesis.
The reactor of Rossi is reported to produce heavier isotopes of Ni and of Copper. This
would strongly suggest that protons also fuse with Ni nuclei. Also heavier nuclei could
enter to the magnetic flux tubes and form dark nuclei with dark protons transformed
partially to neutral nucleons. Also the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei
could generate so high densities that ordinary nuclear reactions become possible.
(f) What about the mysterious production of pions and mesons producing in turn muons?
i. Could the transformation of nuclei to ordinary nuclei generate so high a local temperature that hadron physics would provide an appropriate description of the situation. Pion mass corresponds to 140 MeV energy and huge temperature about .14
GeV. This is much higher than solar temperature and looks totally implausible.
ii. The total binding energy of nucleus with 70 nucleons (average binding energy per
nucleon around 7 MeV) as single meson would generate energy of the order of
magnitude of kaon mass. Dark nuclei are quantum coherent structures: could
this make possible this kind of “holistic” process in the transformation to ordinary
nucleus. This might be part of the story.
iii. How the mesons are created? The first option is that the transformation of dark
nucleus to ordinary one creates few mesons: the binding energy of the ordinary
nucleus would be liberated as meson. This would conform with the holistic nature of
the process occurring as phase transition rather than as transformation of individual
dark nucleons to ordinary ones. The completely mysterious looking emission of
mesons from usually detected in hadronic reactions in much higher energy scale
would be a direct signature of the process.
Or could the transformation to ordinary nucleus involve the emission of dark W boson with mass about 80 GeV decaying to dark quark pairs binding to dark mesons
transforming eventually to ordinary mesons? Could dark W boson emission occur
quantum coherently so that the amplitude would be sum over the emission amplitudes, and one would have an amplification of the decay rate so that it would be
proportional to the square of dark nuclear charge? The effective masslessness below
atomic scale would make the rate for this process high. The emission would lead
directly to the final state nucleus by emission of on mass shell mesons.
iv. One objection against the proposed model of cold fusion is that the energy liberated
in the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary ones is so large that it should have
been detected. A possible explanation is that most of the energy is liberated as
mesons and leaks out of the system. Fusion products would be however detected.

5.3.6 Could Pollack effect make cell membrane a self-loading battery?
The so called Clarendon dry pile is 175 years old battery still working. The current is very
weak (nano Ampere) but the working of the battery is claimed to be not well-understood.
The TGD inspired model for cold fusion leads to the proposal that Pollack effect is part
of electrolysis. This inspires the idea that Pollack effect and possibly also the associated
cold fusion could make Clarendon dry pile a self-loading battery. Cell membrane can be
regarded as the analog of self-loading battery, and in TGD framework also as a generalised
Josephson junction. Hence one can ask whether also cell membrane could be seen as a selfloading battery utilizing Pollack’s mechanism. This would also allow to understand why
hyperpolarization stabilizes the membrane potential and why depolarization generates nerve
pulse.
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Clarendon pile: 175 years old battery still working
Elemer Rosinger had a Facebook link to an article telling about Clarendon dry pile, a very
long-lived battery providing energy for an electric clock (see http://tinyurl.com/zeut69y,
http://tinyurl.com/jhrww2a, and http://tinyurl.com/gvbrhra ). This clock known
also as Oxford bell has been ringing for 175 years now and the article suggests that the
longevity of the battery is not really understood. The bell is not actually ringing so loud
that human ear could hear it but one can see the motion of the small metal sphere between
the oppositely charged electrodes of the battery in the video.
The function principle of the clock is simple. The gravitational field of earth is also present.
When the sphere touches the negative electrode, it receives a bunch of electrons and gives
the bunch away as it touches positive electrode so that a current consisting of these bunches
is running between electrons. The average current during the oscillation period of 2 seconds
is nanoampere so that nanocoulomb of charge is transferred during each period (Coulomb
corresponds to a 6.242 × 1018 elementary charges (electrons)).
The dry pile was discovered by priest and physicist Giuseppe Zamboni at 1812 (see http:
//tinyurl.com/jkvtj6f). The pile consists of 2,000 pairs of pairs of discs of tin foil glued to
paper impregnated with Zinc sulphate and coated on the other side with manganese dioxide:
2,000 thin batteries in series. The operation of battery gradually leads to the oxidation of
Zinc and the loss of magnase dioxide but the process takes place very slowly. One might
actually wonder whether it takes place too slowly so that some other source of energy than
the electrostatic energy of the battery would be keep the clock running. Karpen pile is
analogous battery discover by Vasily Karpen (see http://tinyurl.com/jpzcs32). It has
now worked for 50 years.
Cold fusion is associated with electrolysis. Could the functioning of this mystery clock involve
cold fusion taken seriously even by American Physical Society thanks to the work of the group
of prof. Holmlid. Electrolytes have of course been “understood” for aeons. Ionization leads
to charge separation and current flows in the resulting voltage. With a feeling of deep shame
I must confess that I cannot understand how the ionization is possible in standard physics.
This of course might be just my immense stupidity - every second year physics student would
immediately tell that this is “trivial” - so trivial that he would not even bother to explain
why. The electric field between the electrodes is immensely weak in the scale of molecules.
How can it induce the ionisation? Could ordinary electrolytes involve new physics involving
cold fusion liberating energy? These are the questions which pop up in my stupid mind.
Stubborn as I am in my delusions, I have proposed what this new physics might be with
inspiration coming from strange experimental findings of Gerald Pollack, cold fusion, and
my own view about dark matter has phases of ordinary matter with non-standard value
hef f = n × h of Planck constant. Continuing with my weird delusions I dare ask: Could cold
fusion provide the energy for the “miracle” battery?
What batteries are?
To understand what might be involved one must first learn some basic concepts. I am trying
to do the same.
(a) Battery (see http://tinyurl.com/8xqsnab) consistes of two distinct electrochemical
cells (see http://tinyurl.com/jq8ljmo). Cell consists of electrode and electrolyte.
The electrodes are called anode and catode. By definition electron current along external
wire flows to catode and leaves anode.
(b) There are also ionic currents flowing inside the battery. In absence of the ionic currents
the electrodes of the battery lose their charge. In the loading the electrodes get their
charges. In the ideal situation the ionic current is same as electron current and the
battery does not lose its charging. Chemical reactions are however taking place near
and at the electrodes and in their reversals take place during charging. Chemical changes
are not completely reversible so that the lifetime of the battery is finite.
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The ionic current can be rather complex: the carriers of the positive charge from anode
can even change during the charge transfer: what matters that negative charge from
catode is transferred to anode in some manner and this charge logistics can involve
several steps. Near the catode the currents of positive ions (cations) and electrons from
the anode combine to form neutral molecules. The negative current carriers from catode
to the anode are called anions.
(c) The charge of the clectrochemical cell is in the electrolyte near the surface of the electrode rather than inside it as one might first think and the chemical processes involve
neutralization of ion and the transfer of neutral outcome to or from the electrode.
(d) Catode - or better, the electrochemical cell containing the catode - can have both signs of
charge. For positive charge one has a battery liberating energy as the electron current
connecting the negative and positive poles goes through the load, such as LED. For
negative charge current flows only if there is external energy feed: this is loading of
the battery. External voltage source and thus energy is needed to drive the negative
charges and positive charges to the electrodes. The chemical reactions involved can
be rather complex and proceed in reverse direction during the loading process. Travel
phone battery is a familiar example.
During charging the roles of the anode and catode are changed: understanding this
helps considerably.
Could dark cold fusion make possible self-loading batteries?
Could cold fusion help to understand why the Clarendon dry pile is so long lived?
(a) The battery is series of very many simpler batteries. The mechanism should reduce to
the level of single building brick. This is assumed in the following.
(b) The charge of the battery tends to be reduced unless the ionic and electronic currents
are identical. Also chemical changes occur. The mechanism involved should oppose
the reduction of the charging by creating positive charge to the catode and negative
charge to the anode or induce additional voltage between the electrodes of the battery
inducing its loading. The energy feed involved might also change the direction of the
basic chemical reactions as in the ordinary loading by raising the temperature at catode
or anode.
(c) Could be formation of Pollack’s exclusion zones (EZs) in the elecrolytic cell containing
the anode help to achieve this? EZs carry a high electronic charge. According to TGD
based model protons are transformed to dark protons at magnetic flux tubes. If the
positive dark charge at the flux tubes is transferred to the electrolytic cell containing
catode and transformed to ordinary charge, it would increase the positive charge of the
catode. The effect would be analogous to the loading of battery. The energy liberated
in the process would compensate for the loss of charge energy due to electronic and ionic
currents.
(d) In the ordinary loading of the battery the voltage between batteries induces the reversal
of the chemical processes occurring in the battery. This is due to the external energy
feed. Could the energy feed from dark cold fusion induce similar effects now? For
instance, could the energy liberated at the catode as positively charged dark nuclei
transform to ordinary ones raise the temperature and in this manner feed the energy
needed to change the direction of the chemical reactions.
Cell membrane as self-loading battery and how nerve pulse is generated?
This model might have an interesting application to the physics of cell membrane.
(a) Cell membrane consisting of two lipid layers defines the analog of a battery. Cell interior
plus inner lipid layer (anode) and cell exterior plus outer lipid layer (catode) are analogs
of electrolyte cells.
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What has been troubling me for two decades is how this battery manages to load itself.
Metabolic energy is certainly needed and ADP-ATP mechanism is essential element. I
do not however understand how the membrane manages to keep its voltage.
Second mystery is why it is hyperpolarization rather than polarization, which tends to
stabilize the membrane potential in the sense that the probability for the spontaneous
generation of nerve pulse is reduced. Neither do I understand why depolarization (reduction of the membrane voltage) leads to a generation of nerve pulse involving rapid
change of the sign of the membrane voltage and the flow of various ionic currents between
the interior and exterior of the cell.
(b) In the TGD inspired model for nerve pulse cell interior and cell exterior or at least
their regions near to lipid layers are regarded as super-conductors forming a generalized
Josephson junction. For the ordinary Josephson junction the Coulombic energy due to
the membrane voltage defines Josephson energy. Now Josephson energy is replaced by
the ordinary Josephson energy plus the difference of cyclotron energies of the ion at
the two sides of the membrane. Also ordinary Josephson radiation can be generated.
The Josephson currents are assumed to run along magnetic flux tubes connecting cell
interior and exterior. This assumption receives support from the strange finding that
the small quantal currents associated with the membrane remain essentially the same
when the membrane is replaced with polymer membrane.
(c) The model for Clarendon dry pile suggests an explanation for the self-loading ability.
The electrolytic cell containing the anode corresponds to the negatively charged cell
interior, where Pollack’s EZs would be generated spontaneously and the feed of protonic
charge to the outside of the membrane would be along flux tubes as dark protons
to minimize dissipation. Also ions would flow along them. The dark protons driven
to the outside of the membrane transform to ordinary ones or remain dark and flow
spontaneously back and provide the energy needed to add phosphate to ADP to get
ATP.
(d) The system could be quantum critical in the sense that a small reduction of the membrane potential induces nerve pulse. Why the ability to generate Pollack’s EZs in the
interior would be lost for a few milliseconds during nerve pulse? The hint comes from
the fact that Pollack’s EZs can be generated by feeding infrared radiation to a water
bounded by gel. Also the ordinary Josephson radiation generated by cell membrane
Josephson junction has energy in infrared range!
Could the ordinary Josephson radiation generate EZs by inducing the ionization of
almost ionized hydrogen bonded pairs of water molecules. The hydrogen bonded pairs
must be very near to the ionization energy so that ordinary Josephson energy of about
.06 eV assignable to the membrane voltage is enough to induce the ionization followed
by the formation of H3/2 O. The resulting EZ would consist of layers with the effective
stoichiometry H3/2 O.
As the membrane voltage is reduced, Josephson energy would not be anymore enough to
induce the ionization of hydrogen bonded pair of water molecules, EZs are not generated,
and the battery voltage is rapidly reduced: nerve pulse is created. In the case of
hyperpolarization the energy excees the energy needed for ionization and the situation
becomes more stable.
(e) This model could also allow to understand the effect of anesthetes [K61] [L16]. Anesthetes could basically induce hyperpolarization so that Josephson photons would continually generate Pollack’s EZ:s and creating of dark particles at the magnetic flux tubes.
This need not mean that consciousness is lost at the cell level. Only sensory and motor
actions are prevented because nerve pulses are not possible. This prevents formation of
sensory and motor mental images at our level of hierarchy.
Meyer-Overton correlation states that the effectiveness of the anesthete correlates with
its solubility to the lipid membrane. This is the case if the presence of anesthete in the
membrane induces hyperpolarization so that the energies of the photons of Josephson
radiation would be higher than needed for the generation of EZs accompanied by magnetic flux tubes along which ionic Josephson currents would flow between cell interior
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and exterior. For these quantal currents evidence exists [K42]. In the case of battery
these dark ions would flow from the cell containing anode to that containing catode. For
depolarization the energy of Josephson photons would be too low to allow the kicking
off protons from hydrogen bonded pairs of water molecules so that EZs would not be
created and self-loading would stop and nerve pulse would be generated.

5.4 Could cold fusion solve some problems of the standard view about nucleosynthesis?
The theory of nucleosynthesis involves several uncertainties and it is interesting to see whether
interstellar cold fusion could provide mechanisms allowing improved understanding of the
observed abundances. There are several problems: D abundance is too low unless one assumes
the presence of dark matter/energy during Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN); there are two
Lithium anomalies; there is evidence for the synthesis of boron during BBN; for large redshifts
the observed metallic abundances are lower than predicted. The observed abundances of light
nuclei are higher than predicted and require that so called cosmic ray spallation producing
them via nuclear fission induced by cosmic rays. The understanding of abundances of nuclei
heavier than F e require supernova nucleosynthesis: the problem is that supernova 1987A did
not provide support for the r-process.
The idea of dark cold fusion could be taken more seriously if it helped to improve the recent
view about nucleosynthesis. In the sequel I try to develop a systematic view about how cold
fusion could help. I take as a starting point the model for cold dark fusion already discussed.
This model could be seen as generalization of supernova nucleosynthesis in which dark variant
of neutron and proton capture gives rise to more massive isotopes. Also a variant allowing
the capture of dark alpha particle can be considered.

5.4.1

Standard view about nucleosynthesis

To learn some background it is good to read Wikipedia articles about stellar nucleosynthesis
(see http://tinyurl.com/j9ytvsx) and abundances of the chemical elements (see http:
//tinyurl.com/7hgjxya).
There are several contributions to nucleosynthesis in the standard model. The first contribution comes from Big Bang (BBN), second contribution from supernova nucleosynthesis and
the third from cosmic ray spallation.
Nuclear fusion during Big Bang
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) lasting from 10 seconds to 20 minutes after Big Bang produced stable light elements up to 7Li. Also unstable 7 Be decaying to 7 Li and 3 H decaying
to 3 He was produced.
(a) 1 H ja 4 He nuclei dominate and the remaining nuclei give only fraction of order .01 per
cent. The value of n/p ratio at the moment when n ↔ p transformations ceased to
occur is decisive since all neutrons and protons, which could recombine to 4 He did so
after this moment. For n/p ' 1/7 a correct relative abundance for 4 He is obtained.
This can be understood quite concretely: 4 of 12+4 nucleons could combine to 4 He and
did so. For 4 He particle number fraction was 1/13 ' 7.7 per cent and mass fraction 25
percent. For protons the particle number fraction was 12/13 ' 92.3 and mass fraction
75 percent.
(b) BBN produces also deuterium. The amount of D produced is highly sensitive to the
initial conditions since deuterium is only marginally stable unlike 4 He . Part of D could
have combined to 4 He. There is sensitivity to the baryon density and to the expansion
rate of the Universe determined by the total mass density. The observed finite amount
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of D implies finite age of Universe unless there are some other mechanisms producing
deuterium.
(c) If the Universe consisted of protons and neutrons only during fusion to 4 He, the density
of nucleons would have been be so high that all D would have burned to 4 He. Nuclear
fusion (temperature should be at critical range to not produce deuterium) in stars cannot
produce deuterium and the production by nuclear fission is also difficult. This has forces
to assume the presence of dark matter at the time of BBN. Also dark energy could be
in question. Cosmic ray spallation was proposed as source of D but failed to explain its
abundance. It is however suggested do explain the abundances of the other elements.
(d) Also small fractions of 7 Li and 7 Be were produced but no heavier elements was produced. The reason was the absence of stable nuclei with 8 or 5 nucleons. This severely
limited the amounts of 7 Li and 9 Be (unstable) nuclei produced. In stars triple alpha
process produces carbon but the rate is so slow that it could not yield significant amount
of carbon during BBN. In stars 7 Li burns to more massive nuclei.
There is however a problem. The abundances of 7 Li predicted by BBN and deduced
from WMAP/Planck and the abundance derived from population II stars (see http://
tinyurl.com/qczc8ty). The predicted abundance is by a factor 2.2-4.3 higher than the
observed one [C45] (see http://tinyurl.com/ycnrljls). The abstract of the article
summarizes lithium anomalies.
The measured abundance for 7 Li is within a factor of two agreement with the standard
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) models, however for the more fragile 6 Li, its abundance has been observed at a level three orders of magnitude above those predicted by
standard BBN model. These discrepancies are known as the Lithium Anomaly. The
standard BBN model predicts an abundance ratio for [7 Li/6 Li] of the order of a 1000
or greater. Precise measurements of isotopic ratio indicate that [7 Li/6 Li] = 12.3. This
discrepancy is the Strong Lithium Anomaly. The measured abundance [7 Li/1 H] = (1.5+
0.3) × 10|10 is a factor of two lower than the abundance [7 Li/1 H] = (3.82 + 0.70) × 10−10
predicted by the standard BBN calculations, and this discrepancy is the Weak Lithium
Anomaly. A quick review will be done of the reactions that have been included in the
BBN calculations of Lithium-6 abundance. I will discuss an experiment to address the
Lithium Anomaly, via the 7 Li (3 He, 4 He)6 Li reaction using the TACTIC detector at
TRIUMF.
(e) Some old stars are found to contain boron, which suggests that also Boron was produced
during BBN. Standard BBN does not allow it but the fact that resonant alpha capture by
7
Li producing Boron has been observed [C42] suggests that Boron is actually produced
during BBN.
Stellar nucleosynthesis
Elements lighter than F e are formed by stellar nucleosynthesis (http://tinyurl.com/j9ytvsx).
Binding energy begins to decrease after F e and the buildup of these nuclei requires energy
and it seems that stellar fusion cannot provide it.
(a) Proton-proton chain reaction (http://tinyurl.com/yazrzeez) produces 3 He and to
3
He:s fuse to 4 He + 2p. The direct fusion of 3 He or 3 H to 4 He is would require energy
so that fusion of two 3 He:s is necessary. Both hydrogen and 3 He nuclei are depleted.
(b) Lithium burning (see http://tinyurl.com/oyjck6v) depletes lithium and 4 He is generated. The observed lithium should come from Big Bang in standard cosmology. The
abundance of 7 Li is by a factor 2/3 smaller than the predicted abundance whereas the
abundance of 6 Li is too high by several orders of magnitude [C45].
(c) Triple alpha process (see http://tinyurl.com/lvjafqo) was discovered by Hoyle.
Hoyle started from the empirical fact that carbon must have been produced abundantly.
On the other, hand there seemed to be a bottleneck preventing production of 12 C by
alpha capture. The fusion of two 4 He to unstable 8 Be requires at least the energy of
91.8 keV and occurs slightly faster than its reversal after hydrogen has transformed to
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He. To produce C another fusion is needed and since triple alpha process is unlikely, it
would take long time to produce the needed amount of carbon. Hoyle made a brave hypothesis: carbon must have a resonant state with energy very near to that of 8 Be+4 He.
If this is the case the process can proceed resonantly. It turned out that this hypothesis
was correct!
(d) Once C is generated alpha process (see http://tinyurl.com/yc3u8kjr) adds 4 He
repeatedly and builds heavier nuclei up to Fe. The first heavy nucleus is 16 O.
(e) CNO cycle converts four protons to helium in 4 steps. It starts from C and proceeds
by fusion proton with the heavier C, N, or O nucleus and by beta decays and ends with
alpha decay of O to C as the last step (see http://tinyurl.com/qfcmo5c).
(f) Other important burning processes take lace in stars considerably heavier than Sun
are carbon burning (see http://tinyurl.com/y7wor4ur), oxygen burning (see http:
//tinyurl.com/y866yjkr), and neon burning: (see http://tinyurl.com/y88eazhc).
Supernova fusion
Stellar nucleosynthesis leads to explosive oxygen burning and silicon burning the elements
silicon, sulfur, chlorine, argon, sodium, potassium, calcium, scandium, titanium and iron
peak elements: vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel. These elements
known as “primary elements” can be fused from pure hydrogen and helium in massive stars.
As a result of their ejection from supernovae, their abundances increase within the interstellar
medium.
Elements heavier than nickel are believed to be created primarily by supernova nucleosynthesis (see http://tinyurl.com/y74rh5rw). The processes involved are slow neutron capture (s-process, see http://tinyurl.com/ybbnwkpd, fast neutron capture (r-process, see
http://tinyurl.com/hs3x3se), and fast proton capture (r-p-process, see http://tinyurl.
com/y8gysoqg). The most important process is r-process. The resulting elements are much
less abundant than the primary chemical elements. Other processes thought to be responsible for some of the nucleosynthesis of under-abundant heavy elements, notably a proton
capture process known as the rp-process and a photodisintegration process known as the
gamma (or p) process. The latter would synthesize the lightest, most neutron-poor, isotopes
of the heavy elements.
Interestingly (and rather alarmingly!), the only modern nearby supernova SN1987A, has not
revealed r-process enrichments (see http://tinyurl.com/y74rh5rw). Modern thinking is
that the r-process yield may be ejected from some supernovae but swallowed up in others as
part of the residual neutron star or black hole.
Remark: The production of elements heavier than F e might be a weak point of standard
model. The proposed cold fusion by absorption of dark protons and possibly also neutrons
is remarkably similar to the supernova fusion process. The failure to observe r-process in
SN1987A raises the question whether the analog of supernova cold fusion could occur in
interstellar space as cold fusion in TGD sense.
Cosmic ray spallation
Stellar nuclear fusion does not produce stable isotopes 3 He, 7 Li, 9 Be, 10 B, and 11 B. These
isotopes have been however observed. The process known as cosmic ray spallation (CRB, see
http://tinyurl.com/zaa49s6) has been proposed as a mechanism producing these nuclei.
The collision of highly energetic charged cosmic ray induces nuclear fission to larger number
of lighter fragments and in this manner gives rise to a synthesis of lighter elements. CRB
would also explain the presence of a beta-unstable nuclei such as 7 Be in environment with
lifetime of 53.6 d. Also tritium and isotopes of aluminium, carbon (14 C), chlorine, iodine
and neon are formed in CRB.
Remark: Cold fusion in TGD sense does not produce beta-instable elements and this might
allow to disentangle the predictions of CRB model from those of cold fusion model.
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5.4.2

Could cold fusion help?

TGD based model of cold fusion [C33, C34] relies on two new physics elements: the hierarchy
of Planck constants and the notion of magnetic body. Cold fusion would occur in two steps.
First dark nuclei (large hef f = n × h) with much lower binding energy than ordinary nuclei
are formed at magnetic flux tubes possibly carrying monopole flux, and are transformed by
dark beta decay and W exchange to beta-stable dark nuclei. These nuclei can leak out the
system along magnetic flux tubes but in presence of metallic surfaces in negative potential
can suffer a phase transition to ordinary nuclei and liberate nuclear binding energy.
An essential condition is that the dark protons can decay to neutrons rapidly enough by
exchanges of dark weak bosons effectively massless below atomic length scale. Also beta
decays in which dark W boson decays to dark electron and neutrino can be considered. This
allows to overcome the Coulomb wall and explains why final state nuclei are stable and the
decay to ordinary nuclei does not yield only protons.
The model is motivated by several experimental findings about cold fusion.
(a) Leif Holmlid has introduced the notion of fusion induced by Coulomb explosion of ultradense deuterium (see popular article http://tinyurl.com/nbephxb). The slides of the
talk by Sweinn Olaffsson (see http://tinyurl.com/j3csy53) give a more technical representation about the subject. Also ultradense variant of hydrogen can be considered.
The article Laser-driven nuclear fusion D+D in ultra-dense deuterium: MeV particles
formed without ignition (see http://tinyurl.com/pm56kk3) gives a more detailed representation about the idea [C11]. The TGD based model for the findings assumes that
laser pulse induces a compression in longitudinal direction and formation of large hef f
phase on magnetic flux tube in the direction of laser pulse.
(b) The TGD inspired model [L9] for what Pollack [L9] calls the fourth phase of water
involving negatively charged exclusion zones (EZs) plays central role in TGD inspired
quantum biology [L14] and also serve as the starting point for the model of cold fusion.
The basic idea is that the protons disappearing from EZ become dark protons at dark
magnetic flux tubes and form sequences identifiable as dark nuclei [L3]. Ordinary nuclei
would result in the phase transition reducing Planck constant to its ordinary value.
(c) The earlier TGD based model [L3] modifying the cold fusion model of Widom and
Larsen [C5] (http://tinyurl.com/boq2u2z) provides also an important ingredient. In
Widom-Larsen model weak boson exchange transforming the proton approaching the
target nucleus to neutron allows to overcome Coulomb wall. The extremely slow rate
for weak boson exchange is the weak point of the model.
This exchange is fast if weak bosons are dark and thus effectively massless in the length
scale considered: this length scale would be hef f /h = n-multiple of weak scale and
could be as long as 100 microns but atomic length scale is in principle enough. In the
recent model W emission and W exchanges would transform dark proton sequences to
dark nuclei containing also neutrons so that Coulomb instability could be overcome.
Dark nucleosynthesis in living matter (biofusion has been reported to occur) would also
explain why parity breaking effects are large in cell scale.
(d) The so called Brown’s gas [H36] regarded by skeptics as pseudoscience (see http:
//tinyurl.com/gotxwa8) can be interpreted in terms dark fusion products leaking
out of the system along flux tubes. Both the claimed ability of Brown’s gas to melt
metals although itself at temperature of order 100 Celsius and the claims of the article
summarizing the findings of LeClair (see http://tinyurl.com/y786gy89) suggest that
the presence of metallic surface could prevent the dark nuclei from escaping by inducing
a phase transition reducing the value of Planck constant to its ordinary value. This can
be understood if the metallic surface is negatively charged and attracts the positively
charge dark nuclei at the flux tubes and forces the phase transition to occur.
The phase transition would liberate an energy, which is essentially the total nuclear
binding energy (if the dark nuclear binding energy scales like 1/hef f it would be rather
small in nuclear energy scale) and thus larger than liberated in ordinary nuclear fusion or
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fission. LeClair also claims that the nuclei produced are beta stable and the spectrum
is same as for the nuclei produced by supernova nucleosynthesis: if true this would
suggest that capture of neutrons or protons would be the basic mechanism. It is easy
to challenge LeClair’s claims and this has been done but they seem to conform with the
predictions of the TGD model: I realized this only when learning about what supernova
nucleosynthesis is. Also a recent very strange finding about spectrum of Ni isotopes
produced in E-Cat reactor conform with the predictions of TGD based model [L12].
The basic prediction is that the process cannot produce beta-unstable isotopes, which should
be thus produced by cosmic ray spallation. Dark cold fusion might provide insights to the
problems of standard model of nucleosynthesis.
Let us consider first a model of nucleosynthesis in which the binding energies of dark nuclei are
obtained by a simple universal scaling from the ordinary binding energies so that kinematical
constrains remain the same as in ordinary nuclear fusion. Let us also assume that absorption
of two dark protons by same dark nucleus to give dark nuclear string is a slow process.
With these assumptions the absorption of dark protons (and possibly also dark neutrons)
would be a process very much analogous to r-p process but restricted to occur only between
beta stable isotopes and involving rapid stabilizing dark beta decays. Also the analogs of sand r-processes a possible but would not happen if the formation of EZs is behind the cold
fusion.
In the following considerations I have used the excellent tables of an old text book “Nuclear
Physics” of Robert Howard about nuclear physics [C46]. One can certainly find from web
more modern representations but I have somehow become attached to this nice old-fashioned
book.
(a) Interstellar dark nuclear fusion involving dark matter in TGD sense could generate
deuterium, 3 He, and 4 He from hydrogen. The ordinary fusion of proton and 4 He to 5 He
via beta decay or to 5 Li does not occur spontaneously. Whether the dark counterparts of
these processes are possible depends on the binding energy of dark 4 He. If one believes
in ultra naı̈ve scaling of binding energies then dark variants of these processes could not
take place and one would have only the sequence H → D →3 He →4 He. The chain
stops at 4 He and only the densities of lightest elements up to 4 He would be affected.
(b) D abundance is predicted to be too low unless the presence of dark matter is assumed
during BBN: the reason is that D nuclei fuse to 4He nuclei. Dark energy can can do
same trick as dark matter and TGD indeed predicts its presence in the early cosmology.
One can of course consider also a scenario without primordial dark energy/matter. This
would require that there is a mechanism producing deuterium. Cosmic ray spallation
can generate 3 He, Be, and B but not D (because of its marginal stability). Here
interstellar cold fusion could come in rescue. This option does not look plausible to me.
(c) Traces of boron have been found in some old stars (see http://tinyurl.com/qczc8ty).
This might be called boron anomaly. One can wonder whether high nucleon densities
could have made the alpha captures 6 Li +4 He →10 B and 7 Li +4 He →17 B possible and
produced boron. Resonant alpha capture 7 Li(α, γ) is indeed known to take place [C24]
(see http://tinyurl.com/z6clc79) and one can wonder whether it could take place
during BBN. Mechanism would be a copy of the mechanism proposed by Hoyle to
produced carbon.
(d) Lithium anomaly involves actually two anomalies. The observed 7 Li abundance is
lower than predicted and the observed 6 Li/7 Li ratio is higher than predicted by orders
of magnitude. If the resonant alpha capture by 7 Li giving rise to B takes place early
cosmology it could have reduced 7 Li abundance already at that time. The absence of
resonant alpha capture for 6 Li could in turn explain its recent over abundance with
respect to 7 Li as present already primordially.
(e) How cold fusion could affect the BBN abundances of lithium, B and Be? In the pessimistic scenario (exact scaling of binding energies) one would have only single step
6
Li → 7 Li. Some fraction of 6 Li would transformed to 7 Li. Cosmic ray spallation
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would be needed to produce B and Be. The presence of beta unstable isotopes with
relatively short life time (such as tritium) gives support for the occurrence of cosmic ray
spallation since the presence of tritium cannot be explained by dark cold fusion.
(f) The sequence 9 Be →10 B →11 B →12 C →13 C →14 N →15 ...36 A of beta stable nuclei
would be very long and mean flow from low mass numbers to higher ones. Also the
sequence of beta stable nuclei starting from 39 K would extend to 64 Zn.
The above sketchy model involves strong simplifying assumptions, which can be criticized.
(a) The naı̈ve scaling of binding energy could be of course too strong an assumption. Also
the assumption that two subsequent absorptions of dark proton has a low rate is only
the first guess. For instance, the steps 4 He →6 Li and 7 Li →9 Be would require fusion
of 2 protons to already existing nucleus. Dark variants of beta un-stable isotopes 5 He,
5
Li and n Be, n = 6, 7, 8 could appear as dark intermediate states if they are stable
enough against dark variants of strong interactions the rates for the n = 2 steps would
be higher.
(b) One can consider also the possibility that the capture of 4 He nuclei transforming to
dark nuclei is involved so that one would obtain nuclei consisting of 4 He nuclei plus
some protons and neutrons. As a matter of fact, nuclear string model [L3] assumes
that there is a kind of fractal structure involved in which 4 He nuclear strings become
building bricks of higher level nuclear strings (flux tubes inside flux tubes). 4 He nuclei
could be first generated by dark fusion if the formation of EZs is the basic mechanism.
This would bring in dark variants of the basic mechanisms of stellar nuclear fusion and
suggests fusion product spectrum probably resembling that produced in stellar nuclear
fusion inside stars. It would also allow resonant transformation of 7 Li to 10 B and in
this manner might help to understand Lithium anomalies.
One can challenge also the supernova fusion believed to produce elements heavier than F e. rand s-processes involving absorption of neutron and rp-process involving absorption of proton
in general require energy in the case of nuclei heavier than F e and the energy liberated in
supernova collapse could provide this energy. An alternative mechanism is by interstellar
dark fusion involving absorption of dark protons and also neutrons by heavy nucleus. One
can consider the possibility that no external energy feed is needed. At least the energy feed
would be by about factor 10−5 smaller if the proposed model is qualitatively correct. The
rapidly occurring beta decays would allow only beta stable outcomes and this could serve as
a signature of the process.
There is evidence that the abundances of metals in the early universe for redshifts 2-3 are
lower than predicted [C42]. For instance, for one particular case with z = 2.7276 for which
rather reliable data exist, the abundances of N, Mn, Fe, Ni are below predicted. Same is true
for O, Mg, Si, P, and S as figure 4 of [C42] (see http://tinyurl.com/y78o5jrt) demonstrates. N abundance is especially low in this example. The proposed cold fusion mechanism
would induce the flow of nuclei to higher mass numbers and increase the abundances at later
times. If the density of protons was larger at the end of BBN period as absence of dark
matter at that time demands, dark cold fusion could have induced a flow of baryon number
to the direction of higher mass numbers.
There are also indications for CF in Earth, quite recently (May 2022) I learned an interesting
piece of fact related to nuclear physics anomalies. It has been found that the amount of 3 He
in the Earths’ atmosphere is ten times higher than expected https://cutt.ly/WHx7FUz).
The result is not deduced by measuring the amount 3 He but that of 4 He. The amount of
the latter is too high and since 4 He produces 3 He, the amount of 3 He must be higher than
normal if we believe in standard nuclear physics.
The first report by Goldman and Fleisch about ”cold fusion” was the claim that 4 He is
produced by fusion of two deuterium nuclei(https://cutt.ly/xHx7Mjl). ”Cold fusion” was
labelled as pseudoscience first but now ”cold fusion” is accepted as a real science and cold
fusion researchers are not regarded as science criminals anymore.
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Could this extra 4 He be produced by ”cold fusion” so that no extra 3 He, not produced in
”cold fusion”, would be needed?
(a) The TGD based model for ”cold fusion” [L12, L49, L56] relies on the notion of dark
nuclei and one of the basic predictions is that heavier nuclei can be produced outside
stellar cores at much lower temperatures than in the Sun. In the TGD framework,
prestellar evolution would start by ”cold fusion” and lead eventually to such a high
temperature that ordinary fusion would start.
(b) ”Cold fusion” solves many problems of the standard nuclear physics based view. For
instance, the production of nuclei heavier and iron is poorly understood: the hypothesis
that Supernovae might have produced them remains unproven. Also the abundances
of many light nuclei, such as Lithium, are poorly understood. Also the model for solar
fusion has an anomaly discovered a few years ago. There is also evidence that living
matter produces nuclei such as Calcium by some unknown mechanism.

5.4.3

Heavy element surprise

Again a surprise in astrophysics (see the popular articles at http://tinyurl.com/y2yexqq4
and http://tinyurl.com/yybbcz6e). It is really amazing how little we actually know about
the mechanism producing heavier elements.
(a) Big bang produces H, He, and also Be but in trace amounts. Heavier elements are absent
and are believed to be produced in stars. How the heavier elements are formed? This
is the problem. One proposal is that during super-nova explosions so called r-process
produces heavier elements outside supernova but SN1987A did not provide support for
this (see http://tinyurl.com/hs3x3se). Second proposal is that the heavier elements
are produced in the collisions of neutron stars. There is also a proposal is that they
are produced in collapsing accreting disk when neutron star collapses to blackhole (see
http://tinyurl.com/y6cvldwm).
(b) Standard hypothesis is that so called population III stars produce elements heavier than
Be. These stars would be very large and very short lived - age would have been around
105 − 106 years. Not a single population III star has been however observed but one
could blame their short ages as a reason for this. So called population II stars would
be their successors and have been observed. The amount of heavier elements in them is
still much lower than in Sun.
(c) Astrophysicists Frebel and Ezzeddine [E17] (see http://tinyurl.com/y6bopwfo and
also the slides at http://tinyurl.com/y6gupmzk) have studied the spectral signatures
of a population II star HE 1327-2326 and discovered it to contain unusually large amount
of Zinc heavier than iron. This looks very strange since elements heavier than Fe should
be produced much later.
It has been proposed that the first stars did not explode in a spherically symmetric manner
but generated jets in opposite directions, and Frebel and Ezzeddine suggests that this might
explain the strange findings. Jets would have distributed heavier elements from population
III stars stars to surroundings in a very undemocratic manner. Although the total amount of
heavier elements would have been small, the density of heavier elements in the birthplaces of
population II stars along the jets would have been much higher than spherically symmetric
model predicts.This could explain the high amount of Zinc.
While reading the article, I realized that the jetty picture is very natural in TGD framework.
(a) Asymmetric jets are very natural in TGD vision about the formation of galaxies as
tangles associated with long cosmic string known to form linear structures [L37]. This
picture solves the galactic dark matter problem: dark matter and energy reside at
cosmic strings thickened to flux tubes and create just the desired gravitational potential
to explain flat velocity spectrum of distant stars. That there would be no dark matter
halo conforms with the various findings strongly suggesting that this halo does not exist.
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Flux tubes of long cosmic strings are what I call wormhole magnetic fields that is
have same M 4 projection except in the regions, where there are galaxies and stars.
Wormhole magnetic field portions outside galaxies would be essentially dark energy since
test particles do not experience the associated magnetic and electric fields. However,
long range gravitational fields are created and make themselves visible as flat velocity
spectrum around spiral galaxies [L46, L50].
The cosmic strings would have thickened and liberated energy in the process and given
rise to ordinary visible matter: this would be analogous to the decay of inflaton field
except that the magnetic energy and volume energy characterized by length scale dependent cosmological constant would replace energy of inflaton field.
The topology of tangles consisting of a looped monopole flux tube carrying monopole
flux resembled the field line topology of dipole magnetic field. Stars and eventually
even planets would have ormed as sub-tangles around the flux tubes. Universe would
be like highly neural network with quantum coherence even in cosmic scales instead of
uncorrelated galaxies and stars.
(b) The explosion of very earlier star like entity would have automatically created jets
propagating along the flux tubes emanating from so that instead of being distributed in
a spherically symmetric manner the elements in the earlier star would have propagated
directly to the birth places of new stars along the flux tube having the exploded star as
tangle. This would changes completely the view about star formation.
But what these very earlier stars might have been?
(a) TGD based view about dark suggests a new mechanism for the production of heavier
elements [L32, L12]. What I call dark nuclei (having non-standard value hef f = n × h0
of Planck constant) would be dark protons sequences along flux tubes and have nuclear
binding energy much smaller than ordinary nuclei.
Pollack effect [L9] would give rise to these dark nuclei and they would be present in
living matter and give a fundamental realization of genetic code: ordinary matter with
ordinary value of Planck constant would mimic the dynamics of magnetic body having
higher “IQ” (higher evolutionary level in number theoretical evolutionary hierarchy
defined by extensions of rationals) definable as hef f /h0 = n and identifiable as dimension
of extension of rationals.
The connection between biology and astrophysics looks of course strange but this is
what the fractality of TGD Universe predicts. Same cosmic strings thickened to flux
tubes are in all length scales and basic mechanisms are the same.
(b) Dark nuclei would have been formed first and caused pre-heating during the pre-stellar
phase [L32, L12]. As the temperature became high enough, ordinary fusion reactions
started and stars were born. The spontaneous transformation to ordinary nuclei liberating almost all nuclear binding energy would have also occurred and is proposed as a
model for “cold fusion” reported to produce heavy elements.
(c) One can ask why so much Zn in HE 1327-2326. Was “cold fusion” involved already
at that time as TGD based model indeed proposes? Could the postulated but unseen
population III stars be pre-stellar objects generating heavy elements by “cold fusion”
and spraying them along flux tubes directly to the new stars rather than dispersing
them to all possible directions? The Universe would have been a network analogous to
neural system rather than soup and the formation of stars would have been a collective
process with correlations in super-astrophysical length scales.
This is the also the picture about living mater provided by TGD, where flux tube
network makes possible for reacting molecules to find each other and also provides a
mechanism of catalysis based on the reduction of hef f liberating energy allowing to
overcome the potential walls preventing the chemical reactions.

5.4.4

What is the IQ of neutron star?

“Humans and Supernova-Born Neutron Stars Have Similar Structures, Discover Scientists”
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(see http://tinyurl.com/y7qdeuba) is the title of a popular article about the finding that
neutron stars and eukaryotic (not only human) cells contain geometrically similar structures.
In cells the cytoplasma between cell nucleus and cell membrane contains a complex highly
folded membrane structure known as endoplasmic reticulum (ER). ER in turn contains stacks
of evenly spaced sheets connected by helical ramps. They resemble multistory parking garages
(see the illustration of the popular article). These structures are referred to as parking places
for ribosomes, which are the machinery for the translation of mRNA to amino-acids. The
size scale of these structures must be in the range 1-100 microns.
Computer simulations for neutron stars predict geometrically similar structures, whose size
is however million times larger and therefore must be in the range of 1-100 meters.The
soft condensed-matter physicist Greg Huber from U.C. Santa Barbara and nuclear physicist
Charles Horowitz from Indiana University have worked together to explore the shapes [I23]
(see http://tinyurl.com/js9wavq and http://tinyurl.com/y72o474v).
The physical principles leading to these structures look quite different. At nuclear physics
side one has strong and electromagnetic interaction at microscopic level and in the model
used they give rise to these geometric structures in macroscopic scales. In living matter the
model assumes basically entropic forces and the basic variational principle is minimization
of the free energy of the system - second law of thermodynamics for a system coupled to
thermal bath at constant temperature. The proposal is that some deeper principle might be
behind these intriguing structural similarities.
In TGD framework one is forced to challenge the basic principles behind these models as
really fundamental principles and to consider deeper reasons for the geometric similarity.
One ends up challenging even the belief that neutron stars are just dead matter.
(a) In TGD framework space-time identified as 4-D surface in H = M 4 × CP2 is manysheeted fractal structure. In TGD these structures are topological structures for the
space-time itself as a 4-surface rather than for the distribution of the matter in topologically trivial almost empty Minkowski space.
TGD space-time is also fractal characterized by the hierarchy of p-adic length scales
assignable to primes near powers of two and to a hierarchy of Planck constants. Zero
energy ontology (ZEO) predicts also a hierarchy of causal diamonds (CDs) as regions
inside which space-time surfaces are located.
The usual length scale reductionism is replaced with fractality and the fractality of
the many-sheeted space-time could explain the structural similarity of structures with
widely different size scales.
(b) Dark matter is identified as a hierarchy of phases of ordinary matter labelled by the
value hef f = n × h of Planck constant. In adelic physics hef f /h = n has purely number
theoretic interpretation as a measure for the complexity of extension of rationals - the
hierarchy of dark matters would correspond to the hierarchy of these extensions and
evolution corresponds to the increase of this complexity. It would be dark matter at
the flux tubes of the magnetic body of the system that would make the system living
and intelligent. This would be true for all systems, not only for those that we regard as
living systems. Perhaps even neutron stars!
(c) In adelic physics [L35] p-adic physics for various primes as physics of cognition and
ordinary real number based physics are fused together. One has a hierarchy of adeles
defined by extensions of rational numbers (not only algebraic extensions but by those
using roots of e). The higher the complexity of the extension, the larger the number of
common points shared by reals and p-adics: they correspond to space-time points with
coordinates in an extension of rationals defining the adele. These common points are
identified as cognitive representations, something in the intersection of cognitive and
sensory. The larger the number of points, the more complex the cognitive representations. Adeles define thus an evolutionary hierarchy.
The points of space-time surface defining the cognitive representation are excellent candidates for the carriers of fundamental fermions since many-fermion states allow interpretation in terms of a realization of Boolean algebra. If so then the complexity of the
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cognitive representation characterized by hef f /h increases with the density of fundamental fermions! The larger the density of matter, the higher the intelligence of the
system if this view is correct!
This view inspires interesting speculative questions.
(a) In TGD inspired theory of consciousness conscious entities form a fractal hierarchy accompanying geometric fractal hierarchies. Could the analogies between neutron stars
and cells be much deeper than merely geometric? Could neutron stars be superintelligent systems possessing structures resembling those inside cells? What about
TGD counterparts of black holes? For blackhole like structures the fermionic cognitive
representation would contain even more information per volume than those for neutron
star. Could blackholes be super-intelligences instead of mere cosmic trashbins?
Living systems metabolize. The interpretation is that the metabolic energy allows to
increase the value of hef f /h and generate negentropic entanglement crucial for cognition.
Also blackholes “eat” matter from their environment: is the reason the same as in the
case of living cell?
Living systems communicate using flux tubes connecting them and serving also as correlates of attention. In TGD frame flux tubes emanates from all physical systems, in
particular stars and blackholes and mediate gravitational interactions. In fact, flux
tubes replace wormholes in ER-EPR correspondence in TGD framework or more precisely: wormhole contacts replace flux tubes in GRT framework.
(b) Could also blackhole like structures possess the analog of endoplasmic reticulum replacing the cell membrane with an entire network of membranes in the interior of cell?
Interpretation as minimal surface is very natural in TGD framework. Could the predicted space-time sheet within blackhole like structure having Euclidian signature of
the induced metric serve as the analog for cell nucleus? In fact, all systems - even
elementary particles - possess the space-time sheet with Euclidian signature: this sheet
is analogous to the line of Feynman diagram. Could the space-time sheet assignable to
cell nucleus have Euclidian signature of the induced metric? Could cell membrane be
analogous to blackhole horizon?
(c) What abut genetic code? In TGD inspired biology genetic code could be realized already
at the level of dark nuclear physics in terms of strings of dark protons: also ordinary
nuclei are identified as strings of nucleons [L3]. Biochemical representation would be only
a secondary representation and biochemistry would be a kind of shadow for the deeper
dynamics of dark matter and magnetic flux tubes. Dark 3-proton states correspond
naturally to DNA, RNA, tRNA and amino-acids and dark nuclei as polymers of these
states [L17].
Could neutron stars containing dark matter as dark nuclei indeed realize genetic code?
This view about dark matter leads also to a proposal that the so called cold fusion
could actually correspond to dark nucleosynthesis such that the resulting dark nuclei
with rather small nuclear binding energy transform to ordinary nuclei and liberate most
of the ordinary nuclear binding energy in this process [L32]. Could dark nucleosynthesis
produce elements heavier than Fe and also part of the lighter elements outside stellar
interiors. Could this happen also in the fusion of neutron stars to neutron star like
entity as the recent simultaneous detection of gravitational waves (GW170817 event)
and em radiation from this kind of fusion suggests [E18] [L24].
(d) How can one understand cell (or any system) as a trashbin like structure maximizing its
entropy on one hand and as an intelligent system on one hand? This can make sense in
TGD framework where the amount of conscious information, negentropy, is measured
by the sum of p-adic variants of entanglement entropies and is negative(!) thanks to the
properties of p-adic norm. Neutron stars, blackholes and cells would be entropic objects
if one limits the consideration to real sector of adeles but in p-adic sectors they would
carry conscious information. The sum of real and p-adic entropies tends to be negative.
Living cell would be very entropic object in real sense but very negentropic in p-adic
sense: even more, the sum of negative p-adic negentropies associated with cognition in
adelic physics would overcome this entropy [L11].
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5.5 Neutron production from an arc current in gaseous
hydrogen
I learned about nuclear physics anomaly new to me (actually the anomaly is 66 years old!)
from an article of Norman and Dunning-Davies in Research Gate (see http://tinyurl.com/
y7jlhnx8). Neutrons are produced from an arc current in hydrogen gas with a rate exceeding
dramatically the rate predicted by the standard model of electroweak interactions, in which
the production should occur through e − +p → n + ν by weak boson exchange. The low
electron energies make the process also kinematically impossible. Additional strange finding
due to Borghi and Santilli is that the neutron production can in some cases be delayed by
several hours. Furthermore, according to Santilli neutron production occurs only for hydrogen
but not for heavier nuclei.
In the following I sum up the history of the anomaly following closely to the representation of
Norman and Dunning-Davies [C43] (see http://tinyurl.com/y7jlhnx8): this article gives
references and details and is strongly recommended. This includes the pioneering work of
Sternglass in 1951, the experiments of Don Carlo Borghi in the late 1960s [C15], and the
rather recent experiments of Ruggiero Santilli [C47] (see http://tinyurl.com/y8nsh883).

5.5.1

Experimental work

In the following the experimental support for neutron anomaly is summarized.
The pioneering experiment of Sternglass
The initial anomalously large production of neutrons using an current arc in hydrogen gas
was performed by Earnest Sternglass in 1951 while completing his Ph.D. thesis at Cornell.
He wrote to Einstein about his inexplicable results, which seemed to occur in conditions
lacking sufficient energy to synthesize the neutrons that his experiments had indeed somehow
apparently created. Although Einstein firmly advised that the results must be published
even though they apparently contradicted standard theory, Sternglass refused due to the
stultifying preponderance of contrary opinion and so his results were preemptively excluded
under orthodox pressure within discipline leaving them unpublished. Edward Trounson, a
physicist working at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory repeated the experiment and again
gained successful results but they too, were not published.
One cannot avoid the question, what physics would look like today, if Sternglass had published
or managed to publish his results. One must however remember that the first indications
for cold fusion emerged also surprisingly early but did not receive any attention and that
cold fusion researchers were for decades labelled as next to criminals. Maybe the extreme
conservatism following the revolution in theoretical physics during the first decades of the
previous century would have prevented his work to receive the attention that it would have
deserved.
The experiments of Don Carlo Borghi
Italian priest-physicist Don Carlo Borghi in collaboration with experimentalists from the University of Recife, Brazil, claimed in the late 1960s to have achieved the laboratory synthesis
of neutrons from protons and electrons. C. Borghi, C. Giori, and A. Dall’Olio published
1993 an article entitled “Experimental evidence of emission of neutrons from cold hydrogen
plasma” in Yad. Fiz. 56 and Phys. At. Nucl. 56 (7) [C15].
Don Borghi’s experiment was conducted via a cylindrical metallic chamber (called “klystron”)
filled up with a partially ionized hydrogen gas at a fraction of 1 bar pressure, traversed by an
electric arc with about 500V and 10mA as well as by microwaves with 1010 Hz frequency. Note
that the energies of electrons would be below .5 keV and non-relativistic. In the cylindrical
exterior of the chamber the experimentalists placed various materials suitable to become
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radioactive when subjected to a neutron flux (such as gold, silver and others). Following
exposures of the order of weeks, the experimentalists reported nuclear transmutations due to
a claimed neutron flux of the order of 104 cps, apparently confirmed by beta emissions not
present in the original material.
Don Borghi’s claim remained un-noticed for decades due to its incompatibility with the
prevailing view about weak interactions. The process e− + p → n + ν is also forbidden by
conservation of energy unless the total cm energy of proton and the electron have energy
larger than ∆E = mn − mp − me = 0.78 MeV. This requires highly relativistic electrons.
Also the cross section for the reaction proceeding by exchange of W boson is extremely small
at low energies (about 10−20 barn: barn=10−28 m2 represents the natural scale for cross
section in nuclear physics). Some new physics must be involved if the effect is real. Situation
is strongly reminiscent of cold fusion (or low energy nuclear reactions (LENR), which many
main stream nuclear physicists still regard as a pseudoscience.
Santilli’s experiments
Ruggero Santilli [C47] (see http://tinyurl.com/y8nsh883) replicated the experiments of
Don Borghi. Santilli analyzes several alternative proposals explaining the anomalyn and
suggests that new spin zero bound state of electron and proton with rest mass below the
sum of proton and electron masses and absorbed by nuclei decaying then radioactively could
explain the anomaly. The energy needed to overcome the kinematic barrier could come from
the energy liberated by electric arc. The problem of the model is that it has no connection
with standard model.
Both in the experiments of Don Carlo Borghi and those of Santilli, delayed neutron synthesis
was sometimes observed. According to Santilli:
A first series of measurements was initiated with Klystron I on July 28,2006, at
2 p.m. Following flushing of air, the klystron was filled up with commercial grale
hydrogen at 25 psi pressure. We first used detector PM1703GN to verify that the
background radiations were solely consisting of photon counts of 5-7 µR/h without
any neutron count; we delivered a DC electric arc at 27 V and 30 A (namely with
power much bigger than that of the arc used in Don Borghi’s tests...), at about
0.125” gap for about 3 s; we waited for one hour until the electrodes had cooled
down, and then placed detector PM1703GN against the PVC cylinder. This resulted
in the detection of photons at the rate of 10 - 15 µR/hr expected from the residual
excitation of the tips of the electrodes, but no neutron count at all.
However, about three hours following the test, detector PM1703GN entered into
sonic and vibration alarms, specifically, for neutron detections off the instrument
maximum of 99 cps at about 5’ distance from the klystron while no anomalous photon emission was measured. The detector was moved outside the laboratory and the
neutron counts returned to zero. The detector was then returned to the laboratory
and we were surprised to see it entering again into sonic and vibrational alarms
at about 5’ away from the arc chamber with the neutron count off scale without
appreciable detection of photons, at which point the laboratory was evacuated for
safety.
After waiting for 30 minutes (double neutron’s lifetime), we were surprised to see
detector PMl703GN go off scale again in neutron counts at a distance of 10’ from
the experimental set up, and the laboratory was closed for the day.

5.5.2

TGD based model for the neutron anomaly

The basic problems to be solved are following.
(a) What is the role of current arc and other triggering impulses (such as microwave radiation or pressure surge mentioned by Santilli): do they provide energy or do they have
some other role?
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(b) Neutron production is kinematically impossible if weak interactions mediate it. Even
if kinematically possible, weak interaction rates are quite too slow. The creation of
intermediate states via other than weak interactions would solve both problems. If
weak interactions are involved with the creation of the intermediate states, how there
rates can be so high?
(c) What causes the strange delays in the production in some cases but now always? Why
hydrogen gas is preferred?
The effect brings strongly in mind cold fusion (or LENR) - another process not allowed by
standard model - for which TGD proposes a model [L12] in terms of generation of dark
nuclei with non-standard value hef f = n × h of Planck constant formed from dark proton
sequences at magnetic flux tubes. The binding energy for these states replacing the scalar
particle proposed by Santilli is supposed to be obtained by scaling the nuclear binding energy
by 1h/hef f and is much lower than for the ordinary nuclei. The proposal is that these nuclei
decay to ordinary nuclei as the flux tubes attach to metallic targets with negative surface
charge attracting positively charged magnetic flux tubes. The energy liberated would be of
the essentially the ordinary nuclear binding energy. Note that the creation of dark proton
sequences does not require weak interactions so that the basic objections are circumvented.
TGD explanation for anomalous neutron production could be the same for Tesla’s findings
[K63], for cold fusion [C11, L27] (see http://tinyurl.com/j3csy53), Pollack effect [L9] [L9]
and for the anomalous production of neutrons. Even electrolysis would involve in an essential
manner Pollack effect and new physics.
Could this model explain the anomalous neutron production and its strange features?
(a) Why electric arc, pressure surge, or microwave radiation would be needed? Dark phases
are formed at quantum criticality [K84] and give rise to the characteristic long range
correlations via quantum entanglement made possible by large hef f = n × h. The presence of electron arc occurring as di-electric breakdown is indeed a critical phenomenon
Already Tesla discovered strange phenomena in his studies of arc discharges but his
discoveries were forgotten by mainstream.
Also energy feed might be involved. Quite generally, in TGD inspired quantum biology
generation of dark states requires energy feed and the role of metabolic energy is to excite
dark states. For instance, dark atoms have smaller binding energy and the energies of
cyclotron states increase with hef f /h. For instance, part of microwave photons could
be dark and have much higher energy than otherwise.
Could the production of dark proton sequences at magnetic flux tubes be all that is
needed so that the possible dark variant of the reaction e− + p → n + ν would not be
needed at all?
(b) If also weak bosons appear as dark variants, their Compton length is scaled up accordingly and in scales shorter than the Compton length, they behave effectively like
massless particles and weak interactions become as strong as electromagnetic interactions. This would make possible a rapid decay of dark proton sequences at magnetic
flux tubes to beta stable dark isotopes via p → n + e+ + ν: there is indeed evidence
that cold fusion produces only beta stable isotopes. Neutrons would be produced in
the decays of the dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei liberating nuclear binding energy. Note
however that TGD allows also to consider p-adically scaled variants of weak bosons with
much smaller mass scale possible important in biology [K23], and one cannot exclude
them from consideration.
(c) The reaction e− + p → n + ν is not necessary in the model. One can however ask,
whether there could exist a mechanism making the dark reaction e− + p → n + ν
kinematically possible. If the scale of dark nuclear binding energy is strongly reduced,
also p → n + e+ + ν in dark nuclei would become kinematically impossible (in ordinary
nuclei nuclear binding energy makes n effectively lighter than p).
TGD based model for nuclei as strings of nucleons [L3] [L12] connected by neutral or
charged (possibly colored) mesonlike bonds with quark and antiquark at its ends could
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resolve this problem (if one wants to see it as a problem). One could have exotic nuclei
in which proton plus negatively charged bond could effectively behave like neutron.
Dark weak interactions would take place for neutral bonds between protons and reduce
the charge of the bond from q = 0 to q = −1 and transform p to effective n. This
was assumed also in the model of dark nuclei and also in the model of ordinary nuclei
and predicts large number of exotic states. One can of course ask, whether the nuclear
neutrons are actually pairs of proton and negatively charged bond.
(d) What about the delays in neutron production occurring in some cases? Why not always?
In the situations, when there is a delay in neutron production, the dark nuclei could
have rotated around magnetic flux tubes of the magnetic body (MB) of the system
before entering to the metal target, one would have a delayed production.
(e) Why would hydrogen be preferred? Why for instance, deuteron and heavier isotopes
containing neutrons would not form dark proton sequences at magnetic flux tubes. Why
would be the probability for the transformation of say D=pn to its dark variant be very
small?
If the binding energy of dark nuclei per nucleon is several orders of magnitude smaller
than for ordinary nuclei, the explanation is obvious. The ordinary nuclear binding
energy is much higher than the dark binding energy so that only the sequences of dark
protons can form dark nuclei. The first guess made in [L12] is that the binding energy
is analogous to Coulomb energy and thus inversely proportional to the size scale of dark
nucleus scaling like h/hef f . One can however ask why D with ordinary size could not
serve as sub-unit.

5.6 Cold fusion, low energy nuclear reactions, or dark
nuclear synthesis?
Steven Krivit has written three books or one book in three parts [C50, C49, C51] - as you
wish - about cold fusion (shortly CF in the sequel) - or low energy nuclear reaction (LENR)
- which is the prevailing term nowadays and preferred by Krivit. The term “cold fusion” can
be defended only by historical reasons: the process cannot be cold fusion. LENR relies on
Widom-Larsen model (WL) trying to explain the observations using only the existing nuclear
and weak interaction physics. Whether LENR is here to stay is still an open question. TGD
suggests that even this interpretation is not appropriate: the nuclear physics involved would
be dark and associated with hef f = n × h phases of ordinary matter having identification as
dark matter. Even the term “nuclear transmutation” would be challenged in TGD framework
and “dark nuclear synthesis” looks a more appropriate term.

5.6.1

General comments

The books were a very pleasant surprise for many reasons, and I have been able to develop
my own earlier overall view by adding important details and missing pieces and allowing to
understand the relationship to Widom-Larsen model (WL).
What the books are about?
There are three books.
“Hacking the atom: Explorations in Nuclear Research, vol I” (see http://tinyurl.
com/yb2zxpmy) considers the developments between 1990-2006. The first key theme is
the tension between two competing interpretations. On one hand, the interpretation as
CF involving necessarily new physics besides ordinary nuclear fusion and plagued by a
direct contradiction with the expected signatures of fusion processes, in particular those
of D + D →4 He. On the other hand, the interpretation as LENR in the framework of
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WL in which no new physics is assumed and neutrons and weak interactions are in a
key role.
Second key theme is the tension between two competing research strategies.
i. The first strategy tried to demonstrate convincingly that heat is produced in the
process - commercial applications was the basic goal. This led to many premature
declarations about solution of energy problems within few years and provided excellent weapons for the academic world opposing cold fusion on basis of textbook
wisdom.
ii. Second strategy studied the reaction products and demonstrated convincingly that
nuclear transmutations (isotopic shifts) took place. This aspect did not receive
attention in public and the attempts to ridiculize have directed attention to the
first approach and to the use of the term “cold fusion”.
According to Krivit, CF era ended around 2006, when Widom and Larsen proposed
their model in which LENR would be the mechanism [C55, C5, C3, C53, C54]. WidomLarsen model (WL) can be however criticized for some un-natural looking assumptions:
electron is required to have renormalized mass considerably higher than the real mass;
the neutrons initiating nuclear reactions are assumed to have ultralow energies below
thermal energy of target nuclei. This requires electron mass to be larger but extremely
near to neutron-proton mass difference. The gamma rays produced in the process are
assumed to transform to infrared radiation.
To my view, WL is not the end of the story. New physics is required. For instance, the
work of professor Holmlid and his team [C11, L27] has provided new fascinating insights
to what might be the mechanism of what has been called nuclear transmutations.
“Fusion Fiasco: Explorations in Nuclear Research, vol II” (see http://tinyurl.com/
ybtvwlyz) discusses the developments during 1989 when cold fusion was discovered
by Fleischman and Pons [C33] and interpreted as CF. It soon turned out that the
interpretation has deep problems and CF got the label of pseudoscience.
“Lost History: Explorations in Nuclear Research, vol III” (see http://tinyurl.com/
ybxrsvqk) tells about surprisingly similar sequence of discoveries, which has been cleaned
away from history books of science because it did not fit with the emerging view about
nuclear physics and condensed matter physics as completely separate disciplines. Although I had seen some remarks about this era I had not not become aware what really
happened. It seems that discoveries can be accepted only when the time is mature for
them, and it is far from clear whether the time is ripe even now.
What I say in the sequel necessarily reflects my limitations as a dilettante in the field of
LENR/CF. My interest on the topic has lasted for about two decades and comes from different
sources: LENR/CF is an attractive application for the unification of fundamental interactions
that I have developed for four decades now. This unification predicts a lot of new physics not only in Planck length scale but in all length scales - and it is of course fascinating to try
to understand LENR/CF in this framework.
For instance, while reading the book, I realized that my own references to the literature have
been somewhat random and not always appropriate. I do not have any systematic overall
view about what has been done in the field: here the book makes wonderful service. It was a
real surprise to find that first evidence for transmutation/isotope shifts emerged already for
about century ago and also how soon isotope shifts were re-discovered after Pons-Fleischman
discovery [C33]. The insistence on D + D →4 He fusion model remains for an outsider as
mysterious as the refusal of mainstream nuclear physicists to consider the possibility of new
nuclear physics. One new valuable bit of information was the evidence that it is the cathode
material that transforms to the isotope shifted nuclei: this helped to develop my own model
in more detail.
Remark: A comment concerning the terminology. I agree with the author that cold fusion
is not a precise or even correct term. I have myself taken CF as nothing more than a letter
sequence and defended this practice to myself as a historical convention. My conviction is
that the phenomenon in question is not a nuclear fusion but I am not at all convinced that
it is LENR either. Dark nucleosynthesis is my won proposal.
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What did I learn from the books?
Needless to say, the books are extremely interesting, for both layman and scientist - say
physicist or chemist, or anyone involved in developing new energy technologies. The books
provide a very thorough view about the history of the subject. There is also an extensive list
of references to the literature. Since I am not an experimentalist and feel myself a dilettante
in this field as a theoretician, I am unable to check the correctness and reliability of the data
represented. In any case, the overall view is consistent with what I have learned about the
situation during years. My opinion about WL is however different.
I have been working with ideas related to CF/LENR (or nuclear transmutations) but found
that books provided also completely new information and I became aware about some new
critical points.
I have had a rather imbalanced view about transmutations/isotopic shifts and it was a surprise
to see that they were discovered already 1989 when Fleisch and Pons published their work
[C33]. Even more, the premature discovery of transmutations for century ago (1910-1930)
interpreted by Darwin as a collective effect, was new to me. Articles about transmutations
were published in prestigious journals like Nature and Naturwissenschaften. The written
history is however history of winners and all traces of this episode disappeared from the
history books of physics after the standard model of nuclear physics assuming that nuclear
physics and condensed matter physics are totally isolated disciplines. The developments
after the establishment of standard model relying on GUT paradigm looks to me surprisingly
similar.
Sternglass - still a graduate student - wrote around 1947 to Einstein about his preliminary
ideas concerning the possibility to transform protons to neutrons in strong electric fields. It
became as a surprise to Sternglass that Einstein supported his ideas. I must say that this
increased my respect of Einstein even further. Einstein’s physical intuition was marvellous.
In 1951 Sternglass found that in strong voltages in keV range protons could be transformed
to neutrons with unexpectedly high rate. This is strange since the process is kinematically
impossible for free protons: it however can be seen as support for WL model.
Also scientists are humans with their human weaknesses and strengths and the history of
CF/LENR is full of examples of both light and dark sides of human nature. Researchers
are fighting for funding and the successful production of energy was also the dream of many
people involved. There were also people, who saw CF/LENR as a quick manner to become
millionaire. Getting a glimpse about this dark side was rewarding. The author knows most
of the influential people, who have worked in the field and this gives special authenticity to
the books.
It was a great service for the reader the basic view about what happened was stated clearly
in the introduction. I noticed also that with some background one can pick up any section
and start to read: this is a service for a reader like me. I would have perhaps divided the
material into separate parts but probably a less bureaucratic choice leaving room for surprise
is better after all.
Who should read these books? The books would be a treasure for any physicist ready to
challenge the prevailing prejudices and learn about what science is as seen from the kitchen
side. Probably this period will be seen in future as very much analogous to the period leading
to the birth of atomic physics and quantum theory. Also layman could enjoy reading the
books, especially the stories about the people involved - both scientists and those funding
the research and academic power holders - are fascinating. The history of cold fusion is a
drama in which one can see as fight between Good and Evil and eventually realize that also
Good can divide into Good and Evil. This story teaches about a lot about the role of egos
in all branches of sciences and in all human activities. Highly rationally behaving science
professionals can suddenly start to behave completely irrationally when their egos feel being
under threat.
My hope is that the books could wake up the mainstream colleague to finally realize that
CF/LENR or - whatever you wish to call it - is not pseudoscience. Most workers in the field
are highly competent, intellectually honest, an have had so deep passion for understanding
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Nature that they have been ready to suffer all the humiliations that the academic hegemony
can offer for dissidents. The results about nuclear transmutations are genuine and pose
a strong challenge for the existing physics, and to my opinion force to give up the naı̈ve
reductionistic paradigm. People building unified theories of physics should be keenly aware
of these phenomena challenging the reductionistic paradigm even at the level of nuclear and
condensed matter physics.
The problems of WL
For me the first book representing the state of CF/LENR as it was around 2004 was the
most interesting. In his first book Krivit sees 1990-2004 period as a gradual transition from
the cold fusion paradigm to the realization that nuclear transmutations occur and the fusion
model does not explain this process.
In his first book Krivit sees 1990-1999 period as a gradual transition from the cold fusion
paradigm to the realization that nuclear transmutations occur and the fusion model does not
explain this process.
The basic assumption of the simplest fusion model was that the fusion D +D →4 He explains
the production of heat. This excluded the possibility that the phenomenon could take place
also in light water with deuterium replaced with hydrogen. It however turned out that also
ordinary water allows the process. The basic difficulty is of course Coulomb wall but the
model has also difficulties with the reaction signatures and the production rate of 4 He is too
low to explain heat production. Furthermore, gamma rays accompanying 4 He production
were not observed. The occurrence of transmutations is a further problem. Production of Li
was observed already in 1989, and later russia trio Kucherov, Savvatinova, Karabut detected
tritium, 4 He, and of heavy elements [C40]. They also observed modifications at the surface
of the cathode down to depth of .1-1 micrometers.
Krivit sees LENR as a more realistic approach to the phenomena involved. In LENR WidomLarsen model (WL) is the starting point [C55, C5, C3, C53, C54]. This would involve no
new nuclear physics. I also see WL as a natural starting point but I am skeptic about
understanding CF/LENR in term of existing physics. Some new physics seems to be required
and I have been doing intense propaganda for a particular kind of new physics [K78].
WL assumes that weak process proton (p) → neutron (n) occurring via e + p → n + ν (e
denotes electron and ν for neutrino) is the key step in cold fusion. After this step neutron
finds its way to nucleus easily and the process continues in conventional sense as analog of
r-process assumed to give rise to elements heavier than iron in supernova explosions and
leads to the observed nuclear transmutations. Essentially one proton is added in each step
decomposing to four sub-steps involving beta decay n → p and its reversal.
There are however problems.
(a) Already the observations of Sternglass suggest that e + p → n + ν occurs. e + p → n + ν
is however kinematically impossible for free particles. e should have considerably higher
effective mass perhaps caused by collective many-body effects. e + p → n + ν could
occur in the negatively charged surface layer of cathode provided the sum of the rest
masses of e and p is larger than that of n. This requires rather large renormalization of
electron mass claimed to be due to the presence of strong electric fields. Whether there
really exists a mechanism increasing the effective mass of electron, is far from obvious
and strong nuclear electric fields are proposed to cause this.
(b) Second problematic aspect of WL is the extreme slowness of the rate of beta decay transforming proton to neutron. For ultraslow neutrons the cross section for the absorption
of neutron to nucleus increases as 1/vrel , vrel the relative velocity, and in principle could
compensate the extreme slowness of the weak decays. The proposal is that neutrons are
ultraslow. This is satisfied if the sum of rest masses is only slightly larger than proton
mass. One would have mE ' mn − mp ∆En , where ∆En is the kinetic of neutron. To
obtain correct order of magnitude for the rate of neutron absorptions ∆En should be
indeed extremely small. One should have ∆E = 10−12 eV and one has ∆E/mp = 10−21 !
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This requires fine tuning and it is difficult to believe that the electric field causing the
renormalization could be so precisely fine-tuned.
∆E corresponds to extremely low temperature about 10−8 K hard to imagine this at
room temperature. Thermal energy of the target nucleus at room temperature is of the
order 10−11 Amp , A mass number. Hence it would seem that the thermal motion of the
target nuclei mask the effect.
(c) One should also understand why gamma rays emitted in the ordinary nuclear interactions after neutron absorption are not detected. The proposal is that gamma rays
somehow transform to infrared photons, which would cause the heating. This would be
a collective effect involving quantum entanglement of electrons. One might hope that by
quantum coherence the neutron absorption rate could be proportional to N 2 instead of
N , where N is the number of nuclei involved. This looks logical but I am not convinced
about the physical realizability of this proposal.
To my opinion these objections are really serious.

5.6.2 Comparison with TGD inspired models of CF/LENR or whatever it is
I cannot avoid the temptation to compare WL to my own dilettante models for which also WL
has served as an inspiration. I have two models explaining these phenomena in my own TGD
Universe. Both models rely on the hierarchy of Planck constants hef f = n × h [K84, K88]
explaining dark matter as ordinary matter in hef f = n × h phases emerging at quantum
criticality. hef f implies scaled up Compton lengths and other quantal lengths making possible
quantum coherence is longer scales than usually.
The hierarchy of Planck constants hef f = n × h has now rather strong theoretical basis
and reduces to number theory [L34, L35]. Quantum criticality would be essential for the
phenomenon and could explain the critical doping fraction for cathode by D nuclei. Quantum
criticality could help to explain the difficulties to replicate the effect.
Simple modification of WL does not work
The first model is a modification of WL and relies on dark variant of weak interactions. In
this case LENR would be appropriate term.
(a) Concerning the rate of the weak process e+p → n+ν the situation changes if hef f is large
enough and rather large values are indeed predicted. hef f could be large also for weak
gauge bosons in the situation considered. Below their Compton length weak bosons are
effectively massless and this scale would scale up by factor n = hef f /h to almost atomic
scale. This would make weak interactions as strong as electromagnetic interactions and
long ranged below the Compton length and the transformation of proton to neutron
would be a fast process. After that a nuclear reaction sequence initiated by neutron
would take place as in WL. There is no need to assume that neutrons are ultraslow but
electron mass remains the problem. Note that also proton mass could be higher than
normal perhaps due to Coulomb interactions.
(b) As such this model does not solve the problem related to the too small electron mass.
Nor does it solve the problem posed by gamma ray production.
Dark nucleosynthesis
Also second TGD inspired model involves the hef f hierarchy. Now LENR is not an appropriate term: the most interesting things would occur at the level of dark nuclear physics, which
is now a key part of TGD inspired quantum biology.
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(a) One piece of inspiration comes from the exclusion ones (EZs) of Pollack [L9] [L9], which
are negatively charged regions [K78] [L12, L21]. Also the work of the group of Prof.
Holmlid [C11, L27] not yet included in the book of Krivit was of great help. TGD
proposal [L12, L27] is that protons causing the ionization go to magnetic flux tubes
having interpretation in terms of space-time topology in TGD Universe. At flux tubes
they have hef f = n × h and form dark variants of nuclear strings, which are basic
structures also for ordinary nuclei.
(b) The sequences of dark protons at flux tubes would give rise to dark counterparts of
ordinary nuclei proposed to be also nuclear strings but with dark nuclear binding energy,
whose scale is measured using as natural unit MeV/n, n = hef f /h, rather than MeV.
The most plausible interpretation is that the field body/magnetic body of the nucleus
has hef f = n × h and is scaled up in size. n = 211 is favoured by the fact that from
Holmlid’s experiments the distance between dark protons should be about electron
Compton length.
Besides protons also deuterons and even heavier nuclei can end up to the magnetic flux
tubes. They would however preserve their size and only the distances between them
would be scaled to about electron Compton length on basis of the data provided by
Holmlid’s experiments [C11, L27].
The reduced binding energy scale could solve the problems caused by the absence of
gamma rays: instead of gamma rays one would have much less energetic photons, say X
rays assignable to n = 211 ' mp /me . For infrared radiation the energy of photons would
be about 1 eV and nuclear energy scale would be reduced by a factor about 10−6 −10−7 :
one cannot exclude this option either. In fact, several options can be imagined since
entire spectrum of hef f is predicted. This prediction is a testable.
Large hef f would also induce quantum coherence is a scale between electron Compton
length and atomic size scale.
(c) The simplest possibility is that the protons are just added to the growing nuclear string.
In each addition one has (A, Z) → (A + 1, Z + 1). This is exactly what happens in the
mechanism proposed by Widom and Larsen for the simplest reaction sequences already
explaining reasonably well the spectrum of end products.
In WL the addition of a proton is a four-step process. First e + p → n + ν occurs
at the surface of the cathode. This requires large electron mass renormalization and
fine tuning of the electron mass to be very nearly equal but higher than n − p mass
difference.
There is no need for these questionable assumptions of WL in TGD. Even the assumption
that weak bosons correspond to large hef f phase might not be needed but cannot be
excluded with further data. The implication would be that the dark proton sequences
decay rather rapidly to beta stable nuclei if dark variant of p → n is possible.
(d) EZs and accompanying flux tubes could be created also in electrolyte: perhaps in the
region near cathode, where bubbles are formed. For the flux tubes leading from the
system to external world most of the fusion products as well as the liberated nuclear
energy would be lost. This could partially explain the poor replicability for the claims
about energy production. Some flux tubes could however end at the surface of catalyst
under some conditions. Flux tubes could have ends at the catalyst surface. Even in this
case the particles emitted in the transformation to ordinary nuclei could be such that
they leak out of the system and Holmlid’s findings indeed support this possibility.
If there are negatively charged surfaces present, the flux tubes can end to them since
the positively charged dark nuclei at flux tubes and therefore the flux tubes themselves
would be attracted by these surfaces. The most obvious candidate is catalyst surface, to
which electronic charge waves were assigned by WL. One can wonder whether already
Tesla observed in his experiments the leakage of dark matter to various surfaces of
the laboratory building. In the collision with the catalyst surface dark nuclei would
transform to ordinary nuclei releasing all the ordinary nuclear binding energy. This
could create the reported craters at the surface of the target and cause ehating. One
cannot of course exclude that nuclear reactions take place between the reaction products
and target nuclei. It is quite possible that most dark nuclei leave the system.
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It was in fact Larsen, who realized that there are electronic charge waves propagating
along the surface of some catalysts, and for good catalysts such as Gold, they are
especially strong. This would suggests that electronic charge waves play a key role in
the process. The proposal of WL is that due to the positive electromagnetic interaction
energy the dark protons of dark nuclei could have rest mass higher than that of neutron
(just as in the ordinary nuclei) and the reaction e + p → n + ν would become possible.
(e) Spontaneous beta decays of protons could take place inside dark nuclei just as they
occur inside ordinary nuclei. If the weak interactions are as strong as electromagnetic
interactions, dark nuclei could rapidly transform to beta stable nuclei containing neutrons: this is also a testable prediction. Also dark strong interactions would proceed
rather fast and the dark nuclei at magnetic flux tubes could be stable in the final state.
If dark stability means same as the ordinary stability then also the isotope shifted nuclei
would be stable. There is evidence that this is the case.
Neither “CF” nor “LENR” is appropriate term for TGD inspired option. One would not have
ordinary nuclear reactions: nuclei would be created as dark proton sequences and the nuclear
physics involved is in considerably smaller energy scale than usually. This mechanism could
allow at least the generation of nuclei heavier than Fe not possible inside stars and supernova
explosions would not be needed to achieve this. The observation that transmuted nuclei are
observed in four bands for nuclear charge Z irrespective of the catalyst used suggest that
catalyst itself does not determined the outcome.
One can of course wonder whether even “transmutation” is an appropriate term now. Dark
nucleosynthesis, which could in fact be the mechanism of also ordinary nucleosynthesis outside stellar interiors explain how elements heavier than iron are produced, might be more
appropriate term.

5.6.3

More about dark nucleosynthesis

In the sequel a more detailed view about dark nucleosynthesis is developed using the information provided by the first book of Krivit. This information allows to make also the nuclear
string model much more detailed and connect CF/LENR with co called X boson anomaly
and other nuclear anomalies.
Not only sequences of dark protons but also of dark nucleons are involved
Are only dark protons sequences at magnetic flux tubes involved or can these sequences
consists of nuclei so that one would have nucleus consisting of nuclei? From the first book I
learned, that the experiments of Urutskoev [D23] demonstrate that there are 4 peaks for the
production rate of elements as function of atomic number Z. Furthermore, the amount of
mass assignable to the transmuted elements is nearly the mass lost from the cathode. Hence
also cathode nuclei should end up to flux tubes.
(a) Entire target nuclei can become dark in the sense described and end up to the same
magnetic flux tubes as the protons coming from bubbles of electrolyte, and participate
in dark nuclear reactions with the incoming dark nuclei: the dark nuclear energy scale
would be much smaller than MeV. For heavy water electrolyte D must become dark
nucleus: the distance between p and n inside D would be usual. A natural expectation
is that the flux tubes connect the EZs and cathode.
In the transformation to ordinary nuclear matter these nuclei of nuclei would fuse to
ordinary nuclei and liberate nuclear energy associated with the formation of ordinary
nuclear bonds.
(b) The transformation of protons to neutrons in strong electric fields observed already by
Sternglass in 1951 could be understood as a formation of flux tubes containing dark
nuclei and producing neutrons in their decays to ordinary nuclei. The needed voltages
are in kV range suggesting that the scale of dark nuclear binding energy is of order keV
implying hef f /h = n ∼ 211 - roughly the ratio mp /me .
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(c) Remarkably, also in ordinary nuclei the flux tubes connecting nucleons to nuclear string
would be long, much longer than the nucleon Compton length [L3] [L30]. By ordinary
Uncertainty Principle (hef f = h) the length of flux tube to which binding energy is
assigned would correspond to the size of nuclear binding energy scale of order few MeV.
This would be also the distance between dark hef f = n × h nuclei forming dark nuclear
string! The binding energy would be scaled down by 1/n.
This suggests that n → 1 phase transition does not affect the lengths of flux tubes
but only turns them to loops and that the distance between nucleons as measured in
M 4 × CP2 is therefore scaled down by 1/n. Coulomb repulsion between proton does not
prevent this if the electric flux between protons is channelled along the long flux tubes
rather than along larger space-time sheet so that the repulsive Coulomb interaction
energy is not affected in the phase transition! This line of thought obviously involves
the notion of space-time as a 4-surface in crucial manner.
(d) Dark nuclei could have also ordinary nuclei as building bricks in accordance with fractality of TGD. Nuclei at dark flux tubes would be ordinary and the flux tubes portions
- bonds - between them would have large hef f and ahve thus length considerably longer
than in ordinary nuclei. This would give sequences of ordinary nuclei with dark binding
energy: similar situation is actually assumed to hold true for the nucleons of ordinary
nuclei connected by analogs of dark mesons with masses in MeV range [L3].
Remark: In TGD inspired model for quantum biology dark variants of biologically important ions are assumed to be present. Dark proton sequences having basic entangled unit
consisting of 3 protons analogous to DNA triplet would represent analogs of DNA, RNA,
amino-acids and tRNA [L17]. Genetic code would be realized already at the level of dark
nuclear physics and bio-chemical realization would represent kind of shadow dynamics. The
number of dark codons coding for given dark amino-acid would be same as in vertebrate
genetic code.

How dark nuclei are transformed to ordinary nuclei?
What happens in the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary ones? Nuclear binding energy
is liberated but how does this occur? If gamma rays generated, one should invent also now a
mechanism transforming gamma rays to thermal radiation. The findings of Holmlid provide
valuable information here and lead to a detailed qualitative view about process and also allow
to sharpen the model for ordinary nuclei.
(a) Holmlid [L27] [L27] [K78] has reported rather strange finding that muons (mass 106
MeV) pions (mass 140 MeV) and even kaons (mass 497) MeV are emitted in the process.
This does not fit at all to ordinary nuclear physics with natural binding energy scale of
few MeVs. It could be that a considerable part of energy is liberated as mesons decaying
to lepton pairs (pions also to gamma pairs) but with energies much above the upper
bound of about 7 MeV for the range of energies missing from the detected gamma ray
spectrum (this is discussed in the first part of the book of Krivit [C50]).
As if even hadronic interactions would enter the game somehow! Already condensed
matter physics and nuclear physics in the same coffee table are too much fort the
mainstream physicist!
(b) What happens when the liberated total binding energy is below pion mass? There is experimental evidence for what is called X boson [C23] discussed from TGD point of view
in [L30]. In TGD framework X is identified as a scaled down variant π(113) of ordinary
pion π = π(107). X is predicted to have mass of m(π(113)) = 2(113−107)/2 m(π) ' 16.68
MeV, which conforms with the mass estimate for X boson. Note that k = 113 resp.
k = 117 corresponds to nuclear resp. hadronic p-adic length scale. For low mass transmutations the binding energy could be liberated by emission of X bosons and gamma
rays.
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(c) I have also proposed that pion and also other neutral pseudo-scalar states could have padically scaled variants with masses differing by powers of two. For pion the scaled variants would have masses 8.5 MeV, m(π(113)) = 17 MeV, 34 MeV, 68 MeV, m(π(107)) =
136 MeV, ... and also these could be emitted and decay to lepton pairs of gamma
pairs [K31]. The emission of scaled pions could be faster process than emission of
gamma rays and allow to emit the binding energy with minimum number of gamma
rays.
There is indeed evidence for pion like states (for TGD inspired comments see [K31]).
(a) The experimental claim (see http://tinyurl.com/ybq323yy) of Tatischeff and TomasiGustafsson is that pion is accompanied by pion like states organized on Regge trajectory
and having mass 60, 80, 100, 140, 181, 198, 215, 227.5, and 235 MeV. For TGD inspired
comments see [K31].
(b) A further piece of evidence for scaled variants of pion comes from two articles by Eef
van Beveren and George Rupp. The first article [C13] is titled First indications of the
existence of a 38 MeV light scalar boson (see http://tinyurl.com/yatlb97o). Second
article [C14] has title Material evidence of a 38 MeV boson (see http://tinyurl.com/
yczo7juy).
The above picture suggests that the pieces of dark nuclear string connecting the nucleons are
looped and nucleons collapse to a nucleus sized region. On the other, the emission of mesons
suggests that these pieces contract to much shorter pieces with length of order Compton
length of meson responsible for binding and the binding energy is emitted as single quantum
or very few quanta. Strings cannot however retain their length (albeit becoming looped with
ends very near in M 4 × CP2 ) and contract at the same time! How could one unify these two
conflicting pictures?
(a) To see how TGD could solve the puzzle, consider what elementary particles look like
in TGD Universe [K31]. Elementary particles are identified as two-sheeted structures
consisting of two space-time sheets with Minkowskian signature of the induced metric
connected by CP2 sized wormhole contacts with Euclidian signature of induced metric.
One has a pair of wormhole contacts and both of them have two throats analogous to
blackhole horizons serving as carriers of elementary particle quantum numbers.
Wormhole throats correspond to homologically trivial 2-surfaces of CP2 being therefore
Kähler magnetically charged monopole like entities. Wormhole throat at given spacetime sheet is necessarily connected by a monopole flux tube to another throat, now the
throat of second wormhole contact. Flux tubes must be closed and therefore consist
of 2 “long” pieces connecting wormhole throats at different parallel space-time sheets
plus 2 wormhole contacts of CP2 size scale connecting these pieces at their ends. The
structure resembles extremely flattened rectangle.
(b) The alert reader can guess the solution of the puzzle now. The looped string corresponds
to string portion at the non-contracted space-time sheet and contracted string to that
at contracted space-time sheet! The first sheet could have ordinary value of Planck
constant but larger p-adic length scale of order electron’s p-adic length scale L(127)
(it could correspond to the magnetic body of ordinary nucleon [L30]) and second sheet
could correspond to hef f = n × h dark variant of nuclear space-time sheet with n = 211
so that the size scales are same.
The phase transition hef f → h occurs only for the flux tubes of the second space-time
sheet reducing the size of this space-time sheet to that of nuclear k = 137 space-time
sheet of size of ∼ 10−14 meters. The portions of the flux tubes at this space-time sheet
become short, at most of the order of nuclear size scale, which roughly corresponds to
pion Compton length. The contraction is accompanied by the emission of the ordinary
nuclear binding energy as pions, their scaled variants, and even heavier mesons. This
if the mass of the dark nucleus is large enough to guarantee that total binding energy
makes the emission possible. The second space-time sheet retains its size but the flux
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tubes at it retain their length but become loopy since their ends must follow the ends
of the shortened flux tubes.
(c) If this picture is correct, most of the energy produced in the process could be lost as
mesons, possibly also their scaled variants. One should have some manner to prevent
the leakage of this energy from the system in order to make the process effective energy
producer.
(d) The is however an important question to be answered. The basic hypothesis has been
that the dark hef f (h = n variants of elementary particles have same masses as the
ordinary elementary particles particles. Hadrons are however many-quark systems and
this need not be true anymore. Could proton and neutron masses change?
The model for Pollack effect does not allow significant change of proton mass. If also
neutron mass remains un-affected and nuclear binding energies are scaled down by factor
2−11 , one ends up with difficulties. n-p mass difference is about 1.3 MeV and its scale
would be much higher than the few keV scale for scaled down nuclear binding energies.
Stable dark nuclei would consist of protons only and the transformation to ordinary
nuclei would require emission of charge particles, say scaled variants of pion (which
could be emitted in any way with a higher rate than gamma rays).
If n-p mass difference is scaled down by factor 2−11 to .65 keV, one has scaling invariance
and the spectrum of dark nuclei would be essentially similar to that of ordinary nuclei
and dark beta decays would lead rapidly to beta stable dark nuclei. In particular,
dark variants of beta decays involving the emission of e+ become possible and can
transform dark protons to dark neutrons. Notice, the assumption of WL about large
renormalization of proton mass implying mR,p +me ' mn in an excellent approximation
is analogous to this hypothesis.
Dark nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution
The temperature of the solar core is rather near to the scale of dark nuclear binding energy.
This co-incidence inspires interesting questions about the dark nucleosynthesis in the stellar
evolution.
1. Some questions inspired by a numerical co-incidence
The temperature at solar core is about T = 1.5 × 107 K corresponding to the thermal energy
E = 3T /2 = 2.25 keV obtained by a scaling factor 2−11 energy ∼ 5 MeV, which is the binding
energy scale for the ordinary nuclei. That this temperature corresponds to the binding energy
scale of dark nuclei might not be an accident.
That the temperature in the stellar core is of the same order of magnitude as dark nuclear
binding energy is a highly intriguing finding and encourages to ask whether dark nuclear
fusion could be the key step in the production of ordinary nuclei and what is the relation of
dark nucleosynthesis to ordinary nucleosynthesis.
(a) Could dark nucleosynthesis occur also pre-stellar evolution and thus proceed differently
from the usual p-p-cycle involving fusion processes? The resulting ordinary nuclei would
undergo only ordinary nuclear reactions and decouple from the dark dynamics. This
does not exclude the possibility that the resulting ordinary nuclei form nuclei of nuclei
with dark protons: this seems to occur also in nuclear transmutations.
(b) There would be two competing effects. The higher the temperature, the less stable dark
nuclei and the longer the dark nuclear strings. At lower temperatures dark nuclei are
more stable but transform to ordinary nuclei decoupling from the dark dynamics. The
liberated nuclear binding energy however raises the temperature and makes dark nuclei
less stable so that the production of ordinary nuclei in this manner would slow down.
At what stage ordinary nuclear reactions begin to dominate over dark nucleosynthesis?
The conservative and plausible looking view is that p-p cycle is indeed at work in
stellar cores and has replaced dark nucleosynthesis when dark nuclei became thermally
unstable.
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The standard view is that solar temperature makes possible tunnelling through Coulomb
wall and thus ordinary nuclear reactions. The temperature is few keVs and surprisingly
small as compared to the height of Coulomb wall Ec ∼ Z1 Z2 e2 /L, L the size of the
nucleus. There are good reasons to believe that this picture is correct. The co-incidence
of the two temperatures would make possible the transition from dark nucleosynthesis
to ordinary nucleosynthesis.
(c) What about dark nuclear reactions? Could they occur as reconnections of long magnetic
flux tubes? For ordinary nuclei reconnections of short flux tubes would take place (recall
the view about nuclei as two-sheeted structures). For ordinary nuclear the reactions at
energies so low that the phase transition to dark phase (somewhat analogous to the deconfinement phase transition in QCD) is not energetically possible, the reactions would
occur in nuclear scale.
(d) An interesting question is whether dark nucleosynthesis could provide a new manner
to achieve ordinary nuclear fusion in laboratory. The system would heat itself to the
temperatures required by ordinary nuclear fusion as it would do also during the prestellar evolution and when nuclear reactor is formed spontaneously (Oklo reactor, see
http://tinyurl.com/l3h6t9v).
2. Could dark nucleosynthesis affect the views about stellar evolution?
The presence of dark nucleosynthesis could modify the views about star formation (see http:
//tinyurl.com/ybdv79gg), in particular about energy production in protostars (see http:
//tinyurl.com/l4htsob) and pre-main-sequence stars (PMS, see http://tinyurl.com/
y8bfbvk7) following protostars in stellar evolution.
In protostars and PMSs the temperature is not yet high enough for the burning of hydrogen
to 4 He, and according to the standard model the energy radiated by the star consists of the
gravitational energy liberated during the gravitational contraction. Could dark nucleosynthesis provide a new mechanism of energy production and could this energy be transferred
from the protostar/PMS as dark energy along dark magnetic flux tubes?
Can one imagine any empirical evidence for the presence of dark nucleosynthesis in protostars
and PMSs?
(a) The energy and matter produced in dark nucleosynthesis could partially leak out along
dark magnetic flux tubes and give rise to astrophysical jets (see http://tinyurl.com/
yb7g9ryx). Astrophysical jets indeed accompany protostars and the associated planetary and bipolar nebulae as well as PMSs (T Tauri stars and Herbig-Haro objects).
The jets along flux tubes associated with hot spots at which dark nucleosynthesis would
take place could provide also a mechanism for the transfer of angular momentum from
the protostar/PMS.
(b) Spectroscopic observations of dense cores (protostar) not yet containing stars indicate
that contraction occurs but the predicted expansion of the contracting region has not
been observed (see http://tinyurl.com/l4htsob). The energy production by dark
nucleosynthesis could increase pressure and slow down and even prevent the expansion
of the contracting region.
How dark nucleosynthesis could affect the evolution of protostars and PMSs?
(a) In standard model the formation of accretion disk (see http://tinyurl.com/yaax8ruq)
could be understood in terms of angular momentum conservation: spherical distribution
of matter transforms to a planar one does not require large changes for the velocities
tangential to the plane. The mechanism for how the matter from accretion disk spirals
into star is however poorly understood.
(b) The TGD inspired model for galaxy formation suggests that the core region of the protostar is associated with a highly knotted cosmic string (“pearl in a necklace”) forming
the dark core of galaxy with constant density of dark matter [L31]. The dark matter
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from the cosmic string would have leaked out from the cosmic string and transformed
to ordinary matter already before the annihilation of quarks and antiquarks. The CP,
P, and T asymmetries predicted by twistor lift of TGD would predict that there is a net
quark (antiquark) number outside (inside) the cosmic string. The locally axisymmetric
gravitational potential of the cosmic string would favour disk like rather than spherically
symmetric matter distribution as the initial distribution of the baryonic matter formed
in the hadronization from the quarks left from the annihilation.
Quantitative model is needed to see whether dark fusion could contribute significantly
to the energy production in protostars and PMSs and affect their evolution. The nuclear
binding energy liberated in dark fusion would slow down the gravitational contraction
and increase the duration of protostar and PMS phases. In standard model PMS phase
is possible for masses varying from 2 to 8 solar masses. Dark nucleosynthesis could
increase the upper bound for the mass of PMS from that predicted by the standard
model.
This is only rough overall view and it would be unrealistic to regard it as final one: one
can indeed imagine variations. But even its recent rough form it seems to be able explain
all the weird looking aspects of CF/LENR/dark nucleosynthesis. To pick up one particular
interesting question: how significantly dark nucleosynthesis could contribute to the generation
of elements heavier than Fe (and also lighter elements)? It is assumed that the heavier
elements are generated in so called r-process involving creation of neutrons fusing with nuclei.
One option is that r-process accompanies supernova explosions but SN1987A did not provide
support for this hypothesis: the characteristic em radiation accompanying r-process was
not detected. Quite recently the observation of gravitational waves from the fusion of two
neutron stars generated also visible radiation, so called kilonova (see http://tinyurl.com/
ycagjeau), and the radiation accompanying r-process was reported. Therefore this kind of
collisions generate at least part of the heavier elements.
3. The discovery of “invisible visible matter” and more detailed view about dark pre-nuclear
physics
That 30 per cent of visible matter has remained invisible is not so well-known problem
related to dark matter. It is now identified and assigned to the network of filaments in
intergalactic space. Reader can consult the popular article “Researchers find last of universe’s
missing ordinary matter” (see http://tinyurl.com/y8tj7mq4. The article “Observations
of the missing baryons in the warm-hot intergalactic medium” by Nicastro et al [E20] (see
http://tinyurl.com/ydhhuld4) describes the finding at technical level. Note that warmhot refers to the temperature range 105 − 106 K.
In TGD framework one can interpret the filament network as as a signature of flux tubes/cosmic
string network to which one can assign dark matter and dark energy. The interpretation could
be that the “invisible visible” matter emerges from the network of cosmic strings as part of
dark energy is transformed to ordinary matter. This is TGD variant of inflationary scenario
with inflaton vacuum energy replaced with cosmic strings/flux tubes carrying dark energy
and matter.
This inspires more detailed speculations about pre-stellar physics according to TGD. The
questions are following. What preceded the formation of stellar cores? What heated the
matter to the needed temperatures? The TGD inspired proposal is that it was dark nuclear
physics [L32] (see the article “Cold fusion, low energy nuclear reactions, or dark nuclear
synthesis?” at http://tinyurl.com/y7u5v7j4). Dark nuclei with hef f = n×h0 were formed
first and these decayed to ordinary nuclei or dark nuclei with smaller value of hef f = n × h0
and heated the matter so that ordinary nuclear fusion became possible.
Remark: h0 is the minimal value of hef f . The best guess is that ordinary Planck constant
equals to h = 6h0 [L23, L42] (see http://tinyurl.com/goruuzm and http://tinyurl.com/
y9jxyjns.
(a) The temperature of the recently detected missing baryonic matter is around 106 K
and roughly 1/10:th of the temperature 107 K at solar core. This serves as a valuable
guideline.
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I already earlier realized that the temperature at solar core, where fusion occurs happens
to be same as the estimated temperature for the binding energy of dark nuclei identified
as dark proton sequences with dark nucleon size equal to electron size. The estimate
is obtained by scaling down the typical nuclear binding energy for low mass nuclei by
the ratio 2−11 of sizes of ordinary and dark nuclear (electron/proton mass ratio, dark
proton has same size as ordinary electron). This led to the idea that nuclear fusion in
the solar core creates first dark nuclei, which then decay to ordinary nuclei and liberate
essentially all of nuclear binding energy. After that ordinary nuclear fusion at resulting
high enough temperature would take the lead.
(b) Dark nuclear strings can correspond to several values of hef f = n × h0 with size scale
scaled up by n. p-Adic length scales L(k) = 2(k−151)/2 L(151), L(151) ' 10 nm, define
favoured values of n as integers in good approximation proportional to 2k/2 . The binding
energy scales for dark nuclei is inversely proportional to 1/n (to the inverse of the p-adic
length scale). Could 106 K correspond to a p-adic length scale k = 137 - atomic length
scale of 1 Angstrom?
Could dark cold fusion start at this temperature and first give rise to “pre-nuclear”
physics generating dark nuclei as dark proton sequences and with dark nuclear binding
energy about . 1 keV with dark nuclei decaying to k = 127 dark nuclei with binding
energy about 1 keV, and lead to heating of the matter and eventually to cold fusion at
k = 127 and after than the ordinary fusion? Also the values intermediate in the range
[137, 127] can be considered as intermediate steps. Note that also k = 131 is prime.
(c) Interestingly, the temperature at solar corona is about 1 million degrees and by factor
140-150 hotter than the inner solar surface. The heating of solar corona has remained
a mystery and the obvious question is whether dark nuclear fusion giving rise to prenuclear fusion for k = 137 generates the energy needed.
(d) If this picture makes sense, the standard views about the nuclear history of astrophysical
objects stating that the nuclei in stars come from the nuclei from supernovas would
change radically. Even planetary cores might be formed by a sequence of dark nuclear
fusions ending with ordinary fusion and the iron in the Earth’s core could be an outcome
of dark nuclear fusion. The temperature at Earth’s core is about 6 × 103 K. This
corresponds to k = 151 in reasonable approximation. What is amusing that the earlier
fractal analogy of Earth as cell would make sense in the sense that k = 151 corresponds
to the p-adic length scale of cell membrane.
I have also considered the possibility that dark nuclear fusion could have provided
metabolic energy [L14, L38] for prebiotic lifeforms in underground oceans of Earth and
that life came to the surface in Cambrian explosion [L44, L43]. The proposal would
solve the hen-egg question which came first: metabolism or genetic code since dark
proton sequences provide a realization of genetic code [L38].
(e) One can imagine also a longer sequence of p-adic length scales starting at lower temperatures and longer p-adic length scales characterized by integer k for which prime values
are the primary candidates. k = 139 corresponding to T = .5 × 106 K is one possibility.
For k = 149 and k = 151 (thicknesses for the lipid layer of the cell membrane and cell
membrane) one would have T ' 2 × 104 K and T ' 104 K - roughly the temperature at
the surface of Sun and biologically important energies E = 2 eV of red light and E = 1
eV of infrared light (quite recently it was found that also IR light can serve as metabolic
energy in photosynthesis).
Could dark nuclear fusion process occur at the surface of the Sun? Could one image
that the sequence of dark phase transitions proceeding to opposite directions as: k =
137 ← 139 ← 149 ← 151 → 149 → 139 → 137 → 131 → 127 between dark nuclear
physics corresponding to p-adic length scales L(k) takes place as one proceeds from the
surface of the Sun upwards to solar corona and downwards to the core. Of course, also
other values of k can be considered: k:s in this sequence are primes: the ends of the
warm-hot temperature range 105 − 106 corresponds roughly to k = 143 = 13 × 11 and
k = 137.
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There are indeed indications that Solar corona could serve as a seat of dark nucleosynthesis (see http://tinyurl.com/y7g9sjfl). The metallicity of stellar objects gives important
information about its size, age, temperature, brightness, etc... The problem is that measurements give two widely different values for the metallicity of Sun depending on how one
measures it. One obtains 1.3 per cent from the absorption lines of the radiation from Sun
and 1.8 from solar seismic data. Solar neutrinos give also the latter value. What could cause
the discrepancy?
Problems do not in general appear alone. There is also a second old problem: what is the
origin of the heating of the solar corona. Where does the energy needed for the heating come
from?
TGD proposal is based on a model, which emerged initially as a model for “cold fusion” (not
really) in terms of dark nucleosynthesis, which produced dark scaled up variants of ordinary
nuclei as dark proton sequences with much smaller binding energy [L32]. This can happen
even in living matter: Pollack effect [L9] involving irradiation by IR light of water bounded
by gel phase creates negatively charged regions from which part of protons go somewhere.
They could go to magnetic flux tubes and form dark nuclei [L9]. This could explain the
reported transmutations in living matter not taken seriously by academic nuclear physicists.
TGD proposal is that the protons transform to dark proton sequences at magnetic flux tubes
with nonstandard value of Planck constant hef f /h0 = n. Dark nuclei with scaled up size.
Dark nuclei can transform to ordinary nuclei by hef f → h (h = 6h0 is the most plausible
option [L23, L42] and liberate almost all nuclear binding energy in the process. The outcome
would be “cold fusion”.
This leads to a vision about pre-stellar evolution. First came the dark nucleosynthesis, which
heated the system and eventually led to a temperature at which the ordinary nuclear fusion
started. This process could occur also outside stellar cores - say in planet interiors - and a
considerable part of nuclei could be created outside star.
A good candidate for the site of dark nucleosynthesis would be solar corona. Dark nucleosynthesis could heat the corona and create metals also here. They would absorb the radiation
coming from the solar core and reduce the measured metallicity to 1.3 per cent.

5.6.4

“Fusion fiasco” and “Lost history” from TGD perspective

In the following the second and third volume of “Explorations in Nuclear Research” of Krivit
are discussed from TGD point of view. The intention is to use the information provided by
these books in order to refine the model for dark nucleosynthesis.
Summary of the model of dark nucleosynthesis model
Before continuing it is good to recall first the basic ideas behind dark nucleosynthesis.
(a) Dark nuclei are produced as dark proton sequences at magnetic flux tubes with distance
between dark protons with hef f /h = 211 (approximately proton/electron mass ratio)
very near to electron Compton length. This makes possible formation of at least light
elements when dark nuclei transform to ordinary ones and liberate almost entire nuclear
binding energy.
(b) Also more complex nuclei can form as nuclei of nuclei from ordinary nuclei and sequences
of dark protons are at magnetic flux tubes. In particular, the basic rule (A, Z) →
(A + 1, Z + 1) of Widom-Larsen model is satisfied although dark beta decays would
break this rule.
In this case the transformation to ordinary nuclei produces heavier nuclei, even those
heavier than Fe. This mechanism could make possible the production of heavy nuclei
outside stellar interiors. Also dark beta decays can be considered. They would be fast:
the idea is that the Compton length of weak bosons is scaled up and within the region
of size scale of Compton length weak interactions have essentially the same strength as
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Element
EB /M eV
∆E/M eV

4

He
28.28
25.70

3

He
7.72
6.412

T
8.48
5.8

D
2.57
1.27

Table 5.1: The ordinary nuclear binding energies EB for light nuclei and the energies ∆E liberated
in dark → ordinary transition.

electromagnetic interactions so that weak decays are fast and led to dark isotopes stable
against weak interactions.
(c) The transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei liberates almost all nuclear binding
energy. This energy could induce the fission of the daughter nucleus and emission of
neurons causing the decay of ordinary nuclei, at least those heavier than Fe.
(d) Also the dark weak process e− + p → n + ν liberating energy of order electron mass
could kick out neutron from dark nucleus. This process would be TGD counterpart for
the corresponding process in WL but having very different physical interpretation. This
mechanism could explain production of neutrons which is by about 8 orders slower than
in cold fusion model.
(e) The magnetic flux tubes containing dark nuclei form a positively charged system attracted by negatively charged surfaces. The cathode is where the electrons usually flow
to. The electrons can generate negative surface charge, which attracts the flux tubes so
that flux tubes end up to the cathode surface and dark ions can enter to the surface.
Also ordinary nuclei from the cathode could enter temporarily to the flux tube so that
more complex dark nuclei consisting of dark protons and nuclei are formed. Dark nuclei
can also leak out of the system if the flux tube ends to some negatively charged surface
other than cathode.
The findings described in the two books, in particular the production of neutrons and tritium,
allow to sharpen the view about dark nucleosynthesis.
(a) The simplest view about dark nucleosynthesis is as a formation of dark proton sequences
in which some dark protons transform by beta decay (emission of positron) to neutrons.
The objection is that this decay is kinematically forbidden if the masses of dark proton
and neutron are same as those of ordinary proton and neutron (n-p mass difference is
1.3 MeV). Only dark proton sequences would be stable.
Situation changes if also n-p mass difference scales by factor 2−11 . The spectra of dark
and ordinary nuclei would be essentially identical. For scaled down n-p mass difference,
neutrons would be produced most naturally in the process e− +p → n+ν for dark nuclei
proceeding via dark weak interactions. The dark neutron would receive a large recoil
energy about me ' .5 MeV and dark nucleus would decay. The electrons inducing the
neutron emission could come from the negatively charged surface of cathode after the
flux tube has attached to it. The rate for e− + p → n + ν is very law for ordinary weak
Planck constant. The ratio n/T ∼ 10−8 allows to deduce information about hef f /h: a
good guess is that dark weak process is in question.
(b) Tritium and other isotopes would be produced as several magnetic flux tubes connect to
a negatively charged hot spot of cathode. A reasonable assumption is that the ordinary
binding energy gives rise to an excited state of the ordinary nucleus. This can induce the
fission of the final state nucleus and also neutrons can be produced. Also scaled down
variants of pions can be emitted, in particular the pion with mass of 17 MeV [L30].
(c) The ordinary nuclear binding energy minus the n-p mass difference 1.3 MeV multiplied
by the number of neutrons would be released in the transformation of dark nuclei to
ordinary ones. The table 5.1 gives the total binding energies and liberated energies for
some lightest stable nuclei.
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Gamma rays are not wanted in the final state. For instance, for the transformation of
dark 4 He to ordinary one, the liberated energy would be about 25.7 MeV. If the final
state nucleus is in excited state unstable against fission, the binding energy can go to
the kinetic energy of the final state and not gamma ray pairs are observed. If two 17
MeV pions π113 are emitted the other one or both must be on mass shell and decay
weakly. The decay of off-mass π113 could however proceed via dark weak interactions
and be fast so that the rate for this process could be considerably faster than for the
emission of two gamma rays.
Fusion fiasco from TGD perspective
The second volume of the book “Explorations in Nuclear Research” of Krivit is titled (see
http://tinyurl.com/y7tsoweh). The book gives a very detailed view about what happened
during the first years after the discovery of Pons of Fleischman of energy production in
electrolysis (in 1989) not understandable in terms of chemistry. Their interpretation was as
cold fusion was definitely wrong and gave an excellent weapon for those wanting to label
them as crackpots.
From TGD point of view especially interesting observations related to the observations of
Indian and Italian research group made immediately after the announcement of the results
of Pons and Fleischman. The observations of Indian groups working in Babbha Atomic
Research Center (BARC) were led by Mahadeva Shrinivasan and Padmanabha Krisnagopala
Iyengar. Yengar was the director BARC and Shrinivasa the director of the physics group
working in BARC. The three leading researchers in Italian ENEA-Frascati experiment were
Fransesco Scaramuzzi, Antonella De Ninno and Antonio Frattolillo.
The results of both experiments were rather similar and I will summarize in the following
only the findings of Indians. Tritium and neutron production were detected by 6 independent
groups. The basic prediction of D+D fusion model is that equal amounts of neutrons and
tritium nuclei should be produced in D+D→ n+T process occurring besides D+D → 4 He.
These groups tested this hypothesis and found that the n/T ratio is small: in the range
(10−9 , 10−8 ) in BARC experiments so that D+D fusion hypothesis cannot be correct. What
is however remarkable is that neutrons were produced and one should understand this also
in TGD framework.
Milton-Roy electrolytic cell consisting of 16 Pd-Ag alloy membrane tubes with total area of
300 cm2 was used. For instance, 30 amp current rising gradually to 60 amp was used in one
of the runs using Pd as host metal. Also experiments replacing Pd with Ti as a host metal
were performed. Three types of neutron detectors were used to detect cold, thermal, and
high energy neutrons: BF3 detector was used for cold neutrons, 3 He detector for thermal
neutrons, and scintillation counter for high energy neutrons. Comparison with the neutron
background was performed. All counters detected the neutrons simultaneously.
What was found was following.
(a) During 4-hour run 4 × 107 neutrons were observed: this is considerably above background. n/T ratio was in the range 10−6 − 10−9 and its average was 10−7 . This does
not conform with the D+D fusion model.
(b) Two groups at BARC observed n and T bursts with 10-20 neutrons in single burst.
Neutron and tritium bursts were strongly correlated suggesting that some kind of chain
reaction was involved. Bursts occurred only in the first day, after few hours of charging.
After that the emission of neutrons stopped.
(c) The interpretation was as surface phenomenon occurring only at hot spots whereas Pons
and Fleischman assumed that the process occurs in the entire cathode.
What could be the TGD interpretation?
The simplest version of dark nucleosynthesis assumes only the formation of dark proton
sequences.
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(a) The resulting dark nuclear strings suffered dark beta decays leading to the counterparts of ordinary nuclei. These transformed to ordinary nuclei and the ordinary nuclear
binding energy was liberated. The transformation to ordinary nucleus in excited state
suffering fission or emitting gamma ray pair (at least) are the most plausible decay channels. Fission channel is the faster one. This could explain the production of neutrons
and the low n/T branching ratio.
(b) One can also consider a formation of dark nuclei containing besides dark protons also
ordinary nuclei: nuclear string consisting of nuclei would be in question.
(c) Dark nuclear fusion does not look so plausible option.
i. Could a dark version p-p cycle assumed to produce 4 He in stars like Sun be involved?
This process involves several steps. p+p gives rise D and positron+ neutrino. D
and p fuse to 3 He liberating energy. Final step would be 3 He+ 3 He → 4 He + p+p.
Could these steps could take for dark nuclei so that scale of liberated energy would
be by factor 2−11 smaller than for ordinary nuclear process.
ii. Also D+D, D+T, and D+3 He fusions could occur
• D+D → 4 He
• D+D → 3 He + n
• D+D → T + p
• D+ T → 4 He + n
• D+3 He → 4 He + p
D+D produces 3 He +n or T + p. D+T to produces 4 He + n. It would seem that
the number of neutrons should be larger than the number of T . This prediction
does not conform with the small n/T branching fraction. These reactions could of
course take place but their contribution should be rather small as compared to that
assignable to the transformation of dark nuclei to ordinary ones.
Can one understand the other observations in TGD framework?
(a) The production of tritium and neutrons seems to occur in hot spots at the surface
of the cathode and only during the initial stages of the experiment. Hot spots could
correspond to negatively charge pieces of the cathode surfaces. The negatively charged
cathode surface attracts the magnetic flux tubes. As positive charge flows to the surface,
the density of electrons at the surface is weakened and the process ceases to occur.
(b) Neutrons were produced as bursts, say 10-20 neutrons. The decays of dark nuclei could
explain these bursts but several flux tubes are required sin single flux tube is expected to
produce only few neutrons. The total number of flux tubes is expected to be proportional
to the area of hot spots.
The lost history from TGD perspective
The third volume in “Explorations in Nuclear Research” [C51] is about lost history: roughly
the period 1910-1930 during which there was not yet any sharp distinction between chemistry
and nuclear physics. After 1930 the experimentation became active using radioactive sources
and particle accelerators making possible nuclear reactions. The lost history suggests that
the methods used determine to unexpected degree what findings are accepted as real. After
1940 the hot fusion as possible manner to liberate nuclear energy became a topic of study
but we are still waiting the commercial applications.
One can say that the findings about nuclear transmutations during period 1912-1927 became
lost history although most of these findings were published in highly respected journals and
received also media attention. Interested reader can find in the book detailed stories about
persons involved. This allows also to peek to the kitchen side of science and to realize that the
written history can contain surprising misidentifications of the milestones in the history of
science. Author discusses in detail an example about this: Rutherford is generally regarded
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as tje discover of the first nuclear transmutation but even Rutherford himself did not make
this claim.
It is interesting to look what the vision about the anomalous nuclear effects based on dark
nucleosynthesis can say about the lost history and whether these findings can provide new
information to tighten up the TGD based model, which is only qualitative. Therefore I go
through the list given in the beginning of book from the perspective of dark nucleosynthesis.
1. Production of noble gases and tritium
During period 1912-1914 several independent scientists discovered the production of noble
gases 4 He, neon (Ne), and argon (Ar) using high voltage electrical discharges in vacuum or
r through hydrogen gas at low pressures in cathode-ray tubes. Also an unidentified element
with mass number 3 was discovered. It was later identified as tritium. Two of the researchers
were Nobel laureates. 1922 two researchers in University of Chicago reported production of
4
He. Sir Joseph John Thomson explained the production of 4 He using occlusion hypothesis.
In understand occlusion as a contamination of 4 He to the tungsten wire. The question is
why not also hydrogen.
Why noble gases would have been produced? It is known that noble gases tend to stay
near surfaces. In one experiment it was found that 4 He production stopped after few days,
maybe kind of saturation was achieved. This suggests that isotopes with relatively high
mass numbers were produced from dark proton sequences (possibly containing also neutrons
resulting in the dark weak decays). The resulting noble gases were caught near the electrodes
and therefore only their production was observed.
2. Production of 4 He in experiments of Wendle and Irion
In 1922 Wendle and Irion published results from the study of exploding current wires. Their
arrangement involved high voltage of about 3 × 104 V and di-electric breakdown through
air gap between the electrodes producing sudden current peak in a current wire made of
tungsten (W with (Z, A) = (74, 186) for the most abundant isotope) at temperature about
T = 2 × 104 C, which corresponds to a thermal energy 3kT /2 of about 3 eV. Production of
4
He was detected.
Remark: The temperature at solar core is about 1.5 × 107 K corresponding to energy about
2.25 keV and 3 orders of magnitude higher than the temperature used.
The interpretation of the experimentalists was that the observed 4 He was from the decay
of tungsten in the hot temperature making it unstable. This explanation is of course not
consistent with what we known at about nuclear physics. No error in the experimental
procedure was found. Three trials to replicate the experiment of Wendle and Irion were
made with a negative result. The book discusses these attempts in detail and demonstrates
that they were not faithful to the original experimental arrangement.
Rutherford explained the production of 4 He in terms of 4 He occlusion hypothesis of Thomson.
In the explosion the 4 He contaminate would have liberated. But why just helium contamination, why not hydrogen? By above argument one could argue that 4 He as noble gas could
indeed form stable contaminates.
80 yeas later Urutskoev repeated the experiment with exploding wires and observed besides
4
He also other isotopes. The experiments of Urutskoev [D23] demonstrated that there are
4 peaks for the production rate of elements as function of atomic number Z. Furthermore,
the amount of mass assignable to the transmuted elements is nearly the mass lost from the
cathode. Hence also cathode nuclei should end up to flux tubes.
How dark nucleosynthesis could explain the findings? The simplest model relies on a modification of the occlusion hypothesis: a hydrogen contaminate was present and the formation
of dark nuclei from the protons of hydrogen at flux tubes took place in the exploding wire.
The nuclei of noble gases tended to remain in the system and 4 He was observed.
3. Production of Au and Pt in arc discharges in Mercury vapor
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Element
(Z, A)

W
(74,186)

Pt
(78,195)

Au
(79,197)

Hg
(80,202)

Tl
(81,205)

Pb
(82,208)

Table 5.2: The nuclear charge and mass number (Z, A) for the most abundant isotopes of W, Pt,
Au,Hg, Tl and Pb.
In 1924 German chemist Miethe, better known as the discoverer of 3-color photography found
trace amount of Gold (Au) and possibly Platinum (Pt) in Mercury (Hg) vapor photography
lamp. Scientists in Amsterdam repeated the experiment but using lead (Pb) instead of Hg
and observed production of Hg and Thallium (Tl). The same year a prominent Japanese
scientist Nagaoka reported production of Au and something having the appearance of Pt.
Nagaoka used a an electric arc discharge between tungsten (W) electrodes bathed in dielectric
liquid “laced” with liquid Hg.
The nuclear charges and atomic weights for isotopes involved are given in table 5.2 .
Could dark nucleosynthesis explain the observations? Two mechanisms for producing heavier
nuclei relying one the formation of dark nuclei from the nuclei of the electrode metal and
dark protons and their subsequent transformation to ordinary nuclei.
(a) Dark nuclei are formed from the metal associated with cathode and dark protons. In
Nagaoka’s experiment this metal is W with (Z, A) = (74, 186). Assuming that also
dark beta decays are possible this would lead to the generation of heavier beta stable
elements Au with (Z, A) = (79, 197) or their stable isotopes. Unfortunately, I could not
find what the electrode metal used in the experiments of Miethe was.
(b) In the experiments of Miethe the nuclei of Hg transmuted to Au ((80, 202) → (79, 197))
and to Pt ((80, 202) → (78, 195)). In Amsterdam experiment of Pb transmuted to Hg
((82, 208) → (80, 202)) and Tl ((82, 208) → (81, 205)). This suggests that the nuclei
resulted in the decay of Hg (Pb) induced by the nuclear binding energy liberated in the
transformation of dark nuclei formed from the nuclei of cathode metal and dark protons
to ordinary nuclei. Part of the liberated binding energy could have induced the fission
of the dark nuclei. The decay of dark nuclei could have also liberated neutrons absorbed
by the Hg (Pb) nuclei and inducing the decay to lighter nuclei. Thus also the analog of
r-process could have been present.
4. Paneth and Peters’ H→ 4 He transmutation
In 1926 German chemists Paneth and Peters pumped hydrogen gas into a chamber with
finely divided palladium powder and reported the transmutation of hydrogen to helium.
This experiment resembles the “cold fusion” experiment of Pons and Fleischman in 1989.
The explanation would be the formation of dark 4 He nuclei consisting of dark protons and
transformation to ordinary 4 He nuclei.

5.6.5 Appendix: Could dark protons and electrons be involved with
di-electric breakdown in gases and conduction in electrolytes?
I have had long time the intuitive feeling that electrolytes are not really understood in
standard chemistry and physics and I have expressed this feeling in the TGD model of
“cold fusion” [L32]. This kind of feeling of course induces immediate horror reaction turning
stomach around. Not a single scientist in the world seems to be challenging the age-old
chemical wisdom. Who am I to do this? Perhaps I really am the miserable crackpot that
colleagues have for four decades told me to be. Do I realize only at the high age of 68 that
my wise colleagues have have been right all the time?
The question of my friend related to di-electric breakdown in gases led me to consider this
problem more precisely. I will first consider di-electric breakdown and then ionic conduction
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in electrolytes from TGD point of view to see whether the hypothesis stating that dark matter
consists of phases of ordinary matter with non-standard Planck constant hef f = nh0 [K84]
following from adelic physics [L35, L34] could provide concrete insights to these phenomena.

Ionization in di-electric breakdown
One can start from a model for the dielectric breakdown of gas (see http://tinyurl.com/
y9v9bkay). The basic idea is that negatively charged cathode emits electrons by tunnelling
in electric field and these accelerate in the electric field and ionize atoms provided they travel
a distance longer than the free path l = 1/nσ before collision. Here n is number density of
atoms and σ collision cross section, in geometric approximation the cross sectional area of
gas atom. This implies a lower bound on the number density n of gas atoms. On the other
hand, too low density makes also ionizations rare.
The positive ions in turn are absorbed by cathode and more electrons are liberated. In gas
dielectric breakdown results if the field strength is above critical value Ecr . For air this one
has Ecr = 3 kV/mm.
(a) Cathode with a sharp tip liberates electrons. The electric field near the tip is very
strong an in a reasonable approximation has strength

E=

V
,
r

(5.6.1)

where r is radius of curvature of the tip and V is the voltage with respect to earth. If
r is small enough, electron is able to tunnel from the metal.
(b) The tunnelling current from electron can be deduced from a simple model based on
Scrödinger equation in one-dimensional potential having the form U (x) = −Φw + Vrx in
the non-allowed region. One assumes that one
electron using analog of
R xcan describeRthe
x
plane wave exp(ikx) with kx replaced with 0 k(x)dx = i 0 p(x)dx/~ with imaginary
p
momentum p(x) = i 2m|E − U (x)| in the non-allowed region. Tunnelling current is
proportional to the exponential factor
Z
R = exp(i

k(x)dx)

(5.6.2)

having interpretation as tunneling probability.
(c) Tunneling rate is highest near Fermi energy and at this energy the tunnelling rate is
p
2mΦ3w
) .
R = exp(−8π
3hE

(5.6.3)

Here m is electron’s mass and Φw is work function of the metal telling the height of the
potential well in which electron resides. In the model of photo-electric effect the energy
of photon needed to kick out electron from metal must be above Φw . The exponential
factor approaches extremely rapidly but for small enough curvature radii and it can be
sufficiently near to unity.
Remark: Imaginary momentum does not make sense in classical mechanics. What
is interesting that in classical TGD the classical conserved quantities are in general
complex numbers and the analogs of virtual particles are on mass shell states with
complex moments as also in twistor Grassmannian approach having 8-D generalization
in TGD framework. Could tunnelling have classical space-time description in TGD
framework?
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(d) The electric field needed in the tip cannot be much larger than

Emax

V
=
∼ 8π
r

p

2mΦ3w
3h

(5.6.4)

to guarantee that the exponent is not too small. If one has h → hef f = n × h0 > h
(h = 6h0 is a good guess [L23, L42]) tunnelling rate increases. This effect might serve
as a signature for large value of hef f [L33]. Tunnelling would be to magnetic flux tubes
carrying dark electrons.
What is needed is di-electric breakdown in a manner already described.
(a) Electrons ionize atoms and the resulting electrons cause more ionizations. Also the
positive ions collide with cathode and generate new electrons. A continual discharge,
arc generation, would be the outcome.
A rough criterion for ionization is that the free path l = 1/nσ of electron is so large that
the electron gains so large energy in the electric field E that it exceeds ionization energy.
The condition is El ≥ EI . Small density increases l but also decreases the number of
collisions so that there is some optimal density and pressure for the di-electric breakdown
to occur. If electrons are dark they can travel along flux tubes, which would increase
the free path in electric field and increase the rate of ionization.
(b) The generation of arc is described by Paschen’s law giving the breakdown voltage and
discovered 1989 empirically by Paschen (see http://tinyurl.com/heezy8f).
Do we really understand ionic conduction in electrolytes?
One must now explain why ions can act as charged carriers in relatively weak electric fields.
Concerning the production of electrons at electrode the situation remains the same. In
electrolyte however the free path is much shorter than in gas since the density n is orders
of magnitude higher. Therefore the ionization mechanism in electrolytes must be different
- at least in standard physics framework. One can of course ask whether the large value of
hef f might help both in the generation of dark electron at cathode and also help to increase
the free path of electron so that they gain higher energy in the electric field of electrolyte
typically much lower that in dielectric breakdown.
The mechanism for the dissolution of ions in water involves neither electrodes nor electric
field. The ionization of NaCl in water serves as a good example.
(a) Na and Cl in NaCl are already ionized since ionic bond is in question. In dissolution
giving rise to Na+ and Cl− ions NaCl ionizes into Na+ and Cl− in water. The sizes of
ions vary in the range .2- 2 Angstrom. The explanation is that the presence of polar
water molecules of size about 3 Angstrom of which some have ionized to OH− and H+
leads to a competition and the presence of OH− and H+ breaks ionic NaCl bonds and
dissolves NaCl. Approximating the situation as one-dimensional would suggest that
NaCl corresponds to a potential well for e2 /r potential. From the distance r between
Na and Cl one obtains an estimate for the Coulomb potential energy depending on
distance. For r = 2 Angstrom it is about 50 eV and therefore rather high.
(b) The presence of OH− or H+ means second potential well. The Coulomb potentials of
say Cl− and OH− acting on H+ sum up and double potential well is created. In the
original situation Na+ is the potential well of Cl− . The closer the Cl− and OH− (or
H+ and Na+ ions are, the lower the barrier between the two wells is and the higher the
tunnelling probability for Na+ from the potential well of Cl− to that of OH− is. This
can make possible tunnelling of Na+ /Cl− with subsequent formation of ionic bound
state NaOH/HCl.
The tunnelling probability is also now an exponential analogous to that appearing in
the previous formula and proportional to 1/h. Ions must however get so close that the
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potential barrier is low enough. The rate for close encounters must be therefore high
enough.
Is this really the case or could hef f come in rescue? Could the dark protons H+ with
hef f = n × h at magnetic flux tubes possibly formed in the ionization of water molecules
to OH− and H+ play some role. Could also dark valence electrons assignable to OH
play a role. Could one think that dark H+ and e− of H2 O can reside at long flux tubes
assignable to H2 O so that H2 O would look like OH− +H+ . As a matter fact, a more
realistic model replaces flux tubes with flux tube pairs since there are reasons to assume
that the flux tubes carry monopole flux and they must form closed units [L33]. Flux tube
pairs are also central for the TGD based model of high Tc superconductivity [K39, K40].
Same would apply to HCl and NaOH. This leads to several variants of these molecules
in which proton or electron or both are dark and resides at long flux tube. External
electric field could induce lengthening of this flux flux tube pairs or at least the motion of
dark proton and electron along it. These molecules would look like having long charged
tentacles formed by flux tube pairs parallel or antiparallel to the direction of electric
field. Electric field would force the charged flux tube pair to move so that it would point
to the direction to which charged particle moves in the field.
(c) According to standard physics this process generates only different ionic bound states
HCl and NaOH are formed from NaCl and H2 O and vice versa. One does not obtain
Na+ and Cl− serving as charge carriers. How could the presence of the relatively weak
electric field in electrolyte make possible electric currents if there are no charge carriers?
(d) Are HCl and NaOH in water really what they would be in gas? Could HCl in water be
a bound state of H+ and Cl− such that H+ has a large value of hef f . Could also Cl−
be Cl for which electron could be dark electron at flux tube? This would make the size
of HCl much larger than in gas and the ions involved look like free charge carriers in
much longer scale. Could same apply also to NaOH, NaCl ad H2 O.
Could the fundamental current carriers be dark protons and dark electrons at dark flux
tubes pairs? Consider a long tentacle formed by a long flux tube pair carrying dark
proton or electron with the direction of flux tube pair determined by the sign of the
electric force on the charge. This tentacle could reconnect with a neutral tentacle and
the charge would be transferred to the latter. This flux tube pair would be in turn driven
by by the field perhaps also inducing the increase of hef f (requiring energy provided
by the field) and therefore flux tube length so that it points to the same direction as
the original long tentacle. The outcome would be conduction based on the hopping
of protons and electrons over a distance of the order of tentacle length. This hopping
mechanism could serve as a universal mechanism of conduction in electrolytes and also
in living matter.

Part II

Anomalies in rotating magnetic
systems
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Chapter 6

About Strange Effects Related
to Rotating Magnetic Systems
6.1

Introduction

The basic hypothesis of Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD) is that space-time is representable as a 4-surface in 8-dimensional space M 4 × CP2 . The notion of many-sheeted
space-time forced by this hypothesis implies numerous new physics effects.
The first prediction is the possibility of gravitational anomalies. For instance, the space-time
sheet of system can feed the gravitational flux to several larger space-time sheets and when the
distribution of the fluxes is non-standard, anomalous gravitational behavior results. Note that
the change of gravitational mass alone without a change in the distribution of gravitational
flux between different space-time sheets does not imply effects as long as the idealization as
a test particle makes sense. The most recent view about coupling constant evolution [L45]
however strongly suggests that gravitons correspond to the largest non-super-astrophysical
Mersenne prime M127 = 2127 − 1 assignable also to electron. Therefore gravitational interactions would be mediated along these space-time sheets and the space-time sheets carrying
gravitational fields would be universal and this kind of anomalies would not be possible.
TGD predicts also the possibility of negative energy space-time sheets having non-standard
time orientation. The implications are numerous. Negative energy topological light rays are
expected to be accompanied by negative energy negative energy photons identifiable as phase
conjugate photons. The generalization of four-wave mechanism involving generalization of
standing waves emerges and provides a mechanism of remote metabolism in which system
sucks energy from environment by sending negative energy particles such as phase conjugate
photons. The geometric time reversal of second law is a signature of the process and the
decay of system looks like self-assembly from the point of view of observer with standard
arrow of geometric time. Generalized four-wave mechanism provides also a model over unity
energy production and classical communications to the geometric past. In TGD inspired
theory of consciousness and bio-matter this mechanism is central and underlies the models
of metabolism, intentional action, and long term memory.
The phase conjugate hypothesis generalizes to the case of fermions and leads to the hypothesis
that fermions and anti-fermions have opposite sign of energy. This guarantees that fermionic
vacuum energy which otherwise diverges is vanishing. This inspires the hypothesis that the
total quantum numbers of the Universe vanish. The assumption is consistent with the crossing
symmetry of elementary particle physics and makes sense macroscopically if gravitational
energy is identified as the difference of inertial energies of positive and negative energy matter.
Vacuum extremals can be interpreted as space-time surfaces with vanishing inertial energy
but non-vanishing gravitational energy density given by Einstein’s equations. The resulting
cosmology is maximally predictive. Note that the generation of vacuum extremals in general
increases the gravitational mass of the system and this effect could be taken as a signature
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of the effect. The instability of the vacuum extremals against generation of inertial mass by
sending either positive or negative inertial energy to environment implies a change of inertial
mass of associated system which could also serve as a signature of the effect.
The geometrization of the classical gauge fields in turn predicts the existence of long range
color and electro-weak gauge fields, in particular classical Z 0 field, which gives rise to macroscopic effects resembling those assigned usually with torsion fields. These fields are assignable
to dark matter hierarchy rather than ordinary matter.
The prediction that the Planck constants associated with M 4 and CP2 degrees freedom are
quantized as integer multiples of the ordinary Planck constant in “anyonic” phases is a further
prediction [K88]. The interpretation of dark matter as a hierarchy of macroscopic quantum
phases of this kind is highly attractive.
In this chapter various anomalies claimed by free energy researchers are discussed in this
conceptual framework.

6.1.1

Anomalies Associated With Rotating Magnetic Systems

In the beginning of the year 2002 I learned about strange effects related to rotating magnetic
systems, and the model for these effects has evolved (and is still evolving) gradually during
the year 2002 via trial and error process. Several new physics effects seem to be involved.
Loss of effective weight
If the rotating magnetic system involves dark matter component as suggested by the considerations of [K100] and [K86]. develops em and Z 0 charges and experiences the classical em
and Z 0 electric forces created by Earth so that the effective weight is reduced or increases
(depending on the direction of rotation) as much as 35 per cent. The charging is due to the
flow of electrons and possibly also exotic neutrinos from the rolling magnets to the surrounding air induced by the radial electric and Z 0 electric fields generated by the Faraday effect
inducing vacuum charge density (not possible in Maxwell’s electrodynamics). The fact that
critical frequencies are different for clockwise and counter clockwise spontaneous rotation
implies that classical Z 0 force and dark (possibly neutrino) currents must be present.
Spontaneous accelerating rotation
The first guess is that only the magnetic fields of rollers rotate and the spontaneous accelerating rotation above critical frequency could be understood as being due to a Lorentz torque
acting on the radial Ohmic em and Z 0 currents in rollers and roller ring. This of course
requires that this angular momentum is somehow transferred to the angular momentum of
rollers.
Later it became clear that Lorentz torque might be only a control tool forcing electrons in
rotating motion. If also the magnetic field of the stator rotate as one might expect if its
return flux flows through the rollers, also the stator would contain a radial current and a flow
equilibrium in which radial current flows from the stator to rollers could establish itself. It
would induce opposite charges to the stator and rollers. Since electron charge distributions
rotate and are not expected to possess a full rotational symmetry, an electrostatic torque
is generated and vanishes if rollers rotate with the same velocity as electrons in the stator.
This situation is still completely classical and requires an external force to compensate for
the dissipative losses.
Above the critical frequency the torque, which is proportional to rotation frequency, becomes
larger than frictional torque, and spontaneous accelerating rotation becomes possible due to
the positive feedback.
The radial ohmic current of electrons leaking from the atomic space-time sheets of rollers
to the space-time sheet of environment could explain the presence of plasma around the
system. This is not the only mechanism that one can imagnine: also the phase transition
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increasing p-adic prime of the space-time sheet could liberate energy. The phase transitions
liberating cyclogtron energy could be also considered. Also the spontaneous magnetization of
the magnetic body with large value of hef f could liberate the magnetic binding energy. The
ionization of the molecules is caused by the electrons from rollers gaining keV energy as they
drop from atomic space-time sheets of rollers to the space-time sheets of the environment.
Energetic constraints imply negative feed back and the modelling of this “back reaction” leads
to a model of the system based on butterfly catastrophe in Thom’s classification of elementary
catastrophes and allowing also to understand the effect of the load. Rather precise estimates
for the parameters result and allow to quantify the role of classical Z 0 force.
The mechanism transforming the torque on conduction electrons of the radial ohmic current to the torque on roller and providing the kinetic energy for for the roller relies on the
absorption of the photon emitted in this process by a lattice atom which is Ti atom in the
experiments of Searl. The energetics comes out correctly.
The material composition of the Searl device
Searl device has rather complex layered structure consisting of cylindrical layers of neodynium, nylon, iron, and titanium. This structure was not taken into account in the earlier
model. A breakthrough in the understanding of this aspect came through the experimentation of Samuli Penttinen with simpler systems giving negative results and from his proposal
that the non-magnetic nylon layer could serve as a charge reservoir or play some other important function.
This led to a construction of a detailed model for the current flow equilibrium for the 4layered cylindrical structure with this material structure and to the study of the boundary
conditions at the layer-layer boundaries. A rather detailed quantitative picture about how
charge accumulates in the interiors of layers and to the layer-layer boundaries emerges. Perhaps the most important realization was that the small electrical conductivity of air requires
in the flow equilibrium that the electric field at the outer boundary of titanium layer is amplified by a factor of order 108 to a field which is by a factor of order 103 higher than the
critical field inducing di-electric breakdown in air so that the simple model fails. The huge
increase of the electric field requires an accumulation of positive charge at Ti-air boundary
and explains why the air must be ionized but not its mechanism based on the dropping of
electrons to larger space-time sheets.
The question whether also the magnetic field associated with the stator rotates is raised by
the observation that the flux of the stator magnetic field returns back along the rollers. If
this magnetic field does not rotate the magnetic flux tubes get twisted as in the case of the
solar magnetic field and the analog of the solar sunspot cycle should result. If the magnetic
field of the stator rotates this does not happen. Also stator becomes an active component of
the system and one can motivate its 4-layered structure.
The Lorentz force on the radial ohmic current forces the distribution of the conduction
electrons to rotate. In the small air gap between stator and roller the radial electronic
current from the stator can flow to the roller. This flow provides stator and rollers with
opposite charges and generates electrostatic force between them and also breaks the full
rotational symmetry of the rotating charge distributions in stator and rollers. Hence one
expects that in the dynamical equilibrium rollers rotate with the same velocity as stator
charge distribution and that the net electrostatic torque vanishes. This classical picture
explains the classical behavior of the system but not the spontaneous acceleration of the
rollers. Especially interesting phenomena are expected to occur in the air gap between stator
and roller.
Energetics behind the formation of the magnetic walls
Also the energetics behind the formation of magnetic walls should be understood. The magnetic walls could carry also Bose-Einstein condensates of Cooper pairs of dark electrons with
electrons in collective cyclotron state with a net angular momentum. A remote metabolism
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based on the emission of negative energy (phase conjugate) dark microwave photons absorbed
by the dropping electrons is the simplest that one can imagine. The large value of Planck
constant would make the energies of microwave photons equal to the liberated zero point
kinetic energy. This conforms with the cooling of the air around the system. Also a mechanism of remote spontaneous magnetization based based realized in terms of the generalized
four-wave mechanism based on magnetostatic waves can be considered and would lead the
formation of magnetic walls as a remote spontaneous magnetization of J = 2 electron Cooper
pairs at the space-time sheets of magnetic walls.
Why the replication of the experiments is so difficult and how to optimize the
Searl device?
The formation of the magnetic walls means the emergence of long length scale fluctuations
with coherence length much longer than the size of the system. Hence a quantum critical
phenomenon seems to be in question and this could explain why the replication of the experimental findings has turned out to be so difficult. There are indeed many conditions to be
satisfied. The distance between magnetic walls must correspond to the radius of the stator in
resonance. This length scale also corresponds to the wavelength of dark microwave photons
emitted in cyclotron transitions and the energy of these photons must also correspond to a
zero point kinetic energy liberated as electron drops to larger space-time sheet.
The fact that continual di-electric breakdown is involved means second kind of criticality
and the requirement that liberated zero point kinetic energy in the dropping of electron
corresponds to the ionization energy of titanium atom for n = 3 valence electron makes also
the phenomenon quantum critical.
These considerations suggest some ideas concerning optimization and possible variants of
the Searl device. Perhaps a more important manner to optimize is based on the condition
of quantum criticality some of whose aspects are now understood. Hall effect for the radial
Ohmic current plays a key role in generating torque and this raises the question whether
quantum Hall effect at low temperatures involving increases of conductivity by 13 orders of
magnitude could maximize the torque.

6.1.2

Possible Other Similar Systems

There are anomalies related to the behavior of rotating gyroscopes [H30]. [J20] suggesting that
rotating gyroscope can lose part of its weight. There are a claims about energy production
with apparent efficiency larger than unity [H6, H15] by machines which contain rotating
magnets. The explanation would be based on the basic mechanism explaining the functioning
of Searl device. Radial ohmic current charges the systems and generates usable electrostatic
energy. The flow of ohmic current in term involves time mirror mechanism involving the
emission of phase conjugate photons received by the magnetic walls generated by the rotating
system, which contain dark matter.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations. Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http:
//tgdtheory.fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

6.2 Summary About The New Physics Effects Predicted
By TGD
The basic new physics effects predicted by TGD relate to the many-sheeted character of
space-time, to the new view about the relationship between gravitational and inertial energy,
to the possibility of negative inertial energies and reversal of geometric arrow of time, and to
the classical long range electro-weak and color fields.
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6.2.1 The New View About The Relationship Between Gravitational And Inertial Energy
At the level of quantum physics negative energy photons would correspond to a system
quantized in such a manner that both bosonic and fermionic annihilation and creation operators have changed their roles. Negative energy photons and fermions do not correspond
to (non-existing) “anti-photons” and anti-fermions. Using the terminology of Dirac’s bra-ket
formalism: negative energy systems are like bras if positive energy photons are kets. Kets
and bras correspond to Hilbert space and linear functionals defined in it. The space of bras is
actually not equivalent with that of kets but in a well defined sense a more general concept.
This conforms with the role of negative energy space-time sheets in TGD inspired theory of
consciousness. One can distinguish between ordinary phase of matter and phase conjugate
phase. In ordinary phase matter has positive energy and antimatter negative energy. In
phase conjugate matter the roles of matter and antimatter have changed.
In quantum field theories time reversal transforms creation operators for fermions to creation
operators for anti-fermions. Vacuum state is not changed. Time reversal in TGD sense would
transform ket vacuum to bra vacuum so that the earlier creation operators annihilate the new
vacuum state and genuine negative energy states result. This would suggest that negative
energy states are something genuinely new and a genuine outcome of the many-sheeted spacetime concept allowing either bra and ket type vacuum at a given space-time sheet. It has
become that this view explains elegantly r matter-antimatter asymmetry whose origin is one
of the deepest problems of cosmology.
The new view leads also to an elegant understanding of the problematic issues related to
the relationship between inertial and gravitational energy [K109, K82, K99]. TGD predicts
and exact conservation of inertial and the most elegant and economic theory results when
the net inertial energy of Universe vanishes. This view is certainly consistent with the
crossing symmetry of elementary particle physics allowing to interpret particle reactions as a
creation of states with vanishing net quantum numbers from vacuum, with outgoing particles
representing negative energy states.
The non-conservation of gravitational energy is an empirical fact in cosmological scales and
the identification of the gravitational energy as the difference of positive inertial energy of
matter and negative inertial energy of antimatter implies that gravitational energy density
is non-vanishing and non-conserved. This resolves also the puzzle caused by the prediction
that net inertial energy density vanishes in TGD inspired cosmology.
This picture leads to a rather detailed view about cosmology. The so called cosmic strings,
which gradually transform to magnetic flux tubes with increasing thickness (and weaker
magnetic field strength), are the key players of TGD inspired cosmology in all length scales.
Magnetic factors have the same role also in TGD inspired biology. Since matter and phase
conjugate matter correspond to a different direction of the arrow of geometric time, one can
say that phase conjugate matter, which is mostly inside negative energy cosmic strings and
magnetic flux tubes, obeys the second law of thermodynamics in a time reversed direction in
geometric sense. Entropy increases but the process proceeds towards geometric past so that
the resulting decay looks like self assembly from the point of view of an observer consisting
of positive energy matter. Cosmic evolution would a homeostasis in which two opposite
tendencies tending to increase and reduce entropy are competing. Second law in the standard
form would apply only to the positive energy half of the Universe so that Universe would not
be approaching heat death as the usual belief goes.
The vanishing of the inertial mass of a system leads to rather dramatic effects if positive
energy and negative energy systems can form bound states, since this kind of system would be
“feather light” although it still has non-vanishing gravitational mass. Even tiniest force could
kick this kind of system to motion. If positive and negative energy systems do not form bound
state they behave like their own independent subsystems and Equivalence Principle is satisfied
in a good approximation. The formation of bound states of positive and negative inertial
energy systems could provide a road to a new energy technology and perhaps even allow to
create matter from vacuum by space-time engineering by generating vacuum extremals which
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represent space-time sheets with vanishing density of inertial energy.

6.2.2 Generalized Four-Wave Mechanism As A Basic Mechanism
Of Remote Metabolism
Generalized four-wave mechanism provides a concrete realization for the more general time
mirror mechanism underlying remote metabolism and many other mechanism important for
the functioning of the living matter in TGD Universe. Generalized four-wave mechanism also
provides a connection with the existing physics of phase conjugate waves.
Time mirror mechanism
Time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or
Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book) could make possible new technologies such as instantaneous remote energy utilization, instantaneous active remote sensing, and instantaneous
communications over arbitrarily long distances. Time mirror mechanism is an essential element in the models of remote metabolism, long term memory, intentional generation of motor
actions, sensory perception, and remote mental interactions. What happens that negative
energy topological light rays propagating to the direction of the geometric past are reflected
back in time direction and return as positive energy topological light rays (photons could
accompany the rays.
This apparently paradoxical sounding language makes sense since the experienced time corresponds to a sequence of quantum jumps recreating space-time surface again and again
and the correspondence between these times follows from quantum-classical correspondence:
the contents of conscious experience in the essentially four-dimensional classical universe are
dominated by contributions, which are sharply localized with respect to the geometric time.
This creates the illusion that the classical universe is 3-dimensional. It is essential that
the field equations determining the space-time surfaces as field analogs of Bohr orbits are
not fully deterministic. Only this makes it possible for the classical dynamics to mimic the
non-deterministic quantum dynamics.
Negative energy topological light rays can induce the dropping of ions from atomic to larger
space-time sheets. The liberated zero point kinetic energy means that the system can act as
an over-unity energy source.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated. In the following
only the “dropping” option is discussed.
Negative energy topological light rays, presumably having phase conjugate laser waves as
standard physics counterparts, would be accompanied by negative energy photons and these
would induce the dropping of charged particles to larger space-time sheets without emission
of photons. The experiments of Feinberg, in particular the experiment in which a chicken was
irradiated by phase conjugate laser waves, demonstrate that the system was transparent to
phase conjugate laser waves at visible lengths. Indeed, if the phase conjugate photons have
negative energies above the thermal energy, say at energies corresponding to visible wave
lengths, there is no excited atomic system able to absorb negative energy photons inducing
the return to the ground state.
The pairs of atomic and larger space-time sheets can act as many-sheeted population inverted
lasers with frequencies which are universal constants of nature, and defined as differences of
zero point energies whose values are predicted by the p-adic length scale hypothesis. If
the intensity of the negative energy photons is above some critical value, the particles in
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the excited state of the many-sheeted population inverted laser drop to the ground state
in a cascade like manner (the probability of dropping of charged particle is proportional
to the number of charged particles already present at larger space-time sheet and thus to
the intensity and duration of negative energy topological light ray irradiation). The time
reflection thus involves an amplification and negative energy photons serve only the role of
controller. The system becomes over-unity energy source making possible remote energy
utilization.

Four-wave interaction and time mirror mechanism
Four-wave interaction is the basic mechanism producing phase conjugate laser waves, and
TGD approach leads to a generalization of this [I22] [K7]. Four-wave interaction becomes the
basic mechanism of intentional action and is behind the basic biological and brain functions
like (actually remote) metabolism and long term memory. The findings of Tiller [J28] about
physical correlates of intentional action find a nice explanation in this framework.
There are several open questions about four-wave interaction. Could four-wave interaction
or its generalization provide a deeper understanding of the scaling law of homeopathy stating
that low and high frequencies appear in pairs [K19] ? Could the basic function of probe and
conjugate beams be the amplification of the standing wave interference pattern by remote
metabolism? Does the standing wave formed by the reference beams serve as a kind of
standardized hologram? Is it possible to generalize the notion of hologram in order to get
rid of the reference beams?
The standing wave interference pattern represents a synchronous oscillation of the entire
system and would be an excellent physical correlate for the ability of living organisms to
act as coherent wholes. The standing wave resulting as the interference pattern of waves
propagating in opposite directions would serve kind of a standardized hologram parameterized
by the wavelength λh . The interference pattern can be also kicked into a motion by Lorentz
boost, and the propagation velocity of the interference pattern is an additional characteristic
of the pattern.
Probe and phase conjugate beams in four-wave interaction could in turn be interpreted in
terms of remote metabolism. System sends negative energy topological light rays (or massless
extremals, MEs) to the geometric past and receives as a response positive energy MEs, and
amplification can occur in this process so that negative energy signal serves only a role of
control signal. Its generation would utilize the energy provided by the remote metabolism.
The emission of negative energy ME would switch on the positive energy laser of the geometric
past generating probe beam. The energy source could be system in its geometric past or some
system in the environment.
Standing wave is basic element of the mechanism and its generation would require energy
obtained by emitting phase conjugate photons. Standing wave need not result only as an
interference of classical em wave propagating in opposite directions, but could correspond to
any standing wave. Plasma resonances are an especially interesting candidate for a standing
wave since plasma frequency does not depend on wave vector at all in lowest approximation.
This means that there is no dispersion and the pattern formed by plasma waves is oscillatory.
I have indeed proposed that this kind of plasma wave patterns are in key role in living matter.
Besides electromagnetic plasma wave patterns also classical Z 0 plasma waves are possible if
nuclei possess anomalous Z 0 charges as suggested in [K100, K86]. The plasma wave pattern
would get the energy of its self-organization by sending (say) negative energy photons.
One can imagine a metabolic hierarchy which is obtained by a time reversal from the dissipation hierarchy for which energy from long length scales gradually dissipates to short
length scales. The dissipation of the energy of a hydrodynamic vortex by the gradual decay
to smaller vortices is a basic example of this process. Now this kind of process would be
replaced by a self-assembly starting from the most energetic level and involve radiation of
phase conjugate waves with decreasing frequency scales. The lowest level would correspond
to ordinary metabolic mechanism, magneto-static waves could be at the next level and the
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counterparts of magneto-static waves for Cooper pairs at magnetic flux tubes could be also
present and correspond to very low frequencies.
In living matter metabolic energy feed corresponds to the “pumping” and drives protons
back to the atomic space-time sheets, and the same would be true now. This hints to a
somewhat pessimistic conclusion from the point of view of over unity enthusiast: if the
system gains its energy by dropping its own protons to larger space-time sheets, it cannot
work for too long. This might relate to the continually occurring optimistic reports about
free energy production followed by silence. The point of over unit technology would not be
however tapping endlessly energy about vacuum but the possibility of remote metabolism
which could make un-necessary for system to carry energy storages with itself and allow
extreme flexibility and instantaneous generation of energy when needed.

6.2.3 The Classical Z 0 Fields As TGD Counterpart For Torsion
Fields
TGD predicts the existence of classical long ranged fields identified in terms as space-time
correlates of scaled down copies of ordinary weak bosons [K86] identifiable as various forms
of dark matter. Already low energy hadrons and nuclei involve dark forms of valence quarks
and nuclei also exotic quarks with masses in MeV range. Exotic quarks couple to light
variants of weak bosons with weak length scale Lw of order atomic length scale. Nuclei can
develop anomalous weak isospin. Entire hierarchy of scaled down variants of weak bosons is
unavoidable prediction of TGD if one takes quantum classical correspondence seriously. This
means that under certain circumstances also Z 0 electric fields can cause detectable effects.
For instance, the TGD based explanations of the tritium beta decay anomaly [C26] and the
anomalous variation of the radio active decay rates [E21] , [E21] involve the interaction of
small sized objects with weak fields.
Even local Z 0 neutrality of condensed matter, which could be due to dark neutrino screening,
does not exclude the possibility of Z 0 magnetic fields Thus rotating macroscopic objects could
generate Z 0 magnetic fields and the claimed properties of the torsion fields [H28, H14] are
very much like those of Z 0 magnetic fields. In particular, also classical Z 0 field has parity
breaking axial coupling to elementary particles, and large parity breaking effects are predicted
( chiral selection in living matter has explanation along these lines).
The generation of classical Z 0 magnetic field might be involved with the large parity breaking
observed in the experiments of Roshchin and Godin [H51] (the critical rotation velocities were
different for clockwise and counterclockwise rotations). Note however that also the sign of
vacuum charge density involves parity breaking effect irrespective whether em or Z 0 field is
in question. It is however clear that the radial electric fields generated by rotation can only
serve as a seed for the em and Z 0 charging of the roller system inducing the effective loss
of weight in the Earth’s em and Z 0 fields. What happens is that radial ohmic currents of
electrons and neutrinos are created and this leads to the em and Z 0 charging of the system
and therefore to the effective loss of weight in the am and Z 0 electric fields of Earth. It is
also possible that flux structures carry combination of magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields and
the strange shell like magnetic field structures could be accompanied also by Z 0 magnetic
fields.

6.2.4

Gravitational Anomalies And Many-Sheeted Space-Time

4
TGD space-time is many-sheeted surface in H = M+
× CP2 , which can be regarded as the
future light-cone of Minkowski space with points replaced with CP2 having size about 104
Planck lengths. One can visualize the space-time sheets as almost parallel pieces of plane
glued together by wormhole contacts and also connected by join along boundaries bonds1 .
The distance between the sheets is of order CP2 radius. This makes possible anti-gravitation
like effects since a macroscopic object (itself a space-time sheet containing hierarchy of smaller
1 For

illustrations see my home page http://tgdtheory.fi/illua.html.
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space-time sheets glued to it) can feed its gravitational flux to several space-time sheets. A
modification of the standard distribution of gravitational flux between various space-time
sheets could produce gravitational anomalies at a given space-time sheet, in particular modify
the effective gravitational mass.
What about the effects of redistribution on gravitational flux on the motion of the system?
(a) Newtonian intuition would suggest that the gravitational force experienced by the object
is replaced with

Fgr

=

X Mi
i

M

Fgr,i ,

(6.2.1)

where the summation over space-time sheets is understood. This means that the simple
Newtonian picture fails and the determination of the gravitational constant can give
varying values.
(b) In relativistic picture the motion in absence of external forces occurs along geodesic
lines or rather, tubes made out of them. The distribution of gravitational fluxes would
mean a fractal superposition of geodesic motions in different length scales. As far as the
motion of given space-time sheet X 3 as seen from embedding space level is considered,
the largest space-time sheet receiving gravitational flux determines the rough pattern
of motion and smaller space-time sheets add smaller details to it. The redistribution of
gravitational gauge fluxes can only affect the initial values of three-momenta at a given
space-time sheet Xi4 .
The original hypothesis was that the redistribution of gravitational flux could dominate the
change of weight as it is manifested in the motion of the system according to Newtonian
intuition in rotating magnetic systems. It however turned out that the generation of em and
Z 0 charges and interaction with the Earth’s corresponding fields explain dominant part of
the weight change and also the spontaneous acceleration.

6.2.5 Questions Related To The Vacuum Charge Densities Associated With Rotating Systems
The experiments of Faraday related to a rotation of cylindrical magnet with conductor disk
attached rigidly on its top, are not well known to average physicist [H6]. The outcome
these experiments was that radial electric field is generated between the rim and axis of the
rotating conducting disk. This effect does not follow from Faraday’s law of induction and
is not satisfactorily understood in Maxwell’s electrodynamics and it is somewhat surprising
that Faraday’s experiment has not received more attention.
A mere rotation of a 3-surface carrying magnetic field generates vacuum charge
density
One can understand the generation of the radial electric field in Faraday’s experiment by
assuming that the rotation of the rotating system corresponds geometrically to a rotating
3-surface carrying magnetic field. The induction of the potential difference could be regarded
as a direct evidence for 3-space as 3-surface concept! The mere rotation of 3-surface very
probably does not give rise to absolute minimum of Kähler action but it could be that the
actual absolute minimum is obtained as a small deformation of the orbit of rotating 3-surface.
One reason why for the presence of the radial electric field is that it guarantees stability of
the rotating condensed matter in conducting disk.
(a) Assume that rotating Faraday disk generates vacuum charge density the sign of which
depends on the direction of rotation. The reason for the generation of the electric field
could be the stability of the condensed matter: rotating nuclei suffer magnetic force
ev × B and the Coulomb force created by the radial electric field cancels this force.
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(b) Charge density can be calculated as divergence of the radial electric field compensating
magnetic Lorentz force. The required electric field has the magnitude
E

= ωBr ,

(6.2.2)

where r is radial cylindrical coordinate. The corresponding charge density is given by

nV

=

ωB
.
e

(6.2.3)

[The units ~ = c = 1 are used].
(c) It seems that the required charge density nV cannot be due to a re-arrangement of the
density of the conduction electrons since in this case there would be large parity breaking
differentiating between two rotation directions. Thus some kind of vacuum polarization
effect must be in question. In standard physics vacuum polarization effects are purely
local and its is difficult to see how one could generate macroscopic polarization effects.
In TGD however point like particles are replaced by 3-surfaces and vacuum polarization
could thus generate new space-time sheet.
Does charge conservation require that new space-time sheet is created when
vacuum charge density is generated
In TGD particles are not point like but correspond to 3-surfaces so that vacuum polarization typically leads to a generation of double-sheeted space-time surfaces carrying opposite
classical quantum numbers such as charge and energy. Charge conservation requires that the
two space-time sheets carry opposite charge densities. Since the distance of the space-time
sheets in CP2 direction is of order CP2 length about 104 Planck lengths, the generation of
the new space-time sheet with opposite charge density can be indeed regarded as a local
vacuum polarization mechanism.
Besides vacuum bubble interpretation also energetic considerations suggest that the new
space-time sheet has negative time orientation since only in this case the creation of the
new space-time sheet does not cost energy. It however increases the energy of the material
space-time sheet and this might gives clue to the understanding of what is involved with the
explanation of over unity devices involving rotating magnetic systems. Needless to say, the
instability of the vacuum against generation of negative energy space-time sheet in principle
could make possible generation of entire galaxies from vacuum: human kind or our followers
might some day take the role of God!
Does the generation of vacuum charge density relate to the generation of #
contacts
Vacuum charge density at given space-time sheet could be realized in several manners.
(a) The field equations associated with the preferred extremals of Kähler action allow vacuum charge densities unlike vacuum Maxwell equations. The reason is that primary
dynamical variables are not the Maxwell gauge potentials defined by the induced Kähler
4
form but embedding space (H = M+
× CP2 ) coordinates in terms of which the induced
Kähler form defining classical Maxwell field, is expressible. Electromagnetic field is
superposition of Kähler field and certain component of CP2 spinor curvature. In the
approximation that gravitational effects are neglected, field equations reduce to empty
space Maxwell’s equations locally and it is not clear whether rotating 3-surface suitable
deformed could correspond to a solution of field equations. Charge conservation requires
that opposite charge density is realized to the space-time sheet at which the space-time
sheet of the rotating cylinder feeds its gauge fluxes via wormholes. This space-time
sheet could be also material space-time sheet having positive time orientation so that
the generation of the gauge fields would require energy.
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(b) Charge density could be also understood as resulting from the wormhole throats feeding electric flux between two space-time sheets: the two throats have opposite gauge
fluxes behaving effectively as classical charges by Gauss’s Law. The basic rule of
the game is that wormhole contacts (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
wormholecontact.jpg or Fig. ?? in the appendix of this book) reside at the boundaries of the space-time sheets and can give rise to effective surface charge densities only.
Wormhole contacts at boundaries are certainly present and feed gauge fluxes between
space-time sheets. Thus charge density in the interior cannot correspond to wormhole
contacts if this rule is OK. Wormhole contacts correspond at quantum level parton pairs.
Partons are assignable to the light-like 3-D causal horizons associated with wormhole
contacts [K90]. If the time orientations of the space-time sheets are of opposite sign these
parton pairs can have vanishing net inertial energy. The density of these parton pairs
could serve as a correlate for vacuum charge density. It should be noticed that around
# contacts modelled as CP2 type extremals the CP2 projection of space-time surface is
necessarily D ≥ 3-dimensional so that vacuum extremals cannot be in question.
(c) The splitting of the wormhole contacts is possible and can give rise to fermions carrying
there electroweak quantum numbers on the resulting boundaries of the holes of a split
wormhole contact. For instance, electron-positron pairs could be created. It seems
most natural to assume that resulting fermion pairs are ordinary fermions and electronpositron pairs are the simplest possibility. One can of course question the assumption
that electrons are “ordinary”. For closed space-time sheets this is certainly not the case
but now new space-time sheet has boundaries and is much like material space-time sheet
but possibly having finite time duration. Therefore a reasonable working hypothesis is
that electrons and positrons created in this manner behave like ordinary electrons and
positrons except that the sign of energy is different at the new space-time sheet. It
is quite possible that the rotating 3-surface, which is the first guess for the space-time
surface describing rotating system, is not imbeddable globally and that the failure of the
imbeddability at 3-dimensional surfaces gives rise to boundary components with size of
order CP2 size and identifiable as elementary particles.

6.3 About Strange Effects Related To Rotating Magnetic Systems
The inspiration for writing this section (rewritten for many times when I am writing this)
came from the publication of Godin and Roshchin in Russian journal New Energy Technologies [H51], which A. V. Frolov kindly sent to me. The article gives very valuable quantitative
information about the anomalies related to the rotating magnetic systems.
A tentative conclusion about the strong parity breaking effects involved is that classical Z 0
force must play an important role in the effect, and perhaps give a dominating contribution
to the effect. The rotating magnetic system develops vacuum em and Z 0 charges by a
mechanism discovered already by Faraday and not consistent with Maxwell’s theory. This
charge turns out to be too small to induce effective weight change. The radial em and
Z 0 electric fields however induce radial ohmic electron and exotic neutrino currents and the
leakage of corresponding charges from the system. The resulting charges couple to the Earth’s
electric and Z 0 electric fields. The sign of the em (unlike Z 0 ) force depends on the direction
of rotation and this explains parity breaking effect. The generation of charge explains the
plasma phase and the resulting Lorentz force explains the mechanical stability of the rollers
in Searl’s original device against a centrifugal acceleration. The Lorentz torque experienced
by the ohmic currents implies spontaneous accelerated rotation above a critical frequency
determined from the condition that the Lorentz torque proportional to frequency is larger
than the friction torque.
An alternative explanation for the spontaneous rotation would be in terms of the reduction
of inertial mass of the rotating magnetic system, which combined with angular momentum
conservation would explain elegantly the spontaneous accelerated rotation of the system as
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a pirouette effect. Also the redistribution of the gravitational flux of the system between
larger space-time sheets must be assumed. The required generation of gravitational mass
from vacuum is measured in kilograms and seem to be unrealistically high.
This argument does not exclude the generation of gravitational mass from vacuum in smaller
amounts. The generation of inherently unstable vacuum extremals self-organizing to positive and negative energy space-time sheets might be involved. Therefore one must consider
seriously the possibility that positive and negative energy inertial energy is created from vacuum in amounts determined by the density of magnetic energy associated with the strange
magnetic walls accompanying the system. Interestingly, for vacuum extremals Z 0 and em
field are proportional to each other: Z 0 ' −8γ so that it might be possible to understand
also the generation of classical Z 0 fields and Z 0 magnetization of the system.
The new view about energy has led to a variant of the generalized four-wave mechanism based
on magnetostatic waves as a manner to suck energy from environment. This mechanism could
provide the kinetic energy for the accelerated magnetic system.

6.3.1 The Experiment, The Observed Effects, And Their Interpretation In TGD Framework
It is convenient to start with a brief description of experiment, observed effects, and their
interpretation in TGD framework.
The experiment
The experiments of Roshchin and Godin [H51] involve a magnetic system consisting of ring
like stator magnet and rotor consisting of 23 cylindrical magnets (rollers) in ring along the
rim of the stator and free to roll along the rim. The outer radius of stator was.5 m. The air
gap between stator and roller surfaces was δ = 1 mm. According to [H50], the ratio of the
radius or roller to stator radius was taken to be an integer N not smaller than 12 in order
to make possible magnetostatic resonance.
The entire system rested on a platform carried by springs so that the possible changes in
the weight of the system could be deduced from the change of the equilibrium position. The
weight of the system with the platform included was 350 kg. Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4
illustrate the situation.

Figure 6.1: Variant of one-ring converter (figure 25 in [H50] ).
The roller and stator carry magnetic fields which are in opposite directions. Both consist of
segments which are rare earth magnets (neodynium): the total amounts of neodynium used
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Figure 6.2: The general view of the converter and its platform (figure 26 in [H50] ).

Figure 6.3: Magnetic inserts could make possible magnetic cogwheel mechanism (figure 27 in
[H50] ).

to construct stator and rotor magnets were 110 and 115 kg. The strength of the residual
induction was 1 Tesla. The magnetic field was not precisely vertical since cross-magnetic
inserts having a flux vector of 1.2 Tesla orthogonal to the primary magnetization vector were
added on both the stator and rollers. The distance between roller and stator inserts was
same and there were 12 inserts per roller (and hence N × 12 ≥ 122 inserts for stator). The
natural guess is that the function of the resulting periodic gradients in magnetization helps to
make the stator and rotor magnets to a kind of magnetic cogwheels forcing smaller magnets
to roll rather than only rotate without translational motion since slipping would generate a
torque. More details about the magnetic structure of the stator and roller magnets can be
found in [H50].
The system contained arrangement allowing to arrange a high voltage of 20 kV between
stator and rotor with plus pole corresponding to stator. This voltage is much higher than
the voltage caused by the rotation measured in volts.

The observed effects
Several strange effects were observed and it seems that TGD based model is now sufficiently
well understood to explain them. Figure ?? (figure 28 of [H50] ) representing the relative
weight loss ∆G/G0 for clockwise rotation as a function of rotation frequency f gives a good
overall view about the situation.
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(a) In the initial situation rotor magnets were rotated using electric motor. Above some
critical clockwise rotation velocity the system started to lose weight. The displacement
0)
meter started to detect the change of weight at 200 rpm. The gradient d(∆G/G
satisfied
df
everywhere the condition
d(∆G/G0 )
>0 ,
df
and below 550 rpm the it was increasing as the inspection of the graphical representation
of [H50] shows. At 550 rmp which corresponds to 9.1 Hz the system starts to accelerate
spontaneously and the electric motor was decoupled. At 550 rpm the weight loss is 30
per cent and in the interval 30-31 per cent the rotation speed accelerates to about 600
rpm which corresponds to 10 Hz. The gradient of the weight loss ∆G/G0 as function
of rotation frequency f became very small at 550 rmp.
For the reasons of mechanical stability a gradually increasing load is coupled to system
so that the angular acceleration is reduced and the curve for ∆G/G0 as function of
f develops a shoulder. The replacement of continual acceleration with a shoulder is
basically due to the load. The maximum weight loss was 35 per cent and reached at
about 600 rpm above which the experimentation was not possible due to the problems
with the mechanical stability. The load was increased in units of 1 kW up to 7 kW. A
load larger than 7 kW results in a gradual decrease of the rotation speed and an exit
from the self-sustained mode. Note that mass equivalent for the generation of energy
with the rate of 7 kW is 7.8 × 10−13 kg/s.
The coupling of 20 kV voltage affects the diagram characterizing the rotation velocity
as a function of weight loss by increasing the value of rotation velocity for a given weight
loss as also the coupling of load does. In the presence of voltage with output power 7
kW the rotation frequency begins to decrease at the maximum weight loss of 35 per
cent from 600 rpm whereas the effective weight remains constant down to 400 rpm.

Figure 6.4: The development of the change of weight as function of rotation frequency (figure 28
in [H50] ).
(b) There is a strong parity breaking breaking involved. Depending on whether the direction
of rotation is clockwise or counter clockwise weight is reduced or increases. The critical
mode appears around 550 rmp for a clockwise rotation and around 600 rpm for a counter
clockwise rotation. Searl has reported also the modification of radioactive decay rates in
the vicinity of the Searl device. The presence of classical Z 0 (and possibly W ) besides em
force could explain this kind of effects. It must be noted that already the generation of
the radial vacuum electric field in the roller magnet means spontaneous parity breaking.
The mere electromagnetic charging of the rollers in the Earth’s electric field cannot
however explain the different critical rotation frequencies for the two rotation directions.
(c) During the self-sustained mode a cooling of the environment in the vicinity of the magnetic system is observed. A stable fall of the common temperature 22 C of laboratory
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by 6-8 degrees was observed. This suggests violation of the second law. The sucking
of energy from environment by a phase conjugate mechanism could be involved. That
phase conjugate waves are involved was proposed also in the article of Dr. Paul la Violette [H44]. Phase conjugate microwaves generated by magnetostatic waves are the best
candidate for the generalized standing waves (actually rotating around stator magnet).
The reason is that for sufficiently long wavelengths the dispersion relation does not
depend on wavelength so that arbitrary wave pattern repeats itself periodically with a
frequency which is expressible in terms of Larmor frequencies of electron in the fields
defined by the magnetization and by the external field (now the field of roller inside
stator).
(d) In a dark room corona discharges are observed around the converter rotor as a bluepink glowing luminescence and a characteristics ozone smell. The cloud of ionization
covers the area of a stator and rotor and has therefore a toroidal shape. Also a series
of horizontal yellowish-white luminescent bands spaced along the height of the roller
surface and separated from one other by about a roller radius were observed. This
suggest a high voltage electron discharge from the surface of the roller magnets. It was
however not accompanied by sounds characteristic of arc discharge, which suggests an
emission coming from a larger surface rather from a point source.
The plasma could be due to the electromagnetic charging of the rollers. Roller system
would consequently experience the force caused by the Earth’s em and Z 0 electric fields
implying the effective loss of weight. The radial electric field generated by Faraday
effect in rotating systems could induce an Ohmic current leading to a partial leakage of
the charge to the space-time sheets of environment: part of charge would flow to larger
space-time sheets associated with the rollers and would only induce a many-sheeted
polarization of the roller system.
The luminescence resembles high voltage microwave induced luminescence observed
prior to the point of electrical breakdown. Microwave radiation associated with the
self-organizing magnetostatic waves might be in question. For electrons in a field of
1 Tesla the frequency of these waves is around Larmor frequency fL ' 12 GHz and
corresponds to a wavelength of about 2.5 cm. The ionization of the air suggested by
the presence of blue light perhaps identifiable as electronic excitation line of ionized N2
molecule, requires the presence of electrons with energies of order keV.
(e) Concentric magnetic walls with a reduction of temperature inside them begin to appear
at 200 rpm. The strength of magnetic field depends approximately linearly on the
rotation speed and increases up to.05 Tesla. The maximal temperature drop is 8 C. The
walls are separated by a distance of about.5 m which is the radius of the stator and the
thickness of the wall is about 5-6 cm.
Intriguingly, the Larmor frequency for the maximal .05 Tesla magnetic field associated
with walls corresponds to .6 GHz and wavelength of.5 meters, the radius of the stator.
Hence this magnetic field strength might relate to a microwave resonance at cyclotron
frequency and with a wavelength equal the radius of the stator, and somehow providing
the energy needed by the system accelerating spontaneously. Lowest cyclotron transitions and spin flip transitions inside magnetic walls would have this frequency naturally
and the magnetic walls would appear at the nodes of the waves.
The direction of the magnetic field inside the walls coincides with the direction of the
magnetic field created by rollers and is same as the direction of the return flux of the
magnetic field of stator+roller system. The interpretation as a spontaneous magnetization associated with the Cooper pairs forming a Bose-Einstein condensate at the
space-time sheet of the magnetic wall allows to understand the spontaneous acceleration of the rollers. Remote metabolism in which phase conjugate microwaves induce
spontaneous magnetization liberating energy takes care of energetics. The rollers generate angular momentum by transforming the electronic spin and angular momentum to
the angular momentum of the roller and compensate the lost spin by spin flips accompanied by a remote spontaneous magnetization of the magnetic walls to achieve angular
momentum conservation. Also the rotation of electrons in the magnetic fields of the
rollers could be effective generator of recoil angular momentum.
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The thickness of the magnetic walls about 5-6 cm is somewhat larger than the roller
radius 3.7 cm and twice the wavelength 2.5 cm of the microwaves possibly generated by
self-organizing magneto-static waves at Larmor frequency and rotating around the stator. The Larmor frequency associated with magnetic walls when spontaneous rotation
starts corresponds to a wavelength of.5 m which brings in mind resonance mechanism.
The generalized four-wave mechanism involving microwaves at both 2.5 cm and .5 m
wavelengths strongly suggests itself as a mechanism making possible the spontaneous
acceleration. Magnetostatic waves generated generated in stator are good candidates
for a building block of the mechanism.
The minimal model explaining the effects
The basic question is whether both the reduction of the inertial mass, increase of effective
gravitational mass, and classical em and Z 0 forces are needed. The minimal model involves
only the classical em and Z 0 forces.
(a) The fact that the sign of the weight change depends on the direction of rotation suggests
a large parity breaking effect. Already the mechanism generating radial electric field
induces spontaneous parity breaking and ordinary charging and Earth’s electric field
might explain the effect. The effect has however a slightly different dependence on
rotation frequency for two rotation directions and this requires the presence of also
Z 0 field. The presence of the repulsion or attraction due to the classical em and Z 0
electric fields of Earth on the rotator having em and Z 0 charges increasing with rotation
frequency f is a good candidate for the explanation of the strong parity breaking. These
forces would be induced by the radial em and Z 0 electric fields induced by the rotating
Z 0 magnetic field created by the spinning rollers and inducing in turn radial ohmic
currents of electrons and neutrinos from rollers and hence em and Z 0 charging of the
system. The basic test of the model is to look how electric in the vertical direction
affects the behavior of the system.
(b) The spontaneous acceleration might rely on a variant of so called ball bearing motor
mechanism [H44]. The radial current of Z 0 charge due to Z 0 Faraday effect flowing
through the space-time sheet containing Z 0 magnetic field of the roller ring suffers a
Lorentz torque in the magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields. Similar em torque appear in
the space-time sheets of rollers. When the rotation velocity is so high that the resulting
torque proportional to rotation frequency is larger than the frictional torque, the system
starts to accelerate. Together with Faraday effect this leads to a positive feedback loop.
This mechanism explains also the different critical angular velocities for clockwise and
counter clockwise directions of rotation and provides the most economical model for the
Searl effect.

6.3.2

The Electric Fields Associated With Rotating Magnetic Fields

The radial electric fields associated with rotating magnets were discovered already by Faraday.
The direction of field depends on the direction of rotation and field gives rise to charge
density. This means strong parity breaking effect difficult to understand in standard physics
framework. Also classical Z 0 fields are involved and the idea that the radial Z 0 electric field
generates neutrino flow to larger space-time sheets and thus a net density of Z 0 charge turns
out to be key element in the model of Searl device.
Are the rotating magnetic systems consistent with Maxwell’s equations?
Faraday’s observation that rotating magnetic generates radial electric field E = ωρB is is only
marginally consistent with Maxwell’s equations due the presence of a charge density which
changes sign when the direction of rotation is changed. In TGD these fields are possible.
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TGD allows purely geometric vacuum charge densities with no elementary particles acting
as charge carriers. In particular, if ones “kicks” a 3-surface containing a constant magnetic
field into a rotational motion, vacuum charge density results. This is seen by considering
a simple model for the imbedding of a magnetic field Bz (ρ) as an induced gauge field in
4
M+
× S 2 , where S 2 is a geodesic sphere of CP2 . In spherical coordinates (cos(Θ), Φ) for S 2
the electromagnetic component of CP2 spinor connection is

AΦ

=

cos(Θ)

(6.3.1)

apart from a multiplicative numerical constant. The induced em gauge potential is

Aµ

= AΦ ∂µ Φ

(6.3.2)

as a projection of the component of the spinor connection to the space-time surface. In
4
cylindrical coordinates (t, z, ρ, φ) for M+
one has for the imbedding of magnetic field as an
induced gauge field

cos(Θ) = f (ρ) , Φ = nφ ,

Bz (ρ) = ∂ρ Aφ = ∂ρ f n ,

(6.3.3)

where n is integer. Note that the imbedding necessarily fails at some critical radius since
cos(Θ) cannot be larger than one: this is nothing but topological field quantization of magnetic field to flux tubes.
When the magnetic 3-surface is “kicked” to a rotating motion one has

cos(Θ) = f (ρ) , Φ = n(φ − ωt) ,

(6.3.4)

and an electric field

Eρ

=

∂ρ At = −ωρB

(6.3.5)

is generated.
The condition Eρ = vB = ωρB, which can be interpreted as the vanishing of the net Lorentz
force locally, gives rise to a vacuum charge density

ρvac = ∇ · E = −ωB (in units ~ = c = 1) .

(6.3.6)

The sign of the vacuum charge density depends on the direction of rotation. This means
a large parity breaking effect. It is very difficult to understand how the sign of the charge
density could depend on the direction of rotation if charge carriers were ordinary elementary
particles. Thus this effect, observed already by Faraday, seems to be in conflict with Maxwell’s
theory and to support TGD.
Charge conservation requires that the radial electric gauge flux of vacuum goes somewhere at
the boundary of the magnet space-time sheet. The only possibility is that a new space-time
sheet is generated parallel to the magnet space-time sheet (unless it exists already). The
electric flux runs through wormhole contacts or join along boundaries bonds to this spacetime sheet and back in radial direction at the second space-time sheet. If this space-time
sheet has negative time orientation (guaranteeing that the sign of the electric field as tensor
component F0r changes), it has also negative energy, and energy conservation requires that
the rotating system gets positive compensating energy.
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The fields associated with the rolling magnets
At theoretical level the situation in the case of magnets rolling along the rim of stator ring does
not differ essentially from the simpler case if one neglects the effects caused by the criticality
of the preferred extremals in the sense of having an infinite number of deformations for which
the second variation of Kähler action vanishes. One can also apply the description below to
the calculation of both em and Z 0 fields. Z 0 electric fields would be present only in a system
perform rolling motion. In the following only the electromagnetic case is discussed.
The rolling magnet is described by a space-time sheet containing an axial magnetic field
4
4
and characterized by the mapping of M+
to S 2 , where S 2 is a geodesic sphere of CP2 . M+
2
has local cylindrical space-time coordinates (t, z, ρ, φ) and S spherical coordinates (u =
cos(Θ), Φ).
(a) A stationary system non-rotating cylindrical magnet corresponds to the surface
u = f (ρ), Φ = nφ .
In this case the magnetic field is of form
B = n∂ρ u .
For a set of parallel magnets one must find imbedding for the superposition of the
magnetic fields and the expression generalizes to
B=

∂(u, Φ)
,
∂(ρ, φ)

which is just the Jacobian for the mapping from x-y-plane to S 2 defined by the matrix
of partial derivatives.
(b) The rotating, but not rolling magnet, is obtained by the replacement
t → t, ρ → ρ, φ → φ −

ω
t = φ̂ .
n

The magnetic and electric fields are obtained by a standard tensor transformation formula for antisymmetric space-time tensors and one has in the case of single magnet
B=

∂(u, Φ)
∂(ρ, φ̂)

, E=B

ω
∂(ρ, φ̂)
= B .
∂(ρ, t)
n

(c) The rolling magnetic system is obtained from the stationary one by kicking the spacetime sheet to a rolling motion
u = f (ρ̂), Φ = nφ̂ ,
where one has
ρ → ρ̂ =

p


(x −

x(t))2

+ (y −

y(t))2

, φ → φ̂ = arctan

(y − y(t))
(x − x(t))


−

ω
t .
n

The motion of the center of mass of roller along a ring of radius R is given by
(x(t), y(t)) = R × (cos(Ωt), sin(Ωt)) .
In the rolling coordinate system there is only magnetic field B̂(ρ̂, φ̂) ≡ B̂ present, and one
can obtain the magnetic and electric fields in stationary system by tensor transformation
formulas:
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ρ̂,φ̂)
B(ρ, φ) = B̂ ∂(
∂(ρ,φ) ,
ρ̂,φ̂)
E(ρ, φ) = B̂ ∂(
∂(t,φ) ,
.

For Ω = mω, m integer, the electric and magnetic fields are period with respect to time
with frequency ω and one can expect resonance effects.

6.3.3 A Classical Model For The Weight Change And Spontaneous
Acceleration Involving Only EM And Z 0 Fields And Faraday Effect
The assumption about the reduction of inertial mass by one per cent needed to explain the
spontaneous acceleration seems hard to take seriously, and one must ask whether less exotic
mechanisms generating the spontaneous acceleration could be imagined.
In the article of LaViolette [H44] a modification of the so called ball-bearing motor effect
combined with the Faraday effect is discussed as a positive feedback mechanism leading to
the angular acceleration of the system. Ball bearing motor contains an inner conducting
cylinder able to rotate and coupled to the wall of the outer cylinder by ball bearings, which
do not slide with respect to the inner cylinder. When a radial voltage gradient exists between
the cylinders, a radial current j flows through the bearings and Lorentz force
Z
j × BdV ∼ IBVbb

F =
bb

acting on bearing in a tangential direction is generated and creates a torque τ = F (R + r),
where R and r are the radii of the inner and outer cylinder (subscript bb refers to ball bearing
in the formula). The current keeps the cylinder in a rotating motion if given an initial torque.
The idea described in [H44] is that one can regard the rotating rollers as a single rotating
ring and that Faraday effect generates also now a radial electric field E = v × B through the
ring. The estimate for the corresponding maximum voltage through the roller is
V = πBf ((R + r)2 − R2 ) .
For fmax = 23 × 10 Hz, R = .5m and r = .07 m, and B = 1 Tesla this gives V = 2 Volts.
Using the estimate R = 460 µOhm for the resistance of the roller, one finds that the current is
about I = 4300 A. Using the previous formula one can make an order of magnitude estimate
for the resulting torque on single roller as τ ∼ IBrR ∼ 140 Nm. The sign of the torque
changes with the direction of rotation and conforms with the fact that angular acceleration
is observed for both directions of rotation.
On the other hand, from the observed angular acceleration during the spontaneous acceleration one obtains the estimate for the torque suffered by single roller:
τ ∼ Mr r2 2π

∆f
,
∆t

where one has ∆f ∼ 45 rpm and ∆t ' 5 sec. For the roller mass Mr ∼ 100 kg/23 this gives
τ ∼ .45 Nm, which is by two orders of magnitude smaller than the first estimate. Something
goes wrong.
One can indeed criticize the model. The assumption that all the angular momentum gained
by the electron current is transferred to the roller is probably wrong. The extreme situation
is that the current flows out freely through the boundaries of the roller and roller itself
receives no angular momentum. A more serious objection is following. The net radial current
associated with single spinning but non-rolling roller vanishes: why shouldn’t the radial
electric field of the roller simply rotate around the stator so that no radial electric field would
be generated?
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A general model for the observed change of the effective weight change below
critical velocity
A general model for the effective weight change relies on the following assumptions (in the
following the units ~ = c = 1 are used).
(a) There are classical em and Z 0 forces present due to the approximately constant radial
em and Z 0 electric fields of Earth besides the elastic force of springs with elastic constant
k.
(b) The inertial mass and gravitational masses of the system can change.
(c) The gravitational acceleration due to the Earth’s gravitational field can suffer a reduction g → g,  ≤ 1 due to the redistribution of the gravitational flux between space-time
sheets.
1. General parameterization of the model
The following set of equations represents a parameterization for this picture.
(a) The em and Z 0 forces experienced by unit em and Z 0 charge per given
Fem = eEem ,

FZ = gZ EZ .

0

Here gZ corresponds to Z coupling constant strength αZ is related to the fine structure
constant αem = e2 /4π by

αZ

=

2
αem
1
gZ
=
, αem '
, sin2 (θW ) ' .23 .
4π
sin(θW )cos(θW )
137

(6.3.7)

is Z 0 coupling strength.
(b) At the equilibrium height h the acceleration a vanishes, and one has

a

=

kh
QZ (f )gZ EZ + Qem (f )eEem
+
=0 .
m(f, ±)
m(f, ±)

−(f )g +

(6.3.8)

It is assumed that inertial mass can change in the process so that one has m = m(f, ±).
This gives for the equilibrium height h the expression

h(f, ±)

= (f )

m(f, ±)g QZ (f, ±)gZ EZ + Qem (f, ±)eEem
±
.
k
k

(6.3.9)

QZ/em (f, ±) refers to the absolute value of the Z 0 /em charge.
If one erratically (at least in TGD Universe) assumes that only ordinary gravitational
force is present, one would have
∆ [mef f (f, ±)]
m0

k∆h(f, ±)
m0 g


m(f )
QZ (f, ±)gZ EZ + Qem (f, ±)eEem
=
(f )
−1 ∓
,
m0
m0 g
(6.3.10)
=

2. What information one can deduce from the graph of rotation frequency as function of
relative weight change?
Consider now what conclusions one can make from the graph of the rotation frequency f as
function of relative weight change ∆G/G0 depicted in figure ??.
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(a) The fact that the spontaneous acceleration starts at the same value of effective weight
change for both directions of rotation supports the view that the change of inertial mass
is negligible, at least below the critical rotation frequency. If there is no redistribution
of the gravitational flux neither below the critical frequency, one has
m(f, ±)

= m0 and (f ) = 1 for f < fcr (±) .

(6.3.11)

(b) Below the critical mass change of ∓30 per cent the situation is completely symmetric in
both cases unless the functions QZ/em (f, +) and QZ/em (f, −) are different: this cannot
be the case since the critical frequencies are different. The fact that the values of critical
weight changes are same means that the value of the absolute magnitude of em+Z 0 force
are in the role of the critical quantity. On basis of the behavior of the these functions
below the critical frequency, it seems safe to assume that they can be regarded as almost
constant above fcr (±).
(c) The observed graph of rotation frequency f as a function of ∆G/G has a step around fcr
which develops to a shoulder: frequency grows first rapidly whereas the weight change
remains practically constant. The development of shoulder is due to the addition of a
load taking the energy otherwise available for a spontaneous acceleration and generating a torque. The simplest explanation for the spontaneous acceleration involves only
classical em and Z 0 Faraday effect and generalization of the ball bearing motor effect.
TGD variant of ball bearing effect
The Lorentz torque giving rise to ball bearing effect involves two contributions. The first
contribution corresponds to a radial electron current moving in a radial electric field associated with rollers. Second contribution becomes from Z 0 current induced by the radial Z 0
electric field associated with the space-time sheet of the roller ring. This current consists of
electrons and neutrinos. Electronic part experiences both the magnetic field of roller and Z 0
magnetic field of the roller ring.
1. The Lorentz torque associated with the roller
Also the electrons of the radial Ohmic current of the roller experience in magnetic field of
the roller a torque in the axial direction. If the angular momentum of the roller is conserved,
an opposite torque affecting the roller itself should be generated. If the electronic current
changes its direction from radial to slightly non-radial in the magnetic field (essentially Hall
effect), the electrons leaking out from the roller leave it non-radially and carry out net torque
so that compensating torque affects the roller system. When electrons do not leak out but are
reflected back at the atomic space-time sheets the resulting current experiences torque which
tends to cancel the torque. If a reflection of the current at the boundary occurs to larger
space-time sheet this does not occur and a net torque results. It is convenient to introduce
a parameter, call it , to characterize what part of electronic torque gives rise to a torque
acting on the roller.
Using Ohm’s law, one can write the torque in the form

Z
τem

= 
roller

j × BdV = σe ωB 2 ×

2π 3
(r − ri3 )h .
3 o

(6.3.12)

where ro and ri are the inner radii and h the weight of the roller.  is the factor telling which
part of the electric torque is transformed to a torque affecting on the roller. ω refers to the
rotation frequency of the roller.
If the only contribution to the torque is electromagnetic, one cannot understand the asymmetry with respect to the direction of rotation. The radial Z 0 electric field is proportional
to ω 2 since Z 0 magnetic field is generated by rotation and proportional to ω and this would
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explain the asymmetry. The fact that em contribution must dominate in torque gives a rough
estimate
∼

1
5

by using a direct estimate of torque from the observation angular acceleration during the
period when spontaneous acceleration occurs freely.
2. The Lorentz torque associated with the roller ring
In TGD framework the roller ring as a single system would correspond to a larger space-time
sheet and the magnetic fields of rollers are not at this space-time sheet. The spinning rollers
however create a Z 0 magnetic field at the space-time sheet of the roller ring and the rotation
of the rollers around the stator generates a radial Z 0 electric field via Z 0 Faraday effect. If
electrons feed their Z 0 electric flux to this space-time sheet, they experience the classical
Z 0 force, the torque due to both magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields as well as the ordinary
dissipation. Same applies to neutrinos. If the currents in question are not able to leak out
freely from the roller space-time sheet, some fraction of the torque on current carriers acts
on the roller itself and induces a spontaneous acceleration. The neutrino contribution to the
radial current could dominate since QZ (e) is roughly 1/50 times smaller than QZ (ν).
The predicted torque can be written as

τZ
Fe
Fν

(e Fe + ν Fν ) × r ,
Z
QZ (e)gZ
EZ × [B + QZ (e)BZ ] dV
= σe
e
Zroller
= σν
QZ (ν)EZ × QZ (ν)BZ dV .
=

(6.3.13)

roller

Here one has EZ = v × BZ and r denotes position vector from the origin of stator. The
parameters e < 1 and ν < 1 characterize the fraction of the torque on current carriers
transmitted to a torque acting on the roller.
The sign of the em contribution depends on the direction of rotation whereas Z 0 contribution
is of the same sign since already BZ is proportional to the rotation velocity. Since spontaneous
angular acceleration starts at different critical frequencies, τem must dominate over τZ , which
is however present and for which the em Lorentz force acting on electron must dominate.
Electron’s Z 0 coupling is by a factor ∼ 1/50 weaker than em coupling. For BZ ' .4 Tesla
to be deduced from the model for magnetic walls the em Lorentz force dominates and gives
a contribution which is of same sign for both directions of rotation. For e =  the ratio of
electromagnetic torque deduced above and Z 0 Lorentz torque would be very roughly of order
τZ
r
∼ QZ (e) ×
' .08 .
τem
R
where r/R ' .1 has been used. This is consistent with the difference (fcr,+ − fcr,− )/fcr,+ '
1/11.
Neutrino current gives a contribution changing sign with the rotation direction and thus
cannot give the dominant part to the Z 0 torque. This gives
ν ≤ e

σe QZ (e)eB
per.
σν QZ (ν)gZ BZ

If neutrino conductivity scales as σν /σe ' me /mν ∼ 5 × 106 then the estimate ν ∼ 10−9
follows for gZ BZ ' .4 Tesla. Experimental data do not allow to deduce whether exotic
neutrino current is present or not.
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The voltage of U = 20 kV between stator and the electrodes at the outer rims of the rollers
has an observable effect of order few per cent on the rotation velocity. If this situation is
comparable to the discussed one, one must have
e <

10−7
,
x

where x is the fraction of voltage U over the roller. It is not clear from [H50] whether the
voltage is over distance r (x = 1) or R + r (x = 1/11). This estimate is quite different order
of magnitude as the estimate for e ∼ 1/5 characterizing the Lorentz torque generated by
the radial current in the roller. This suggests that the two situations are quite different.
This is indeed the case: the point is that both the stator and rollers are surrounded by a
copper foil which acts as a Faraday cage meaning that the voltage at the surface of the foil
is constant and the electric field created by 20 kV voltage does not penetrate inside. The
rollers and stator behave effectively like electrodes of a capacitor.
The model for positive feedback neglecting “back reaction”
It is good to start with a model neglecting the negative feedback due to energetic constraints
and indicated by the fact that 7 kW load leads to a slowing down of the system. Hence only
positive feedback is present and can be modelled explicitly.
The first observation is that friction implies the presence of a torque which can be modelled
in the lowest approximation as being proportional to the rotation frequency ω:

τf r

= Ikω .

(6.3.14)

Note that ω is 23 times the rotation frequency Ω of the roller and 230 × 2π Hz for Ω =
10 × 2π Hz. Assuming that the induced Z 0 magnetic field is proportional to ω, the angular
acceleration can be parameterized as

dω
dt

=

τ
1 3
= P3 (ω) = aω + b(ω 2 +
ω ) − kω .
I
ωcr

(6.3.15)

Here the term aω corresponds to a purely electromagnetic torque resulting from the radial
ohmic current inside roller, the term proportional to b to the two Z 0 magnetic contributions,
whereas the term kω corresponds to the friction. Z 0 term dominates for ω  ωcr . One can
pose as a convention the conditions

b ≥ 0 , ωcr ≥ 0 .

(6.3.16)

1. Qualitative behavior of the system
The qualitative behavior of the system can be deduced from quite general arguments generalizing in a straightforward manner to the more realistic case.
(a) The equilibrium points (stable or unstable) correspond to the zeros

P3 (ω)



1 2
ω ) =0
= ω a − k + b(ω +
ωcr

(6.3.17)

of the third order polynomial appearing at right hand side of Eq. 6.3.15 representing
vanishing net torque.
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(b) The first zero is ω = 0: for a − k > 0 this zero is unstable since Lorentz torque wins
friction torque in linear approximation and the system begins to accelerate. According
to Searl, his own device indeed starts to spontaneously accelerate and would thus correspond to this situation. For a − k < 0 friction torque wins and the system comes to rest
unless the initial rotation frequency is above critical frequency. The device of Godin
and Roschin corresponds to this situation. Searl’s device requires that the friction is
reduced sufficiently and the magnetic field is strong enough. The use of electromagnets
instead of ferromagnets might allow to achieve this situation. The increase of electrical
conductivity has the same effect. What is interesting is that quantum Hall effect involves increases of conductivity by thirteen orders of magnitude as the strength of the
magnetic field is varied. The explanation is in terms of fusion of the magnetic flux tubes
to walls at certain critical field strengths: along these current can run freely without
sticking around single flux tube. Whether something similar might occur now in low
temperatures in radial direction, is an interesting open question.
(c) The two other zeros correspond to the roots of the second order polynomial appearing
in the above equation.
i) If the roots are real, they correspond to two critical frequencies ω± . Suppose that the
roots are of different sign: ω+ > 0 and ω− < 0. This requires a − k < 0. The system
studied by Godin and Roschin corresponds to this kind of situation. If |ω| ≤ |ω± |
holds true the system decelerates to ω = 0. The rotation with frequency ω± does not
represent a stable situation and a slight increase of the frequency above |ω± | implies a
spontaneous acceleration without limit, which represents an unrealistic feature of the
model.
ii) Roots can be also of same sign: this requires a − k > 0. In this case a spontaneous
acceleration without limit occurs always for the other rotation direction. For the other
direction it occurs without limit only above the root with a larger magnitude. In the
region between ω+ and ω− deceleration occurs until the smaller root is achieved. Below
the smaller root the system accelerates to the smaller root. Hence the rotation with the
smaller rotation frequency represents a stable situation.
iii) If the roots are complex, the system accelerates without limit for both directions of
rotation. The reason is that a − k > 0 is necessary to achieve this situation.
2. Quantitative analysis
Consider now the quantitative analysis of the model neglecting the “back reaction”. The
roots of the second order polynomial correspond to an unstable motion with a constant
rotational velocity and are given by

ω 2 + ωcr ω +

(a − k)ωcr
b

=

0 .

(6.3.18)

This gives

ω±

=

D

=

B
1
± D ,
2
2
p
(a − k)ωcr
B 2 − 4C , B = ωcr , C =
.
b
−

(6.3.19)

There are three different cases depending on whether the discriminant D = B 2 − 4C is
positive or negative or zero.
D > 0 case
This situation corresponds to
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a−k <

bωcr
.
4

(6.3.20)

and means that critical frequencies ω± are real.
Solving the differential equation in this case gives



ω
ω − ω+
×
ω(0)
ω(0) − ω+

omega−
D



ω − ω−
×
ω(0) − ω−

−

omega+
D

= e(a−k)t .
(6.3.21)

One can distinguish between two different cases corresponding to the sign of a − k.
(a) For a − k < 0 ω+ and ω− have different sign. The magnitude of the critical frequency
is different for the two different directions of rotation as observed in the experiment of
Godin and Roschin and this is due to the torque suffered by Z 0 ohmic electron current
j = σe EZ in the ordinary magnetic field.
For |ω(0)/ω± | < 1 the system decelerates to ω = 0. For |ω(0)/ω± | > 1 |ω| becomes
infinite in a finite time at the limit

t

→ t∞



−
(ω(0) − ω+ )
ω(0) − ω− − ω−ω−ω
1
+
log
×(
)
=
b(a − k)
ω(0)
ω(0) − ω+

(6.3.22)

The spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs for both clockwise and counter clockwise rotation but the values of the parameter t∞ are slightly different:

t∞,+ − t∞,−

= log


1−x
ω+
1
, x=
.
1 + x b(a − k)
|ω(0)|

(6.3.23)

(b) For a − k > 0 the roots are of same sign and smaller frequency corresponds to a
stable situation to which system either accelerates or decelerates. The larger rotation
frequency is unstable and an acceleration without limit occurs above it. In this kind
of stationary situation friction and Lorentz torque compensate each other. For other
rotation direction spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs always. This situation
could correspond to Searl’s device.
D < 0 case
This situation corresponds to

a−k >

bωcr
.
4

(6.3.24)

It can can occur only for a − k > 0. In this case the roots ω± are complex, and one can
express the solution in the form
1
× (X + Y )
x

=

X

=

Y

=

x =

e(a−k)t ,


ω
ω 2 (0) + ω(0)ωcr + x 1/2
log
×(
)
ω(0)
ω 2 + ωωcr + x
"
"
#
"
##
ω + ωcr
D 3/2
ω(0) + ωcr
−(| |) × arctan
− arctan
4
|D
|D
4|
4|
(a − k)ωcr
2
, D = ωcr
− 4x < 0 .
b

(6.3.25)
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A spontaneous acceleration without limit occurs always and ω = ∞ is achieved in a finite
time


t∞

= log


1
(X(∞) + Y (∞) ,
x


(ω 2 (0) + ω(0)ωcr + x)1/2
X(∞) = log
omega(0)
"
"
##
π
ω(0) + ωcr
D 3/2
− arctan
Y (∞) = −(| |) ×
4
2
|D
4|


(6.3.26)

D = 0 case
For D = 0 one has ω+ = ω− and an exponential acceleration without limit results:

ω

= ω(0)e(a−k)t .

(6.3.27)

The model discussed is certainly unrealistic. In particular, the prediction that infinite value
of ω is reached in a finite time interval is non-sensible.
The model taking into account the “back reaction”
The model just described is an idealization.
(a) Fast rotation would induce so strong a centrifugal force that it would overcome the
mechanical constraints and the radial Lorentz force experienced by the rollers in the
magnetic field of the stator. Acceleration to an infinite velocity in a finite time would
require a infinitely high power feed at the limit and the effectiveness of the remote
metabolism poses a restriction here. Godin and Roschin found that the load above
which the system starts to decelerate is Pmax = 7 kW. From this one can estimate
the maximum power feed from remote metabolism to the accelerating system using the
condition

Pmax

=

Iωmax



1 3
dω
2
= Iωmax (a − k)ωmax + b(ωmax
+
ωmax )
dt
ωcr

(6.3.28)

(b) The negative feedback resulting from the finite efficiency of metabolism can be modelled by adding to the equation of motion negative feedback term, a kind of analog of
“radiation reaction” for linear motion. The simplest guess is that the negative feedback
term is proportional to the time derivative of the angular acceleration:

τf b
P3 (ω)

d( dω ) dω
d2 ω
dP3
= t0 dt
= −t0 P3 (ω)
.
dt
dω dt
dω
1 3
(a − k)ω + b(ω 2 +
ω ) .
ωcr

= −t0
=

(6.3.29)

The net angular acceleration can be written as
dω
dt





dP3
3bt0 2
= P3 (ω) 1 − t0
= P3 (ω) 1 − (a − k)t0 − 2bt0 ω −
ω
. (6.3.30)
dω
ωcr
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(c) During spontaneous acceleration a load increasing in steps of 1 kW is added to the
system. The simplest model for the load is as a friction term. The assumption that the
torque describing the presence of load is of the form
= −IkL ω .

τL

(6.3.31)

means only a modification of the friction coefficient k: k → k − kL . The power used by
the load is given by
= τL ω = IkL ω 2 .

PL

(6.3.32)

Applying this equation to the stationary situation ω = ω1± one can deduce the value of
kL .

kL

=

PL
.
2
Iω1±

(6.3.33)

The resulting equations of motion are integrable. Besides the roots of P3 (ω) defining stable
or unstable orbits for which the angular acceleration vanishes, the roots of dP2 /dω define
additional orbits of this kind when real. The roots are given by

ω1±

 s
k + kL − a +
ωcr 
± 1+3×
3
ωcr b

=

1
t0


− 1

(6.3.34)

For
k + kL − a ≥

1
ωcr b
−
3
t0

(in particular for k + kL − a > 0) the roots are real and represent stable orbits stabilized
by the negative feedback and representing asymptotic situation in the case that the system
starts to spontaneously accelerate above |ω| > |ω± |. For sufficiently small values of t0 the
condition for stable orbit is satisfied always. This condition guarantees also the physically
natural condition |ω1± | ≥ |ω± |. Also for a − k > 0 one expects that t0 is for purely physical
reasons so small that roots are real so that stable orbits result.
More explicitly, the equations of motions read

Z

dω
P5 (ω)

=

P5 (ω)

=

A =

ωcr t ,
5
Y
3b2 t0
ω − ωk
−1
,
ω(ω
−
ω
)(ω
−
ω
)(ω
−
ω
)(ω
−
ω
)
≡
A
+
−
1+
1−
2
aωcr
ωcr
k=1
a
,
(6.3.35)
2
3 t
3b ωcr
0

and give

"

ck


5 
Y
ω − ωk
A × log
ω(0) − ωk

#
= ωcr t ,

k=1

ck

=

Y
l6=k

ωcr
.
ωk − ωl

(6.3.36)
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P
Note that one has
k ck = 0, which implies that the argument of logarithm approaches
constant for large values of ω. Depending on the initial conditions and the sign of k − a the
system approaches the limit t → ∞ either ω = ω1± or ω = 0.
Catastrophe theoretic model for the dynamics of Searl device
Rene Thom’s great achievement was the topological classification of different very rapid,
almost discontinuous, catastrophic changes appearing in potential flow dynamics [A6]. The
value of the catastrophe theory is that it gives an overall view of the dynamics of a complex non-linear system. The form of equations of motion is precisely the canonical form of
equations to which catastrophe theory applies as such.
The dynamics of the system can be regarded as a potential flow with the torque derived from
a potential function V (ω). Taking “back reaction” into account one has

dω
dt

=

V (ω)

=

P3 (ω)

=

P3 (ω)dω

=

Z

dV (ω)
,
dω
Z
P2
P3 (ω)dω − t0 3 ,
2
1 3
ω ) ,
ωcr
1
1 b 4
1
(a − k − kL )ω 2 + bω 3 +
ω .
2
3
4 ωcr

(a − k − kL )ω + b(ω 2 +

(6.3.37)

The limit when the back reaction is not taken into account corresponds to the limit t0 = 0.
In this case the potential function is fourth order polynomial in ω and corresponds to the
cusp catastrophe. In the general case the potential function is sixth order polynomial in
ω so that the dynamics of the model corresponds to the butterfly catastrophe. Cusp and
butterfly and swallowtail represent basic catastrophes with one behavior variable in Thom’s
topological classification of catastrophes [A6].
1. Cusp catastrophe as a model for the system without back reaction
In order to understand the character of the butterfly catastrophe it is good to start from
the cusp catastrophe which describes sudden changes in a bistable system described by a
potential having the canonical form
V (x) =

x4
x2
− ax − b
.
4
2

There is one behavior variable x and two control parameters a, b. The system allows in the
generic case three equilibrium points as roots of dV /dx = 0. Two of them are stable and one
unstable. The illustration of the cusp catastrophe is provided by the figure ??.
Searl device without back-reaction would be described by the dual of the dual cusp catastrophe allowing one stable point and at most two unstable points for given values of the
parameters corresponding.
The potential function V (ω) is not quite the same form as for the canonical form of the cusp
catastrophe but can be transformed to it by a linear change of the behavior variable.
(a) Introduce first the dimensionless variables
ω → ω̂

ω
, t → T = bωcr t ,
ωcr

(6.3.38)

transforming the potential to a dimensionless function of a dimensionless argument
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Figure 6.5: Cusp catastrophe

dω̂
dT

=

V̂ (ω̂)

=

â

=

dV̂ (ω̂)
dω̂
V
=
3
bωcr
a
,
bωcr

,
1
1
1
(â − k̂)ω̂ 2 + ω̂ 3 + ω̂ 4 ,
2
3
4
k + kL
k̂ =
.
bωcr

(6.3.39)

(b) This form differs from standard from only by the fact that also ω̂ 3 term is present and
the absolute value of ω̂ appears in the linear term. By performing the transformation

ω̂ → Ω = ω̂ + 1

(6.3.40)

this term disappears and one obtains
dΩ
dT

dW (Ω)
,
dΩ
1
1
1
W (Ω) =
(â − k̂)(Ω − 1)2 + (Ω − 1)3 + (Ω − 1)4 ,
2
3
4
B
1
= −AΩ − Ω2 + Ω4 + constant ,
2
4
a − k − kL
a − k − kL
A =
, B = −1 −
.
ωcr
ωcr
=

(6.3.41)

This is the canonical form of the cusp catastrophe potential. In the canonical representation of the cusp catastrophe Ω is referred to as a state variable whereas A and B
as control variables. A is called the normal factor and corresponds now to the external
load. Its variation over a critical value in the region B > 0 induces a rapid catastrophic
reduction of Ω. B is known as the splitting factor and corresponds now to the variable
a − k: the catastrophe can occur only in the region B > 0 where the fold appears: in
recent case this corresponds to the condition
a − k − kL
< −1 .
ωcr
a − k − kL is indeed negative in the experiment of Godin and Roschin.

(6.3.42)
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2. Butterfly catastrophe as a model for the system with back reaction
Butterfly catastrophe has one behavior variable, which is now ω, and 4 control parameters
so that the graph of the function dV /dω = 0 represents a four-dimensional surface in the
5-dimensional space spanned by ω and control parameters. Butterfly catastrophe models a
situation in which there are at most three stable equilibrium points instead of two as in the
case of cusp catastrophe. A typical application is a qualitative model for the sudden changes
in the distribution of opinions (hawks, doves present already for the cusp plus liberals). In
the case considered the three stable situations correspond for k + kL − a > 0 to ω = 0 and
ω = ω1± whereas the roots ω± corresponds to unstable intermediate situations.
The canonical form of the potential for butterfly catastrophe is

V (x)

=

x2
x3
x4
x6
− ax − b − c − d
6
2
3
4

(6.3.43)

and one ends up to this form by performing a scaling and shift of ω in the same manner as
in the case of cusp. The projections of the bifurcation set of the butterfly catastrophe to
(a, b) plane for some values of parameters c and d are given in figure 16 of [A6]. The most
concrete representation is in terms of the behavior of the graph of a potential as a function of
control parameters for which maxima correspond to unstable and minima to stable equilibria.
Catastrophes correspond in this representation transformation of real roots to complex roots
or vice versa.
The model predicts that in the experiment of Godin and Roschin the system should end up
to a stable situation even without load (unless the system becomes mechanically unstable).
The experiments of Godin and Roschin [H50] demonstrate the slowing down of the system
for the maximal critical load 7 kW (see figure ?? ) and from the maximal rotation velocity of
600 rpm. The interpretation is that the addition of the load reduces the value of ω1± to value
below 600 rpm. Slowing down is caused by the fact that the stable orbit ω = ω1± becomes
unstable due to a fusion of the maximum ω± and minimum ω1± of the potential so that two
real roots disappear and only 3 real roots remain and the system begins to slow down to the
stable root ω = 0 (possibly stabilized by the load).
The condition ω1± = ω± reads as

 s
1
± 1+3×
3

k + kL − a +
ωcr b

1
t0


− 1 =

" r
#
1
k + kL − a
± 1+4
−1 ,
2
ωcr b
(6.3.44)

and allows to relate the parameter kL characterizing the load to other parameters.
Time evolution of the em charge of the roller
The model predicts how the electromagnetic charge of the roller evolves in time. Suppose
that the outflow of the electronic charge is proportional to the overall strength of the electric
field generated by the electromagnetic Faraday effect as the assumption that a radial Ohmic
current j = σE is generated inside the roller. This assumption is the only one possible in
single-sheeted space-time, and in TGD framework it means that the ohmic current does not
flow back to the larger, non-atomic space-time sheets associated with the roller. It will be
found that the assumption is unrealistic.
1. Differential equations for the charge of the roller
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Since the electric field generated by em Faraday effect is proportional to ω, the general form
for the differential equation governing the time development of the net em charge of the roller
is

dQem
dt

=

aω(t) .

(6.3.45)

Note that ω corresponds to the rotation velocity of the roller having maximum value of about
230 × 2π Hz.
One can solve this differential equation by transforming it to a differential equation with
respect to ω giving

dQem
dω

aω × (

=

dω −1
)
.
dt

(6.3.46)

a is dimensionless constant. At velocities much below the critical velocity, where external
torque τ dominates, one has

dQem
dω

=

aI

ω
.
τ (t)

(6.3.47)

For instance, for constant torque Qem would increase as ω 2 . This kind of behavior is consistent with the observed accelerating growth of the weight change (proportional to Qem as a
function of frequency.
Above the critical velocity one can write

dQem
dω

=

a

ω
,
P (ω)
(6.3.48)

where one has

P (ω)

=

P3 (ω) , or

P (ω)

=

P3 (ω)(1 − t0

dP3 (ω)
)
dω

(6.3.49)

depending on whether one takes into account “back reaction” or not.
1. Em charge for a system without “back reaction”
For the system without “back reaction” em charge remains finite:

Qem (ω)

=

D

=



a ωcr
(ω − ω+ ) (ω(0) − ω− )
Qem (ω(0)) + √ × log
×
,
b D
(ω − ω− ) (ω(0) − ω+ )
p
ω+ − ω− = B 2 − 4C .

(6.3.50)

Consider first the case when the roots are real (D > 0. For large values of ω the charge grows
with a logarithmic rate as a function of ω and approaches to a constant value. This behavior is
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consistent with the observed slowing down of the weight loss above critical rotation frequency.
When the roots are complex (D < 0), one can cast the expression for the charge in the form

Qem (ω)

=

φ(ω)

=

a ωcr
p
× [φ(ω) − φ(ω(0))] ,
b |D|
#
" p
|D|
.
2 × arctan
2ω − ωcr
Qem (ω(0)) +

(6.3.51)

A analogous formula applies in the case of Z 0 charge: now however Z 0 electric field is of
same sign for both directions of rotation and this means that the sign of the weight change
is same for both directions of rotation. This excludes Z 0 force as the dominant contributor
to the effective change of weight.
3. Em charge for a system with “back reaction”
Above the critical rotation frequency the model taking into account the back reaction gives

dQem
dω

=

A =

2
Y ωcr
aωcr
1
≡A
,
2
3b t0 (ω − ω+ )(ω − ω− )(ω − ω1+ )(ω − ω1− )
ω − ωk
k
a
.
2 t
3b2 ωcr
0

(6.3.52)

Integration gives

"

Qem (ω)

=

ck

=

Y ω − ωk
Qem (ω(0)) + A × log
(
)ck
ω(0) − ωk
k
Y ωcr
.
ωk − ωl

#
,
(6.3.53)

l6=k

P
Note that one has k ck = 0. When the system approaches ω1± the value of the charge
becomes infinite which is an unrealistic prediction. The prediction however suggests that the
loss of effective weight could overcome gravitational force.
During the spontaneous acceleration the system should approach to constant rotation velocity
ω1± fixed by the value of the load. dω/dt = 0 at ω1± implies that dQ/dω is infinite and
the curve representing ω as function of ∆G/G0 should become horizontal. This indeed holds
true in a good approximation.
4. Many-sheetedness is needed
The model cannot be correct as such. The failure of the model in both cases is that the
predicted magnitude for the maximal charge outflow is by several orders of magnitudes higher
than needed to explain the weight loss. The net rate of charging given by the difference of
the radial currents at the outer and inner surfaces would be

dQ
dt



 3

2
2
3
= σπωB rout
− rin
.
= σπ E(rout )rout
− E(rin )rin

(6.3.54)

The voltage over the individual roller ring due to Faraday effect is about.55 V for the maximum rotation frequency of about 230 Hz of the roller. From the estimate 460 µOhm for the
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resistance of the roller one can deduce the value of σ of neodynium as σ ∼ 103 Ohm−1 m−1 ,
the radial current would be roughly 2000 A. This current generates a net positive charge
of 1021 e per second in the roller, and means a generation of 10−6 elementary charges per
nucleon per second.
A convenient reference of comparison is provided by the ratio of eE/mp g of the electromagnetic force caused by Earth to the gravitational force in the case of proton. For the
upper bound E = 104 V/m for the Earth’s radial electric field at the surface of Earth the
ratio is about 1011 and 109 for the lower limit of E = 102 V/m. If the em charge of the
roller generated by Ohmic electron currents flowing out in the radial electric field created
by Faraday effect is responsible for the change of the weight then the em charge generated
per nucleon during second should be of order 10−10 . This fraction is by a factor 104 smaller
than the charge implied by the Faraday effect assuming that all Ohmic current leaks out.
Many-sheeted space-time concept suggests that the charge returns back to larger space-time
sheets associated with the roller so that the net charge of the roller increases much slower
than in single sheeted space-time. The simplest manner to model this kind of behavior is to
assume that only a fraction  ∼ 10−4 of the Ohmic current leaks out from the system.
5. The effect of 20 kV voltage
For a clockwise rotation and in the presence of 20 kV voltage with output power 7 kW the
rotation frequency begins to decrease at the maximum weight loss of 35 per cent from 600
rpm. The effective weight remains constant down to 400 rpm. Without voltage this is not
the case. A possible interpretation consistent with the model for the em charging is that
the value of em charge becomes maximal and is not appreciably affected by the reduction of
the rotation velocity reducing the vacuum electric and Z 0 electric fields. This should relate
somehow to the presence of the conducting copper folio around the rollers and stator carrying
opposite surface charges. The presence of the folio and voltage would not allow the electrons
dispersed in the environment of the rollers to readily flow back to the rollers.
The 20 kV voltage and possible accompanying Z 0 voltage would take care that the rollers
remain em and Z 0 charged even when the radial electric fields generated by the rotation
weaken. The gradual increase of the load in units of 1 kW reduces rotation speed in absence
of 20 kV voltage but not appreciably in its presence.
Estimates for the parameters of the model
The crucial question is whether the parameters that are zero in the absence of the classical
Z 0 force are large enough to allow the catastrophe theoretic interpretation. The following
estimates demonstrate that this is the case if the rollers behave as Z 0 paramagnets in the
sense that the small Z 0 magnetic field HZ created by the rotational motion generates much
stronger neutrino Z 0 magnetization MZ . The parameter µZ defined by the condition BZ =
HZ + MZ = µZ HZ is of order 1011 and this is basically due to the smallness of the neutrino
mass (mν ∼ 2 × 10−7 me ).
A convenient manner to characterize the situation is to compare the ratios τi /I, where
i = 1, 2, 3 refers to the component of the torque proportional to ω i . Since the “back reaction”
term does not dominate, it is enough to perform the estimates by neglecting its presence.
The moment of inertia of the roller with respect to the rotation axis is given by
Z
I

=

x =

ρm

ρ2 dV =

π
ρm ro4 h(1 − x4 ) ,
2

ri
'0 .
ro

(6.3.55)

Here ro = 3.7 cm and ri = .5 cm denote the outer and inner radii of the roller and h its
height. In the following the approximation x ' 0 is used to simplify the formulas.
Consider now various contributions to the torque.
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(a) The purely electromagnetic contribution to the torque corresponds to the linear term
in ω and is given by
σ 2
τem
=
B ω .
I
ρm

(6.3.56)

Note that the purely electromagnetic acceleration does not depend on the scale of the
system.
(b) The Z 0 Lorentz force experienced by purely electromagnetic part of electronic Ohmic
current and em Lorentz force experienced by Z 0 part of electronic Ohmic current contribute torques τem,Z and τZ,em proportional to ω 2 in the approximation that Z 0 magnetic field is proportional to ω. The basic formulas are
Z
τem,Z

=

τZ,em

=

(jem × BZ ) × rdV ,
Z
(jZ × B) × rdV ,

= σv × B , jZ =

jem

gZ QZ (e)σ
v × BZ
e

(6.3.57)

The Z 0 magnetizing field HZ is created by Z 0 current
jZ

=

nZ hQZ igZ v , v = ωρ,

(6.3.58)

where nZ is the density of average Z 0 charge hQZ i. H − Z can be deduced from
∇ × HZ = jZ . To estimate numerically the ratios it is convenient to express nZ as
nZ =


,
a3

where a = 10−10 meters defines atomic size scale.  = 1 would correspond to a Z 0
charge hQZ i per atomic volume.
Assuming Z 0 paramagnetism this gives

BZ

=

µZ HZ ,

HZ

=

nZ hQZ igZ ω

ρ2
.
2

(6.3.59)

Using the approximation

EZ

'

Ω(R + ro )BZ =

ω
× µZ HZ
23

(6.3.60)

for the Z 0 electric field, one can derive the expressions for the ratios τem,Z /τem and
τZ,em /τem at reference rotation frequency ω0 , which can be taken to be ω0 = 2π × 230
Hz. This gives
τem,Z (ω0 )
τem (ω0 )
τZ,em (ω0 )
τem,Z (ω0 )

=
=

x =

1
×x×X , ,
3
R + ro 6
66
'
,
ro 5 × 23
135
2
QZ (e)gZ
ω0 ro2
, X = µZ hQZ i
.
e
Ba3

(6.3.61)
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The power of the parameter
X=

2BZ (r0 )
gZ B

characterizes the relative magnitudes of different powers of ω in τ . X is proportional to
the parameter ω0 ro2 , which suggests that the critical rotation frequency scales as
ω0 ∝

1
ro2

in the scaling of the system whereas Larmor frequency would scale as 1/r0 . This holds
true if friction force is proportional to the mass of the system so that k ∝ 1/ro2 holds
true.
(c) The electronic ω 3 contribution τZ,Z can be derived from the general formula
Z
τZ,Z

=

(jZ × BZ ) × rdV ,

jZ

=

gZ QZ (e)σ
× (v × BZ ) .
e

(6.3.62)

Also neutrinos could contribute to Ohmic Z 0 current. The fact that the critical frequencies differ by about 10 per cent for the two rotation directions means that ω 2 term
must be comparable to ω 3 term. This means that the possible contribution of neutrinos
cannot be much larger than the electronic contribution.
The ratios τZ,Z /τem and τZ,Z /τem,Z are given by
τZ,Z (ω0 )
τem (ω0 )
tZ,Z (ω0 )
τem,Z (ω0 )

=
=

1
R + ro
×
× x × X2 ,
23 × 7
ro
5
×X .
7

(6.3.63)

Consider now quantitative estimates.
(a) Since the parity breaking given by ω 2 term is of order 10 per cent, the order of magnitude
estimate
X ∼ 10
follows and gives
3

µZ hQZ i ∼ 10 ωBa
2 ,
0r
o

BZ (r0 ) ∼ 5gZ B .
Not surprisingly, the induced Z 0 magnetic field BZ must be of the same order of magnitude as the ordinary magnetic field. Together with
x=

2
QZ (e)gZ
' 10−2
e

this means that third order term is of order ten per cent from the linear term when the
“back reaction” is not taken into account.
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(b) For µZ = 1 the requirement X ∼ 10 would give  ∼ 10−3 . This is certainly an unrealistic
value of Z 0 charge density since even very small strengths of the Earth’s Z 0 electric
field would give to large changes of effective weight. The theory of paramagnetism
generalizes in a straightforward manner to the case of Z 0 paramagnetism due to the
unpaired neutrino spins. Z 0 magnetization density and µZ in the thermal equilibrium
are given by

MZ
µZ
µν,Z

= nν tanh(

µν,Z HZ
µν,Z HZ
) × µν,Z ' nν ×
× µν,Z ,
T
T

µν,Z
× µν,Z ,
T
gZ QZ (ν)
.
2mν

' nν ×
=

(6.3.64)

The linear approximation holds true for µν,Z HZ Z/T  1. From the previous estimate
on has BZ ∼ B, which gives µν,Z HZ /T ∼ 10−3 at the room temperature. nν denotes
the density of unpaired neutrino spins: the first guess is that there is roughly one
unpaired neutrino spin per atomic volume. This would give µZ ∼ 1011 and  = 10−13 .
The estimate looks rather reasonable and the presence of unpaired neutrino spins might
relate to the Z 0 charging of the rollers.
The condition that Z 0 charge can cause appreciable effects
One can also estimate also the amount of Z 0 charge needed to generate a weight change
comparable to the electromagnetic weight change. One can deduce an expression for the Z 0
charge per nucleon (neutron or proton) by expressing the total mass as m0 = N mp :

QZ
N

= QZ (p)

∆G
mp g
.
G0 gZ QZ (p)EZ

(6.3.65)

At the right side appears the ratio of the gravitational force to classical Z 0 force experienced
by proton.
A reasonable looking lower bound for QZ follows from the requirement that the Z 0 electric
force experienced by proton in the Earth’s magnetic field is not stronger than the electric
force so that one would have the constraint
gZ QZ (p)EZ
< 1011 .
mp g
The proton’s Z 0 charge is QZ (p) ∼ 1/50. From this a lower bound for the Z 0 charge per
nucleon follows

QZ (fcr )
N

=

∆Gcr mp g
> .30 × 5 × 10−10 = 1.5 × 10−10 .
G0 gZ EZ

(6.3.66)

Roughly every tenth billionth neutron would be unscreened. The result seems rather reasonable.
To my best knowledge in the construction of Searl the rollers were not constrained in any
manner to the system. The requirement that the centrifugal acceleration does not throw
the rollers away gives an additional constraint to the theory. Em force or directed radially
inwards could explain the stability. The stability condition reads as mv 2 /R ≤ QvB and gives
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Q
mp f
≥
.
N
2πB

(6.3.67)

For B = 1 Tesla and f = 10 Hz this gives Q/N ≥ 5.6 × 10−11 . A possible interpretation for
the plasma around the rotor is as electrons flown out of the rollers.
Explanation of the coronal discharge
The presence of the coronal discharge with the characteristic ozone smell around the rotor
in the experiments of Roshchin and Godin [H51] has pink-blue color. This suggests that the
light results from atomic or molecular transitions. Gas discharge tubes and so called sprites
and elves associated with certain type of lightnings exhibit also red and blue light (see [F7]
and TGD based model of this phenomenon in [K44]. In the case of sprites red and blue light
results from the electronic excitations of N2 molecules and blue light from the collisions of
electrons or N2 molecules exciting N2+ ions. Similar mechanism could be at work also now.
N2 molecules and N2+ ions would be ions of the surrounding air and one should understand
the origin of electrons.
Unfortunately, it is quite not completely clear from [H50] whether the luminescence was
present only when 20 kV voltage was present. In this case one could understand the phenomenon as a dielectric breakdown. In the case that the luminescence was present also in the
absence of 20 kV potential the explanation of the phenomenon should relate to the outflow
of electrons from the rollers as Ohmic currents.
One can imagine several candidates for the explanation of this phenomenon and the situation
is still somewhat unsettled.
(a) The first and wrong guess is that the acceleration of charged particles in the radial
electric field generated by the rotation alone gives them enough energy so that they can
ionize the air. The energy gained by an electron moving freely in the radial electric field
is ∆E = eBωρ2 /2. For B = 1 Tesla, ρ = .1 meters and ω = 20π/s this gives energy
which is about .6 eV, which cannot cause ionization. When friction is taken into account,
the estimate for the average kinetic energy gained between two successive collisions is
∆E = eEl, where l = 1/nσ is the free path of the charged particle in the magnet. From
the estimates σ ∼ 10−20 m2 (geometric cross section for atom), n0 = 1030 /m3 for the
order of magnitude of the density of the condensed matter, it is clear that the energy is
quite too low to cause ionization.
(b) The leakage of the electrons of the Ohmic current to the space-time sheets of environment
involves dropping from atomic space-time sheets to larger space-time sheets. In this
process they would liberate their zero point kinetic energy. This process would also
occur only during the rapid acceleration. For an electron the dropping from the atomic
space-time sheet this energy is about 1 keV so that X rays are liberated. These X
rays would ionize the air and generate highly energetic electrons, which in turn make
collisions with N2 molecules and N2+ ions and generate electronic excitations producing
the pink-blue glow. For ions the zero point kinetic energies are below .5 eV (proton’s
zero point kinetic energy). This process is indeed expected to occur near the boundaries
of the rolling magnets.
This process allows also the following interpretation. The time reversal involves phase
conjugates of microwaves and perhaps also radiation at other wavelengths. Phase conjugate waves correspond to photons with negative energy. Therefore one might see the
emission of X ray as a process in which negative energy X ray is emitted from the region
containing the luminous plasma and absorbed by the electron dropping to the larger
space-time sheet. The time reversed process could start already from the excitation
of the molecules of air by the emission of negative energy photons and end with the
emission of negative energy X ray inducing the dropping of the ion to the magnetic
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flux tube. This picture would conform with the claimed absorption of energy from the
environment in the rotating magnetic system and the decrease of entropy. TGD indeed
predicts that the second law of thermodynamics holds true only above p-adic time scale
characterizing the system and that below p-adic time scale the arrow of the geometric
time can change (that p-adic numbers are not well ordered conforms with this). Even
the spontaneous acceleration of the rolling magnets could be interpreted as a dissipative
slowing down in an appropriate time scale.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets
having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only
near the boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition
increasing the size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy
would correspond to the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be
transferred from a portion of magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different
value of magnetic field and possibly also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron
energy would be liberated. In the following only the “dropping” option is discussed.
(c) Godin and Roschin [H50] compare the phenomenon to a high voltage microwave induced
di-electric breakdown. The transversal electric fields associated with the topological light
rays serving as correlates for the negative energy microwave photons emitted by the magnetostatic wave pattern could define the high voltage making possible the acceleration
of electrons to kilovolt energy range so that they can ionize the surrounding air. The
appearance of yellowish-white luminescent bands with distance of about roller radius 3.7
cm along the height of the roller surface have been reported and might relate to the dependence of the magnetostatic wave patterns on the vertical coordinate. The variation
might relate to the local variation of the magnetostatic resonance frequency caused by
the non-isotropic character of the magnetization in the vertical direction in turn causing
the variation of dominant microwave frequency and the associated transversal voltage.
Critical question: Could Lorentz torque serve only as a control mechanism?
Year of two after the construction of the model above I learned that the Lorentz torque
might serve as a relatively weak control action only. The point is that the magnetic field
of the stator rotates with that of rollers and the fact that the magnetic flux in the rollers
could correspond to the return flux of the stator magnetic field suggests this. In this kind of
situation a radial current is established also in the stator. The radial ohmic currents in the
stator and rollers are directed inwards/outwards or vice versa in this kind of situation so that
the radial current from stator can flow to rollers. A flow equilibrium could result providing
rollers and stator with opposite charges.
Lorentz torque forces the electrons to a rotational motion in both stator and rollers. If the
distributions of the electronic charge density is not fully rotationally symmetric this implies
an electrostatic torque which could force the rollers to a rotational motion. In this kind
of situation Lorentz force would serve in the role of control knob inducing much stronger
torque. The catastrophe theoretic model discussed above could still serve as a satisfactory
model for the situation although originally constructed assuming that only roller magnetic
fields rotate. Later a detailed model for the flow equilibrium is discussed allowing to gain
some insights about the significance of the material composition of the system.

6.3.4

The Role Of The Material Composition Of The System

The proposed model is certainly far from a complete description.
(a) The description does not distinguish between Searl device and a much simpler rotating
cylindrical magnet.
(b) No consideration is given to the materials used in the device.
(c) It has been also assumed that the radial ohmic current flows freely in and out from the
roller. This need not be the case so that only a polarization implying no effective weight
loss could occur.
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The elegant experiments carried out by Samuli Penttinen (personal communications) with
simpler systems involving essentially rotating cylindrical magnets has given important clues
about the additional features that might be essential for the functioning of the Searl device
and its modifications. Samuli also realized that the nylon layers used in the rotating magnets
could serve as charge reservoirs and this could be important for the functioning of the system.
Polarization viz. net charging
The experiments with rotating magnets demonstrated that the weight loss does not occur in
systems involving only single rotating magnet or several of them on top of each other. This
can be understood if the system only polarizes: the radial ohmic current would gradually
generate constant charge density inside the system and a compensating surface charges at
the outer (and possible inner) surfaces of the rotating magnet (say cylindrical shell). What
is required is net charging and flow equilibrium in which di-electric breakdown (indicated by
the ozone smell) occurs continually.
Material composition of the system
Both the stator and rollers have a four-layered Titanium-iron-nylon-neodynium structure
(titanium being he outermost layer) in the device of Russians. Both iron and titanium are
magnetic materials and good conductors. It is however not clear why just iron and titanium
should be used besides neodynium and nylon.
Consider next the possible function of the nylon layer which does not carry magnetic field.
(a) Cylindrical layers made of nylon are known to be capable of developing very high polarization charges in an external electric field. Also high friction charges are generated
in structures consisting of nylon.
(b) Cylindrical nylon layers start to rotate if the electric field is created by oppositely
charged charge-carrying structures parallel to plane orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder
and at opposite sides of the cylinder and not tangential to the cylinder. The rotation is
due to the net torque generated by the Coulomb interaction between induced charges and
the opposite charges carried by the structures is non-vanishing. In the device of Godin
and Roschin it is difficult to imagine that torque could be generated by electrostatic
forces.
(c) Searl believed that nylon layer serves as a kind of control gate guaranteeing continual
flow of electric charge in radial direction from neodynium magnet instead of a pulsed
flow. Pulsed flow might be interpreted in terms of a generation of high polarization
surface charge followed by a dielectric breakdown reducing the charge to a small value
after which it takes time to get back to the criticality. In flow equilibrium nylon layer
would receive the radial ohmic current from neodynium and transfer it to iron. By its
properties nylon could serve as a high capacity charge reservoir so that the dielectric
breakdown at the surface of the roller would not lead to a dramatic reduction of the net
charge and a continual criticality could be achieved.
(d) Nylon is an organic material and one cannot exclude the possibility that this might
be crucial for the functioning of the device. For instance, plasmoids are generated in
microwave oven if one burns organic material such as match in the oven. It might be just
the organic character of nylon which allows dropping of electrons to larger space-time
sheets in the di-electric breakdown.
Quantum criticality
It is known that the experiments are difficult to replicate. A possible explanation is that the
phenomenon is quantum critical and occurs in a narrow range of physical parameters. Quantum criticality would most naturally correspond to a criticality against dielectric breakdown
involving dropping of electrons to the larger space-time sheets making possible over unity
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energy production. The radial ohmic current and net positive charge stabilized by nylon layer
would guarantee that this situation prevails. Critical fluctuations have typically a coherence
length and the generation of magnetic walls could be interpreted as critical fluctuations.
Model for flow equilibrium
In order to get a quantitative picture it is good examine explicitly what happens in flow
equilibrium.
1. The conditions characterizing flow equilibrium
Assume that layers contain rotating magnetic field. As will be found, this does not necessarily
require that the layer rotates. In flow equilibrium current from layer below equals to the
current to layer above so that one has the conditions

jair,− = jT i,+

jT i,− = jF e,+

jF e,− = jnylon,+ − jnylon,− = jneod,+

.

(6.3.68)

Here the subscript +/− refers to the outer/inner boundary of the layer.
2. Charges in the interiors of layers and corresponding electric fields
The values of the charges generated inside the layers and the surface charges at their boundaries can be deduced from flow equilibrium conditions.
(a) In equilibrium the electric field inside given layer is the sum of the rotationally generated
component EF ara = ωρ × B and the static component Estat = λbelow /ρ generated by
the net charge in the layers below:
E = Estat + EF ara .

(6.3.69)

The net static electric field due to the positive charge density generated by Faraday
effect is always outwards directed and does not depend on the direction of rotation
unlike the direction of EF ara .
(b) The positive charge per unit length in the interior is given by by
Z
λ(t) =

Z
∇ · jOhm = 2σlayer Slayer B

ω(t)dt ,

(6.3.70)

where S(layer) is the area of the layer. For the net field σlayer Slayer is replaced by sum
over the contributions of layers below it.
The static electric field created by a given layer is

Estat

R
2B ωdt
2
.
= σlayer Slayer ×
0
ρ

(6.3.71)

The charge and the field increases without limit in absence of dielectric breakdowns.
Note that the ratios of static electric fields are given by the ratios of quantities σlayer Slayer
of various layers. From Table 6.1 it is clear that iron neodynium layer contains the
highest (lowest) charge and generates the strongest (weakest) field.
This formula dictates the charges of the magnetic layers but says nothing about the
charge of the nylon layer expected to act as a charge reservoir. Assuming that nylon
layer contains a constant charge density, the situation is mathematically similar to that
for magnetic layers but the prediction of the value of charge density in flow equilibrium
would require a model predicting the maximal charge stored by the nylon layer.
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material
σ/10−6 Ωm

neodynium
1.6

nylon
(.1 − 5) × 10−6

iron
10

titanium
2.4

air
1.5 × 10−8

Table 6.1: The conductivities of neodynium, nylon, iron, and titanium

3. Charges at the boundaries of layers
In flow equilibrium the ohmic current flowing from layer below equals to the ohmic current
entering to the layer above. This gives

Eabove,− =

σbelow
Ebelow,+ .
σabove

(6.3.72)

The subscript +/− refers to the top/bottom of the layer.
The difference of the normal components of electric fields determines the density of the surface
charge ρs accumulating at the boundary between the layers

ρs = ρs

=

Eabove,− − Ebelow,+
σbelow Ebelow
=
.
0
σabove 0

(6.3.73)

The ratio of fields E+ and E− in a given layer is given by

E+
E−

=
=

Estat,+ + EF ara,+
Estat,− + EF ara,−
R+
−
Estat,− R
R+ + EF ara,− R−

Estat,− + EF ara,−

.

(6.3.74)

At the limit when the static charge of the layer is very large EF ara can be neglected and one
has

E−
E+

'

R+
.
R−

(6.3.75)

Integer ratios are obtained in the layered geometries considered.
4. Concrete application of the boundary conditions
These general conditions can be applied to deduce what happens in the flow equilibrium.
(a) The conductivities of neodynium, nylon, iron, and titanium are given by Table ??
(b) In the flow equilibrium an electric field at neodynium-nylon boundary at radius ρ =
R1 satisfies the condition Enylon,− /Eneod,+ = σneod /σnylon , which is in the range
(0.32 − 16) × 106 so that the boundary layer contains very strong positive surface charge
amplifying the net positive charge of the neodynium layer.
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(c) In nylon the ohmic radial current is conserved so that the static electric field in nylon
decreases as 1/ρ. Hence in nylon-iron layer at radius R2 one has
Eiron,−
σnylon
=
,
Enylon,+
σiron

(6.3.76)

which is in the range (.1 − 5) × 10−7 so that a negative surface charge is generated at
this layer whose magnitude is by a factor
σneod R2
σiron R1

(6.3.77)

larger than the positive surface charge in layer below. Eiron,− can be expressed in terms
of Eneod,+ .

Eiron− =

σneod R1
Eneod,+ .
σiron R2

(6.3.78)

Obviously nylon layer is strongly polarized and carries very strong electric field.
(d) In titanium-iron boundary one obtains

ET i,−

=
=

σiron
σiron R1
Eiron,+ simeq4.3Eiron,+ =
Eiron,−
σT i
σT i R2
σneod R1
Eneod,+
σT i R2

(6.3.79)

so that a positive charge density is generated. The ohmic current from iron is by a
factor larger about 4.3 than the ohmic current entering to titanium so that a negative
charge density should indeed accumulate at the iron-titanium boundary layer.
(e) In titatium-air boundary the application of the continuity conditions together with the
fact that the conductivity of air is about 1.5 × 10−8 /Ohmm implies that the electric
field in air is by a factor of order 108 stronger than in titanium layer so that a very
strong positive surface charge should be generated. This positive surface charge might
relate to the ionization of air caused by the electron current by the proposed mechanism.
Thus it would seem that the most important boundary is titanium-air boundary.
Of course, the application of the conditions in this boundary layer might be too strong
an idealization since the following estimate suggests that dielectric breakdown occurs.
The Faraday field E = vB = 2πf BR at the surface of the system containing rotating
magnetic field has for f = 10 Hz, R = .1 m, B = 1 Tesla, the magnitude 2π V/m.
This would mean that the electric field in air would be 2π × 105 kV/m. The electric
field needed for the dielectric breakdown in air is E ∼ 3 × 103 kV/m so that the
breakdown should occur for the roller system much before the maximum field strength
is achieved and the proper description should be based on the notion of continual dielectric breakdown.
Two views about the functioning of the system
The magnetic fields in stator and rollers are in opposite direction. Thus the magnetic flux
tubes from the stator should return back along rollers and the flux quanta associated with
layers made of particular element could correspond to each other. In this kind of situation
one might think that the rotation of the magnetic fields associated with the rollers forces also
the magnetic field of the stator to rotate. Otherwise a twisting of the magnetic flux tubes
analogous to that occurring at the convection zone of Sun occurs and a periodic process
analogous to the formation of sunspots should occur as flux tubes eventually untwist.
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The problem is that if the magnetic field of the roller rotates both with respect to statorand roller axis, a twisting around roller axis still occurs. The only way out seems to be
the assumption that the magnetic field associated with the roller resides at two space-time
sheets.
(a) The first magnetic component rotates only with respect to the stator axis and corresponds to the return flux of the stator.
(b) Second component rotates with respect to the roller axis and its return flux flows along
the magnetic walls and one would have also an explanation for the appearance of the
magnetic walls as a return flux of a magnetic field created by dropped electrons possessing angular momentum. The electrons from the surface of the stator at almost-contact
points with the rollers (at least here) would drop to the magnetic flux tubes carrying
the magnetic field rotating with the roller. Hence the formation of magnetic walls would
be forced by the dropping process. The first guess would be that the gradual buildup
of the walls could mean that the part of the return flux of rollers flowing through stator
transforms gradually to a return flux through walls and thus minimizes the losses due to
the eddy currents generated by the rotation of the return flux of rollers through stator.
The return flux is however parallel to that in rollers so that the guess is wrong.
There are thus two options depending on whether stator magnetic field rotates or not.
1. Magnetic field in the stator does not rotate
Assume first that the magnetic field in the stator does not rotate.
(a) Rotating magnetic layers develop a constant density of positive interior charge with a
constant rate dρ/dt = σωB by the radial ohmic current. This charge is compensated
by a negative surface charge gradually cumulating to the surface of the magnetic layer
unless the radial current flows to the nylon layer as in the case of Neodynium. The iron
layer above the nylon layer can suck electrons from nylon.
(b) The negative charge at the outer surface of a rotating roller induces an opposite polarization charge at the stator surface in the immediate vicinity of the rotating roller. A
flow of electrons to the stator can occur in the resulting strong electric field so that the
stator develops a negative net charge and roller a positive net charge. The charge flow
between roller and stator could involve a dielectric breakdown with dropped electrons
at the large space-time sheet carrying the current.
(c) Stator-roller polarization does not yet lead to the effective weight loss in the Earth’s
electric field. This is achieved if di-electric breakdown starts to occur along the entire
roller surface and induces a net charging of the stator-roller system and a negative
ionization of the air. Di-electric breakdown would start to occur as the roller develops a
critical positive charge. Nylon layer would guarantee that a dielectric breakdown occurs
continually at the entire roller surface and the charge of the roller would have a constant
value in the flow equilibrium.
2. Magnetic field in the stator rotates
If the magnetic field of the stator co-rotates, a radial current is generated also in the stator
and the previous general picture applies to it. The overall radial scale of the stator is larger
so that the charging rates for the magnetic layers in the stator would be higher since the
areas of layers are larger. Note that the flow equilibrium at the inner surface of the stator
(air-Nd boundary) would also give also non-trivial condition. An alternative option would
be that a positive surface charge is generated at the inner surface.
There would be two different radial currents if magnetic field has two components at separate
space-time sheets. The radial current associated with a space-time sheet rotating with stator
would flow inside rollers in the radial direction with respect to rollers apart from a rotation
induced by Lorentz force. The radial electronic current flowing at the space-time sheet
rotating with the stator would flow inwards and would consist of dropped electrons.
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These currents make possible the generation of opposite charges for the roller and stator
system and electrostatic forces could guarantee the stability of the rotation of rollers against
centrifugal acceleration. In fact, a very rough order of magnitude estimate for the magnetic
and centripetal forces demonstrates that the orders of magnitude for the magnetic and kinetic
energies of the roller should be same. Magnetic energy is however smaller by several orders
of magnitude for reasonable parameter values.
Electrostatic force could induce a torque if the rotational symmetry is broken.
(a) The Lorentz torque on the radial ohmic currents causes the rotation of the radial electrons around the stator and rollers in the same direction and could serve in the role of
a switch inducing possibly much stronger electrostatic torque.
(b) The flow of the electronic charge from the stator to roller at almost-contact points and
stator-roller electrostatic interaction would induce a breaking of the rotational symmetry
for the rotating charge distributions.
(c) One can imagine a situation in which the roller and its electronic charge distribution
rotate with the same velocity as the rotationally non-symmetric charge distribution
in the stator so that the distribution of Coulomb forces and torques between charge
distributions does not change and net force and torque vanish in equilibrium. The
deviations from equilibrium by acceleration or slowing down would generate torque.
(d) It must be however emphasized that this situation is purely classical. Rotation continues
as long as one feeds rotational energy to the system to compensate for the dissipative
effects. The spontaneous acceleration of the system is something very different and its
energetics requires new physics.
(e) In flow equilibrium there must be an electron flow from the hollow air volume inside the
stator to the air volumes inside rollers and the expectation is that a closed current circuit
is formed in the flow equilibrium. This mechanism would guarantee that the positive
charges associated with various magnetic layers do not grow without limit. The system
however loses electrons as they drop to the space-time sheet carrying the magnetic flux
rotating with respect to the roller axis if the system accelerates spontaneously and the
system develops a positive “visible” charge: this charge cannot grow indefinitely. One
might hope that the diffusion of electrons from air could compensate for the losses so
that the system could effectively act as a perpetuum mobile for some time.
More precise view about the dropping of electrons
The notion of many-sheeted space-time gets quite strong empirical support from the recent
findings that nuclear reaction rates depend on the electronic environment and are highest
in conductors [C30, C29]. The formula explaining the enhancement of the reaction rates is
based on the idea that projectile nucleus is accelerated in the Coulomb field of the electronic
plasma cloud surrounding the nucleus and causing Debye screening [C10, C48]. The model
is however in a direct conflict with atomic physics which does not allow the description of
atomic electrons below atomic radius using classical thermodynamics.
TGD reproduces the empirically verified formula for the enhancement of the reaction rates
by assuming a variant of Trojan horse mechanism according to which the projectile nucleus
arrives the target nucleus along a space-time sheet associated with conduction electrons and
in this manner overcomes Coulomb barrier [K100]. The assumption that thermal excitations
kick the projectile nucleus to the space-time sheet of the conduction electrons produces same
formulas as Debye model. There is no need to ad hoc “de-quantization” of atomic physics
although one must generalize it to many-sheeted space-time.
This model gives also highly welcome constraints to the model for how electrons are dropped
to larger space-time sheets in rotating magnetic systems.
(a) The assumption that the conduction electrons drop from “conduction space-time sheets”
would explain why the magnets used must be conductors. It would however force
to challenge the simple model which assumes that electrons are essentially free. The
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problem is that Coulombic binding energy with nuclei dominates over the kinetic energy
for conduction bands. This means that in the dropping to the space-time sheet of the
environment at which Coulomb interaction energy is absent, the energy of the electron
would increase so that the process would require energy!
(b) The most obvious resolution of the problem would be that the radial electronic current
does not correspond to electrons in the ordinary conduction band but to free electrons
not feeling the Coulomb attraction of the nuclei. The size of the space-time sheets in
question should be atomic, that is correspond to the p-adic length scale L(k = 137) ' .8
Angstrom. Note that these sheets would be connected by thin flux tubes to a larger
connected structure to make possible the flow of the current. The first thing to come in
mind is that This structure directly corresponds to the atomic lattice.
This makes sense if the atomic nuclei feed their electric gauge fluxes to space-time sheets
smaller than atomic space-time sheets. The Bohr radius for n = 3 electron orbital for
Fe with Z = 26 is n2 a0 /Z ∼ .18 Angstroms to be compared with the p-adic length scale
L(k = 131) ' .1 Angstrom, so that L(131) is the natural guess for the p-adic length
scale associated with bound electrons. For instance, bound atomic electrons could reside
at k = 131 space-time sheet, conduction electrons at k = 134 = 2 × 67 space time sheet
(p = 67 is prime), and free electrons of the radial ohmic current at k = 137 space-time
sheets receiving no electric gauge flux (electronic and nuclear fluxes compensate each
other in this length scale precisely).
This picture leads to an additional condition for the model: the material used must be such
that free electrons are possible at k = 137 space-time sheets. It also predicts that Searl device
ceases to work when the free electrons have been depleted from atomic space-time sheets.

6.3.5

Magnetic Fields Associated With The Searl Device

The magnetic fields associated with the Searl device are highly interesting. The topological
quantization of the rotating magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields might have interesting effects.
The magnetic walls are not identifiable in terms of the return flux of the magnetic field of
stator+roller system and their proper interpretation should be decisive for the understanding
of the functioning of the system.
Magnetic fields generated by the rotating system
The magnetic field associated with the rollers rotates. Also the Earth’s magnetic field is
associated with a rotating system. Magnetosphere decomposes into a rotating inner magnetosphere and non-rotating outer magnetosphere. The ionic current due to the ions frozen to
the magnetic flux tubes is a signature for whether the magnetic field is rotating and means
in case of the inner magnetosphere the presence of ring currents. The radial electric field
E = v × B is in the case of the Earth’s magnetosphere of order.02 V/m and much weaker
than the radial electric field of about 102 − 104 V/cm.
This raises the question whether the rotating magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields associated
with the Searl’s machine decomposes into a rotating inner magnetosphere consisting of flux
tubes and the non-rotating outer magnetosphere consisting of magnetic walls. As discussed in
the Appendix, the DCP2 → 3 phase transition in which the dimension of the CP2 projection
of the space-time sheets carrying magnetic field increases two to three, implies a qualitative
change in the structure of the magnetic field, and might also relate to the generation of the
magnetic walls.
In many-sheeted space-time it is not obvious that the magnetic fields of rollers and stator
sum up coherently inside the rollers and stator. The generation of magnetostatic waves
requires coherent summation and it seems natural to assume that coherent summation occurs
inside stator. For rollers coherent summation is not consistent with the idea that rotation
corresponds to the rotation of the vector potential defining the magnetic field.
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What is the interpretation of the magnetic walls?
As already discussed, the experiments of Godin and Roschin involve also strange magnetic
walls and accompanying thermal effects begin to appear at about f = 200 rpm at which also
the effective weight change becomes detectable. The thickness of walls is about 5 cm and the
distance between the walls is about.5 m which corresponds to the outer radius of the stator
ring. The height of the walls is at least 12 m and the field intensity stays essentially constant
up to 15 m and then weakens rapidly. The maximum value for the magnetic field strength
is.05 Tesla at f = fcr = 600 Hz. The direction of the magnetic field inside the magnetic walls
is upwards. Since the stator magnetic field is directed downwards and its flux dominates over
the flux of the roller fields, one could interpret magnetic walls in terms of the return flux of
a topologically quantized dipole magnetic field created by the stator-rotor system.
The following observations are crucial hints concerning the formulation of the quantum level
model for the spontaneous acceleration of the rollers.
(a) For electron possessing only spin angular momentum the Larmor frequency ωL =
geB/2me , g ' 2, associated with a magnetic field of 1 Tesla field corresponds to a
wavelength of 2.5 cm, one half of the thickness of the magnetic walls. What looks mysterious is why the thickness of magnetic walls should be twice the Larmor wavelength.
(b) The Larmor frequency for the maximal .05 Tesla magnetic field associated with walls
corresponds to .6 GHz and wavelength of.5 meters, the radius of the stator. This strongly
suggests that some kind of resonance mechanism is involved.
In TGD framework the strange magnetic field structures are identifiable as topological field
quanta of the magnetic field somehow generated by the rotating magnetic system. Magnetic
walls are present only in the rotating system so that they cannot be solely due to the dipole
fields of a non-rotating system.
(a) The first identification would be magnetic fields resulting in a spontaneous magnetization of a Bose-Einstein condensate of Cooper pairs of electrons associated with the
space-time sheets of the magnetic walls.
(b) An alternative identification would be as the flux quanta of both Z 0 and em magnetic
fields associated with the rolling cylinders. For vacuum extremals Z 0 field is approximately 8 times stronger than magnetic field and of opposite sign. This would suggest
that the return flux of topologically quantized Z 0 magnetic field created by the rotating rollers is in question. The predicted maximal value of Z 0 magnetic field would be
about.4 Tesla for vacuum extremals.
One can discriminate between the two proposals by using the fact that the temperature is
lower inside magnetic walls.
(a) For vacuum extremals the magnetic energy density vanishes inside magnetic walls so
that no temperature change should occur. Hence the identification in terms of Z 0 -em
magnetic walls does not seem to work.
(b) One could try to understand the lowering of the temperature inside the magnetic flux
structures in the following manner. In ordinary hydrodynamics the condition p+ρv 2 /2 =
p0 , where p0 is pressure in the region where flow velocity vanishes, holds true by energy
conservation along flow lines. In magneto-hydrostatics the corresponding condition
reads as

p+

B2
2

= p0 = nT0 , (~ = c = 1) .

(6.3.80)

Here p0 and T0 denote the pressure and temperature outside the magnetic flux tubes
and the equation p = nT for ideal gas has been used. The equation implies a lowering
of the temperature:
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∆T
B2
=−
.
T
2p0
For a magnetic field strength of order .05 Tesla and pressure of one atmosphere (105 N/m2 )
the estimate for the reduction is ∆T /T ' 10−2 , which is one half of the reported reduction of temperature ∆T /T ' 6 K/295 K = .02. The failure by a factor of two might
signal the transfer of thermal energy to the roller system. For spontaneous magnetization the density of magnetic energy need not be even positive so that the thermal
energy would be completely transferred to the rotating system. In any case, the order
of magnitude is sensible and does not favor the presence of Z 0 magnetic field.

6.3.6 Remote Energy And Angular Momentum Transfer In Rotating Magnetic Systems
The classical model for the spontaneous acceleration does not explain how the Lorentz torque
on electron current is transformed to a torque on rollers. Neither does it explain the origin
of the magnetic energy of magnetic walls.
What should one understand?
The mechanism forcing the rotor magnets to roll without slipping is easy to understand. As
mentioned already earlier, the periodic deviation of the direction of magnetization from vertical with the same period for the rollers and stator makes the magnets magnetic cogwheels.
This guarantees that the rollers roll rather than only rotate since the resulting magnetic
torque makes slipping impossible.
The energetics behind the formation of magnetic walls and spontaneous acceleration is however far from clear. Also the generation of angular momentum of the roller should be understood.
(a) The formation of magnetic walls requires energy and also the possible Bose-Einstein
condensates in possible excited cyclotron energy states require also energy and one
should understand the origin of this energy.
(b) The proposed classical model for the spontaneous acceleration does not say anything
about the detailed mechanisms for how the torque on ohmic current is transformed
to a torque on the roller. If the oppositely directed magnetic fields of the stator and
roller rotate in the same direction, the flow of electrons from stator to rollers at almostcontact points could break the rotational symmetry and Lorentz torque could serve as a
switch inducing electrostatic torque vanishing when rollers rotate with same velocity as
charge distributions in dynamical equilibrium. This model explains the rotation of the
rollers if one feeds to the system rotational energy compensating for dissipative losses
but does not say anything about spontaneously occurring acceleration which requires a
mechanism generating an additional torque.
(c) Remote metabolism or remote utilization of energy by sending negative energy phase
conjugate photons to a suitable target able to absorb them is basic mechanism in TGD
inspired theory of consciousness and of quantum biology and could be at work now.
This mechanism could also make possible remote transfer of angular momentum.
How the Lorentz torque on ohmic current is transformed to a torque on the
roller?
The proposed classical mechanism assumes that the Lorentz torque on the ohmic current
is somehow transformed to a torque on the roller. The classical realization would be by
the symmetry breaking mechanism already discussed leading to a situation in which rollers
rotate with a constant velocity if rotational energy is fed to compensate for the dissipative
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effects. For quantum level mechanism leading to the spontaneous acceleration the transfer of
the electronic angular momentum to the roller would most naturally occur as the conduction
electrons with net angular momentum drop to a larger space-time sheet and give their angular
momentum to the roller. If the dropping is radiationless meaning that the liberated zero point
kinetic energy is received by the roller, the mechanism also provides the energy needed by
the accelerating motion of the roller.
The mechanism would be analogous to the mechanism in which scattered lattice electron
gives part of its momentum and energy to the lattice. The first guess is that the liberated
photon with energy E ≤ Emax = .94 keV is absorbed by a titanium atom in the roller. If
the electron drops from k = 137 to k = 139 the liberated zero point kinetic energy is from
the proportionality E0 ∝ 1/L(k)2 ∝ 2−k given by 3Emax /4 ' .705 eV. The nuclear charge
of Ti is Z = 22 and electronic configuration is 3d2 4s2 . The binding energy is for the ground
state E(T i, 1) ' 222 EH = 6.5824 keV and for n = 3 state E(T i, 3) ' ET i (1)/9 = .731 keV,
which is rather near to the zero point kinetic energy liberated in the dropping of conduction
electron from k = 137 to k = 139 space-time sheet.
For Fe one has Z = 26 and the ionization energy from n = 3 state is 1.021 keV in the same
approximation so that also iron could be considered as the outermost layer. Nd has Z = 60
and electronic configuration 4f 4 6s2 and the energy of photon emitted in n = 4 → 5 transition
is 1.1 keV, which seems somewhat too high. If this picture is correct then also the choice
of the material in the utmost layer would be one aspect of quantum criticality and allow to
understand why it is so difficult to replicate the experiments.
How the magnetic walls suck energy from the rotating magnetic system
The model is too speculative to allow any strong conclusion about whether the energy is
transferred from the rotating system to the magnetic walls of vice versa. It however seems
the most elegant option is that the rotating system provides the energy for the formation of
magnetic walls and for the rotation of electrons in the magnetic fields in question.
The transfer of energy could be from the rotating magnetic system to the magnetic walls if the
liberated energy is due the dropping of electrons to larger space-time sheets at the boundary
of the rotating system and also at the boundary of stator in the case that the corresponding
magnetic field rotates. This would explain also the lowering of the temperature in the vicinity
of the system.
A straightforward estimate assuming N = 30 magnetic walls with height h = 15 m (this is
only the lower bound for the height) gives for the net magnetic energy of the walls the estimate
E ∼ 104 kJ, which corresponds to the observed maximum power feed of 7 kW for a time
interval of 103 seconds. After the walls are established the dark electrons or their Cooper pairs
rotating in the magnetic field of the walls would receive their energy and angular momentum
by time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg
or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book) from the rotating magnetic system.
The most plausible mechanism for the formation of magnetic walls and generation of rotating Bose-Einstein condensates of dark charged particles at the walls is based on remote
metabolism. The simplest option is that Cooper pairs of dark electrons at the magnetic
walls suck the energy by emitting phase conjugate photons. The dropping of electrons of
Ohmic currents to the space-time sheets of the environment liberating energy in keV range
should serve as the primary source of energy: this would naturally occur during the di-electric
breakdown.
At first it seems difficult to understand how the negative energy microwave photons from the
magnetic walls could transform to negative keV photons inducing radiationless dropping of
electron to a larger space-time sheet. The large value of ~ = n~0 , n integer [K88], suggests a
solution to the problem. If one has n = E(drop)/E(micro), the energy of the phase conjugate
dark microwave photon equals to that inducing the dropping of the electron. What would
happen is that the dark microwave photon transforms to an ordinary photon without change
in energy but a reduction in wavelength.
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For E(drop) = 1 keV and E(micro) = .25×10−4 eV corresponding to a microwave wavelength
λ = 5 cm one obtains n = 5 × 223 with 4 per cent accuracy. For λ = .5 m corresponding
to the distance between the magnetic walls n = 3 × 227 equals to E(drop)/E(micro) with.1
per cent accuracy so that this option is definitely favored. Both integers define Fermat
polygon (a polygon constructible using only ruler and compass) and these integers are number
theoretically preferred [K88].
Since the wavelength in question should correspond to a size scale of a rotating magnetic
system to achieve resonance, the quantization of ~ and zero point kinetic energy would
mean that the effect occurs only for special choices of the scales of the system. This kind of
criticality would help to understand why it is so difficult to reproduce the effect and conforms
with the intuitive ideas of Searl about the importance of the quantization of length scales
characterizing the system.
Obviously it would be very natural for the Larmor wavelength of the magnetic field associated
with the walls to correspond to the radius of the stator equal to the distance d = .5 m between
magnetic walls. In this situation one could interpret the microwave radiation as cyclotron
radiation. The original estimates based on the association of fc = 300 Hz to the Earth’s
magnetic field BE = .5 Gauss indeed led to the estimate λ = .5 m. Unfortunately, the
calculations contained a systematic error since fc (p) = 300 Hz corresponds to .2 Gauss: the
estimate for the wavelength would become thus λ = .2 m.
The discovery of this error forced to reinterpret the effects of ELF radiation on vertebrate
brain as being due to cyclotron transitions in dark magnetic field Bd = 2BE /5 = .2 Gauss
accompanying the Earth’s magnetic field. If one assumes that magnetic walls carrying maximal ordinary magnetic field B = .05 Tesla are accompanied by dark magnetic walls satisfying
Bd = 2B/5, one obtains λ = .5 m instead of.2 m. As a matter fact, this is not the first time
when a calculational error seems to have a beneficial deeper purpose!
Possible other mechanisms for the remote energy and angular momentum transfer
The proposal that rotating magnetic field could receive its energy and angular momentum
from the magnetic walls by time mirror mechanism turned out to be short lived. One can
however imagine several mechanisms of remote energy and angular momentum transfer from
rotating magnetic system to the magnetic walls besides the one already discussed, and also
a mechanism of remote spontaneous magnetization emerges naturally.
(a) Remote spontaneous magnetization of Bose-Einstein condensates of Cooper pairs associated with the magnetic walls could feed energy and angular momentum from rollers
to walls and possibly also vice versa. Also collective cyclotron states with non-vanishing
net angular momentum could be formed via this kind of angular momentum transfer. An essential element would be the conservation of energy and angular momentum
and transformation of electron spin and possibly orbital angular momentum due to the
rotation in the magnetic field of the wall to the angular momentum of roller.
The remote spontaneous magnetization could compensate a partial loss of roller magnetization and would be achieved by generating phase conjugate microwaves at Larmor
frequency corresponding to a magnetic field of B = .05 Tesla with wavelength of.2 meters. The dark magnetic field associated with the living matter in the model for the
effects of ELF em fields on vertebrate brain relates to the Earth’s magnetic field via
the relationship Bd = 2BE /5. If the dark magnetic field relates to observed maximal
magnetic field by the same scaling factor, the wave length is.5 meters and corresponds
to the radius of the stator magnet. If the phase conjugate microwave photons are dark
with large ~ this requires that these photons de-cohere to N ordinary phase conjugate
microwave photons absorbed by the stator or rotor magnet. This looks like self assembly
to single dark negative energy photon when looked in the normal direction of geometric
time.
(b) The generalized four-wave mechanism allows much more general standing waves than the
usual theory and plasma oscillations and magnetostatic waves are ideal in this respect
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since their dispersion relation is such that plasma frequency does not depend on wave
vector at all. Magnetostatic waves in the stator are good candidates for generating the
microwave photons at wavelengths of.5 m responsible for standing wave with magnetic
walls at its nodes and for spin flips inside the magnetic walls. The Larmor frequency
of electron in the rollers would correspond to a wavelength equal to the thickness of
the magnetic walls and the microwaves resulting in spin flips in roller magnets could be
responsible for the generation of magnetic walls.
(c) The Larmor frequency for the maximal .02 Tesla dark magnetic field associated with
walls at critical frequency corresponds to .76 GHz and wavelength of.5 meters, the
radius of the stator. Hence this magnetic field strength might relate to a microwave
resonance at cyclotron frequency and with a wavelength equal the radius of the stator, and somehow providing the angular momentum needed by the system starting to
accelerate spontaneously when the resonance condition for wavelength is satisfied. Lowest cyclotron transitions and spin flip transitions inside magnetic walls would have this
frequency naturally and the magnetic walls would appear at the nodes of the waves.
(d) What comes in mind is the presence of Bose-Einstein condensate of electronic Cooper
pairs with spin J = 2 created above the critical frequency at the space-time sheets
representing magnetic walls and possessing angular momentum opposite to the angular
momentum gained by the rollers spontaneously.
i. The spin flips inside rollers transform part of electronic spin to the angular momentum of the roller and tend to change roller magnetization. By the stability of
the spontaneously magnetized state, the effect of spin flips on magnetization of the
roller is compensated by the reversals of the spin flips.
ii. The compensating spin flips in the roller at the Larmor frequency fL = 12 GHz
are accompanied by transverse magnetostatic waves in the stator. The frequency
corresponds to the factor
√
=Φ−1=

5−1
2

for the magnetic field H = M0 of roller inside stator. What is interesting is that
Golden Mean appears. Only those regions of the stator, where this condition is
satisfied contribute significantly to the spin flips and an optimal distance between
rollers and stator is crucial for the mechanism to work. The spin flips are mediated
by the emission of microwave photons at 12 GHz frequency.
It is interesting that Golden Mean appears also in another manner in the system.
The ratio of the thickness d of the dark magnetic walls (twice the wavelength of 12
GHz microwaves) to the radius R of the stator equals to 1/10 in a good approximation. These lengths correspond to phase increments of 2π and 2π/10 for the
corresponding waves. The phase increment of 2π/10 relates directly to the Golden
Mean by cos(2π/10) = 4−Φ
2 .
(e) The change in the magnetization of the stator is compensated by spin flips and generation of orbital motion of electrons inside dark magnetic walls and now the frequency in
question is.6 GHz corresponding to the wavelength.5 m. This explains why spontaneous
acceleration starts at critical frequency. The correct prediction is that the magnetization
directions of the rollers and magnetic walls must be same.
The Bose-Einstein condensates of Cooper pairs play a central role in the TGD inspired
theory of living matter and are made possible by the many-sheeted space-time concept.
Spontaneous magnetization of spin J = 2 Cooper pairs of electrons at the space-time sheets
of the magnetic walls liberating rotational angular momentum could represent the precise
mechanism of spontaneous acceleration. The emission of phase conjugate microwave photons
at wavelength of.5 meters by the magnetostatic waves rotating in the stator magnet could
induce the spontaneous magnetization, which corresponds to a lower energy than the nonmagnetized phase.
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6.3.7

Connection With The Dark Matter Hierarchy

The discovery of years 2004-2005 was that in TGD Universe Planck constant ~ could be
dynamical and quantized and that TGD in principle predicts the spectrum of Planck constant
allowing also a well-educated guess of its spectrum. A further proposal is that for a given
p-adic prime there could be hierarchy of Planck constants with arbitrarily large values. These
ideas have meant breakthrough in interpretational issues of TGD, and as I write this I am
still working through the TGD inspired theory of living matter and consciousness armed with
this new understanding.

Basic vision about dark matter hierarchy
I will not repeat the basic ideas related to the dark matter hierarchy since they are discussed
thoroughly in previous chapters. Suffice it to say that the levels of dark matter hierarchy
are partially characterized by a non-negative integer kd characterizing the value of ~ as
~(kd ) = λkd ~0 , λ ' 211 . Also more general values of λ are possible and λ is predicted to be
integer valued [K88] with integer values λ = nF corresponding to Fermat polygons defined
as n-polygons constructible using only ruler and compass being favored. For these values of
n the quantum phase q = exp(iπ/n) is expressible
of rationals. The
Q in terms of square roots
s
integers nF are expressible as products nF = 2k i Fsi , where Fs = 22 + 1 is Fermat prime
and appears at most once in the product. s = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 gives the lowest Fermat primes
3, 5, 17, 257, 216 + 1.
Large ~ phase means that de Broglie and Compton wave lengths as well as corresponding
time scales are multiplied by a factor λkd . If particle densities are not reduced in the phase
transition to the dark matter phase, the quantum sizes of particles, which correspond to sizes
of space-time sheets, become so large that particles overlap. The standard criterion implies
that macroscopic quantum phases become possible.
The situation in which phases kd and kd + 1 compete has interpretation in terms of quantum
criticality. Poincare invariance implies that four-momentum and spin are not changed in the
phase transition ~ → λ~. This means that spin is fractionized by 1/λ factor making possible
fractional spins if λ~ is used as a unit. The concrete interpretation of large ~ phases at
space-time level is following. What happens that space-time sheet becomes analogous to a
λ-sheeted Riemann surface defining λ-fold covering of M 4 locally. At space-time level the
transition to quantum criticality would thus correspond to a single step in the transition
to chaos, not by period doubling but by λ-pling (and more generally, period -pling by a
harmonic or subharmonic of λ).
An important application is the quantum model for high Tc super-conductivity [K9, K10].
This model predicts the basic length scales of cell (cell membrane thickness of L(151) = 10
nm, the thickness L(149) = 5 nm of single lipid layer of the cell membrane, and the over
all size of cell like structure involved as L ≤ L(173) = 20 µ). The emerging model of biosystem as high Tc superconductor is discussed in [K9, K10]. The basic prediction is that
fractally scaled up variants of the cell nucleus with size scales λkd should be fundamental for
understanding of not only living matter but perhaps also the em and Z 0 interactions at the
level of magnetosphere.
The energy of the cyclotron states behaves as λkd for given B. Bose-Einstein condensates
associated with cyclotron states in Earth’s magnetic field BE = .5 Gauss would be fundamental for bio-control and for kd = 4 all ions satisfying A ≤ 223Z have cyclotron energy
scale above the thermal threshold 86 meV at room temperature. Cyclotron frequencies are
in EEG range and most bosonic ions have cyclotron frequencies in alpha band around 10 Hz.
Electron cyclotron states satisfy the thermal stability criterion at room temperature even for
kd = 3 for BE . For kd = 4 the size of magnetic flux quanta is about 10 Earth radii so that
dark matter hierarchy provides a justification for the notion of magnetic body.
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Magnetic walls as reservoirs of dark energy and angular momentum?
This general picture suggests that the magnetic walls associated with the rotating magnetic
system contain dark matter Bose-Einstein condensates in cyclotron states having angular
momentum and that the spontaneous acceleration of the system is forced by angular momentum conservation as this Bose-Einstein condensate is formed. Since the maximal value
of magnetic field is 210 BE = .05 Tesla, cyclotron states of electron Cooper pairs are thermally
stable at room temperature even for kd = 2. Magnetic walls would be the counterparts of
cell membranes and kd = 2 for λ = 211 predicts them to have thickness of λ2 L(151) = 4 cm
whereas the experimental value is ∼ 5 cm. The upper bound for the size of system consisting
of magnetic walls, analogous to endoplasma membranes inside cell, would be λ2 L(173) = 80
m.
Magnetic walls could serve as angular momentum and energy storages if the Bose-Einstein
condensation occurs to a cyclotron state carrying angular momentum. The accelerating
rotating system could suck energy and angular momentum from this reservoir by time mirror
mechanism which means sending of negative energy phase conjugate photons absorbed by
the Bose-Einstein condensate. Note however that the accelerated rotation can be explained
in terms of Lorentz torque suffered by the radial ohmic currents.
In the model of living matter kd = 4 bosonic ions at magnetic flux tubes are in a key role
and the cyclotron frequencies of most bosonic ions belong to alpha band around 10 Hz. It
becomes possible to explain the not only the band structure of EEG but also the narrow subbands correctly [K10, K14]. 10 Hz frequency is the rotation frequency of rotating magnetic
system and this suggests that also kd = 4 for which cell membrane thickness is scaled up to
about 160 kmandcell size to about 10 Earth radii is involved.
Also Z 0 magnetic walls could be involved
The large parity breaking observed in rotating magnetic systems suggests that also long
ranged weak fields are involved with the dynamics of Searl device. Hence one can ask whether
also weakly charged dark matter could be involved. Exotic ions having both weak and em
charges result when some nuclear color bonds having quark q and antiquark q at their ends
become charged ud or du type color bonds, are possible and might be of relevance for living
matter [K100, K86]. These exotic ions couple to kd = 1 dark variants of k = 113 exotic
weak bosons. These couplings would be essential for the understanding the chiral selection
in living matter.
By the general considerations of [K86, K10] weak dark length scales and em dark scales correspond to each other via kdW = kdem +2 implying kdW = 4 for rotating magnetic systems. Hence
Z 0 cyclotron energies which are apart from numerical factor identical with corresponding em
energies would be thermally stable at room temperature for gZ BZ = eBE . The weak length
scale deduced by scaling the Compton length of ordinary intermediate boson with k = 89 to
k = 113 gives LW (113, kd = 2) = .2 µm. For kd = 4 one has LW (113, 4) = .8 meters, not too
far from the distance.5 m between magnetic walls.
These observations suggest that the decomposition 2 + 2 = 4 cm defining the analog of
decomposition of cell membrane to lipid layers corresponds to decomposition to two 2 cm
thick walls containing neutrino Cooper pair condensates with opposite angular momenta
and generating Z 0 magnetic field gZ BZ = eBE inside the.5 meter thick wall. These walls
could contain Bose-Einstein condensates of exotic O2 and N2 ions thermally stable at room
temperature. Interestingly, for exotic O2+ ions the Z 0 cyclotron frequency would be in a good
approximation equal to 10 Hz.
Is dark matter formed in the air between stator-roller interface?
If stator magnetic field rotates, the situation becomes especially interesting in the small air
gap between roller and stator since the electron currents coming from the stator could be
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transferred to the roller and since very high positive surface charge densities could result in
the air gap.
Dark matter identified as a phase with a large value of Planck constant [K88] is in a fundamental role in the TGD based model of living matter [K86, K85, K14]. The formation
of large magnetic flux quanta suggests quantum criticality implying a large value of Planck
constant so that one can wonder whether some form of dark matter could be formed in this
region.

6.3.8 A General Catastrophe Theoretic Model For The Spontaneous
Acceleration
Spontaneous acceleration requires non-linear dynamics allowing what looks like a phase transition at some critical angular velocity to a situation in which spontaneous acceleration begins
so that one can stop the feed of angular momentum and energy to the system. One could
imagine that the system stores part of the fed angular momentum and energy and when some
critical amounts of these quantities are stored they are liberated as something analogous to
metabolic energy and used by system so that spontaneous acceleration takes place. Magnetic
body of the system could serve as storage as already discussed. It is not clear whether this
mechanism necessarily involves dissipation and a temporary reversal of the thermodynamical
arrow of time in a time scale relevant for the behavior of the system. The following model
assumes this and also the report about the cooling of the nearby environment support this
assumption.
(a) The simplest model would be equation of motion stating that the time derivative of
angular momentum equals to a net torque containing besides the external torque plus
dissipative terms plus additional term anti-dissipative term:
dL
dt

= P3 (ω, τ0 ) = τ0 (t) − τ1 (t)ω + τ2 (t)ω 2 − τ3 (t)ω 3 .

(6.3.81)

The parameters τi (t) are assumed to be slowly varying in the time scale of the dynamics
of L. In catastrophe theoretic setting [A6] τi resp. ω would be called control parameters
resp. behavior variable. Note that the model is asymmetric with respect to the change
of the direction of ω and applies only for positive values of ω unless one uses |ω| as
a variable. Other terms are also presen in the equation but they are neglected since
the interest is solely in the essentials of the dynamics due to the dissipative and antidissipative terms.
i. τ0 (t) characterizes the external angular momentum feed. One can assume that τ0 (t)
is constant.
τ0 (t)

=

τ0 during external angular momentum feed ,

τ0 (t)

=

0 in absence of angular momentum feed .

(6.3.82)

ii. The term −τ1 ω1 corresponds to dissipative loss of energy. The dissipative term
−τ3 ω 3 is necessary in order to avoid endlessly increasing ω, which is definitely
something non-realistic.
iii. The presence of τ2 ω 2 , τ2 > 0, can make possible self-sustained situation and acceleration. This term could correspond to liberation of angular momentum gathered
during the earlier phase and starting to be liberated after critical angular velocity
ωcr (or possibly critical angular momentum Lcr stored to say magnetic body) has
been achieved. It could be also interpreted in terms of an effect related to the breaking of second law below some time scale predicted to be possible in TGD Universe.
There is empirical evidence for this kind of breaking in.1 second time scale defining
a fundamental biorhythm [D16].
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(b) By construction the system realizes cusp catastrophe [A6] describing the simplest possible situation in which some parameter region of the parameter space allow 3 or only 1
root to the stationarity condition P3 (ω, τ0 ) = 0 so that one has a phase transition like
behavior. The following considerations show that if P3 (ω, 0) allows three non-negative
roots and P3 (ω, τ0 ) only one positive root, then sufficiently long lasting feed of angular
momentum allows to achieve a self-sustaining and accelerating situation, which lasts as
long as τ2 (t) characterizing self-sustainment remains large enough. After this a phase
transition to a phase characterized by a rapid decrease of ω, occurs.
(c) One can concretize the situation by imagining that the system climbs to a mountain
during the periods of external angular momentum feed and slides down when the feed
is off in the case that one has

R

≡

lim

t→tf ,+

dL
(t) = P3 (ω(tf ), 0) < 0 .
dt

(6.3.83)

Here tf denotes the value of time when external feed of angular momentum. For R > 0
the climbing up continues spontaneously but with a slower rate.
(d) Quite generally, P3 (ω, τ0 ) can have n = 0, 1 or n = 3 zeros in the region ω ≥ 0. P3 (ω, 0)
has always zero at origin and can have two additional zeros of τ2 (t) is large enough.
Since the polynomials P3 (ω, τ0 ) and P3 (ω, 0) differ only by a downwards shift by τ0 , one
finds the following.
i. If one has
P3 (ω, τ0 ) < τ0

(6.3.84)

for ω > 0, P3 (ω, 0) has only one non-negative zero for all positive values of ω. The
system slides down towards ω = 0 in absence of external energy feed.
ii. If the condition
P3 (ωf , τ0 ) ≥ τ0

(6.3.85)

is satisfied, P3 (ωf , 0) has two positive roots (ω2,0 , ω3,0 ) besides ω1,0 = 0. If R is
in the region above ω2,0 , the system slides down to or climbs up to ω3,0 after the
angular momentum feed has ceased. This situation is obviously the interesting one
in the recent case. Whether the region ω > ω2,0 can be reached during this period
depends on the properties of P3 (ω, τ0 ).
(e) Consider first what happens during angular momentum feed assuming that P3 (ωf , 0)
has two positive roots (ω2,0 , ω3,0 ) besides ω1,0 = 0 (the interesting case). P3 (ω, τ0 ) has
certainly one root since P3 (ω, f ) becomes eventually negative due to the term −τ3 ω 3 .
i. If τ0 is large enough there is only one root - call it ω3 . One has ω3 > ω3,0 and
the energy feed - if allowed to continue long enough or for sufficiently many timesdrives the system above ω2,0 and eventually to ω3 , which is stable and is reduced
only slowly as τ2 (t) decreases. When angular momentum feed ceases, the system
goes to ω2,0 , which represents a stable situation and only adiabatically approaches
to zero as long as the number of roots remains three. After this ω goes rapidly to
zero.
ii. If τ0 is small enough one has one or three roots- let the three roots be ω1 < ω2 < ω3 .
ω1 corresponds to a stable situation in which the linear term has driven dL/dt to
zero. One ends up to this situation either from ω ≤ ω2 for three roots and always if
one has only one root. Only ω1 is achievable by starting from ω(t = 0) = 0 or from
ω(tf ) achievable during the period of angular momentum feed. Since the graphs of
P3 (ω, τ0 ) and P3 (ω, 0) differ only by a shift, it is clear that one has ω1 < ω2,0 so
that the system rapidly slides down to ω = 0.
(f) The conclusion is that the desired situation can be achieved only if τ2 (t) is so large that
P3 (ω, τ0 ) > τ0 holds true at the maximum of P3 (ω, τ0 ) (for ω > 0) and τ0 is so large that
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P3 (ω, τ0 ) has only single root. This means that the minimum of P3 (ω, τ0 ) is positive.
The extrema ω± of P3 (ω, τ0 ) correspond to the vanishing of dP3 (ω, τ0 )/dω so that one
has

(

ω±

=

τ2
±
3τ3

τ2 2
τ1
) −
3τ3
3τ3

≥

0 ,

r
(

τ2 2
τ1
) −
,
3τ3
3τ3

(6.3.86)
The conditions for self-sustainment boil down to the equations

P3 (ω+ , 0)

>

P3 (ω− , τ0 ) > 0

0 ,
.

(6.3.87)

Self-sustaining situation continues as long as τ2 (t) is so large that one has 3 roots for
P3 (ω, 0). For small enough τ2 (t) the two roots disappear and the system slides rapidly
to ω = 0. Fig. ?? illustrates these conditions graphically.

6.3.9

Discussion

Searl machine seems to be unique in the sense that physical constraints pose strong limitations
on the possible scaling of the system. The effects exhibited by Searl machine might be
important for the functioning of the living matter and even in systems like tornadoes.
About the basic construction and its modifications
The basic construction deserves some comments.
1. Optimization
According to the proposed dynamical model of the Searl machine, the optimal situation corresponds to a rotation starting spontaneously at rest or almost at rest. This requires that the
purely electromagnetic Lorentz torque wins the friction torque. The minimization of friction
torque and the maximization of magnetic field strength could help here. Electromagnets
might allow to achieve field strengths considerably above 1 Tesla.
Since Lorentz torque is proportional to conductivity, the maximization of conductivity provides a promising approach to the optimization of the effect. The Lorentz torque is generated
by Hall effect. Quantum Hall effect (QHE) is studied in temperatures for which thermal energy is of order of electron’s Larmor energy Ee = eB/2me ' 1 K for B = 1 Tesla. QHE
involves an enormous increase of the conductivity (up to 13 orders of magnitude!) at certain
critical value ranges of the magnetic field in the range of field strengths varying from 1 Tesla
to 30 Tesla (see the figure 1.2 of [D40] ).
This raises the hope that QHE might allow to build small spontaneously accelerating magnetic systems with enormous Lorentz torque as compared to that observed at high temperatures. The dynamics of topologically rotating magnetic field of rotor would play a key role
since the increases of the conductivity would in TGD Universe relate to the formation of
magnetic walls [K70]. By the quantization of the magnetic flux the increase of the magnetic
field strength means on one hand the reduction of the flux tube radius and the increase of
the number of flux tubes on the other hand, and can lead to a partial fusion of the flux tubes
at certain critical field strengths giving rise to highly conducting magnetic walls. If these
walls are formed in the radial direction, large radial electron current becomes possible.
Quantum criticality is a prerequisite for the existence of the effects and hence also crucial
for the optimization. In particular, the size scales of the system are important since the
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dark microwave photons from the magnetic flux walls must have wavelength of order system
size in order to achieve a resonant absorption. This wavelength corresponds also to the
separation between magnetic walls. The energy of dark microwave photons must correspond
to the increment of the zero point kinetic energy of dropped electron, and the fact that only
certain values of quantized Planck constant seem to be favored, poses additional constraints.
Furthermore, the ionization energy of valence electron of the atom in the uppermost layer
must correspond to the increment of the zero point kinetic energy of electron poses conditions
on the selection of the material.
2. Testing
For testing purposes modular structure of rollers and stator allowing to vary the geometric
parameters would be highly desirable. The use of electromagnets would allow to test the
effect of field strength. In particular, one could see whether the thickness of magnetic walls
corresponds to twice the wavelength defined by the Larmor frequency of electron. The use
of vertical electric field would allow to test whether it is indeed electric field of Earth which
is responsible for the dominant part of the effective weight change.
The rotation of rollers should generate also Z 0 magnetic field. Radio active decay rates are
reported to change near the Searl effect generator. Long range classical Z 0 field affects weak
interactions and thus also the radio active decay rates. Effects are similar to the effects
caused by a classical background em field and give rise to corrections, which are of order
αZ Z 2 /m4ν , where Z is essentially Z 0 field strength at the position of the decaying nucleus. If
classical Z 0 field has strength at least of order 1/L(169)2 , L(169) ' 5 micrometers, the effect
is significant. What happens that in a Feynman diagram describing the decay of d quark to
u quark by the emission of virtual W boson decaying to electron and neutrino, the neutrino
interacts with the classical Z 0 field in the final state. Recall that classical Z 0 field explains
also the dependence of the effect on the direction of rotation although also the spontaneous
parity breaking caused by the generation of the radial electric field could also explain this
effect. The systematic study of the radio active decay rates obviously provides a clear-cut
test for whether classical Z 0 fields and even W fields are present.
3. Is it possible to scale down the magnetic system?
The construction used in the experiments of Godin and Roschin is rather massive and one
might ask whether it is possible to use constructions having a smaller size.
The scaling should respect both length scale ratios and frequency ratios. Furthermore the
length scale associated with the Larmor frequency of electron should be scaled also. This
means that the scaling of dimension down by a factor x requires a scaling of a magnetic field
by a factor 1/x. Already Russians use rare Earth magnet Neodynium [H44] with a magnetic
field of 1 Tesla which seems to be maximal field allowed by condensed matter properties.
This seems to exclude the scaling downwards.
The critical frequency for the clockwise (counter clockwise) rotation is 9 (10) Hz. The nonew-physics explanation is as the frequency above which magnetic torque becomes larger than
the friction torque and spontaneous acceleration becomes possible. In TGD based model for
brain ELF frequencies in EEG range play a fundamental role and one cannot exclude that
also now phase conjugate ELF waves are involved and the criticality also in this sense holds
true. An imaginative explanation for the known experimenter dependence of the Searl effect
and over unity phenomena in general would be that part of the energy is sucked from the
brain or body of the experimenter having strong desire that the device works!
Be it as it may, 10 Hz is a fundamental p-adic frequency serving as clock in living matter as
well as a resonance frequency for oscillations inside the cavity defined by the ionosphere (not
the same as Schumann frequency). Furthermore, Z 0 cyclotron frequencies vary in the range
9 − 10 Hz in Earth’s Z 0 magnetic field estimated to be 16 times weaker than the ordinary
magnetic field of Earth. One cannot exclude the possibility that the phenomenon involves
ELF fields in an essential manner and therefore length scales of order Earth size defined by
the corresponding wave lengths. This would also fix the frequency scale to that used in the
experiments of Russians and only fine tuning could be considered.
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Rollers have radius of about 3.7 cm and one could of course imagine of modifying the stator
by replacing it by a smaller structure. Russians do not give justification for why the ratio R/r
of the radii of the stator and rollers should be integer not smaller than 12 by the requirement
of a magnetostatic resonance. Already for R = r 6 rollers are possible and for R = 2r 9
rollers are possible. This might provide a possibility of downwards scaling.
4. Could one simplify the basic system?
The natural question is whether one could simplify Searl device. There are indeed several
variants of rotating magnetic systems claimed to be over unity systems (Jean- Louis Naudin’s
homepage [H9] contains a lot of material about these devices). The simplest possible device
of this kind would involve only rotor and stator disks which lay in parallel over each other
and have same symmetry axis. Magnetization would be orthogonal to the disks and the use
of several stator disks would help to achieve more intense magnetic field inside rotor disk.
Rotor disk could also reside between stator disks. In this case only purely electromagnetic
Lorentz force would be present and if Lorentz torque is large enough to win the friction
torque the system should start to rotate spontaneously. No directional asymmetry would
be present since the Z 0 magnetic field created by the rotor disk is not rotating Z 0 . A
working device of this kind is indeed claimed to exist and the rotation is indeed reported to
start spontaneously [H53]. The company Perendev Power Developments Inc. of the inventor
Michael J. Brady is reported to have started manufacturing of a unit producing a power of
20 kW.

Searl effect and bio-control
The model of Searl effect is based on essentially the same mechanisms as applied in the
quantum models for homeostasis and remote mental interactions [K19, K21].
Strong parity breaking implied by the Z 0 magnetization and the crucial role of neutrinos
is the first common aspect. In living matter the key mechanism is the remote quantum
entanglement having as a space-time correlate low frequency MEs, and self-organization
induced by the high frequency MEs by inducing bridges between, say, magnetic flux tubes
and atomic space-time sheets. In particular, the notion of magnetic body is of absolute
essential for the model and has astrophysical size. In the case of Searl machine magnetic
walls play the role of the magnetic body. This inspires the questions whether living matter
utilize Searl effect routinely so that the model for the generation of magnetic walls might be
applied also to model the generation of the magnetic body in living matter.
I have proposed in [K43] that time reversal is the basic mechanism of healing. The biological
programs simply run backwards to the point, where the error occurred, and a new trial is
made. De-differentiation is the counterpart of this mechanism at the cellular level. Stem
cells are indeed increasingly used for healing purposes, leucemia being one example of this.
The model of Priore’s machine [I39, I14] is based on this idea and involves phase conjugates
of microwaves perhaps inducing time reversal mode of molecular machines at DNA level and
thus leading to the correction of the genetic error responsible for the cancer. Irradiation by
phase conjugate microwaves at critical frequencies might induce the time reversed mode and
thus provide a possible general healing mechanism affecting directly the DNA level.
These observations suggest that various molecular machines such as F0 − F1 machine responsible for the metabolism (and its variants suggests by the many-sheeted space-time concept)
might at least in their time reversed mode induce time reversals of biological programs and
thus healing. The generation of negative energy MEs would induce bound state entanglement and the liberated binding energy would compensate the lack of the metabolic energy
feed during the time reversed mode. They could also induce anti-gravitational effects, which
together with the macroscopic quantum coherence induced by negative energy MEs, could be
an essential aspect of the locomotion of the living organism. Molecules, which have temporarily got partially rid of effective weight would be ideal for the catalysis in the many-sheeted
space-time..
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One can thus ask whether some molecular machines are actually Searl machines, at least
in their time reversed mode. For instance, the F0 − F1 machine driving protons to atomic
space-time sheet from (presumably) magnetic flux tubes of Earth, is much like a power plant
containing a rotating shaft. In time reversed mode, in which it acts like a motor, the shaft
might have reduced weight. The parity breaking effect induced by the classical Z 0 force
would also favor second direction for rotation, this is obviously essential in order to achieve
a synchronous action.
A further interesting aspect is that the presence of ELF waves at 10 Hz defining a fundamental
bio-rhythm implied by rotation means that the interaction with the body and brain of the
experimenter might interfere with the experiment. The importance of the experimenter’s
intention would conform with the finding that free energy effects are not fully re-producible.
This only adds to the fascination of these effects if one is ready to give up the reductionist
and materialistic dogmas and accept the possibility of remote mental interactions. Of course,
the possibility of this remote mental interaction in bodily length scales would be absolutely
essential for the possibility to realize intention by using molecular machines.
Could tornadoes involve Searl effect?
For a rotating vortex in water or air an analogous mechanism might work and so that the
rotating vortex would begin to accelerate. Elastic force is essential in the previous example
and in case of water or air pressure should provide its counterpart. One might think that
the water or air in the vortex expands upwards since the gravitational force pressing the
liquid downwards is reduced and pressure remains the same unless temperature is changed.
Tornadoes might involve this mechanism. Usually the reduction of the pressure in the core
of the tornado is believed to cause its destructive effects but the reduction of the effective
gravitational force due to the Z 0 and em charging might be also involved. The observed
light phenomena associated with tornadoes support the presence of plasma phase due to the
Faraday effect forcing the flow of electrons from the interior of vortex.
Hydrodynamical vortices contain typically smaller vortices and one might consider the possibility that the tornado contains at its outer boundary smaller mini tornadoes playing the
role of rollers whereas the central vortex would give rise to a non-rotating Z 0 magnetic field
and would act as a stator. Z 0 magneto-static waves in air would replace magneto-static
waves as a mechanism of remote metabolism. Larmor frequency would be now the Larmor
frequency of neutrinos in the Z 0 magnetic field generated by the tornado. Since neutrino
mass is about 5 × 106 times smaller than electron charge, quite high frequencies are possible.
The generation of vacuum extremals would guarantee the coupling of Z 0 fields to em fields
and therefore the generation of negative energy photons crucial for the remote metabolism.
As noticed, the tornadoes can be accompanied also by emission of visible light. Perhaps this
is both due to the remote metabolism and the presence of plasma resulting in the rotation
of a magnetized structure. The temperatures of air can be as low as -80 C in the space
above tornadoes [H43], which also suggests the presence of time mirror mechanism of energy
metabolism and reversal of geometric arrow of time.
It should be noticed (thanks for Juha Hartikka for proposing this), that one could understand
Podkletnov effect if a part of the volume above the rotating super-conductor belongs to the
space-time sheet of the rotating super-conductor. Matter at this space-time sheet would
lose part of its gravitational mass. The resulting incomplete cancellation of the pressure
gradient and gravitational force would also explain why the air above the system started to
flow upwards.

6.4

Effects Related To Searl Effect

N-machine of dePalmaandspace-energy generator of Tewari represent situations in which the
basic mechanisms underlying Searl effect seem to be involved. Also anomalies associated
with spinning systems such as gyroscopes could have explanation in terms of Searl effect.
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6.4.1 N-Machine Of De-Palma And Space-Energy Generator Of
Tewari
The experiments of Faraday related to a rotation of cylindrical magnet with conductor disk
attached rigidly on its top, are not well known to average physicist [H6]. The outcome
these experiments was that radial electric field is generated between the rim and axis of the
rotating conducting disk. This effect does not follow from Faraday’s law of induction and
is not satisfactorily understood in Maxwell’s electrodynamics and it is somewhat surprising
that Faraday’s experiment has not received more attention.
[H15] has repeated the experiments of Faraday and he claims that so called N-machine
(DePalma generator), which is basically conducting disk attached rigidly to a cylindrical
magnet and rotated using external power input, transforms mechanical energy to electric
energy with efficiency larger than one (out put power is larger than input power!). Perpetuum
mobile is not in question: rather, the claim is that there is some unknown form of energy,
which is transformed to electric energy. Indian physicist Tewari [H6] has replicated DePalma’s
results and constructed what he calls space power generator: N-machines are fabricated
commercially in Japan.
Consider now the possible working principle behind N-machine (De Palma generator) [H15],
space energy generator of Tewari [H6].
When one extracts electric energy from a system consisting of a rotating magnet with conductor disk attached to it, the electric field tends to dissipate. The possibility to generate
new vacuum charge however compensates this energy and the ratio of output power to input
power can quite well be larger than one.
The model of N-machine and space-energy generator relies on simple observations about
rotating magnetic systems. The radial ohmic current induced by the radial electric field
having non-vanishing vacuum charge density implies a continual charging of the system.
This implies that system gains high Coulomb energy and eventually di-electric breakdown
occurs. The simplest manner to extract energy from the system is to connect the system
with ground via a load so that the charge can flow through it and di-electric breakdown is
avoided.
The energy needed for the charging must come from somewhere and the model for Searl
device suggests that the energy is extracted from magnetic walls containing dark matter by
sending negative energy phase conjugate (dark) photons absorbed by the dark particles in
the wall. The dropping of charges to larger space-time sheets liberating zero point kinetic
energy could be the ultimate source of energy. The process cannot continue indefinitely in
the absence of energy feed kicking the charges back. In living matter the solar energy feed
would take care of this.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated.
One could of course ask whether the generation of negative energy space-time sheets could
provide a manner to generate energy indefinitely. Probably this is not the case, since it is
essential the negative energy space-time sheets represents phase conjugate bosons which are
absorbed by some system. The absorption occurs with a large rate if the absorbing system is
analogous to a population inverted laser and cannot thus continue indefinitely unless there is
continual external energy feed, such as solar radiation, regenerating the population inversion.
What this mechanism however makes possible is non-local utilization of energy. For instance,
there is no need for a rocket to carry its fuel since the generation of phase conjugate radiation
interacting very weakly with positive energy matter would make possible remote use of energy.
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Tewari’s Space-energy Generator For Two Decades Later

N-machine of De Palma [H15] and Tewari’s space-energy generator [H6] are basically similar
free energy devices, which I have considered as examples of possible new physics with technological importance. Tewari’s space-energy generator corresponds to a rotating cylinder with
metal disk attach to it and rotating with it. The energy of rotation is reported to transform
to electric energy with COP or order 2.5. There is some energy source and the challenge is
to identify it.
I constructed the first model for Tewari’s space-energy generator in TGD framework for about
two decades ago [K3]. The models of N-machine and Tewari’s space-energy generator rely on
simple observations about rotating magnetic systems. One might hope of extracting energy
from the system by connecting the system with ground via a load so that the charge can
flow through it and di-electric breakdown is avoided. The Coulomb energy is however rather
small so that this is not a promising idea. The model for rotating magnetic systems involved
transfer of energy between magnetic body of the rotating system and system utilizing the
energy by negative energy signals but I was not able to propose any detailed model for how
the energy is generated at magnetic body.
About two decades later I saw an article about Tewari’s space-energy generator (see http:
//tinyurl.com/gwez2yz). The title of the article was India permits free energy technology
despite threats from UK, US, Saudi Arabia. Title certainly tells something about the attitudes
of those how make decisions about energy.
New elements
It is interesting to reconsider Tewari’s space-energy generator using a conceptual framework
considerably more refined as twenty years ago.
(a) At the time of first writing I knew nothing about dark matter assigned with the hierarchy
of Planck constants hef f = n × h, and its applications to biological systems and free
energy systems.
(b) I had not formulated Zero Energy Ontology (ZEO) at that time. I had discovered
the notion of negative energy signals but I did not have a formulation of consciousness
theory as a the generalization of quantum measurement theory in which causal diamonds
(CDs) are in key role and state function reductions take place at either boundary of
CD. When the first reduction to the opposite boundary takes place, the arrow of time
changes. Neither had I realized that conscious entities - selves- can be identified as
state function reduction sequences at the same boundary of CD so that the presence
of negative energy signals transferring information or energy can be seen as signature
for the macroscopic quantum jumps changing the arrow of time. The period of Zeno
effect - repeated reductions with no effect on the state of system - is replaced with
period of consciousness for the system. Censory input corresponds to the boundary
where state changes and which also itself is shifted (the distance between tips of CD
increases). Together with Negentropy Maximization Principle (NMP) [K30] this allows
to understand fundamental aspects of consciousness.
(c) Gradually the general ideas developed more detailed as I tried to understand the strange
effects related to rotating magnetic systems. I identified the magnetic body of the
rotating system as a carrier of dark matter cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates carrying
angular momentum as spin and angular momentum. The coherent transfer of both
energy and spin and angular momentum from the magnetic body to the rotating system
was proposed as a manner for rotating magnetic system to angular momentum. One
could understand the generation of angular momentum by assuming that the net angular
momentum vanishes but the the origin of the rotational energy remained unclear.
(d) Concerning the origin of energy in Tewari’s space-energy generator, the most conservative view is that the negative Coulomb interaction energy between the rotating system
and magnetic body serves as the source of energy. The Coulomb energy is however
rather small.
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Charge could be also fed to the system and is transferred outside it so that Coulomb
energy begins to increase and eventually di-electric breakdown could take place. If the
charge fed to the system does not rotate with it, a radial Lorentz force is generated. If it
is of the same sign as the charged already generated, it is transferred outside by Coulomb
repulsion. This however tends to reduce the Coulomb energy, which is undesirable.
If the incoming charge rotates with the system, it experiences no Lorentz force. In
this case the mechanism driving the charge outside the system could be based on the
preservation the E = −v × B condition: this involves new physics since the condition
implies vacuum charge density. This option looks more plausible.
(e) How are the charges transferred to the magnetic body and how the negative Coulomb
energy could be generated? It is easy to see that “vacuum charge density” ρ = ωB is
negative if the direction of rotation is clockwise and magnetic field points “upwards”
(B > 0, ω < 0) in right-handed coordinate frame. In this case protons could be transferred to the magnetic body and negative Coulomb energy would increase in magnitude.
The preferred direction of rotation means large parity breaking possibly related to the
large breaking of parity in living matter. By energy conservation the negative Coulomb
energy must be compensated by some form of energy, say that associated with the rotational motion of system and dark matter at it with opposite angular moment, or by
external load utilizing the Coulomb energy (wire connecting the rotating system to the
load and back would be enough).
(f) An attractive idea is that the matter at the magnetic body is dark and thus makes
possible macroscopic quantum coherence. In this respect an especially interesting effect
is the generation of what Pollack calls the fourth phase of water [L9]. This phase consists
of negatively charged regions - exclusion zones (EZs) - with positive charge outside
them. The TGD inspired proposal is that the phase is formed as protons from the
hydrogen bonded water molecule pairs inside EZs are transferred to the dark magnetic
flux tubes outside EZs having large value of hef f = n × h [L14] and form dark proton
sequences identifiable as dark nuclear strings identified as dark nuclei. Some strange
findings motivate the hypothesis that these dark proton strings are assumed to form a
fundamental representation for genetic code. Earlier the ordinary nuclei are identified
as nuclear strings [L3].
Besides Coulomb energy also the dark nuclear binding energy liberated in the formation
of dark nuclei could be usable energy. This energy could also stabilize the flux tubes
against Coulomb repulsion as it does in the case of the ordinary nuclei. If the nuclear
binding energy scales like 1/distance, it would be of the order of the energy of biophotons for dark nuclei of atomic atom size - that is the energy range of visible and UV
light. The liberated energy could be utilized. Hence the Coulombic binding energy need
not be the only source of energy. For slow enough feed the system is expected to keep
its original state, it must transfer this positive charge to the magnetic body so that its
positive charge increases and new dark nuclei are formed and also Coulomb interaction
energy increases in magnitude.

Could this dark proton phase should be formed in the case of Tewari space-energy generator?
It is an experimental fact that the rotating Faraday disk becomes charged. The sign of the
charge however depends on the direction of the rotation. This means large parity breaking.
Does Pollack effect occur only for the rotation direction for which the generated charge vacuum charge in the above model - is negative? Or can the dark nuclei form also at the flux
tubes inside the Faraday disk? If dark nuclei are formed, the liberated dark nuclear energy
could go to rotational energy of the rotating magnetic system. In principle it is possible
that the dark nuclei transform to ordinary nuclei. If this happens, huge nuclear energies are
liberated. I have proposed that this could explain the claimed bio-fusion [L14] (an amusing
accident is that Tewari is nuclear engineer!). In the sequel Tewari’s space-energy generator
is considered from this point of view.
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An updated model for Tewari’s space-energy generator
One can formulate an explicit model for the situation.
(a) Assume a cylinder of radius R (with area S = πR2 ) and length L rotating with angular
frequency ω and carrying constant magnetic field B, whose flux arrives along single or
even more cylindrical magnetic walls. Assume that from the conservation of magnetic
flux the return flux has same value of magnetic field so that the total area of return flux
tubes is same as the area of the cylinder: Sret = S = πR2 .
(b) The condition E = v × eB determining the radial electric field associated with longitudinal electro field rotation with velocity v = ω × ρ could be interpreted in terms of
mechanical equilibrium. One could see the condition as as generalization of Faraday law
for linear motion following from Lorentz invariance to that for a rotational motion. This
generalization does not however follow from Maxwell’s equations. A further interpretation natural in TGD framework is that the electric field is obtained automatically when
one puts the 3-surface in rotation motion so that the induced gauge potential A(ρ, φ) is
replaced with A(ρ, φ − ωt).
For B = 1 Tesla and ω = 10 Hz and ρ = 1 meter then magnitude of E is 2π V/m. This
voltage means electrostatic energy and the electric field forces a current to run in wire
in radial direction.
What is remarkable that electric field is not anymore sourceless so that one obtains
vacuum charge density the sign of which depends on the direction of rotation. The
interpretation is that some fraction of protons or electrons is transferred outside the
rotating cylinder to the cylindrical magnetic walls. Situation is analogous to that in the
generation of Pollack’s exclusion zones (EZs) [L9].
Assume that protons are transferred outside the rotating cylinder to magnetic flux tubes
carrying the return magnetic flux and are transformed to dark matter with a large value
hef f = n × h of Planck constant. This requires quantum criticality in some sense.
(c) The assumption that dark protons form dark proton sequences identifiable as dark nuclei
with a binding energy, which scales like 1/distance so that it scales like 1/hef f . For
the scaled up nucleon size about a=1 Angstrom one would have hef f /h = a/λp ' 105 .
The binding energy per nucleon would scale from its typical value of MeV to 10 eV.
An attractive assumption is that the range of biophoton energies covering visible and
UV lengths covers the binding energy range. The binding energy is liberated as dark
photons with energies of visible and UV photons and can provide energy for the rotating
system.
(d) A more quantitative estimate is obtained from the expression of electric field E = ωeBρ.
The charge density is ρc = ωeB. The number of elementary charges per unit length is
dN
dl

=

Φ=

R

ω Φ
c Φ0

=

S
S0

,
(6.4.1)

eBdS = eBS .

2
Φ/Φ0 is the magnetic flux using as quantump
of magnetic flux with area Sp
0 = πlB /2,
where the magnetic length lB is given by lB = ~c/eB. One has lB ' 26nm T esla/B.

(e) Consider a fraction of cylinder with length a which corresponds to scaled up nucleon
size defining the length of one unit in dark nucleon string. The total number nucleons
at cylindrical return flux quanta per nucleon length is

∆N =

ωa S
dN
a=
.
dl
c S0

The total area per single charge at return flux tubes using S0 as unit is

(6.4.2)
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This gives
∆S
c
h S0
=
.
S
ωλp hef f S

(6.4.4)

One must have ∆S/S < 1 (the number of protons at dark flux tube is larger than one).
This gives a lower bound to the value of ω as

fmin =

h S0
c
.
2πλp hef f S

(6.4.5)

This frequency represents critical angular velocity if charge transfer is quantum process.
(f) Consider as an example a cylinder of radius R = 1 meter carrying magnetic field of 1
Tesla and assume hef f /h = 106 giving nm sized dark protons suggested to be important
in biology. From S0 /S = 2.62 × 10−16 m2 and c/2πλp = 2.3 × 1023 Hz one obtains
ωmin ' 25 Hz. Large enough value of Planck constants help to lower the minimal
rotation frequency. Rather small numbers of dark protons are involved so that the
power liberated by the formation of dark nuclei remains rather small. Joule/s would
require 6.84 × 1018 eV/s. A cylinder with radius of 1 m and length of 10 meters would
liberate a total energy of about 109 eV (about 10−9 Joule).
A continual production of energy requires a continual feed of positive charge to the cylinder
implying a continual feed to the magnetic flux tubes in steady state.
(a) The rate defining step is the transfer of charge to the flux tubes. This process is probably
a quantum process. The feed dNp /dt of positive charge cannot exceed the rate of this
process. The power produced would be

P =

I
dNp
∆E =
∆E ,
e
dt

(6.4.6)

where ∆Ed = (h/hef f )∆E is the binding energy per dark nucleon and ∆E ∼ 1 MeV
ordinary binding energy per nucleon. This assuming that binding energy scales as
1/length.
(b) Note that this process would generate an increasing voltage between flux tubes and
cylinder, which as such could serve as source of electrostatic energy. This would happen
even without the occurrence of dark fusion. This would not however yield excess energy.
(c) One obtains ∆E =∼ 1 eV for hef f /h = 106 . For ∆E = 1 eV this would give P =
(I/A) × (106 /hef f ) W from the fact that I = 1 Ampre corresponds to a current of
dNp /dt = 6.84 × 1018 charge carriers per second. A continual transformation of energy
to electric energy could be achieved if the liberated energy does not go to accelerated
rotation of the cylinder but only to the compensation of dissipative effects. One should
also have a model for the transfer of energy from the flux tubes to the rotating system
and to the energy of the current. This step is expected to involve dissipative losses.
(d) The power for ohmic losses is given by Ploss = U I = I 2 R (here external load is included)
and in steady state one has P = Ploss giving voltage

U = IR =

106
V .
hef f

(6.4.7)

This is rather small number. One can of course ask whether supra current could help
in the situation.
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One can consider also the possibility of ordinary cold nuclear fusion. Could one induce
transformation of dark nuclei located at magnetic flux tubes to ordinary nuclei thus liberating
binding energy of nucleon about 1 MeV? This would be equivalent with cold nuclear fusion
and evidence for it has been found in living matter and systems involving splitting of water
[L14]. A possible mechanism would rely on bringing negative charge to the rotating system.
This would increase the Coulobic attraction between dark nuclei at flux tubes and could bring
them to the cylinder, where they would transform to ordinary matter and liberate nuclear
binding energy. This kind of possibility would mean technological revolution.
A continual transformation of energy to electric energy could be achieved if the liberated
energy does not go to accelerated rotation of the cylinder but only to the compensation
of dissipative effects. One should also have a model for the transfer of energy from the
flux tubes to the rotating system and to the energy of the current. This step is expected
to involve dissipative losses. One can of course ask whether supra current could help the
situation. Note that the proposed model might quite generally apply to the modelling of
rotating magnetic systems and suggests that a continual current through the system might
make possible continual production of energy.

6.4.3
tems

Some Anomalies Related To The Behavior Of Spinning Sys-

The discussion of the anomalies related to spinning bodies described in [H59, H40] turned out
to have extremely fruitful impact to the challenge of anchoring the concept of the classical
Z 0 field to experimental reality. These anomalies have also a close connection with those
exhibited in the behavior Searl device.
Anomalies in spin-spin interaction of spin polarized nuclei
As a result of various experimental and theoretical studies
[C8], [H18, H48] , [J1] spin-spin interaction of spin polarized nuclei with spin polarized nuclear
targets and distant correlations of nuclear spin states were discovered and investigated. These
interactions were called “pseudo-magnetism” and the clear understanding of the underlying
mechanism was lacking. Since TGD predicts that nuclei can have anomalous Z 0 charges
giving rise to interactions in the weak length scale Lw of order atomic length scale [K100],
the identification of pseudo-magnetism as a manifestation of classical Z 0 magnetism suggests
itself since TGD.
There are well established effects described in the article by Krisch in New Scientist 1979 [C9]
and related to the scattering of protons on protons, which according to [H59, H40] are hard
to understand in the standard physics framework. The hard inelastic large angle scattering
rate for parallel spins is roughly by a factor 4 larger than the rate for antiparallel spins.
A possible explanation is based on classical magnetic and Z 0 magnetic fields, which are in
good approximation dipole fields. These fields would be present if the topological condensation of also proton involves the formation of quark pair corresponding to sea quark/antiquark
with p-adic length scale L(107) and exotic anti-quark/quark with length scale L(127) so that
also topologically condensed proton, or better to say “H nucleus”, is accompanied by color
and electro-weak field body represented by a (possibly branched) loop (structure) of size of
order atomic radius.
Exotic quark and antiquark would have opposite spins and would be connected by magnetic and Z 0 magnetic flux tubes defining their magnetic bodies. Parallel spins give rise to
magnetic dipole moments and parallel/opposite magnetic moments attract/repel each other
when on same line. The interaction would be due to the genuinely classical magnetic and
Z 0 magnetic flux tube structures connecting exotic quark and its anti-quark. This implies
that large angle scatterings in which quarks scatter form each other, are more probable for
parallel configuration of spins than for antiparallel configuration. If this explanation has
some correlation with reality, these effects could be seen as a direct signature of topological
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condensation implying the formation of parton pairs associated with # contacts and also as
an empirical support for the notion field body.
Anomalies in the motion of spinning gyroscopes
There are large number of reports about anomalous effects related to gyroscopes and gyroscopic systems. Variations of the weight of the gyroscope depending on the angular velocity
and direction of spinning are reported [H15, H30], [J20]. According to [H40] the effect is
achieved only when gyroscope is subjected to a non-stationary rotation: on the other hand
the experiment of [H30] seems to be based on the spinning of gyroscope without nutation.
In TGD context non-stationarity means that Z 0 magnetic field is not static anymore and
induces Z 0 electric field by Faraday’s law.
Consider as an example the experiment of [H30]. A rotating gyroscope with the direction of
angular velocity same or opposite to that of local gravitational field is studied. The reduction
of the weight is reported to be a fraction of about 10−5 of the total weight and present for
right handed rotation only.
The model for Searl effect could explain this effect although the fact that gyroscope is not
magnetized means that the model cannot be identical with that for Searl device.
(a) The correlation with the direction of angular velocity is observed also in the case of Searl
device and serves as a signature of the importance of classical Z 0 magnetism. The range
of Z 0 force is given by the p-adic length scale of dark weak bosons involved. p-Adic
fractality suggests that the density of dark Z 0 charge (and also other dark charges) scales
as 1/L3 (k) so that above cell length scale the effects due to the dark weak interaction are
expected to be weaker than those assignable to gravitation [K5]. Hence Z 0 magnetism
need not give rise to the dominant effect.
(b) The dark version of the ordinary nuclear magnetism due to the net spin associated with
exotic quarks pairs at the ends of color bonds connecting nucleons [K100] could however
give rise to long ranged magnetism. In the recent case it could be the dominant effect
inducing dark em charging of the device and apparent antigravity effect in the Earth’s
electric field.

6.5

Project Flyaway And Searl Effect

Marcus Hollingshead has developed a very interesting antigravity device. Unfortunately,
there is no published reports about the device, and my information derives only from the
email discussions in Antigravity discussion group [H5]. There has been also a heated debate
about the claims of Hollingshead. I am grateful for Adrian Panait for generously providing
this information. Also the information received from Tim Ventura was very useful. In the
following I try to understand the device on basis of TGD based model for the Searl machine
and the so called time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
timemirror.jpg or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book) playing a key role in TGD
inspired theory of consciousness and of bio-matter.

6.5.1

Description Of The Device

First a brief description of the device as I have understood by reading the emails. It must be
emphasized that these descriptions are highly informal and the only reason that I take them
seriously is that the claimed effects resemble those assigned with Searl device.
(a) The device consists of six toroidal electromagnets. There is a pair of toroids along each
coordinate axes at the opposite sides of the origin and linked around origin. Somewhat
like figure eights along each coordinate axis: toroids are however disjoint and free to
spin around their own symmetry axis (like a bicycle wheel).
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(b) The toroids have a steel core surrounded by a “bi-filar” winding carrying alternating
currents. According to Marcus Hollingshead: “One winding is pulsed +ve/-ve the other
-ve/+ve offset by 90o ”. Neither the frequency of the pulsing nor the duration of the
pulse are reported√but one might guess that the time scale is longer than the time scale
defined by τ = 2π LC, where L is the inductance of the second half of the bi-filar coil
and C the capacitance of the entire bi-filar coil. What is clear that the pulsing generates
alternating magnetic field inside the toroid.
(c) Along the inner surface of each toroid there are 12 smaller toroids in the plane tangential
to the toroidal surface. These toroids are also pulsed. The details about how the pulsing
depends on the position with respect to rp are not provided.
(d) At the origin there is a charged ball, called reference point (rp). The sign of the charge
is relevant for the functioning of the system.
(e) During the functioning of the device the large toroids spin around and above the rotation
frequency of about 70 Hz weight loss and other effects are reported to appear. The
system is reported to loose part of its inertia. During the functioning of the device the
temperature in rp and its surroundings is lowered to about 100 Kelvins. The system
repulses objects around the system if held at a fixed position. Also the loss of the
reflected light from rp occurs and a spherical vacuum of diameter 2.2 meters is generated.
The device is contained by a cube of side of length shorter than 1 meter so that the size
of the vacuum region is larger than the size of the device.

6.5.2

About The Bi-Filar Coils

The characteristic feature of bi-filar coils is that the current returns from the end of the coil
and flows through the coil again but rotates in opposite direction. In a stationary situation
the ohmic currents flowing in opposite directions around the toroid create magnetic fields
cancelling each other in a good approximation. In the recent situation one has however
square pulses and for long enough square pulses the magnetic field is present as a transient
phenomenon at the beginning and the end of the pulse.
Circuit equations give a good grasp on the situation. In circuit equations inductance corresponds to mass, resistance to a friction force proportional to velocity, and inverse capacitance
to a harmonic force. Current corresponds to the position coordinate of the oscillator. Bi-filar
coil can be compared to a mechanical system whose mass increases from zero to a maximum
value (current has propagated to half way along the coil), drops back to zero in time reversed
manner, remains zero for a period determined by the duration of the long enough pulse, and
then again raises to maximum and drops back to zero. The increase and reduction of the
mass occur with a constant rate in the ideal situation.
√
If the duration of the pulse is long as compared to the time constant τ = 1/f = 2π LC
of the circuit, the situation is adiabatic except in the beginning and the end of
√ the pulse.
This means that during the initial and final transients the frequency ω = 1/ LC of the
circuit decreases slowly from a very large value to minimum and increases then back until
adiabatic approximation fails. During the middle period when inductance vanishes the system
is characterized by its resistance and capacitance and the current decays exponentially with
the time constant τ = RC. It is plausible that a radiation in a wide range of frequencies is
generated during the transients since the mechanical counterpart of the system is harmonic
oscillator whose frequency is varied slowly.
A detailed model for what happens discussed in [K55] predicts that τ = RC gives an upper
cutoff for the frequencies emitted (as one expects on basis of the fact that the cutoff must
relate to dissipation and second law). TGD however suggests that the generation of negative
energy topological light rays leads to a reduction of the resistance since charge carriers are
dropped to larger space-time sheets via the emission of negative energy photons. This raises
the upper cut-off frequency and even visible light might be emitted.
During the transients the magnetic field which increases (decreases) linearly as a function of
time at the first (second) half of the pulse, and generates a rotational electric field in the
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direction of the wire of the winding. At the middle of the coil the constant electric field
along coil changes its direction. For long enough pulses the rotational electric field drops to
zero during the periods when the entire coil is filled by the ohmic current. The displacement
current caused by the discontinuous change of the rotational electric field could induce a
sharp magnetic pulse in the direction of the toroid’s axis unless vacuum currents possible in
TGD Universe (see below) compensate it.
Sharp unipolar pulses appear again and again in various free energy technologies inspired by
Tesla’s discoveries. This forces ask what is so special in sharp unipolar pulses. If one accepts
the time mirror mechanism as a manner to amplify negative energy signal to a much stronger
positive energy signal, the question transforms to a question how sharp unipolar pulses are
able to generate negative energy topological light rays.
The answer comes from the observation that the generation of negative energy topological
light rays breaks the second law of thermodynamics in some relevant length and time scale.
On the other hand, TGD forces a more precise formulation of the second law. Second law
at a space-time sheet characterized by a given p-adic prime and having thus size given by
the corresponding primary or possibly n-ary p-adic length scale holds true only above the
corresponding p-adic time scale. Thus if one is able to generate field patterns having a
duration shorter than the p-adic time scale in question, breaking of the second law results.
In particular, negative energy topological light rays are generated.
In the case of a unipolar pulse the transients at the end points of the pulse are time reversals
of each other since electric field grows/decreases at the end points. The transients at the
endpoints of the pulse in turn decompose into two parts corresponding to a growing magnetic
flux followed by its time reversal. For electric field transients in a good approximation
correspond to a rotational electric field which is constant inside the wires followed by its
negative when half of the coil is filled by the current. Thus the relevant p-adic time scale
must be longer than the transient time in the beginning of the pulse. Two different p-adic
time scales might be involved.
What is essential is that charge carriers are accelerated or decelerated during the sharp
electric pulses. Deceleration involves a loss of energy by the emission of brehmstrahlung as
positive energy photons and acceleration a gain of energy by the emission of negative energy
photons. The mechanism works in the case of any pulsed system.
(a) In the case of ordinary coils the emission of negative energy photons occurs during the
acceleration of the charge carriers at the initial transient of the voltage pulse giving rise
to constant electric field. If the duration of the pulse is long enough, charges dissipate
their energy and also the second transient at the end of the pulse gives rise to similar
emission of negative energy photons.
(b) In case of a bi-filar coil the emission of negative energy photons occurs also during the
second half of the magnetic pulse when system is in accelerating phase. Therefore there
are two time scales involved corresponding to magnetic and electric pulses.
The emission of negative energy photons could involve generation of standing magnetostatic
waves in the core of the bifilar coil caused by the currents flowing in opposite directions. The
wavelength of the standing wave would correspond to the distance between the wires of the
bifilar coil. This suggest that basically same mechanism of remote metabolism is involved as
in the case of Searl machine. It is not clear what the intensity of the magnetic fields involved
is. The scaling law of homeopathy relates in the case of Searl device 230 Hz frequency to 12
GHz Larmor frequency. Something like this is expected also now.

6.5.3

Trying To Explain The Claimed Effects

It is of interest to compare the system to Searl’s machine (as I understand it in TGD framework) in order to understand what might be involved. From the highly informal reports
(which forces to take the claims with a big grain of salt) one can deduce that all new physics
effects involved with the Searl machine are claimed to occur also now.
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(a) The reduction of the inertial mass.
(b) Classical long ranged Z 0 Coulomb force implying as the repulsive force towards objects
when the vehicle is not allowed to move.
(c) Breaking of the second law of thermodynamic and the reversal of the arrow of geometric
in p-adic time scale relevant for the functioning of the system. This is manifested as
the lowering of the temperature of rp and the generation of vacuum around the vehicle
and by the disappearance of the reflected light.

Remote metabolism and lowering of the temperature near rp
The presence of the negative energy photons explains the strange effects associated with the
central region.
(a) Central region is reported to darken and also a sudden lowering of the temperature is
detected. This could be simply due to the fact that negative energy photons act as kind
of dark light. Atoms emitting light are de-excited by the absorption of negative energy
photons without any emission so that the emission of light is reduced. The absorption
of the negative energy photons also cools the system. In the same manner as positive
energy photons heat the system, negative energy photons cool it.
(b) The absence of the reflected light from central region is a further strange phenomenon.
The first explanation of the absence of reflected light is based on the fact that reflection
involves an elastic scattering of the photons of the incoming light beam. This can be
regarded as an absorption of the incoming photon followed by re-emission. If negative
energy photons are present, the charged particle can return to the ground state by
absorbing negative energy photon instead of emitting a positive energy photon. In
the language of Feynman diagrams, the outgoing photon is a negative energy photon
received from an external source so that no positive energy photon appears in the final
state. One could also say that ordinary reflection is replaced with a reflection in time
direction.
One can imagine also an alternative explanation for the loss of the reflected light. During the
irradiation of rp the photons topologically condense on the space-time sheet of rp. Because
there are only few bridges which allow the photons to escape back to the space-time sheet
of the environment, the photons fail to find the way out of rp space-time sheet. The loss
of the light reflected from rp reminds somewhat of what happens near black-holes although
gravitational field has nothing to do with the phenomenon. Now only a “partial” mini-blackhole is in question and the radius of the hole is much larger than the radius of black-hole
horizon of rp so that the classical gravitational force has nothing to do with the phenomenon.
In the case of Marcus device the spinning bi-filar coils would serve as sources of negative
energy topological light rays identifiable as correlates of phase conjugate laser waves. Also
now standing magneto-static waves caused by the currents flowing in opposite directions and
having periodicity defined by the distance between the bi-filar wires would be involved. They
could be accompanied by negative energy photons. Also negative energy scalar pulses are
possible. The adiabatic variation of the time constant of the bi-filar coil indeed generates a
wide spectrum of photons. Also bio-photons appear with a constant frequency independent
intensity over visible frequency range at least and might be generated by a similar square
wave mechanism.
In the biological applications (see the books [K35, K23] topological light rays are typically
parallel to magnetic flux tubes acting effectively as wave guides. The model of EEG leads
to the idea that also negative energy magnetic flux tubes possible. This encourages to think
that magnetic flux tubes are involved also now. In particular, negative energy magnetic flux
tubes acting as wave guides for negative energy topological light rays could be present.
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Could the dropping of charges to larger space-time sheets produce large recoil
effects?
It is not plausible that the net momentum of even positive energy photons could explain the
motion of the Marcus device. The reason is that the ratio pc/E = 1 of momentum
p and energy
for photons is too small. For non-relativistic particles the ratio is pc/Ekin = 2mc2 /Ekin 
1. Thus the dropping of ions to larger space-time sheets induced by the bridges formed by
the topological light rays could generate large recoil effects.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated. In [K40] a model
of metabolism associating the metabolic energy quantum to the change of cyclotron energy
is discussed. In the following only “dropping” option is considered.
Modanese and Podkletnov have found that a radiation pulse, which does not allow an interpretation as an ordinary em radiation, is generated in the discharge of a capacitor for
which the second plate is a super-conductor [H46]. Furthermore, this radiation pulse kicks
test penduli in motion at large distances and this effect does not weaken with distance which
means that it cannot be based on the absorption of radiation. If topological light rays serve
only as a control switches making possible for the charges to leak from atomic space-time
sheets to larger ones, this kind of effect becomes possible since the leakage causes a recoil
effect kicking the test pendulum.
Thus it would seem that the negative energy topological light rays generated by the bi-filar
could induce the dropping of charges at rp to larger space-time sheets, say magnetic flux
tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field or the magnetic field generated by the system itself. This
could generate a large recoil effect in the case that the effects of different toroids do not
compensate each other and cause the motion of the device.
The model explains why the ball in the origin must be charged. It is only charged particles
which couple to electromagnetic topological light rays and photons and thus can be driven
by the transversal electric field of the topological light ray from the atomic or some larger
space-time sheets to the magnetic flux tubes of Earth or some other space-time sheets as
they receive negative energy MEs compensating the zero point kinetic energy.
Also low frequency MEs are involved. For neutral particles the interaction with the microwave
MEs generated by the large toroid (most of microwave MEs comes from the region of toroid
nearest to rp) acting as bridges between the two space-time sheets does not cause significant
leakage to the large space-time sheets.
Weight loss and loss of inertia
Also now the strong charging of the system (both em and Z 0 charges could be generated
and this process could be induced also now by the radial electric field associated with the
rotating magnetic fields. In the recent case microwaves with wavelengths corresponding to
the size of rp are required. This suggests that the function of the oscillating current inside
large and small toroids is to generate negative energy MEs (also microwave MEs) carrying
phase conjugate maser beams of photons. This process provides automatically some kinetic
energy and momentum for the large toroid so that the spinning velocity can be varied to
control the direction of motion for the system.
In the case of Searl’s machine also the ELF frequency associated with the rotation plays the
role of critical frequency and also now the spinning frequency (above 70 Hz) is claimed to be
significant. The loss of inertia is claimed to be strongest at 70 Hz rotation frequency. In the
case of Searl machine the original idea was that a genuine reduction of inertial mass occurs
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during spontaneous acceleration (pirouette effect) but this idea seems highly implausible in
light of the later developments.
What causes the vacuum around rp?
The first explanation for the vacuum around rp is that the absorption of negative energy
photons induces the dropping of charged particles to larger space-time sheets so that they
effectively disappear from the system.
The second explanation for the generation of vacuum is as being due to the repulsive classical
Z 0 force. All atomic nuclei are completely ionized Z 0 ions and neutrons give the dominating
contribution to the Z 0 charge (proton’s Z 0 charge is by a factor 1/50 smaller than neutron’s
Z 0 charge and of opposite sign). Since the ratio N/A of the neutron number N = A − Z
to the mass number A does not vary much for the heavier nuclei, the Z 0 force behaves in a
reasonable approximation like a strong gravitational force.
Since all nuclei are completely ionized Z 0 ions, whose classical Z 0 field is seen and screened
(not completely) by neutrinos in length scales longer than cell size, the spinning of the large
toroid generates Z 0 magnetic field orthogonal to the plane of the toroid. This field induces
spontaneous Z 0 magnetization inside the small toroids. Since small toroids are rotating with
a velocity orthogonal to this field, Z 0 electric field which is directed radially from the center
of the large toroid by the same mechanism as the rotating cylindrical magnet generates a
radial electromagnetic field.
The rotating Z 0 magnetic field generates a classical Z 0 electric field EZ = v×BZ (generalized
Faraday effect) having non-vanishing Z 0 vacuum charge as its source. This vacuum charge,
if it has same sign as the Z 0 charge of Earth and objects around it, implies repulsion and
strengthens the antigravity effect (of course, a real antigravity effect is not in question).
Z 0 Faraday effect suggests a more plausible explanation: the vacuum electric field associated
with toroids induces exotic neutrino current which creates a net Z 0 charge inside the rotating
toroid and opposite Z 0 charge in its immediate vicinity. The sign of the Z 0 electric field
does not depend on the direction of spinning since the field is proportional to the square
of the spinning velocity and either a reduction or increase of neutrino screening occurs in
environment. If reduction is in question, the resulting the Z 0 Coulomb repulsion tends to
drive atomic nuclei out. Protons/electrons have much smaller Z 0 charge than heavier nuclei,
and the sign of the charge is different from that of neutron/neutrino. Therefore protons
should be attracted by the rotating toroid system and electrons repelled. Obviously this is a
testable hypothesis.
The claimed “beam field” effects could be explained in terms of the classical Z 0 force. The
condensed matter neutrinos screening the nuclear Z 0 charge of the condensed matter and thus
stabilizing it, are extremely light (mass estimates are around .1 eV). Hence neutrinos move
very quickly in the external Z 0 force and could generate temporary charge non-equilibrium
so that the screening fails locally much like electrons in conductor end up to the surface of
the conductor and generate charge non-equilibrium. The failure of the screening could induce
dramatic effects such as an explosion of the condensed matter and molecular instability. This
could explain the claimed knocking of a hole through a thin sheet of copper by the “beam
field”. In fact, the screening of Z 0 force by neutrinos plays a key role in TGD based model
of condensed matter and molecular chemistry. Molecules more complex than AHn where A
is an atom heavier than hydrogen and H is hydrogen atom (hydrogen has a vanishing Z 0
charge and electron’s and protons Z 0 charges are small) are not stable in vacuum. This has
deep implications concerning the understanding of the pre-biotic evolution.

6.6

More About Magnetic Motors

Usually the free energy devices do not work but Muammer Yildiz has developed a magnetic motor that works if one is ready to believe that the public demonstrations (for the
demonstration at the university of Delft see http://tinyurl.com/b89ate2 and for Expo
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2013 demonstration see http://tinyurl.com/y83l9kdd ). The device has been patented
(see http://tinyurl.com/y9u465bm ).
One cannot of coure exclude very clever cheating (someone has proposed Lithium batteries
but probly it is easy to exclude this kind of explanation). Professionals [H33, H54] (see
http://tinyurl.com/y937bkpc and http://tinyurl.com/y9923fhw ) are not able to point
out any fraud.
I am certainly not a professional in these matters but the motor brings in my mind strongly
the rotating magnetic systems (much analogous to the so called Searl device) studied by
russian researchers Godin and Roschin [H51] and the model that I developed [K3] to explain
the claimed spontaneous acceleration of the system. In the following I make the optimistic
assumption that the motor indeed works without any standard power source, and try to
explain the situation with inspiration coming from TGD inspired view about Tesla’s cold
currents [K63] based on dark matter identified as a hierarchy of phases of matter with nonstandard value of Planck constant coming as hef f = nh, and the notion of magnetic body
carrying Bose-Einstein cyclotron condensates of dark charged particles. These notions are
also central in TGD inspired quantum model of living matter and I have proposed that magnetic body serves as a universal storage of metabolic energy wherefrom it can be obtained
by sending negative energy dark photons or wherefrom it can be fed to the system. If this
vision is on right track then Yildiz’s magnetic motor would the first quantum motor based
on macroscopic quantum coherence.

6.6.1

Observations

On basis of demonstrations Jorge L. Duarte from Electromechanics and Power Electronics
Department of Electrical Engineering Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands
[H33] and Sterling D. Allan [H54] (http://tinyurl.com/y9vzczyu ) to make the following
observations about the magnetic motor of Yildiz.
(a) The motor runs for more than four hours in the demonstration at Expo 2013. After
than the motor broke down: this might give some hint about what is involved. No fraud
has been discovered. I am not competent to say anything about this so that I chose to
believe the word of professionals.
(b) The ordinary motor rotator stops without external power source because of dissipation.
Radiation losses, ohmic dissipation, and friction cause dissipation so that idle motion
requires some power feed. In particular, ohmic eddy currents of electrons in rotor/stator
caused by the interaction with the magnetic field of stator/rotor should are present in
ordinary magnetic motor and cause heating. Now only a small heating of bearings is
claimed to be present by Duarte and Allan.
(c) The motor accelerates to about 2000 rpm spontaneously when brake is not on as if there
were a continual power feed from unidentified source. As the motor is stopped, the noise
produced by it increases. One might interpret this by saying that part of the power feed
is transformed to sound waves and heat.
(d) The power of the motor is from a second source 240 W when there is no load.

6.6.2

Explanation For The Absence Of Eddy Currents

Suppose that one accepts the reported absence of heating due to eddy currents. The conclusion of skeptic would be that the rotor cannot be a conductor: this would precent formation
of eddy currents in it. Eddy currents on stator are not formed if also stator is not conductor.
This leaves only the fraud as an option.
In the many-sheeted space-time of TGD Universe TGD one can consider also alternative
option. The magnetic fields of both rotor and stator could reside at different space-time sheets
than usually. If these sheets correspond to magnetic body carrying dark matter realized as
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phases with large value hef f = n × h of Planck constant the eddy currents are replacement
by non-dissipating supra currents consisting of dark electron Cooper pairs.
Dissipating eddies could be replaced with single large non-dissipating eddy: electrons would
rotate with constant velocity around the magnetic field. The vanishing dissipation is guaranteed if the net Lorentz force and hence dissipation due to the work done by the net force
vanishes for electrons:

E+v×B =0 .

(6.6.1)

This assumption is made in the simple model of Faraday disk and implies that a radial
electric field (in cylindrical coordinates) is generated. What is remarkable that the electric
field would not be constant and would give rise to a non-vanishing and constant charge
density σ = ωB. As I started developing view about differences between Maxwellian and
TGD based electrodynamics, the surprising observation was that there was no explanation
for the charge density whose sign depends on the direction of rotation in Maxwellian theory.
My original proposal was the charge density can be seen as purely geometric vacuum charge
density. Quantum classical correspondence however requires that it can be also understood
in terms of real particles. In any case, the presence of E = vB inside rotor and the net
charge density generating it is a testable prediction and a clue as one tries to understand the
mechanism generating the rotation.
In TGD framework this kind of electric field emerges as a simple deformation of space-time
surface representing constant magnetic field (not globally since the decomposition into flux
tubes (topological field quantization) is unavoidable). Space-time surface would be of form
X 4 ⊂ M 4 × S 2 ⊂ M 4 ⊂ CP2 , where S 2 is geodesic sphere of CP2 . Using standard spherical
coordinates (Θ, Φ) for S 2 the representation of the space-time surfaces in terms of cylindrical
coordinates for space-time is

Θ = f (ρ) , Φ = ω1 t + nφ .

(6.6.2)

The simplest space-time surfaces for which B is constant corresponds to ∂ρ sin(Θ) = constantLorentz force vanishes if the rotation frequency satisfies ω = ω1 .
This would make possible almost perpetuum mobile property. Eddy currents would not
dissipate energy and motor could run for a long time. This is of course not enough: the
coupling of dissipating load requires power feed. Also the fact that the motor starts to rotate
spontaneously indicates the there is power feed.
Note that in TGD Universe the magnetic fields associated with the flux tubes could carry
magnetic monopole fluxes and this would guarantee their stability. In fact, this is actually
favored by some arguments and there is now some evidence for monopole like systems in
condensed matter. Amusingly, the Yildiz has christened his motor as “monopole”.

6.6.3

Ac Or DC Motor Cannot Be In Question

In various kinds of AC and DC motors torque is in the direction of the rotation axis and
in the case of induction motor results from torque associated with Lorentz force and in the
case of torque motor from the torques experienced by magnetic moments associated with the
parts of rotor in the magnetic field of stator. There are very many different kinds of AC and
DC motors as one learns from Wikipedia, and as a non-professional I can represent only a
couple of examples which seem to be difficult to imagine.
(a) DC or AC power source would be required. Inside the motor only DC source can be
imagined. In DC motor a commutator changing periodically the direction of the current
associated with rotor is needed in order to have rotation. It is difficult to imagine
anything like this.
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(b) AC motor does not seem plausible since no connections to the external world are present.
In any case, in AC motor the AC current - 3-phase current typically - is applied to
the stator to make them electromagnets. The magnetic field produced by stator is in
first approximation orthogonal to the rotation axis. The current wires running almost
vertically along the cylinder defining the rotor. The rotating magnetic field of stator
induces a vertical currents in rotor experiencing Lorentz forces which gives rise to torque
in the direction of rotation axis. In torque motor the rotating magnetic field of stator
generates a torque on rotor which can be a permanent magnet.
It seems that there must be some non-standard power feed into the motor from outside if
internal power source is excluded: the only possible option is battery of some kind and in
this case DC type motor would be necessary.

6.6.4 What Could Be The Source Of Power And Angular Momentum?
The fact that the motor accelerates from rest spontaneously to 2000 rpm when brake is
off, requires a feed of energy and angular momentum to the system. Standard mechanism
of angular momentum feed (torque) are excluded so that one must consider a seemingly
“wireless” angular momentum feed. The energy could come from somewhere spontaneously
or must be extracted from somewhere.
Magnetic body as the storage of energy and angular momentum
In TGD Universe the mechanism could be the same as I have proposed in the case of living
systems and also in the case of rotating magnetic system studied by russian researchers Godin
and Roschin [H51]. The magnetic body of the system consisting of flux quanta would serve
as a storage of energy and angular momentum as proposed in [K63].
(a) The system feeding the energy to the magnetic body of rotor could be the magnetic
body of the stator or possibly the magnetic body of stator coupled to a larger magnetic
body, say that assignable to Earth. If the magnetic body of the stator is involved, one
could understand why the stator is necessary. In the case of Godin’s and Roschin’s
rotating magnetic system the role of stator is taken by the cylindrical inner magnet and
the role of rotor is taken by “rollers” rolling along the stator magnet.
(b) If the external magnetic body contains cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate with all
Cooper pairs with angular momentum and spin in same direction, it serves as a storage
of both angular momentum and energy. If the value of Planck constant is large, also
the unit ~ of angular momentum is scaled up to ~ef f = n~.
(c) If this kind of system is coupled with the rotor’s magnetic body, a natural expectation
is that both energy and angular momentum flow spontaneously to the rotor’s magnetic
body and forces the dark electron Bose Einstein condensate to rotation. This in turn
would force the rotor to rotate and a brake would be needed to prevent this. The
situation would be analogous to a flow of heat from higher to lower temperature or
the establishment of thermal equilibrium via the flow of energy to degrees of freedom
originally at rest.
There are several options for how the angular momentum could be transferred to the rotor.
Skeptic can ask what happens when the orientation of the motor is changed? Can one imagine
that the Bose-Einstein system behaves as a single gigantic spin and that its spin is measured
in this process so that one has spin eigenstate with new quantization axes parallel to the new
rotation axis? Or does it remain the same so that the torque to the motor remains vertical.
What would happen to the motor if the directions of the two axes are not same: could a
“wrong” direction of torque explain the breakdown of the motor in EXPO 2013?
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Note that the rotation velocity of about 2000 rpm corresponds to a rotation frequency f =
33.3 Hz which is in EEG range: this need not be accident and suggests that the size of the
layer of magnetic body involved is large: 7.8 Hz corresponds to the Earth’s circumference.
Three options for the transfer of energy and angular momentum
One can imagine three options for the transfer of the angular momentum to rotor.
(a) Option I: The angular momentum transfer could take place via a feed of photons with
fixed polarization direction resulting when the angular momentum of the cyclotron
states is reduced by emission of photons. The fixed polarization direction could be due
to a phase transition taking place for the cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate. The spin
direction of the Bose-Einstein condensate should be vertical in the case considered.
Zero energy ontology (ZEO) allows to consider also an option in which the system
needing metabolic energy sends negative energy to the magnetic body as dark photons.
Now these dark photons would carry also angular momentum in direction opposite to
the direction of rotation.
(b) Option II: Electronic Cooper pairs from cyclotron Bose-Einstein carrying large angular
momentum flow to the magnetic body of the rotor. If the rotor and its magnetic body
form a rigid body like system, the rotation of electrons at the magnetic body forces the
rotation of the rotor. Basic testable prediction is generation of electric charge to the
magnetic body of the rotor. An attractive identification is as the source of the radial
electric field implied by E + v × B = 0 condition. This would fix the charge density to
σ = ωB in suitable units allowing to get rid of dielectric constant of vacuum.
This would predict a force in the electric field of Earth tending to reduce the effective
weight of the rotating system. This was observed by Godin and Roschin. The limiting
value of rotation velocity would be determined by the rate of dissipation and the current
of electron Cooper pairs to the magnetic body of the rotor
Quantum classical correspondence suggests that that the radial electric field E = vB
implied by the vanishing of Lorentz force at magnetic flux sheets is created by the
negative charge density. Note that this fixes the direction of rotation and one cannot
select it arbitrarily. This prediction is testable.
(c) Option III: The rotor itself as a conductor provides the electrons to the magnetic body
where they suffer a phase transition to a dark cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate with
large net angular momentum due to the fact that all electron Cooper pairs have same
angular momentum. By angular momentum conservation the rotor must develop opposite angular momentum. This is certainly the nice feature of the model. This should
have lower ground state energy than the normal state so that the surplus energy could
be transformed to the rotational energy of the rotor. Why this should be the case is far
from obvious.
If the magnetic body has much larger size scale as the experiments of Godin and Roschin
[H51] suggest, the rotor would develop a large positive charge and if it can be regarded
as a system separate from its magnetic body experiences an electric force in the Earth’s
electric field (due to positive charges of air and negative charges of the Earth’s surface)
increasing effective strength of gravitational force.
To explain the reduction of weight claimed by Godin and Roschin the Bose-Einstein
condensate should consist of positively charged particles rather than electrons and the
rotating magnetic system should develop a net negative charge. Protons are the first
option that comes in mind but it is difficult to imagine how the rotor could provide the
protons making possible to form this Bose-Einstein condensate.
A more radical but not very plausible option is that electrons and positrons are generated spontaneously from dark bosons with large Compton length but energy of order
two electron masses. One could couple the production mechanism to an old anomaly of
particle physics [K108]. Dark variants of so called lepto-pions observed in high energy
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nuclear collisions and serving as analogs of ordinary pions might be in question. Coherent stats of lepto-pions could be produced in very strong non-orthogonal electric and
magnetic fields varying considerably in the Compton time scale of lepto-pion, which for
dark lepto-pion would be scaled up by n = hef f /h. The decays of electro-pions would
in turn produce dark electron-positron pairs.
(d) Option IV: Charged particles from the rotating system are driven by centrifugal acceleration to the magnetic body of the motor to large hef f phase which suffers spontaneous
magnetization. The large spin interaction energy proportional to hef f = n × h is negative so that the rotating system gets a compensating rotational energy. The large spin
(the unit of spin is proportional to hef f compensates the angular momentum of the
rotating motor. Hence conservation laws are respected. Dissipation requires transfer of
charged particles to the magnetic body so that the motor cannot act like perpetuum
mobile and the best one can hope is that it acts as a long-lived battery easy to restore.
To sum up, it seems that Option III is too science fictive. Option I is perhaps too complex
and does not explained the claimed reduction of effective weight so that Options II and III
remain the best candidates.
Constraints from the observations of Godin and Roschin
The model allows at least too options corresponding to the transfer or polarized dark photons
and dark electron Cooper pairs to the magnetic body of the rotor as the mechanism of
acceleration. If one takes the report of Godin and Roschin [H51] seriously, one can distinguish
between these models in favor of dark electronic Cooper pairs. The additional prediction
would be effective reduction of gravitational force which however has nothing to do with
gravitation.
In the case of rotating magnetic system studied by Godin and Roschin the formation of
cylindrical magnetic walls with thickness of about 5-10 cm, distance of order 50 cm, and
up to distance 10 m at least have been reported as also ionization of the surrounding air
causing emission of visible light and presumably caused by electron currents from the surface
of the rotating system associated with the dielectric breakdowns in the surrounding air.
Also reduction of the temperature of surrounding air is reported. In the recent case similar
phenomena might be observed. A good guess is that dark photons possibly involved should
have wave lengths of 5-10 cm resp. 50 cm corresponding to frequencies of order 2-1 GHz
resp..1 GHz.
One gets additional constraints on the model if one takes seriously the loss of weight of the
rotating magnetic system with weight of order 100 kg is reported by Godin and Roschin. As
a matter of fact, the option II in which the flow of electron Cooper pairs to the magnetic
body of rotor forces the rotation is selected.
(a) The obvious explanation for the effective reduction of gravitational force is that the system develops a large negative charge which induces a vertical force in the Earth’s electric
field which is about 100 V/m. To have a force pointing upwards and corresponds to the
gravitational force for object of 10 kg, negative charge of.1 Coulombs would be needed.
Electrons are indeed the correct option and the charge of.1 Coulombs corresponds to
N = 6 × 1017 electronic charges. The explanation for the negative charge could be in
terms of cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate of electronic Cooper pairs at magnetic flux
sheet bound to the rotating system. Since all electron Cooper pairs would rotate in the
same direction in the Bose-Einstein condensate would force the system to rotate if the
magnetic body is fixed rigidly to the visible matter part of the system.
(b) The net charge should be consistent with the net charged density of the magnetic body
equal to σ = ωB. This allows to deduce an estimate for the size of the magnetic body of
the rotor. One
can express the
body
R
R charge as electric flux over the surface of magnetic
R
as Q = 0 EdS = (0 ~/e2 veBdS/~ and use magnetic flux quantisation eBdS =
m~ef f , hef f = nh. Assuming that v is constant, parallel to surface and orthogonal to
E at the surface, one obtains the estimate
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This gives
c
mn ' 4πα N ∼ 5 × 1017 .
v

(6.6.4)

(c) The total angular momentum of the Bose-Einstein condensate would be for N = 6×1017
electrons with cyclotron angular momentum j and effective value ~ef f = n~, ~ ' 10−34
Js of Planck constant given by

J = N j~ef f = 1017 ~ .

(6.6.5)

Rather remarkably, J/~ ∼ 1017 is rather near to the previous estimate nm = 5 × 1017
suggesting that the value of magnetic flux using ~ef f as unit should be roughly the same
as the value of angular momentum using the same unit. Using the expression for the
flux as rotation of gauge
H potential A this condition would correspond to the familiar
quantisation condition (p − eA) · dr = 0.
In macroscopic units one has J = 10−17 nj Js. A rough order of magnitude estimate
for the angular momentum L of a cylindrical object with mass m = 10 kg and radius
of R = .5 m rotating with frequency f = 10 Hz is L = Iω = mR2 ω/2 ∼ 17 Js. nj
should be of order 1017 . This illustrates how incredibly small angular momentum ~
corresponds to.
(d) Both j and n can be large. For j = 1/2 (the worst case with no cyclotron angular
momentum) one would obtain n ∼ 258 . j is expected to be rather large: if electrons
move
p around circular orbits of radius.5 meters with relativistic velocity and thus mass
m/ 1 − v 2 /c2 the estimate for orbital angular momentum is l ∼ Ecr > mcr ∼ 3×1012 ~
so that the estimate for n is scaled down to n ∼ 210 ' 103 . TGD inspired model for
living matter predicts much larger values of Planck constant and mildly suggests that
preferred values of n come as powers of 211 .
The first guess for the cyclotron frequency is as the rotation frequency 2000 prm, which
corresponds to f = 33.3 Hz and is in EEG range. In the case of electron this would mean
very weak field of order B = 2 × 10−4 BE ' 4 nTesla (the nominal value of the Earth’s
magnetic field is BE = .5 Gauss). For BE electron’s cyclotron frequency would be much
higher, about 2 MHz corresponding to photon wavelength λ = 150 m. For Ca++ , which
is boson and whose cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates are of fundamental importance in
TGD inspired model of living matter, f would correspond to a field value consistent with
BE . Could the motor couple to a Ca++ cyclotron BE condensate assignable to magnetic
Mother Gaia? The strange effects of radiation on vertebrate brain - the starting point of
TGD inspired model of living matter - can be understood if Ca++ BE condensate at the flux
quanta of magnetic body with field strength.4BE is present. Cyclotron frequency would be
in this case 15 HZ rather than 33.3 Hz. Can one therefore conclude that magnetic Mother
Gaia is involved?
Interestingly, in the system of Godin and Roschin the frequency was 10 Hz, the fundamental
biorhythm allowing also interpretation as cyclotron frequency for certain ions. If the Earth’s
magnetic field is involved then the magnetic field at connecting flux tubes should be rather
weak: about.5 Gauss and much weaker than the nearby magnetic field of the magnets inside
the motor. The magnetic field along flux tubes can weaken at larger distances since only the
flux is conserved and weakining would be analogous to what happens in a tube containing
liquid flow as it thickens.
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Cyclotron phase transitions and “motor actions” of magnetic body
I have talked about cyclotron phase transitions as processes liberating or extracting somewhere energy assignable to dark photons with cyclotron energies. This kind of phase transition could also accompany the energy transfer from the magnetic body of the rotor to the
rotor. I have however not specified what happens in this kind of phase transition and how
it correlates with the classical dynamics of the magnetic body: quantum classical correspondence certainly requires this kind of correlation.
The following argument suggests that magnetic “motor action” identifiable as a temporal
increase (reduction) of local magnetic fields strength by thinning (thickening) of the magnetic
flux tube is a natural classical space-time correlate for the cyclotron phase transition emitting
positive (negative) energy cyclotron photons.
(a) Suppose that the cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate is in population reversed state so
that energy is same for all bosons (possibly Cooper pairs of fermions) and corresponds
to a fixed value of harmonic oscillator quantum number n. Spontaneous single particle
transitions can only reduce the cyclotron energy (value of n).
(b) By the Golden Rule of time dependent perturbation theory, the transitions induced by
a perturbation lasting for a finite time conserve energy. Since system’s dynamics is not
time invariant, the conservation of energy is not obvious and reflects the assumption that
the duration of perturbation is much shorter than the time interval considered. Basically,
the implicit assumption that energy resolution is actually finite and that perturbations
are limits of exponentially increasing perturbations at the limit when exponent α > 0
in exp(αt) approaches zero and that t << 1/α holds true in the limiting process.
In TGD framework causal diamonds (CDs) realize this kind of non-ideal situation at the
level of fundamental theory. There are two resolutions: IR resolution and UV resolution. The finite energy resolution corresponds to ∆E = hef f /T , T the distance between
the tips of CD assignable to the observer. The finite time resolution ∆T corresponds to
the minimum size of CD. If the duration of the time dependent perturbation is below
∆T , energy conservation holds true for observer CD since the perturbation correspond
to CDs below measurement resolution and are interpreted as quantum fluctuations in
ordinary QFT. By quantum criticality of TGD Universe, this kind of small scale quantum fluctuations can however induce (energy conserving!) phase transitions in longer
time scales.
(c) Golden Rule in the recent situation suggests that a momentary increase of the strength of
the local magnetic field strength in population reversed state must generate cyclotron
radiation. Without this transition cyclotron energies of particles would increase in
conflict with energy conservation so that the only possibility is to perform quantum
jump to a lower energy state and emit energy. The transition amplitude for a transition
in which each boson makes quantum jump independently is small since the amplitudes
sum up and tend to interfere to zero. If all bosons make the same transition, constructive
interference occurs and the transition amplitude is proportional to the number N of
bosons and the rate therefore proportional to N 2 . Therefore phase transition occurs.
If the magnetic field is reduced by expanding the flux tubes, the system is expected
to generate negative energy cyclotron photons to guarantee energy conservation via
cyclotron transition increasing the value of n. Therefore the two fundamental cyclotron
phase transitions would correspond at space-time level to “motor activities” of the
magnetic body. These motor activities could be very relevant in living matter and
perhaps also in some free energy systems, such as magnetic motors.
(d) The temporary increase of magnetic field strength possible by a quantum jump to a
state in which classical dynamics of typical flux tube in quantum superposition gives
rise to a temporary reduction of thickness of the flux tube and by flux conservation
increases the field strength locally. The failure of strict determinism for Kähler action
gives good hopes for the realization of the basic magnetic motor actions as preferred
extremals of Kähler action.
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A TGD Inspired Model For Yildiz Motor

The following represents a TGD inspired model for Yildiz motor. The model relies crucially
on the notion of magnetic body and the possibility of magnetic flux tubes carrying monopole
flux and requiring no currents to generate them. They are made possible by the nontrivial
topology of CP2 reflecting as non-trivial topology of space-time sheets.
The idea is to create a situation in which constant torque is created and forces the motor to
accelerating rotation. The system cannot achieve state in which torque vanishes unless either
or both magnets loses its magnetization. This is however prevented by the basic property of
ideal permanent magnets.
(a) This kind of situation emerges if rotor and stator generate rotationally invariant magnetic fields, which are orthogonal to each other and in a plane orthogonal to the rotation
axis (call it z-axis) in the volume occupied by rotor. They can have also z-component
outside the rotor volume. There are two kinds of magnetic fields satisfying the rotational symmetry. In the first case the magnetic flux lines are radial (orthogonal to zaxis) and in the second case they rotate around z-axis. The magnitude of the field is
invariant under rotations around z-axis.
One can assume that the magnetic flux of rotor rotates around z-axis along circles and
that the magnetic field of the stator is radial in the region of rotor. One can consider
also the possibility that rotor corresponds to the radial field and stator to a rotational
field orthogonal to it.
(b) Consider now the torque generated to the rotor. A small volume element of the rotor
corresponds to a small magnetic dipole dµ = Mrot dV where Mrot is the local magnetization density of the rotor proportional to the local magnetic field created by the rotor.
The magnetic field of stator creates a torque dτ = dµ × Bstat which is in the direction
of z-axis and same for all volume elements of same volume dV. Hence a net torque is
generated has magnitude τ = Mrot Bstat V . The torque is constant and induces accelerating motion which begins spontaneously. Dissipation, in particular that associated
with the bearings, implies some limiting rotational frequency. This picture conforms
with the fact that the Yildiz motor must be prevented from rotating by using a brake
and the motor starts to rotate spontaneously.
(c) It is not possible to achieve vanishing torque unless something happens to the magnets or
magnetic fields created by them. One possiblity suggested by standard physics is that
the magnetic energy of the magnetic fields is transformed to energy to compensated
the dissipative losses of the rotational energy. This can achieved if the microscopic
magnetized patches of the rotor magnets turn so that they become parallel to Bstat
and actually rotate with the same frequency as rotor itself so that dissipation gradually
slows down the system. If there is sufficiently strong magnetic interaction stabilizing
the magnetization of the rotor magnet this does not happen: this is actually true almost
by definition of the permanent magnet. The conservation laws of energy and angular
momentum must hold true, and in the world of standard physics it seems that the
magnetization of rotor or possibly stator must gradually weaken in order to compensate
dissipative losses.
(d) In TGD Universe the magnetic body of the rotor and stator or both (even larger magnetic bodies) could however come in rescue to guarantee conservation laws. The compensating angular momentum could be generated at the magnetic body of the rotor and
correspond to the angular momentum of dark supra currents rotating around the z-axis.
The energy compensating for dissipation and load must be also extracted from some
source and could come either from the phase transition liberating cyclotron energy of
the Bose-Einstein condensate associated witht the flux quanta. Also magnetic energy
could be liberated.
The general mechanism involving phase transition in which hef f is reduced - say to its
ordinary value h - by a power of 2 and p-adic prime p of the flux quantum is increased
so that the volume remains same but the scale of cyclotron energies is scaled down by
factor 2−k would liberate almost total cyclotron energy. If rotor is coupled rigidly to the
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magnetic body, the rotation of the magnetic body forces the rotor to rotate. It is quite
possible that flow of both dark Cooper pairs and dark photons from larger magnetic
bodies to the magnetic body of rotor takes place. Of course, a continual flux of energy
to the magnetic body in question is required and here the flux of dark photons could
induce the reverse phase transition back to the dark phase. The alternative mechanism
involves flow of the dark electron Cooper pairs from larger magnetic body to that of
rotor replacing the electrons, which probably are not Cooper pairs anymore.
Therefore the magnetic bodies are forced to accept the fait accompli and do their best
to pay the energy and angular momentum bill.
How to produce the needed magnetic fields?
(a) The magnetic field of rotor could be produced by using circular magnets obtained by
prising bar magnet to circular magnet by connecting its ends. One can assume that the
bar magnet has the form of plate so that one obtains an annulus. By piling up these
annuli one obtains a cylindrical structure.
(b) The radial magnetic field of stator could be realized by arranging bar magnets in radial
direction with say N-pole directed outwards. The repulsion between the S-poles of the
radial magnets challenges the mechanical stability of the system: this might explain
why the motor broke down in the Expo 2013 demonstration. The radial magnets could
be constructed so that they are thickened in radial direction and therefore touch each
other over their entire length. This would be needed to prevent return flux along the
sides of the bar magnets.
The magnetic field corresponds effectively to the field of magnetically charged wire.
This probably motivates the name “Monopole” used by Yildiz about his motor. A real
monopole field is not in question: see below. To achieve effective monopole field the
annular rotor magnets must be sufficiently near to the stator magnets in the region
closed by the rotor.
This looks too good to be true and one must try to invent objections.
(a) Consider first the magnetic field of the rotor. The flux rotates around z-axis along
annulus and is therefore rotational. Second non-topological half of Maxwell’s equations
implies that ∇ × Brot is proportional to the sum of the time derivative of electric field
and current. In stationary situation the time derivative of the electric field vanishes and
the current can be said to generate Brot . For instance, the current could be a surface
current rotating around the annular magnet.
In TGD Universe the non-topological half of Maxwell’s equations is replaced by conservation laws for energy, momentum, and color charges and this problem can be circumvented. If the magnetic fluxes are monopole fluxes no current is needed to generate
Brot . This means the 2-dimensional cross section of the flux tube is closed 2-surface
rather than disk as in Minkowski space. This kind of monopole fluxes are predicted by
the non-trivial second homology of CP2 .
In fact, all elementary particles in TGD Universe correspond to monopole flux loops
associated with a pair of space-time sheets connected by wormhole contacts. The first
flux tube connects the “upper” throats of the contacts and second flux tube connects
the “lower” throats of the contacts.
This mechanism explains also why Universe is filled with magnetic fields in even cosmological scales. Maxwell’s theory would require currents to generate them and in the
early cosmology it is extremely difficult to imagine this kind of currents in long length
scales. If the fields correspond to monopole fluxes no generating currents are needed
and the problem disappears. In fact, primordial TGD Universe consists of extremely
thing string like space-time sheets (“cosmic strings” ) carrying monopole fluxes and the
astrophysical magnetic fields in the recent Universe are their remnants.
There are also indications that monopole like magnetic fields appear also in condensed
matter physics. In fact, permanent magnets could create monopole magnetic fluxes
whereas electromagnets would generate topologically trivial magnetic fields.
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(b) In the case of stator magnetic field return flux poses potential problems in Maxwell’s
theory. The flux should not come back along the sides of the bar magnets (the net
torque would vanish in this case!) but must return through the region inside the rotor
cylinder, say along z-axis as in the case of Dirac monopole. Since in TGD framework
the flux is restricted inside flux tubes, the problem disappears if the flux tubes can be
forced to return through the interior of the rotor cylinder.
(c) The third objection is that the torque forces microscopic magnetized regions to oscillate
around their equilibrium positions because the neighbors of given microscopic region
generate compensating magnetic moment when the deviation from equilibrium is large
enough. The magnetic energy and angular momentum feed would be dissipated to heat.
Whether this happens can be clarified only by experimentation.
(d) The fourth objection is that rotor might experience only the average magnetic field
through its net magnetic moment. Both these vanish for rotational symmetry. If this is
indeed the case, the rotor magnet must be constructed as a half-circle. In this case the
total magnetic moment is tangential to the middle point and the average magnetic field
in the volume of the rotor magnet is along the radial line through this point. Mechanical
equilibrium is guaranteed if the mass of the second non-magnetic half circle is same as
the mass of the magnetic part. One can also arrange the layers so that they are rotated
with respect to each other by some angle which is multiple of 2π/Nlayers , where Nlayers
is the number of layers, so that average mass distribution is rotationally symmetric.
(e) A further objection is that the flux of the stator magnet (ring magnets with radial flux
are manufactured) is so strong that it turns the magnetization of the rotor magnets
to radial direction so that torque vanishes. Especially if the magnetic flux is along
magnetic flux tubes of constant thickness and quantized it can do this. The magnetic
fields tolerated by ferromagnets are at most of the order of Tesla so that this might
happen. It seems that diamagnetic materials are not needed in the construction to
guide the radial flux. Their critical field is at most about.1 Tesla.
(f) The last objection is that the construction of the motor could generate strong mechanical
tensions in the structure and the energy liberated from these could provide the energy
needed for rotation. An old fashioned clock in which energy is stored to spring, serves as
an analogy. If the power used to overcome dissipation is 240 W, four hours of continual
rotation in Expo 2013 would use energy of .240 × 4 × 3600 J ' 3.6 MJ. This energy
would allow to lift 1 kg weight to the height of 360 km. It is difficult to imagine how
the structures could store so high an energy.
The key objection relates to the energetics. The kinetic energy and angular momentum
energy could be transferred from some bigger magnetic body - say that of Earth. In the
rotating magnetic system studied by Russians cooling of the surrounding air was reported
which suggests that the system is able to emit phase conjugate photons with negative energy
absorbed by atoms. Energies would be in eV range.
One can consider also the option in which no energy feed from outside is involved so that
system itself would be able to liberate the needed energy associated with some degrees of
freedom. The findings of Pollack [?]uggest a possible mechanism. Pollack found that when
water receives energy - say by irradiation with visible light - it generates negatively charged
regions - exclusion zones- with the stoichiometry H1.5 O. The natural interpretation in TGD
framework is that part of protons are driven to the magnetic body associated with the EZ
and are transformed to dark protons with large value of Planck constant so that the cyclotron
energies are in visible range. The resulting voltage makes the system the analog of battery
and it could define a primitive life form. The sum for the differences of Coulombic and
cyclotron energies at the portions of the magnetic flux tube inside and outside EZ defines
the liberated energy in the general case. One ends up to a quantum metabolism in the case
of cell membrane by applying zero energy ontology (ZEO).
In the recent case one can consider following scenario.
(a) Charged particles from the rotating system are driven to the magnetic body of the
system - most naturally by centrifugal acceleration. They are transformed to dark
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particles so that the cyclotron energy is scaled by h → hef f = n × h scaling cyclotron
energy to the range of visible and UV radiations if the same assumption that dark
photons have energies of bio-photons holds true quite generally. This means that the
spin interaction energy with the magnetic field is in eV range and very large.
This leads to a spontaneous magnetization of the magnetic body. Since the interaction
energy is negative the outcome is liberation of energy. Part of it goes to the rotational
motion of the motor. Part of the energy could become elastic energy and generate
tensions in the system: this might explain the tendency of the system to break down.
Spontaneous magnetization generates large angular momentum at the magnetic body
since the unit of spin is now hef f . This angular momentum is compensated by the
angular momentum of the rotating system. If this mechanism is realized, the motor can
work only finite time. The transfer of the particles from the magnetic body back to the
motor would require energy so that the system could only serve as the analog of battery.
(b) This mechanism could in living matter involve formation of Cooper pairs with the
members of the pair at neighboring flux tubes carrying parallel fluxes. The spin-spin
interaction energy is negative and large if the spins are in S = 1 state and thus parallel.
The resulting high Tc superconductivity could have very high critical temperature since
Cooper pairs are stable up to thermal energies of order eV.
(c) The mechanism could be at work also in the rotating magnetic system studied by Godin
and Roschin. In this case the system is highly charged, which suggests that either
protons or electrons are transferred to the magnetic body.
(d) There might be also a connection with Faraday disk and Tewari machine (see http:
//tinyurl.com/gwez2yz). In rotating metal disk Faraday effect occurs meaning generation of vacuum charge density, whose sign depends on the direction of rotation meaning
large breaking of parity. A mechanism creating the vacuum energy density could be the
analog of Pollack effect. Part of protons are transferred to the flux tubes of magnetic
body and form dark proton sequences identifiable as dark nuclei.
An especially interesting related effect is the generation of what Pollack calls the fourth
phase of water [L9]. This phase consists of negatively charged regions - exclusion zones
(EZs) - with positive charge outside them. The TGD inspired proposal is that the phase
is formed as protons from the hydrogen bonded water molecule pairs inside EZs are
transferred to the dark magnetic flux tubes outside EZs having large value of hef f = n×h
[L14] and form dark proton sequences identifiable as dark nuclear strings identified as
dark nuclei. Also ordinary nuclei are identified as nuclear strings [L3]. If the nuclear
binding energy scales like 1/distance, it would be of the order of the energy of biophotons for dark nuclei of atomic atom size - that is the energy range of visible and UV
light. The liberated energy could be utilized.
Why this phase should be formed in rotating magnet? It is an experimental fact that
the rotating Faraday disk becomes charged. The sign of the charge however depends on
the direction of the rotation. This means large parity breaking. Does Pollack’s effect
occur only for the rotation direction for which the generated charge - vacuum charge in
the above model - is negative. Or can the dark nuclei form also at the flux tubes inside
the Faraday disk. If dark nuclei are formed, the liberated dark nuclear energy machine
could go to rotational energy of the Tewari machine. In principle it is possible that
the dark nuclei transform to ordinary nuclei. If this happens, huge nuclear energies are
liberated. I have proposed that this could explain the claimed bio-fusion.
Concluding, the construction seems to work only in TGD Universe thanks to the possibility
of homological magnetic monopole fluxes, due to the topological flux quantization in manysheeted space-time, and the notion of magnetic body.

6.6.6

Cautious Conclusion And Questions

The cautious conclusion is that the options II and II define models able to explain qualitatively both the claims of Roschin and Godin and the behavior of the magnetic motor of
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Yildiz. For option II there would be a feed of dark electronic Cooper pairs to the magnetic
body of rotor and forming a cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate at magnetic bodies involved
with the Earth’s magnetic body possibly included. The rotation begins spontaneously if
there is a rigid coupling between the rotor and its magnetic body. One can understand both
the observed very low dissipation and spontaneous acceleration and the quantum model is
consistent with the classical model based on the vanishing of Lorentz force and predicting
non-vanishing charge density. The rotation is predicted to occur only in one direction. An
effective reduction of the weight of the system claimed by Roschin and Godin is predicted
if the magnetic body or the rotor can be regarded as a rigid part of the rotor and would
be due to the force caused by the Earth’s electric field. The rough quantitate estimates are
mutually consistent with the observations in the system studied by Roschin and Godin.
For option II the dark matter at the magnetic body of the motor would be spontaneously
magnetized and the conservation of energy and angular momentum would force the generation
of large rotational energy and angular momentum in motor.
The dark matter at magnetic flux tubes means a new kind of phase of matter and the new kind
of magnetic phase exhibiting long range entanglement of electrons [D8] (http://tinyurl.
com/cknnc9w ) discovered quite recently in MIT might correspond to this phase. Even the
possibility of high temperature super conductivity is speculated. This brings strongly in
mind magnetic bodies and long range entanglement made possible large value of hef f . Could
the magnets used by Yildiz represent this kind of systems?
One can say that the magnetic body of the rotor would serve as a kind of quantum battery [D9] (http://tinyurl.com/c3rvt43 ) loaded from some large magnetic body by allowing cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate analogous to population inverted laser consisting of
electron Cooper pairs with anomalous large (due to large value of hef f ) energy and angular
momentum in same quantum state.
The dissipation of the magnetic motor requires energy feed and motor could apply Option I
in each dissipative event to extract the compensating energy and angular momentum from its
magnetic body, that is by sending negative energy dark photons absorbed by the magnetic
body. This would gradually bring the Cooper pairs to low energy state and possible even
induce their transformation to ordinary electron pairs. Compensating electron Cooper pairs
would flow from the larger magnetic body thus filling the batteries.
The energy feed could also rely on a sequence of pairs formed by phase transition and its
reversal (an analog for...ATP → ADP→ ATP →...). The phase transition analogs to ATP→
ADP would reduce hef f and increase p-adic prime to keep the volume of flux quantum
unchanged. The details of this mechanism were already discussed.
Magnetic motor would be a non-biological analog of plant. Solar radiation provides the
metabolic energy of plant. Now the magnetic body of Earth or even Sun could provide the
energy needed by the rotor. Basically also now Sun could be the ultimate energy provider.
The essential element of the concrete proposal is that the feed of energy and angular momentum is forced by the arrangement of the magnets: in standard model Universe there are
severe objections against the proposal.
The following lists some of the challenges encountered if one wants to replicate the Yildiz
magnetic motor.
(a) How to create the circumstances in which the dark Bose-Einstein condensate from (say)
magnetic body of Earth flows to the magnetic body the rotor. Reconnection of magnetic
flux tubes is the basic mechanism and requires that local magnetic field strength and
therefore also cyclotron frequency (∝ ZeB/m), which depends on the mass m of the
charged particles on the magnetic body is same. Could the proposed construction force
the generation of reconnections to the magnetic flux quanta containing the desired dark
Bose-Einstein condensates?
(b) What is the role of the stator: is it absolutely necessary? The proposed concrete model
requires stator. If the BE condensate flows through the magnetic body of the stator,
does the inability of stator to rotate force it to flow to the magnetic body of rotor?
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Stator could have permanent connections to a larger magnetic body and the rotation of
the rotor’s magnetic body would continually generate reconnections with the magnetic
body of stator and destroy them.
(c) The magnets of Yildiz would not be ordinary magnets in TGD Universe: the flux sheets
would have a large value of hef f . How to generate the needed large value of hef f ? Could
the reconnection to dark flux quanta generate it automatically? In quantum critical
systems one would expect large fluctuations of quantum coherence scales assignable with
the fluctuations of the values of hef f . What kind of quantum criticality in magnetic
system could be considered. Could it relate to the process used to produce the magnets?
Could the inventor have been able to control this process?
According to the TGD inspired model the magnetic flux quanta carry monopole fluxes
and have no boundaries. The optimistic guess made already long time ago is that
the magnetic field of any permanent magnet consists of monopole type flux quanta.
This could be the case at least in the case of super-conductors where magnetic flux is
quantized.
Could some kind of irradiation process generate the large value of Planck constant and be
involved also with the reconnection process to dark magnetic flux sheets? Could this process
take place spontaneously under some circumstances - say in the proposed situation in which
torque remains constant and local magnetization directions of the small magnetized regions
of the rotor and stator are stable against the effect of torque? The vision about prebiotic life
forms defined by plasmoids consisting of circular dark water rings inspires also some guesses.
(a) Water is not reported to be part of the system but it might be enough to have dark
matter at magnetic bodies accompanying also plasmoids. The liberation of metabolic
energy could be based on the general mechanism (hef f , p) → (h, p1 ), p1 /p ' 2k =
hef f /h liberating the difference of the energies of cyclotron states with different magnetic
fields coherently for the entire system. This magnetic energy would be transformed to
compensate dissipative losses for the rotational motion. The optimistic guess would be
that dark solar light and dark electrons from some larger magnetic body could induce
the transition of the magnetic body to large hef f phase so that basically the analog of
photosynthesis would be in question.
(b) How the dark photons are obtained? One mechanism would be based on the modulation
of high frequency radiation by low frequency radiation generating the dark photons.
This mechanism might also transform solar photons to dark photons with large hef f .
(c) The attempt to understand Tesla’s cold currents as dark supra currents led to the
proposal that the dark phase is generated in electric fields with local strength above
the field value inducing di-electric breakdown. This mechanism could be also involved
with the over-unity energy production in the electrolysis of water. Also cell membrane
involves electric field above the value giving rise to di-electric breakdown in air. Also
the preparation of the magnetic motor of Yildiz could involve this kind of electric fields.
To sum up, there are clearly several open questions but the most optimistic option is that
the proposed construction works as such.

6.7 Time reversal and the anomalies of rotating magnetic systems
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Free energy phenomena can be defined as phenomena exhibiting thermo-dynamical anomalies such as generation of gradients rather than their disappearance. Concentration gradients
can develop, electric fields as potential gradients can emerge due to generation of charge
separations, and temperature gradients can be created. The failure of the second law
in its standard form also manifests itself as over-unity energy production, cooling of
the environment, and generation of structures rather than their decay characterizing selforganization.
The general explanation of these phenomena would rely on the change of the arrow of
time in ordinary (”big”) state function reduction (BSFR) reversing the arrow of time in
the quantum measurement theory based on zero energy ontology (ZEO). This implies a new
view about self-organization and also an explanation for self-organized (quantum) criticality.
BSFR would take place at the level of the magnetic body (MB) carrying dark matter as
hef f = nh0 phases and controlling ordinary matter, and BSFR would be macroscopic for
large values of hef f .
In this article the anomalies in rotating magnetic systems (RMSs) discovered by Russian
researchers Godin and Roschin are discussed as a particular free energy phenomenon. The
time evolution of a rotating magnetic system (RMS) could be seen as an emergence of a
very simple life form receiving and storing metabolic energy from the motor driving the
RMS, and liberating it at the moment of ”death” as dark photons transformed to ordinary
photons, whose counterparts in ordinary living matter are biophotons.

Contents
6.8

Introduction

The study of so called free energy phenomena is not counted as a respected science in
academic circles. The theories about them are thought to belong to the garbage can of
science, and the best manner to get a reputation of a crackpot is to wonder publicly whether
there might be something behind these phenomena.
As a heretic of theoretical physics and an academic persona non-grata, I have learned
that intelligent discussions with colleagues is impossible. However, people interested in
esoteric subjects like homeopathy, water memory, cold fusion, free energy and overunity
systems, rotating magnetic systems, etc... have been keenly interested to inform me about
their findings and ideas and I have enjoyed explaining my own views. The lack of academic
position means that there is nothing to lose anymore, so that I have adopted ”What if...”
attitude to these phenomena and have
developed possible explanations for these
phenomena assuming that we live in the TGD Universe.
During years this topic has not left me in peace: being interested in this kind of phenomena is like being a drug addict but despite the heavy social sanctions by well-intentioned
colleagues I have not been able to get rid of my intellectual perversion.
This activity has been also important for the development of TGD itself and gradually it
has become clear that there is some new physics behind these claims but that the lack of
theory prevents
developing a new technology even if it were possible.
The problem
with the inventors has been typically that they are pragmatic people dreaming of becoming
rich and more interested in instant success rather than understanding these phenomena
as such. This attitude is easy to understand already from the fact that experimental work
requires funding.
I do not anymore remember for certain how the notions of negative energy and signals
propagating in non-standard direction of time emerged but certainly these discussions helped
them to evolve. The intuitive idea was that the arrow of time need not be always the same
and the signals propagating backwards in time are possible (I talked only about time whereas
after the advent of TGD inspired theory of consciousness I distinguish between subjective and
geometric time [L51]). These signals would effectively carry negative energy. This inspired
several ideas.
(a) The system can extract energy from environment by sending negative energy signals
for some system able to receive them: by energy conservation the system gets positive
energy as a recoil. The analog of a population reversed laser would be an ideal energy
provider. In principle also the extraction of thermal energy from the environment is
possible.
This would make possible a mechanism that I have called quantum credit card or remote
metabolism. In biology, part of an organism needing metabolic energy instantaneously
could send negative energy to as system in the geometric past. This might be crucial
for a survival in jungle.
The time reversed signal could also act as a control signal and initiate a response
already in the geometric past - also helping to survive in jungle. The obvious question
349
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is whether the Libet’s [J5] finding that conscious decision to raise finger is preceded by
neural activity involves negative signals to geometric past initiating the neural activity
leading to the raising of the finger.
(b) Communications with effective superluminal velocity by time reflection become possible.
The signal sent to the geometric future or past reflects back in time direction like the
light of a lamp from a wall and returns back to the sender so that it would be possible
to get information essentially instantaneously about an arbitrary distant object and
effectively super-luminal communications become possible.
Time reversal and the fact that hierarchy of Planck constants makes possible arbitrarily
long quantum coherence lengths implies that finite light velocity ceases to be a barrier
against communications with distant civilizations, and it might be un-necessary to build
space-ships carrying huge amounts of fuel. In fact, there it has been proposed that
the states of consciousness induced by psychedelics could make this kind of communications possible and I have proposed a detailed model for what might happen [L10].
(c) Memories (anticipations) as communications with the geometric past (future) - seeing in
the direction of time - would also be possible. Here the work with zero energy ontology
(ZEO) [L51] has led to a picture, which involves this kind of communications but the
astonishing and totally insane looking conclusion (which I am still trying to challenge)
forced by ZEO is that memories would be stored in geometric future!
(d) Control actions using negative energy signals can be imagined. Motor actions would be
quite generally realized in this manner. One proposed application is remote replication
of DNA and also remote transcription and translation can be imagined if the genetic
code can be realized in terms of light signals [K114] [L58].
The notion of bio-harmony [L8, L57] indeed provides a universal realization of dark
genetic code with codons realized as 3-chords consisting of dark photons (music of light)
with 64 allowed chords define bio-harmony serving as a correlates for mood/emotion.
The chemical realization would be only one of the many realizations [L60].
In these communications dark genes would appear as addresses consisting of N codons
represented as chords realized as 3-chords consisting of dark photons. The 3N -photons
representing genes would be analogous to baryons bound states of 3 quarks and Galois
confinement would be the analog of color confinement for protons [L59, L66]. 3N cyclotron resonance would be the basic mechanism: 3N -resonance is in a key role also
in ordinary radio communications.
(e) The notion of negative energy signals requires time reversal. Fantappie [J17] proposed
that in living matter
it makes sense to talk about syntropy, which increases in
biological self-organization processes. The interpretation of syntropy would be as time
reversed entropy which increases in reversed time direction. Time reversed dissipation
would lead to an apparent extraction of energy from the environment and generation
of structures rather than their decay.
If I had proceeded in a logical manner, the question would have been obvious: when does the
arrow of time change?
I did not however make this question. The answer to this question
emerged via the construction of TGD inspired theory of consciousness as a generalization of
quantum measurement theory bringing the observer a genuine part of the system. In standard
quantum measurement theory, the observer still remains an outsider and the conflict between
non-deterministic state function reduction and deterministic unitary time evolution is a
problem that has led to a plethora of various ad hoc explanations called for some reason
interpretations.
(a) TGD inspired theory of consciousness is basically an extension of quantum measurement
theory allowing to get rid of the basic paradox of quantum measurement theory. There
are two kinds of state function reductions (SFRs) ”big” SFR and ”small” SFR (briefly
BSFR and SSFR) [L51].
SSFRs are counterparts of ”weak” measurements which are much like classical measurements and do not involve any dramatic changes. The sequence of SSFRs gives rise to
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a conscious entity -self - as a sequence of moments of consciousness. Subjective time as
a sequence of SSFRs correlates with the geometric time. BSFRs are counterparts of
ordinary quantum measurements and have a dramatic effect: in a very general sense
one can say that self dies and reincarnates with an opposite arrow of geometric time.
(b) There is a hierarchy of magnetic bodies carrying dark matter as phases of ordinary
matter with effective value hef f = nh0 of Planck constant. n corresponds to the
dimension of an extension of rationals. The extensions define evolutionary hierarchies
with increasing complexity. n serves as a measure of algebraic complexity and as
a universal IQ, and also characterizes the scale of quantum coherence. For instance,
genes are characterized by the value of hef f associated with their MB.
Since MBs have higher universal IQ than ordinary biomatter, they control the biochemistry. In particular, they would control DNA and DNAs MB would actually realize
genetic codons in terms of dark proton triplets. Also dark photon triplets would provide this kind of realization crucial for control of and communication with ordinary
biomatter.
(c) ZEO implies a theory of self-organization [L48] and of self-organized quantum criticality
(SOQC) relying on time reversal: this idea emerged while developing a TGD inspired
model for the action so called stress proteins playing a central role in biology [L65]. The
dissipation of a system in reversed time direction looks like extraction of energy from
the environment. Also SOQC becomes possible since criticality, since a state, which is
a repeller, becomes an attractor in reversed time direction. The system seems to tend
to criticality for an observer with an opposite arrow of time.
(d) The findings of Minev et al [L47] provide experimental support for this picture [L47]
as also Libet’s findings interpreted originally to mean that conscious experience of free
will is cause by neural activity starting by a fraction of second earlier. If BSFR occurs
the arrow of causality is changed and the act of free will causes the neural activity.

6.8.1

ZEO based view about rotating magnetic systems

Free energy phenomena can be defined as phenomena exhibiting thermo-dynamical anomalies such as generation of gradients rather than their disappearance. Concentration gradients
can develop, electric fields as potential gradients can emerge due to generation of charge
separations [L9, I43, I32], and also temperature gradients can be created.
The failure of the second law in its standard form manifests itself also as over-unity energy
production, cooling of the environment, and generation of structures rather than their decay
characterizing self-organization [L48]. The general explanation would be change of the arrow
of time in macroscopic BSFR occurring at the level of MB and inducing effective change of
the arrow of time at the level of ordinary matter.
Rotating magnetic system (RMS) studied by Russian researchers Godin and Roschin [H51]
is taken as an example and a tentative model for more general free energy phenomena can
be abstracted from this model.
Does time reversal take place in RMS?
RMSs have been one of my interests for years. Russian researchers Roschin and Godin
published an article [H51] about the strange behavior of RMSs years ago. To me it seemed
to satisfy all scientific standards and provided a lot of data for a serious model building.
(a) It was observed that the system started to accelerate at a rotation velocity which was
not far from 10 Hz, which is by the way alpha frequency, key resonance frequency of
EEG and also corresponds to the secondary p-adic mass scale of the electron in TGD.
System received energy from some source and it could be utilized by decoupling the
motor forcing the rotation and by coupling a load to the system. Furthermore, the
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temperature around the system was reduced by 6-8 degrees Kelvin and cylindrical
magnetic walls were generated. In absence of a load system had to be stopped since
the acceleration reached the limit posed by mechanical stability. Also the increase of
the load eventually stopped the rotation.
(b) A further effect was the weight loss (gain) of the system rotating in clockwise (counterclockwise) direction. One guess is that this is due to some lifting force, even antigravity
has been proposed as a reason. The weight loss was reported to be as high as 35 per
cent.
(c) In a dark room corona discharges are observed around the converter rotor as a bluepink glowing luminescence and a characteristics ozone smell. The cloud of ionization
covers the area of a stator and rotor and has therefore a toroidal shape. Also a series
of horizontal yellowish-white luminescent bands spaced along the height of the roller
surface and separated from one other by about a roller radius were observed. This
suggest a high voltage electron discharge from the surface of the roller magnets. It was
however not accompanied by sounds characteristic of arc discharge, which suggests an
emission coming from a larger surface rather from a point source.
(d) Also the change of the radioactive decay rates is reported suggesting that nuclear
physics was affected somehow. This is of course in a sharp conflict with the reductionistic
dogma stating that nuclear physics and condensed matter physics are totally isolated.
”Cold fusion” [C50, C49, C51] is not the only phenomenon challenging this dogma and
TGD suggests and explanation of ”cold fusion” and related anomalies in terms of fusion
of dark nuclei proposed to play a key role also in the prestella evolution [L49, L12, L56].
During years I have developed several models for the behaviour of the system and remote
metabolism has been one of the proposed mechanisms.
(a) Using the terminology which did not yet involve ZEO, I argued that the system could
send negative energy to its magnetic body (MB) carrying dark matter as hef f = nh0
phases of ordinary matter and in this manner get its rotational energy. If the MB
absorbs thermal energy of the environment by sending negative energy to it, one can
understand the reduction of the temperature of the air.
(b) These models are summarized in two chapters of a book, whose topics might be called
fringe physics. In the [K3] the system of Russian researchers Godin and Roschin and
also some other systems are discussed. There are indee also other magnetic systems
reported to exhibit over-unity behavior: one of them is the system invented by Yildiz
and discussed in [K3]. Second similar system is studied in the Flyaway project reported
also to exhibit cooling of the environment [K3]. In [L28] the possible relevance of the
RMSs for morphogenesis is discussed.
(c)

A general disappointing feature of these systems is that a continual energy production
is not possible and the replication of the observations is difficult. This serves as a
valuable hint in the construction of possible new physics models for the behavior of the
system.

In discussions with a friend of mine interested in RMSs at practical level, suddenly an idea
about a very concrete connection with ZEO, which I had not explicitly realized earlier,
emerged.
(a) Could the transition to the accelerating mode be interpreted as a BSFR for the MB of
the system. BSFRs are possible in all scales and they indeed look like deterministic
classical time evolutions as the findings of Minev et al show in atomic scales [L47].
ZEO based interpretation would be as time reversed time evolutions starting from the
final state of BSFR in the geometric future of the observer [L47]. This BSFR would
correspond to some moment of subjective time of the rotating system whose MB is in
principle a conscious entity. This subjective time would correspond to some geometric
time. As in Minev’s experiment this time would be in the geometric future of the
observer at temporal distance T .
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(b) The apparently accelerating motion of the RMS would be de-accelerating motion
with a reversed arrow of time and caused by dissipation of energy. Its duration would
be T .
The time reversed time evolution at MB would induce effective time reversed
time evolution of the ordinary matter and explain the lowering of its temperature.
The MB of the system would correspond to the cylindrical magnetic walls. The energy
dissipated by the rotating system could be transferred via its MB to ordinary matter
in the environment.
(c) What about the weight loss. The BSFR should lead to a configuration in which the
system is lifted from its resting configuration to a higher height and the returns back
but with a reversed arrow of time. This lift requires an energy feed to compensate
the gravitational energy. The system should make BSFR directly to this state: is the
surplus energy kinetic energy in vertical direction?
There is also symmetry breaking involved: for an opposite direction of rotation the
effective weight increases. What would happen in BSFR that the rotational energy of
system would instantaneously increase. Does the magnetic system receive from its MB or
some large MB a rotational angular momentum, which is a multiple of ~gr = GM m/v0
[K98, K94] [L39]. Does it also receive from MB a vertical momentum, whose sign
depends on the direction of rotation?
(d) One should also understand the generation of plasma phase. The absence of sounds
expected if the source of plasma is point-like inspires the proposal that the plasma was
due to the generation of ions in BSFR or in the leakage of dark ions from MB occurring
in reversed time direction after BSFR. The latter option is thermodynamically more
plausible. The ionizaton would have increased for the first option and decreased for the
latter option.
The transformation of dark cyclotron photons to ordinary photons could have ionizde
the atoms in the vicinity of the system. The known ionization energy and the assumption
that the knowledge of cyclotron frequencies (a good guess is that 10 Hz frequency is
in question) would give a precise estimate for the value of hef f = hgr and it should
correspond to the value deduced for it in living systems.
(e) The original arrow of time is probably re-established at the MB of the system. The
BSFR would be followed by a second BSFR re-establishing the original arrow of time.
The rarity of the effect would suggest that the arrow of time of a given system tends
to force the arrow of time of its sub-systems to be the same.
What happened in BSFR?
What happened to the MB in BSFR? How the dark matter at MB was generated? The first
guess is that energy was liberated from MB in BSFR and transferred to the RMS.
(a) Was BSFR a quantum coherent cyclotron transition for the dark ions at the flux
walls of the MB leading to generation of dark cyclotron photons transforming to ordinary
photons received by the RMS? The large value of hef f would have made the energies
of the ordinary photons resulting from dark cyclotron photons so large and that they
would have ionized the atoms near the rotating system.
(b) Could the transformation of dark photons to ordinary photons have provided both
energy, momentum, and angular momentum to the rotating system? The momentum
should have been in the direction of angular momentum to explain the dependence of
the weight change on the direction of rotation.
(c) The dark photons liberated in BSFR transforming simultaneously to ordinary photons
should give their kinetic energy to the RMS. BSFR would correspond to an instantaneous change
h → h + ∆h such that ∆h = ph, p = .35 is true corresponding to
effective weight loss of 35 per cent.
BSFR would be followed by a time reversed motion in which the value of h is reduced:
in ordinary time direction this looks like an increase of the height h interpreted in
terms of a gradual weight loss.
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The TGD inspired model of bio-catalysis inspires an alternative option.
The shortening of magnetic flux tubes connecting reactants by a reduction of hef f liberates energy (quite generally, energy of system increases as function of hef f ) is increased
the value of hef f for MB. The shortening of the flux tubes brings reactants together
and the liberated energy makes for the reactants possible to overcome the potential
wall hindering the reaction. One could imagine that a reduction of hef f happened also
now. The dark magnetic flux sheets would have transformed to ordinary magnetic flux
walls detected by the experimenters and have liberated their dark cyclotron energy.
The proposal that the ”death” of the rotating system as a primitive organism is involved
conforms with the general vision. As the organism dies, dark photons transform to
ordinary photons since the values of hef f are spontaneously reduced and metabolic energy
feed increasing the values of hef f is absent. Dying organisms indeed emit biophotons having
energies in visible and UV range. This is even used as a diagnostic tool to estimate the age
of vegetables. In the recent case the bio-photons would correspond to photons inducing
the ionization of the air.
1. Estimate for the transfer of energy from MB to the rotating system
The reported effective weight loss allows to build a quantitative model for what happens
in BSFR. This model applies to both options. In particular, one can estimate the vertical
kinetic energy provided for the RMS.

(b)
(a) The energy of the system resting on elastic springs before BSFR is
h2
+ M gh .
2
h = 0 is true for the situation without any weight. The vanishing of net force gives
h0 = −M g/k for the equilibrium position and E0 = −M 2 g 2 /2k = −kh20 /2 for the
energy.
If one would have a genuine weight loss of ∆M = pM , p ' .35, one would have in
equilibrium
E0 = k

ha = (1 − p)h0 .
(b)

Suppose that BSFR gives for the system a vertical upwards directed velocity v0 .
This leads to a reduction of the magnitude of h and would have been interpreted
by experimenters as a gradual weight loss changing the equilibrium position. The
maximum value hmax of h corresponds to t the moment of BSFR and would correspond
to the value from which the weight loss is estimated: one has hmax = (1 − p)h0 .
Energy is given by
E=
≡

M dh 2
2 ( dt )

M dh1 2
2 ( dt )

+ k2 h2 + M gh

+ k2 h21 −

M 2 g2
2k

.

One has a harmonic oscillator for a shifted coordinate h1 = h + M g/k.
(c) Energy conservation
E = E0 +

M v02
2

gives
dh
=
dt

r
−

kh2
E0
− 2gh + 2
+ v02 .
M
M
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The maximum value of h/h0 corresponds to dh/dt = 0 giving
hmax
=1−
h0

s
−

M v02
.
2E0

and is equal to 1 − p if the proposed model makes sense. This gives
p=

p
−M v02 /2E0 = (v0 /g)ω ,

ω=

p

k/M

ω is the oscillation frequency of the oscillator for the collective oscillation of the spring
system. v0 is given by
v0 = p

g
.
ω

(d) The expression for p allows to express kinetic energy EK = M v02 /2 as
M 2 g2
M g
M 2
v0 = p2
= p2 ( )2 = p2 M g|h0 | .
2
2k
2 ω
EK would be the energy given by dark photons to the vertical motion of the RMS in
BSFR (note that part of energy goes to rotating motion of rollers).
A reasonable estimate for h0 gives order of magnitude for EK . For M = 100 kg, h0 = 1
cm and for p = .35 one has EK ' 1.2 J. Joule corresponds to 6.2 × 1018 eV.
EK =

(e) Does the model make sense quantitatively? If the dark photons have energy of 2 eV,
the energy of 1.2 J corresponds to 3.7 × 1018 dark photons. This number dark cyclotron
photons with eV energy transform to ordinary photons or at least provide their energy
to the system.
Suppose that about 1019 dark photons are emitted in a cyclotron phase transition of
a Bose-Einstein condensate of 1019 ions. If these ions reside at magnetic wall of
height L = 10 m, radius .5 m, and thickness of .05 m, the number density of ions is
n = 4 × 1019 m−3 so that single ion or ion Cooper pair would take a volume of V = 4
µm3 . This corresponds to the size scale of the cell nucleus.
2. Estimate for the value of ~ef f from the transfer of angular momentum
One can also make an order of magnitude estimate the value of ~ef f from the angular
momentum gain during the acceleration.
(a) The magnitude for the angular momentum of the magnetic system is
L = nMR ωR2 = n2πf R2 .
n a numerical constant and R ∼ .5 m is the radius of the system. MR is the total mass
of rollers with order order of magnitude MR ' 10 kg. f denotes the rotation frequency
f ∼ 10 Hz.
The gain of angular momentum is
2

= n2πM~R f R ×
≡ n X × ∆f
.
f
∆L
hbar

∆f
f

2

RR
The order of magnitude of X = 2πf M
is from ~ = 6.6 × 10−34 Js given by X ∼ 1036 .
~
35
For ∆f /f ∼ .1 one has ∆L/~ ∼ 10 .

(b) Dark ions have angular momentum, which consists of the spin part hef f s, s the spin
of the ion.
For the ordinary value of Planck constant the spin part is negligible
as compared to the orbital angular momentum at the magnetic wall. In the recent case
hef f /h ∼ 1014 would give for N = 1019 the estimateL =∼ 1033 ~, which is 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the rough estimate. The large number of walls could increase
L by this amount.
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(c) The orbital angular momentum of dark ion can be estimated classically and is of
order lrot = (MI /mp )Amp vI Rw , where A = MI /mp is the mass number of the ion, and
Rw = 1 m provides an order of magnitude estimate for the radius of magnetic wall.
For iron the mass number is 56.
For N = 1019 this gives the estimate L/~ ∼ A × 1034 (vI /c)(Rw /m). The factor vI /c
reduces the value of L/~ and it might be that the order of magnitude is the same as for
the spin contribution.
Quantum classical correspondence and angular momentum quantization L/hbar = n1 ×
~ef f /hbar gives
n1 ×

~ef f
∼ A(vI /c) × 1015 (R/m) .
hbar
~

ef f
A = 56 for iron allows for small values of n1 non-relativistic velocities and hbar
∼ 1014
suggested by biological applications. Since mere spin flip corresponds to n1 = 1 spin
and orbital contributions are of the same order of magnitude.

(d) Note that for dark photons orbital angular momentum would be proportional to ERw
and since E ∼ 2 eV is much smaller than MI the orbital angular momentum of photon
would be negligible as compared to its spin.
3. How to understand the large value of hef f ?
How could one understand the large value of hef f = n~0 , where one has ~ = 6h0 [L23]
The value of hef f is typically of order hef f ∼ 1014 ~0 for the biologically important ions such
as Fe2+ crucial for the metabolism and respiratory system and - as it seems - important
also now.
The 10 Hz cyclotron frequency of Fe2+ assignable to Bend = .2 Gauss should
correspond to an energy of order few eV assignable to bio-photons [K64, K79] consisting
of visible and UV photons. A dark photon with energy 2 eV and frequency 10 Hz would
correspond to ~ef f /~ = 1.9 × 1013 .
In the TGD framework hef f can be assigned with the magnetic flux tubes mediating
interactions of given type. Quantum coherence length would be proportional to the value
of hef f and its value should reflect the range of long range interactions shortened by
screening. For the flux tubes mediating electromagnetic interactions hef f = hem would be
relatively small since electromagnetic screening destroys quantum coherence in some scale.
The flux tubes accompanying valence bonds would be a basic example in this respect [L33].
The values of hef f would increase along the row of the periodic table since Coulomb binding
energies would decrease with hef f . This would directly relate with the fact that the
molecules containing atoms near the right end of the row are important for metabolism.
For gravitational flux tubes the value of hef f = hgr would be large since gravitational interaction is not screened.
(a) The gravitational Planck constant ~gr was originally introduced by Nottale [E14] [K98,
K94] and would be assignable to flux tubes (presumably non-monopole flux tube)
connecting dark mass MD and mass m (M and m touch the flux tubes but do not
define its ends as assumed originally) mediating gravitational interactions. ~gr is given
by

~gr =

GMD m
,
v0

(6.8.1)

where v0 < c is velocity parameter. For the Bohr orbit model of inner planets Nottale
assumes MD = M (Sun) and β0 = v0 /c ' 2−11 . The possible interpretation of the
velocity parameter v0 has been discussed in [L39] [K75].
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(b) A crucial property of ~gr is that the value of cyclotron energy is universal in the sense
that it does not depend on the mass m of the charged particle - this conforms with the
Equivalence Principle. Cyclotron energy is given by
Ec =

GM ZeB
β0

=

~ZeB
mef f

,

mef f =

rS
2~β0

(6.8.2)

Here rS = 2GMD is the Schwarschild radius. For Earth one has rS = 8.87 mm.
Effectively the mass m of ion is replaced with
mef f = 2~β0 /rS determined by
Schwartschild radius rS = 2GMD and the value of β0 = v0 /c.
Note that the gravitational Compton length of the charged particle equals to λgr =
GMD /β0 = rS /2β0 and does not depend on m: : also this conforms with the Equivalence Principle and is analogous to the independence of the acceleration of a particle in
gravitational field on its mass.
(c)

For Earth the estimate [L40] using as starting point the order of magnitude
~ef f ∼ 1014 for biologically important ions gives an estimate M/MD ∼ .5 × 104 giving
β0 = 4.4 × 10−4 rather near to β0 = 2−11 ' 5 × 10−4 which is near the value deduced
by Nottale for the inner planets of Sun.
These estimates for MD and v0 would give λgr = rS /2β0 ' rS /4.4 ' 2 mm. This
brings in mind the millimeter sized neuronal blobs in brain.What raises the eyebrows of
a skeptic, is the possible connection between brain dynamics and the inner structure
of Earth.

(d) MD should correspond to a dark mass assignable to Earth. Earth has an outer core
occupying 15 per cent of its volume, inner core occupying 1 per cent of the volume
and innermost inner core with radius 300 km occupying fraction 10−4 of the volume
(see http://tinyurl.com/y8vf7vc3) suggests that the innermost inner core consists
of dark mass with density twice the average density.
If one has MD = 2 × 10−4 ME , the density of the innermost inner core would be 2ρ,
where ρ is the average density of Earth. From Wikipedia (see http://tinyurl.com/
ma6xqnh) one learns that the average density ρE of Earth is 5.52 × ρW , ρW = kg/dm3
and the density in the inner core varies in the range ρ/ρw ∈ [12.6 − 13.0]. The lower
limit is approximately 2 × ρ. This suggests that the density of the innermost inner core
is somewhat larger than 2ρ.
How the dark matter at MB was generated?
How the dark matter at the MB of the system was generated?
(a) The dark part of the Earth’s magnetic field BE equal to Bend = 2BE /5 carrying
monopole flux and having strength .2 Gauss from the experiments of Blackman [J8]
for which iron ions have cyclotron frequency fc near 10 Hz, which is alpha frequency.
Did the approach of the rotation frequency to the alpha resonance frequency induce
a resonant coupling of the MB of the system with the Bend feeding ordinary ions to
MB where they transformed to dark ions?
(b) This would be completely analogous to the Pollack effect occurring in water bounded
by gel and irradiated by say IR light, and leading to charge separation involving the
formation of exclusion zones (EZs) as negatively charged regions [L9, I43]. TGD based
model for Pollack effects assumes that the protons go to the dark magnetic flux tubes
and form dark nuclei as nuclear strings. The model forms a basic pillar of the TGD
view about living matter and is discussed in [L9].
The ”metabolic” energy for increasing the value of hef f would have been provided
by the motor. The situation would be similar to that in living systems. One could
interpret the effect as a formation and death of a primitive living system - essentially
artificial life. There are also other examples of similar systems discussed from TGD
point of view in [K71] and [L52].
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The model does not allow over-unity function but what about energy storage
to MB?
The model excludes continual over-unity energy production. One can however consider
a new kind of energy storage mechanism in which the MB of the system carries the energy. This kind of energy storage might be more practical than the storage to fuel. MB
would serve as a kind of battery.
MB contains only a finite amount of stored cyclotron energy. Also the fact that the
BSFR occurs in the geometric future of the observer at a finite temporal distance
T explains why continuous energy production lasting for a long time is not possible.
Practical applications would require the increase of T . One could also consider the
possibility that the situation is stable against the transformation of dark matter at MB
to ordinary matter and that the liberation of energy from MB could be initiated and
stopped when needed. Also external MBs could as energy storage could be considered.
The dark part of MB of Earth or even Sun is one possibility.
BSFR as a general mechanism of free energy phenomena?
The proposed mechanism could be quite general and apply to several - if not all - free energy
devices breaking the second law and exhibiting other thermo-dynamical anomalies already
listed. I have discussed these systems from TGD point of view in the chapters of [K50].
The not so good news is that the mechanism could provide a general explanation for the
failure to produce energy in a continuous manner. In the case of the RMSs, the energy
liberated could be energy stored to MB and would have been provided by the motor. One
can hope that the value of the parameter T could be increased and that one could use MB
as a new kind of energy storage. This of course does not diminish the value of these systems
since they would provide examples about very simple forms of life.
To explain the poor replicability, I have proposed that these devices are critical systems in
the sense that they work in the desired manner only for critical values of the parameters.
In the TGD framework, all systems are quantum critical systems in some scale and the
prediction is that at the level of ”world of classical worlds” (WCW), the number of quantum
critical degrees of freedom is actually infinite.
Criticality implies that the system is unstable against perturbations and analogous to a ball
at the top of a very steep hill. How can it stay near criticality? Here self-organized quantum
criticality for the MB of the system could come in rescue. In the time reversed direction
the repelling critical state becomes an attractor. This would explain the empirically wellestablished self-organized criticality.
This picture could also apply to ”cold fusion” [L32, L12, L56]. The poor replicability of
”cold fusion” suggests that it is a critical phenomenon and that a time reversal is involved.
(b)
(a) TGD based model relies on the notion of dark nuclei realized as dark proton sequences
at the magnetic flux tubes assignable to flux tubes with proton Compton length scale
up to electron Compton length. This would give rise to dark scaled up versions nuclei
having a scaled down binding energy scale. The Coulomb wall preventing cold fusion
would be lowered.
(b) These dark nuclei would be produced also in Pollack effect in water bounded by a gel
phase [I43]: irradiation by say IR photons generates regions from which a considerable
fraction of protons goes somewhere so that negatively charged exclusion zones (EZs)
are formed. The TGD based proposal is that part of protons (one proton per two water
molecules so that stoichiometry changes to H1.5 O) is transferred to magnetic flux tubes
as dark protons forming dark nuclear strings (TGD based model for nuclei is as nuclear
strings [L3]). In living matter dark protons would form sequences of dark proton
triplets realizing genetic code and dark analogs of DNA,RNA,tRNA, and amino-acids
(AAs) accompanying ordinar DNA,RNA, tRNA and AAs.
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(c) Also in the case of ”cold fusion” the change of the arrow of time would allow to overcome
the problems posed by the critical character of the final state.
(d) I have proposed that also the tunnelling occurring in the ordinary nuclear reactions
correspond to BSFR leading to temporary time reversal and followed by a BSFR back
to the original time directions [L49]. In the case of ”cold” fusion the incoming particles
would not be ordinary nuclei but dark nuclei with much smaller binding energy so that
it would be much easier to overcome the Coulomb wall.

6.8.2

About possible applications

The basic mechanism of RMS is proposed to involve a transfer of energy from environment
as metabolic energy to MB of RMS followed by time reversed period which looks like energy extraction from MB to RMS and possibly doing work, could generalize and have some
application to biology.
APTPase as RMS?
ATPase can be regarded as a molecular generator (acting in mode reverse to that of the motor)
transforming metabolic energy to the energy needed by ADP→ ATP transformation [I46].
The working mechanism of ATPase is not well-understood.
I have already earlier tried to understand ATPase as an RMS [K3]. ATPase is analogous
to the rotating shaft of a power plant and transforms metabolic energy to the energy of
ATP molecule by transforming ADP to ATP. The rotation frequency of the shaft is around
f = 300 Hz. The interpretation as proton’s cyclotron frequency in the endogenous magnetic
field Bend = 2BE /5 identified as the monopole flux part of BE is suggestive. ADP molecule
transforming to ATP is the analog of the load. The energy would come from the metabolic
energy feed.
Could ATPase be regarded as RMS performing time reversals periodically?
The simplest option would be that ATPase as a periodic system is analogous to breathing,
which could be regarded as a sequence of CDs which make continual Karma’s cycle with
half-periods of cycle having opposite arrows of time. The in-breath with the negative
arrow of time would extract metabolic energy to MB and breathing out would give it to
ATPase and to the ADP→ ATP transformation. MB would get its energy from metabolism
from the flow of protons through the mitochondrial membrane transferred to dark protons
at MB.
This mechanism might also apply to the RMS itself. The period would be near 10 Hz
and would decompose to two half-periods with opposite arrows of time. This would make it
easier to understand how the energy is transferred to the load. System would be breathing
with a frequency near alpha frequency.
Oumuamua as a rotating magnetic system and primitive life form?
The strange object known as Oumuamua (briefly O in the sequel) has gained a lot of attention.
I have not had time to seriously check why O is so strange that Harward’s top astronomer
Avi Loeb regards it as evidence for alien life. Now I decided to do this and read a popular
article https://cutt.ly/ukqHCTw) describing the basic features of O. Wikipedia contains a
more technical article [E6](https://cutt.ly/NkqH90G) about O.
O indeed has several strange features.
(a) O had no tail as comets have: the tail is due to evaporation caused by the solar
radiation. Artistic vision about O is as a long cylinder looking like rock. This vision is
misleading since what was actually seen was a point-like object.
(b) The reflectivity of O was highly varying and could be more than 10 times higher than
for an average comet. From this it was deduced that O must have a shape of a cigar
or a thin pancake. The spinning motion of O would be a tumbling characteristic
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for a rotor which rotates around a non-principal axis. This motion could explain the
variations in reflectivity with a period of T = 14 hours.
An interesting question is whether the period could allow an interpretation od T in
terms of p-adic length scale hypothesis. The hint comes from the fact that r magnetic
system of Godin and Roschin starts to accelerate when the rotation period approaches
T (127, 2) = .1 seconds assignable to the Mersenne prime M127 = 2127 − 1. This time
scale defines electron’s secondary p-adic time scale, alpha rhythm and the cyclotron
frequency of iron in the endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss proposed to form
the monopole part of the Earth’s magnetic field. In [L53] it was proposed that period
doubling of T (127, 2) occurs corresponding to the values hef f = 2k h scaling T (127, 2)
by a power 2k so that the time scales 2k Te appear as important time scales. 26 second
time scale assignable to the Earth’s pulsation was assigned with k = 8. One has
T = .96 × 219 T (127, 2) ' T (136, 2) not far from a period doubling with k = 19.
(c) O experienced a non-gravitational acceleration. Solar radiation pressure has been
proposed as a reason. This would however suggest that solar light evaporates part of
O:s mass and this causes a formation of a tail. No tail was observed.
Could O have used an analog of a solar sail? The surface of the solar sail could have
absorbed or perhaps even reflected the solar radiation and provided the momentum
as a recoil to O. If the solar sail had a suitable shape, it perhaps prevented the
radiation from reaching O itself and the formation of tail by evaporation. This shield
mechanism would be somewhat similar to how the Earth’s magnetic field shields life at
the surface of Earth from the effects of cosmic rays and solar wind.
In the TGD framework the natural question is whether the magnetic body (MB) of O having much larger size than O itself - could have served as a highly effective solar sail.
Did the solar photons from the Sun give their energy and momentum to the MB of O?
Did MB absorb the photons and transform them to dark photons providing their energy
for dark Bose-Einstein condensate of ions at the MB of O making it a primitive intelligent
life form? Did solar light push MB away from the Sun and did O follow it?
A connection with the rotating magnet system studied by Godin and Roschin is suggestive.
This system had strange features.
(a) The rotating system was accompanied by thin cylindrical magnetic walls in the direction of rotation axis.
(b) As the rotation frequency approached 10 Hz (alpha frequency), the rotation started
to accelerate and the system’s effective weight either increased or decreased depending
on the direction of rotation.
(c) Also the air around the system was ionized and was cooled by a few degrees. This is
not in accordance with thermodynamics.
In the TGD based model the system is regarded as a primitive life form.
(a) The magnetic walls would correspond to the magnetic body (MB) of the system
containing dark ions in TGD sense, in particular iron ions having very high value of
hef f = nh0 and defining giving rise to cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate to which
the energy of the motor driving the system would have been stored.
MB would have
gained part of the energy feeded by the motor as analog of metabolic energy.
(b) Eventually the system made a macroscopic state function reduction (”big” state function reduction (BSFR) [L51]) . In TGD based theory of consciousness BSFR means
what might be called death and reincarnation with an opposite arrow of time - this in
a completely universal sense [K2].
(c) The time reversed dissipation by transformation of dark photons to ordinary photons
looked for outsiders with the standard arrow of time like absorbing energy from the
environment causing the cooling. The energy and momentum of the photons would
have caused effective loss of weight and accelerated rotation.
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Could O be an analogous system?
Elongated cigar shape would favor MB consisting of
thin magnetic walls forming an ideal solar sail gathering the energy and momentum of solar
photons by transforming them to dark photons of BE condensate. MB would have shielded
O just like it shields life forms at Earth so that it O have avoided evaporation.
Is O a product of an advanced engineering or a primitive life form? It might be that the
latter option is correct. As astronomer Avi Loeb suggests the interstellar space might be
teeming these entities. If so, primitive life would populate the interstellar space.

6.8.3

Appendix: Gravitational interactions of dark matter at MB

In TGD inspired quantum biology biosystems are controlled by dark matter at magnetic
bodies (MBs) of systems involved. Also Earth’s MB is involved.The cyclotron energies of
biologically important ions and even larger subsystems should be in the biophoton energy
range which gives an estimate for the value of hef f , which is very large.
Nottale hypothesis
The assumption is that dark ions in question are at gravitational flux tubes mediating
gravitational interaction and have the value of hef f = hgr = GMD m/v0 proposed by Nottale
[E14] [K98]: v0 is velocity parameter and has value β0 = v0 /c ' 2−11 for the inner planets
of Sun. This value is the natural first guess also in the case of Earth. MD denotes the
dark mass which need not be the mass of Earth. Note that Schwartshild radius is given by
rs = 2GM and for Earth has value is rs = .887 cm.
Nottale’s hypothesis implies that cyclotron energies are universal in the sense that they do
not depend on the mass of the particle: this conforms with Equivalence Principle. The
cyclotron energy for cyclotron frequency fc = ZeB/m is given by Ec = ~ef f fc and for
hef f = hgr one has Ec = (GMD /v0 )ZeB. Also the value of gravitational Compton length
given by λgr = ~gr /m0GM/v0 = rs /2v0 is mass independent and therefore universal.
Note that the values of hgr differ for different ions so that only ions with the same mass are
at the same flux tubes: the ions are neatly separated to flux tubes according to their mass
and charge like books in a book shelf. Dark biological ions would not form random soup as
in the biochemical picture.
The notion of endogenous magnetic field
The endogenous magnetic field of Bend = 2BE /5, where BE = .5 Gauss is the Earth’s
magnetic field, is deduced from the experimental findings of Blackman [J8] and is identified
as the monopole flux part of BE having also ordinary Maxwellian path with vanishing
monopole flux. Monopole flux is possible in the TGD framework by the non-trivial
topology of CP2 but not in Maxwellian theory. The special feature of monopole flux is that
it does not require currents to create the magnetic field. This can explain the maintenance
of Earth’s magnetic field [L13].
The condition that the cyclotron energy is 2 eV for 10 Hz cyclotron frequency of iron ion in
Bend allows to estimate the value of hef f in this case as hef f = 1013 . Note that hef f = hgr
is proportional to the mass of the ion. Using this rough estimate for hgr = hef f one obtains
an estimate for MD as MD = v0 hef f /Gm(F e). For v0 = 2−11 this gives MD = 2 × 10−4 ME ,
where ME is the Earth’s mass.
Identification of the dark mass MD as mass of the innermost core of Earth
A possible identification of MD is as the mass of the innermost core of Earth. Its radius is
estimated to be 400 km For average density ρE of Earth this would give mass MD = xME ,
x = 2.4 × 10−4 . The actual density in the core is higher and a good estimate is ρinn = 5ρE .
This would give x ' 1.2 × 10−3 ME . Of course, not all of this mass need be dark. The
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Schwartschild radius rS = 2GMD would be rS = xrS (E) giving 2.1 µm in the first case and
11.0 µm in the second case. Cell size scales are in question.
Bohr orbit model for dark matter at MBs
Since MD has a physical interpretation, it is interesting to look whether it would make
sense to assume that dark particles at the magnetic body of Earth and at the personal
magnetic bodies co-rotating with Earth could reside at Bohr orbits in the gravitational field
generated by MD just like the model for the planetary orbits originally proposed by Nottale
assumes. These orbits could correspond to flux tubes.
It is straightforward to generalize the basic formulas for hydrogen atom:

α=

GMD m
β0
e2
→
=
,
4π~
4π~gr
4π

2
n2 ~
2 (2π)
xrs (E) ,
→
n
2α2 m
β03
MD
rs (E) = 2GME , x =
.
ME

rn =

(6.8.3)

For x = 10−3 ,which corresponds to the estimate MD from ρD = 5ρE in the core and
β0 = 2−11 , this would give r1 = 1.1 × 103 km to be compared with the radius of Earth
given by RE = 6.4 × 103 km and with the radius of the solid inner core about 1.22 × 103 km.
If the density is 6 times higher in the inner core, one has r1 = RE .
rn ∝ 1/β03 makes rn very sensitive to β0 . For β0 = 2−12 one would have r1 = 1.4RE . Values
of r1 larger than RE are natural for MB. Therefore it is possible to have r1 ≥ RE for
reasonable values of parameters.
Are the rotation velocities of Earth and dark matter at MBs same?
The rotation velocity of Earth is 460 m/s and much smaller than the velocity parameter β0 .
There are two options.
Option I The rotation velocities for the biological body at the surface of Earth and MB
possibly above it should be the same to guarantee that they would stay in contact. If the
flux tubes are above Earth the dark matter would behave like a stationary satellite. An
analogous hypothesis has been studied for planetary orbits [K98].
Option II: Dark matter is localized at circular magnetic flux tubes in which case it can
rotate with different velocity.
Suppose that the dark matter at MB couples gravitationally only to MD as the hypothesis
that only particles with the same value of hef f appear in the same vertex suggests. This
hypothesis can be of course challenged: the usual assumption is that gravitation couples in
the same manner to all forms of matter.
With this assumption Newton’s equation for circular orbit in the equitorial plane (it need
not be same as for Earth’s rotational axis, also magnetic axis could define it) gives

v
GMD
rs (E)
=x× 2
.
β 2 = ( )2 =
c
rn
2n r1

(6.8.4)

r1 = (1/αgr)(~gr /m) is the counterpart of Bohr radius a0 = ~/αme and given by
r1 =

4π

β02 GMD =

2π
rs ,
β02
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where rs is Schwartschild radius for dark mass MD . Parameterizing rn as rn = n2 r1 = n2 yRE
one has

β2 =

xy rs (E)
×
.
n2
2RE

(6.8.5)

x = 10−3 and y = 1 give β = 2.6 × 10−4 , which corresponds to vrot = .8 × 104 m/s, which is
by factor 20 higher than βrot .
This would require Option II.
What about Option I. β ∝ 1/n proportionality suggests that the lowest orbit above the
Earth’s surface has n > 1 (for the model of solar planets Earth as n = 3). The required value
of n would be however rather high.
One can however change also the values of x and y. For x = 2 × 10−4 and y = 1/6 and
n = 3 ( n = 1 orbit is near the boundary of the solid core and n = 3 orbit is the first
one√above Earth’s surface and corresponds to r3 ' 1.5RE ) β would be reduced by factor
1/3 30 ' 1/16.4. The personal MB would be like a stationary satellite for this option. The
increase of β0 by factor 1.14 would reduce r3 to RE .
Gravitational binding energy of proton and metabolic energy currency
There are two further intriguing observations supporting the notion of MB.
(a) Getting a proton to the layers of MB with size of order Earth radius and even
larger size requires energy to compensate for the gravitational binding energy. For
proton the gravitational binding energy at the surface of Earth would be Egr =
GME mp /RE = mp gRE and is Egr ' .67 eV. Remarkably, this energy is near the
metabolic energy quantum appearing as a universal energy currency in biology often
taken to have a nominal value of .5 eV!
Could the metabolic energy quantum given for the particle allow it to get from the
gravitational field of Earth to the highest layers of personal MB - that is to delocalize
the wave function to MB scale. Besides this energy would be required to increase hef f .
(b) There is also another intriguing observation. The ionization of biologically important
atoms is poorly understood since thermal ionization is not possible. Could the transfer of
atoms to the layers of MB in ionized thermosphere provide an ionization mechanism?
The Planck distribution for photon energy as a function of frequency at the temperature prevailing at the Earth’s surface has maximum, which corresponds to the energy
Emax ' 2.4T = .082 eV. Eth /Egr ' .012 implies that thermal energy at the maximum
of distribution can kick the proton to the height of R = 76 km. The Planck distribution
as a function of wavelength has Emax ' 4.8T ' .164 eV giving R = 152 km. The lower
boundary of the thermosphere, where molecules and atoms are ionized is at height 80
km. The upper boundary is at 600 km.
Could the ionization of protons take place at the thermosphere by kicking the hydrogen
atoms to the lower boundary of the thermosphere, where they are ionized and return
back to the surface of Earth along flux tubes? The kicking of heavier atoms to the
thermosphere would require energies proportional to the mass number of the atom
above thermal energies. Of course, even simpler mechanism can be considered: heavier
atoms could be ionized in the thermosphere and brought to the surface of Earth along
flux tubes.
One can estimate the gravitational binding energy in Earth’s gravitational field also from the
energy of Bohr orbit. The binding energy for the Bohr orbit is in the case of proton given
by generalizing En = (α2 /2n2 )me given by
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En =

β02
mp .
32π 2 n2

Remarkably, the value of binding energy is universal in the sense that it does not depend at
all on the value MD of the dark mass. This could be seen as a consequence of Equivalence
Principle. The above considerations suggest that only the dark masses with the same value
of hgr couple to each other gravitationally via gravitons travelling along flux tubes and the
binding energy per particle should be the same in all cases.
For β0 = 2−11 this would give En = (2−27 /π 2 n2 )mp ' .75 eV, which is not p
too far from .67 eV
given by the classical estimate. The improved value of β0 would be β0 = .67/.75 × 1−11 '
4.6 × 10−4 .
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Appendix
Miscellaneous Considerations

Are the magnetostatic waves generated by the stator involved with remote
metabolism?
The classical model for accelerating formation is based on the spontaneous acceleration occurring when Lorentz torque exceeds critical frictional torque. One can however consider also
non-classical models as independent models or possible underlying microscopic mechanisms
of the classical mechanism.
Since the air in the vicinity of the rotor is cooled the remote metabolism a based on generalized
four-wave action with standing wave replaced by magneto-static wave rotating around the
stator ring suggests itself as one possible mechanism making it possible to suck the rotational
energy from environment. Magneto-static waves [D12] have been indeed assigned with overunity effects. Magneto-static waves correspond to spin precession and involve the interaction
with magnetic field and classical magnetic interaction whereas magnons are waves which
involve purely quantum mechanical exchange interaction between neighboring spins.
If magnetic walls have large value of ~ the cyclotron energy scale is much larger than the
Larmor energy. This would require that the negative energy dark photons from magnetic
walls decohere into a bundle of microwave photons in reversed time direction. In ordinary
description this would be interpreted as a self assembly of ordinary phase conjugate microwave
photons to dark microwave photons with much higher energy.
1. Magnetostatic waves and remote metabolism
From the point of view of four-wave interaction magneto-static waves would serve as an
analog of standing waves generating “reference beam” and its phase conjugate. According
to [D12], magneto-static waves are generated surprisingly easily and the generation requires
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much less energy than the generation of ordinary electromagnetic waves: this might relate
to the ability of these waves to “take care of itself” by sucking energy from the environment.
The existence of phase conjugate magnetostatic waves is an experimental fact and shown
to lead to about 104 -fold amplification of the signal wave [D18]. The experiment involves a
pumping microwave, the signal wave, and a phase conjugate wave, and the frequencies satisfy
ωp = ωs + ωpc , where p refers to pumping microwave, s to magnetostatic wave representing
signal, and pc to the phase conjugate magnetostatic wave. In the recent case a variant
of this process in which magnetostatic wave itself acts as a pumping wave generating an
amplified magnetostatic wave at a slightly higher frequency and a phase conjugate microwave
at the Larmor frequency associated with B = .05 Tesla. The discrete change of the Larmor
frequency for stator could correspond to a change of the quantized magnetic flux by one unit:
this makes sense if the transversal area of the flux quantum is about 200 nm. In the case of
rollers spin flip transitions would generate microwaves at frequency of about fL = .6 GHz
if the net magnetic field inside the roller is 0.5 Tesla and would correlate strongly with the
formation of magnetic walls. Four wave mechanism suggests that a standing microwave is
generated and magnetic walls are created at its nodes. In the case that only the spins of
the electrons of J = 2 Cooper pairs are flipped, the spin flip frequency equals to the Larmor
frequency of electron.
Bifilar coils in which currents running in opposite directions produces nearly vanishing magnetic field, are known to have biological effects [I33] in particular, they are known to stimulate
cell growth. A possible explanation is that the currents running in opposite directions induce
magnetostatic wave inside the coil making possible remote metabolism by the generalized
four-wave mechanism. Cells would suck energy from the bifilar in turn sucking energy from
environment. One could say that bifilar coil would represent a lower level in the nutrition
chain.
Searl has reported that the effect disappears, when the system is irradiated with radio waves
of same wavelength as used in the fabrication of magnets, which must be of the order of the
radius of the rotor. If the frequency of microwaves corresponds to magnetostatic frequency
for electrons, their effect could be due the destruction of the coherence of the magnetostatic
wave patterns so that they cannot suck the rotational kinetic energy from the environment.
2. Magnetostatic waves generated by stator
Magnetostatic waves do not actually propagate since in a good approximation the frequency
does not depend on wave vector in the approximation that exchange interaction can be
neglected: this is the case at the limit of long wave lengths. Hence complex time-periodic
spatial patterns oscillatory mathematically completely analogous to plasma wave patterns
are created. This of utmost importance since repeatedly recurring patterns are ideal for
sustained representation of (conscious) information. Thus magnetostatic waves could be
seen as magnetic analogs of plasmoids, which in TGD inspired theory of living matter are
regarded as primitive life forms. Magnetostatic waves could be important also in living
matter. The basic metabolic machinery is indeed analogous to electric power plant involving
a rotating shaft and this machinery could be seen as a nano-scale Searl machine.
The allowed frequencies of magneto-static waves depend on boundary conditions (dispersion relations are derived by considering suitable continuity conditions at boundaries [D12]
). The frequencies depend only on the external field H and on magnetization M besides
geometric parameters. The dispersion relation for plane waves depends on the direction of
the propagation relative to the direction of the magnetic field [D12]:

ω

=

p

ωH (ωH + ωM sin2 (θ)) .

(6.9.1)

Here θ is the angle between the magnetic field and direction of propagation. Using the units
µ0 = 0 = 1, c = 1, ω0 resp. ωM are obtained from Larmor frequency by replacing B with the
magnetizing (external) field H resp. induced magnetization M . Hence one has ω0 +ωM = ωL .
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p
In the general case the frequency is in the range ωH ≤ ω ≤ ωH (ωH + ωM ). ωH = geH/2m
is Larmor (spin flip) frequency of electron in the case that unpaired electrons are responsible
for the magnetism. ωM = geM/2m is the Larmor frequency in the induced magnetization
field. For Earth’s magnetic field of nominal value .5 × 10−4 Tesla one would have ωB ' .6
MHz.
In the recent case M corresponds to the background magnetization of the stator magnet and
H to the sum of rotating approximately dipolar magnetic fields generated by rollers inside
the stator ring: can express H as M0 , where  depends on the position around roller ring
and M0 corresponds to the magnetization of roller (1 Tesla) in absence of H: note that H
induces changes of M0 in ferromagnets. The geometry is cylindrical but since θ = π/2 holds
true for the waves moving around the stator ring, a good guess is that ω = ωL holds true. A
band of frequencies results since H varies in some range determined by the distance of the
roller rings. This deviation is also due to the fabrication. Unfortunately, it is not quite clear
from the article of Godin and Roschin whether stator magnetization is parallel or antiparallel
to the rotor magnetization. If they are parallel then the frequencies are below ωL = 12 GHz.
Otherwise above it.
The frequency of the magneto-static wave in stator would be determined by the magnetic
field strength and due the variation in the direction and magnitude of the magnetic field
would be in a band below or above 12 GHz. The rate for the change of the external magnetic
field strength H created by the rotating rollers should be lower than that defined by Larmor
frequency for this picture to make sense. This is obviously the case since electronic Larmor
frequency is for a field strength of Tesla around 12 GHz whereas rotation frequency is around
10 Hz. This would correspond to wavelength of 3.5 cm. This is of the same order of magnitude
as the width 5-6 cm of the observed magnetic walls so that there is a satisfactory consistency
taking into account that the frequency of magneto-static waves varies.
The magnetic field generated by the stator inside rollers is time independent apart from the
effect created by the magnetic inserts, and it is not clear whether magnetostatic waves are
appreciably generated in this case.
Could one understand the critical rotation frequency from the scaling law of
homeopathy?
According to TGD inspired theory of consciousness, living systems possess besides the material body also a magnetic body having astrophysical size scale, and sensory representations
are realized at the magnetic body using essentially remote mental interactions based on quantum entanglement and self-organization induces by microwaves [K25, K23]. The mechanism
involves bound state entanglement having as a space-time correlate MEs at EEG frequencies.
Of special importance are the frequencies in alpha band, in particular Schumann frequency
of about 7.8 Hz associated with the lowest cavity resonance of Earth’s magnetic field, are
especially interesting. 10 Hz frequency is also fundamental one since it corresponds to the
p-adic time scale T2 (127) defining the fundamental time scale in living matter: the average
alpha frequency is 10 Hz. It also corresponds to the resonance frequency for the oscillations
in ionospheric cavity with the property that the fields are almost constant in radial direction.
What makes the situation so interesting is that the critical rotation frequency has also an
interpretation in terms of rotation frequency above which the torque produced by the ball
bearing motor effect is larger than the torque of friction. Searl device might fail to function
only because the friction torque has too large value!
In TGD inspired theory of living matter the basic mechanisms of homeostasis and remote
mental interactions involve low frequency MEs (short hand for “massless extremals”, topological light rays) serving as space-time correlates for bound quantum entanglement even in
astrophysical length scales, and high frequency MEs propagating inside low frequency MEs
like massless particles. High frequency MEs induce bridges between super-conducting magnetic flux tubes (or some other space-time sheets) and atomic space-time sheets (or some
other space-time sheets), which in turn make possible the leakage of supra currents and their
dissipation at the atomic space-time sheets giving rise to self organization.
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The scaling law of homeopathy discussed in [K19] states that high frequency MEs and low
frequency MEs accompany each other, and that their frequencies are in certain preferred
ratios flow /fhigh = v/c, whose values can be understood in TGD framework. These ratios
also correspond to some characteristic velocities v of the system, say EEG wave phase velocities. Low frequency is cyclotron transition frequency fc = ZeB/2πm of ion at a magnetic
flux tubes of (say) Earth’s magnetic field and high frequency corresponds to the zero point
kinetic energy E0 (k) ' π 2 /2mLe (k)2 of ion liberated, when the ion drops from some spacetime sheet to a much larger space-time sheet such as the magnetic flux tube of Earth. Both
cyclotron energy and the zero point kinetic energy scale as 1/L2 (k) ∝ 2−k as a function
of p-adic length scale and are inversely proportional to the mass of ion so that the ratio
flow /fhigh does not depend on the mass of the charged particle.
For the proton the zero point kinetic energy .5 eV for the atomic space-time sheet k = 137
and corresponds to the basic energy quantum of metabolism in living matter.
(a) For k = 137 one has fhigh /flow = 2 × 1011 for B = .5 Gauss.
(b) For k = 149, which corresponds to the p-adic length scale of 5 nm, one half of the
cell membrane thickness, one has fhigh /flow = 108 /2 and the corresponding velocity is
about v = 6 m/s which is quite near to the velocity of alpha waves in brain. Note that
the velocity depends on the local value of the Earth’s magnetic field.
(c) For k = 151, which corresponds to the p-adic length scale of 10 nm, the cell membrane
thickness, one has fhigh /flow = 108 /8 and the corresponding velocity is about v = 24
m/s.
The frequencies fl of the low frequency MEs naturally correspond to the frequencies associated with the rotating magnetic system. The first frequency is the frequency frot of rotation
for the ring of magnets and 10 Hz typically. The second frequency is the frequency of the
oscillating magnetic and electric fields equal to ff ield = N × frot , where N is the number
of rolling magnets, N = 23 in the experiments considered so that one has ff ield = 230 Hz.
Scaling law predicts that these frequencies give rise to microwave frequencies, which ought
to manifest themselves in the field patterns associated with the system.
It is an interesting exercise to look whether the scaling law of homeopathy is consistent with
various frequencies, scales, and velocities appearing in the system.
For the rotation velocity of 600 rpm, the rotation frequency of the ring system is about 10
Hz. The rotation velocity of the ring of magnets is 5.74 m/s at outer radius quite near to the
6 m/s of alpha waves and the velocity predicted by the scaling law for k = 149 in Earth’s
magnetic field. From fhigh (k = 149)/flow = 108 /2 the wavelength of high frequency waves
predicted by the scaling law is.6 m and defines the outer radius 57.4 cm of the ring magnet
system in a good approximation. The value of fhigh is .5 GHz and corresponds to microwave
range.
The field pattern generated by the 23 rolling magnets oscillates with the frequency of 23×10 =
230 Hz in this case. For flow = 230 Hz one has fhigh = 23/2 GHz which is rather near to the
upper bound of 12 GHz for the magnetostatic resonance frequency and corresponds to the
wavelength λhigh = 2.6 cm, somewhat smaller than the diameter d = 3.7 cm of the rolling
magnets and the rough estimate 4 cm for the periodicity of the wavy magnetic field lines.
The problem with this estimate is that the local value of the Earth’s magnetic field affects
the estimate for fhigh . One can however estimate fhigh also directly from the zero point
kinetic energy at k = 149 space-time sheet by using .5 eV for proton at k = 137 space-time
sheet and scaling by 2137−k . For a protonic Cooper pair dropping from k = 149 to k = 151
space-time sheet one has ∆E0 = (1 − 1/4) × 2137−149 × .5 eV and λ = 2.67 cm, which is quite
near to the estimate obtained using the scaling law.
Other mechanisms of remote metabolism?
The fact that critical frequency is in 9-10 Hz range forces however to consider the possibility
that topological light rays at these frequencies fundamental for the functioning of living
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matter are involved and spontaneous acceleration is accompanied by the emergence of a new
source of energy. The energy quantum of metabolism in living matter is in the range.4-.5 eV
and corresponds to the zero point kinetic energy when proton drops from atomic space-time
sheet (k = 137) to a larger space-time sheet. This energy corresponds also to the Z 0 plasma
frequency of water. Since 10 Hz frequency defines a fundamental bio rhythm, the question
whether this ELF frequency might somehow induce the counterpart of biological metabolism
so that the large value of energy quantum would make possible the spontaneous acceleration.
Perhaps the generation of Z 0 plasmoids, which are nearly vacuum extremals coupling the
classical Z 0 fields and em fields and generating negative energy photons with energies about
.5 eV and absorbed by protons dropping to larger space-time sheets, could provide the new
source of energy. These negative energy photons could propagate through the wave guides
provided by 10 Hz topological light rays. In this case the remote metabolism could occur in
the length scale defined by the wave length of 10 Hz photon, roughly the circumference of
Earth. This would make possible spontaneous acceleration.
As already found, the scaling law of homeopathy assigns the Larmor frequency of the magnetic
system to the frequency 230 Hz. This would suggests that the new source of metabolic energy
is realized as enhanced emission of the phase conjugate microwaves. According to the model
for the scaling law of homeopathy the microwave MEs (“massless extremals” or topological
light rays) would travel to the source of energy as particle like structures inside ELF MEs
corresponding to 230 Hz frequency and serving as wave guides. The energy would be sucked
from a considerably larger region since the wavelength of of 230 Hz waves is 1300 km.
The scaling law of homeopathy in its original very restricted form (fl /fh = 21 011 ) would
assign to fL = 207 Hz the frequency fh = .46 × 1014 Hz whereas which the frequency
associated with the .4 eV energy quantum of metabolism in living matter is about 1014 Hz.
Unfortunately, there is a discrepancy by a factor of ∼ 1/2. One could of course consider
the possibility that the dropping of electron Cooper pairs from the space-time sheet k = 149
corresponding to the length scale of lipid layer of cell membrane (5 nm) provides the energy.
In this case one cannot however assign Z 0 plasma frequency with the process. An interesting
question is whether the doubling of the rotation velocity (prevented by the loss of mechanical
stability in the experiment of Russians) could excite the ordinary metabolism. In manysheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection
to given region of space-time so that dropping makes sense only near the boundaries of spacetime sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the size of the space-time
sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to the reduction of zero
point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of magnetic flux tube
portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly also of Planck
constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated.

6.9.2
tions

Some General Facts About Classical Solutions Of Field Equa-

General considerations
The vanishing of Lorentz 4-force for the induced Kähler field means that the vacuum 4currents are in a mechanical equilibrium. Lorentz 4-force vanishes for all known solutions of
field equations which inspires the hypothesis that all extremals or at least the absolute minima
of Kähler action satisfy the condition. The vanishing of the Lorentz 4-force in turn implies
local conservation of the ordinary energy momentum tensor. The corresponding condition
is implied by Einstein’s equations in General Relativity. The hypothesis would mean that
the solutions of field equations are what might be called generalized Beltrami fields. The
condition implies that vacuum currents can be non-vanishing only provided the dimension
DCP2 of the CP2 projection of the space-time surface is less than four so that in the regions
with DCP2 = 4, Maxwell’s vacuum equations are satisfied.
The hypothesis that Kähler current is proportional to a product of an arbitrary function ψ
of CP2 coordinates and of the instanton current generalizes Beltrami condition and reduces
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to it when electric field vanishes. Kähler current has vanishing divergence for DCP2 < 4, and
Lorentz 4-force indeed vanishes. The remaining task would be the explicit construction of
the imbeddings of these fields and the demonstration that field equations can be satisfied.
Under additional conditions magnetic field reduces to what is known as Beltrami field. Beltrami fields are known to be extremely complex but highly organized structures. The natural
conjecture is that topologically quantized many-sheeted magnetic and Z 0 magnetic Beltrami
fields and their generalizations serve as templates for the helical molecules populating living
matter, and explain both chirality selection, the complex linking and knotting of DNA and
protein molecules, and even the extremely complex and self-organized dynamics of biological
systems at the molecular level.
Field equations can be reduced to algebraic conditions stating that energy momentum tensor
and second fundamental form have no common components (this occurs also for minimal
surfaces in string models) and only the conditions stating that Kähler current vanishes,
is light-like, or proportional to instanton current, remain and define the remaining field
equations. The conditions guaranteeing topologization to instanton current can be solved
explicitly. Solutions can be found also in the more general case when Kähler current is not
proportional to instanton current. On basis of these findings there are strong reasons to
believe that classical TGD is exactly solvable.
The dimension of CP2 projection as classifier for the fundamental phases of matter
The dimension DCP2 of CP2 projection of the space-time sheet encountered already in p-adic
mass calculations classifies the fundamental phases of matter. For DCP2 = 4 empty space
Maxwell equations hold true. This phase is chaotic and analogous to de-magnetized phase.
DCP2 = 2 phase is analogous to ferromagnetic phase: highly ordered and relatively simple.
DCP2 = 3 is the analog of spin glass and liquid crystal phases, extremely complex but highly
organized by the properties of the generalized Beltrami fields. This phase is the boundary
between chaos and order and corresponds to life emerging in the interaction of magnetic
bodies with bio-matter. It is possible only in a finite temperature interval (note however the
p-adic hierarchy of critical temperatures) and characterized by chirality just like life.
Could the strange effects in rotating magnetic systems relate to DCP2 = 2 → 3
phase transition?
The general picture could have non-trivial implications also in the case of rotating magnetic
systems.
(a) A non-vanishing vacuum Kähler charge density is generated when a constant magnetic
field is put into rotation. The non-vanishing charge density is not consistent with the
vanishing of the Kähler 4-current and requires a 3-dimensional CP2 projection and
topologization of the Kähler current. Beltrami condition cannot hold true exactly for
the rotating system. The conclusion is that rotation induces a phase transition DCP2 =
2 → 3.
(b) This could help to understand various strange effects related to the rotating magnetic
systems. For instance, the increase of the dimension of CP2 projection could generate
flux tubes and wormhole contacts leading to the transfer of charge between different
space-time sheets. The possibly resulting flow of gravitational flux to larger space-time
sheets might help to explain the claimed antigravity effects.
(c) The phase transition implies a qualitative change in the structure of the magnetic fields
and could thus explain the generation of magnetic walls observed in the rotating magnetic system. What is fascinating that DCP2 = 3 phase corresponds to the living matter
in the proposed classification. This would conform with the idea that the ADP-ATP
machinery responsible for the metabolism is a molecular Searl machine. Hence the
strange effects observed in rotating magnetic systems might reveal the fundamentals of
the dead → alive phase transition.
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6.9.3 Could Spontaneous Acceleration Be Due To The Change Of
Inertial Mass?
The first model for the reduction of inertial mass was based on the reduction of inertial mass
inducing pirouette effect. This mechanism could explain the spontaneous acceleration if one
accepts the new view about the relationship between gravitational and inertial energy (the
earlier model was based on strict form of Equivalence Principle). The reduction of the inertial
mass alone cannot explain the strong parity breaking effects, and the observed fast increase
of the weight change with the rotation velocity and classical Z 0 and em forces are needed.
Applying Occam’s razor one could conclude that classical em and Z 0 forces are all that is
needed and the possible gravitational and inertial effects are quite too weak to explain the
effects. It is however possible that the generation of gravitational and inertial energy from
vacuum occurs in much smaller quantities and the resulting model could serve as a general
model for these effects in different contexts.
The reduction of inertial mass and pirouette effect
If the angular momentum of the rotor can be assumed to be conserved, one can understand
the rapid angular acceleration as a pirouette effect caused by the reduced inertial mass causing
the reduction of moment of inertia. For the clockwise rotation direction the net change of
the weight is about 1 per cent in the range 550 − 600 rpm and starts from mass reduction
of 30 per cent, which would mean 3.5 kg change of inertial mass, which would be a rather
dramatic effect.
This crazy sounding prediction might be killed by simple experimental tests (note however
that inertial mass could be invisible in the case that it resides at non-standard space-time
sheets). One cannot deny that the hypothesis about the reduction of the inertial mass is
on somewhat shaky grounds since it relies basically on the pirouette mechanism and has so
dramatic implications. The simplest assumption is that similar process occurs also for the
counter clockwise rotation.
The conservation of angular momentum gives

L =

Iω = constant .

(6.9.2)

Here I denotes the moment of inertia. I is proportional to mass and thus decreases. Denoting
by m = xm0 the reduced mass one has I = xI0 . Therefore the rotation frequency f must be
inversely proportional to the mass:

m0
f
=
.
f0
m

(6.9.3)

where m refers to inertial mass. Now the moment of inertia decreases because the mass is
reduced: usually the system gets thinner in the direction defined by the axis of rotation.
In the absence of other effects the predicted dependence of ∆m/m0 on f above critical
rotation frequency fcr (±) in the region of rapid acceleration would be

|∆m|
m0

=

1−

fcr (±)
.
f

(6.9.4)

Below fcr there would be no effect. The reduction of effective weight however begins already
at f0 ∼ 200 rpm so that other effects must be involved. Classical Z 0 force is the most natural
candidate responsible for these effects.
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A parameterization for the changes of inertial mass and redistribution of gravitational flux
Assume that there is change of inertial mass and redistribution of gravitational flux above the
critical frequency. The dependence of the inertial mass on frequency can be parameterized
in the linear approximation as

m(f )

=

m0

fcr (±)
for f ≥ fcr (±) .
f

(6.9.5)

The general formula 6.3.10 gives for the fractional change of the effective weight

∆ [mef f (f, ±)]
m0



fcr (±)
= θ (f − fcr (±)) (f )
−1
f
QZ (f, ±)gZ EZ + Qem (f, ±)eEem
∓
m0 g

(6.9.6)

in the proposed parameterization.
(a) The possibly occurring reduction of the inertial mass occurs freely at least during the
step, which corresponds to ∆G/G ' .01 per ∆f = 50 rpm giving slope d(∆G/G)/df ∼
.1/fcr . For (f ) = 1 the slope would be 1/fcr and 10 times larger so that also the
redistribution of gravitational flux should also be present and its change must together
with the inertial mass must almost compensate for the growth of weight caused by the
increase of Z 0 charge. This would requite that d/df ∼ 1.3 at f = fcr . This would
mean that the fraction of the gravitational flux fed to the space-time sheet carrying the
Earth’s gravitational field must increase.
(b) The gravitational mass of the system must increase at least by the same amount as
the inertial mass is reduced in the process. Since positive and negative inertial energy
matter can be generated, the change of gravitational mass can be larger than the change
of the inertial mass. If the resulting new gravitational flux is fed to the space-time sheet
carrying the gravitational field of Earth the standard distribution of gravitational flux
changes in the desired manner. One expects that the distribution of the gravitational
flux returns to the normal later.
Remark: In [H50] it is stated that in the area 550 rpm a force against the direction of
the gravitational vector is created. Figure ?? however implies just the opposite of this
interpretation since the reduction of the weight slows down. Also the statement that
the weight of the device quickly changes at 550 rpm is in conflict with figure ??.
(c) The simplest parameterization for the redistribution of the gravitational flux for clockwise rotation is

(f )

=

1+k×

f − fcr (+)
, k ' 1.3 .
fcr (+)

(6.9.7)

in the range ∆G/G ∈ [30 − 31] per cent. Of course, the effects should be present also
above this range if the reduction of inertial mass is the explanation of the spontaneous
acceleration. The process might be regarded as a phase transition and the conjecture
of the authors of [H50] is that this is the case and that similar phase transitions could
occur also at higher rotation velocities.
The phase transition would create a vacuum extremal having a gravitational mass and would
be followed by a continuous flow of positive inertial mass from the magnetic system. The
slow down of the rapid spontaneous acceleration would be due to the coupling of the load so
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that angular momentum conservation would not hold true anymore. Thus the reduction of
the inertial mass would not be anymore visible as an acceleration.
A similar parameterization works also in the counter clockwise situation and the simplest
assumption is the same phase transition occurs and the parameterization is identical. The
reduction of inertial mass causes acceleration but the growth of gravitational mass compensates this effect to the weight and only steepens increase the rate of mass change due to the
Z 0 force. Indeed, in [H50] it is stated that in area 600 rpm a force in the direction of the
gravitational force of Earth is created.

Could the generation of self-organizing vacuum extremals induce a reduction of
inertial mass and increase of the gravitational mass?
Vacuum extremals correspond to regions of space-time where induce Kähler field vanish, are
vacua with respect to the density of inertial energy. In vacuum regions em and Z 0 fields
are non-vanishing in general and Z 0 /γ ratio satisfies Z 0 /γ = 4/sin2 (θW ) ' 8. Thus there
is a coupling between classical Z 0 em fields which might be of importance. The presence of
classical Z 0 magnetic and electric fields inducing strong parity breaking effects would conform
with the observed dependence of the effect on the direction of rotation serving as a direct
signature of parity breaking effect.
Vacuum regions are not gravitational vacua and the generation of these kind of regions
could give rise to a creation of matter and antimatter whose inertial energies would have
opposite sign and cancel each other. Einstein’s equations tell the density of gravitational
four momentum generated in the process and if highly curved space-time sheets are created,
creation of considerable amounts matter is unavoidable. This kind of regions could contain
quite considerable density of positive and negative energy matter, say as photons and their
phase conjugates and perhaps even positive energy electrons and negative energy positrons.
Vacuum regions are non-deterministic and un-stable against phase transitions changing the
topology of the space-time sheet as well as generation of inertial energy. The inherent instability of vacuum means that they would gradually self-organize to non-vacua by emitting
negative energy matter, in particular phase conjugate photons, and thus develop a net positive inertial energy. The behavior of these systems would have a definite evolutionary aspect,
which suggests that the creation of vacuum regions is the quintessence of life. System is
living as long as it can create these regions and utilize the energy sucked by these regions as
they self-organize to positive energy states by sending negative energy into the environment.
Plasmoids are excellent candidates for regions evolving from inertial vacuum. Plasmoids
indeed seem to be primitive life forms.
The changes the gravitational and inertial masses of the system would be a signature of this
process. Gravitational/inertial anomalies have been repeatedly reported to accompany over
unity effects. The vacuum extremal is unstable and stabilizes by generating negative net
inertial mass. This is achieved by a flow of a fraction of positive energy matter out of the
system. A plausible looking idea is that gravitational energy might be created from vacuum
in the energy scale which corresponds to the magnetic energy density associated with the
magnetic walls: this would make roughly 10−4 eV per atomic volume which corresponds to
the frequency of 10 GHz microwaves associated with magneto-static waves. In this case the
effects on inertial and gravitational masses are of course completely negligible and visible
only as remote metabolism.
The assumption that the changes of inertial mass and redistribution of gravitational mass
are responsible for the effective weight change requires that matter is created from vacuum in
macroscopic amounts. If 1 kg of both positive energy electrons and negative energy positrons
are created in a volume of 1 cubic meter, roughly 1 electron per atomic volume would be
created and it seems that Coulomb repulsion does not allow so dense a plasma. Needless to
say, the laboratory scale big bang creating kilograms of matter from vacuum would mean a
technological revolution. Of course, so high a density of matter created from vacuum looks
highly implausible. The hypothesis can be killed by comparing this density to the density of
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plasma phase just outside the system. Of course, positive energy matter could also flow also
to larger space-time sheets and remain invisible.

6.9.4

Appendix: Gravitational interactions of dark matter at MB

In TGD inspired quantum biology biosystems are controlled by dark matter at magnetic
bodies (MBs) of systems involved. Also Earth’s MB is involved.The cyclotron energies of
biologically important ions and even larger subsystems should be in the biophoton energy
range which gives an estimate for the value of hef f , which is very large.

Nottale hypothesis
The assumption is that dark ions in question are at gravitational flux tubes mediating
gravitational interaction and have the value of hef f = hgr = GMD m/v0 proposed by Nottale
[E14] [K98]: v0 is velocity parameter and has value β0 = v0 /c ' 2−11 for the 4 inner planets
of Sun. This value is the natural first guess also in the case of Earth. MD denotes the
dark mass which need not be the mass of Earth. Note that Schwartshild radius is given by
rs = 2GM and for Earth has value is rs = .887 cm.
Nottale’s hypothesis implies that cyclotron energies are universal in the sense that they do
not depend on the mass of the particle: this conforms with Equivalence Principle. The
cyclotron energy for cyclotron frequency fc = ZeB/m is given by Ec = ~ef f fc and for
hef f = hgr one has Ec = (GMD /v0 )ZeB. Also the value of gravitational Compton length
given by λgr = ~gr /m0GM/v0 = rs /2v0 is mass independent and therefore universal.
Note that the values of hgr differ for different ions so that only ions with the same mass are
at the same flux tubes: the ions are neatly separated to flux tubes according to their mass
and charge like books in a book shelf. Dark biological ions would not form random soup as
in the biochemical picture.

The notion of endogenous magnetic field
The endogenous magnetic field of Bend = 2BE /5, where BE = .5 Gauss is the Earth’s
magnetic field, is deduced from the experimental findings of Blackman [J8] and is identified
as the monopole flux part of BE having also ordinary Maxwellian path with vanishing
monopole flux. Monopole flux is possible in the TGD framework by the non-trivial
topology of CP2 but not in Maxwellian theory. The special feature of monopole flux is that
it does not require currents to create the magnetic field. This can explain the maintenance
of Earth’s magnetic field [L13].
The condition that the cyclotron energy is 2 eV for 10 Hz cyclotron frequency of iron ion in
Bend allows to estimate the value of hef f in this case as hef f = 1013 . Note that hef f = hgr
is proportional to the mass of the ion. Using this rough estimate for hgr = hef f one obtains
an estimate for MD as MD = v0 hef f /Gm(F e). For v0 = 2−11 this gives MD = 2 × 10−4 ME ,
where ME is the Earth’s mass.

Identification of the dark mass MD as mass of the innermost core of Earth
A possible identification of MD is as the mass of the innermost core of Earth. Its radius is
estimated to be 400 km For average density ρE of Earth this would give mass MD = xME ,
x = 2.4 × 10−4 . The actual density in the core is higher and a good estimate is ρinn = 5ρE .
This would give x ' 1.2 × 10−3 ME . Of course, not all of this mass need be dark. The
Schwartschild radius rS = 2GMD would be rS = xrS (E) giving 2.1 µm in the first case and
11.0 µm in the second case. Cell size scales are in question.
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Bohr orbit model for dark matter at MBs
Since MD has a physical interpretation, it is interesting to look whether it would make
sense to assume that dark particles at the magnetic body of Earth and at the personal
magnetic bodies co-rotating with Earth could reside at Bohr orbits in the gravitational field
generated by MD just like the model for the planetary orbits originally proposed by Nottale
assumes. These orbits could correspond to flux tubes.
It is straightforward to generalize the basic formulas for hydrogen atom:
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For x = 10−3 ,which corresponds to the estimate MD from ρD = 5ρE in the core and
β0 = 2−11 , this would give r1 = 1.1 × 103 km to be compared with the radius of Earth
given by RE = 6.4 × 103 km and with the radius of the solid inner core about 1.22 × 103 km.
If the density is 6 times higher in the inner core, one has r1 = RE .
rn ∝ 1/β03 makes rn very sensitive to β0 . For β0 = 2−12 one would have r1 = 1.4RE . Values
of r1 larger than RE are natural for MB. Therefore it is possible to have r1 ≥ RE for
reasonable values of parameters.
Are the rotation velocities of Earth and dark matter at MBs same?
The rotation velocity of Earth is 460 m/s and much smaller than the velocity parameter β0 .
There are two options.
Option I The rotation velocities for the biological body at the surface of Earth and MB
possibly above it should be the same to guarantee that they would stay in contact. If the
flux tubes are above Earth the dark matter would behave like a stationary satellite. An
analogous hypothesis has been studied for planetary orbits [K98].
Option II: Dark matter is localized at circular magnetic flux tubes in which case it can
rotate with different velocity.
Suppose that the dark matter at MB couples gravitationally only to MD as the hypothesis
that only particles with the same value of hef f appear in the same vertex suggests. This
hypothesis can be of course challenged: the usual assumption is that gravitation couples in
the same manner to all forms of matter.
With this assumption Newton’s equation for circular orbit in the equitorial plane (it need
not be same as for Earth’s rotational axis, also magnetic axis could define it) gives
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=x× 2
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Parameterizing rn as rn = n2 r1 = n2 yRE one has
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x = 10−3 and y = 1 give β = 2.6 × 10−4 , which corresponds to vrot = .8 × 104 m/s, which is
by factor 20 higher than βrot .
This would require Option II.
What about Option I. β ∝ 1/n proportionality suggests that the lowest orbit above the
Earth’s surface has n > 1 (for the model of solar planets Earth as n = 3). The required value
of n would be however rather high.
One can however change also the values of x and y. For x = 2 × 10−4 and y = 1/6 and
n = 3 ( n = 1 orbit is near the boundary of the solid core and n = 3 orbit is the first
one√above Earth’s surface and corresponds to r3 ' 1.5RE ) β would be reduced by factor
1/3 30 ' 1/16.4. The personal MB would be like a stationary satellite for this option. The
increase of β0 by factor 1.14 would reduce r3 to RE .

Chapter 7

The anomalies in rotating
magnetic systems as a key to
the understanding of
morphogenesis?
7.1

Introduction

During almost two decades I have returned repeatedly to the fascinating but unfortunately
un-recognized work of Roschin and Godin about rotating magnetic systems [H52]. The
motivation has been that the strange effects such as change of weight proportional to the
rotation velocity of rollers taking place above 3.3 Hz rotation frequency and rapid acceleration
above 9.2 Hz up to frequency 10 Hz could provide the clues for developing a general vision
about morphogenesis of magnetic body, whose flux quanta carry Bose-Einstein condensates
of dark charged ions with given mass and charge if the hypothesis hef f = hgr holds true.
At this time my friend Samuli Pentikäinen re-stimulated my interest by sending some links
to the files describing the patent of Godin and Roschin. We had a nice brain storming about
the system, which eventually inspired the preparation of this article to clarify my recent
views about the system. One can find from web a brief description of the rotating magnetic
system (see http://tinyurl.com/jceswe4) and the english translation of the patent (see
http://tinyurl.com/hb6bfla). I am grateful for Samuli for these links and interesting
discussions. In the sequel I summarize the most recent views. It is earlier view but with
some important new ideas added.
The best manner to proceed is to identify the crucial questions. In the following I list these
questions. I have proposed several alternative answers to these questions and the goal in the
following is to fix the answers as uniquely as possible.
Consider first questions related to the formation of magnetic walls.
(a) How could the observed magnetic walls be formed? So called Chladni mechanism making
visible the nodal lines of oscillations of a vibrating square plate by putting thin powder
on the plate so that the powder ends up to the nodal lines is neatly described in the
article of Geesink [I40] (see http://tinyurl.com/j9rsyqd).
Could a generalization of Chladni mechanism [L29] explain the formation of magnetic
walls as an analog of morphogenesis at the level of dark matter?
Neither standing waves nor circularly polarized waves are possible as single sheeted
structures. Propagating circularly polarized waves with net spin assignable to pairs of
“topological light rays” (“massless extremals”, MEs) and standing waves assignable to
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the pairs of these pairs would have cylindrical nodal surfaces, which in the simplest
situation would be stationary.
Charged flux tubes would drift to these stationary 2-D magnetic walls where electric field
vanishes. Ordinary matter would in turn condense around magnetic body as assumed
in TGD inspired quantum biology so that dark morphogenesis would induced ordinary
morphogenesis.
(b) Could the generation of magnetic walls be a quantum phase transition taking place at
quantum criticality? Could generalized Chladni effect lead to the drift of the charged
flux tubes to the nodal surfaces defining the magnetic walls? What could serve as the
seed of this phase transition? Since the signs of the momentum gain and acceleration
at the roller correlate with the rotation direction, the rotation of roller and its magnetic
body could serve as the seed.
What can one say about magnetic flux tubes and walls?
(a) Could the flux tubes from rollers go through wormhole contacts to a larger space-time
sheet containing return flux tubes from rollers drifting to the magnetic walls?
(b) The magnetic walls have magnetic field in the same direction as the magnetic field of
rollers in the same region so that the interpretation as return flux makes sense. The
patent does not tell whether the magnetizations are parallel or not. If the magnetizations
are opposite as stability considerations would suggest, the return flux for the magnetic
flux from stator would not form magnetic walls. If so, the rotation of the rollers should
be essential for the formation of the magnetic walls and would serve as a seed of this
phase transition.
Where does the dark matter at magnetic walls come from?
(a) The charge density n = ωB/e (c = 1) at roller changing sign with the direction of
rotation would be naturally due to the transfer of electrons between rollers and magnetic body and one can interpreted the distance between magnetic walls as cyclotron
frequency associated with electrons in the magnetic field B = .3 Tesla. The density of
electrons (holes) is extremely small and cannot explain weight change and spontaneous
acceleration. Neither can the electrons from rollers correspond to the dark matter at
the flux tubes and magnetic walls.
(b) Could the charged particles already exist at the flux tubes leaving the roller and at the
return flux tubes and drift to the flux walls? Does hgr = hef f = n × h hypothesis
[L19] [K95, K84] guaranteeing that given flux quantum contains only charged particles
of given mass hold true? This allows in principle many kinds of charged particles. In
TGD inspired quantum biology many ions indeed appear and dark phases.
Note: The notion of gravitational Planck constant hgr introduced originally by Nottale
deserves a comment. It is defined as ~gr = GM m/v0 , where M could in the recent case
be MD ∼ 10−4 ME for flux tubes of Bend = 2BE /5 and Earth’s mass ME for the flux
tubes of galactic magnetic field Bgal ∼ 1 nT mediating the gravitational interaction of
Earth. By assuming that the parameter r = v0 /vrot,M for Earth has the same value as
for Sun. The value of r is fixed by v0 ' 2−11 for Sun from the Bohr orbit model for
the orbits of inner planets originally proposed by Nottale [E14] [K98] and vrot is the
rotational velocity of Sun.
(c) Is there a connection with biology? The spontaneous acceleration occurs in the range
9.2-10 Hz. This range corresponds to alpha band in EEG. In TGD inspired biology
the endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss (maybe Earth’s magnetic field inside
organism or at some distance from the surface of Earth) and magnetic field with strength
range around the average value Bgal ' 1 nT of galactic magnetic field are important.
Are these magnetic fields involved and could they serve as sources of dark charged
particles? The flux tubes mediating the gravitational interaction of Earth could be at
the flux tubes which are originally those of galactic magnetic field and would satisfy
the condition hef f = hgr guaranteeing that dark cyclotron photons have the energy
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spectrum of bio-photons as a universal energy spectrum in visible-UV range in which
also the transition energies of bio-molecules are.
Could the rotation of the rollers inducing the rotation of flux tubes increase the probability of reconnections with the flux tubes of Bend = .2 Gauss and Ggal ∼ 1 nT mediating
Earth’s gravitational interaction? Could the charged particle condensates from these
flux tubes flow to the flux tubes of rollers or to the magnetic walls? The values of
critical frequencies indeed suggests that Bend = .2 Gauss and Ggal ∼ 1 nT could have
an important role.
A further group of questions relates to the mechanism of effective weight change and spontaneous acceleration.
(a) Where do the momentum and angular momentum causing effective weight change and
spontaneous acceleration come from? At the magnetic walls Bose-Einstein condensates
could be generated and give rise to either super-conductivity or cyclotron Bose-Einstein
condensates as generalized spontaneous magnetization or both. This demands that the
charged particles at the flux quanta form Bose-Einstein condensates so that they have
parallel longitudinal momenta pL and/or spin and cyclotron quantum numbers n, m.
This requires that the spins or momenta of charged particle have same value. Conservation laws require that the increments of quantum numbers in the phase transition
go to the roller and would cause weight change in the case of super-conductivity and
spontaneous acceleration in the case of cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate associated
with angular momentum.
(b) How can one understand the correlation between the sign of the weight change and
direction of rotation? Could parity breaking - perhaps made possible by large hef f
variants of weak gauge bosons - make this possible? What comes in mind is the winding
of DNA and twisting of magnetic flux tubes in Sun. Are the flux tubes leaving from
rollers transferred to space-time sheets carrying magnetic walls at fixed positions of
wormhole contacts? If so the flux tubes emanating from rotating rollers would twist so
that they would become chiral. Could this chirality force the dark photons to propagate
with higher probability to another direction of the flux tube and induce the apparent
weight change by momentum feed due to the transformation of dark photons to ordinary
ones followed by absorpion?
The observation of visible and yellow light could be interpreted as a transformation of
dark photons to ordinary photons with energies in visible and UV range.
(c) Where comes the rotational energy of the roller during spontaneous acceleration and
the energy associated with the dark photons inducing weight change?
The simplest explanation is that the formation of magnetic walls liberates energy and
this energy goes to the magnetic system in the manner described.
Charged particles could also form kind of dark nuclei at the flux tubes and the dark
nuclear energy which is assumed to scale down by 1/n in TGD based model of cold
fusion, liberates energy. These dark nuclei could transform to ordinary nuclei when
interacting with charged systems and would liberate practically all ordinary nuclear
binding energy. Could the observed corrosion of copper foils around the rotor and
stator could be due to this transformation?
An further possibility could be remote metabolism in which system sends negative energy signal to a system able to receive it. This mechanism might be central mechanism
in quantum biology based on ZEO associated with metabolism, motor actions involving signals to geometric past (explaining Libet’s classical finding that neural activity
precedes conscious decision), and with memory as communications with geometric past.
What is the proper quantum description for the change of weight and acceleration?
(a) Could the most elegant option rely on a discrete state function reduction sequence for
macroscopic quantum states of the tensor product system formed by rollers and the flux
tubes leaving them and the return flux tubes at magnetic walls (possibly fused to form
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magnetic walls)? The states of this system would be entangled pair with vanishing total
angular momentum and momentum and thee quantum numbers would be opposite for
every state in the superposition. Could these reductions could be regarded as quantum
phase transitions? The quantum numbers increments would go to the dark photon
many-particle states and dark photons would be absorbed by the rotor and give rise to
apparent weight change or spontaneous acceleration. Rollers could be treated as quantal
rigid bodies with cylindrical symmetry in the simplest model.
(b) Could one treat the entire flux tubes coming from the rollers going to larger space-time
sheets containing the magnetic walls via wormhole contacts as particle like quantum
system and treat the transitions as phase transition between the states of these systems
rather than at single particle level?
There is also evidence that the presence of light source below massive object affects its weight
by about .1 per cent. This effect could be explained along the same lines. Zero Energy Ontology and the proposed mechanism remote metabolism at the level of dark matter is however
needed and this would force to modify dramatically the views about basic interactions at the
level of dark matter.
An increase of weight ∆g/g ' 2 × 10−4 is observed for electrets [E36]: this number has
appeared in TGD already earlier [K84, K95] and in TGD framework could have interpretatation in terms of dark matter layer with mass M D ' 2 × 10−4 ME at distance of Moon.
Amusingly, this change of weight happens to consistent with the ”weight of soul” claimed to
be 21 g.

7.2 The construction of the magnetic system and findings
The rotating magnetic system is a modification of the homopolar generator (see http://
tinyurl.com/cn94kbk) invented by Faraday. Homopolar generator is a metal disk rotating in
magnetic field orthogonal to it. A radial electric field E = −v × B is generated in equilibrium
and implies that current follows in the wire, whose end is attached to the boundary of rotating
disk. The current can run through a load and the system provides electric power. One must
of course feed power to the system to keep disk in rotation.
The system replaces the rotating disk with rollers, which are cylinders rolling along the
surface of stator without slipping so that the rotation is transformed to rolling motion: car
is familiar example of this. The slipping is prevented by a magnetic cog wheel obtained by
inserting orthogonal linear magnets to the stator and rollers.
The patent application represents the role as electric generator as basic function of the system
but the reported effects suggest that it can indeed transform to a generator in the sense that
the system begins to accelerate at rotation frequency near 10 Hz and produces power. Also
a change of weight is observed. These effects make the system a possible example of new
physics effects.

7.2.1

Construction

The rotating part consists of rollers, which are cylinders rotating along the stator ring. The
radius of the whole system called converter was about .5 m. Stator and rollers were made
of the same magnetic material consisting of rare earth metals. The value of the residual
induction was B = .85 Tesla with coercive force Hc ∼ 600 kA/m and with density of magnetic
energy W ∼ 150 kJ/m3 . Magnets were constructed using electric induction. Inserts with
radial magnetization were added to both stators and rollers (see Fig. 1 at http://tinyurl.
com/hb6bfla) in order to build magnetic cog wheel. Inserts had B = 1.2 Tesla, Hc ∼ 1000
kA/m, and W ∼ 360 kJ/m3 ).
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Stator and rollers were wrapped with copper foild of thickness .8 mm having direct contact
eith magnets at stator and rollers. Between the surfaces of the stator and roller there was
an air gap of thickness δ ∼ 1 mm.
The magnetizations of both stator and rollers were along the axis of the cylinder but it
remained unclear to me whether they were parallel or antiparallel. Antiparallel magnetization
would be favoured by the minimization of magnetic interaction energy E = −µ · B in dipole
magnetic field with return flux in direction opposite to magnetization.
The diameter of the stator 1 and the rotor 2 (see Fig. 2 at http://tinyurl.com/hb6bfla)
was selected so that the ratio of the stator diameter D and the roller diameter d was integer
multiple of 4: D/d = 4 × n. This is reported to be a condition for spatial quantization
and achieve resonant mode between the working elements of the device body. If no slippage
occurs in the rotation, the velocity v of the roller rotation at its surface is same as the rotation
velocity V of roller along stator surface: v = V implies ωd = ΩD giving ω/Ω = D/d. The
condition D/d = m guarantees that single full rotation along stator corresponds to m full
rotations for roller and this is very natural condition if one considers em waves possibly
associated with the motion. Why one must have m = 4 × n fullrotations per one full rotation
along stator is not quite clear. For n = 1 this would mean that a rotation of π/2 along stator
means 2π rotation for roller.
The total weight of the system was about 350 kg.
Ring electrode was attached to the periphery of the device (along the ring just outside the
roles) connected to high voltage source with stator as positive pole and the outer boundary
of roller ring as negative pole. The voltage had typically a limiting value of 20 kV. The use
of the radial electric field was reported to stabilize the mode in which the system produces
energy.

7.2.2

Observations

Several strange findings are reported. The system was set in motion by using an electric
motor and the rotation frequency was gradually increased by increasing the power feed to
the system.
The sign of the weight change depends on the direction of rotation. The following describes
the situation for which weight change occurs.
(a) At rotation frequency of 3.3 Hz the weight of the system started to change with the
sign of the change depending on the direction of rotation. Fig. 4 at http://tinyurl.
com/hb6bfla shows the relationship between rotation frequency f (rpm as unit) and
the weight loss |∆G| in per cents.
(b) At rotation frequency 9.2 Hz and the system started to spontaneously accelerate. At
this moment the system was coupled to a fist load of 1 kW. At the same time weight
loss slowed down to and increased from 30 per cent to 35 per cent during in the range
9.2 Hz-10 Hz. An unpleasant whistling sound was heard. Fig. 5 at http://tinyurl.
com/hb6bfla shows also the time development during the period 9.2 − 10 Hz
(c) At f = 10 Hz frequency the total load was P = 7 kW. I am not sure whether it was
kept in that value during the next period when the rotating frequency was reduced or
whether it was reduced gradually. At these values of f and P a high voltage of 20 kV
was applied with positive pole at stator. The rotation frequency dropped to 3.3 Hz
without any change in weight change ∆G. After than also weight change went to zero.
The load of 7 kW caused the fall down of the system. Did the magnetic cogwheel start
to slip or what happened?
The behavior of weight change suggests that there was a feed of both momentum (and energy)
to the system in the interval 3.3 Hz-9.2 Hz during which |∆G| increased. In the interval 9.2
Hz-10 Hz there was energy feed but no momentum feed. For the load of 7 kW the feed of
energy was reduced and the rotation frequency started to reduce but |∆G| remained the same.
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At f = 3.3 Hz the momentum feed began to reduce and weight change reduced gradually to
zero.
This suggests that three critical frequencies were present. 3.3 Hz, 9.2 Hz and 10 Hz. Above
3.3 Hz the presence of momentum feed is suggestive. Perhaps by a beam of massless particles
with downwards direction to cause weight change. In 9.2 Hz-10 Hz range also the presence of
beams of massless particles in both directions parallel to rotors was present causing energy
feed but no momentum feed. Above 10 Hz and with load of 7 kW the standing wave energy
feed stopped and only the momentum feed remained. It did not go to zero at 3.3 Hz but went
to zero smoothly so that the effect was not reversible. This might be due to the presence of
load.
Also other effects were observed.
(a) In dark room a coronal discharge was observed around the convertor in form of bluepink glow and characteristic smell of ozone. Cloud ionization region covering stator and
rotor respectively and a toroidal shape. Visible wave pattern - increased luminescence
intensity zones of white and yellow light located along the height of the roller was
observed. The sound characterizing corona arc was not audible.
(b) There was also a visible erosion damage to the copper surfaces of the stator and rollers.
(c) Also vertical magnetic walls with field strength of .05 Tesla and with layer thickness
of 5-8 cm and distance of .5-0.6 m were observed around the unit. If I understood the
english translation correctly, the direction of magnetic field co-incided with that for the
magnetic field created by rollers so that the flux can be interpreted as a return flux from
rollers. The pattern was observed also outside the laboratory.
Magnetic walls begin to appear at rotation frequency 3.3 Hz with the intensity of the
magnetic field and temperature drop increasing linearly with the rotation frequency.
Maximal temperature drop from 22 ◦ C to 6-8 ◦ C inside the magnetic walls is reported.

7.3

Quantum model

The classical model summarized in Appendix does not work. Dark matter realized as a
hierarchy of hef f /h = n phases assignable to magnetic body of the system at quantum
criticality is the basic idea. The general explanation for the spontaneous acceleration and
weight change is transfer of momentum and energy between the magnetic system and its
magnetic body.

7.3.1

Some guidelines

What can one learn from homopolar generator?
The patent talks about a modification of homopolar generator (see http://tinyurl.com/
cn94kbk), which is basically a rotating metal disk in magnetic field orthogonal to the disk.
The modification is that the rotating metal disk is replaced by magnetic cylinders rolling
along the boundary of the stator ring.
(a) As already Faraday observed, a direct current is generated to the wire attached to
the boundary of the disk. This suggests that a radial electric field is generated to
the disk and in equilibrium the force to rotating charge vanishes so that one has F =
q(E + v × B) = 0: this gives E = −v × B. This effect does not follow from Faradays
law stating that a system moving linearly in magnetic field observes also electric field
E = v × B.
(b) What is strange that the electric field has source: a constant charge density whose sign
depends on the direction of rotation. Charge separation would occur: depending on the
direction of rotation some amount of positive or negative charge leaves the system and
goes somewhere. Also charge of opposite sign could enter from outside.
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What is important to notice is that parity breaking in macroscopic length scale takes
place. Standard model predicts large parity breaking effects only in intermediate boson
length scales. Could large hef f /h = n phases for which weak bosons have Compton
length scaled up by n proposed in the model of cold fusion [L12] be involved. The
situation would be same as in biology, where chirality selection having no generally
accepted explanation in standard model framework takes place.
(c) An analogous charge separation occurs in the Pollack effect [L9] occurring when water
bounded by gel phase is irradiated with IR light [L9]. Charge separation occurs and so
called exclusion zone of thickness up to 100 micrometers becomes negatively charged:
the negatively charged region has strange properties and Pollack calls it exclusion zone.
The effective stoichiometry of water changes 0 to H1.5 O as one proton per probably
hydrogen bonded pair of water molecule goes somewhere. In the case of Pollack effect
TGD explanation is that positively charged protons go to magnetic flux tubes as dark
protons making possible macroscopic quantum effects crucial for life.
Charge separation is central in biology. Cell is negatively charged and also DNA has
negative charge of one unit per nucleotide and the proposal is that dark protons are
located along flux tube parallel to DNA and provide a realization of genetic code. The
chemical realization would be only a shadow of this realization at the level of dark nuclear
physics: dark protons would indeed form analogs of nuclei and dark weak interactions
would transform part of dark protons to dark neutrons [L17] (http://tinyurl.com/
jgfjlbe).
(d) What is interesting is that the so called Tewari generator, which is essentially homopolar
generator is claimed to produce also over unity effects and in India there is a large scale
trial using Tewari space-energy generators as new power source. I have discussed already
earlier a model for Tewari generator [L15] (see http://tinyurl.com/z5zm8aa).

A possible connection with biology
The range 9.2 − 10 Hz for the rotation frequency f0 corresponds to alpha band in EEG and
to the fundamental bio-rhythm. 10 Hz frequency corresponds also to the secondary p-adic
time scale assignable to electron.
The condition f = 4n×f0 for the rotation frequency of roller implied by D/d = 4×n found to
give rise to a resonance corresponds to harmonics of this frequency. For n = 1 (only 4 rollers)
one has frequencies 40, 80, .. Hz. 40 Hz is the thalamocortical resonance frequency believe
to be crucial correlate of conscious experience. 80 Hz corresponds to a resonance frequency
in REG, the EEG counterpart for retina. Fig 1. at http://tinyurl.com/hb6bfla would
suggest D/d = 8 or D/d = 12 so that the roller frequency would be 80 Hz or 120 Hz for
f0 = 10 Hz.
Maybe also the frequency 3.3 Hz at which the weight change begins could be also seen as an
analog of EEG frequency. EEG indeed has a resonance frequency around 3 Hz.
In TGD inspired model of quantum biology the cyclotron frequencies of various biologically
important ion in an endogenous magnetic field field Bend = .2 Gauss (2/5 of the Earth’s
magnetic field (possibly identifiable as the value of Earth’s magnetic field inside organism or
farther away from the surface of Earth) are in EEG range and crucial in explaining the effects
of ELF em fields on vertebrate brain [J8] [K14] are crucial. Interestingly, for iron ion the
cyclotron frequency is near 10 Hz (as also for phosphate ion which might have fundamental
implications in living matter [L18]). Could it be that iron ions F e−2 , which are bosons, end
up to the magnetic body of the system and form a Bose-Einstein condensate?
This supports the idea about primitive plasmoid like living system having magnetic body and
the analog of EEG realized in terms of dark photons. Magnetic body would used “biological
body” as sensory receptor and motor instrument and the generation of rotation might be
interpreted as a kind of motor action.
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What could quantum criticality correspond to?
Quantum criticality is the prerequisite for generation of dark hef f = n × h phases possibly
satisfying also the condition hef f = hgr . Quantum criticality corresponds to some kind
of instability. The motivation for the hypothesis is that at quantum criticality long range
correlations and fluctuations are present and large hef f would give rise to them. How could
quantum criticality be realized in the system considered?
Quantum criticality certainly corresponds to the frequency intervals beginning at values 3.3
Hz and 9.2 Hz and continuing to about 10 Hz. At 3.3 Hz the formation of magnetic walls
would begin and magnetic field would increase linearly as the function of frequency also
the effective weigh change would start to develop. The interpretation would be that B-E
condensates analogous of super-conducting phases start to form at flux tubes drifting to the
magnetic walls and the momentum liberated in the process goes to the magnetic flux tubes
as dark photons transformed to ordinary photons. Actually one would have sequence of
quantum phase transitions feeding momentum at discrete steps to the magnetic body and
inducing effective change of weight. At 9.2 Hz also Bose-Einstein condensation in angular
momentum degrees would occur and also a feed of angular momentum would start to occur
in the same manner and lead to acceleration.
Formation of magnetic walls as a quantum phase transition
How the observed magnetic walls could be formed? Could a generalization of Chladni mechanism explain this as an analog of morphogenesis at the level of dark matter?
(a) Propagating circularly polarized waves with net spin assignable to pairs of MEs and
standing waves assignable pairs of these pairs would have cylindrical nodal surfaces,
which in the simplest situation would be stationary. Charged flux tubes would drift to
these stationary 2-D magnetic walls.
(b) At the magnetic walls Bose-Einstein condensates would be generated and give rise to
either super-conductivity or cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates as generalized spontaneous magnetization or both. This requires that the charged particles at flux tubes are
organized so that they have parallel longitudinal momenta and/or spin and cyclotron
quantum numbers n, m. This require that the spins or momenta of charged particle turn
to the same direction. Conservation laws require that the increments of quantum numbers go to the roller and could cause weight change in the case of super-conductivity and
spontaneous acceleration in the case of cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate associated
with angular momentum.
(c) Ordinary matter would in turn condense around magnetic body as assumed in TGD
inspired quantum biology so that dark morphogenesis would induced ordinary morphogenesis.
(d) The mechanism would be universal. Even exo-planetary systems are found to be preceded by the formation of concentric rings, which suggests that Chladni mechanism
is at work also here and drives dark matter to the rings after which ordinary matter
condensed around dark matter.

7.3.2

Standing waves, magnetic walls and Chladni mechanism

In TGD inspired quantum biology morphogenesis could rely on a generalization of Chladni
mechanism (for explanation (see http://tinyurl.com/j9rsyqd) [L29]. Chladni mechanism
in its original form was a clever trick to make the nodal curves associated with standing
waves visible: in the original situation one has vibrating square shaped oscillating membrane
and the added particles end up to the nodal lines of the membrane.
In the generalization of Chladni mechanism charged particles would be driven to stationary
nodal surfaces of standing waves where they experience no force. One can consider also a
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more general mechanism in which the nodal surfaces vary slowly in the time scale of the
dynamics of charged particles.
One can generalize further: also the magnetic walls carrying dark charged matter could be
associated with the nodal surfaces of TGD counterparts of standing waves where charged
particles experience no force orthogonal to the flux tube. What is so remarkable that for
hef f = hgr given value of hef f would correspond to a given value of particle mass so that
various kinds of charged particles would at flux tubes like books in shelves corresponding to
particular topics. Living matter would be extremely organized at the level of magnetic body
and ordinary matter would organize around magnetic body.
The charged particles at magnetic walls could be bosonic ions or Cooper pairs of fermionic
charged particles and form cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensate with all particles in same
cyclotron state and with the same spin. The large distance from rotating system would
suggest large quantized angular momenta proportional to the distance which is approximately
a multiple of the wavelength λ ∼ .5m.
What is interesting that the distance between magnetic walls is about .5 meters asymptotically whereas the cyclotron wavelength of electron in magnetic field of Br = .05 Tesla is
λ = .2 meters. The field giving rise to λ = .5 meters is by a factor 2/5 times smaller than
Br . Also the endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss relates by the same factor 2/5
to the nominal value of the Earth’s magnetic field BE = .5 Gauss. Could it be that the
“endogenous” variant of Br - perhaps the dark magnetic field accompanying Br = .05 Tesla
- is also now by a factor 2/5 smaller? Or is the value of the field this in the region where the
radiation is generated.
If the angular momentum has ~ef f = hgr as unit, the angular momentum would be scaled
up from ordinary. It is not however clear whether this true. Since dark space-time sheets
are n-fold coverings it could happen that single sheet has fractional angular momentum unit
~/n so that n-sheeted structure would have ~ as unit of angular momentum. Nodal surfaces
can be associated also with propagating waves and they would be in the recent case same as
those associated with the standing waves.
Chladni mechanism could transcend to a basic mechanism of morphogenesis.
(a) Charged magnetic flux quanta and therefore also biomolecules would end up to the
nodal surfaces of say electric field since the force on them would vanish at the nodal
surfaces. This would give stationary structures. MB could control morphogenesis by
using this kind of standing waves forcing the formation of various structures at their
nodal surfaces.
(b) The induced fields associated with the simplest “topological light rays” (“massless extremals”, MEs) are of form sin(ω(t − z))(ρ), (c = 1). (ρ) is polarization function and
ρ is a coordinate varying in the direction of local polarization and can be chosen rather
freely. Now it is taken to be the radial cylindrical coordinate. (ρ) can have zeros, which
makes possible stationary nodal surfaces also in the case of propagating MEs.
(c) The objection is that TGD does not allow single-sheeted realizations of standing waves
needed for instance to realize the standing waves assignable to induction coil and wires of
electric circuits. This objection is not lethal. In many-sheeted space-time one can realize
effective sinusoidal standing waves as 2-sheeted structures from two MEs propagating
to opposite spatial directions and carrying plane waves with a fixed frequency. These
two-sheeted structures would serve as basic building bricks. The test particle having
necessarily wormhole contacts to both MEs would experience the force caused by the
sum of the induced gauge fields assigned to the two MEs. The force would be same
as that caused by a standing wave with separable temporal and spatial dependence
not realizable as preferred extremal: that is a product of trigonometric functions - say
product of form sin(ωt)sin(ωz)(ρ).
MEs have also always constant direction of polarization. Circularly polarized effective
fields could be generated by pairs of MEs for which one has two linear polarizations in
orthogonal directions with a phase lag of π/2.
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(d) The force would vanish at nodal surfaces, which would thus define naturally the shape
of a stationary structure defined by molecules. These surfaces would correspond to the
vanishing of sin(kz) factor and to the vanishing of (ρ) factor.
(e) One can take several primitive MEs and allow them to have different directions but
common frequency. One would obtain effective standing wave with common factorized
temporal and spatial dependences given by the sum of spatial parts of the sinusoidal
waves. The nodal surface for this wave would correspond to the nodal surface for the
sum of the spatial waves and one would obtain arbitrarily complex nodal surfaces.
The nodal surfaces for these waves would naturally associated with the nodes of a
tensor network [L22], where the flux tubes of MB indeed meet. Fractal structure with
tensor networks with nodes of tensor networks can be assumed in TGD framework. In
the recent situation one would have effective 2-dimensionallity and the nodes would be
cylinders.
(f) There is a connection with holography in which reference wave and the wave of same
frequency reflected from the target interfere. Now all waves can be regarded as standing
reference waves coming from different directions and generated by magnetic body and
propagating along flux tubes of magnetic body. Bio-structures would be formed to the
nodal surfaces of this hologram.
Consider now a more detailed description of the recent situation.
(a) Magnetic walls would naturally correspond to the nodes of (ρ), which would be strictly
periodic function or only asymptotically periodic as Bessel function. These nodal surfaces are possible already for single sheeted situation. Cylindrical symmetry would
suggest Bessel functions.
The distances between the magnetic walls are in the range .5 m-0.8 m. This length
scale would correspond naturally to the wavelength of approximately periodic radial
polarization function (ρ). The scale naturally corresponds to the radius of stator or
the entire system. The frequency corresponding to λ = .5 meters would correspond to
frequency f = 6 × 108 Hz. The cyclotron frequency of electron would be 1.5 × 108 Hz
in the field of .05 Tesla. Correct value would be obtained for B = .3 Tesla: this would
correspond to the value of the magnetic field at the flux tubes of the magnetic body
emanating from rollers.
The hypothesis that the cyclotron energies of dark particles are in the range of biophoton energies - visible and UV- suggests that the value of n = hef f /h = hgr /h
satisfies n ≥ 4 × 103 for the corresponding dark photons in the case of electrons. Note
that the gravitational Compton scales Λgr = hgr /m would not depend on the mass m
of the particles. This realizes Equivalence Principle.
(b) If the absorbed photons have well-defined helicity and thus spin, they have circularly polarized waves as classical correlates. MEs do not however allow a polarization changing
with time. This problem is circumvented by using union of MEs, which have orthogonal
linear polarizations but are in different phase so so that the direction of polarization
observed by test particle rotates.
The transfer of spin is expected to be small below 9.2 Hz whereas the momentum
is transferred. Hence these pairs could describe propagating waves present below 9.2
Hz. The continual absorption of these ME-doublets would serve as a correlate for the
absorption of dark photons and would be a correlate for the weight change
There would be parity breaking in the sense that the rates for the generation of MEs with
opposite momentum directions are not same: this would gives rise to a net momentum
gain and weight change. Mechanism would be similar to that in the case of radiation
pressure. The extreme situation is that there is strict correlation between the directions
of rotation and momentum for MEs and dark photons.
(c) Standing waves with both polarizations are obtained by combining two pairs of MEs
with net circular polarization and having opposite momentum directions to get a 4-plet
of MEs representing standing waves with giving spin. These MEs could emerge above
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9.2 Hz besides propagating MEs. The absorption of ME-4-plets would be a correlate
for the energy and angular momentum transfer but no momentum transfer.

7.3.3

Spontaneous acceleration and weight change

Recall that the general features of the spontaneous acceleration and weight change are following.
(a) The change of weight increases gradually above f = 3.3 Hz. The interpretation would
be that there is not momentum from the dark photons absorbed by the rollers. During
rapid acceleration beginning at f = 9.2 Hz the weight change stays the same and after
than slowly increases from 30 per cent to 35 per cent. The interaction is that the rate for
the absorbtion of dark photons is constant during rapid acceleration and slowly increases
after than as function of ∆G: as a function of time the rate could be slowly increasing
all the time. This suggests that the momentum distribution for dark protons is not
invariant under reflections so that a correlation between weight change and direction of
rotations emerges.
(b) At 9.2 Hz an additional contribution to dark radiation for which net momentum gain is
small would emerge: now only energy and angular momentum is fed to the system. The
dark photons having both momentum directions with the same probability but same
spin direction would be involved.
(c) Similar effect could be involved with the weight change of a rotating super-conductor
observed by Podletnov at Tampere [H47] and later in experiments in which Podletnov
and Modanese utilized electric discharges for a capacitor [H46, H26]. The other plate
of the capacitor was super-conductor and an unknown radiation was identified as the
reasons for the motion of test penduli observed. No exponential reduction of the effect
occurred. This suggests that only a very small fraction of the radiation was absorbed or
that the effect was a kind of control effect inducing leakage of small amount of ordinary
matter to from the test penduli - perhaps as dark matter. A possible explanation is
in terms of dark photons such that only small portion of them is absorbed by the
test penduli and receives the momentum of the photons. The dark photons could be
accompanied by topological light rays.
The loss of electrons cannot explain weight change and acceleration
The transfer of electrons between roller and its magnetic body is very natural explanation for
the charging of the roller. Could the loss of electrons with same spin direction to the magnetic
body reduce the magnetization of the roller and lead to a loss of spin angular momentum?
(a) If the loss of electrons does not affect total angular momentum of the roller, the loss
of spin must be compensated by generation of orbital angular momentum so that roller
wold experience a torque. Electrons going to the flux tubes of the magnetic body have
also momentum. Could the roller receive a recoil momentum from electrons? Could
electrons to the magnetic body or from the magnetic body give their spin and angular
momentum to the roller.
The number density of negatively charged particles given by
n = −∇ ·

ωB
E
=−
e
e

in the units used (c = 1) is extremely low: a fraction of order 10−23 of the number
density of atoms: roughly 1 electron per mole. The maximal possible spin transfer rate
B
predicted to be dω
dt e ~/2 by the above formula should be the torque Idω/dt required
by the spontaneous acceleration. Here I = n × M R2 /2 is the moment of inertia and
R ∼ .05 m a rough estimate for the radius of the roller. This gives ~B/2ce = ρR2 /2.
The discrepancy is 25 orders of magnitude for B about 1 Tesla.
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Momentum and angular momentum transfer by dark photons
A more plausible explanation is in terms of a momentum and/or angular momentum transfer
from the magnetic walls or flux tubes condensing around them.
(a) The magnetic field of the roller has the same direction as the return flux of rollers so
that the natural interpretation is that the phase transition increasing Planck constant
fuses the return flux tubes to magnetic walls carrying the dark matter. They could
also fuse to single flux sheet. Quantum coherence scale would increase from flux tube
radius to the circumference flux tube and the flux wall radius could be proportional to
n = hef f /h.
(b) Bose-Einstein condensates of charged particles wih hef f = n × h = hgr would be formed
at the topologically condensed flux tubes at walls or at the wall possible form by fusion
of the flux tubes. The dark photons would be liberated in the phase transition turning
either momentum or angular momentum or both so that the have same values. If the
phase transition liberates energy, the energy liberated would form a many-photon state
of dark photons at the flux tubes associated with rollers and stators and the photons
would be transform to ordinary photons and absorbed generating effective weight change
and spontaneous acceleration.
(c) The direction of the net dark photon momentum would correlate with the direction
of rotation meaning parity breaking present also in the unipolar generator for which
the direction of electric field and sign of the induced charge density depends on the
direction of rotation. A more general assumption is that the difference between the
photons with opposite momentum difference is non-vanishing and correlates with the
direction of rotation.
What is the source of energy?
Where comes the rotational energy of the roller during spontaneous acceleration and the
energy associated with the dark photons inducing weight change?
(a) The formation of magnetic walls could liberate energy and this energy could end up to
the rotating magnetic system in the manner already described.
(b) Charged particles could form kind of dark nuclei at the flux tubes and the dark nuclear
energy assumed to scale down by 1/n in TGD based model of cold fusion, would liberates
energy. These dark nuclei could transform to ordinary nuclei when interacting with
charged systems and would liberate practically all nuclear energy. There are indications
for the occurrence of this both in cold fusion and in the interaction of so called Brown’s
gas (see http://tinyurl.com/5tyl92) with metals [H36]. The corrosion of the copper
folios around the stator and rotor could be interpreted in terms of transformation of
dark nuclei to ordinary nuclei liberating nuclear binding energy.
(c) A further possibility could be remote metabolism in which system sends negative energy
signal to a system able to receive it. Quantum credit card mechanism serving as a
general mechanism in remote metabolic energy transfer, motor actions as processes
involving signals into geometric past (Libet’s findings), and mechanism of memory as
communications with geometric past, is a natural proposal in Zero Energy Ontology
(ZEO).
The dark matter at flux tubes could gain positive energy by emitting negative energy
dark photons, which would be transformed to ordinary ones and be absorbed by the
matter at magnetic flux tubes which indeed are cooled. This process could occur in
time scale which is fraction of second or even time scale corresponding to the cyclotron
time of dark photons. This process should generation of a pair of cyclotron photons at
the flux tube of roller and at the flux wall. It is not necessary that the photons have
same energy and momentum since the negative energy photon.
Here one cannot avoid few words about TGD inspired theory of consciousness. Large
state function reduction meaning the “death” of conscious entity assignable to CD would
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occur at opposite boundary of CD and the resulting state would be time reversal of the
original so that second law would hold in non-standard direction of geometric time and
lead to effects apparently inconsistent with second law. The reported cooling of the
magnetic flux walls suggests that also this mechanism could be involved. Also the idea
about magnetic systems with charge separation as primitive life forms suggests this.
(d) One cannot completely exclude even more radical mechanism allowed by ZEO and
not breaking conservation laws since the conservation laws hold true only in given scale
characterizing CD. The reason is that the states have vanishing total values of conserved
charges. The usual conserved charges can be assigned with either boundary of CD and
are of opposite sign at the opposite boundaries. In the first state function reduction to
the opposite boundary the average values of charges of states analogous to square roots
of thermal partition functions can change. This could lead to the increase of the average
energy associated with given CD which also increases in size. One could imagine even
the possibility that CD increases so that it gives rise to sub-cosmology.
One could imagine that the changes of the arrow of geometric time taking place in
the ”death” of self with standard arrow of tiem has interpretation as signal sent to
geometric past and increasing the energy at ”dead” end as also the magnitude of the
negative energy at the opposite end of CD. In this manner the energy of CD would
gradually increase.

7.3.4

How the system could be scaled?

The system has rather large weight and it would be desirable to study smaller system.
Therefore it is of considerable interest to see how the system might behave in the scaling.
(a) If the quantum critical frequencies 10 Hz an 3.3 Hz correspond to resonance frequencies
of EEG and biorhythms, one can hope that they are independent of the scaling of the
system.
(b) The frequency corresponding to the distance between the magnetic walls could be interpreted as cyclotron frequency for the magnetic flux tubes assignable to the electrons
at magnetic field of .3 Tesla. This field value could be assigned with the rotor. Scaling
of this frequency would scale the distance between magnetic walls.
(c) The values of the dimensionless parameters, in particular the ratio of the radius of the
roller to that of stator should be kept unaffected.
If this view is correct, there should be no obvious problem in scaling down of the system.

7.4

Other examples about weight loss

There are also other experiments involving poorly understood weight change. In the following
two examples are considered.

7.4.1

Could photons affect gravitational force?

I participated an intense Facebook discussion on rotating magnetic systems and some-one
gave a link to a very interesting experiment in which light arrives horizontally in a box and
is reflected there in forth and back in a 6-layered structure [E28] (see http://tinyurl.com/
zs9wley). It is reported that the presence of light-box reduces the gravitational force on an
object above the box and increases it for an object below the light-box.
Could TGD explanation be similar to that as for the reduction of weight of rotating system in
Godin&Roschin experiment [H52]? This might be the case although the reduction of weight
is fraction of order .1 per cent and much smaller than the maximal reduction of 35 per cent
in G&R experiment. This could be understood if dark photons with energies scale up by a
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factor hef f /h = n = hgr /h result as a small leakage from ordinary photons or vice versa. In
G&R experiments the beam of photons arriving the system is dark.
After brainstorming the first serious trial to explain the effect led to a strange conclusion: the
momentum direction for the dark photons exchanged between the light-box and test mass
must be opposite to the momentum. This violates Quantum Classical Correspondence
(QCC), which is basic principle of TGD. In the light-hearted brainstorming mood I was
ready to accept this but soon realized that this won’t go. After that it was easy to see that
Zero Energy Ontology (ZEO) solves this problem. This however leads to a dramatically new
manner to interpret gravitation and also other interactions. This interpretation is however
not in conflict with existing physics although it would conform with the vision of Sheldrake.
Consider first how gravitational force by dark gravitons giving rise to momentum exchange
along the flux tubes connecting the test mass to Earth could work.
(a) The weight gets momentum increments ∆p assignable to gravitons with some rate and
this gives rise to net momentum transfer rate dp/dt defining gravitational force. Reaction law holds in the sense that mass gets a momentum increment ∆p when a momentum
-∆p travels along flux tube to Earth getting opposite momentum increment. Note that
the direction of ∆p is opposite to the direction of travel of graviton in positive energy
ontology! Also the energy of the graviton is negative.
(b) This does not conform with the classical expectation about (virtual) gravitons as a
localized wave packets. Momentum increment -∆p can be said to travel in direction of
∆p rather that in its own direction as one might expect!
How could one cure this problem?
(a) Should one give up QCC although it is basic principle of TGD? Could one argue that
gravitation is quantum macroscopic interaction - something totally different from say
entropic gravity - and one must speak of non-localized waves of momentum ∆p in the
scale of the entire system even in astrophysical situations so that classical intuition could
fail. This is what TGD indeed predicts via hef f /h = n = hgr /h hypothesis.
(b) Or should one replace positive energy ontology with ZEO and interpret the momentum
exchange as taking place in reverse time direction. ZEO could allow to achieve this
correspondence in terms of remote metabolism in which test mass sends negative energy
dark gravitons travelling in reversed direction of geometric time to a system able to
absorb them and gains positive energy as a recoil.
Test mass would send to the geometric negative energy dark gravitons with momentum ∆p (this momentum is directed upwards to the light box getting positive energy gain and
downwards direct ∆p p as a recoil. The QCC would not be lost because of time reversal.
Since the virtual graviton propagates backwards in time, QCC is true: situation is PT
reversal of a positive energy dark graviton with momentum ∆p propagating in its own
direction.
(c) Are planets then primitive conscious entities soaking up gravitational energy from Sun?!
Or does this happen in dark sectors whereas at classical level gravitation would be
described much as in GRT. From this there is not a long way to the idea that living
organisms on Earth soak up energy from Sun also a dark photons. All physical systems
would be trying to steal energy from each other! One can safely give up the belief that
Nature is somehow innocent. This sounds a pre-Keplerian idea but in ZEO it need
not be inconsistent with basic laws of physics. This picture conforms with the views of
Sheldrake about learning and morphogenesis.
Consider now the experiment in this picture. What would happen as one adds light-box
below the test mass?
(a) This picture about gravitational force as remote metabolism generalizes to the recent
case by replacing negative energy dark gravitons with negative energy dark photons.
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Test mass would be a primitive living system and would gradually learn to utilize lightbox as an energy source using remote metabolism. This would conform with the observation that it takes time for the effect to emerge.
(b) Test mass would send negative energy dark photons along gravitational flux tubes and
some fraction of them would be absorbed by the light-box as they transform to negative
energy bio-photons with some rate - at least if quantum criticality in some sense is
realized: in what sense remains an open question. Does quantum criticality develop
during the time needed for the effect to emerge. Certainly the fact that the photons in
the light-box have energies in the range covered by bio-photon energies matters.
(c) If negative energy dark photons have ∆p parallel to the direction of motion with reversed
arrow of time, ∆p is directed downwards and the effective weight increases if the box is
below the test mass. If the box is above the test mass the effective weight is reduced.
This is what has been reported in the article. From the size of the reduction of mass
about 1 per cent one in principle could get idea about the rate for the transformation
of dark photons to ordinary visible photons.
(d) A related TGD inspired suggestion is that topological light rays (MEs) parallel to the
magnetic flux tubes mediating the gravitational interaction are generated and dark
photons can be assigned to them. The fundamental property of MEs is that pulses can
propagate only in single direction and this could relate closely to the sign of the force.
Dark photon Bose-Einstein condensate propagating in single direction is generated as
photons from the light-box transform to dark bosons. For given ME all dark photons
must be collinear just like the classical pulses inside ME propagate only in single direction. The direction would be towards the test mass and opposite to the direction of
momentum exchange involved to make the interaction attractive. Also now the TGD
analogs of standing waves might be involved and would correspond to pairs of “plane
wave” MEs such that the sums of their em fields are standing waves.
(e) What is interesting that this model could also explain the well-known fluctuations in
the value of gravitational constant measurements (see http://tinyurl.com/kvczx7g
and http://tinyurl.com/jnb8mv9l). Also Sheldrake notices the reports about the
variation of G (see http://tinyurl.com/zq7ee57). The largest variation is about one
percent from the average value, and there is evidence that the measured value varies
periodically with a period of one sidereal day (galaxy as rest system).
This suggests that the test mass soaks energy from the flux tubes of galactic magnetic
field: I have indeed proposed that they mediate the gravitational interaction of Earth
(the local geometric entanglement of galactic flux tubes could be essential for the formation of various biological or even more general material structures). The effectiveness
of soaking could depend on the angle characterizing the orientation of the gravitational
flux tubes with respect to the line connecting Earth to Galactic center varying in the
range [0, π]. The effectiveness could also depend on the position of Earth at its orbit
around Sun giving annual variation: could the local density of the galactic flux tubes
have periodic variation? There are also other interesting appearances of sidereal day
and year in living matter [L20].
The long measurement times should tend to affect the measured value of the gravitational constant G. One should arrange the instruments so that the are not below or
above the test mass.
One can criticize the idea.
(a) Skeptic of course argues that the assumption about all matter having some aspects
assigned to living systems is worst kind of pseudo-science that they have ever met and
that now these quantum crackpots try to bring physics back to pre-Keplerian times.
ZEO is however completely consistent with basic laws of classical physics and quantum
physics. The fact is that TGD predicts that dark matter as a key aspect of what it is to
be living. Adelization of physics means that cognition is present in all scales - already
in elementary particle length scales as the success of p-adic mass calculations suggests.
TGD also predicts hierarchy of conscious entities. Also skeptics explain all our activities
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in terms of conscious choices. Maybe also skeptics should finally accept free will as a
fact and try to explain it scientifically. The consolating news for skeptics is that in ZEO
one can indeed assign to consciousness causal powers without ending up with conflict
with the laws of physics.
(b) Physicalist would argue that one can just assume that light-box has additional attractive interaction with test mass analogous to gravitational interaction. This interaction
should be electromagnetic, certainly not the extremely weak gravitational interaction.
Coulomb attraction is probably not in question. The interaction energy for this interaction should increase as the distance between test mass and light-box decreases to give
attractive force as gradient of interaction energy - just as in the case of gravitation. If
this picture is correct, one should be able to express this interaction in more familiar
terms.

7.4.2

Weight change for electrets and “weight of soul”

Also the weight of electrets have been found to change as the Research Gate conference
article or Schreiber and Tajmar reports [E36] (see http://tinyurl.com/hh88frv). They
refer also to other works reporting anomalous looking weight changes. Recall that electrets
are systems possessing spontaneous electric polarization and therefore analogous to magnets.
Electret property allows to transform electric signals to mechanical and vice versa. Living
systems are full of electrets.
Electrets were produced from organic materials (organic origin might be relevant) by a procedure described in the article beginning with melting at temperature 120 ◦ C to a molten
state followed by an application of an external high voltage (10 kV) electrostatic field forcing
the microscopic electric dipoles to orient in parallel leading to complete solidification until
room temperature was reached.
Fig. 3 describes the schematic model for the resulting electret containing parallel electric
dipoles and free positive and negative charges. The polarization of the electret its not completely stable and can change or disappear. There are two kinds of free charges near the ends
of the electret: the region near negative pole contains more positive than negative charges
and the region near positive pole more negative than positive charges. There are two kinds of
charges known as heterocharges and homocharges and these charges have different relaxation
times. Therefore the relaxation can lead to change of the polarization voltage and even of
its direction.
Two kinds of measurement were performed. Both the resulting polarization of electret and its
weight were measured in the first experiment (see Fig. 7 of http://tinyurl.com/hh88frv).
The voltage for these electrets changed after half an hour: the voltage dropped first from 3
kV to about 2.82 kV and then suddenly jumped to 3.425 kV. The weight showed after an
initial fluctuation period a sharp increase to a saturation value taking place after 5.5 hour
so that there was 5 hour lag. For an unpolarized electret the weight was found to increase
steadily (see Figure 9 of http://tinyurl.com/hh88frv). The overall change of the weight
during 20 hours was ∆g/g ∼ 2 × 10−4 in both measurements.
The change of the electric field of the polarized electret was accompanied by an increase of
weight followed by a fluctuating period with vanishing average weight increase followed by a
sudden increase after 5 hours followed by steady increase. The overall change in both cases
was about ∆g/g ∼ 2×10−4 . Maybe the behavior of polarized electret could be seen as that of
a depolarized electret perturbed by the change in the value of polarization. There was 5 hour
lag before the sudden change in ∆g/g: as if the steady weight increase occurring for electret
with no polarization had been prevented by the change of the polarization and transformed
to a fluctuation lasting for about 5 hours before returning to nearly normal value.
The challenge is to understand the cause of weight increase and why it was affected by the
change in polarization. The models for the weight change of a rotating magnetic system and
for the weight change induced by the presence of light-box suggests that the continual feed of
dark photons transformed to ordinary photons was involved. One can consider two options
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in this framework: the electret sends negative energy dark photons to some system below the
electret able to receive them or the source system located above the electret sends positive
energy dark photons to the electret.
(a) Since the electret system consists of organic material one might think that it could still
be able to regenerate a connection to its magnetic body carrying magnetic field - say
the endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss. Perhaps the transformation to electret
returned the ability to regenerate this connection by generating an ordered phase of
dipoles: could one say that the external field “revived” the organic material.
(b) The magnetic body located above the system send dark positive energy photons to the
electret in which they are partially transformed to ordinary photons. Bend can have
flux tubes also below the Earth’s surface and the electret could get energy by remote
metabolism by sending negative energy dark photons downwards constantly. This would
give rise to a increase of the effective weight.
What other models can one imagine?
(a) One can also imagine that dark mass of order ∆m/m ∼ 2 × 10−4 flows from magnetic
body to the system and transforms to ordinary matter.
(b) I have already earlier encountered the number 2 × 10−4 assigned with endogenous magnetic field BE = .2 Gauss [K84, K95]. The proposed interpretation was that the flux
tubes of Bend correspond to gravitational flux tubes for dark mass MD ∼ 2 × 10−4 ME .
Could one think that the revived system regenerates gravitational flux tube connections
to this mass and experiences the gravitational field generated by it?
The arguments used however strongly suggest that MD must reside at the distance of
Moon at a spherical layer: this conforms with the vision about how the condensation
of visible matter around dark matter creates the astrophysical objects. In Newton’s
theory however the net gravitational force should be very small at the surface of Earth
since different contributions to the force would interfere. MD should reside considerably
below the surface of Earth for this model to make sense.
Flux tube picture distinguish between TGD and Newton’s theory could however save
the situation: the gravitational flux would arrive along flux tubes through wormhole
contacts below the surface of Earth and then spread out radially and give an additional
contribution to the Earth’s gravitational field and cause the weight increase. This
explanation does not apply to rotating magnetic systems nor to the change of weight
due to light.
The objection is that the system cannot just decouple from the flux tubes. Also the
conservation of gravitational flux which could correspond basically to the conservation
of Kähler magnetic monopole flux prevents this.
The most attractive solution of the problem emerged from the observation that the
“inner inner” core of Earth having radius about 300 km has mass of order MD =
10−4 ME if the density in this region is the average density of Earth. Probably MD is
somewhat larger meaning that actual estimate is higher, and even MD = 2 × 10−4 ME
giving 4 times higher cyclotron energy scale - bio-photon energies include visible and
UV range so that this might well make sense.
(c) The third option is that the mass of electret has also dark contribution coming perhaps
from its own personal MB - its “soul”! MB as intentional agent indeed behaves in many
respects like “soul”. This is just what I have proposed many years ago: as the ageing
biological body gets uninteresting, MB finds more interesting target of attention. In
this case death would mean the loss of MB and also loss of weight ∆m/m ' 2 × 10−4
if the ratio MD /M is universal.
Also Earth could have MB and it could indeed correspond to the dark mass at distance
of Moon. Could the flux tubes from Earth carrying monopole flux go at this distance
to another space-time sheet through wormhole contacts carrying quantum numbers of
dark matter particles at their throats and return near Earth’s core, where they would
return to the original space-time sheet and turn back to form a loop? Could these loops
be just elementary particles with hef f = hgr ?
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An interesting test is to see what happens as organism dies: is it weight changed - reduced
- as these experiments would suggest? For a weight of 100 kg the weight reduction would
be 20 g if one can extrapolate from the above measurements. Amusingly, the “weight of
soul” has been measured and - believe or not - the average result happens to be 21 g (see
http://tinyurl.com/k7d8vuy! Of course, one can invent many explanations for the weight
change and also challenge its occurrence, and skeptics of course ridiculize the idea about
detecting the possible weight change because some-one has uttered the word “soul” in this
context.

7.5 About the description of rotating magnetic systems
in zero energy ontology (ZEO)
I have worked for decades in an attempt to understand the findings of Godin and Roschin
[H51, H52] about strange effects in rotating magnetic system [K3]. The possible connections
with TGD inspired quantum biology are discussed in [L28]. The developments in zero energy
ontology (ZEO) and increased understanding of magnetic fields in TGD framework allow
to lookat the situation again. I am not an engineer but more precise model might allow
development of simpler systems catching just the essentials and also scaling down of the
system of Godin and Roschin perhaps allowing easier testing of the model.

7.5.1

Summary of the updated picture

Basic new ideas
The basic new ideas brought by TGD are present already in the earlier model [K3] but in
less developed form.
(a) Dark matter is assigned with the hierarchy of effective Planck constants hef f = nh0 ,
h = 6h0 [K84, K95]. The strengthening of hypothesis introduces gravitational Planck
constant ~ef f = ~gr = GM m/v0 introduced originally by Nottale [E14] and assigned
with flux tubes mediating gravitational interactions. hgr can have so large values that
E = hgr f for cyclotron frequencies in ELF range (say 10 Hz) are in the range of biophoton energies in visible and UV energies. One can assign the analog of gravitational
Planck constant also to flux tubes mediating electromagnetic and other interactions: for
instance hef f = hef f = nh0 would be natural in the case of of the observed flux walls.
(b) Dark matter can perform macroscopic quantum jumps since various quantum scales
scale up like hef f (Compton lengths) or even h2ef f (atomic orbitals).
(c) Magnetic body (MB) is key notion. It has as building bricks magnetic flux quanta.
Typically flux tubes and flux sheeets. It consists of two kinds of flux quanta. Flux can
be vanishing, which corresponds to Maxwellian case. The flux can be also non-vanishing
and quantized and corresponds to monopole flux. In this case magnetic field requires no
current to create it. This option is not possible in Maxwellian world. These flux tubes
play a key role in TGD Universe in all scales.
Also Earth’s magnetic field with nominal value BE = .5 Gauss has these two parts.
Monopole part corresponds to Bend = .2 Gauss explaining strange effects of ELF em
radiation to the physiology and behavior of vertebrates. The presence of this part
identifiable as monopole flux explains why Earth has magnetic field: this field should
have decayed long time ago in Maxwellian world since it requires currents to generate it
and they disappear. Magnetic fields of permanent magnets could have a monopole part
consisting of flux quanta. Electromagnets do not have it. For flux walls the magnetic
field is of order B = .05 Tesla and much stronger than Bend , whose cyclotron frequencies
are involved also with the rotating magnetic system so that different magnetic fields are
in question.
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MB would carry dark matter as hef f = n × h0 phases and act as a “boss” controlling
ordinary matter [L48]. Communication to and control of biological body (ordinary
matter) would be based on dark photons, which can transform to ordinary photons and
vice versa. Molecular transitions would be one form of control.
(d) ZEO predicts that the arrow of time changes in “big” state function reductions (BSFRs
- ordinary state function reductions as opposed to the counterparts of weak measurements or “small” SFRs). This would happen at magnetic has dramatic implications.
Time reverse dissipation looks like energy feed from the environment to system. Selforganization involves always energy feed and generation of structures rather than their
disappearance in apparent conflict with second law. Self-organization would correspond
to dissipation in reversed time direction implied by generalized second law. No specific mechanisms would be required and only metabolic energy storages- systems able
to receive the energy dissipated in reversed time direction - are enough. Obviously this
provides a totally new vision about energy technology.
Basic picture about rotating magnetic systems
What is observed in rotating magnetic systems is following.
(a) As the rotation velocity for the roller system around stator magnet approaches to 10
Hz frequency, which is basic biorhythm, the system starts to accelerate spontaneously
around 9 Hz: the critical frequency is quite not the same for opposite rotation velocities.
The rotating system must extract energy and angular momentum from some source. A
good candidate for the apparent source of energy is the MB of the system. There should
be an exchange of energy and angular momentum to system (call it “biological body”
BB in the sequel) and MB.
Depending on the rotation direction the weight of the rotating system increases or
decreases. The interpretation is as additional force due to the exchange of momentum
between MB and BB. The exchanged momentum would have direction depending on
the rotation direction.
(b) Cylindrical magnetic walls with magnetic field strength about B = .05 Tesla are observed and the temperature at their position is lowered. This behavior is in conflict
with standard thermodynamics but would conform with time reversed thermodynamics. This would conform with time reversed dissipation from a system identifiable as
MB of the rotating system. This mechanism would be completely general mechanism
of metabolism in TGD being present in all self-organizing system. This would look like
cooling of the air for the observer with standard time direction. One could interpret
the situation as extraction of thermal energy from environment by walls of MB and its
transfer to the BB leading to cooling. Also angular momentum and momentum would
be transferred.
In ZEO this would conform with the occurrence of macroscopic BSFR - a phase transition changing the arrow of time at MB. The phase transition taking place instantaneously with respect to subjective time identifiable as sequence of SSFRs must be
distinguished from what happens after it with reversed arrow of geometric time. The
quantum jump would be instantaneous and completely analogous to what has been
observed by Minev et al in atomic systems.
(c) The air in around rotating magnetic system emits visible - maybe also UV - light which
can be assigned with molecular and atomic transitions. This suggests that transformation of dark cyclotron photons in Bend with ELF frequencies and very large hef f = hgr
to photons identified in bio-systems as time reversed bio-photons inducing transitions of
molecules to higher energy states takes place. Observer would see emission of ordinary
photons generated as molecules return to the ground state. Also direct transformation
to bio-photons could take place and produce diffuse background. The cyclotron photons would have energies, which do not depend on the mass of charged particle since
cyclotron energies are proportional to ~gr /m and one has ~gr ∝ m. For 10 Hz frequency
would in the range bio-photon energies (visible and UV).
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(d) The rotation of rollers occurs without slippage with velocity v. The rotation frequency
around the central cylinder is Ω = 2πF = v/R. The spin velocity of the rollers with
of radius r around their axis ω = v/r and by a factor R/r higher than Ω. During
acceleration Ω is in the range 9-10 Hz. This frequency defines fundamental biorhythm alpha rhythm- so that the analogy with TGD inspired quantum biology suggests itself
strongly. 10 Hz frequency could be critical rotation frequency for the rollers around
central cylinder.
The energy transfer between MB and BB could take place resonantly at this frequency.
Other important resonance frequencies could correspond to those assignable to EEG.
The cyclotron frequencies of those biologically important ions that can occur as mechanical resonance frequencies in the system are especially interesting and would represent
coupling between MB and BB. In particular, proton has cyclotron frequency 300 Hz in
Bend . The spinning frequencies of the rollers bring in additional frequencies above 10
Hz determined by their rotating velocities with respect to the central cylinder.
The analogy with biology forces to ask whether the phase transitions generation of flux
walls is central also in quantum biology: consider flux walls possibly assignable to axonal
membranes.
(e) The biologically important cyclotron frequencies in magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss
should correspond to rotation frequencies of the rotating magnetic system. The scaling
down of the system should not be problematic. Ω = v/R means that keeping Ω constant
and reducing R, reduces also v in same proportion. Note that centripetal acceleration
v 2 /R produces problems for too large value of R. Rotation frequencies should not
change in the scaling. Since one has ω = v/R this allows reduction of the size of the
system if rotation velocities are scaled in the same matter. The scaling of magnetic and
electric fields need not be so simple thing.

7.5.2

Updated model for rotating magnetic systems

The observed anomalies suggest change for the arrow of time and this makes the interpretation as macroscopic BSFR at MB of the system plausible interpretation. The value of hef f
should increase to generate the observed effects analogous to self-organization in long scales.
Quantum coherence length would increase.
What could happen at MB before the transition
What could happen at MB in the phase transitions? Consider first the MBs before the
transition.
(a) Before phase transition monopole flux tubes form MB carrying dark matter. Monopole
flux tubes would be in question and this requires permanent magnet for which the
monopole part of magnetic field would not require currents as sources. The magnets
created by electromagnetic currents do not satisfy this condition.
(b) One can of course ask whether the magnetic flux tubes of the stator magnet are really
at rest. Could the interaction with the flux tubes of the rotating rollers force also them
to rotate so that the two magnetic fields would form single coherent rotating structure?
(c) Before the transition the flux tubes of the MBs of the rollers would rotate as a whole
around the central cylinder. The flux tubes would also rotate around the axis of the
roller with the rotation velocity of the rollers. Also the dark matter at the flux tubes of
rollers would rotate.
What could happen at MB in transition
What would happen in the transition.
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(a) What suggests itself is that the magnetic flux tubes of the stator magnet increase in
thickness and fuse to the observed magnetic walls having thickness about 5 cm and
distance about .5 meters. The field strength is of order .05 Tesla. The cylinders would
be closed surfaces carrying monopole flux so that torus-like configurations obtained
by taking flux tube which is closed solid torus highly stretched in vertical direction
rotating it around vertical axis outside it and near to the second side. This gives torus
topology with flux flowing through the section with constant height. Various walls would
correspond to this kind of structures inside other looking like cylinders.
(b) What would happen to the flux tubes of the rotating rollers? Could also these fuse to
form magnetic walls in shorter scale? What about these structures: could also these
fused to larger cylindrical structures accompanying magnetic walls. There are no reports
about their possible occurrence.
(c) Does it make sense to speak about rotating flux walls? In Maxwellian electrodynamics
this is not possible without breaking of the rotational symmetry. In TGD framework this
is possible since Kähler gauge potential would be different for rotating Kähler magnetic
field and correspond to different space-time surface having different induced metric.
Rotating Faraday disk develops a voltage between its boundary and center giving rise
to electric field E = v × B. This observation is problematic from the point of view of
Maxwellian theory since strong parity breaking is involved.
On the other hand, this observation suggest that the assumption about rotation of the
magnetic flux tubes of the stator magnet would not mean too strong deviation from
Maxwellian view in TGD. hef f hierarchy in TGD allows strong parity breaking effects,
which are indeed present in living matter. Also the earlier model of the system involves
parity breaking assigned with the dependence of the effect on the direction of rotation.
As a matter of fact, the exact cylindrical symmetry is broken by the magnetic cogwheel
structure of rollers (12-fold cyclic symmetry) and stator magnetic (12 × 12 = 144-fold
cyclic symmetry) preventing the slipping of the rollers.
The following remarks about magnetic fields and corresponding cyclotron frequencies suggest
that dark electrons play an important role.
(a) The magnetic field strength for stator and rotor magnets was BM ∼ 1 Tesla. For
electron this corresponds to cyclotron wavelength λ = c/f = 1 cm. The thickness of the
magnetic walls was 5-6 cm. If the monopole flux part of the magnetic field is roughly
r = 2/5 of the measured field as in the case of BE , the cyclotron wavelength increases
by a factor 5/2 to 2.5 cm, which is roughly one half of the thickness of magnetic walls.
There could be thus be a connection.
(b) The magnetic field B ∼ .05 Tesla of magnetic walls corresponds to electron’s cyclotron
wavelength λc = .2 meters. The distance between magnetic walls was d = .5−.6 meters.
If the value of the monopole part of the flux is 2/5 of the entire flux as for BE , λc increses
to λc = .5 meters.
Also endogenous magnetic field Bend is involved
The appearance of biologically important frequencies suggests that besides the magnetic
fields associated with the magnetic walls also the endogenous magnetic field Bend plays an
important role.
(a) Also Bend = .2 Gauss could play a central role defining the monopole part of Earth’s
magnetic field could play a role. The transition correspond to frequencies around 10
Hz frequency of rotation around stator magnet and the transition begins around 9 Hz
frequency. Around 10 Hz rotation frequency one might expect a resonance coupling of
the rotating motion of the rollers to cyclotron transitions in Bend = .2 Gauss at this
frequency. Iron ions have cyclotron frequency around 11 Hz in Bend to be distinguished
from the magnetic fields of the stator magnet and rollers.
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The metal ions possible in the system would have cyclotron frequencies and these should
be realizable as rotation frequencies using suitable radii for rollers. Resonance would
require correlation between the radii and atomic numbers of the metals involved. A
strong analogy with biologically important ions would emerge.
(b) Bend is by factor 4 × 10−4 weaker than the magnetic field B ∼ .05 Tesla at magnetic
walls. The frequencies associated with the system cannot correspond to B. The value of
n = hgr /h0 required by the assumption that ELF frequencies correspond to bio-photon
energies is very large - the order of magnitude is of order n ∼ 1013 for 10 Hz frequency.
For hgr must be assigned to gravitational flux tubes carrying no monopole flux with
single sheet carrying Bend .
(c) One can of course consider the interpretation of the measured magnetic field B in manysheeted space-time. Does the measured B correspond to the sum of identical magnetic
fields Bend over the n = hef f /h0 sheets of many-sheeted space-time? Cyclotron frequencies as purely local quantities would correspond to the field Bend at single sheet.
If the measured magnetic field is Bmeas = n × Bend , one would obtain the estimate
n ∼ 2.5 × 103 . This could be interpreted in terms of the proposed electromagnetic
variant hem = nh0 of hgr having much smaller value.
Could the important mechanical frequencies of the system are equal to cyclotron frequencies
in Bend ?
(a) F = 10 Hz, which corresponds roughly to the cyclotron frequency fc of Fe++ ion in
Bend .
(b) Proton’s cyclotron frequency in endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss is fc = 300
Hz. Can one get this frequency as a mechanical frequency? There were Nr = 23 rollers.
i. The ratio r/R was integer N ≥ 12. The frequency associated with the rotation
of roller is fr = v/r = N F ≥ 12F = 120 Hz. N = 30 (r = 5/3 cm) would give
fr = 300 Hz but N = 30 looks too large.
ii. The periodicity of the roller configuration implies frequency f = Nr F = 23F = 230
Hz for F = 10 Hz but allowing no identification of f as cyclotron frequency.
iii. The realization of magnetic cogwheel involves 12-fold periodicity of the roller giving
frequency 12 × 23F = 2.760 Hz frequency. At stator one obtains N × 12 fold
periodicity of stator surface and 12N × 10 ≥ 1, 440 Hz frequency.
About the energetics of the dark matter after the transition
What happens to the dark matter at flux tubes in the phase transition? Especially interesting
is the energetics of the transition. One can use observations about cooling associated with
magnetic walls and molecular emission lines near rollers. The dissipation of energy by dark
matter at magnetic walls and at MBs of the roller possibly fused together could could explain
these observations.
(a) A transfer of energy, angular momentum, and momentum must take place between the
system formed by rotating rollers and MB carrying dark matter. This would happen
in the phase transition/quantum jump. Dark matter at flux quanta must lose angular
momentum, energy and momentum to the BB of the roller system. Most naturally the
MBs of rollers are in question. This requires that roller flux tubes fuse to flux walls.
About whether this occurs there is no direct experimental information.
If also the flux tubes of stator magnet rotate they can fuse to single magnetic wall and if
the dark matter comes the transfer of conserved quantities to roller system would take
place. The fusion of flux tubes to flux walls would force the acceleration.
(b) After the transition occurs dissipation in reversed time direction making itself visible as
cooling at magnetic walls assignable to the stator magnet. In standard time direction
the rotating system accelerates but in reversed time direction it loses energy and angular
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momentum and possibly also momentum. This would be induced by time reversal at
MB. Does the time reversed dissipation occur via MB of stator magnet or directly?
Does the cooling of environment correspond to
i. dissipation of the energy of the MB of stator magnet or
ii. dissipation of the energy of rotating system via the MB of stator magnet?
For the latter option one could say that the MB of stator magnet extracts thermal
energy from environment and provides it to the rotating system. For the first option
also rotating system would do this and this does not look plausible since the time scales
for time reversals are much shorter for ordinary matter. For second option the time
reversed classical time evolution would provide a correlate for the quantum jump in
accordances with quantum classical correspondence.
(c) The emission lines from molecular transitions should take place after the transition
as time reversed emission of dark photons from MB transforming to counterparts of
bio-photons absorbed by the molecules of air and looking like molecular emission lines
in standard time direction. Since dark photons transform first to ordinary photons
standard observer would see emission of ordinary photons at bio-photon energies.
The density of excited molecules would grow as time increases in non-standard direction.
For the standard observer this would look reductio of the density of excited states. If
the dark photons would have energies in visible and UV range, ionization would be
gradually reduced in standard time direction and seen as emissio of photos with biophoton energies.
Since roller MBs are nearest to rollers, the MBs of the rollers would naturally provide
energy, angular momentum, and momentum to the roller system in the transition. This
could occur if the flux tubes of rollers fuse to flux walls so that the dark matter at them
can come to rest after fusion. Time reversed absorption of dark photons from the rollers
could cause the molecular emissions.
The transfer of conserved quantities after the transition
The first question whether there is any classical description for the transition itself or is the
only description in terms of what happens after it. If the quantum jump occurs discontinuously, this seems to be the case. Quantum classical correspondence suggests that the classical
description based on what happens after the transition is the only possibility. The observer
would talk about extraction of energy from environment. Time reversed dissipation would
be the description of the system itself.
Suppose that both roller flux tubes and and those of stator magnet fuse to magnetic walls and
contain after transition dark ions rotating around the walls and that there is also momentum
in longitudinal direction with opposite momentum in the magnetic system causing the observed change of the weight. Suppose also that dark matter rotates and there is compensating
angular momentum contributing to the of the roller system.
The natural identification for the transfer of conserved quantities would be in terms of energy,
momentum, and spin, and angular momentum of dark photons.
(a) In the transition energy and angular momentum are transferred to the roller system
instantaneously. Energy and rotational angular momentum are dissipated in reversed
time direction and for the external observer the roller system seems to accelerate and
gain energy.
(b) Photons have also momentum. The roller system would receive momentum in the
quantum jump. The dissipation of this momentum would be seen as a force meaning
gradual change of weight by external observer. The simplest option is that the momenta
at BB and MB of the system are opposite in the final state after which dissipation starts.
Why the sign of weight change depends on the direction of rotations. This would suggest
that large parity breaking effects characterizing also living matter are involved. Dark
photons (expected to have ELF frequencies) transfer both momentum and spin and
rotational angular momentum.
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The states corresponding to different directions of rotation are mirror images from the behavior of magnetic field in reflection. How good approximation reflection symmetry P is?
(a) If parity is not violated the behavior p → −p and J → J in reflection P implies increase
or loss of weight depending on the direction of rotation as indeed observed. Acceleration
of rotation would take place in both cases as observed. The critical rotation frequency
is different so that parity violation takes place. In standard model framework parity
violation is large.
In this case the helicity of photons proportional to the inner product p · s and p · J of
photon momenta would be different for the two cases. The helicities p·s of dark photons
would be different in the two case cases and correlated with the direction of rotation.
(b) Note that the generation of E = v ×B for Faraday disk involves also parity violation and
could take place also now for the rotating magnets. This electric field has non-vanishing
divergence and the divergence giving charge density is opposite for the two rotation
directions. This should give rise to the charge density of the system a contribution
depending on the direction of rotation.

7.5.3 Is the cooling of the environment enough to explain the acceleration
The classical description of the energy transfer after the transition by standard observed
would suggest that the MB of stator magnet extracts energy from the thermal energy of air
leading to the lowering of the temperature by about 6 degrees. The MB of roller system
fused to a single magnetic wall would extract energy from the transitions of the air molecules
visible as emissions of ordinary as dark photons transform to ordinary photons and also from
the air near the rollers. The energy from MBs would be transferred to the roller system.
One can make a rough estimate for the contribution of thermal energy to see whether it is
significant.
(a) The mass density of O2 molecules ρ = 1.225 kg m−3 giving for the number density of
O2 molecules n = 3.4 × 1025 m−3 .
(b) Temperature is T = 290 K and is lowered by about 6 K. Thermal energy of molecule
associated with translational motion is eT = 3kT /2 ' 4.4 × 10−2 eV at room temperature.
The density of thermal energy ρT = neT = 1.5 × 1023 eV/m3 . Energy of 1 eV corresponds to eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J so that one has ρT = 2.4 × 104 Jm−3 .
The change of thermal energy is for the reduction of temperature by 6 K equal to
6 × 10−4 eV fraction  = 1.8 × 10−2 of thermal energy. The energy gain per volume
equals to
ρg = ρT = 4.2 × 102 Jm−3 .
(c) Assume that magnetic wall associated with the stator magnet has thickness ∆R = .05
meters and radius of Rmin = .5 meters. Walls are reported to appear at radii Rn ∼
nRmin , n = 1, 2, ... No upper bound for their heights h is given. They could correspond
to the return flux for the magnetic system or stator magnet.
For a wall of height hn (the real height is larger) the volume of the wall with radius Rn
is
Vn (hn ) = n × 2πRmin ×

hn 3
hn
= .16n ×
m .
m
m

This gives energy gain
En (hn ) = nE1 ×

hn
m

,

E1 = ρT V1 (h/m = 1) = .7 × 102 J .
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The total energy transferred would be
X

Etot =

X

En (hn ) =

n<nmax

n<nmax

n×

hn
× .7 × 102 J
m

.
The order of magnitude looks reasonable and could explain considerable fraction of the
energy needed for acceleration.
(d) One can estimate from the empirically determined power feed the needed power feed if
power comes
R from thermal energy alone. A rough estimate for the total energy transfer
is as E = P dt =< P > T , where T is the duration of the period of accelerated motion
and hP i the average power. P was inPthe range 1-7 kJ/s. Equating the estimated
total energy E with the estimate E =
En (h), one obtains a rough estimate for the
parameters if thermal energy alone is enough.

7.5.4

About the scaling of the system

The system of Roschin and Godin is rather massive and a natural question is whether it
could be scaled down or made less massive otherwise.
(a) Consider first the geometric scaling. If the interpretation of 10 Hz frequency as cyclotron
frequency assignable to Fe ions, which can appear as dark ions in Bend = 0.2 Gauss is
correct, then it would seem that the frequencies involved should scale down. This would
mean geometric scaling of both radii and possibly also heights of the magnets.
For instance, scaling by factor x = 1/10 would produce stator radius R = 5 cm and
rollers with radius r = 5/12 ' .42 cm for N = 12. The single basic unit at roller
circumference would have length 2πr/N = ×10π/N 2 = 10π/144 ' .22 cm, which is
rather small value.
(b) What about the scaling of magnetic fields? The magnetic field strength is about 1 Tesla
originally. The distance between magnetic walls is about .5 m and corresponds to the
radius of stator, which is very natural. On the other hand, if the monopole part of
B = .05 Tesla for walls is 2/5 of B as in case of BE , the distance between magnetic
walls would be cyclotron wavelength .5 m of electron. If the monopole fraction of 1 Tesla
magnetic field is also 2/5, cyclotron wavelength would be 2.5 cm whereas the thickness
of flu walls is 5-6 cm.
If one requires that cyclotron wavelength of electron corresponds to the stator radius,
then one should scale B by the the inverse of the same factor for lengths. This would
for scaling factor 1/10 mean B = 10 Tesla not easy to realize. 1 Tesla seems to be upper
bound for the field strength of commercially available magnets (http://tinyurl.com/
q286tm4) and 50 Tesla the maximum field strength achieve in lab (http://tinyurl.
com/y9lgk6qr). Maybe the reason for the massive size of the magnetic system is just
this.
(c) One might think of curing the situation by using a hollow cylindrical stator of same or
even larger radius to reduce B. As argued, the structure of MB of stator could consist
of very long dipole flux loops rotated by 2π to get flux walls having torus topology
and located inside each other. The walls would correspond to a slicing of the stator by
hollow cylinders inside each other.
If the total flux is conserved and the number of walls is N and they have same thickness
and field strength, one has
BπR2 = Bwall

X

2πRn d = Bwall

N
X

n × 2πRd =

0

This gives for the number of walls
N (N + 1) =

B
Rd .
Bwall

N (N + 1)
Bwall 2πRd .
2
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For
√ B/Bwall = 20 and R/d = 10 this would give N (N + 1) = 200 and N = 1/2(−1 +
801) ' 13.6. The number N of walls would be about 13. Replacing stator with a
cylinder of radius 5 cm would still give single wall at distance of .5 m.
If the dark matter at magnetic walls extracts thermal energy from environment, the
energy feed to the system would be reduced but this need not be fatal concerning if
one is interested only in the demonstration and study of the effect using less massive
system.

7.6

Appendix: Classical model fails

One can wonder whether the accelerated rotation could be explained in terms of Maxwell’s
theory. Could the transfer of energy, momentum, and angular momentum from classical fields
to the rotating system allow to understand the acceleration rotation? The basic formulas for
the stress tensor of Maxwell field in non-relativistic formalism are given at http://tinyurl.
com/ztdskmp and help to understand the following.
Consider first the static fields.
(a) External voltage sources is used to generate a radial electric field E corresponding to
voltage of 20 kV, which presumably correspond to voltage difference between the stator and ground. This field would be in reasonable approximation 1/ρ as function of
transversal distance from the stator origin. There are also a vertical magnetic fields
associated with the rollers giving rise to rotor. The strength of this field is estimated to
be of order .5 Tesla.
(b) If the system is closed the energy momentum from the em fields can be transferred to
the magnetic system and the total rate for these quantities for em fields equals to the
negative of that for the magnetic system. It is enough to calculate what happens for
energy momentum tensor of em field.
Energy momentum tensor T αβ for em field can be expressed in terms of its 3-D projection
T ij - stress tensor and T ij ≡ S j and knowns as Poynting vector, whose components are
given by the cross product S = E × B represents energy flow per surface area in its one
direction. Now the direction is azimuthal. Flow lines of energy current rotate around
the stator.
The divergence of em stress tensor integrated over surface S bounding a volume V gives
the sum of total force f experienced by the matter in the volume V and of change of
the momentum of the em field inside V given by the integral of ∂S/∂t over V. The flow
of energy momentum from radiation fields to the volume can be calculated from the
knowledge of fields outside the roller and stator.
The flux of the momentum from the system is given by the flux defined by the stress
tensor over the surface. Stress tensor T ij has a component analogous to pressure and
magnetic and electric contributions of form B i B j and E i E j . In the approximation that
pressure term is constant within roller, the pressure contribution vanishes. This is not
quite true for electric field and the resulting small net force is radial and vanishes at the
limit when roller is very thin. For magnetic field the flux integral vanishes and for electric
field one can have small radial force. No torque is obtained. Therefore Maxwell’s theory
cannot explain the claimed “antigravitational effect” in terms of transfer of momentum
from em field to the system.
(c) One can also calculate directly the rate for the transfer
of angular momentum from em
R
field to the magnetic system. One has dJ i /dt = ijk dSk (xi T kj − xj T ki ). Here integral
is over the surface of each roller cylinder since only rollers are allowed to rotate. Pressure
term in energy momentum tensor proportional to δ kj gives by rotational symmetry of
the roller a vanishing contribution. Magnetic term vanishes identically at the surface of
the cylinder. Also electric field gives identically vanishing contribution.
The presence of magnetic walls of thickness about 5 cm suggest the possibility of standing
em waves with momentum in the radial direction and wavelength of order .5 meters. These

waves are oscillating and this implies that the possible transfer of energy, momentum, and
angular momentum over the period of oscillation vanishes. One can also perform calculations
similar to those above for standing waves with radial electric field and vertical magnetic field
and wave vector in radial direction to find that also now the transfer of angular momentum is
vanishing. There can be small transfer of momentum in radial direction to a roller. One can
consider the situation also for longitudinal standing wave but now the transfer of longitudinal
momentum is vanishing by the standing wave property.
The conclusion is that Maxwell’s theory does not explain the reported findings.
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Chapter 8

Did Tesla Discover the
Mechanism Changing the Arrow
of Time?
8.1

Introduction

After having made the inventions providing much of the basis technology for the modern
electricity based society, Tesla used the rest of his life to study the strange phenomena related
to sharp electric pulses. Tesla became convinced that pulse like rays carrying longitudinal
electric fields exists although Maxwell’s theory does not allow them. Needless to say, Tesla’s
findings were not taken seriously by the scientific establishment. On the other hand, for the
developers of so called free energy technologies Tesla has remained a magic figure. To me it
has gradually become clear that it might be possible to formulate the visions of Tesla using
the language of modern physics.
The final breakthrough came with a discovery of a mechanism generating what I have used
to call negative energy topological light rays having phase conjugate laser waves as physical
counterparts. Negative energy topological light rays provide the fundamental control mechanism in the TGD based model of living matter and appear in practically every mechanism of
consciousness as a basic step. This is however not yet the whole story. One should also identify mechanisms allowing to control the generation of the negative energy topological light
rays: direct transformation of p-adic MEs to negative energy MEs is probably not enough.
The solution to the problem came from a quite unexpected direction. It was the attempt to
understand the physics behind the visions of Tesla which led to an identification of a very
general mechanism of this kind.
Phase conjugate laser waves break second law of thermodynamics and this is possible in TGD
Universe below the p-adic time scale characterizing the system. Therefore short pulses are
ideal for this purpose. Depending on the situation, electric pulses in electric circuits typically
force the charge carriers to accelerate or decelerate. During deceleration positive energy
photons are emitted as brehmstrahlung whereas during acceleration charges emit negative
energy photons in order to receive energy. Thus generation of pulses provides a mechanism
to generate negative energy topological rays which in turn serve for various control purposes.
TGD indeed predicts the existence of scalar wave pulses propagating in vacuum with light
velocity and carrying longitudinal electric fields.
One can understand the basic findings of Tesla at qualitative level in TGD framework and
there are strong reasons to believe that Tesla was right after all. This of course raises the
question how it is possible that the scientific community with all its technology remained
silent about the findings of Tesla for an entire century. Experimentalists must have made
occasional encounters with the phenomena reported by Tesla. Are modern experimentalists
conditioned to take theorists quite too seriously?
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In this chapter the general vision allowing to understand the findings of Tesla and others
relating to binary coils and Tesla transformers are discussed. The solutions describing Tesla’s
scalar wave pulses are discussed. The new physics associated with binary coils is discussed
in detail and a detailed model for binary coil and transformer using binary coil as a primary
is constructed using the experimental input provided generously by Tapio Tammi. The
findings of Tesla are discussed at general level using the resulting over all picture. The
chapter ends with the model for the causal anomalies observed in the tunnelling of photons
through potential barriers.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations. Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http:
//tgdtheory.fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

8.2

Discussion Of The Basic Ideas And Concepts

8.2.1 Do Negative Energy Space-Time Sheets Have Counterparts
In Quantum Field Theory?
Negative energy topological light rays seem to correspond to phase conjugate laser waves. In
particular, the experiments of Feinberg [D5] are consistent with the transparency of matter
for phase conjugate laser beams with photon energies above thermal energy. In optics phase
conjugation requires optically non-linear system [D13]. For instance, in usual hologram the
matter is optically non-linear in the sense that dielectric constant depends on the external
electric field so that the electromagnetic radiation induces a change of the refraction coefficient
which in turn codes for the hologram.
The dynamics of classical fields is indeed extremely nonlinear in TGD: the topological field
quantization is one of the most dramatic outcomes of this non-linearity. Whether the phenomenological models for phase conjugate waves and for their generation are enough in TGD
framework is an open question. The mechanism based for the generation of negative energy
topological light rays based on short pulses to be discussed in this section does not seem to
reduce to the framework of non-nonlinear optics.
There are also questions of principle involved.

Is phase conjugation properly understood in quantum field theories?
At the level of quantum physics negative energy photons would correspond to a system
quantized in such a manner that both bosonic and fermionic annihilation and creation operators have changed their roles. Negative energy photons and fermions do not correspond
to (non-existing) “anti-photons” and anti-fermions. Using the terminology of Dirac’s bra-ket
formalism: negative energy systems are like bras if positive energy photons are kets. Kets
and bras correspond to Hilbert space and linear functionals defined in it. The space of bras is
actually not equivalent with that of kets but in a well defined sense a more general concept.
This conforms with the role of negative energy space-time sheets in TGD inspired theory of
consciousness.
In quantum field theories time reversal transforms creation operators for fermions to creation
operators for anti-fermions. Vacuum state is not changed. Time reversal in TGD sense would
transform ket vacuum to bra vacuum so that the earlier creation operators annihilate the new
vacuum state and genuine negative energy states result. This would suggest that negative
energy states are something genuinely new and a genuine outcome of the many-sheeted spacetime concept allowing either bra and ket type vacuum at a given space-time sheet. It has
turned out that zero energy ontology (ZEO) allows to formulate this intuition rigorously.
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Phase conjugation and irreversibility
One interesting aspect associated with negative energy topological light rays is that they
seem to be irreversible systems. On the other hand, phase conjugation can be used to
eliminate perturbations on signal caused by thermal noise since the evolution proceeds from
perturbed to non-perturbed signal. This could be seen as an objection against TGD based
interpretation stating that topological light rays are essentially non-dissipative structures of
classical physics.
The objection can be circumvented. Classical-quantum correspondence implies that spacetime physics mimics also the dissipative aspects of quantum dynamics defined by quantum
jump sequences. The classical non-determinism of the basic variational principle makes this
possible. Classical fields are non-dissipative structures are even able to represent information
about dissipation, analogous to a written text telling a story about growth, flourishing, and
decay. In fact, in TGD framework space-time itself provides symbolic classical representations
for quantum jump sequences determining the subjective, experienced reality. The implications of this representative aspect for biology are highly non-trivial. For instance, phase
conjugate waves could provide a fundamental mechanism of healing and error correction.
Matter-antimatter asymmetry, phase conjugation for fermions, and new energy
technology
If photons with negative energies are allowed, it is difficult to deny the possibility of fermions
with negative energies. The possibility of having both signs of energy suggests an elegant
solution to the problem of matter-antimatter asymmetry and a powerful new energy technology.
(a) The standard second quantization of Dirac spinors postulates that ground state is annihilated by annihilation operators for fermions and anti-fermions. One can construct
explicitly the state annihilated by annihilation operators. Suppose that there is state
which is not annihilated by any annihilation operator and apply the product of all annihilation operators to this state. Electrons and positrons represent holes in this sea
and are created by applying creation operators. The states have positive energy with
respect to the ground state. The aesthetic problem of this quantization is that ground
state has an infinitely high negative energy.
(b) In TGD framework one could change the role of creation and annihilation operators
so that the ground state would be obtained by applying the product of all creation
operators to vacuum. This state would have infinite positive energy. Fermions and antifermions would be holes in Dirac sea of positive energy and behave as negative energy
quanta. One might expect that these two quantizations correspond to two different time
orientations for the space-time surface.
1. Two manners to circumvent the infinite vacuum energy
The infinite vacuum energy is definitely something very unsatisfactory, and one should overcome this problem somehow. The most elegant and predictive variant of TGD inspired
cosmology assumes that the net energy of the Universe vanishes so that the universe could
have been created intentionally from vacuum (and be created again and again in each quantum jump). The vanishing of the total energy follows automatically if one poses the condition
4
that the energy flow through the light cone boundary (H = M+
× CP2 ) vanishes. This requires that also fermionic vacuum energies cancel each other. There are two manners to
achieve the cancellation.
(a) If positive and negative energy space-time sheets are always created in a pairwise manner their vacuum energies could compensate each other, at least so if some additional
conditions are satisfied. The success of elementary particle physics requires that this
mechanism is at work in elementary particle length scales.
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(b) Vacuum energies could also cancel each other for each space-time sheet separately. This
is achieved if the roles of creation and annihilation operators for either fermions or
anti-fermions are exchanged. This implies automatically matter antimatter asymmetry
since either fermions or anti-fermions would have negative energies. This option could
be realized in long length scales and explain the absence of antimatter from the Universe
as absence of positive energy antimatter. It would thus seem that all four ground states
states are in principle possible and that the ground state characterizes the phase of
matter.
2. Zero energy vacuum is matter-antimatter asymmetric
Consider now in more detail the latter option 2) assuming for definiteness that it is antifermions for which the roles of creation and annihilation operators are exchanged. The
ground state is obtained by applying the product of all fermion annihilation operators and
anti-fermion creation operators to vacuum. Fermions represent holes in a completely filled
negative energy Dirac sea and have positive energy. Anti-fermions represent holes in positive
energy Dirac sea and have thus negative energy. In this ground state annihilation of photon
pair is possible only to an fermion with positive and anti-fermion with negative energy.
Obviously the state is matter-antimatter asymmetric since anti-fermions cannot appear as
positive energy holes. Negative energy antimatter could be present but could have remained
invisible. For instance, Pauli Exclusion Principle would make the scattering of negative
energy anti-fermions impossible in the case that there are not sufficiently many holes in the
sea. The same occurs for condensed matter electrons below the surface of the Fermi sphere.
Even in the case that negative energy anti-fermions are present abundantly, they might have
escaped detection. Due to the prevailing dogmas, no-one has tried to detect signatures for the
scattering of negative energy anti-fermions or two photon annihilation to a pair of positive
energy fermion and negative energy anti-fermion.
3. Creation of matter from vacuum by annihilation of laser waves and their phase conjugates?

The possibility of negative energy anti-fermions suggests a new energy technology. Photons
and their phase conjugates with opposite energies could only annihilate to a pair of positive
energy fermion and negative energy anti-fermion. Vacuum could effectively serve as an unlimited source of positive energy and make creation of matter from nothing literally possible.
The idea could be tested by allowing laser beams and their phase conjugates to interact and
by looking whether fermions pop out via two-photon annihilation. Fermion-anti-fermion pairs
with arbitrarily large fermion masses could be generated by utilizing photons of arbitrarily
low energy. The energies of the final state fermion is completely fixed from conservation laws
so that it should be relatively easy to check whether the process really occurs. Generalized
Feynman rules predict the cross section for the process and it should behave as σ ∝ α2 /m2 ,
where m is the mass of the fermion so that annihilation to electrons is the best candidate
for study. Bio-systems might have already invented intentional generation of matter in this
manner. Certainly the possible new energy technology should be applied with some caution
in order to not to build a new quasar!

8.2.2 Is The TGD View About Phase Conjugate Waves Consistent
With The Existing Wisdom?
A priori it is is not obvious that the TGD based identification of phase conjugate waves
as negative energy photons/topological light rays is consistent with what is known about
phase conjugate waves. The best manner to check this is to translate the standard physics
description of the basic mechanisms producing phase conjugate waves to the language of
TGD. This should also provide new insights about how self-organization by the emission of
negative energy photons proceeds in non-linear media.
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Basic mechanism producing phase conjugate waves
There are two basic mechanisms producing phase conjugate waves. The physics believed
to be behind these mechanisms is summarized in an enjoyable manner in the book of D.
M. Pepper [D13], and in the review article of V. V. Shunov and B. Ya. Zeldovich [D39],
who are pioneers of optical phase conjugation. The mechanisms rely on four-wave mixing
and stimulated Brillouin scattering. Both mechanisms can be modeled using the notion
of a dynamical hologram. In TGD framework dynamical hologram can be regarded as a
spontaneously generated self-organizing hologram resulting by the emission of negative energy
photons. The reference laser beam is quite generally pulsed. This raises the question whether
the phase conjugate photons are produced by negative energy scalar wave pulses inducing
negative energy “acceleration radiation” as the (em- or Z 0 -) charged particles are accelerated
at the space-time sheets representing scalar wave pulses.
The recent view (2019) is that scalar waves are not possible as single-sheeted structures in
TGD framework. Many-sheeted space-time could however allow effective scalar waves as
two-sheeted structures realized as a pair of massless extremals (MEs) representing waves
of opposite polarization propagating in the same direction. From the point of view of test
particles the effect of MEs is indeed like that of a scalar wave. This variant of scalar wave
could explain the findings claimed by Tesla.
The following considerations were written much earlier and consider genuine scalar waves as
a single-sheeted structures as a possible option. I do not believe in this option anymore.
1. Four-wave mixing
Consider first four-wave mixing. The basic observation is that already in the case of ordinary
hologram a phase conjugate beam is generated when the reference beam irradiating the
hologram has a direction opposite to that of the original reference beam. The idea is to
replace the static hologram with a dynamic hologram by utilizing reference beams moving
in opposite directions simultaneously besides the probe beam coming from the object, so
that the beams used to construct and read the hologram are simultaneously present. Either
reference beam can be thought of as being scattered from the interference pattern created
by the other beams and producing the phase conjugate wave. The resulting phase conjugate
wave moves in a direction opposite to the probe beam, just as in the case of the ordinary
hologram. The dynamic hologram is created in the non-linear medium whose properties are
affected by the interference pattern formed by the beams.
TGD description would be that the interference of the three beams induces self-organization
of the non-linear medium to a higher energy state representing the dynamic hologram and
that this occurs by the emission of the phase conjugate wave having negative energy. This
means the breaking of the second law of thermodynamics. The phase conjugate waves are
dissipative structures but the dissipation takes place in a reversed direction of geometric time.
To be precise, classical fields can be seen as symbolic representations for the dissipation at
quantum level and possible by the non-determinism of Kähler action. This explains the
strange features of phase conjugate waves.
Remark: In the light of the after wisdom emerged during two decades, one could describe the
four-wave mixing in the framework of zero energy ontology (ZEO). The generation of phase
conjugate wave from a state of 3 ordinary waves could be seen as a “big” (or “ordinary”)
state function reduction (SFR) in which the arrow of time of state changes - phase conjugate
waves indeed propagate backwards in time. No change of the arrow of time takes place in
“small” SFRs, which correspond to so called weak measurements [L36].
2. Stimulated Brillouin scattering
Stimulated Brillouin scattering was first discovered to produce phase conjugate waves [D39]
by Boris Ya. Zeldowich and his colleagues, the Russian pioneers of optical phase conjugation.
Only single incoming reference beam is used and the secondary reference beam in the opposite
direction appears spontaneously. In this case three-wave scattering without probe beam is
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in question and interference pattern is solely due to the interference of the reference beams.
The dynamical hologram is realized as an acoustic wave pattern from which either reference
beam can be said to scatter. The phase conjugate wave is generated only above a critical
power feed for the incoming beam. The incoming beam can be distorted in the directions
transversal to the primary beam by allowing it to traverse an inhomogeneous glass plate.
The resulting phase conjugate beam traverses back through the inhomogeneous glass plate
and turns out to be free of any distortions. Obviously this demonstrates the occurrence of
the time reversal.
The standard description for what happens runs as follows.
(a) The process is initiated by the scattering of photons from thermal phonons in the direction of the primary reference beam and reversing thus their direction. By energy
conservation the frequency difference for the two light beams corresponds to the frequency of the acoustic wave: ∆ω/ω = v/c, where v is the sound velocity.
(b) Acoustic wave generates a periodic longitudinal density gradient such that the zones
of low and high density are at a distance of half wave length: this follows from the
fact that the scattered phonons receive twice the momentum of photon. In this kind
of situation total reflection occurs from each layer and this amplifies the secondary
light beam which in turn amplifies the sound wave. A more familiar example of total
reflection is the reflection of light on water having oil layer at its surface. The varying
thickness of this layer gives rise to a rainbow like appearance of the scattered light. Also
a phase conjugate beam is created in the process.
In TGD framework situation can be seen as a self-organization process in which the selforganizing acoustic wave gains energy by emitting negative energy photons: obviously an
over unity energy production breaking the second law of thermodynamics is in question.
One could even say that non-linear medium builds a primitive sensory representation of the
interference pattern.
(a) At the first step the photons of the primary reference beam are scattered and generate
a weak secondary reference beam in an opposite direction. The resulting interference
pattern in turn excites a weak acoustic wave.
(b) The acoustic wave amplifies itself when phonons emit pairs of positive and negative
energy photons with energies E1 > 0 and E2 < 0 such that the sum of their energies
corresponds to the energy Eph gained by the phonon: E1 − |E2 | = Eph . The rate
of this process is proportional to the numbers N+ and N− of positive and negative
energy photons already present in the state: the mechanism of induced emission is at
work. Positive energy photons amplify the induced reference beam and negative energy
photons amplify the phase conjugate wave. Also in this case one can say that the nonlinear medium builds up spontaneously a dynamical hologram about the interference
pattern.
Remark: Also Brillouin scattering allows a description in terms of ZEO. In the previous
situation one had incoming photon beam and two reference beams producing phase conjugate
beam. Now the incoming photon beam is replaced with incoming acoustic wave and one has
single reference beam and phase conjugate of reference beam is produced.
Over unity effects and error correction
The emission of negative energy photons makes possible over unity effects claimed by free
energy enthusiasts. Over unity effects need not be in conflict with the standard wisdom that
phase conjugate waves utilize the energy of pumping laser or probe beam. In the case of
stimulated Brillouin scattering the negative energy photons are received by the population
inverted lasers producing the reference beam with the consequence that particles drop to
the ground state without emission of positive energy photons. In the case of 4-wave mixing
the negative energy photons could be received by the laser producing the probe beam. An
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interesting possibility is that negative energy beams could be produced also in the direction
of reference beam and pump energy from the corresponding lasers.
Error correction of a signal defines a variant of the time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book).
In this case positive and negative energy signals are actually at different sides of the time
mirror. The positive energy photons photons of the signal to be corrected annihilate with the
negative energy photons of the phase conjugate signal which comes from the geometric future
and is a temporal mirror image of the positive energy signal. The pulsed phase conjugate
mirror would be an analog a sequence of ordinary mirrors. Pulses create a temporal sequence
of time mirrors most naturally located at the ends of pulses so that positive energy photons
from N :th pulse annihilate withe negative energy photons from N + 1:th pulse.
Remark: More after-wisdom developed during 2 decades. ZEO guarantees classical conservation laws. What about the situation at quantum level? Could the energy associated
with the positive energy part of zero energy state increase in quantum transitions and lead
to over-unity effects? In principle, conservation laws do not prevent this quantally.
(a) Recall that zero energy states [K59] [L36] are identified as superpositions of pairs (a, b)
formed from states a and b having opposite total quantum numbers and being assigned
with the opposite boundaries of causal diamond (CD). The states at the passive boundary B of CD are not affected whereas the states at the active boundary A are affected by
a sequence of unitary time evolutions also shifting A farther away from B (in statistical
sense at least).
Each unitary evolution induces a de-localization of A in its moduli space and “small”
SFR induces its localization (including time localization meaning time measurement).
This sequence would approximately conserve the energies of the states in the superposition. This in the approximation that their energies are large in the energy scale
∆E = ~ef f /Deltat defined by the time increment ∆t in single unitary time evolution.
Large value of hef f makes the conservation worse for a given ∆t. Unitarity together with
the approximate energy conservation implies that the average energy is approximately
conserved.
(b) Negative energy signals sent from A to its geometric past and received at B in remote
metabolism would correspond to “big” SFR. If the notion of remote metabolism giving
effectively rise to over-unitary effect is to make sense, the approximate energy conservation should fail in “big” SFRs in quantal sense. For this to be the case, the first unitary
evolution of B followed by “small” SFR energy conservation should be a bad approximation. This does not however seem plausible if one assumes energy conservation for
the next state function reductions. What could be so special in the first state function
reduction?
(c) Why the energy conservation made approximate by the finite size of CD and finite
duration of unitary evolution, should fail badly in some situations? According to the
number theoretic vision [L34], “small” SFRs preserve the extension of rationals defining
the adele and therefore also ~ef f /~0 = n identifiable as the dimension of the extension.
~ef f /~0 = n can however change nold → nnew in “big” SFRs forced to occur when
“small” SFRs preserving nold are not anymore possible. If a large increase of hef f
occurs in the “big” SFR, the ∆E = ~ef f /Deltat increases if ∆t is still of the same order
of magnitude. The approximate energy conservation could fail badly enough to make
possible remote metabolism.
(d) In the subsequent SFRs energy conservation should however hold true in good approximation. The values of ∆t should be large in the subsequent “small” SFRs, and ∆t
should scale as ∆t ∝ n to guarantee that ∆E remains the same. As a quantum scale
∆t analogous to Compton length is indeed proportional to n. In the first reduction one
must have of n = nold but in the subsequent reductions one must have n = nnew to
guarantee energy conservation in the same approximation as before.
To sum up: in the first “small” SFR one should have ∆E ∝ nnew and ∆t ∝ nnew . Can
one really deduce this from the basic TGD?
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(e) ZEO suggests that evolution [L41] means a continual increase of the size of CD so that
small CD could eventually grow to even cosmic size (whether this occurs always or
whether zero energy state can become pure vacuum at both boundaries of CD remains
an open problem). CD with a cosmic size should however have huge energy. This would
not only require non-conservation of energy in quantal sense but also its increase in
statistical sense at least. Why should the energy increase?
The increase would relate directly to the basic defining property of ZEO. Preferred
time direction means that the transfer of energy quantum numbers can take place only
from the active boundary of CD to the passive boundary in “big” SFR. This allows
interpretation as remote metabolism implying increase of the magnitude of energy.
Remark: Error correction has turned out to be major problem in the attempts to construct
quantum computers. It is believed to be necessary because quantum entanglement is extremely fragile for the standard value of Planck constant. In TGD the situation changes.
Large values of hef f increasing the time scale of entanglement are possible and reversed time
evolutions in quantum sense imply second law in reversed time direction meaning spontaneous reduction of entropy in the standard time direction. Nature itself would provide the
needed error correction mechanism perhaps applied routinely in living systems (for instance,
to correct mutations of DNA and transcription and translation errors).
TGD based description for the interference of reference beams
It is interesting to find whether TGD allows the field pattern resulting as a superposition of
reference beams moving in opposite direction as a solution of field equations. Topological light
rays do not allow this kind of field patterns. As a special case this field pattern corresponds to
a transversal standing wave of form cos(ωt) × cos(ωz) (using units c = 1). Waves for which
the interference pattern moves (say in the case of stimulated Brillouin scattering), result
when the frequencies are different. These field patterns are obtained as Lorentz transforms
of the standing wave pattern.
Since the Kähler current vanishes for this kind of waves the field equations state that the
contraction of the energy momentum tensor with the second fundamental form vanishes. It
will be found that the field equations reduce to massless wave equation in the approximation
that classical gravitational effects are negligible. It is however not clear whether this kind
of solution is possible as genuinely asymptotic self-organization pattern having a precisely
vanishing Kähler current.
The solution ansatz is based on the assumption that the CP2 projection belongs to the
homologically non-trivial geodesic sphere S 2 of CP2 . Let the standard spherical coordinates
of S 2 be (U ≡ cos(θ), Φ). Let M 4 coordinates be (t, z, x, y), The task is to imbed the electric
field representing a standing wave and having components

Ei

=

i × cos(ωt) × cos(ωz) ,

(8.2.1)

4
as a four-surface to X 4 ⊂ M+
× S 2 . The polarization vector i lies in the (x, y)-plane.

The 4-vector potential associated with this field is

Aµ

=

µ
× sin(ωt) × cos(ωz) .
ω

(8.2.2)

Note that the scalar potential φ = At vanishes. The induced Kähler gauge potential is of
form

Aµ

= U ∂µ Φ ,

(8.2.3)
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and from this the simplest ansatz (fixed only apart from a canonical transformation of CP2 )
reproducing Aµ is

U = a × sin(ωt) × cos(ωz) , Φ = b × µ xµ ,

ab =

1
ω

.

(8.2.4)

In the approximation that the induced metric is flat, action density vanishes, and the energy
momentum tensor has only the longitudinal components T tt and T zz and is proportional to
the flat metric. Field equations reduce to massless wave equation in longitudinal degrees of
freedom: D2 u = 0 and D2 Φ = 0, D = ∂t2 − ∂z2 . For the proposed solution ansatz they are
satisfied identically.
The fact that solution has a 2-dimensional CP2 projection means that it represents a selforganization pattern with dissipation only due to the possible non-vanishing of the Kähler
4-current and characterized by the strength of classical gravitational interaction. Classical
gravitation might imply a non-vanishing Kähler four-current.

8.2.3

Pulses, Tesla Transformers, And Binary Coils

The function of quite a many free energy systems involve sharp pulse sequences. Often the bifilar coil invented by Tesla [H37] are used. Also Caducceus coil having also binary structure is
utilized. Together with general TGD based vision this leads to a theoretical picture allowing
to understand the visions of Tesla theoretically.
The vision briefly
A very concise summary of the model goes as follows.
(a) The basic prediction of TGD are negative energy topological light rays propagating
backwards in geometric time. They can be accompanied by self-generated negative
energy photons since in general case topological light rays carry light like vacuum 4current. The interpretation as counterparts of phase conjugate laser waves [D13] seems
to make sense. A sequence of pulses carrying a constant electric field forces current
carriers to accelerate repeatedly provided the frequency of the pulses is sufficiently low
for charged to come at rest. A decelerating system emits its energy as positive energy
photons whereas the accelerating system might receive its energy by emitting negative
energy photons if deceleration and acceleration are genuine time reversals of each other.
(b) Negative energy photons are absorbed by any system which contains (possibly manysheeted) population inverted lasers with appropriate excitation energy when bosonic
particles return to their ground states. If sufficiently many bosonic particles return to
the ground state, a phase transition return to the ground state occurs and is analogous
to induced emission. Large number of positive energy photons are generated and a weak
negative energy control signal is amplified to much stronger positive energy signal. The
resulting energy is identifiable as “free energy”.
The generation of negative energy photons breaks second law. In TGD Universe second
law however holds true at a given p-adic length scale only in time scales longer than the
corresponding p-adic time scale. This means that field patterns having a duration below the
relevant p-adic time scale can appear as negative energy topological light rays. Sharp electric
pulses carrying a constant electric field are ideal in this respect.
Suppose that electric pulses are fed into a binary coil for which the loops of the primary
and secondary coils are on top of each other and very near to each other. Electric pulses
induce currents in the primary coil. Due to the large mutual inductance between loops of
the primary and secondary coils composing the binary coil, the current generated by the
pulse in the primary loop is transmitted inductively to the nearby second loop, which in turn
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generates a positive feedback to primary. Thus the current is amplified and the propagation
of the electric pulse induces a propagation of large rapidly varying currents in coils rotating
in opposite direction so that the magnetic flux inside the binary coil is small. First of all, this
means that the sequence of electric pulses induces a currents through the two components of
the binary coil by effectively reducing the inductance of the coil. Secondly, the amplification
of the current means amplified acceleration of the current carriers optimal for the generation
of negative energy photons as time reversed brehmstrahlung.
There are good reasons to expect that living matter has discovered the analogs of binary
coils long before humans, even before Tesla. Binary structures, such as DNA double strand
and cell membrane consisting of two lipid layers, are good candidates for the counterparts of
binary coils and might play key control in the bio-control by serving as generators of negative
energy photons in turn controlling the generation of positive energy photons.
Do electric pulses generate scalar wave pulses?
Interesting questions are related to the behavior of the electric field inside ordinary coils,
binary coils, and in particular bi-filar coils. It seems that the expressive power of Maxwell’s
theory might not be enough here. It seems that the electric pulses propagating in any circuit
could correspond to TGD counterparts of Tesla’s scalar wave pulses.
(a) The unipolar electric field is discontinuous at the ends of an ideal square pulse. In
Maxwell’s equations the rotor of the magnetic field equates to the sum of the current
term j and the displacement current ∂E/∂t. Either an infinitely sharp induction peak
is allowed in the magnetic field or the displacement current must be compensated by
the current term. In realistic case there is short rising time during which electric field
increases.
(b) In Maxwell’s electrodynamics a very high (ideally infinitely strong instantaneous) ohmic
current would be needed to compensate the displacement current. This seems implausible. In TGD however vacuum charges and currents are possible. The electric square
pulse is analogous to a moving capacitor and the charges of the capacitor plates correspond to vacuum charges. At the level of space-time geometry the plates would
correspond to propagating edges of the 3-surface. The induced electric field Erot would
induce a current pulse, whose direction would change in the middle of the magnetic
pulse.
(c) TGD indeed predicts the existence of scalar wave pulses [K5]. These pulses represent
electric flux quanta, 3-surfaces inside which there is an almost constant longitudinal
electric field. A capacitor moving with the velocity of light would be the analogy. These
solutions are not possible in Maxwell’s theory. Because also the pulses moving in circuits
are very similar, there is a temptation to identify them as scalar wave pulses. In this
case the effective propagation velocity is reduced below light velocity by the interaction
with matter. Intuitively, the particles topologically condensed in the region of 3-surface
representing the pulse make it massive and slow down the effective speed of propagation.
(d) The first guess that a scalar wave pulse of duration τ results when a voltage in circuit
is switched on for time τ , does not make sense since the pulse could last for a an
arbitrarily long time and have arbitrarily long length. Experimental study of a pulsed
system involving a FET serving as a switch and a capacitor in parallel suggests that a
positive energy scalar wave pulse results in switching on and has a duration equal to the
rising time τr of the voltage. Negative energy scalar wave pulse moving into geometric
past results in the switching off of the voltage. In switching on the capacitor absorbs
a negative energy scalar wave pulse coming from geometric future and is neutralized.
In the similar manner the capacitor in future re-charges by absorbing positive energy
pulse from the geometric past.
(e) An interesting question is whether scalar wave pulses propagating through (say) bi-filar
coil could increase its capacitance dramatically by providing primary and secondary
coils with opposite vacuum charges. If scalar wave pulse collects also ordinary charge
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on its “plates” when it moves through the system, it could become a dynamical capacitor, and transform also the system through which it traverses to a capacitor. The
experimentation with bi-filar coil indeed forces to conclude that its capacitance can be
much larger than expected on basis of geometric arguments.
(f) One might imagine that the scalar wave pulses could leak out of the system. For instance,
this might happen if the second end of the coil is free. Tesla indeed reported a production
of scalar wave pulses using a transformer whose primary coil was fed by a sequence of
unipolar pulses. These pulses were amplified in a secondary coil in whose second end
was free. Abnormally high voltage amplification with no current in secondary coil was
reported [H27].
(g) If the propagation velocity of the scalar wave pulse is light velocity, the time T would
be the time taken by the pulse to propagate through the first half of the bi-filar coil:
T = Z/v, where Z is the length of the wire in the bi-filar coil and v = c is light velocity.
For v = c T would be 3.3 ns if the length of the wire is 1 meter. The interaction with
the matter induces inertial effects and is expected to reduce the effective propagation
velocity of the scalar wave pulse representing the electric pulse to v < c.

Could electric pulses in circuits correspond to separate space-time sheets?
Scalar wave pulses could correspond directly to the space-time sheets of electric flux quanta
moving with light velocity predicted by TGD [K5] rather than being regions of constant
electric field at the space-time sheet of wire. These flux quanta would move along wire and
have flux tubes connecting the space-time sheet of the flux quantum with the boundaries of
small co-moving holes associated with the circuit’s space-time sheet. Charged particles could
flow to the flux quantum along these bridges at the first end of the electric flux quantum,
accelerate there practically without dissipation, and flow possibly also back at the second
end of the flux quantum. The direction of the flow would be determined by the sign of the
charge. This would allow anomalous acceleration of the current carriers making it possible to
emit negative energy photons up to energies determined by the voltage difference associated
with the flux quantum. The lowering of the effective propagation velocity would be a genuine
quantum effect based on the same mechanism as the lowering of the effect phase velocity of
topological light rays.
The energies of the “acceleration radiation” would be quantized since the quanta would have
frequencies fn = n/Tp , where Tp is the duration of the scalar wave pulse. The duration of the
scalar wave pulse should correspond to a natural time scale associated with the generation
of the scalar wave pulse. For instance, if the scalar wave pulse is generated when a voltage
in a circuit is rapidly switched on, the scalar wave pulse would naturally correspond to the
rising time τr of the voltage. This quantization is a unique signature of the negative energy
radiation.
Scalar wave pulse is like a moving capacitor and should be attracted or repelled by a real
charged capacitor depending on the sign of its polarization. Therefore scalar wave pulse
could be reflected from a heavily charged capacitor and begin to move forth and back around
the loop connecting the plates of the capacitor in a circuit. The pulse could even move
between capacitor plates forth and back. If binary coil is coupled between the capacitor the
pulse should move forth and back through it. If scalar wave pulses correspond to separate
space-time sheets they can leak out of the system. The open ends of the secondary coils used
by Tesla in his transformers might be the places where the leakage occurs. The emission
of a new kind of radiation observed by Modanese and Pokletnov [H46] to accompany the
discharge of a capacitor for which the negatively charged plate was super-conducting might
represent the emission of scalar wave pulses [K5] .
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Scalar wave pulses as producers of phase conjugate waves and time mirror mechanism
Tesla transformers use ordinary coils as primary coils and an open coil as a secondary coil. On
basis of his experimental work Tesla claimed that Tesla transformers allow an anomalously
high voltage amplification. Strangely, Tesla found no current in the secondary coil but the
transformers induced charging of various metallic objects in large regions surrounding the
transformer. This effect was able to penetrate even through Faraday cage.
The bi-filar coils discovered by Tesla [H37], which are fed by sharp unipolar electric pulses carrying constant electric field and analogous to moving capacitors, occur repeatedly in various
free energy devices. Caducceus coil is second binary coil appearing very often. This would
suggest that coils with a binary structure somehow produce phase conjugate laser waves
(negative energy topological light rays accompanied by negative energy photons). These in
turn would induce the dropping of bosonic charged particles to larger space-time sheets as a
phenomenon analogous to induced emission when the intensity of negative energy photons is
above some threshold.
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated.
In the following early version of the model assigning metabolic energy quantum to the dropping of protons is considered. In [K40] a model of metabolism associating the metabolic
energy quantum to the change of cyclotron energy is discussed. The challenge is to understand how square pulses propagating both in ordinary and binary coils manage to produce
phase conjugated light.
What is so special in the unipolar electric pulses circulating in binary coils? If one wants to
produce negative energy photons, one must break the second law of thermodynamics. TGD
predicts that in a given n-ary p-adic length scale L(n, k) (size of the space-time sheet) this
is possible below the n-ary p-adic time scale T (n, k) = L(n, k)/c. One must only produce
pulses having duration shorter than the p-adic time scale T (n, k). The sharp electric pulses
are excellent candidates for this kind of pulses since they accelerate the current carriers
and during this period they can emit negative energy photons as “acceleration radiation”
with quantized frequencies fn = n/Tp , Tp the duration of the scalar wave pulse. If the
pulses correspond to their own space-time sheets dissipation is negligible and the intensity
of acceleration radiation is maximal.
An especially interesting situation arises when the energies of the negative photons radiated
by the charged particles accelerated inside the scalar wave pulse correspond to the increment
of a zero point kinetic energy for some charged particle when it drops to a larger space-time
sheet. In this case the negative energy radiation could make possible time mirror mechanism
by generating a cascade like dropping of charged particles and an amplified emission of
positive energy photons. This hypothesis is testable by choosing suitably the value of the
rising time τr .
There are natural time scales associated with pulsed binary coils. One class of important
frequencies would correspond to harmonic multiples for the frequency f = 1/τp , the duration
of electric pulse. Second time scale corresponds to the frequency defined by the duration
of the scalar wave pulse and is assumed to correspond to the rising time τr of the electric
pulse. A second important time scale is the time interval between the pulses which must be
so long that the charges have time to come at rest. One expects that this time scale is of
the order of τ = L/R, where L and R characterize the primary of the binary coil. A third
important time scale is the duration of the magnetic pulses generated in the pulsed binary
coil. Besides these time scales important time scales are the time scales determined by the
basic parameters L, C, R of the primary (secondary) of the binary coil.
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As far as I know, Tesla used ordinary coils in his transformers and observed anomalous
voltage amplification and other strange effects. If the time interval between voltage pulses is
so long that the charges dissipate their energy, charges are indeed accelerated in a constant
electric field and the emission of negative energy photons should occur. Hence also ordinary
pulsed coil, perhaps when used as the primary of the Tesla transformer, could allow the
exotic effects due to the generation of negative energy photons. In particular, if this process
leads to the phase transitions increasing the conductivity of the wire then the current in the
primary coil increases and therefore also the current in the secondary coil increases beyond
the value predicted by Maxwell’s theory.
Bio-systems and unipolar pulses
One might think that besides Tesla also bio-systems might have invented the sharp pulses as
a manner to break second law temporarily and produce negative energy topological light rays
crucial for all basic mechanisms in TGD based quantum biology and theory of consciousness.
Perhaps one function of nerve pulse is to produce phase conjugate waves and perhaps nerve
pulse can be switched on by a scalar wave pulse reducing the membrane potential below the
critical value.
This suggests the existence of biological variants of binary coils. Bio-systems are full of
binary structures such as DNA double strand and cell membrane (consisting of two lipid
layers). It is tempting to think that DNA double strand is a variant of bi-filar coil in which
scalar wave pulses propagate along strand (associated with say gene) and return along the
conjugate strand. Also now the effective inductance of the system would grow from zero to
some maximum value and return back to zero and phase conjugate light would be generated.
As a matter fact, the TGD based model for bio-photons lead to the hypothesis that the
strand/conjugate strand generates positive/ negative energy MEs and that these MEs move
in opposite directions along strands [K21].

8.2.4 Could Negative Energy Photons Induce The Transition To
Effective Superconductivity?
The generation of negative energy photons involves temporary breakdown of the second law.
Therefore the minimization of the resistance of the relevant part of the circuit, say binary
coil, should be favorable for the effect.
TGD based new physics might provide a possible mechanism reducing the resistance. If part
of the current carrying electrons of the bi-filar coil drops down to the larger space-time sheets,
where they propagate as Cooper pairs, the resistance of the system is reduced. The research
group led by Hafedh Abdelmeik has found that the electric conductivity of axon grows by
a factor of order 10 below a certain critical temperature, which is in the range 30-40 C of
physiological temperatures [J12]. The TGD based model [K45] explains the findings correctly
at quantitative level.
A variant of this mechanism might be at work also in the case of electric circuits if appropriate
conditions are satisfied.
(a) The model for the realization of intentionality and motor activity [K55] relies on a
process, which proceeds from long to short time and length scales, much like a desire
for some action in an organization proceeds from boss to the bosses at lower level. In
the same manner a hierarchy of phase transitions could proceed from longer to shorter
length and time scales and reduce the resistance and increase the upper limit for the
energy of negative energy photons.
(b) The pulses propagating in the binary coil could produce already in the normal situation
a sufficient amount of negative energy photons at low frequencies to induce a phase
transition increasing the conductivity. The growth of the intensity of the negative energy
photons emitted at higher frequencies could in turn induce a similar phase transition
in a shorter p-adic length scale and corresponding to higher zero point kinetic energy.
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At every stage the negative energy photons could first cool the system so that the
phase transition occurs more easily. The dropped Cooper pairs would in turn increase
the portion of the supra current flowing at the ground state space-time sheet and thus
conductivity.
Remark: All these models could be formulated in terms of ZEO and the notion of manysheeted space-time. In particular, the analog of scalar wave as a pair of massless extremals
(MEs) with same momenta and opposite polarization makes sense in TGD framework. The
effects of this kind of configuration on test particle is like that of scalar wave. Also the
analogs of waves propagating with arbitrary small velocity and even of standing waves make
sense as pairs of MEs with opposite momentum directions.

8.3

The Scalar Waves Of Tesla In TGD Framework

The scalar waves or so called non-Hertzian waves of Nikola Tesla belong to the fringe region
of science. Many proponents of free energy believe that scalar waves might provide a basis for
a new energy and communication technologies. Tesla himself was isolated from the official
science and found no place in text books because his hypothesis about scalar waves did not
fit within the framework of the Maxwell’s electrodynamics. Personally I justified my personal
prejudices against scalar waves by the observation that the formulations for the notion of
scalar waves that I had seen seemed to be in a conflict with the cherished gauge invariance of
gauge theories. The discussions with a Finnish free energy enthusiast Juha Hartikka however
led me to reconsider the status of the scalar waves.
The surprise was that the non-Hertzian waves of Tesla might be possible in TGD framework.
One can imagine two alternative manners to obtain them.
(a) TGD allows so called massless extremals (MEs, topological light rays) as non-linear
generalization of Maxwellian plane waves. They are characterized by light-like wave
vector and polarization vector orthogonal to it and these vectors can also depend on
space-time position [K77]. The most general wave is a pulse with arbitrary profile
moving along ME with light-velocity along them and preserving its shape.
Since TGD space-time is many-sheeted one can take two waves of this kind on top of
each other in the sense that their M 4 projections intersect in some region of M 4 . The
effective space-time is defined by a piece of Minkowski space with effective metric which
is sum of M 4 metric and deviations of the metrics of sheets from M 4 metric. Effective
gauge potentials are sums of the induced gauge potentials. For two MEs the potentials
at the two sheets and if the wave vectors can be chosen to be in opposite direction in
which case one obtains an effective standing wave with non-vanishing net energy but
vanishing 3-momentum and classical spin. Since MEs can carry light-like charge current
the resulting system carries non-vanishing charge density and vanishing current Fourier
transforms of the pair give rise to massive spinless states having identification as scalar
waves possibly carrying em charge.
In TGD framework classical gauge boson fields of standard model correspond twosheeted structures - perhaps pairs of MEs connected by wormhole contact pairs having
interpretation as gauge boson. One can consider the possibility that the classical spacetime correlate for gauge bosons massivation at the level of MEs is this kind of pair of
spacetime sheets. For massive gauge bosons the wave vector directions of the two sheets
would be opposite in the rest system and spin would be vanishing.
(b) The original proposal could have been inspired by the electric-magnetic duality of TGD
suggesting a large number of solutions of field equations representing constant energy
density configurations of electric field assignable to bio-electrets, which would be in a
well-defined sense dual to the magnetic flux tube structures with analogous properties.
Also classical gravitational fields generated by classical field energy could be important
in the living matter. One must however take this proposal with a big grain of salt since
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there is no proof for the actual existence of this kind of solutions. Furthermore, one can
obtain TGD counterparts of scalar waves as pairs of MEs.
In the following only the candidate for scalar waves obtained as single-sheeted space-time is
considered.

8.3.1

The Properties Of The Scalar Waves

Perhaps the most important properties of the scalar waves are following.
(a) Scalar waves involve some kind of oscillatory process in the direction of the propagation
of the wave. The analogy with sound waves suggests that the oscillation could relate
to charge density, or more generally to 4-current in the direction of the wave. Even
massless extremals (MEs), which are essentially topological light rays, involve vacuum
current and vacuum charge density which oscillates in the direction of propagation.
(b) Scalar waves are believed to carry electric field in the direction of the wave motion so that
the identification of MEs as scalar waves is not possible. The presence of only electric
field means that scalar wave is characterized solely by the scalar potential. This kind of
solution is excluded by the gauge invariance and linearity of Maxwell’s electrodynamics
in vacuum.

8.3.2

Could Nonlinearity Of TGD Allow Scalar Waves?

One is led to ask whether the nonlinearity of TGD might allow existence for scalar waves.
(a) In TGD based electrodynamics CP2 coordinates are the primary dynamical degrees
of freedom gauge fields being secondary dynamical variables induced from the spinor
curvature of CP2 . Field equations are extremely nonlinear allowing among other things
vacuum 4-currents (even Faraday’s unipolar generator involves vacuum charge density
changing its sign when the direction of rotation of magnet changes its sign). This gives
hopes about finding solutions of field equations with the properties assigned to the
hypothetical scalar waves.
(b) Interestingly, in TGD framework the canonical symmetries of CP2 are dynamical symmetries and act as isometries of WCW of 3-surfaces. Canonical transformations act
formally as U (1) gauge transformations but, rather than being gauge symmetries, they
are dynamical generating new physical configurations and are partially responsible for
the quantum spin glass degeneracy of the TGD universe. As a matter fact, also diffeomorphisms of M 4 act as dynamical symmetries in the lowest order.
(c) Magnetic flux tubes represent fundamental solutions of field equations and the simplest
magnetic flux tubes can be characterized as maps from a region of a 2-dimensional
Euclidian hyperplane E 2 of Minkowski space to a geodesic sphere S 2 of CP2 .
(d) Electric-magnetic duality is a fundamental symmetry of the WCW geometry. Therefore
there should exist solutions dual to the magnetic flux tubes carrying only electric fields
and perhaps allowing interpretation as waves. These solutions would be characterized
by a map from a region of the Minkowskian hyperplane M 2 of Minkowski space to S 2 .
This kind solution ansatz makes sense since it formally provides the solutions of a field
theory from M 2 to S 2 .

8.3.3

Lowest Order Solution Ansatz

One can write the field equations explicitly. They are however extremely nonlinear and without physical intuition one cannot say much about the solution spectrum of these equations.
One can however make simplifying assumptions to get grasp to the problem.
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(a) The effect of classical gravitation can be assumed to be extremely weak except possibly
at some singular regions associated with the solutions.
(b) In Maxwellian theory without sources gauge current vanishes identically. This would
suggest that it is good to start from a zeroth order solution ansatz with this property
so that the non-vanishing of the vacuum current would be solely due to gravitational
effects. It deserves to be noticed that Tesla proposed also that non-Hertzian radiation
fields involve a kind of radiation charge.
In principle, one can imbed a portion of any solution of Maxwell’s equations in empty
space as a space-time sheet (note the occurrence of the topological quantization) using
M 4 coordinates as preferred coordinates. Field equations are satisfied in the lowest order
in R2 . The canonical symmetries of CP2 act as dynamical symmetries for these solution
ansätze and one obtains infinite degeneracy of the space-time surfaces representing the
same Kähler field.
(c) Constant electric field represents the simplest field configuration one can imagine. Therefore it is reasonable to start with this kind of solution ansatz and to look whether
gravitational corrections affect the solution and bring in the wave aspect.
(d) Since wave motion is hoped to result, it is useful to choose the space-time coordinates
in an appropriate manner. Light-like coordinates (x+ , x− , x, y) of M 4 are thus very
natural. They are defined by the conditions
t = (x+ + x− )/2 ,

z = (x+ − x− )/2 ,

with (t, x, y, z) referring to the linear Minkowski coordinates such that t is time coordinate. In these coordinates the line element of M 2 has the form ds2 = −2dx+ dx− so
that one has g+− = −1.
(e) Using the spherical coordinates (u = cos(Θ), Φ) for the geodesic sphere S 2 of CP2 , the
zeroth order solution ansatz has the following form:
u ≡ u0 = ω1 x+ , Φ ≡ Φ0 = ω2 x− .

(8.3.1)

Since electromagnetic, Z 0 and color fields are proportional to Kähler form for the solution type considered, one can restrict the consideration to the induced Kähler form.
Denoting the Kähler form of CP2 by Jkl , by noticing that S 2 Kähler form is given
by
the precise normalization
factor), and using the expressions
 JuΦ =2 1 (forgetting

suu = R /(1 − u2 ), sΦΦ = R2 (1 − u2 ) for the metric of S 2 , one can write the induced
line element and the non-vanishing component of the induced Kähler form as

ds2

R2 ω12
(dx+ )2 + R2 ω22 (1 − u2 )(dx− )2 − dx2 − dy 2 ,
1 − u2
∂+ u∂− Φ = ω1 ω2 ,
ω1 ω2
.
det(g)
(8.3.2)

= −2dx+ dx− +

J+−

=

J +−

=

Since the determinant of the induced metric is constant, J +− describes constant electric
field and that Kähler current j α is vanishes. This means that Maxwell’s equations hold
true in the zeroth order approximation as required.
Apart from the normalization factors the energy momentum tensor in the longitudinal degrees
of freedom is given by
T αβ (long) = g αβ L/4 ,
In the transversal degrees of freedom similar expression but with opposite sign holds true.
Here L is Kähler action which is essentially electric energy density and constant.
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In M 4 degrees of freedom the field equations express conservation of the energy momentum
currents and are satisfied to order R2 since the action is constant. These equations imply
that action density is constant. This forces to ask whether all perturbatively constructible
solutions represent a constant Kähler electric field locally.
In CP2 degrees of freedom field equations involve a sum of two terms: the first term involves
the contraction of the energy momentum tensor with the second fundamental form whereas
the second term involves Kähler current. Since Kähler current vanishes, the latter term
vanishes and one can say that field equations are satisfied in zeroth order approximation
(the term involving energy momentum tensor is proportional to CP2 length squared and
thus small). For exactly vanishing vacuum current the field equations would reduce to the
equations for a minimal surface:

g αβ Dβ ∂α hk = 0 ,

(8.3.3)

where the embedding space coordinates hk corresponds to u and Φ now. The same equations
result also in M 4 degrees of freedom by requiring that the terms of order R2 in the equation
for the energy momentum conservation vanish.
This equation is not satisfied exactly as is easy to see. The non-vanishing components of the
trace of the second fundamental form are given by



g αβ Dβ ∂α u = −{Φu Φ }ω22 × 1 − g ++ ω12 R2 /(1 − u2 ) ,


g αβ Dβ ∂α Φ = −{ uΦΦ }ω1 ω2 × 1 − g −− ω22 R2 (1 − u2 ) .

(8.3.4)

Here {βαγ } denote the components of the Riemann connection for sphere. It is seen that
the connection term gives contributions which vanish only at u = 0 which corresponds to
the equator of the geodesic sphere S 2 . At poles the minimal surface condition fails to be
satisfied.

8.3.4

First Order Corrections To The Solution Ansatz

To take into account gravitational corrections one must modify the solution ansatz in such
a manner that x− does not appear in the field equations at all: this guarantees that field
equations reduce to ordinary differential equations. The modification is following:

u = u0 + u1 (x+ ) , Φ = Φ0 + Φ1 (x+ ) .

(8.3.5)

The modification affects the electric field and vacuum current and allows the compensation
of the terms resulting form the contractions of the energy momentum tensor and vacuum
current. The modification means that wave equations are still satisfied for u and Φ. Note
that second fundamental form does not contain second derivative terms in the lowest order
approximation.
The derivation of the differential equations for u1 and Φ1 is completely straightforward but
requires some patience with numerical factors (reader should check sign factors and numerical
factors).
(a) Calculate the current contraction term


j α Jrk ∂α hr − J µα ∂µ hk
and energy momentum tensor contraction term
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T αβ Dβ ∂α hk
and equate these terms. Effective two-dimensionality makes the explicit calculations
relatively simple.
(b) The equations for u and Φ in terms of j ± read as
j − (1 − u20 ) + j + 1 2 = {Φu Φ }

K22
2

≡ X1 ,

1
− 2
Φ
j + (1−u
2 ) j 2 = −2{u Φ }K1 2 ≡ X2 ,
0

Here the notations i = ωi R and K = ω1 ω22 are used. Linear second order differential
equations are in question with the right side serving as an inhomogenuity term.
(c) One can solve j + and j − from these equations to get


j+


j

−

=

22




1
1 32 −1

−(1 − u20 )

×
−1/(1 −

u20 )





X1

×
1 2





Y1

≡
X2




Y2

From this form one can see that j − becomes singular at u0 = ±1 as 1/(1 − u20 ) which
means that light-like vacuum current is generated. The physical interpretation is that
vacuum charge density at these points which correspond to the boundaries of the solution
acting as the source of the vacuum electric field is in question.
(d) One can calculate j ± by calculating the covariant divergence of the induce Kähler field
in the lowest non-trivial order. The calculation gives the following expression


j+


j

−





 = ω1 

2
2
Φ1
u1 + 1 2 (1 − u20 )∂+
u0 ∂+
2
u1
ω 1 2 ∂ +

− 1 (1 −

2
Φ1
u20 )∂+




(e) For u1 one finds the equation

2
∂+
u1

1
× (Y1 + 1 Y2 )
ω1

× u0 × −42 (1 − u20 ) + 1 2 (−2 + 1 ) − 31 2

+ 1 22 ω1 u0 ∂+ u1 =
=

1
ω22
2 1 32 − 1


1
(8.3.6)
.
1 − u20

This equation reduces to a first order differential equation for u1 and one can solve it
by variation of integration constants. The singularity at u = ±1 implies a logarithmic
singularity of the derivative
∂+ u1 ∼ log(1 − u20 )
but u remains finite as it should.
(f) One can integrate Φ1 from the second order inhomogenous and linear equation

∂2+ Φ1

=

j−

=

 −

1
2
j − ω2 ∂+
u1 ,
2
1 2 (1 − u0 )


ω1 ω22 1 2
221
×
u
×
1
−
,
0
2(1 32 − 1)
1 − u20

(8.3.7)

once the solution for u1 is known. Note that the most singular part corresponds to
u0 /(1 − u20 )2 type term and one obtains logarithmic singularity also now.
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PropertiesOf The Solution Ansatz

The form of the differential equations for the first order corrections allows to conclude that
the North and South poles of the geodesic sphere S 2 (the points u0 = ±1) correspond to
singularities of the solution. Both the components of the induced metric and the induced
Kähler form become singular at these points. This means that classical gravitation becomes
important near these points. These points correspond in the lowest order approximation to
the lines x+ = ±1/ω1 ≡ T plus possibly the lines obtained by continuing the solution by
assuming that x− = constant lines define a motion identifiable constant rotation along the
big circle from θ = 0 (x+ = T ) to θ = π (x+ = −T ) continuing in the same manner to θ = 0
at (x = 2T ) and so on. Therefore gravitational effects induce a periodical behavior of the
solution such that gravitational effects become strong at x+ = (2n + 1)T .
In the next order electric field is not constant anymore and vacuum current is generated.
The contravariant component of electric field, being proportional to 1/∂+ u near singularity,
vanishes at the singularity whereas the tangential component j − of the vacuum current
diverges. The vacuum current should generate coherent photons.
By a straightforward calculation one finds that the curvature scalar behaves as R ∝ 1/(1−u20 )
at the singularities so that the energy density of vacuum becomes singular and could generate
a coherent state of gravitons. Since Einstein tensor vanishes identically in two-dimensional
case, the longitudinal components G++ , G−− and G+− of Einstein tensor vanish. The
components of Einstein tensor in transverse degrees of freedom are given by Galphaβ =
−g αβ R/2. Therefore the energy momentum tensor defined by Einstein’s equations would
involve only space-like momentum currents. The singularity is amplified by the fact that field
energy couples to the classical gravitation with coupling which is 108 times stronger than the
ordinary gravitational coupling. The singularity might relate to the claimed gravitational
anomalies associated with the scalar waves.
As already found, Einstein tensor and gauge current have no components in the direction
of x+ . Energy-momentum tensor behaves as 1/det(g)3/2 at the end points of the interval
[−T, T ] and thus vanishes. Therefore conservation laws allow to restrict the solution into the
x+ interval (−T, T ). This restricted solution defines geometrically a particle like structure
moving in x− direction but with fields moving in x+ direction so that one would have rather
exotic kind of particle-wave dualism. In accordance with the quantum-classical correspondence, one could interpret this as classical space-time representation of the particle wave
duality and the solution would be a particular example of topological field quantization.
Tesla stated that this non-Hertzian waves did not weaken with distance. This is indeed the
case if one interprets the signal as a finite piece of space-time moving with light velocity.

8.3.6 More General Solutions Representing Electric Field Of Constant Action Density Are Possible
The solution ansatz just discussed represents a constant electric field in a region of space-time
moving with ligth velocity in the direction of x− coordinate. Also ordinary constant electric
fied is a possible solution and is constructed iteratively in an essentially identical manner by
starting from the solution ansatz

u = kz ,

Φ = ωt .

(8.3.8)

Also now Kähler current vanishes in the lowest order and action density is constant so that
lowest order field equations are satisfied. Higher order corrections are obtained using the
ansatz u1 = u1 (z), Φ = Φ1 (z). Minimal surface condition gives now essentially same kind of
expressions for u1 and Φ1 . Also now the singularities where gravitational interaction becomes
strong are at u = ±1 and one can select the solution to represent a membrane like structure
with thickness L = 2/k.
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Cell membrane space-time sheets are good candidates for the realization of this kind of
solutions. If so, one might expect that classical gravitational effects become important at the
boundaries of the cell membrane. More generally, bio-systems are electrets and the proposed
solution type might provide a fundamental model for bio-electrets. In particular, electrogravitational effects due to the energy of the classical electric field might be of importance.
This observation relates interestingly to the sol-gel phase transitions occurring inside cell. In
these transitions large scale bound states of water molecules are formed and could make possible macro-temporally quantum coherent systems able to perform quantum computations in
time scales of order say .1 seconds. These bound states would be characterized by spin glass
degeneracy broken only by the classical gravitation and spin glass degeneracy would make
these bound states long lived. In the case of the proposed solution ansätze spin glass degeneracy corresponds to the canonical symmetries of CP2 generating new solutions representing
constant electric field.
Also M 4 diffeomorphisms are symmetries of the field equations broken only by the classical
gravitation. Approximate diffeomorphism invariance means that one obtains solutions for
which the lines of electric flux are curved and only the action density stays constant. In
the case of magnetic flux tubes this symmetry makes possible curved magnetic flux tubes.
Both electric fields and the magnetic flux tubes are fundamental for the TGD based model of
living matter and relate deeply to the electric-magnetic duality symmetry and to the quantum
criticality predicting that magnetic and electric space-time regions having opposite signs of
Kähler action play a role similar to the ice and water regions at critical point of water, are
important physically.

8.3.7

Support For Tesla’s Scalar Waves/Classical Z 0 MEs

Recently I learned from Hans-Poul Veldhuyzen van Zanten that E. Podkletnov and G.
Modanese have constructed a device [H46] in which a super-conducting ceramic catode and
a copper anode cause electrical discharges in low pressure gases, at temperatures between
50 and 70 K. The voltage used is 2000 kV. Peak currents are of order 104 A. catode and
anode have radii of 10 cm and their distance varies between 15 and 40 cm. There is also a
magnetic field of.9 Tesla present inside the cylindrical chamber to concentrate the discharge
to a smaller area. In discharges at voltage above 500 kV two new phenomena were observed.
First, discharge does not look like a spark but like a flat, glowing discharge originating from
the whole surface of the super-conductor. Secondly, a radiation pulse is emitted at the discharge which propagates orthogonally to the catode, towards the anode and beyond it, in
a collimated beam, apparently without an attention. Radiation pulse carries away an energy of 10−3 J at least. It is concluded that the radiation in question cannot be ordinary
electromagnetic radiation.
The anomalous radiation was measured using various penduli at the line connecting the
centers of catode and electrode and hanging from a cotton string inside glass cylinders under
vacuum. The radii of spheres were 10-25 mm and located at distances 6 m and 150 m from
the installation. Various materials for the spheres were used: metal, glass, ceramics, wood,
rubber, plastic. It was found that the impact on pendulum did not depend on the material
but only on the mass of the pendulum which was in the range 10-50 g. Pendulum did not
show any signs of heating. Measurements of the impulse taken at close distance (3-6 m) and
large distance (150 m) gave identical results. The pulses where not absorbed by the media or
at least, the losses of energy were negligible. The force beam does not seem to diverge and its
borders are clear-cut and the width of the beam is that of the super-conducting emitter. If
the pulse propagates in air, some energy should be depleted from it and lead to the weakening
of the pulse. The observations of the air in the path of pulse only show that brief forward
and backward movement of particles occurs.
The radiation appears to propagate through brick walls and metal plates without a noticeable absorption but this is not due to weak coupling with matter. Ordinary electromagnetic
radiation cannot be in question. The assumptions that the radiation satisfies E = cp dispersion relation and that the pulse given to the penduli is due to the absorption of energy
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and momentum of radiation leads to a contradiction. For a pendulum of 18.5 g, the kinetic
energy of the pendulum was of the order of 10−4 J whereas the momentum was of the order
of 10−3 kg m/s. If this momentum had to be imparted from the beam, its total energy should
be larger than the total energy available in the discharge, 106 J in maximum. The conclusion
made in [H46] is that the radiation does not obey the dispersion relation of massless particles.
On the other hand, if the net energy and momentum of the pendulum correspond to the total
energy and momentum for quanta of radiation absorbed by the pendulum, the quanta must
be tachyonic since one has E = 10−4 J  pc = 3 × 105 J, which suggests that absorption
is not the mechanism. Also the fact that radiation does not weaken with distance with a
detectable manner suggests the same.
The force is proportional to the mass of the pendulum sphere but the interpretation as a
gravitational force is excluded already because of the strength of the effect. Equivalence
Principle states also that the gravitational force depends only on the gravitational mass of
the particle, not its particular state. The force is also repulsive.
Consider now a TGD based explanation for the effect.
(a) The radiation could correspond to a massless extremal (ME, “topological light ray”
) or TGD counterpart of the longitudinal scalar waves of Tesla. The classical field
involved could be either electromagnetic or Z 0 type. MEs represent classical completely
collimated radiation propagating with light velocity with pulse shape being arbitrary
and preserved. Tesla wave represents longitudinal pulse of electric or Z 0 electric) field
propagating with light velocity. At least Z 0 type and perhaps also em MEs and scalar
waves do not care about Faraday cages: the classical radiation is simply at another
space-time sheet. This fits with the observation that the pulse of radiation goes through
various obstacles without absorption.
(b) Electromagnetic Tesla’s scalar waves are favored because their emission could be interpreted as a decay of the electric field of the capacitor by the emission of scalar waves
carrying away pieces of space-time containing a constant electric field with intensity
equal to the local intensity of the electric field between the capacitor plates. For the
scalar wave pulses the quantization of the electric flux analogous to that of magnetic
flux suggests that the condition
eV L = eEL2 = n × 2π ,
n integer,
p is satisfied (~ = c = 1), so that the length of the scalar wave pulse would
be L = n2π/eE. For an electric field having a magnitude of order E ∼ 104 kV /m (a
voltage of 104 kV over a distance of 10 cm) and for n = 1 the scalar wave pulse would
have a length of about one micrometer.
(c) What might cause the repulsive force proportional to the mass of the object? E = pc
relationship does not hold for the energy transfer: rather momentum is much larger than
this would allow. Thus an absorption of massless quanta is certainly not in question.
Rather, the relationship suggests an ordinary non-relativistic dispersion relation between
kinetic energy and momentum for a massive particle. The total mass of these particles
is from numbers ∆E = 10−4 J and ∆p = 10−3 kgm/s equals to about 50 grams. The
actual mass mentioned in the example was 18.5 grams. This makes perfect sense since
only order of magnitude estimate is in question.
(d) Many-sheeted space-time suggests a different explanation for the effect consistent with
E = cp relationship. The effect would be actually a special case of anomalies which are
very abundant and explained by the many-sheeted space-time concept.
i. The space-time sheet of the pulse would act as a temporary bridge between two
space-time sheets, say an atomic space-time sheet of the test object and a superconducting magnetic flux tube of the Earth’s magnetic field. Some particles from
the atomic space-time sheets of the test object leak along this bridge to a larger
space-time sheet or vice versa. The presence of the leaking particles at the bridge
would make it temporarily massive and stop the motion of ME/scalar wave pulse
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for a moment. Since absorption does not occur considerably this should occur only
temporarily. In case of the scalar wave pulse the longitudinal electric field would
define a force field and induce ionic currents of opposite sign between the space-time
sheets.
ii. If the particles leak to the direction of the emitter first, as is natural since the flux
tubes are first formed to this direction, then effective repulsive force results as a
recoil effect by conservation of total momentum holding in many-sheeted spacetime but not for single space-time sheet anymore. Recoil momentum is indeed
non-vanishing since the zero point kinetic energy of particles at atomic space-time
sheets is non-vanishing and is transformed to the kinetic energy of the particles at
the larger space-time sheet. An order of magnitude estimate is obtained by assuming
that the “dropping” particles are electrons, and that the zero point kinetic energy
is E = π 2 /2me L2 ' 1 keV resulting, when the size L of the atomic space-time
sheet is one Angstrom. This gives for the fraction  of electrons in the pendulum
transferred to the beam space-time sheet the estimate  ' 1.8 × 10−10 .
iii. If the probability for leakage is same for all particles independent of the material,
the recoil momentum of the object resulting from the leakage of particle to another
space-time sheet is proportional to the mass of the object as observed.
A possible test for this effect is following one. The object should lose some mass via the
leakage, at least temporarily. The loss of mass is predicted to be small, a fraction of order
10−13 about the mass of the pendulum. One could also look whether the pendulum becomes
charged in the process. The leakage of the super-conducting ions from the magnetic flux
tubes of say Earth to the atomic space-time sheets is a fundamental mechanism of breaking
of super-conductivity in TGD universe. The quantum theory of bio-systems relies on this
mechanism as well as TGD based explanations for certain free energy phenomena like Brown’s
gas [K21] ). The “miraculous” appearance of ions or atoms to system originally not containing
them by supra current leakage from magnetic flux tube space-time sheets (say) is the basic
testable prediction.

8.4 Does The Model Explain The Basic Observations Of
Tesla?
The basic vision of Tesla was that the sharp pulses involve physics not understood in the
framework of Maxwell’s theory. Tesla ended up with this vision on basis of certain empirical
findings and it is interesting to find whether these observations could be understood in the
proposed conceptual framework. In other words, could time reversal and the breaking of the
second law below the p-adic time scales explain these findings.

8.4.1 Switching The Current On As A Time Reversal For Switching
The Current Off
The basic observation of Tesla was that a sudden switching on of the current circuit produced
strange phenomena. Besides sparks and light arcs strong charges were induced in the metal
objects in environment. Physiological effects like electric shocks, pressure, sensations of heat,
etc.. appeared. Also energy seemed to be liberated. The effects propagated through Faraday
cage.
This kind of findings inspired Tesla to develop a technics to produce series of sharp pulses. In
the system developed by Tesla, a magnet was repeatedly posed between the capacitor plates
between which current was flowing to turn off the current for a moment. The outcome was
a fast method for producing sharp current pulses. Tesla developed devices utilizing sharp
pulses such as bi-filar coils and transformers, which produced much higher voltage in the
secondary coil than one might have expected on basis of Maxwell’s theory. The second end
of the secondary coil was in freely in air and no current was observed at the end of the coil.
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What was the source of these effects? The chapter “Rosetta Stone” in the book of Vassilatos
[H27] contains a statement which gives a hint: when the current was switched on, the current
carriers behaved as if they had collided with a wall and stopped for a moment. This sounds
paradoxical since it is what one might expect to happen when the current is switched off so
that resistance suddenly increases. Now just the opposite happened.
A possible solution to the paradox is provided by the reversal of geometric time. If the
switching on of the current is time reversal of the switching off, the initial situation could be
that the system is in a state resulting after closing off of the circuit and it might contain very
high charge densities. The resulting high electric fields could even induce the evaporation of
the wire. This would mean that the second law of thermodynamics would enter the game
and the process would not proceed in the desired manner. In fact, it is not necessary to
assume even this as following argument demonstrates.
Time reversal allows to understand what happens in the case that the time reversed process
proceeds.
(a) When the current is switched off, charge carriers decelerate and emit their energy as
positive energy photons. When the current is switched on, charges accelerate and get
their energy by emitting negative energy photons. If the system starts from a situation
in which charges have “collided with a wall” the amount of energy needed is especially
high. This is however not necessary.
(b) Condensed matter like water or biological matter are full of population inverted manysheeted lasers. At certain resonance frequencies corresponding to the differences of the
zero point kinetic energies negative energy photons induce phase transitions discharging
the population inversion of the many-sheeted laser. From certain space-time sheets
charged “drop” to large space-time sheets, say magnetic flux tubes. A cascade of positive
energy photons is liberated and manifests itself as “free energy”.
(c) The metallic (for instance) objects receiving negative energy photons lose net charge to
the large space-time sheets and generate a net charge of opposite sign so that a high
voltage with respect to the environment is generated. This indeed was found by Tesla to
occur, and the charge definitely did not originate from the circuit generating the effect.
This in fact led Tesla to postulate that ether carrying the charges was emitted in the
process. Process can occur in a wide region since negative energy photons of sufficiently
high energy do not respect Faraday cage. The reason is that there is not system able to
absorb them and thus drop to a lower energy state. The net charge is developed because
the negative energy topological light rays act as “bridges” along which the charge can
move between space-time sheets. Since there is an electric field in the direction of the
bridges, the charges move only in second direction fixed by the sign of the charge.
(d) Switching on of the current acts as a control process which switches much larger process
in environment using negative energy photons. Basically the process is due to the
inherent instability of the many-sheeted space-time. What happens is analogous to a
transition from a bottom of potential well in a fractal spin glass energy landscape to a
bottom of a deeper potential well. The process leads to a gradual transfer of matter to
larger space-time sheets and cooling. The generation of larger space-time sheets means
evolution of consciousness since the p-adic prime characterizing the space-time sheets
identifiable as a kind of intelligence quotient grows in the process.
(e) In order to maximize the intensity of negative energy photons and get as dramatic effect
as possible, the parameters characterizing the pulse series can be optimized. The basic
idea is that the system is rapidly shaken. This generates accelerations of opposite sign
and the system is decelerated and accelerated in a fast tempo. There is however a
limitation coming from the fact that charge carriers must have enough time to return
to rest. We use instinctively this trick when we try to wake up a person who has lost
consciousness.
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8.4.2

Do Scalar Wave Pulses Appear Also Outside Electric Circuits?

The transients at the ends of voltage pulses correspond to a constant electric field propagating
as scalar wave pulses with light velocity when the inertial quantum effects caused by the
coupling with matter can be neglected. TGD allows solutions of field equations describing
free scalar wave pulses with longitudinal electric field. Both positive and negative energy
pulses are possible. The interesting question is whether the findings of Tesla necessitate the
emission of free scalar wave pulses.
(a) On basis of foregoing considerations it would seem that Tesla’s scalar wave pulses outside
the pulsed circuits are not necessary if one wants to understand the findings of Tesla.
Of course, they could be involved.
(b) In the chapter “Rosetta Stone” of the book of Vassilatos [H27] there is a summary of
the properties of the electro-radiative event (ERE) observed by Tesla. It seems that one
could understand them as effects induced by the emission of negative energy photons.
In particular, ERE leaves wires and other circuit elements in a direction orthogonal to
them. This favors strongly the interpretation in terms of topological light rays identifiable as TGD counterparts of ordinary radiation. In TGD topological light rays are
however carriers of light like vacuum(!) 4-currents so that they generate coherent photons and can also carry Bose-Einstein condensates of parallel photons. The filament like
light emitting structures orthogonal to metal coils could thus correspond to topological
light rays. If they carry negative energy they should also generate coherent photons
with negative energies.
(c) Scalar wave pulses should leave an open wire in a direction parallel to the wire. The
open secondary coil of Tesla transformer is a good candidate in this respect. From a
capacitor the pulses should leave in a direction orthogonal to the capacitor plate and
might reduce the voltage of the capacitor by carrying quanta of electric flux which are
very much like small capacitors themselves moving with a light velocity.

8.4.3 Why The Radiation Observed By Tesla Was So Difficult To
Detect Using Photography?
In the chapter “Rosetta Stone” of his book [H27] Vassilatos tells that although the radiation
emitted by the Tesla’s circuits was perceived both visually and experienced as physiological
effects it was very difficult to detect it instrumentally, for instance by photographing: long
deposit times were required.
The explanation for this might be very simple. Body and especially retina are full of population inverted many-sheeted lasers which can amplify a weak signal of negative energy photons
to a much stronger signal consisting of positive energy photons. Ordinary photographic film
very probably is not able to do this.
This idea is supported also by the TGD based model for sensory receptors [K16]. In TGD
Universe sensory organs are the carriers of primary qualia like color, and one can say that
brain only writes the sensory music to notes. Since brain processes the sensory input in
a selective manner, a back projection from brain to sensory organs making virtual sensory
experiences possible must be present. Negative energy photons provide the most elegant
manner to realize this mechanism since bio-matter is transparent to them unless there are
many-sheeted lasers tuned to the wavelength in question.
Photo receptors indeed contain a lot of mitochondria serving as energy plants of the cell
and mitochondria are known to generate visible light which is not a mere side product of
metabolism [I29]. This suggests that the signal consisting of negative energy photons is
amplified to a positive energy visual signal in retina. This would occur during dreaming and
explain rapid eye movements. The mechanism would make it possible to see using negative
energy photons and even seeing even through physical objects using phase conjugated photons
as the findings of Feinberg demonstrate [D13]. A camera using negative energy photons is a
possible technological application. The camera would make it possible to take images through
walls.
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8.4.4 How Tesla Transformer Manages To Yield So High Voltage
Amplification?
Tesla reported that his transformers have an anomalously high voltage amplification. There
are two cases to be considered corresponding to pulsed ordinary and bi-filar primary coils.
In both cases it might be possible to understand Tesla’s findings.
(a) In the case of the ordinary coil the repeated acceleration of charges induced by electric
pulses generates magnetic pulses inducing in turn voltage over the secondary coil. This is
what also Maxwell’s theory predicts. The emission of negative energy photons inducing
the increase of conductivity and an anomalous amplification of the primary current
would however mean that also the voltage induced in the secondary coil is anomalously
high.
(b) Only the net current flowing in the pulsed bi-filar coil induces electromotive force in
the secondary coil. Thus the magnetic pulses should become much sharper than in
the case of the ordinary coil. Already this implies that the induced voltage along the
secondary coil, being proportional to the time derivative of the magnetic flux, is very
high during the short pulse. The currents induced by the electric pulse in the bi-filar coil
increase also rapidly the resonance mechanism and eventually more or less compensate
each other. The increase of conductivity is a further amplification mechanism possibly
involved. By using a several primary bi-filar coils arranged around circle and having
suitable phase lag, one could perhaps arrange a permanent anomalously large inductive
effect.

8.4.5 Why No Current Was Observed In The Secondaries Of Tesla
Transformers?
Tesla did not detect the emission of charge carriers from the open ends of the secondary coils
of his transformers. What one would expect is that the voltage along the secondary generates
a flow of charge carriers which are stuck to the open end and that part of them leaks out.
Two factors are involved.
(a) There was no current at atomic dissipative space-time sheets if the charge carriers are
dropped to larger space-time sheets: perhaps at the flux tubes of the magnetic fields
generated in the process or at the magnetic flux tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field
or its dark counterpart [K14]. An interesting possibility is that closed magnetic super
conducting circuits involving primary and secondary coils are formed. The magnetic
flux tubes could carry the charges also to environment and negative energy topological
light rays might help to transfer the charge to the metallic objects in the environment.
(b) Electric pulses corresponds to a Tesla scalar wave pulses so that the surface charges associated with the ends of the pulse correspond to vacuum charges and vacuum currents.
Therefore no ordinary charge carriers were associated with them.

8.5 Super-Luminal Velocities, Massless Extremals, And
Quantum Jumps Between Quantum Histories
Super-luminal light velocities have been observed during the last half decade in various systems [D37]. The first evidence came from the experiments of Chiao and Steinberg [D41] and
the experiment of Nimtz and collaborators [D22]. In the latter experiment Mozartz Symphony #40 was transduced using microwaves with a super-luminal velocity equal to 4.7c.
What makes this experiment especially interesting is that it challenges the assumption about
c as the maximal signal velocity and Nimtz indeed believes that signal propagation with
super-luminal velocities is possible. Variants of these experiments have been later repeated
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using microwaves and laser light and super-luminal velocities as high as 300c have been observed [D29]. Also evidence for two different tunnelling times [D10] corresponding to the
lateral displacement and angular deflection of the beam has been found.
To my opinion, these strange effects are a genuine challenge for the theories having Lorentz
invariance as a basic symmetry. In TGD framework super-luminality has a surprisingly simple
phenomenological description in terms of quantum jump between quantum histories concept
and massless extremals (MEs) providing a “Bohr orbit” model for the quantized gauge fields.
These concepts provide also a first principle quantum description for dissipation and selforganization [K48]. MEs are in a key role in TGD based model of consciousness and living
matter [K16, K42, K45]. The strange causal anomalies of neuroscience [J15, J5] and the
observations of Radin and Bierman [J6] provide support for the notion. The model for the
propagation with effective super-luminal velocity provides especially clean evidence for the
importance of MEs and allows to build a more detailed view about MEs. Super-luminal
effects also encourage to take seriously the exotic energy- and communication technologies
suggested by TGD.

8.5.1

General Model For Super-Luminal Velocities

Consider first the general model for the super-luminal velocities in TGD framework.
Massless extremals as Bohr orbit representation of em field
In TGD framework self-organization occurs by quantum jumps between quantum histories.
Quantum histories have as their geometric correlates classical space-time surfaces with topological field quanta represented by space-time sheets and carrying classical gauge field configurations providing “Bohr orbit” type representation for quantum fields. The “Bohr orbits”
associated with photons correspond to the so called massless extremals (MEs) carrying superposition of the harmonics fn = nf1 of the fundamental frequency f1 determined by the
length L of ME (f1 = c/L). The light-like vacuum current associated with ME generates
coherent photons and ME also carries a Bose-Einstein condensate of collinear photons at
these frequencies. Assuming that these photons are detected, a nice understanding of the
relationship between descriptions based on classical fields and photons results. What is important is that both aspects are necessary for the proper understanding of the phenomena
involved.
The interaction of the space-time surface representing photon beam with medium
breaks it into MEs
The effect involves the interaction of the photon beam with the medium idealized as a potential barrier and by a model for the dispersion boiling down to a frequency dependent
di-electric constant and magnetic permeability. This interaction involves dissipation which
means in TGD framework self-organization involving a sequence of quantum jumps between
quantum histories. The intuitive view is that coherence is lost so that individual components of the classical em field propagate without interfering. Geometrically this means that
medium induces the decomposition of the classical em field represented by single space-time
sheet Xe4 associated with photon beam state to separate space-time sheets represented as
MEs which are analogous to virtual photons. One can visualize the effect of the medium to
the space-time surface representing the em field as a collision inducing the breaking of this
surface into pieces represented by MEs analogous to virtual photons.
The drift of ME towards geometric past induces the increase of the effective light
velocity
The classical 4-dimensional(!) field configuration associated with ME changes in each quantum jump. Depending on whether the average shift occurring in the quantum jump is forwards or backwards in time, a reduction or increase of the effective light velocity results. If
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MEs correspond to space-time sheets of finite geometrotemporal duration (which is not same
as the duration defined by the number of quantum jumps during which ME exists), this shift
of the field configuration could simply result from the drift of ME to the direction of the
geometric future or past. Super-luminality would mean that the direction of the arrow of the
geometric time changes locally.
The reversed time arrow means that MEs carrying negative classical energies are generated
in the experiment. The negative energy MEs would drift to the direction of the geometric
past and give rise to effective super-luminality whereas positive energy MEs would drift to
the direction of the geometric future and induce the effective reduction of the light velocity
observed in the normal situation. Only effective sub-/super-luminality is in question since
light velocity is c for each ME in the sequence. In TGD inspired theory of consciousness this
mechanism is fundamental for the understanding of EEG: the velocity v ∼ 10 m/s identified
usually as phase velocity of EEG waves correspond to the drift velocity of ELF MEs in TGD
framework [K42].
Rather paradoxically, it is possible to have a situation in which after sufficiently many quantum jumps the classical field leaves the medium before it entered it in the space-time surface
associated with the first quantum jump. Note however that for the space-time surface associated with the last quantum jump classical signal entered the medium before it left it.
Doppler shift provides a test distinguishing between genuine super-luminality and effective
super-luminality and perhaps also between TGD view and standard dispersion model based
on the assumption that propagation velocity in medium depends on frequency. The prediction
is that c rather than v > c should appear in the formula of the Doppler shift.
Interference of photon beams described in terms of MEs
The basic question is how should one describe in TGD framework the combination of beams
to form single beam giving rise to interference effects? To answer this question one must keep
in mind the basic philosophy: it is classical gauge fields associated with MEs which provide
the fundamental description of the phenomenon and photons provide only a diagnostic tool
allowing to measure the strengths of the classical fields associated with MEs.
The fusion of photon beams is the reverse of the process causing de-coherence and thus
describable as a fusion of MEs to the space-time sheet Xe4 representing the em field outside
medium. Positive/negative energy ME is a geometrical analog of a virtual particle emitted
by Xe4 and travelling forwards/backwards in time to be eventually absorbed.
The fusion of photon beams is the reverse of the process causing de-coherence and thus
describable as a fusion of MEs to the space-time sheet Xe4 representing the em field outside
medium. Positive/negative energy ME is a geometrical analog of a virtual particle emitted
by Xe4 and travelling forwards/backwards in time to be eventually absorbed.
Concerning the precise geometric meaning of the fusion there one can consider two options:
(a) Fusion corresponds to the formation of topological sum in which case ME and Xe4 are
parallel space-time sheets having distance of order CP2 size. The interference of the
classical gauge fields is not possible in this case since they reside on different space-time
sheets.
(b) Fusion corresponds to the formation of join along boundaries bonds/flux tubes between
boundaries of ME and Xe4 . The classical fields associated with ME interfere with those
associated with Xe4 when they enter into Xe4 . Hence this option is strongly favored.
In case 2) the resulting structure is a 4-dimensional variant of a typical string diagram
with each ME representing a loop carrying photons with basic frequency and its harmonics.
These loops also interact with the medium and interaction is also induced by the formation of flux tubes. In each quantum jump the positive/negative energy virtual ME shifts
forwards/backwards in geometric time: this is very much like motion of MEs along the 3dimensional boundary of Xe4 . In normal dispersive media positive energy MEs leading to the
reduction of the light velocity dominate.
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This rather surreal picture suggests that virtual MEs are like living creatures creeping along
the boundary of Xe4 to the direction of past or future: this brings in mind proteins creeping
in a similar manner along microtubular surface. In fact, MEs are identified as carriers of
life forms in TGD inspired theory of living systems [K16]: the reason is that they carry so
called exotic p-adic Super Virasoro representations providing MEs with enormous information
storage and representation capacities.
Do the photons associated with negative energy MEs have positive or negative
energies?
Classical-quantum correspondence suggests strongly that the photons generated by the negative energy MEs have negative energies. It is quite possible that negative energy photons
could be regarded as counterparts of negative energy on mass shell photons appearing in the
Hamiltonian formalism and assigned with annihilation operators. On space-time sheets with
negative time orientation they do not annihilate vacuum and generate genuine many particle
states. These on mass shell states have however finite spatiotemporal extend. When the
plane wave restricted to a finite space-time volume is developed into Fourier series in entire
Minkowski space, the series contains also off mass shell components: this suggests an obvious
connection with the virtual particle concept used in Feynman diagrammatics.
If negative energy photons are generated, the absorption of these photons on the positive
energy space-time sheets could result as transitions of the excited states of atoms to ground
state without photon emission and would be analogous to higher order processes induced
by the exchange of negative energy virtual photons. In the similar manner emission of
negative energy photons would lead from ground state to an excited state. The creation
of pairs MEs with opposite time orientations, and thus also classical energies, accompanied
by positive/negative energy photons provides mechanisms of amplification and population
inversion. Population inversion can occur through the emission of negative energy photons
whereas as amplification involves emission of positive energy photons in a state with an
inverted population. Amplification/generation of population inversion presumably involves
BE condensation of positive/negative energy photons on positive/negative energy MEs and
a generation of positive/negative energy BE condensate.
Since the transmission time is measured by interference effects, it is basically classical field
which is measured by the rate of photons it produces. More concretely and using standard
terminology, the incoming photon beam is split to a part going through the optical barrier
and a part which travels in the free space, and these beams are combined together in such a
position that destructive or constructive interference occurs [D37]. Hence the experimental
arrangements used do not provide answer to the question whether negative energy photons
are present or not.
Rather interestingly, the experimental arrangement yielding super-luminal velocity of 300c
[D29] is a slight modification of an arrangement yielding amplification. In a normal situation
first beam generates population inversion and second beam with a precisely defined wavelength is amplified. In the super-luminal situation the wavelength of the second beam differs
slightly from the value yielding amplification and only super-luminality results.
The following interpretation of the results might make sense.
(a) In the situation giving rise to amplification the transitions to ground state generate
photons which suffer Bose-Einstein condensation to the ME representing second beam.
(b) In the super-luminal situation population reversal seems to be amplified by a mechanism generating Bose-Einstein condensate of negative energy photons emitted in the
transitions from the ground state to the excited state.
(c) A recoil effect, which is slightly different for the atomic transition and its reversal due to
the different rest masses of the atom in the ground state and excited states, explains why
the super-luminality occurs for a slightly different photon wavelength than amplification.
The rest mass of the atom is given by M c2 − Ei , where Ei , i = 1, 2 is the binding
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energy of atom in ground state and excited state. A little calculation using energy and
momentum conservation for the emission of positive/negative energy photon shows that
the fractional difference of photon wavelengths is is in a good approximation
∆E
∆λ
=−
λ
E

=

1 E 2
) .
(
2 M c2

(8.5.1)

If this interpretation is correct, then the only conclusion seems to be that beam amplification represents a laboratory realization of the TGD based exotic mechanism of energy
production.

8.5.2

Quantitative Model

In the following the hypothesis that super-luminality is associated with a tunnelling through
an optical barrier [D37] is criticized, a very brief summary of the basic tunnelling time
models is given, and TGD based model of super-luminality based on the hypothesis that
self-organization is involved.

Is super-luminality really associated with optical tunnelling?
In standard quantum mechanics the transmission of photons in the experimental situations
involving super-luminality is modelled as a tunnelling through optical barrier and tunnelling
time is in the role of the basic parameter. This approach is however plagued by several
difficulties basically due to the highly phenomenological description of the dissipative effects.
(a) Dispersive medium allows a handful of different velocities corresponding to phase -,
group -, energy-, signal- and front velocities. The problem is to decide which of these
velocities, if any, corresponds to the velocity of photon. In TGD framework this problem
does not appear since the description relies solely on the classical fields associated with
MEs.
(b) The treatment of the situation as tunnelling can be questioned if self-organization
is involved since tunnelling is essentially an effect associated with single solution of
Schrödinger equation. In TGD approach the phenomenon is not treated as tunnelling
but as self-organization phenomenon.
Depending on the identification of the velocity of photon, several theories for the tunnelling
time result [D11].
(a) In Wigner’s theory [D11] group velocity is identified as the photon velocity and several
experiments support the view that effective group velocity determines the transmission
time [D37]. What one calculates is the time for the peak of a wave packet to emerge
from the exit face of the tunnel barrier relative to the time the peak of the induced wave
packet arrives at the entrance face. TGD view is consistent with this identification as
long as one can assume that the phenomenological description of self-organization by
quantum jumps using classical field equations with complex dielectric constant is a good
approximation.
(b) Buttiker-Landauer time is based on semiclassical model [D11]. Since the phenomenon
is modelled as a tunnelling phenomenon, wave vector and velocity are purely imaginary
inside the medium so that one must use absolute value. To my opinion, this feature
makes this approach highly questionable although it seems obvious to me that the
emergence of the imaginary time signals for the presence of two times: the geometric
time and the subjectively experienced time defined by the sequence of quantum jumps
in TGD.
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Model for the drift of ME in time direction
Consider now a simple TGD based model for the reduction/increase of the effective light
velocity and estimation of the effective light velocity.
(a) In single quantum jump the average increase of psychological time defined as the center
of mass temporal coordinate for the cognitive space-time sheet representing conscious
observer is assumed to be given by
τ = τCP2 ' 10−39 sec .
The phrase “cognitive space-time sheet” sounds strange in present context but means
only that space-time sheet has finite geometro-temporal duration. This hypothesis applies to quantum jumps of any self-organizing system in particular MEs, which are
basic building blocks of living matter in TGD inspired theory of consciousness. The
estimate for τ relies on dimensional analysis and is assumed to hold true for space-time
sheets which have suffered topological condensation to the interior of a larger spacetime sheet by topological sum contacts. This however is not the case now since MEs
suffer 3-dimensional topological condensation on the boundary of Xe4 representing em
field outside the medium (the formation of join along boundaries bonds is nothing but
topological condensation for boundaries).
(b) If ME is glued by flux tubes to the boundary of Xe4 , the average increment of geometric
time in quantum jump, call it τB , is not necessarily equal τ and one has
τB

= pτ .

(8.5.2)

Here p represents a numerical factor depending on the properties of the cognitive spacetime sheet and on the properties of the boundary of Xe4 . Unless n is constant, cognitive
space-time sheets drift along the 3-dimensional boundary of Xe4 with different velocities.
Situation can be also complicated by the fact that ME need not be all the time in the
self-organizing self-state and it could be that the drifting does not occur otherwise: this
obviously implies the variation of the effective values of τB and p.
Consider now how the reduction/increase of the effective light velocity results in this picture.
(a) Suppose that the classical field configuration is shifted in time direction by average time
interval
∆t = pτ .
in single quantum jump. For p > 0 (p < 0) the shift is to the direction of the geometric
future (past). If ME shifts as such without any change in the field configuration and is
all the time in the self-organizing state, then p = 1 corresponds to the simplest situation
in which all cognitive space-time sheets drift with the same velocity to the direction of
future. During the self-organization process initiated at time t0 and having lasted for a
time T = t − t0 , the net temporal shift of the field configuration, is
∆T

= pT = p(t − t0 ) .

(8.5.3)

The resulting temporal shift of the field configuration Ψ(x, t) is
Ψ(x, t) → Ψ(x, t − ∆T ) = Ψ(x, t − p(t − t0 )) .
(b) In particular, the effectively 2-dimensional field configuration
Ψ(x − ct)
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associated with ME and propagating with light velocity, is replaced with the field configuration
Ψ(x − c(t − pT ))

=

Ψ(x − c(1 − p)t + pct0 ) .

(8.5.4)

The effective propagation velocity is thus
v

= c(1 − p) ,

(8.5.5)

and is indeed super-luminal for p < 0. Also phase shift determined by the parameter
pct0 occurs.
Relationship of the effective light velocity with the parameters describing dispersive media
Experimental data as well as the fact that classical fields associated with MEs provide a
basic description of the process, encourage the identification of the effective light velocity v
as group velocity

v

= cg =

dω
.
dk

(8.5.6)

From the relationships

ω(k) = kc1 ,

c1 = Kc ,

K=

q

0 µ0
(ω)µ(ω)

,

(8.5.7)

one has

v

=

1+p

=

dc1
,
dω
dK
K +ω
.
dω
c1 + ω

(8.5.8)

Thus one can relate the parameter p to the parameters  and µ characterizing the dispersive
medium phenomenologically.
The fact that several super-luminal velocities are observed [D37], means that the negative
energy MEs generated in the experiment drift with widely different different average velocities
to the geometric past. The possibility of several drift velocities could relate to the fact
that the dispersion relation ω = kc1 (ω) allows several solutions for a given wave vector.
Since also sub-luminal effective transmission velocities depend on frequency, also the positive
energy MEs having different lengths and therefore different fundamental frequencies drift with
different average velocities to the direction of geometric future. The appearance of several
super-luminal light velocities suggests that there are several simultaneous self-organization
processes and that the value of p depends on the asymptotic pattern of the self-organization
process.
The observation of several super-luminal velocities is consistent with the assumption that the
temporal drift rate along the boundaries of Xe4 , as opposed to the drift rate along the interior
of Xe4 , is not constant and can vary by at least two orders of magnitude. An alternative
possibility is that MEs spend only part of time in quantum self-organizing “self-state” (being
thus p-adically unentangled) in which they drift. The possibility of velocities as high as
v = 300c [D29] would mean that for lower super-luminal velocities, say v = 1.8c, ME drifts
along boundary for less than one percent of time.
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8.5.3

Possible Technological Implications

The significance of the super-luminal velocities is that they provide empirical support for
those predictions of quantum TGD, which are in deepest conflict with the standard physics
views and predict the possibility of new, rather science fictive technologies.
(a) The mere assumption that space-time is many-sheeted 4-surface, implies the possibility
of negative time orientations and negative energies. This suggests the possibility of
generating energy from vacuum by simply generating pairs of space-time sheets with
opposite energies. For instance, the generation of MEs with opposite momenta could be
in a fundamental role in biology and make possible coherent motion. MEs carry also so
called exotic representations of Super Virasoro algebra giving rise to exotic ultra light
particles and these particles are in a key role in TGD based model of life.
(b) The possibility of classical communications backwards in time are suggested strongly and
would be realized by MEs with negative time orientation. Quantum communications
forwards/backwards in time would correspond to the drift of positive/negative energy
MEs forwards/backwards in geometric time and the explanation of super-luminality involves this assumption. These communications are nothing but conscious life moving
forwards/backwards in geometric time (perhaps one could speak of life and anti-life!).
the basic difference between classical and quantum communications would be that message is replaced by a conscious messenger in quantum communications. Combination
of the communications into geometric past and future would make possible apparent
super-luminal communications. Incredible as it sounds, also communications with the
civilizations of the geometric past and future become in principle possible.
The explanation of both the ordinary reduction of the effective propagation velocity of light
and super-luminality in terms of MEs, together with the explanation of the amplification
mechanism associated with the experimental arrangement used by Wang, means that these
experiments provide clear empirical evidence for the generation of MEs (as well as photons)
with both negative and opposite energies having finite time duration and drifting quantum
jump by quantum jump into geometric future or past. These properties are indeed crucial
for the prerequisites of new energy and information technologies.
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Figure 8.1: Time mirror mechanism

Figure 8.2: a) The structure of bi-filar coils and the mechanical analog of RCL circuit as a
harmonic oscillator. b) The reduction of the mass of the harmonic oscillator at the second half of
the magnetic pulse implies acceleration and generation of negative energy photons in order to get
energy.

Figure 8.3: A mechanism of energy production based on negative energy topological light rays
and population inversion.
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Figure 8.4: Constant voltage pulse (a) and the corresponding electric (b) and magnetic (c) pulses
in the bi-filar coil.

Figure 8.5: Rational valued points x and y = x + pn , which are close to each other p-adically,
are far from each other in real sense.

Figure 8.6: The non-determinism of p-adic differential equations in the case of a free particle.
a) In real case the initial position x0 andvelocity v determine the orbit. b) In the p-adic case x0
and v are piecewise constant functions of time and the orbit resembles that associated with Brown
motion.
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Figure 8.7: Rational numbers are common to both reals R and all p-adic number fields Rp ,
p = 2, 3, ... These number fields can be “glued” together along the rational numbers to form a
book like structure. Rational numbers correspond to the rim of the book and different number
fields to its pages.

Chapter 9

About Concrete Realization of
Remote Metabolism
9.1

Introduction

The idea of “remote metabolism” (or quantum credit card, as I have also called it) emerged
more than a decade ago - and zero energy ontology (ZEO) provides the justification for it.
The idea is that the system needing energy sends negative energy to a system able to receive
the negative energy and make a transition to a lower energy state. This kind of mechanism
would be ideal for biology, where rapid reactions to a changing environment are essential
for survival. Originally this article was intended to summarize a more detailed model of
remote metabolism but the article expanded to a considerably more detailed view about
TGD inspired biology than the earlier vision.

9.1.1

Short Glossary About The Basic Concepts Of TGD

The model involves several new physics elements. It is good to begin with a little glossary
to get a rough view about basic ideas of TGD and TGD inspired biology. The following list
explains briefly the notions relevant to the ontology of TGD Universe.
• The notion of many-sheeted space-time (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
manysheeted.jpg or Fig. 9 in the appendix of this book) distinguishes between TGD
and special and general relativities. In TGD framework space-times are regarded
as a 4-D surfaces in certain 8-D space M 4 × CP2 obtained from empty Minkowski
space M 4 by adding four small dimensions. The study of field equations characterizing space-time surfaces as “orbits” of 3-surfaces (3-D generalization of strings)
forces the conclusion that the topology of space-time is non-trivial in all length scales.
Many-sheeted space-time consists of space-time sheets in various length scales with
smaller sheet being glued to the larger ones by wormhole contacts (see Fig. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/wormholecontact.jpg or Fig. ?? in the appendix of
this book) identified as building bricks of elementary particles. The sizes of wormhole
contacts vary but are at least about CP2 size (about 104 Planck lengths) and thus
extremely small for ordinary elementary particles.
• The notion of many-sheeted space-time forces the replacement of reductionism with
fractality . This is the basic motivation for applying TGD in, say, biology. The
most radical prediction is the existence of scaled variants of physics of strong and weak
interactions in various length scales, and biology is especially interesting in this respect.
Fractality reflects itself as various length scale hierarchies.
(a) p-Adic physics as a physics of cognition and intention and the fusion of p-adic
physics with real number based physics are new elements. p-Adic mass calculations
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lead to the p-adic length scale hypothesis stating that preferred p-adic length
scales correspond to primes p near powers of two: p ' 2k , k positive integer.
Mersenne primes Mk of form 2k −1, and Gaussian Mersennes Mk,G of form (1+i)k −1
(k some prime in both cases) are especially favored with biologically interesting
length scale range [10 nm, 2.5 µm] containing as many as four electron Compton
scales assignable to Gaussian Mersennes, which could be seen as a number theoretic
miracle.
(b) Dark matter hierarchy realized in terms of a hierarchy of values of effective
Planck constant as integers using ~ as a unit. Large value of hef f makes possible
macroscopic quantum coherence crucial in living matter. For instance, it allows
dark ELF photons with energies above thermal energy (E = hef f f ).
• Topological field quantization . This distinguishes between TGD and Maxwell’s
electrodynamics. TGD leads to a geometrization of the notion of classical field. Both
weak, electromagnetic, and gluon fields are known once the space-time surface as a
solution of field equations is known. This implies an enormous reduction in the number
of degrees of freedom but the many-sheeted space-time brings in additional degrees of
freedom allowing to avoid conflicts with known experimental facts about fields.
Topological field quantization means that fields are replaced by quanta of space-time.
For instance, constant magnetic field decomposes into space-time surfaces of finite size
representing flux tubes or sheets. Field configurations are like Bohr orbits carrying very
specific “archetypal” field patterns. Radiation fields corresponds to so called topological
light rays or massless extremals (MEs), magnetic fields correspond to magnetic flux
quanta (flux tubes and sheets) having as primordial representatives “cosmic strings”,
electric fields correspond to electric flux quanta (say cell membrane), and elementary
particles have so called CP2 type vacuum extremals as basic building bricks.
• Field body and magnetic body . These notions follow from topological field quantization. In TGD Universe a physical system has a corresponding field identity - field
body or magnetic body - in the sense that a given topological field quantum corresponds
to a particular source (or several of them - say in the case of flux tube connecting two
systems). In Maxwell’s electrodynamics one cannot achieve this kind of identification
since the fields created by different sources superpose. Superposition is replaced with
a set theoretic union implying that only the effects of the fields assignable to different
sources on test particle superpose.
Field body and magnetic body bring in new degrees of freedom highly relevant in TGD
inspired quantum biology. Magnetic body has hierarchical onion-like structure reflecting
corresponding structure for the system with which it is associated. One can also speak of
dark magnetic body corresponding to the value of effective Planck constant hef f /h =
n. Dark space-time surface can be regarded as an analog of n-sheeted Riemann surface
- an n-furcation of space-time surface occurring because of the extremely non-linear
dynamics of Kähler action.
• Magnetic body as an intentional agent using biological body as a sensory
receptor and motor instrument is an attractive identification but one should be
cautious. One could argue that magnetic body and biological body together form the
natural intentional unit - kind of “super-body” - and that in remote metabolism energy
is transferred between biological and magnetic body parts. Note however that personal
magnetic body has a hierarchical onion-like layered structure and that several magnetic
bodies can use the same biological body making possible remote mental interactions
such as hypnosis [L6].
• Magnetic flux tubes and sheets serve as “body parts” of the magnetic body, and
one can speak about magnetic motor actions. Besides concrete motion of flux quanta
analogous to ordinary motor activity, basic motor motor actions include the contraction
of magnetic flux tubes by a phase transition reducing Planck constant, and the change
in thickness of the magnetic flux tube changing the value of magnetic field and thus the
cyclotron frequency. Reconnections of the flux tubes allow to magnetic bodies to get in
contact and temporal variations of magnetic fields inducing motor actions of magnetic
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bodies favor the formation of reconnections. Flux tube connections at molecular level
bring a completely new element to biochemistry. Flux tube connection serves as a spacetime correlate for attention in TGD inspire theory of consciousness. ATP-ADP process
could have interpretation in terms of reconnection.
Cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates of various charged particles can accompany
magnetic bodies. Cyclotron energy Ec = hZeB/m is much below thermal energy at
physiological temperatures and magnetic fields possible in living matter. In the transition h → hef f Ec is scaled up by a fractor hef f /h = n and for sufficiently high value of
hef f cyclotron energy can be above thermal energy E = hef f ZeB/m. The observations
of Blackman about quantum like effects of radiation at harmonic of Ca++ cyclotron frequency could be used as motivation for introducing the hierarchy of Planck constants.
The proposal is that cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates associated with DNA and cell
membrane - perhaps cell membrane proteins - play a key role in biology.
Massless extremals (MEs)/topological light rays are extremals of the Kähler action replacing radiation fields in Maxwell’s theory. Laser beam serves as a good analogy for
ME. MEs are tubular space-time surfaces carrying classical fields propagating with light
velocity. Since the waves propagate in single direction only there is no dispersion and
MEs make possible precisely targeted communications without loss of information. Linear superposition is possible in the direction of ME. Both electromagnetic, weak, color
and gravitational fields are present as induced fields. MEs can carry light-like currents
and can be charged: in Maxwell’s theory this is not possible. For charged MEs polarization has a longitudinal component. Tesla’s scalar waves are obvious analogs for
charged MEs. Charged MEs can however serve as correlates also for charged particles
like electron.
Josephson junctions are junctions between two super-conductors, say, parallel wires
or analogs of capacitor plates carrying supra currents.
Josephson current is genR
erated when there is a phase difference ∆Φ(t) = ZeV dt/h between the two superconductors involved. Josephson current is of the form J = J0 sin(∆Φ(t)). For constant
voltage V the current is oscillating with Josephson frequency fJ = ZeV /h. The
frequency for cell membrane is rather high for the ordinary value of Planck constant
but h → hef f scales it down so that even ELF frequencies are possible. The charge
carriers of Josephson current are in accelerated motion and expected to radiate. The
radiation is quantum process analogous to emission of photon by an atom and occurs
with quantized energies coming as harmonics of Josephson energy ZeV having interpretation as electrostatic energy gained by the charge carrier “freely falling” through the
junction. Charged particle can jump to the other side of cell membrane by absorbing
positive energy Josephson photon or sending negative energy Josephson photon. This
would define the basic mechanism of charge transfer for ionic pumps.
In TGD inspired biology Josephson junctions are associated with electric flux quanta
of which cell membrane carrying extremely strong electric field represents the basic
example. In low length scale resolution one can regard the entire cell membrane as
a Josephson junction. In improved length scale resolution cell membrane proteins are
natural candidates for Josephson junctions and might define quantum counterparts for
channels and pumps. The conjecture is that superconductors and Josephson junctions
form a length scale hierarchy. The levels of this hierarchy can communicate by exchange
of Josephson photons if the values of hef f and Josephson energies were the same for
them.
The recent view about negentropic entanglement forced by Negentropy Maximization Principle (NMP) [K30] is very simple and leads to a connection between negentropic
entanglement (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or Fig. 10.6 in
the appendix of this book), dark matter hierarchy, p-adic physics, and quantum criticality. NMP holds true only in the intersection of realities and p-adicities - that is, applies
in the situations in which density matrix for a system and its complement is multiple
of identity matrix resulting in general quantum measurement identified as a measurement of the density matrix. Negentropic entanglement is always maximal entanglement
so that the density matrix is proportional to unit matrix and corresponds to a value
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of effective Planck constant equal to the integer ~ef f = n~ telling the number of the
entangled states. The p-adic prime assignable to the system corresponds to the largest
prime power factor of n. n has interpretation as the number of sheets of multi-sheeted
covering defining n-furcation of space-time sheet and the n-furcation is manifestation
of quantum criticality implying n-sheeted covering property. Negentropic entanglement
is a prerequisite for an experience defining abstraction as a rule having as instances the
state pairs appearing in the entangled state. Note that the state pairs are not unique
since any unitary transformation acting in the same manner to the two entangled state
basis is allowed.
• In zero energy ontology (ZEO) physical states are pairs of positive and negative
energy parts having opposite net quantum numbers and identifiable as counterparts of
initial and final states of physical event in ordinary positive energy ontology. Positive
and negative energy parts of the zero energy state are at the opposite boundaries of
causal diamond (CD) defined as a double-pyramid-like intersection of future and
past directed light-cones of Minkowski space.
There is a fractal hierarchy of CDs within CDs (and perhaps also overlapping with each
other). The sizes of CDs (definable by the temporal distance between its tips) come as
integer multiples of CP2 time TCP2 and the fundamental time scale T = .1 s of biology
corresponds to T = nTCP2 , n = M127 = 2127 − 1. This time scale corresponds to the
secondary p-adic time scale assignable to electron and is macroscopic. As a matter
of fact, all elementary particles correspond to macroscopic time scales: this predicts a
direct connection between elementary particle physics and macroscopic physics.
In TGD inspired theory of consciousness CD defines what might be called a spot-light
of consciousness in the sense that the contents of conscious experiences associated with
given CD are about the space-time sheets in the embedding space region spanned by
CD. Physical states are superpositions of pairs of positive and negative energy parts at
opposite boundaries of causal diamond (CD) defined as double-pyramid-like intersection of future and past directed light-cones of Minkowski space. The conserved quantum
numbers of positive and negative energy parts are opposite. Zero energy state is actually a superposition of zero energy states associated with CDs of different size scale
characterized by integer. Time evolution with respect to subjective time is a sequence
of state function reductions at opposite boundaries of CDs involving localization of that
boundary and state fiunction reduction at it but necessarily forcing the de-localization
of the opposite boundary. During this process CDs in the superposition tend to increase
in size, and this gives rise to the experienced flow and arrow of time. The pairs of state
reductions at opposite boundaries correspond to sensory percept followed by motor action as reaction at the level of the brain. Phase conjugate laser beam would represent
a standard example of negative energy photons.
Negative energy signals would have several functions: realization of intentional action
initiating neural activity in geometric past would explain Libet’s well-known findings,
memory as communication with geometric past with time reflection in time direction
defining “seeing” in time direction, and remote metabolism.

9.1.2

Plan of the chapter

The model of remote metabolism and the vision behind it is applied to biology. It is shown
that the basic notions of the theory of Ling about cell metabolism inspired by various anomalies have natural counterparts in TGD based model relying on the notion of magnetic body.
Remote metabolism can be considered as a universal mechanism of metabolism with magnetic body of ATP, or system containing it, carrying the metabolic energy required by the
biological user. In particular, the role of ATP is discussed in Ling’s theory and from the
point of view of TGD-inspired theory of consciousness.
It is easy to imagine new technologies relying on negative energy signals propagating to the
geometric past and ZEO justifies these speculations. Remote metabolism could make possible
a new kind of energy technology. The discoveries of Tesla made more than a century ago plus
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various free energy anomalies provide excellent material for developing these ideas, and one
ends up with a concrete proposal for how dark photons and dark matter could be produced
in capacitor-like systems analogous to cell membranes and acting as Josephson junctions and
how energy could be extracted from “large” magnetic bodies.
The model identifies Josephson frequency with the subharmonic of the frequency characterizing the periodicity of a periodic voltage perturbation assumed to correspond to cyclotron
frequency in biological applications. Together with quantization conditions for charge and
effective Planck constant it leads to precise quantitative predictions for capacitor-like systems
acting as dark capacitors. Also a relationship between the magnetic field at magnetic body
of the system and the voltage of the capacitor-like Josephson junction emerges.
The predictions allow new quantitative insights about biological evolution as emergence of
Josephson junctions realized as capacitor-like systems both at the level of cell, DNA and
proteins, and brain. hef f can be related to Josephson frequency and cyclotron frequency
and thus to measurable parameters. hef f serves as a kind of intelligence quotient and its
maximization requires the maximization of both the voltage and area of the membrane-like
capacitor system involved. This is what has happened during evolution. Indeed, the internal
cell membranes, cortical layers and DNA double strand in chromosomes are strongly folded,
and the value of membrane electric field is roughly twice the value of the electric field for
which di-electric breakdown occurs in air. Even 40 Hz thalamocortical resonance frequency
can be understood in the framework of the model.
The claimed properties of Tesla’s “cold electricity” suggest interpretation in terms of dark
matter in TGD sense. This leads to a proposal that a transition to dark phase occurs when
the value of voltage equals the rest mass of charged particle involved. This criterion is
generalizes to the case of cell membrane and relates the values of hef f , p-adic prime p, and
threshold potential for various charged particles to each other. The idea that nerve pulse
corresponds to the breakdown of super-conductivity as a transition from dark to ordinary
phase receives additional support. The resulting picture conforms surprisingly well with the
earlier speculations involving dark matter and p-adically scaled variants of weak and color
interactions in biologically relevant length scales. An extremely simple mechanism producing
ATP involving only the kicking of two protonic Cooper pairs through the cell membrane by
Josephson photon as a basic step is proposed is proposed. Also the proposal that neutrino
Cooper pairs making sense in TGD framework but not not in standard model could be highly
relevant not only for cognition but also metabolism finds support.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations. Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http:
//tgdtheory.fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

9.2

Quantum credit card

The receiving system serving as energy storage would be analogous to a population reversed
laser and one can imagine at least two new physics options for the laser like system.

9.2.1

Two realizations for the ”population inverted laser”

The two options could be realized for ordinary matter at biological body and for dark matter
at the magnetic body respectively.
(a) One possibility is provided by zero point kinetic energy depending on the size scale of
the space-time sheets E ∼ ~2 π 2 /2mL2 (k), where L(k) is the p-adic length scale given by
p-adic length scale hypothesis stating that p-adic primes p ' 2k , k integer are favored.
m refers to the mass of the particle transferred between space-time sheets as the laser
like system is excited or de-excited. I have considered the identification for a hierarchy
of metabolic energy quanta in terms of p-adic length scales comings as square roots of
powers of two and defining a hierarchy transition energies which are not identifiable as
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ordinary molecular transition energies [K4]. The ordinary metabolic energy quantum
whose nominal value can be taken as .5 eV belongs to this hierarchy and corresponds
to proton for atomic p-adic length scale L(139) or to electron Cooper pair with p-adic
length scale L(149). From mp /2me ' 210 and from the ratio of p-adic mass scales
2(149−139)/2 = 25 it follows that zero point kinetic energies are approximately the same.
This option makes sense for visible matter and also for dark matter: the zero point
kinetic energies are same since L(k, ~ef f ) = (~ef f /~)L(k, ~) is very natural assumption.
~ef f = n~ is the effective value of Planck constant. This hierarchy most naturally holds
true for ordinary matter and I have discussed unidentified spectral lines from outer space
as a possible evidence for the existence of this hierarchy.
(b) Second option would be natural in dark matter sector for dark matter residing at the
magnetic body of a given system serving as the energy storage of the system. The
cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates of bosonic ions or Cooper pairs of fermionic ions
would define the analog of population reversed laser. TGD inspired nuclear physics
allows also to have bosonic counterparts of fermionic ions behaving chemically in the
same manner as their fermionic counterparts [L3]. The excitation energy would be
defined by cyclotron energy E= hef f fc , fc = qB/4πm: here q and m are the charge and
mass of the charged particle in question. If the value of ~ef f is large enough, cyclotron
energies are above thermal energy. For ordinary value of Planck constant they are
typically very small.
The realization of quantum credit card for the latter option relies on reconnection of the
magnetic flux tubes of the system extracting the energy and those associated with the energy
storage. The energy storage could be higher onion-like layer of the personal magnetic body
of the system or even some other magnetic body. The reconnection is possible only if the
magnetic field strengths of reconnecting flux tubes are identical. Therefore the system needing
energy should be able to tune the field strength on the receiving flux tubes by varying their
thickness (conservation of magnetic flux guarantees that field strength behaves as inverse of
the cross-sectional area of the flux tube). The reconnection gives rise to a formation of a flux
tube between two systems and the system needing energy can send negative energy received
by the excited cyclotron BE condensate.
This mechanism can also be behind the binding of molecules to corresponding receptors
allowing the molecule to recognize the presence of the receptor after which the contraction of
the flux tube by a phase transition reducing ~ef f would bring the molecule to the receptor.
Also water memory and homeopathic healing - and also immune system - would rely on
the same mechanism. This mechanism appears also in the model of hypnosis as a kind of
hijacking of parts of brain of the subject by hypnotist and in the general model of remote
mental interactions.

9.2.2

Support for quantum credit card mechanism

There is some empirical support for the credit card mechanism.
(a) Photons of phase conjugate laser light behaves like negative energy photons in the sense
that second law holds true in the reversed direction of geometric time which must be
distinguished from experienced time.
(b) Popp has identified a process equivalent to ”sucking of energy” in living matter, interpreting it as an extraction of energy in the form of bio-photons [I44]. Extraction
mechanism allows interpretation in terms of sending of negative energy photons, which
can also be dark. In TGD Universe bio-photons would result as dark photons decay
in energy conserving manner to ordinary photons [K64]. The decay rate could be very
small so that the intensity of dark photons could be quite high.
(c) Sleighdogs (see http://tinyurl.com/zg9j3p9) [I21] can run for several days without
eating and no signatures of ordinary metabolism have been found. This phenomenon
cannot of course be specific to sleigh dogs. Remote metabolism could explain the phenomenon as an extraction of metabolic energy from non-standard sources in absence of
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standard sources - say from the magnetic body associated with the collective formed by
the dogs.
(d) Yan Xin Qigong practitioners report that in so called Bigu state there is no need to eat
solid food at all for days, weeks, months or even years. Western science is beginning to
take Bigu state (http://tinyurl.com/y7unnww4) seriously [I12] and the first national
conference on Bigu state was held at the Pennsylvania State University in 2000, with
presenters such as as Rustum Roy, founding director of Penn State0 s Materials Research
Laboratory and Hans Peter Duerr, former director of the Max Planck Institute.
One could argue that these individuals live by utilizing dark light as metabolic energy. Does
living matter use quantum credit routinely or only in special situations when ATP-ADP
mechanism is not available or the neural processing of incoming information leading to the
decision about motor action is too slow? Quantum credit card mechanism allows also to
initiate the neural activities preceding motor action in the geometric past and Libet’s experiments indeed give support for this. Intentional action could be also seen as a top-down
process in reverse time direction in which neural activity would be the last step.
One could also raise a more heretical question: could metabolic energy be always received
by quantum credit card mechanism? Could the mysterious ”high energy phosphate bond”
actually reflect the fact that the metabolic energy is extracted from the magnetic body of
ATP or some system containing it? Could energy reservoirs be filled by sending dark photon
radiation exciting cyclotron states (EEG would be only one example of dark photons)? Or
could ATP→ ADP fill energy reservoirs at magnetic body?
The best manner to test this is by studying cells under metabolic deprivation. Ling [I35] has
argued that ionic pumps and channels do not actually exist and the experimental support for
this was his experimental finding that cells continue to function under metabolic deprivation.
This could be also interpreted as support for the hypothesis that the ionic currents flowing
through cell membrane are supra currents so that dissipation is very low and pumping is
un-necessary. My own argument [K10] runs as follows:
”One can also wonder how metabolism is able to provide the needed energy to this
continual construction of pumps and channels and also do the pumping. For instance,
sodium pump alone is estimated to take 45-50 per cent of the cell’s metabolic energy
supply. Ling has studied the viability of the notion of the ionic pump experimentally
[I35] by exposing cell to a cocktail of metabolic poisons and depriving it from oxygen:
this should stop the metabolic activities of the cell and also stop the pumping. Rather
remarkably, nothing happened to the concentration gradients! Presumably this is
also the case for the membrane potential, so that the notion of metabolically driven
electrostatic pumps seems to fail. Of course, some metabolism is needed to keep
the equilibrium but the mechanism does not seem to be a molecular mechanism and
somehow manages to use extremely small amount of metabolic energy.”
My proposal has been that pumps and channels can be there, but are needed basically for
the purpose of taking samples about the state of the cellular environment. This view was
inspired by the vision that cell membranes serve as sensors communicating information about
the cellular environment to the magnetic body. Metabolic energy is however needed for other
purposes and one might argue that the finding of Ling supports the view that a cell in this
kind of situation uses quantum credit card to extract energy from some magnetic body.

9.2.3 Gut cells without mitochondria can survive: proof for the
notion of remote metabolism?
Gut cells can survive without mitochondria (see http://tinyurl.com/hqq79th)! There
are many other strange findings. Visible and IR light energize human skin cells transferring
energy for the cells- the analog of photosynthesis. Some spiritual groups and also traditionally
the people called saints are reported to survive by using only sunlight as their source of
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metabolic energy. NASA has studied sleigh dogs able to run for days without eating and
showing no signs of getting tired.
Could photosynthesis work also in animal mitochondrial cells? The basic mechanism could be
essentially the same: electron transfer chain providing energy to pump protons through cell
membrane against potential gradient. This is the key step of both photosynthesis and cellular
respiration. After that protons flow spontaneously back through ATP synthase and liberate
energy to build ATP from ADP. This is like power plant. In plants solar photons provide the
energy for electrons. In the animal cells dark photons with large hef f = n × h (transforming
now and then to biophotons) could do it. In the case of IR lmetabolism electrons could send
to the energy source dark negative energy IR photons, which decay to ordinary IR photons.
This would be an active variant of metabolism and time reversal of the usual mechanism: I
have called it quantum credit card mechanism or remote metabolism [L25].
Now even mitochondria are missing! Could remote metabolism work also without mitochondria? ADP→ATP transformation should occur since ATP is the universal energy currency.
Could it take place as remote metabolism by sending negative energy photons to the cells
having the mitochondria. The electron transfer chain is preceded by Krebs cycle extracting
the energy from nutriens: could the absorption of negative energy photons induce the decay
of nutrient without transfer of energy to electron chain of the mitochondria. The hungry gut
cell without mitochondria would be allowed to eat in the table of the luckier ones. Again
one quantum objection against vulgar darwinism. This would be like kicking laser from
population reversed state to ground state by phase conjugate negative energy irradiation.

9.3 Confirmation of Santilli’s detection of antimatter galaxies via a telescope with concave lenses:really?
I encountered in Facebook a really bizarre sounding title reading The incredible pictures
scientists say prove invisible alien entities ARE here on Earth (see http://tinyurl.com/
hvsqbhj) and just for curiosity decided to add one click to the web page in question (means
higher income from ads) knowing that this is just what they want me to do! The story
involves aliens spying us so that the street credibility index of the story reduced zero. The
tool to detect the spies would be Santilli’s telescope using concave lenses. Santilli, who is
familiar to me, also talks about two types of invisible terrestrials detected by his telescope.
It would be easy to ridicule but let us be patient.
An earlier article with title Apparent detection of antimatter galaxies via a telescope with
convex lenses [H49] (see http://tinyurl.com/hmkhml6) reports a detection of antimatter
galaxies. There is also an article with title “Confirmation of Santilli’s detection of antimatter galaxies via a telescope with concave lenses” published in American Journal of Modern
Physics [H19] claiming an independent observation of antimatter galaxies, antimater asteroids, and antimatter cosmic rays by Santilli’s telescope (see http://tinyurl.com/hezdys2).
These articles say nothing about aliens spying us.
Since I suffer from a pathological trait of taking half-seriously even the weirdest stories,
I decided to learn what Santilli’s telescope using concave lenses might mean. Ordinary
telescope uses convex lenses (see http://tinyurl.com/oqfjsly). The light rays coming
from the other side converge to form a picture of the source. For concave lense the light rays
coming from the other side diverge so that concave lense does not sound like a good idea for
detecting light coming from distant objects.
It is however claimed that Santilli’s telescope detects light sources in darkness. This is
only possible if the index of refraction n = c/v characterizing the medium via the ratio
of light velocity in vacuum to the velocity of light in medium changes sign. From Snell’s
law n1 sin(θ1 ) = n2 sin(θ2 ) follow the basic facts about lenses (see http://tinyurl.com/
ybpdwweo). It is possible to construct lenses which have negative index of refraction so that
concave lense behaves like convex one. Presumably this is not be the case now since according
to the existing theory, ordinary light would have the negative index of reflection (unless it is
somehow transformed when arriving to the lense).
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Concerning the theoretical arguments Santilli makes several claims, which do not make sense
to me.
(a) The photons are identified as antimatter photons assumed to have negative energies.
These antimatter photons are assumed to have repulsive gravitational interaction with
ordinary matter. The claim is that this implies negative index of refraction. This does
not make sense since gravitational interaction is quite too weak to cause refraction.
Electromagnetic interaction must be in question. Antimatter photons are claimed to
propagate with superluminal speeds and arrive instantaneously from remote galaxies.
The assumption is in dramatic conflict with what we know about antimatter.
(b) Refractive index is claimed to be a property of light. This does not make sense: refractive index characterizes medium. Its sign however changes when the energy of photon
changes sign. From Snell’s law the sign of refractive index must change sign as the
light enters to the concave lense. This would require that Santilli’s antimatter photons
transform to ordinary photons.
These arguments are more than enough for dooming the claims of Santilli as pseudoscience
but what if there is something in it? The experimental finding is so simple that if it is
not an artefact of poor experimentation, some interesting - possibly new - physics could be
involved. So let us looks the situation from different point of view forgetting the theory
behind it and taking seriously the claimed observations. Could one explain the findings in
TGD framework?
Zero energy ontology (ZEO) is one of the cornerstones of TGD and could indeed explain
the claims of Santilli and colleagues. In ZEO zero energy states are pairs of positive and
negative energy states at opposite light-like boundaries of causal diamonds (CD) forming a
scale hierarchy. Zero energy states are counterparts of physical events in standard ontology.
(a) ZEO predicts that the arrow of time can have both directions. In ZEO based quantum measurement theory state function reductions occur at either boundary of CD.
Conscious entities correspond to sequences of reductions leaving everything unaffected
at the boundary (Zeno effect) but changing the situation at the opposite boundary, in
particular increasing its distance from the fixed boundary, which gives rise to the experienced flow of time. The first reduction to opposite boundary replaces the zero energy
state with time reversed one. This can happen also for photons.
(b) The particles with non-standard arrow of time are not antimatter (I have considered
also this possibility since it might explain the experimental absence of antimatter) but
propagate in reverse time direction and have negative energies. There is a considerable
evidence for this notion. Phase conjugate laser beams known to obey second law in
reverse time direction would be one example. There are also old observations of Akimov
and Kozyrev [H39, H23] claiming that the instrument of Akimov gives three images of
distant astrophysical objects: one would be from past, one from recent, and one from
future. I do not know about the construction of Kozyrev’s instrument but one can
ask whether it involved concave lenses. Also the notion of syntropy introduced by the
Italian physicists Fantappie [J17] conforms with this picture. In biology syntropy is in
central role since in biology time reversed radiation would play a key role.
(c) Since the sign of the energy is negative for phase conjugate photons, their refractive
index is negative. n2 for concave lense and n1 for the medium behind lense must
have opposite signs to explain the claims of Santilli and colleagues. This happens if the
incoming negative energy photons from the geometric future are transformed to positive
energy photons photons at the surface of the lense. This process would represent time
reflection of the incoming negative energy photons to ordinary positive energy photons
propagating inside lense.
The claimed results could be an outcome of a bad experimentation. What however remains
is a test of ZEO - or more precisely, the notion of time reversed photons - using telescopes
with convex lenses. The implication would be possibility to see to the geometric future using
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telescopes with concave lenses! An entire geometric future of the Universe would be open to
us! This possibility is a good enough reason for seeing the trouble of proving experimentally
that Santilli is (and I am) wrong! Negative index of refraction as a function of frequency is
a real phenomenon in condensed matter physics (see http://tinyurl.com/ybpdwweo), and
one can of course ask whether also it involves the transformation of positive energy photons
to negative energy photons.

9.4 Comparison Of Ling’s Vision Of The Cell To TGD
View
Gilbert Ling (http://tinyurl.com/ycsbhejz ) has proposed a theory of cell and living
systems which challenges some basic assumptions of standard cell biology [I49, I35, I36, I37,
I27, I30, I31]. This theory has several points of contact with the TGD view about living
matter and it is interesting to compare the two approaches.

9.4.1

Ling’s Basic Ideas And Concepts

Ling challenges the notions of ionic pumps and channels, the notion of high energy phosphate
bond, and the prevailing view about the role of ATP as energy currency. Ling also questions
the views about the role of water and lipid layers of cell membrane in biology. Reading Ling’s
article about mitochondria [I31] revealed to me how little is known about living matter and
how primitive the theories really are. It is difficult to avoid the feeling that the biochemical
approach is a heroic attempt to understand living matter without appropriate concepts and
ideas and therefore doomed to lead to a vicious cycle of ad hoc hypotheses.
Ling’s finding [I36] that a cell can survive for days under conditions of metabolic starvation
is his basic argument in favor of the proposal that ionic pumps do not actually exist and
that the transfer of various ions and molecules through cell membrane relies on different
mechanisms.
Ling’s theory [I35] is summarized in the article “Main principles of Ling’s physical theory of
the living cell” (http://tinyurl.com/y7rz5twy ) by Vladimir Matveev [I49]. Ling introduces several new notions.
(a) The notions of resting state and activated state .
Biological basic structures in various scales appear in two states: resting state and
activated state. These states are characterized by the associations between molecular
pairs (to be described below). In the resting state most proteins are folded being covered
with ordered water giving rise to several layers at the surface of the folded protein. Some
protein however remain unfolded. In active state this layer melts and the protein’s
charged active sites become active and associations form between them and various ions
or other active sites. Some proteins are unfolded also in the resting state. According
to Ling ATP, water, and potassium ions (K + ) are adsorbed on the active sites of the
unfolded proteins in resting state. In the activation ATP molecules are split and they
give up phosphate ions to other molecules.
(b) Association between two molecules - call them A and B for definiteness .
Association of B with A means that B tends to be adsorbed by A. Ling’s argument [I35]
goes as follows. Consider molecules A and B with opposite charges and assume that
A is fixed in space (A could be protein and B ion). The fixing of the position reduces
the kinetic energy and therefore reduces the total energy of the pair since Coulomb
interaction energy is negative. Therefore the association of the molecules is energetically
favored. An example of an associated pair would be protein and ion attaching to a
charged active site of the protein, which is either anionic or cationic (negatively or
positively charged). In this case one can indeed assume that the position of the protein
is fixed.
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(c) Selective adsorption of B by A .
Adsorption probability described quantitatively in terms of affinity of A with respect to
B - is enhanced by the presence of association so that one can speak of selective adsorption. Affinity of A with respect to B is defined as the energy liberated as B is attached
to A. Electron affinity (http://tinyurl.com/ycok9n4 ) of atom is an especially important affinity. In Ling’s theory affinities of various biomolecules or their functional groups
with respect to water molecules, Na+ and K+ ions, and other functional groups appear
as parameters. In particular, the affinities of C=O and N-H groups of the peptide bonds
of proteins with respect to water molecules and other such groups are important. Also
the affinities of COOH groups of the amino-acid residues containing two COOH groups
with respect to Na+ and K+ ions are important.
Affinities characterize the state of the molecule: in particular, they are different for the
resting state and activated state. For instance, unfolded proteins are highly affine with
respect to K+ in the resting state and with respect to Na+ in the activated state. The
phase transition changing the affinities accompanies the generation of action potential.
The challenge is to understand why the affinities with respect to two ions with same
charge and naı̈vely with same chemical properties are not essentially same. In principle,
the definition of affinity as energy liberated in adsorption can explain this in terms
of details of molecular chemistry since the geometry of the molecules matters besides
charge distribution. The exponential dependence of Boltzmann factors appearing in
equilibrium distributions could explain strong dependence of affinity on molecule.
The physical nature of selective adsorption - that is affinity - is assumed to depend on
electron density in the functional group considered. Low electron density characterizes
the resting state and high electron density the activated state. The main regulator of the
electron density is ATP, which has electron acceptor properties (Ca++ , signal factors,
hormones, and chemical modifications of proteins serve as regulators) In the resting
state ATP adsorbed to the protein site displaces electron density to the adsorption site
and when ATP is split, the electron density is transferred to the activated state. This
displaced electron density is analogous to “high energy phosphate bond”.
(d) Adsorption of water .
In Ling’s theory the role of water [I27] differs from than in standard theory. The
polypeptide backbone of any completely unfolded protein has a geometrically regular
order of positive (N-H) and negative (C=O) charges of the dipoles. This geometry is
complementary to the space between water molecules surrounding the protein. This
complementary makes possible multilayer adsorption of water on the protein surface.
Large fraction of the cellular water is transformed to an ordered water. The outcome
are stronger dipole-dipole interactions (hydrogen bonds are the major contributors). As
a consequence, the water layers become a poor solvent as compared to bulk water and
solutes are displaced from the volume of the adsorbed water. Ordered water acts like
an ice layer serving as a barrier against diffusion of large solute molecules. The ordered
water at cell surface is assumed to explain cell’s selective permeability.
As the cell is activated, the “ice layer” melts and diffusion into cell becomes possible
and is not prevented by lipid layers. Also the selectivity of each functional group of
polypeptide changes: instead of a high affinity with respect to water molecules one has
a high affinity with respect to the functional groups of the back-bone. This gives rise
to secondary structures of protein (such as alpha-helix).
(e) Induction process changing in a phase transition-like manner the associations between molecule pairs .
Activation process is a thermodynamical phase transition. Ling uses as an analog system
magnet, a roughly linearly ordered sequence of magnetizable nails, and iron powder.
When the magnet is brought to the system, the first nail is magnetized and magnetizes
the second nail, which in turn magnetized the third, ... The nails also attract that iron
powder. The outcome is the organization of the system to a linear structure minimizing
free energy. Skeptics can of course argue that this is just a metaphor involving in
essential manner non-locality brought in by the presence of the long range magnetic
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field. Chemistry is however local and it is difficult to see how the non-locality could
creep in without introducing some explicit realization for it. The problem is actually
much more general: how it is possible that biomolecules manage to find their associates
in the dense molecular crowd: how molecule A recognizes the presence of molecule B
and how A and B then go to find each other to react chemically.

9.4.2

The Fundamentals Of Ling’s Vision From TGD View Point

It came as a surprise that Ling’s basic notions have rather direct TGD counterparts in terms
of magnetic flux tubes and their dynamics based on reconnection and phase transitions
changing the value of ~ef f inducing the change of flux tube length.
The new view about metabolism
More than 15 years ago I used [K4] Ling’s finding [I36] related to the ability of the cell to
survive under metabolic deprivation as an argument to support the hypothesis that ionic
currents are supra currents running with low dissipation; in addition direct measurements
support the quantal character of these currents identified as Josephson currents - in particular
the fact that they do not depend on the properties of the membrane in question. Ling does
not assume channels and pumps [I30], although in TGD framework they could be present.
My cautious proposal has been that they exist for the purpose of taking samples about the
molecular environment generating chemical sensory data communicated to the appropriate
appropriate part of the magnetic body. In any case, metabolic energy is needed for may
other purposes - in particular, in the transition to activated state, and one could argue
that Ling’s experiments indicate the existence of an un-identified energy source used when
ordinary metabolic energy is not available.
The recent view about TGD suggests that magnetic bodies serve as metabolic energy reservoirs analogous to population inverted lasers defined by excited cyclotron BE condensates of
electron and proton Cooper pairs and of various ions. Electronic Cooper pairs are preferred
because of their small mass. Quantum credit card mechanism would allow the extraction of
energy from the BE condensates by sending negative energy dark photon signals leading to
de-excitation of the BE condensates. In this framework the questionable notion of high energy phosphate bond could be replaced with the storage of energy of this kind associated with
ATP or with a system containing ATP. The loading of metabolic batteries could take place
by sending positive energy dark photons to excite the BE condensates in question and solar
radiation could do this as it generates ATP from ADP by adding single phosphate ion. In
cell respiration dark photons at the magnetic body of molecules providing the energy would
do the same thing using essentially the same mechanism involving electrons and transfer of
three protons per ATP through mitochondrial cell membrane.
TGD counterparts for the basic notions of Ling
Ling’s vision is very attractive - at least from a TGD point view. One can however wonder
whether it can be realized in the framework of standard chemistry. Can the proposed mechanism of association really lead to the selective adsorption? In particular, it is not clear how
a given active site of protein can select between ions of same charge? The basic concepts of
Ling find natural TGD counterparts and TGD allows one to overcome the restrictions posed
by sticking to the framework of standard chemistry.
(a) In TGD framework the notion of association would reduce to that of flux tube or a flux
tube pair connecting a pair of molecules or molecule (say active site of protein) and ion.
Flux tube pair is favored since it allows to interpret reconnection process as touching of
closed flux loops associated with A and B so that flux tube pair connecting A and B is
generated.
This view fits also nicely with one of the variants of the model of DNA as topological
quantum computer [K69]. For the variant in question the two flux tubes would carry
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electrons at their ends and the spin states of the two electrons would give rise to 4 states
in 1-1 correspondence with DNA nucleotides so that one would obtain a realization of
DNA code in terms of flux tube pairs.
Flux tube connections allow without further assumptions an additional selectivity in
the sense that they can can exist between protein active site and on a particular ion
only. As such Ling’s proposal cannot distinguish between ions of same charge. TGD
allows flux tube connections also between various biomolecules and even between larger
structures so that the notion of association is not restricted to protein-ion pairs or pairs
of active sites. These connections are absolutely essential for the understanding of DNA
transcription, translation and various bio-catalytic processes.
(b) Adsorption process would mean a reduction of the length of the flux tube by a phase
transition induced by the reduction of the value of ~ef f so that molecules would get
near to each other and chemical reaction would become possible.
It is intuitively clear that the length of the magnetic flux tube increases by ~ef f /~ = n in
the phase transition ~ → ~ef f , or more generally by ~ef f,2 /~ef f,1 in the phase transition
~ef f,1 → ~ef f,2 . Consider a momentum eigenstate exp(ipz/~ef f,1 ) with wave vector
k1 = p/~ef f,1 defined at a straight flux tube satisfying periodic boundary conditions
and therefore satisfying k = m2π/L, L the length of the flux tube. Suppose that
momentum p is conserved in the phase transition. This means that wave vector k is
transformed from k1 = p/~ef f,1 to k2 = p/~ef f,2 . To preserve the periodic boundary
conditions the length of the flux tube must be scaled by ~ef f,2 /~ef f,1 .
(c) Induction process would mean a phase transition inducing reconnection process changing
the flux tube connections between molecule pairs. This process would be a quantum
phase transition. Whether two molecule can associate depends on the values of the local
magnetic fields associated with the reconnecting flux tubes. If the values of both the
magnetic field and flux tube thickness are same for the two tubes, association is possible.
The value of the flux tube thickness allows to discriminate between different ions of same
charge. Flux tube thicknesses characterize also the state of the system (resting state and
various activated states). It is also possible that the protein can vary the thickness of
the flux tube and therefore reconnect with different molecules. The change of flux tube
thickness would take place in the quantum phase transition changing the connectedness
structure of the net formed by molecules. The phase transition can be seen as a motor
action of the magnetic body. Magnetic body “wakes up” in the activation process.
Concrete examples about a process in which flux tube connectivities change in a phase
transition-like manner would be melting of the “ice layer” around a folded protein bringing the proteins into “open air”. The shortened flux tubes connecting the active sites of
the peptide backbone and di-carboxylic amino-acid residues to water molecules would
expand in ~ef f -increasing phase transition and de-reconnect. Water would transform
to ordinary water. The resulting closed flux tubes accompanying amino-acids can reconnect with similar loops associated with other active sites of peptide and various
secondary structures (such as α-helix) of the protein can form. I have discussed TGD
inspired models of protein folding in [K73] in a rather light-hearted manner - mainly
as an exercise in order to get familiarity with the notion of magnetic flux tube - and
it would be interesting to reconsider the situation by characterizing the active sites by
values of magnetic field/cyclotron frequency.
(d) Why should the ~ef f increasing phase transition accompanying the activation process
require energy? The following argument suggests an explanation.
i. As explained, the length of the flux tube is proportional to ~ef f and therefore
changes. What happens to the thickness of the flux tube? The simplest assumption
is that magnetic field strength is preserved so that cyclotron energy scales like ~ef f
if the sheet containing single high frequency boson is transformed to an n-sheeted
state with one low frequency boson at each sheet. This brings to mind Bose-Einstein
condensate and one can ask whether the formation of BE condensates of genuine
bosons could have a microscopic space-time description as n-furcations.
If bosons are Cooper pairs of fermions one encounters a problem with fermion
number conservation in positive energy ontology. In ZEO one can in principle avoid
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this problem but one can argue that the change of fermion number in quantum jump
for the positive energy part of the state is too radical an option. One possibility is
allowance of fractional fermion number for a given sheet so that one can say that
Cooper pair is de-localized between the sheets. One could also start from manyfermion state so that in the final state one would have one Cooper pair per sheet of
the n-sheeted covering. For very large values of n this option is highly questionable.
ii. The conservation of magnetic flux poses an additional constraint. If the number
of sheets becomes n-fold and the total flux is conserved, the flux of single sheet
must be a fraction 1/n the original total flux. Therefore the transition producing
n-sheeted covering of flux tube scales down its cross sectional area roughly by a
factor 1/n.
iii. A further condition comes from the quantization of magnetic flux telling that the
net flux is integer multiple of mi ~ef f i,i in the initial state (i = 1) and final state
(i = 2). Conservation of the magnetic flux gives m1 n1 = m2 n2 = m so that integer
m giving the flux in units of ~ must be divisible both by n1 and n2 . Therefore the
phase transition can occur only when the magnetic flux using ~ as unit is larger
than 1 and the allowed values of ni are factors of m. For large values of integer
n2 this means that the thickness of the magnetic flux in the initial state must be
macroscopic.
iv. What happens to the magnetic energy of the flux tube? By considering a constant magnetic field one easily finds that flux conservation and invariance of B
together with longitudinal scaling imply that the energy is scaled by integer n =
~ef f,2 /~ef f,1 . Therefore part of the metabolic energy would be needed to make the
flux tubes longer and thus to gain quantum coherence in a longer scale.
One could say that the pumping of the metabolic energy is needed to preserve
macroscopic quantum coherence. An attractive idea is that the energy is extracted
from some magnetic body by sending negative energy dark photons. The contraction of flux tubes would occur spontaneously and liberate magnetic energy and
reduce the value of ~ef f . It is natural to interpret this process as dissipation and
loss of potentially conscious information.
(e) Also the notions of resting state and activated state of biological structure (cell, protein,
etc ) have natural counterparts in TGD framework, together with the vision about the
role of ordered water in biology. I have used the metaphor “cellular winter” for the
resting state and “cellular summer” for the activated state induced by the feed of energy
to the system so that it begins to self-organize. The TGD inspired model for ordered
water (see http://tinyurl.com/y7z69e8p) [L4] [K19] relies on topological quantization
of the magnetic field giving rise to flux sheets giving rise to layered structure and there
is also a connection with the notion of pairs of dark DNA identified as sequences of dark
protons at opposite sides of the layer realizing genetic code [L3, K19].
It seems that the basic notions of Ling’s theory - in particular the notion of association,
which in my view remains questionable in the framework of standard chemistry - find natural
counterparts in TGD framework. The view about cell membrane as Josephson junction leads
to a new view about nerve pulse with Josephson currents of Cooper pairs of electrons and
fermionic ions and of bosonic ions serving in the key role.
The ground state of the axon would correspond to a propagating soliton sequence mathematically analogous to that appearing in the sequence of mathematical pendulums. Nerve pulse
would correspond to a propagating perturbation analogous to that obtained by kicking one
pendulum to rotate in opposite direction. The detailed modelling of ionic currents is a fascinating challenge, and the view about the pairing of molecules and ions by flux tubes could
provide a much more detailed and maybe realistic view about what really happens at cell
membrane. It would also allow us to answer the question of whether pumps and channels are
needed or whether they could be replaced with the TGD variants of the notions introduced
by Ling.
Clearly, the basic question is whether standard biochemistry based on locality
assumption is enough to describe living matter or whether the non-local quantum
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physics involving dark matter at magnetic flux tubes and transforming living
matter from a soup of free ions and molecules to a dynamical Indra’s net formed
by biomolecules and flux tubes connecting them is needed .

Ling’s view about ionic pumps and channels as compared to TGD views
Ling has empirical evidence that the prevailing ionic pump paradigm is wrong. The basic
assumption of the prevailing theory is that both water molecules and various ions inside cell
are free. This determines the kinetic equations used in the modelling of ion concentrations
in chemi-osmotic theory [I31]. Ling assumes that in the resting state the important ions are
adsorbed to proteins and that the activation of the cell changes the situation.
Besides adsorption also the notions of association and induction are needed in the formulation.
Ling also emphasizes the role of the cellular water [I27]. Cellular water is not ordinary water
but ordered water forming multilayered coverings of biomolecules in the resting state of the
cell. This covering prevents various chemical activities of the molecules below the “ice layer”.
Only when the ordered water around proteins and other molecules melts, they become active
and can participate biochemical reactions via their active anionic or cationic sites to which
ions or other biomolecules attach. In this framework the notions of ionic pump and channel
must be given up or reformulated.
This picture is consistent with that provided by TGD. Instead of treating cell interior as a
soup of free molecules one must treat the system as a kind of dynamical Indra’s web in which
flux tube connections are changing all the time. If ions are part of this web, one cannot
apply ionic pump theory unless one can neglect the constraints caused by the presence of
flux tubes.
The most important implication is that the web dictates to a high degree what
biochemical reactions can occur and also takes care that the reactants are brought
together when needed by reducing the value of Planck constant for appropriate
flux tubes of the web. This transition also induces phase transitions changing
the volume of a given region of cell. Sol-gel phase transition is basic example
in this respect. It would seem that the best manner to describe the transfer
of various molecules and ions through the cell membrane in TGD framework
is as motor activities of the magnetic body of the cell quantum mechanically
rather than biochemistry trying to reduce everything to single particle level and
to thermodynamics.
The fact is however that channel and pump proteins exist and must have some function. The
minimal function would be taking of samples from the chemical environment. Also in the
generation of nerve pulses various voltage-gated ion channels play a key role. As will be found,
the construction of a simple model for these channels demonstrates that quantal versions of
channels and pumps emerge rather naturally in TGD framework: as a matter of fact, channel
and pump proteins realize dark Josephson junctions! In particular, dissipation for ionic
pumps is minimized since the transfer of ion through the cell membrane is a purely quantal
process involving absorption/emission of Josephson photon with large value of hef f . The
unexpectedly low dissipation indeed served as a partial motivation of Ling in his approach.

9.4.3

The Role Of ATP According To Ling And In TGD Framework

The notion of high energy phosphate bond and the real role of ATP in biology has been
one of the long standing problems of TGD inspired biology. What is certainly clear is that
ATP/ADP in which phosphate ion is transferred to the acceptor molecule is a fundamental
process. Often this process is interpreted in terms of the transfer of metabolic energy and
the view is that “high energy phosphate bond” carries the energy.
TGD inspired theory of consciousness however suggests a deeper meaning for ATP/ADP
process.
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(a) Negentropic entanglement serves in TGD Universe as a correlate for a conscious experience of understanding: negentropic entanglement (NE) (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.
fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or Fig. 10.6 in the appendix of this book) would be transferred in the process. The NE need not as such correspond to conscious experience but
its presence makes possible conscious experience. Negentropically entangled systems
would define what I have called “Akashic records”, whose reading by interaction free
quantum measurement (and idealized notion) would give rise to conscious experiences.
“Akashic records” would be representations defining the reflective level of consciousness
giving rise to memories, predictions, sensory and cognitive representations, etc [K80].
(b) My own view have been that ATP either carries and provides, generates, or induces a
transfer of NE . I have considered all these options. The key observation is that negentropic entanglement is not a single particle property but characterizes the relationship
between two particles. If ATP gives P to a particle B one would expect that B is one
of the negentropically entangled particles in the final state. The other particle - call it
A - must be negentropically entangled with P.
(c) The recent view about NE forced by Negentropy Maximization Principle [K30] is very
simple and leads to a connection with dark matter hierarchy, p-adic physics, and quantum criticality [K30] [L5]. The NE which can result in quantum measurement is always
maximal entanglement so that density matrix is proportional to unit matrix and correspond to a value of effective Planck constant equal to the integer ~ef f = n~ telling the
number of the entangled states. NE is a prerequisite for an experience defining abstraction about the rule having as instances the state pairs appearing in the entangled state.
Note that the state pairs are not unique since any unitary transformation acting in the
same manner to the two entangled state basis is allowed.
(d) In the recent case this would mean that P and A at the ends of the exchanged flux tube
A − − − P must have NE characterized by integer n and that the flux tube A − − − P
associated with ADP in the initial state is associated with molecule B in the final state.
The transfer of NE is indeed in question. The exchange of the flux tube A − − − P can
take place using reconnection process as the basic process.
(e) NE is conjectured to have as a correlate the braiding of the flux tubes connecting the
entangled systems. Does this conjecture survive in the recent case? The flux tubes
connect two partonic 2-surfaces at the boundary of causal diamond (CD). The spacetime correlate for ~ef f = n~ is the analog of n-sheeted Riemann surface. At the partonic
2-surfaces the sheets co-incide. Is it possible for the 3-D projections of the n sheets of
single flux tube to become braided (linked and knotted)?
If closed flux loops associated with A and B reconnect to form a pair of flux tubes
connecting them (as suggested above) one has two alternative reconnections and one of
them is uniquely selected by the conservation of flux. The first has minimal braiding
and second one does not. Therefore two-tube connections do not guarantee that NE
always corresponds to non-trivial braiding.
The following argument assigns the braiding to single flux tube.
i. TGD also predicts another kind of braiding assignable to the ends of string world
sheets at which the solutions of the Kähler-Dirac equation are localized by the
conditions that electric charge as spin-like quantum number is well defined for them
(eigenstate property). The string ends at the 3-D light-like orbit of the partonic
2-surface define a braid and the other ends of strings at other partonic 2-surfaces
get braided during time evolution so that space-like braidings are generated.
ii. The strings seems to be in a natural 1-1 correspondence with magnetic flux tubes
defining their cores. If this is the case the braiding for strings corresponds to the
braiding for flux tubes idealized with infinitely thing strings. For ~ef f = n~ one
should have a light-like braiding of the ends of strings assignable to different sheets
of the n-fold covering at the orbit of partonic 2-surface and this braiding would
induce the space-like braiding.
It must be admitted that the connection between braiding and negentropic entanglement
remains an attractive conjecture at this moment.
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What does the transfer of NE mean metabolically?
(a) As already noticed, Ling does not believe that energy is transferred in this process and
“high energy phosphate bond” is certainly a questionable notion. I tend to believe that
also energy is transferred as well but the open question is where it comes from. One
can argue that the energy is needed to overcome the potential wall separating the states
distinguished by different braidings.
Remarks:
i. Four-dimensional spin glass property of TGD Universe gives rise to a fractal energy
landscape and different valleys could be characterized by different braiding structures and phase transitions changing these structures would lead from a valley to
another one.
ii. Spin glass property means breaking of ergodicity. In a phase transition from resting
state to activated state a large number of these transitions would occur and ATP
→ ADP transferring the entanglement would also involve the extracting of energy
from some magnetic body to overcome the potential wall.
(b) There is a large number of candidates for the carrier of the energy and Ling’s findings about metabolic deprivation suggest that several magnetic bodies can in principle
provide the metabolic energy. The energy could be assigned to a population inverted
cyclotron BE condensate at the magnetic body of P , ATP, the flux tube AP , or a larger
system containing ATP.
Ling introduces permanently unfolded proteins as a special system and the magnetic
body of single unfolded protein or even the system defined by them could be the carrier
of the cyclotron BE condensate. One could imagine that under normal circumstances the
magnetic body assignable to ATP or a system containing it provides the metabolic energy but under metabolic deprivation (as cells in Ling’s experiment [I36] ) the metabolic
energy could be extracted from some other magnetic body. One can compare ATPs with
jam jars in the refrigerator: when the jam jar becomes empty, the jam jars in the cellar
can come to the rescue. This would require the generation of magnetic flux tube contact to the bigger energy storage using reconnection mechanism and tuning of flux tube
strength and would require some time.
(c) I have proposed that in photosynthesis solar photons excite the cyclotron BE condensate
of electron Cooper pairs at the magnetic flux tubes of some system. This conforms with
the idea that magnetic bodies serve as energy supplies and that the motion of the system
defined by magnetic body and biological body is basically transformation of cyclotron
energy to kinetic energy, chemical energy, heat and other forms of energy needed by the
visible part of the organism. TGD assigns to electron with standard value of Planck
constant a causal diamond (CD) with a size, which corresponds to 10 Hz frequency
defining a fundamental biorhythm. This would conform with the fundamental role of
electrons in metabolic energy storage. There are of course many details to be filled in
but this picture looks to me very attractive.

9.4.4 Ling’s Theory From The Perspective Of TGD Inspired Theory
Of Consciousness
Ling formulates his theory using only the notions of biochemistry and thermodynamics . This means taking a risk since it is not at all obvious that these notions are enough for
understanding life. My personal conviction is that one cannot really understand life without
a theory of consciousness. Ling ends up with the notions natural in TGD inspired theory of
consciousness but a proper justification of these notions remains lacking because it is simply
impossible in the conceptual framework used. Basic problem is of course the non-locality of
association process having no description in standard biochemistry.
One can indeed interpret the ATP/ADP process also from the point of view of TGD inspired
theory of consciousness from purely quantal perspective , and I have already discussed
the interpretation of the process as a transfer of negentropic entanglement.
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(a) Flux tubes serve as correlates for attention and ATP serves as re-orientation of the
attention by inducing reconnection process. In the transition A − −C&B − − − D →
A − − − D&B − − − C by reconnections the attention of A is directed from B to C and
attention of B from D to A.
Note: Is direct attention really asymmetric with respect to A and B? Could attention
be symmetric at the fundamental level? Is the “directed” only due to the fact that A
is responsible for the variation of flux tube thickness in order to get in tune. The belief
that I am aware of the presence of some system but not vice versa might indeed be an
illusion: the other system could also be aware about my presence, even in the case that
I regard it as “inanimate”. It might be however possible to tell which of the two systems
performs magnetic motor action generating flux tube connection (by tuning the field
value so that reconnection takes place). This argument applies even to the ordinary
sensory perception. The conservation of the signed magnetic flux assigns an arrow to
the flux tube and gives precise selection rules: the magnitudes of the fluxes are same for
reconnected flux tubes of and also signs so that only one reconnection instead of two is
possible.
(b) Ling’s model assigning different roles to permanently unfolded proteins and folded proteins in resting state has a nice interpretation in TGD context. ATPs are attached to
the permanently folded proteins in the resting state. The unfolded protein A would
be connected to the phosphate P of ATP by flux tube, and one could say that protein
A directs its attention to ATP. The permanently folded proteins would be like guards
of a bastion in a permanent wake-up state. In resting state the folded proteins would
“sleep”.
(c) As the system is activated, the flux tube connection A—PB is generated and one can
say that A directs its attention to B, which could be ion, other protein, or some invader
molecule. If A has the role of guard, one can expect that A can control the thickness
of the flux tubes of its magnetic body and in this manner tune to detect the presence
of other molecules. Therefore the system of unfolded proteins could define the part of
cell which is in permanent wake-up state and monitors the state of the cell. Activation
would wake up and unfold the folded proteins and the cell would be in a kind of alarm
state as long as external perturbation lasts.

9.5 Capacitor-Like Josephson Junctions As Systems With
Large hef f /h?
Both Tesla coil and magnifying transmitter can be regarded as a pair of systems in which
primary drives secondary system with resonant frequency so that energy is transferred to the
secondary. Primary has air gap which acts as a switch. Above a critical voltage about 10
V in the air gap a di-electric breakdown occurs and current runs through the gap. What is
remarkable is that the duration of the breakdown period is few milliseconds: this is the time
scale for the nerve pulse and suggests an analogy with cell membrane which is also a system
with ultrahigh voltage between the plates of a capacitor-like system defined by the two lipid
layers of the cell membrane. Also the secondary coil, which can be regarded as a plate of
capacitor with Earth defining the second plate, develops local di-electric breakdowns seen as
“mini lightnings”. The analogy with cell membrane suggests that also these breakdowns are
mathematically analogous to the generation of nerve pulse. The glossary of the introduction
explains the basic notions related to Josephson junctions.

9.5.1

Cell Membrane As Josephson Junction

I have developed a model for cell membrane as Josephson junction leading also to a model of
nerve pulse, and there is interesting to see whether the findings of Tesla could be understood
in terms of this model.
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(a) Cell membrane is assumed to be a Josephson junction in which a Josephson current

J = J0 sin(

R
Ze V (t)dt
)
hef f

(9.5.1)

is running. For a constant resting potential V (t) = Vrest one obtains
J = J0 sin(ωt) , ω = 2πfJ .

(9.5.2)

a current oscillating with the Josephson frequency

fJ =

ZeVrest
.
hef f

(9.5.3)

Z is the charge of the super-conducting charge carriers. Electronic Cooper pairs with
Z = 2 are certainly involved and very probably also bosonic ions and Cooper pairs of
fermionic ions. The Josephson currents run along super-conducting space-time sheets.
V (t) varies rather slowly. Josephson current generates dark Josephson photons with
frequencies coming as multiples of fJ having interpretation in terms of EEG and its
generalizations [K14].
The dominating contribution to the membrane voltage is constant resting potential.
Besides this there is varying part reflecting various activities near cell membrane and
the idea is that dark Josephson photons emitted by Josephson current communicate
sensory information about these activities to the magnetic body.
(b) Without further assumptions one cannot predict the value of hef f = nh. One can
however end up with a prediction for hef f by considering a more general situation in
which the voltage containing time dependent part - briefly “AC part”.
i. Suppose that this contribution is periodic with a period characterized by AC frequency fAC . This does not mean that the AC part is of simple sinusoidal form but
only that V (t) is a superposition of harmonics of some fundamental frequency fAC
containing also a constant part defining the resting potential. The alternating part
of voltage is expected to relate closely to cyclotron contribution to the membrane
voltage so that cyclotron frequency fc of electron, proton or some ion defines a
good candidate for fAC which would depend on cell. Neglecting nuclear binding
energies the cyclotron frequencies of ions in given magnetic field are subharmonics
of proton’s cyclotron frequency.
ii. The natural assumption is that in dynamical equilibrium the periodicity of Josephson current is that of the alternating current. This gives as the first guess the
condition
fJ = fAC
One can also consider also sub-harmonics:

(9.5.4)

fAC
, l = 1, 2...
(9.5.5)
l
so that Josephson radiation would be seen as master and cyclotron radiation as
slave. This condition fixes the value of hef f :
fJ =

hef f
ZeVrest
=l×
= n = 1, 2, ... , l = 1, 2, .. .
(9.5.6)
h
hfAC
From this formula one can readily calculate the value of hef f assignable to say EEG
frequencies and integer valuedness of hef f /h fixes the spectrum of EEG frequencies
and implies that this spectrum can be regarded as union of sub-harmonics of maximum frequencies fmax such that each sub-harmonic corresponds to its own value of
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hef f . The cyclotron frequencies of various ions in given magnetic field correspond
in first approximation to various values of n in above equation and by small tuning
of the magnetic field strength associated with flux tubes carrying particular kind of
ions the same formula applies to all ions.
iii. For fAC = fJ option the value of hef f would be completely fixed by the periodic
perturbation and the system produces dark photons with harmonics of Josephson
frequency. For more general option ~ef f is divisible by integer l which would naturally relate to p-adicity with p-adic prime appearing as a factor of l. The results is
rather powerful and gives the long sought for quantitative grasp about the hierarchy
of effective Planck constants.
(c) The integer quantization of hef f /h implies that the resting potential of the cell membrane obeys integer quantization for given value of l and that the changes of the membrane potential correspond to quantized change of the charge of the effective capacitor
from Q = CV . The resting potential of the cell membrane is indeed known to be
quantized. The unit for the resting potential is known as miniature end plate potential
(http://tinyurl.com/y8czhhpm ) of order ∆V = .5 mV to be compared with the resting potential of order 60 mV. This would give ∆hef f /hef f ∼ 1/100 = ∆n/n if neither
l nor fAC changes. The changes of hef f would be of order one per cent.
I have made a conjecture that the phase transitions changing hef f are such that hef f /h =
n is replaced with its factor. In this case the change of hef f is large and cannot apply
in the case considered. hef f /h can be kept however constant if the change li → lf
compensates the change of Vrest so that one would have
∆

li
∆l
Vrest
.
=
−1'−
Vrest
lf
l

l is however expected to be rather small integer on basis of the model of EEG so that
∆l need not compensate small changes of Vrest . hef f /h remains also invariant if Vrest
and magnetic field defining cyclotron frequency can scale in the same manner. This
follows from the basic conditions automatically. If neither l or B is changed then a
phase transition satisfying ∆n/n < 1 must occur and proceed via a transition to an
intermediate state with hef f = h - that is ordinary matter.

9.5.2 Quantization Of The DC Voltage Of Capacitor From The
Quantization Of Charge
For a given value of fAC = lfJ the formula for hef f /h implies quantization of the capacitor
voltage. The quantization of the voltage of a capacitor follows also from the quantization of
charge implying ∆Qmin = e as the minimal change of charge. This gives a condition on the
AC frequency fAC :

∆(

hef f
Ze∆Vmin
Ze2
)=l
= lr
=k .
h
hfAC
ChfAC

(9.5.7)

Here r is the number of elementary charges in the pulse changing the voltage. If this condition
is assumed to hold true for all values of l and r, one can conclude that

Ze2
= s = 1, 2, ... .
ChfAC

(9.5.8)

and that s divides k. This is true for any k for s = 1. This would give a quantization
condition for λAC = c/fAC :
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λAC = λmin =

Ĉ
2Zα

,

α=

e2
4π~0 c

' 1/137 .
(9.5.9)

Ĉ =

C
0

0 = 8.854 × 10

,

−12

F/m

Equivalently, one would have

fAC = fmax =

c
2Zαc
.
=
λmin
Ĉ

(9.5.10)

λAC as the minimum wave-length is therefore dictated by capacitance. In biological applications fc = fmax follows.
Before discussing concrete examples note that C is expressed using Farad as unit: micro-,
nano-, and picofarad are more natural units. Ĉ having dimension of length makes manifest
the geometric meaning of C. The allowed values of fAC must come as sub-harmonics of the
maximum frequency determined completely by the capacitance.
(a) For a plane capacitor one has

Ĉ =

r A
.
d

(9.5.11)

Here r = /0 is the relative permeability, and A and d are the area of the plate and d
the distance between them. For Ĉ = 1 m one has
λmin '

Ĉ
m

× 67.5 ,

fmax '

1
Ĉ/m

× 4.4 × 106 Hz .

(9.5.12)

(b) This gives strong bound on the capacitance. For instance, in the experiments of Tesla
fAC is in the range 20 − 100 kHz. For fAC = fmax the corresponding range for Ĉ is
ˆ ' 2.30 mm.
1.15 mm-0.23 mm. For fAC = fmax = 10 kHz one would have C/m
(c) Kennelly-Heaviside layer has thickness d = 90 − −150 km and be approximated as a
spherical capacitor with

Ĉ = r ×

4πR2
4πR2
A
'
=
.
2
R
d
d
R − R+d

(9.5.13)

In this case one has fmax ' 19 minutes.

9.5.3

Constraint On Cyclotron Frequency

The TGD inspired model of EEG [K14] suggests that fJ assignable to the neuronal membrane
is around 5 Hz. This would suggest that it is second sub-harmonic of an ionic cyclotron
frequency around 10 Hz (say that of Mg++ ) or the third sub-harmonic of cyclotron frequency
of Ca++ equal to 15 Hz. This would support the formulas

fJ =

fc
l

,

fc = fmax =

2Zαc
Ĉ

.

(9.5.14)

Through these equations the field values at magnetic flux tubes, cell membrane potential,
and the shape and size of cell membrane would be in tune. This constraint relates cyclotron
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frequency and therefore the value of the magnetic
field at given flux tube to the capacitance.
p
In terms of the magnetic length LB = h/eB this gives rise to the following equivalent
correspondences

s
LB

=

Ĉ

=

rC Ĉ
l ,
α
α L2B
.
l rC

(9.5.15)

Some numerical correspondences are helpful in quantitative estimates. B = 1 Tesla corresponds to magnetic length LB ' 64.3 nm, and capacitance of 1 Farad to the “capacitance
length” Ĉ = 1.1 × 1011 m. Compton length for electron is rC ' 2.43 × 10−12 m.
Some comments from the point of view of the model of cell membrane as super conductor
are in order.
(a) The effects of ELF radiation on vertebrate brain suggest the presence of endogenous
magnetic field with field strength B ' 2BE /5, where BE = .5 × 10−4 T is the nominal
value of the Earth’s magnetic field with magnetic length LB = 14.4 µm. For electron
the corresponding value of Ĉ would be Ĉ = .62 m for l = 1. For large neurons with
radius of order 10−4 m one has Ĉ ' 12.6 m2 for l = 1. For l > 1 the proportionality
Ĉ ∝ 1/l however allows smaller cell sizes.
(b) For proton and ions Ĉ would be obtained by scaling down the electronic Ĉ by the mass
ratio mE /Amp ∼ 2−11 /A, A the mass number of nucleus. For proton one would have
Ĉ = 3.3 × 10−4 m and for Ca++ ion with mass number A = 40 one would have Ĉ ' 1.3
µm, which corresponds to the length scale of cell nucleus and could characterize nuclear
membrane as capacitor.
(c) Somewhat unexpectedly, ions would correspond to a capacitor assignable to nuclear
membrane whereas electron would correspond to size scale of large neuron. Alternatively
large value of l could allow smaller cell sizes. Electron could also correspond to a
multicellular system behaving effectively as a single capacitor by quantum coherence.
DNA double strand and its subsystems might also correspond to the capacitor-like
systems involved with both electrons, protons, and ions.

9.5.4

What About More General Capacitor-Like Systems?

There is a temptation to assume that the situation for the air gap of Tesla coil and for the
capacitor formed by the secondary and Earth is same as for the cell membrane except that
the DC voltage is replaced with AC voltage. The generalization might apply quite generally
to any capacitor-like system.
(a) Now electronic and possibly also protonic Cooper pairs with large ~ef f would be the
current carriers. Josephson currents would be present all the time. Dielectric breakdown
would be analogous to nerve pulse. The analog of the membrane potential would be
defined by the voltage associated the Earth’s electric field EE ' 100 V /m unless DC
voltage is present. Note that the orientation of the capacitor with respect to the Earth’s
electric field matters. This would define Josephson frequency in absence of other currents
and one would have Josephson current even for an ordinary capacitor with frequency
fJ = ZeV /hef f . Same conditions would apply to fJ and fAC as for cell membrane
system. Only Vrest would be replaced with VE so that one would have
ZeVE
hef f
=
= n , l = 1, 2.2, ... , n = 1, 2, ... .
h
hfAC l

(9.5.16)
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for the space-time sheet along which the Josephson current runs. The value of effective
Planck constant is therefore completely fixed! Rather remarkably, the proposed amplih f
tude modulation mechanism predicts exactly the same value ef
h as ratio of Josephson
frequency for ordinary Planck constant and of AC frequency and it might be possible
to regard the two mechanisms as equivalent.
(b) If all capacitor-like systems carry a small oscillatory Josephson current satisfying fJ =
fAC (l = 1 in more general formula) in presence of AC current, one could assign to
a capacitor a unique value of hef f depending on it orientation with respect to Earth’s
electric field. This would predict production of dark photons with the AC frequency and
its harmonics. Also a capacitor added to DC circuit would carry a small dark Josephson
current but now one cannot predict the value of hef f as found in the beginning. This
indeterminacy would conform nicely with the quantum criticality of TGD Universe: a
small periodic perturbation would fix the value of hef f . The new physics might be
present in ordinary AC circuits and might relate to the poorly understood 1/f noise in
electric circuits. Dark Josephson currents and probably also supra currents would be
present in ordinary circuits and one might imagine building a technology based on this
new form of high Tc superconductivity.
(c) By introducing to the Josephson potential constant part artificially, one can increase
the value of hef f /h and cell membranes have indeed done just so.

9.5.5

What FJ = FAc /L Condition Implies For Earth’s Electric Field?

As argued, if the situation is analogous to asymptotic self-organization pattern, the Josephson
current must be periodic having the same periodicity as the external AC voltage. This is
guaranteed if VJ (t) is a superposition of Fourier components coming in multiples of fmax .
(a) If this condition is satisfied and if the voltage V (t contains a DC part - containing at
least the contribution VE associated with the Earth’s electric field - to the Josephson
voltage, then the condition fJ = fAC reads as
fJ =

ZeVE
hef f

=

fAC
l

=

fmax
l

,

fmax =

2Zα
Ĉ

.

(9.5.17)

The value of hef f /h for fAC = fmax would be given by
hef f
eVE Ĉ
=×
=n .
h
hc 2αl

(9.5.18)

(b) This in turn poses a condition to Ĉ. For a plane capacitor one has Ĉ = r A/d. This
formula applies in good approximation also to spherical capacitor. For a more general
capacitor-like system - defined by say folded cell membrane or the neuronal membrane
containing also axon and dendites - the capacitance can be parametrized as Ĉ = yA/d.
For EE = x × 100V /m one eVE /hc = d × x × 102 eV /hc × m−1 = d × 1.24 × 108 x × m−2
and one obtains
A 1
hef f
= 1.24 × 108 r xy × 2
=n .
(9.5.19)
h
m 2αl
This translates to a quantization condition for the area of the plane capacitor:
A = nl × Amin , Amin '

118
(µm)2 .
r xy

(9.5.20)

The size scale of the minimal capacitor is that of cell: in cell scale nk is small integer
and therefore also n is near unity. That condition correctly relates the size scale of the
cell to the magnitude of the electric field of Earth strongly suggests that both EE and
BE have been key players in the evolution of life and also supports the vision about
Kennelly-Heaviside layer as the analog of cell membrane.
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(c) As discussed, also Kennelly-Heaviside layer with thickness d ∼ 100 km can can be
approximated as a spherical capacitor with Ĉ ' xA/d. One obtains expression for nl
from the expression of A as a multiple of Amin as
= r xy × 4.56 × 1024 .

nl

(9.5.21)

The allowed values of n and l are huge. In the case of cell membrane the values of
l would be however rather small. For the value of n corresponding ot n ∼ l one has
n ≤ 2 × 1012 . The frequency of dark variants of visible photons with energy 2 eV would
correspond to dark photon with frequency around 150 Hz, which is somewhat above
EEG range.

9.5.6 Cell Membrane, DNA Double Strand, And Cortical Layers
As Capacitor-Like Josephson Junctions
Earth’s electric field EE would not allow large hef f Josephson photons generated by capacitorlike Josephson junctions with much larger size than that of cell. By previous arguments
neurons can emit large ~ Josephson photons and the high value of the resting potential saves
the situation: large hef f /h as a prerequisite of intelligent life provides the answer to the
question why strong voltages are needed in biology. The resting potential Vrest = .06 V is
by a factor x = Vrest /EE d ' 6 × 104 , d = 10−8 , stronger than that corresponding to EE .
Cell membrane as capacitor
Using spherical capacitor as a model for the cell membrane as starting point in the parameterization of capacitances as Ĉ = yA/d, the quantization condition deriving from quantization
of elementary charges reads as

hef f
h

=

A =

A
1
×
=n ,
2
m
2αl
20
, Amin '
× (nm)2 .
r y

7.44 × 1014 r y ×
nl × Amin

(9.5.22)

A scale of about 5 nm defines the size scale of the minimal capacitor. n ∼ 216 is possible
even for the size scale of cell nucleus.
For a large neuron with size scale of 10−4 m one obtains hef f /h ∼ 1010 . The area of cell membrane can be increased by folding and cell interior is indeed filled with a folded membrane.
This allows even larger value of hef f /h at neuronal level. Therefore one can understand
the required large values of hef f /h and a direct correlation between the evolutionary level
measured by hef f /h and cell size scale and total membrane area is predicted.
DNA double strand as capacitor?
Each DNA nucleotide carries two units of negative charge. Could one somehow assign a pair of
cylindrical surfaces with the highly coiled DNA double strand and describe it as a cylindrical
capacitor? Where are the positive charges? Are positive charges associated with Earth
identified as a cylindrical surface around DNA with radius of order L(151) = 10 nm defining
the radius of the chromosome? And is the idealization as a perfect conductor meaning
constant charge distribution at the coiled inner cylindrical surface and outer chromosome
surface really justified?
In any case, the capacitance of co-axial cable is given by
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Ĉ =

2πr × L
log(R2 /R1 )

(9.5.23)

is good approximation for the capacitance of the system if it behaves as a conductor.
Ĉdepends linearly on length L. Similar formula is expected to apply in the first approximation also to the coiled DNA strand defining chromosome. The value of hef f /h would
increase as the total length of DNA strand increases during evolution: for human DNA the
length is about L ∼ 1 m. The linear charge density per unit length is for double strand 4e
per nucleotide pair and makes 6e/nm so that the total charge is 6eL/nm and about 6 × 109
for human DNA. R1 = 1nm and R2 = 10 nm are reasonable first estimates.
The expressions for various parameters are

2πr × L
' 14.5r L ,
log(R2 /R1 )
R2
c
fmax = 2Zα × log( ) ×
' 3.2 M Hz ,
R1
2πr × L
24π
1
hef f
= n=
× (L/nm) ' × 75.4 × (L/nm) ,
h
l
l
1
L = nlLmin , Lmin =
nm ' .13 Angstrom .
24π
Ĉ

=

(9.5.24)

For L = 1 m (of the order of the total length of human DNA) one obtains hef f /h ' .75 ×
1011 /l. Cyril Smith [J7] claims that for water memory frequency ratio fh /fl = 2 × 1011 is
special: this ratio corresponds in TGD framework to hef f /h [K19]. Lmin ' .1 Angstrom
means that non-standard values of Planck constant can be important already for the shortest
possible DNA strands. fmax is of order MHz and for largest possible values of l (n = 1)
fJ = fmax /l is or order 10−5 Hz: n = l gives fmax ' 10 Hz which is perhaps not an accident.
Also proteins are charged (the sign and magnitude of the charge depends on pH of the
environment) and this suggests that also they define capacitor type Josephson junctions.
Cortical layers as Josephson capacitors
TGD Universe is fractal and therefore a highly attractive idea is that also the highly folded
layers of various brain areas correspond to capacitor-like systems acting as Josephson junctions. Also the six cortical layers- decomposing to cortical columns of radial size scale of order
mm would correspond to Josephson junctions but in smaller length scale. The hierarchy of
Planck constants would thus make itself directly visible in the structure of brain.
The total area of cerebral cortex (http://tinyurl.com/yabvl2gs ) is about.25 m2 . For A =
.25 m2 - possibly making sense for the highly neural circuits associated with the highly folded
membrane-like structure defined by cortical layers - one would have nl = 1.25×1014 ×(r /1.18)
so that hef f /h = n ≤ 1.5 × 1014 r holds true. The frequency of a dark variant of 2 eV visible
photon would be about 40 Hz for r = 1. This happens to be the celebrated thalamo-cortical
resonance frequency (http://tinyurl.com/8vt8pzu suggested to be an important correlate
for consciousness.
This estimate can be criticized since the value of the voltage is taken to be the resting
potential. 10-20 mV is the typical value of the oscillating EEG potential (http://tinyurl.
com/2mapqg ) when measured from subdural electrodes and one expects that the constant
part has magnitude which is larger: in the case of cell membrane by a factor of order 100.
If the ratio is same in the scale of cortex, one would have “resting potential” of order 1.22-4 V which is by a factor 50-100 higher than resting potential. The average thickness of
human cortex is 2.8 mm - largest for mammals but for mouse (2.2 mm) larger than for
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macaque (1.7). In the Earth’s electric field E = 100 V/m the maximum voltage difference
over is 0.28 V of this distance which would be roughly twice the nominal value.06 V of the
resting potential. Interestingly, the thickness of cortex is known to be thicker for meditators
(http://tinyurl.com/25rncxg ) [J14]: in principle this means larger value of hef f . One
can wonder what happens when the local section of (folded) cortical layer is not orthogonal to
the Earth’s electric field. If cortical layer behaves as an ideal conductor, the surface charges
should arrange the situation in such a manner that the voltage is same along cortical layers
and that the orientation of head does not matter.
The quantization of capacitance basically due the quantization of elementary charges and
fJ = fAC /l condition is rather strong. Cell membrane is however able to change its shape
and could find a shape in which the condition is satisfied.
Artificial life?
The above considerations inspire the question about a recipe for building primitive life forms.
Both magnetic and electric fields are needed. Concerning the electric part of the system the
following recipe comes in mind.
(a) Take a capacitor-like system with as large area as possible and feed in electric field as
sum of as strong as possible DC part and AC part. From charge quantization the frequency characterizing the periodicity of AC part must be subharmonic of a fundamental
frequency expressible in terms of the capacitance. Capacitance itself and thus the area
of capacitor is quantized too. In living matter the quantization rules require a flexible
geometry. This might explain why living matter is “soft”. Cell membranes can indeed
vary their capacitance by deforming their shape. The frequency fmax identified as cyclotron frequency fc in turn can be varied by varying the flux tube thickness. Maybe
this kind of softness is required for artificial cells too. The resulting system is critical in
the sense that it satisfies very strong quantisation conditions but state function for density matrix makes the system critical and thus gives excellent hopes for “self-organized
quantum criticality”.
(b) The inclusion of magnetic fields is certainly an essential element. In the case of cell
membrane and DNA one assumes that flux sheets traverse through DNA double strand
and cell membrane and also flux tubes connecting DNA and lipids are assumed. How
couls the magnetic body be realized artificially? In Tesla coil secondary serves both as
inductance and capacitor so that also magnetic body is present and is able to perform
“motor actions” essential for generating reconnections. Here the identification fJ =
fAC /l = fmax /l = fc /l would give an additional constraint: fc = fmax .
Remote metabolism and the question about simplest possible metabolic pathway
Remote metabolism suggests an extremely simple manner to produce ATP without the need
for metabolic machinery and allowing to avoid production of free radicals causing molecular
damage. This mechanism could explain the reported ability to survive without nutrition
described in the introduction [I21, I12].
(a) Drop out all initial steps of the oxidative phosphorylation appearing in both photosynthesis and cell respiration (http://tinyurl.com/2cfx4x ), and replace the last step
involving formation of ATP using ATP synthase (pumping protons against membrane
resting potential) with much simpler process.
(b) The final step in oxidative phosphorylation involves dropping of 4 protons through the
cell membrane. The liberated electrostatic energy goes to ATP as it is formed. The
electrostatic energy ZeVrest , E = eVrest ' .06 eV depends on the charge Z of the
charged particle only. One can therefore imagine several basic units: two Cooper pairs
of protons, two Cooper pairs of fermionic ions or two doubly charged ions such as Ca++ ,
and electron Cooper pairs moving in opposite direction through the membrane could
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liberate same energy to be used to build ATP. One could even say that resting potential
defines fundamental metabolic energy quantum.
(c) The loading of metabolic batteries could take place by remote metabolism in very simple
manner: charged particles with charge ±2e send negative energy Josephson photon
energy E = −2eVrest to some magnetic body and in this manner gain opposite energy
as a recoil energy and is pumped to the other side of the membrane.
(d) Note that the fundamental energy quantum would be about.06 eV. Metabolic energy
quantum has nominal value of.5 eV. This process would not therefore use dark variants
of visible photons (decaying to bio-photons) but dark variants of infrared photons decay
to IR counterparts of bio-photons. A killer test for the proposal could be a check whether
IR analogs of bio-photons with these energies exist.
Absorption of photons at Josephson frequency is obviously a very primitive manner to receive metabolic energy. What about photosynthesis? Could it rely on the absorption of
visible photons at Josephson frequency kicking ions to the other side of the photo-receptor
membrane, dropping back spontaneously and transferring their electrostatic energy to the
electrons in the electron transport chain? This would eventually lead to the kicking of four
protons (or two proton Cooper pairs) through the membrane and generation of ATP? Photosynthesis would transform solar photons as natural metabolic energy quanta assignable with
near vacuum extremals to the IR metabolic energy quanta. In [K63] and accompanying JNL
article it is demonstrated that this kind of scenario can be considered.
(a) TGD suggests two possible states for cell membrane corresponding to far from vacuum
extremals and near to vacuum extremals for Kähler action [K10]. For the latter one
the Z 0 contribution to membrane potential would dominate and the energies of charged
particles defined by membrane voltage are proportional to QZ gZ VZ . Basically due to
the large isospin of nuclei the scaling of Josephson energies is large but the energies
remain below visible range. If Weinberg angle is reduced from p = sin2 (θW ) = .02397
to p = .0295, the electrostatic energy differences over membrane for ions are scaled up
to energies of visible photons for V = .055 eV [K10].
(b) The following argument demonstrates that the questionable assumption about Weinberg
angle for near to vacuum extremals is actually un-necessary.
(c) From Table 9.1 one indeed learns that for p = .0295 and eVrest = .055 eV the Josephson
energies for N a+ , Cl− , K + and Ca++ for near to vacuum extremal using eV as a unit
are 2.2, 2.74, 3.07 and 2.31. The peak energies for red, green, blue and white light
are 2.19, 2.32, 3.06, and 2.49 eV respectively. For ordinary value of Weinberg angle
given by p = sin2 (θW ) = .23, the energies are below visible energies, and this motivated
the hypothesis that Weinberg angle is different for near to vacuum extremals. This
hypothesis can be criticized.
(d) In the earlier version of the model I however failed to notice that it is Cooper pairs of
fermionic ions rather than ions that must be the charge carriers. For Cooper pairs of
N a+ , Cl− , and K + , p = .23 and EJ = .04 eV assignable to visual receptors the Josephson energies are doubled being 2.02, 2.80, 3.02 eV and these energies could correspond to
peak energies for visible photons. Therefore there is no need to make the questionable
assumption p = .02397 nor to assume that instead of fermionic ions one has their exotic
bosonic counterparts allowed by the nuclear string model [L3]. For electron the Josephson energy would be scaled by a factor −1+1/2p to E(e) = 1.0859×eVrest for p = .2397.
For neutrino the energy would be given by E( ν) = −0.0859 × Vrest : for p = 1/4 it would
vanish by the vanishing of vectorial part of Z 0 charge. For proton the energy would be
E(p) = (3 − 1/2p)Vrest = .914 × Vrest and for neutron E(n) = Vrest /2p = 2.086 × Vrest .
Could photo-reception (http://tinyurl.com/6z7883v ) in rods and cones and photosynthesis be initiated by the same first step - a resonant absorption of visible photon by a
ionic Cooper pair at its Josephson frequency and kicking it through photosystem II (http:
//tinyurl.com/ydfxrmcu ) part of thylakoid membrane, which would therefore be near-tovacuum extremal? If thylakoid membranes are near to vacuum extremals, the Josephson
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Ion
EJ (.04 mV, p = .23)/eV
EJ (.065 V, p = .23)/eV
EJ (40 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (50 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (55 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (65 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (70 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (75 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (80 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (90 mV, p = .0295)/eV
EJ (95 mV, p = .0295)/eV

N a+
1.01
1.64
1.60
2.00
2.20
2.60
2.80
3.00
3.20
3.60
3.80

Cl−
1.40
2.29
2.00
2.49
2.74
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.50
4.75

K+
1.51
2.69
2.23
2.79
3.07
3.64
3.92
4.20
4.48
5.04
5.32

Ca+2
1.76
2.73
1.68
2.10
2.31
2.73
2.94
3.15
3.36
3.78
3.99

Color
Emax
energy-interval/eV

R
2.19
1.77-2.48

G
2.32
1.97-2.76

B
3.06
2.48-3.10

W
2.49
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Table 9.1: Table gives the prediction of the model of photoreceptor for the Josephson energies
for typical values of the membrane potential. For comparison purposes the energies Emax corresponding to peak sensitivities of rods and cones, and absorption ranges for rods are also given. R,
G, B, W refers to red, green, blue, white. The values of Weinberg angle parameter p = sin2 (θW )
are assumed to be .23 and.0295. The latter value is forced by the fit of Josephson energies to the
known peak energies.

energy of proton Cooper pairs would: EJ = 2eVef f , eVef f = (3 − x) × eVthr , x = 1/2p.
For eVthr = .044 eV favored by the considerations of [K63] this would give eVef f = .040
eV. This happens to be just the nominal threshold potential for sensory receptors. After the
absorption the energy of photon would be transferred to electron transfer chain in far from
vacuum extremal region of the thylakoid membrane.
Remote metabolism for visible photons would mean the transfer of ion through thylakoid
membrane inside photosystem II induced by sending of negative energy photon. One can
wonder whether plants could make photosynthesis more effective by by emitting long wave
length dark photons received by a source of visible light. Similar mechanism would make
possible active vision.

9.5.7

Further Comments

The model deserves some further comments.
(a) It should be made clear that the basic assumption fJ = fAC /l = fc /l is perhaps
un-necessarily strong. The idea that Josephson voltages and “alternating voltages”
assignable to cyclotron BE-condensates are in resonant interaction requires only fJ =
(k/l)fc , where k/l is small rational. It is however easy to generalize the above estimate
by replacing l with k/l.
(b) The above arguments lead to a possibly new mechanism producing dark photons and
allowing a control of the value of ~ef f /~ in terms of periodic perturbation of DC voltage.
Also very tight conditions on system parameters, such as for allowed values of fAC follow
and the charge of the charge pulse follow. I have proposed also amplitude modulation as
a mechanism of production of dark photons. In this case one modulates high frequency
(fh ) em field with low frequency (fl ) em field and the value of hef f /h is simply the
ratio of frequencies: hef f /h = fh /fl . The mechanism requires that the frequency ratio
is integers. The two mechanisms make the same prediction but it is not clear whether
one should regard them as equivalent.
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(c) Especially fascinating is the consistency of the resulting picture with the vision about
cell membrane and even larger structures of brain as plane capacitor -like Josephson
junctions maximizing their area to maximize the values of hef f /h. This would give
direct quantitative grasp to evolution as increase of hef f /h.
(d) The model provides a quantitative formulation of an old vision. Already more than
fifteen years ago I talked about a fractal hierarchy of super-conductors and Josephson
junctions [K37] of which the cell membrane is only one representative. I proposed
that even the region between ionosphere and Earth’s surface could be analogous to
cell membrane and that lightnings are analogous to nerve pulses. It was however not
possible to concretize the idea at that time. Now the situation has changed.
Kennelly-Heaviside layer of thickness about 150 km could have interpretation as the
analog of cell membrane. The analogy with cell membrane as Josephson junction goes
actually further. Kennelly-Heaviside layer decomposes to two layers with thickness of
order 80 km: the lower one corresponds to atmosphere. 172 km corresponds to the
thickness assignable to the electron Compton scale Le (239), which corresponds to the
next Gaussian Mersenne prime after Le (167) = 2.5 µm defining the size scale of cell
nucleus. Therefore Le (237) = 86 km would correspond to the thickness Le (149) of lipid
layer and 176 km to the thickness Le (151) of the lipid layer associated also with Gaussian
Mersenne. Kennelly-Heaviside layer would be the analog of cell membrane and Earth
interior the analog of the cell interior in accordance with early speculations [K25, K23].
One can consider an alternative interpretation
√ based on p-adic length scales L(k) rather
than scaled up Compton lengths Le (k) = 5L(k). The p-adic√length scale L(239) as opposed to scaled up electronic Compton scale Le (239) = 5L(239) is 78.7 km 20 per cent smaller than 100 km. Remarkably, also M241 is Gaussian Mersenne and
corresponds to the scale L(241) which equals to 157.4 km. The two kinds of tectonic
plates (continental and oceanic) would be analogous to the lipid layers of cell membrane. Note that 78.7 km is rather precisely the thickness of the atmosphere above
which there is ionosphere (see http://tinyurl.com/lqr85j) [F1]. The thickness of
Kennelly– Heaviside layer (see http://tinyurl.com/25ur2tl) [F2] inside which radio
waves used in terrestrial radio communications propagate, has thickness about 150 km
which roughly corresponds to L(241). Also the fact that continental litosphere (see
http://tinyurl.com/d96kw) [F4] has typical thickness of 200 km (L(239)) whereas
oceanic litosphere is 100 km thick (L(237)) fits qualitatively with the proposed formation mechanism of continental tectonic plates.
The first guess for the Josephson frequency would be as Schumann frequency fS ' 8 Hz
or at least a frequency which is of the same order of magnitude. From the knowledge of
the magnitude of the electric field of Earth and from the value of Schumann frequency
one can deduce the value of ~ef f /~ associated with this system. The radial electric
field of Earth is not constant and goes to practically zero within few kilometers. At
the surface of the Earth it is about E = 100 V/m so that for 10 km height one has
eVE < 1 MeV to be compared with the membrane potential eVrest ' .06 eV. The value
of ~ef f /~ = ZeVE /fS would be rather large of order ~ef f /~ ∼ 1019 ∼ 263 .
(e) Tesla argued that the magnifying transmitter generated telluric currents, which could
propagate in the scale of Earth. The skin depth for Earth estimated from the resistance
which is 1010 − 1012 times that of copper is in the range 4-40 km and from j = σE it
is clear that also telluric currents decay exponentially with distance travelled so that
Tesla’s claim cannot hold true in Maxwell’s electrodynamics.
One can however ask whether the currents could propagate as dark currents along
magnetic flux tubes. In this case the damping would be very small and one can imagine
current circuits in the scale of entire Earth. Also Schumann resonances at dark flux tubes
would have very high Q-value as opposed to ordinary Schumann resonances whose Qvalue (http://tinyurl.com/yabm8yu5 ) is estimated to be about 4 so that one fourth
of the energy of the mode is lost during one cycle of duration 1/7.8 seconds.
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9.6 Mysteries associated with lightnings, ball lightnings
and the electrosphere of Earth
Lightning and ball lightning are electrospheric phenomena involving several poorly understood aspects. Also the origin of the electrosphere of Earth is still a mystery. In the TGD
framework it is possible to deduce information about magnetic and electric bodies of Earth
(briefly MB and EB) by using empirical inputs and these phenomena.

9.6.1

Basic facts

The following summarizes the basic facts about ball lightnings, lightnings, and the Earth’s
electrosphere.
(a) Ball lightings are known to be real are not understood. Ball lightning-like phenomena
can be created also artificially in microwave ovens using match. Matches contain organic
material and this serves as a good hint.
(b) There is a New Scientist article, which gives a popular representation of ball lightings
(https://cutt.ly/0HkW59F.
The theory of Cameron [D36] is mentioned in the article. The theory assumes that
lightnings are essentially phenomena associated with the electromagnetic radiation field
alone and neglects the fact that plasma is very probably involved. The theory relies
on exact solutions of Maxwell’s equations and proposes that ball lightnings involve
monochromatic electromagnetic fields which are knotted and linked making the field
configurations topologically nontrivial. Both magnetic and electric field lines can be
knotted.
This does not however imply topological stability since the linearity of Maxwell’s equations implies that these field configurations are unstable. The finding that lifetime is
long enough for microwave lengths does not conform with the fact that visible light is
involved.
Another theory mentioned in the article is by Boerner and proposes that lightning comes
from another dimension. What this could actually mean, is of course a highly non-trivial
question.
(c) The basic mystery is how ball lightning can survive for so long a time. An ordinary
plasma ball is not expected to do so. This suggests that ball lightning obeys non-linear
dynamics and is some kind of topological entity robust by their topological non-triviality.
(d) A very natural expectation is that ball lightning is a self-organizing system consisting
of plasma which radiates. Self-organization requires energy feed. It could come as a
Coulombic energy from the electric field of Earth through which part of the plasma of
ball lightning has arrived.
Here one encounters a problem. The electric resistance of the atmosphere causes a
dissipation of the energy so that the charged particles cannot accelerate to high energies.
How could lightning avoid this?
(e) Two problems are always better than one. The second puzzle is that ordinary lightnings
involve relativistic electrons and gamma rays [F9, F3] (for the TGD view of lightnins
and related phenomena see [K10, K68, K63, L14, K108]). This is impossible in standard
physics due to the already mentioned electric resistance of the atmosphere. Could ball
lightning involve a new phase of matter, for which the dissipation is very small. Perhaps
because it interacts very weakly with the ordinary matter of the atmosphere?
(f) The third mystery is that the surface of Earth carries a negative charge, which creates
an electric field. This field is essential for the generation of lightning. The origin of this
field is however not understood.
(g) There is also a fourth problem. Dark matter exists but there is no generally accepted
theory of dark matter. All experiments trying to detect proposed candidates for dark
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matter particles (the particle physicist’s way to solve a problem is to propose a new
particle) have failed. There is of course also the mystery of life but it is better to stop
here.
In the sequel a TGD based model for electrosphere is deduced by using various empirical
inputs and the TGD based view about dark matter and the model of quantum biology inspired
by it. A model, which allows us to understand these phenomena in the TGD framework, is
developed. The model relies on the TGD based model of dark matter residing at the flux
tubes of the magnetic body. The gravitational magnetic bodies of both Earth and Sun are
important.The notion of the electric body of Earth as an analog of the cell membrane acting
as a generalized Josephson junction is developed. Lightning and ball lightning would be
associated with the analog of action potential.

9.6.2

The TGD view of ball lightning and other mysteries

What could TGD say about the mysteries associated with the Earth’s electrosphere?
Dark matter in the TGD Universe
TGD predicts an entire hierarchy of phases of ordinary matter behaving like dark matter
(and perhaps being the dark matter) in that they have very weak direct interaction with
ordinary matter. These phases reside at the magnetic body (MB).
(a) The notion of MB distinguishes between Maxwellian and TGD based views about electromagnetism. The flux tubes of MB can carry monopole flux which makes them topologically stable. Ball lightning could involve a tangle of a monopole flux tube carrying
plasma and thus highly stable topologically. In fact, practically all structures in the
fractal Universe of TGD would involve this kind of tangles: also galaxies and stars.
(b) These phases are labelled by the value of effective Planck constant hef f = nh0 , which
can be larger than h = n0 h0 . The estimate for n0 is given by n0 = (7!)2 .
The larger the value of hef f the longer the spatial and temporal scales of quantum
coherence are, and the lower the dissipation rate is. In particular, ohmic resistance is
reduced. Also the very weak interactions with ordinary matter reduce ohmic resistance
for charged dark matter particles.
hef f /h0 = n has an interpretation as the dimension of algebraic extension of rationals
assignable with a polynomial defining the space-time regions at fundamental level [L54,
L55]. It measures algebraic complexity and one could even speak about universal IQ.
MBs with large value of hef f would naturally receive information from and control
the ordinary matter and represent higher levels in the master slave hierarchy of selforganizating systems.
(c) The value of hef f can be very large and one can assign it to the flux tubes mediating
various kinds of interactions such as electromagnetic and gravitational, and even weak
and color interactions.
Gravitational Planck constant hef f = hgr = GM m/v0 introduced originally by Nottale
[E14] is associated with flux tubes of a large mass M and particle with mass m. v0 ≤ c is
a parameter with dimensions of velocity and can have varying values. The gravitational
Compton length is given by Λgr = GM/v0 and does not depend on m: this reflects the
Equivalence Principle. Also cyclotron energies Ec = ~gr eB/m are independent of m.
Gravitational flux tubes would play a fundamental role in the TGD based quantum
gravitational view about living matter. In particular metabolic energy would be stored
at gravitational magnetic flux tubes with length scales given by Earth size as energy
of dark protons. The delocalization of the dark proton to the surface of Earth would
reduce the magnitude of gravitational potential energy.
This gravitational potential energy would be liberated as metabolic energy in a transition
hgr → h implying delocalization of dark. A correct value of metabolic energy currency
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is predicted [L62] if dark protons appear as triplets: ATP mechanism indeed involves
proton triplets. Also a new metabolic energy quantum assignable to electron triplets
is predicted and there is evidence for its necessity from the fact that cilia do not have
ATP machinery but certainly need metabolic energy.
Pollack effect in cellular scales
What would drive particles, say protons, from ordinary matter to the MB and how would
this be visible as properties of ordinary matter? The Pollack effect is a possible answer.
(a) Pollack effect occurs in water bounded by a gel phase in presence of energy feed, for
instance infrared (IR) radiation. Negatively charged regions, exclusion zones (EZs) are
formed in water. They have a very high density of negative charge. As if every fourth
proton of water would have left the region so that the effective stoichiometry is H1.5 O.
Several exotic effects are associated with EZs.
(b) EZs love cleanness and eliminate impurities from their interior. This does not conform
with the second law of thermodynamics and can be seen as evidence for the reversal of
the arrow of time.
(c) As already noticed, the presence of gel phase and energy feed is needed to create EZs.
This suggests that a primitive life form is in question. In biology both cell and DNA
are basic examples of negatively charged regions which could be basically EZs.
The energies of particles indeed increase with hef f as a rule as it is easy to verify by looking
at some examples.
(a) The TGD explanation for the Pollack effect is that the energy fed to the system increases
the value of h to hef f > h for the protons and makes them dark particles at the magnetic
flux tubes MB. If gravitational MB is in question, quantum gravitation would become
a key player in quantum biology. The quantum gravitational model explains besides
metabolism also bio-catalysis [L62] and allows us to understand how DNA could act as
a topological quantum computer [L63].
(b) The behavior of EZs suggests breaking of the second law of thermodynamics and therefore reversal of the arrow of time. In the TGD Universe the time reversal could occur
in long scales at MB carrying phases with a large value of hef f . The basic prediction
of TGD inspired theory of quantum measurement (extending to a theory of consciousness) indeed is that the arrow of time changes in the ordinary state function reduction
(SFR),”big” SFR (BSFR) as it is called in TGD. In ”small” SFRs (SSFRs), which are
counterparts for ”weak” measurements, the arrow of time is not changed.
Pollack effect in the scale of Earth
The surface of Earth is known to be negatively charged so that Earth has an electric field.
(a) The electric field strength has a nominal value VE = 120 V/m and varies in the range
100-300 V/m, as one can for instance learn from the excellent lectures of Feynman
(https://cutt.ly/OHkAWFs or from Wikipedia https://cutt.ly/PHkACG2).
The number density dn/dA of unit charges e per unit area would be about (137/4π)eV /m =
(137/4π)108 /m2 making one unit charge per area corresponding to the size of a large
neuron about 10−4 m. This volume of water happens to have a mass about 1 Planck
mass.
(b) The field extends to the height of about hE = 50 km at which height the conductivity of
the atmosphere is so high that the electric field vanishes in good approximation above
this height. The voltage at this height is about VE = 5 × 105 V. There must be a layer
of positive charge concentrated at this height and neutralizing in a good approximation
the positive charge so that electrosphere would contain structure analogous o a pair
capacitor plates. Note that ionosphere begins at height of a about 48 km.
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(c) The origin of the Earth’s electric field is not known but it is known to be relevant for
life.
The fractality of the TGD Universe suggests that the Pollack effect can be realized also in
the Earth scale. The dark part of the magnetic field of Earth involving monopole flux tubes
could carry dark protons and possibly also other dark particles. This would create the electric
field of Earth. One could see the biosphere as a living organism, Mother Gaia.
(a) If the Pollack effect takes protons to the (gravitational) MB of Earth, Earth becomes
negatively charged and creates an electric field. One dark proton per size scale of
a large neuron (water blog having roughly Planck mass) would be transferred to the
(gravitational) MB of Earth.
(b) The energy of a unit charge received as it travels from the height of hE = 50 km
to the surface of Earth without ohmic resistance of 5 × 105 eV, which corresponds to
electron mass. Electrons travelling from Earth upwards would gain relativistic energy
in this field. Protons travelling downwards would gain the same energy. The photons
radiated by accelerated electrons and protons would have gamma ray energies. This
would explain the association of relativistic electrons and gamma rays to lightning.
(c) Most of the screening positive dark charge should reside at the height of about hE ∼ 50
km. The magnetosphere of Earth has a much larger size of about 10RE at the day-side
of Earth. This suggests that the densities of the dark charged particles (at least protons
and electrons) sum up to zero at higher heights.
The natural option is based on the approximation that the space above hE is a perfect
conductor. In a perfect conductor the surface charge indeed prevents the penetration
of the external electric field inside it.
The dark protonic charge from hydrogen bonds and possibly also dark electronic charge
would basically screen the electric charge of Earth at higher heights of order Earth
radius.
(d) What could the dark positive charge at the height hE consist of? One could consider
dark protons but also dark ions at the oppositely charged boundaries of the conductor.
Dark ions play a key role in the TGD based view of quantum biology. They could
be metal ions for which the valence electrons are gravitationally dark and at similar
U-shaped vertical flux tubes as the dark protons of H bonds [L62].
Why just the height hE ?
(a) p-Adic length scale hypothesis p ' 2k [K27] favours Mersenne primes Mk = 2k − 1 (k is
prime) and their Gaussian analous MG,k = (1 + i)k − 1. Could hE = 50 km correspond
to Gaussian Mersenne? The answer is negative. The corresponding p-adic length scale
√
is proportional to p ∝ 2k/2 . The twin pair (k1 , k2 ) = (239, 241) defines a pair of
Gaussian Mersennes. MG,151 corresponds to cell membrane thickness L(151) = 10−8
m and L(239) is scaled by a factor 244 ' 1.6 × 1013 to L(239) ' 160 km, that is 3hE ,
hE = .5 × 105 km.
(b) The idea that Gaussian Mersennes define fundamental lengths is too beautiful an idea
to be given up too easily. The ionosphere extends from 48 km to about 960 km. Thermosphere extends from 90 km to 500 km.
Could one think of a conductor-like structure with thickness L(241) = 320 km with
boundaries at hE = 50 km and L(241) = 320 km extending from hE = 50 km to
hE,1 = 410 km and having a vanishing total charge so that above this distance Earth
would look negatively charged and carry electric field, whose strength would be scaled
down from its value at the surface of Earth by a factor (RE /(RE + hE,1 )2 ∼ 1.
(c) One can argue that this field would have been observed long ago so that the conducting
region must extend much farther. Despite this objection, one can ask whether these
layers could exist and correspond to membrane-like preferred extremals, which are minimal surfaces in H = M 4 × CP2 . Note that the E 3 projection is not minimal surface
but analogous to a soap bubble [L61]. Also the cell membrane would be accompanied
by this kind of pair of surfaces and magnetic flux tubes would traverse it.
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(d) TGD predicts that any astrophysical object necessary has a non-vanishing but arbitrarily small Kähler charge, which is accompanied by electromagnetic charge. The reason is
that a long range gravitational field defined by the induced metric unavoidably implies
a long range Kähler electric field.
(e) One can argue that this electric field would have been observed so that the conducting
region must extend much farther. Despite this objection, number theoretic intuitions
give the right to ask whether these layers could exist and correspond to membrane-like
preferred extremals, which are minimal surfaces in H = M 4 × CP2 . Note that the E 3
projection is not minimal surface but analogous to a soap bubble [L61]. Also the cell
membrane would be accompanied by this kind of pair of surfaces and magnetic flux
tubes would traverse it.
(f) If dark ions of opposite charges (perhaps as pairs of a dark metallic ion and valence
electrons) reside at the proposed layers with the distance L(241), they could correspond
to dark ionic matter that I have assigned with the MB of Earth. As a matter of fact, one
could say that they reside in the electric body of Earth defined by the boundaries of this
conductor. Could this pair define the analog of the double lipid-layered cell membrane
and could the Earth itself define the analog of a cell nucleus? DNA is negatively charged
and is responsible for the negative charge of the cell nucleus and perhaps of the entire
cell. What could this analogy suggest in the case of Earth?
In the TGD Universe, one can ask whether the Earth is a living organism, Mother Gaia as
an analogy of a monocellular organism but in the scale of Earth.
(a) The capacitor plates would define the analog of a cell membrane having membrane
potential 5×105 eV, which is 107 times higher than the membrane potential V ∼ .05 eV
and corresponds to electron rest mass. Also monocellulars can exhibit action potential
and lightning would be its analog.
Ordinary cells form dark (generalized Josephson
junctions). For them ohmic currents are replaced with oscillating Josephson currents
with Josephson frequency fJ = eV /hef f ' me v0 /GM m.
One can also imagine a gravitational Josephson current defined by the gravitational
potential of the Earth. In this case the energy scale is about eV. In the electric case it
is 107 times higher.
(b) For M = ME , v0 = c and m = mp this would give fJ ' 105 Hz, which is not far from
the cyclotron frequency of electron in the endogenous magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss
deduced from Blackman’s findings [J8] and identified as the monopole flux part of the
Earth’s magnetic field BE with the nominal value .5 Gauss.
(c) Also solar gravitational MB is important in the model and the model of photosynthesis
and ATP involves it in an essential manner [L62]. For Sun with MS ' 3 × 105 ME ,
v0 /c ' 2−11 and m = mp , Josephson frequency would fJ ' 1 Hz. This is the average
value for DNA cyclotron frequency in Bend , which only weakly depends on the length
of the DNA strands since the nucleotides have a negative unit charge.
Since the cyclotron transitions would be associated with dark ions with hef f = hgr,Earth
and fJ would correspond to Josephson radiation associated with hgr,Sun , it would seem
that Josephson radiation induces cyclotron transitions. This would be communication
between solar and terrestrial levels of the dark matter hierarchy? Could solar level
control the terrestrial level?
Models for lightning and ball lightning
The model for the ball lightning would be as follows.
(a) Lightnings would involve the transfer of dark matter to the surface of Earth and they
could arrive to the surface of Earth along gravitational flux tubes. Just like action
potential, lightning would correspond to a local breakdown of superconductivity. Ball
lightning could be born at flux tubes sy heights below hE and generate plasmoids as
primitive life forms.
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(b) The large value of hef f and topological stability of monopole flux tubes would explain
the long life time of ball lightning.
(c) The self-organization of living matter would produce via the Pollack effect plasmoid-like
negatively charged systems in microscales. Ball lightning could be seen as an analog
of a cell. It would also have the counterpart of the cell membrane and a good guess is
that its thickness is scale for .5 m sized ball lightning to .5 cm which happens to be one
half of the Scwartshild radius of Earth which defines the gravitational Compton length.
Whether ball lightning is negatively charged can be tested if it can be produced in a
microwave oven.
Is the proposal consistent with the model of metabolism based on quantum
gravitation?
One can worry about the consistency with the dark gravitational model of metabolism [L62].
(a) The quantum gravitational model of metabolism gives an estimate for the height of the
metabolic dark protons. If the dark protons at a U-shaped flux tube correspond to a
stationary orbit in the gravitational field of Earth, the height from the Earth’s surface
would be about hg = 1.5RE . For proton triplets one obtains the correct value of the
metabolic currency. The strong electric field near the surface of Earth would correspond
to a rather short length scale as compared to this scale. The ratio hE /hg ' 5 × 10−3
is rather small. The gravitational potential energy difference is scaled roughly by this
factor downwards so that the protons at this height cannot liberate metabolic energy
quantum as gravitational potential energy.
TGD assigns to electrons metabolic energy quantum which is by factor me /mp smaller
than the standard metabolic energy quantum by factor of order 1/10 smaller than the
protonic gravitational energy liberated at height hE .
Most of the screening dark protons would be at a height which is much smaller than
the height at which the gravitational potential energy is of order .5 eV for metabolic
energy currency. This is possible since the scale of MB of the Earth is about 10RE at
the day-side.
(b) The electric field is in good approximation given as a gradient of potential and the
voltage between points A and B is same alon all space-time sheets. Therefore the
voltage should be the same also along the gravitational flux tubes if they connect A and
B. Does this mean that gravitational dark protons coming from higher heights than 50
km receive huge energy of about electron mass me .
The metabolic dark protons at the gravitational flux tubes should be able to avoid this electric
field: otherwise they would have energy of order me . How? One can imagine 4 options.
(a) The proposal of [L62] is that the transformation hgr → h for dark protons involves a
reconnection of the gravitationally dark flux tube with flux tube having much smaller
value of hef f and also accompanying dark hydrogen bond. If these flux tubes extend
to a height somewhat larger than h = 50 km, the acceleration could be avoided by
reconnection and staying at this height. The gain of metabolic energy communicated to
the surface of Earth by dark photons would be essentially the same. The naive estimate
for the value of hef f for these flux tubes would be hef f /hgr ∼ hE /RE ∼ 1/100.
(b) The presence of solar gravitational MB was proposed in [L62]. In this case the gravitational Compton length would be Λgr = GMS /v0 , v0 ' 2−11 . This would correspond
to the scale of 6 × 106 m, to be compared with Earth’s radius RE = 6.4 × 106 m! Also
in this case the reconnection would make it possible to avoid the acceleration in the
electric field.
(c) The model of genetic code also requires both dark protons and dark neutrons [L64, L62].
Dark neurons are possible if strong and weak interactions are dark and thus are not
screened below the Compton length of the bosons mediating them. This means a scaling
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of their typical length scaled up by hef f /h: for weak bosons and for hgr , the scale would
be GM/v0 and about .45 cm for M = ME and and about RE for M = MS .
The dark nucleon sequences at the flux tubes would be dark nuclei, which in the TGD
based model are indeed string-like entities [L3]. Dark neutrons could propagate through
the electric field without acceleration. Dark weak bosons would be effectively massless
below the scaled up weak scale and this could explain chiral selection in living matter,
which is very difficult to understand in the standard model.
(d) If the gravitational portions of the flux tubes through the analog of the cell membrane
act as Josephson junctions, the energy would not be dissipated as for Ohmic currents.
There would be only a rapidly oscillating current with Josephson frequency. For the
solar gravitational flux tubes the oscillation frequency would be about 1 Hz. It is not
clear to me whether this could solve the problem.

9.7

Tesla’s Work, Biology, And TGD

If TGD world view is correct, remote metabolism could also have technological implications.
Three different applications mimicking biology come in mind. The communication with
geometric past by sending negative energy photons and receiving positive energy photons
- as memory recall and remote sensing; the initiation of motor actions by sending negative
energy signal to geometric past; and remote metabolism. Zero energy ontology justifies these
ideas.
Energy is the bottleneck of recent day technology. Nuclear energy has well-known problems.
Also the use of, say, oil as a fuel produces environmental problems and for long travels - in
particular space travel - the needed amount of fuel poses an insurmountable problem. The
storage of energy as electric energy has also its difficulties due to the fact that the lifetimes
of accumulators are very limited.
Tesla had surprisingly far reaching vision about the means of generating and transferring
energy in the future society. Tesla speculated about an analogy with biology: in future
technology the energy user would extract energy from environment and do this only when
it needs the energy. Tesla also believed that there exist unidentified energy sources. This
does not imply their identification with zero point energy (ZPE) as often erratically claimed
- ZPE emerged as an outcome of quantum field about which Tesla knew nothing. Tesla also
speculated on a connection to biology.
To me the most amazing and perhaps most important finding reported by Tesla is what he
called “cold electricity” and as a child of his time interpreted it as an evidence for aether
particles and scalar photons. What is amazing is that in TGD framework the reported
properties of cold electricity and aether particles suggest an interpretation as Cooper pairs
of dark electrons and dark photons (recall that we know that dark matter is there!). If this is
really the correct interpretation, dark matter would have been discovered more than century
ago!
In the sequel I will discuss a simple formula expressing the conditions for the transition
to a phase that Tesla called “cold electricity”, identified in TGD framework in terms of
dark matter - and study its generalization to the case of cell membrane allowing to deduce
formulas relating cell membrane critical potential and p-adic length scale assigned to given
dark particle. These formulas are of course only guesses based on general principles and
on available numbers. If the proposed general principles are not correct, one can forget the
formulas!

9.7.1

Tesla’s Work

In this section Tesla’s work about energy transmission and cold electricity are briefly discussed. After that TGD inspired interpretation of the findings is discussed.
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Tesla’s vision about energy transmission
Probably already Tesla (see http://tinyurl.com/yysaqzm) realized the deep problems related to energy and Tesla’s technology based on alternative currents initiated by the discovery
of AC magnetic motor became the basis of the modern society and the transfer of information
by radio waves the standard.
Tesla’s vision was that not only information but also energy could be transmitted as radiation
and this served as his motivation in transmitter experiments. The idea (http://tinyurl.
com/28nbr ) [H11] was that the energy beam sent to what is now known as Kennelly-Heaviside
layer is echoed back and received by the user. The objection against the transfer of energy
by radiation is obvious. In Maxwellian world the radiation from energy source propagates to
all directions and the power density decreases as 1/r2 with distance. Only a small fraction
of radiative energy can be used.
One can of course consider a situation in which geometric optics applies reasonably well: this
requires however that the wavelength used is small as compared to the size of the antenna.
For 200 kHz corresponding to the highest frequency used by Tesla the wavelength is about
1.5 km. For smaller wavelengths one cannot anymore assume that the radiation is reflected
from the upper boundary of Kennelly-Heaviside layer.
To develop this vision Tesla studied so called Tesla transmitters (http://tinyurl.com/
y778g5sg ) and magnifying transmitters (http://tinyurl.com/y7yybrpf ) [H11], which
instead of serving as voltage transformers acted as amplifiers: the primary circuit acted as
a resonant driving force so that an energy transfer to the secondary was achieved. These
circuits act as both receivers and antennas. The circuits applied dynamic switches based on
the di-electric breakdown of the surrounding air and generated in the secondary di-electric
breakdowns through surrounding air to surprisingly long distances. Rather interestingly,
the duration of resonant period after di-electric breakdown putting the switch on was few
milliseconds which is the time scale associated with nerve pulse. I do not know whether
anyone has really explained this co-incidence. Also the frequency range studied was 20-100
kHz which corresponds to biological time scales. Tesla discovered in his experiments X rays
assignable to the high voltages generated in the Tesla transformer.
Tesla also generated radiation propagating through the Kennelly-Heaviside layer (http:
//tinyurl.com/25ur2tl ) - not yet discovered at that time - making possible radio transmissions: Marconi received Nobel prize for radio sender but Tesla in fact discovered the
phenomenon first as was admitted after Tesla’s death. Tesla also found the surface of Earth
acts as a conductor with resistance roughly 1010 times higher than that of Copper. Tesla
also discovered Schumann resonance on basis of his measurements. In my opinion the large
scale effects related to di-electric breakdown discovered by Tesla are not easy to understand
in the framework of Maxwell’s electrodynamics and might involve new physics. It is a pity
that they are seen only as an entertainment nowadays.

Cold electricity
Tesla’s findings [H45, H12] (see the book by Lindeman at http://tinyurl.com/krobpfu
and the article by Akai at
http://tinyurl.com/yd2av3xs.html ) led him to propose the existence of “cold electricity”
running as a visible current along the surface of the Tesla coil in a local direction orthogonal
to the wire of the coil and consisting of charge carriers not detectable by ordinary amp-meter
but generating ordinary electrons at the target.
Cold electricity was not accompanied by dissipation. For instance, the vacuum tube serving
as a diode (conducting current only in single direction) was not heated by the cold currents
although it generated light. In other words, the currents in question were not ohmic. This
brings in mind super-conductivity not yet known at the time of Tesla’s experiments. Cold
electricity was thought to appear as a result of a “traffic jam” with very strong local electric
field leading to a generation of high electronic surface charge densities. This suggests that a
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high density of electrons is necessary for the cold electricity to appear in a phase transitionlike manner.
Cold electricity gave rise to a force parallel to its direction of propagation. As a child of his
time Tesla identified dark electricity as aether particles. Tesla assigned to the cold electricity
also scalar waves - longitudinal photons - manifesting as light emitted in dielectric breakdowns
associated with air gap of primary coil and secondary coil of Tesla transmitter. Longitudinal
polarization explained the force in the direction of motion of the scalar waves. Another
possibility is that the momentum of cold currents transforming to that of matter gave rise
to this force.
Tesla estimated the velocity of the aether particles and concluded that it was superluminal.
Tesla claimed also the that energies and the voltages at the secondary coil were too large
to be explained in terms of ordinary circuit theory: the discrepancy between the observed
value of the voltage for bifilar coil was by a factor about 9 percent higher than predicted
(http://tinyurl.com/ybocsta5 ) [H42, H41]. This might be understood if the ordinary
ohmic dissipation for the cold currents was absent so that the energy of charge carriers was
transformed to kinetic or electric energy as a whole. Tesla speculated with an additional
energy source as an explanation of the strange energetics.
Cold electricity could be perceived as various bodily sensations for pulse lengths not much
shorter than nerve pulse duration of order milliseconds. The accompanying light required
very long exposure time to become visible in photos. This would suggest exotic photon-like
particles were involved and had to transform to ordinary photons in order to become visible
for camera. Human eye was however sensitive to this light.
What was remarkable that the time scale for the di-electric breakdown was measured in
milliseconds. This happens to be the time scale of nerve pulse duration associated with the
electric field of cell membrane higher than the critical value of electric field for dielectric
breakdown in air. This motivates the application o f TGD inspired view about quantum
biology in order to understand the findings of Tesla.

9.7.2

Scalar Waves Of Tesla In TGD Framework

The scalar waves or so called non-Hertzian waves of Nikola Tesla belong to the fringe region
of science. Many proponents of free energy believe that scalar waves might provide a basis for
a new energy and communication technologies. Tesla himself was isolated from the official
science and found no place in text books because his hypothesis about scalar waves did not
fit within the framework of the Maxwell’s electrodynamics. Personally I justified my personal
prejudices against scalar waves by the observation that the formulations for the notion of
scalar waves that I had seen seemed to be in a conflict with the cherished gauge invariance of
gauge theories. The discussions with a Finnish free energy enthusiast Juha Hartikka however
led me to reconsider the status of the scalar waves.
The surprise was that the non-Hertzian waves of Tesla might be possible in TGD framework.
The most plausible explanation relies on many-sheeted space-time.
(a) TGD allows so called massless extremals (MEs, topological light rays) as non-linear
generalization of Maxwellian plane waves. They are characterized by light-like wave
vector and polarization vector orthogonal to it and these vectors can also depend on
space-time position [K77]. The most general wave is a pulse with arbitrary profile
moving along ME with light-velocity along them and preserving its shape.
Since TGD space-time is many-sheeted one can take two waves of this kind on top of
each other in the sense that their M 4 projections intersect in some region of M 4 . The
effective space-time is defined by a piece of Minkowski space with effective metric which
is sum of M 4 metric and deviations of the metrics of sheets from M 4 metric. Effective
gauge potentials are sums of the induced gauge potentials. For two MEs the potentials
at the two sheets and if the wave vectors can be chosen to be in opposite direction in
which case one obtains an effective standing wave with non-vanishing net energy but
vanishing 3-momentum and classical spin. Since MEs can carry light-like charge current
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the resulting system carries non-vanishing charge density and vanishing current Fourier
transforms of the pair give rise to massive spinless states having identification as scalar
waves possibly carrying em charge.
In TGD framework classical gauge boson fields of standard model correspond twosheeted structures - perhaps pairs of MEs connected by wormhole contact pairs having
interpretation as gauge boson. One can consider the possibility that the classical spacetime correlate for gauge bosons massivation at the level of MEs is this kind of pair of
spacetime sheets. For massive gauge bosons the wave vector directions of the two sheets
would be opposite in the rest system and spin would be vanishing.
(b) The original proposal could have been inspired by the electric-magnetic duality of TGD
suggesting a large number of solutions of field equations representing constant energy
density configurations of electric field assignable to bio-electrets, which would be in a
well-defined sense dual to the magnetic flux tube structures with analogous properties.
Also classical gravitational fields generated by classical field energy could be important
in the living matter. One must however take this proposal with a big grain of salt since
there is no proof for the actual existence of this kind of solutions. Furthermore, one can
obtain TGD counterparts of scalar waves as pairs of MEs.

9.7.3

Relating Tesla’s Work To TGD Inspired Quantum Biology

Skeptics can of course argue that if Tesla were right, his claims would have been verified long
time ago. Here I disagree. Dark matter represents the deepest puzzle of modern physics, and
all attempts to find dark matter identified as exotic particles of main stream quantum field
theories have failed. This suggests that some assumption about the nature of dark matter is
badly mistaken. Tesla’s experiments tested Maxwell’s electrodynamics in extreme situations
- typically high voltage pulses generated in switching on of a circuit such as occur in dielectric
breakdown over air gap. Interestingly, also cell membrane - another physics mystery - has a
very high resting potential generating an electric field stronger than that inducing a dielectric
breakdown in air. These situations are different from the extreme situations encountered in
high energy elementary particle physics: long wave lengths and low frequencies are combined
with high voltages, and this makes possible for the hierarchy of effective Planck constants to
make itself manifest if it exist.
My TGD inspired educated guess indeed is that the hierarchy of dark matter phase labeled
by the value of effective Planck constant implying macroscopic quantum coherence might
have made itself manifest in the experiments of Tesla.
Cold electricity as dark matter in TGD sense
It came as a surprise to me that Tesla’s findings - described in [H45, H12] - could be seen as
first experimental indications for dark matter in TGD sense.
Consider first dark photons as counterparts of scalar waves of Tesla.
(a) Scalar waves could correspond to dark variants of ordinary photons with a high value of
effective Planck constant: later an estimate as the ratio hef f /h = ZeV /fAC of Josephson
frequency and AC frequency will be discussed. In TGD inspired biology bio-photons
result in the transformation of dark photon of same energy to ordinary photon. The
low intensity of bio-photons can be explained in terms of low rate for this process. This
could also explain why a long exposure time was required to make the light emitted in
Tesla’s experiments visible. If this interpretation is correct, living matter would be an
optimal detector of dark matter so that subjective experience would provide the most
straightforward proof for the existence of dark matter whereas its detection by using
conventional detectors would be more difficult!
(b) I have earlier considered the possibility of obtaining scalar photons in TGD framework
[K15], and the model of gauge bosons as pairs of fermion and anti-fermion at opposite
ends of wormhole contact together with p-adic mass calculations [K66] suggests (one
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might even argue “predicts” )the existence of longitudinal photons with very low mass.
They need not be relevant for understanding Tesla’s findings if the transfer of dark
matter momentum is able to explain the longitudinal force reported by Tesla.
(c) Massless extremals (MEs)/topological light rays represent TGD counterparts for Maxwellian
radiation fields. Their special feature is that they can carry light-like current and therefore also charge. Local polarization  and light-like momentum vector k are orthogonal
to each other ( · k = 0), and the expression for the current in terms of the induced
gauge field demonstrates that non-Abelian character of field makes possible charge current. In the Maxwellian case  should be non-orthogonal to k. Hence charged MEs
cannot correspond to Tesla’s scalar waves. As in standard model, all particles look
massless in sufficiently short length scales in TGD Universe, and all particles - including also electron - should have MEs as space-time correlates. MEs would therefore
naturally correspond to dark electrons behaving like massless particles below Compton
length scale of scaled up by hef f /h.
In TGD framework Cooper pairs of dark electrons could thus serve as counterparts of Tesla’s
aether particles.
(a) In TGD framework cold electricity could correspond to Cooper pairs of super-conducting
dark electrons with a high value of effective Planck constant. This would explain the
non-ohmic character of dark currents. If the value of hef f is same for dark photons and
dark electrons (this is not necessarily true), the Compton wave length of dark electrons
would be by a factor Ephoton /me smaller than that for dark photons. For a photon
energy of 2 eV this would give a reduction factor of order 4 × 10−6 . This wave length
is still macroscopic (of order of 1 m) for the needed values of hef f /h = n ∼ 1013 . The
large value of the Compton length implies that the overlap criterion for electron wave
functions is satisfied so that the formation of electronic Cooper pairs is possible and
lead to a generation of supra currents which do not dissipate. The absence of ohmic
dissipation could explain why the vacuum diode serving as a diode was not heated and
also why energetics could not be understood in terms of ordinary circuit theory. One
cannot of course exclude the possibility of remote metabolism as an additional energy
source.
(b) If supra currents are formed, they give rise to a path of smallest resistance so that by
standard circuit theory of by hydrodynamical analogy the ohmic current along highly
resistive winding of the Tesla coil is effectively replaced with the supra current flowing
along its surface.
(c) One must make a distinction between supra currents which can run even without any
potential difference and oscillatory Josephson currents running in presence of voltage.
The first guess is that the supra current runs along the surface of the coil and possible
Josephson current runs between the coil and ground and is assignable to the sparks
generated by the coil. The generation of supra currents and Josephson currents would
be favored by the formation of very high electron densities at the locations of the coil
in which the normal value of electric field was very high. Using axon as an analogy, the
supra currents would flow along axon and Josephson currents between the lipid layers
of the axon.
In the case of DC voltage the emerge of Josephson current with frequency determined
by the DC voltage looks natural. For AC voltage the first guess is that dark Josephson
current oscillating with the AC frequency (or its harmonic or sub-harmonic as will be
proposed later) is established. This however requires a constant shift VJ of the Josephson
voltage so that only current would remain strictly sinusoidal. VJ might explain why the
observed voltage in the secondary coil of Tesla transformer is roughly 103 times higher
than the estimated one. VJ could reflect the proposed accumulation of charge (“traffic
jam” ) interpreted as a breakdown of the conductivity of the coil and its transformation
to a capacitor carrying a constant charge. The claimed loss of the conductor property
for the coil for a time interval of few milliseconds could correspond to the generation of
supra current along coil and VJ between coil and ground generating Josephson current
and direct Ohmic currents.
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(d) If super-conducting space-time sheets emerge as dark space-time sheets identifiable as nfurcations of space-time sheets at quantum criticality and if each sheet carries a Cooper
pair of electrons one has the analog of Bose-Einstein condensate. One can assume that
the area S of the critical region of the surface of conductor is that of the partonic 2surface. The guess is that at criticality the electric flux decomposes into sum of smaller
electric fluxes over the sheets of n-furcation such that the small fluxes are equal to
charge 2e of the Cooper pair.
Using 2e as a unit the charge the electric flux over the partonic 2-surface at criticality
equals to the value of hef f /h = n identifiable as the total number of Cooper pairs so
that one obtains an estimate for Planck constant in terms of the critical electric flux:
Ecr S
2e

= n=

hef f
.
h

(9.7.1)

This allows a pseudo-continuum of critical fluxes.
(e) It would seem natural to assume “traffic jam” at some critical value of voltage between
the ends of the coil implies Bose-Einstein condensate-like state of large hef f Cooper
pairs, Josephson currents, and supra currents. In principle this critical electric field
has nothing to do with the critical field Ed for the di-electric breakdown of air. The
needed phase transition would be forced by the “traffic jam” reducing the ordinary
conductivity along the wire of the coil. The traffic jam would occur for some critical
voltage Vcr between the ends of the coil.
i. One especially interesting value of voltage corresponds to the Compton energy of
electron:
eVcr = me ' .5 MeV .

(9.7.2)

Also higher voltages than this were encountered in Tesla’s experiments. This condition is non-local condition. One should not confuse Vcr with VJ , which however
can be assumed to emerge in the phase transition.
Later a justification for the condition will be considered. It is also encouraging
that in Modanese-Podkletnov effect [H46] involving a capacitor for which the second plate is high Tc super conductor, radiation pulses allowing no interpretation
in standard physics framework are generated above the proposed critical voltage
eVcr = me : the TGD inspired explanation of the effect is discussed in [K54].
ii. Combining this condition with Eq. 9.7.1 one would have
Vcr
.
(9.7.3)
L
Here L the total length of the wire of the coil if the electric field is constant along
the wire. Hence di-electric breakdowns would occur as an undesired side effect due
to the very strong fields forced by the Eq. 9.7.2. In the case of cell membrane this
side effect is used for neural communications using nerve pulses. Conditions of Eqs.
9.7.1, 9.7.2, and 9.7.3 would allow to fix the model to a rather high degree. Already
earlier additional assumptions correlating Josephson frequency, AC frequency and
the geometric characteristics of the system were considered.
iii. In air the critical field for di-electric breakdown is Ed ' 3 MeV/m. For higher field
strengths a complete di-electric breakdown (meaning that air becomes a conductor)
takes place. Ed gives for 17 cm long coil eV ' me so that one can understand why
dielectric breakdowns tend to occur unless coil is longer than this. Also dielectric
breakdowns between subsequent turns of the coil are possible and can be seen as a
nuisance. The estimate Ecr = Ed together with the condition 9.7.1 gives for S ∈ {
1 µm2 , 1 cm2 , 1 m2 }, n ∈ {3, 3 × 108 , 3 × 1013 }. Note that the size scale of the
cell nucleus defines the smallest area for which the dielectric breakdown becomes
possible.
Ecr

=
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iv. The millisecond duration of the current is same as for nerve pulse. Nerve pulse
however occurs when the resting potential is reduced below the critical value so that
the two phenomena do not obey identical physics. The current however decreases as
a function of the voltage above criticality (negative resistance): does this mean that
oscillating Josephson currents become dominant charge carriers above criticality
and that for cell membrane this dominance is taken to extreme meaning that ohmic
currents are practically absent?
v. One cannot completely exclude the presence of Josephson currents also below Vcr
but due to the absence of VJ they would not contain the dominating purely sinusoidal component but would have the form
J
cos(2πfAC t)) ,
J0 sin( ffAC

fJ =

ZeV
hef f

,

and periodicity defined by fAC . The sine term would oscillate between values
±J0 sin(

fJ
1
) = ±J0 sin( ) , l = 1, 2, ...
fAC
l

if the condition fJ = fAC /l holds true.
(f) The cold currents induce electronic effects - generation of ordinary electrons - at the
target. This can be understood if a phase transition to ordinary matter occurred when
the criterion for the presence of the multi-furcation is not satisfied anymore. An explosion of a copper wire as it received cold electricity was reported by Tesla. This could be
understood if the proposed criticality criterion was not satisfied so that the dark current
was transformed to ohmic current heating the copper wire.
(g) Tesla reported that dark electricity flowed with superluminal velocity and even determined this velocity. This is in principle possible in TGD Universe: sub-manifold gravity
implies that the light velocity determined operationally from the time for the signal to
travel between two points along light-like geodesics defined with respect to the induced
metric depends on space-time sheet. In TGD inspired cosmology this light velocity is
lower than the light velocity empty Minkowski space (geodesics of M 4 instead of those
of space-time surface X 4 ). If the dark space-time sheets are nearer to M 4 than ordinary
space-time sheets, the effective super-luminality follows.
(h) Cold currents were not seen by amp-meter but caused subjective sensations and were
visible. This conforms with TGD view about the role of dark matter in biology.
This scenario leads to concrete (almost -) predictions.
(a) If amplitude modulation is the mechanism generating dark photons, the values of Planck
constants involved should come as ratios of frequencies involved: only integer ratios for
the frequencies can produce dark photons.
(b) The energies of ordinary photons generated form a continuum such that highest frequencies correspond to frequencies assignable to photons with energy of order eVmax ,
where Vmax is the highest voltage generated by the transmitter. Therefore the energies
can be in X-ray region (keV region) and even in MeV region. The frequencies of radio
waves used were in the range 20-100 kHz so that the range of values of effective Planck
constants can be estimated as frequency ratio if amplitude modulation is the mechanism
producing dark photons.
(c) There is also the amplitude modulation of radio frequency by a frequency associated
with the periodic switching of the current through the air gap caused by the di-electric
breakdown. This modulation could transform the radio wave photons to dark photons
with same energy but frequency considerably below kHz and these dark fields could
in turn modulate the ordinary higher energy photons to dark ones so that one would
obtain dark photons with frequencies below kHz and energies up to the eVmax .
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Isn’t eVcr = me condition rather ad hoc?
The first objection against the condition eVcr = me is that it looks rather ad hoc. The
study of Dirac equation shows that for V > Vcr the sign of the energy of electron changes
from positive to negative so that the roles of electron and positron change. One can argue
that something dramatic must happen in this kind of situation and the phase transition
transforming electrons to their dark counterparts is good candidate in this respect.
An analogous situation was expected to result in atomic physics of very heavy atoms as
the energy of electron changes sign in the strong electric field of heavy nucleus. It however
turned out that something different takes place. In heavy ion collisions exotic pion-like states
decaying to electron and gamma pairs with energy very near to 2me was observed and this
led to a TGD inspired model as lepto-pions identified as bound states of colored excitations
of electron [K108]. Darkness in TGD sense had to be assumed since otherwise they would
be produced in the decays of weak bosons. Could something similar happen also now?
In zero energy ontology (ZEO) the natural assumption is that the scale of causal diamond
(CD) is determined from the condition that the quantity E − ZeV preserves its sign. This
would give me = eVcr condition for the state at rest. The standard quantization condition
analogous to the quantization of magnetic flux but applied to 2-surface with Minkowskian
signature has the following equivalent forms:

ZeV T
hef f
ZeV
hef f

= n ,
= nf , f =

1
.
T

(9.7.4)

The time interval T corresponds naturally to the time scale of CD (temporal distance between
its tips). The condition for n = 1 is consistent implies the quantization condition proposed
in previous section and motivated by the model of dark EEG:

ZeV
hef f

=

fAC
.
l

(9.7.5)

The reason is that fAC in general is harmonic of f : fAC = lf , l = 1, 2, .... Recall that the
identification of fAC as cyclotron frequency for some charged boson is natural and requires
that ions for which cyclotron frequencies (atomic weights in good approximation) are not
multiples of each other cannot appear on the space-time sheet corresponding to same CD.
One cannot however exclude the possibility that space-time sheets continue outside the CD
and therefore the possibility that same space-time sheet is contained partially to sub-CD of
CD.
An objection against eVcr = me condition from biology
One can invent another objection against the identification eVcr = me . For cell membrane
the critical membrane potential for nerve pulse generation is.055 eV rather than.5 MeV so
that the criticality condition would not apply in this case. Does this mean that electronic
super-conductivity is not possible? Should one give up the criticality condition or generalize
it appropriately in this case?
The correct solution of the problem comes from the answer to the question “What happens
as voltage becomes higher than the critical value Vcr ?”. The conjecture is that h increases to
hef f /h = n and n-furcation replaces space-time sheet with its n-sheeted covering. But what
does this mean physically?
To answer it is best to make first clear what we want and see whether we can get it.
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(a) We want criticality condition in the form eVcr = me /n with such an n that Vcr corresponds to cell membrane resting potential. Therefore mass is scaled down by 1/n.
Somehow particle splits to n fractions so that the total quantum numbers, in particular
mass, remain unchanged.
(b) We want p-adicity. Since p-adic length scale hypothesis allows besides standard mass
corresponding to the√p-adic prime p ' 2k characterizing the particle also mass values
scaled by powers of 2, the natural guess is that p-adic length scale is increased by a
factor n = 2∆k .
(c) We want a connection with dark matter in TGD sense: hef f /h = n should hold true for
the resulting state. The resulting state must be interpreted as a many-sheeted structure
defined by n-furcation and all quantum numbers are fractionized so that a given sheet
carries q/n if total quantum number is q. A longstanding issue has been what this
fractionization could mean.
By Maxwell’s equations stating that potential difference is same along any path with
same end points, the potential along each sheet is the same eVcr,new = M/n. The
new version of the criticality condition eVcr,new = M/n for single sheet of the n-fold
covering is the analog of the original condition eVcr = M for single sheeted space-time
surface. This interpretation also allows to understand the formula Ec = hef f ZeB/M
for cyclotron energy as a formula for single sheet of covering carrying mass M/n and
charge Z/n. The charge-to-mass ratio Z/M remains unchanged but summation over
sheets yields the factor hef f /h to the formula of Ec . Hence everything is consistent with
the original motivation for dark matter hierarchy.
(d) One can imagine two alternative mathematical realizations. The dark particle could
correspond to a tensor product of n fractional tensor factors or to a direct sum with
a complete de-localization of single fractionalized particle to various branches. For a
de-localized fractional single particle state the total quantum numbers would be equal
to q/n rather than the desired q whereas for tensor product of fractional single particle
states the total quantum numbers are q as desired. Therefore tensor product option
seems to be the correct one. The fractionized particle is analogous to a full Fermi
sphere with all fractional single particle states filled.
(e) One can consider also states for which any number 1 ≤ m ≤ n of single particle states
are filled. m = 1 corresponds to the option with a complete de-localization and m = n
to the states proposed above. I have earlier proposed [K96] that this kind of states - I
have called them N -atoms, N -molecules, etc... - might allow to understand emergence
of symbolic dynamics in living matter. Fractional second quantization for n-furcations
of space-time sheet seems naturally lead to to these kind of states. These states allow
a natural conjugation operation. A state with m sheets with each of them containing
fractional particle contains holes at the remaining n − m empty sheets. By replacing
holes with particles and particles with holes one obtains a conjugate state. The wild
proposal is that the pairing of states and their conjugates by entanglement with maximal
entanglement entropy defines the molecular analog of sex. State function reduction
would automatically lead to this kind of states having negentropic number theoretic
entanglement and Negentropy Maximization Principle [K30] would stabilize them.
This picture is highly predictive. From the knowledge of the membrane critical potential
one can calculate the value of hef f and from the integer quantization of hef f /h = n gets
constraints on the possible values of membrane potential: this constraint is unfortunately
rather weak since the values of n are rather large. Situation changes if the values of n
correspond to powers of 2: n = 2∆k/2 so that the mass of the dark particle at given sheet
of covering equals to the mass predicted by p-adic mass calculations but in p-adic scale
kef f = k + ∆k. Note that ∆k must be an even number unless one replaces the condition
with the approximate condition n ' 2∆k/2 . This hypothesis might mean that the p-adic
physics associated with the sheet of covering indeed corresponds to p ' 2kef f . The hypothesis
predicts the p-adic prime associated with the cell membrane and also restricts strongly the
value of the threshold potential of the cell membrane.
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(a) In the case of electron p-adic length scale hypothesis predicts the value of the threshold
potential: Vcrit /Vcr = Vcrit /me = n = 2∆k/2 . For ∆k = 46 one obtains eVcrit = .060
eV not too far from the nominal value .055 eV of the threshold potential. The Compton
length of scaled up electron would correspond to k = 127 + 46 = 173, which is 20
µm - a size scale of cell - and longer than the scale Le (167). Note that the ratio
Le (173)/Le (151) = 211 is approximately the same as the ratio of proton and electron
masses. I have also introduced an ad hoc hypothesis that powers of 211 represent
preferred values of hef f .
(b) For biologically important ions one can find the values of membrane critical potential for
which n is power of 2. Since the mass of the ion is in good approximation proportional
to mass number in good approximation it is easy to get reasonable estimates for the
effective (or maybe real) p-adic length scales associated with ions and for the precise
value of the threshold potential. The values of kef f and electrostatic energy E in
threshold potential are given in Table 2 below.
(c) This picture might allow to understand why nerve pulse is generated when the membrane potential is reduced below Vcrit . The earlier vision about resonant interaction
between dark variants of elementary particles and their p-adically scaled up versions
with ordinary value of Planck constant and scaled down mass [K23] assumes that dark
scaled up Compton length nLc equals to the p-adically scaled up Compton length: this
quantizes the values of hef f /h = n to powers of 2. In the case of electron this gives
n = 2∆k = 223 . The reduction of the membrane potential below the critical value would
transform dark electrons to ordinary electrons. Same applies to dark ions. If this is
the case, the ordinary ohmic conduction would set on and lead to a generation of nerve
pulse as a phenomenon analogous to di-electric breakdown. This picture could make
sense also for the neutrino option. What is remarkable that ZEO and dark matter in
TGD sense would be essential for understanding the highly non-intuitive fact that cell
membrane system becomes unstable as membrane potential is reduced in magnitude.
(d) One can try to determine the order in which different charged particles make a transition
to non-superconducting phase during nerve pulse from the ordering of the values of E
as (e, p, Cl− , K + , Ca++ , N a+ ). The inward flux of ions however begins with N a+ ions
and the outward flux with K + ions. That N a+ rather than K + flow initiates nerve
pulse is not a catastrophic prediction: the transition to a non-superconducting phase
initiates the dissipative ion flow only if the concentration of non-super-conducting ions
on the other side is low enough (not true in the case of K + in the beginning of the
action potential).
(e) Voltage gated ion channels are assumed for all ions. Nerve pulse can be also initiated
by voltage dependent calcium channels, and in this case its duration is about 100 ms
instead of few milliseconds. The TGD counterparts for the ion channels should exist
and the following correspondences are suggestive.
• Voltage gated ion channel characterized by channel protein ↔ n-furcated dark
space-time sheet with n depending on ion.
• Closed/open ion channel ↔ the magnitude of the membrane potential above/below
the critical potential.
Voltage gated ion channels would correspond to dark regions of the cell membrane
assignable to proteins rather than to the entire membrane as implicitly assumed hitherto. Metabolic economy (minimization of dissipation) would encourage an analogous
interpretation in the case of ion pumps. Ionic pumps (http://tinyurl.com/y7wq3w7c )
use the energy provided by ATP or the electrostatic energy E = ZeV (depending on ion
only via its charge) provided by the passive transfer of another ion through the cell membrane - the members of the ion pairs might be connected by a magnetic flux tube! The
basic mechanism for pumps would be emission/absorption of negative/positive energy
Josephson photon kicking the ion or ion Cooper pair to the other side of the membrane and thus same as in the generation of ATP. Quantal ionic pumps dissipate much
less than expected, and Ling’s approach postulating the absence of pumps is partially
inspired by this observation.
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Ion
A
z

E/meV
kef f

H+
1
54.6
175
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N a+
23
38.0
189

Cl−
35
50.0
191

K+
19
46.0
189

Ca++
20
44.0
189

Table 9.2: The values of the threshold potential and effective p-adic length scales kef f = k + ∆k
predicted by assuming hef f /h = n = 2∆k . A and z denote the mass number and charge of the ion.
For electron one has kef f = 173 (prime) and E/meV = 60. N a+ , Ca++ and K + all correspond
to same p-adic length scale kef f = 189 (p-adic length scale of 5 mm) if the ion is assumed to
correspond to k = 113 for atomic nuclei. Another posssibility is k = 137 (atomic length scalle)
giving kef f = 213 (p-adic length scale of 20 meters) and should be assigned with the magnetic
body.
There are also questions to be answered. The estimated value of n is same for K + , N a+ , Ca++
so that one might expect them to reside at same n-sheet. Why the channel proteins
are different? Do different ions correspond to different cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates? Could cyclotron frequencies be same or related by powers of two so that local
magnetic field strengths would be different and ions should correspond to disjoint parts
of magnetic body.
It seems that kef f could characterize genuine p-adicity that is p-adicity in the same sense as
ordinary particle obeys it.
(a) I have proposed earlier that dark and possibly also p-adic copies of electroweak physics
and color interactions are present in living matter for the p-adic length scales corresponding to Gaussian Mersennes MG,k = (1 + i)k √
− 1. k = 151, 157, 163, 167 defining
four scaled up electron Compton lengths Le (k) = 5Le (k) in the range [Le (151) = 10
nm, ..., Le (167) = 2.5 µm] [K23]. Weak bosons behave as massless particles below these
p-adic length scales for both p-adic and dark copies. The presence of these copies of
weak physics is suggested by the large parity breaking effects in living matter (chiral
selection), which are still poorly understood.
(b) The hypothesis implies a large number of satellite p-adic length scales if one assumes that
dark variant of particle can transform to ordinary variant of the particle characterized
by a given dark scale characterized n = 2∆k .
(c) The recent conjecture modifies this hypothesis to a statement that given sheet of nfurcation with fractionized quantum numbers - in particular mass - obeys effective padic topology characterized by kef f = k + ∆k. In particular, the exotic weak and color
physics with massless weak bosons and non-confined color below the p-adic length scale
kef f could be obeyed at given sheet of the covering.
Neutrino super-conductivity and cognition
The idea that neutrinos are highly relevant for cognition [K41] is rather attractive in TGD
framework. One of the oldest ideas of TGD inspired biology is the notion of cognitive
neutrino pair identified as pair of neutrino and antineutrino at opposite throats of wormhole
contact, which I have however gave up as unrealistic. In the recent formulation this state
would correspond to a superposition of photon and Z 0 boson coupling only to neutrinos. In
standard model framework the idea about the relevance of neutrinos for biology is of course
complete nonsense, but p-adic length scale hierarchy and TGD view about dark matter allows
to consider this idea at least half-seriously. The observed large breaking of parity symmetry
in living matter (chiral selection) indeed encourages to ask whether the p-adically scaled
counterparts of weak gauge bosons could appear in the length scales of living matter.
There is also second wild idea. In [K10, K14] I have considered the possibility that the
cell membrane can exist in two states: the first state is far from vacuum extremal and
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electromagnetic fields dominate whereas the second state is near to vacuum extremal and
also classical Z 0 fields are important. The latter option would mean maximal sensitivity
to perturbations highly desirable for cells serving as sensory receptors. This leads to a
modification of the model of cell membrane resting potential and rather realistic looking
estimate for the frequencies for which the retinal sensory receptors have maximum response.
(a) For near to vacuum extremal option induced Kähler form is very small and in good
approximation electromagnetic and Z 0 potential energies for e, ν, p and n relate to the
treshold value of the electromagnetic potential energy via
E(X) = Y (X) × eVcrit ,
Y (e) = (−1 + x) ,
Y (ν) = 2 − x , Y (p) = 3 − x ,
1
,
p = sin2 (θW ) .
x = 2p

Y (n) = x , (9.7.6)

These formulas generalize to ions and allow to calculate the values of Vcrit for near
vacuum extremals from the condition m(X) × 2−∆k = E(X), X = e, p or for an ion
with given value of A/z (A is mass number and z is degree of ionization). The modified
threshold potential is given by eVcrit → eVcrit /Y (X) when Y (X) is near unity. The
expressions of Y (X) are deduced in [K10].
(b) The earlier model [K10] made the questionable assumption that for near to vacuum
extremals the value of the Weinberg angle is p = .0295, which is considerably smaller
than the value p = .23 assumed for the phase far from vacuum extremals [K10]. This
assumption was motivated by the condition that the energies of biologically important
ions gained in membrane potential correspond to three peak energies associated with
visual receptors. It has however turned out that the ordinary value of Weinberg angle
can be assumed without losing this prediction if one assumes that Cooper pairs of ions
N a+ , K + , and Cl− rather than ions themselves are the charge carriers. For p = .2397
one obtains (E(e), E(ν), E(p), E(n)) = (1.085, −0.0859, 0.914, 2.086) × Vrest . Except for
neutrino, the scaling factors are rather near powers of 2. Note that for proton the scaling
factor is in good approximation two.
(c) Dropping of two proton Cooper pairs in the production of ATP would liberate total
energy of about 4 × .055 = 0.22 eV. The problem is that this is roughly one half of the
metabolic energy quantum. If two proton Cooper pairs and two neutrino Cooper pairs
are dropped, the liberated energy is of the order of the nominal value of the metabolic
energy quantum. Could it be that the step producing ATP takes place in the region of
cell membrane near to vacuum extremal and that also two neutrino Cooper pairs are
involved in the process? Note that this discrepancy is encountered also in in standard
thermodynamical approach and can be overcome by assigning a gradient of chemical
potential to the cell membrane. In quantum approach one cannot use this kind of
argument.
If one accepts this picture, neutrino super-conductivity with neutrino Cooper pairs as carriers
of Z 0 current becomes in principle possible and is even favored by energetics. I have earlier
considered the possibility that neutrinos play a key role in cognition but gave up the proposed
realization as unrealistic. In the recent situation one must however reconsider a new variant
about the idea of cognitive neutrino Cooper pairs. A nice feature of this notion is that
cognition would be shielded from electromagnetic perturbations from environment.
(a) One can apply the condition E(ν) = mν to see whether it is consistent with the electron
and neutrino masses predicted by p-adic mass calculations in the lowest approximation
√
[K27]. For neutrinos one can identify two options giving mν ∝ sν , sν = 4 or sν = 5.
√
For electron one has me ∝ se , se = 5. For
√ sν = 5 masses are identical for same p-adic
length scale. For sν = 4 one has mν = 2/ 5me = .89me in the same p-adic mass scale.
(b) Assume the recent Wikipedia value p = .23970 for the Weinberg angle. For electron
∆k = 46 giving k = 173 (prime) predicts Vef f = 2−23 me /(−1 + x) ' .0561 eV differing
by 2 per cent from the nominal value.055 eV of the threshold potential for neurons.
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(c) For s = 5 neutrino ∆k = 54 gives k = 181 (prime) and Vef f = 2−27 me /(2 − x) ' .044
eV differing by 10 per cent from the nominal value .040 eV of the threshold potential
for photoreceptors in retina. Interestingly, one has E(p) = eVef f (p) = .040 eV. These
observations provide support for the idea that ordinary neurons/visual receptors correspond to far from/near to vacuum extremals, for the p-adic length scale hypothesis,
and for the criterion m = eVef f . Note that the p-adic mass scales for neutrinos and
the light variant of electron are longer than those associated with Gaussian Mersennes.
This is the case also for the ordinary weak bosons.
These considerations allow to take at least half-seriously the possibility that cell membranes
correspond to near to and far from vacuum extremals depending on whether the membrane
corresponds to neuron (cognition) or sensory receptor (sensory experience) and that electrons
are light and dark for the far from vacuum extremals and neutrinos are light and dark for
the near vacuum extremal.
Magnetic body and topological light rays from the point of view of energy storage
and transfer
As noticed, in Maxwell’s theory the dispersion of EM waves is problematic from the point
of view of energy transmission unless geometric optics applies. In TGD Universe topological light rays possibly associated with magnetic flux tubes make possible precisely targeted
communication and this difficulty might be circumvented. Remote metabolism possible in
zero energy ontology also involves these structures and brings in additional flexibility.
The system using energy could store it temporarily at its magnetic body and transform the
energy of cyclotron BE-condensate into various forms of energy assignable to visible matter.
Tesla’s vision was that energy transfer could take place in planetary scale by reflecting what he
called longitudinal scalar waves from the upper boundary of Kennelly-Heaviside cavity. One
can even imagine that the part of the magnetosphere associated with atmosphere, ionosphere,
the part of magnetosphere rotating with Earth, or even entire magnetosphere could serve as
an energy reservoir from which one could receive energy somehow. One can even ask whether
solar radiation automatically takes care of the loading of these energy reservoirs. If so, the
only problems to be solved would be how to control the magnetic body of the system using
energy and generation of negative energy photons. One can also consider the option in which
the magnetic body of the system is loaded by irradiating it with dark photons at cyclotron
frequencies.
I have proposed that the generation of dark photons with given integer value of ~ef f /~ = n is
possible by performing amplitude modulation of high frequency radiation with frequency fh
using low frequency radiation such that the frequencies are related by fh = n × flow . I have
not been able to give a convincing justification for this proposal. This would generate dark
photons with large value of ~ef f /~ = n. An open question is whether it automatically also
generates dark magnetic flux tubes with accompanying the dark photons or whether they
must be generated by a phase transition increasing ~ef f . In previous section a mechanism
utilizing very strong electric fields and high voltages to generate dark Cooper pairs and dark
photons as Josephson radiation from AC current system was discussed.
Lightnings, ball lightnings, and plasmoids as primitive life forms?
If one takes seriously the idea that Earth’s electric field (see http://tinyurl.com/y8wsggpq)
eEE = 100 eV/m played the role of the electric field associated with cell membrane during
the prebiotic period and also requires that the condition eVcr = .5 MeV for the establishment
of dark supra currents along helical structures, one must conclude that the minimal length of
this kind of structure is about L = 5 km if the electric field remains constant as function of
radial distance. A typical cloud-to-ground lightning flash indeed begins at this height. This
would suggest that lightnings are generated when the criticality condition is satisfied.
EE however weakens with height and the voltage associated with EE reaches maximum
eVE = .3 MeV at height of 30-50 km. This is rather near to eVcr = .5 MeV: perhaps
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lightning is generated when this maximum increases locally above Vcr = me = .5 MeV. This
would mean that lightnings are initiated at much higher heights than thought and by above
considerations could involve dark supra currents. This conforms with the recent observations
that lightnings produce gamma rays and electrons with anomalously high energies (see http:
//tinyurl.com/y8wsggpq).
For the electric field eE = 3 MeV/m corresponding to di-electric breakdown in air perhaps
assignable locally to the lightning the length would be L = 18 cm. I have proposed that plasmoids consisting of plasma and magnetic fields could correspond to primordial life forms. A
charged helical structure carrying current and associated magnetic field defining its magnetic
body would serve as a candidate for a plasmoid. Plasmoid and “ground” would define the
“plates” of a capacitor-like system. If this view is correct, L = 18 cm is the minimum size
scale of plasmoids (say ball lightnings).

9.7.4

How Could This Picture Relate To Biofield Research?

Various biofield therapies (healing by touch, remote healing, using electromagnetic fields,
etc) rely on the observation that weak electromagnetic fields have effects on living matter
and the assumption that this can be used for healing purposes. The article “Biofield Research: A Round Table Discussion of Scientific and Methodological Issues” [J3] gives an
overall view about the challenges encountered. Biofield therapies represent alternative and
complementary medicine and the attitudes of the mainstream are still very hostile. Bioelectromagnetism is a well-established branch of science studying effects of various kinds of
electromagnetic fields on living matter and brain. Interestingly, Tesla is the father of the oldest healing method based on pulsed magnetic field generated by Tesla coil. This method is
also accepted by standard medicine. The pain relieving effects of this treatment is still poorly
understood. Furthermore, the work of the pioneers of bio-electromagnetism like Blackman
and Adey revealed that ELF electromagnetic radiation have essentially quantal effects on
brain in frequency-amplitude windows and that the field values involved are extremely small:
of order 1-10 V/m in typical experiments [K14]. These effects are also poorly understood.
A further idea not accepted by mainstream medicine is the notion of “subtle energy”. The
concept is often used in a metaphoric sense and it is not clear whether its meaning is nearer to
that of information. A more precise meaning for subtle energy could be as some yet unknown
form of metabolic energy. Note that in TGD framework metabolic energy is accompanied by
negentropic entanglement and conscious information at some level of the self hierarchy.
In the round table discussion some basic theoretical problems of biofield research were summarized. What happens to the physiology of the healer during healing? What are the
receptor systems and transduction mechanisms in the healee? What is transmitted between
healer and healee?
TGD allows to consider a possible answer to the latter two questions [K14]. The work
of Blackman and others encourages the hypothesis that the effects on vertebrate brain are
quantal and correspond to cyclotron frequencies for Ca++ ions in magnetic field which is
2/5 of the Earth’s magnetic field (.3 Gauss). For the ordinary value of Planck constant
quantal effects are definitely ruled out - the energy of photons would be ridiculously small
when compared with thermal energy. This could be used as a justification for the hypothesis
about hierarchy of effective Planck constants hef f /h = n following from the basic structure
of TGD, and whose applications are discussed also in this article. If the thickness of the
magnetic flux tube can be controlled as one particular magnetic motor action, also the local
magnetic field can be varied in certain limits, and the outcome is a narrow frequency window.
The understanding of the amplitude windows for external electric field, call it E, is more
difficult and has been a longstanding challenge. This article suggests the reduction of amplitude window to a window for Josephson energy. Denote by θ the angle between the plane of
plates of Josephson junction and E. The energy gained by electron as it moves the distance
d between the “capacitor plates” of a Josephson junction is eV = eEdcos(θ). It is also to
the energy received by dark electron as it receives Josephson photon with energy equal to
the electrostatic energy eV = eEdcos(θ). One can argue that the momentum gained by the
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electron in the absorption of Josephson photon and thus also that of Josephson photon must
be in good approximation tangential to the membrane layer inside which it is confined. Since
the momentum of the Josephson photon is orthogonal to its polarization, cos(θ) must be
rather near to cos(θ) = 1.
(a) The first proposed quantization formula proposed in this article is that Josephson frequency fJ = ZeV /hef f is sub-harmonic of cyclotron frequency: fJ = fc /l, l = 1, 2, ..,
with cyclotron frequency fc identifiable as the frequency of irradiation. This formula
relates the voltage V assignable to the radiation amplitude to its frequency equal to fc .
(b) Josephson junction corresponds to a two-layered structure such that the electrostatic
energy in the voltage between the outer surfaces of the structure corresponds to electron
mass scaled by the value of Planck constant hef f /h = n = 2∆k : eV = me /2∆k . This
works nicely for cell membrane and the cautious proposal is that it works more generally.
(c) A resonant interaction between “large” Josephson junctions and cell membranes is
needed and becomes possible by the exchange of Josephson photons if the Josephson energies eV and the value of hef f /h - that is ∆k are same for the two systems. This gives a
quantization condition for the thickness of the “large” Josephson junction using the value
of electric field E = x V/m with x in the range [1, 10]: eV = eEdcos(θ) = eVcrit = .055
eV giving dcos(θ) = 5.5/x cm. x = 1 corresponds to cos(θ) = 1 giving that the thickness
of the Josephson junction is is 5.5 cm: this is roughly the scale of brain hemisphere.
Variation of the angle θ gives frequency window via cos(θ) = 1/x. At least two frequency windows are reported and correspond to x ∈ [1/2, 1] and x ∈ [1/10, 1]. Already
in the first case the range for θ would be 60 degrees. It seems that several values of d in
the range of [.55, 5.5] cm are required in both cases. They could correspond to p-adic
length scales Le (k) in the range k ∈ [181, 183] for the first case and k ∈ [177, 183] for
the latter case.
(d) Cell membrane as Josephson junction is only a macroscopic description of the situation.
Membrane proteins defining channels and pumps are very natural candidates for a more
precise microscopic description of Josephson junctions at cell membrane scale. Ca++
channels would be especially interesting in this respect since Ca++ is a boson and
can form Bose-Einstein condensates as such. The natural question is what are the
microscopic counterparts of Josephson junctions in longer length scales.
What would be transmitted between the healer and healee could be dark photons and possibly also dark electrons and even ions. The ability to generate negentropy would be also
transmitted and perhaps a better manner to think about the situation is to regard healer
and healee as a single system as long as the flux tube connections generated by reconnection
of flux tubes are present. Also remote metabolism in which healee emits negative energy
Josephson photons received by healer can be considered.

9.7.5

Tesla Coils From TGD View Point

In the sequel coils considered by Tesla are reconsidered from TGD viewpoint and an attempt to understand in more detail the phase transition to dark matter as a phenomenon
accompanying resonance is made.
Is the model for the resting potential really consistent with the interpretation of
Tesla’s experiments?
Is the proposed picture consistent with what happens in Tesla’s experiments, where very high
voltages somewhat above eVcrit = me were created? In living matter the voltage values are
much lower and this determines the value of n = 2∆k/2 . Does this mean that one has n = 1
in Tesla’s experiments? This would be rather disappointing but could quite well make sense
for the coil-Earth system regarded as capacitor. In both situations very strong electric fields
are encountered and the idea about large value of n is very attractive.
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The solution ansatz assumes generation of light fractional electrons as in the case of cell
membrane and starts from from the idea that the subsequent turns of Tesla coil are analogous
to the lipid layers of cell membrane and define Josephson junctions. The observed radiation
assigned to dark currents could also correspond to Josephson radiation.
(a) Since electric voltage propagates with finite velocity of order light velocity along the
coil, there is a potential difference between corresponding points of two subsequent
turns of the coil. Could it be that super-conductivity sets on and oscillatory Josephson
currents flow between the two subsequent turns and the observed light emission can be
assigned with dark currents is Josephson radiation? The electric field is very strong at
points where charge accumulates and one expects phase transition. Since the maximal
value of the oscillating potential difference between subsequent turns above critical
voltage eVcr = me is smaller than eVc r, a scaling of electron mass downwards is however
expected to occur by the proposed criterion for cell membrane: me → me /n, n ' 2∆k/2 ,
n = hef f /h. Electrons would become light.
(b) To estimate n one can use a simple estimate for the voltage as function of time and
angle variable φ along the helical coil of
√ radius R given by equations z = KRφ, ρ = R.
The distance along coil given by s = 1 + K 2 Rφ. One can express K as the ratio of
height to the total
√ length stot of the coil: K = h/stot . The voltage is given by V (t, φ) =
V0 sin[ωAC (t − 1 + K 2 Rφ/c)]. The voltage difference between points of √subsequent
turns with values of φ differing by 2π is ∆V ' (∂V /∂φ)2π = (∂V /∂t)2πR 1 + K 2 /c.
Josephson current is given by
J = J0 sin(

R

dt∆V
hef f

1
) = J0 sin[ 2π
f0 hef f V (t)] ,

f0 =

√c
R 1+k2

.

(9.7.7)

(c) Near zeros of V one has in the first approximation V (t) = V0 ω(t − tmax ) and Josephson
current behaves as
J0 sin[ωef f,J (t − tmax )] ,

(9.7.8)

where
ωef f,J = (2π)2

fAC
1
V0
f0
hef f

(9.7.9)

defines the analog of Josephson frequency for effective voltage
Vef f = (2π)2

fAC
V0 .
f0

(9.7.10)

If one applies the earlier argument this would mean that the critical voltage eVcr = me
is scaled down to Vef f,cr = (2π)2 ffAC
me and that electron becomes dark electron with
0
p-adically scaled down fractional mass at each sheet of multi-furcation.
(d) Using the proposed formulas hef f /h = n = 2∆k/2 = Vcr /Vef f,cr one obtains the estimate
0
n = (2π)−2 ffAC
. For R = .1 m and fAC in the range [20, 102 ] kHz one would have n
in the range [380, 76]. The condition n = 2∆k/2 restricts the range to even powers of
2: ∆k = {16, 14, 12}. The corresponding p-adic scales would be Le (k), k = 127 + ∆k
giving k = 143, 141, 139. k = 139 corresponds to atomic length scale and k = 143 to
4 × Le (139).
(e) The surface density of electronic charge carriers should be few electrons per surface area
defined by Le (k). This condition looks reasonable since electron density is about one
electron per atomic volume. On the other hand, from the critical value of electric field
in air the charge density would be only few electron charges per µm2 (cell size scale).
Electrons should indeed separate to its own dark phase at n-sheet. This would also lead
to high charge density for ions inducing dielectric breakdown.
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What traffic jam in Tesla coil could mean?
What “traffic jam” or its analog could mean from the circuit theory point of view and how
the traffic jam could be resolved in TGD framework?
1. First trial
In the following a simple manner to illustrate the idea in terms of effective description of coil
as L, C, and R in series is discussed first.
(a) It is essential that in the experiments of Tesla both primary and secondary coils were
in resonance with the same resonance frequency so that primary coil acted as driving
force for the secondary and in the resonance created the situation possibly forcing the
new physics to emerge via a phase transition to dark matter phase. Primary feeds the
secondary with a sinusoidal input at resonance frequency. Modelling the secondary as a
circuit with L, C, and R in series, one obtains simple second order differential equation
for its behavior
dI
I
dVext
Ld2 I
+R
+
=
≡ g(t) = Asin(ω0 t)
dt2
dt
C
dt

(9.7.11)

The right hand side represents the voltage assignable to the primary. For L, C, R in
parallel one must express effective R, C, L using the real R, C and L using the formula
√
for p
1/Z as sum of 1/R, 1/C, 1/L. Resonance frequency transforms however from 1/ LC
to R/L in parallel case at the limit of vanishing R. R = 0 in complete resonance for
series is replaced with R = ∞ for parallel case (the current does not flow at all through
R so that the outcome is pure L, C circuit).
(b) Solutions are sums of two solutions of homogenous equation and a special solution of
inhomogenous equation. Solutions of the homogenous equation reduce to linear combinations of two exponent functions
−R
I± (t) = exp(−Ω± t) , Ω =
± iω , ω =
2L

r

1
R
− ( )2 .
LC
L

(9.7.12)

(c) The solutions of inhomogenous equation can be obtained by the variation of coefficients
1
for homogenous solutions that is in the form I±
= C± (t)I± (t) and are given by

s
I±
(t)

Z
=
0

t

g(t)
I± (t)dt × I∓ (t) .
L

(9.7.13)

The outcome from the exponentials is a combination of trigonometric functions and
constant functions, which vanish at origin. The resonance corresponds to ω = ω0 and
means that the exponential decay for the special solutions is compensated by the energy
feed. At the limit R/L → 0 the amplitude of I± divergences and the solution for R/L
is combination of trigonometric functions multiplied by t so that the envelope of the
solution increases linearly.
(d) Physically the resonance means that the charge of the capacitor oscillates with amplitude, which becomes very large at resonance ω = ω0 (the amplitude is proportional to
L/R at resonance for the series case): note that large inductance makes the resonance
stronger. The charge of the coil begins to fluctuate with a large amplitude. To estimate
the charge notice that in a reasonable approximation the current has same phase along
the coil. The reason is that the voltage represents a signal propagating with almost light
−3
velocity along the coil and the phase change
R ∆φ = ωT = ωL/c ∼ 10 and therefore
rather small. Charge is given by Q(t) = I(t)dt in good approximation (current all
points of coil is in the same phase).
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(e) Near resonance the amplitude of charge oscillations becomes very large and the system
must become unstable. Something must happen. TGD inspired proposal is a transition
containing plasma phase and dark matter and dark magnetic flux tubes as a counterpart
of Tesla’s cold currents.
Second trial
Second trial is inspired by catastrophe theory.
(a) Voltage and frequency would be the control variables and |Z| could be taken as behavior variable if cusp is assumed to model the situation. There would exist a critical
frequency interval inside which two phases are possible. The first phase could be ordinary and second phase could correspond to di-electric breakdown generating plasma
and dark currents flowing along dark magnetic flux tubes. This is just one possibility but perhaps the most realistic one. The transition to the phase containing plasma
and dark currents takes place at certain frequency above certain critical voltage and
frequency range becomes wider as the voltage increases. Plasma can be assigned with
the capacitor defined by the di-electric surrounding the coil and the super conducting
dark phase with the dark magnetic body of the coil itself. Both are generated at say
“the lower” sheet of the cusp. The critical voltage corresponds locally to surface charge
density (essentially normal component of electric field at the surface of the conductor)
above which di-electric breakdown takes place.
(b) The end points of the frequency interval correspond to effective resonances since a
sudden transition between the two phases takes place as one approaches the apparent
resonance frequency either from below or above. For genuine resonance would result
from both sides and hysteresis is basic prediction of this model. L, C, R change in
discontinuous manner inducing discontinuous change of Z. In particular, the phase
changes suddenly and discontinuously so that resonance interpretation is suggestive but
would be wrong. Catastrophe theory with |Z| as behavior variable predicts discontinuity
of |Z| at the transition.
(c) The phases have electric resp. magnetic character, and would be in certain sense duals
of each other. In second phase dissipation is small and therefore also |Z| is small whereas
in the second phase dissipation is larger and |Z| is large. Whether resistance increases
or decreases in the transition to dark plus plasma phase depends on the proportion of
the two phases involved.
(d) In this picture one does not have genuine resonances but pairs of dual phase transitions.
Unfortunately, the testing of this proposal is not easy since the impedances are measured
assuming linearity and using rather weak voltages around 1 V whereas plasma phase
and cold currents are generated at voltages, which are above kilovolt scale. Intriguingly,
the resonances appear in this kind of situation as pairs, and it is possible to reproduce
them by a suitable circuit model. It does not look too plausible that small amount of
dark phase and plasma could be present at so low voltages but one must have an open
mind in this respect.
(e) It is possible to obtain also a connection to real resonances since in the vicinity of the
resonance frequency the criterion for the formation of plasma is expected to be satisfied
for high enough voltage. If the value of surface charge density is what matters then the
frequency dependent real part of the charge of the coil defined as integral of the current
I = V /Z near resonance determines the threshold for the generation of the plasma and
dark current. The total charge per area of the coil must be above certain critical value
corresponding to the critical electric field at which di-electric breakdown occurs. This
threshold condition defines the boundaries of the region of (V0 , ω) plane inside which
the two phases can be present. The phase transition between ordinary and plasma
containing phases takes place at its boundaries. Cusp catastrophe would correspond to
a frequency interval around resonance.
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Could one detect the generation of dark matter in the behavior of frequency
dependent impedance?
The generation of dark matter would involve also the emergence “dark magnetic flux tubes”.
Dark magnetic flux tube would correspond topologically to the analog of n-sheeted covering
space for n = hef f /h. Ohmic currents would be replaced with dark supra currents flowing
along dark magnetic flux tubes and correspond to Tesla’s cold electricity. The generation
of strong electron densities and thus strong electric fields at the surfaces of the conductors
- in particular coils - is the prerequisite for the phase transition to dark electronic superconductivity. This would manifest itself as local dielectric breakdowns as in the experiments
of Tesla. Resonances mean strong ohmic currents and the phase transition could accompany
resonances for sufficiently high voltages.
If the dark magnetic fields correspond to separate space-time sheets carrying dark electron
Cooper pairs, there is a temptation to conclude that the presence of the dark currents (“cold
electricity” of Tesla) is not seen in the description of circuits using ordinary circuit theory
applying only for the visible matter. In particular, one can argue that the contribution of
the induced dark magnetic fields to the inductance characterizing visible matter becomes
vanishing. In the framework of circuit theory this would look like a transition to a state in
which the visible part of system - say coil - behaves like a capacitor. Here one must make
distinction between two meanings of capacitance: could behaves like a charge reservoirs
defining together with ground a capacitor like system or could itself becomes analogous to a
pair of capacitor plates. If the second end of the system is grounded, these two views seem
to be more or less equivalent.
(a) In circuit theory description this kind of transition would be analogous to a resonance
since it involves a change of the sign of the phase of the frequency dependent impedance
Z(ω) when the reactance X(ω) in the expression of impedance
Z = R + iX , X = ωL −

1
ωC

vanishes. Note that system is modelled as R, C, and L in series. R, C, and L are assumed
to be slowly varying functions of frequency ω and provide effective reparameterization
for the frequency response of a complex system.
Also modelling as R, C, and L as parallel is possible and means that inverse of Z is sum
of inverses of various contributions. This means a reparameterization giving:
1
1
ω± = −i
±
2RC
2

r
−(

1 2
4
) +
.
RC
LC

One can say that these resonances are duals of each other and related by R/L ↔ 1/RC.
One can say that the roles of inductance and capacitance are changed in the parallel
coupling. Note that q
at the limit R → 0 in parallel case second resonance frequency
√
R
approaches to ω+ =
L . Note that the limit of very large R gives ω± = ±1/ LC.
The interpretation is that the current does not flow through R and one obtains pure L,
C resonance.
(b) The resonances of course have interpretation in terms of ordinary circuit theory thinking
and possible phase transitions to dark phase only accompany the resonances. The turns
of the coil are insulated from each other and same applies to the primary and secondary
of a transformer like system as well as components of a system consisting of several
coils. The insulation is obtained by using di-electric which polarizes so that one obtains
effectively capacitor like systems since insulating material develops a polarization as a
reaction to the charge of the coil. One has effectively L and C in parallel. This gives rise
to a resonance frequency. Since C behaves like surface area per distance between the
plates, and L is proportional to the length of the coil, the resonance frequency decreases
with the size of the coil.
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Resonance interpretation in strong sense requires also that the values of the phase are
near to π/2 for the inductive phase and −π/2 for the capacitive phase for R, C, L in
series. For R, C, L in parallel the roles of L and C are changed. The strength of the
resonance depends on how large the change of the magnitude of the phase angle of Z is.
One has two kinds of resonances depending on the sign of the change of the phase angle
as ω increases. For R, C, and L in series the transition from capacitive to inductive
phase - Φ decreases - would correspond to series resonance in ordinary circuit theory,
where capacitance dominates at low frequencies for series configurations. Increase of Φ
could be called “antiresonance”. Parallel resonance would correspond to the increase
of Φ as function of ω and decrease for “antiresonance”. In the following I will speak
only about resonances. The resonance with a phase transition decreasing/increasing Φ
is expected to be followed by a reverse transition increasing/decreasing it in the case
that Φ is near ±π/2 between resonances (this requires small enough real part of Z).
(c) For coils these two kinds of resonances are expected to correspond to different kinds of
phase transitions.
i. An obvious and directly observable phase transition occurring at resonance is the
generation of plasma phase in di-electric breakdown from the surface of di-electric
surrounding coil wire or from the di-electric surrounding entire coil. This phase
transition dissipates energy, and one expects that resistance increases in the vicinity of the resonance as function of ω. This means also maximum for reactance.
Phase transition like property would suggests sharp peak like maximum instead of
a smooth parabolic maximum.
ii. The phase transition to dark super-conductivity is expected to be assignable to
the coil itself and involve generation of dark magnetic flux tubes and Cooper pairs
of dark electrons as current carries at it. This phase transition is expected to
reduce dissipation and induce a peak like minimum in resistance difficult to explain
in terms of plasma generation - this assuming that impedance corresponds to the
entire current rather than only its visible part. This is the case if the dark current
transforms to ordinary one in the measurement of the current-voltage frequency
response.
iii. These two phase transitions have electric resp. magnetic character and are could
be seen as duals. The data about impedances of certain kind of coils suggests that
these phase transitions occur pairwise at nearby frequencies ω1 and ω2 ] spanning a
frequency range [ω1 , ω2 ] inside which the sign of the phase angle Φ between current
and voltage remains constant. Even Φ is expected to be approximately constant
for small enough values of resistance. The could be also seen as support for the
proposal that resistance has maximum/minimum, which could be assigned with the
proposed two kinds of phase transitions.
iv. There is however a strong objection against this speculative line of thought. Complex circuitry can produce this kind of behaviors without any new physics. This
is clear from the rules for the analytic expressions of the circuit parameters as one
builds circuit from smaller circuits in parallel or in series. The phase transitions
related to new physics should occur for strong electric fields above the threshold for
dielectric breakdown. The peaky behavior however occur also for the impedances
obtained using low input voltages (actually the only possible manner to determine
impedance) so that poor resolution is the natural explanation for it.
(d) Since the dark matter resonance could induce (quantum) phase transition and criticality,
one expects that various physical observables are in general non-analytic functions of the
dimensionless parameter (ω−ω0 )/ω0 near ω0 . This applies also to the phase transition to
plasma phase. ω would be be analogous to temperature and ω0 to a critical temperature.
Whereas high temperature super conductivity is in finite temperature range, the dark
phase would exist in the recent situation in finite frequency range around the resonance
frequency (of course, also the temperature range could be finite).
(e) Typically non-analytic sharp peaks involving functions um , where one has u = |(ω −
ω0 )/ω0 | and m is so called critical exponent, appear. For |Z| one expects have m < 1
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meaning divergent and discontinuous derivative at ω0 . The sides of the curved “V”
(possibly upside down) would be convex - in other worlds, the derivate would decrease
in magnitude as one proceeds from the singularity
outwards. Ordinary circuit theory
√
predicts a smooth parabolic behavior |Z| = R2 + bu2 for which ”V ” would be replaced
with what looks like a bottom of a smooth potential well. For very small resistance R
this situation looks in a non-optimal frequency resolution like Z ' R + ku having
discontinuous but finite derivative at ω0 . These are very general qualitative predictions
and easily testable using sufficiently high frequency resolution so that the local diffeoinvariants can be identified reliably.
(f) It could quite well be that the resonances look like smooth parabolic peaks in good
enough frequency resolution. This does not mean that the assignment of phase transition to the resonance is physically wrong. In TGD framework the notion of resolution
is an essential part of the physical description and different length scale resolutions
correspond to different sheets of many-sheeted space-time. At small space-time sheets
the description in terms as ordinary resonances could quite well make sense. Of course,
already the usual description of critical systems relies on the notion of resolution - in
the recent case for frequency and the successes of the conformal field theory justify fully
the notion of resolution.
TGD based view about high Tc superconductors provides additional insights about the situation.
(a) Since charge carriers are concentrated at the surfaces of conductors, conductors are
effectively 2-D systems and since quantum TGD itself describes a universe which is
effectively 2-dimensional, 2-D conformal field theories with temperature replaced with
frequency as an external parameter could provide a lot of theoretical information about
the system both at criticality and in its vicinity. Of course, dark phase could also occur
in finite temperature range as the properties of living matter suggest. One should of
course test whether linearity is true or whether also amplitude of the oscillating voltage
could a parameter analogous to the dimensionless parameter (ω − ωi )/ωi so that dark
phase would exist also in voltage windows.
By conformal invariance the observables are scaling covariant at criticality and various
correlations functions behave in a simple manner at criticality being characterized by
anomalous dimensions. In the vicinity of critical point various observables are simple
power functions of (ω − ωi )/ωi characterized by critical exponents (http://tinyurl.
com/ybkl3c8c ). The anomalous dimensions and critical exponents do not depend on
the details of the system, and one characterize the system by its universality class near
criticality.
(b) In TGD inspired model of high Tc superconductivity the analog of percolation (say
(liquid trickling through a porous material) (http://tinyurl.com/34nujm ) serves as
a basic mechanism of high Tc superconductivity. Magnetic flux tubes with relatively
small value of hef f would be present and super-conducting but have short length. In
the phase transition to super-conductivity the flux tubes would be scaled up in length
and combine to longer ones corresponding to larger value of hef f and supra currents
would flow through the entire wire. In 2-D case the phase transition to percolation is
believed to be describable by a 2-D conformal field theory.
There exist rather detailed theoretical results about the behavior of the system at criticality and outside it and it might be possible to extrapolate these results to the recent
case. One should be however very cautious since in TGD framework the view about
renormalization group evolution crucial for the standard view about criticality is not
quite the standard one.
(c) Continuous coupling constant evolution having continuous scaling parameter as argument is in TGD framework replaced with a discrete evolution with discrete hierarchy of
p-adic length scales replacing continuous scale. All physical states corresponds to fixed
points of renormalization group for each p-adic length scale. 2-D conformal field theories
indeed describe fixed points renormalization group which the effective 2-dimensionality
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of TGD Universe implied by strong form of holography and general coordinate invariance
conforms with this. Various quantum criticalities differ only in the degree of criticality measured by the number of variables which are critical. In catastrophe theory the
singularities of potential function provide a visualization of the situation: the simplest
situation occurs with potential has extremum. A more critical situation occurs when
also the matrix defined by the second derivatives of the potential function has vanishing determinant. This sequence can be continued indefinitely if the numbers of control
parameters and behaviour variables are arbitrarily large.
What does this general picture imply in the recent situation? For instance, should
one interpret the entire frequency range in which system is dark super-conductor as
critical so that the standard thermodynamical picture assigning criticality only to the
phase transition point would not apply as such in quantal situation. It seems that selforganized criticality is nearer to the TGD picture although the critical system is not
attractor in the ordinary sense in TGD framework. State function reduction generates
critical states and negentropic entanglement and Negentropy Maximization Principle
guarantees their stability.
What would be remarkable is that the generation of dark matter phase would be directly
measurable using standard measurements. For instance, one could study the frequency dependence of impedance for simple coils and transformers to see whether resonance involving
minimum of frequency dependent resistance occur and whether they look like phase transitions - being peaked. If this is the case, one could study the properties of the system around
resonance and try to identify further signatures for dark matter (say Josephson currents between turns of a coil). The conclusion is that it is better to be very cautious: the exotic
phenomena are expected tro occur for very high voltages and electric fields for which linear
circuit theory fails. Peaking however occurs for weak voltages so that they are probably due
to poor resolution.
Could the arrow of time change in electric circuits?
The change of the arrow of geometric time means that dissipation as a loss of energy takes
place in reversed time direction. Second law holds still but in a generalized form. In zero
energy ontology (ZEO) the quantum jump sequence corresponds to a sequence of pairs of
state function reductions to the opposite boundaries of causal diamonds (CDs) defined as
intersections of future and past directed light-cones. The arrow of geometric time would
change in each state function reduction since the state is prepared state at either boundary
and de-localisation occurs at opposite boundary whose position (and thus the size of CD in
quantum superposition) varies.
For large enough CDs the arrow of geometric time as perceived by an observer would remain
constant. For short time scales characterizing CD the observer would interpret the change
of the arrow of time as thermodynamical fluctuations. In living matter the change of the
geometric arrow of time might take place continually. Italian theoretician Fantappie indeed
suggested long time ago that this might be the case and introduced the notion of syntropy.
Syntropy could be interpreted in TGD framework as time reversed counterpart of entropy
[J17].
The reversal of the arrow of geometric time implies that the system becomes apparently an
over unity system producing energy instead of dissipating it. Since dissipation power equals
to P = I 2 /R in circuit theory, time reversal would imply a negative resistance. The concrete
signature for the change of the arrow of time is that the magnitude of the phase angle between
the current and voltage defined by the impedance would become larger than π/2.
There are indications for this kind of phenomenon in coil like systems. For instance, the
measurements of inductance for a coil reported in the master thesis “Voltage distribution
along reactor winding under very fast transients” by Salman Ejaz and Saeed Anwar (http:
//tinyurl.com/ydx85jwa.pdf ) demonstrate this kind of effect (Figure 9) [H22]. The graphs
of impedance demonstrates also the change of the sign of the phase angle as function of
frequency suggesting interpretation as a time reversed resonance. The radical interpretation
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would be as a temporary change of the arrow of geometric time. Also over-unity effects have
been reported - in particular by the free energy community.
The transition to time reversed situation occurs by state function reduction suggesting that
it cannot be performed continuously. For a given CD one cannot change the arrow of time
in a continuous manner by going through an intermediate frequency for which resistance
vanishes. This conclusion does not hold true if the system decomposes a collection of CDs
with different arrows of geometric time in the transition.
Skeptic can invent at least the following objections against this interpretation.
(a) The system measuring the impedance does not work properly and gives phase whose
magnitude exceeds π/2 predicted by the positivity of resistance.
(b) The model of an electric component using LCR parameterization is only an effective
description for a complex system which can involve also a generation of plasma phase
meaning that the coil is not anymore a closed system since charge carriers leak out. It
can happen that the magnitude of the phase difference between current and voltage can
become larger than π/2.
Could remote metabolism work for a Tesla coil acting as a capacitor?
The best manner to demonstrate new phenomenon is to generate it artificially. The previous
considerations suggest a possible model for how artificial remote metabolism could be realized
in terms of something akin to Tesla coil or magnifying transmitter. Bifilar coil (http:
//tinyurl.com/mvweora ) looks like a promising realization of the coil. There are two
options corresponding to the possibilities that the currents in the two components of bifilar
coil runs in same or opposite directions. In the latter case, the magnetic field generated by
the bifilar coil is very weak and coil acts as capacitor.
(a) The secondary in Tesla transmitter acts as both inductance and capacitor. The alternating magnetic field associated with the inductance implies magnetic motor activity
for topologically quantized magnetic field, and would make it ideal for developing reconnections with the flux tubes of a larger magnetic body providing via remote metabolism
the energy and charge to the secondary acting as a capacitor. It is however essential
that the strength of the magnetic field at the flux tube is same as that at the larger
magnetic body.
(b) The model for cold electricity in terms of dark matter suggests that when the voltage
along bifilar coil exceeds critical voltage Vcr , it becomes charged and together with Earth
forms a capacitor in voltage VJ defining Josephson potential for the resulting Josephson
junction. A good guess for Vcr is eV cr = me = .5 MeV. VJ is rather high and above
the critical voltage Vd for dielectric breakdown. The generation of charge is due to the
“traffic jam” for electrons making also possible the phase transition to dark matter. If
this picture is correct, Josephson currents do not appear below Vcr and coil or bifilar
coil acting as a capacitor is necessary for the the remote metabolism. The constant part
of voltage would make the resulting coil/capacitor hybrid analogous to cell membrane.
Also DNA double strand could serve as a similar coil/capacitor-like system: now the
traffic jam would correspond to the presence of two electron charges per nucleotide due
to the attached phosphates expected to relate closely to metabolism and therefore also
remote metabolism.
(c) For general coils or bifilars for which the currents are parallel the transition to the dark
phase would have measurable circuit theoretic correlates. The traffic jam for electrons
would generate dark supra phase propagating along dark magnetic flux tubes. Only
very weak ordinary magnetic fields are generated. Therefore the inductance in visible
sector is very small and system becomes capacitive. The resonance like transitions from
a situation in which the phase of the frequency dependent impedance Z = R + i(ωL −
1/(ωC) (R, L and C depend on ω) characterizing physics in the visible sector suddenly
changes sign and changes from almost π/2 to −π/2 could be seen as a measurable
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signature for the generation of dark Cooper pairs (cold currents of Tesla). Dark phases
could appear in finite frequency ranges.
(d) The interpretation in terms of the credit card mechanism would suggest that the resulting system is able to store energy at its magnetic body and also load it when needed
- even from foreign magnetic body. The loading should be a spontaneous process and
understandable in terms of the need to survive reducing to Negentropy Maximization
Principle [K30]. Hence the system would in this respect act like a living system. Loading
means the sending of negative energy signals to the magnetic body as phase conjugate
Josephson photons. This involves also the change of the arrow of the embedding space
geometric time in the time scale defined by single cycle of the process. Macroscopic
quantum phenomenon would therefore be in question.

9.7.6

Tesla’s Findings From A New Viewpoint

Tesla’s experiments with induction coils generated strong AC electric fields inducing charge
separations leading to di-electric breakdowns through the surrounding air, kind of minilightnings. I have proposed that both real and mini-lightnings involve large hef f phase
making possible high temperature super-conductivity along pairs of magnetic flux tubes
forming possible U-shaped loops which reconnect with the target: this provides a model for
high Tc superconductivity. There is evidence that electrons in lightnings travel to the surface
of Earth with very low dissipation and also gamma rays are observed. These facts are not
consistent with the standard physics models for lightnings since the dissipation in atmosphere
does not allow these phenomena.
A concrete model for the Cooper pairs would be as pairs of electrons at neighboring tubes
with magnetic fluxes which have same (opposite) directions. The presence of magnetic fields
concentrated at flux tubes favors formation of S = 1, L = 1 Cooper pairs (S = 0, L = 2)
Cooper pairs [K9, K97, K40].
To proceed one should try to find a more concrete model for the generation of large value of
hef f making possible super-conductivity.
How to understand the value of hef f ?
The basis problem is to understand how hef f depends on the parameters characterizing
the situation at the magnetic flux tube connecting two systems. I have considered several
mechanisms for the generation of large hef f phase.
(a) The model for hef f in systems involving charge separation stimulated by AC current
was based on the identification of Josephson frequency with the frequency of AC current:
fJ = EJ /hef f = fAC predicting hef f /h = EJ /hfAC [K63].
The findings of Pollack and the difficulties to understand metabolic energy quantum of
nominal value.5 eV in the simplest model for cell membrane as Josephson junction as
Josephson energy for Cooper pair equalto to ZeV = 10 − 10.6 mV inspired the assumption that cyclotron energies at flux tubes traversing cell membrane can be different at
the two sides of the cell membrane [K14, K40]. This would lead to a generalization of
the notion of Josephson junction associated with the transmembrane protein and generalizes fJ = fAC to ∆fc + fJ = fA C predicting hef f /h = EJ /(h(∆fc − fAC ) so that
hef f /h would get arbitrarily large values near resonance fAC = fC . Note that correct
sign requires ∆fC − fAC > 0.
(b) The conjecture ~ef f = ~gr = GM m/v0 could make sense at microscopic level for
particle-Earth pair and would predict a universal spectrum of bio-photons if identified as resulting from the decays of dark cyclotron photons to bio-photons. The first
guess for the parameter v0 would be as a rotational velocity associated with the two
systems such as Earth and electron rotating with it. In case of planetary orbits v = v0
is not consistent with
p v0
v
c
=
c
4πn
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following from Bohr rules in 1/r potential (n denotes the principal quantum number).
(c) hef f = hem = Z1 Z2 e2 /v0 hypothesis is a natural looking generalization in systems
involve large charge separations, say the exclusion zones discovered by Pollack providing
a model for prebiotic life forms. The philosophy would be that when the coupling
strength between systems becomes so large that perturbation theory fails, the value of
hef f increases and makes perturbation theory is in powers of 1/hef f ) possible again.
At space-time level this means emergence of non-determinism so that 3-surfaces at the
future and past boundaries of causal diamond are connected by n-branched space-time
surface for which branches fuse at the two ends. Dark matter would be Nature’s manner
to define what non-perturbative phases are. The strong hypothesis hef f = hem = hgr
might make possible reconnection between em and gravimagnetic flux tubes and ATP
synthase is here a candidate system.
(d) Rotating magnetic systems with high negative charge are also good candidates for generating large hef f at the magnetic flux tubes possibly contain dark proton sequences
identifiable as dark nuclei. I have also proposed that a system subject to constant torque
allowing description in terms of potential function which is multivalued as function of
the angle coordinate φ leads rather naturally to generation of large hef f [K22] when
one requires internal consistency.
Could dark electrons or protons at magnetic flux tubes serve as current carriers?
There are clearly many options for hef f to choose if one wants to model Tesla’s findings.
Some options are characterized by AC frequency and some options by rotation velocity. The
electrons in the secondary Tesla coil were believed to get stuck which one could take to mean
that ohmic AC current does not flow anymore. If this really occurs electrons do not carry
any current and high negative local charge density is generated.
One can consider several mechanisms for the super-conductivity.
(a) Some fraction of electrons flows as dark Cooper pairs along magnetic flux tubes. The
members of the Cooper pair could reside at the flux tubes of the approximately dipolar
magnetic field located in the interior of the coilandat the exterior of the coil near its
surface and carrying magnetic fluxes in opposite direction. The interaction of spin with
magnetic field usually tends to disrupt the Cooper pair but not it stabilizes it. One can
consider several guesses for the value of hef f since AC current is in question.
(b) If the notion of exclusion zone makes sense also for more general systems than water,
one might guess that perhaps dark magnetic flux tubes carrying dark protonic currents
along them are generated. The objection is that water is not present now and this option
works only if there is source of protons. This option does not look very promising now.
Second challenge is to identify candidates for the supra currents and Josephson currents
possibly appearing in the system.
(a) Mini-lightnings carrying supra currents could form when U-shaped flux tubes from the
secondary coil reconnect with “ground” and dark supra current flows along them. The
formula hef f = Z1 Z2 e2 /v0 or even hgr = ME m(pair)/v0 , v0 rotational velocity of
Earth, suggests itself now. Z2 could be the charge 2e of the Cooper pair and Z2 could
be assigned with ground as charge reservoir.
(b) One can also consider Josephson currents flowing along flux tube pairs associated with
the time-dependent dipole magnetic field accompanying the coil. They would replace the
Ohmic AC currents when electrons are “stuck”. Josephson frequency would co-incide
with AC frequency.
In the case of Josephson current the problem seems to be that the voltage defining Josephson
frequency varies periodically as also the magnetic field for AC current. The sticking of Ohmic
charge is however expected to destroy AC current so that one would obtain static voltage if
ohmic DC current runs through the coil. Thus DC current seems to be necessary.
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Static magnetic fields are also necessary for high Tc super-conductivity. They are achieved
if the AC component of the Ohmic current becomes small or vanishing. In Maxwell’s ED
also also a small DC current present unless the coil contains ferromagnet. In TGD Universe
it is also possible that a magnetic field with flux tubes carrying monopole flux requiring no
DC current is is generated. This kind of monopole magnetic fields could be responsible for
the magnetic fields encountered in cosmology and astrophysics (the observed fields are 11
orders of magnitude stronger than the predicted) and could also appear in superconductors
and even in ferromagnets.
In this situation the formula hef f /h = EJ /hfAC would state that the coil acts as a generalized Josephson junction with AC current replaced with Josephson current with fJ =
EJ /hef f = fAC . The formula hef f /h = EJ /(h(∆fc − fAC ) would require that the magnetic field strengths at the ends of coil are different so that also the cyclotron frequencies are different. AC frequency would be equal to the generalized Josephson frequency:
fAC = ∆fc − EJ /hef f . In this case one can consider even the possibility that there is no DC
current so that one has fAC = ∆fc . This fixes the increment ∆B for the magnetic field.

9.8

Teslaphoresis in TGD

I found an interesting popular article about a recently discovered phenomenon christened Teslaphoresis [D15] (see http://tinyurl.com/htyaf4h). This phenomenon might involve new
physics. Tesla studied systems critical against di-electric breakdown and observed strange
electrical discharges occurring in very long length scales. Colleagues decided that these phenomena have mere entertainment value and are “understood” in Maxwellian electrodynamics.
The amateurs have however continued the experiments of Tesla, and Teslaphoresis could be
the final proof that something genuinely new is involved.
In TGD framework these long ranged strange phenomena could correspond in TGD quantum
criticality and to large values of Planck constant implying quantum coherence in long length
scales. The phases of ordinary matter with non-standard value hef f = n × h of Planck
constant would correspond to dark matter in TGD framework. I have earlier considered
Tesla’s findings from TGD point of view and my personal opinion has been that Tesla might
have been the first experimenter to detect dark matter in TGD sense. Teslaphoresis gives
further support for this proposal.
The title of the popular article is “Reconfigured Tesla coil aligns, electrifies materials from a
distance” tells about the effects involved. The research group is led by Paul Churukuri and
there is also an abstract about the work in ADS Nano journal [D15] (see http://tinyurl.
com/z3qybx2). This article contains also an excellent illustration allowing to understand
both the Tesla coil and the magnetic and electric fields involved. The abstract of the paper
provides a summary about the results.
This paper introduces Teslaphoresis, the directed motion and self-assembly of matter by a
Tesla coil, and studies this electrokinetic phenomenon using single-walled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs). Conventional directed self-assembly of matter using electric fields has been restricted
to small scale structures, but with Teslaphoresis, we exceed this limitation by using the Tesla
coil’s antenna to create a gradient high-voltage force field that projects into free space. CNTs
placed within the Teslaphoretic (TEP) field polarize and self-assemble into wires that span
from the nanoscale to the macroscale, the longest thus far being 15 cm. We show that the TEP
field not only directs the self-assembly of long nanotube wires at remote distances (≥ 30 cm)
but can also wirelessly power nanotube-based LED circuits. Furthermore, individualized CNTs
self-organize to form long parallel arrays with high fidelity alignment to the TEP field. Thus,
Teslaphoresis is effective for directed self-assembly from the bottom-up to the macroscale.
To sum up: what is found that single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) polarise and selfassemble along the electric fields created by capacitor in much longer length scales than
expected. Biological applications (involving linear molecules like microtubules) come in mind.
CNTs tend to also move towards the capacitance of the secondary coil of the Tesla coil (TC).
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I the sequel the TGD counterparts for the Maxwellian em fields involved with Tesla coils
are considered in TGD framework and it is found that many-sheetedness of space-time is
necessary to understand the standing waves also involved. The fact that massless extremals
(MEs) can carry light-like currents is essential for modelling currents classically using manysheeted space-time. The presence of magnetic monopole flux tubes distinguishing TGD from
Maxwellian theory is suggestive and could explain why Teslaphoresis occurs in so long length
scales and why it induces self-organization phenomena for CNTs. The situation can be seen
as a special case of more general situation encountered in TGD based model of living matter.

9.8.1

What Tesla coils are?

Wikipedia contains a nice description of Tesla coils ( http://tinyurl.com/mh68y7b). Also
the abstract (see http://tinyurl.com/z3qybx2) provides an illustration about the Tesla
coil used.
Harmonic oscillator serves as an indispensable mechanical analogy for time dependent voltage
source V (t) and components (L, C, R) coupled in series to forma closed circuir. The dynamics
is governed by differential equation

L

dI
I
d2 I
+R
+
= dVext (t) .
dt2
dt
C

(9.8.1)

Here L inductance (associated with coils in the illustration) with LdI/dt telling the voltage
between ends of the inductance coil, C is the capacitance associated with the metal torus
telling the charge of the capacitor (Q = CV ) in potential V relative to the ground. Also
relative capacitance with ground replaced with metal object in constant potential and V with
the voltage between the two makes sense. IR is the contribution to the voltage of the circuit.
Vext is the external voltage. The mechanical analogy corresponds to (I, L, C, R, dVext /dt) ↔
(x, m, 1/k, K, Fext ) where (x, m, k, K, Fext ) are the position, mass force constant, friction,
and external force applied on the harmonic oscillator.
The circuit consists of three parts (see http://tinyurl.com/hetyaac).
(a) The first part has in parallel inductance L0 and AC source characterized by voltage
amplitude V0 and frequency f acting as external driving force. L0 corresponds to the
outer coil in the figure of abstract.
(b) The primary circuit has inductance L1,1 and capacitance C1 in series in the situation in
which di-electric breakdown has not taken place so that the current switch defined by
the air gap is off. There is also internal resistance R1 , not included to the illustration.
In the simplest model for the situation the voltage U1 relates to U0 by U1 /U0 = N2 /N1 ,
where N2 and N1 are in numbers of windings for the two coils. On the other hand, one
has U1 = Q1 /C1 equal to (N2 /N1 )U1 .
When the value of the electric field associated with U1 exceeds critical value (in the range
5-30 kV/m) dielectric breakdown takes place and the current starts to run in the entire
primary circuit (L1,2 , R1 , C1 ) and induces via the coil L1,2 a current in secondary circuit
(L2 , R2 , C2 ). L1,1 corresponds in the illustration of the article to a tunable inductance
and L2 corresponds to the inner cylindrical coil. C2 corresponds to the sum of the stray
capacitance of L2 and capacitance C2 of the metal torus.
The circuits (L1,1 , L1,2 , R1 C1 ) and (L2 , R2 , C2 ) are chosen so that their resonance frequencies are the same and equal to the input frequency to achieve resonance. The
frequencies are in radio frequency range and according to Wikipedia article vary in the
range 50 kHz to 1 MHz. The duration of the on-period much longer than the corresponding time scales.
What happens during the on-period is that capacitor C2 develops oscillating charge
and oscillating electric field orthogonal to the capacitor at its surface. Also oscillating
magnetic field is induced: here the possible current along the electric field lines affects
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the situation. Also at this dielectric breakdowns can occur of the local electric field near
the C2 exceeds critical value.
The discovery is that the radial oscillating electric fields induces what is christened as Teslaphoresis (for more general phenomenon of dielectrophoresis see http://tinyurl.com/
hgj645q). What is seen as surprising is that the phenomenon takes place in length scales
longer than 30 cm. The wavelengths of the AC photons vary in the range [124 m , 6 km].
The fact that Tesla managed to produce this kind of strange phenomena in a length scale of
entire town suggests that the wavelength of the radio waves is the key scale, perhaps quantum
scale.
CNTs polarize and self-organize along the field lines of the electric field involved. CTNs
can also self organize to form a wiring between LEDs and extract energy from the fields
of TC so that the LEDs shine. This would be a partial fulfilment of Tesla’s dream about
wireless energy transfer. If the length scale involved is that of radio waves, the dream might
be realized in rather long scales. Also the tractor effect is observed: CNTs are attracted
towards TC along electric field lines. This can be understood if they develop polarization
parallel to the electric field of the capacitor C2 .

9.8.2

How TGD could be involved?

My earlier attempts to understand what happened in Tesla’s circuits [K15, K63] inspired the
question whether some new physics could be involved. The presence of effects in unexpectedly
long length scales raises the question whether quantum criticality and the hierarchy of Planck
constants could be involved. The conjecture has indeed been that quantum criticality leads
to a generation of phases of ordinary matter with non-standard value hef f = n × h of Planck
constant and thus quantum coherence in length scales scaled up by factor n from what they
are usually [K84]. Dielectric breakdown is a critical phenomenon and an essential part of the
functioning of TC. The test for the hypothesis is to look whether the effects disappear when
the coupling between primary and secondary is not by dielectric breakdown.
Radio wavelengths are used. The experience from quantum biological models [?]ncourages
to ask whether the photons become dark at quantum criticality and whether their energies
E = hef f × f are above thermal energy. TGD inspired quantum biology would suggests that
the energies could be in visible and UV range just as bio-photons identified as decay products
of dark photons. Large energy of dark radiowave photons would make possible effective energy
transfer along long distances. The transformation of dark photons to ordinary photons would
generate energetic photons and could serve as a signature of the effect analogous to biophotons. The self-organization of CNTs along electric field line should involve macroscopic
quantum coherence.
The modelling of time varying electromagnetic fields involves open questions in TGD framework. Consider first the available building bricks [K77, K74].
(a) The imbedding of any em field locally is possible but the imbeddability to CP2 implies
topological field quantization, which is reasonably well understood for static fields. The
preferred extremal property reflecting strong form of holography implying effective 2dimensionality poses further powerful constraints at the level of single space-time sheet
so that extremely restricted repertoire of field patterns is expected to be possible.
At the level of many-sheeted space-time the situation is different. The Maxwellian limit
of TGD is obtained by replacing the sheets of many-sheeted space-time with single region
of Minkowski space and by summing induced gauge potentials at various sheets (test
particle experiences touching space-time sheets experiences the sum of gauge potentials
and induced gravitational field identified as sum CP2 parts of the induced metric).
(b) There are excellent reasons to assume that cosmic string solutions X 2 × Y 2 with X 2
minimal surface in M 4 and Y 2 a homologically non-trivial complex surface of CP2 allow
deformations to magnetic flux tubes having 4-D CP2 projection. One can make Lorentz
boosts for the magnetic flux tubes and together with many-sheetedness this makes
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possible complex repertoire of moving quasi-stationary fields patterns at Maxwellian
limit.
(c) Deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals provide description of Euclidian spacetime regions identified as lines of generalized Feynman diagrams. The light-like 3-D
boundaries between Minkowskian and Euclidian space-time regions having degenerate 4metric can equivalently regarded as lines of generalized Feynman diagrams are identified
as orbits of 2-D partons performing kind of zitterbewebung with local light-velocity. The
average velocity is typically time-like.
(d) Massless extremals (MEs) are radiation type solutions but with local directions of polarization and light-like local propagation 4-velocity (1, v(x) with 1 − v · v = 0. Since
the direction can vary the average current is typically time-like.
The first special feature is that MEs allow light-like currents parallel to (1, v(x). Second
special feature is that linear superposition is restricted to four-momenta proportional
to the local four-velocity (1, v(x)) so that one can say that all Fourier components
correspond to parallel four vectors ((1, v) and (−1, −v) are regarded as parallel). Field
pulses propagate in single direction without change in shape and in precisely targeted
manner, which is optimal situation concerning information transfer.
The general linear superposition of Maxwell’s theory is lost and one can say that for given
space-time sheet the field decomposes to quanta in geometric sense. Linear superposition
is however replaced with set theoretic union of parallel space-time sheets: the test
particle experiences the sum of gauge potentials associated with different sheets so that
nothing is lost in Maxwellian limit.
Consider now what the TGD description could look like for standing waves.
(a) Only linearly polarized waves with local wave vector k are possible. Circular polarizations are not representable classically. In many-sheeted space-time the problem can be
solved by using two parallel space-time sheets with of orthogonal linear polarizations
and suitable phase lag.
(b) In circuit systems there are oscillating electric fields associated with the capacitor and
also oscillating magnetic fields and electric fields accompanying them. These fields do
not propagate although one can assign to them frequency and wave vectors locally. In
Maxwellian theory they can be represented as superposition of real waves propagating
in opposite directions with light-velocity (cos(ωt−kx)+cos(ωt+kx) = 2cos(ωt)cos(kx),
ω = k using unit c = 1).
In TGD framework standing wave solutions are not possible as radiative solutions since
only the waves with parallel local 4-velocities can superpose. At least two parallel spacetime sheets representing copies of MEs related by 4-D reflection are needed to describe
the fields in the region outside capacitor. Since the electric field is radial at the surface
of capacitor C2 , the MEs should propagate parallel to C2 near its surface.
Maxwell’s theory involves currents in an essential manner although their description involves
structural equations and is therefore only phenomenological. These fields have 4-currents as
sources. In the recent case the currents are associated with the surfaces of inductances and
more or less stationary charge densities with the surfaces of the capacitors.
(a) In TGD framework the 4-currents correspond at quantum level to fundamental fermions
at string world sheets and together with partonic 2-surfaces string world sheets carry
the data needed by the strong form of holography (SH). This microscopic description is
quite too far from the practical modelling of Tesla coils. SH guarantees 4-D description
and the question concerns the translation of 2-D vocabulary to 4-D one. One question
is what the fermionic currents assignable to the ends of fermionic strings correspond in
4-D vocabulary.
(b) The field equations for Kähler action do not contain external currents explicitly. MEs
however allow light-like currents parallel to them and by using parallel MEs with lightlike currents boosted in opposite directions it is possible to obtain time-like net currents
at Maxwellian limit.
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In particular, one can have stationary charge densities needed at the surfaces of C2 as
well as currents moving with non-relativistic velocities needed at the surfaces of the
induction coils. The rule could be that parallel MEs gives rise to net current parallel to
microscopic fermionic currents propagating along partonic surfaces: these currents can
look stationary in induced metric at partonic 2-surfaces so that it need not expand).
(c) String world sheets have their ends carrying fermion number at the 3-D light-like orbits
of partonic 2-surfaces. Since monopole fluxes connect wormhole throats, the strings are
parallel to monopole flux tubes connect fermions moving along light-like curves of spacetime surface. If indeed so, magnetic flux tubes and ME form locally orthogonal network.
One cannot therefore neglect the magnetic flux tubes (carrying dark matter). In the
recent case this would suggest the presence of dark magnetic flux tubes in directions
orthogonal to the capacitor C2 . These flux tubes would carry monopole flux and no
current would be needed to generate this magnetic field: the cross section would be two
sheeted closed surface rather than disk with boundary.
The monopole magnetic flux tubes carrying dark matter emanating radially from capacitor C2 would be essential for new physics effects. In particular, dark supra currents
could flow along these flux tubes. Together with MEs they are proposed to play fundamental role in TGD inspired quantum biology.
To sum up, the TGD inspired model of Teslaphoresis could be seen as an application of basic
ideas of TGD inspired quantum biology explaining macroscopic quantum coherence and dark
matter. If so, Tesla would have observed dark matter and new quantum theory based on the
hierarchy of Planck constants already century ago.

Chapter 10

Ufos, Aliens, and the New
Physics
10.1

Introduction

My personal interest in UFOs and extraterrestrials was stimulated by a TV document for
almost decade ago claiming that the locations of UFO observations seem to correlate with
lines of tectonic activity. Michael Persinger’s work about UFO experiences was also very
stimulating. The realization that crop circles are probably not hoax led to a development of
rather unconventional ideas about life forms possibly responsible for the generation of crop
circles.
What are UFOs? What are aliens? The attempt to answer these basic questions requires an
answer to a more general question: What is life. During the last decade I have developed
rather a elaborate theory of consciousness and applied it to the modelling of living matter
as a macroscopic quantum system. The new view about space-time, time and consciousness
allows also to develop ideas about UFOs and aliens, in particular about possible manners
by which highly developed civilizations could receive information about remote parts of the
Universe and to get contact with other civilizations.
In this chapter, which is actually slightly modified popular article, I try first to summarize
the TGD based view about consciousness and living systems. The basic notions are manysheeted space-time, topological quantization and magnetic body, p-adic physics as physics
of intentionality and cognition, and basic ideas of TGD inspired theory of consciousness.
Time mirror mechanism is a basic mechanism in TGD inspired theory of consciousness and
it has also technological applications including instantaneous remote sensing of geometric
past, communications with geometric past, and instantaneous remote utilization of energy,
and perhaps even remote induction of simple life forms, about which simplest are perhaps
plasmoids. The intelligent looking light balls reported repeatedly by UFO experiencers are
indeed identifiable as plasmoids and quite recent experimental findings demonstrate that
plasmoids satisfy the basic criteria justifying their identification as simple life forms.
TGD suggests also a mechanism making possible to reduce gravitational and inertial masses
of space-ships so that they would behave like very light system as observations indeed suggest.
Plasmoids could be living space-ships able to draw their energy from environment by the time
mirror mechanism. It however seems that the highly developed civilizations would probably
not see the trouble to travel to distant galaxies since it is un-necessary, and the finiteness of
light velocity in any case would pose very strong limitations on what they could achieve in
this manner.
Chilbolton and Crabwood crop circles can be interpreted as messages telling basic facts
about the civilization responsible for their construction. Chilbolton message is constructed
using the same format as Arecibo message and tells that both Earth, Mars, and Jupiter
are colonialized. These crop circles might be interpreted as hints about the existence of
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intra-terrestrial/planetary life and this inspired a model for pre-biotic evolution allowing
also a model for the evolution of genetic code. The highly advanced civilization could be
identified as either intelligent intra-planetaries or as ourselves in the geometric future using a
technology based on time mirror mechanism to construct crop circles and using less intelligent
intra-terrestrial plasmoids to construct the crop circles. Sun is depicted to have a smaller
size as in Arecibo message, and Crabwood message came one year and one day after the
Chilbolton message: these hints allow to make estimate about the temporal distance of this
civilization of the geometric future from us.
The hypothesis about hierarchy of macroscopic quantum phases characterized by arbitrarily
large values of Planck constant [K86, K85, K14] resolved the long standing problem of interpreting properly the predicted long ranged classical weak and color fields, and induced a great
leap forward in the evolution of TGD based view about consciousness and life [K89]. This
progress has motivated the insertion of some comments relating to dark matter hierarchy
also in this chapter.
The appendix of the book gives a summary about basic concepts of TGD with illustrations. Pdf representation of same files serving as a kind of glossary can be found at http:
//tgdtheory.fi/tgdglossary.pdf [L7].

10.2

Basic Vision

The 8 online books about about TGD [K56, K47, K67, K51, K34, K66, K65, K50] and 9
books about TGD inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology [K53, K8, K38, K6,
K17, K24, K28, K49, K62] at my home page provide comprehensive (and unavoidably a little
bit out of date) summary of TGD and TGD inspired theory of consciousness. The online
journal JNLRMI [L1, L2] and its follower Journal of Non-locality contain several articles
about TGD inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology and its applications to
remote mental interactions. Here a brief summary of what might be called basic principles
is given.

10.2.1

Quantum-Classical Correspondence

The fundamental meta-level guiding principle is quantum-classical correspondence (classical
physics is an exact part of quantum TGD). The principle states that all quantum aspects
of the theory, which means also various aspects of consciousness such as volition, cognition,
and intentionality, should have space-time correlates. Real space-time sheets provide kind
of symbolic representations whereas p-adic space-time sheets provide correlates for cognition
and intentions. All that we can symbolically communicate about conscious experience relies
on quantal space-time engineering to build these representations. What makes possible to
have even space-time correlates of quantum jumps and quantum jump sequences classical
non-determinism of the basic variational principle determining the dynamics of space-time
sheets and inherent determinism of p-adic variants of field equations.

10.2.2

Classical Physics As Exact Part Of Quantum Theory

4
In TGD Universe space-times are 4-surfaces in the 8-dimensional space H = M+
× CP2
obtained by replacing the points of Minkowski space future light cone with 4-dimensional
compact space CP2 having extremely small size of order 10−30 meters (see Fig. 10.1 ).
Classical physics corresponds to the dynamics of space-time surfaces determined by the criticality in the sense of having an infinite number of deformations for which the second variation
of Kähler action vanishes.

The expectation is that the number of critical deformations defining the symmetries is infinite
and conformal symmetries are in question. The conformal algebras would form an infinite
hierarchy of sub-algebras with generators labelled by integers proportional to an integer
n = 1, 2.... One would have n conformal equivalence classes of space-time surfaces connecting
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given 3-surfaces at the boundaries of CD and n would define Planck constant hef f = n ×
h labelling the hierarchy of dark matters (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
planckhierarchy.jpg or Fig. ?? in the appendix of this book).
This dynamics have several unconventional features basically due to the possibility to interpret the Kähler action as a Maxwell action expressible in terms of the induced metric defining
classical gravitational field and induced Kähler form defining a non-linear Maxwell field not
as such identifiable as electromagnetic field however.
Topological field quantization and the notion of many-sheeted space-time
Quantum classical correspondence is very powerful principle. For instance, the criticality
of Kähler action serving as the basic variational principle can be interpreted as a spacetime representation for the quantum criticality of TGD Univ erse. Hence the solutions of
field equations correspond asymptotically to self-organization patterns for which dissipation
represented by Lorentz 4-force vanishes. This provides the physical intuition which has led
to a discovery of extremely general solution families of field equations. It might even be that
the classical field equations determining space-time surfaces are exactly solvable. The study
of field equations leads to general classification of the phases of matter and simple topological
criterion differentiates between living and “dead” matter [K77, K36].
1. Topological field quantization
The compactness of CP2 implies the notions of many-sheeted space-time and field quantization. Topological field quantization means that various classical field configurations decompose into topological field quanta. Space-time becomes many-sheeted (see Fig. 10.2 ). One
can see space-time as a gigantic Feynman diagram with lines thickened to 4-surfaces. Criticality implies that only selected field configurations analogous to Bohr’s orbits are realized
physically so that quantum-classical correspondence becomes very predictive. An interpretation as a 4-D quantum hologram is a further very useful picture [K20] but will not be
discussed in this chapter in any detail. One implication of many-sheetedness is the possibility of macroscopic quantum coherence.
Topological field quantization implies that the field patterns associated with material objects
form extremely complex topological structures which can be said to belong to the material
objects. The notion of field body, in particular magnetic body, typically much larger than
the material system, differentiates between TGD and Maxwell’s electrodynamics, and has
turned out to be of fundamental importance in the TGD inspired theory of consciousness.
One can say that field body provides an abstract representation of the material body.
Space-time sheets topologically condense to larger space-time sheets by wormhole contacts
(see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/wormholecontact.jpg or Fig. ?? in the
appendix of this book) which have Euclidian signature of metric. This implies causal horizon
at which the signature of the induced metric changes from Minkowskian to Euclidian. This
forces to modify the notion of sub-system. What is new is that two systems represented by
space-time sheets can be unentangled although their subsystems bound state entangle with
the mediation of the join along boundaries bonds connecting the boundaries of sub-system
space-time sheets (see Fig. 10.3 ). This is not allowed by the notion of subsystem in ordinary
quantum mechanics. This notion in turn implies the central concept of fusion and sharing of
mental images by entanglement making possible telepathic communications of mental images
over arbitrarily long distances.
The possibility of negative energies
A further prediction derives from the fact that space-time is 4-surface rather than an abstract manifold. Energy momentum tensor of general relativity is replaced by a collection
of conserved energy and momentum currents, which are 4-vector fields. This makes the notions of energy and momentum precisely defined but also implies that the sign of energy
and momentum depend on the time-orientation of the space-time sheet. Negative energies
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become therefore possible somewhat like in the lines of a Feynman diagram. Negative energy
topological light rays have phase conjugate laser waves [D13, D39] as the most plausible standard physics counterparts, and play a fundamental role in quantum metabolism as a kind of
quantum credit card [K21]. They generate also time like entanglement which corresponds to
a formation of new kind of bound states.
Negative energies might be possible even for ordinary particles and could mean dramatic deviation from the standard quantum theory. The roles of annihilation and creation operators
have changed for negative energy space-time sheets. This would mean that operator combinations involving both annihilation and creation operators would generate states involving
positive and negative energy space-time sheets. One can even imagine that an intentional action could create states with vanishing net quantum numbers and that positive and negative
energy particles could be separated from each other.
Phase conjugate waves [D13, D39] discovered by Zeldovich and his colleagues at seventies in
Russia are counterparts of negative energy photons. They represent signals propagating to
the geometric past and it is possible to understand their strange properties if one assumes that
they have negative energies. Kozyrev was probably the first one to observe phase conjugate
waves from distance astrophysical and propagating towards geometric past [H38]. Sadly,
standard physicists are not yet mature to realize how far reaching this discovery is or not to
even take it seriously.
TGD Universe is quantum spin glass
Since Kähler action is Maxwell action with Maxwell field and induced metric expressed in
4
terms of M+
× CP2 coordinates, the gauge invariance of Maxwell action as as a symmetry of
the vacuum extremals (this implies is a gigantic vacuum degeneracy) but not of non-vacuum
extremals. Gauge symmetry related space-time surfaces are not physically equivalent and
gauge degeneracy transforms to a huge spin glass degeneracy. Spin glass degeneracy provides
a universal mechanism of macro-temporal quantum coherence and predicts degrees of freedom
called zero modes not possible in quantum field theories describing particles as point-like
objects. Zero modes are identifiable as effectively classical variables characterizing the size
and shape of the 3-surface as well as the induced Kähler field.
Long range classical weak and color fields
Geometrization of classical fields means that various classical fields are expressible in terms
of embedding space-coordinates and are thus not primary dynamical variables. This predicts
the presence of long ranged weak and color (gluon) fields not possible in standard physics
context.
The proper interpretation of these fields has been the most difficult challenge that I have
encountered during the development of TGD. So difficult that it took not less than 24 years
before I was mature to realize that these fields can be assigned to a fractal hierarchy of
copies of standard model physics, in particular the physics based on different value of Planck
constantandhaving interpretation in terms of dark matter hierarchy. A good metaphor for
the TGD universe is as an inverted Mandelbrot fractal so that the increase (rather than
decrease) of the resolution scale reveals endlessly new and larger structures due to the scaled
up variants of standard physics not possible to see in shorter length scales.
The exotic weak and color forces appear already in atomic length scales and force to modify
the view about nuclear physics and condensed matter physics [K100, K86]. The charge entanglement induced by W MEs defines the most promising candidate for the general mechanism
for how magnetic bodies perform quantum control of biological bodies: for instance, the
model of nerve pulse generation represents an application of this [I22] [K42]. Chiral selection
in living matter can be seen as a direct evidence for the exotic weak forces operating at the
level of dark matter [K89]. Classical color force in turn is the backbone in the model of color
vision [K16]: colors correspond to increments of color quantum numbers in this model.
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P-Adic Physics As Physics Of Cognition

p-Adic number fields Rp , one for each prime p, and real numbers R are completions of
rational numbers. p-Adic numbers differ from real numbers in that notions of distance,
nearness, and continuity are completely different. p-Adic field equations are also inherently
non-deterministic. For these reasons p-adic numbers are excellent candidates for modelling
of space-time correlates of cognition.
p-Adic numbers
Like real numbers, p-adic numbers can be regarded as completions of the rational numbers
q = r/s (r and s integers) to a larger number field allowing the generalization of differential
calculus. Each prime p defines a p-adic number field allowing the counterparts of the usual
arithmetic operations. A basic difference between real and p-adic numbers is that the notions
of distance are quite different. Any rational can be written as q = pk × r/s where r and s
are not divisible by p. The p-adic norm in Rp (analogous to absolute value in real context)
is |q|p = p−k . In particular for q = pk the norm is p−k and approaches zero when k becomes
infinite. Real norm would become infinite at this limit. Therefore p-adically infinitesimal
corresponds to infinite in the real sense.
p-Adic numbers allow the generalization of the differential calculus. The basic rules of the
p-adic differential calculus are the same as those of the ordinary differential calculus. There is
however one important new element: the set of the functions having vanishing p-adic derivative consists of so called pseudo constants which are piecewise constant function. In the real
case only constant functions have vanishing derivative. This implies that p-adic differential
equations are non-deterministic. This non-determinism is identified as a counterpart of the
non-determinism of cognition, imagination, and intentionality.
p-Adic length scales and p-adic cognitive codes
How the existence of preferred p-adic primes characterizing space-time surfaces emerge was
solved only quite recently. The solution relies on p-adicization based on strong holography
and the idea that string world sheets and partonic surfaces with parameters in algebraic
extensions of rationals define the intersection of reality and various p-adicities. The algebraic extension possess preferred primes as primes, which are ramified meaning that their
decomposition to a product of primes of the extension contains higher than first powers of
its primes (prime ideals to be more rigorous). These primes are obviously natural candidates
for primes characterizing string world sheets number theoretically and it might even happen
that strong form of holography is possible only for these primes. Weak form of NMP allows
also to justify a generalization of p-adic length scale hypothesis. Primes near but below
powers of primes are favoured since they allow exceptionally large negentropy gain so that
state function reductions to tend to select them.
Parallel space-time sheets with distance about 104 Planck lengths form a hierarchy. Each
material object (..., atom, molecule, ..., cell, ...) corresponds to this kind of space-time sheet.
The p-adic primes p ' 2k , k prime or power of prime, characterize the size scales of the
space-time sheets in the hierarchy. The p-adic length scale L(k) can be expressed in terms
of cell membrane thickness as

L(k) = 2(k−151)/2 × L(151) ,

(10.2.1)

where the p-adic length scale L(151) and all p-adic length scales above electron length scale
L(127) were identified erratically in all writings about TGD before 2014. This deserves some
comments.
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(a) The wrong identification was L(151) ' 10 nm implying wrong identification of other
scales above L(127) since I have calculated them by scaling L(151) by an appropriate
power of two. What I have denoted by L(151) is actually obtained by scaling the Compton length Le (127) = ~/me by 2(151−127)/2 and therefore electrons Compton scale if it
would correspond√to k = 151. Since the mass of electron from p-adic mass calculations
is given by me = 5 + X~/L(127), the correct identification of L(151) would be
√
√
L(151) = 2(151−127)/2 L(127) = 2(151−127)/2 Le (151)/ 5 + X = 10/ 5 + X nm , 0 ≤ X ≤ 1 .
Here X denotes the unknown second order contribution of form X = n/M127 , n integer,
to the electron mass, and in the first approximation one can take X = 0 - the approximation is√excellent unless n is very large. In the sequel I will try to use the shorthand
Le (k) = 5L(k) but cannot guarantee that the subscript ”e” is always present when
needed: it is rather difficult to identify all places where the earlier erratic definition
appears. I can only apologise for possible confusions.
(b) This mistake has no fatal consequences for TGD inspired quantum biology. Its detection
however provides a further support for the speculated central role of electron in living
matter. Since the scales obtained by scaling the
√ electron Compton scale seem to be
important biologically (scaled up Comton scale 5L(151) corresponds to cell membrane
thickness), the conclusion is that electrons - or perhaps their Cooper pairs - play a
fundamental role in living matter. The correct value of L(151) is L(151) = 4.5 nm,
which is slightly below the p-adic length scale Le (149) = 5 nm assigned with the lipid
layer of cell membrane.
(c) I have also assigned to electron the time scale T = .1 seconds
defining a fundamental
√
biorhythm as a secondary p-adic time scale T2 (127) = M127 T (127). The
√ correct assignment of T = .1 seconds is as the secondary Compton
time
T
(127)
=
M127 Te (127)
2,e
√
of electron:√ secondary p-adic time scale is T2 (127) = M127 T (127) and corresponds to
T2,e (127)/ 5 = .045 seconds and to f (127) = 22.4 Hz.
These are so called primary p-adic length scales but there are also n-ary p-adic length scales
√
related by a scaling of power of p to the primary p-adic length scale. The model for
photosynthesis [K21] gives additional support for the importance of also n-ary p-adic length
scales Le (n, k) = 2(n−1)k/2 Le (k) so that the relevant p-adic length scales would come as halfoctaves in a good approximation but prime and power of prime values of k would be especially
important. p-Adic length sale hypothesis allows to quantify the notion of many-sheeted spacetime and make rich spectrum of predictions such as p-adic frequencies f (k) = c/L(k) and
corresponding energies (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/manysheeted.jpg or
Fig. 9 in the appendix of this book).
p-Adic cognitive are realized as bit sequences defined by field patterns such that duration
of codeword is Te (n, k) = Le (n, k)/candthe number k1 of bits is a factor of k. For prime
values of k the number of bits is maximal, which is one reason for why they are in special
position. Genetic code correspond to k1 = 6 and memetic code to k1 = 126 [K18]. These
cognitive codes would be universal and especially interesting concerning communications with
extraterrestrial civilizations since they correspond to precisely defined frequencies.
Generalization of number concept
The basic ingredient is the new view about numbers: real and p-adic number fields are glued
together like pages of a book along common rationals representing the back of the book (see
Fig. 10.4 ). This generalizes to the extensions of p-adic number fields and the outcome is a
complex fractal book like structure containing books within books. This holds true also for
manifolds and one ends up to the view about many-sheeted space-time realized as 4-surface
in 8-D generalized embedding space and containing both real and p-adic space-time sheets.
The latter are interpreted as correlates for thoughts and intentions.
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p-Adically infinitesimal is infinite in real sense
One implication is that the rationals having short distance p-adically are very far away in real
sense. This implies that p-adically short temporal and spatial distances correspond to long
real distances and that the evolution of cognition proceeds from long to short temporal and
spatial scales whereas material evolution proceeds from short to long scales. First a rough
sketch is generated and then smaller and smaller details are added gradually. Together
with the non-determinism of p-adic field equations this explains the long range temporal
correlations (ability to realize rough plans) and apparent local randomness of intentional
behavior.
The fact that p-adically infinitesimal distances correspond to infinite distances in real sense
means that continuous p-adic space-time sheets have a literally infinite size. Thus cognitive
body is of infinite size and our thoughts have infinite size in real sense. This turns upside
down the usual view about brain as seat of thoughts and forces a new view about conscious
existence. Particular biological life cycle is like turning attention to a particular biological
body serving as motor instrument and sensory receptor. After biological death the attention
turns to some other biological body perhaps in some other galaxy. This allows also a fresh
look to what one means by extraterrestrial and aliens.
p-Adic fractal statistics as a signature of intentionality
The failure of the real statistics and its replacement by p-adic fractal statistics for time series
defined by varying number N of measurements performed during a fixed time interval T
allows very general tests for whether the system is intentional and what is the p-adic prime
p characterizingPthe “intelligence quotient” of the system. The replacement of log(pn ) in the
formula S = − n pn log(pn ) of Shannon entropy with the logarithm of the p-adic norm |pn |p
of the rational valued probability allows to define a hierarchy of number theoretic information
measures which can have both negative and positive values and one can assign to rational
valued probabilities a unique p-adic entropy Sp as maximally negative entropy and identify
it as information associated with the entanglement. This kind of entanglement is naturally
interpreted as bound state entanglement.

10.2.4 The Core Ideas Of TGD Inspired Theory Of Consciousness
And Quantum Biology
The following ideas of TGD inspired theory of consciousness and of quantum biology are the
most relevant ones for what will follow.
Quantum jump as moment of consciousness and the notion of self
“Everything is conscious and consciousness can be only lost” is the briefest manner to summarize TGD inspired theory of consciousness. Quantum jump as a moment of consciousness
and the notion of self are key concepts of the theory besides quantum mechanical concepts
like entanglement (see Fig. 10.6 ) and bound state (electron and proton in hydrogen atom
provide the basic example of bound state. Generation of bound state quantum entanglement
with environment means that the system loses its consciousness.
Moment of consciousness corresponds to single quantum jump, which has a complex anatomy
not discussed here. Self is a system able to avoid bound state entanglement with environment
and can be formally seen as an ensemble of quantum jumps. The contents of consciousness
of self are defined by the averaged increments of quantum numbers and zero modes (sensory
and geometric qualia). Moments of consciousness can be said to be the counterparts of
elementary particles and selves the counterparts of many-particle states, both bound and
free.
The selves formed by macro-temporal quantum coherence are in turn the counterparts of
atoms, molecules and larger structures. Macro-temporal quantum coherence effectively binds
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a sequence of quantum jumps to a single quantum jump as far as conscious experience is
considered. The idea that conscious experience is about changes amplified to macroscopic
quantum phase transitions, is the key philosophical guideline in the construction of various
models, such as the model of qualia, the capacitor model of sensory receptor, the model of
cognitive representations, and declarative memories.
Selves can have sub-selves and self experiences them as mental images. The TGD based
notion of sub-system allows sub-selves to entangle and this corresponds to the fusion of mental
images: this occurs for instance in stereovision. In the case that the systems in question
represents a mental image, entanglement means fusion and sharing of mental images. The
implication is that the contents of our consciousness is not so private than we have accustomed
to think. For instance, shared mental images could be behind the development of moral rules
and be crucial for the existence of society.
Macro-temporal quantum coherence
Macro-temporal quantum coherence is second consequence of the spin glass degeneracy [K20].
It is essentially due to the formation of bound states and has as a topological correlate the
formation of flux tubes connecting the boundaries of the component systems. During macrotemporal coherence quantum jumps integrate effectively to single long-lasting quantum jump
and one can say that system is in a state of oneness, eternal now, outside time. Macrotemporal quantum coherence makes possible stable non-entropic mental images. Negative
energy topological light rays (MEs) are one particular mechanism making possible macrotemporal quantum coherence via the formation of bound states, and remote metabolism and
sharing of mental images are other facets of this mechanism.
Space-time as a 4-dimensional living organism
p-Adic physics as physics of cognition is a further key idea of TGD inspired theory of consciousness. The original idea that the transformation of p-adic space-time sheet to a real one
in quantum jumps would be a correlate for intentional action has turned out to be unrealistic
and un-necessary and lead to formidable mathematical challenges. Negative energy MEs are
absolutely essential for the understanding of how precisely targeted intentionality is realized.
Entire 4-dimensional space-time can be said to be living and self-organizing structure which
changes in each quantum jump. This means that our geometric future and past contain
civilizations and in principle we could communicate with ourselves of geometric future. Even
our own biological bodies can be lived through many times although one must assume that
there is a kind of “dead time” during which large changes in the immediate geometric past
are not possible: for instance, a different decision in the geometric youth could suddenly and
profoundly change our life in geometric now.
Mersenne hypothesis
The scale of the Josephson frequencies assignable to a given neuron is determined by the value
of Planck constant. TGD inspired quantum biology and number theoretical considerations
suggest preferred values for r = ~/~0 . For the most general option the values of ~ are products
and ratios of two integers na and nb . Ruler and compass integers defined by the products of
distinct Fermat primes and power of two are number theoretically favored values for these
integers because the phases exp(i2π/ni ), i ∈ {a, b}, in this case are number theoretically
very simple and should have emerged first in the number theoretical evolution via algebraic
extensions of p-adics and of rationals. p-Adic length scale hypothesis favors powers of two
as values of r.
One can however ask whether a more precise characterization of preferred Mersennes could
exist and whether there could exists a stronger correlation between hierarchies of p-adic
length scales and Planck constants. Mersenne primes Mk = 2k − 1, k ∈ {89, 107, 127}, and
Gaussian Mersennes MG,k = (1 + i)k − 1, k ∈ {113, 151, 157, 163, 167, 239, 241..} are expected
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to be physically highly interesting and up to k = 127 indeed correspond to elementary
particles. The number theoretical miracle is that all the four p-adic length scales with
k ∈ {151, 157, 163, 167} are in the biologically highly interesting range 10 nm-2.5 µm). The
question has been whether these define scaled up copies of electro-weak and QCD type physics
with ordinary value of ~. The proposal that this is the case and that these physics are in a
well-defined sense induced by the dark scaled up variants of corresponding lower level physics
leads to a prediction for the preferred values of r = 2kd , kd = ki −kj . More general prediction
is hef f = nh, where n is product of distinct Fermat primes and power 2kd .
This proposal will be referred to as Mersenne hypothesis and it leads to strong predictions
about EEG since it predicts a spectrum of preferred Josephson frequencies for a given value
of membrane potential and also assigns to given value of ~ a fixed size scale having interpretations as size scale of body part or magnetic body.
Dark matter hierarchy, sensory representations, motor action, and metabolism
Dark matter hierarchy forces a profound reconsideration of brain metabolism and allows to
develop a detailed model for how magnetic bodies use biological bodies as sensory receptors
and motor instruments [K14] leading among other things to a generalization of the notion of
genome.
For ordinary quantum mechanics photons at EEG frequencies correspond to ridiculously
small energies. Dark matter hierarchy is accompanied by a hierarchy of EEGs and its generalizations with the scalings of frequencies predicted to come in powers r = 2kd , where the
values of kd are fixed by Mersenne hypothesis [K14].
The fact that arbitrarily small frequencies can correspond to energies above thermal threshold
at higher levels of dark matter hierarchy implies that photons with arbitrarily low frequencies
can have sizeable physical effects on matter. This conforms with the findings about the effects
of ELF em fields on living matter [K14], and these effects allow to develop a rather detailed
model for EEG and identify the parts of EEG correlating with communications of sensory
data to the magnetic body and with quantum control performed by the magnetic body [K14].
The implication is that the transfer of energy between magnetic bodies and biological body
could be major factor in metabolism. The question is whether the magnetic bodies provide
metabolic energy for brain or utilize the metabolic energy provided by brain or both. Time
mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig.
10.9 in the appendix of this book) as a mechanism of intentional action would predict that
magnetic body uses the metabolic resources of brain during intentional action. Together
with the strange findings about ionic currents through cell membrane suggesting that ionic
channels and pumps are actually ionic receptors and the ionic currents through them are
only small samples about the net currents, this vision leads to a profoundly new view about
brain metabolism.

10.3

TGD Based View About Life

The notions of many-sheeted space-time, magnetic body, p-adic physics as physics of cognition, time mirror mechanism as a tool to realized intentional action, and possibly also
classical Z 0 force, are the basic elements of TGD inspired view about life (see the figures ??,
http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/manysheeted.jpg or Fig. 9, fluxquant, padictoreal in
the appendix of this book).

10.3.1

The Notion Of Magnetic Body

The magnetic field associated with any material system is topologically quantized, and one
can speak about magnetic body since one can assign given magnetic flux tube to a definite
material system.
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Magnetic body as an intentional agent
An attractive idea is that the relationship of the magnetic body to the material system is
to some degree that of the manual to an electronic instrument. Magnetic body would thus
allow to realize both sensory and abstract symbolic representations about the material body.
Magnetic body would in this case serve as a kind of computer screen at which the data
items processes in say brain are communicated either classically (positive energy MEs) or by
sharing of mental images (negative energy MEs).
Magnetic body is also an active intentional agent: motor actions are controlled from magnetic body and proceed as cascade like processes from long to short length and time scales as
quantum communications of desires at various levels of hierarchy of magnetic bodies. Communication occurs backwards in geometric time by negative energy MEs. Motor action as a
response to these desires occurs by classical communications by positive energy MEs and as
neural activities. This explains the coherence and synchrony of motor actions difficult to understand in neuroscience framework. The sizes of flux tubes are astrophysical: for instance,
EEG frequency of 7.8 Hz corresponds to a wave length defined by Earth’s circumference.
The non-locality in the length scale of magnetosphere, and even in length scales up to light
life, is forced by Uncertainty Principle alone, if taken seriously in macroscopic length scales.
Universal metabolic currencies
The leakage of supra currents of ions and their Cooper pairs from magnetic flux tubes of
the Earth’s magnetic field to smaller space-time sheets and their dropping back involving
liberation of the zero point kinetic energy defines one particular metabolic “Karma’s cycle”.
The dropping of protons from k = 137 atomic space-time sheet involved with the utilization
of ATP molecules is only a special instance of the general mechanism involving an entire
hierarchy of zero point kinetic energies defining universal metabolic currencies. This leads
to the idea that the topologically quantized magnetic field of Earth defines the analog of
central nervous system and blood circulation present already during the pre-biotic evolution and making possible primitive metabolism. This has far reaching implications for the
understanding of how pre-biotic evolution led to living matter as we understand it [K89].
In many-sheeted space-time particles topologically condense at all space-time sheets having projection to given region of space-time so that this option makes sense only near the
boundaries of space-time sheet of a given system. Also p-adic phase transition increasing the
size of the space-time sheet could take place and the liberated energy would correspond to
the reduction of zero point kinetic energy. Particles could be transferred from a portion of
magnetic flux tube portion to another one with different value of magnetic field and possibly
also of Planck constant hef f so that cyclotron energy would be liberated. In the following
only the “dropping” option is discussed.
Dark matter hierarchy and motor control
The following general overview about quantum communication and control emerges from the
model for EEG hierarchy as correlate for dark matter hierarchy discussed in detail in [K14].
(a) Cyclotron frequencies relate to the control of the biological body by the magnetic body
and could be assigned with the magnetic flux sheets going through DNA since it is
genome where protein synthesis is initiated and is thus the optimal intermediate step
in the cellular control.
(b) One of the basic functions of cell membranes is to perceive the chemical environment
using various kinds of receptors as sensors. Neurons have specialized to receive symbolic
representations of the sensory data of primary sensory organs about the situation in the
external world. A good guess is that in this case magnetic flux quanta are hollow cylindrical structures parallel to the cell membrane associated proteins serving as Josephson
junctions. Also magnetic flux tubes parallel to axon serving as as templates for axons
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could define communication lines connecting cell membranes to the cellular magnetic
body Also synaptic contacts should involve similar magnetic flux quanta connecting
them to neuronal magnetic body.
(c) This picture would explain why the temperature of brain must be in the narrow range
36-37 K to guarantee optimal functionality of the organism. If interior superconductivity
is lost, magnetic body receives sensory data but is paralyzed since its desires cannot be
realized. If boundary superconductivity is lost, magnetic body can move but is blind.
(d) In the length scales below the weak length scale Lw also charged weak bosons behave
as massless particles and the exchange of virtual W bosons makes possible a non-local
charge transfer. Dark quark-antiquark pairs associated with the color bonds of the
atomic nuclei can become charged via the emission of dark W boson and thus produce
and exotic ion. The same can happen at the higher levels of dark matter hierarchy.
(e) Massless extremals (MEs, topological light rays) serve as correlates for coherent states
and Bose-Einstein condensates of dark bosons. Besides neutral massless extremals
(MEs) TGD predicts also charged massless extremals obtained from their neutral counterparts by a mere color rotation (color and weak quantum numbers are not totally
independent in TGD framework). The second non-local quantum control mechanism
is based on em charge entanglement involving a superposition of ordinary ions/atoms
and exotic ions connected by a W massless extremal joining magnetic body and biological body. In quantum jump this state would be reduced to exotic charge state with
some probability increasing with the strength of the classical W field. Charged massless extremals could be seen as correlates for non-local quantum control by affecting
charge equilibria whereas neutral MEs would serve as correlates for coordination and
communication. Color charged MEs could also induce color charge polarization and
flows of color charges and thus generate visual color qualia by the capacitor mechanism
discussed in [K16].
(f) These non-local quantal mechanisms can induce or change electromagnetic polarization
in turn inducing ordinary charge flows and thus making possible quantum control of
nervous system by magnetic body. The generation of nerve pulse could rely on the
spontaneous state function reduction occurring for charge entangled state reducing the
resting potential below the critical value by this kind of mechanism inducing charge
transfer between cell interior and exterior. Also remote mental interactions, in particular
telekinesis, might rely on this mechanism.
Emergence of symbols at molecular level and new view about hydrogen bond,
water, and bio-catalysts
The first questions one can ask about dark matter is “What dark atoms could be?”. This
question is discussed in [K85] and more thoroughly and relating it to the general model about
living matter in [K26, K89, K12].
One can imagine two notions of dark atom. The first one is based on r2 -fold radial scaling
of ordinary atom and predicts that energies are scaled down like 1/r2 . Second is based on
r-fold radial folding of the ordinary atom without changing its size. Both of these notions
seem to make sense.
The radially folded atoms seems to be especially interesting biologically. The nucleus of this
dark atom is ordinary whereas electrons are dark. For Mersenne hypothesis the space-time
sheet associated with a dark atom is locally r-fold covering of M 4 , r = 2kd . The sheets
however integrate to a single sheet globally.
Single electron states have very nearly the same energy as in the case of ordinary atoms
since principal quantum number n is fractionized to n/r. Fermi statistics allows also N ≤ relectron states: this is essentially due to the degeneracy caused by the r-fold local stack
structure of space-time sheets.
From the point of exterior world these atoms have an effective fractional charge 1 − N/r
since fine structure constant associated with the interaction of dark electron with external
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world is scaled down by a factor 1/r. N = r corresponds to full electron shell and represents
especially stable state analogous to noble gas atom or magic nucleus.
Dark N-hydrogen atoms, briefly HN -atoms are of especial interest from the point of view
of biology. One ends up with the hypothesis that Hr -atom corresponds to hydrogen atom
appearing in hydrogen bond. Furthermore, HN -atoms could define r-fold alphabet and their
attachment to various bio-molecules could define letters for the names of bio-molecules.
The molecules labelled by name and conjugate name would have enhanced probability to
fuse along the letters and conjugate letters (Nc = λ − N ): in this process one proton would
be liberated and could drop to a larger space-time sheet liberating metabolic energy quantum. This process would define simultaneously the basic mechanisms of catalytic action and
generation of metabolic energy quantum. HN atoms would bring in symbolic representations
and what might be called molecular sex.
The assumption that at least part of water molecules of water in living systems could be of
form HN − O − H and HN1 -O-HN2 leads to a model for ordered water as water in which
only Hr -atoms are bound to oxygen and to answer basic questions concerning the role of
water in bio-chemistry. For instance, the question why hydration induces de-polymerization
unless the water is in ordered phase can be answered. The prediction is that HN − O − H
water acts as a catalytic poison by attaching to the letters of the names of molecules and
thus spoiling catalytic specificity. The identification of ordered water as the precedessor of
gel-phase emerges naturally.
In this framework it is even possible to say something non-trivial about how first replicators
have emerged. The new view about hydrogen bond poses very strong constraints on allowed
bio-monomers. Monomers forming negatively charged polymers at the verge of stability are
ideal since they define optimal targets for catalytic action.
Magnetic Mother Gaia as conscious entity
Magnetic Mother Gaia could also form sensory and other representations receiving input
from several brains via negative energy EEG MEs entangling magnetosphere with brains.
The multi-brained magnetospheric selves could be responsible for the third person aspect
of consciousness and for the evolution of social structures. Some aspects of remote viewing
very difficult to understand if remote viewing involves only the target and viewer [J16],
the successful healing by prayer and meditation groups [J11], and the experiments of Mark
[J18] [J18] support the view that multi-brained possibly magnetospheric selves are involved.
Magnetic flux tubes could function as wave guides for MEs and this aspect is crucial in the
model of long term memory.

10.3.2 Time Mirror Mechanism As A Fundamental Mechanism Transforming Intentions To Actions
Time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or
Fig. 24 in the appendix of this book) is based on the generalization of what happens in the
reflection of light. Instead of reflecting in spatial direction, light propagating in the direction
of past is reflected in time direction. Phase conjugate light waves can be identified as light
propagating in the direction of geometric past and with its photons having negative energies.
Reflected light consists in turn of ordinary positive energy photons.
Intentional actions
Long ranged electro-weak fields, in particular ELF em fields, are crucial for the TGD inspired
model of brain and a natural assumption is that “topological light rays” (massless extremals
(MEs)) are involved with intentional actions.
A concrete picture about the materialization of intentions emerges, when one asks how a
precisely targeted intention could be realized at the atomic or molecular level. The view
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about quantum measurement theory based on Zero Energy Ontology (ZEO) has modified
considerably the original vision about intentional action as a quantum transition replacing
p-adic space-time sheet to a real one.
(a) Contrary to the original view, intention according to the recent view is something,
which develops as mental image (sub-self) and is realized as action when this mental
image dies. This sub-self corresponds to a sequence of state function reductions at fixed
boundary of CD and the first reduction to the opposite boundary means the death of
this mental images and its re-incarnation at opposite boundary of CD. It would seem
that intention can be realized in a precisely targeted manner only for the transitions,
which cannot occur spontaneously, and thus involve the emission of negative energy
MEs.
By NMP negentropy is typically generated in this transition tending to increase the
value of Planck constant hef f = n × h and thus reducing quantum criticality and occurring therefore spontaneously. Negentropy Maximization Principle eventually forces
the occurrence of volitional action - self experiences the urge to perform the action so
strong that cannot resist. Subself representing the mental image about intention tries
to prevent it as long as possible because it means death: all living systems try to stay at
the existing level of criticality and avoid the fatal final state function reduction by practicing homeostasis and using metabolic energy. Weak form of NMP states that self has
freedom to decide whether it performs the reduction producing maximal entanglement
negentropy. It can also perform ordinary quantum jump reducing entanglement entropy
to zero and destroying entanglement. The outcome is isolation from the external world.
The motivation for the weak form of NMP is that we do not live in the best possible
world and have free will to choose between Good and Evil. Strong form of NMP would
produce always mazimal negentropy gain and would mean best possible world.
(b) The generation of negative energy MEs utilizes the buy now-let others pay mechanism of
metabolism, which implies extreme flexibility since system gets energy instantaneously.
Of course, there must exist an unselfish self, which is able to pay and this puts severe
constraints on the mechanism.
(c) W MEs inducing charge entanglement involving exotic nuclear ionizations of opposite
sign in entangled systems are an especially attractive candidate for inducing generalized
motor actions. The mechanism relies on the generation of classical electric fields at dark
space-time sheets in turn inducing via Faraday law electric fields at space-time sheets
containing the ordinary matter: this leads to generation of ordinary ohmic currents.
The generation of nerve pulse could represent one example of a generalized motor action
realized in this manner by magnetic body [K42].
Time mirror mechanism, scalar wave pulses, and wormhole magnetic fields
Many-sheeted space-time makes possible many-sheeted lasers since cold space-time sheets
can contain Bose-Einstein condensates of ions and their Cooper pairs. If the system contains
population inverted many-sheeted laser for which the increment of zero point kinetic energy
corresponds to the energy of photons associated with negative energy MEs, the absorption
of negative energy photons gives rise to a phase transition like dropping of particles to larger
space-time sheet by the induced emission mechanism, and the control signal represented by
negative energy MEs can be amplified if a critical number of particles drops to the larger
space-time sheet. This control mechanism allows an instantaneous motor control in which
intention is transformed to desired represented by negative energy MEs and generates in
geometric past a reaction representing the desired response, say neuronal activity giving rise
to a motor action. This process probably involves entire hierarchy of magnetic selves realizing
their intentions as desires communicated to lower level magnetic selves and the lowest level
corresponds to the regions of brain responsible for liberating metabolic energy.
The simplest possibility is that the transformation of the intention to action generates negative energy topological light rays. The generation of scalar wave pulse transformed is an
alternative mechanism - assuming of course that TGD allows scalar wave pulses! When
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scalar wave pulse moves in matter, charges end up to the space-time sheet of the scalar
wave pulse and accelerate without dissipation. Instead of brehmstrahlung the accelerated
charges emit negative energy “acceleration radiation” having negative energy MEs as spacetime correlates. Since dissipation is negligible this leads to a generation of a strong negative
energy signal. The resulting negative energy photons in turn induce the phase-transition like
dropping of particles of population inverted many-sheeted laser to larger space-time sheets
liberating a beam of positive energy photons, which is much more intense than the control
signal consisting of negative energy photons. A good guess is that scalar wave pulses provide
a fundamental control mechanism in living matter, and that nerve pulse represents only a
special case of this control mechanism.
Intentions could be transformed also to actions by generation of magnetic flux tubes: so called
wormhole magnetic fields [K58] correspond to pairs of magnetic flux tubes having opposite
time orientations and therefore also opposite energies. Wormhole magnetic fields could be
created in quantum jumps. The phase transition like changes of EEG spectrum involving
emergence or dis-appearance of EEG band might be due to the generation of wormhole
magnetic fields giving rise to EEG resonance frequencies via cyclotron transitions and thus
represent motor actions of magnetic body [K14].

10.3.3

Applications Of Time Mirror Mechanism

Time mirror mechanism has become a corner stone of TGD inspired theory of consciousness
and biological applications translate easily to technological applications, which provide a
fresh new about how advanced civilizations might study the surrounding cosmos.
Biological applications
Long term memory, sensory perception, and realization of intentional actions, in particular
motor actions rely on time mirror mechanism mechanism. The idea is simple. To remember
is to “see” the brain of the past. Ordinary seeing is based on reflection of light on an object.
Seeing the brain of past is based on reflection of light in time direction by mirror mechanism.
The same mechanism explains remote mental interactions. Now reflection occurs some other
brain or some other system containing population inverted lasers.
The strange time delays associated with active and passive aspects of consciousness discovered
by Libet [J22] can be interpreted as due to the finiteness of light velocity and astrophysical
size of the magnetic body, and thus lend support for the notions of magnetic body and time
mirror mechanism.
Time mirror mechanism allows also instantaneous remote metabolism: system gets positive
energy by sending negative energy topological light rays/photons to some system able to
receive them. If the receiving system is population inverted laser, a cascade like process
generating positive energy photons propagating to the future and to the system which sent
the negative energy photons. The cascade results because the probability of bosons to drop
in ground state is proportional to the number of bosons already in ground state. This
mechanism makes biological system extremely flexible since any part of it can get energy
instantaneously if needed.
Instantaneous quantum remote sensing?
Ordinary remote sensing technology is limited by the finite velocity of light making it impossible to remote sense actively objects that are too faraway. Time mirror mechanism suggests
a technology of active remote sensing based on time reflection at the studied object and
thus involving no time lapse, and making possible remote sensing of arbitrarily distant, even
astrophysical, objects due to the possibility of amplification in reflection and the fact that
topological light rays are “outside” the space-time and the interaction with matter is very
weak. The only additional condition is the presence of the many-sheeted population reversal.
This condition could be satisfied for living matter at least.
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Dela-Warr camera [J10] might be based on this mechanism. Even more science-fictively and
a little bit of tongue in cheek, one can consider also the possibility of communicating with the
civilizations of the geometric future by using population inverted lasers. Send to the geometric
future classical k-bit signals (k harmonics of the fundamental) at frequencies f (n, k) to tell
that we have discovered p-adic cognitive codes, and wait whether the population inverted
lasers at these frequencies return to the ground state with an abnormally high rate! One
can easily imagine simple codes for communication. For instance, for p-adic length scales
corresponding to visible wave lengths the typical number of bits would be 163.
Remote utilization of energy
In the technological context remote metabolism would translate to a remote utilization of
energy stores making un-necessary the costly transport of the fuel. Only negative energy
signal of critical intensity would be required to generate amplified positive energy signal
from the geometric past providing the energy instantaneously and over long distances. Since
many-sheeted lasers defined by space-time sheets of many-sheeted space-time are everywhere
(energies correspond to zero point kinetic energies), the spaceship could get its energy almost
in any environment which is sufficiently many-sheeted.
The need to carry large amounts of fuel and the limitations posed by the maximal classical
signal velocity are the basic problems of the space technology. The technological variant of
the remote metabolism might provide at least a solution to the fuel problem. The work with
the Searl machine suggests that phase conjugate laser beams could also generate antigravity
effects [K54].
Sharing of mental images and telepathic communications
Time mirror mechanism allows also the system of geometric now to entangle with that of the
geometric past. This means that the systems of geometric now and past share mental images.
This could be the mechanism of episodal memory in which events of geometric past are reexperienced. The mechanism makes also possible telepathic sharing of mental images: for
the system in future the experience represents memory (not necessarily personal) and for the
system of past to precognition. It might be that the civilizations of remote geometric future
have developed this mechanism to a refined technology allowing them to directly experience
what the civilizations of geometric past and future experience. Encounters of UFOs and
aliens could be this kind of remote contacts. They would be absolutely real encounters in
the sense that the sensory perceptions are about real aliens but generated telepathically.
Plasma oscillation patterns as holograms
The so called 4-wave interaction involves four laser beams: probe beam and its phase conjugate and two laser beams in opposite directions and interfering to a standing wave [K7]. In
bio-systems probe beam and its phase conjugate would be responsible for remote metabolism
providing the energy needed to build the hologram by time mirror mechanism. Standing wave
in turn would define a simple hologram serving as a fundamental sensory representation from
which more complex sensory representations are constructed. If the oppositely moving laser
beams have slightly different frequencies, the standing wave pattern moves. Nerve pulse
could basically result in this manner.
Plasma oscillations of ionic charge densities represent standing waves since the plasma oscillation frequency does not depend on the wavelength so that the standing pattern repeats
periodically. The metabolic energy needed to build up plasma oscillation patterns would be
obtained by time mirror mechanism using wave and its phase conjugate (probe beam and its
phase conjugate).
This would be one reason for why ions are so crucial for living cell. All atomic nuclei are
completely ionized Z 0 ions and this would make possible further plasma oscillations. In fact,
the Z 0 plasma frequency of water corresponds to the fundamental metabolic energy currency
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.44 eV so that metabolism could be used to build Z 0 holograms based on water molecules.
Many-sheeted space-time predicts entire hierarchy of plasma frequencies coming as powers
of 2.

10.3.4

Vision About The Evolution Of Life

The notion of many-sheeted space-time could allow to understand many puzzles related to
the pre-biotic evolution [I17, I42]. There are many constraints on the models for pre-biotic
evolution. The models have also many difficulties [I20, I38].
Cognitive evolution proceeding from long to short scales is also present
General principles of TGD lead to an overview about how evolution must have proceeded.
Usually the evolution of life is seen as an evolution proceeding from short to long length
scales (atoms, molecules, cells, ...). Also cognitive evolution must have occurred in parallel
with the chemical evolution, and since p-adically small means large in real sense, one can
argue that cognitive growth must have proceeded from long length and time scales to short
ones. Learning of a motor skill and carving a statue by starting from a rough sketch and
adding gradually details are good examples of the process. Magnetic flux tubes structure
must have developed gradually more and more intricate by the emergence of local structures
by a process analogous to a construction of a fractal. The resulting magnetic flux tube
structures have in turn served as templates for the formation of bio-matter.
The study of field equations leads to a classification for the phases of matter according to
the dimension of CP2 projection. Magnetic field structures for which CP2 projections have
dimensions D = 2 and D = 3 have interpretation as phases analogous to ferromagnetic phase
and spin glass phase respectively and D = 2 → 3 phase transition would be presumably
induced by the interaction of flux tube structures with bio-matter and lead to the extremely
complex but organized phase identifiable as living matter. D = 4 phase would in turn
correspond to chaotic phase analogous to a demagnetized phase.
These ideas lead to a rather detailed vision about how the pre-biotic evolution might have
proceeded.
1. Standard vision about pre-biotic life is problematic
The prevailing mechanistic world view forces to conclude that life emerged accidentally in
young Earth during a relatively short time period of about.3 billion years. On basis of
extensive computer simulations, one can fairly say that a spontaneous generation of life in
primordial ocean seems extremely implausible [I20].
TGD replaces materialistic view with a continual re-creation in which classical universe in
4-dimensional sense is replaced by a new one in each quantum jump. p-Adic length scale
hypothesis allows to formulate the notion of evolution precisely as a generation of increasingly
larger space-time sheets characterized by preferred p-adic primes meaning also a sequence of
symmetry breakings. Macroscopic and even astrophysical quantum coherence becomes a key
features of living matter. Theory is partially non-deterministic also in classical sense but the
absolute minimization of Kähler action and self-organization lead to Darwinian selection of
selected patterns.
2. Did life develop in the womb of Mother Gaia?
A stable star and planet providing appropriate conditions such as temperature for liquid
water is needed. The many-sheeted view about life widens dramatically the spectrum of
possible environments for the pre-biotic evolution. In fact, the interior of the many-sheeted
Earth could contain Mother Gaia’s womb providing a shielded environment for the evolution
of life instead of the rather harsh environment defined by the primordial atmosphere and
ocean.
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The womb would be located somewhere below the boundary at which k = 137 atomic spacetime sheets transform to very hot k = 131 space-time sheets: this should occur when the
thermal de Broglie wave length becomes equal to the p-adic length scale L(131). The transition occurs above the crust-mantle boundary (1300 K). Below the 131 − 137 boundary, the
temperature at k=137 atomic space-time sheets diminishes and the range of temperatures
could cover also room temperature. Mantle-core boundary (4000 K) is a good candidate
for the surface at which the temperature at k = 137 space-time sheets is near to the room
temperature.
In a sharp contrast to the standard wisdom, something like a mirror image of the biosphere
should exist at the other side of the mantle if one takes many-sheeted space-time seriously.
The hot k = 131 space-time sheets yield a thermal radiation with wave lengths containing
ordinary metabolic energy currency about.5 eV. The dropping of ions O, C, N from the hot
k = 131 space-time sheets to larger space-time sheets generates light at visible frequencies
replacing solar light so that even intra-terrestrial counterpart of photosynthesis could develop. The dropping of oxygen atoms could make also possible development of oxygen based
metabolism.
3. Was chemical evolution guided by magnetic body of Mother Gaia?
The notions of many-sheeted body, topological field quantization, and classical Z 0 modify
profoundly the views about chemical evolution.
(a) Atoms like C, N, and O and smaller amounts of P and S giving rise to bio-monomers,
and metals like Al, Fe, and Zn are the basic building blocks. The formation of various
chemical bonds like hydrogen bonds, covalent bonds, and peptide bonds could involve
many-sheeted physics in a nontrivial manner.
(b) The formation of biological monomers (amino acids, nucleotides, fatty acids, sugars) is
an essential element of life. Except for DNA nucleotides, basic monomers evolve in the
circumstances simulating to what have been believed to be the primordial atmosphere.
These bio-monomers are found even in the interstellar space and in galactic clouds so
that the question is not whether the pre-biotic life can develop but whether our recent
day materialistic science allows to understand how it develops. The standard wisdom
about primordial atmosphere as a reducing environment (containing no oxygen) indeed
leads to grave difficulties. Also the concentrations in the primordial ocean seem to
be quite too low for the bio-monomers to be synthetized [I38]. Magnetic flux tube
structure of the magnetosphere acting as a nervous system and a metabolic circuitry of
the magnetic Mother Gaia could make possible controlled metabolism already during
the pre-biotic period and allow to circumvent these difficulties.
(c) The formation of the biological polymers such as proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, and
carbohydrates occurs universally by dehydration. The problem is that in water environment polymers are un-stable against decay by hydration: it would seem that a metabolic
energy feed is required already at this stage to guarantee non-equilibrium situation. The
solution to the difficulties could be quantum control from the magnetic flux tubes of
magnetosphere providing primordial metabolism with the same universal energy currencies as associated with the recent metabolism. Phosphate-sugar polymers form the
backbone of nucleic acids and metabolism is based on ADP and ATP formed from adenine and phosphate ions. It has been already earlier found that the generation of ATP
and its metabolic utilization involve the flow of protons between the atomic space-time
sheets and some larger space-time sheets, say magnetic flux tube of Earth [K21]. It will
be found that this mechanism is involved also with the dehydration leading to polymerization and phosphorylation. The reversal of this process also implies the un-stability
of DNA in an ordinary aqueous environment.
(d) The assembly of these macro-molecules into organized aggregates like chromosomes,
micro-tubules and cell organelles could involve many-sheeted physics. Classical Z 0 fields
generated by nuclei, which are completely ionized Z 0 ions, are screened by neutrinos
but not locally since the size of neutrinos is much larger than the size of the nucleus.
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Classical Z 0 fields, besides explaining chiral selection of bio-molecules, could be a central
tool in the control of the molecular engineering since Z 0 tidal forces allow to distinguish
between nuclei with different A-Z/A ratios.
(e) Also the emergence of catalysts, metabolism, and the membrane bound structures
should be understood. Super-conductivity at magnetic flux tubes and its breakdown,
as well as the possibility of negative energy MEs having phase conjugate laser waves as
standard physics counterparts, are expected to be especially relevant for the catalytic
action. Bound state quantum entanglement in macroscopic length scales is also an absolutely essential part of this mechanism. Intentional action realized in terms of negative
energy MEs and appearing already at the molecular level, is expected to become an
increasingly important aspect of catalytic action when the complexity of the structures
increases. In TGD framework a primitive many-sheeted metabolism is present from the
beginning and becomes only refined during evolution. Most importantly, metabolic currencies are constants of nature by the p-adic length scale hypothesis. Self-organization
in many-sheeted space-time is expected to automatically lead to the generation of the gel
phase as a possible precedessor of membrane bounded structures as well as of membrane
structures themselves containing liquid crystal water stabilizing also DNA nucleotides.
4. Emergence of genetic code
The emergence of the genetic code has remained a mystery in various scenarios of pre-biotic
evolution. The TGD inspired solution of the puzzle came from a rather unexpected (or should
one say un-respected) direction. Chilbolton and Crabwood crop formations [H1, H2, H4, H7]
led to the realization of the exact A-G symmetry and slightly broken T-C symmetry of
the genetic code. These symmetries strongly suggest that the evolution of the triplet code
occurred as a fusion of singlet and doublet codes. One ends up with a detailed model for
how this happened by using some hints provided by Chilbolton crop formation [H1, H2] and
the structure of tRNA molecule carrying in its fossilized parts detailed information about the
evolution of the code. Nanno-bacteria [I45, I25] might correspond to some precedessor of the
recent genetic code. Nanno-bacteria accompany mineral structures and actively manipulate
them: this conforms with the view that mineral interfaces have been indeed important for
the evolution of polymers.
Introns are the basic mystery of DNA. TGD predicts that language is a universal phenomenon. It appears already at prokaryotes and is based on genetic code realized as temporal field patterns and at level of eukaryotes introns define memetic code (code word has
126 bits) besides genetic code and define kind of higher level language. Memes represented
as sequences of 21 DNA triplets and expressing themselves as field patterns associated with
MEs would realized this higher level universal language.
Plasmoids as primitive life forms?
If the self-organization leading to the generation of life proceeds from magnetic body of to the
biological body then simple many-sheeted topological quanta containing plasma, plasmoids,
should be the simplest life forms. For instance, plasmoids could carry torus like magnetic
flux configurations. The flux tubes of magnetic field can form extremely complex knotted
and linked structures. This topology provides almost enormous representational capacity
and one can wonder whether the opportunistic Nature could really have failed to notice this
opportunity.
Perhaps the simplest plasmoids (even ball lightning!) might be regarded as the magnetic
counterparts of the simplest monocellulars. Note that small plasmoids should be generated
also when supra-currents in bio-matter leak out from the magnetic flux tubes. Neural circuits
might be accompanied by plasmoids responsible for the self-organization of the ordinary
matter around them.
The zero point kinetic energy liberated when particles drop from say atomic space-time
sheets to the space-time sheets magnetic flux tubes, would define basic metabolic energy
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quanta for the plasmoid. Therefore metabolic energy quanta would be by p-adic length
scale hypothesis universal and same everywhere in Universe. Thus metabolism would not
be result of biochemical evolution but precede it. Plasma oscillation patterns at plasmafrequency are ideal hologram like sensory representations built using time mirror mechanism
so that plasmoids could have primitive sensory systems.
1. Plasma sheet as a “microchip”
There is a fascinating finding about the “memory chip” character of the organization of
the ionic velocity distribution in the plasma sheet [F8] at the night side of the Earth’s
magnetosphere. The belief was that the distribution is a Maxwellian thermal distribution
but an complex organization of the number of ions as a function of speed and direction
relative to the direction of the local magnetic field has been detected [F8]. By coloring the
bins representing small volumes of the velocity space, one finds that 3-dimensional features
like “eyes” and “wings” appear! The proposed interpretation is that these features codes the
history of ionic currents. One cannot exclude the possibility that these ionic currents could
reflect even our sensory experiences. The prediction is that also other transition regions (in
particular magneto-pause) should exhibit similar complex self-organization patterns.
2. Plasmoids in laboratory
It seems that one of the most craziest predictions of TGD inspired theory of consciousness has
been realized at laboratory. Quite recent report tells about plasmoids generated in a simple
diode involving plasma generator creating plasma column between itself and the positively
charged anode [I41]. The plasmoids are self-organizing structures able to evolve in a period
of few microseconds. They possess many properties that life forms are expected to have.
Plasmoids
(a) grow from micrometer size up to cm size,
(b) replicate by simply dividing into two pieces,
(c) have an outer negatively charged surface separating the positively charged interior from
the environment and obviously analogous to the cell membrane. Hence the plasmoid
is analogous to a capacitor, and the exchange of matter with the environment could
correspond to a di-electric breakdown essential for qualia in TGD based model of the
sensory receptor,
(d) possess a metabolic cycle involving the transfer of matter between the interior of the
plasmoid and environment. This cycle is seen as a periodic generation of visible light
at specific frequencies: the light balls are typically found to be red or yellow. The
frequency of metabolic oscillations is at 25-45 kHz frequency range,
(e) are able to communicate by generating electromagnetic radiation by inducing vibrations
in the receiving plasmoid at the same frequency.
These findings give valuable hints concerning the more detailed modelling the “biology” of
plasmoids. Plasmoids are in a key role in the TGD inspired model of pre-biotic evolution discussed in [K89]. For instance, one can ask whether the preferred colors might be interpreted
in terms of quantized increments of zero point kinetic energies liberated when atoms or ions
(such as C, N, and O) drop from the hot k = 131 space-time sheets (temperature being of
the order of the zero point kinetic energy) to larger space-time sheets.
3. Plasmoids and the emergence of dark HN -atoms
As already discussed briefly, the notion of dark N -atom leads to a new vision about hydrogen
bond and water, and allows to identify a fundamental mechanism of catalysis. For instance,
HN atom at k = 1 level of dark matter hierarchy can be regarded as a space-time sheet folded
r times in radial direction. Single electron energies are in the lowest order approximation
same as for ordinary hydrogen atom and the sizes of HN - and H-atoms are also same. What
is new that the number of electrons can range from N = 1 to N = r. This means that HN atoms define ideal letters for the names of molecules obtained by replacing ordinary hydrogen
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atoms capable of forming hydrogen bonds with HN -atoms. The fusion of HN - and HNc -atom
(Nc = r − N ) is strongly favored since it gives rise to r-atom expected to be especially stable
as a full electron shell.
The identification of the hydrogen atoms of hydrogen bonds as Hr -atoms leads to a general
vision about how symbolic representations appear at the molecular level and how the extreme
selectivity of bio-catalytic is due to the enhanced probability molecules with name and conjugate name to fuse to hydrogen bonded reaction complex and spitting out one proton dropping
to a larger space-time sheet and liberating metabolic energy quantum in this process kicking
the reaction complex over the potential wall to the final state. Also the exceptional role of
water in the evolution of life can be understood.
How the first HN atoms did emerge becomes the basic question about pre-biotic evolution.
A plasma phase containing free electrons seems to be a necessary prerequisite if one takes
seriously the hypothesis that the increase of Planck constant as a phase transition taking
place as gauge interactions become so strong that the perturbative treatment fails (color
confinement of quarks is good example of this phenomenon).
This supports the view about plasmoids as precedessors of molecular life forms, and also
encourages to take more seriously the crazy sounding idea that hot temperatures, say those
prevailing in planetary interiors or even solar photosphere, are a necessary prerequisite for
the emergence of plasmoids and possible N-molecular variants of life [K89, K13].

Dark matter hierarchy and evolution
Dark matter hierarchy leads to an amazingly concrete picture about evolutionary hierarchy
allowing to identify the counterparts for concepts like mineral, plant, and animal kingdom
that we learned during schooldays and ceased to take seriously as students of theoretical
physics as we learned that other sciences are just taxonomy. Even more, a view about what
distinguishes between prokaryotes, eukaryotes, animal cells, neurons, EEG, and even about
what makes cultural evolution, becomes possible.
Mersenne hypothesis [K14] predicts a hierarchy of Planck constants ~ = ~0 , r = 2kd , with
values of kd fixed by the condition that Mersenne primes and their Gaussian counterparts
define p-adic length scales to which one can assign fractally scaled up variant of weak interactions and perhaps also color interactions. The condition that dark variants of these physics
include the Mersenne length scales poses strong conditions on the values of kd and leads to
a detailed view about biological evolution.
Ordinary matter corresponds to kd = 0 and ordinary value of ~ and higher levels correspond
to scaled up values of ~. This mean scaling up of various quantum length scales and also
the sizes of space-time sheets by r. It seems that magnetic flux quanta are the primary
structures forming hierarchy of this kind and large ~ means that cyclotron energy scales
expressible as E = ~eB/m ∝ r so that an arbitrarily weak magnetic field strength can in
principle correspond to a cyclotron energy above thermal threshold at room temperature.
The appearance of space-time sheets zoomed up in size by a power of r means the emergence
of new levels of structure and it is natural to identify big leaps in evolution in terms of
scaling of ~ by r and emergence of new large magnetic flux sheets satisfying magnetic flux
quantization condition with the unit of flux scaled up by r. This leap is quantum leap but
in different sense as thought usually. The emergence of higher dark matter levels would
basically mean the integration of existing structures to larger structures. A good metaphor
are text lines at the pages of book formed by magnetic flux sheets whose width is scaled up
by r as the new level of dark matter hierarchy emerges.
This conceptual framework gives rather strong guidelines for the identification of the levels
of evolutionary hierarchy in terms of dark matter hierarchy. The outcome is a detailed vision
about big evolutionary leaps discussed in [K26] in detail.
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Could Simple Life Forms Be Induced By Intentional Action?

Since life would involve self-organization of magnetic flux tube patterns, one can consider
the possibility that intentional actions could induce this self-organization and in well-defined
sense give the spark of life to the dead matter. Obviously, the highly advanced civilizations
of geometric future might have developed a kind of spark-of-life technology and using time
mirror mechanism they could induced self-organization inducing life in remote geometric
past. Perhaps we are doing this all the time for our brains of the geometric past when we
remember.
There is some support for this wild speculation. William Tiller in Stanford University has
carried out impressive experimental work with what he calls intention imprinted electronic
devices (IIED), and his results challenge that standard assumption that the intentions of
experimenter do not affect the experimental apparatus [J28, J23, J24]. The simplest explanation for the findings is that intentional action induces magnetic self-organization of IIED
and of the target material used in experiments. For instance, purified water develops pH-,
temperature- and conductivity oscillations and its pH becomes sensitive to external magnetic
fields.
Experimental arrangement
The goal was to try to imprint a specific intention into a simple, low tech electronic device
so as to influence the companion, specific, well-designed, target experiment. The intentional
imprinting was attempted in a meditative state. The intentionally imprinted device, IIED,
was sent to a laboratory located at distance of about 1500 miles where colleagues had set
up the experiment. The device was placed about 6 inches from a continuously running and
computer-monitored target experiment and switched on (total electrical power rate was less
than 1 microwatt). Over a time period of about 1-4 months the recorded results from the
target experiment changed in the directions of the specific intention and the change eventually
reached the selected magnitude of the specific intention. Also an identical, but not intention
imprinted device was used and the results were compared in order to achieve more objective
measurements about the effects of human consciousness on electric devices.
The targets used were purified water, some bio-molecules, and larvae of flies. These targets where either unshielded or shielded from radiation. For the latter purpose they were
closed inside a grounded Faraday cage (FC), which screened rather effectively the radiation
coming at microwave frequencies whereas for ultra
√ low frequency (ULF) fields the screening is virtually absent (skin depth behaves as 1/ πσf at low frequencies and f = 2πσ (in
units ~ = c = 1) defines kind of critical frequency above which screening occurs effectively).
The targets could be affected by control device (CD) or by identical IIED generating microwave radiation. Radiation was generated either at single frequency (7.3 MHz) or at three
frequencies (5.0, 8.0 and 9.3 MHz) [J25].
In the case of purified water the spatial distributions of physical parameters like pH, temperature, and conductivity were measured as a function time. In the case of bio-molecules the
possible effect on thermodynamical activity, which measures the thermodynamical energy
of single molecule, was measured. In the case of fly larvae the possible effect on the larval
development time was studied. The results from various arrangements were compared with
control targets (no FC, no CD, no IIED).
Experimental findings
The basic experimental results were two-fold. First of all intended effects were achieved.
Secondly, the “conditioning” of the laboratory resulted as an unexpected effect and continued
even after the removal of the target and IIED.
1. Effects of the intentional action
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(a) IIED imprinted by intention to increase/decrease the pH of water gradually induced a
shift in the pH of purified water to the intended value, increased the in vitro thermodynamic activity of bio-molecules, and a reduction of larval development time.
(b) For bio-molecules and larvae four simultaneous side-by-side treatments were tested):
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

an unshielded sample,
a shielded sample,
a shielded sample with an “on” control device,
a shielded sample with an “on” IIED.

Just the shielding of em radiation affected the thermodynamic activity of the biomolecules, and just adding less than about 1 microwatt of microwave radiation via
control device reduced the thermodynamical activity and lengthened the developmental
time. Thus the microwave radiation acted as a stressor having entropic effect. When the
control device was replaced with IIED, the degradation caused by microwave radiation
was overcome.
2. “Conditioning” of the laboratory
Quite unexpected phenomena arose from a repeated conduct of IIED in a given laboratory
space. By simply continuing to use IIED in the laboratory space, it became “conditioned
in some very fundamental way”. Three signatures heralded the onset of the “conditioning”
process.
(a) Oscillations of air and water temperature, and of pH and electrical conductivity of water
with large amplitudes with the periods of oscillations in 10-100 minute range developed.
The amplitudes of pH- and temperature oscillations was ∼ ∆pH = .1 pH-unit and
∆T ∼ 1 − 3 K units respectively. Even more remarkably, the oscillations were sustained
in the locale even after the removal of the IIED suggesting kind of phantom effect
analogous to phantom DNA effect. Oscillation amplitude had peaks at the harmonics
of fundamental frequency fl = 1/Tl , Tl = 36.6 minutes with three lowest harmonics
being very clearly visible [J24] . Also Tl = 51.2 minutes appears as fundamental
√ period
in some experiments. The ratio of these periods is 1.4 and rather near to 2 = 1.41,
which might relate to p-adic length scale hypothesis.
(b) When an pH-increasing IIED with intention to increase pH by one unit was turned on
in an almost unconditioned space located several hundred feet away from a strongly
conditioned space, a well-defined pattern of pH-oscillations in an unconditioned space
emerged. This pattern was accompanied by a highly correlated pattern of oscillations in
strongly conditioned space. This kind of highly correlated oscillations were not observed
in several unconditioned spaces also located several hundred feet away.
(c) The targets were subject to the action of a vertically aligned magnetic field in the range
of 10−2 − 5 × 10−2 Tesla, such that the direction of the field could be reversed. In an
unconditioned space the change of the direction of the magnetic field did not affect the
pH. In the strongly conditioned space the effect on pH was different for the opposite
directions of the applied field and the difference in pH values was about.6 units. One
can say, that the target had become sensitive to the effects of external magnetic fields.
Explanation of the pH oscillations in terms of the general model of intentional
action
The findings described above support the notion of magnetic body as mediator of the intentional action, and provide a connection with the general TGD based vision about pre-biotic
evolution. The following general model for the effects suggests itself.
1. Intentional action induces magnetic self-organization of the control device and target
The magnetic body of IIED becomes a part of the intentional agent. Also the magnetic
body of the target (purified water, etc...) partially fuses with that of IIED. Even more, the
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general model for the pre-biotic evolution [K89] suggests that the intentional action mediated
via the IIED induced a self-organization of a p-adic hierarchy of topological field quanta of
magnetic field in the target system. This kind of hierarchy is associated also with DNA in the
TGD based model for the effects of laser radiation on DNA observed by Gariaev [I24]. The
generation of magnetic structures in shorter length scales is what one expects the intentional
action to generate since intentional “growth” proceeds quite generally from long to short
length and time scales.
The simplest candidate for the time scale of oscillations varying in 10-100 minute range is as
the time scale associated with the cyclotron frequency of magnetic field quanta responsible
for the intentional action. The cyclotron period of proton lies in 10-100 minute range for a
magnetic field strength varying in the range of 27.8-278 pT. For Tl = 36.6 minute period the
field strength would be 75.9 pT. The corresponding magnetic length is 4 mm and near to
L(188) = 3.7 mm. The harmonics of the fundamental fl could correspond to the quantized
values of the magnetic flux coming as integer multiples of the basic flux with the strength of
magnetic field quantized to integer multiples. Similar quantization of the Z 0 magnetic field
strength is assumed in TGD based model of hearing [K41].
Cyclotron oscillations in the magnetic field could induce by some mechanism a periodic flow
of protons between the magnetic flux tubes and the atomic space-time sheets of water and in
this manner affect pH. pH-fluctuations would in turn induce temperature and conductivity
fluctuations as side effects. Both
√ Tl = 51.2 min and Tl = 36.6 min appear and have ratio
very near to L(k + 1)/L(k) = 2. If this finding is taken at face value, the magnetic flux
quanta must be magnetic sheets for which magnetic flux scales as the inverse of the thickness
d = L(k) of the flux sheet having constant size in the second transversal dimension.
2. Scaling law of homeopathy and frequencies of pH-oscillations and microwaves
The experiment involves two frequencies: the ULF frequencies associated with the pHoscillations and the frequencies associated with the microwaves generated by the control
device. Since intentional action compensates for the entropic effect of microwaves, these frequencies must relate to each other and generalized scaling law is an excellent candidate in
this respect.
The TGD based model explains and generalizes the scaling law of homeopathy, which states
that low and high frequencies having ratio fh /fl = 2 × 1011 accompany each other. Cyclotron oscillations with frequency fl would result when charged particles drop from smaller
space-time sheets and liberate the increment of zero point kinetic energy as a radiation with
frequency fh . Also the reverse of this process could occur with generation of negative energy photons at frequencies fh and fl . The emission of two photons is needed to guarantee
momentum conservation since the momenta of charged particles are so small as compared to
photon momenta.
The generalized scaling law predicts
fh /fl = ∆E0 /Ec (k2 ) ,
where ∆E0 = E0 (k1 ) − E0 (k2 ) is the zero point kinetic energy increment when a charged
particle drops from the space-time sheet labelled by k1 to the sheet labelled by k2 . Ec (k2 )
denotes cyclotron frequency at the magnetic flux tube labelled by k2 .
The factor fh /fl varies but does not depend on the mass of the charged particle and by the
quantization of the magnetic flux are apart from a numerical factor proportional to the ratio
p2 /p1 = 2k2 −k1 defined by the p-adic primes p ' 2k for the two space-time sheets in question.
The scaling law of homeopathy in its basic form and p-adic length scale hypothesis suggest
that fh /fl is related by a power of two to fh /fl = 2 × 1011 ∼ (200/256) × 238 so that one has
fh /fl = 2 × 1011 = (200/256) × 2n ,
where the integer n varies.
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The generalized scaling law suggests that the frequency of pH oscillations corresponds to fl .
The frequencies of microwaves would correspond to fh identifiable as the zero point kinetic
energy of proton liberated when it drops from space-time sheet generated by the intentionally
induced magnetic self-organization.
3. The mechanism of intentional action
The control device generates microwaves, and the intentional action should compensate the
effect of the control device. The model of the intentional action based on the time mirror
mechanism supports the view that negative energy MEs and photons are involved. Phase
conjugation means essentially time reversal, and it could compensate the entropic effect of
the ordinary microwaves generated by IIED and acting as a stressor in case of fly larvae. This
also conforms with the fact that phase conjugate microwaves and ULF waves can penetrate
the Faraday cage.
The microwave radiation at frequencies fh could induce a flow of protons between k = 167
space-time sheets and larger space-time sheets by providing the needed zero point kinetic
energy to kick protons to k = 167 space-time sheet. Negative energy (phase conjugate)
microwave photons would induce the reverse process. By the basic mechanism of induced
emission (now induced dropping) this in turn could induce the flow of protons from atomic
space-time sheets to smaller space-time sheets as a kind of domino effect, and lead to a new
flow equilibrium would result with different pH. The pre-requisite of this mechanism is that
the hierarchy of the magnetic flux tubes characterizing also DNA is present in the target.
The IIED affected by the intentional action would give rise to this magnetic hierarchy unless
it already exists. IIED would play a role similar to an object received by the person to be
healed from the healer (or vice versa) in remote healing.
A more detailed space-time description for what happens might be as follows.
(a) ULF and microwave fields are coherently superposed inside MEs (incoherence would
mean microwave MEs inside ULF MEs) so that the corresponding transversal magnetic
and electric fields are precisely parallel by the highly non-linear properties of MEs.
ULF frequencies correspond naturally to harmonics of cyclotron frequency because of
the strong coupling to cyclotron phase transitions of the Cooper pair Bose-Einstein
condensate.
(b) MEs serve as temporary bridges connecting the boundaries of k = 169 and k = 188
space-time sheets and the oscillating electric field of ME is orthogonal to the boundaries.
By quantum classical correspondence the microwave frequencies associated with ME as
well as the voltage along the bridge correspond to integer multiples for the energy of a
microwave photon. The same mechanism based on Z 0 MEs underlies the TGD based
model of nerve pulse.
(c) The superposed ULF and microwave frequency electric fields inside ME induce a periodic
flow of the protonic Cooper pairs forth and back between the super-conducting flux
tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field (k = 169) and magnetic flux tubes of the field BI
(k = 188). Microwave part induces a rapidly oscillating force superposed to the slowly
varying ULF part of the force. The oscillatory flow of protons from atomic space-time
sheets to larger space-time sheets affects the proton density at atomic space-time sheets
causing pH oscillations.
4. Do the three peak frequencies for pH-oscillations correspond directly to three microwave
frequencies by scaling law?
Scaling law would suggest that the three peak frequencies coming as harmonics of f =
1/Tl , Tl = 51.2 min, correspond to three frequencies fl identifiable as cyclotron frequencies
corresponding to the quantized values n = 1, 2, 3 for the magnetic flux. The frequencies
produced by control device producing microwaves in 1-10 MHz range are non-trivial [J23, J24]
and the first bet is that the frequencies given by the generalized scaling law must be in this
range to compensate the entropic effects. The generalized scaling law fh /fl = (200/256) × 2n
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with n = 33 gives the frequencies fh = 3.1 MHz and its two harmonics 6.2 MHz and 9.3
MHz as counterparts of fl and its harmonics. The frequencies produced by the control device
are 5.0, 8.0 and 9.3 MHz and not harmonics of each other. Note however that the highest
frequency corresponds exactly to the third harmonic of fl .
Rather remarkably, fh = 3.1 MHz corresponds to the zero point kinetic energy of a protonic
Cooper pair at k = 169 space-time sheet associated with the magnetic flux tubes of the
Earth’s magnetic field. Thus protonic Cooper pairs could drop from the super-conducting
flux tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field to the magnetic flux tubes of ∼ 76 pT magnetic field
having k = 188. This in turn would generate a cascade like dropping of protons from the
atomic space-time sheet so that pH is changed.
5. Correlation between pH and temperature oscillations and protonic zero point kinetic energy

In the case of water at temperature T = 300 K the amplitudes of oscillations are ∆T = 3 K
and ∆pH ' .1. If the density of protons satisfies n = n0 exp(−∆E/T ), where ∆E is most
naturally the zero point kinetic energy .4 − .5 eV of protons at the atomic space-time sheet,
one has
∆pH =

∆T
∆E
×
.
T
T

∆pH = .1 would require ∆E ' .3 eV, which is quite near .4 − .5 eV.
The fact that the exponential exp(−∆E/T ) happens to be near to the number n/nH2 O =
10−pH , gives further support for the idea that the zero point kinetic energy at k = 137
space-time sheet determines pH, or more generally, that the densities of various ions are
determined by many-sheeted chemistry and by zero point kinetic energies. If this interpretation is correct, n(137) can be identified as the net density of protons including also protons
bound to hydrogen atoms. The net density of protons at a given space-time sheet involves a
degeneracy of states factor g(k) so that one would have
n(137) =

g(137)
× n(169) ,
g(169)

where k = 169 refers to the super-conducting flux tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field. p-Adic
fractality and p-adic length scale hypothesis imply that g(k) scales as 1/L3 (k). This gives
g(169)/g(137) ∼ (L(137)/L(169))3 = 2−48 ' 4 × 10−15 .
6. Sensitivity to the external magnetic field
The effect of the pH values depends on the direction of the external magnetic field Bext .
This could be understood if Bext interferes with the magnetic field at some level of magnetic
hierarchy induced by the magnetic fields in.1 nT range which mediate the intentional action.
pH is changed if the change of the magnetic field at these space-time sheets in the cellular
length scale range affects the flow of protons between atomic space-time sheets and larger
space-time sheets when.1 nT flux tubes with thickness around 100 µm are present. This is
expected to be the case if the thickness of the flux tubes is affected by the external magnetic
field. The flux tubes in a given p-adic length scale could even disappear as a result of
destructive or constructive interference.
Concerning the detailed model there are two options.
i) If the magnetic field consists of flux sheets so that one has B(k) ∝ 1/L(k) ∝ 2−k/2 . In
this case the external field strength corresponds to p-adic length scale L(k) related to the
length scale L(169) ' 5 µm by a scaling of .5 × 10−2 − 10−3 the length scale varies between
L(149) = .5 nm (thickness of the lipid layer of cell membrane) and 25 nm. This option is
supported at the level of DNA magnetic hierarchy by the findings of Gariaev about effects of
laser light on DNA,
√ and also by the fact that the ratio of Tl = 51.2 min and Tk = 36.6 min
is very near to 2. This situation would result if the flux quanta at various p-adic length
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scales are quite generally obtained by scaling the flux tubes of the Earth’s magnetic field in
one direction by keeping the flux as constant.
ii) If the magnetic field consists of flux tubes (B(k) ∝ 1/L2 (k) ∝ 2−k ) L(k) is related to
L(169) by a scaling by a factor .1 − .03 so that it is in the range 1.6 − .5 µm.
7. Phantom effect
A further strange finding is that the removal of both IIED and target does not eliminate
the temperature oscillations of the air although their amplitude is reduced by a factor of
about ten. The phantom effect can be understood if the magnetic flux tubes associated
with k = 188 magnetic field are present also in the air volume, and are not affected by the
removal of IIED and target, so that the oscillatory flow of protons between k = 169 and
k = 188 space-time sheets with cyclotron frequency continues and induces the oscillation of
the proton density of air.
The effects caused by the quartz crystal
In some experiments the removal of the target and IIED was followed by the addition of quartz
crystal [J25]. The quartz crystal was made of natural quartz (in order to avoid undesired
intentional imprinting!) and had height h = 15.24 cm and minimum diameter d = h/2 = 7.62
cm. The crystal was asymmetric in the vertical direction having apex pointing upwards.
The findings were following.
(a) When the crystal was in a vertical direction, its presence sharpened the existing spatial
phantom profile for temperature oscillations of air and somewhat amplified it.
(b) When the crystal was turned to a horizontal direction, its presence immediately increased the temporal frequency of T-oscillations by a factor slightly larger than two.
The spatial profile became first almost flat and the amplitude weakened.
The interpretation of the stimulates several ideas and questions.
1. Does the spatial profile of T-oscillations correspond to a standing wave resulting as an
interference pattern of microwaves?
The spatial profile for the temperature oscillations is measured using spatial resolution D =
h = 15.24 cm, where h is the height of the quartz crystal. The profile is quasi-periodic with
a period of λ = 2D = 2h. Of course, experiments with a better spatial resolution would be
required to deduce reliably the profile but the measurements are consistent with a spatial
oscillation having period λ = 2D = 2h. This kind of profile could result as an interference
of two classical microwave beams propagating in two opposite directions and generating a
standing wave with wave length 2h. This kind of interference pattern is involved with the
four-wave interaction producing phase conjugate waves: the interfering waves correspond to
the reference beam and a beam opposite to it. The two additional beams correspond to beam
and its phase conjugate, either of them generating the other one.
2. Does the quartz crystal act as an amplifier?
The orientation of the crystal is obviously important. This encourages to think that the
incoming signal enters from a vertical direction and is amplified by the quartz crystal so that
the vertical dimension determines the resonantly amplified wave lengths. Perhaps magnetic
flux tubes of BI and the Eart’s magnetic field BE are in this direction. It could be that the
light-like vacuum current of ME generates positive or negative energy coherent photons with
an intensity distribution having maximum in the directions orthogonal to MEs and that the
presence of the quartz crystal amplifies the vacuum current inside ME. Alternatively, it could
be enough that quartz crystal amplifies the the classical fields associated with MEs.
The height h of the quartz crystal is one half of the microwave wavelength. Hence it could
act like an absorbing or emitting half wave antenna. The fundamental frequencies associated
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with the microwaves would correspond to f1 = c/2h ' 1 GHz for the vertical crystal and
f2 = c/2d = 2f1 ' 2 GHz for the horizontal crystal. For the vertical crystal λ1 = 2h = 2D =
30.48 cm would be the wavelength of the spatial profile which conforms with observations.
For the horizontal crystal period would be λ2 = 2d = 15.4 cm. The observed spatial profile
immediately after the turning of the quartz crystal to horizontal position is flat in consistency
with this prediction. It should be easy to check out whether the oscillatory pattern is present
by improving the resolution.
3. Are population inverted many-sheeted masers involved?
The frequencies f1 resp. f2 = 2f1 are rather near to the zero point kinetic energies of a
protonic Cooper pair for k = 153 resp. k = 152. In the case of electronic Cooper pairs
one has k = 164 and 163 (the ratio of proton and electron masses is near to a power of 2:
mp /me ' 211 ). Perhaps many-sheeted population inverted micro wave lasers are involved
and time mirror mechanism induces dropping of protons to large
√ space-time sheets or the
reverse process. k = 152 and k = 153 correspond to length scales 2×L(151) and 2×L(151),
where L(151) = 10 nm corresponds to the thickness of the cell membrane. The four-wave
interaction suggested by the interpretation of the spatial profile would presumably involve
many-sheeted laser mechanism at the microscopic level.
4. Scaling law of homeopathy is satisfied
The approximate doubling of the ULF frequency of T-oscillations when the quartz crystal is
turned to a horizontal position is consistent with the generalized scaling law of homeopathy.
The ratio fh /fl of frequencies of microwave and ULF oscillations occurring at 51.2 min period
is 3.1 × 1012 for fh = f1 and 6.2 × 1012 for fh = f2 . In a good approximation this ratio differs
by a factor 24 resp. 25 from fh /fl = 2 × 1011 .
These findings support the scaling law of homeopathy, time mirror mechanism as a microscopic part of the four-wave interaction utilizing many-sheeted population inverted lasers,
and quartz crystal as an amplifier of intentional action. Much remains however poorly understood. In particular, the question how the phenomenological description of the four-wave
interaction and time mirror mechanism could be integrated to a more comprehensive theory,
remains open

10.4 Great Vision About Biological Evolution And Evolution Of Brain
10.5 Great Vision About Biological Evolution And Evolution Of Brain
The following great vision about evolution and is not perhaps strictly about hierarchy of
EEGs. The hierarchy of dark matter and EEGs however leads to this vision naturally. The
first part of vision relates to biological evolution. Second part is about the evolution of brain.
Here the key thread is evolution of two kinds of intelligences, the ordinary fast intelligence
evolving via the emergence of fast computation type activities and emotional slow intelligence
developing via the emergence of higher levels of dark matter hierarchy. The latter intelligence
is what distinguishes us from animals.

10.5.1

Basic Assumptions

The great vision about evolution and brain relies on two several new notions and ideas.
(a) Life as something in the intersection of real and p-adic worlds making possible negentropic entanglement- both space-like and time-like. This makes possible to understand
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what conscious intelligence is and NMP reduces evolution to a generation of negentropic
entanglement (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg or Fig. 10.6 in
the appendix of this book). DNA as topological quantum computer hypothesis [K69]
finds also a justification.
(b) The notion of many-sheeted space-time (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
manysheeted.jpg or Fig. 9 in the appendix of this book) suggesting a universal hierarchy of metabolic energy quanta, and the notion of magnetic body.
(c) Communication and control based on Josephson radiation and cyclotron transitions
crucial for understanding bio-photons and EEG and its fractal generalization as a key
element of bio-communications.
(d) Zero energy ontology and the closely related notion of causal diamond (CD) assigning
a hierarchy of macroscopic time scales to elementary particles coming as octaves of
the basic time scale and justifying p-adic length scale hypothesis. Zero energy energy
ontology also justifies the vision about memory and intentional action and the idea that
motor action can be seen as time reversal of sensory perception.
(e) The hierarchy of Planck constants and the identification of the fundamental evolutionary
step as an increase of Planck constant. Evolutionary steps mean migration to the pages
of the Big Book labeled by larger values of Planck constant and living system can
be regarded as a collection of pages of the Big Book such that a transfer of matter
and energy between the pages is taking place all the time. The change of the Planck
constant implies either reduction or increase of the quantum scales-this leads to a model
for biocatalysis and a model of cognitive representations as scaled down or scaled up
“stories” mimicking the real time evolution.
(f) A resonant like interaction between hierarchy of Planck constants and p-adic length
scale hierarchy favoring the values of Planck constant proportional to powers of two,
and idea that weak and color interactions are especially important in the length scales
which correspond to Mersenne primes and Gaussian Mersennes. The simplest option
is that weak bosons have their standard masses but appear as massless below their
Compton length which scales up like ~ and preferred p-adic length scales correspond to
Mersenne primes. Also copies of weak bosons and gluons with ordinary value of Planck
constant and reduced mass scale can (and will) be considered.
How to identify the preferred values of Planck constant?
The basic problem is to identify the preferred values of Planck constant and here one can
only make theoretical experimentation and all what follows must be taken in this spirit. One
can consider assumptions which become increasingly stronger.
(a) If only singular coverings of CD and CP2 are possible Planck constant is a product
of integers. Algebraic simplicity of algebraic extensions of rationals favors ruler and
compass integers (Appendix).
(b) A resonant interaction between the dark length scales and p-adic length scales with
ordinary value of Planck constant favors Planck constants coming as powers of two.
(c) An even stronger assumption would be that p-adic length scales coming as Mersennes
and Gaussian Mersennes are especially interesting.
i. If weak bosons can appear with the ordinary value of Planck constant only in the
p-adic length scale k = 89, one obtains the condition
kd = k − 89 , k ∈ {89, 107, 113, 127, 151, 157, 163, 167}
kd

(10.5.1)

for the values of of r = 2 allowing dark weak bosons in p-adic length scales
assignable to Mersennes. These
√ values of kd assign to electrons and quarks dark padic length scales L(kef f ) = rL(k), r ≡ ~/~0 = 2kd . The scales could correspond
to size scales of basic units of living systems.
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ii. If weak bosons and possibily also gluons with ordinary value of Planck constant are
possible in all p-adic length scales L(k), k ∈ {89, 107, 113, 127, 151, 157, 163, 167},
one obtains much richer structure. This hierarchy defines defines secondary dark
matter hierarchies
√ from the condition that the scaling the p-adic length scale L(k1 )
in this set by r, r ≡ ~/~0 = 2kd , gives a p-adic length scale equal to another
p-adic length scale L(k2 ) in this set. This requires kd + k1 = k2 so that the values
kd = k2 − k1
(10.5.2)
are favored for the scaling of ~. In this case the hierarchy of dark scales assignable
to quarks and leptons is much richer. The tables below demonstrate that electron
appears as its dark variant for all Mersennes and also in atomic length scales k =
137, 139 so that this option puts electron in a completely unique position.
(d) Also other scales are possible. For instance, r = 247 required by 5 Hz Josephson frequency gives dark weak scale which corresponds k = 136 as a p-adic scale. The stages
of sleep can be understood in terms of scaling of ~ by factor 2 and 4 so that also the
atomic length scale k = 137 and the scale k = 138 are involved.
Since the experimental input is rather meager, one is forced to do theoretical experimentation with various hypothesis. The quantitative experimental tests are rather primitive but
basically quantal.
(a) The time scales assignable to CDs of leptons and quarks and their scaled up counterparts
for the preferred values of Planck constant should define biologically important time
scales. One might even speak about evolutionary level of electron. These time scales
could define fundamental biorhythms and also time scales of long term memory and
planned action.
(b) Josephson frequencies and cyclotron frequencies scaling like 1/~ (if magnetic field scales
down like 1/~) charactering biologically important ions and elementary particles. In
accordance with the quantum criticality of living matter it is assumed that cell membrane corresponds to almost vacuum extremal so that classical Z 0 force is an essential
element of the model. Also these frequencies should define fundamental bio-rhythms
and characterize the evolutionary level of cell. Experimentally of special importance are
the cyclotron frequencies assignable to Ca++ ions.
(c) The amplitude windows for electric field scaling like ~ for a particular cyclotron frequency define a basic prediction.
Tables about predicted time and length scales
The following tables summarize various predictions for time scales and length scales. They
correspond to the most general assumption that exotic bosons with the ordinary value of
Planck constant are possible in all length scales associated with Mersennes and Gaussian
Mersennes.
Note that Table 10.1 includes only the dark length scales associated with k = 89 gauge
bosons.
Electron and u quark are different
Before continuing an important observation is in order. Electron is exceptional when compared to quarks. It appears as a dark particle in all p-adic length scales defined by biologically
important Gaussian Mersennes and also in atomic length scales k = 137 and k = 139. The
reason is trivial: by the basic assumptions electron must appear at same length scales as
weak bosons above k = 127 since it corresponds to Mersenne prime. Also for the less general
option (exotic intermediate gauge bosons are possible only as the dark variants of the standard ones) it appears at cell membrane length scale k = 151, which is due to the fact that
one has 113 − 89 = 151 − 127 = 24. Also u quark can appear with kef f = 137, 139, 163, 167
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kd
4
6
6
6
10
12
14
16
18
20
24
24
30
36

p1
163
107
151
157
157
151
113
151
89
107
89
127
127
127

p2
167
113
157
163
167
163
127
167
107
127
113
151
157
163

kd
38
38
40
44
44
50
50
54
56
60
62
68
74
78

p1
89
113
127
107
113
107
113
113
107
107
89
89
89
89

p2
127
151
167
151
157
157
163
167
163
167
151
157
163
167

Table 10.1: The integers kd characterizing the preferred values of r = ~/~0 = 2kd identified from the condition that the dark variant of p-adic length scale L(p1 ) corresponding to
some ordinary p-adic length scale defined by Mersenne prime Mp or Gaussian Mersenne MG,p ,
p ∈ {89, 107, 113, 127, 151, 157, 163, 167} corresponds to similar p-adic length scale L(p2 ). If one
assumes that weak bosons can appear with ordinary value of Planck constant only in the p-adic
length scale k = 89, only the rows with p1 = 89 of the table are possible: in these cases p1
is in boldface and the row has double underline. The corresponding values of kd are in the set
{18, 24, 38, 62, 68, 74, 78}.

and also this is an accident. The light invariants of intermediate gauge bosons appearing
in long p-adic length scales would naturally correspond to almost vacuum extremals making
possible the criticality as the basic aspect of life. One must of course be very cautious about
the masses of exotic counterparts of u and d quark: one can also consider the possibility that
masses are identical.

10.5.2

Dark Matter Hierarchy And Big Leaps In Evolution

Dark matter hierarchy leads to an amazingly concrete picture about evolutionary hierarchy
allowing to identify the counterparts for concepts like mineral, plant, and animal kingdom
that we learned during schooldays and ceased to take seriously as students of theoretical
physics as we learned that other sciences are just taxonomy. Even more, a view about what
distinguishes between prokaryotes, eukaryotes, animal cells, neurons, EEG, and even about
what makes cultural evolution, becomes possible. This view is also very useful when one tries
to understand the role of microtubules.
The√appearance of CDs scaled up in size by r = ~/~0 and space-time sheets scaled up in size
by r means the emergence of new levels of structure and it is natural to identify big leaps in
evolution in terms of emergence of new larger matter carrying space-time sheet magnetic flux
sheets and corresponding magnetic bodies. If magnetic flux quanta are scaled by r magnetic
flux quantization conditions remain unaffected if magnetic field strengths scale down by 1/r
so that the energies of cyclotron photons are not affected. The thickness of flux tubes can
remain unchanged if the currents running at the boundaries of the flux quantum cancel the
magnetic flux. As already found, this mechanism must be at work inside living organisms
wheras in far away region flux quanta are scaled up in size.
The attractive hypothesis is that the leaps in evolution correspond to the emergence of dark
variants of weak and possibly also color interactions in dark p-adic length scales which correspond to ordinary p-adic length scales characterized by Mersenne primes. These leaps would
be quantum leaps but in different sense as thought usually. The emergence of higher dark
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Z, W
89
93
95
99
101
103
105
107
109
113
119
125
127
129
133
139
143
145
149
151
157
163
167

d
120
124
126
130
132
134
136
138
140
144
150
156
158
160
164
170
174
176
180
182
188
194
198

u
124
127
129
133
135
137
139
141
143
147
153
159
161
163
167
173
177
179
183
185
191
197
201

e
127
131
133
137
139
141
143
145
147
151
157
163
165
167
171
177
181
183
187
189
195
201
205
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kd
0
4
6
10
12
14
16
18
20
24
30
36
38
40
44
50
54
56
60
62
68
74
78

√
Table 10.2: The dark p-adic length scales rL(k) = L(kef f ), kef f = k + kd , of intermediate
gauge bosons Z, W , d and u quarks, and electron for the values r = 2kd of Planck constant defined
in Table 10.1. The uppermost row gives the integers characterizing the p-adic length scales of
the particles for the standard value of Planck constant. kef f characterizes also the CD times scale
through the formula T (CD, kef f ) = 2kef f −127 × .1 seconds. The rows which correspond to the
less general option for which only M89 corresponds to weak bosons with ordinary value of Planck
constants have double underline and the corresponding values of kd are in boldface.
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k1
113
127
151
157
163
167
95
109
133
139
145
149
103
127
133
139
143
113
119
125
129
95
101
105
95
99
93
145
169
175
181
185
113
127
151
157
163
167
121
145
151
157
161
131
137
143
147

kM
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107

k1
113
119
123
113
117
111
175
181
187
191
119
133
157
163
169
173
127
151
157
163
167
137
143
149
153
119
125
129
119
123
117
195
201
205
133
147
171
177
183
187
141
165
171
177
181
151
157

kM
107
107
107
107
107
107
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127

k1
163
167
133
139
143
133
137
131
225
229
157
171
195
201
207
211
165
189
195
201
205
175
181
187
191
157
163
167
157
161
155
235
163
177
201
207
213
217
171
195
201
207
211
181
187
193
197

kM
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
151
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157

k1
163
169
173
163
167
161
169
183
207
213
219
223
177
201
207
213
217
187
193
199
203
169
175
179
169
173
167
187
211
217
223
227
181
205
211
217
221
191
197
203
207
173
179
183
173
177
171

kM
157
157
157
157
157
157
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167

Table 10.3: Table gives all weak boson length scales -both non-dark and dark implied by the
assumption that all Mersennes primes and their Gaussian counterparts and their dark counterparts
defined kd = ki − kj them are possible.
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particle
k
f(CD)/Hz

Z, W
89
2.7488 × 1012

d
120
1280

u
123
160
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e
127
10

Table 10.4: The fundamental frequencies associated with the CDs of intermediate gauge bosons
Z, W , d and u quarks, and electron. Note that for intermediate gauge bosons the frequency of
CDs corresponds to energy E = 1.13 × 10−2 eV and wavelength λ = 1.01 × 10−4 m (size of a large
neuron).

Z, W
3.64e-13
5.821e-12
2.31e-11
3.73e-10
1.49e-09
5.97e-09
2.38e-08
9.54e-08
3.81e-07
6.10e-06
3.91e-04
2.50e-02
1.00e-01
4.00e-01
6.40e+00
4.10e+02
6.55e+03
2.62e+04
4.19e+05
1.68e+06
1.07e+08
6.87e+09
1.10e+11

d
7.81e-04
1.25e-02
5.00e-02
8.00e-01
3.20e+00
1.28e+01
5.12e+01
2.05e+02
8.19e+02
1.31e+04
8.39e+05
5.37e+07
2.15e+08
8.59e+08
1.37e+10
8.80e+11
1.41e+13
5.63e+13
9.01e+14
3.60e+15
2.31e+17
1.48e+19
2.36e+20

u
6.25e-03
1.00e-01
4.00e-01
6.40e+00
2.56e+01
1.02e+02
4.10e+02
1.64e+03
6.55e+03
1.05e+05
6.71e+06
4.30e+08
1.72e+09
6.87e+09
1.10e+11
7.04e+12
1.13e+14
4.50e+14
7.21e+15
2.88e+16
1.84e+18
1.18e+20
1.89e+21

e
1.00e-01
1.60e+00
6.40e+00
1.02e+02
4.10e+02
1.65e+03
6.55e+03
2.62e+04
1.05e+05
1.68e+06
1.07e+08
6.87e+09
2.75e+10
1.10e+11
1.76e+12
1.12e+14
1.80e+15
7.21e+15
1.15e+17
4.61e+17
2.95e+19
1.89e+21
3.02e+22

kd
0
4
6
10
12
14
16
18
20
24
30
36
38
40
44
50
54
56
60
62
64
74
78

Table 10.5: The ~-scaled fundamental time scales T (CD, kef f ) = 2kef f −127 ×.1 seconds associated
with the CDs of intermediate gauge bosons Z, W , d and u quarks, and electron for the values
~/~0 = 2kd of Planck constant defined in Table 10.1. The scales are expressed in seconds. The
uppermost row gives the time scales of CDs for the standard value of Planck constant. The rows
which correspond to the less general option for which only M89 corresponds to weak bosons with
ordinary value of Planck constants have double underline and the corresponding values of kd are
in boldface.
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matter levels would basically mean the integration of existing structures to larger structures.
A good metaphor are text lines at the pages of book formed by magnetic flux sheets whose
width is scaled up by r as the new level of dark matter hierarchy emerges. The big leaps
can occur both at the level of organism and population and organisms with rather low individual dark matter level can form societies with high dark matter levels and high collective
intelligence (honeybees and ants are good example in this respect).
Certainly also other scalings of Planck constant than those summarized in tables are possible
but these scalings are of primary interest. This intuition is supported by the observation
that electron is completely exceptional in this framework. Electron’s dark p-adic length
scales corresponds to p-adic length scales L(k), k = 167, 169, assignable to atomic and
molecular physics and to the Gaussian Mersennes MG,k = (1+i)k −1, k ∈ {151, 157, 163, 167},
assignable to the length scale range between cell membrane thickness 10 nm and nucleus
size 2.58 µm. The corresponding p-adic length scales or corresponding electronic Compton
lengths, the number of which is 23, are excellent candidates for the scales of basic building
brickes of living matter and vary from electron’s p-adic length scale up to 1.25 m (k = 167
defining the largest Gaussian Mersenne in cell length scale range) and defining the size scale
of human body. The corresponding p-adic time scales are also highly interesting and vary
from.1 seconds for electron defining the fundamental biorhythm to 9.6 × 1014 years which
is by 4-5 orders longer than the age of the observed Universe. For k = 167 the time scale
is 1.1 × 1011 years and is by one order of magnitude longer than the age of the observed
Universe estimated to be 1.37 × 1010 years [E1].
This conceptual framework gives rather strong guidelines for the identification of the levels
of evolutionary hierarchy in terms of dark matter hierarchy. The outcome is a more detailed
vision about big evolutionary leaps. Note that in the sequel only the general option is considered: the justification for this is that for this option electron appears as a dark particle for
all length scales defined by Gaussian Mersennes as well as in atomic length scales. The basic
vision in nutshell is that evolution means the emergence of dark weak and gluonic physics
in both dark and ordinary length scales and that the size scales of the basic biostructures
correspond to Mersenne primes and their Gaussian variants.
A sketch about basic steps in evolution
The vision about evolution depends on what one assumes about the initial state.
(a) If one assumes that weak bosons with ordinary value of Planck constant were present
in the begining, evolution would mean a steady growth of kd . The problem is that
small values of kd = k1 − k2 correspond to the Gaussian Mersennes defining cellular
length scales. If these exotic weak physics were present from the beginning, large parity
breaking in cellular length scales would have been present all the time.
(b) An alternative and perhaps more realistic view is that the evolution means the emergence
of exotic weak physics corresponding almost vacuum extremals in increasingly longer
length scales. A possible mechanism could have been the induction of exotic ~0 variant
of weak physics at the nearest Mersenne length scale knext by the dark variant of weak
physics at level k so that one would have kd = knext −k. The simplest induction sequence
would have been 89 → 107 → 113 → 127 → 151 → 157 → 163 → 167 corresponding to
kd ∈ {18, 6, 14, 24, 6, 6, 4}. A possible interpretation of exotic ~0 physics is in terms of
almost vacuum extremals and non-standard value of Weinberg angle: also weak bosons
of this physics would be light. This sequence defines the minimal values for kd but also
larger values of kd are possible and would correspond to steps between neighbours which
are not nearest ones.
The following sketch about the basic steps of evolution relies on the latter option.
1. Elementary particle level
Magnetic bodies with size scale defined by the sizes of CDs assignable to quarks and leptons
and possibly also weak bosons (already now the size of big neuron emerges) corresponds to
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the lowest level of hierarchy with the sizes of the basic material structures corresponding to
the Compton lengths of elementary particles. The fundamental bio-rhythms corresponding
to frequencies 10, 160, and 1280 Hz appear already at this level in zero energy ontology
which suggests that elementary particles play a central and hitherto unknown role in the
functioning of living matter.
2. 89 → 107 step with kd = 18
The first step would have been the emergence of kef f = 107 weak bosons inducing ~0 weak
physics in k = 107 length scale characterizing also ordinary hadrons. This in turn would have
led to the emergence of exotic nucleons possibly corresponding to almost vacuum extremals.
The reduction of the model for the vertebrate genetic code to dark hadron physics [K110]
is one of the most unexpected predictions of quantum TGD and assumes the existence of
exotic- possibly dark- nucleons whose states with a given charge correspond to DNA, RNA,
mRNA, and tRNA. The ~0 variants of these nucleons would interact via weak bosons with
hadronic mass scale. The exotic variants of the ordinary k = 113 nuclei would correspond to
the nuclear strings consisting of exotic nucleons [K82, K110] and define nuclear counterparts
for DNA sequences. Their dark counterparts could define counterparts of DNA sequences
in atomic physics length scales. Therefore a justification for the previous observation that
genetic code could be realized at the level of hadron physics and that chemical realization
would be higher level realization finds justification. The anomalous properties of water could
be also partly due to the presence of dark nucleons and the proposal was that the presence
of exotic nuclei is involved with water memory [K19]. The possible existence of the analog
of DNA-RNA transcription between ordinary DNA and its nuclear counterpart would have
dramatic implications. For instance, one can imagine a mechanism of homeopathy based on
this kind of transription process which would also allow a modification of genome by using
dark nuclei to communicate the DNA sequences through the cell membrane to the target
nuclei.
3. 107 → 113 step with kd = 6
The next step would have been the emergence of kef f = 113 weak bosons inducing ~0 weak
physics in k = 113 length scale characterizing also ordinary hadrons. Exotic variants of
the ordinary nuclei possibly corresponding to almost vacuum extremals could have emerged
interacting weakly (or actually relatively strongly!) via the exchange of weak bosons with
mass scale of order 100 MeV. Also dark variants of the exotic k = 107 nucleons could have
have emerged and formed exotic nuclei of size scale k = 119.
4. 113 → 127 step with kd = 14
At this step weak bosons in electron mass scale would have emerged. Whether these weak
bosons could have induced large parity breakings in atomic and molecular length scales is
not clear. Viruses, which do not yet possess cell membrane could correspond to this level of
hierarchy.
5. 127 → 151 step with kd = 24
This step would have been fundamental since weak bosons in cell membrane length scale
would have appeared. Note that by 113 − 89 = 24 this step also leads from k = 89 weak
bosons to k = 113 weak bosons. The weak bosons assignal to k = 151 could correspond to
the weak interactions associated with almost vacuum extremals and sin2 (θW ) = .0295 could
correspond to the weak physics in question.
kd = 24 step for k = 113 ~0 weak bosons would have produced them in kef f = 137 atomic
length scale with L(137) ' .78 Angstrom This could have naturally led to large parity
breaking effects and chiral selection.
Dark kef f = 151 electrons appearing in the TGD inspired model of high Tc super-conductivity
would have been a by-product of this step. Whether dark electrons could have transformed
to light ~0 electrons (of mass.25 keV) with a common mass scale of order 102 eV with exotic
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weak bosons is an interesting question. The model of high Tc super-conductivity predicts the
presence of structures analogous to cell membrane. This would suggest that cell membranes
emerged and chiral selection emerged at this step so that one could not distinguish the emergence of molecular life as a precedessor for the emergence of cell membrane like structures.
This would conform with the fact that DNA molecules are stable only inside cell nucleus.
Note that for kef f = 151 electron’s CD has time scale 224 × .1 seconds -that is 19.419 days
(day=24 hours).
The smallest nanobes [I6] appearing in rocks have size 20 nm and could have emerged at
this step. The size of the viruses [I13] is between 10-300 nm covers the entire range of length
scales assignable to Gaussian Mersennes, which suggests that smallest viruses could have
emerged at this step. Also the smallest [I5] [I5], which by definition have size smaller than
300 nm could have appeared at this stage.
6. The remaining steps
The remaining steps k = 151 → 157 → 163 → 167 could relate to the emergence of coiling
structure DNA and other structures inside cell nucleus. k = 167 would correspond to kd =
167 − 89 = 68 to be compared with the value kd = 47 required by 5 Hz Josephson frequency
for the neuronal membrane for -70 mV resting potential. Note that kd = 48 (state 1-2 of
deep sleep) corresponds to k = 163.
By their smallness also double and triple steps defined by kd = ki+n − ki , n > 1, are expected
to be probable. As a consequence, electrons can appear as dark electrons at all the Gaussian
Mersenne levels. At these steps the dark electrons corresponding to primes kef f = 137, 139
would appear. For k = 137 dark electron appears with CD time scale equal to 128 secondsrather precisely two minutes. The model for EEG suggests that the exotic weak bosons
appear in the scales kef f = 136, 137, 138.
Further multisteps from the lower levels of hierarchy would give structures with size scales
above the size of cell nucleus possibly assignable to organs and structural units of brain. The
dark levels assignable to electron are expected to be of special interest. It is encouraging that
the longest scale assignable to electron in this manner corresponds to k = 205 and length
scale of 1.28 m defining body size. As a consequence dark electrons are predicted at levels
k = 137, 139, 141, 143, 145, 147 coming as octaves.
Prokaryotic cells (bacteria, archea) without cell nucleus for which cell membrane is responsible
for metabolic functions and genome is scattered around the cell could have emerged at this
step. This would mean that the emergence of the cell membrane thickness as a fundamental
scale is not enough: also the size scale of membrane must appear as p-adic length scale. The
sizes of most prokaryotes vary between 1 µm and 10 µm: the lower bound would require
k = 163. There also prokaryotes with sizes between.2 µm (k = 157 corresponds to.08 µm)
and 750 µm. Cell nuclei, mitochondria, and other membrane bounded cell nuclei would have
evolved from prokaryotes in this framework. The sizes of eukaryote cells are above 10 µm
and the fact that multicellular organisms are in question strongly suggests that the higher
multisteps giving rise to weak bosons and dark electrons in length scales above L(167) are
responsible for multi-cellular structures.
This scenario leaves a lot of questions unanswered. In particular, one should understand in
more detail the weak physics at various length scales as well as various exotic nuclear physics
defined by dark nucleons and dark variants of nuclei.

Division of the evolution to that of biological body and magnetic body
Electron’s Mersenne prime M127 is the highest Mersenne prime, which does not correspond
to a completely super-astrophysical p-adic length scale. In the case of Gaussian Mersennes
MG,k one has besides those defined by k in {113, 151, 157, 163, 167, } also the ones defined
by k in {239, 241, 283, 353, 367, 379, 457, 997} [A1]. The appropriately extended model for
evolution allows to distinguish between three kinds of values of kef f .
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(a) The values of kef f for which electron can appear as dark particle and thus satisfying
kef f ≤ 205 (Table 5). These levels would correspond to structures with size below
1.25 m defined roughly by human body size and it is natural to assign the evolution of
super-nuclear structures to the levels 167 < kef f ≤ 205.
(b) The values of of kef f for which dark gauge bosons are possible in the model. This gives
the condition kef f ≤ 235. These levels correspond to structures in the range 1.25 m-40
km. The identification as parts of the magnetic body can be considered.
(c) The values of kef f obtained by adding to the system also the Gaussian Mersenne pair
k ∈ {239, 241} allowing also the dark electrons. The lower size scale for these structures
is 640 km.
(d) The higher levels corresponding to kef f in {283, 353, 367, ...}. The lower size scale for
these structures is 3 AU (AU is the distance from Earth to Sun).
kef f > 205 levels would correspond to the emergence of structures having typically size larger
than that of the biological body and not directly visible as biological evolution. This evolution could be hidden neuronal evolution meaning the emergence of extremely low Josephson
frequencies of the neurons modulating higher frequency patterns and being also responsible
for the communication of long term memories.
Biological evolution
In principle the proposed model allowing multisteps between hierarchy levels defined by
Mersenne primes and their Gaussian counterparts could explain the size scales of the basic
structures below the size scale 1.25 m identified in terms of the kef f ≤ 205 levels of the
hierarchy.
1. The emergence of cells having organelles
The appearance of the structures with kef f > 167 (possibly idetifiable as magnetic body
parts) should correlate with the emergence of simple eukaryotic cells and organisms, in particular plant cells for which size is larger than 10 µm, which could correspond to kef f = 171
for electron and dark variants of weak gauge bosons. kef f = 177 is the next dark electron
level and corresponds to 80 µm scale. It seems natural to assume that these dark weak bosons
do not transform to their ~0 counterparts at these space-time sheets.
Cell nucleus would be the brain of the cell, mitochondria would be the energy plant, and
centrioles generating microtubules would define the logistic system. Also other organelles
such as Golgi apparatus, ribosomes, lysosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, and vacuoles would be
present. These organelles would live in symbiosis by topologically condensing to kef f ≥ 171
magnetic body controlling their collective behavior. Centrosomes associated with animal
cells would not be present yet but microtubule organizing centers would already be there.
The recent observations show that centrioles are not always in the characteristic T shaped
conformation. Daughter centrioles resulting during the replication of mother centriole use
first ours of their lifetime to roam around the cell before becoming mature to replicate.
A possible interpretation is that they are also life forms and that magnetic body utilizes
daughter centrioles to perform some control functions crucial for the future development of
the cell. For instance, centrioles visit the place where axonal growth in neurons starts.
Cytoskeleton would act as a counterpart of a central nervous system besides being responsible
for various logistic functions such as transfer of proteins along microtobuli. Centrioles give
also rise to basal bodies and corresponding cilia/flagella used by simple cells to move or
control movement of air or liquid past them. Centriole pair would be also used by the
magnetic body to control cell division.
The logistic functions are the most obvious functions of microtubules. Magnetic body would
control cell membrane via signals sent through the cell nucleus and communicated to the
cell membrane along microtubuli. Basal bodies below the cell membrane and corresponding
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cilia/flagella would serve as motor organs making possible cell motion. Tubulin conformations representing bits would allow microtubule surface to represent the instructions of the
magnetic body communicated via via cell nucleus to various proteins moving along the microtubular surface so that they could perform their functions.
TGD based view about long memory recall as communication with geometric past allows
also the realization of cellular declarative memories in terms of the conformational patterns.
Memory recall corresponds to a communication with geometric past using phase conjugate
bosons with negative energies reflected back as positive energy bosons and thus representing
an “image” of microtubular conformation just like ordinary reflected light represents ordinary physical object. There would be no need for a static memory storage which in TGD
framework would mean taking again and again a new copy of the same file.
Receptor proteins would communicate cell level sensory input to the magnetic body via MEs
parallel to magnetic flux tubes connecting them to the magnetic body. We ourselves would
be in an abstract sense fractally scaled up counterparts of receptor proteins and associated
with dark matter iono-lito Josephson junction connecting the parts of magnetosphere below
litosphere and above magnetosphere. The communication would be based on Josephson
radiation consisting of photons, weak bosons, and gluons defining the counterpart of EEG
associated with the level of the dark matter hierarchy in question.
3. The emergence of organs and animals
The emergence of magnetic bodies with kef f in the range (177, 181, 183, 187, 189, 195, 201, 205)
allowing both dark electron and weak bosons could accompany the emergence of multicellular animals. Magnetic body at this level could give rise to super-genome making possible
genetic coding of organs not yet possessed by plant cells separated by walls from each other.
The super structures formed from centrosomes and corresponding microtubuli make possible
complex patterns of motion requiring quantum coherence in the scale of organs as well as
memories about them at the level of organs.
4. The emergence of nervous system
kef f in the range (187, 189, 195, 201, 205) allowing dark electrons and weak bosons gives size
scales (.25, .5, 4, 32, 128) cm, which could correspond to the scales of basic units of central
nervous system. What would be of special interest would be the possibility of charged entanglement based on classical W fields in macroscopic length scales. The emergence of the
new level means also the integration of axonal microtobuli to “text lines” at the magnetic
flux sheets making possible logistic control at the multineuronal level. The conformational
patterns of the microtubular surface would code nerve pulse patterns to bit patterns representing declarative long term memories. An interesting question is whether the reverse
coding occurs during memory recall.
The evolution of magnetic body
For mammals with body size below 1.25 m the levels kef f > 205 cannot correspond to biological body and the identification in terms of magnetic body is suggestive. The identification
of EEG in terms of Josephson frequencies suggests the assignment of EEG with these levels.
1. The emergence of EEG
EEG in the standard sense of the word is possessed only by vertebrates and one should
understand why this is the case. The value of Josephson frequency equal to 5 Hz requires only
kd = 47 so that something else must be involved. A possible explanation in the framework
of the proposed model comes from the following observations.
(a) Besides the maximal p-adic scale k = 205 for which electron and weak bosons appears as
dark variants the model allows also levels at which only gauge bosons appear as dark particles. From Table 10.5one finds that levels k ∈ {207, 211, 213, 217, 219, 221, 223, 225, 229, 235}
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are allowed. Could it be that these levels and possibly some highest levels containing
both electrons and gauge bosons as dark particles are a prerequisite for EEG as we
define it. Its variants at higher frequency scales would be present also for invertebrates.
The lowest Josephson frequency coded by the largest value of ~ in the cell membrane
system determines the Josephson frequency.
(b) The membrane potentials -55 mV (criticality against firing) correspond to ionic Josephson energies somewhat above 2 eV energy ((2.20, 2.74, 3.07, 2.31) eV, see Table 1). For
2 eV the wavelength 620 nm is near to L(163) = 640 nm. Therefore the Josephson
energies of ions can correspond to the Le (k = 163) if one assumes that a given p-adic
mass scale corresponds to masses half octave above the p-adic mass scale so that the
opposite would hold true at space-time level by Uncertainty Principle. Josephson frequencies fJ ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160} Hz correspond to kd ∈ {47, 46, 45, 44, 43, 42} giving
kef f ∈ {210, 209, 208, 207, 206, 205}.
i. Cerebellar resonance frequency 160 Hz would correspond to k = 205 -the highest
level for for which model allows dark electrons (also 200 Hz resonance frequency can
be understood since several ions are involved and membrane potential can vary).
ii. The 80 Hz resonance frequency of retina would correspond to kef f = 206 -for this
level dark electrons would not be present anymore.
iii. 40 Hz thalamocortical frequency would correspond to kef f = 207.
iv. For EKG frequencies are EEG frequencies below 20 Hz 12.5 and heart beat corresponds to .6-1.2 second cycle (the average.8 s corresponds to kef f = 212).
(c) Even values of kef f are not predicted by the model based on Mersenne primes allowing
only odd values of kef f so that the model does not seem to be the whole truth. The
conclusion which however suggests itself strongly is that EEG and its variants identified
as something in the range 1-100 Hz, are associated with the levels in at which only dark
weak bosons are possible in the proposed model. Note that the size scales involved with
EEG would be above the size scale of human body so that we would have some kind of
continuation of the biological body to be distinguished from the magnetic body. The
time scales assignable to the dark CDs would be huge: for instance, k = 205 would
correspond to T = 242 × .1s making about 1395 years for electron.
2. Does magnetic body correspond to the space-time sheets carrying dark weak bosons?
The layers of the magnetic body relevant for EEG have have size of order Earth size. Natural
time scale for the moment of sensory consciousness is measured as a fraction of second and
the basic building blocks of our sensory experience corresponds to a fundamental period
of.1 seconds. This scale appears already at ~0 level for electron CD. The natural question
concerns the relationship of the magnetic body to the k > 205 space-time sheets carrying
only gauge bosons in the model and having size scale larger than that of biological body. Do
they correspond to an extension of biological body or should they be regarded as parts of
the magnetic body? The following observations suggest that they could correspond to layers
of the magnetic body responsible for the fractal variant of EEG.
(a) The primary p-adic time scales (Compton times) T (239) and T (241) correspond to
frequencies, which are 2±1/2 kHz. The geometric average k = 240 corresponds to
kHz frequency. Is the appearance of kHz scale a mere accident
√ or do the frequencies
assignable to the quark CDs correspond to Compton times ∝ 2kef f /2 ?
(b) One can apply scalings by 2kd to the triplet (239, 240, 241) to get a triplet (239+kd , 240+
kd , 241 + kd ). The results are summarized in Table 10.6. Clearly the p
frequencies in
question cover also the EEG range. Note that these frequencies scale as 1/r whereas
Josephson frequencies scale as 1/r.
Also ZEG and WEG would appear but in much shorter scales dictated by kef f and might
accompany EEG. Somehow it seems that the effective masslessness of weak bosons below given scale is highly relevant for life. One can of course ask whether some larger
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kd
0
4
6
10
12
14
16
18
20
24

f1 /Hz
707
177
89
22.1
11.1
5.5
2.8
1.4
0.7
0.2

f2 /Hz
1000
250
1250
31.3
15.6
7.8
3.9
2.0
1.0
0.2

f3 /Hz
1412
354
177
44.2
22.1
11.1
5.5
2.8
1.4
0.3

Table 10.6: The Compton frequencies obtained by scaling 2kd /2 from the basic triplet kef f =
(239, 240, 241). The values of kd correspond to those predicted by the model based on Mersenne
primes.

Gaussian Mersenne could change the situation. There is a large gap in the distribution
of Gaussian Mersennes after k = 167 and the next ones correspond to MG,k , with k in
(239, 241, 283, 353, 367, 379, 457, 997) [A1]. The twin pair k = (239, 241) corresponds to a
length scales (1.6, 3.2) × 102 km and the minimum value for kd are (72, 74) (167 → (239, 241)
transition).
3. Long term memory and ultralow Josephson frequencies
What determines the time scale associated with long term memory is a crucial question if
one really wants to understand the basic aspects of consciousness.
(a) Does the time scale correspond to the size scale of CD assignable to electron scaled by
r = ~/~0 ? In this case relatively small values of r would be enough and r = 247 would
give time scale of 1013 s for for electron’s CD, which is about 3 × 105 years. This does
not make sense.
(b) Does Josephson frequency define the relevant time scale? In this case the long term
memory would require the analog of EEG in the time scale of memory span. kef f =
205 would give 6 ms time scale for memory from the assignment of kef f = 163 to
the Josephson photons at V=-50 mV implying kd = 42. Minute scale would require
kef f = 217. The highest level kef f = 235 allowed by the model involving only Gaussian
Mersennes with k ≤ 167 would correspond to a time scale of 77.67 days (day is 24
hours). For Gaussian Mersennes defined by kef f = (239, 241) the time scales become
about (41.4, 82.8) months (3.4 and 6.8 years). These scales should also define important
biorhythms. The claimed 7 years rhythm of human life could relate to the latter rhythm:
note that the precise value of the period depends on the membrane potential and thus
varies. The presence of the scaled up variants of the by kd ≤ 78 allows longer time spans
of long term memory and the scaling defined by kd = 167 − 163 = 4 scales up the span
of long term memories to (54.4, 108.8) years.
4. Cultural evolution
Higher levels in the hierarchy would correspond mostly to the evolution of hyper-genome
coding for culture and social structures. Introns are good candidate for the nucleotides
involved. The development of speech faculty is certainly a necessary prerequisite for this
breakthrough. Already EEG seems to correspond to dark layers of biological body larger
than biological body so that one can cask whether the weak bosons and dark electrons in
the length scales k = 239, 241, 283, 353, 367, ... could be relevant for the collective aspect of
consciousness and cultural evolution. Maybe the size scales (175, 330) km and their scaled
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up variants by kd ≤ 78 might have something to do with the spatial scale of some typical
social structure (not city: the area of New York is only 790 km2 ).

10.6

How Advanced Civilization Could Study Cosmos?

Space travel is not the best manner for the advanced civilization to study the surrounding cosmos. Rather, time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
timemirror.jpg or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book) seems to provide almost unlimited opportunities to achieve this. Chilbolton (see Figs. 10.7 and10.8 ) and Crabwoodcrop
circles suggest that aliens could be either intra-terrestrial life forms or ourselves in a relatively
remote geometric future. The TGD based new physics suggest also a natural solution to the
Fermi paradox (“Where are they all?” ).

10.6.1

Why Space Travel Is Not A Good Idea?

There are several arguments suggesting that space-travel over very long distances is not a
good idea.
(a) Direct encounters of life forms, which are at different evolutionary level would be probably lethal since immune systems would not be compatible. Thus there is no good reason
for long space-travels.
(b) With the recent technology the amount of fuel needed makes it impossible to get very
far. Remote utilization of energy by time mirror mechanism could resolve this difficulty.
Many-sheeted population inverted lasers might be everywhere and provide the needed
energy. TGD suggests mechanisms making it possible to reduce the inertial mass of the
space-ship dramatically. This kind of feather light space-ships could behave as UFOs
are found to behave.
(c) The finite value of the light velocity poses the most severe constraints. Time dilatation in
principle allows the space-ship moving with sufficiently high velocity to get to arbitrary
long distances in arbitrarily short proper time experienced by the crew. The problem
is however that the civilization that send the crew to the flight could suffer extinction
during the first days (as experienced by travellers) of the travel. Note however that time
mirror mechanism could allow to circumvent this difficulty.

10.6.2 Time Mirror Mechanism As An Ideal Tool For The Study Of
The Universe
Time mirror mechanism suggest a solution to the problem of communicating with civilizations
in distant galaxies and light velocity ceases to be problem. Remote sensing in principle
makes possible an active instantaneous scanning of arbitrarily distance galaxies. Remote
motor control is also possible and in principle makes it possible to use simple life forms like
plasmoids to perform desired tasks. These plasmoids could serve also as quantum mediums
making sharing of mental images possible. This would give rise to a remote sensory system.
Also communications with the civilizations of the geometric future could be possible. pAdic frequencies coming as half octaves of the frequency 10 Hz are excellent candidates for
preferred frequencies and one can assign to each of these p-adic frequencies hierarchy of
cognitive codes that with definite duration of code word and number of bits. Field patterns
realizing these code words could provide means of communication with civilizations of both
geometric future and past. ET experiences might have interpretation as a sharing of mental
images induced by encounters with the plasmoids generated during the tectonic activity.
Abduction experiences could represent real encounters with plasmoids.
Plasmoids could be seen an ideal realization for a living space-ship drawing its energy from
environment. UFOs might be plasmoid structures emitted from the plasma sheet of some
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planet of a distant stellar system which have managed to penetrate through the cusp region
of the magneto-pause of Earth, which serves as a magneto-immune system preventing the
penetration of solar and other interplanetary magnetic life forms inside magnetosphere. A
civilization at sufficiently high level of development could even intentionally generate magnetic self-organization patterns leading to birth of plasmoid like life forms. The somewhat
ghostly crew of a magneto-UFO could consists of magnetospheric sensory representations for
the inhabitants of this planet but this would not diminish the reality of the experience. Space
travel of mental images would not require transfer of huge amounts of fuel through cosmos
and light velocity would not be a limitation for the communications. There are good reasons
to believe that higher levels of the self hierarchy have discovered mental space travel long
ago if even we have been able to invent it!

10.6.3

What Aliens Are?

The first possibility is that aliens are extraterrestrials. In this case one cannot say much more.
If one takes crop circles as an attempt of aliens to tell something about their civilization one
ends up with much more detailed speculations. Chilbolton and Crabwood crop formations
are the most fascinating of these messages [H1, H2, H4, H7]. The Chilbolton and Crabwood
crop circles allow to even deduce rather precise information about the genetic codes of the
alien life forms, and the second genetic code involves 80 DNAs and 23 amino-acids. This
would mean that the civilization in question might be at a much higher evolutionary level
that we are, and could have developed antigravity technology for long time ago. I have
discussed the interpretation of these formations in the [K13].
The fact that the Chilbolton message so soon after the sending of Arecibo message providing
information about human kind as species and had same format as Arecibo message could
mean that the constructor of the messages is inside or at least in the vicinity of solar system.
A plausible hypothesis is that the magnetosphere of Earth, or possibly also of Sun, defining
kind of collective conscious entity having various biological life forms as its “cells”, has
generated the crop circles using the same basic mechanisms as magnetic bodies use to generate
generalized motor actions in biological bodies. Magnetosphere could communicate its own
higher level knowledge to us or could mediate a message from somewhere.
Do crop circles tell about solars or intra-planetaries?
If the crop circles are generated by control signals based on positive energy topological light
rays, the constructor of the message, and perhaps also the civilization about which the
message tells, can be at most at a distance of few light decades. Indeed, Chilbolton message
suggests that the aliens live at Earth, Mars and Jupiter and perhaps even in Sun. The Sun is
smaller than in Arecibo message, which might mean that the aliens live in below the corona,
perhaps at the magnetic flux tubes of the convective zone carrying magnetic fields of order.2
Tesla for which electronic cyclotron radiation is at micro-wave range. The question is where
in Earth’s magnetosphere aliens could be hiding. The Freudian answer is that since they
are not visible they must lurk in the cellar, that is underground. One can indeed build a
vision about alien life based on this idea and consistent with the hints provided by the crop
formations.
Do crop circles tell about futuro-terrestrials?
If the crop circles are generated by communications involving negative energy photons (phase
conjugate light) then the signals responsible for the formation of crop circles arrive from
the geometric future. In this case the civilization could be arbitrary far away from Earth.
Chilbolton message however leaves only the possibility that the civilization is some other
civilization or ourselves of the geometric future after the colonization of Mars and Jupiter.
This civilization must have invented the technology making it possible to apply time mirror
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mechanism to induce magnetic self-organization patterns leading to the generation of plasmoids serving as mediums for telepathic communications and able to perform simple tasks
like construction of crop circles.
How far in the geometric future futuro-terrestrials might live?
Chilbolton message could even allow to estimate how far in the geometric future the civilization constructing crop circles is located.
(a) The smaller size of Sun could indeed mean a smaller size of Sun: standard model predicts
that the radius increases very slowly so that this interpretation seems to be wrong in
standard physics context. There are however highly controversial claims that Sun is
shrinking with the rate of.1 per cent per century [E15]: dlog(R)/dt = 10−3 /τ , τ = 100
years. The analysis of [E35] however led to a conclusion that only oscillations with a
period of 76 years are in question. If the shrinking occurred for the entire Sun rather
than only surface layers, the claimed rate for shrinking would mean that gravitational
2
energy would be liberated with a rate P = GMSun
/R × dlog(R)/dt, which would give
29
P ∼ 10 Watts, which is much higher than the power P ∼ 4 × 1026 Watts radiated by
Sun by known mechanisms.
The presence of the classical Z 0 force could make possible considerable deviations from
the standard stellar evolution and might be also needed to explain the oscillations of
the solar radius. The increase of the gravitational binding energy could be compensated
by the increase of the repulsive Z 0 Coulomb energy so that the catastrophic conclusion could be avoided. One could say that gravitational and Z 0 force serve opposite
tendencies compensating each other in the “solar homeostasis”.
If the shrinking were real and would continue with the rate claimed in [E15], one would
have R/Rnow = exp(−10−3 t/τ ). If the radius in Chilbolton message is by a factor k < 1
smaller than in Arecibo message, the proposed interpretation implies that the message
must have been sent from a temporal distance t ' log(1/k) × 103 τ ∼ 105 years in the
geometric future. A more realistic estimate would probably increase the value of t by
some powers of 10. If this extremely light hearted argument were taken seriously, a
breakthrough in time mirror technology is not to be expected during my lifetime!
(b) There is also a second manner to estimate the value of temporal distance of crop circle
artists from us. Crabwood formation appeared year and one day later than Chilbolton
formation. A possible interpretation is as a message telling that the it takes one day
more for Earth to rotate around Sun in the geometric future so that year is by one day
longer.
i) The mass loss of Sun causes the gradual weakening of the gravitational force of Sun
causing the increase of the radii of planetary orbits and thus also of orbital periods. The
rate for the increase of the orbital period is dlog(T )/dt ≡ 1/τ = −1/4 × dlog(MSun )/dt.
The rate of the solar mass loss is believed to be mostly due to the energy liberated
in fusion, and one has in a good approximation dlog(M )/dt = 10−13 /year. This gives
T (t)/T (now) = exp(t/τ ). The lengthening of year by one day requires a time t '
τ /365 ∼ 1011 years, which is about one percent of the rough estimate for the lifetime of
Sun, and of the same order of magnitude as the estimates for the time parameter called
the recent age of the Universe. In fact, Sun is estimated to become a red giant within
7.5 billion years making life as we understand it impossible at Earth.
ii) Also cosmic expansion should affect the orbital radii of the planets. If the Hubble
time t and radial coordinate r of Robertson-Walker cosmology with line element ds2 =
dt2 − a(t)2 (dr2 /(1 + r2 ) + r2 dΩ2 ) correspond to the coordinates tP N and rP N of the
Post-Newtonian approximation, and if cosmic expansion can be treated adiabatically,
the prediction is that the sizes of the planetary orbits increase are scaled as L(a)/L(a0 ) =
4
a/a0 , where a corresponds to M+
light cone proper time appearing as the scaling factor
of Robertson-Walker metric and related to the Hubble time t by (t/t0 ) = (a/a0 )3/2 . By
Kepler’s law one has T ∝ L3/2 so that the period of the planetary orbit would scale as
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T ∝ a3/2 ∝ t. One day per year lengthening would correspond to ∆T /T = 1/365 =
∆t/t. For t = 5 × 109 years this would give ∆t = 17 million years.
iii) The estimate above is based on the neglect of perturbations caused by planets to
each other’s orbits. The multiple gravitational resonances between planets resulting,
when the ratios of rotation or precession periods are integer valued, are a route to
chaos (in the sense of complexity rather than randomness) in the planetary system.
Since also Z 0 force is 1/r2 force, this hold true also when classical Z 0 force is taken
into account. These resonances can affect dramatically orbital parameters. Numerical
simulations lead to the conclusion that the Lyapunov time of planetary system is 5-10
million years [E32]. If this holds true also in TGD Universe, then the parameter t for
the future civilization for which year is one day longer than for us, could be as small
as million years. In any case it seems that it takes quite a time to develop time mirror
technology if this estimate makes sense.

10.6.4 Have More Advanced Civilizations Performed Genetic Engineering At Earth?
A fascinating possibility that extraterrestrials, intra-terrestrials, or ourselves of the geometric future have performed genetic engineering. There is some support that this might be
occurring.
(a) The first sensational finding was the outcome of Great Genome Project. The “headscratching discovery” by the public consortium, as Science termed it, came when the
human genome was compared with the genomes of our precedessors [I19, I34]. It was
found that human genome contains 223 genes not possessed by invertebrates. Contrary
to what one might expect, these 223 genes could make an enormous difference. The
reason is that this number is more than two thirds of the number of the 300 genes
differentiating between humans and chimpanzees so that these genes could be the main
determinant of the dramatic difference between humans and chimpanzees in standard
genetics. A possible explanation is that this difference is due to a genetic engineering
carried out by a more advanced civilization [K13]. This genetic engineering might
have induced the migration of Homo Sapiens from Africa and an explosive evolution of
language and culture.
(b) The second sensational finding reported towards the end of the year 2003 was that the
genome of corals, which are the simplest life forms possessing neurons, seems to resemble
much more vertebrate genome than it resembles genomes of flies and worms [I26]. Corals
resemble vertebrates in the sense that they have calcium carbonate skeleton. Corals are
multicellular structures consisting of two cell layers analogous to scaled up versions
of the lipid layers of cell membrane. Thus coral colonies can be seen as organisms
for which the role of cell is taken by corals, and are in a very well special sense at a
higher evolutionary level than us. The assumption that corals are intra-terrestrial or
extraterrestrial life-forms which have served as gene banks radiating their genes to the
simple life forms in environment could explain the mysterious Cambrian explosion in
which a large number of animal phyla emerged apparently from nowhere [I47]. This
speculative vision is discussed in [K18].
Aliens are not the only candidates for genetic engineers. Also magnetic Mother Gaia could
be responsible for the genetic engineering, even the magnetic Mother Gaia of the distance
geometric future. There are experimental findings [J2] supporting that electromagnetic radiation can be imprinted by genetic information and that this genetic information can be
transferred to the genome of developing embryos of even different species [K19].
Nothing precludes the possibility that genes/supergenes/hyper genes at some level of dark
matter hierarchy can also code for genetic self engineering since these activities are after all
very similar to other genetically coded bio-chemical activities. The computer analogy would
be programs writing programs. The engineering genes would be activated by W MEs inducing plasma oscillation patterns. The claimed effects could be understood if the interaction
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with genetically imprinted electromagnetic field pattern activates genes inducing genetic self
engineering yielding the genetic modifications consistent with the pattern represented by the
em radiation.
Magnetic body would receive information about the desired outcome as electromagnetic field
patterns emitted by other organisms, most naturally members of the same species. If these
modifications are successful, the magnetic body is exposed to this information for long enough
time to react and activate W MEs inducing the genetic program inducing the genetic program
leading to the suggested genetic modification.
Hyper-genes [K26] integrating groups of organisms to larger wholes would be naturally involved with the mechanism. This mechanism would guarantee a rapid propagation of successful genetic modifications to the entire population and would be much more effective than
the slowly occurring selection of random mutations. The possibly existing genes responsible
for the genetic self engineering could be also introns and express themselves by activating
nuclear RNA and process like reverse transcription.

10.6.5

Fermi Paradox

The question “Where are they all?” is the best manner to formulate Fermi paradox. Fermi
made estimates about the probability of intelligent life in Cosmos and ended up with the
conclusion that intelligent civilizations should have already expressed their presence to us.
There are many manners to achieve this.
(a) The radiation generated by radio-wave communications leaks out to the interstellar
space and should serve as a telltale signature about the presence of intelligence. The
civilizations might be as willing as us to tell about the existence, and might send to the
interstellar space radio-waves telling about them as a life form. We have indeed sent
Arecibo message just in this purpose.
The communications based on Maxwellian radio waves might however represent a rather
short period in the development of the civilization. Topological light rays allow precisely
targeted communications without weakening and dispersion of the signal and since the
signal propagates outside the space-time sheets containing matter, the perturbations
caused by the interaction with matter are small. For this kind of communications the
leakage of the signals is minimal, and the civilization remains invisible for civilizations
which have not yet reached the technological maturity to receive and interpret signals
travelling along topological light rays (possibly parallel to magnetic flux tube structures
serving as cosmic nervous systems). This is the safest option since civilizations like us
might be very dangerous in their eagerness to declare Star Wars.
(b) One might argue that high tech civilizations are doomed to produce a lot of entropy and
the radiation resulting in this manner could also serve as a telltale signature. The discovery of the technology based on time mirror mechanism would however mean dramatic
reduction in the entropy production. Quite generally, the second law of thermodynamics can be circumvented below p-adic time scale so that also the mad consumer period
could be short lasting.
(c) The engineering achievements of these civilizations in astrophysical length scales might
be one signature. It is however not at all clear whether we are able to see them. Presumably living technology relying on magnetic self-organization of super conducting
magnetic flux tube structures serving as an astrophysical “nervous system” is in question. Magnetic flux tubes however quite literally represent dark matter [K82] to us and
the established science has not yet even discovered the notion of magnetic body and is
still trying to explain dark matter in terms of various X-ons.
(d) Star wars thinking would suggest that the civilization evolved to a high level technologically would build space-ships and start the conquering of other planetary systems.
Macroscopic quantum coherence of dark matter in astrophysical length scales however
provides completely new methods of communication and control, and it is quite possible
that the aliens are just patiently waiting that we finally discover that dark matter aliens
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are here, there, and everywhere. One might hope that this discovery does not require
the emergence of the next level of dark matter hierarchy in the terrestrial biological
evolution since it might not take place during this week.
(e) These civilization hardly see the trouble of transferring tons of material to foreign stellar
systems since time mirror mechanism allows telepathic communications by sharing of
mental images with civilizations of both geometric future and past. The encounters
with UFOs and ETs might be just this kind of virtual meetings but most terrestrial
scientists take them as hallucinations. The explosive development of science could be
due to the sharing of mental images of more developed civilization but it is difficult for
us to even consider the possibility that we have not discovered all this by ourselves.
Time mirror mechanism could make even possible intentional induction of magnetic selforganization creating plasmoid like life forms. The reports about intelligent light balls appear
repeatedly but most terrestrial scientists refuse to take seriously these reports. Crop circles
might represent an extreme example about an attempt of advanced intelligence to get into
a direct communication with us but most scientists receiving monthly salaries refuse to even
play with the thought that these formations might not be hoaxes.
On basis of these arguments it seems that Fermi paradox tells much more about us than the
surrounding universe. Our view about consciousness and life and physics is so badly wrong
that it leads to the conclusions that consciousness is illusion, living beings are deterministic
robots, and Earth is the only living planet in the entire Universe. We could test however
test the TGD based vision. Perhaps some mad scientist starts some day to build population
inverted lasers at energies corresponding to p-adic frequencies and zero point kinetic energy
increments in order to receive negative energy signals from future, begins to send phase conjugate waves to the geometric past at these frequencies using p-adic cognitive codes (genetic
code in particular, [K18] ), and starts to analyze carefully radio-wave patterns at the p-adic
frequencies to see whether they contain some structure suggesting that the sender of the
signal is intelligent.

10.6.6

Dark Matter Hierarchy As A Solution Of Fermi Paradox?

The original version of this chapter was written few years before the ideas related to the
quantization of Planck constant began to develop [K88]. The original stimulus came from
the observation that the radii of the 4 inner planets seem to correspond to the radii of Bohr
orbits with a gigantic value of gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GM m/v0 , v0 ' 2−11 . The
radii for the orbits of outer planets in turn correspond to v0 → v0 /5 [E14]. The dependence
of ~gr on masses is fixed by Equivalence Principle and v0 = 2−11 corresponds in TGD
framework to a fundamental constant expressible in terms of CP2 radius, Planck length, and
Kähler coupling strength [K98].
The general theory for the quantization of Planck constants [K88] predicts the spectrum of
4
4
M±
and CP2 Planck constants as integer multiples ~(M±
) = na ~0 and ~(CP2 ) = nb ~0 of
the ordinary Planck constant ~0 . The Planck constant ~ef f appearing in the Schrödinger
equation using ~0 as a unit equals to the ratio na /nb having in principle all positive rational
values.
The spectrum of Planck constants reflects a hierarchy of embedding spaces characterized by
4
finite subgroups of SU(2) identified as a subgroup of SL(2, C) in the case of M±
Planck
constant and of SU(3) in the case of CP2 Planck constant (appearing in the commutation
relations of corresponding isometry Lie algebras). The subgroup Gb ⊂ SU (2) ⊂ SU (3)
4
defines a covering of M±
by Gb -related points whereas the subgroup Ga ⊂ SU (2) ⊂ SL(2, C)
4
defines covering of CP2 by Ga -related points. The covariant metric of M±
factor is scaled up
2
by nb , where nb is the order of the maximal cyclic subgroup of Gb . Analogous result holds
for CP2 .
4
These copies of embedding spaces are glued together to a tree like structure such that M±
(CP2 ) are identified by isometry if Gb (Ga ) is same for the two copies. Each node involves
infinitely many branches labelled by Gb (Ga ). One can say that two kind of matters in this
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hierarchy are dark with respect to each other if they reside at different branches of this structure. If Ga (Gb ) is same for the two sectors, a phase transition changing the value of Planck
4
constant ~(CP2 ) (~(M±
)) can occur and corresponds geometrically to a leakage been different
sectors via an intermediate state which has 0-dimensional CP2 projection or 2-dimensional
4
M±
projection (time like plane remaining invariant under Ga ⊂ SO(3)) containing the quantization axis for angular momentum). The points in the projection correspond to singular
orbifold points for the G-covering in question.
Also a spectrum of number theoretic values of Planck constants is predictedna and nb correspond for them to n-polygons constructible using only ruler and compass. The resulting
model for planetary orbits predicts that the ratios of planetary masses should be given as
ratios qab /qcd of ratios qab = na /nb of these preferred integers. This is rather strong a prediction and satisfied within 3 per cent. Also an absolute prediction GM m/v0 = na /nb (say
in the case of Earth-Sun pair) results and is wrong by about 4 per cent: the failure could be
understood if the masses in question correspond to dark matter [K98].
Particles mass spectrum does not depend on the values of Planck constants whereas Compton
length scales as na . For large values of ~ef f the overlap criterion for the formation of macroscopic quantum phases is satisfied due to the large values of Compton lengths. In the case of
gravitational Planck constant the macroscopic quantum phases would have an astrophysical
size. Dark matter hierarchy would correspond to a hierarchy of increasingly refined levels of
consciousness with an increasing span of long term memory and planned action and utilizing
the lower levels of hierarchy as sensory receptors and motor instruments.
4
, k) =
In biology an especially important dark matter hierarchy seems to correspond to ~(M±
11k
2 , ~(CP2 ) = ~0 and great leaps in evolution could be understood as the emergence of a new
level of this kind to the “personal” dark matter hierarchy realized as a hierarchy of magnetic
bodies (topologically quantized magnetic fields associated with the system) [K14]. The group
Ga would most naturally act as symmetry group of dark magnetic body transforming to each
other the flux tubes of the magnetic body representing topological quantized dipole type
magnetic field having a full rotational symmetry before topological quantization. na would
give the number of flux tubes.

If one accepts the model for the hierarchy of EEGs, the duration of life cycle identified as a
cyclotron time scale for a typical biologically important ion gives a reasonable guess for the
highest level of dark matter hierarchy involved. For instance, from the requirement that EEG
photons have energy above thermal energy, the time scale of ordinary EEG would correspond
to na = 211k , k = 4, and the duration of our life cycle to k = 7. In meditative states referred
often to as cosmic consciousness the value of k might be much higher.
In this conceptual framework the answer to the question “Where are they?” would be based
on the identification of “them” as conscious entities at higher levels of dark matter hierarchy
and living at different branches of the embedding space. If all goes well, civilization would
sooner or later achieve Omega point at which it becomes so convinced about the existence
of this hierarchy that it initiates systematic attempts to build communications with higher
levels of the hierarchy and perhaps “moves” more or less permanently to this branch of
embedding space which would naturally explain Fermi paradox.

10.7

What Ufos Are?

The second key question concerns the interpretation of UFOs. Interpretation as plasmoids
might be equivalent with interpretation as living flying saucers able to reduce their inertial
and gravitational mass and using time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig. 10.9 in the appendix of this book) to extract energy
from environment.
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10.7.1

Ufos As Plasmoids?

One of the most important findings about UFOs is their butterfly like behavior. They can
accelerate very rapidly and change their direction of motion instantaneously. Since this
occurs without generation of shock waves, the only conclusion seems to be that their inertial
and gravitational masses are very light.
Persinger has proposed a model explaining the experiences about encounters of extraterrestrials as hallucinations caused by the perturbations of Earth’s magnetic field induced by the
liberation of the tectonic energy at the lines of tectonic activity [J19]. The model is based
on well-established statistics about the effects of the perturbations of Earth’s magnetic field
on consciousness collected in mental hospitals. The lines of the tectonic activity are also
accompanied by well established luminous phenomena which suggests that the model could
be naturally combined with the explanation of UFOs as this kind of luminous phenomena.
This suggests that UFOs might be plasmoids. These primitive life-forms could use time mirror
mechanism to receive metabolic energy and tectonic activity would be excellents source of
metabolic energy. Plasmoids, being extremely light structures, could easily follow the energy
beam flowing from the spot of tectonic activity, and the random variation of the beam
direction could explain the random butterfly like motion of UFOs often observed and very
difficult to understand if UFOs are structures built of steel and copper. This identification
does not of course mean that plasmoids could not be living, intelligent space-ships. The
lightness and ability to draw energy from the environment would make plasmoids ideal for
this purposed.

10.7.2

Ufos Made Of Copper And Steel?

There is some evidence for “metallic” UFOs too. In particular, the claimed Roswell case
involving a “traffic accident” of UFO and dead bodies of aliens suggests that aliens and
UFOs are real. TGD based model [K54] for the strange antigravity effects observed in
rotating magnetic systems [H51] leads to a mechanism which might be behind flying saucers.
The basic idea is that the space-time sheet of rotating magnet is connected to the space-time
sheet carrying Earth’s gravitational field by join along boundaries bonds/flux tubes, one can
visualize them as threads connecting the rotating system to the environment. Along these
threads the gravitational flux created by the magnet flows to Earth’s space-time sheet and
these threads mediate the gravitational interaction.
Rotation causes the entanglement of the threads and when the rotational speed becomes high
enough, the threads begin to split. This means that the ends of the split threads become
carriers of negative and positive gravitational mass. Effectively the gravitational mass of
the magnet system remains to the Earth’s space-time sheet and the mass of magnet system
itself decreases and angular momentum conservation implies an acceleration of the spinning
motion (pirouette effect). If the inertial mass is equal to the gravitational mass as Equivalence
Principle requires, a system which is light as a feather results!
This mechanism might make possible flying saucers. For instance, the rotating system could
apply time mirror mechanism to generate the needed very fast motion making possibly mass
loss. It could also accelerate and change direction of motion very quickly. The strange
properties of UFOs suggest that if they are really flying saucers, a reduction of the inertial
mass is indeed involved. Thus one might think of the possibility that plasmoid like structure
and a more rigid structure accompany each other in some cases. The rotating magnet system
involves also plasma near its outer boundary and would in this case be due to acceleration
of ions in radial electric field generate by the rotating magnet. Plasmoid like structures
indeed involve magnetic flux tubes and this suggests that they could rotate rapidly and in
this manner reduce their gravitational and inertial mass.

10.7.3

Are Flying Saucers Necessarily Living Systems?

The following arguments suggest that flying saucers are necessarily living systems.
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(a) As explained earlier, the study of field equations leads to the classification of basic
phases of matter by the dimension D of CP2 projection of the space-time sheet. D = 2
would naturally correspond to magnetic flux tube structure associated with non-rotating
magnetic system. This phase is simple and analogous to a ferro-magnet. As already
found by Faraday, a radial electric field accompanied by a non-vanishing vacuum charge
density is generated when a constant magnetic field is put into rotation. The nonvanishing charge density requires a 3-dimensional CP2 projection. The conclusion is
that rotation induces a phase transition D = 2 → 3.
(b) The phase transition implies a qualitative change in the structure of the magnetic fields
and could thus explain the generation of magnetic walls observed in the rotating magnetic system [H51]. What is fascinating that D = 3 phase corresponds to the living
matter in the proposed classification. This would conform with the idea that the ADPATP machinery responsible for the metabolism is a molecular Searl machine. Hence the
strange effects observed in rotating magnetic systems might reveal the fundamentals of
the dead → alive phase transition. Also this suggests that plasmoids could be seen as
flying saucers which are living just because they are flying saucers.
(c) The increase of the dimension of CP2 projection could generate flux tubes and wormhole
contacts leading to the transfer of charge between different space-time sheets. The
possibly resulting flow of gravitational flux to larger space-time sheets might help to
explain the claimed antigravity effects.

10.8

Figures And Illustrations

Figure 10.1: Space-times can be regarded as 4-dimensional surfaces in 8-dimensional space H =
4
M+
× CP2 obtained by replacing points of future light cone of Minkowski space with CP2 .
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Figure 10.2: Material objects correspond to the sheets of the many-sheeted space-time. Note
that sheets are extremely near to each other.

Figure 10.3: The space-time sheets condensed on larger space-time sheets having no flux tubes
can be connected by flux tubes. This forces to generalize the notion of sub-system and makes
possible sharing of mental images.
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Figure 10.4: Generalization of the number concept: real and p-adic number fields correspond to
the pages of book and the rim of book corresponds to rational numbers common to all of them.

Figure 10.5: The transformation of p-adic space-time sheet to a real one in quantum jump
correspond to the transformation of intention to action.

Figure 10.6: Quantum entangled systems lose their identify. Schrödinger cat entangled with the
poisson bottle is neither living nor dead or is both simultaneously.
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Figure 10.7: Arecibo message provides information about us.

Figure 10.8: Chilbolton crop formation of figure a) is made using the same format as Arecibo
message and can be interpreted as providing information about the constructors of the formation.
Figure b) is the counterpart of radio antenna used to generate the message. A possible interpretation is as magnetosphere which suggests that the conscious entity responsible for the generation
of crop circles is entity magnetosphere, brain of Mother Gaia.
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Figure 10.9: Time mirror mechanism
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Appendix
Originally this appendix was meant to be a purely technical summary of basic facts but in
its recent form it tries to briefly summarize those basic visions about TGD which I dare to
regarded stabilized. I have added illustrations making it easier to build mental images about
what is involved and represented briefly the key arguments. This chapter is hoped to help
the reader to get fast grasp about the concepts of TGD.
The basic properties of embedding space and related spaces are discussed and the relationship
of CP2 to standard model is summarized. The notions of induction of metric and spinor
connection, and of spinor structure are discussed. Many-sheeted space-time and related
notions such as topological field quantization and the relationship many-sheeted space-time
to that of GRT space-time are discussed as well as the recent view about induced spinor
fields and the emergence of fermionic strings. Various topics related to p-adic numbers are
summarized with a brief definition of p-adic manifold and the idea about generalization of
the number concept by gluing real and p-adic number fields to a larger book like structure.
Hierarchy of Planck constants can be now understood in terms of the non-determinism of
Kähler action and the recent vision about connections to other key ideas is summarized.

A-1

Imbedding Space M 4 × CP2 And Related Notions

Space-times are regarded as 4-surfaces in H = M 4 × CP2 the Cartesian product of empty
Minkowski space - the space-time of special relativity - and compact 4-D space CP2 with
size scale of order 104 Planck lengths. One can say that embedding space is obtained by
replacing each point m of empty Minkowski space with 4-D tiny CP2 . The space-time of
general relativity is replaced by a 4-D surface in H which has very complex topology. The
notion of many-sheeted space-time gives an idea about what is involved.
Fig. 1. Imbedding space H = M 4 × CP2 as Cartesian product of Minkowski space M 4 and
complex projective space CP2 . http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/Hoo.jpg
4
4
Denote by M+
and M−
the future and past directed lightcones of M 4 . Denote their intersection, which is not unique, by CD. In zero energy ontology (ZEO) causal diamond (CD)
is defined as cartesian product CD × CP2 . Often I use CD to refer just to CD × CP2 since
CP2 factor is relevant from the point of view of ZEO.
4
4
Fig. 2. Future and past light-cones M+
and M−
. Causal diamonds (CD) are defined as
their intersections. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/futurepast.jpg

Fig. 3. Causal diamond (CD) is highly analogous to Penrose diagram but simpler. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/penrose.jpg
A rather recent discovery was that CP2 is the only compact 4-manifold with Euclidian signature of metric allowing twistor space with Kähler structure. M 4 is in turn is the only
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4-D space with Minkowskian signature of metric allowing twistor space with Kähler structure [A11] so that H = M 4 × CP2 is twistorially unique.
One can loosely say that quantum states in a given sector of “world of classical worlds”
(WCW) are superpositions of space-time surfaces inside CDs and that positive and negative
energy parts of zero energy states are localized and past and future boundaries of CDs. CDs
form a hierarchy. One can have CDs within CDs and CDs can also overlap. The size of CD
is characterized by the proper time distance between its two tips. One can perform both
translations and also Lorentz boosts of CD leaving either boundary invariant. Therefore one
can assign to CDs a moduli space and speak about wave function in this moduli space.
In number theoretic approach it is natural to restrict the allowed Lorentz boosts to some
discrete subgroup of Lorentz group and also the distances between the tips of CDs to multiples
of CP2 radius defined by the length of its geodesic. Therefore the moduli space of CDs
discretizes. The quantization of cosmic recession velocities for which there are indications,
could relate to this quantization.

A-2

Basic Facts About CP2

CP2 as a four-manifold is very special. The following arguments demonstrates that it codes
for the symmetries of standard models via its isometries and holonomies.

A-2.1

CP2 As A Manifold

CP2 , the complex projective space of two complex dimensions, is obtained by identifying the
points of complex 3-space C 3 under the projective equivalence

(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) ≡ λ(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) .

(A-2.1)

Here λ is any non-zero complex number. Note that CP2 can be also regarded as the coset
space SU (3)/U (2). The pair z i /z j for fixed j and z i 6= 0 defines a complex coordinate chart
for CP2 . As j runs from 1 to 3 one obtains an atlas of three coordinate charts covering CP2 ,
the charts being holomorphically related to each other (e.g. CP2 is a complex manifold).
The points z 3 6= 0 form a subset of CP2 homoeomorphic to R4 and the points with z 3 = 0
a set homeomorphic to S 2 . Therefore CP2 is obtained by “adding the 2-sphere at infinity to
R4 ”.
Besides the standard complex coordinates ξ i = z i /z 3 , i = 1, 2 the coordinates of Eguchi and
Freund [A7] will be used and their relation to the complex coordinates is given by

ξ1
ξ

2

= z + it ,
= x + iy .

(A-2.2)

These are related to the “spherical coordinates” via the equations

ξ1
ξ2

Θ
(Ψ + Φ)
)cos( ) ,
2
2
(Ψ − Φ)
Θ
= rexp(i
)sin( ) .
2
2
= rexp(i

The ranges of the variables r, Θ, Φ, Ψ are [0, ∞], [0, π], [0, 4π], [0, 2π] respectively.

(A-2.3)
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Considered as a real four-manifold CP2 is compact and simply connected, with Euler number
Euler number 3, Pontryagin number 3 and second b = 1.
Fig. 4. CP2 as manifold. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cp2.jpg

A-2.2

Metric And Kähler Structure Of CP2

In order to obtain a natural metric for CP2 , observe that CP2 can
of as a set of
P ibei thought
the orbits of the isometries z i → exp(iα)z i on the sphere S 5 :
z z̄ = R2 . The metric of
CP2 is obtained by projecting the metric of S 5 orthogonally to the orbits of the isometries.
Therefore the distance between the points of CP2 is that between the representative orbits
on S 5 .
The line element has the following form in the complex coordinates

ds2

= gab̄ dξ a dξ¯b ,

(A-2.4)

where the Hermitian, in fact Kähler metric gab̄ is defined by

gab̄

R2 ∂a ∂b̄ K ,

=

(A-2.5)

where the function K, Kähler function, is defined as

K

=

log(F ) ,

F

=

1 + r2 .

(A-2.6)

The Kähler function for S 2 has the same form. It gives the S 2 metric dzdz/(1 + r2 )2 related to its standard form in spherical coordinates by the coordinate transformation (r, φ) =
(tan(θ/2), φ).
The representation of the CP2 metric is deducible from S 5 metric is obtained by putting the
angle coordinate of a geodesic sphere constant in it and is given

ds2
R2

=

(dr2 + r2 σ32 ) r2 (σ12 + σ22 )
+
,
F2
F

(A-2.7)

where the quantities σi are defined as

r 2 σ1

=

Im(ξ 1 dξ 2 − ξ 2 dξ 1 ) ,

r σ2

=

r 2 σ3

=

−Re(ξ 1 dξ 2 − ξ 2 dξ 1 ) ,
−Im(ξ 1 dξ¯1 + ξ 2 dξ¯2 ) .

2

(A-2.8)

R denotes the radius of the geodesic circle of CP2 . The vierbein forms, which satisfy the
defining relation

skl

= R2

X
A

A
eA
k el ,

(A-2.9)
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are given by

e0
e2

=
=

dr
F
rσ2
√
F

,
,

e1
e3

=
=

rσ1
√
F
rσ3
F

,
.

(A-2.10)

The explicit representations of vierbein vectors are given by

e0

=

e2

=

dr
F ,
r(sinΘsinΨdΦ−cosΨdΘ)
√
2 F

,

e1

=

e3

=

r(sinΘcosΨdΦ+sinΨdΘ)
√
2 F
r(dΨ+cosΘdΦ)
.
2F

,
(A-2.11)

The explicit representation of the line element is given by the expression

ds2 /R2

=

dr2
r2
r2
2
+
(dΨ
+
cosΘdΦ)
+
(dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2 ) .
F2
4F 2
4F
(A-2.12)

The vierbein connection satisfying the defining relation

deA

= −VBA ∧ eB ,

(A-2.13)

is given by

V01
V02
V03

1

= − er ,
V23
2
= − er ,
V31
= (r − 1r )e3 , V12

=
=
=

e1
r
e2
r

,
,
(2r + 1r )e3 .

(A-2.14)

The representation of the covariantly constant curvature tensor is given by

R01
R02
R03

= e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3 ,
= e0 ∧ e2 − e3 ∧ e1 ,
= 4e0 ∧ e3 + 2e1 ∧ e2 ,

R23
R31
R12

=
=
=

e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3 ,
−e0 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e1 ,
2e0 ∧ e3 + 4e1 ∧ e2 .

(A-2.15)

Metric defines a real, covariantly constant, and therefore closed 2-form J

J

= −igab̄ dξ a dξ¯b ,

(A-2.16)

the so called Kähler form. Kähler form J defines in CP2 a symplectic structure because it
satisfies the condition

J kr J rl

=

−skl .

(A-2.17)
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The form J is integer valued and by its covariant constancy satisfies free Maxwell equations.
Hence it can be regarded as a curvature form of a U (1) gauge potential B carrying a magnetic
charge of unit 1/2g (g denotes the gauge coupling). Locally one has therefore

J

= dB ,

(A-2.18)

where B is the so called Kähler potential, which is not defined globally since J describes
homological magnetic monopole.
It should be noticed that the magnetic flux of J through a 2-surface in CP2 is proportional
to its homology equivalence class, which is integer valued. The explicit representations of J
and B are given by

B

=

2re3 ,

J

=

2(e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2 ) =

r2
r
dr
∧
(dΨ
+
cosΘdΦ)
+
sinΘdΘdΦ .
F2
2F
(A-2.19)

The vierbein curvature form and Kähler form are covariantly constant and have in the complex coordinates only components of type (1, 1).
Useful coordinates for CP2 are the so called canonical coordinates in which Kähler potential
and Kähler form have very simple expressions

B

=

X

Pk dQk ,

k=1,2

J

=

X

dPk ∧ dQk .

(A-2.20)

k=1,2

The relationship of the canonical coordinates to the “spherical” coordinates is given by the
equations

P1

= −

P2

=

Q1

=

1
,
1 + r2
r2 cosΘ
,
2(1 + r2 )
Ψ ,

Q2

=

Φ .
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(A-2.21)

Spinors In CP2

CP2 doesn’t allow spinor structure in the conventional sense [A4]. However, the coupling of
the spinors to a half odd multiple of the Kähler potential leads to a respectable spinor structure. Because the delicacies associated with the spinor structure of CP2 play a fundamental
role in TGD, the arguments of Hawking are repeated here.
To see how the space can fail to have an ordinary spinor structure consider the parallel
transport of the vierbein in a simply connected space M . The parallel propagation around
A B
a closed curve with a base point x leads to a rotated vierbein at x: eA = RB
e and one can
associate to each closed path an element of SO(4).
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Consider now a one-parameter family of closed curves γ(v) : v ∈ (0, 1) with the same base
point x and γ(0) and γ(1) trivial paths. Clearly these paths define a sphere S 2 in M and the
A
element RB
(v) defines a closed path in SO(4). When the sphere S 2 is contractible to a point
e.g., homologically trivial, the path in SO(4) is also contractible to a point and therefore
represents a trivial element of the homotopy group Π1 (SO(4)) = Z2 .
For a homologically nontrivial 2-surface S 2 the associated path in SO(4) can be homotopically nontrivial and therefore corresponds to a nonclosed path in the covering group Spin(4)
(leading from the matrix 1 to -1 in the matrix representation). Assume this is the case.
Assume now that the space allows spinor structure. Then one can parallel propagate also
spinors and by the above construction associate a closed path of Spin(4) to the surface S 2 .
Now, however this path corresponds to a lift of the corresponding SO(4) path and cannot be
closed. Thus one ends up with a contradiction.
From the preceding argument it is clear that one could compensate the non-allowed −1- factor
associated with the parallel transport of the spinor around the sphere S 2 by coupling it to a
gauge potential in such a way that in the parallel transport the gauge potential introduces a
compensating −1-factor. For a U (1) gauge potential this factor is given by the exponential
exp(i2Φ), where Φ is the magnetic flux through the surface. This factor has the value −1
provided the U (1) potential carries half odd multiple of Dirac charge 1/2g. In case of CP2
the required gauge potential is half odd multiple of the Kähler potential B defined previously.
In the case of M 4 × CP2 one can in addition couple the spinor components with different
chiralities independently to an odd multiple of B/2.

A-2.4

Geodesic Sub-Manifolds Of CP2

Geodesic sub-manifolds are defined as sub-manifolds having common geodesic lines with the
embedding space. As a consequence the second fundamental form of the geodesic manifold
vanishes, which means that the tangent vectors hkα (understood as vectors of H) are covariantly constant quantities with respect to the covariant derivative taking into account that
the tangent vectors are vectors both with respect to H and X 4 .
In [A15] a general characterization of the geodesic sub-manifolds for an arbitrary symmetric
space G/H is given. Geodesic sub-manifolds are in 1-1-correspondence with the so called Lie
triple systems of the Lie-algebra g of the group G. The Lie triple system t is defined as a
subspace of g characterized by the closedness property with respect to double commutation

[X, [Y, Z]] ∈ t for X, Y, Z ∈ t .

(A-2.22)

SU (3) allows, besides geodesic lines, two nonequivalent (not isometry related) geodesic
spheres. This is understood by observing that SU (3) allows two nonequivalent SU (2) algebras corresponding to subgroups SO(3) (orthogonal 3 × 3 matrices) and the usual isospin
group SU (2). By taking any subset of two generators from these algebras, one obtains a
Lie triple system and by exponentiating this system, one obtains a 2-dimensional geodesic
sub-manifold of CP2 .
Standard representatives for the geodesic spheres of CP2 are given by the equations
SI2 : ξ 1 = ξ¯2 or equivalently (Θ = π/2, Ψ = 0) ,
2
SII
: ξ 1 = ξ 2 or equivalently (Θ = π/2, Φ = 0) .

The non-equivalence of these sub-manifolds is clear from the fact that isometries act as
holomorphic transformations in CP2 . The vanishing of the second fundamental form is also
easy to verify. The first geodesic manifold is homologically trivial: in fact, the induced Kähler
2
form vanishes identically for SI2 . SII
is homologically nontrivial and the flux of the Kähler
form gives its homology equivalence class.
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A-3

CP2 Geometry And Standard Model Symmetries

A-3.1

Identification Of The Electro-Weak Couplings

The delicacies of the spinor structure of CP2 make it a unique candidate for space S. First,
the coupling of the spinors to the U (1) gauge potential defined by the Kähler structure
provides the missing U (1) factor in the gauge group. Secondly, it is possible to couple
different H-chiralities independently to a half odd multiple of the Kähler potential. Thus
the hopes of obtaining a correct spectrum for the electromagnetic charge are considerable.
In the following it will be demonstrated that the couplings of the induced spinor connection
are indeed those of the GWS model [B10] and in particular that the right handed neutrinos
decouple completely from the electro-weak interactions.
To begin with, recall that the space H allows to define three different chiralities for spinors.
Spinors with fixed H-chirality e = ±1, CP2 -chirality l, r and M 4 -chirality L, R are defined
by the condition

ΓΨ

= eΨ ,

e

= ±1 ,

(A-3.1)

where Γ denotes the matrix Γ9 = γ5 × γ5 , 1 × γ5 and γ5 × 1 respectively. Clearly, for a fixed
H-chirality CP2 - and M 4 -chiralities are correlated.
The spinors with H-chirality e = ±1 can be identified as quark and lepton like spinors
respectively. The separate conservation of baryon and lepton numbers can be understood as
a consequence of generalized chiral invariance if this identification is accepted. For the spinors
with a definite H-chirality one can identify the vielbein group of CP2 as the electro-weak
group: SO(4) = SU (2)L × SU (2)R .
The covariant derivatives are defined by the spinorial connection

A =

V +

B
(n+ 1+ + n− 1− ) .
2

(A-3.2)

Here V and B denote the projections of the vielbein and Kähler gauge potentials respectively and 1+(−) projects to the spinor H-chirality +(−). The integers n± are odd from the
requirement of a respectable spinor structure.
The explicit representation of the vielbein connection V and of B are given by the equations

V01
V02
V03

1

= − er ,
V23
e2
= −r ,
V31
= (r − 1r )e3 , V12

=
=
=

e1
r
e2
r

,
,
(2r + 1r )e3 ,

(A-3.3)

and

B

=

2re3 ,

(A-3.4)

respectively. The explicit representation of the vielbein is not needed here.
Let us first show that the charged part of the spinor connection couples purely left handedly.
Identifying Σ03 and Σ12 as the diagonal (neutral) Lie-algebra generators of SO(4), one finds
that the charged part of the spinor connection is given by
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=

2V23 IL1 + 2V13 IL2 ,
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(A-3.5)

where one have defined

IL1

=

IL2

=

(Σ01 − Σ23 )
,
2
(Σ02 − Σ13 )
.
2

(A-3.6)

Ach is clearly left handed so that one can perform the identification

W±

=

2(e1 ± ie2 )
,
r

(A-3.7)

where W ± denotes the charged intermediate vector boson.
Consider next the identification of the neutral gauge bosons γ and Z 0 as appropriate linear
combinations of the two functionally independent quantities

X
Y

= re3 ,
e3
,
=
r

(A-3.8)

appearing in the neutral part of the spinor connection. We show first that the mere requirement that photon couples vectorially implies the basic coupling structure of the GWS model
leaving only the value of Weinberg angle undetermined.
To begin with let us define

γ̄

= aX + bY ,

Z̄ 0

= cX + dY ,

(A-3.9)

where the normalization condition
ad − bc = 1 ,
is satisfied. The physical fields γ and Z 0 are related to γ̄ and Z̄ 0 by simple normalization
factors.
Expressing the neutral part of the spinor connection in term of these fields one obtains

Anc

=

[(c + d)2Σ03 + (2d − c)2Σ12 + d(n+ 1+ + n− 1− )]γ̄

+

[(a − b)2Σ03 + (a − 2b)2Σ12 − b(n+ 1+ + n− 1− )]Z̄ 0 .
(A-3.10)

Identifying Σ12 and Σ03 = 1×γ5 Σ12 as vectorial and axial Lie-algebra generators, respectively,
the requirement that γ couples vectorially leads to the condition
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c = −d .

(A-3.11)

Using this result plus previous equations, one obtains for the neutral part of the connection
the expression

Anc

= γQem + Z 0 (IL3 − sin2 θW Qem ) .

(A-3.12)

Here the electromagnetic charge Qem and the weak isospin are defined by

Qem

=

IL3

=

(n+ 1+ + n− 1− )
,
6
(Σ12 − Σ03 )
.
2

Σ12 +

(A-3.13)

The fields γ and Z 0 are defined via the relations

6
(aX + bY ) ,
(a + b)

γ

=

6dγ̄ =

Z0

=

4(a + b)Z̄ 0 = 4(X − Y ) .

(A-3.14)

The value of the Weinberg angle is given by

sin2 θW

=

3b
,
2(a + b)

(A-3.15)

and is not fixed completely. Observe that right handed neutrinos decouple completely from
the electro-weak interactions.
The determination of the value of Weinberg angle is a dynamical problem. The angle is
completely fixed once the YM action is fixed by requiring that action contains no cross term
of type γZ 0 . Pure symmetry non-broken electro-weak YM action leads to a definite value
for the Weinberg angle. One can however add a symmetry breaking term proportional to
Kähler action and this changes the value of the Weinberg angle.
To evaluate the value of the Weinberg angle one can express the neutral part Fnc of the
induced gauge field as

Fnc

=

2R03 Σ03 + 2R12 Σ12 + J(n+ 1+ + n− 1− ) ,

(A-3.16)

where one has

R03

=

2(2e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2 ) ,

R12

=

2(e0 ∧ e3 + 2e1 ∧ e2 ) ,

J

=

2(e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2 ) ,

(A-3.17)
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in terms of the fields γ and Z 0 (photon and Z- boson)

= γQem + Z 0 (IL3 − sin2 θW Qem ) .

Fnc

(A-3.18)

Evaluating the expressions above one obtains for γ and Z 0 the expressions

γ

=

3J − sin2 θW R12 ,

Z0

=

2R03 .

(A-3.19)

For the Kähler field one obtains

J

=

1
(γ + sin2 θW Z 0 ) .
3

(A-3.20)

Expressing the neutral part of the symmetry broken YM action

Lew
Lsym

= Lsym + f J αβ Jαβ ,
1
T r(F αβ Fαβ ) ,
=
4g 2

(A-3.21)

where the trace is taken in spinor representation, in terms of γ and Z 0 one obtains for the
coefficient X of the γZ 0 cross term (this coefficient must vanish) the expression

X
K

K
fp
+
,
2
2g
18


= T r Qem (IL3 − sin2 θW Qem ) ,

= −

(A-3.22)

In the general case the value of the coefficient K is given by

K

=

X  (18 + 2n2 )sin2 θW 
i
−
,
9
i

(A-3.23)

where the sum is over the spinor chiralities, which appear as elementary fermions and ni is
the integer describing the coupling of the spinor field to the Kähler potential. The cross term
vanishes provided the value of the Weinberg angle is given by

sin2 θW

=

P
9 i1
P
.
(f g 2 + 2 i (18 + n2i ))

(A-3.24)

In the scenario where both leptons and quarks are elementary fermions the value of the
Weinberg angle is given by

sin2 θW

=

9
2
( f 2g

+ 28)

.

(A-3.25)

The bare value of the Weinberg angle is 9/28 in this scenario, which is quite close to the
typical value 9/24 of GUTs [B1] .
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A-3.2

Discrete Symmetries

The treatment of discrete symmetries C, P, and T is based on the following requirements:
(a) Symmetries must be realized as purely geometric transformations.
(b) Transformation properties of the field variables should be essentially the same as in the
conventional quantum field theories [B2] .
The action of the reflection P on spinors of is given by

Ψ → P Ψ = γ0 ⊗ γ0Ψ .

(A-3.26)

in the representation of the gamma matrices for which γ 0 is diagonal. It should be noticed
that W and Z 0 bosons break parity symmetry as they should since their charge matrices do
not commute with the matrix of P.
The guess that a complex conjugation in CP2 is associated with T transformation of the
physicist turns out to be correct. One can verify by a direct calculation that pure Dirac
action is invariant under T realized according to

mk

→

ξk

→

Ψ →

T (M k ) ,
ξ¯k ,
γ 1 γ 3 ⊗ 1Ψ .

(A-3.27)

The operation bearing closest resemblance to the ordinary charge conjugation corresponds
geometrically to complex conjugation in CP2 :

ξk

→ ξ¯k ,

Ψ → Ψ† γ 2 γ 0 ⊗ 1 .

(A-3.28)

As one might have expected symmetries CP and T are exact symmetries of the pure Dirac
action.

A-4
els

The Relationship Of TGD To QFT And String Mod-

TGD could be seen as a generalization of quantum field theory (string models) obtained by
replacing pointlike particles (strings) as fundamental objects with 3-surfaces.
Fig. 5. TGD replaces point-like particles with 3-surfaces. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
particletgd.jpg
The fact that light-like 3-surfaces are effectively metrically 2-dimensional and thus possess
generalization of 2-dimensional conformal symmetries with light-like radial coordinate defining the analog of second complex coordinate suggests that this generalization could work and
extend the super-conformal symmetries to their 4-D analogs.
4
4
The boundary δM+
= S 2 × R+ - of 4-D light-cone M+
is also metrically 2-dimensional and
allows extended conformal invariance. Also the group of isometries of light-cone boundary
and of light-like 3-surfaces is infinite-dimensional since the conformal scalings of S 2 can be
compensated by S 2 -local scaling of the light-like radial coordinate of R+ . These simple
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facts mean that 4-dimensional Minkowski space and 4-dimensional space-time surfaces are
in completely unique position as far as symmetries are considered.
String like objects obtained as deformations of cosmic strings X 2 × Y 2 , where X 2 is minimal
surface in M 4 and Y 2 a holomorphic surface of CP2 are fundamental extremals of Kähler
action having string world sheet as M 4 projections. Cosmic strings dominate the primordial
cosmology of TGD Universe and inflationary period corresponds to the transition to radiation
dominated cosmology for which space-time sheets with 4-D M 4 projection dominate.
Also genuine string like objects emerge from TGD. The conditions that the em charge of
modes of induces spinor fields is well-defined requires in the generic case the localization of
the modes at 2-D surfaces -string world sheets and possibly also partonic 2-surfaces. This in
Minkowskian space-time regions.
Fig. 6. Well-definedness of em charge forces the localization of induced spinor modes to
2-D surfaces in generic situation in Minkowskian regions of space-time surface. http://
tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/fermistring.jpg
TGD based view about elementary particles has two aspects.
(a) The space-time correlates of elementary particles are identified as pairs of wormhole
contacts with Euclidian signature of metric and having 4-D CP2 projection. Their
throats behave effectively as Kähler magnetic monopoles so that wormhole throats must
be connected by Kähler magnetic flux tubes with monopole flux so that closed flux tubes
are obtained.
(b) Fermion number is carried by the modes of the induced spinor field. In Minkowskian
space-time regions the modes are localized at string world sheets connecting the wormhole contacts.
Fig. 7. TGD view about elementary particles. a) Particle corresponds 4-D generalization of
world line or b) with its light-like 3-D boundary (holography). c) Particle world lines have
Euclidian signature of the induced metric. d) They can be identified as wormhole contacts. e)
The throats of wormhole contacts carry effective Kähler magnetic charges so that wormhole
contacts must appear as pairs in order to obtain closed flux tubes. f) Wormhole contacts are
accompnied by fermionic strings connecting the throats at same sheet: the strings do not
extend inside the wormhole contacts. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/elparticletgd.
jpg
Particle interactions involve both stringy and QFT aspects.
(a) The boundaries of string world sheets correspond to fundamental fermions. This gives
rise to massless propagator lines in generalized Feynman diagrammatics. One can speak
of “long” string connecting wormhole contacts and having hadronic string as physical
counterpart. Long strings should be distinguished from wormhole contacts which due
to their super-conformal invariance behave like “short” strings with length scale given
by CP2 size, which is 104 times longer than Planck scale characterizing strings in string
models.
(b) Wormhole contact defines basic stringy interaction vertex for fermion-fermion scattering.
The propagator is essentially the inverse of the superconformal scaling generator L0 .
Wormhole contacts containing fermion and antifermion at its opposite throats beheave
like virtual bosons so that one has BFF type vertices typically.
(c) In topological sense one has 3-vertices serving as generalizations of 3-vertices of Feynman
diagrams. In these vertices 4-D “lines” of generalized Feynman diagrams meet along
their 3-D ends. One obtains also the analogs of stringy diagrams but stringy vertices do
not have the usual interpretation in terms of particle decays but in terms of propagation
of particle along two different routes.
Fig. 8. a) TGD analogs of Feynman and string diagrammatics at the level of spacetime topology. b) The 4-D analogs of both string diagrams and QFT diagrams appear
but the interpretation of the analogs stringy diagrams is different. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/tgdgraphs.jpg
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A-5

Induction Procedure And Many-Sheeted Space-Time

Since the classical gauge fields are closely related in TGD framework, it is not possible to
have space-time sheets carrying only single kind of gauge field. For instance, em fields are
accompanied by Z 0 fields for extremals of Kähler action.
Classical em fields are always accompanied by Z 0 field and some components of color gauge
field. For extremals having homologically non-trivial sphere as a CP2 projection em and Z 0
fields are the only non-vanishing electroweak gauge fields. For homologically trivial sphere
only W fields are non-vanishing. Color rotations does not affect the situation.
For vacuum extremals all electro-weak gauge fields are in general non-vanishing although the
net gauge field has U(1) holonomy by 2-dimensionality of the CP2 projection. Color gauge
field has U (1) holonomy for all space-time surfaces and quantum classical correspondence
suggest a weak form of color confinement meaning that physical states correspond to color
neutral members of color multiplets.
Induction procedure for gauge fields and spinor connection
Induction procedure for gauge potentials and spinor structure is a standard procedure of
bundle theory. If one has imbedding of some manifold to the base space of a bundle, the
bundle structure can be induced so that it has as a base space the imbedded manifold, whose
points have as fiber the fiber if embedding space at their image points. In the recent case
the imbedding of space-time surface to embedding space defines the induction procedure.
The induced gauge potentials and gauge fields are projections of the spinor connection of the
embedding space to the space-time surface (see Fig. ??).
Induction procedure makes sense also for the spinor fields of embedding space and one obtains
geometrization of both electroweak gauge potentials and of spinors. The new element is
induction of gamma matrices which gives their projections at space-time surface.
As a matter fact, the induced gamma matrices cannot appear in the counterpart of massless
Dirac equation. To achieve super-symmetry, Dirac action must be replaced with Kähler-Dirac
action for which gamma matrices are contractions of the canonical momentum currents of
Kähler action with embedding space gamma matrices. Induced gamma matrices in Dirac
action would correspond to 4-volume as action.
Fig. 9. Induction of spinor connection and metric as projection to the space-time surface.
http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/induct.jpg
Induced gauge fields for space-times for which CP2 projection is a geodesic sphere
If one requires that space-time surface is an extremal of Kähler action and has a 2-dimensional
CP2 projection, only vacuum extremals and space-time surfaces for which CP2 projection is
a geodesic sphere, are allowed. Homologically non-trivial geodesic sphere correspond to vanishing W fields and homologically non-trivial sphere to non-vanishing W fields but vanishing
γ and Z 0 . This can be verified by explicit examples.
r = ∞ surface gives rise to a homologically non-trivial geodesic sphere for which e0 and e3
vanish imply the vanishing of W field. For space-time sheets for which CP2 projection is
r = ∞ homologically non-trivial geodesic sphere of CP2 one has
5Z 0
3 sin2 (θW ) 0
)Z '
.
γ=( −
4
2
8
The induced W fields vanish in this case and they vanish also for all geodesic sphere obtained
by SU (3) rotation.
Im(ξ 1 ) = Im(ξ 2 ) = 0 corresponds to homologically trivial geodesic sphere. A more general
representative is obtained by using for the phase angles of standard complex CP2 coordinates
constant values. In this case e1 and e3 vanish so that the induced em, Z 0 , and Kähler fields
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vanish but induced W fields are non-vanishing. This holds also for surfaces obtained by color
rotation. Hence one can say that for non-vacuum extremals with 2-D CP2 projection color
rotations and weak symmetries commute.

A-5.1

Many-Sheeted Space-Time

TGD space-time is many-sheeted: in other words, there are in general several space-sheets
which have projection to the same M 4 region. Second manner to say this is that CP2 coordinates are many-valued functions of M 4 coordinates. The original physical interpretation of
many-sheeted space-time time was not correct: it was assumed that single sheet corresponds
to GRT space-time and this obviously leads to difficulties since the induced gauge fields are
expressible in terms of only four embedding space coordinates.
Fig. 10. Illustration of many-sheeted space-time of TGD. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
manysheeted.jpg
Superposition of effects instead of superposition of fields
The first objection against TGD is that superposition is not possible for induced gauge
fields and induced metric. The resolution of the problem is that it is effects which need to
superpose, not the fields.
Test particle topologically condenses simultaneously to all space-time sheets having a projection to same region of M 4 (that is touches them). The superposition of effects of fields
at various space-time sheets replaces the superposition of fields.This is crucial for the understanding also how GRT space-time relates to TGD space-time, which is also in the appendix
of this book).
Wormhole contacts
Wormhole contacts are key element of many-sheeted space-time. One does not expect them
to be stable unless there is non-trivial Kähler magnetic flux flowing through then so that the
throats look like Kähler magnetic monopoles.
Fig. 11. Wormhole contact. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/wormholecontact.jpg
Since the flow lines of Kähler magnetic field must be closed this requires the presence of
another wormhole contact so that one obtains closed monopole flux tube decomposing to
two Minkowskian pieces at the two space-time sheets involved and two wormhole contacts
with Euclidian signature of the induced metric. These objects are identified as space-time
correlates of elementary particles and are clearly analogous to string like objects.
The relationship between the many-sheeted space-time of TGD and of GRT
space-time
The space-time of general relativity is single-sheeted and there is no need to regard it as
surface in H although the assumption about representability as vacuum extremal gives very
powerful constraints in cosmology and astrophysics and might make sense in simple situations.
The space-time of GRT can be regarded as a long length scale approximation obtained by
lumping together the sheets of the many-sheeted space-time to a region of M 4 and providing
it with an effective metric obtained as sum of M 4 metric and deviations of the induced metrics
of various space-time sheets from M 4 metric. Also induced gauge potentials sum up in the
similar manner so that also the gauge fields of gauge theories would not be fundamental
fields.
Fig. 12. The superposition of fields is replaced with the superposition of their effects in
many-sheeted space-time. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/fieldsuperpose.jpg
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Space-time surfaces of TGD are considerably simpler objects that the space-times of general
relativity and relate to GRT space-time like elementary particles to systems of condensed
matter physics. Same can be said about fields since all fields are expressible in terms of
imbedding space coordinates and their gradients, and general coordinate invariance means
that the number of bosonic field degrees is reduced locally to 4. TGD space-time can be said
to be a microscopic description whereas GRT space-time a macroscopic description. In TGD
complexity of space-time topology replaces the complexity due to large number of fields in
quantum field theory.
Topological field quantization and the notion of magnetic body
Topological field quantization also TGD from Maxwell’s theory. TGD predicts topological
light rays (“massless extremals (MEs)”) as space-time sheets carrying waves or arbitrary
shape propagating with maximal signal velocity in single direction only and analogous to
laser beams and carrying light-like gauge currents in the generi case. There are also magnetic
flux quanta and electric flux quanta. The deformations of cosmic strings with 2-D string orbit
as M 4 projection gives rise to magnetic flux tubes carrying monopole flux made possible by
CP2 topology allowing homological Kähler magnetic monopoles.
Fig. 13. Topological quantization for magnetic fields replaces magnetic fields with bundles
of them defining flux tubes as topological field quanta. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
field.jpg
The imbeddability condition for say magnetic field means that the region containing constant
magnetic field splits into flux quanta, say tubes and sheets carrying constant magnetic field.
Unless one assumes a separate boundary term in Kähler action, boundaries in the usual sense
are forbidden except as ends of space-time surfaces at the boundaries of causal diamonds.
One obtains typically pairs of sheets glued together along their boundaries giving rise to flux
tubes with closed cross section possibly carrying monopole flux.
These kind of flux tubes might make possible magnetic fields in cosmic scales already during
primordial period of cosmology since no currents are needed to generate these magnetic
fields: cosmic string would be indeed this kind of objects and would dominated during the
primordial period. Even superconductors and maybe even ferromagnets could involve this
kind of monopole flux tubes.

A-5.2

Imbedding Space Spinors And Induced Spinors

One can geometrize also fermionic degrees of freedom by inducing the spinor structure of
M 4 × CP2 .
CP2 does not allow spinor structure in the ordinary sense but one can couple the opposite
H-chiralities of H-spinors to an n = 1 (n = 3) integer multiple of Kähler gauge potential
to obtain a respectable modified spinor structure. The em charges of resulting spinors are
fractional (integer valued) and the interpretation as quarks (leptons) makes sense since the
couplings to the induced spinor connection having interpretation in terms electro-weak gauge
potential are identical to those assumed in standard model.
The notion of quark color differs from that of standard model.
(a) Spinors do not couple to color gauge potential although the identification of color gauge
potential as projection of SU (3) Killing vector fields is possible. This coupling must
emerge only at the effective gauge theory limit of TGD.
(b) Spinor harmonics of embedding space correspond to triality t = 1 (t = 0) partial
waves. The detailed correspondence between color and electroweak quantum numbers
is however not correct as such and the interpretation of spinor harmonics of embedding
space is as representations for ground states of super-conformal representations. The
wormhole pairs associated with physical quarks and leptons must carry also neutrino
pair to neutralize weak quantum numbers above the length scale of flux tube (weak scale
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or Compton length). The total color quantum numbers or these states must be those
of standard model. For instance, the color quantum numbers of fundamental left-hand
neutrino and lepton can compensate each other for the physical lepton. For fundamental
quark-lepton pair they could sum up to those of physical quark.
The well-definedness of em charge is crucial condition.
(a) Although the embedding space spinor connection carries W gauge potentials one can say
that the embedding space spinor modes have well-defined em charge. One expects that
this is true for induced spinor fields inside wormhole contacts with 4-D CP2 projection
and Euclidian signature of the induced metric.
(b) The situation is not the same for the modes of induced spinor fields inside Minkowskian
region and one must require that the CP2 projection of the regions carrying induced
spinor field is such that the induced W fields and above weak scale also the induced Z 0
fields vanish in order to avoid large parity breaking effects. This condition forces the
CP2 projection to be 2-dimensional. For a generic Minkowskian space-time region this
is achieved only if the spinor modes are localized at 2-D surfaces of space-time surface
- string world sheets and possibly also partonic 2-surfaces.
(c) Also the Kähler-Dirac gamma matrices appearing in the modified Dirac equation must
vanish in the directions normal to the 2-D surface in order that Kähler-Dirac equation
can be satisfied. This does not seem plausible for space-time regions with 4-D CP2
projection.
(d) One can thus say that strings emerge from TGD in Minkowskian space-time regions.
In particular, elementary particles are accompanied by a pair of fermionic strings at
the opposite space-time sheets and connecting wormhole contacts. Quite generally, fundamental fermions would propagate at the boundaries of string world sheets as massless particles and wormhole contacts would define the stringy vertices of generalized
Feynman diagrams. One obtains geometrized diagrammatics, which brings looks like a
combination of stringy and Feynman diagrammatics.
(e) This is what happens in the the generic situation. Cosmic strings could serve as examples about surfaces with 2-D CP2 projection and carrying only em fields and allowing
delocalization of spinor modes to the entire space-time surfaces.

A-5.3

Space-Time Surfaces With Vanishing Em, Z 0 , Or Kähler Fields

In the following the induced gauge fields are studied for general space-time surface without
assuming the extremal property. In fact, extremal property reduces the study to the study
of vacuum extremals and surfaces having geodesic sphere as a CP2 projection and in this
sense the following arguments are somewhat obsolete in their generality.
Space-times with vanishing em, Z 0 , or Kähler fields
The following considerations apply to a more general situation in which the homologically
trivial geodesic sphere and extremal property are not assumed. It must be emphasized that
this case is possible in TGD framework only for a vanishing Kähler field.
Using spherical coordinates (r, Θ, Ψ, Φ) for CP2 , the expression of Kähler form reads as

J

=

F

=

r2
r
dr
∧
(dΨ
+
cos(Θ)dΦ)
+
sin(Θ)dΘ ∧ dΦ ,
F2
2F
1 + r2 .

The general expression of electromagnetic field reads as

(A-5.1)
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Fem

=

p

=

r2
r
dr
∧
(dΨ
+
cos(Θ)dΦ)
+
(3
+
p)
sin(Θ)dΘ ∧ dΦ ,
F2
2F
sin2 (ΘW ) ,

(3 + 2p)

(A-5.2)

where ΘW denotes Weinberg angle.
(a) The vanishing of the electromagnetic fields is guaranteed, when the conditions
Ψ = kΦ ,
1
(3 + 2p) 2 (d(r2 )/dΘ)(k + cos(Θ)) + (3 + p)sin(Θ) = 0 ,
r F

(A-5.3)

hold true. The conditions imply that CP2 projection of the electromagnetically neutral
space-time is 2-dimensional. Solving the differential equation one obtains
r

r
X

X
,
1−X


(k + u
= D |
|
,
C

=

u ≡ cos(Θ) , C = k + cos(Θ0 ) , D =

r02
3+p
,
, =
1 + r02
3 + 2p

(A-5.4)

where C and D are integration constants. 0 ≤ X ≤ 1 is required by the reality of r.
r = 0 would correspond to X = 0 giving u = −k achieved only for |k| ≤ 1 and r = ∞
to X = 1 giving |u + k| = [(1 + r02 )/r02 )](3+2p)/(3+p) achieved only for
sign(u + k) × [

1 + r02 3+2p
] 3+p ≤ k + 1 ,
r02

where sign(x) denotes the sign of x.
The expressions for Kähler form and Z 0 field are given by
J
Z0

p
Xdu ∧ dΦ ,
3 + 2p
6
= − J .
p
= −

(A-5.5)

The components of the electromagnetic field generated by varying vacuum parameters
are proportional to the components of the Kähler field: in particular, the magnetic field
is parallel to the Kähler magnetic field. The generation of a long range Z 0 vacuum field
is a purely TGD based feature not encountered in the standard gauge theories.
(b) The vanishing of Z 0 fields is achieved by the replacement of the parameter  with  = 1/2
as becomes clear by considering the condition stating that Z 0 field vanishes identically.
2
Also the relationship Fem = 3J = − 43 rF du ∧ dΦ is useful.
(c) The vanishing Kähler field corresponds to  = 1, p = 0 in the formula for em neutral
space-times. In this case classical em and Z 0 fields are proportional to each other:
Z0
r
γ

r
∂r
2e0 ∧ e3 = 2 (k + u) du ∧ dΦ = (k + u)du ∧ dΦ ,
F
∂u
r
X
=
, X = D|k + u| ,
1−X
p
= − Z0 .
2
=

(A-5.6)
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For a vanishing value of Weinberg angle (p = 0) em field vanishes and only Z 0 field
remains as a long range gauge field. Vacuum extremals for which long range Z 0 field
vanishes but em field is non-vanishing are not possible.
The effective form of CP2 metric for surfaces with 2-dimensional CP2 projection
The effective form of the CP2 metric for a space-time having vanishing em,Z 0 , or Kähler
field is of practical value in the case of vacuum extremals and is given by

ds2ef f
f
sef
ΘΘ
f
sef
ΦΦ

R2 ef f 2
dr 2
f
2
) + sΘΘ )dΘ2 + (sΦΦ + 2ksΦΨ )dΦ2 =
[sΘΘ dΘ + sef
ΦΦ dΦ ] ,
dΘ
4
 2

1
 (1 − u2 )
×
= X×
+
1
−
X
,
(k + u)2
1−X


= X × (1 − X)(k + u)2 + 1 − u2 ,
(A-5.7)
=

(srr (

and is useful in the construction of vacuum imbedding of, say Schwartchild metric.
Topological quantum numbers
Space-times for which either em, Z 0 , or Kähler field vanishes decompose into regions characterized by six vacuum parameters: two of these quantum numbers (ω1 and ω2 ) are frequency
type parameters, two (k1 and k2 ) are wave vector like quantum numbers, two of the quantum
numbers (n1 and n2 ) are integers. The parameters ωi and ni will be referred as electric and
magnetic quantum numbers. The existence of these quantum numbers is not a feature of
these solutions alone but represents a much more general phenomenon differentiating in a
clear cut manner between TGD and Maxwell’s electrodynamics.
The simplest manner to avoid surface Kähler charges and discontinuities or infinities in the
derivatives of CP2 coordinates on the common boundary of two neighboring regions with different vacuum quantum numbers is topological field quantization, 3-space decomposes into
disjoint topological field quanta, 3-surfaces having outer boundaries with possibly macroscopic size.
Under rather general conditions the coordinates Ψ and Φ can be written in the form

Ψ

= ω2 m0 + k2 m3 + n2 φ + Fourier expansion ,

Φ

= ω1 m0 + k1 m3 + n1 φ + Fourier expansion .

(A-5.8)

m0 ,m3 and φ denote the coordinate variables of the cylindrical M 4 coordinates) so that one
has k = ω2 /ω1 = n2 /n1 = k2 /k1 . The regions of the space-time surface with given values
of the vacuum parameters ωi ,ki and ni and m and C are bounded by the surfaces at which
space-time surface becomes ill-defined, say by r > 0 or r < ∞ surfaces.
The space-time surface decomposes into regions characterized by different values of the vacuum parameters r0 and Θ0 . At r = ∞ surfaces n2 ,ω2 and m can change since all values of
Ψ correspond to the same point of CP2 : at r = 0 surfaces also n1 and ω1 can change since
all values of Φ correspond to same point of CP2 , too. If r = 0 or r = ∞ is not in the allowed
range space-time surface develops a boundary.
This implies what might be called topological quantization since in general it is not possible to
find a smooth global imbedding for, say a constant magnetic field. Although global imbedding
exists it decomposes into regions with different values of the vacuum parameters and the
coordinate u in general possesses discontinuous derivative at r = 0 and r = ∞ surfaces. A
possible manner to avoid edges of space-time is to allow field quantization so that 3-space
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(and field) decomposes into disjoint quanta, which can be regarded as structurally stable
units a 3-space (and of the gauge field). This doesn’t exclude partial join along boundaries
for neighboring field quanta provided some additional conditions guaranteeing the absence
of edges are satisfied.
For instance, the vanishing of the electromagnetic fields implies that the condition

Ω ≡

ω1
ω2
−
=0 ,
n2
n1

(A-5.9)

is satisfied. In particular, the ratio ω2 /ω1 is rational number for the electromagnetically
neutral regions of space-time surface. The change of the parameter n1 and n2 (ω1 and ω2 ) in
general generates magnetic field and therefore these integers will be referred to as magnetic
(electric) quantum numbers.

A-6

P-Adic Numbers And TGD

A-6.1

P-Adic Number Fields

p-Adic numbers (p is prime: 2, 3, 5, ...) can be regarded as a completion of the rational
numbers using a norm, which is different from the ordinary norm of real numbers [A3]. p-Adic
numbers are representable as power expansion of the prime number p of form

x =

X

x(k)pk , x(k) = 0, ...., p − 1 .

(A-6.1)

k≥k0

The norm of a p-adic number is given by

|x| = p−k0 (x) .

(A-6.2)

Here k0 (x) is the lowest power in the expansion of the p-adic number. The norm differs
drastically from the norm of the ordinary real numbers since it depends on the lowest pinary
digit of the p-adic number only. Arbitrarily high powers in the expansion are possible since
the norm of the p-adic number is finite also for numbers, which are infinite with respect to
the ordinary norm. A convenient representation for p-adic numbers is in the form

x =

pk0 ε(x) ,

(A-6.3)

where ε(x) = k + .... with 0 < k < p, is p-adic number with unit norm and analogous to the
phase factor exp(iφ) of a complex number.
The distance function d(x, y) = |x − y|p defined by the p-adic norm possesses a very general
property called ultra-metricity:

d(x, z) ≤

max{d(x, y), d(y, z)} .

(A-6.4)

The properties of the distance function make it possible to decompose Rp into a union of
disjoint sets using the criterion that x and y belong to same class if the distance between x
and y satisfies the condition
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d(x, y) ≤ D .

(A-6.5)

This division of the metric space into classes has following properties:
(a) Distances between the members of two different classes X and Y do not depend on the
choice of points x and y inside classes. One can therefore speak about distance function
between classes.
(b) Distances of points x and y inside single class are smaller than distances between different classes.
(c) Classes form a hierarchical tree.
Notice that the concept of the ultra-metricity emerged in physics from the models for spin
glasses and is believed to have also applications in biology [B8]. The emergence of p-adic
topology as the topology of the effective space-time would make ultra-metricity property
basic feature of physics.

A-6.2
bers

Canonical Correspondence Between P-Adic And Real Num-

The basic challenge encountered by p-adic physicist is how to map the predictions of the
p-adic physics to real numbers. p-Adic probabilities provide a basic example in this respect.
Identification via common rationals and canonical identification and its variants have turned
out to play a key role in this respect.
Basic form of canonical identification
There exists a natural continuous map I : Rp → R+ from p-adic numbers to non-negative
real numbers given by the “pinary” expansion of the real number for x ∈ R and y ∈ Rp this
correspondence reads

y

=

yk

∈

X

yk pk → x =

k>N

X

yk p−k ,

k<N

{0, 1, .., p − 1} .

(A-6.6)

This map is continuous as one easily finds out. There is however a little difficulty associated
with the definition of the inverse map since the pinary expansion like also decimal expansion
is not unique (1 = 0.999...) for the real numbers x, which allow pinary expansion with finite
number of pinary digits

x =

N
X

xk p−k ,

k=N0

x =

N
−1
X
k=N0

xk p−k + (xN − 1)p−N + (p − 1)p−N −1

X

p−k .

k=0,..

(A-6.7)
The p-adic images associated with these expansions are different
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y1

=

N
X

xk pk ,

k=N0

y2

=

N
−1
X

xk pk + (xN − 1)pN + (p − 1)pN +1

X

pk

k=0,..

k=N0

= y1 + (xN − 1)pN − pN +1 ,

(A-6.8)

so that the inverse map is either two-valued for p-adic numbers having expansion with finite pinary digits or single valued and discontinuous and non-surjective if one makes pinary
expansion unique by choosing the one with finite pinary digits. The finite pinary digit expansion is a natural choice since in the numerical work one always must use a pinary cutoff
on the real axis.
The topology induced by canonical identification
The topology induced by the canonical identification in the set of positive real numbers
differs from the ordinary topology. The difference is easily understood by interpreting the
p-adic norm as a norm in the set of the real numbers. The norm is constant in each interval
[pk , pk+1 ) (see Fig. A-6.2 ) and is equal to the usual real norm at the points x = pk :
the usual linear norm is replaced with a piecewise constant norm. This means that p-adic
topology is coarser than the usual real topology and the higher the value of p is, the coarser
the resulting topology is above a given length scale. This hierarchical ordering of the p-adic
topologies will be a central feature as far as the proposed applications of the p-adic numbers
are considered.
Ordinary continuity implies p-adic continuity since the norm induced from the p-adic topology is rougher than the ordinary norm. p-Adic continuity implies ordinary continuity from
right as is clear already from the properties of the p-adic norm (the graph of the norm is
indeed continuous from right). This feature is one clear signature of the p-adic topology.
Fig. 14. The real norm induced by canonical identification from 2-adic norm. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/norm.png
The linear structure of the p-adic numbers induces a corresponding structure in the set of the
non-negative real numbers and p-adic linearity in general differs from the ordinary concept
of linearity. For example, p-adic sum is equal to real sum only provided the summands
have no common pinary digits. Furthermore, the condition x +p y < max{x, y} holds in
general for the p-adic sum of the real numbers. p-Adic multiplication is equivalent with the
ordinary multiplication only provided that either of the members of the product is power of p.
Moreover one has x ×p y < P
x × y in general. The p-Adic negative −1p associated with p-adic
unit 1 is given by (−1)p = k (p − 1)pk and defines p-adic negative for each real number x.
An interesting possibility is that p-adic linearity might replace the ordinary linearity in some
strongly nonlinear systems so these systems would look simple in the p-adic topology.
These results suggest that canonical identification is involved with some deeper mathematical
structure. The following inequalities hold true:

(x + y)R
|x|p |y|R ≤ (xy)R

≤ xR + yR ,
≤ xR yR ,

(A-6.9)

where |x|p denotes p-adic norm. These inequalities can be generalized to the case of (Rp )n
(a linear vector space over the p-adic numbers).
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(x + y)R

≤

xR + yR ,

|λ|p |y|R ≤ (λy)R

≤

λR yR ,
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where the norm of the vector x ∈ Tpn is defined in some manner. The case of Euclidian space
suggests the definition

(xR )2

=

(

X

x2n )R .

(A-6.11)

n

These inequalities resemble those satisfied by the vector norm. The only difference is the
failure of linearity in the sense that the norm of a scaled vector is not obtained by scaling
the norm of the original vector. Ordinary situation prevails only if the scaling corresponds
to a power of p.
These observations suggests that the concept of a normed space or Banach space might have
a generalization and physically the generalization might apply to the description of some
non-linear systems. The nonlinearity would be concentrated in the nonlinear behavior of the
norm under scaling.
Modified form of the canonical identification
The original form of the canonical identification is continuous but does not respect symmetries
even approximately. This led to a search of variants which would do better in this respect.
The modification of the canonical identification applying to rationals only and given by

I(r)
r
IQ (q = pk × ) = pk ×
s
I(s)

(A-6.12)

is uniquely defined for rationals, maps rationals to rationals, has also a symmetry under
exchange of target and domain. This map reduces to a direct identification of rationals for
0 ≤ r < p and 0 ≤ s < p. It has turned out that it is this map which most naturally
appears in the applications. The map is obviously continuous locally since p-adically small
modifications of r and s mean small modifications of the real counterparts.
Canonical identification is in a key role in the successful predictions of the elementary particle
masses. The predictions for the light elementary particle masses are within extreme accuracy
same for I and IQ but IQ is theoretically preferred since the real probabilities obtained from
p-adic ones by IQ sum up to one in p-adic thermodynamics.
Generalization of number concept and notion of imbedding space
TGD forces an extension of number concept: roughly a fusion of reals and various p-adic
number fields along common rationals is in question. This induces a similar fusion of real
and p-adic embedding spaces. Since finite p-adic numbers correspond always to non-negative
reals n-dimensional space Rn must be covered by 2n copies of the p-adic variant Rpn of Rn
n
each of which projects to a copy of R+
(four quadrants in the case of plane). The common
points of p-adic and real embedding spaces are rational points and most p-adic points are at
real infinity.
Real numbers and various algebraic extensions of p-adic number fields are thus glued together
along common rationals and also numbers in algebraic extension of rationals whose number
belong to the algebraic extension of p-adic numbers. This gives rise to a book like structure
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with rationals and various algebraic extensions of rationals taking the role of the back of the
book. Note that Neper number is exceptional in the sense that it is algebraic number in
p-adic number field Qp satisfying ep mod p = 1.
Fig. 15. Various number fields combine to form a book like structure. http://tgdtheory.
fi/appfigures/book.jpg
For a given p-adic space-time sheet most points are literally infinite as real points and the
projection to the real embedding space consists of a discrete set of rational points: the
interpretation in terms of the unavoidable discreteness of the physical representations of
cognition is natural. Purely local p-adic physics implies real p-adic fractality and thus long
range correlations for the real space-time surfaces having enough common points with this
projection.
p-Adic fractality means that M 4 projections for the rational points of space-time surface X 4
are related by a direct identification whereas CP2 coordinates of X 4 at these points are related
by I, IQ or some of its variants implying long range correlates for CP2 coordinates. Since only
a discrete set of points are related in this manner, both real and p-adic field equations can be
satisfied and there are no problems with symmetries. p-Adic effective topology is expected
to be a good approximation only within some length scale range which means infrared and
UV cutoffs. Also multi-p-fractality is possible.

A-6.3

The Notion Of P-Adic Manifold

The notion of p-adic manifold is needed in order to fuse real physics and various p-adic
physics to a larger structure which suggests that real and p-adic number fields should be
glued together along common rationals bringing in mind adeles. The notion is problematic
because p-adic topology is totally disconnected implying that p-adic balls are either disjoint
or nested so that ordinary definition of manifold using p-adic chart maps fails. A cure is
suggested to be based on chart maps from p-adics to reals rather than to p-adics (see the
appendix of the book)
The chart maps are interpreted as cognitive maps, “thought bubbles”.
Fig. 16. The basic idea between p-adic manifold. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
padmanifold.jpg
There are some problems.
(a) Canonical identification does not respect symmetries since it does not commute with
second pinary cutoff so that only a discrete set of rational points is mapped to their real
counterparts by chart map arithmetic operations which requires pinary cutoff below
which chart map takes rationals to rationals so that commutativity with arithmetics
and symmetries is achieved in finite resolution: above the cutoff canonical identification
is used
(b) Canonical identification is continuous but does not map smooth p-adic surfaces to
smooth real surfaces requiring second pinary cutoff so that only a discrete set of rational points is mapped to their real counterparts by chart map requiring completion
of the image to smooth preferred extremal of Kähler action so that chart map is not
unique in accordance with finite measurement resolution
(c) Canonical identification vreaks general coordinate invariance of chart map: (cognitioninduced symmetry breaking) minimized if p-adic manifold structure is induced from that
for p-adic embedding space with chart maps to real embedding space and assuming preferred coordinates made possible by isometries of embedding space: one however obtains
several inequivalent p-adic manifold structures depending on the choice of coordinates:
these cognitive representations are not equivalent.

A-7. Hierarchy Of Planck Constants And Dark Matter Hierarchy
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A-7 Hierarchy Of Planck Constants And Dark Matter
Hierarchy
Hierarchy of Planck constants was motivated by the “impossible” quantal effects of ELF
em fields on vertebrate cyclotron energies E = hf = ~ × eB/m are above thermal energy
is possible only if ~ has value much larger than its standard value. Also Nottale’s finding
that planetary orbits migh be understood as Bohr orbits for a gigantic gravitational Planck
constant.
Hierachy of Planck constant would mean that the values of Planck constant come as integer
multiples of ordinary Planck constant: hef f = n × h. The particles at magnetic flux tubes
characterized by hef f would correspond to dark matter which would be invisible in the sense
that only particle with same value of hef f appear in the same vertex of Feynman diagram.
Hierarchy of Planck constants would be due to the non-determism of the Kähler action
predicting huge vacuum degeneracy allowing all space-time surfaces which are sub-manfolds
of any M 4 × Y 2 , where Y 2 is Lagrangian sub-manifold of CP2 . For agiven Y 2 one obtains
new manifolds Y 2 by applying symplectic transformations of CP2 .
Non-determinism would mean that the 3-surface at the ends of causal diamond (CD) can
be connected by several space-time surfaces carrying same conserved Kähler charges and
having same values of Kähler action. Conformal symmetries defined by Kac-Moody algebra
associated with the embedding space isometries could act as gauge transformations and
respect the light-likeness property of partonic orbits at which the signature of the induced
metric changes from Minkowskian to Euclidian (Minkowskianb space-time region transforms
to wormhole contact say). The number of conformal equivalence classes of these surfaces
could be finite number n and define discrete physical degree of freedom and one would
have hef f = n × h. This degeneracy would mean “second quantization” for the sheets of
n-furcation: not only one but several sheets can be realized.
This relates also to quantum criticality postulated to be the basic characteristics of the
dynamics of quantum TGD. Quantum criticalities would correspond to an infinite fractal
hierarchy of broken conformal symmetries defined by sub-algebras of conformal algebra with
conformal weights coming as integer multiples of n. This leads also to connections with
quantum criticality and hierarchy of broken conformal symmetries, p-adicity, and negentropic
entanglement which by consistency with standard quantum measurement theory would be
described in terms of density matrix proportional n × n identity matrix and being due to
unitary entanglement coefficients (typical for quantum computing systems).
Formally the situation could be described by regarding space-time surfaces as surfaces in
singular n-fold singular coverings of embedding space. A stronger assumption would be
that they are expressible as as products of n1 -fold covering of M 4 and n2 -fold covering of
CP2 meaning analogy with multi-sheeted Riemann surfaces and that M 4 coordinates are
n1 -valued functions and CP2 coordinates n2 -valued functions of space-time coordinates for
n = n1 × n2 . These singular coverings of embedding space form a book like structure with
singularities of the coverings localizable at the boundaries of causal diamonds defining the
back of the book like structure.
Fig. 17. Hierarchy of Planck constants. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/planckhierarchy.
jpg

A-8 Some Notions Relevant To TGD Inspired Consciousness And Quantum Biology
Below some notions relevant to TGD inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology.
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A-8.1

The Notion Of Magnetic Body

Topological field quantization inspires the notion of field body about which magnetic body
is especially important example and plays key role in TGD inspired quantum biology and
consciousness theory. This is a crucial departure fromt the Maxwellian view. Magnetic body
brings in third level to the description of living system as a system interacting strongly with
environment. Magnetic body would serve as an intentional agent using biological body as
a motor instrument and sensory receptor. EEG would communicated the information from
biological body to magnetic body and Libet’s findings from time delays of consciousness
support this view.
The following pictures illustrate the notion of magnetic body and its dynamics relevant for
quantum biology in TGD Universe.
Fig. 18. Magnetic body associated with dipole field. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/
fluxquant.jpg
Fig. 19. Illustration of the reconnection by magnetic flux loops. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/reconnect1.jpg
Fig. 20. Illustration of the reconnection by flux tubes connecting pairs of molecules. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/reconect2.jpg
Fig. 21. Flux tube dynamics. a) Reconnection making possible magnetic body to “recognize” the presence of another magnetic body, b) braiding, knotting and linking of flux tubes
making possible topological quantum computation, c) contraction of flux tube in phase transition reducing the value of hef f allowing two molecules to find each other in dense molecular
soup. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/fluxtubedynamics.jpg

A-8.2

Number Theoretic Entropy And Negentropic Entanglement

TGD inspired theory of consciousness relies heavily p-Adic norm allows an to define the notion of Shannon entropy for rational probabilities (and even those in algebraic extension of
rationals) by replacing the argument of logarithm of probability with its p-adic norm. The
resulting entropy can be negative and the interpretation is that number theoretic entanglement entropy defined by this formula for the p-adic prime minimizing its value serves as a
measure for conscious information. This negentropy characterizes two-particle system and
has nothing to do with the formal negative negentropy assignable to thermodynamic entropy
characterizing single particle. Negentropy Maximization Principle (NMP) implies that number theoretic negentropy increases during evolution by quantum jumps. The condition that
NMP is consistent with the standard quantum measurement theory requires that negentropic
entanglement has a density matrix proportional to unit matrix so that in 2-particle case the
entanglement matrix is unitary.
Fig. 22. Schrödinger cat is neither dead or alive. For negentropic entanglement this state
would be stable. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/cat.jpg

A-8.3 Life As Something Residing In The Intersection Of Reality
And P-Adicities
In TGD inspired theory of consciousness p-adic space-time sheets correspond to space-time
correlates for thoughts and intentions. The intersections of real and p-adic preferred extremals consist of points whose coordinates are rational or belong to some extension of
rational numbers in preferred embedding space coordinates. They would correspond to the
intersection of reality and various p-adicities representing the “mind stuff” of Descartes.
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There is temptation to assign life to the intersection of realities and p-adicities. The discretization of the chart map assigning to real space-time surface its p-adic counterpart would
reflect finite cognitive resolution.
At the level of “world of classical worlds” ( WCW ) the intersection of reality and various
p-adicities would correspond to space-time surfaces (or possibly partonic 2-surfaces) representable in terms of rational functions with polynomial coefficients with are rational or belong
to algebraic extension of rationals.
The quantum jump replacing real space-time sheet with p-adic one (vice versa) would correspond to a buildup of cognitive representation (realization of intentional action).
Fig. 23. The quantum jump replacing real space-time surface with corresponding p-adic
manifold can be interpreted as formation of though, cognitive representation. Its reversal would correspond to a transformation of intention to action. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/padictoreal.jpg

A-8.4

Sharing Of Mental Images

The 3-surfaces serving as correlates for sub-selves can topologically condense to disjoint large
space-time sheets representing selves. These 3-surfaces can also have flux tube connections
and this makes possible entanglement of sub-selves, which unentangled in the resolution
defined by the size of sub-selves. The interpretation for this negentropic entanglement would
be in terms of sharing of mental images. This would mean that contents of consciousness are
not completely private as assumed in neuroscience.
Fig. 24. Sharing of mental images by entanglement of subselves made possible by flux
tube connections between topologically condensed space-time sheets associated with mental
images. http://tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/sharing.jpg

A-8.5

Time Mirror Mechanism

Zero energy ontology (ZEO) is crucial part of both TGD and TGD inspired consciousness
and leads to the understanding of the relationship between geometric time and experience
time and how the arrow of psychological time emerges. One of the basic predictions is the
possibiity of negative energy signals propagating backwards in geometric time and having the
property that entropy basically associated with subjective time grows in reversed direction
of geometric time. Negative energy signals inspire time mirror mechanism (see Fig. http:
//tgdtheory.fi/appfigures/timemirror.jpg or Fig. 24 in the appendix of this book)
providing mechanisms of both memory recall, realization of intentational action initiating
action already in geometric past, and remote metabolism. What happens that negative
energy signal travels to past and is reflected as positive energy signal and returns to the
sender. This process works also in the reverse time direction.
Fig. 25. Zero energy ontology allows time mirror mechanism as a mechanism of memory recall. Essentially “seeing” in time direction is in question. http://tgdtheory.fi/
appfigures/timemirror.jpg
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